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**THE LAIRD 0' COCKPEN." ■

By RITA. ■

Autkor (tf *' Dam* Dwrdm," "Oretehm," "Darby and 

Joan;*"Sh4ba;'ete„eU, ■

BOOK IIL ■

CHAPTER I. 

THE 8T0RT OF DOUGLAS HAT. ■

Youth is headBtrong and impetaooB. 

That ifl no new thing to say ; we hare all 

heard it often enough. ■

I-^sappoae it was only natural that I, 

Douglas Hay, scapegrace and ne'er-do-well 

BB I had always been called, should have 

eonsomed most of my hot-headed, yoathfal 

dayainlongingsto be free and untrammelled 

— to escape the bondage of oonventionality, 

and the burden of narrowmindedness, and 

the mixture of cant and slirewdness, psalm- 

BiDgiog, kirk-gobg, and money -getting, 

which, to my mind, represented my nation, 

or such of it as had come under my ken. ■

My mother I had never known; my 

father was a tyrant in disposition and a 

miser in habits; my home a dreary and 

unhappy one, aeainst which I had in- 

stinctively rebelled, and which, to my 

youthful mind, had represented only a 

place of punishment^ fault-finding, and 

hardships. ■

I nrast frankly confess that I never wil- 

spent an hour there which I could 

fUy spend anywhere else, and that my 

was never sorry to see my back 

tamed on his house. ■

If flogging, and semi-starvation, and sar- 

casm are good xdes for bringing up achild, 

then aiNnizMly I should have been a model 

of ezeeUence, but as the character I bore ■

ntu v.-«TBiBD iians. ■

in my native place was that of a "bom 

reprobate," I can only suppose that the 

treatment signally failed in what it wa3 

intended to do for me. ■

Pious elders of the Kirk shook their 

heads as they passed me by; worthy 

mothers of families tried the effects of a 

"word in season," but their idea of "season" 

invariably clashed with mine, and the seed 

never sprang up, or took any root worth 

speaking of. ■

I went to school, and, havmg a fair 

amount of ability, I managed to acquire as 

much knowledge as the generality of boys 

ever da The masters always said I might 

have "done better"; but as a rule they 

are a race niggardly of praise and im- 

possible to pleasa I made little attempt 

to win either praise or satisfaction from 

them, and they reported me to my father 

according to their judgement and opinion. ■

Needless to say it differed somewhat 

from my oirn. ■

When school-days were over, the question 

of my future career was mooted, and here 

again I and the author of my being were 

very widely opposed in our views. I 

wished to be a soldier — he would not hear 

of it, but was bent upon my entering the 

Church. This I resolutely refused to do, 

and whOe the battle waged I led a very 

idle and reprehensible life. ■

I was fond of gaiety and amusement ; 

I desired, above all things, experience, 

and I set to work to gain it in whatever 

way seemed to me good. Women petted 

me and were fond of me. I had the 

talent or facility which makes a young 

man popular— that is to say, I was a fair 

musician, a good dancer, an excellent shot, 

and was possessed of indefatigable energy 

and spirits. ■

The women took me up, and the men ■
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abaaed me; between them they a£forded 

me plenty of amusement and occapation. ■

I was as seldom at home as I ooold help, 

and the gulf between my father and myself 

grew wider and wider as time went on, 

till I was too old to be tyrannised over, 

and too independent to be bullied. ■

An old aunt — whom I had never aeen — 

died suddenly, and left me about fifty 

pounds a year. It was not much, but it 

made me independent of my father, and, 

though the miser's side of his nature re- 

joiced at the saving of expense, the 

tynmnical was displeased at the com- 

parative freedom and independence I could 

now enjoy. ■

I went to Edinburgh and Glasgow, de- 

lighted with the new sense of liWty. I 

nS^e plenty of friends and acquaintances, 

some, perhaps, leas safe than others ; but 

what cares youth for danger, risk, or 

reputability ! ■

I went back to my native town after 

^ one of these visits to the capitali and 

there, for the first time, I met the fate 

that sooner or later overtakes all manhood. 

I did not at first understand what such 

a meeting might mean for me. I did 

not think it was in me to care seriously 

or deeply for any woman. For their 

own sakes, I am sorry to say, women 

had led me to consider them in a very 

light and depreciative manner. But 

somehow this small slip of girlhood, with 

her wistful little face, and big, dark, 

solemn eyes, touched some chord in my 

nature as yet unawakened or recognised 

even by myself. ■

She was so innocent^ so young ; there was 

someihbg about her so altogether fragile 

and pathetic that she seemed to attract 

love and tenderness as naturallv as a child. 

How easy it was to win her interest— to 

make that interest ripen into something 

warmer, deeper, more passionate! The 

baseness of rivalry was not wanting as 

an incentive, had I needed such. I could 

see her cousin Kenneth cared for her from 

the first; but he was a cold and cautions 

wooer, and it needed little effort on my 

part to push him out of the field. A 

more formidable rival, however, arose 

in the shape of the Laird of Oorriemoor, 

one of the richest and best-known of 

Highland landowners, who had fallen, 

I plainly saw, an easy victim to the 

little winsome lass who was every one's 

pet and favourite! ■

Even as I write these words the sense 

of my own baseness and ingratitude ■

■

underlies them each and aU. She loved 

me so truly, and so deeply ; and I — well. 

Heaven knows I loved ner too ; but that 

did not prevent my behaving as only a 

scoundrel and a coward would have 

behaved. ■

Often I asked myself why 1 Even now 

it is somewhat of a mystery to me — ^now, 

when the wide seas roll between us, and she 

and I may, in aU probability, touch hands 

in love or friendship never, never more t ■

In these long, lonely nights, pacing 

to and fro the deck of the ship that bears 

me frurther and further away, how often 

I have thought of her — with what a 

mingling of regret, and sorrow, and desire 1 ■

And yet^ what could have come of our 

love but misfortune and unhappiness-f 

Every one opposed it| and I could not 

blame them for doing sa ■

I had sown my reputation years before 

by many an ill deed, and careless word, 

and idle habit. What other harvest could 

I expect to reap than the one I had 

gathered in 1 ■

Some sudden fit of remorse and disgust 

with myself, and the influence brought 

to bear on me by another woman, resulted 

in an abrupt break between Athole Lind- 

say and mysel£ ■

I know that woman is unworthy to be 

named in the same breath with the girl I 

loved. She was a syren, made to snare men's 

fancies. Their conquest had long been to 

her an easy and everyday matter. I 

read her very clearly irom the first, and 

the reading amused me, as did the pretty, 

subtle love-making, so thinly disguised 

under the friendly interest and attentions 

she bestowed on me. ■

Heaven knows I don't say this out of 

vanity. I seemed but a boy in years to 

Mrs. Dunleith, and aha affected to treat 

me as such. What broko down her 

guard, and enlightened me as to her 

feelings, was her jealousy of Athole 

Lindsay. One night that jealousy burst 

forth as a slumbering fire long hidden may 

do, and then I found myself caught in that 

whirlwind of passion, reproach, and anger 

which some women call love. ■

The scene was terrible— the more so 

because unexpected, and, by me, certainly- 

undeserved. 1 soothed her as best I could, 

and, in somewhat oowardly fashion, per- 

haps, made Ikht of her suspicions with 

regard to Athole. I declared that there was 

no engagement between us, and the an- 

nouncement seemed to oontent lier. Then, 

to cut the Gordian knot of my difiieulties, ■
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and seeing that the Laird of Oomemoor 

was very maeh in earnest in his attentions, 

I took myself off suddenly, and without 

notice or farewell to either Mrs. Dcmieith 

or Athole. ■

I went to Edinborgh, and snlked there 

in smouldering misery, that longed to rent 

itself on some one, and yet was perfeotty 

aware of its own inability to do so. It had 

been sdftsh and sdf-songht, and I oould 

see no way out oC it. ■

A braver and more unselfish nature 

would never have set itself to win a young 

girl's heart and love for no better purpose 

than its own gratification. ■

I see that M so plainly now ; but I did 

not see it then — or was it that I needed 

the sharp touch of sorrow's lash to teach 

me my lesson! In a state of wrath, dis- 

gust, and dissatisfisction I iingered for a 

while in Edinburgh, and then wrote to 

Athole to free her ttom the obligation which 

I feh I had in some way forced upon her. ■

I think now that my letter must have 

seemed omel to her, though I meant it for 

thebest In the mood I was in at that thne 

I was not capable of calm or temperate 

judgement I set her free, and perhaps 

only in those long weeks of silence that 

followed on her part, did I begin to feel 

how mudi I reaDy cared for her. ■

Then Mrs. Dunleith appeared on the 

scene ^un. But she chose a new r61e 

now. The syren was laid aside, and the 

friend took her place. Tender sympathy, 

warm interest, frank and eordial com- 

panionriiip— these were all at my service, 

veiled now and then by some word, or 

tone, or look, which recalled, without 

alarming, the old memories and the old days. ■

I should have been more than mortal 

man had I resisted the gradual influence 

that was brought to bear upon my life at 

that time, when I was most reckless and 

most unhapi^. ■

I wondmd why a woman so beantifiili 

and so formed to attract men as Dora 

Dnnleith, should care to waste her 

thoughts and attentions on me. I made 

but poor return, Heaven knows, yet she 

never seemed to resent my " brnsqueria " 

or my coldness. 'Perhaps now that she 

knew her rival was out of the field she 

felt that she could wait with patience. ■

An older man might have yielded to 

tlie toansient and subtle delights such 

intercourse and society afforded, if only to 

lull conscience «id to win forgetinlness ; 

but I only felt irritated, and ashamed at 

my own weakness. ■

In my love for Athole there had been 

purity and poesy, a reverence of the soul, a 

vague delight that made even self-torment a 

plrasure. It had been something to walk 

for miles only to see the light in her window, 

or to catch a glimpse of hdt sweet face from 

afar, or to run the chance of meeting her in 

the High Street with her inseparable com- 

panion, Bella Cameron. These are the 

f ocriish trivialities in which youth delights. ■

How my head aches to-night t How 

weary and disheartened I feeL I have 

been sitting in moody reflection over these 

pages, writing, and reading, and thinking, 

and in my heart cursing my foUy, and 

wondering what possessed me to accept 

Dora Dunleith's proposltfon to go to 

Canada and seek my fortuna ■

What does fortune matter to met For 

whose sake should I do battle with the 

world; at whose hand seek the guerdon 

of victory, or the soft sympathy that com- 

passionates failure! There is no doubt 

that some natures need the ballast of 

another to steady and control them. 

Disappointment has a deteriorating effect ; 

they plunge into dissipation as a dis- 

traction. mUiards, late hours, smoke, and 

drink, and play have the advantage of 

bringing temporary excitement or for- 

getfulness. Women, more wise, and 

hampered by worldly prejudices, and shut 

In by that thick-set hedge of conven- 

tionality which the innate weakness of the 

feminine heart knows as a safeguard, even 

if an irksome one — they, as I say, more 

wisely take to religion, or Sunday-school 

teacUng, and are martyrs in a quiet^ un- 

impassioned way of their own. ■

Perhaps they are less actively unhappy 

than we are ; out the grey hues of hidden 

sorrow settle none the less surely over 

theb lives. ■

How the wind howls to-night ! Surely 

a storm is brewing. I can write no more ; 

I will go up on . deck and see how the 

weather looks. ■

After all, it is rather a womanish piece 

of weakness to commit the incidents of 

one's life to paper. But time hangs heavy 

on my hands here, and I hkVB not yat 

fratermsedmach with my fellow-passengers, i ■

CHAPTER U. WRECKED 1 ■

Tee storm was ri^ng frightfully when 

I etepped on deck; I could scar<»ly keep ■
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my footisg in the teeth of the furiooB 

gale. ■

As I daog to one of the Bhronds, I saw a 

figure bedde me occupied in the same 

endeavour to presenre hia equilibrium. ■

It was that of a young man— one of my 

fellow-paBBengere whom I had noticed 

seyeral times already. The eiugularity 

of his face and features, or rather the 

expression that stamped them, was 

sufficient to attract obseivation. ■

He was young enough in years, to all 

appearance ; yet the face itself was one 

strangely impassive, the eyes cold and hard, 

the mouth drawn into firm lines, its expres* 

sion bitter and cynical in a marked degree. 

The brow was lofty and intellectual — 

the brow of a student and a thiuker — 

and at rare moments the eyes lost their 

hardness and indifference, and scintillated 

with excitement or interest Now, as I 

glanced up at him, and saw them in the 

fitful moonlight that struggled through 

rifts of cloud, they were absolutely Uaang 

with delight and excitement ■

" It is magnificent, is it not t " he said to 

me, tossing Mck the darkyaves of hairfrom 

his uncovered head, and looking like some 

spirit of the storm in his towering Jheight, 

and with that ttrange, pale face, and those 

flashing eyes piercing the gloom, and dis- 

daining the warfare of the elements. '' How 

puny and weak, after all, is the skill of 

man against the forces of Nature 1 Who 

shall bridle the wind, and arrest the 

thunder-doudp, or steer the lightning 

flash on its wild flight 1 Look yonder 

at that seething mass! How the white 

horses toss theb manes and gallop over 

the wild sea to-night! Ob, is it not 

grand, glorious, superb) What a pity 

that at such a time one cannot resolve 

oneself into something less material than 

flesh and blood, and eujoy it as the spirit 

of the tempest itself might do 1 " ■

I looked at him in some surprise. The 

words were strange, but no less strange 

were his look and aspect. ■

<* It certainly is a grand sisht," I agreed ; 

''but scarcely enjoyable under present dr- 

comstanoee." ■

''There I differ from you," he said, the 

clear resonant tones of his voice sounding 

distinct even amidst the noise and fury of 

the blast "At all times, and under aU 

aspects. Nature is to me enjoyable. She 

and I have been dose friends all the years 

of my life.'' ■

"You have travelled greatly)" I sug- 

gested, with another glance at the strange ■

face, unyouthfal even in its youth, yet 

with something grand and majestic now 

in its defiant, fearless pose and fiashing 

glances. ■

" Not half as much as I could desire/' 

he said; "that is where life hits one so 

hard. In youth, we are bond-daves to 

the possible enjoyments of a future, set- 

ting all our energies to work in order to 

achieve a god that promises all we deem 

best Does age ever fulfil those promises t 

I doubt it. The years pass, and Time lays 

a heavy hand upon our spirits and desires, 

our very nature dters, and the fruition we 

once upheld as bliss to our fond imagining 

becomes but Dead Sea fruit in our mouths 

at kst" ■

" You talk very bitterly," I sdd. ■

A temporary lull had taken place ; the 

wind blew with less fury; the driving 

douds parted here and there to show some 

gleam of star or moon in the blue depths 

of unveiled sky. We Were stUl standing 

dde by side, still dlngbg to the stout 

cordage as support The ship sped on 

over the foaming waters with scarce a 

yard of canvas spread from her bending 

masts. ■

My companion looked down at me for 

the first time. ■

'* So you think I speak bitterly 1 " he 

said. "If so, Life has been my teacher; 

I can but speak of it as I have found it, 

and seen it Who lives it as he intended 9 

Who finds it as he imagined it I Who 

loob out from any standpoint on the 

mord, social, or phydcd scde, and can 

truthfully assert that it is anything but 

vexation and vanity! The wisest man 

the world has ever known sdd that ; and 

his judgement will pass unchallenged for 

all time. Here and there comes a little 

sunshine, a litde pleasure, a little hope ; 

but set against them the toil and weari- 

ness, the sorrow and heartaches, the misery, 

and deception, and disappointment which 

we meet and cause as we journey along 

that road from youth to age, and dare 

then to say that the little good is not out- 

weighed a thousandfold by the many evils ; 

that the sips of pleasure are not as a drop 

in the ocean to the seas ofgfief 1 Bat, 

see, the storm rises again 1 We shall have 

a rough night of it." ■

"You seem rather to enjoy the 

prospect," I sdd, glancing somewhat 

enviondy at the tall figure, and the fear- 

less, defiant pose of the uncovered head, 

as the wind played at will amidst the 

dark, thick locks. ■
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"Ye»," be ndd, quietly, "I am alto- 

gether withoat fear ; and yet I and danger 

have daimed pretty elose acquaintance 

with each other in my time. I have been 

twice Bhipwrecked; but ib has not de- 

stroyed my love of the ae& Nothing could 

do that.'* ■

I felt that I could not agree with him ; 

indeed, I was ahready cold, and chilled, 

and wet with spray and rain, and felt 

more disposed to seek my cabin than to 

watch the storm renew its attentions. ■

I therefore bade my new acquaintance 

good nighti and went below; though, I 

must confess, sleep was utterly impossibla ■

Wide awflJke I lay in my narrow berth, 

listening to the howling wind and the 

dashing waveSi and the tramp of the 

sailors' feet on the deck above. How 

little there seemed between life and death 

on that wild ocean, in that wild night ! 

Only a few planks^the weak armament of 

man against the warfare of the furious 

elements. I thought of my strange com- 

panion, and wondered if he were still on 

deck breastbg the storm with that un- 

daunted mien. I almost envied him his 

supreme enjoyment I had certainly ez- 

pcorienced more fear than pleasure at the 

sight of the raging sesi and the noise ^ 

the ereakbg timboni. ■

In the midst of my wakeful meditations 

I was roused by a fearful crash. I sprang 

up, and half dbressed as I was, hurried on 

deck. One of the masts had broken, and 

lay half on, half over the deck — a mass of 

straining cordage and flapping canvas. 

The sailors were hewing vigorouidy at it ; 

foremost among them towered the tall 

figure of my new aoqnaintanca His face 

was still calm and unmoved ; his coolness 

and nerve seemed to encourage the men, 

and they laboured with a will at their task 

until the ship was free of the strain, and 

once more rode merrily over the wild 

waste of watera ■

Five minutes later, however, a fresh 

alarm arosa We had sprung a leak, and 

the order was given to man the pumpa ■

For hours and hours — ^long after the 

grey dawn had broken — that weary 

labour went on. One and all — pas- 

sengers and crew alike — we gave our 

willing aid ; and again I noticed, foremost 

to help and encourage, and with the 

.strength and zest of two ordinary men, 

that strange being who had seemed to me 

like the spirit of the storm itael£ ■

As time went on, the reports grew more ■

and more dbheartening ; the leak was 

gaining on us, and the sea was still terribly 

heavy. The men's faces began to look 

gloomy, and their energies showed signs 

of the prolonged strain. The wind had 

abated somewhat, but the ship pitched 

and roUed in most distressing fashion in 

the great trough of heaving watera ■

We had been driven miles out of our 

course, and the captain could only give a 

guess as to our whereabouta Till near 

midday they laboured on at a task which ■

Siw hourly more hopelesa That the 
p must be abandoned seemed a growing 

conviction in the minds of the men ; but 

I must confess that it was with no pleasant 

feeling that I heard the order given to 

lower the boats. It seemed to me impos- 

sible that any boat could live in such a sea, 

and the gloomy faces around seemed to 

echo my conviction. ■

However, the time soon came when we 

were left with no other alternative. The 

leak was gaining on us so rapidly that the 

pumps were a^doned. Provisions and 

water were handed into the boats ; the pas- 

sengers collected a few dothes and valu- 

ables, and waited resignedly for the order 

to leave the vessel ■

The captain, I, and the strange pusenger 

— ^whose name I had learnt by this time 

was Huel Penryth— were the last to quit 

the doomed vessel. We cast off and lay 

at a little distance, watchbg her as she 

roUed, in that helpless water -logged 

manner, from side to side, each movement 

seeming as if it must be her last ■

It was a melancholy spectacle, and one 

destined to live long in my memory. 

Suddenly she lifted her stem out of the 

boiling trough, and we saw her bows 

plunge forward. For a brief space she 

seemed almost standins upright, and I 

could not resist a shudder of horror as I 

looked. A moment, and the great waves 

rolled upwards like living things ready to 

seise upon their promised prey. Then 

came the rending sound of breaking spars 

and crashing "Umber, and downwards she 

plunged into the fathomless depths, and 

the tailing foam rushed seething and his- 

sing over the place that should know her 

no more* ■

I looked around after the one involun- 

tary exclamation which had escaped ua A 

grey sky half-obscured by mist ; a waste of 

heaving water, on which our boat tossed 

like a cork. That was all I saw— that and 

the pale, grave faces of my fellow sufferera ■
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".May Heaven have merey on as I " I 

cried below my breath ; bat the hopeless- 

neaa and the peril of our sitnation seemed 

to mook that faint petition as we drifted 

on through the grey mists and the toasiog 

oloads of foam. ■

DOYNES'S WONDERFUL DOG& ■

A OOMPLI?rE STORY. ■

" Ye8, it was a plucky thing, certainly ; 

bat I can't help thinking that the motive 

was not altogether an unmixed one. You 

see, Westminster Bridge is one of the best- 

known places in the world ; and when a 

man jumps over its parapet to saye a 

fellow-creature who is struggling in the 

tideway below, he is tolerably certain to 

be well repaid for his ezerUon. His 

bravery is lauded in the next mombg^s 

papers; he gets the Bojal Humane So- 

ciety's medal, and he is often handsomely 

rewarded besides. There are thousands 

of good swimmers in London who would 

avail themselves of a similar opportunity. 

You'd do it yourself." ■

'* H'm, well, perhaps I should. But you 

are taking rather a cold-blooded view of 

tihe matter. There is some risk." ■

<< Of coarse there is risk," replied Dr. 

Wane, rather contemptuously. ' ** There is 

the chance of cramp, the chance of a bad 

cold. There was a possibility of the train 

which ]i>roaght you down here leaving the 

track, and crashing over an embankment ; 

but ttiat doesn't make a hero of you for 

coming to see me." ■

" What are you driving at 1 " ■

"Simply this. That there is a great 

deal of rubbish talked about men making 

heroes of themselves, when they are merely 

encountering a certain degree of pwil for 

their own self-advancement. Now, in my 

idea that kind of selfishness can never hie 

linked to true heroism. For instance, I 

can see nothing heroic about a jump from 

the clouds beneath a parachute, when the 

only incentive is money." ■

" I am afraid you will nearly always find 

a sordid motive of that kind at the bottom 

if you only probe deep enough." ■

" Oenerally, I grant you. But there are 

instances to the contrary. A village doctor 

does not often see much beyond the 

general routine ; but I give you my word 

for it, I did once come across a real 

heroine. Now what do you say to an 

hour's 6cart^, and then bedf " ■

And Dr. Wane lit his pipe, and appeared 

anxious to change the subjecU ■

<< TeU me about your heroine first Did 

she puU some one out of the river here, 

and then run away without leaving her 

name 1 " ■

" Nothing so dramatia I don't think 

the story would interest yon. Pass the 

matches." ■

But my curiosity was aroused, and after 

a little pressing he consented to tell it me. ■

((Your train arrived," he said, '*just 

after the curtain had dropped, and the 

heroine of the piece had gone off to take 

up an engagement on another staga ^ Did 

you happen to see a caravan, a dingy, 

yellow-painted house on wheels, as you 

walked here from the station! It was 

in a field on your right hand." ■

"I can't say that! did." ■

''Very likely not It would scarcely 

catch your eye unless you had looked for 

it Yet it lay there all the same, an aged- 

looking concern, with 'Doy&es's Won- 

derful Dogs' painted on the outside. It 

is one of the regular sort that go round to 

the fairs and feasts in this neighbourhood, 

only perhaps a trifle inferior to most of 

them. It was here about the middle of 

the summer, when first I came to this 

place ; and out of curiosity I went to see it 

amongst the others. There were just 

about half-a<[oBen dogs— mangy mongrels 

all, with the exception of a grey-muzaled 

collie — ^and they were put t&ough their 

paces by agirl who seemed to ran the show 

entirely by herself. She was my heroine." ■

Wane put his pipe into his mouth here, 

and struck a match, as if to signify that 

was all, but an expectant " Yes " from his 

auditor hinted to him to proceed. ■

« Well," he said, '< I notieed in May that 

she was looking fearfully knocked up-— 

half-starved, in fact; which wasn't to be 

wondered at, as there were not more than 

half-a-dozen others beside myself in the 

tent, and we only paid a penny apiece for 

the performance. But a week ago, when 

the caravan passed through here en route 

for Bomewh^e else, she broke down en- 

tirely, and that was when I first found out 

all about her. She is twenty-three now, it 

seems — twenty-three last week; and just 

ten years ago her step-mother turned her 

out of doors. Poor child, she had had a 

hard life of it She lost her own mother 

when she was two, and her father married 

agMn. Then he died, and the wife * took 

on * with a collier, who had a family of 

his own. Both of them ill-treated her ■
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abomiiuibly ; and finallji aa I have said, 

tttrned her oat of doom She didn't know 

where to go to ; the hadn't a friend in tlie 

world, poor litUe mite, or a relation either, 

that ffhe knew of, for the matter of that \ 

and 80 she wandered oat of the place, and 

sat down and shivered on a bank. Never 

before had she been oatside the town of 

her birth. It was night, and raining, and 

the paisers-bj, of whom there were few, 

never noticed her. Not that she minded 

much ; she was too nambed with misery 

for that— eold, hongry, wretched, and 

dolled with deq^. ■

'* Presently a dog came and snlfied at 

her. Grood sort of creatares, dogs, aren't 

they; especially stray ones \ Yon always 

see tiiem chomming ap to peofde who are 

in trouble. Well, she patted tiie beast, 

and when its owner came by, he saw the 

two of them together. ■

'*''nilo,' said he — ^he was Doynes, by 

the way — ' what're yoa a-doin' 'ere f Glong 

'ome wi' yer.' ■

" ' Ain't got no 'ome.' ■

""Ow'sthatr ■

« 'Mother's tamed me oat, and she 

says she'll rive t' 'eart oat o' me if I goes 

baekagean. An' she'U do it an' aU.' ■

<' Now I don't know whether Doynes was 

moved by the idea that this was a good 

opportunity to pick op a moeh-desired 

asdstant cheap, or by the child's evident 

misery. I should imagine the former. 

Bat any way, he asked : ■

" ' Will yei: oome along wi' me 1 ' ■

'* On being answered ' Yes,' he stowed Liz 

inside his conveyance, fed her, gave her a 

shake-down on the floor, and then drove 

on. And that was how Liz became en- 

rolled among the exhibiting staff of the 

Performing Dogp. ■

"He was a iuppy-goJucky sort of chap, 

this Doynes, never troubling hims^ par- 

ticolarly about anything, whether it was 

business or pleasure^ religion or honesty. 

He drank when he felt inclined, sometimes 

in moderation, sometimes in excess; and 

ate when he was hungry. He was not 

intellectual-looking, by any means, but he 

was rather dever with dogs, and knew a 

good deal about their value and jB^>a- 

bilities. As a matter of fact, Doyn08 was 

not his name at all, but it was the only one 

by which he was known. He boaght it 

when he bought the show from the 

original Doynes, who^ by strict attention 

to business, had rabed himself to the di^zy 

tminenoe of the tUrd-*rate music hall stage 

— and a professorship— and hU owu name ■

sank gracefully amongst the mists of the 

past. Liz, too, assimilated the surname of 

Doynes. At first she was simply known as 

*Doynes's Liz,' but of later years she be- 

came Liz Doynes ; and her real patronymic 

also is not even a matter of history now. ■

" Accustomed, as she had been, to eease- 

less labour and thankless toil, the child 

found her new life on the caravan one of 

comparative ease and enjoyment She 

had merely to look after the horse and 

the dogs, to do the cooking and the 

washing, to keep the csfavan something 

like tidy, and to take off Doynes's boots 

when he was too drunk to perform that 

office for himself*; and when these duties 

had been attended to she was quite at 

liberty to amu$e herself in any way she 

saw fit Doynes never meddled with her, 

except to bestow an occasional cuff if the 

dogs didn't perform weU, or a similar 

forcible reminder if the tripe supper wasn't 

cookedl to his taste. But^ on the other 

hand, he never gave her a sixpence to 

spend. Twice a year he presented her 

with a cheap new frock and bonnet^ and 

at erratic intervah he would produce under- 

garments, culled, like blackberries, from 

some convenient hedge. And she usually 

had shoes or boots — of a kind. ■

<(So that, on the whole, Liz — ^whose 

standard was not a high one — found her 

new life nearly all that she could wish for 

or expe.ct She usually had plenty to eat, 

and that was to her the principal blessing 

of life. She had a cosy bunk, and an old 

horse-cloth by way of coverlet; and al- 

though Doynes's night quarters were 

merely separated off by a very sketchy 

curtain, tfais would have satisfied her most 

fantastic scruples of decency if they had ever 

arisen — which they never did. Of variety, 

she had a never-ending supply. Show 

folks are very gregarious, and so she poSi> 

aessed heaps of acquaintances; and there 

were always the dogs — ^and Doynes. ■

■'In sammer things were pretty prospe- 

rous, for the dogs ' took ' well, and their 

keep was not costly ; besides this, Doynes 

was such a skiUul forager, that he usually 

managed to get poultry and vegetables for 

absolutely nothing. But as the ' publics ' 

captured mo&t of his hard cash in the 

prosperous season — for Doynes was a con- 

vivial soul, and adored beer — ^they were 

generally hard put to it in winter to make 

both ends meet. They lived in the cara- 

van then JQst the same, only they kept it 

stationary, and hired the horse out to any 

one who would take him; and when tiiey ■
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t very hard ap---not before, ihonghi for 

le objected to toil — Doynea would oon- 

trive to get hold of an odd job. And so 

things were kept going i somewhat errati- 

cally, it is true ; bat a stoppage was always 

prevented. ■

"When Liz had been at this game a 

couple of years, Doynes, acting on a happy 

inspiration which grew from the hint of 

one of his cronies, invested in a second- 

hand pair of tights and a span{;led tunic, 

from a peripatetic circus-propnetor, and, 

henceforward, Liz put the dogs throusli 

their paces hersell The girl was good-low- ■

ing in a way. She'd got.a wild, fierce sort 

of beauty, which seems to grow, with this 

IQxki of Ufe— strong, black mdr, you know, 

and fine dark violet eyes, and good figure 

— and she drew larger houses than Doynes 

had done. And that is not to be wondered 

at) sedng that he is a heavy-looking brute, 

rather of the jail-bird tyfo. She liked 

the job; Doynes fully appreciated a 

change which gave him more money and 

less to doj the dogs preferred Liz's 

* suaviter in modo ' to Doy nes's ' f ortiter in 

re'; and so the arrangement suited all 

parties. But still Liz's pecuniary cir- 

cumstances remained unaltered. There 

was no particular secret made of this. 

Doynes openly boasted that he was a 

gentleman now, for he got all his work 

done for nothing; and no one ever sug- 

gested that Uz had any money. And 

although she may at times have felt the 

need of it^ she never struck out for a 

regular salary. ■

«<She might easily have done so, had 

she wished, for outdde ofiers were not 

wanting. One of the young women from 

'Cole's Lnperial Shooting Gkdlery' had 

eloped with a rich American, and Liz was 

asked to take the vacant tube — ^her board, 

keep, and eight shillings per week. The 

proprietor and acting-manager of 'Fitz- 

gerald's Theatre of Varieties' said he'd 

give her a two per cent share of the profits 

if she'd play boys' parts for him ; and the 

owner of a * Saccharine Befreahment Cara- 

van' offered her a co-partnership and a 

loving heart if she'd join him. But no, 

unaccountable as it may seem, Liz laughed 

and said she'd stick to Doynes's; and to 

Doynes's she stuck. ■

'"Liz fa a rum un,' Doynes's friends 

would say to him ; but Doynes would only 

chuckle and wink, and remark that he'd 

have 'another pot o' the same.' And so 

things went on, Liz doing, by very visible 

gradations, more and more, and Doynes ■

less and less, till at last he was never near 

the show at all, except when it was on the 

move, and then he lay indolently in his 

bunk. ■

"Liz's friends among the show-folks 

used to comment on these habits of 

Doynes's pretty freely and pointedly ; but 

Liz would dways laugh in a cheerful sort 

of way, and say, ' Oh, never mind t'lad ; 

'e's alius fearful dry, an' likes ter sleek 

hissen.' (< Sleek' in her dialect meant 

moisten.) But, all the same, she gave 

him good, sharp lectures on the quiet^ 

and he would swear, by all his dogs, by 

his caravan, by hfa eyes, by everything 

he held sacred, in fact^ that he^d not touch 

a drop of liquor for a month. And then 

when the tent was pitched once more, he 

would slip off with a jolly laugh, and not 

put in an appearance again tiU 'turning- 

out tima' And Liz, quite unconcernedly, 

would shift the platform across to the 

entrance-end of the tent^ so that she could 

guard the door after the money was taken, 

and put the dogs through their paces at 

the same time. ■

*'But at last a dimaz came. ■

" They were at a village ' tide ' in the 

dales here, and she had squared up for 

the nighty* and was patiently waiting for 

Doynes's return. The day had been a hot 

one, and as he had plen^ of money in hfa 

pocket she phOosophicsIly expected him 

to make a wet night of it. But half-past 

eleven and twelve struck 4^ the church 

clock, and no Doynes came. She began 

to get anxious. He usually contrived to 

bring himself or be brought to the caravan 

before this. Half-past twelve 1 He must 

be back directly now. One I He^ has 

gone to sleep somewhere. One-thirty! 

She put a shawl over her head, and opened 

the door with the intention of going to look 

for him. By the pale moonUght, which 

iUnminated tiie paper-strewn ground and 

the scattered encampment, she saw half-a- 

dozen men carrying something on a sheep 

hurdle. Close to her was an avant-eou- 

rier, in whom she recognbed Signer 

Boberto Yaltolski, of the ' Boyal Mario- 

nette Theatre,' commonly known as Dolly 

Bobs. ■

*"Li he very bad, DoUyt' she asked, 

anxiously, for experience had taught her 

that an ordinary 'drunk' took only a 

couple of bearers, or three at the outside. ■

'* ' Ay, lass, an' 'e's 'appened a haxident 

an' alL 'E war' liggin 'im dahn i' t' road 

— ^blind — an' Jabez 'Olroyd's cart run ower 

'im. They fetched t' doctor, but 'e sez ■
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'e cannot do ote for 'im. I'm right grieved 

for thee, 1m& 'Appen tha'd best go aleep 

along wi' my miaaiBy an' to leave me to stay 

along o"un r ■

'<Here the bearers brought the fan- 

prompta ambolance to the door, and the 

symiMthetio moonlight showed Doynes's 

ghastly palenesa ■

" ' No, 'e ain't dead, Liz,' answered Dolly 

Bobs in response to her enquiry, 'an' 

mebbe 'e won't type oat fer yeres e! 'e's 

properly tended on, dooter says. Nah 

thee get thee gone to my ole woman, 

an' we'll tak"un fall' ■

*'Bat Liz refoied. 'Lift him up,' she 

said, 'an' then go, please. 'E's used ter 

me, is Doynea. I'll sit np an' watch.' 

And she insuted, and they obeyed. ■

''In the morning a new tnal awaited 

her. A great conntry boor knocked at 

the door, and she answered it He, too, 

had been enjoying himself oyer-night, and 

he wasn't sober even then. ■

"'A've eomed fer thee,' he remarked 

with a malty leer. ■

" Lis naturally did not understand, and 

so the brute explained that Doynes had 

sold her to him the night before for twelve 

shillings and a bottle of whisky. ■

«' ' But I'm not his to sell,' replied Liz, 

as quietly as she could. ' Besides, he was 

drukken, and got a'most killed last ni^ht' ■

" ' Ar care note abaat that,' exclaimed 

this interesting person, with a good deal 

of bad language levelled at the head of the 

injured Doynes; 'ar wants thee; an' as 

ar'vepaad fer tha', ar'm baha ter 'ave tha'.' 

And he tried to clutch her wrist ■

*" listen,' said Us. And those black 

eyes of hers shone so fiercely that the 

fellow took a step or two backwards in- 

voluntarily. 'You see iJl these people 

about!' — waving her hand towards the 

show-folk who were packing up — ' they're 

all my friends. If I calls 'em and tells 

'em what you're wanting they'll kick 

t' life out on yer. And that's a trua But 

I don't want 'em to know as 'e ' — with a 

backward nod of her dishevelled head, to 

indicate the invisible Doynes — "ad any- 

thfaik to do wi' this yer; an' so I'll stan' to 

a quid if you'll dear out quiet' ■

" ' Hand out,' said the would-be husband, 

laconically, and as Liz had luckily got the 

receipts of the last night's perf ormancee still 

by her, she did so^ and got rid of the dif- 

ficulty. Then she fed the dogs, who were 

calling noisUy for their breakfasts, and 

putting on her hat hastened off to the 

doctor'sL ■

'"I want you to tell me square-out 

what's the matter with Doynes,' she said. ■

" Thinking it would be a kindness not to 

mince matters at all, the doctor told her 

that he was completely paralysed in the 

lower Umbsi and would always remain so ; 

that with careful nursing he might live 

for years, but that nothing could ever make 

him walk agtdn. ■

"< Had he any relations t' ■

"'No.' ■

'"Of friends who would take him t ' ■

'" No ; he's nobody but mei' ■

" ' Ob, you are his— er—er— daughter ! ' ■

"'Na' ■

" ' Ah ! beg pardon— wife t ' ■

"'No.' ■

"' Humph 1 Sister then, and ' ■

"'No, not even idster,' said Liz, with 

slight confusion. 'There's nothin' atwixt 

us at alL We'se just — ^frens.' ■

" * Then, my good girl, you had better 

send him to the workhouse.' ■

•"No, I'm blessed if Ido,' said Liz, and 

she bounced out of the room and slammed 

the door behind her. ■

*' Well, there was a nice kick-up amongst 

the show-folks when it was announced that 

Vz was going to keep the helpless Doynes 

with her, and not pack him off as prudence 

dictated to the tender care of the Paupers' 

Mansion. Mrs. Dolly Bobs, who slept and 

lived in the same small compartment with 

two grown-up sons and a daughter, besides 

her husband, said ' it wasn't decent' ; the 

landlord of the inn, who had fingered much 

of Doynes's money, and so spoke as an 

old friend, perhaps, really thought 'the 

'Oose was good enough for the likes o' it ' — 

meaning Doynes — ^and said so to every 

one who was curious on the pdnt; and 

the parson, too^ a pasty-faced young fool, 

who hadn't been ordabed three years, 

came and exhorted her to the same effect ; 

but Liz was losing patience, and was 

distinctly rude to him. ■

"She stayed at the place where the 

accident had happened for a little over a 

fortnight, and tended Doynes with Uie 

most delicate care, although, when speech 

returned, his groans of self-pity would 

have driven any one else distracted; and 

as by that time she had sold everything 

that would sell, except the dogs — the 

exchequer was empty to start with — she 

harnessed the old horse in the shafts, and 

started off to the nearest fair, which was 

luckily not many miles away. Thanks to 

Doynes's previous laziness, she was quite 

capable of doing* everything by herself. ■
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and she^ declared to me that thta new era 

of her life was not an atom harder than 

the one which went before. In fact, she 

aaid it was easier, because the knowledge 

that Doynes wanted little comforts, which 

cost extra money, made the getting of it 

seem lighter. ■

'''O' coarse,' she told me, with a 

mischievous flash of those black eyes of 

hers, <o' course, Tittles is dearer now, 

'cause I ain't s' 'andy at picUn' up things 

as *6 was; but then, when we get's 'em my 

way we ken eat 'em when we likes, an' 

don't 'ave to bolt 'em in a hurry. Lord ! I 

mind 'im an' me an' the dogs wolfin' a 

goose in ten minutes once ; an' none too 

soon neither, fer they come to look fer it 

whiles we was a-pickin' our teeths 1 ' ■

'* Winters were the hardest times ; the 

first one especially. It was difficult to lay 

by any money for the hard season, and more 

difficult still to earn any in it. Liz would 

sometimes get an odd sixpence or perhaps 

a shilling by doing a bit of washing or 

baking, but these windfalls were precarious. 

Dwellers in cities don't like IshmaeUtes, 

and all respectable people fight shy of a 

young woman that lives with a man who 

is no relation to her. ■

" But, as Lix said, in her bright, cheery 

way, ' We alius worried through some'ow ; 

an' if Doynes didn't get 'is poort, 'e never 

went wi'out a sup o' &er.' ■

'' She starved herself to let Doynes have 

luxuries. ■

" And so things went on till last winter, 

which, as you know, was an exceptionally 

hard one; and then troubles came down 

upon them thick and fast The horse — a 

sorry beast— died, and with him passed 

away a steady source of income ; the clever 

collie — ^not the one which found her origin- 

ally, but his successor — ^was poboned ; and 

he was the best dog of the troupe; the 

caravan — which was very old and rotten — 

began to leak badly idl over, and they 

could not afford to get it satisfactorily 

repaired, though Liz did all she could 

with panted canvas and tin-tacks ; Doynes 

got very feeble and sickly, and required 

constant nourishment and attention; there 

was a 'strike ' in the neighbourhood, and, 

consequently, no work to be obtained; 

and, finally, Liz herself contracted a cough 

which racked her continually, and made 

her, as she expressed it, 'as fond, an' 

feeble, an' doddery as a new-bom 

pup.' ■

" It was a terrible struggle that winter ; ■

and when spring came, Lfz carried the 

marks of it clearly. Her black eyes were 

more brilliant than ever, and her once 

healthy brown cheeks were now sunkeo, 

and reddened with a dangerous hectic 

flush. She hired a horse for the road— a 

I^ebald beast belonging to 'Van Davey's 

American Cirque,' which necessitated her 

always following in the wake of tbat 

equestrian exhibition, and made a large 

hole in her own takingSi ■

" ' But,' she said, with a feeUe attempt 

at the old cheerfulness, ' luck was down. 

The tent was dirty and patched, and my 

props was very much the same, an' though 

I might bawl mysel' 'oarse outside, an' aay 

as Doynes's wonderful dogs was wonder- 

fuller nor ever, most people 'od take me at 

my word, an' only a few 'ud come to see if 

it was so. An' when they did come ineide, 

they'd only larf, or may be get rUed at the 

seU, for uxe dogs was really orfol bad. 

They was willin' enough, most of 'em, but 

they seemed to 'a lost their brains. 

Doynes e'd 'a fixed 'em up right enough ; 

'e wor clever wi' dogs, 'e wor, an' could 

teach 'em ote. '£ could 'a whacked taikin' 

into 'em, if he wanted, I believe ; but I ' 

— regretfully — 'cannot ketch 'is stroke 

some'ow. ■

" ' Ye'd be surprised to see 'ow thought- 

ful them dogs Is sometimes, now. They 

seems to know when grub's scarce, just as 

we does, an' they'll not 'owl 'arf so 'ard for 

their dinner when they see me and Doynes 

is a bit down i' the mug. In course they 

dees bark a bit when their stomaehs is 

empty, but alius in an apologisin' sort o' 

way, like as if they was ashamed o' theiraels 

for doin' it An' then when I pats 'em, 

an' tells 'em I'm very sorry, but there ain't 

anythink for 'em to eat, tbey'il wag their 

taUs as much as to say, "We catches your 

meanin' an' winks," an' then they'll go out 

an' prig as natteral as any Christian. ■

" ' But latterly Fse been so bothered wl* 

this yer cough, that I . kinder frighten 

people away, an' so Doj^nes's vittlee 'as 

been worse ner ever. But 'e's been very 

good about it. '£ 'asn't grumbled much 

sin' 'e saw as I couldn't 'dp it. The other 

show-folks says as 'e's a selfish brute, but 

they're liars, liais every one on 'em. Didn't 

'e pick me up when I was a snivelling 

little brat by t' road-side, an' 'asn't 'e kep' 

me wi' him ever sin' 1 ' ■

" Poor lass, she struggled bravely against 

her illness, often keeping on her legs 

through sheer force of will when weakness 

made everything seem to swim before her. ■
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Bal when dio airired here with a lot of 

others for the viUege tide— « they call the 

feast— jiut a week ago, the tent m whidi 

Doynee'a Performing Don ware wont to 

perioral waa not aet np. DoUy Boba oame 

tneaking in here late at night in mortal 

lear of hie wife— lor Lia waa a pariah 

amongit her people— and told me why, 

and gaTO me lia'a history aa frr as he 

knew it. He same really to reUeye his 

oonsdenee, I belieyei by asking me to go 

and see iMnr, evidently doubting whether I 

would do so when no pay waa forthcoming 

—sordid old btntsk ■

"Of eonrse, I did go; and I found 

thhdga even worse than ha had told me. 

The oaravan was a fearful^ dibpidated old 

ratde-tri^ weatherbeaten and rotten to 

the last degree; and hot for a oonple of 

mangy mongrel cnrs which were crouching 

on tho steps^ there wasn't a sign ci life 

abont it The battered tin chimney gave 

oat no smoke ; both doors wwe elosely 

shot; the wfaidowB wera half covered 

with painted imitationa of eortaina. I 

knoekod and went in. Everything waa 

frightfdUy rninons and poverty-stricken, 

and there waa plenty of evidence to show 

that nothing had been done in the tidying 

line lately. There was a bonk against 

each wall at the opposite end. In one 

of them the bearded face of aman of about 

five or eight-and-thlrty showed itself ; in 

the other lay a woman, young, still good- 

looUng, but terribly emadated, and 

evidently in the last stage of consumption. ■

"*Are you the doctor!' she asked. 

And I told her that I was, and that 

YaltolsU hsd sent me in to see her. ■

*''Yes, yes/ she said, hurriedly, 'an' 

it's very Und o* yer to eome to t' likes o' ma 

Bat see Doynes ; Vs been orful bad to-day. 

It ain't keftchin' 'im in 'is back where it 

used, but 'igher up lika An' there's a 

somethin' i' 'is throat as makes 'im 'e don't 

want to eat, sir. There's a beautiful piece 

o'bfled 'am aside 'hn.' ■

" And aa poor Us indicated the viand in 

queatioii, I could see that she considered 

uiis refusal to eat when food was actually 

within his reabb, as the most dangerous 

symptom of aU. In his case also the 

diagnoeb waa a simple one. He might 

live a week, or a couple of days, or a 

few boors; or he might die in a matter 

of minutes. ■

" ' rn send him some beef-tea,' I told her. ■

*' * But med'dn' — give 'im some med'cin' 

aa well, an' I'll pay jer wi' the first brass 

W8 gate; I wiU, s'welp me bok* ■

"It is extraordinary what faith these 

people put in drugs. However, not that 

all the physic in the world would have 

done him any good, but merely to padfy 

her, I ssid: *0h, yes, of course; it will 

eome with the beef-tea.' And then I tried 

to hint to her how dai^terously ill she was 

herself. But she burst out into'S torrent 

of abuse — probably because I had con- 

firmed her ovm ideas — and fimshed up by 

saying, vehemently : ■

'««I mustn't, I cannot die, I wiUn't die I 

There's Doynes there as helpless aa 'e can 

be, wua'n uaoal, in f act^ an' if I typea out, 

who's to look arter 'unt No,' she con- 

tinued, excitedly, raising herself on one 

elbow, 'it's no use yer 'intin' at them out- 

side — ^the other show-folks. They'd send 

'im to the 'Oose, they would, like as they 

wanted to do afora But 'e's mine, mine — 

all ndae, an' 'e shalln't be took away! 

Doctor,' she went on, first sinking back 

out of sheer exhaustion, and then raising 

herself up again, and clutching at my 

hand with the fsverish energy of despair, 

'doctor, yer will gl'e me sutthing to mak' 

me strong agen, willnt yerf Sutthing 

as '11 let me work the show agen, and get 

Doynes Mta o' stuff as 'e likes. Oh, if ye 

nobbut knew 'ow it wor* I 'Im an' the 

dogs 'as been the only things Fse ever 'ad 

to— to— Hke ; an' though folks sea dogs is 

best, I don't care— it's im, it's Doynes, as 

I wants t^hang on fer.' ■

•'Well, there she fainted slick away; 

and from then till now I've been messing 

around that old caravan the most of my 

tima I dare say" — brusquely — "you think 

me a Mt of a fool for doing it; but I 

couldn't help myself. Besides, there was 

no one elsa The parson — ^who is a very 

good fellow in his way, but lacking of 

tact — tried his hand; but U% sent him 

about his business very quickly when he 

started Isoturing her about her ' want of 

resignation,' as he was pleased to term it ; 

and she can be pretty free with her tongue 

when she likea Most of those sort of ■

Kple can be; it's psrt of their business, yon 
^w. And the natives, for some reason 

or other, refused to go near. ■

**I was there this morning, as usual, 

and hardly expected the girl to live 

another hour. Indeed, she might have 

died any minute, and it was her will alone 

that kept her alive. ■

"'How's 'el' she would mutely ask 

every few minutes or so ; and when I told 

her, she would seem satisfied. ■

<' And so it went on till about an hour ■
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before yoa arriyed here. Then Doynes 

eaddenly stopped breathing. She noUced 

it immediately— -noticed it, in fiact, before 

I did, and bade me look at him. ■

" He was dead, and I told her aa ■

"She smiled feebly and beckoned me 

down nearer to her, and, by laying my 

ear dose against her lips, looTild jastmake 

oat the words aboye the pattering of the 

rain on the roof : ■

"*Told yer so— didn't die whiles 'e 

might want me. Say 1— sell the caravan— 

giye^Doynee — swell fimeral — and * ■

" Bat that was alL She had hastened 

after Doynes." ■

ALL THE TEAS BOUin). ■
tOondooladbr ■

ON THE WAE-PATH. ■

HZAB QUARTERS. ■

A GOOD many years ago there was a 

oertdn Methodist preacher with an ap- 

parent genios for toachbg and moyiog his 

congregation. A split with his connection 

remoy^ him from that sphere of action, 

and apparently withoat knowing it himself, 

he, by Us open-air preachbgs and strangely 

hearty services, laid the foundation of the 

Salvation Aimy. The movement began 

definitely with the formation of an East 

London Christian Sevival Society, which 

was soon developed into an East London 

ChriBtian Mission; and the Methodist 

preacher became gradually reconciled to 

the idea of a permanent organisation 

or settled plan. In 1866 the Mission 

entered into the first real head-quarters, 

in the Whitechapel Boad, and since 

then the Mission has grown into the 

Army, the Army has extended almost all 

over the world, and — ^whether- for good or 

evQ is not to be discossed here — has 

become a very considerable fact How 

large, faideed, can be gathered if we take 

some figures from the <* Field State," which 

k pubUehed monthly. At the end of 

November last year, there were altogether 

in the British Isles thirteen hundred and 

sixty-four corps, and the staff of workers 

included the foUowbg : five hundred and 

eighty-one International Staff andemploy 6ft; 

one hundred and eighteen officers connected 

with the Divisional offices; twenty-one 

Dep6t Staff and scribes; seventy -two 

Dep6^ Officers; one hundred and forty- 

five Rescue Staff and assistants; one bun- 

dred and eighty-four workers in the slums ; 

forty Divisional scribes and specials ; two 

thousand five hundred and six Field 

Officers : that is, the workers in the various ■

ordinary corps ; four hundred and seventj- 

two Field Officers' wives; thirty-eight 

Household Troops' Bandsmen; and four 

hundred and sixty-three cadets in Depdta. 

This gives a grand total of four thousand 

six hundred and fifty-one. If we take in 

idl foreign corps in addition, we swell the 

total of corps to two thousand nine 

hundred and twenty-five, and of workers 

to nine thousand eight hundred and eighty- 

eight. ■

Of course, the organisation and mere 

office work of this great body involve a 

prodigious amount of work, and it may 

be interesting to our readers if we give 

diem an account of this organisation, which 

will be found to be very complete and 

exact — all affairs of every corps, to the 

smallest detail, being so summarised and 

brought to Head-quarters, that, at a 

moment's notice, they can be turned np 

and referred to. In the following descrip- 

tion, members of the Salvation Army moat 

be understood to be officers*-that is, thoae 

who have elected to give aU their work 

and time to extending and promoting 

the Army — the ordinary soldiers being 

members only in the sense that they attend 

services, and sootf, just- as we of different 

denominations may attend our different 

places of worship. ■

For the proper understanding of the 

working of the Head- quarters, the first 

place to be visited is what is termed the 

Home Office — Head • quarters of the 

Salvation Army. These offices are in 

Queen Victoria Street, above Blackfriars 

Station and facing the Embankment, con- 

sisting of three floors. Most certainly 

there is not too much room for the work, 

almost every available inch of space being 

utilised. The best mode of inspection 

will be, not to take each floor by itself, but 

the different offices, as they in turn affect 

the Salvationist, beginning from the time 

when he is first accepted for the work. ■

The first department is the Candidates' 

Department, to which come all applications, 

from all parts of the British Isles, from 

those who wish to join the Army. When 

a member of a local corps thinks that he — 

throughout the Army no distinction is made 

between the sexes, so perhaps it will be 

best for us to always treat the individual 

as a man — would like to give up all his 

work and labour only for the extension of 

the Army, he applies to Head-quarters for 

a set of candidates' paper& The first paper 

he has to fill up himself, and contains 

seventy seven different questions, some of ■
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which uem ridieuloiui to anv ontaider, 

othen of which seem to be diotated by 

good, Bound common lenM. Of oooxie, 

one not jdning in the work would think 

mch qnesttons M : *' Have yon OTsr been a 

baekdider t If so, for how long 1 ** aome- 

what abaord, bat ttiere can be only praise 

for the queations which ask as to whether 

the candidate has any persona dependent on 

him, whether hisparents are agreeable to his 

joining, and snch like practical matters. 

Then the Captain of the corps to which 

the candidate belongs has to fiUap a paper 

ccmtaining sixty qoeations, mostly as to 

whether or no the man is likely to become 

a good officer, as to Us aeal, hk eharaeier, 

and so on. The Treasurer or Secretary 

of his eoips also has to send in a backing 

Cnrm, as does also the District or Dtvisionu 

Officer. ■

England is dirided into Divisions as 

follows: London, Birmioffham, Leicester, 

Br&hton, Bristol, Cambridge^ Oanterbisry, 

Carlisle, Channel Islands, and Cheshire, 

while the London and Bristol Divisions are 

divided into three Districts. The next 

paper which a candidate has to send in 

fa a medical certificate ; and as to this the 

authorities are very particular — any candi- 

date being refused if the medical certificate 

is against him, no matter how much in his 

favour the other papers may be. Among 

the qnestbna asked on the certificato form 

are ones as to the condition of the candi- 

date's heart and lungs — ^both most neces- 

sary, the latter most particularly so, if we 

may judge from the sounds we sometimes 

heur from meetings at street-comenL The 

last paper — and this is never sent out 

untess all the others are satisfactory — fa 

a form which fa sent to the oandidate's 

employer for hfa character. If all papers 

are correct, and the candidate fa received, 

the papers do not go before the chief 

officer at Head-quarters ; but all cases in 

which r^usal fa likely go before the 

Commandant, who rules supreme at Head- 

quarters. It will be seen from all these 

forms and papers that the authorities of 

the Salvation Army by no means accept 

everybody, but are somewhat particular 

as to iriiom they receive as officers. All 

these papers are preserved at Head- 

quartenH-each candidate's papers being 

put into a paper-case by themselves, and all 

the names being entered up in books kept 

for the purpose. There are at present 

' stored round the offices where thfa work fa ■

Eie some fourteen thousand of these 

M. . In these offices, sometimes, candi- 

■

dates about whom the authorities are 

doubtful are employed on probation. ■

Oar candidate has now been accepted 

by the authorities, and fa duly passed into 

one of the Training Oarrisons, which at 

present number twenty-eight, and comes 

under the supervision of the Training 

Osirison Department at Head-quartera 

In the garrison he lives, and, as the titie 

implies, is trained for the work which he 

has undertaken. He goes through a course 

of lessons — in Scripture, rules of field 

work, and the doctrhie and discipline of 

the Salvation Army. These lessons oc- 

cupy four mornings a week; two after- 

noons a week he fa out visiting — 

presumably something like dfatrict-visiting 

— ^two or three afternoons a week he fa 

out selling the '< War Cry " and the other 

Salvation Army publicatiims; and one 

afternoon a week he has to himself. In 

addition to thfa, the inmates of the Train- 

ing Garrisons do all the house-work, and 

attend meetings every night ; whUe about 

once a fortnight there fa a general meetbg 

of cadets for the purpose of hearing a 

lecture from the Commandant or Com- 

missioner. Thfa course of training takes 

from five to seven months; sometimes 

longer. At the end of tlds time the 

candidates are collected from the various 

garrisons for a final session at the Clapton 

Congress Hall, where they go throush a 

finfahing course, which lasts alM)ut ten days. 

This course consfats of lectures, reading 

drilb — not, as might appear, elocution 

drills, but so much time a day spent in 

reading — and an examination. Having 

passed thfa, and being found suitable — 

and very few are found unsuitable, owing 

to the care of selection in the Candidates' 

Department^they receive their eommis- 

sions either as Lieutenants^ or Captains, 

and pass on to the Appointment Depart- 

ment. ■

Thfa department has the decfaion as to 

every officer^s station, when he has received 

hfa commission and fa sent to the field. 

From thfa department money fa issued to 

enable officers to proceed to the corps to 

which they may have been appointed. All 

moving-about of officers fa done as cheaply 

as fa possible, consutentiy with reasonable 

comfort Thus, in the summer, the various 

coasting-steamers are much employed ; but 

in winter such journeys are considered too 

trying. Each appointment lasts six months, 

after which time the officer fa moved by 

the Appointment Department to another 

corps — the department being kept in- ■
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formed by the Tarioas Divisional Officers 

of their needs in the matter of officera 

In the case of married officers, efforts are 

made to appoint them to seyeral different 

ooips close to each other, to save the extra 

expense of moving; bnt unmarried men 

may be suddenly oraered off to the opposite 

end of England by this powerful depart- 

ment The authoriljefl here have all 

questions of promotion firom Lieutenant 

to Captain brought before them ; and also 

have to decide on all questions of monetary 

relief to officers who, for any reason, are 

receiving inadequate pay — not that the 

pay evM seems to be more than just 

enough to keep body and soul together. 

FinaUy, this department has to consider 

and decide upon all questions as to drop- 

ping an officer. Li the Diraioaal or 

District Officer^s report as to the condition 

of his various corps in the matter of 

officers, there is a column in which he can 

mention any officer whom he eondders 

unsatisfactory in his work, and who, he 

thinks, should be dropped. This im- 

portant motion comes before the Appoint- 

ment Department, wUch must have quite 

as much work to get through as it can 

find time for. ■

The next department we come to- 

having carried our candidate through, and 

having seen him sent to the field, we will 

take the departments as they come — is the 

Statistieal Department, and here the system 

of forms and papers and entering and re- 

entering, is worttiy of the largest €k>vem- 

ment office, with the result that Head- 

quarters are kept in most perfect touch 

with the various Divisions, Districts, and 

corps. ■

From every corps throughout the country 

a report is sent in every week to the 

Divisional ^ffice, signed by Captain, 

Lieutenant, and Treasurer or Secretary. 

This report contains all information con- 

cerning the corps — attendances at all meet- 

ings, number of members, number of '* War 

Crys" sold, and every detail connected 

with that corps. In addition to this 

report, a Sergeant-Major's report, signed 

by Captain and Secretary, is also sent in. 

A Treasurer's report — a copy of the cash- 

book of the corps— signed by Treasurer, 

Secretary, and Captain, is also sent in 

weekly, and lastly the Secretary's report 

is sent in monthly. All the inJFormation 

from these forms is collected by the 

Divisional Secretary, and by him entered 

into his book. . Every month this book 

is totalled up, and the average results of ■

each corps are then copied oui» signed by 

the Dividonal Officer, and sent up to the 

Statistical Department Here they are 

again copied faito the Head-quarters books, 

under the headings of separate corps, so 

that reference oan be made at a moment's 

notice to any corps, and its results and 

condition promptly ascertained. ^ In the 

same way the results of Distriots and 

Divisions are totalled and arranged, so 

that the general results, of these can also 

be easily seen* ■

Closely connected with the Statistical 

Department^ and working by means of in- 

formation received frem it, is the Watching 

Department When a corps is reported to 

be goingdown and losing strength, the eye 

of the Watching Department is oast over 

it to see the reason of the dedine, to find 

out whether it is the fault of the officess in 

charge, or in the public mind, which, in that 

particular place, is not to be allured by the 

sound of trnn^ets and drums. The officer 

of a corps in such a case is changed for 

one wril known to the authorities as ea 

energetic worker. If the corps still goes 

down, another change is tried, and if atiU 

no good ensues, the corps is reloetantly 

abandoned. Sometimes it proves to be 

the fault of the officer, in which case it is 

suggested to him that he might find a 

more usefhl field for his enei^^ies. ■

The next department we come across^ is 

the Marriage Department No officer of the 

Salvation Army is allowed to engage him* 

self to be married without the consent of 

thu department. Application is made to 

this department, forms are sent by it to the 

Divisional Officers of both parties, whieh 

contain questions as to the applicant^ 

work, leave bebg only given to suceessful 

officera Each couple must be engaged for 

at least twelve months, and no man may 

marry under twenty-three years of aga 

Breaking off an engagement^ unless for a 

very ffood reason, invariably leads to dia- 

misHd. Indeed, the authorities seem to be 

most careful about marriages, and .do their 

best to prevent subsequent disappointment 

For instance, no officer can marry exoepfc 

within the Army, so that if a man falls in 

love and wishes to marry a girl outside the 

Army— a girl, it may be, who lives in a 

comfortable home — and applies f<Hr leave to 

become engaged to her, leave is granted on 

the condition that she first joins the Army, 

and serves with one corps, in order that 

before the actual engagement is ratified ^^ 

she may have some experience of the life I 

which in future she will have to live. Ar^ I ■
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the life of a SalTfttion Army officer does 

not Mem to be qaite a bed of roses. ■

The next office we Tiait ia that of the 

IntelUgenoe Department Tfais depart- 

ment has the duty of investigating all 

ehaiges bronght against officers, and find- 

ing oat whettier tney are weighty enough 

to be taken notice <rf. The majority of the 

ehargsa eome from outside souroes^ and in 

moat eases are utterly unfounded. In the 

event of a diarge being considered weighty, 

the offender has the chdoe of placbg his 

ease in the hands of the Gommandant, or 

of being tried by a eourt-martial, consisting 

of two officers of his own rank and one (h 

superior rank as president. If the charge 

is pvovedy the offender is dismissed, nobody 

being kept as an officer who does not eome 

thorongiily up to the Salvatimiist standard. 

If the officer be dismissed, his fare is pdd 

from his station to where he wishes te go, 

and, if possible, he is helped by a small 

grsnt of moneyi or by some other means, 

to obtain work. Another matter to which 

thtt department gives its attention is the 

question of the reaooeptanoe of officers 

who have resided on account of ill-healbh, 

and who, liavmff recovered, wish to rejoin 

the Army. TUU department has the duty 

of oonsiaering and deciding upon all nadi 

^>plicatiimsL ■

Now we come to an important depart- 

ment — ^the Audit Department From this 

depsrtment officers are constantly travelling 

about examining the books of different 

corps. The bodks of every eoips are andited 

once a year, while the divisional account- 

books are audited every six months, a 

balanee-sheet from each division being sent 

to Head-quarters once a month. ■

Then we have the Demonstration De- 

partment, from which all special proces- 

sions, oountiy tours, and special journeys 

are arranged ; next, there are the Oashier s 

Office, wi& Enquiry Office, London Division 

and Garrison Cadner, and Home Office 

Oashier; and, finally, we have the Post 

Office, through which every letter coming to 

ingoing from the building pas se s e very 

letter coming in, unless Mldressed t6 the 

Commandant or Ohief Secretary, being 

opened hera ■

This oompletea the description of this 

building, and from it we pass on to 101, 

Queen Yietoria Street^ which contains the 

Foreign Office, which has somewhat the 

same relations with foreign corps as the 

Home Office has with corps in the British 

Isles — of course, the smaUer details have 

to be settled in the chief centre of the ■

particular country — and also various other 

important departments, which we will take 

as they -come in the building. And a most 

complicated building it is, containing, as it 

does, the whole of Na 101, the upper 

floors of No. 99, and extending back and 

taking in the bouse in the rear, which 

reaches down to Thames Street ■

The first series of departments consists 

of those relating to Foreign countries and 

Oolonies, for the most part similar to thoae 

at the Home Office ; but in addition there 

are the Foreign Despatch and the Shipping 

Offices, in connection with Foreign affairs; 

Passing on, the next department is the 

Property Department Here we have the 

Bents Offices, from which all matters con- 

nected with the rents of the buildings 

oceufMcd by the various local corps are ar- 

ranged ; and the Property Purchase Depart- 

ment for investigating and reporting to the 

board upon proposed sites and buldingsi 

The Property Finance Department comes 

next, having all questions as to raising and 

paying money for sites and buildiogSL 

Oonnected with this department is a 

Savings Bank, in which any sum, from a 

shilling upwards, can be invested. This has 

only just been started, and promises to be 

a great succesa ■

The last of the Property Departments is 

the Property Oonveyancing Department 

Oonnected with this ia the Solicitor's Offices, 

rooms where all leasee and agreements are 

made out^ typewxitmg done, and all the 

various forms necessary for tiie transfer of 

property prepared. Then we come to the 

Oommon Law Department,. the Architect's 

Department, and the Bepairs Department, 

all of which by their names sufficiently 

show what they are without description. 

The next we see is the Press Office, in 

which all presa notioes and newspaper 

cuttings are preserved and pasted in big 

sorap-books, for future reference if neces- 

sary. ■

But here wehave a mostlmportant dq^art- 

ment — the Financial Secretary's Depart- 

ment The first duty of this department 

is the collection, for Head-quarters Funds, 

of contributions from the various country 

corps. These are collected by eight col- 

lectors, who are constantly travelling 

about, visitmg six corps in a week, and 

taking all the money coUected at the various 

services they hold, and transmitting it 

less their expenses, to Head-quarters. By 

this arrangement, each corps contributes 

one day's collections a quarter to Head- 

quarters, and the total sum amounts to ■
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eight thousand poundi a year. The yariooB 

journeys of the different collectors are all 

arranged at the beginning of the quarter ; 

notices are sent out to the various corps, 

notifying them of the approaching visit, 

and ask&ig that no special appeal should 

be made for any local object in the fort- 

night preceding ; and a second notice Is 

sent just before the visit, as a reminder. 

The collector himself has to fill in a weeUy 

return, which is forwarded to Head- 

Quarters, showing what corps he has 

visited, what services he has held, how 

many people have attended each, how 

much the collections have amounted to, 

and what his expenses have been. ■

The next source of income is the 

Auxiliary League. It may surprise the 

public in general that there should be a 

steady income from people who do not 

belong to the Salvation Army ; but this 

is so, and theses subscribers are known as 

the Auxiliary League. Members of this 

Lea^e are of two descriptions— the first 

paying an annual subscription of one 

guinea ; the second taking collecting-cards, 

and agreeing to collect not less than half-a- 

guinea a quarter. All receipts for other 

donations are sent out from this office ; and 

the care of special appeals is also entrusted 

to it The name and address of every 

person who has ever contributed anything 

at all are here preserved, and it is to be 

supposed that, like most other institutions, 

the Salvation Army, if successful with 

anybody once, does not forget to come 

again. There is one more fund which this 

office controls, and that is the Sick and 

Wounded Fund, for assisting and making 

grants to officers who may be temporarily 

incapacitated from duty. This fund is 

raised by a levy of a halfpenny a quarter 

from every member ; but, of course, it has 

to be helped and increased from general 

funds. ■

The only other department of importance 

here is the Accountant's Department, 

about which we have hesrd a good deal 

lately, but which seems to be supervised 

and carried on in a most business-like 

waj. Here, of course, all the book- 

keeping is done, and from here that most 

important item — the balance-sheet — is 

issued. The department Is under the 

control of a firm of accountants. ■

After this office there are the Cashier's 

Offices and the Post Office, which are 

carried on in the same way as at the 

Home Office. ■

There is one other set of offices which ■

come under the heading of Head-quarters 

—the International Trade Head-quarters, 

in Glerkenwell Road, where all the print- 

ing and publishing connected with the 

Army and various other businesses ace 

carried on. The printing and publishing 

offices are naturally like any others, but 

it may be interesting to know that, of 

the Salvation Army publications, the 

<'War Ory" has a circulation of three 

hundred thousand, and **The Young 

Soldier " of one hundred and fifty thousand 

a week, while "AU the Worid" has 

reached forty-six thousand, and ''The 

Deliverer" forty-five thousand a month. ■

Beginning at the top of the building, 

the fifth floor is devoted to the Oomposing 

Boom and Foundry. On the fourth floor, 

the first room we come across is the 

Tailoring Boom. Here such uniforms as are 

''bespoke" are made, the vast majority 

being made by a country firm. Next we 

come to a room devoted to the manufacture 

and repair of musloal Instruments. They 

don't make all those used by the Army here, 

so we wUl give them the benefit of the 

doubt, and say that all those we hear 

about the streets which are cracked are 

manufactured elsewhere. The Tea-packing 

Boom comes next. The Army once went 

in for general trade, but it did not pay, so 

was given up ; but somehow tea remained, 

and ^ey get through about three thousand 

pounds a week. The rest of this floor is 

given up to a dining-room for the hands, 

one part being a vegetarian restaurant, the 

other for the use of those hands who bring 

their own food. ■

Descending to the third floor we come 

across all the Editorial Booma Women's 

rights seem to be admitted by the Salvation 

Army, for almost all connected with the 

editorial work are of the weaker sex. 

The Dress-making comes next, where aU 

dresses for the women are made, except for 

those who like to buy the material and 

make it up themselves The rest of this 

floor is given up to a general store-room. ■

The second floor is given up to general 

offices. Here are the Commissioner's and 

the Secretary's Offices; the Stationery 

Office, whence all stationery is issued ; the 

Order Department, through which all 

orders pass from the cashier, and where 

they are entered in books, which books 

are passed on to the various departments 

they may concern ; and finally the Cashier's 

and Accountant's Offices. ■

The first floor contains the Book Ware- 

house, and one of the principal articles ■
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aold here ia mtido — one nde of the room 

bebg atored witti aheeta of mnaic. Next 

we have the TaOoiing Department, where 

the SalyationiBt who diadjdna ready-made 

clothing can be meaanred, and have hia 

dothea made to fit hia manly form to hia 

liking; and here we have the Salea Boom 

— ^the Salvation Army Shop — ^where yon 

may buy a poond of tea or a poke bonnet. 

They aold aeventeen thonaand bonneta laat 

year. The laat d^^uurtment on thia floor 

ia the Ooloor Deaignera' Office, and an- 

commonly good deaigna they can torn oat 

here. ■

The ground floor containa the Pabliahing 

Officea, Packing Sooma, Oatfit- packing 

Sooma, Unprinted Paper Rooma, and Poet 

Office, through which about one thooaand 

lettera paaa each way every day. In the 

baaement, of coarae, they have the printing 

machinea In all there are about two 

hundred, and aizty people employed, of 

whom about three - quartern are Salva- 

tioniata. ■

Having reached the baaement of the In- 

ternational Trade Head-quartera, we have 

finiahed our jonmeyinga over the Salvation 

Head-quartera. It ia moat certainly an 

immenae buaineaa, and perfectly arranged. 

All aeem to have plenty to do, and do 

it right cheerfully, aa if they liked it; and 

one Gomea away with a feeUng that, 

whether it be right or wrong in ita teach- 

ing and ita peculiar methoda, the Salvation 

Army haa the power to make men and 

women work — work hard, and with 

amiling facea. ■

A BOULEVARD THEATRE. ■

THE FORTE SAINT-MABTIN. ■

Uy recoUectiona of thia theatre — ^not the 

preaent building bearing the aame name, 

bat ita predeceaaor— date from 1843, an 

epoch, from an artiatic point of view, at 

leaat aa brilliant aa any in ita hiatory. And 

thia ia aaying a great deal, for in previoua 

yeara a hoat of celebiitiea — ail deaervedly 

favouritea with the public — ^had anccea- 

aively appeared on ita boarda : the charm- 

ing Jenny Vertpr^ in " La Pie Voleuae," 

a piece which, under the title of the 

*'Maid and the Magpie," aubtequently 

gave Fanny Kelly an opportunity of dia- 

playing her hitherto unauapected dramatic 

capabUitiea; PhiUppe, in the "Vampire''; 

Potior, in the ••Petitea Danaldea " ; and, 

above all, Mademoiaelle Geoxgea in "La 

Tour de Neale." ■

Moat of theae achieved their greatest 

triumpha between 1830 and 1840, under 

the management of Harel, a very singular 

peraonage, whoae eccentricitiea were a 

never-failing aouree of amuaement to the 

membera of hia company. Thia clever, 

but reckleaa and improvident man, had 

been by turna editor of a newapaper, pr^fet 

— during the " Hundred Daya " — baniahed 

at the Reatora^on, then manager of the 

Odton, and finaUy, in 1830, he aaaumed 

the reina of government at the Porte Saint- 

Martin. During tiie ten yeara which 

elapaed between the commencement and 

the doae of hia managerial career, in apite 

of the production of aome of the beat 

dramaa of the repertoire, and notwith- 

atanding the engagementa of FrM^ric 

Lemaltre, Madame Dorval, and Socage, 

he waa conatantly beaet with diffieultiea of 

every kind, all of which he met with 

perfect gaiety and good humour, invariably 

takinff for hia mu£n, " centre fortune bon 

cceur." ■

It naturally resulted that hia financial 

embarraaamenta grew worae and worae; 

not only were hia creditora unpaid, but Ilia 

actora alao ; hardly a day elapsing without 

hia inventive powera being taxed to anawer 

aome freah claim on hia purae. Once, 

Rancourt, in after yeara the Maltre d'Ecole 

of the **Myat^rea de Paria," to whom long 

arrears were owing, came to him with a 

very aerioua face. ■

" My good friend," aaid he, << I have not 

dined to^ay." ■

« My dear fellow," replied Harel, *'you 

will aup all the better." ■

'* But^" objected the actor, '' in order to 

do that I must have money*" ■

^ What ! have you none 1 " ■

"Notaaou." ■

"It ia your own fault Go to the 

treaanry. I have given directiona that you 

ahould be paid." ■

Away went Rancourt to the treaaurer 

and handed in hia account^ the sum total 

of which amounted to five hundred and 

fifty francs. The ^cashier gravely counted 

out twenty franca and offered them to him, 

Baying that he waa unable to give him 

mora Rancourt indignantly ruahed back, 

in hopea of finding the manager ; but did 

not meet him until the following day. ■

'^Monaieur Hard," he aaid, *'you Itisve 

been making a fool of me. According to 

your directiona, I went to the treaaury, 

and waa offered twenty franca I " ■

" And you didn't take them 1 " ■

" Take them 1 Of courae not." ■
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"You were wrong, mon cher, very 

wrong. I can't ofier yoa as maoh to- 

day." ■

At last, after a long and persevaring 

struggle, Harel was compelled to resign his 

post| and, in hopes of bettering his fortune, 

started on a professional tour through 

Russia and Turkey with Mademoiselle 

Oeoiges, and other members of his com- 

ply, from which he returned penniless, 

and died in 1846. ■

In 1840, the management of the Porte 

Saint -Martin was ondtrtaken by the 

dramatist, Theodore Oogniard, and the 

first piece I saw there was " Trente Ana 

de la Vie d'un Joueur" — popular at one 

time in London as "Thirty Years of a 

Gambler's Life" — admirably played by 

Fr^d^rie Lemittre and Madame Dorval 

These two great artists, although no longer 

young, were still in full possession of their 

unrivaJled powers ; and to jiee them both 

in the same drama was a treat not easily 

to be forgotten. ■

FrM^ric — his surname was by common 

consent habitually dropped — was in the 

strictest sense of the word an original 

actor, naturally endowed with a rare 

creative genius, which he used or misused 

according to the fancy of the moment; 

now ezcitbg his audience to enthusiasm 

by some brilUant flash of inspiration ; now 

jarring their sensibilities by a sudden lapse 

into triviality of gesture and tone. So 

that, as 6. H. Lewes justly remarks in his 

excellent work " On Actors and the Art of 

Aotiog " : ■

<'In his great moments he was 

great, but he was seldom admirable 

throughout an entire scene, and never 

throughout an entire play." It must, how- 

ever, be acknowledged that his good 

qualities far outbalanced his defects ; every 

part '* created " by him — and in his ease the 

phrase is not a misnomer — ^bore ** a specific 

stamp of individuality " ; he imitated no 

one, and was succeesfiUly imitated by 

none. Were I to select the pieces in 

which he most impressed me, I should 

mention the two concluding acts — ^he was 

too old for the earlier ones — of ''Trente 

Ans," '< Don CMsar de B«2an," " La Dame 

de Saint Tropez," and, of course, " Robert 

Macaire." As Buridan, in the " Tour de 

Nesie," he was undignified, and altogether 

inferior to Socage; whereas, in the parts 

above cited, ''none but himself his parallel 

could be." ■

Shortly after Fr^d^ric's death, one of 

the many journalists employed on the ■

Paris papers, anxious to contribute hia 

quota of gossip to the general stock, 

bethought himself of consulting an old 

dramatist, a friend of the deceaaed actor, 

from whom, as it turned out» he succeeded 

in gleaning about as much information 

as that obtained by Johnson with respect 

to Dryden from Oolley Gibber. ■

<< You knew FrM^ric well f " began the 

questioner, after propitiating the other by 

the ofifer of a nondescript "weed" f%bri- 

cated at Gros-GaiJlou. ■

'' Intimately," was the reply; "a good 

sort of fellow on the whole, but too 

impulsive, much too impulsive." ■

" In what way t " ■

"In every way. I will give you 

an example. About a month before he 

died, we dined together at the Banquet 

d'Anacr^on, just opposite the Porte 

Saint-Martin, and what do you think he 

did!" ■

"Tell me," said the journalisti antici- 

pating some curious disclosure. ■

"Well," resumed his Informant, in a 

pathetically impressive tone, " he emptied 

the entire cruet of vinegar into the salad, 

and spoiled it ! " ■

The old sjsying, " A rolling stone gathers 

no moss," might have been correcUy applied 

to Madune Dorral, for she never remained 

long in any theatroi and up to the close of 

her career was perpetually in embarrassed 

circumstances, whUe other actresses . with 

not a tithe of her talent — I might almost 

say genius — were busily making their 

*' pile." These oidy too frequent financial 

collapses may partly be attributed to her 

habitual carelessness in money matters, 

and partly to her generous and confiding 

disposition, always prompt to respond 

to the appeals — whether genuine or not — 

of her poorer colleagues, and never so 

happy as when relieving the wants of 

others at the expense of her own. As 

a natural consequence, notwithstanding the 

large salaries from time to time received 

by her, the latter years of her life, chiefly 

passed in provincial wanderings, were one 

continued struggle against poverty; and 

long before her death, in June, 1849, the 

very name of the great artist, whose 

creations of Adile d'Hervey, Kitty Bell, 

and Marie Jeanne were once household 

words, had been well-nigh forgotten. ■

Marie Dorval waa unquestionably the 

best dramatic actress I ever saw ; with no 

pretension to refined elegance of manner 

or to^ studied purity of diction, she was 

occasionally coarse, but more often sublime. ■
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A trae creature of imptdoe, endowed with 

an inezhauiiible fond of energy and 

tendemew^ ehe oould make her audience by 

tarns qnaU before her^ and by some ez- 

qniflite toach of pathos melt them to tears. 

Of all her personations, Marie Jeanne 

was perhaps the most effeetive. It was 

not acting, bat stem and terrible reality, 

and noHiing within my recollection has 

sorpassedit ■

The last of the famous trio, my old and 

valaed friend BocsgCb msde his mark at 

this theatre by his admirable creations of 

Buridan in the ''Tour de Nesle," and 

Antony, in the extraordinary drama of 

that nama I have before me, while I 

write, a life-like drawing of him in the 

latter part, by the derer and lamented 

artist, Alexandre Lseaachie; tall, thin, 

and pslcb an ideal representative of 

Damas's sentimentslly " fatalist " hero. 

Like ICadasae Dorval, he was essentially 

an actor of drama, thoroughly unconven- 

tional, and, as John Ejsmble remarked of 

Kean, "terribly in eamesk" His inter- 

pretation of *' Tartufife," during his short 

stay at the Th^&tre Franfais, has been 

described as " saturnine and sensual, forcible 

and true^" and I regret not to have seen 

him play it. His dislike, however, to be 

fettered by traditional rules soon caused 

his withdrawal from the ''house of MoU^re,** 

where he was in every sense of the woi^d 

oat of place. In 1846 he became manager 

of the Odion, and produced there an old 

tragedy of Botroo, '^ Le Martyre de Saint- 

GenesV' he himself undertaking th0 title- 

part Being extremely short-sighted, he 

constantly wore an eye-glass, which, 

dangling from a black iibU)n, presented 

a somewhat incongruous effect, and was 

immediately " spotSrd " by the caricaturists 

of the day. Bocage died shortly after the 

proclamation of the Empire^ having pre- 

viously, being a staunch BepuUican, volun- 

tarily abdicated his managerial post ■

Onccy and once only at this theatre, I 

saw Mademoiselle GeorKCsas the Marquise 

de Brinvilliers in " La Ghambre Ardente." 

She had become enormously stout, and 

moved about with difficulty ; but her voice 

was atill marvellously dear and pene- 

trating and, looking at her jBnely-shaped 

head and majestic bearings it was easy to 

imagine what she must have been in the 

early days of the century, when contesting 

with MademiriseUe Duchesnois the palm 

of sapronacy, and subjugating even the 

partisans of her rival by the irresistible 

magic of her beaufy. ■

Besides these " chefs de file,'' the Porte 

Saint-Martin was rich in excellent artists, 

a few of whom des«rve especial mention. 

Clarence, a talented and sympathetic 

" jeune premier ** ; Jemma, the Chourineur 

of the " Myst^res de Paris"; Mademoiselle 

Olarisse Miroy, in her youth the heroine of 

'* La Gr&ce de Dieu," but at the period 

I speak of, a baxom and vivadoas dame 

of some forty-five summers; and the 

extremely prsitty MademouieUe Andrei. 

These were subsequently reinforced by 

Fechter, Dumaine, Madame Marie Laurent 

—the " Jack Sheppard '* of the Boulevard 

stage — and the very attractive Madame 

Bey, an anreheuaed "effect" in whose 

dramatic career I remen^r witnessbg. 

She was playing Madame Bonacienx in 

*'La Jeunease des Mouaquetaires," and 

towards the end of the piece, in _ the 

scene where she was in the act of raising 

to her lips the cup into which Milady had 

just poured the poison, a voice from the 

gallery suddenly exdaimed : " Don't drink 

it, madame, c'est de la mort apx rats ! I 

saw that horrible woman put it in." Tb i 

'* naXvet^," as might be expected, set the 

whole house in a roar; the "horrible 

woman " — Madame Person — ^Uteraily shook 

with suppressed merriment while poor 

Madame Bey, hiding her face in her hand- 

kerchief to conceal her laughter, was for 

some minates anable to recover herself 

sufficiently to drain the fatal draughty and 

prepare to breathe her last in the arms of 

D'Artagnan. ■

I am afraid even to haaard a guess as to 

the number of performances — ^revivals in- 

cluded — attained ap to date by that 

stupendous fairy spectaoK the " Biche au 

Bois," which, as far as popularity is con- 

cerned, has equalled, if not surpassed, the 

celebrated "Pied do Mouton." Barring 

two exquisite specimens of scene-painting, 

the "Castle of Steel," and the "Forest of 

Sycamores," it appeared to me to differ in 

no essential respect from the ordinary ran 

of show-pieces ; in a word, to be as plotless 

and tedious as a modem English panto- ■

I have a pamful recollection of hav- 

ing sat it out| on its first production, 

from seven p.mL to one am, and have no 

hesitation in dedaring, that if "BiUy" 

Dunn, the eccentric stage - manager of 

Dfury Lane, had been alive to undergo a 

similar infliction, he would have been 

more than justified in pronouncing his in- 

variable verdict : ■

"Wants cutting 1" ■
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THE TREVERTON MARRIAGE. ■

A SHOBT SERIAL STOBY. ■

CHAPTER VII. ■

Bbatrdc sat alone in the shady room in 

the hotel at Bigorre, in the Pyrenees. The 

room was fairly cool, and full of the soent of 

sweet flowers ; outside, beyond the shadow 

of the awning, the snn biased and burned, 

the brilliant flowers flared, the grass baked 

on the hot, hard earth. Down in the 

▼alley the goat-bells tinkled; from the 

hidden town the oonvent beUs ohimed; 

▼oices came softly and fitfdlly on the 

gentle wind. A girl passed, singing, oat 

of sight Before her the great serrated 

bastions of the Pyrenees lifted their white 

crowns aeainsi the cloudless blue of the 

burning mlj. ■

Her whole heart and soul were full of 

the beauty, the majesty, the peace of it. 

The happiness brimmed over from her 

swelling heart and flooded the vast world 

spread out before her. It seemed to her 

as if her joy had made the sunshine ; a joy 

so great tliat no dty could have contained 

it, so she must needs have brought it up to 

these lonely heights. No woman was ever 

so happy ; no woman had ever won such a 

husbuidL She thought with wondering 

pity of all the women left in the world 

who must get ftlone somehow in life 

without Everard. ^ero seemed almost 

a cruelty, an injustice in it, that, through 

no fsult of theirs, their lives should be left 

so blank, wasted so utterly — that she 

should have absorbed all that was worth 

having in life. She wondered if they 

could possibly hope to be satisfied with 

life. She hsd heard often of the sorrow 

and disappointment which are in store for 

all — ^the loneliness and sadness of those 

who widce up after love's young dream, and 

find it a vanished illusion. She could 

quite believe that now : what could life be 

but loneliness and disappointment for all 

those other women 1 ■

She had been married a fortnight — a 

fortnight so full of happiness, which was 

ever varied, ever new, that it seemed like 

months. Not the smallest, thinnest cloud 

had crossed the boundless sunshine, which 

had been like the sunshine blazbg over the 

world outside. Far away, thunder-clouds 

might be gatliering, but they were still 

below her horizon, and she thought as ■

little of them as she thought of the next 

mountain thunder-storm, while the sky 

above was high and cloudless, and the air 

around freeh and sweet. She knew her 

step-daughter would be angry, but it was 

impossible to realise, or even to think of 

her anger in this serene atmosphere of love 

and content, far away from the world of 

discord. Tbeie had been no letter from her 

in answer to her father's communication. 

They could not^be o£Fended at t^ neglect, 

it was so perfectly; natural Sir Everard 

had only alluded "once or twice to her 

sOence with an indulgent laugh. ■

"It would be a blow to her, poor girl ; 

but she is wise not to put her thoughts on 

paper untO she has cooled down and got 

over the shock, so that she can see things 

in their true light Such a letter as I 

should have expected her to write, on the 

spur of the moment, would only have given 

fuel to the flame ; it would not have been 

a relief to her. She is wise, and she shows 

how true her afiection is for me by keeping 

sOence till she can speak without giving me 

pain." ■

Letters of any sort had reached them 

soantHy and Irregularly, for they had been 

roaming about the lonely Pyrenean heights 

and gorges at their own sweet will. To- 

day a budget of letters had been brought, 

but there was not a letter from Helena 

amongst them. For herself there were 

four; three business letters, which she read 

and tore up impatiently — ^what desecration 

to remind her of business in this fairy 

world I The other was from a Wellingby 

lady who had alternately dropped and 

patronised Miss Lyon, and on the strength 

of such acquaintance, wrote to congratulate 

Lady Treverton in the tone of a dearest^ 

closest friend, and to trust that she and Sir 

Everard would spare a few days from 

their honeymoon travels to visit Acada 

Lodge, WelUngby. ■

•' Such is life," laughed Beatrix. '< She 

had not a spare comer to ofier me when 

Dr. Yaughan susj^ested that I should go 

there during the dumantling of our house." ■

Sir Everard's letters lay on the table. 

He had gone out to arrange about some 

expedition for next day. There were nine- 

teen letters for him. His wife turned them 

over with a delicious, still-new sense of her 

perfect right to do sa ''All business," 

she settled; and dismissing them as un- 

worthy of oonsideratton, she returned to 

her dreamy contemplation of the sunny 

world. ■

Then a sound made her heart beat fsst^ ■
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and her face light I/, after a fortnight of 

matrimony, a bride's heart has ceased to 

beat at her hosband's footstep, it most be 

because a long engagement has ezhaosted 

such heart-b^ts. Beatrix had not even 

known her husband for the length of the 

shortest ordinary engagement. She shut 

her eyes and pretended that she was 

asleep. It was good for him that he 

should have such little temporary dis- 

appointments, and she loved to feel him 

stoop over her, and kiss her on the eyelids, 

and then to wake straight to meet his 

passionate blue eyes dose^^ to hers. ■

Bat it happened that Sir Everard, though 

quite as deeply in love, was in the firat 

place a man whose lore we are told is '* as 

a thing apart," and not as a woman's, his 

"whole ezbtenoe"; also, he was forty- 

seven, and not twenty, and he had been 

in lore befora There was room in his 

mind for some fragment of interest in 

his home affurs, and having heard outside 

that the letters had come, he hurried in to 

get them with a xeat bom of long absti- 

nence from home news. His wue was 

asleep, he thought — ^tired, no doubt, after 

their monung mountain walk. He did not 

think of wf&ine her, but took up his 

letters, ran a gUnce over them all, and 

picking out one from his country solicitors, 

Messrs. Clay and Hay, of Monkchester, 

opened and read ib ■

Beatrix lay back in her chair with her 

eyes shut. For the first time she was hurt 

and o£Fended — that he should have pre- 

ferred his stupid letters to her] And 

business letters, too t She heard him tear 

open the envelope and unfold the paper. She 

would not disturb him — she would go on 

with her sham slumber. By-and-by, when 

it pleased his high-mightiness, he would 

come to wake her, and she would pretend 

to wake up cross, annoyed at seeins him, 

showing him that she preferred her sleep to 

his society. . . • How still the room was 1 

How. still the garden, and the valley, and 

the hills beyond I The insects buued loud 

in the sunshine ; the leaves of the orange- 

trees rustled softly to the faint whisper of 

the wind. What a long time he was over 

that letter I She had not heard him turn 

the page. When would he turn it 1 How 

closely it must be written 1 She listened 

with intense interest, wondering when he 

would turn the page over. Then it 

grew to painful suspense. The summer- 

flies droned ; down in the village somebody 

was playing^a manddlin. • • • Why, she was 

ahaiost asleep in real earnest, when she ■

woke up with a start, aa if the mountain 

rock beneath her had been rent asunder. 

It was her husband tearing ^open another 

envelope. ■

" Awake, Trix t " he said, half absently. 

"What made you jump like thatt Have 

you been dreaming 1 " ■

His voice sounded curiou&ly cold. Chilled 

and frightened, she turned her face to him, 

saying : ■

*' Is anything the' matter t " ■

''Nothing; what should bef he re- 

turned, evasively. "Go to sleep again; 

yon are tired. Tou have been sleeping in 

an uncomfortable position, which made 

you dream. See, the sun has gone round 

the comer, and it grows chilly. You must 

have a rug.*' ■

He took one from the sofa, and a 

cushion, folding the rug carefully over her 

and putting the cushion behind her head ; 

ail with the deep tenderness to which she 

was accustomed ; and yet there was some- 

thing new in it which i^e could not define, 

only vaguely feeL It made her feel suddenly 

sad and ready to cry; yet there was no- 

thing wanting in it. Ue seemed even 

more tender than ever, more anxiously 

protective. Perhaps it was remorse for 

her impatience and for her innocent decep- 

tion ; perhaps she had really caueht a 

little sudden chill, for her eyes filled with 

tears, and a sob rose to her throat, and she 

oiught his hand from her neck, where he 

was smoothing the soft woollen couverette, 

and kissed it passionately. ■

'* My darling, you have overtired your- 

self," he said, uneasily. " Have you been 

feelbgduUr' ■

"Yes. Don't go on reading those tire- 

some letters." ■

" I must just glance at this one. It is 

from Larrock and Key, my London 

solicitors." ■

"Then it will keep. Hush! There is 

the Angelns ringing from the Carmelite 

Convent. How the bells answer each 

other from hill to hill, like tixe angels in 

laaiah's vision ! How solemn, how still it ■

" Deep is the nlence, m of niiiinier noon. 

When a soft shower shall trickle soon/* ■

**It won't be a very soft one," said Sir 

Everard, drawn away from his mail- 

brought cares by her gentle persistence 

and the influence of the solemn noontide 

hush. '* There wQl be thunder presently." ■

He knelt on the ground biBside her, 

hoUUng her hand. They watched and ■
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liatened sOently: her eyes upon the distant 

dazzling peaks, his apon her face. ■

A moment ago his soul had been filled 

with storm and fury; now calm had come, 

and Ught with it. A moment ago the 

sweetness and peace seemed to have been 

driven oat of his life, giving place, not to 

despair, tiot even to suspicion, but to 

maddening rage that such news should 

have come to mar the beauty of his 

happiness. The miserable, drivelUng petti- 

foggers I How had they dared to hint 

such things; how had they dared to re- 

peat to Urn what they had been vfle 

enough to hear t " Thought It their duty 

to make him aware," indeed 1 Aware of 

what t — of the chattering of magpies and 

canion- crows t "That there were un- 

pleasant rumours about; all, of cotirse, 

foolish, if not wicked; but since they were 

inconsistent with the respect due to him- 

self and Ladv Treverton, he would pro- 

bably see well to contradict them, If he 

did not think them of sufficient importance 

to institute an action for UbeL" ■

*< The rogues 1 They were affronted at 

not having their fingers in the marriage- 

settlement pie,'' he thought. " Now they 

write, partly out of revenge on me, and 

partly, no doubt, in hope that they may 

goad me into bringing a libel action." ■

He looked down at his wife's erpressive 

face, at her deep, true eyes. That he 

trusted her fully, utterly, unassailably, was 

not to be wondered at ; but what glamour 

was over the eyes of the rest of the world, 

that they should not see her as he saw 

herf ■

His eyes drew hers from the landscape 

up to his. She sighed a long, happy sigh. ■

<* A penny for your thoughts, my sweet," 

he said. "Are you growing homesick) 

Was that sigh for England, home, and 

beauty) What news have you had by ■

postr ■

"Only a letter from a Wellingby ac- 

quaintance, whom I hardly knew," she 

said, as he picked up the envelope, with 

its big monogram and ** Acacia Lodge " on 

the flap. ■

" She writes tremendously long letters 

for a mere aoqoaintanoe," said Sir Everard, 

glancing at the torn fragments of note- 

paper on the floor beside her chair. ■

Beatrix flushed scarlet, then said, with 

hurried evasiveness : ■

"She writes a large, sprawling hand, 

does she not t She is a pushing, insincere 

sort of woman. What have you arranged 

about going to Tarbes t ^ ■

He would not for one moment have 

harboured the least particle of disloyal 

thought ; his was the fierce faith that 

would accept anything in defiance of sense 

and reason. So he studiously averted his 

eyes from the fioor, that a fancy which 

had struck him might not be encouraged — 

a fancy that, thoueh the envelope was 

addressed in a bold, running hand, with 

many tails and dashes, a scrap of paper 

had audaciously turned up to him a lying 

face; a face written closely over with 

smaD, close, regular writing ; the hand of 

a man, he could slmost have sworn. ■

They discussed the expedition to Tarbes 

with a great deal of question, and detail, 

and surmise, but very little attention. It 

took all his mind to help thinking of that 

scrap of paper. The strain was becoming 

awful. He was beginning to think he had 

seen the words written upon it Were 

they affectionate words, such as no man 

should dare write to his wife 1 Oould he 

not see them now, written black, clear, 

regular, upon the white awning that 

screened the window 1 " Dear," " Dearest," 

"My love" — were not those the words! 

He began to suffer torments. ■

"Are you not well, dearl" asked 

Beatrix, in tender anxiety, as she looked 

up at his whitening face. ■

" Has miiadi letters for the post t The 

facteur will call in half an hour." ■

The interruption broke the strain, and 

dispelled the bad dream. In turning his 

eyes from the garden to the servant, he 

saw the haunting scrap of paper. He was 

right as to the shape, and the close, black 

writing, but he could not possibly have 

made out a word. The "dear" and 

" dearest " were only written on the retina 

of his imagination. The other scraps were 

farther out of sight, covered, or turned 

blank side up. ■

With a laugh of relief, he said to 

Beatrix: ■

" I declare I had forgotten the letters. 

I must look over them, love, if you dont 

mind. Some may require an answer at 

once. They [have already been delayed, 

following us about." ■

He gathered them up unread, and carried 

them away. He dared not read more 

in his wife's presence, lest she should guess 

their possible contents. She did not notice 

his action, except with relief. ■

"The tiresome thing," she exclaimed, 

stooping to pick up the fragments of her 

own letters, as soon as he was gone. "I 

must tell him some time about my literary ■
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work; but there ia no need to talk of 

boHneia here; it is paet and done." ■

'* Have I left my oigar-caee here, Triz t '' 

asked her husband, returnieg. ■

There she was, down upon the floor, 

oarafiiUy picking up the bits of paper. It 

was only tidiness, of oourse; but surely 

there was some receptacle for waste paper 

to be fowid, and she need not have 

erammed them all into her pocket so hastily. 

Stooping, too, makes the faoe red; but 

why should she look as if she had been 

detected in a felony 1 ■

'• Pshaw I thai fellow's impertinence has 

set my reason astray," he told himself, and 

he took up .his cigar-case and went out. 

" I am worse than Othello." ■

Nevertheless^ he sought out the Oray's 

Inn solieitora' letter next, and with a cold 

fear that made his fingers trembla What 

if tbey, too^ talked of rumours t He must 

needs attend when they spoke — they, 

wkose forefathers had acted for his fore- 

fithers, who held his honour and interest 

dose to hearty who never spoke without 

grave cause. ■

In the relief that followed his glance 

along tlie letter, he hardly took in the 

sense of it; all he understood was that 

they aUnded to no ''. rumours/' so here was 

proof that there were no xumours beyond 

the <'rastie cackle of the bourg " of Monk- 

chester. But there was still something 

stnage and unexpected. He must read it 

again. ■

Lanock and Key wrote to him ■

at the request of his daughter. Miss Helena 

Augusta Treverton, praying that he would 

at once settte so much money upon her as 

would mamtain her separately, and ac- 

cording to her position, until her marriage 

with Lord Monkchester. ICiss Treverton 

had determined on living from henceforth 

apart from her father, and however re- 

gietdde this determination might be^ she 

was of age, and free to choose. They 

trusted S& Everard would act kindly and 

generoosly by her, as the young lady was 

very resolute, and absolutely determined on 

j ^K f^ meiding ^^^ ^gy her father's roof under 

present drcumstancea. ■

**Fwx Lena," thought her father, with 

an indulgent smUe. *' Well, it might have 

been unpleasant for us all ,One can 

hardly Uame her. It is only for a week 

or two^ of course, and then she will be off 

to Chimborazo. Why can't she stay on 

with the Oarlauries t I suppose Oarlaurie 

will see that aU is right Thank 

Heaven, there is no question of my giving ■

her away, since the weddfaig will be on the 

other side of the globe, and so we need 

not hurry homCb" ■

Then he read the last paragraph of the 

letter: ■

" We are also requested to inform you, 

as it bears upon the matter of sufficient 

income, that Miss Treverton's msrriage 

with Lord Monkchester is indefinitely 

postponed." ■

•«The villain 1" cried the outraged 

BritiBh father. <<Has he dared) It 

was indefinite befora He can hardly 

have had time to write from Ohimboraao. 

Let me see. He sailed on the day we 

were engaged — ^five weeks ago. Letters 

take thmy-three days to come. Unless 

he wrote to put off the wedding from the 

middle of the Atlantic — which is hardly 

likely — it cannot be his dobg. He may 

have telegraphed immediately on his ar- 

rival; there has been time for that. 

Some fightiog may be going on, making 

the place unpleasant for a lady. Helena 

is a great deal more unlikely to have put 

it off than ha The sooner the better for 

her, under the circumstances, poor girL 

* Under present circumstances,' Key said, 

as if they could be altered." Se laughed a 

laugh of confident triumph; but broke 

short. '«Why did Key say 'present') 

Lawyers are careful what words they use. 

'Present,' implies circumstances that are 

only temporary." ■

Again the vague uneasineBs eeiaed him. 

Was something brewing he did not know 

of 1 Why had Beatrix tried to hide her 

letters t Poor love^ he had not thought of 

it I Perhaps she, too, had had hints at 

*< rumours," and in love for him had hidden 

them from him — as he had hidden his news 

from her. He would go to her at once 

and find out; such a secret, such a fear 

shared would lose all its stingy " Letters t" 

He had none, he answered his servant, 

impatiently, who came to tell him time 

was up. Where was his mistress t Qone 

to vespers at the Oarmelite Convent. ■

What in the world had taken her to the 

Carmelite Convent in the heat of the day, 

with thunder already rolling in the moun- 

tains, and without having told him of 

her intention t His mind was all disturbed. 

Though he had not a doubt of her, though 

he scoffed at the very idea of mystery, the 

air round him seemed full of doubts and 

mysteries, and all sorts of wild suggestions 

were whispering around him. Why had 

she gone to the Carmelites in this sudden 

way t A reasonless fear took possession ■
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of him. Had something happened to part 

them — something of which she had been 

told in the tom-ap letter t Was her 

silence to spare him, to leave herself free to 

escape, to put a barrier like death* itself 

between them t He thought of Louise de 

la Yalli^re, how she fled to the Oarmelites 

from her Boyal lorer when conscience woke 

within her. He ooold not eren reason, 

much less examine the exactness of his 

historical parallel — ^he could only rush 

after his tmant wifa ■

The rain was already falling, the sky 

was dark, and the thunder rolling over- 

head; but he hurried to the chapel un- 

conscious of it all. The door was not 

bolted and barred, like the door of La 

Yalli^re's oonyent — there was only the 

heavy curtftb to push aside. ■

He could not see her at first, for the 

chapel was nearly dark ; the painted win- 

dows were so small, and the thunder-cloud 

had put out the daylight The tapers 

twinkled on the High Altar ; the sanctuary 

limip burned red in the gloom ; here and 

^re, under deep arches, lights glimmered 

at side altars. The monks' voices rose and 

fell in sweet, monotonous rhythm. The 

air was heavy with incense, for they had 

just ended the Magnificat He fancied he 

saw his wife (lying^ full-length on the 

sanctuary floor, in Uie darkness, covered 

with a blade palL He was not up in 

Catholic ritual and practice, and he be- 

lieved she had only to rush to a convent 

door to be put under a pall and locked up 

at once and for evermore; he forgot all 

about the theological barriers to be sur- 

mounted. He was peering into the gloom, 

trying to make out that imaginary outline, 

when a rustle in the darkness, quite dose 

by, caused him to look round, and he saw 

her just utting down, and slowly begin- 

ning to fan herself with her great red 

fan. He went up to her, and whispered : ■

<< My darUng, I thought I had lost you 1" ■

She looked astonished and rather 

frightened at the passionate thankfnbuess 

in his voice and eye& Then she smiled, 

and whispered : ■

''How should you lose met I was 

lonely, and the house was imbearably 

dose, and it seemed cooler outdde; and 

the bell rang, and so I came. It is so 

quiet and cool in hera I am glad you 

came, for we shall have to wait till the 

storm is over, and I should have been 

frightened alone." ■

They sat together in the fragrant dark^ 

the hdy silence. The monks were gone, 

the tall tapers were pat out, but the lamps 

at the altars shone steadOy on. The smaU 

peasant congregation luid gone, toa The 

thunder crashed, the lightning flashed, 

the rain splashed over them; war and 

turmoil outside, peace within. He thought 

as he sat there, with her 00 dose bedde 

him, that this was the sweetest hour he 

had known yet He had never loved her 

so much as now, when he had just realised 

what it would be to lose her. ■

The storm deared^ and they went out 

into the sunshine again — ^mto a world cool 

and dear from its plenteous bath. The 

birds were singing lustily; the peasants, 

in their red and blue caps, appeared from 

under archways and out of doorways, and 

went on their way with their mules and 

goats. ■

Sir Everard fdt that he had gone 

through a great experience; that he had 

been shown, in a terrible vision — a Brodcen 

nighty or a Dantesque glimpse of hell — ^what 

punidiments were in store for the jealous 

and suspidous. But he said, gravdy : ■

''Tou must not play me such a trick 

again, love, in this outlandish region of 

brigands to kidnap, and predpices to fall 

over. You must always toll me where you 

are going. There must be no secrets and 

mysteries between us, now and evermoie, 

or life will be misery." ■
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CHAPTER m. A NBW FRIEND. ■

I WONDSR if at any period of my life I 

shall be able to look, back upon that awfal 

time withoat a ahadder of horror 1 I liad 

read of shipwreeks, and perils, and ad- 

ventnreei and enjoyed the excitement of 

ao doing. Beality was a very different 

thing. ■

We Boffered oold, hnngeri thirst, and the 

honrlv dread of death, as onr frail boat 

tossed helplessly amidst the heayy seas 

that threatened to overwhelm it ; and days 

and nights passed on, and oor scanty stock 

of providons was Cast drawing to an end, 

before resene came. ■

We were then picked np by a vessel 

bound for New Guinea; and there I 

landed, penniless and friendless, to begin 

life agam as best I coold. My papers and 

letters of introduction to the people in 

Canada were all lost I knew that I could 

write to Mrs. Dunleith and tell her of my 

misfortunes, but I felt no inclination to do 

so; I did not wish to ask or receive a 

favour at hex handa ■

Through the kindness of the Captain 

whose Aif had rescued us, I and my 

fellows in misfortune were lodged with 

some people in the town; but, kind and 

hospitable as they were, I knew that the 

accommodation could only be temporary. ■

I took counsel with Huel Penryth, be- 

tween whom and myself a sort of friend- 

ship had sprung up. I cannot honestly 

say that in my heart I liked him ; there ■

was something so hard and cynical about 

the man, and yet I knew that he was brave 

and enduring, and kind-hearted ; our joint 

misfortunes and sufferings had proved that. 

He seemed to like me, and thrown to- 

gether as we were, it was only natural tiiat 

I should explain my situation to him. ■

He listened in silence, his strange, edd 

eyes fixed on my face, as if reading there 

what my lips might not choose to reveal. ■

"Your friend ia a woman t" he said, 

quietiy, when I had finished. ■

I coloured slightly, and nodded. ■

'' Perhaps yon are wise in not renewing 

your obligations," he went on. <*The 

question i!^ do you wish her to know that 

you have been saved from shipwreck, or 

remain under the impression that you were 

drowned r' ■

" It matters very little to me what she, 

or any one eke, believes," I said, bitterly. 

" My life or death concerns no one." ■

" In that case," he said^ '< throw in your 

fortune with me ; you are young, you have 

no ties, you should be adventurous. As 

for me, the world is all the same, and one 

country as good as another ; with hands to 

work and brains to ffuide, aman should never 

be helpless. Gold, glory, pleasure — they 

are prizes to be won on the field of enter- 

prise. Of the first I have enough and to 

spare for both of us ; you shall accept as a 

loan what I do not even need or value. 

Let us go to the New World, there one's 

enerdes are not cramped, one's actions 

paralysed by an effete civilisation, or the 

tyranny of social distinctions ; there man 

is man — ^his own value, what he chooses to 

make it — the current of thought a pure 

and undisturbed stream, not a turbment 

river, swollen by the afflaenta of chicanery, 

rivalry, finance, and self-aggrandiBcment 

Say, will you throw in your lot with mine 1 ■

VOL. V.^THIBOfUZH. ■
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I hare long desired a companion — ^yonng, 

free, enterprising ; yon possess these attri- 

butes. On my side, I offer yoa the half of 

a fortune I do not need, the results of an 

expeiienoe yoa yoorself lack, and a oom- 

panionahip and fidelity that need no bond 

bat their own promise^" ■

He held oat his hand ; his stian^ eyes 

had a warm and kindly lisht; his face 

had lost much of its hard and bitter 

cynicism. ■

I took the proffered hand ; I was indeed 

deeply moved by his words, and his evident 

sinoraity. ■

"So be it," I said, heartily. " For the 

fortune you offer, I accept jost as much as 

We necessity demands, until I can repay 

the loan. For the rest '* ■

** Let the fhtare prove its wortli," he said, 

gravely ; " I ask no more. It is settled." ■

I cannot set downin detaD the events of 

the year that followed. It was adventofous, 

wild, hajBardons, edilarating beyond that 

given to most men of this nineteenth 

century to experience. My strange friend 

was one of the most gifted and intelligent 

beinss it has ever been my lot to know. 

Brilliant, ^daring, with physical strength 

that seemed to defy naraship, and a 

sablime audadty that was absolately 

devoid of fear, never was man- more 

fitted for the life of peril and excitement 

which was ours. My roving tastes ware 

gratified to their fullest extent, and I 

learnt to dispense with many of the false 

and foolish habits and desires which civili- 

sation has named ** necessities." ■

I leamt to know how few and small are 

really those so-called necessities. How 

bounttfnl is Nature to the seeker and 

student of her lore, and how poor our 

wisdom often looks beside her mysteries 

--stored up and held close to her silent 

breast from the world's infancy I In what 

blfaidfold, blundering fiuhion we most of 

us go through life--deaf and heedless to 

aU Ibat does not materially concern our 

individual interests and petty ambitions t ■

I was greatly puasled by my friend's 

nationality, and he for Ions was extremely 

reticent on the point He spoke several 

languaffcs, and aU fluently and with easa 

He had, from his own account, travelled 

a great deal, studied deeply, read and 

ttiought more than many men double his 

age, and yet, with all that expenditure of 

thought and study, had never adopted any 

profession, or settled down into any given 

groovcb ■

I think his bteUect was of the miUtant 

order, and that' he made more foes than 

friends by the boldness of his opinions, and 

the absolute Intolerance he had for all 

deception or pandering to prejudices. He 

was enamourM of pro|;rese, and tha fields 

of research were to lum an inexhaustible 

delfeht ■

We had a torn at gold-ndniag in 

Australia for six months, and his know- 

ledge and skill, added to his great physical 

strength, resulted in a venture so successful 

that I at least could have commanded in- 

dependence for Ufa But the roving fever 

was In my veins now, and I felt no incli- 

nation to realise my fortune and settle 

down into the tame and mediocre respecta- 

bility of a citizen's life. ■

Huel was a bom democrat, yet it never 

seemed to me that he could have sprung 

from the peopla He had no vicious tastes 

either, and possessed a nature too oold 

and critical to have ever succumbed to the 

infiuences or caprices of women. Indeed, 

his indifference to the sex amused me 

often, though I knew it was the outcome of 

a genuine feeling. ■

" They are only butterflies in the garden 

of life," he said to me when I argued with 

him that there might be some good, and 

virtue, and gentleness in the sex lie so 

scathingly contemned. " Pretty enough, I 

grant, m the sunshine and flowers; but 

useless when sorrow, necessity, hardship, 

demand sympathy, or aid, or intelligenea" ■

I thought then that some deeper motive 

than he chose to confess had made him 

lulopt such opinions. He had suffered, and 

deeply, too, at the hands of one woman ere 

he coiUd tiius condemn and despise the 

whole sex. But I never attempted to force 

his confidence ; I knew that if the mood or 

inclination ever took him I ahould hear 

the story of Ids lif e^ and if I was at times 

curious respecting it, I knew brtter than 

to display the feeling. ■

I had soon disoovoed that Huel Penryth 

was a materialist^ possessing absolutely no 

belief in the usually received creeds to 

which men pin their faith, and 1^ whidi 

they establish thdr various forms of wor- 

ship. ■

The boldness and firankness, as well as 

the oold, cruel truths of his unsparing 

logic, at first rather startled me, but he 

made no attempt to force his views and 

opinions on my mind, nor did he ever 

obtrude them unasked. Face to face with 

Nature as we were, it was no difficult 

matter to prove the simple, unerring ■

^ ■
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method of her proceedings in »U matters, 

however small or insignificant. ■

CHAFTSB ly. IN THE BUSH. ■

The first burst of the Anstralian spring 

was to me a wonder and delight. ■

The pale tints, the chfll air, the Tariable 

cUmftte of my own natiye land were a 

good preparation for the splendour of 

colour, and the wealth of sonshine, and 

the almost oppressive fragrance of this 

New Worid. The air was laden with the 

scents of acacias and fniit-blossoms, and 

the rich, nntrained Inxariance of flowers 

and creepers decked even the wildest spots 

withbeanty. ■

We were staying, for a time, at one of 

the VLg sheepmns on the Eara Biver. 

Hael had made the acquaintance of its 

owner, and accepted the frank offer of his 

hospitality with equal franknessi ■

To me the change was mightily pleasant, 

for I had had a rongh time of it at the 

gold-fields. Oar host was a Scotchman, 

Bobert H'Eaye by name, who had come 

out to the colony when quite a young 

man, and now had amassed a large fortune, 

and married, and settled down &ere. He 

had two daughters, Jessie and Janet by 

name, veiy bright, pretty girls, and able to 

rMe, shoot^ and manage dairy and house- 

hold, in a fashion which would have surprised 

some of their hothouse-nurtured sisterhood 

in the old country. ■

i was delighted with them and their 

life in general; they were frank, clever, 

companionable, wiUiout the slightest 

affectation of manner, and had managed to 

educate themselvea surprisingly. They 

even had a piano^ and I won their eternal 

gratitude by tuning and screwing it up 

into playabk conditioa In the evenings 

I would play, and sine the old Scotch ws 

and melodies, and dances for M'Kaye; 

and often have I seen the great tears roll 

down Ilia rugged, sun-burnt face as the 

familiar words and airs brought back the 

memories of his own youth and his unfor- 

gotten country. ■

"Once a Scot always a Scot^" is very 

trua I think no people are so loyal in 

their attachment to their native land ; so 

tenacious of upholding their nationality ; 

so proud of their ancestry and descent ! 

Thi^ spring-time b the log-house by the 

beautifSil river was to me one of those 

resting-places in life which are like a land- 

mark to look back upon in after years. 

Even Hirel grew social and genial amidst ■

these kindly natures, and the freedom and 

uneonventfonality of our life with them. 

I never heard him scoff at the old Scotch- 

man's habits and opinions, or the tenacity 

with which he dung to the simple forms 

of his religious faitL Perhaps the stra%ht- 

forward, honest nature of the man hioMlf 

answered better than any argument as to 

the worth of that fcith, and the reality of 

that religion. ■

One evening we were all sitting out In 

the verandah, the men smoking, the women 

working, and the conversation turned upon 

the old country. I had asked Mr. M'Eaye 

if he intended ever returning thera ■

"Well, m no say the thought has not 

been in my mind," he answered, with that 

due caution of speech so characteiistio of 

his race. " But," he added, with a hurried 

glance at the two eager faces of the girls, 

"there's time enough yet" ■

"Father always says that," pouted 

pretty Jessie, the youngest of the daughters. 

" I'm sure we'd bo glad to leave here and 

see Scotland. He's never tired of talking 

about it, and praising it, and yet he won't 

even promise to take us there. I'm sure 

he could well leave this place in the care 

of the head man, Bobertson; he's as care- 

ful and conscientious as any one could be. 

We might run over to the old country for 

a year, and look up some of our Un. It's 

hard to know none of them." ■

"Where would be the advantage!" 

asked the old Scotchman, gruffly. " I've 

never found kinsfoll^ nor friends either, 

willing to help one in misfortune, or give 

one a lift in the world. They're wary 

enough of approaching you so long as they 

think you might be asking anything of 

them. Of course, it's another matter 

when you're well-to-do and independent" ■

" Have you kept up any correspondence 

or acquaintance with your folk since you 

left Scotiand f '! asked Hnel Penryth, care- 

lessly. ■

"I'm not a good hand at letter- writing," 

said M'Eaye. "Once in a twelvemonth 

or thereabouts I get a letter — or write one. 

My own father and mother are dead long 

since — some uncles and aunts and cousins 

in Olasgow are my nearest relatione Thqr 

do not trouble their heads about me. I 

have one friend who writes pretty regularly 

— we were at school together, but he stuck 

to the old country, being more favoured 

of fortune than I was. He was a land- 

owner, and has a fine place of his own in 

the Highlands. My folk were only plain 

Olasgow merchants. Might you know ■
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anyihiDg of ScotUDdf" he asked, tomiog 

suddenly to Hael Penryth. ■

" No ; I hare never been there/' he said. 

" I*m a Oornithman by birth, but I left my 

native plaee too yonng to remember much 

about it/' ■

I glanced with some cariosity at my 

friend. It was the first time I had ever 

heard bim voluntarUy state anything about 

himself. ■

'* Ab, they're a fine race," said M<Eaye, 

*' and it's a fine country too, I've heard." ■

'' It is very beautiful," said Huel, quietly 

and without enthusiasm ; ** but I've been a 

wanderer so long that I've no spedal 

attachment for any one place or ptfft of 

the globe. I'm absolutely unpatriotic." ■

A barking of dogs sounded at this 

moment, and then the tramp of horses' 

hoofs and the now familiar ''cooee." ■

The girls sprang up in wfld excitement. ■

*'The waggons," they exclaimed, '^and 

not before they^e wanted. Stores are 

running low." ■

We all rose and went out to where the 

heavy, lumbering vehicles were standing. ■

The bullocks were unyoked, boxes, 

barrels, sacks .of flour, and parcels of all 

sorts were strewn over the ground, or 

carried off into the verandah to be opened, 

or stored away until needed. ■

The bullock-drivers were put up for the 

night, and we were returning to our chairs 

and pipes once more when a fresh commo- 

tion ensued. ■

Ihis time it was the arrival of a strange- 

looking man on horseback, with three or 

four letter-bags strung round him. ■

•« The mail I the mail 1 " cried the girls. 

<' But how late you are to-night, Dermot/' 

added Janet " I suppose you won't object 

to a nobbier, or are yon gofaig to put up 

heiet" ■

I heard a nAee with a strong Irish accent 

informing her that the speaker was bound 

for another station further up the river, 

and after due refreshment and some ten 

minutes' rest and gossip he took himself 

off. ■

M'Eaye brought the mail-bag into the 

verandah and proceeded to open it. He 

handed the gbls some newspapers and 

magazines. For himself there were two 

letters. ■

I leant back in the low cane lounge, 

smoking, and watching the scene before ma 

A lazy, satisfied content was the only 

sensation I experienced. Everything was 

peacefid, restfol, quiet. A soft, cool wind 

brought a delidous sense of coolness and ■

exhOaration. The full moon was shedding 

lustre over the dark trees and rippling 

water, the acicias and cactus gave forth a 

musky fragrance, an orange-tree laden with 

blossoms made the air heavy with perfume^ ■

I watched the brilliant belt of stars in 

the clear dark blue of the sky. The lustre 

of the moonlight made a radiance strangely 

bright and clear. M*Kaye was able to 

read his letters with no artificial aid of 

lamp or candle. ■

Afterwards how all that scene came 

back to me 1 • The restful calm, the 

scented air, the Ughts and shadows and 

perfumes, even the rustle of the paper 

as the girls cut the leaves, and their low 

laughter and exclamations as they turned 

over the fllustrated pages. ■

An exdamation from the old Scotchman 

fell on my ear. I did not pay much 

attention to it Presently he rose to his 

feet and folded the letters together and 

put them back in their envelopeSi ■

" Gk)od news I hope," I said, carelessly, 

as I glanced up at his tall, wiry figure. ■

'*0h yes," he answered, "I was only 

thinking it was somewhat odd I should 

have hSem speaking of the old place and 

the old friends to-night, and I've just had 

a letter from the Highland laird I men- 

tioned-— Gampbell, his name is — Oampbell 

of Oorriemoor. He writes to say he's just 

been and got married. I thought he waa 

a confirmed old bachelor. Well, well, 

there's no telling what folk may do." ■

I sat there quite still — my eyes fixed on 

the curling smoke wreaths. ■

''Campbell of Oorriemoor!" I said, at 

last — ^my dry Ifpa seeming to frame the 

words with difficulty. "I seem to know 

the name. Who has he married 1 " ■

"Qaite a young lass, seemingly," said 

the old Scotchman. '* A Miss Lindsay, who 

was staying on a visit with some Inver- 

ness folk. Well, I wish him well and 

happy — matrimony is always more or 

less of a venture — especially when a man 

is getting on in years a bit^ and the Laird's 

far from young now." ■

I made no observation. What could 

I say) Had I not always expected it, 

imagined it; why should I care nowl 

Voluntarily I had gi?en her up, and 

exiled myself. Voluntarily thrown away 

her fresh, young love— her tender, truthful 

girl's heart If she had learnt to console 

herself, and had accepted a worthier suitor, 

surely I could not blame her. Tet all the 

time I told myself this my heart was heavy 

within me, and something baser and more ■
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selfish would whisper : " She might have 

waited — ^had she loved you she would have 

waited,'' ■

Now my dream was orer for ever. She 

had settled her fatore for herself, and in 

all probability I had long aso faded from 

her memory, or only erMsed it as a dark 

shadow, something she regretted and 

wonld be glad to forget. ■

A voice roused me at last It was that 

of Hael Penryth. With a start I looked 

up. We were alone there in the verandak 

Tiie Seotehman and his two danghters had 

gone witUn. I had been too absorbed to 

notice their departure. ■

"I hare spoken to yon three timeSb 

What are yon dreaming aboati" asked 

HaeL ■

><A yoathfiol folly/' I answered some- 

what bitterly. ■

*' Yon knew this girl, then 1 " he said in 

those qniet, even tones of hiB, ■

I started.' ■

" How do yon know 1" I asked. ■

" A dednctiim— that is all,'' he answered • 

'* I happened to catch sight of yonr face 

when M'Eaye was telling yon aboat *hb 

friend's marriaga It was somewhat self- 

betraying ; then yon rel^^sed into gloomy 

thooght — heeding nothing,iiearbg nothing. 

I gaessed there was something in the 

badrgroond." ■

I was silent for a moment I did not 

feel inclined for confidence. Hnel smoked 

on, his eyes lookmg calmly and medita- 

tively at the qoiet bMnty of the scene. ■

" It is a pily," he said, presently, *' that 

we are all lx>ond to go throngh some phase 

of f oUy at one period or another ; bnt it 

is the case. I have had mine; yon have 

had yonrs. There is always a time in a 

man's Uie when he is pecoliarlysQaceptible 

to the influence of women. We act and 

react on one anotiier, and give rise to the 

idea that we are absolatefy necessary for 

matnal happiness. It is nonsense. Men 

have no need of women. Oar minds can 

stand alone ; women only have a softening 

and enervating inflaenee npon us. We 

may atrengthen them, and awaken reason 

and intelligence ; they to as oive little or 

nothing tiiat is oseftd or stimiuating." ■

" It is as well that no woman hears yoor 

heresies,'' I said, langoidly. ■

I felt in no mood for discussion or 

analysis. What mattered it to me now. 

whether women were good or bad, fair or 

false t That current of life which had set 

in their direction once warmly and freely, 

seemed to have grown chill and languid, ■

and now was flowing into other chan- 

nela ■

<'Toa think," said Huel, in answer 

to my remark, '* that if they heard me 

they would combat my prejudices t Be- 

lieve me, the day has gone by for that. 

I am young in years ; but by experience 

and suffering I could outnumber the lives 

of two ordinary men. I have learnt many 

hard truths ; but the greatest truth is to 

learn to stand alone — to recognise Self as 

the law of life and the law of all progress. 

Beat down all in your path, care naught 

for yonr fellows, cease to entansle vour- 

sdf with responsibilities around, about^ 

below vou, and you wfll win all you set 

yourself to win. However, we are drift- 

ing a long way from our starting-point. 

You have a sore heart to-night, my boy. 

Was this girl false to you t If so, be con- 

soled that you learnt the truth early bistead 

ofkte.*' ■

I shook my head. ■

" The fault was udne," I said. <« I— I 

lost her. It is odd that now the loss is 

irrevocable I should fed its sting so 

keenly." ■

*'The wound touches your self-love," he 

said, cynicaOy. *< JTo man likes to feel 

he is readily or easfly supplanted, even in 

a thins so l^bt and capricious as a woman's 

Csncy.^ ■

I rose abruptly. ■

" Ton are wrong," I said. " I was never 

worthy one thought of hers — ^never ; but all 

the same " ■

My vdoe broke. I could not speak— I 

could not tell him that for one wild| 

maddening moment, heart, soul, my whole 

being, longed, with the fierce longing dE 

hopelessness, to hold that little hand in 

mine once more, and hear that sweet, low 

voice say, " Douglas, I love you." ■

POSTAL WAIFS, WITHOUT 

BESEBYE. ■

At a well-known comer, not far from 

Oovent Garden, stands an auction mart, 

equdly well known — as famous in its 

way, indeedt. as Tattersall's for horses, 

or Christie's for art treasures. Late or 

early, we shidl be pretty sure to find 

somebody in the gate of this really 

wonderful mart. On one ride a board 

displays a catalogue of to-morrow's sale, 

on the other of to-day's; vmis and 

carts are drawn up waiting for loads or 

delivering them, and a pretty constant ■
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piooendon of bnty-looking people files i|p 

and down the bro^d rteps that lead within. 

Sometimee there is a special sale of 

jewellex¥| fiirs, sUks, bric-l^brac, cigars, 

wines ; bat what goes on from day to day, 

with very little intermission, is an auction 

of the miscellaneous class of goods known 

as unredeemed pledges. ■

It is high noon in Oovent Garden, the 

noon of a hazy, autumnal day. The litter 

ot yegetable refuse from its morning market 

has been deared away from the streets ; 

the last coetermonger's barrow has been 

wheeled away ; the salesman has doffed his 

working garments and driyen off to his 

sumptuous vflla on the Thames, or to his 

club in Pall Mall, and only the ordinary 

trade in fruits, and flowers, and funeral 

wreaths, is going on in the Oential Avenue. 

But for sales you are just in time. You 

may drop into Steyens's, and by good 

fortune come upon a fairy scene of the 

strangest, most wonderful, most lovely 

orchids, half wrapped in tissue-paper and 

cotton wool, but charming alike to sight 

and smeU, with a musky, indefinite savour 

of tropical vegetation pervading the place, 

and the vcdce of the auctioneer, ac- 

centuated by the fsA of the hainmer, 

mingled, perhaps, with a little applause as 

some esiger amateur has venturad a top 

price for some long-named variety of his 

favourite plant ■

Not orchids, however, are the attraction 

to-day, but the establishment round the 

comer, where an announcement has caught 

the eye, coming towards the end of a 

long catalogue of unredeemed pledges, 

to the effect that the following lots, pro- 

ceeding from the Betnmed Letter Depart- 

ment, will be sold without reserve by the 

Older of the Postoiaster*Qenera], and here 

are articles in numeration so extensive, and 

in some cases of bulk also, that the mind 

is staggered by the assertion that they 

proceed from dead, letters. Are you ac- 

quainted with people who slip inside the 

envelopes of letters they are directing to 

friends here and there, such articles as 

knitted jerseys, sets of underlinen, boxes 

of cigars, briMwood pipes, and such bulky 

artii^Ml It calls to mind ap interview 

hdd in the infancy of the Parcel Post 

with> leading offidal greatly interested 

in the sucoess of that bantling. ■

" What will become of such parcels as 

are directed to persons who are not to be 

found at the addresses given t " ■

Towhiohquestion the post office authority 

answered, unflinchingly : ■

'< They will go to thread Letter Office.'' ■

That is the secret of the matter, no 

doubt. The Parcel Post is at the bottom 

ofitalL ■

Another explanation is offered by a 

little old gentleman standing near, with an 

open catidogue in his hand, who, like the 

ancient manner, lays a skinny hand on 

the sleeve of an intending guest : ■

'<Mfaie friend," he says, ''this is what 

shall have happenit. Many peoples go leave 

their little belongings at ndlway stations, 

at post offices, and different places, and 

they go away, periiaps, and get killed, or 

they kill one himself And then the 

Gtovemment" — with a confident shake of 

the head, as much as to say, <' just like 

those evil-minded Gk>vemments^ — "he 

take everything and sell it for money.^ 

Once a year it li always the sama" ■

He was a very knowing old gentieman, 

that, only in this case he was a little 

wide of the mark. Further enquiry con- 

firms the earlier suggestion, that here is 

chiefly a question of waifs from the Parcel 

Post. ■

Following the procession of people who 

are hurrying in, we come to a spacious hall 

on the ground-floor, irregularly shaped, 

owing to the contour of the building and 

of the adjoining strisets, but well l%hted 

with high windows — ^that is, when there is 

light to be had from outside ; but on a 

thick, haiy day like the present, there is 

eveiywhere a soft gloom, except on one 

side, where a timber and glass roof opens 

oyer a kind of arena, enclosed with 

counters, in the centre of which is a deds 

for the derk, while aU round are rows of 

eager faces belonging to a motiey groiq> of 

men and women two or three deep^ the 

front rank sitting on low benches, and the 

others looking over their heads. In the 

comer, overlookfaig the arena, is the 

elevated rostrum df the auctioneer — an 

elaborate wooden structure of a florid 

rococo character, where, from what has the 

appearance of a bow-window on the first 

floor, the auctioneer sits and overiooks his 

audience. Where there are not peo^e 

there is furniture of all kinds piled on the 

floor of the hall, and from its roof hang 

specimens of anything that is capable of 

being thus susp^ed — lamps of all kinds, 

gas-fittings, chandeliers, brilliant lustres of 

sparkling crystal, and the humble swiuR- 

lamp of the sempstress, cheek by jom. 

The further part of the hall is chiefly 

occupied by raiUngs, carrying long rows of 

pegs, upon which are hung qpecimena of ■
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OTwy kind of oater garment known to 

dviliMd lifa Here are atreets of over- 

eoata, rows of entire anits, terraoea of 

akirfai and bodioea, avennea of petticoata; 

great pilea of aheeta, imge rolb of blanketa, 

immenae bundlea of undergarmenta, are 

piled here and there. Then there are 

eoaniera nmnd abont loaded with portable 

property of a more coatly kind — veaeing- 

baga, work-boxeai field-glaaaea, gnn-eaaea, 

pfetores^ hooka, electro - plate, dinner- 

aeryieea, ooatlj china, down to workmen's 

toob, and horn-handled knivea and ateel 

forka, repieaenting, in too many caaee^ tiie 

wrecks and fraigmenta of broken -np 

homea, the relica of tragic fate, the apoila 

of the vanqaiahed in the cmd battle of 

lifel ■

The aale ia already in fall awing. Swine 

ia the word, for with a awing a bundle of 

eoata ftiea over the heads of the apectatora, 

and ia dexterooaly eaoght by the attendant 

within the enclosed arena, who makes 

a awift march ronnd, while oatatretched 

hands haatily plnck at tiie akirta or aleeves 

of the garmenta. "Six coats," cries the 

auctioneer while the lot ia atill in the air ; 

"aix, aevenrand-aij^ eight" Bang goes the 

hammer, and the aix coata are swung back 

from whence they came, while another 

lot whiila through the air, and is diapoaed 

of with equal expedition, only this time, 

perhi^ to the monotonous repetition of 

the bids ia added the words, "selling at 

nine-andnrix.'' Bang 1 and instead of hurt- 

ling back through the air the bundle 

ia aeized by a lady on the look-out for it, 

who puahea it into a bag between her feet 

without farther ceremony. "Honey in 

front,'' the auctioneer has called, and the 

boxom dame producea a bounteous-lookiog 

puree and deals out a number of half- 

crowns, which the clerk aweeps into his 

till, and he ia ready for the next lot, which 

haa abeady been knocked down, perhaps 

to Jonea or Brown, who is a big dealer, 

with carta and horaea at command But 

the boafaieaa goes at a tremendous pace 

— aay at the rate of a hundred lota an hour, 

whidi givea just thirty-six seconds for 

each lot. Aa might be expected, the pawn- 

broker puta a reserved price on everyUiing, 

and if tUa price is not reached the lot goes 

back. But if you want a bargain you must 

look aharp about it, for with the slightest 

heaitaition in opening your mouth, tohold 

the chance ia gone 1 ■

WhUe the mIc of clothea ia going on, it 

is the wardrobe dealera chiefly who are 

interested, many of whom are buying for ■

foreign and colonial marketa, for there is a 

kind of cachet about pawnbrokers' goods, 

which are of a quality far superior to those 

found in Bag Fair or Petticoat Lane. 

There are more women than men at 

the business probably ; plain, comfortable, 

well-rounded women, the humbler of whom, 

in black ahawls, warm aUrts, and bonnets 

of no particular shape or hue, are common 

objecta at area doora, and often confidential 

friends of the female serranta ; whOe the 

higher daaa, in handsome silk mantles well 

covered with shining VMk beads, maybe ac- 

quainted with the tire- women of dudieases. ■

There are others, too^ of scarcely de- 

finable occupations, who watch witfi keen 

eyea the progreas of the aala Th«re is 

MnL Blimmer, for instance, a pleasant- 

looking buxom woman, who has liieither 

shop nor store, nor any ostensible trade, 

and yet who contrives to make her profits. 

She, you may remark, has nothing to do 

with clothes, as far as their sale ia con- 

cerned, but for anything in the way of 

pieces of silk, satin, linen, or cotton, ahe 

has something to say. She must have 

a bargain, and if she gets it her next move 

will M to take her purchases to some other 

pawnbroker and pledge them for aa much 

aa she can get Generally she contrives to 

get as much as she gave, occasionally, 

but very rarely, a little more; ibr if 

Mrs. Blimmer is a keen judge of vahie, 

so are pawnbrokers and their assistanta. 

It is a case of diamond cut diamond, and 

may remind us of transactions between a 

serpent and a file, the aerpent being repre- 

sented for the nonce by the daughter of 

Eve. The latter is now reinstated with 

her capital, but where is her profit f Like 

most speculators she looks for that to 

the general publia She is acquainted 

with goldsmiths' wives, or anyhow with 

butchers' and greengrocers' wives; and 

for them she has bargains— such bargaina I 

Silks and satins which have been pledged by 

impecunious, perhaps unprincipled, holders 

at not half their value. She has the pawn- 

tickets, and will sell them for an old song. 

All that she gets is profit anyhow, and she 

goes away rejoicing. The bargains are 

not very bad onea after all, and Uie good- 

natured broker has worked hard for her 

little gaina. ■

As the aale gets among the brio-&-brac 

and miscellaneous goods, a different set of 

buyers come forwsffd, not replacbg die 

others, ^ut supplementing them. For 

there are aome of theae old ladies, and 

middle-aged ones too, crowded on the front ■
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bdneb, who will deal in anything if they 

get a chance. A lean and haggard old 

woman, with the beak of an eagle, Bits 

throQgh it all, dntching the atomp of a ■

Gneil, and eagerly annotating the cata- 

jae. She does not often bid ; bat when 

she lifts that thin and brown and dirty 

hand, with the stomp of black pencil in it, 

down goes her bid. With all the serious 

bosiness there is sometimes the relief 6f a 

little light badinage. The dealers have 

their jokes about iniich the profane know 

nothing. An oil painting is under the 

hammer — a WiUde hi a solid gold frame — 

that is knocked down for half-a-guinea, 

and somebody points out a figure as a 

striking likeness of ** Boss," a joke which 

brinj^ down the house. There is another 

pamtbg, after the Dutch School, with 

heavy frame, riyer, woods, and waterfall — 

all for a pound, and the waterfall gets well 

chaffed. There was nothing jocose about 

the poor creature who pawned it, perhaps, 

steaUng out at dusk with the picture under 

her shawL ■

Ah, there would be some strange 

histories told by these inanimate things if 

they could speak. They do speak in a 

certain manner here and thera Here is a 

delicate little bag of Bussian leather, into 

which have been thrown all a young 

woman's pretty paraphernalia : the brace- 

lets, the rings, the necklace, and the 

sparkling aigrette for the hair. There was 

haste, perhaps terror, when all was heaped 

together and carried off to the pawn- 

broker'a Desperate need was at hand, 

nor has its grasp relaxed, for it all hap- 

pened more than a year ago, and now idl 

the pretty trinkets are gone for ever. The 

great, blacky burly man who has got them 

turns them over hi his hands as if he held 

a sample of wheat ■

But although the dealers and brokers 

duster always thickly about the scene, 

and seem to find a pleasure in it, the 

uninitiated can't stand much at a time. 

Eren the auctioneers are reliered at 

not long intervals, for anything like a 

wearied intonation in the voice would 

quickly affect the bidding. It would 

seem that, saying as little as do those 

who offidate at any of these great auction 

marts, and never dwelling upon anything, 

the manner of putting up the lots would 

not matter much ; but one is assured that 

this is by no means the case, and that 

everything depends upon a good salesman. ■

It is a fine place to pick up a headache, 

anyhow, is a busy sale-roonii and so away ■

for a little fresh air, having ascertained 

that the Postmaster-General's lot will not 

come on till after five o'clock. Let us 

return just then, with the same crowd 

gathered about the arena, gas flaring 

cheerfully all over the place, and nobody 

in the least bit tired. By this time they 

have worked down to lot five hundrea 

and something, and there is the ancient 

mariner still full of interest^ and curiodfy. 

** Now they haff oome to the dead man's 

things!" But the sale runs on at the 

same monotonous speed, and yet there is 

a stir of curiosity among the people 

gathered around, for it is not every day 

in the year tiiat we have the Postmaster- 

General under the hammer. ■

At first tiiere are only commonplace 

bundles of commonplace artides of wear- 

ing apparel Then comes a lot of books^ 

new and neatly-bound volumes for the 

most part, such as any bookstall might be 

proud of; but no first editions or rare 

plates, and if they sell for a shilling apiece 

all round thi^t may be considered a good 

price. Then comes a basket — a bushd 

basket, it) seems — ^that, emptied upon the 

counter, diows a collection of the prettiest, 

silliest^ most usefol, and useless nick- 

nacks, such as would fully stock any 

ordinary bazaar. Here are purses without 

end, and pouches, replacing the andent 

baccy box, and marked, not with her, but 

his name — Charlie, and Archie, and Fred, 

done in coloured plush with such tender 

care — and litde note-cases, and port- 

folios, and blotting-books. It is quite 

evident that most of these things are gifts 

—intended gifts, that is— and mostly from 

young women to young men. There is such a 

pretty, dainty, ooaxuig air about them, and 

a pleasant odour, as of a garden of flowers, 

wafted over the heads of the crowd. But 

how did all these tokens of affection get 

astray 1 ■

Wdl, Charlie, and Archie, and Fred, 

and the rest of them, may change their 

bachelor quarters pretty often, and don't 

always leave their address behind them; 

and so the dainty litUe parcels go to the 

Dead Letter Office, and when they are 

opened there isn't a scrap of writing inside 

them. That is prudent enough in the 

dear boys, but the dear girls, surdy they 

are not so worldly wise t Bat what can 

any one make of such a script as this: 

"Ted, from his little Izzie"f Could all 

the cunning men and the cunning mes- 

sengers of the Postmaster-General, oould 

all his horses and all his men, ever find ■
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oat littto Isaat uid give her back 

har pieeioafl little giftt And you, 

madame, when yoa send a ohange of 

raiment and half-a-doxen pain of aodu to 

yonr hnaband, frho is touring in the H^h- 

landa, by Panel Post, do you ever think 

of patting yonr addreu inaide 1 Of oonrae 

yon don't, yon reply, indignantly ; doean't 

he know the handwriting well enough, and 

where it eomea from! Troe, bat when 

that laeky fellow has ehanged his mind, 

and ^one to Aberdeen instead of Oban, 

how is the derelict parcel to find its way 

back to yoa! ■

Tet there most be an infinite number 

of little miseries, trifling enongh in com- 

parison with the great misery and want 

wrapped up in these unredeemed pledges, 

bat still poignant enough. How wounded 

are the bdinga of Olara because Jack 

took no notice of that encouraging little 

trifle she sent him; the. coldness that 

came between the pair may date from the 

disappearance of that little parcel within 

the cold shades of the Dead Letter Office. 

But it li useless to hanrow up one's feelings 

unnecessarily. Enough that there are 

ftagments of sorrow and diiappointment 

finally swept into that bushel basket, and 

handed over to the lucky purchaser. "A 

speculatiTe lot," adds the auctioneer, 

cheerily. And no doubt he is right ■

Next comes a sack .like a hop-pocket 

— not in siie, but packed as tightly and 

as roundly, and with what, at first 

s^ht^ seems to be nothing but babies' little 

sime, those first and earliest foot-coverings, 

which are done in coloured worsteds and 

tied with satin ribbons. Everybody who 

has gone through the experience knows 

what showers of little shoes descend upon 

the happy young couple when the first 

baby makes its appearance; afterwards 

it is different, and the poor things may go 

barefoot for all anybody cares — but for 

the first there are more than showers, 

there are hailstorms. But how to account 

for their getting into the dead letter sack 

ia more Sfficult. But a second ghuiee 

shows that the sack contains other things 

besides babies' shoes. White fleecy, woolly 

wraps, flimsy kerchiefs, collars, cuffs, aU 

kinds of feminine gear of the light, and 

whiter and fantastic order — some, perhaps, 

more or less closely connected with the 

original baby; or, again, friendly gifts 

between ancient maids and budding school- 

girls. Anyhow, this sack with its fantastic 

oontenta causes a brisker competition than 

has hitherto appeared, and is knocked down ■

for five or six pounds. "He knows of 

something in it," is the comment of a 

knowing-looking dealer close by. What 

is the something t A bit of point lace, or 

costly Brussels, which may be worth all the 

money, and more, perhaps. Again, as the 

auctioneer says, here we have speculatiYd 

lots. ■

After this, a whole host of pipes rattle 

upon the oojinters : briarwoods, and box- 

woods, and little meerschaums in cases, and 

big Dutch pipes with tassels to them, and 

all kinds of wooden ware, bodkin-cases, 

needle-cases, boxes of every kind, and 

numerous trifles of sorts, as the gardeners 

say; and these are rattled off again 

quickly enough. And the next combatant 

in the arena is in the form of a box of 

jewellery — imitation — but pretty and 

sparkling : pins, and studs, and brooches, 

watches, too, of the cheaper kind, with 

chabs and earrings, and bangles, and any- 

thbg else you like to name. But no one 

suspects hidden gold among them, and the 

crowd is listless about such thugs. Then 

there are boxes of cigars — ^not many of 

these, but some seven hundred cigars alto- 

gether — which sell for about six shillings 

a hundred — a cheap smoke for somebody, 

but possibly nasty alsa ■

Still the sale goes on : more trinkets, 

more nicknacks, more pipes, more mis- 

cellaneous articles of clothing, all knocked 

down at the very topmost speed, and 

calliDg for no remark, till, after the 

last crack of the hammer, the auctioneer 

calls out^ "Drawing-room suite," and the 

hoarse voices of the assistants outside re- 

echo, " Here's the lot," and the auctioneer 

agam, **How much shall we say, five 

guineas t " Then we know that we have 

no more concern with the Postmaster- 

Oeneral, for nobody has yet sent a draw- 

ing-room suite by post, or even Parcel 

Post ■

Soon we are out in the gas-lighted 

streets, where people are aheady begmning 

to assemble before theatre doors — ^happy 

managers 1— and where the brightness, 

and rattle, and glitter, drive all futile 

speculations out of one's head. ■

ON BEING TOO PAETIOULAR. ■

Thebe are people who would find plenty 

to criticise in Heaven itself, supposing 

they were tojbe allowed to enter into the 

hereafter by its pearly gates. They are 

much to be pitied. It may be a mark ■
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of Bupehority to be always dissatUfied. 

PhUoaophen even go bo far as to tell na 

that this feeliDg of discontent with terres- 

trial things is an unfailing accompaniment 

of gemns, and that the conteiited man 

is of little more account as an intelligent 

b^ing than a pig in its stye munching 

acorns. This is til very well in its way ; 

but it must not be accepted as dognuk It 

is an utterance on a par with^that of the 

coloured man who held up his hands in 

hoxTor at sight of a Europeaoi and declared 

Uiat white folk were sinfully ugly. ■

Imagination is a fine gif t^ but it wants 

managing. It runs well in harness with 

a goM stout bridle of common sensa 

Without this bridle, however, it is like to 

lead its master a pretty dance. Hey 

presto 1 at the merest prompting, off it 

goes, clean out of the realm of earth 

and experience, right into the middle 

of space, with the cross-lights of un- 

numbered spheres confusedly upon it, 

and strange breezes fanning its hot im- 

pulsive exterior. It is a ticklish piece 

of work to get it back to earth ; and it 

is so exhausted by the madci^ scamper out 

of the ordinary bounds that its luckless 

master is for a time as prostrate as if he 

had been flogged with positive misf ortunea 

Under the false enthusiasm of an hour ago 

he would have done all things — or at least 

attempted them — so bracing was its in- 

fluence upon his mind; but when this 

same fancy is temporarily laid by the heels, 

he is useless. ■

It seems probable that a little imagina- 

tion is very much better as a possession 

than a great deal A little is, to the daily 

ineidenta and events of life, what salt is to 

meat The relish it bestows upon them is 

just as good as a pleasure. If you are in a 

sorry pUght you can see help coming by 

its aid, though, on the other hand, you are 

not tormented by grievous relapses of im- 

patience and despair upon the delay of the 

arrival of such help, as you would surely be 

if you were as imaginative as a poet And 

in like manner, when you are in the thick 

of prosperity — ^under its genUe, judicious 

suggesting, you are able to look ahead, 

foresee the inevitable squalls which shall 

follow such a spell of fine weather, and be 

prepared .for them. In fact, a certain 

amount of imagination is like ballast to a 

ship, whereas t^ much acts like a storm 

upon the same ship, catching it with all 

sails set. ^ ■

Ton can apply this as a test to most of 

the matters of life. ■

Take marriage, for example. Qoodness 

knows whither an excessively vivacious im- 

agination has a tendency to cany men or 

women on the eve of matrimony. They 

are prone, no doubt, to think themselves at 

the gates of Paradise. A good time is 

coming for them, with few or no draw- 

backs. What can be more delightful than 

to live ever in sight of each other, until 

death does them part — a contingency, by- 

the- way, the thought of which acts upon 

them like momentary paialysiBt Their 

hope of happiness has been so immensely 

agreeable to them that they cannot lor an • 

instant suppose the realisation will be less 

agreeable. They will thus dwell in the 

sunlight of joy, year after year, with never 

an abatement in their raptura ■

Of course, however, a *'but" soon oomea 

to modify this pretty picture. It is a 

terrible word, this innocent little con- 

junction i Tiiiak how much annoyanoe 

and grief it ushers in to us in an average ■

year. **The market opened well; but " ■

"Baby is certainly better than she was ■

yesterday ; but still '* *< No, sir, your ■

hair is not going grey, that I.can see, but 

it is thinning very fast" *' I do love you 

very much, and dways have loved you, 

but I love some one else better.'* And so 

on. I wonder we mortals have not com- 

bined to put a ban upon the wretched 

little monosyllable. Perhaps it is saved 

by our imagination. We know that it is 

a nuisance and a terror to us, but yet 

there may be a background of new light 

to the dond which it suddenly brings 

for the obliteration of our present hap]^- 

ness. ■

To recur to the married couple — with 

wild imaginations. No sooner do they find 

out that they are deceived, that their 

expectations are cheated, than they are 

instantly as wretched as they hoped to be 

hi^py. John cannot bear the sight of 

the Mary whom he thought so endurably 

angelic. Mary judges John to be a brute 

instead of the delightful, chivalrous lover 

he once seemed to be. Their past rluqpso- 

dies come before them, and make them 

feel ill with disgust at their own imbe> 

cility. John, especially, is in a humour of 

impatience when he is reminded, perhaps 

tauntingly, that not so long ago Mtixy was 

his " own only darling." Memory is very 

tiresome at such times. It seems a pil^ 

that words once uttered cannot be as u 

they had never been spoken ; the effect of 

a moment is not meant to be dragged 

ruthlessly forward again and again in the ■
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after-tinia Tender phrasM and careuea 

an not a whit leu precioiu than the 

iriendfl and xelathree who have gcme befwe 

ui to another world; and the disinterment 

of either is little leaa than saorilege, be the 

motire what it may. ■

Notwithstanding their aj^arent aversion 

for each other as tixe oateome of their fine 

anthi p a t ions, John and Mary may yet 

shake down into domestic life of an easy, 

satisiyiDg kind, by-and-by. Bat there is 

sore to be an interval; nor is it by any 

means an even dumoe for or against tiMir 

mntnal saerifiee of the very hopes which 

are the caose of their troaUe. They may 

prefer to remain a^^eved, and either live 

a life of armed nentraUty together, or 

separate by agreement, with pnndtigated 

spite agsinet Dame Fortona ■

It nSght have been so sweetly different 

if they had saerifieed two-thirds of their 

hopes before marriage; if they had gcme 

to the altar together with jnst a pocketful 

of bney and no more. This would then 

have enabled them to condone each other's 

fidKngf , and cast a reasonable amount of 

cokmr — and no more — upon the good 

qnalities which were thefr mntnal attnMj- 

tioa It would not then have been a serions 

calamity, when, a month or two after mar- 

riagCb John wldspeied to himself that 

Mioy's beauty was not always equally 

entnmeing, that her right eyebrow was cer- 

tsinfy darker than the left one, and that 

she stepped out with the right foot instead 

<rf the left. There is no denying that 

these axe grave defects in a girl ; but he 

was^ in a sense, forearmed. And so with 

Mary in relation to John. What if he 

did yawn when she was talking to him in 

her prettiest way I Was it so very heinous 

a eriine in him tiiat he did not put his arm 

round lier waist and kiss the tip of her ear 

anytliing like as many times in the week 

since as before their marriage t Not a bit 

of it Thanks to John's common sense as 

a moderator of his imagination, he knew 

all through that Mary was human as well 

aa angelac. She had proved herself angelic; 

she was now showing herself thorooghly 

human. That was m ; and perhaps she 

was fully as fiuicinating when unmistake- 

ably human, as when apparently angelic. 

And Mary, too, from the very beginning, 

had inspired assurances that John did nbt, 

because he could not^ mean all the dulcet, 

compUmentsry things he said about her. 

It was quite enough pleasure to her to feel 

that she was capable of ezdting such 

sQ^lative moods in Urn. Afterwards, ■

the dear fellow as husband would be 

welcome, ten thousand times, to fall asleep 

with his head on her shoulder, while she 

read to him, or sung one of those songs 

wych he useid to say he would be content 

to listen to for ail etemiW . ■

It seems a great mistalEe to be too par- 

ticular in this lifa ■

Some people make too much of their 

virtues; while others, the sensitive ones, 

think because they have their due share of 

the imperfections of our nature^ they are 

among the most wicked people of the 

earth. ■

Of these two classes the former is the 

more common and the more detestabla It 

is easy to console the man who bewaik his 

innate iniquity and his many sins of 

omission and commission. One has only 

to bid him . look around and conscien- 

tiously compare himself with his fellows, 

and then Uke comfort in the recognition 

that he is by no means really a chief amcmg 

sinners. Besides, the words of Rogers^ the 

poet| to Stewart Rose — ^who was just such a 

sensitive man — are ready to hand on this 

subject : " I know that during your life 

you have done many kind and generous 

things; but them you have forgotten, 

because a man's good deeds fall from his 

memory, while those which are the reverse 

keep constanUy recurring to it" Perhaps 

this would have been better still if Rogers 

had said " a good man's good deeds," eta, 

that is, a genuinely good man. This would, 

moreover, give our friend just the tonic of 

self-respect which would brace him fitly for 

association with his fellow-men. ■

One does not meet very many human 

beings of this kind. It is, I suppose, re- 

grettable if George Eliot's dictum— that 

the conscientious person never knows what 

it is to be self-contented— be thoroughly 

oredibla ■

But there is no lack of the class who 

walk abroad in the world with elevated 

chins and self-righteous expressions on 

their fiscea It has been a fashion to seek 

and find examples of such men and women 

more especially among the congregations of 

Dissenting Chapela This seems a little 

ungenerous and unnecessary. It may, how- 

ever, be due to the little Mtiiel practice ot 

an open confession of sina Such a prac- 

tice would tend to make hypociites of 

most of us. As it it were inhuman nature, 

though made ever so r^enerate b^ ministers 

of r^ion, for a man to make it a system 

to tell out his illicit thoughts and deeds 

to lus fellow-creatures without reserve 1 ■
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fOoBdnBladliy ■

Probably our friendB of the litde ngly 

brick chapek in out-of-the-way places 

do think they nnboeom themBelyes so com- 

pletely. Bat it 18 their judgement that is 

at faidt in sach a case, not their intentions. 

They keep back what they think is nnim- 

portant, which, nevertheless, would much 

qualify their brethren's opinion of them if 

diey were to make a clean breast of it. ■

No; you and I are acquainted with 

many excellent persons of the national 

Church Establishment^ who comport them- 

selves as if they could hardly speak two 

words with a beggar or a being in rags 

without defilement. They believe fully in 

externals. It is so precious to be able to look 

every one in the face without winkinx ; to 

be in the family pew punctually at half-past 

ten every Sunday morning wiwout missing 

once in the year ; and to bo pervaded with 

a sense of nprightness that nothing in the 

world can diminish. And yet how odious 

such good persons are 1 Thanks to their 

belief that ■

Virtue and vice are never in one sool ; 

A man u wholly wise, or wholly is a fool, ■

they are among the worst of companions, 

and are by no means tiie best kind of 

Christians. It Is not to such as they that 

the man or woman in distress Is impelled 

to apply. ■

It is salutary disdpline to travel into 

foreign lands before setting up for a critic 

of our own institutions and customa 

Indeed, only upon an apprenticeship of 

this sort can aught in praise or dispraise of 

ourselves worth heioing be said. A 

traveller realises that though we are 

an excellent nation of islanders, we are 

not quite the pattern men and women our 

home-stayers are so fond of fancying. He 

also learns that we have a fine stock of 

prejudices stowed away in the wallet upon 

which we are accustomed to draw for our 

virtues. ■

A little indifference to one's self, to one's 

food, one's penonal appearance, clothes, 

and even one's mental and moral condition, 

is a wonderful aid in life. When I refer 

to indifference to one's moral condition, I 

do not^ of course, wish to be an advocate 

of license ; but I do protest that it is 

well, having done one's duty to the best of 

one's ability, to await the issue with tran- 

qufllifcy. ■

History informs us that many great 

men Imve shown considerable disregard 

for what they ate and what they put on. 

One cannot, indeed, really imagine a ■

supremely great man over scrupulous in 

these matters. Would George Washington 

have dismissed his cook if ehe sent him up 

a burnt chopf Would Edison quarrel 

mortally with his tailor for being an inch 

or two out of a fitt I ask this at random. 

Perhaps Washington was testy at dinner- 

time; and perhaps the great Inventor is 

more of a martinet than I believe him to 

be. But if I am wrong in these In- 

dividual instances, I am still right in 

principle. ■

Sir Humphrey Davy, it is said, «<raidy 

washed himself; and on the plea of 

saving time, he used to put on his dean 

linen over his dirty, so that he has been 

known to wear at the same time five 

shirts and five pairs of stockings." Here 

is a rare example of the indifference of the 

man of genius to the mere husk, or series 

of hu»ks, which keep that royal part of 

him, his mind, in working order. Tet 

was not Sir Humphrey a mere sloven, con- 

tent at all times with the first article of 

clothing upon which he might lay hia 

band. Though he was so reckless in the 

matter of shirts upon common oecasions, 

when he used to go fishing, ''he would 

wear green," to resemble vegetable life as 

much as possible, so that the trout might 

have some difficulty in distinguishing the 

biped from the mere roots of the field; 

and when shooting he wore a scarlet cap, 

'<to shield himself from accidents from 

other guna" ■

Tou often meet with men who give you 

the Idea that they would die rather than 

eat something to which they are unac- 

customed. How foolish and narrow- 

minded this seems I Who can teU to 

what straits of destitution one may some 

day be reduced t To be sure, our dvili- 

sation is so verv mighty in these days 

that we can, with fair presumption of 

success, challenge Dame Nature herself to 

bring us withm tumbling distance of 

famine. Still, It is as well to be pre- 

pared. Have you ever tried a salad of 

buttercups — blossoms and roots — or a dish 

of speckled snails; or a tender kitten, 

killed in the first month ; or a horseflesh 

steakt Save the last, these "plats" are 

very icexpensive, and not at all an insult 

to the stomacL None of them are 

nauseating, and they might well serve as 

preliminary to a much enlarged list of 

edibles to which the man who is not too 

particular might habituate himself. ■

Only the very few among us run any 

risk, in the course of our peregrinations ■
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and vieiBBitadeB, of bebe invited to racb 

objectionable dinnen as it wa« the lot of 

Bnice, the explorer, to eat. Snch very 

naety feeders as the Abyssinians of his 

day are becoming extinct. Fancy sitting 

down to table and seeing the meat walk 

aHre into the roomf That was their 

eutom. And they ate it alivei too,|he 

brutes I The wretched ox was tied fast 

head and 1^, and then, by a delicate 

incisfon on hofb sides of the backbone, 

near the hannches, the attendants were 

able to strip its skin away, to enable them 

to cat slices from the poor animal again 

and again without touching an arteiy. 

The guests ate the meat raw and qnivering, 

to the mosic of the low roars and bellow- 

ing of pain of the ox of which it was a 

part. ■

Tliis is hideous; and even the least 

particular of men may be excused for 

shirking an experience of Ihe Mnd. ■

Still, upon general grounds, it does 

seem well to get off our high horse of 

scrupulosity just as often as we feel the 

smauest inclination to do so. It not only 

makes us abundantly more sensible of the 

brotherhood between ourselves and our 

feUow-men, but it makes us robuster 

citisens of the world. The man who has 

always worn Bond Street clothes^ dined off 

the preparations of a French cook, lived in 

an atmosphere of perfect domestic bliss, 

and felt no doubt about the happiness in 

store for him in the next world, may be a 

veiy amiable and pretty fellow, but he 

is profoundly ignorant of life. It is good 

to rough it, it is good to be plagued by 

pain and trouble now and then, and a 

downrfght heavy misfortune acts upon the 

system like a cold bath. These are the 

heralds to that condition of judicious in- 

difference which really seems to be the 

most comfortable attitude in which to 

receive and account for the various 

pleasures and annoyances which bow them- 

selves into our society as we jog along 

through lif& ■

ON THE WARPATH. ■

IN THB FIELD. ■

Ik thia article, *' in the field " is not used 

in the meaning in which it is technicdly 

used in the Salvation Army. It is, in 

Salvation Army language, used to designate 

the work in the various corps scattered all 

over the country — an officer having passed 

through his tnining and being appointed ■

to his corps is said to have been sent << into 

the field " — but here we mean in the field of 

work where war is waged against the want, 

the poverty, and the destitution of London. 

In ft^t, we want to give an account of the 

actual commencement of the work in con- 

nection with (General Booth's new Sodud 

Scheme, and also of the organisations at 

hand to help the working of the scheme— of 

the Salvation Army Beecue and Slum work. ■

In a small house in Upper Thames Street 

are the temponin^ head-quarters of the 

Social Beform Wing — a house even now 

too small for the work. On the ground- 

floor, on either side of the door, are 

the labour bureaus— on the one side for 

women, on the other for men. During 

the five months in which the place has been 

open, five thousand applications for work 

have been received. All applications are 

recorded and entered in registers, so that* 

any one applying is kept before the office^ 

should appHcation be made by any one for 

a workman of that man's particular trade ; 

for it is by no means only the actual unem- 

ployed labourer who applies. Many well- 

skilled artisans make use of this office ■

The most important work controlled 

from here, however, is the work of the 

Industrial Workshops and the Shelters, 

To the workshops are sent all men — that li 

to say, to the capacity of the place— who 

apply for work and who are utterly desti- 

tute. At present the number is about 

one hundred and forty. The men receive 

a ticket admitting them to the woikshops, 

which are in Hanbury Street, Whitechap«l; 

and thither we will go to see what sort of 

work is done, and what sort of men they 

are who do it. ■

The routine and system of the work is 

simple: the men work all day, and'bi 

return for their work they receive food 

and shelter at the Salvation Aro^y Shelter 

in Whitechapel Boad. Every week a 

return is filled up, showing how many days 

each man has worked, how many meals he 

has had, how much his keep has cost, how 

much his work is worth, what his conduct 

has been, and whether or no he has been 

industrious. If his report is good, he 

receives a grant, varying; from about four 

to ten shillings. The doors of the work- 

shops are open at seven for the entrance 

of the men, and remain open till five 

minutes past, after which thne no one 

is admitted before breakfast Work goes 

on till 8.30, at which hour the men 

go out, each man as he leaves receiving 

a ticket, which entitles him to breiJrfast at ■
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the Shelter. They retnm at nine and 

work till half-past tir elve, at whieh hour 

there is a short prayer meeting, after 

wliich the men pass out, provided with a 

ticket for dinner. Work is resumed at 

two and continued till half-past &ye, at 

which hoar the men leave work for the 

day, with two tickets : one entitling them 

to snpper and one to a bed. It will be 

thus seen that no food is given except 

as payment for work done, and there U no 

actual charity. ■

Let ns now go into the workshops and 

have a look ronnd. The place itself was 

originally a builder's yard, and as we enter 

we find ourselves in an open space, which 

is ntilised for the sawing np of planks for 

the carpenters and joinera In one comer 

is a small room, which is used as a gas- 

fitters' shop — there being at present tbiee 

gas-fitters in the ahopa — and straight across 

the yard are the men employed on catting 

firewood. To this work is pat any man 

who, on entering the works, is found to 

have no trade at aU. Here are about thbty 

men employed ; and most certainly they are 

not the sort of men one would expect to see 

working anywhere — ^men whom one would 

expect, to see loafing about the streets, 

picking up odd jobs, or anything else that 

might happen to come handy. Here they 

are working steadily enough, and ap- 

parently working hard. Going upstairs we 

come to the carpenters' room, running round 

the side of the yard. Here are at work 

many skilled men, making articles for the 

different premises of the &dvation Army — 

all the bDUches used at meetings ; doors 

and window-frames for a "Prison Gate 

Home " which is soon to be opened ; desks 

for offices ; and plenty of other articles, all 

as well turned out as possible. At one 

end of the room is a division, beyond which 

bruskmaking is going on. Men and 

boys with no trade are taught this, and 

every sort of brush conoeivab& seems to be 

turned out here. ■

Gbing up another flight of stairs we 

enter a room where mats are being made, 

and the men who are making them learnt 

the art for the most part in prison. What 

a strange variety these twelve men present 1 

One particularly struck us ; he looked as if 

he luid been a gentleman once, but there 

he was, mat-maUng with the rest, having 

learnt the work in the same disastrous 

school. As we go along the passage 

strange sounds arise, which sound strange 

in connection with a workshop. It is 

singing, surely, and singing it turns out ■

to be as we enter the room where the 

sounds come from. In this room all 

sorts of odd jobs are done, mostly by 

men who, when they entered the work- 

shopp, had no trade. Here is a man 

cutting out boot-laces from odd pieces of 

leather; here is a man rolling the laces; 

ov^r there are two or three men making 

nose-bags for horses, sacks, and so on; 

and in the comer there is a man mending 

a boot — it is to be presumed he leamt that 

before he entered ttie place— -and all these 

men are abging over their work. ■

Going down and crossing the yard, we 

go down some steps to a large cellar, 

which is utilised for the work of the 

painters and vamishers. They are now 

angaged on some Salvation Army benches, 

and uncommonly comfortable benches they 

are too, and very proud the foreman is of 

them, as the design for them was made in 

the workshops. ■

Once more making our way into the 

yard, in the opposite comer to the stairs 

up which we went first are more stairs, 

which lead us to the store-rooms, which 

run round the other two sides of the yard. 

These rooms are two— one containing the 

materials for use, canvas for sacks, coooa- 

nut-fibre for mats, ironmongery, straps for 

nose-bags, and so on; the other room 

filled with the articles made in the various 

departments described above. ■

Such are the workshops, and as to the 

men who work there — well, it is surprising 

to hear that about one-third of these men, 

who were in utter destitution when they 

came here, are skilled workmen, the re- 

mainder being unskilled labourers or 

loafers. The skilled men have come down 

in the world from a variety of causes. Drink 

accounts for a good many, while in one 

case, a fire which destroyed a man's tools 

was the immediate eanse ol his come-down 

in the world. ■

The men remain for varying lengths of 

time in the works, the longest period^ of 

service of any man at present at work being 

three months. When a man who has 

sunk to the depths to which these men had 

descended when they applied for relief, rises 

again to the position m which he regains 

his power of work and the digni^ of 

labour, he soon gets work himself and no 

longer needs to exist on charity ; while the 

loafers leam to work, and are helped by the 

Salvation Army to find employment When 

a man is in a position to leave the work- 

shops he is helped with a grant to purchase 

' clothes or tools, the amount depending on ■
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bis eondoefc during his aUy. It fa a corioot 

thing that linM the place has been open 

only one man has gone away without giving 

notioeofhu intention. In the register whieh 

is kept of the men and their work, against 

his name appears the entry, " Disappeared 

with two shillings and sizpenoei" ■

Almost opposite these workshops is 

the Women's Shelter, where for threepence 

a woman or girl can obtain shelter, sapper, 

and hreaUsst The building was formerly 

used for swimming baths, and lends itseU 

▼ery well to its present purposes. The 

first thing that strikes us as we enter 

fa a psasage to the rights which is devoted 

to washing apparatus — a long row of 

basins wi^ hot and cold water laid on, 

with long, dean toweb on rollers giving 

evidence of the fiut. Beyond this kvatory 

fa a room where there are two l»g coppers, 

one for the use of the women in any 

washing of clothes in which they may wish 

to indi^ige, and one to provide hot water 

tor any woman who may come in early, 

and may have been able to provide for 

herself a little tea or anything of that sort 

for consomption in the interval before 

supper. Passing from thfa we come to the 

geneial room, whidi fa used for dtting- 

room, dinfaig-rooiDi and meeting-room — 

for a short meeting of a cheerful descrip- 

tion fa held every evening. The f omiture 

fa not grand, consisting as it does of 

benches and taUes; wmle^ by way of 

ornament, piles of pfates and mugs are 

ranged against the walls. From here 

we enter the deeping rooms, of which 

there axe three : one for young girls, one 

for women who have babies with them, 

and one for the remainder. Thfa last room, 

whfah we may j^esume to have been the 

prindpd bath, htm a gsUery running round 

ity wliJch fa also full of deeping pla^, and 

oontains altogether one hundred and eighty 

beds, if beds they may be cdled. The bed- 

steads are simple, tlieir simplidty being only 

equalled by that of the beddothes. They 

consist of a frame of wood, long enough to 

enable one to lie down, and just broad 

esiough to enable one to turn over;, a 

sloping slab at one end forms the pillow. 

The mattress fa of American cloth, stuffed 

with seaweed ; thfa rests on the floor, one 

end befaig carried on to the shdi The 

sheets, blankets, and counterpane are all 

represented by one strip of leather. Thfa 

is all very simple and very easOy deaned, 

And for warmth the whole place fa kept 

beautifully warm by a good system of hot- 

water pipes. The inmates go out at eighty ■

and then breakfast at a farthing a head 

fa served for children, while in connection 

with thfa Shelter fa a small cr^ehe, which at 

present holds eighteen children, and where 

women who sleep at the Shdter can leave 

their babies when they go out to work. ■

The various men's Shelters are much 

the same in arrangement; bat fourpence 

fa charged instead of threepence; and 

some of them are sfao general fooddepdts, 

where food can be obtained, varying from 

a basin of soup for one farthing, to a 

substantid meal of meat and vegetablcB, 

for threepence. The Shdters at present 

number five, indnding the women's, and 

accommodate nine hundred and twenty 

persons nightly ; whilci in dl, two hundred 

and twenty-five thousand persons have used 

them since they were started. Three 

of these Shdters are also fooddepdts, at 

which about six thousand cheap meafa are 

suppUed daily. ■

Having described the workshops, and 

vidted a Shdter, let us go to Bfare Street, 

Hackney, and find out what we can about 

what fa termed the Sdvation Army Kescae 

Work. Thfa work was first started six 

years ago in Whitechapel ; and at present 

there are thirteen Homes dtogether — 

eight in London, and five in the country — 

one each in Glasgow, Belfast, Middles* 

brough, Plymouth, and Cardiff, having in 

all accommodation for three hundred and 

eighteen girls. In addition to these 

Homes, there fa a small Book-binding 

Factory in Shoreditch, which gives em- 

ployment to about fourteen girls, and 

which last year made a profit of about 

three hundred pounds. The work fa done 

by about one hundred and forty -five 

officers ; a small Training Home bdng in- 

duded in the offices at Mare Street ■

The house itself bears, for a wonder, no 

outward and vfaible sign of Sdvation 

Army occupation, and we may dmost 

think we are mfataken, till the door fa 

opened, and we are admitted by a girl 

wearing the unmfatakeable uniform. A 

tour over the house will quickly give us 

some idea of the work directed from here. 

We start with the Financfal Secretary's 

Office.' Then comes the Correspondence 

Office, which deafa with, on an average, one 

hundred letters a day. Next fa an apart- 

ment devoted to arranging for the adoption 

of children ; a good many cases of deserted 

children come under the notice of the 

workers. Then we have the Enquiry and 

Help Department, which undertakes the 

tr^ingof mfasing friends and relations. Last ■
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year, out o! afxteen hundred and five eases, 

the Department was snccesefal in tracwg 

five* hundred. The Sitnation Department 

claims our attention next, which is simply 

a registry office for serrants. It is open to 

all, no matter of what creed, thoagh, of 

course, the majority of the girls are 

Salvationists; and the people who apply 

for servants are of all descriptions. Since 

the department has been opened, thirteen 

hundred girls and fifteen hundred mis- 

tresses have passed through the books ; it 

has only been opened about two years and 

a half. Very amusing are some of the 

applications from the girls, and some from 

the mistresses, too. ■

One good lady requires "A Bed -hot 

Christian, but not too old " ; another asks 

for a lively girl ; while a tbdrd must have 

been somewhat difficult to please — she 

asks for a " Grirl who does not talk loud ; 

neither must she laugh, or sing loud/' 

While the girls are as particular. The 

following are some of their demands : 

"Please get me a place with two quiet, 

elderly people^ I like to be alone." *' I 

have had a good education, and can play the 

plana" The next one is rather mixed: 

" I am an out-and-out Salvationist, and I 

want Army liberty — of course, that is, 

sympathy, and to wear uniform — ^though I 

am not one much for meetings — that is, 

I should not always want to oe running 

about to meetings. Some ladies are 

frightened of Salvation Army servants on 

that account. I like to shine at home and go 

about quietly." The next one is delicious; 

and we hope the two girls have not found 

what they want : *< We must go together, 

and be near. We want good wages, plenty 

of liberty, and mistress must not interfere, 

or go into the kitchea" There is a calm 

and cool impudence about this last speci- 

men which is absolutely refreshing. ■

Now, to turn to the Homes themselves. 

There is a general Beceiving Home, to 

which all girls are first sent, and where 

they are kept before being drafted into 

other Homes, for periods varying from a 

few days to four months. The house con- 

tains accommodation for thirty-five girls; 

and attached to it are eight officers. . ■

The routine is v^ry simple. The girls rise 

at hidf -past six, and are down by seven ; 

breakfast is at half-past seven, after which 

a short prayer meeting is held. At nine 

work is commenced — some girls doing the 

housework, others being employed with 

their needles. Prayers again at half past 

twelve^ and then dinner, after which t^e ■

girls work till half-past four, when they 

have tea. They work again from six to 

seven. From seven to eight they have 

music and singing, or in the summer go 

into the garden; at eight they have 

supper ; at a quarter-past eight they go to 

bed ; and all lights are out at a quarter to 

nine. ■

In addition they hold a regular prayer 

meeting once a week, and on Sundays go 

to serWce at the nearest Salvation Army 

barracks, and the girls sometimes are sent 

out to housework. To look at the girls 

as they sit at work no one would think 

that two days ago several of them were 

in uttor want and destitution, miserable 

and wretehed. Cheerful they are and 

comfortable ; the principle observed at tlio 

Home being that all rule should be by 

love, not by compulsion. ■

When passed from this Home to one 

of the general homes, the girls remain 

for a period of not less than three 

months, and then situations are found for 

them. The officers of the Home in which 

a girl has been always keep up a cor- 

respondence with her, and encourage her 

to visit them, so that in the cases of girls 

who have no real home, they come to 

regard these Bescue Homes as taking its 

place. The various Homes are used for 

various work, the proceeds of which go 

towards their support. Amongst the in- 

dustries carried on are needlework, book- 

binding, knitting by means of. knitting 

machines, making washing texts, making 

the outfits for the girls, s&t-makbg, and 

paper bag-making. These industries in 

the last three yearn have realised one 

thousand and thirty-seven pounds. ■

Now as to results. Taking the last year 

they are as follows. Four hundred and 

thirty-four girls were sent to situations; 

one hundred and twenty-one were returned 

to their friends ; forty-two were sent to 

other Homes; twenty-six were sent to 

trade ; three were married, and three died ; 

four hundred and thirty-five were assisted 

temporarily; one hundred and forty at the 

end of the year were under treatment in 

hospital, and two hundred and twenty were 

in the Homes. The number of unsatis- 

factory cases included one hundred and 

thirty-seven girls who left wilfiUly ; thirteen 

were sent to the Shelters ; and seven were 

dismissed. All this is without doubt good 

work, and, beyond questions of religion, 

most worthy to be encouraged. ■

There is one other branch of work 

which is connected, more or leas, with the ■
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Sodal Scheme, and Ihat is the work carried 

on by the Siam Brigade. There are over 

a down Slam Btationa in London from 

which thia work is carried on. The 

station I Tisited is in a street off Dmry 

Line. Here lire the Captain, Lieatenant, 

and two Cadets — ail women. They rise at 

seven; have all the hoosework done by 

ten ; have prayers till haU-past ten, when 

they go out visiting till half-past twelve ; 

then go oat again from half-past two till 

fite. (Jenerallyy in the evening, from half - 

past six till seven, they have a children's 

meeting; an open-air meetiog from half- 

past seven till e^ht; and an indoor meet- 

ing from eight .tUl a qnarter to ten ; whUe 

on Sundays they hold seven meetings. I 

think that, whether we approve or not, 

that is a very good record of work. 

And what do they dot WeU, the first 

thing they do is to make a hooso-to-hoose 

visitation, whereby they find oat who re- 

qnires their aid, or who likes them to call. 

As a role, they are well received; though, 

sometimes, they have the door banged in 

their bees. Havbg f oond where tfiey are 

wanted, they help as mach as they 

can by calling on those who are alone ; 

nursing those who have no one to look 

after them ; and taking the siek lemonade 

or soup. - la my wanderings with one 

of the officers, I came across one case 

wliich they had found out by house- 

to-house visitation. Two old ladies were 

the object of our call, and we found them 

in at work. They were bright and cheerful 

old souls, who have kept themselves for 

twenty-five years by needlework, earning 

between thwsi about ten shillings a weel^ 

and paying four shillings and sixpence for 

their rooms. They never have any one 

near them, and wdcome the Slam Officers 

as a ray of light. Another woman we 

went to see was an Lrish Boman Catholic, 

evidently dying, with no one near her, and 

with an awful dread of the night The 

attention of the Slum Officers had been 

called to her by a policeman, and one of 

them was sitting up with her every night 

till she shoald recover or be removed to 

the iofirmary. Many other people we 

virited, more or less poor^— some in garrets, 

aome in basements — but all glad to see my 

eompanion, and all seemingly cheered up 

by our visit In many cases most certainly, 

we were viriting people who had not \mn 

found out by any other relief-organisation, 

and, alAoagh the Slum Brigade would 

prefer all those they help to go to meet- 

ings, nevertheless, in times of need, no dis- ■

tinction is made in creeds, and a Boman 

Catholic, Church of England man, or a man 

of no rcdigion at all, is helped as willbgly 

as a Salvationist ■

With these visits with the Slum Brigade 

I ended my joumeyings with the Salvation 

Army, and here have tried, without enter- 

ing into controversy, and expressing as 

few opinions of my own as possible, to lay 

before our readers a bare statement of the 

organisation of the Salvation Army, and 

of the principal work on which the Social 

Scheme is to be drafted. ■

THE TREVERTON MARRIAGE. ■

A SHOBT SERIAL STORY. ■

CHAPTER VIII. ■

Sm EvERARD wrote that night to his 

solicitors, though the letter could not go 

at once ; bat it was well to get basiness off 

his mind immediately, since it had come to 

him, and not keep it over to spoil another 

day. He requested them to make a suit- 

able addition to Miss Treverton's allow- 

anee, saying that it was convenient*to him 

that she should not return at once to the 

Chase, which must be thoroughly put in 

order before his return with his wife. He 

should have preferred his daughter to live 

until her marriage with her uncle. Lord 

Garlaurie; but If there were reason to 

believe ttiat her marriage would not take 

place so soon as was expected, she was of 

coarse free to make her own plans. 

Naturally, at her age, and in the prospect 

of her marriage, there could be no question 

of a separate establishment Her allow- 

ance was already ample ; but probably a 

succession of visits would entail increased 

expenditore. He and Lady Treverton 

were on the point ^of leaving Bigorre. 

They had not determined on their next 

move; bat until further notice letters 

might be addressed to him at the Poste 

Bestante, Bome. ■

This letter finished, Sir Everard felt that 

he had done all that could be fairly required 

of mortal man in his honeymoon. The 

other letters he put into one cover, ad- 

dressed to his agent at Oswaldbum, except- 

ing that from Clay and Hay, which he 

caraully burned. ■

'' I cannot answer such stuff dvilly," he 

thought ; " beet to take no notice. They 

will think I have missed it It is the most 

recently written of the lot, so it will keep." ■

Then he went to find his wife, to tiJce ■
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ap the loye story where the thread had 

been dropped when bnainefla intmded 

Berpent-like into thefar Eden. ■

To his anrprise, he found her in the 

garden, aittinff under the orange-treea with 

a strange lady. He looked with qoiek 

Bcratiny at this unknown woman, with 

whom his wife was talking so familiarly. 

He had never yet seen her talking to a 

woman whom he did not know. This must 

beoneof herold'friendi. It was interesting 

to see a specimen of those old friends 

of hers of whom she never spoke. ■

Not a yery faronrable specimen, this, 

he trusted. She was a pretty elegant 

woman ; she had the beuing and manner 

of one who belonsed to the great world, 

but her face was faded and marked with 

lines of care which one does not see usually 

In that world, where, if they have been 

drawn by sorrow that is no respecter of 

personsi they are deftly concealed under 

powder. Her thin, pretty face, too, had too 

eager an expression to stamp it as of the 

caste of Yere de Vere ; and her dress was 

painfully shabby and smart He thought 

he would have forgiven the shabbiness; 

but he coQld not forgive the smartness ; 

least of all, the very badly imitated 

diamonds in her ears, and aU over her thin, 

white hands* Two little boys, neatly 

dressed in white sailor suits, played near. ■

"A lady of position come woefully 

down in the world," he thought, hastening 

up to snatch his wife from contact with 

one who had so come down ; for did not 

the sham jewellery and all the shabbysmart- 

ness testify to the blameworthy mode of 

that descent, and the more than question- 

able level to which she must have de- 

scended t 

^ Beatrix turned a glowing face to meet 

him — a face all beaming with sympathy 

and pride. ■

"This is my husband," she said to 

her Mend, with the manner of one who 

makes two people acquainted who must 

be as delighted to know each other as she 

is to perform the introduction. ** Everard, 

let me introduce you to the Princess 

Oastelluca." ■

Sir Everard bowed with grave courtesy, 

thinking, in spite of the high-bred grace 

with which the lady acknowledged Uie 

Introduction : ■

<' It is too absurd that Beatrix should 

be taken in by a mere adventuress like 

this, and swallow a title that, with its 

over-done splendour, matches exactly the 

paste jewellery. I must apologise to Her ■

Highness for taking yon away," he aaid, 

aloud. ''Will you kindly come indoors t 

I must consult you about some business." ■

<< Won't it keep t " asked Beatrix, riong 

reluctantly. ■

Then, lookfaig past Sir Everard, she 

started, looked perplexed, and blushing to 

a deep crimson, took her husband's arm, 

which he had not offered liar. ■

Sir Everard looked round in surpriuM. A 

young man was coming along the eovtred 

walk : an Italiim, as beautiful as agod, with 

flashing black e^es, noble, delicate ieatores, 

and rich colouring. His face lighted with 

radiant pleasure ; then suddenly clouded 

over with a scowl, and he stopped short ■

The Prfaicess looked surprised and 

puzzled. ■

Beatrix said to the new comer with nn- 

necessary empressement in her manner, 

in nervous belief that she had betrayed too 

much annoyance, and had given offence, 

not only to the Italian, but to the 

Princess, his friend : ■

''Signor Montefalco. is it not! He 

once was so good as to give me singing 

lessons," she said to her husband, still 

looking distressed and uneaqr, as weQ 

she mi^ht, had she no other reason than 

the ominous gloom on his countenance. ■

"It is most gracious of the sfgnora to 

remember it," said the Italian, bowing 

with a stateliness in his deep reverence 

that only an Italian can accomplish. ■

*' I stutU see yon again soon," she said, 

hurriedly, but eagerly, to the Princess. ■

Sir Everard was in that state of mind 

that sees wrong in everything, and he was 

annoyed now that she should hurry. 

What difference could the presence of this 

miserable Italian make to his wifet It 

was a grievance, too, that they should all 

be speaking French. His French was 

limited ; and though he had' understood 

each of the few words that had been 

spoken, he did not feel sure but that there 

was more in what they said so quickly 

than met his slow, British ear. ■

" Beatrix," he said, angrily, when they 

were barely out of hearing, " what are you 

doing with those people) I cannot allow 

you to speak to such disreputable ehanee 

acquaintance. And who is that grinning, 

posturing dancing-master who presnmed to 

recognise you!" ■

**He1 — oh, nobody," she answered, 

hastily, rushfaig to the more interesting 

subject, " He IB an opera-singer, who once 

gave me some lessons when his company 

happened to be at Wellingby. He is qtdte ■
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xeqpeolaUey really as haid working as if 

he were a merchaxifc or a farmer. The 

Frincem ii eharming ; yoa miut like her, 

ahe ia lo good and brave, and has enoh a 

sad akny. She is a Freneh Oonntess by 

fairih, and ahe married, when very yonng, 

this dieadfol PrincOi who deserted her, 

leaving* her penniless with these two boya 

Her own people are hoiribly proud and 

poor; they eannot, or will not^ help her, 

and yet they are so angry beeaoae she 

works to help herselC EUm nas a beantifal 

voiee^ so she sines at ooncerts, and in 

opera. They are here to give a ooncert; 

and I pnmiised we would take tickets^ and 

get sU the pe(mle to oom&" ■

■^ My dear Beatrix,'' said Sir Everard, 

" I eannot allow yoa to be mtud np with 

people of that sort. I never heard such a 

ridieoloas story; not good enongh to 

swindle a marine. Princesses do not go 

upon the stage under their own name, 

nor do they wear glass ear-rings and 

braeeleta.'' ■

"It is perfeetly true ! " returned Beatrix, 

so eamemy that Sir Everard gave up his 

idea that bis wife was being deceived by 

an impossible story, for an alternative that 

proved more disastrous ; he thought that she 

was answering for the Princess as for an 

old intimate friend, and his heart turned 

cdid with disappointment and foreboding. 

" She sings under her own name because 

the title draws, and her manager pays her 

ever so much more for allowing it to 

i^pear on the bills. And the jeweUery — 

that is so sweet of her! The eldest 

boy is so passionately fond of her, and so 

sensitive, that all her troubles have been 

carefully hidden ftom him. She hates 

imitation jewels, but wears them to please 

the children, who see no difference between 

them and the jeweb she used to wear. 

They will know soon enough, she says, 

but she wants to keep the misery from 

them while they are young. She spends 

all her money on them, buying them toys 

and sweets; and her husband's rich rela- 

tions actually scold her for the waste, 

wfaHe they will do nothing to help her. 

She ii so lonely ; the other actresses hate 

her, for though she tries to be kind and 

friesidly, she draws the line at camaraderie, 

and cannot help her manner seeming con- 

descending. She " ■

** My dear, I really cannot listen to such 

a eock-and-buU story. I repeat again, 

that yoa shall not mix yourself up in the 

affair,'' he said, irritably. <*Do you thmk 

I can allow you to sit gossiping with ■

third-rate actresses, and see impudent 

tenors making eyes at you t I forbid you 

to have anyt^g more to do with them." ■

Beatrix's bee burned with anger, and 

she drew her hand from her husband's 

arm. ■

'< I have promised to take the tickets," 

she said, witfi icy obstinacy. ■

'' I will send Merton* for two, and there 

is an end of it" ■

''Ipromised to take a dozen, and that we 

would go to the concert and get other 

people to go." ■

*' Tou made a very foolish promiseb as 

you know nobody here. Tou must under- 

stand, Beatrix, that anv old Mendshqw of 

the sort must end now. ' ■

"Old friendship 1 I never saw her till 

this morning 1 " ■

''Then whose authority have you, 

except her own word, for her absurd 

storyt" ■

Bieatrix was silent, seefaig the impossi- 

bility of convinebg him as she had been 

convinced. ■

A cold fear took possession of him so 

firmlythatitimlnediatelybecame conviction. 

His wife accepted the Princess and her 

story for the sake of the theatrical-looking 

Italfam whom she had acknowledged as an 

acquaintance. Sir Everard was not an 

iqiaginative man ; he had trusted his wife 

utterly; but here was a cloud ef coinci- 

dences gathering round him, against his will, 

against his faith — coinddenoes so strong 

and distinct that they seemed to be rapidly 

losing their doud-like form, and becoming 

links in a chain of evidence. Was it 

possible that his wife had — no, not 

deceived hi)!n ; he would not think that for 

a moment, in spite of any evidence. But 

were there facts in her past life that it 

would be unpleasant to find out t Had he 

not been imprudent to leave the veil over 

that past t Not — oh, heaven forbid 1 — that 

he distrusted it, but because forewarning 

would have forearmed him against the 

disagreeableness of other people's ouiosity. 

Was there more in those << rumours " than 

he would have allowed himself to believe t 

Again he struggled to keep his confidence 

above such pestilent whbpers, and scorned 

himself for having allowed them so to 

influence him that he was predisposed to 

suspicions more foolish than Othello's, 

more wicked, more humiliating. What 

was there in his wife being humbugged by 

a story f What was there in her recog- 

nising a man who had taught her singing a 

very short time agot ■
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'' Even BuppoBing her story to be tnie," 

he aaid^ eondliatoilly, *' it is not one with 

which yon maat be mixed np. Yon know, 

at leasts that women loae their porition by 

liying apart from their htubandB, to say 

nothing of her choosing snch a profession 

and snch associates! They may be re- 

spectable of their kind, bat their kmd is 

not own. Women who work for their 

liring in any way, especially in one that 

brings them before the public, lose caste 

faretrieyably." ■

"Is it then a crime for awoman to work 

far her living!" asked Beatrix, indignantly, 

her cheeks i^ame. ■

*' Yon are talking nonsense, and pattins 

words into my month,'' he answered, 

pettishly, for he knew he was speiJdng 

unworthily of himself, and nnreasonaUy, 

too; but the instincts of his cbyss were 

strong within him, and he was raffled and 

nneasy at finding his wife did not share 

those instincts, and was not wholly one 

with him. " We shall leare this place to- 

morrow, and there is an end of it I will 

take two tickets^as yon promised. I really 

cannot afford more.'' ■

''To-morrow I" she exclaimed, in con- 

stematioa ■

'^Yoa knew we were going to-morrow. 

What urgent reason have yoa to wish our 

plans to be changed t" and he look^ 

at his wife's disappointed face with a 

tightening at his heart He dared not 

give voice to a suspicion he was ashamed 

of by asking her more. He thought : " Is 

it possible — ^has she been too much in- 

lerwted in her Italian smging-master, with 

Us great, staring eyes t A man like that 

niq;ht take a young girl's fancy. What 

were people about that they allowed a 

music-master of that sort to come about 

romantic school-girls t " ■

He pushed the odious thoughts firom him 

that were stealing into his heart He 

looked at Beatrix as she walked beside 

him, her head held high, and her full red 

%8 prened together. He could not see 

nmeh of her face, she held her great sun- 

shade so low over the fine, uncovered head, 

with its dusky wealth of hair gathered on 

the top in the stately fashion that suited 

her sUtely height and walk. He felt 

hraiiUy small and mean beside her, and 

he felt miserably conscious that she was 

desphing him heartily. She looked the 

yeiy image of outraged dignity. ■

"Beatrix, dear, I'm a brute," he said, 

penitentiy. ■

She turned her face, all suddenly ■

softened, and her honest eyes looked 

straight at his. She put out her hand, 

and he drew her dose to him, as she said, 

softly: ■

*< I am so grieved I vexed you, dear. I 

really did not mean any hann. Only I 

was so sorry for her, and really— really 

her story is ail true I " ■

"WeU, I will believe it on your 

authority," he answered, smiling, "if that 

is a condition of peace. Truth, we have 

often heard, is stranger than fiction." ■

They went indoors, and fell upon maps 

and Bndshaws, paper and pencils, to plan 

their next route. No more allusion was 

made to the Princess or her concert Tiiey 

honestiy tried to look and talk as if nothing 

had happened, but both were sadly con- 

scious that the fairy spell was broken, and 

that the first doud had come over their 

sky. Their minds went on working busily 

whfle their tongues tried to speak in- 

'teUigibly. ■

He was putting down the memoiy of the 

handsome singer, of the strange, not at all 

imaginary, consdousness that they had 

both betrayed on meetins ; of the numeroua 

stories he had heard of school-girls and 

handsome singing-masters. ■

She was thinking: " Poor, dear Pcineess, 

what a wretch she will think me! I meant 

to hdp her so much. It was such happiness 

to know that I had it in my power for the 

first time. Oh, what good I could do now 

if I might— I, who understand so wdl what 

a straggle such a life is for a lady, and how 

hdp could be ddicatdy given which no one 

can find out so well as a woman like me, 

who has wanted it so badly. Bat now I 

must not use Everard's money — indeed, 

even if I had money of my own, it would 

be wron^f to disobey — and now nearly all 

my own is spent 1 I must— I must make 

some morel I should so like to dve 

those boys some really nice toys, and to 

buy her some good ornaments, and I could 

send them fruit and fiowers when they 

come to Loudon for their winter season. 

She hates London i They have d ways had 

such ndserable lodgbgs there, in Covent 

G-arden. What pretty things I could send 

her if Ihad money of my very own ! I must 

write a story ; Everard would never notice. 

He would only think my diary had grown 

more voluminous than ever." ■

The spirit had seiaed her; pen and 

paper drew her as wine draws one who 

has been compelled to weeks of dbstinence, 

and she began to make excuses to herself 

like a relapsing drunkard. Secreqr m^ht ■
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be wrong, but then charity was certainly 

right, and certainly most carry the day. 

She took aome slips of paper and a pencil 

and went and began at once in her room. 

They had dined, and Sir Eyerard had gone 

into the garden to amoke. He looked 

in to aak her to come too, bat she said she 

could not joBt now — ^wonld come presently. 

She was scribbling hard ; he thought she 

was busy with routes and notea ■

He went out alone and walked to and 

fro in the quiet garden, watching the stars 

coming out over the dark mountains. 

Presently he heard a piano, played with a 

, loud, clear touch. Then a man's voice 

rang out, full, rich, and sweet, singing 

"Salve dfanora." ■

"Wretched mountebank 1 " he said to 

himself, scornfully, but in spite of his 

scorn, curiosity drew him to the lighted 

concert-room of the hotel ■

All the people who had dined at the table 

d'hdte were there, and probably some 

outsiders from other hotels or houses. 

The Italian was ^gbg divinely. He 

looked like a prince, a young Apollo— the 

very ideal and embodiment of romantic 

lova He looked very much like a gentle- 

man, too, in his careful evening dress. 

Sr Everard might not have perceived that, 

had it not been the very advantage 

he grudged him mostg seeing how it 

heightened the danger of his other charms. 

Involuntarily, because disgusted with 

himself all the whQe, he compared his own 

thin, grey hair wiUi the Italian's wavy, 

brown locks, hia crow's-footed eyes with 

the soft, lustrous, lovelit brown ones, the 

bright triumphant youthfulness with his 

own age. A pretty woman was accom- 

panying him, and when he finished his 

song, the rapturous acclaim from tha other 

women showed what petting and homage 

would be lavished upon him here. Then 

the Princess came t) sing. This was not a 

real concert, only a little impromptu affair, 

intended as a prelude to the real concert ; 

a little temptbg bait thrown out to draw 

an audience into the net ■

The Princess walked across the small plat- 

form ; at a glance he saw and acknowledged 

that this was not the walk of a conscious 

public favourite, not even of a queen of song. 

She walked with the most perfect ease and 

grace; but ezaotly as if she were crossiug 

a throne-room to curtsey to an Empress. ■

But she sang only sweetly and correctly ; 

she was no prima donna. Even he, who 

was no musician, could see that. Poor 

creature 1 how did she expect to get ■

a hearing beyond the walls of a friendly 

drawing-room t ■

*' Of course, her singing is nothing," he 

heard one critical voice say amongst the 

chorus of admiration ; << it is the title that 

draws." ■

Was it a real tide then, after all! He 

sauntered out of the room, beginning to be- 

lieve in her. He glanced at a clock— why, it 

was an hour since he had left Bdatrix, Poor 

child, how lonely she must be; how 

injured she must feel 1 ■

He opened the door. She was writing 

again 1 He would have thought nothing 

of it, even if he had remembered he 

had left her writing, for it did not enter 

hia head that ahe had been going on 

all this time; but ahe looked up with 

such a guQty start, and impulsively put 

her hand over the written page. ■

He walked to the window and stood 

looking out at the starry night. What 

was she writing that he must not seet 

He would not deign to look again, much 

less to ask. He heard her hastily gathering 

papers together, while she kept up an in- 

coherent run of remarks. Then she went 

to him and put her arm on his shoulder. ■

Her touch broke the spell his evil 

spirit was weaving. What a fool he was 

to be making mysteries out of nothing 

again 1 Did he not remember how imagina^ 

tion had deceived him that very afternoon t] 

Was he to be suspicious of every letter 

she wrote and received! He must be 

becoming a monomaniac on the subject. - ■

He looked round boldly to assure him- 

self that her mysterious correspondence 

had again been the creation of ms brain. 

Why, what does he see — what unexpected 

appaUine evidence that his suspicions were 

too well founded! Is it a love-letter 

opened out before him, or even an envelope 

sealed and addressed to Signer Montefalco, 

warbling with hypocritical innocence on 

the ground-floor! He sees simply nothing 

— not a sign or trace of ao much as a 

shred of paper. ■

Then why was he not relieved, seeing 

he must have imagined it all ! Alaa 1 of 

this much he was sure: his wife was 

writiog, and there was a great deal of 

paper abouL She had purposely hidden it ■

'' I am afraid I have disturbed you," he 

said, coldly. ■

He was miserable above any man in the 

world, and was wondering whether he 

should accuse his wife and nave it out, or 

simply shoot Montefalco ; or, more suiqply 

still, shoot himself, and have done with it. ■

I ■
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" No, dear, you have not diatorbed me," 

BMd aoftly the viper whom he had nnned 

at his boBom. ■

" Toa were writing letters t " ■

« No ; I have not written a letter to-day." ■

That she should Ue to him ! He held 

hifl breath and gazed fixedly at the black, 

now starless, night ■

" Ah ! something touched my face," she 

cried, suddenly putting up her hand. '* A 

moth, I think. It gave me such a fright !" ■

Her cry startled him into looking 

straight to see what had startled her. He 

did not see the moth, but he saw her 

dear, candid eyes. Then she put her arm 

round his neck, saying : ■

*' Dear, what has put yon out so dread- 

fully to-dav I Ton seem all unlike your- 

self—so odd, and nervous, and depreined. 

Tell me ; there must be no secrets between 

us, you know." ■

"Have you no secrets from me, 

Beatrix t" ■

He dared to ask her now, looking into 

her honest, mobfle face — a face that surely 

could not have hidden a secreti much less 

a falsehood. ■

But alas for his new hope ! She averted 

her eyes; the daeger pierced his heart 

again. He nghed l^vUy. ■

" I have one little one,'' she said, smiling, 

after a moment's pause. ■

His heavy sigh had seemed at once to 

reduce the secret to such a tiny matter; 

an indfgnifieance quite out of all proportion 

with such a sigh. She thought only of 

reassuring him. ■

** And I may not share it t " reproach- 

fully. ■

^'Not just at present; it is not quite 

ripe. What a libel it is to say that we 

are the inquisitive sex t I never asked 

you what the letter was about you were 

reading such a long time this morning." ■

Thu carrying of the war into the 

enemy's oountry completely routed him for 

the time, and that doud passed over. To- 

morrow they would be gone, and there was 

no more chance of meeting the singers. ■

But that night Beatrix talked in her 

sleep. He caught words, names, half 

sentences; nothmg coherant, and names 

he did not know, tUl she said : " Not the 

garden; too many people about The 

wood behind the battery.'' ■

What battery t Was there a battery 

at Bigorrel He had not heard of one. 

Hush I ■

** If it had been sooner— ever so little— 

PaoIo— " ■

Something followed, incomprehendbla 

No matter, he had heard enough. Paolo 1 

She was dreaming of Paolo I Of course, 

that was Montefalco's name. ■

So the rest of Sir Everard's night was 

passed in torment Next mormng lie 

asked his wife as carelessly as he oonld : ■

'' What did you say was the name of 

that Italian singer — the man — his 

Christian name, I mean ! " ■

•* I haven't the least idea," she answered, 

looking surprised and, he thought, uneasy. ■

"Did you not tell me it was-Hiniely 

you mentioned Paolo t " ■

<'Nol" she exclaimed, startled and 

colouring. " What put Paolo into your 

head ! " very anxiously. ■

"It is a common enough Italian name," 

he saidi coldly. ■

CHAFTEB DC ■

"Mt dear Miss Treverton, do let me 

urge you, for your own sake, to put these 

wild ideas out of your mind. I can see no 

ground whatever for •your theory. Of 

course, as we know nothing yet of Lady 

Treverton's past life and relations, any 

hypothesis may be suggested ; but it seems 

most unlikely that a man of your father's 

age and standing would commit himself to 

such a serious step as marriage without 

prudent condderation of that step, and 

well-founded reasoa It is not as if he 

were a hot-headed boy." ■

" I believe that an old man is fur more 

Ukdy to be rash and foolish than a boy, 

when a woman of that sort gets him into 

her toils," said Hdena. She was dttmg in 

a stiff-backed chair in Mr. Key's private 

room in Oray's Inn. " Of course, If yon 

refuse to act for me^-^" ■

" It is imposdble tbat we should act for 

you profesdonaUy against Sir Everard, even 

if it were a cause we felt justified in taking 

up. Bat as an old friend, let me urge yon 

to give your scheme up. You have abso- 

lutely no ground whatever to go upon." ■

" I repeat I have sufficient ground. As 

you refuse to act, I shall ejigage the services 

of an extremely clever man who has been 

recommended to me : Mr. GuUingworth, 

of Bedford Bow." ■

"My dear young lady," said the lawyer, 

startled, " pray be careful OuUingworth 

may be clever, but he has not the best of 

reputotions for honourable practice. Here 

I may speak again as a friend. I oould 

not, as your l^al adviser, give you such 

an opinion. We legal hawks' must not 

pick out other hawks' e'en." ■
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''Toa only prove to me," Helana ra- 

tarned, haoghtOy^ <' that you are afraid of 

inyestigatioii. The deverest man in the 

world eannot find ont what does not exist 

Now, about tluB oatrageona offer of a mere 

addition to my allowance. Yon moat tell 

my father at once that I cannot accept it 

I am seeking a house or a flat I cannot 

IWe in an out-of-the-way regioa I moat 

have Boffident income to keep np a suitable 

establishment; just what a wife would 

claim who had been obliged to separate 

from her husband." ■

** I am afraid we can hardly expect your 

father to place you on that footing. Be- 

sides^ my dear young lady, you are much 

too young for a separate establishment, 

even if It were worth while to make such 

an arrangement for the short time that will 

elapse bdfore your own marriage." ■

'*I do not know how long that time 

may be. It is impossible for me to leave 

England, or make new ties of any sort 

until I have completed this business." ■

" But surely Lord Monkchester will not 

approve of such a postponement, to say no 

more!" ■

"Lord Monkchester will see the matter 

as I da His honour is quite as much con- 

cerned as mine. I certainly could not 

many him with this cloud resting upon 

me. Tou must write again to my father, 

and make it dear. He does not seem to 

understand. In this, I suppose, you act 

for him, though you refuse to act for me. 

I am sorry, but it cannot be helped. Will 

yon kindly find if my cab is waiting t " ■

In a few minutes she was closeted with 

Mr. Cullingworth, of Bedford Bow. He 

was a youne man, with an aquUine nose, 

and bright Mack eyes set closely on either 

aide of it He was immensely surprised 

and flattered when he found this mag- 

nificent young lady awaiting him in his 

room. So far his successes had been amongst 

thieves and murderers, and though he found 

it profitable worl^ as wdl as immensely 

exdting, and though he had attained to 

great distinction in his line, he sometimes 

pined for clients who might be deaner and 

more prepossessing of appearance; for 

mysteries to unravd in gorgeous drawing- 

rooms and dainty boudoirs, not always in 

dums and jails ; not for less wickedness, 

but for wickedness which had the gilt of 

rank and romance about it, and now, all 

unexpectedly, the longmg of his heart 

seemed to be answered. ■

Who eould this splendidly-beautiful 

young woman be, with the complexion of ■

a gipsy and the bearing of an empress 1 

What was her story t Was it wrong or 

was it crime! What puzzled him was 

that it could not be divorce court business, 

since the card she sent in bore her name— 

"Miss Treverton"— printed under "Sir 

Everurd Trevertoa" It was part of 

Helena's fierce protest against her father's 

marriage that she made a point of using 

these cards stiU, ignoring the existence of a 

step-mother. ■

Mr. Cullingworth bowed deferentially, 

with a smile meant to be as pregnant as 

Lord Bacon's nod, implying at once fuU 

comprehendon of a delicate dtuation, re- 

spectful sympathy, and confident faith in 

the justice and ultimate success of the 

cause to be entrusted to him. Meantime, 

he was reading her countenance with keen, 

experienced eyes. ■

"She is capable of anything," he told 

himsdf. ''She will be perfecUy un- 

scrupulous in carrying her point She has 

the strongest possiUe pasdons, whether 

love or hate, and she will crush them 

under her foot with equal promptitude, 

rather than let them stand in the way of 

her resolute purpose. She looks like 

Lucrezia Borgia. If I ever allowed myself 

to guess, I should say it is jealousy and 

revenge that has brought her here. She 

has put^ or tried to put, some one out of 

the way, and she wants me to get her off 

She is not a common sort of woman, so far 

aa feminine varieties go — which is not 

very far. They are all made of much the 

same stuff" ■

In spite of his experience and keen in- 

sight, she surprised him at once by showing 

herself to be more out of the common than 

any woman with whom he had had deal- 

ings. He was accustomed to a programme 

that never varied when the client was a 

woman, no matter what her class, or what 

her trouble. They all required a great 

ded of bringing to the point; they all 

began with hints, and excuses, and inco- 

herent assertions of their deeply-wronged 

innocence ; they all were carried away, no 

matter with how much self-control they 

began, to pasdonate, more or less irrele- 

vant, accusation; they all contradicted 

themsdves recklessly ; they all shed tears ; 

most of them went into hysterics ; some of 

them fainted; they all expected him to 

fall in love with them on the spot, and so 

win his devotion; and they all used a 

thousand words where ten woidd have done. ■

Miss Treverton came to the point at 

once, and stated her case with deamess. ■
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He liatened attentiyely and sileiitly. 

When she had fiaiahed, he said : ■

"Yon believe the maniage to be null 

and void, on the groond of inoapacity on 

the part of one of the parties to make 

a legal contract 1 ^ ■

'"Incapacity ! " Helena repeated, pozded. ■

" Sach as a previoas marriage not law- 

folly dissolved You have reason to 

suspect that the lady was not free to con- 

tract matrimony 1 " ■

" There are plenty pf grounds without 

that/' returned Helena, impatiently; "but 

no doubt there is a great deal in her 

antecedents, which you will find out, that 

would make her unfit to marry my father. 

I have been most careful in my enquiries 

in the neighbourhood, and I have made 

notes in my diary, which I have with me. 

I had better read them to you ; you could 

hardly find them, or understand them." ■

" I am afraid I shall have to ask you to 

give the diary into my hands if you wish 

your notes to be used as evidence." ■

" I can make extracta Here is the first 

note. Miss *Lyon evidently came to Os- 

waldbum imder an assumed name, which 

she wrote both as Mrs. Lyon and as Miss 

Lyon. Mrs. Dudley and Mrs. Slater both 

told me this. Does not that prove her to 

be a married woman t " ■

"Possibly a widow, if it is any sort' 

of evidence at all," put in Mr. CuUing- 

worth. ■

" Well, it really does not matter ; there 

are so manv other pieces of evidence. She 

called regularly at Monkchester post office 

for letters addressed to Miss Laura Tigar — 

received, opened, and read them." ■

" That is rather a strong point," mur- 

mured i^e lawyer. " It U not evidence of 

incapacity to contract, but of Insincerity 

and mystery." ■

"Then Mrs. Dudley, with whom she 

went to stay, and who chaperoned her in 

Paris, told me that no relations or friends 

were forthcoming at the wedding, and 

that everything was hurried over with the ■

freatest secrecy. They were married in 
aris. I know these foreign marriages are 

constantly being set aside." ■

" I fear this must have been too carefully 

managed for any such accident to have 

happened. The British Embassy, the 

chaplain, Sir Everard's knowledge of the 

world — I must confess. Miss Treverton, 

that so far you have given me no evidence, 

you have only told me of facts that ■

was 

cer- 

He ■

justify suspicion that there may be evidence 

somewhere. And Sir Everard, do you 

know of anv incapacity on his sidef " ■

" Certainly not ! " angrily ; then re- 

collecting herself, " except that he acted in 

^norance of all these facts; he was in- 

fatuated — not responsible for his actions." ■

"Ah!" ■

" You think that is a good reason," she 

cried, eagerly. "I was told that it 

worthless; but you know best He 

tainly acted under undue influence, 

was bewitched, altered in every way." ■

" In what way f Undue influence counts 

for nothing here. But you say he was 

altered — not responsible for his actions. 

When did you first notice a change 1 Per- 

haps if you were to refer to your diary " ■

" I did not mean to imply that he was 

insane," said Helena, startled and annoyed. ■

"You never suspected anything was 

wrong t There was no mystery m his 

movements; no incomprehensiblo change 

of plans ; all went on exactly as usual t " ■

" He did suddenly change his plan of 

going to Scotland," she said, thought- 

fully. ■

" Can you not find in your diary some 

note of his state of mind about the time 

the affair must have been beginning t What 

about thislohange of plans about Scotland f ■

Helena turn^ back the leaves of her 

diary, thinking deeply. ■

"I remember it was the day I was en- ■

faged to Lord Monkchester. Here is what 

wrote: ^Papa changed his mind about 

going to Scotland, for no reason whatever. 

He seems cross and obstinate, like a person 

going to be ill. A great deal of unnatural 

excitement about him ; yesterday he was 

low and depressed It looks like serious 

nervous derangement.' ■

" May I ask if he has ever suffered &om 

temporary mental infirmity 1 " cautiously. ■

" Been insane 1 Q jod Heavens, no 1 " ■

" If we fall on other grounds, I think we 

might make something of a slight tempo- 

rary aberration; nothing serious, only 

sufficient to incapacitate him for Uie time 

of making a lawful contract." ■

Helena looked at him for a moment. ■

The lawyer said to himself : "She will 

shut her father up in a lunatic asylum 

rather than admit him to be married to 

this woman." ■

" There is no fear of our failing on other 

grounds," she said firmly, and she rose to 

finish the interview. ■
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CHAPTER V. BITTBR-SWUT. ■

Thb spring passed, with swiftlY-glidbg 

step, into Uie bloom and richness of 

summer. Hael Penryih and I were again 

at M'Kaye's station^ baying visited Sydney 

and Mdbonme in the meantime. Bat 

neither of ns took kindly to civilised life 

and its exactions and artifices afker our 

wandering and erratic existence. We had 

accepted an invitation to spend Christmas 

with the M'Eayes, and, accordingly, the 

twenty-fonrth of December found us there. 

Great excitement prevailed in the family. 

It appears that the girls had at last per- 

suaded theii father to take them to the old 

country, and that they were to leave early 

in the ensuing year. ■

Thej were full of it. We heard nothing 

else discussed from morning till nieht. I 

cannot remember when the first hint or 

saggestion was thrown out that Huel and 

I &ould accompany them ; but gradually 

we ceased to oppose or ridicule th^ idea, 

and came to discuss its probability together. ■

We had plenty of money — we had no 

ties to keep us here. The M'Eayes were 

urgent, and at last I found myself con- 

fessing that I would like to go back, if 

only for a short time. I had heard no 

news of my father since I left Scotland ; 

that, of course, was my own fault. I had 

never written to any one to relate my 

•escape from the wrecked vessel, and no 

doubt I was believed to be drowned. ■

It amused me a little to picture the ■

astonishment and consternation that might 

possibly ensue if I appeared in my bbth- 

place in the new and important aspect of a 

wealthy man. ■

How readily my faults and escapades 

would be forgiven I How excusable Uiey 

would looK under the gilded cover of 

success ! I laughed somewhat bitterly as I 

thought of it, and thought too, with a 

longing I hardly liked to acknowledge, of 

the girl whose soft eyes would once nave 

given me so sweet a welcome. ■

Would she be much changed! Two 

years make a great difference in a girl's 

life, and marriage makes a greater. ■

Yet I could not picture her a woman. 

Always in my fancy she lived as the fairy- 

like, fragile little being whose wistful eyes 

had grown wet with tears when I had 

sung « Auld Robin Gray '' that first night 

we met. ■

It annoyed me sometimes that I could 

not forget her. I had always found it so 

easy a matter to forget other women, but 

now, try as.I might to convince myself that 

I was going home for a hundred different 

reasons, one lurked at the bottom of all, 

unacknowledged, but known to my own 

heart — I wanted to see her agun. I 

wanted to know if she was happy — Vt she 

had quite forgotten me 1 ■

Whether the proceeding was unwise or 

not I did not arsue. Once havins; con- 

sented to return I felt a sense of reUef at 

my own decision, and as Huel was still to 

be my companion, I felt that I was leaving 

nothing to regret behind me. ■

I had grown strangely attached to this 

strange man. Perhaps he was not a very 

safe or a very good companion for me, 

espedally in the impressionable stage of 

my life ; but he had a force and ori^ality 

of character which. I liked. ■

WQU v.— THISD SIBUB. ■ 107 ■
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It seemed Btnnge to me that he had not 

made a mark in the world, with Us many 

gifts and brilliant qualities. Perhaps that 

hidden spring of bitterness, cynidsfla, and 

disbelief had poisoned the sweeter owraats 

of his natue, and now he took a morbid 

delight in denying all good in mankind, 

and npholdlng materiaUsm as his god, and 

Nature as his religion. ■

He had not alluded again to that secret 

of mine which he had guessed when I 

heard tfie news of Campbell of Corrie- 

moor's marriaga Only the night before 

we sailed, he said, abruptly : ■

<«Yoar home is near InverneBs, is it 

nott" ■

*' Tes," I answered, wondering why he 

asked the question. ■

*<And where is Oorriemoorl" he con- 

tinned, his eyes searching my face somewhat 

keenly. ■

•• Oh," I ssid, with indifference, " that is 

a long, long way from my part of the 

•oontry. Lideed, I have neyei eiwn seen lb" 

. '* Ton know its o« naCi though t " ■

"Oh, yes," I sidd, '"but not inti- 

mately. He was a great personage, and 

I a nobody.*" ■

'* And he has married — ^married the girl 

whom you loyed. I hope for her sake yon 

will not meet^" ■

He spoke moodfly, abstractedly. I looked 

at liim in surprise. I felt the colour rising 

torn? face. ■

-Why doyousaythatt" Tasked. ■

'* Because I feel afraid of you, and 

because I once, long, long years ago, knew 

a man who, like you, threw away the 

treasure of a girl's love, and learnt too late 

the value of his loss.** ■

*<We are not likely to meet|" I said, 

coldly. *' Even if we were " ■

" Ob;*' he said, with an odd flash in his 

dark eyes, *Mo not say that. It argues 

seff-oonfidence, but not conviction. Ton 

have earried a sore heart about with you 

§ot many a long day. Your own folly 

may be to blame. I dare say it is ; but do 

not fancy any obstacle or banier that <ever 

yet was set up has acted to men's pas- 

sioBS «B any thbg but an incentive. Love 

may die a natural death of weariness or 

disenchantment; but no power vet could 

kill it out of the heart where It had no 

right to live and no hope of attainment 

To love greatly is to be very unhappy and 

very hopeless. What Is refused to fbi^get- 

fulness is only what man's vanity calls 

fideli^. Were memory curable, there 

woidd be no such thbg.*^ ■

''It is useless to argue with such an 

nnbeliever as you are, Huel," I said, some- 

what bitterly. *' According to you, there 

is ao good in anything or any one; no 

hnman sentiment worthy of prafac^ and no 

genuine feeling in man or womai^ save 

only their love of self." ■

** Well," he said, coolly, <*ean you recall 

any historical or recorded instance of the 

'divine passion' which has not been 

celebrated for its nnhappiness, perO, or 

tragedy t Commonplace sffections, I grants 

may sail smoothly alons the sea of indi- 

vidual existence ; but I speak of love — 

that divinest^ sublimest, sweetest, and 

most torturing of human passions. It is 

divine only so long as its object is sur- 

rounded by that halo of 'inaccessibility.' 

Stolen hours, sQent dreams, impassioned 

longings — these alone invest it with the 

power to uplift our natures. We cease 

to idealise when we are forced to live 

the dreary commonplace of everyday life 

with that ideal. Habit is the death of 

romance, and romance is the life of love. 

The rose will not bloom when a slab of 

stone coven it. As the stone to the roee, 

so is the prose of accessibility to love." ■

"Then because this girl is lost to me by 

my own folly on the one side — by human 

laws of morality on the other — ^you fancy 

she will become doubly adorable!" ■

He shrugged his shoulders. ■

*' The veriest Phyllis of the fields becomes 

a goddess in the eyes of the Corydon who 

cannot win her. Oould he do so, her 

fair skin would be black and blue with 

bruises ere six months of matrimonial bliss 

had flown 1" ■

" Heresy— rank heresy," I said ; " thare 

are plenty of happy marriages in all ranks 

and grades of life. Naturally one's feelings 

can't be alvrays at high pressure. But 

to love with reverence, and sympathy, and 

perfect comprdiension is a very happy 

state of feeling." ■

"It is monotonous, and monotony is 

bound to become wearisome. Love has 

always been painted with wings; yon 

cannot cage him without detriment to 

jailer or prisoner. Oranted perfect liberty, 

passion may still be faithful; absence, 

variety, even pain, will keep it idive far 

longer than success. The mistake of love 

is that it is almost always nnequaL If the 

woman loves more deeply than the maB« 

she is exacting, jealous, unreasonable. If. 

on' the other hand, his passion exceeds 

hers, he burdens her with equal exaotiona 

and suspieionBi He repeats Jiimself ad ■

. ■
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nauMiiii, and flhe WMrieSb Notiheaweetatt 

aoDg ever written bat will pall by daily 

rapeUtlon. Ton will find I am right, 

the more you atady human natora The 

acalei aie almoat al waya mievenly weighted 

— no two natnres are exactly baknoed — 

one is poor and U^t, the other deep and 

atrong ; one caprioiona, the other tteadfaat ; 

one profoond, the other shallow; one 

formed for truth, the other wayerins and 

onreliable. For love to be equal, and that 

happena in one eaae oat of a million, there 

moat be the moat perfect comprehenaioni 

the moat ezqiuaite aympathy; there mnat 

be a likeneaa yet a anbtle variation between 

both natorea; a charm which both recog- 

niae^ and are wiae enoogh to preaerve 

withoat attempting to analyse ita aecret." ■

" What made yon anch a philoaopheri 

Had!" I aaked, aaddenly. ■

He ahmgged hb ahonldera. ■

" Obaervation, sofferiDg, and neceaaity. 

How old shoold yon think me, Donglaa t " ■

I looked aemtiniBingly at the calm face, 

the worn, lined brow, the dark, inacratable 

eyea, the thick wavea of hab, toaaed ao 

careleaaly back above the leonine head. ■

*' About thirty-five,'' I anawered. ■

Heamiled. ■

*' No ; I am forty-two by actual yeara, 

a hundred by experience and aorrow. 

Some day, perhapa, I will tell you my 

atory; I have never breathed it to mortid 

yet Confidence is a feminine attribute; 

men can exiat and be perfect frienda and 

companiona, yet never exchange one 

thought or aecret of their Uvea. la that 

not true % " ■

■* Perfectly true. I anppoae we are 

enough for each other, without going into 

the l^kgroond of previoua eventa t Per- 

hapa we are leaa exacting than women in 

firiendahlp aa in love*" ■

He waa aflent; I aaw the well-known 

look of gloomy absorption gather in hia 

atrange eyes ; his memory had wandered 

back, no doubt, to that "background" 

whose aliadowa had darkened his life for 

many, many yeara. I had learnt by thia 

time to underatand hia mooda and reapect 

hiaaflence. ■

I aaid no more then ; but my curioaity 

waa awakened more keenly than it had 

ever been. What aorrow had ao altered 

hia nature and turned it to bittemeaa and 

hiMdneaa % What secret lay at the root of 

his apparent coldness and cynidsm — his 

disbeUef in all the softer or purer emotions 

that to most men make up the sum of 

lifel ■

Had a woman's hand dealt the Mow 

which had turned youth to age, and all 

the fresh, aweet currents of life to gall and 

bitterness t ■

Some day perhaps I should know. ■

CHAPTER VI. THE WEB OF PATE, ■

Of the voyage and its incidents there 

is no need to speak. It was monotonous, 

and fairly pleasant. ■

I could acarcely believe that two yeara 

had paased since I had travelled those 

same seaa, and gazed on those same scenes. 

Two years 1 They seemed like twenty ) ■

As we drew nearer and nearer to our 

destination, a strange nervousness over- 

took me; I avoided the M'Eayes — I 

could not bear the light chatter and in- 

cessant curious questioning of the gbla; 

even Huel'a companionship irritated me. ■

When the ateamer reached Liverpool we 

aeparated. Tlie M'Kayea were going first 

to London ; but Huel and I had deter- 

mined to travel on to Scotland at once. ■

We rested at Edinburgh, and I tele- ■

Saphed from there to my father, informing 

m of my speedy arrival. I knew him 

well enough to feel assured the news would 

not excite or please him. I wondered 

whether he had believed me dead all thia 

time. ■

It was while at Edinburgh that the first 

thought of Mra Dunleith flashed into my 

mind. Should I call and see whether she 

waa at her old addreaat After alL I 

owed her aome auch attention, conrideruig 

her intereat in me, and the terma on iridch 

we had parted. ■

After dinner that night of our arrival, I 

aaked Huel Penryth'a advice on the aub- 

ject, telling him firankly how mattera had 

been between her and myaelf, and that 

ahe had fnmiahed me with thoae lettera of 

introduction to the people in Canada 

which I had loat in the ahipwreck. ■

** I think it would be only polite of you 

to call,*' he aaid. ''Soppoae we atroll 

round there to-night t It ia not a con- 

ventional hour for viaitmg, but poaaibly 

ahe will excuae that" ■

**I hardly think ahe will be in Edfai- 

burgb," I aaid. *< Moat probably ahe haa 

lef t^ or ia travelling about ; ahe never cared 

to atay long in one place. However, we 

will go and aee for ourselvea. Ton must 

come in and see her," I added ; " I should 

like you to meet She is a woman who 

has always puzzled me a great deal. I 

fancy she has had a very unhappy past ■
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She ifl reckleBs, but not bad. A very kind- 

hearted woman, but liable, I shonld say, 

to be led aside by impalae. Not a f ayoorite 

with her own aez at all." ■

" I would rather not see her," he said ; 

" I am no friend to the sex, as Toa know, 

and a woman of her type would be par- 

ticularly obnoxious to me." ■

''But as a favour to me, HuelP I 

ur^d. ■

He flashed a keen glance at me. ■

*<Are youfafraid of a tSte-it-t6tef " he 

laid. " Well, a third person is decidedly 

a barrier to sentiment But it will be 

trying, will it not t" ■

I laughed. ■

«' For me, na I had never any senti- 

ment, as you call it, for her. She was one 

of those women who could be very good 

company to a man— smoke, drink, laugh, 

and jest — all ' k bon camarade,' but that 

was all." ■

*' A widow, you said f" ■

" Tep. I never heard her say so, but 

indirectly she always led me to believe 

It." ■

" I think you were fortunate in escaping 

an entanglement," he said, abruptly. " She 

is the type of woman to be dangerous 

Where her passions are concerned." ■

" Oh, there was nothing so serious as 

that," I said, b'ghtly. •' Her fancv for me 

was but a very hght and passuiff one. 

Besides, I was a mere boy, years and years 

younger than herself." ■

"^d you have not written or held any 

communication with her since you left home, 

two years ago f " ■

'*No. Do you think it dangerous to 

resume the acquaintance f " ■

He shook his head doubtfully. ■

"I will go with vou," he said, at last, 

*' and I will see her before answering that 

question." ■

The moon was shining brilliantly over 

the picturesque extent of Princes Street as 

we left the hotel, and turned in the direc- 

tion that had once been so familiar to me. ■

Huel Penryth stood silent for a moment, 

oontemplating the scene with grave ad- 

miration. . ■

Lideed, the scene was very beautiful 

The gardens sloping to the bottom of the 

valley were full of lights and shadows; 

the oppoBite heights, crowned with the 

quaint houses of uie old town, lost all the 

ugliness and doom which the day's cruel 

candour would ao plainly reveal. The 

famous Gastie towered above on its rocky ■

perch, every turret and tower standing out 

distincUy in the pale, clear Ughk ■

"Most feudal casties are alike," said 

Huel, as we walked on ; " but I grant 

this one of your capital is unique in 

its position. You have a background of 

par^ hills, sea, and at your feet a town, 

modem as the veriest Pliiliitine could 

desire. Certainly it is very beautiful. I 

suppose you feel a Scotchman's pride in it 

alL For my part, I never could see why 

the mere fact of being bom in a place in- 

vests it witii a halo of superiority over all 

other places." ■

''Not superiority, only a deeper interest 

or attachment^" I said. ■

He shrogged his shoulders. ■

" Well, I am too cosmopolitan for that, 

I fear. I suppose few places in the old 

country are more wilcUy and grandly 

beautiful than my old home on the 

Cormsh coast ; and yet I never care to re- 

visit it." ■

We were opposite the Boyal Institution, 

with its graceful twin stracture, the 

National Gallery, breaking the sweep of 

the public gardens. How long ago it 

seemed to me sbce I had seen wem. A 

strange chill touched my heart as in- 

voluntarily I paused and looked at them 

once more. A sense of impending trouble 

or misfortune, for which I could not ac- 

count, left its cold pressure on brain and 

nerve, and seemed to warn me against the 

errand on which I was bent. ■

I shook off the feeling with an effort. ■

*'- Come, let us go," I said. << I am afraid 

we are very late for a call, as it is." ■

Mrs. Dunleith had rented a furnished 

flat when I had last stayed in Edinburch; 

thither we now bent our steps. We toued 

up the cold, white, general staircase, and 

rang at tiie third floor. To my astonish- 

ment the servant announced that Mrs. 

Danleith was staying there, and was at 

home. She conducted us into a small 

ante-room, and left us there while ahe 

went to inform her mistress of my 

name. ■

Ere a moment had passed I heard an 

eager voice, the rustle of feminine skirts; 

then the door was thrown hurriedly offn. 

A vision in pale amber silk, clingicg 

in soft folds to the lissome, slender 

figure; dark eyes, eager, lustrous; white 

hands, outstretched ; a well-known voice : 

« Douglas 1 can it really be you 1 " and 

then ■

It was not my figure that roie to ■
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welcome her; it was not my face that 

tamed her bright and ei^er one to cold- 

grey, deafh-Iike horror, ft was not word 

or Toiee of mine that, with one single 

word, eat short her greeting. No, it was 

Hoel Penryth'a. ■

Sirift as thought he liad aprong forward 

and faced her, and she, meetbg his gaze, 

seemed frozen into stony terror. I saw 

her shiyer and reooiL I heard the low 

gasp of fear from her white lips. Then 

she staggered blindly forward and fell 

almost at my feet — ^senseless. ■

I raised her harriedly and laid her on 

the couch. Hael stood there, motionless, 

his arms folded, his dark face set in hard 

and crael lines. ■

" What is it f" I cried In astonishment. 

» Do yon know her t" ■

He looked steadily at the motionless 

figure, the white face, the closed eyes. ■

" To my bitter cost," he said. ■

CHAFTBR VIL A DISCOVERY. ■

I HAD never seen on the face of any 

human bebg such an expression of hatred 

and contempt as that which fladied over 

Huel Penryth's usually calm, grave fea- 

tures. ■

I stood there silent and dismayed, as 

one feels In presence of some great tragedy. 

That he should have come from the end of 

the earth to meet the woman who had 

made life bitter to his youth I ■

Truly Fate works strangely, I looked 

from Um to the white face and senseless 

form on the couch. Neither of us had 

made any effort to restore her senses. I 

was too startled, and he, I imagined, too 

embittered. ■

'*What shall I dot" I said at last. 

'* Bing for her maid f Do you wish to stay f " ■

'* I must speak to her," he sdd, abruptly. 

"But for her own saJce spare her the 

humiliation of your presence. Wait for 

me in the street below. I shall not detain 

you long." ■

I gave one more glance at tiiat still 

and motionless figure, and then left them 

together. ■

Outside in ike quiet street I paced^to 

and firo for a long, long time. My thoughts 

were busy with conjectures. All the bitter 

speeches, the cruel truths, the unsparing 

sarcasms hurled at the sins and frailties 

of women by Huel Penryth came back to 

my mind. ■

And this woman was the cause 1 ■

Involuntarily I traced back my own ■

acquaintance with her. With calmer 

brain and more criticid judgement thim 

my hot youth had known, I went step 

b^ step along that path of seeming tri- 

viality which had ended now so stranffely. ■

I remembered the subtle hints, the uttle 

bursts of mocking laughter, the fanciful 

caprices, the faint jealousies, the thousand 

and one arts and witcheries which this 

woman had used so unsparingly. ■

She had liated Athole Lindsay from the 

first, and I remembered the girl's sure 

instinct [about her. Strange that women 

are so keen to detect a rival where a man's 

coarser nature sees no harm or danger. ■

A thousand things that she had said or 

insinuated respecting youthful love, boyish 

infatuation, the folly and imprudence of 

long en^ements, the selfishness of earlv 

claims m face of more advantageous al- 

liances — those spidor-threads of mischief 

and malice which I could have once 

brushed away so easily, but which I had 

foolishly allowed to weave their web of 

entanglement and misunderstanding about 

me — ul these came crowding back to my 

memory as I paced to and fro in the quiet 

moonlight ■

Above my head the stars shone in the 

soft, blue arc of the heavens. The solemn 

beauty, the intense stillness seemed a rebuke 

to the stormy passions and cruel antagonism 

of men. I wondered what was passing 

between those two in the room above. 

Did Huel Penryth hide some brute element 

of jealousy and savagery beneath that calm 

exterior t The look that had flashed over 

his face when he saw Dora Dunleith had 

startled^ me by its revelation of fury and 

pent-up hatred. In that instant the man's 

real nature seemed to flash out in rebellion 

against long years of repression and re- 

straint. The torments of a soul whose 

yearnings and faith had been pierced 

through and through by some sword of 

anguish had burst forth at last into out- 

ward expression. ■

I felt sorry for the woman who would 

wake from her sleep of unconsciousness 

and face at last the retribution of garnered 

years. ■

Sony, and somewhat afiraid, too, though 

I well knew Huel's extraordinary power of 

self-restraint. ■

How long he was— how long 1 He had 

told me to wait but a few minutes, and 

already half an hour had passed, and there 

no sign of him. ■

Another quarter of an hour and still ■
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I kept my lonely yigil in that steeet^ and 

itill Hael did not appear. ■

Wearied and disturbed, I had almoat 

leiolyed on letnming to the hotd, when 

at laet he made hie appearanee. ■

I went eagerly forward, bat the look on 

hie faoe hushed the qneation on my lips. 

Its white saFagery — ^the gleam of the dark 

eyes — the set, fierce sternness of the month, 

all spoke a tale of passion and wrath more 

plainly than any words. ■

He walked along by my sids^ apparently 

nnconseions of my presence. From time 

to time his lips moyed. Strange diqdnted 

words fell from them. ■

" When a mortal deliYers himself to the 

Powera of Darkness he yields the dtadel 

of his beinft to the guard of its direst 

foes . . • 1 made the compact — ^to-night 

may set its seal . . . Why shoold I 

hesitate 1 Are they who rob human lib 

less morderoos than those who steal from 

mind and soul tbeir youUi, and faith, and 

parity f ... * Avenge the evil' they say 

to me ; bat how 1 Shall I take the life 

that is at my mercy, or spare it for 

farther ill-doing t . . . Chaos, storm, dark- 

ness — my sonl is engalfed in the maelstrom 

of its own passions. The voices I hear 

to-night are only those of fiends and 

tempters "* ■

" Hoe),** I said, entreatlngly ; and laid 

my hand on his arm. He stopped and 

faced me abruptly. ■

"Is it you, Douglas 1" he muttered, 

in a confused, dull manner. ■

I drew him into the quiet gardens, and 

still keeping my hold of his arm, besought 

him to calm himself. He lifted his hat 

and shook back the dark waves of hair 

from his brow with an impatient gesture. ■

" Calm, peace," he muttered ; " thev are 

not for me ; the moral harmony of my 

nature lias long been turned to discord. 

I believe no good of man or woman. To- 

night a murderer's soul is ajl that is left of 

me— all— all I" ■

" Tou t Oh 1 Heaven grant yon have 

not killed the woman T^ I faltered, in 

accents of horror. ■

The mockery of his harsh laughter fell 

on the still night air. ■

*'My han£ were at her throatg" he 

said. " I saw the black murks on the fair, 

white skin, tiut once, in youth's madness, 

I liad kissed with love's wild rapture. « , 

Heaven, what fooLs men are 1 When 

shall we cease to deify these fair images of 

beauty, unknowing the whited sepulchres 

tl^y are! finman animaliy creatores of ■

prey, hiding under supple skin and velvet 

sheath the treaoheiy that ^rings on ita 

victim— the tiger-elaws that woond tbem 

to the deatb« like tiger and serpent^ 

they ravage and deatroy, and, like animal 

and reptile, they know no pity^ and aoffer 

no remorse 1" ■

I let him rave on. I felt bewQdeied 

and alarmed at the sudden change in the 

cold, self-controlled being I had mown so 

long. His wrath lived less fai the spoken 

words he muttered than in the irenaied 

gleam of his flashing eyes — ^those portals to 

his strange nature — in the utter uprooting 

of iJl the strength and calmness tliat had 

so chaiftcterised his face. ■

I walked silently beside him, sefleetfaig, 

with some irony, on the oselessness of 

man's philosophy until he can assure hun- 

self he is utterly and entirely separated 

from earthly lies. Sorrow, treacheiy, 

misfortune irill always find human soil for 

the sowing of their inexhaustible seed. 

He, a cold, dead tree of human life- 

proud of that very deadness, and vaunting 

its inability to put forth again one single 

shoot of love, or faith, or human desire — 

had yet r^ained through sufiering the 

power of feeling ; had not^ even throng 

years of abstinence and indifference, learnt 

to break those fibres of passion and pride 

which bind one nature to another, and 

connect their live?, actions, and desires 

with the intimacy of mutual interest and 

association. ■

'' Where are we f " cried Huel Penry th, 

suddenly starting as one in a dream. ■

So absorbed had we bf en in our thoughts 

and emotions that neither of ns had paid 

much heed to where our fooUrtepa 

wandered. ■

When he spoke, we were standing on 

the summit of Arthur's Seat^ looking down 

from its height on the beautiful city below. 

The white sp1«^ndour of the moonlight 

fell over dark Holjrood and the grim and 

dusky buildings of the old town. To the 

south-east the loch of Duddingston 

gleamed like a nlver mirror, and the little 

village itself lay hashed and calm in the 

peace of the quiet night' The ruins of 

Saint Anthony's Chapel stood out bold 

and clear on the broad shoulders of the 

hill ; the sound of the water rushing from 

its spring in the rock behind the iMrmit's 

cell was die only sound tliat disturbed 

the stillness. ■

We stood there and oontemplated the 

soene lor kogi neither of us apeakbg ■
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Hael turned to me; a deep 

• groeo, bant from Us ■

At kst ■

lipe. ■

''Nature rebakee ma^*' he teid, hie voiee 

eheken end eoftened by intense feeling. 

'* I beer her ... T am ealm onoe mora 

After ell my leeeona-r-ef ter all my boatfee 

— to tUnk that I coald be moved to each 

a display of evil feelings, and yengefal 

deeiree i Bot it is over noir . . . The 

storm rages in a higher sphere, apart from 

physical wraih and vengeanoe. It is in my 

brain ... A field of destroyed faiUi and 

dispelled illnsiona I set myself apart 

f lom homanity long, long aga Why did 

I saffDr the memory of past wrongs to 

stiog feeling to life agsin f • . • It was 

the straggle of philosophy against despair 

— no emcoMf no reason, no argoment I 

have dedared man to be master of Natnre, 

and master of himself . . • Alss 1 how 

weak he nrovee wlien trial comes I " ■

He folded his arms across lus chest, his 

bead sank as if in sadden self-abasement 

Wonderingly I had followed him throagh 

every phese of every changing mood-*- 

waittng patiently till pamion shoald have 

exhaasted ilself, as, fortonately for 

haoianity, all strong emotions most ez- 

haast themselves in eonrse of time. His 

face looked deadly psie as the moon-rays fell 

on it ; the reaction of feeling centred itself 

now in a strange, almost pathetic hnmility 

of expression — ^the haodlity of a great 

strength finding itself bat a great weak- 

ness. He who had ridicaled emotion as 

childish, 'need and fe«r as unphiloaophical, 

had now experienced each in tarn, and 

abandoned himself to their sway onre- 

sistingly. ■

He lifted his white face at last^ and 

it looked almoet anaarthly in its solemn 

caim. ■

"It was Destfaiyy' he said; '<it conld 

not be avoided. Uaten, Dangles ; for the 

first time in my life I nnseal my lips, and 

give tiieir secret to another. Perhaps, had 

yoor fate not linked itself with mine, yoar 

hand not led me to her presence, I ahoald 

have never spoken these words. Seal them 

into silence; respect the weakness that 

made its vaant so triumphantly only to 

know itself the sport and slave of tempta- 

Uon after all.'' ■

He drew me down on the rough stone 

beside which we stood, and there in the 

oiidnlght solitode of the hermit's hill I 

beard the sXoif of wasted passion and 

wiifal wrone that had laid waste this 

strange man^ life I ■

A BEAL TEEASUBK-HUNT, ■

The buried treasure on a desolate iale 

is a fairourite theme in romanoa £dg«r 

Allan Poe was not the first, nor will Mr. 

Olark fiossell be the last, to weave a 

moving story out of the secret of some 

piratical hourd, and it cannot be denied 

that these stories had some substratum of 

probability in the old lawless days of 

buccaneering, and of conflict and plunder 

on the Spanish Main. There is stiU a 

pretty general belief that a good deal of 

riohes yet lies bidden in the '' cays " and 

islets of the Caribbean Sea — ^if one only 

knew how and where to look for ju 

Whether the game is worth the candle is 

open to some doubt, in view of the ex- 

periences of the gentlemen • adventurers 

who recently tried to unearth a vast hoard 

supposed to be buried in the island of 

Trinidad. ■

Tnis is not the island of sugar and mm, 

whose tropical beauties have been so often 

described, but a lonely, rocky, almoet in- 

accessible island in the South Atlantio, 

some seven hundred miles off the coast of 

BraaiL It is a sort of No-Bian's-Land, 

Although we believe somebody or other 

ODce annexed it in the name of Great 

Britain. It has never been occupied ; and 

although there are upon it the remaine of 

a Portuguese settlement^ it does not appear 

that this was a permanent one. Tiie pro- 

bability, indeed, is that the Portuguese 

merely went there for tempc»rary sojourn 

on the same errand as Mr. £ F. Kbight 

and the crew of the *'Alerte"— namely, 

to exploit the treasurOi ■

In any ease, it is imlikely that the 

island will ever be the subject of inter- 

national disputes, since it is not only not 

worth having, but is a place to be carefully 

avoided. Surrounded by coral reefs and 

ragged crags, its iron-bound coasts are 

seethed in perpstual surf. In the best off 

weather there is only one moderately safe 

landing-place ; but landing is for the most 

of the year quite impracticable. Up till 

the laet ten or fifteen years it had been 

rarely visited, save by some belated vessel 

in search of water, or of greenstuff for a 

scurvy -stricken crew. For centuries it 

has been given over to the dominion of 

myriads ^ loathsome land -crabs and 

ferocious sea-Urds. But within the last 

dosen years or so it has acquired a 

romantic sort d fame in the report of a 

gfeat treasure said to have been buried ■
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there about seyenty ^ears ago —a repoit 

which has indnced six known, and pro- 

bably several anknown, bands of ad- 

venturers to seek for fortune among the 

buid-crabs. ■

This is the story of the island-treasure : 

A Newcastle mariner was in command of 

an East Indiaman from 1848 to 1850, 

and, as the China Seas were then infested 

with pirates, he carried a large crew and 

a few guns for defence. This necessitated 

also shipping four quartermasters, and one 

of these officers was a Russian Finn, who 

was popularly known on board as ''the 

pirate," because of a deep scar across one 

cheek. This Finn was a good sailor, and 

gave such indications of education and 

knowledge of navigation that the Captain 

took a uking to him, and showed him 

many little special kindnesses. On the 

voyage from China to Bombay this man 

fell m, and, on reaching Bombay, he had 

to be carried to tie hospital. Finding 

lumself djing, he sent for the Captain, to 

express to him the gratitude he felt for the 

kindness he had received, and to say that, 

in return, he wished to convey a valuable 

secret, insisting that there should be no 

auditors but the Captain himself. Then 

he asked for a parcel out of his chest, and 

out of this parcel he took a plan of the 

island of Trinidad, marked on a piece of 

old tarpaulin. Pointing to a mark on the 

plan, he said that there is buried an 

immense quantity of gold and silver plate 

and bullion, hidden in the year 1821 by 

pirates. The treasure was beinff con- 

veyed in Spanish ships from the Cathedral 

of Lima and the Peruvian churches daring 

the War of Independence, which ships 

were captured by pirates. The Finn was 

one of the menAers of the crew which 

captured the ship carrying the Cathedral 

plate and specie, which they buried on 

Trinidad until they could divide it with 

security. But they were all captured bv 

the Spaniards, and hanged at Cuba — aU 

but this Finn, who had kept the secret 

locked up in his breast until he confided 

it to the Newcastle Captain on his death- 

bed. ■

All this sounds very like the stereotyped 

romance, but it is literally true that the 

Newcastle Captun received the plan and 

the story substantially as here related; 

it is idso true that a gang of pirates were 

executed at Cuba about the time indicated 

by the Finn ; and it is matter of history 

that the Spaniards of L*ma did clear out 

with all the treasure they ould deport ■

when the War of Independence broke out. 

The value of the treasure in the fortress 

alone was estimated at six millions 

sterling by Lord Dundonald, who himself 

re-captured some of it in the Protector's 

yacht. Lima was once the richest city 

in Spanish-America, but its wealth was 

soon scattered, and has not yet been all 

traced. The coasts were infested by 

piratical craft, many of whom were after- 

wards captured with their plunder by Lord 

Dundonsld, but some of which certainly 

escaped. The Finn's vessel was one of 

those that got away, and the question is : 

Where is its precious cargo now 1 ■

That question is what Mr. E. F. Knight 

sought to answer by a svstematic quest. 

He had landed at Trinidad in 1881, durlns 

his famous " Cruise of the Falcon," and al- 

though he did not then knowthe story of the 

treasure, the observations which he made 

on the island led him to attach credence to 

the tale when he did hear it. Moreover, 

he saw the cause of the failure of previous 

enterprises — in one of which the son of 

the Newcastle Captain, who inherited the 

secret, took part. At anj^ rate, as he had 

found a landmg-place, which none of the 

others seemed to be aware of ; as he had 

traversed the island and knew all its 

characteristics ; and as he knew where to 

find water, and what stores and tools to 

take, he thought he would be able to 

unearth the treasure if It is really there. 

At. the same time he was quite prepared 

for failure, since landslips are constantly 

occurring on the island, and it was quite 

possible that some volcanic commotion 

might have obliterated the landmark?, and 

placed the hoard beyond redemption. ■

The first thing was to get a suitable 

vessel, small and of handy rig, so that she 

could go close in-shore, and be easily 

handled by two or three men while the rest 

were engaged in the hunt A cutter- 

yacht of fifty-six tons, called the " Alerte," 

was purchased at Southampton, converted 

into a yaw), re-fitted to accommodate a 

sufficient number of persons, and loaded 

with extra water-tajiks, a condensing 

apparatus and boiler, a whale-boat for 

landing in the surf, a complete set of 

boring apparatus, a hydraulic jack, por- 

table forge and anvil, timber for shafting, 

and a proper assortment of picks, shovels, 

wheelbarrowp, and other tools for the work 

of excavation. Two large tents were 

taken for camp on the island, wire-fencing 

to keep off the land-crabs, seeds of quick- 

growing vegetables, medical stores, fishing ■
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tackle, and an ample aseortment of tinned 

provisionB, salt junk, and raoh like things. ■

Next as to the oompany. This was 

limited to thirteen, all told, namely : nine 

gentlemen - adyentorers and four paid 

handa Mr. Knight provided the vessel 

and stores, and each volunteer had to con- 

tribute a sum of one' hundred poundf, and 

to undertake to work under Mr. Knight's 

directions. Each of these volunteers was 

to be entitled to one-twentieth of the gross 

proceeds of the adventure; and nobody 

seems to have considered the possibility of 

tlie Spanish Government putting in a claim 

for the Cathedral plate. Questions of 

ownership never do trouble those who ^o 

in search of buried treasure. The paid 

hands were not entitled to any share ; but 

they received good wages, and knew that 

if the search proved successful they would 

be substantially remembered. ■

There was no lack of volunteers. A 

selection was made, which proved not 

altogether fortunate, for two of the gentle- 

men found the work so little to their 

taste that they forsook the ship at Bahia. 

Some of the paid crew, too, had to be dis- 

charged and replaced; but, with these 

exceptions, the company of adventurers 

got on well together, and worked cheerily 

and hopefully in their romantic but 

decidedly toilsome enterprise. ■

The "Alerte" left the Southampton 

Water on the last day of August, 1889, 

and after a caU at the Salvage Islands — 

which lie between Madeira and the 

Canaries — to attempt to follow up some 

traces of a treasure said to have .been 

buried there in 1804-rit is wonderful how 

many of these stories there are! — but 

which they did not find, the yacht 

stretched across the Atlantic, and reached 

Babia, in Brazil, on the second of No- 

vember. Here a short stay was made, to 

await letters, and to take in fresh pro- 

visions; then a further delay was caused 

by the weather ; but leaving Bahia on the 

fourteenth, the Z'AIerte" sighted the 

promised land of Trinidad six days later. 

And this is how it appeared to tne eager 

eyes of the treasure-hunters : ■

" As we neared it, the features of this 

extraordinary place could graduaUy be 

distinguished. The north side -— that 

whieh faced us — is the most barren and 

desolate portion of the isluid, and appears 

to be utterly inaccessible. Here the 

mountainB rise sheer from the boiling surf, 

fantastically shaped, of volcanic rock; 

cloven by frightful ravines; lowering in ■

perpendicular precipices; in places over- 

hanging threateningly, and, where the 

mountains have been shaken to pieces by 

the fires and earthquakes of volcanic actioui 

huge landslips slope steeply into the yawn- 

ing ravines — landslips of black and red 

vdcanic debris, and loose rocks large as 

houses, ready, on the slightest disturbance, 

to roll down, crashing into the abysses 

below. On the summit of the island there 

floats almost constantly, even on the 

clearest day, a wreath of dense vapour, 

but rolling and twisting into 8traiu;e 

shapes as the wind eddies among we 

crags. And above this cloud-wreath rise 

mighty pinnacles of coal-black rock, like 

the spires of some gigantic Gothic 

cathedral, piercing the blue southern sky. 

The loftiest peak is about three thousand 

feet above the sea ; but on account of the 

extreme precipitousness of the island, it 

appears much higher. ■

"As a consequence of the recoil of the 

rollers from the shore, we found that, as 

we got nearer in, the ocean swell under us 

increased in height, and rose and fdl in 

an uneasy, confused fashion. The breakers 

were dashing up the cliffs with an ominous 

roar, showing us that in all probability 

landing would be out of the question for 

the present. At the further end of the 

bay we ^aw before us the Monument, or 

Ninepin, as it is called in the charts — a 

stupendous pinnacle of basaltic rock, eight 

hundred and fiftv feet in height, which 

rises from the edge of the suif, and is 

detached from the main cliffs. The scenery 

was indescribably savage and grand, and 

its effect was heightened by the roaring of 

the surf on the beach, and the echoes of 

it in the ravines, as well as by the shrill 

and melancholy cries of thousands of sea- 

birds, so unaccustomed to the presence of 

man that they came off the crags and 

flew round us in evident wonder as we 

sailed by, often approaching so dose to 

us, that we could strike them with our 

hands." ■

A strange, uncanny place this, indeed, 

forbidding in all its aspects, threatening 

in its volcanic possibilities, and haunted 

by singulaxly malignant sea-fowl, which 

might almost be imagined to be the em- 

bodied souls of the departed pirates, 

jealously guarding their treasure. An 

island of mystery, of dismal, black rocks, 

interspersed with fire-consumed crass of 

strange red and copper hues ; apparency an 

accursed spot, where nothing can thrive but 

the hideous and insatiable land-crabs, and ■
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the volable and onioeuibla sea-birdfl. Tet 

•tay, there are tortlea^tiirtles by the thoa- 

flaad, even bj the million — of enormooa aitti 

and eoffident to form a perpetual pra&dial 

Pamdke for a whole mtiion of aUermen. ■

Mr. Knight avoided the Pirate'e Bay, but 

took hie yeaael to the landing-place of whioh 

he knew, where Is a natord pier ol ec«al, 

and where alflo is a oaBcade of water— an 

important oondderation. The island is 

aboat fiyd milse l<Nig, and aboat two miles 

bread at the widest part It narrows 

towards the sooth-west, and at Uiis end is 

the bay in whioh the treasare is supposed 

to be buried. The anchorage of the yacht 

was some two or three miles from thu 

bay, and to reach it from the landing- 

place inyolved a walk over the moontains 

across the islaiid and back again. This 

walk was ondertaken by Mr. Knight and 

the Doctor by way of preliminary suryey. ■

This was not an easy task, for one of 

the anpleasant pecnliarities of this re- 

markable island is that it is rottea 

There is no* solidity anywhere, for the 

whole substance has been disintf>grated by 

volcanic fires, and by the action of water. 

To walk over the mountains is to start 

miniature avalanchss, and to run the risk 

of being precipitated with them. Thus 

there is a perpetual sense of insecurity, 

and an ever-preient dread that some giant 

pinnacle will suddenly topple over. ■

Tet the scenery is grand and weird 

enough, with torn and jagged peaks, pro- 

found chasms, huge landshps of black 

rocks, red ashen slopes, and an awful 

forest of dead trees. This last is one of 

the most remarkable features of Trinidad. 

, Over the whole of the fahnd, from the 

beaeh to the summit of the highest 

moubtftin, extends this forest of dead 

wood — ^Crees strewed as dosely as it is 

possible for trees to grow, once evidently 

a magnificent forest^ but all as if pkgue- 

stricken at one blow. There is no record 

of the catastrophe which destroyed this 

immense vegetation, but it was probs4>ly 

some volcanic eruption. The trees have been 

known as they are for sixty years at least, 

although there is reason to believe that in 

1700. at any rate, Trinidad was leafy and 

ymdtmt The wood is not all rotten, 

though the trees are dead ; some of it is 

gnarled and knotty, very hard and heavy, 

ci a dark reddish colour and close grain. 

It seems to bekmg to the family of pimento 

and rose-apple^ so that it is probable that 

this dismal, forUddinff, and ghastly island 

once a garden of fruit and spices. ■

Vegetation, however, is not all dead, for 

in some of the gullies are picturesque tree- 

ferns, and on the plateaux there is a 

generous growth of beans, which the ad- 

venturers Idund extremely useluL Indeed, 

at one part on the high ground is quite a 

beautiful garden throned in a wilderness 

of rocks. ■

So much has been said of the land-crabs, 

which swarm over the island in ineredibie 

numbers, that we cannot do better than 

give Mr. Knight's own dceoription of them. 

"I have seen them," he says, "two or 

three deep in shady plaoee under theroeks ; 

they crawl over everything, ppUufting every 

stream, devouring anythhig — a loa t hsome 

lot of brutes, wMch were of use^ however, 

round our camp as scavengers. They have 

hard shells of a bright saffron colour, and 

their faces have a moM^^nical and diabolic 

expression. As one approaches them, they 

stand on their hind legs and wave their 

pincers threateningly, wiiile they rqll their 

ludeous goggle^eyes at one in a dreadful 

manner. If a man is sleeping or sitting 

down quietly, these creaturee mil come up 

to have a bite at Idm, and would devour him 

if he was unable for some reason to shake 

them off ; but we murdered so msny in the 

vicinity of our camp durinff our stay on 

the island that they certainly became less 

bold, and it seemed almost as if the word 

had been passed all over Trinidad that 

we were dangerous animals to be shunned 

by every prudent crab. Even when we 

were exploring remote districts, we at last 

foand that they fled in terror, instead of 

menacing with their claws." ■

The overland route to Treasure Bay was 

dangerous and arduous ; but Uie site of the 

I supposed wealth was reached at last^ and 

preparations were made for a start The 

pirate had described a gully in the middle 

of the bay, at the foot of which the gang 

had erected three cairns to serve as umd- 

marka Two previous explorers had re- 

ported the existence of the cairns and the 

gully ; but one of them, for purposes of 

his own, had destroyed tne caima. 

Their original situation, however, wae 

known, and it was supposed that the 

plunder had been buried under a hoUow 

rock in the ravine. This ravine Mr. 

Knight now found, as he had expeeted, 

filled up by a landslip of red earth. Ifear 

this lay a small trench, and some old toola 

— all diat remained ni the operations of an 

expedition sent from the Tyne some years 

previously. ■

The work looked diffloulti but not more ■
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■9 tilu» tlugr had! antieipftled. The nriiM 

Mul be rieand of tiM f aUes esrlh, md 

digging flKM^ be w n li n wed unlil ike csve 

wa» fmd. Thlv i a To tv B d the lemoral ef 

MWM thoeuuMlt of torn of maUer aiid the 

toil ef wamf w^Am ; bet for that they were 

pveparadL A Mte^ theiefoie, was aeleefeed 

foft a penMoeBt eamp, moA with meeh 

Ubovr and daa^er the iwedfiil toob and 

atoree weie hndad is boat-Ioada from the 

ytehi The Doetor tsperinteiided the 

work OB ahere^ while Mr. Knight aad a 

ooaple of haoda rettained on botfd to take 

charge of the veasel — an anziooa task, for 

the wiad eddiee fettrfhlly and nneertainly 

from the Bovatain-paaaea eren while all is 

ealfli OBt ait tea. ■

^ The p r e e eae of laading wae ezeitmg, if 

lidky. ** Every one koowa how the ocean 

awdA proceeda in rcgokr rhytlim, and how 

one aeaa at interrala three greattsr wavea 

than Baoal come np, one after the other, 

to be ancoeeded by a comparative calm. 

We took the boat jaat outside the onter 

breakers and awaited one of these smoothes. 

Boon three great waves parsed under us 

and broke beyond ns with ternfio force. 

Now was our time, and we made a dash 

for it. The long ash oars bent as the men, 

patting their backs into their work, drove 

(he boat tliroogh the sea. Poll away, 

paU away I The first row of breakers is 

passed, then we are safely borne on the 

top of the second, looking down upon 

the beach as from a hill. It passes ns 

and break& All safe, so Cur. We are 

close to the beach. Then behind ns we 

see a wall of water suddenly ri«e, curling 

over. We shonid simply be rolled over 

if we tried to badt the boat against it, so 

the men strafn at their oara to reach the 

shore before it. The boat is jnst touching 

the sand, the order is given, 'All hands 

«rverboard to liaal her up ! ' when the sea 

poors over our heads. The man leap or 

are washed overboard. One catches hold 

of the hmg painter we had provided in 

view of snch an emergency, and contrives 

te reach the shore; then, planting his heels 

in the sand, he holds on with all his 

atovDgth, to prevent the boat being swept 

off into deep water by the receding wave. 

At Srat the other hi^s are out of their 

depth, but as the roller recoils thqr foel 

bottom; then two of us liolding on to one 

aide ef the boat, and two> en the ether, 

while the remaining man scrambles on shore 

to asskt the man iHth the painter, we haul 

the boat up tiU she grounds; then we 

stand by tiU the nest roller eomes on to ■

help us OB a bit fuUfeer. Here it eomes 1 

r%ht over our heads, and we are aioat 

ooce more. But the two men tm Aore 

haul away with all their mighty at do the 

others when they tench bottom ; and when 

the wave recoOs it has left us Iff^ ftiet 

higher up the bank, and out of leadi ef 

any heavy body of water.* ■

It required several such exploits to hnd 

all the implements and stores, and then no 

time was lost in getting to work. A huge 

trench was dus, and for three months the 

psrty on shore laboured Ifte navvies, ceasing 

onlv during the violent tropicirf heat <rf 

mid-day and on Sundays. When the 

weather permitted, visits were exchanged 

between the parties ashore and afloat, and 

variety was obtained by changmg the 

assortment now and again. ■

At last the supply oif oatmeal and fresh 

provisions ran low, and Mr. Eoight, with 

three hands, made a voyage to Bahia fbr 

supplies, leaving the others at work. He 

was detained by bad weather, and when 

he reached the island again, he found his 

comrades on the verge of starvation, and 

discussing the advisability of launehtog 

their boat and taking to sea, in the belirf 

that some accident had happened to the 

yacht ■

In fine, the treasure was not found, 

althoagh the ravine was thoroughly and 

most systematically explored. The golden 

candlesticks of the Oathedral of Lima were 

not destined to adorn the homes of the 

gentlemen-adventurers of the "Alerte," 

whatever may have become of them. 

Experiments were made in other likely 

places also, but no sign of the hoard was 

discovered. So leaving behind them im- 

mense mounds of displaced earth, and all 

the evidences of extensive mining opera- 

tions, the party finally left the island on the 

fourteenth of February, 1890, for the Trini- 

dad of happier repute in the West Indies. 

Tliis voysge of nearly three thousand miles 

was safely completed, the men were paid 

off, the yacht was laid up, and the prin- 

cipals took mail steamer for England. . ■

Thus ended one of the most determined, 

practical, and yet romantic and intensely 

interesting treasure-hunts on record; as 

full of incident and excitement as any 

ever conceived by the writers of sea 

romance. It ended in nothing but ex- 

perience of a strangely weird and mys- 

teriously grand fragment of GresiioB; 

but Mr. Knight haa not abandoned his 

bdief hi the original existence of the 

treasure. Whedier it haa been removed ■
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by some previous ezploren, or whether 

it still lies buried beneath miUions of tons 

of irremovable material displaced by erup- 

tions, or whether some link is wanting 

in the chain of directions, remains a 

mystery. And it is likely to remain 

unsolved, after tilie experiences of the 

" Alerte " ei^edition. ■

ON THE JURY. ■

It came by post, and was at first mis- 

taken for a circular, and had a narrow 

escape of the waste-paper basket. But 

something peculiar in its appearance caused 

it to be opened, when the head-line, " In 

the High Court of Justice," gave the 

opener a bad quarter - of a minute^ So 

that, after all, there was relief, as well as 

chagxin,in the discovery that '' it," after all, 

was only a juiy summons, *'to be and 

appear in Her Majesty's said Court in the 

Boyal Courts of Justice in the Strand." 

There is even a crumb of comfort in that 

last clause. " In the Strand '* has a cheerful, 

familiar appearance. It might have been 

for the .Central Criminal Court, with 

gloomy Newgate close at hand, and its 

terrible hanging^ shed, with perhaps a 

murder case to give a horrible significance 

to the proximity; or, otherwise, to no 

less gloomy Clerkenwell, with its pro- 

cession of the saddest and most forlorn of 

human creatures, who stand for a moment 

in the dock, and vanish into outer dark- 

ness. But there' is notliing lugubrious 

about the Law Courts, except to persons 

cast in damages or costs. Their execu- 

tions only extend to the means by which 

you live; and they have nothing to do 

with jailers or prisoners, unless, indeed, 

under writ of '< Habeas Corpus," and that, 

as everybody knows, is a highly respect- 

able proceemng, connected in some way 

with Magna Charta and our glorious 

Constitution. ■

Well, here we are, anyhow, landed, in 

the clear shining of a doubtful morning, in 

all the roar and bustle of the Strand, and 

yet a little apart from it, standing under 

the lofty public entrance to the Law 

Courts. Old St. Clement's Church looks ■

Jufdnt and shrunken in contrast with the 

uge btdk of 4he towering walls that sur- 

round us; and the modest chime from its 

steeple is overpowered by the sonorous 

dang from overhead, where the big dock 

is strikbg ten. We are a somewhat dis- 

contented company gathered in this Oothic ■

porcL Some of us would like to know 

the meaning of being brought here, to the 

detriment of business and the general de- 

rangement of our a£Eldrs; but as there ia 

nobody present to throw any light upon 

the subject, our feelings are repressed to 

await a more convenient opportunity, and 

there is a general move into the ereat hall, 

where we feel so small, and ini^nificant, 

and altogether lost in its vast amplitude, 

that we are glad to seek direction to the 

Court for which we are summoned. Tiiere 

are gloomy arches to pass under, and coUL 

stone steps to be encountered, and a ■

Seneral dungeon-like feeling is experienced, ue to the massive medfsBval character of 

our surroundings. But the Court itself is 

tolerably warm and comfortable. The- 

Court is still almost empty; the only 

horsehair wig to be seen is that of the 

Clerk to the Court, who is busQy arranging 

his papers. Now is the time for excuses. 

Jurors' wives and daughters are seen on the 

floor of the Court, to whom die horsehair 

wig courteously inclines, with a pleasant, 

yet incredulous twinkle about the eyes — 

not that the wig has eyes, but the meaning 

is obvious. '* I shall protest," said one of 

us, indignantly, coming up the stairs. But 

he did not protest^ instead, he very meekly 

asked for a-^lay off, on the ground of 

urgent private affairs, and got it Alto- 

gether, tlie impression received Is that 

thereis no particular Ehadamanthine stern- 

ness about attendance, and that one can 

get his turn postponed for suffident cause ; 

but, as one must serve sooner or later, it 

is best to get it over, like a visit to a 

dentist So, without more ado, the little 

crowd of jurors seat themselves upon the 

benches that rise up behind the double row 

of seats provided for counsel. ■

There is now abuzz of movement in the 

Court Lawyers' derks, with bundles of 

papers, appear and disappear. The outer 

bar shows a row of wigs and gowna Many 

are the greetings and recogniuons, for thu 

is practically the first day of term after the 

long vacation. The faces under the grey 

wigs are ruddy and bronzed, the talk u A 

rod and gun, of river and mountain. 

Here is the man who killed the deer, 

yonder he i!?lio landed the twenty-pound 

sahnon; and we may hear in snatches about 

Switzerland, Montenegro, Comwidl, Cali- 

fornia — buzz, buzz — over which rises a 

sonorous voice : ■

<' Oentlemen of the jury, answer to your 

names, and take your places in the box." 

After all, it is something of a lottery, ■

I ■
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thii juy bnamassi ind a few of the more 

knoinng ones have quietiy slipped oat and 

gone ateat their own eoncenm. For if a 

man is not there when hie name ia called, 

•omebody else takes his place ; for there 

are, perhaps, fiftj of ns waiting here, of 

whom not more tihan foor-and-twenty can 

be wanted at any one time. Still, there is 

a certain amoont of risk in sach a pardon- 

aUe evasfon, for in a law court it is always 

the nnezpected that happensp and if it 

came to pass that a jury was wanted and 

could not be made op, then there would 

be a general call of tbe moster-roU, and 

absentees without leave would be fined 

twenty pounds, perhaps, or even more 

heavily, and would have to go down upon 

their very marrow-bones to beg. themselves 

off, and possibly even then would be made 

victims ofy to encourage the rest. ■

But being oJled, and having answered 

to his name, the juryman's fate is fixed for 

the time. He leaves his brethren of the 

panel— we are all the panel-— which may 

be defined as the wooden adornment of a 

court of jostice ; he takes his seat in the 

jury-box — a seat of excellent and well- 

polished oak, but somewhat hard, and 

straight in the back. "If this is the 

Qaeen's Bdncb," remarks a ponderous 

jurjman, sotto voce, " I thmk she might 

allow ns cushions." As everybody else is 

talking, the Jury talk too, and the buzz, 

bozz become more loud and accentuated, 

when suddenly it is checked. No, that is 

not the judge, but his attendant, with his 

law-books and note-books, which he ar- 

ranges upon his loxdship's desk, remindiog 

one of a Scotch kirk when the minister fa 

coming in. ■

But now, " Silence I " The buzz ceases 

altogether as a curtain b held back, all 

rise to their feet, and Mr. Justice Dry 

enters, in a round, soft wig, iu bandr, and 

rustling robes, who bows on either side 

and takes his seat "'Blake against Hake," 

cries the officer of the Court ; but before 

Blake and Hake can set-to, half-a-dozen 

barristera jump up and address "me lud," 

one after the other. Somebody wants to 

be postponed. Here there may be the 

case of a witness who has the influeoza, 

with a doctor ready to swear that it 

will endanger his patient's very existence 

to come into Court, while somebody else 

makes out that this is only a pretext for 

delay. When these amiable squabbles are 

settled, it turns out that Hake and Blake 

have, with tardy wisdom, settled also. 

One or two other cases also vanish into ■

thin air. Faint hopes arise in the jury- 

man's breast that he will be let off per- 

force, for want of something to try. But 

the teeth of the legal mill wheels, which have 

been thus racing through a lot of empty 

ehaff, bite^ in^p solid erist at last ; and in 

*< Slack versus Black^' the jurv is sworn. 

There u a general meeting of thumbs over 

the three Testaments that a liberal ad- 

minbtration provides for swearing pur- 

posea And now, surely, we shidl begin. 

But there u a slight hitch. " Mr. Whit- 

tiker has been sent for, me lud ; I expect 

him every moment.'' Thus explains the 

junior in the case, embarrassed by the 

absence of his leader. "Gk> on ; couldn't 

be in better hands," says the judge, affably, 

as regards the junior, over whose face 

passes a flash of gratified emotion. But 

just at that moment Mr. Whittiker rustles 

in, seizes the heads of the case in a half- 

minute's colloquy with hb junior, and 

proceeds to explain everything to the jury, 

m his umal clear and graphic manner. ■

Perhaps the case of ''Slack versus Black" 

b one that, in newapaper language, pre- 

sents no features of public interest. It 

does not bring the reporters into their box, 

which b just opposite our box. There b 

onlv one gentleman there, trimming hb 

naib, who seems to regard our case with 

languid indifference. Nor does the case 

bring any crowd of people to the Court 

There b a public gallery up doft, reached 

by winding stairs, and steep^ narrow pas- 

sages, from a turret door that opens 

upon the Strand. That people should go 

through all tha trouble to reach tUs 

gallery, in order to hear the case of *' Slack 

and Black," b indeed amazing. But they 

do ; there b always a sprinklhig of people 

there to represent that great public in 

whose face lul our justice b adndnbtered. 

Unfortunately for that section of the 

public which visits our Court, the only 

thoroughly efficient means of ventilation 

b to keep the doors of the puUio gallery 

wide open. That way, there b no doubt 

about the ventilation — you can feel it 

circling in every comer. Oar judge seems 

to enjoy a draught; what he cannot en- 

dure IS anything in the way of heat So 

that, when the old gentleman with asthma 

and bronchitb in me gallerv slily and on 

tiptoe closes the door behind him, our 

judge spots him in a moment, and sends 

the usher panting up to those high regions 

to keep the doors open. ■

" SUck versus Black " comes to an end 

at last, the contradictory witnesses have ■
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been iMerd, oomieel hsfe hed their My, 

the j«dge hea pat the oaee in m natehell, 

the joiy are agreed, «nd all this before 

two o^doek. Am aoon as the rerdiet is 

dellTered the niher handa to the jarj the 

Bum of twelTO ahillinga— one Apiece nil 

round. It la «'trink geldt^* no doubt, a 

^^ponrbdre," aomething to apend aa we 

go home ; f or it ia Satorday. The Oonrt 

ifl joytnUy riaing, with a warning to jarora 

to preaent themaelyea on the Monday 

morning at 1015; and ao, like aehool- 

boya jott releaaed, we datter down onoe 

more into the great halL ■

Bat it ia raining hard. What a aight ia 

the Strand, reflecting gleama of bright- 

neaai and ita banka of %M honaea, jost like 

a river I Huw hollow aonnd the wheela 

of the caba aa they are driven at ftill apeed 1 

how dali the roll of the omniboaea, all 

fall inaidel what argosiea of nmbiellaa, 

nearly all aailing weatwarda ! Here, held in 

thia net of thin but atrenaoualy driving 

rain, are caoght all the oatpoaringa from 

the Coorta : plaintiffs and defendanta had- 

dled together in common miafortone ; my 

lady from the Court of Matrimonial Caoaea, 

my lord who was her huaband yeaterday, 

but who to-day has been aevered by role 

nisi from the bonds of matrimony — they 

can talk together nQW like chance ac- 

qnaintancea, and discuss the weather. 

There are eouneel, too, tacking up their 

skirts, and making a rush for the Temple ; 

cabs hurry up, and have piles of papera 

and reoorda ahot into them. Here ia a 

pleasant famUy party — handsome girls, 

tall youths, and dignified pater — all come 

up about a will ease, and enjoybg it to the 

nttermoat Gabby knows his quarry, and 

bears down from all aides upon the Law 

Coarta ; but he ia wanted everywhere to- 

day, and knowa hia valae, while aome of 

theae legal gentlemen are ao full of law 

that they will only pay legsl farea. Bat 

aoon the crowd cleara away. The halla of 

}08tiee aae deserted, the attendants are 

locking np and going away ; only the soli- 

tary policeman ia left. There ia nothing 

for it bat a daah down E«aez Street in the 

pouring rain— Bwept down it almoat in the 

rush of atreaming watera — and ao to the 

nnderground train, abaaed at other timea, 

but on daya Hke tiiia a veritable friend in 

need. ■

But on fine mominga our joror, getting 

accuatomed to hia work, takea a dSferent 

route altogether. To make acquaintance 

with the town an hoar or two earlier than 

oaual ia really a ^eaaant ezpezience^ eape- ■

eiaUy aa the way may bring Urn into 

regiona hitherto bvt impwiectiy known. 

There are fine eroated alama eaatward of 

Dfory Laneapon whichone eaaoally toneboa, 

and there are atreeta, once genteel and 

rather f aahionable, which aeem devoted to 

the votariea of Oovent (harden Market. 

Here you meet the Weat End flower-giria, 

laden with freah chryaanthemnm bloomi^ 

with fema and foUage, all fai market ban- 

dleay preaendy to be arranged in eoqoettiali, 

enticfaig batton-holea, and all for a penny. 

Every retieating comer ia a atand for 

eoatera' barrowa, and from the old-faaUoned 

doorway, leading into ita panelled liaO, 

iaaoea the eoater himaelf, with bondlea of 

vegetablea fai hia arma. Up thia atreet a 

kind of pony market ia held, where ahalf- 

gipey eoater rana his pony np and down 

before an intending purohaaer, while a 

comrade wakea the echoea with liia 

cracking whip to make the affair go off 

with more spirit. Then you come to old 

Sardinia Street, with ita chapel atill of 

note, and through the archway, rever- 

berating with the clatter of the paaahig 

caba, into Lincoln'a Inn Fielda ; you may 

remember the inextricable labyrinth of 

courts and alleya, and miserable blind 

streets that atretched from here to the 

Strand.* ■

Tou may have seen the slums gradually 

meltiog away under the pickaxe and 

hammers of the destroyers. Some three 

hundred and eighty -five houses were 

destroyed, and four thousand inhabitanta 

were tamed out of their wretched homea 

They were treated liberally, by the way, 

and treated each other liberally, till the 

money waa all apent. And over the 

ground once occupied by all thia rookery 

waa apread a aolid foundation of eement 

covering a apace of aix aorea, while the 

whole building oocupiea an area of np- 

warda of eight aerea And you may have 

aeen the great, bare place nnder ita hoard- 

ingsi There are houdinga atill about the 

place, and runa and paaaagea among them 

known only to law derka and polieemen. ■

Being on thia aide of the Ooarta, oar 

beat entrance ia the one in Oarey Street ; 

not the one r e a e r ve d for the judgea. 

but the general one for coanael and aoK- 

citora Bat notice the huny-acurry that 

aeta in aoroaa Lineoln'a Inn Fielda aa the 

hour approaehea when the Ooarta begin to 

ait. Bedford Bow eum Bftoomabnry aenda 

its doods of aolicitora and aolidtora' elerfca, 

horae and foot — and artillery, too, in tin 

form of huge roUa and plana, and por- ■
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taalov dg rfboai ei, Oafae diif« iip» too^ 

whh ftMhrlooking §ommUj AtukU^ $md 

tto«i flolieHon, wiih ktodunai of the 

•oniiliy kind in ekargs of gnat bags fidl 

•f p^etiL Han is a zegnlflr proMniiNi of 

MRiq^M wilh Ike wkole miuiMiptl eteff 

of OiMt Moggletoi^ far thai fMoas 

appeal eaee, tka liayor and BofgaoMe and 

otheia, appdlanu, veniia tho Ooeuniadonen 

oi Moggleloa HarbooTi leepondentifL And 

keio an ike OommiiefcMieri tbemeelree, 

wttk an old sea eapUin or tiro among 

them. And the timid yomg lady witb 

kar BBottier and annte it tlie ^aintiff in a 

br e adi of promiea eate. ■

It is a veritable d6b&cle of all the ofor- 

floir of tfao aaiiiea and Niri Pxiaa, aU 

awkling as if into the drain-trap--tkat 

tnm bSng the Boyal Ooorta of Jnsttoe; 

and witUn the boikling, along thoae 

modem -medisBFal, gloomy eorridofa, the 

foot and nuh ia atill eontinoed, with a 

Btroiig mixture of wigs and gowna among 

the erowd. Bat it toon oeaaea, aa the 

Yariona gronpa are drawn into the different 

Oomta, and then there ia plenty of room 

to more abont at leianre. Entering from 

Carey Street, yon are at onoe on the 

higker lerel of the Cotirt corridors — higher, 

that if, compared with the great hall, and 

the floor of that is considerably above the 

general level of the Strand— and by.these 

corridors yon can complete the whole cir- 

d^t of the bmlding, and approach all the 

public Oonrta of Jostice. And at either 

end they afford a floe view of the great 

hall, wUch, in aU thia baade, haa been 

quiet and dmost deserted; so that thia 

fine feature of the Oonrta b, fw any par- 

poses bat those of show or pageant^ com- 

pletely out of any practical nsa One 

cannot kelp sighing for the lost oppbr- 

tvnity of the fine characteristic scene that 

this hall might have witneised nnder more 

iiappy architectnial arrangements, and 

something of regret for the fine stirring 

scene presonted by old Westminster HaU 

when the Ooorta were sitting there. ■

Bat pieaently the jaror ia in hia ac- 

easiomed seat. Probably he is not called 

Into the box to<lay, and enacts the part 

of panri in the same patient spirit that 

one enacted Wall in the drama of " Py- 

ramoa and Tkisbe." Tet are the cases 

often intereatinff, even if they do not 

appear in the didly papers. What strange 

oharsetera come to the sorfaoel what 

eariooa inddenta are hrooght to light! 

Dramatic ^eete, too, come oat in croaa- 

and (rften the whole interior ■

movement of aome strange pbaae of life ia 

revealed in strong, nnstodied phrases. ■

At half-paat one the jodge lo^a op 

with a twinkle in his eye : "Now let's go 

to loneh." If we did not go, it is doobt- 

fol whether the proceedings woidd be 

aodiUe^ from the tramp and tarmoil ha 

the coRidoxa; far all the Oonrta rba joat 

now far relreriiment, and the acene of the 

morning ia renewed with even more vigoor 

and entrain. And now the refreehment 

ban are at work---inatitationa that modify 

the awfni associationa of Jastioe and en- 

dow her with more dieerfal and koapit- 

able aUribotes. There are dining-rooma for 

those who have leisore for a sqoare aaaal. 

Bat of all these airangementa the oyater 

bar seems the meet popular. The jonfar 

bsniater haa a natand taste for <^atep, 

and the little pendalnms at the back erf 

his wig may be seen to wag with the 

fervency of the beards of old, when it was 

merry in hall. Bat monicipal dignitariea 

are idao good oyater eaters. The Mayor 

of Qreat Binggleton empties many a shell, 

the aldermen follow snit, and the Harbour 

Oommissioners are not far behind. ■

Bat we poor jorors may look back with 

sentimental regret to a period ■

Whsn wretches hang that Jarymen may dine. ■

Nobody suffers for oar entertainmMii A 

moathfal of fresh air is all that the 

Queen's Bench can afford us. There is no 

more exchequer, alasl and that shilling 

was long ago spent. ■

When the Court reaomes, it is, perhaps, 

with a case that is evidently set, and 

likely to last out the sittios ; and then 

tiiB rest of the panel are told they may 

go. And they do go, without waiting to 

bo told a second time. When the clatter 

of retreating footsteps has ceaaed, the case 

goes on at tts slow, methodic pace. ■

At some time or other in the course of 

his week's experience the juryman will 

probably find that the questions left to the 

jury are not to be aettled by a haaty con- 

fabulation in the box. The jury must 

retira The Usher ci the Oourt is forth- 

witib sworn aa thefr guardian ; there is a 

special door for their exit, a special region 

—Hsold, foriorn, and comfcvtless — ^that Uiey 

must traverse, down flights of dismal, 

echoing stairs, down faito the very bowels 

of the ewrth. And then the niAer intoo- 

duces the jury into the freealng-ioom. 

That room strikes cold to the heart as yon 

enter it It resembles a swimming-bath 

with the water let out; bat these ■
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to be no leearity that it will not oome in 

again. A feeble kind of dajlight filters in 

from above, bnt there are no soonda of 

life to be heard ; the Bkylight^ or whatever 

the light may be, evidently opens into 

some deserted ooortyard in the very heart 

of the boildiDg. And the iron door slams 

to, and you are left loeked up in this 

terrible oold chamber. Even in writing of 

it one begins to shiver. ■

The only means of oommonication that 

we have with the outer world is the button 

of an electric bell inscribed " Usher." That 

button is only to be touched when we are 

all agreed. Don't let us be obstinate, my 

friends, in our individual opinions, but let 

us agree as soon as we can, so that we may 

sound that blessed signal of release. ■

^d now the buried alive return to the 

warm earth. While we have been dead 

the world has gone on as usual Another 

jury has been sworn, another case drags 

its slow length along. Bat we have one 

moment in which we feel ourselves of real 

importance. The usher calls out before us, 

« Jury ! " and as we enter the Court all 

business ceases, and Everything is left just 

as it stands while we, the twelve, with the 

fate of who can say how many lives on our 

consciences, are drawn up on the floor of 

the Court. " How say you now, gentlemen 

of the juiy t Are you all agreed t " " We ■

are." "And you find for 1" Well, ■

never mind what our verdict was. Any- 

how, it was a just one, although, as your 

juror recalls the circumstances under which 

it was arrived at, like Harry Gill, ■

His teeth they chatter, chatter still. ■

And it proved to be our last, for soon 

after came the welcome announcement 

that "jaroTs are discharged from further 

attendance." ■

BREACH OF PRIVILEGE, ■

In recent sessions of Parliament the 

question of breach of privilege is one that 

has somewhat frequently been raised in 

some form or other in the House of Com- 

mons. It is only intended, however, to 

deal here with the more remarkable cases 

that have occurred from time to time in 

Parliamentary history. ■

Instances of proved breach of privilege^ 

in modem days, are somewhat rare in 

comparison witii the many cases recorded 

in the earlier years of Parliamentary his- 

tory. The late Sir Erskine May, the ■

eminent authority on Parliamentary pro- 

eedure, defines a breach of privilege to be 

" a wilful disobedience to the orders and 

rules of Parliament^ or insults and ob- 

structions offered to it in the exercise of its 

constitutional functions." He further brings 

the offences under four distmct heads : ■

1. Disobedience to general orders or 

rules of either House. ■

S. Disobedience to particular orders of 

various kinds, as for the attendance of 

persons before the House, the production 

of papers, records, etc ■

3. Indignities offered to the character 

or proceedings of Parliament by libellous 

reflections, etc. ■

4. Assaults or insults upon members, or 

reflections upon their chancter and con- 

duct in Parliament, or interfering with 

officers of the House in the discharge of 

their duty. ■

It is not of course possible, within the 

limits of a magazine article, to enumerate 

all the cases of breach of privilege commg 

under the four heads given, bnt in select- 

ing, as fiur as possible, in the order given, 

the most interesting, one cannot fail to 

obseive how severe, nay, cruel, was the 

punishment awarded for this offence in the 

earlier years of Parliament compared with 

that meted out in the present day. As a 

matter of fact the practice in recent years 

has been simply to commit the offender to 

the custody of the Serjeant-at-Arms, or to 

Newgate, where he is kept until due sub- 

mission is made and the House resolves 

that he be discharged. ■

Palgrave says that the reprimand of an 

offender at the bar is an occasion of much 

solemnity, and, in order to convey to the 

reader some idea of its character, it may 

be* well to quote the words used by Mr. 

Speaker Abbot when, in 1805, he was 

called upon by the House to reprimand 

the Sheriffs of Middlesex for some mal- 

practices committed by them in connection 

witii an election over which they had pre- 

sided. The offenders, standing at the bar 

of the House, the Serjeant-at-Arms, mace 

in hand, by their side, were addressed as 

follows: « Because you have, in defiance 

of the law of this country, knowingly and 

wilfully violated at once the privileges of 

this House and the just constitution of 

Parliament, you sre committed to tiie jail 

of Newgate, the common receptacle of all 

malefactors, there to remain a prisoner, a 

si^al proof of the power and justice of 

this House, an indelible disgrace upon you 

and a memorable example to others." ■
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Formerly it was the practice to make 

offendera receive jadgement kneeling at the 

bar. In both Hoiuesi however, the practice 

has for lome time been discontinued, owing, 

it is said, to the lefasal of a Ur. Murray to 

kneel when brought up to the bar of the 

House of Commons, in 1750; for which 

refusal he was declared 'guOty of a 

most high and dangerous contempt of 

the authority and privileges of the House." 

In connection with thu requirement, an 

amusing instance is recorded in the follow- 

ing vear, of one Crowle, an attorney, the 

ringleader of some serious election riots at 

Westminster in that year, who, having 

been summoned before the House of 

Commons, was commanded by the Speaker 

to kneel, and having been duly reprimanded, 

rose, and wiping his knees exclaimed that 

*'he had never been in so dirty a house 

before." ■

In explanation of some of the cases here 

cited, it may be well to state that in both 

Houses a Standing Order exists which 

declares that '' it is a breach of privflege 

for any person whatsoever to print, or 

publish in print, anything relating to the 

proceedings of either House." Practically 

these orders have long since falleh into 

disuse, and it is only when debates are 

reported " mala fide " that the question of 

'' breach of privilege " is rused. Thus, so 

far back as the reien of Henry the Seventh 

the journals of we House of Commons 

record the severe punishm^it meted out to 

a Member for having divulged the debates 

of the House; for which offence he was 

committed to the Tower, and both he and 

hifl posterity were by an Act debarred 

from ever sitting or serving as a repre- 

sentative of any place whatever. Simi- 

larly in the reign of Elizabeth, for having 

Inbliahed the debates of the Houee, a 
[ember was committed to the Tower for 

six months, fined five hundred pounds, 

and expelled the House. Again, in 1801, 

it is recorded that AUan Macleod was 

fined one thousand pounds, and com- 

mitted to Newgate for six months, for 

publishing certfun paragraphs purporting 

to be a report of some proceedings of the 

House which had been ordered to be ex- 

punged from its journals. For publishing 

and vending these paragraphs, John 

Hi^inbottom was at the same time fined 

six shUlings and eightpence, and com- 

mitted to Newgate for six months. In 

the same year we find, in the House of 

Lords journals, the printers of "The 

Morning Herald " committed to the cus- ■

tody of "Black Bod," for printing and ■

Sublishing, in that journal, an account of a ebate wmch the House declared to be '' a 

scandalous misrepresentation." In con- 

nection with offences of this description, a 

ludicrous incident is reported of an Irish 

Member of the House of Commons havbg 

made a speech in which some peculiar 

passages occurred. These the reporter 

italicised. The Hibernian Member having 

rdsed the question of " breach of privilege," 

t]ie printer of the paper in which the 

speech was reported was called to the bar, 

and offered to prove that the report was 

an exact transcript of the Member's words. 

"That may be so," said the offended 

Member, "but did I spake them in 

itaUcsl" ■

Under the third head, numerous cases 

of interest are recorded. Thus, in 1559, 

Is chronicled in the House of Commons 

joumiJs tiie case of W. Thrower, who was 

committed to the custody of the Serjeant- 

at-Arms for "a contempt in words against 

the dipity of the House." As was the 

case with tiie Archdeacon of Bath, who, in 

1643, was similarly dealt with for " abusbg 

the last Parliament." ■

From the House of Lords jountals of 

1621 we learn that one Floyde, for having 

scoffed at the son-in-law and daughter of 

James the First, was adjudged by the 

House to have committed a breach of 

privilege, and was sentenced to the follow- 

mg severe punishment : ■

1. Not to bear arms as a gentleman, nor 

be a competent witness in any court of 

justice. ■

2. To ride with his face to the horse's 

tail to the pUlory, to stand therein, and to 

be branded with the letter "K" on his 

forehead. ■

3. To be whipped at the cartVtail. ■

4. To be fined five thousand pounds. ■

5. To be imprisoned in Newgate for 

life. ■

It is not clear why Parliament considered 

this case as one of breach of privilege; but, 

judging by the cruel punishment awarded, 

the offence was no doubt deemed to be of 

a flagrant character. ■

In the same journals for the year 1756, 

for publishing a spurious and forged 

printed paper purporting to be the King's 

speech, one King, it is stated, was fined 

fifty pounds, and committed to Newgate 

f dr six months. ■

In the year 1780, the personal quarrel 

of two Peers seems to have assumed such 

importance as to have caused the House of ■
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Loidt io de^l with Um matter m ft broMh 

of priyil«g«. It would Appear tliftt the 

Earl of Pomfrety lappoabg a gamekeeper 

whom he had ditmiaaed for aome muoon- 

daet had been ooantenanoed by the Dake 

of Oraf u>ii, wrote aome rerj angry lettora 

to hU Graee, inaiating upon fii^hting him 

with aword or pistoL The matter ooming 

before the Lord Ohaneellor, both partjea 

were required to attend in their phoea in 

the Hooae, and, each having been heard. 

Lord Pomfret waa adjadged to have been 

'* gailty of a high contempt of the HonaeT' 

of which deoidon he waa informed, while 

ataading at the bar, by the Lord 

OhanceUoh ■

Aa late aa the year 1834 ia a record of 

the eaae of the editor of " The Moroiog 

Poati" who, for pabliahingin that paper a 

paragraph reflecting npon the conduct of 

Lord Ohanoellor Brongham in the diacliarge 

of hia official datiea, waa committed to the 

cwitody of " Black Bod." ■

The well-known eaae of Sir Franob 

Bordett, who waa aent to the Tower for a 

libellooa ''acandal npon the joat righta 

and priFflegea of Parliament^" needa hoi 

mention here on' accoont of ita hiatorioal 

intereit ■

The earlieat ofiSance comlgg nnder the 

fourth heading appeara- to be that which 

occurred in the reign of Henry the Eighth, 

in which a Member of the Houae of 

Oommona waa arieated for debt| and com- 

mitted to priaon. The Honae^ on learning 

the fact^ aent their Serjeaat-at-Arma to 

demand their Member. The Serjeant, in 

executing hia ordera, met with reaiatanoe^ 

hia mace being broken and hia aaaistant 

knocked down. Aa a conaequence, the 

Sheriffs of London and those concerned in 

the arrest, were bronght before the Houae, 

when ao A were committed to the Tower 

and othera to Newgate, where they re- 

mained until releaMd upon the Lord 

Mayor'a petition. ■

Aa an instance of the aome what arbitrary 

power exercised by Parliament in former 

yearn, may be dted the Aylesbury Election 

eaae of 1703. It would appear that a 

Mr. Ashby brought an action agahiat 

the returning officers^ eonatablea, eta, of 

the borough for not receiving hia Tote. 

The Houae of Oommona, conaidering the 

interference of a court of law in a queatkm 

coneeming the right of election aa a breach 

of their priyilege, ordered all the partiea 

ooocemed thereiD, counaei, attorney, and 

otherai to be taken into cuatody. Lord 

Chief Juatioe HoU waa alao ordered to ■

attend the House, but disobeying the 

summons, the Speaker waa directed to 

proceed, with the mace, to the Court of 

Qoeen'a Benehand command Ua attendanea 

The Chief Justice is said to have replied : 

" Mr. Speaker, if you do not depart from 

thia Court I will commit you, though yon 

had the whole House of Cfommons in yoor 

stomach." The Queen, it ia atated, was 

compelled to prorogue Parliament in order 

to put an end to the disputa ■

The earlieat instance upon record of the 

pnniahment of a Member of the House of 

Commona for the offence of corruption 

appeara to be that of one in 1570, whoy 

for an act of corruption between hiaaaeif 

and hia constituenta, incurred the dia- 

pleasure of the House. The qoaiot 

record of the event — aa aet forth in 

Grafton'a *'Chroniclea of England" — ia aaf- 

ficiently intereatiog to reproduce liera 

The account reads : ■

"An undiscrete Burgeoja, of Parlia- 

mentk And. it fortuned, that in the aaid 

Parliament one very undiacrete and unmete 

man waa returned to a Bnrgeoya for the 

Borough of Westbery in Wiltshire, who^ 

being instructed by auch aa delighted to 

abuae hia aimplicitie to evil purpoaea, aa he 

himael'fe in the Parliament Houa (beyng 

aober) openly declared, or elae caryed b> 

excesse of drink, or both, did apreade 

abroade lewde and aedicioua rumours 

againat the Qaeene'a Majeatie'a peraen. And 

iMing thereof detected to the Parliament 

Houa, and the offence by hym oonfeeaed, 

and hia defectea and insufficiency well oon- 

aidered, he waa from the Houa eommitted 

to ward. And for that there waa oon- 

feeaed corruption in receiving of money for 

hia election, and alao a bande taken of him 

by certaioe of the towne of Westbery, to 

save them harmleaa of the aaid corrupt 

retume (aa hee confessed) the towne was 

amerced by the Parliament Houa at 

twentie poun«^a. And it waa ordered that 

he ahould have hia said bande redelivered 

And afterward the said peraon, for the 

spreading of hia aedicioua rumoura, waa, 

by order of the Qoeene'a Majeatie'e most 

Honourable^ Couneii, aett on the pillory in 

Chepesyde in London." ■

For arrestbig the aervant of a Member 

of the House, the offence aeema in the year 

1621, to have been considered a Imach 

of privilege. The record reads that the 

two persona concerned in the offence, 

having been called to the bar and heard 

upon their kneea in their defance, were 

aesateneed to both ride back to back npoo ■
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A btf»>baoked hone from Westmiiiater 

to the Excfaaogo, with {Mipon vpoo ihdr 

broAflU with the Inaoription, " For anoBtiog 

ft eenrant to a Ifember of the Oommone 

Home of Par Uamenl" ■

The jonnude of the Honae of Lorddb 

for the yeer 1667, note the eeae of 

Williaiii Oerr, who, for dispenlDg Me&- 

delont and aedUtfeoa jointed papers against 

a Peer, waa fined the earn ol one 

thooaand poonda, and sentenced to atand 

thriee in the piUoiy, to be imprisoned 

in the Fleet, and his pepera binned bj 

the eommon hangman. ■

Ten years later we hare the ease of a 

Member of the Honse of CkMnnuMis being 

expelled for the offenoe of aeeepttng a 

bribe from a Fiench merchant "for bnsi- 

nesa done hi the Hoosa" One other ease 

of ezpolsion is recorded in that centory— • 

not oi a Member^ howeyer^ bat of the 

Speaker himael^ who was expelled the 

Honse for leceivii^ a grant ot one 

thooaand gnineaa from the Oity of London 

after the passing of the Orphans BiiL ■

Since the dose of. the seventeenth 

ountory tiie joomals of neither Honse 

afford any oases of particular interest, 

coming under the last-named heading, 

wivh the exception of one which oeoorred in 

the Hoose of Oommona as recently as the 

year 1879, the facta of which may periiaps 

be of sufficient intereat to bear recapitula- 

tion. The case referred to is that officially 

described aa the ''OrisseU" case, the inci- 

dents of which axe, shortly, as follows : ■

The Chairman of a Oomnuttee of the 

Honse of Commons reported that Mr. 

ariseell had represented to the agenta 

oppoaing thot Bill nnder consideration, that 

he coold control the decbion of the Com- 

mittee so aa to procure the withdrawal or 

rejection of the Bill for a som of two 

thousand poonda The House, after de- 

liberation, declared that a breach of pri-. 

¥ilege had been committed, and that a 

Mr: Ward, the solicitor who introduced 

Mr. Orissell to the sgents, had assisted in 

the offenca Tliereii^pon both offenders 

were ordered to attend the House on July 

the twenty-second. Ward duly appeared, 

and waa ordered bto the custody of the 

Sfijeant-at-Arms. He was confined in a 

room in the Clodc Tower, and a week 

af terwarda waa released on a motion of 

the Chancellor of the Exchequer to the 

effect thati Mr. Ward having entirely sub- 

mitted himsdf to the House^ and expressed 

his regret for his offenoe, and having already 

-auSsrad in health, hc^ on' payment of the ■

fees — some fourteen pounds — ^be dischaiged 

fiom the custody of the Serjeant^t-Arms. ■

The othor offender, in order to evade the 

Speaker^a order, fled to Boulogne. Know- 

ing that the power of the House to commit 

<Mr retain an offender in custody determined 

with the session, he came to London and 

surrendered himself to the Serjeantat- 

Arms two days before Parliament roasi 

He was committed to Newgate, and re- 

leaaed on the prorogation of Parliament^ 

befaig tdd, however, of his liability 

to further impriaonment the following 

session. On the reassemblmg of Parlia- 

ment he was^ on the motion of tlie Chan- 

cell<Mr of the Exchequer, arrested and 

brought to the bar, and, for having 

previously evaded punishment for his 

offence, was committed by the Speaker to 

Newgata Hia impriaonment, fortunately 

for him, terminated a few days later by 

the diMolution of Parliament. ■

As a conclusion, the following incident 

— though not officially recorded as a 

breach of privilege — which occurred in 

the year 1875, may be related here <m 

account of ita general interest. Daring a 

debate in the Hoose of Commons, two 

strangers entered the Honse, by the 

Members' doorway, and took seata close 

by the chair of the Serjeant-at-Arms, 

when, having sat for half an hour un- 

observed, a division was called, by which 

time the Serjeant's attention had been 

directed to them, and the ftnt order they 

recnved waa to take off their hats. The 

doors of the House being locked, they 

could not be turned out; thsy were, there- 

fore, led upetairs into the gaUery act apart 

for distinguiahed atrangers, and, after the 

division was over, were severely taken to 

taak by that officer. The explanation of 

the intrudera was that they had orders for 

the "Strangers' CaUery"; they were told 

by a policeman in the hall to "walk 

atraight on," and they had done so only 

too literally. They were severely ad- 

monished, and acquainted of the breach of 

privilege they had committed; and Uiere 

the matter rested, much to the relief, no 

doubt, of the individuals eoncerndd. ■

THE TREVERTON MARRIAGE. ■

A SHOBT SERIAL STORY. ■

OHAPTSR X. ■

Mrs DnDLSYwsa having a high time at 

Oswald bura Tlie Vicarage naturally waa 

the house of ddef importance in the parish. ■
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after the Chase ; now it waa the centre of 

the whole coonty diviaion. Not only did 

dl her intimate frienda floek ronnd her to 

hear bf the Treverton marrlagei on which 

subject she waa the anpreme aathority; 

not only did the great ladies from other 

parishes drop in for friendly chats — ladies 

from whom an annual condescending caU 

was an honour ; but three local papers, and 

one metropolitan society paper^ sent inter- 

yiewers to the Vicarage. The last honour 

brought less gratification than alarm, for 

Mrs. Dudley could hardly disassociate in 

her mind the idea of interriewers from 

detectives, and began to think that a little 

reserve 'would be safer, and yet might 

imply more. ■

But it waa not till the announcement 

that the bride and bridegroom had changed 

their plans, and were coming directly to 

the Ohase, that she became uneasily aware 

of having been carried away by the interest 

of her subject to pose no longer as the 

friend and champion of Lady Treverton. 

As the whole past rises up in detail before 

the mind of a drowning man, so did the 

news rdse up uncomfortable echoes of 

hints given and conjectures encoun^ed, 

and even made, that she would have given 

the world to silence beyond recall To 

one or two extra confidential friends she 

had tattled of the letters addre9sed to the 

Monkchester post ofiBce, and other small 

mysteries. Thence had come the rumours 

of which Messrs. Olay and Hay had 

written to Sir Everard — ^rumours that Miss 

Treverton refused to acknowledge the 

validity of her father^s marriage, that 

she knew of cbcumstances which would 

tell heavily against the soidisant Lady 

Treverton, and had refused to live under 

his roof until the marriage was annulled. 

The absence of the chief parties in the 

case allowed unlimited material for con- 

jecture. There were rumours that Lady 

Treverton had already run off from her 

husband with an old love ; that she had 

been claimed by a former husband; that 

there had been a serious quarrel; that 

objectionable relations had turned up. 

Then all at once came the news that the 

bride and bridegroom were coming home ; 

walldng straight into this vortex of sus- 

picion, to face a whole hostile county. ■

Mrs. Dudley instantly veered round to 

the side of friendship and fairness. She 

was the first to say that this speedy return 

proved the falseness of those foolish and 

wicked reports set afloat by the jealous 

anger of Helena Treverton. All the neigh- ■

bourhood followed her lead. The new 

excitement drove away the old. Every 

one must at least give Lady Treverton a 

chance ; and, at the same time, give them- 

selves the chance of being invited to the 

Chase. Conjectures as to her past were 

laid aside for the more interesting and 

more easily answered conjectures as to her 

present and her immediate future^ How 

would she get on with the county 1 Would 

she be less exclusive and more hospitable 

than her step-daughter had been 1 Would 

balls and tennis-parties for squires' and 

rectors' daughters take the place of the 

stately dinners for lords and ladies f Or 

would she turn out a beggar on horseback, 

and out-Herod Herod in her pride and 

exclusiveness f ■

And then there were all the '< rumours," 

picked up'^from servants and workpeople, of 

the preparation made for their reception. 

The papering and paintins were just 

completed ; but Mr. Elliot, the agent, was 

in a tremendous flurry seeking servants, 

and huge trucks of new furniture kept 

arriving. All these provided subjects of 

interest for Oswaldbum and Monkchester, 

leaving no need to seek conversational 

topics in the unsatisfactory vagueness of 

L%dy Treverton's possible antecedents. ■

They arrived at night, having travelled 

all day from London. The darkness of 

a mid-October evening sorely baffled the 

curioaity of those ladies who would not for 

the world have joined the " rabble " who 

waited on the decorated platform of Monk- 

chester Station, but who dropped by mere 

accident that afternoon into the drawing- 

rooms whose windows commanded the 

road to the Chase. Alasl little could 

be seen from such dignified positions but 

the flash of Sir Everard's carriage lamps. ■

Next day it got about that Lady 

Treverton had looked very pale and rather 

melancholy as she crossed the Monkchester 

platform; and that Sir Everard had re- 

turned the salutations of the crowd very 

coldly, but that next morning he had 

called on the stationmaster, and thanked 

him very warmly for the kind welcome he 

had given his wife and himself. It was 

through. Mr. Elliot that it came out how 

they had never seen the decorations, owing 

to the ill-lighted darkness. Doubtiess 

Sir Everard had heard of the "rumours," 

and had resented the crowd as an evidence 

of impertinent curiosity. ■

So Beatrix was at home. So she tried 

to tell herself, to explain the greetings of 

tenants and servants who bade her ■
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" wdoome home." It was lo very diffioolt 

to realise that ahe was .the miatresa of 

tUa atatelv old house; that it waa to 

be ao mach more to her than the hotela in 

whieh she had lived of late. It was 

not the stateliness of it that made her 

anaUe to realise. It waa becanse her 

mind waa so fall of other ideas— there waa 

no room at present for the home ideSi ■

Sir Emerald had become so odd, so in- 

comprehensible. On leaving Bigorre th^ 

had gone to Florence^ Uioogh he had him- 

self suggested Venice. It was on the 

strength of that soggestion that ahe had 

laid the scene of her new story in Venice, 

and ahe waa most anxioos that the local 

colour ahonld be correct Theni all at 

once, in the verv railway station at 

Florence, he had changed lus mind, and 

determined on going no farther. ■

It was vain to tell him that she 

particolarly wished to see Venice. The 

more she urged it, the more he seemed 

bent on showing her Florence first. She 

Iiad, of course, vielded with fairly good 

grace ; bat yet he was not satisfied A 

few daya of Florence seemed to weary him 

indescribably. He waa restless, absent- 

minded ; he cared nothing for the pictare- 

galleries; the churches were weariness and 

rezation of spirit He was always looking 

for letters, or writing them. Then all at 

once he announced his intention of going 

home immediately. ■

She gave up Venice with a sigh. She 

stadied Florence, and used the solitary 

hours devoted by Sir E^erard to his ever- 

lasting busineaB letters to the develope- 

ment of her story, but she had lost interest 

in it Her husband's depression naturally 

infected her. How could she be happy 

when a cloud hung for ever on his 

browt ■

It was only when she ventured to ask 

if his daughter were at home, and if the 

marriage would have taken place before 

their return, that she found a reason for 

his gloom. He answered confasedly, and 

looked more uneasy. There was evidently 

some difficulty Hrith Helena. She could 

now forgive hii variable humour, his 

apparent coldness and preoccupation. It 

made her very sad to think of Helena 

being turned out of her home for her sake, 

ihoiwli only for a short time. But there 

was hope in it idl, for she was sure that 

when the girl was married and gone, she 

would be able to make up for the loss 

of a daughter who would have been lost, 

aa far as her society went, in any case. ■

Still, she could not help resentine the 

hypothesis that Helena's disiapproval should 

weigh enough with Sir Everard to darken 

the honeymoon. At leasts for those few 

weekSk lus bride should have been all in 

all to him. He was very kind always, 

very tender often ; sometimes he was full 

of contrition for having disappointed her 

by want of attention. ■

'* Ton should not have married an old 

man, my darling," he would say, in loving 

self-depreciation. "I tiiink Uds moving 

about does not suit me as it used to do. 

It is hard on you, though. I think I shall 

be better at home. An elderly man is best 

by his own fireside." ■

Now they were at home, and the doud 

did not vanish. But there was not much 

time to dwell upon wonderings and regrets. 

There were rooms to be arranged, furniture 

to be arranged, visitors to be received, 

visits to be retumedi all of which were 

details of the neat dominant fiact tiiat she 

was now to taKe her pUce in the county. ■

She knew how critical her poaiUon was ; 

that as Sir Everard's wife she must be 

received, but that as a stranger, unknown 

in his rank, she would be received with 

much discrimination and criticism, and for 

the sake of her great love and reverence 

for him, her deep graUtude, she would not 

have it said that ms choice had been un- 

worthy of him; much less could it be 

allowed that the eves of strangers should 

detect any sign that she was not the 

happiest and most blest of women. ■

It was very difficult to act the part of 

a happy bride under the circumstances. 

First, because from the day after their 

return, for a fortnight, except for the 

rarest^ briefest, most imperfect of inter- 

ludes, it rained— a close, soppingi hopeless 

rain, that rotted the leaves o£f the trees 

before they had put on their autumnal gold ; 

that forced dreary comparisons with the 

radiant lands they had left so prematurely. 

Secondly, Sir Everard still seemed anxious 

and unhappy, in spite of eamest^endeavours 

to be cheenul and affectionate. Thirdly, 

the rural society bored Beatrix to deatiL ■

If Sir Everard had been bright and 

merry, and could have criticised and 

laughed with her, the provincial vanities, 

and narrow prejudices, and ambitions of 

an uncultured and ill-natured society would 

have been most amusing. As it was, they 

annoyed and chafed her, and filled her 

with angry contempt The chains of their 

small conventionahties made a prison of 

life, and she longed for the free Bohemian- ■
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Um of the pMt| sighing for the Yanishiog 

poMibiUty of a life spent in roving horn 

lovely kudd to loTelier land with Sir 

Everard; who so appreciated beauty of 

nature and art ■

Sir Everard saw now, when people were 

gone, and effort might be relaxed, that she 

looked pale and bored. The rainy weather 

affected his liver, and he became a prey to 

uneasy snspioionSi ■

" Can she be fretting after that singing 

fellow r' he thooght ■

Bat he was very prond of her.' From 

all the men he knew there came one 

ananimoas verdict of admiration and ap- 

probation. She was so graceful, so sweet, 

so bright; possesBed of such innate dignity; 

so evidently a well-bom, well-bred lady. 

Sir Everard was a lucky man, and they 

hoped he knew it The women, of coarae, 

were madly jealous, under the pretext of 

sympathy with Helena. Lady I^everton's 

gowns alone were enough to make them all 

wretched. She was so very plain, toa ■

It came as hard as anything else upon 

Beatrix that she had nothing to do. She 

was so well assisted by the housekeeper 

that even the ruling of her household was 

a matter so light as to fail in occupying 

her mind at aU. She could not find the 

slightest point of interest in the county 

people. The weather was too bad to let 

her make the acquaintance of the cottagers. 

It seemed as if all life jnust be lived from 

henceforth under grey clouds, in a blurred, 

colourless world. ■

The neighbours, too, found matters 

much less interesting than they had ex- 

pected. They found Lady Treverton qaite 

flawless as to manner and appearance, 

looking as if she had been Lady Treverton 

and had lived at the Chase all her life. 

They saw her very seldom, for the rain 

made driving and walking impossible, and 

it was too early yet to expect a party 

at the Chase. Absolutely nothing was 

heard of Helena, who was supposed to 

be paying visits in the south. So when 

anoUier stranger suddenly appeared on 

the soene, be was welcomed as a perfect 

Gk>d-send, though there was nothing in 

the least remarkable about him, except 

that he was a stranger; and nothing 

suspicious^ because he was not a woman. ■

He was a dark, thin young man — "So 

Itslian-looking," said the Monkcbester 

young ladies ; '' A regular Jew,'' bM their 

brothers^ — and he came to utay, just like 

anybody else, at the Monkcbester Hydro- 

pathic. His name was Edward Watson.. ■

Wonder as to why he should eome to 

Monkeheeter, apparently with nothing to 

do, in such abominable weather, was 

silenced by his frank information that 

he had got his holiday then, for whidi 

he was able to choose neither the time nor 

the weather. All the scope for seleetiee 

that lay in bis power was between the 

delights of Hydropathic society, and 

solitaxy roamings over Highland scenery 

in perpetual raia ■

He was a good deal disappointed, he 

said, to find the guests at the Hydro 

limited to himself and three others — an 

old lady and gentleman, and an old maid. 

But the rector, Canon Toppin, having six 

grown-up daughters at home, was always 

most hospitable towards the Hydro people, 

and Mr. Watson found himself immediately 

an honoured guest at the stately old house, 

whose lofty garden-wall gave it an air 

of dignified exdusiveness the ways of its 

inhabitantB certainly did not bear out ■

Mrs. Dudley met him at the rectory, 

and then he was entertained to tea and 

muffins at Oswaldbum Yicaraga He was 

quite a charming young man ; so intelli- 

gent^ too ; taking such a deep interest in 

all the Monkcbester and Oswaldbom 

people and their doings; interested, not 

especially, but respectfully and sympa- 

thetically. In the domestic affairs of tiie 

Chase. ■

He was so shocked to hear how Sir 

Everard had turned his daughter out of 

doors for the sake of this doubtful young 

woman. Oh I not doubtfQl t He begged 

Mrs. Dudley's pardon. He had only picked 

up the impression from what he had lieard 

at the Hydro ; but of course she could give 

the true facts of the case. It was true, he 

supposed, that Lady Treverton was young 

enough to be Sir Everard's daughter? 

He was a learned man, he believed, buried 

in books and art collections, and, eon- 

sequently, blind to symptoms that would 

appear suspicious to an unprejudiced ob- 

server not much experienced in designing 

young women. ■

Oh, but that was not at all Sir Everard's 

character 1 He might be fond of reading 

and painting now he had settled down into 

middle age, but he had been rather a wild 

young man— quite a dog in his day, if 

Lady Treverton but knew. There had 

been a story that was hushed up — a Monk* 

Chester inrl, Emily Stort. ■

Mr. Watson looked interested. Mn. 

Dudley, for form's sake — was she not the 

Vicar's wife, a partner in the firm chartered ■
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to look aftv Om duvtly of the pwiiht^ ■

** Nobodf Uaned Sir Everard ybtj rnnoh 

in IkAft affafar. He wai very yoang, and 

only Oaptain Trererton then. She was a 

▼ery bad girli who had tamed (he heada 

oi half the young men in the neighbohr- 

hood, playing them off one againat the 

other. She diaappeared, and people aaid 

aha had gone off with Oaptain Trererton ; 

bat it tamed oat presently that ahe had 

married a man of her own daaa, with 

whom ahe had recently qaarrelled, and 

who was fortoasly joaloaa of 0^>tain 

Treyerton, and they aailed together for 

Ameriea^ They were both drownedi poor 

things, on . the passage oat. The ship 

waa wrecked. Sir Everard was married 

almost directly after to Lady Angosta 

Sinclafar, so |t waa all hashed ap and 

forgottflOL'' ■

"Ah, after l** biterjected Mr. Watson, 

disappointedly. ■

''Tes, it is a very old story, yoa see," 

apologised Mra Dodley. ■

*' Bat Lady Angosta only lived fifteen 

montha after her marriage," pot in Hiss 

Mason, a former vicar's danghter, who was 

very strons on the subject of proprieties, 

both sodsl and moral, and who natarally 

loved a seandaloas story; ''then Sir 

Everard went abroad for several yearsL 

It was half eacpected that he had gone 

to find Eauly Stort^ not believing in her 

death, and that he woold find her a widow, 

and marry her an4 bring her homa" ■

«*! anppose it is impossible that she can 

be the preaent Lady Treverton 1" laoghed 

Mr. Watson. "That woaU be too mach 

romance to get oat even of such an in- 

tereating story." ■

fievenl ladles started, and their bices 

lighted ap ; bat they were comparatively 

yoong ones, new to Monkchester affairs. 

The old inhaMtanU shook their heads i^ 

faietantly. Emily Stort had been fair and 

pretty; Lady Xrevwton was dark and 

plain. ■

**Bat he might have met Emily Stort 

abroad,'' persisted Miss Mason. " It was 

very mysterioas that he shoald go away 

for so bng, as he could not he really 

broken-hearted at Lady Aagasta'a death. 

It was only a marriage of convenience ^ — 

which waa Miss Mason's way of trans- 

ktbg a ''mariage de convenance." ^'She 

liad a great deal of money, and the estate 

was heavily embarrassed." ■

It was very pleasant^ and natarally not 

in the least sorprisbg, that sudi a piquant ■

atory should interest Mr. Watson; very 

plesisant that Mrs. Dudley should be aUe 

to make her party so intevestiiig to one 

who was evidently, judging from his ap- 

pearance and hints, one of the goUen 

youth of London. NeverUieleas, as he 

did not seem diiposed to fall in love with 

any of the Miss Toppins, or even with 

Miss Mason, the interest he aroused in 

Monkchester threatened to fall a little flat. 

It could not stand against the influMice of 

the weather. Fortunately a new sensation 

arose — not in Monkchester itself, bat at the 

county metropolis, Ooallquay ; but it was 

a sensation so brilliant that its rays reached 

to Monkchester, twenty miles off, and 

penetrated the gloom of rain and event- 

lessness. ■

An Italian Opera Company was coming 

to play at Coaliquay for a week, and the 

company professed to contam a real live 

Princess. • ■

Lest there should be any doubt as to 

the reality of her title, a biographical notice 

of Her Highness appeared in the local 

papeis. There they read how she was a 

French Oountsss by birth, an Italian 

Princess by marriage, that having become 

impoverished through some political or 

financial catastrophe, she had bravely re- 

solved to turn to profitable account her 

marvellooa gift of singing ; that thus she 

supported her children; uid then much 

of her brilliant successes^ on the London 

stage, and on several Continental stages. ■

Beatrix rarely saw a provincial paper; 

Sir Everard dutifally took in a CoiJiquay 

daily, and the Monkchester weekly, but 

never glanced beyond the reports of 

magisterial sessions. Consequently Beatrix 

might not have heard of the coming 

operatic event until some visitor happened 

to mention it, had she not received, one 

November morning, a letter addressed in 

a atranfle hand, bcMiring a f <»e|gn coronet 

on the large envelope. ■

She opened it, expecting a dinne^card 

from some local magnate, not noticing the 

Leeds post^nark, and the unusual number 

at " peark " on the coronet It contdbed 

a letter, also coronated, and a laige 

printed sheet of paper. ■

As ahe read the letteri with a little 

pleased exclamation and a bright endle. 

Sir Everard picked up and opened the 

printed paper. ■

It was a play-bill, dated from Iks Grand 

Theatre, Coaliquay, annoancing that lor 

six nights, beginning on November the 

f ourtoenthi the famoua soprano. Her High- ■
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nesa the Princess di Oastellaea, with a 

difltiDgaishad Italian Opera Company, 

would give a series of operas in that 

theatre. On Monday night, the fourteenth, 

wpM be performed Oounod's ■* Faust/' 

with the following strong cast : ■

<* Faust— Signor Montefalco." ■

Sir Everard read no farther. His wife 

cried: ■

''Dear, is not this delightfhlt That 

nice Princess whom we met at Bigorre 

is coming to sing at Coaliquay. I have a 

letter from her herself, saying she hopes it 

is not too far o£f for us. We must have 

a box for the week." ■

" My dear Beatrix, what are you think- 

ins ofr* answered Sir Everard, speaking 

coldly in his desire to speak indifierently. 

*' I cannot possibly allow you to mix your- 

self up with [such people here. It would 

give rise to all manner of unpleasantness." ■

She flashed ; her eyes filled with tears. 

She pressed her lips together to check the 

impatient words that were ready to burst 

forth. Then she said, quietlv : ■

** I do not think we shall compromise 

ourselves very deeply by doing as other 

people will do, by taking a box." ■

" It is simply impossible to go to Coali- 

quay every evening, or any evening, in this 

weather," her husband asserted. " I would 

not go if Patti and Albani were singing, 

much less a travelling company of fifth- 

rate actors. It is out of the question." ■

••You will not go!" ■

"Of course not. It would be the 

wildest folly 1'' ■

She paused a few moments; then said, 

timidly : ■

'* At least yon will take a box f That 

would be better than nothing. You— we 

need not eo," ■

'< I will have nothing to do with such 

rubbish," he returned, impatiently. "I 

do not care to waste money on supporting 

wretched travesties of art" ■

He pretended to become absorbed in his 

letters and papers, but he did not read a 

word of them. He knew she was choking 

down tears, and biting her lips fiercely to 

steady them. He could hardly keep down 

utterance of his own angry suspicions. 

What reason could she have for wanting 

to drive forty miles a night — or go by 

train, which was hardly any less tedious — 

to hear such a company, except the reason 

of exceptional personal interest in one or 

other of the performers t ■

And she t She was vexed, disappcdnted 

far beyond words. It was so hard that 

now, the first time she should have set her 

heart on anything, it should be refused. 

Was it possible that he cared no longer to 

please her— he who had vowed that lus 

whole life should be devoted to serve her, 

to make her happy t ■

And the poor Princess — ^how could she 

tell hert She could take a box, paying 

for it out of her pin-money, which was cer- 

tainly her own, but there would be the 

unpleasant feeling either of keepitig it a 

secret, or of running counter to her 

husband for the first time. Besides, she 

was too much hurt by hfan to feel pleasure 

in using money that was his gift for such 

a purpose. And the Princess had hoped 

so earnestly, yet so delicately, that Beatrix 

would remember her promise, of friendship 

and give them a helping hand. The seats 

were letting badly so far. Coaliquay 

would not listen to opera in Italian. The 

gloomy prospect idght be entirely changed 

u some great lady would set the seal of 

her fashion upon them, taking a box, and 

persuadinff her friends to ao likewise. 

How could Beatrix persuade people to do 

what she had not done t And how very 

small good would be done by taking a box 

and leaving it empty — so discouraging for 

the poor singers I ■

"But it would be better than doing 

nothing at all," she thought, ''if I only 

had money that was really my own. And 

I have not a penny." ■

Then she remembered the neglected 

novel. If she had oidy gone on with it, 

it would have been fiushed, and perhaps 

paid for, by now, and she could have taken 

all the boxes for all the week. Was it 

possible to finish it in time yet t She could 

not quite recollect. ■

. She went to find it in her writing-table 

drawer. There were all the unfinished 

MSS., but the story was very far from 

completion. She haa almost forgotten the 

plot, and how much had been done already. ■

She turned the leaves over, but the 

story would not come back to her. It 

seemed unbearably trite and tame— a mere 

school-girl efi^ort. And who could write in 

such weather ? It was hopelesa ■

She heard Sir Everard's step, and 

crammed the papers into the drawer. ■

"There is no time for anything now, 

and no liberty. I am a slave," she 

thought, impatientiy. ■
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CHAPTER VIII. 

HUEL PBNRYTH'S CONFESSION. ■

"I HAYS told yoa that I am a natiye of 

ComwalL For a centoiy back my people 

were born, livedo and died there. My 

earliest recoUectione are of a sea-coatt, 

wild in its grandeur, and aa terrible in 

8torm at it was beaatifol In its Bommer 

peace and stillness. ■

"My father was owner of some great 

slate quarries and mines, and was accounted 

a person of great importance. I had no 

brothers or sisters ; my childhood was a 

somewhat lonely one. To this fact I owe, 

perhaps, a tendency to romance and a 

passion for soUtude. All around me 

fostered such feelings — the legends of the 

country, the wildly picturesque surround- 

ings^ the never-onding beauty of coombe 

and cave, and yalley, and height, and 

the storied lore of Tintagel, whither I 

loved to wander and dream whole days 

away. My father I seldom saw; my 

mother had been an invalid from my 

birth. My education was curried on in a 

somewhat desultory fashion. I went to a 

school at Camelford three or four days in 

the week. In the winter, when the weather 

was bad, I stayed at home engrossed 

with my books. I read much, and at 

random; there was no one to heed or 

direct me. When I was about fourteen a 

relation of my fathet's came to live with 

ns — a stranse and eccentric being, old, 

bent^ bowed down with infirmities of 

age, but with an intellect vigorous and ■

keen as it was subtle and dangerous. He 

attracted me strangely, and despite the 

vast difference in our years he showed 

a greater preference for my society than 

for that of any other inmate of our house- 

hold. To this man I owe an extraordinary 

amount of knowledge that I could not have 

acquired at the time from any routine 

of teaching. He had been a student of 

Nature, a professor of astrology, knew 

something on all subjects connected with 

physical science, and possessed a vast 

store of occult lore that terrified while 

it allured me into following its mystical 

speculations and weird theories. Amidst 

such surroundings, and under sudi in- 

fluence, it is not to be wondered at that I 

was somewhat different to most youths 

of sixteen. At this time I had my first 

grave difference with my father. He was 

naturally anxious that I should make 

myself acquainted with the detaOs of his 

business ; but I had an extreme aversion 

to the dull mechanical routine, the noisy 

machinery, the splitting, trimming, and 

polishing of the great blocks yielded 

by the slate quarry. To me it was 

aU hideous, noisy, repugnant I had 

seen ^he works ofteKk from my very 

earliest childhood — ^the great rock rent and 

torn asunder for sake of its unexhausted 

hoards; the engines and cables, and 

various machines for carrying the materials 

to the heights above ; the yawning depths 

of the pit ; the immense masses of debris 

piled together, and left as useless after the 

labour of years. All these disfigurements by 

which man wrested the spoilsof Nature from 

her breast, and turned peace and beauty 

to noise, and turmoU, and hideousness, for 

sake of his own gain, were familiar enoush 

to me. When my father made the dis- 

covery that I was old enough to Idsm ■
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flomething of the bosiness to whioh he and 

hit f athera before him owed their wealth 

and importance, I gave him to understand 

that I wonld as Boon pass my days in a 

torture-chamber. AtfirsthewaBastoniBhecl, 

then indignant Finally he gaye me to 

understand that I should haye one year 

more of ' idleness/ as he called it^ in which 

to make up my mind and acquaint myself 

with the works and their management. 

If, at the expiration of that period, I still 

determined to haye nothing to do with the 

business, he should adopt a distant relatiye, 

and giye him the place intended for me ; 

and I might go out into the world and 

seek my own fortune, unaided by the 

wealth and influence I had yoluntarUy 

forfeited. It was an arbitrary decision 

but tiien the world tells us that the fact of 

parentage is, to many minds, only a reason 

for tyranny and moral oppression. As if 

the fact of begetting the body gaye any 

right to rule or coerce the mind 1* That, 

at least, is an independent heritsge ; none 

may shape or form it, none may direct its 

bent or inclination^ It is not man's gift, 

and therefore not under man's control 

I tried to make my father understand 

this, but he shnply grew enraged at my 

audacity, and would not listen to my 

arguments." ■

" Our cases are not unlike," I said, as 

Huel paused in his narratiye ; '' though I 

must confess that you present the duty of 

parent and child in a noyel light. As you 

say, the fact of parentage seems to liaye 

dways been sufficient reason for both 

mental and physical rule. Body and mind 

are expected to be in equal subjection, 

eyen to the most irrational tyranny." ■

" But if you reflect on the subject," he 

said, ''you cannot help seeing how young 

minds diyerge from rule or pattern set 

before them — how a child deyelopes 

talents, abilities, inclinations, totally at 

yariance with those of its physical pro- 

creators. If the mind, temper, and incU- 

nation were inherited ia the same way as 

feature, form, and colouring, eyery family 

would keep on reproducing itself to mo- 

notony. But yery iittie obseryation points 

out the wide difference between the mind 

and body, which are supposed to be the dual 

gifts of heredity. Indeed, were it not the 

Bole effort of years of discipline and 

coercion when we are In the malleable 

state, to make us resemble our parents, 

we should be eyen less of < copies ' than we ■

B." ■

*< I think yon are right," I said, thought- ■

fully. " But," I added, laughing in spite 

of myself, ** what a reyolution your yiewa 

would create in all well-goyemed, orthodox 

households. Why, there would be no such 

thing as discipline." ■

"1 come now to this probationary year 

appointed by my father — a year destined 

to stand out for eyer in my life with its 

records of joy, woe, shame, and suffering. 

Loye — the loye of youth — is a magic wand, 

striking water from the rocks of the 

hardest and most prosaic surroundings, 

turning the darkest and driest soil into a 

flower-garden of beauty and promise. I — 

fostered on romance, with Iittie knowledge 

of the realities of life, with passionate and 

uncomprehended crayings for the beautiful, 

the imagined, the unknown — ^I — ^I met 

youth's common fate, and, with youth's com- 

mon folly, accepted it as a diyine gift. I 

loyed. HowwemetyWhoshewas, whence she 

came, matters not She had all her sex's 

cunning and coquetry. Bat to me she was 

Hebe, in her yirginal youth ; Psythe, in her 

beauty and grace. She was only a passing 

yisitant, a being — so it seemed to me — 

from another and more glorious sphere, 

content to pause in tUs desolate region 

and glorify it with such grace and loyeli- 

ness as I had dimly dreamt oi We met 

by dawn, by night ; in hours of sunrise 

and moonrise ; by wild heights and in fern- 

haunted lanes dusky with sombre shades 

of oak and beech, sweet with sounds of eyer* 

murmuring water. Who knows Cornwall 

at all knows well those silyery tinkling 

rills whose ceaseless music gladdens the 

summer's day and the tender, dreamy 

stillness of the night I showed her eyery 

fury caye I knew so well, carpeted by 

white and shell-strewn sands, beautiful 

with wonders of sea and shore, worthy to 

be haunted by mermaids of fabled beauty ; 

though, indeed, it Seemed to me tlutt 

neyer maid of land or sea was worthy to 

compare with that radiant and gracious 

presence which made all my life's glory 

and delight . . . ■

" Oh, youth I how we laugh at its follies 

in the latter-day wisdom that trial, and 

disillusion, and experience only too surely 

bring ; yet how in our heart of hearts we 

enyy its pure dreams and glorified faiths^ 

which, once lost, can neyer be regained 

through all life's span of years I . . . I 

drank my cup of folly to the dr^s ; my 

dream became reality. I loyed her, wooed 

her, won her, rising heayenwards in yary- 

ing moods of transcendent bliss. I con- 

fided my secret to one person only — ^the ■
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stnmge, old being who had been ao 

dttDgeroiu a teacher. He was not sympa- 

thetic; ago fieldom i«. Soch age as his 

ooaid only look upon my imptores of ez- 

piesslon as blossoms of an exaberant fancy, 

destined to fall soon enoogh from the tree 

which was so proud of bearing them. In a 

way, he was our friend] and my father 

being at tins time absent from home, I 

took adTantsge of the fact to travel to 

Lanneeston, and there was married to 

Dorothy TolTsme. She was supposed to 

be there on a yint to some old schoolmate. 

Indeed, long afterwards, when I was cool 

enoQg^ ana rational enough to remember 

facto and circumstances, I recollected that 

it was she who made most of the arrange- 

ments, and planned with consummate 

skill, and secrecy, and assurance the whole 

details of the elopement. The next thing 

was to bxeak the news to my father, 

and tUs my old friend had promised to 

do. ■

''A few weeks drifted by; I was too 

happy to heed the passage of time, or 

trouble my head about my father's silence. 

Hy wife often questioned me as to his 

wealth, and my position with regard to it 

Shelseemed certoin that he would forgive us, 

ana that she would return to Penry th and 

queen it there as one of the richest and 

most bnportant members of Comish 

society. Her pretty airs and graces 

amused me^ I had no social ambition, 

and little regard for wealth. The old 

mansion — grey with age, and with ita ivy- 

crowned tower and porch, its quaint 

gateway and gardens— was dearer to me 

from history and association than from 

any importance it might possess in the 

eyes of the neighbourhood. But Dorothy 

held different views. ■

''At last this long-expected letter from 

my father arrived. Whatever my fears 

or anticipations might have been, the 

reality far exceeded them. A few stern, 

curt lines conveyed to me the information 

that he considered my conduct in the light 

of an unpardonable affront; that, as we 

were both under age, and had married 

without parents' consent, and by means 

of false representation, our union was not 

legal, and he refused to consider it as 

such. If I would come to ' my senses ' — 

give up this girl — beneath me as she was 

in birth and station — accept his offer of a 

place in the works, and return home in a 

penitent and proper frame of mind, he 

wotdd consent to receive me. Failing to 

do this, we were to be strangers hence- ■

forth, and under no circumstanees would 

he assist me or acknowledge me. I was 

aghast when I read this letter; Ilmewthat 

I was wholly dependent on my fiather, and 

I had not expected him to be so severe 

upon me. Silently I handed the letter 

to Dorothy. She perused it» her &ce 

changing from red to white as she took in 

ito cold, unsparing insults. Then came a 

scene for which I was totally unprepared ; 

tears, reproaches, accusations, followed 

sharp and swift ; she accused me of pur- 

posely deceiving her. She had imagined I 

was rich, my position secure, and here she 

learnt that I was absolutely penniless 

and dependent She said ottier things, 

too, more cruel and painful to bear ; but I 

tried to excuse them in her natural in- 

dignation. ■

" Well, I am not going to dwell upon 

this time or the events that followed. 

Sharp and swift as stroke of cleaver my 

castle of cards fell about my ears. Two 

months dragged along, embittered by 

my wife's growing coldness and unmasked 

dislika Our small stock of money was 

exhausted. I tried to get employment, 

but the remuneration was wretched and 

the work most unpalateabla Then, at the 

end of those two months, I learnt that the 

wife I had so adored was not only in- 

different but false to me. Without hint 

or warning, she left me one day in the 

company of an officer who had been stay- 

ing for a short time at Lanneeston with 

his regiment She wrote a brief note, 

statbg her intentions, and declaring that 

she bad never considered herself legally 

married to me since she had read my 

father's letter. The best thmg I could do 

was to set her frpe, if I had any doubts as 

to my claim on her, and then return home 

and make it up with my people. She was 

madly in love with this officer, and he 

intended to marry her so soon as I gave 

her up and freed her by law, which I could 

easily do. . . . ■

"That is all my story now, Douglas — 

the bald, hard facto. The woman I met 

in your presence to-night is the woman 

who fnrecked my youth and made sport of 

all ito promise and hopes. She is only an 

adventuress now, and a dangerous one. 

She says her lover left her two years after 

her elopement A few years later she 

married an old and very wealthy merchant, 

who died and left her all his money. I 

told her that the marriage was illegal, and 

have left her in terror as to whether I am 

going to proceed against her for bigamy. ■
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It is a poor revenue after all ; Imt if hen a 

man's lower pasuons are aronaed, he is 

but a mean and craven thing : all loftier 

instincts sink into that abyss of fierce 

anger, broken pride, outraged honour. I 

wonder^l did not kill her 1 " ■

His Yoioe had sunk into mattered and 

discordant tones. His face looked dark 

and evil in the white moonlight. ■

Abruptly he rose, and swept the thick, 

dark hidr from off his brow with an im- 

patient gestore. ■

"Come,'' he said, "let ns leave this 

place. I cast her ont of my heart long 

ago. It cannot be more difficoll to cast 

her oat of my memory now 1 " ■

CHAPTER IX. RECALLED MEMORIES. ■

The next day we left Edinbargb, and 

set oat for the Highlands. Had had, to 

all appearance, recoyered Us composure, 

and was outwardly the same calm, im- 

passive bebg I had so long known. ■

He spoke no word of the events of the 

past nighty nor did I allude to them. We 

had the carriage to ourselves, and smoked 

all the way, now and then exchanging a 

remark as to the scenery ; but even Eime- 

crankie's famous pass evoked no enthusiasm 

in my companion s mind, and the long bleak 

chidn of the Qrampians he called <'a Udeous 

desolation." ■

The afternoon was dosing in when we 

reached Inverness, and drove straight to 

an hotel. MindfiU of my father's pecu- 

liarities, I deemed it wiser not to seek 

hospitality for myself and my friend at 

his hands. ■

After some refreshment I proposed to 

Hud that we should walk over and see 

the old man, and he consented at once. ■

The evening was chilly and gloomy, with 

a damp, raw mist stedins up from the 

river, and the little town did not look its 

best. ■

Hud shivered as he crossed the bridge 

and looked back. ■

'' I am not impressed with your dimate, 

Douglas," he said; ''it is depressiug in 

the extreme." ■

** Yon are not fortunate in your present 

experience," I said ; *' but we certainly do 

have a great ded of rain and mist up here. 

It comes of bdng so near the hills, I 

suppose." ■

I fdt somewhat melancholy and de- 

pressed myself. Every step was fraught 

with recollections. It seemed to me so 

long ago sbice those boyish days when I ■

had lived here; so long ago nnce I had 

walked beside the river with Athole 

Lindsay; so Ions; since that parting, when 

the little, proud, hurt face had looked 

so coldly back to mine, and the forgive- 

ness for which I pleaded had been with- 

held. ■

My thoughts would return to her, try as 

I vaigfki to rebd against thdr thraldom. 

Was she happy in her new life I wondered t 

Oould she really care for one so eoU and 

stdd, and so much older than hersdf as 

was the Laird of Corriemoorf In some 

selfish, unworthy manner I almost hoped 

she was not happy ; I kept tdling myself 

that if she had but wdted I shoidd have 

come back to her repentant^ wiser, more 

worthy of her love than was the hot- 

headed boy she had known three years 

ago. My heart felt strangdy sore, and 

troubled as one after another came the 

familiar landmarks. There dark Tom-na- 

Hurich frowned in the dim lighti and 

westward again, Orde-phadric towered in 

solitary grandeur, and fidds, and meadows, 

and wo<3s, met my eyes once more, un- 

changed save for the difference of season. 

The mist lifted slightly as we reached the 

open country, and faint gleams of starlight 

showed at intervals between rifts of parted 

douds. ■

'<Tou are very silent^" sdd Hud Pen- 

ry tb. " Where are your thoughts t I need 

not ask though — I am no straoger to the 

pdn of recalled memories." ■

'< Yes," I sdd, << I was back fai the past 

One wonders that Time plays such strange 

tricks with one. Away from here, those 

two years seemed a lifetime ; now — ^I codd 

believe it was only yesterday I stood here 

and watched the sun setting over that hill 

yonder." ■

"Do you intend staying* lone in Scot- 

land 9 " he asked, presently. « Because if 

not^ you might come with me to my 

Cornish home; I have not revisited it 

since I left." ■

"Was your father reconciled to] you t" 

I asked, with some hesitation. ■

He shook his head. ■

" No ; and he died very suddenly, 

before he had time to dter his will, so I 

inherited everything. I put the whole 

business into ttie hands of a manager— a 

man who understood it, and on whom 

I knew I could depend. I have never 

been near the place since. I suppose I 

am what the world calls * wedthy ' ; but I 

prefer my wandering life to any routine of 

dvilisation." ■
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''Some cay," I said, *'yoa wiU grow 

tired of it" ■

He shook Ue head ■

" I think not. There is something 

Bohemian in my nature. I dislike aU 

conventionality — besides, I eoold not 

endure the boredom and narrow-minded- 

ness of English ooontry life, the per- 

petual gossip and tittle-tattle^ the prying 

into and interference with one's affairs. 

I never can understand why, in small 

towns, people take such an overpowering 

interest in all one does and says — things 

that don't concern them in the very least" ■

I lai^hed somewhat bitterly. The days 

were not so long past since I had suffered 

from backbiting tongues and impertinent 

interference, called but " kindly interest," 

and aa such hiding, or seeming to hide, 

its barbed insults. ■

'* Oh,'' I said, " if it were only' interest,' 

one m^t find excuse; but it is the 

amount of conjecture and falseness that 

is so tryiuf^" ■

He shrugged his shoulders with tiie old 

petulant gesture I knew so well. ■

<*It is a wide field," he said. "First, 

curiosity and self-importance lead the way, 

then come suegestion, hints, surmises, 

tending to condudons, probable but not 

actual, and decisions more or less 

uncharitaUa Yet what cdbwebs they are 

in reality 1 — ^fragile threads spun from idle- 

ness, flippancy, iU-nattire^ as the case may 

be ; but they carry their sting none the 

leasl" ■

"It is strange," I said, •< how cruelly 

one human being will stab another to the 

heart inth an idle or unkind word. Yet 

that same individual would shrink from ■

inflicting bodUyj pain [even on a dumb 

animal'^ ■

''We are odd compounds of cruelty and 

kfndnes^" said HueL "And it is the 

blundering of fools that too ofben makes a 

wise mans suffering. Strange, but true. 

When you look out on life firom a field of 

ezperlenee and sorrow you can afford to 

sndle at the follies ; but in their day they 

have hurt you, and the pain is hard to 

forget" ■

Then we relapsed into silence, each 

busied with his own thoughts and reflec- 

ttona, until we reached my father's house. ■

' Not a ray of light greeted us from the 

old building of grey stone standing solitary 

and grim in Its neglected garden. I 

knodrod at the front door, which, after 

dday, was opened by old Janet She ■

held a candle in her hand, which flickered 

wildly in the draught and threw strange 

shadows on her old withered face and 

frilled cap border and the patched and 

darned black gown she wore. ■

"WeU, Janet," I said, cheerily; '<you 

see I've come back* again. How are you, 

and how is my father t Is he in t " ■

She drew back into the gloomy little 

hall and set down her candle. ■

** So it's yoursel'. Mister Douglas," she 

said. " Are ye no' fair out o' your wits to 

come here at sic' an hour o' nicht t Your 

father's in — of course he's in; but he's 

nae sitting up. He's been in bed this 

hour and mair." ■

" Well, I suppose I can see him," I said, 

''and my friend can step into the parlour." ■

I walked in, taking up the candle as I 

did so, and old Janet hobbled after me. ■

" You won't have a very lofty idea of 

Scotch hospitalitv," I said, as we entered 

the dark and fireless parlour. ■

How indescribably dismal and desolate 

it looked 1 The old, worn horse-hair chairs 

set in stiff array against the faded paper 

of the walls ; the dingy table-cover on the 

square table ; the bookcase in the recess 

by the fireplace — all were unchanged, save 

by that two years' passage of time which 

lay between me and my last look at 

them. ■

"Fetch another candle, Janet^" I said. 

And the old woman, muttering and 

grumbling, hobbled away to obey me. ■

Huel glanced around; he made no re- 

mark, nor did I Perhaps he was tracing 

back in his mind the influences and sur- 

roundings of my youth, and wondering 

whether to pity or praise them for the 

character they had seemed to mould. ■

As for myself, there was a curious 

mingling of repulsion and indifference in 

my mind as I looked at these miserly 

records of the past 1 How unhappy I had 

been once ! how passionately I had re- 

belled, suffered, struggled against the 

tyranny that bound] me so helpleqply! 

Well, it was something to know I had 

shaken it off at last ; that I could face my 

father in my new-born independence of 

manhood, and tell him that I had for ever 

escaped that thraldom of unhappy youth, 

and desired or asked nothing of any man 

in friture. ■

At this moment Janet returned with 

another candle, and the information that 

my father was awake and would see me 

if I would step up into his bedroom. ■

With a hasty apology to Huel, who was ■
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ezAmining the yolames in the book-casei I 

went upBtaiis, ■

The old man waa sitting np in bed, hia 

grey hairs covered with an old woollen 

nighteap, his lean, yellow hands clasping 

and ondasping themselves nervously as 

was his wont when agitated. We shook 

hands in oar osoal unemotional manner. ■

''I did not expect you to-night," he 

said, looking at me keenly from under his 

bushy grey eyebrows. '' You've no' come 

to stay, I hope 1 There's nae room ready 

for ye ; and Janet, she's no' fit to set to 

work at this hour and prepare food." ■

" Pray don't trouble," I answered j " I'm 

staying at an hotel in Liverness with a 

friend. I hadn't the least intention of 

burdening you with mv presence." ■

He drew a breath of relief. ■

" Ah, well, you've grown mair con- 

siderate than ye used to be. And so 

you've been nigh shipwrecked, and have 

met with manifold disasters and troubles, 

and yet managed to make a fortune, ye 

told me f Verily the ways of Providence 

are mysterious." ■

I laughed somewhat harshly. ■

** I never knew Providence concern it- 

self about one's money matters," I said; 

''but it is quite true that I have had a 

somewhat adventurous life, and have 

managed to make, if not a fortune, at 

least sufficient money to render me in- 

dependent for the rest of my days; not 

that I should ever care to be idle i^gain." ■

" That's a good lad, that's a good lad," 

said the old man, eagerly. '' Gold begets 

gold; use it well; don't be hurrying to 

spend it on foolishness and extravagance. 

Money is a good thing, and hard to get 

I ne'er thought ye would be a lich man, 

Douglas ; vou were aye careless and im- 

providentw" ■

"You wanted an old head on young 

shoulders, sir," I said. ''That's not poa- 

sibla But let us not talk of myself any 

longer. How are you, and how are folks 

here) It seems as iT I had been away 

lon^ enough for many changes." ■

"I'm DO hand at 'havers,' ' he said 

abruptly. "I leave that for old women 

and young fools, who think tiie world's 

only made for them to clatter about it 

Janet's well and strong, you see, and as 

for myself, I'm no' so helpless but that I 

can walk to the town and back when I'm 

needing to do it" ■

" I am glad to hear It^" I said, feeling a 

strange sense cf compassion for the in- 

firmity that vaunted its foolish econonuea, ■

and the strange elinging to its idol of peU 

even in the face of the approaching shadow 

which threatens all humanity^ ■

I talked to him for a short time longer ; 

but we had never had much in common, 

and conversation was somewhat strained 

and difficult ■

At last) on the plea of not liking to leave 

my friend longer alone, and the long walk 

back to the town, I bade the old man 

good night Just as I reached the door, 

some lingering memory, some desire, 

against which I had been battiing nselesaly 

all this night, prompted me to turn back 

and put one last question. ■

" By the way," I said, " what of the 

Camerons, and the old lady at Oraig Bank? 

Are they all well f I used to see a good deal 

of them, you know, when I was last here." ■

"I believd they're well enough," he 

said, indifferently. "I'm not one to fash 

myself about my neighbours. I did hoar 

Janet saying something about the old lady 

at Oraig Bamk. She was very ill this laat 

winter. Yet she's no more than my age ; 

but women never wear so well as men-folk. 

Her grandchild came to nurse her — ^the 

little lass that made the match wi' Campbell 

o' Corriemoor. That was a fine thing for 

her, and a proud day for the Oamerons and 

Lindsays, I'm thinking. But I think the 

man must hae been dafti myself, to take 

up wi' a bit thing like yon. She'd neither 

sense, nor looks, nor tocher i Well, well I 

it's ill trying to teach other folks wisdom." ■

" But is Mrs. Lindsay better 1 " I aaked, 

eagerly. ■

" Better t Well, Janet says that'll never 

be this side o' the kirkyard. I'm not sure 

but what the lassie is with her again. She 

came to the town a week back, I know, 

for I saw her myself." ■

I said no more^ But my heart seemed 

to grow lighter of a long-suffered weight. 

A strange comfort seemed to reach me 

through those careless words, which for 

the speaker meant so little, for me so much. ■

Ob, Athole i Only once again to see 

you; to touch your hand; to hear your 

low, sweet voice, and then ■

Well, then it seemed to me life might do 

its worst 1 ■

SOME FAMOUS DINNERS IN THE 

EEIGNS OP THE LATER BOUK- 

BON& ■

M. Cafsfigxts has sketched the daily 

habits of the Regent of Orleaiif« who ■
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govamed France duiiaf the minority of 

Loniii the Fifteenth, with aharp, inebiye 

toaehei. His day began, he says, at one 

o'dock. Unlen eome very important cor- 

reepondenee had arrived, he was never 

distarbed nntil kb chocolate was served. 

His morning passed in an effort to free 

the brain from the doads of the revel of 

the pievioos night. Ideas, however, cleared 

themselvee slowly, and not until after he 

had drank his chocolate was Philijppe him- 

eelf again. His first visit was paid to his 

Boyfd ward, Louis the Fifteenth, whom 

be treated with the most marked respect 

and submission. The young King had a 

grf ^t Ifting for his uncle, and their con- 

venation, which lasted nearly an hour, 

was lively and full of interest to them. 

Frequency it was followed by a Council 

of the Sejpiency ; after which the Eegent 

hastened in his carriage to call upon his 

noble and haughty mother, Madame, who 

resided at Saint Cloud; or he drove to 

the Luxembourg, and spent some hours 

with the Duohesse de Berri and his other 

daughters. At two o'clock, dinner — or 

what then took its place as the chief meal 

— ^la petit souper, the notorious orgie which 

has left an indelible brand on the history 

of the Begenoy. The guests were re- 

stricted to twenty in number — Broglie, 

Brancas, Biron, Canillac, poets, philo- 

sophers, wits, filles d'op^rsi ladies of the 

Gourtk the Begent's mistress — Madame de 

ParaberCi and his favourite— and infamous 

—daughter, the Duchesse de BerrL They 

began witii epigrams of an impious philo- 

sophy; they even dared to discuss the 

Deity and the pretensions of Christianity ; 

they jested at the Church and its ministei? ; 

and as imagination kindled amid the flash- 

ing wazli^ts, and the wine-cup passed 

round wi& increasing rapidity, the epi- 

grams grew more irreverent^ the discus- 

nons noisier, sharp words and even blows 

were exchangedi and the revel ended in 

uproar. ■

Sometimes the Begent and his boon 

companions assumed their masks and went 

off to the Opera balls, where all sorts and 

conditions of men and women were repre- 

sented. The Opera House was set down 

in the rery garden of the Palais Boyal, so 

that the Begent had but to throw open a 

door, and he entered at once the spacious 

and superb lobby. Thence he passed into 

the hall and its scene of meretricious 

splendour, and was soon laughing and 

flirting with grisettes, great ladies, and 

dauseuies, whom he carried off to feast ■

with him and his rou6s— he himself had 

branded them with this appalling nick- 

name, because each one had deserved to be 

rou6, or broken on the wheel — in his superb 

apartments in the Palais Boyal. A sight 

to see must have been that motley company, 

costumed as Chinese, Turks, bayaderes, 

women of the seraglio, all pell-mell in the 

Begent's chambers, where the sounds of 

Bacchic songs and amatory strains, and 

the presence of tables loaded with bottles 

of wine, announced the beginnbg of the 

orgie. ■

During the reign of Louis the Fifteenth 

the principal salons were those of Madame 

de Lambert^ where a kind of philosophical 

coitus was maintained; Madame de Tencin, 

where Helvetius and Montesquieu aired 

their various theories; the Princesse de 

Bobecq, the daughter - in - law of the 

Duchesse de Luxembourg, of whose 

coterie not the least prominent figure 

was the caustic Palissot^ author of 

the comedy of "Les PhUosophes," in 

which he assailed the Encyclopedists with 

savage ridicule, and represented Bousseau 

as entering, quadruped fashion, on all- 

fours, gnaidng at a lettuce;* Madame 

du Deffand, who loved to bring together 

the most accomplished of the noblesse and 

the most celebrated of the gens de lettres; 

Mademoiselle de L'Espinasse, who was the 

Egeria of the political and religious reforms 

of the epoch, and the ruling spirit of the 

Encyclopedists; and Madame Geofirin, 

who was nothing if not critical, and whose 

salon, in the opioion of Sainte-Beuve, was 

the completest, the best organised, and 

the most successfully conducted since the 

foundation of the salons, that is, since the 

H6tel de Bambouillet Madame Geoffrin 

has a special attraction for us, because she 

gave dinners — ^and very good dinners — 

twice a week : on Monday for artists, of 

whom she was a generous patron, and on 

Wednesday for men of letters. It was one 

of her convictions — she had not too many 

— that the presence of women spoiled 

conversation; so that the only woman 

beside herself at her god-like banquets 

was Madame de L'Eipinasse, who was not 

inferior in wit to any of the brilliant circle. 

Horace Walpole, who met her daring his 

visit to Paris in 1766, sketches Madame 

Geoffrin with his usual indsiveness : ■

* Some of the sufferers from PeUssot's wit invited 

Boiuueau to join them in punishinsr him. "No," 

said he, "if my person is fair game for dramatic 

treatment. I foigive the author for yielding to the 

temptation ; if, on the contrary, the portrait is not 

like me, no one will reoogniie it." ■
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«< Madame Oeoffrin,'' he writes to Oray, 

"is an extraordinary woman, with more 

common sense than I ahnost ever met 

with, great quickness in discovering cha- 

racters, penetrating and gobg to the bottom 

of them, and a pencil that never fails in a 

likeDCSs ; seldom a favourable one "—which 

might surely be said of the writer himself. 

'' She exacts and 'preserves, spite of her 

birth, and their nonsensical prejudices 

about nobility, great court and attention. 

This she acquires by a thousand little arts 

and offices of friendship, and by a freedom 

and severity which seem to be her sole 

net for drawing a concourse to her. She 

has little taste, and less knowledge, but 

protects artists and authors, and courts a 

few people to have the credit of scoring 

her dependents. In short, she Is an epi- 

tome of empire, subsisting by rewards and 

punishments." ■

Like most Frenchwomen, she had the 

gift of making phrases. When Bulhi6re 

had read in her salon a work upon Russia, 

which she feared might involve him in 

difficulties, she offered him a sum of money 

to bum it The author waxed wroth 

at the inshiuation implied, and broke out 

into an eloquent assertion of his courage 

and independence. She listene4 patiently, 

and then, in a quiet tone of voice^ said : ■

"How much more do you want, M. 

Bulhi^rel" ■

A popular Abb6, who pretended to the 

repute of a bel esprit, she defined as " a 

fool rubbed over with wit." ■

The daughter of a valet de chambre of 

the Duchess of Burgundy, who gave her a 

handsome dowry, she married, at the age 

of fourteen, M. Geoffrin, a wealthy glara- 

manufacturer, and lieutenant-colonel (S the 

National Guard. His metier as husbMid 

eeems to have been to provide the funds 

for her social campaigns, and to watch o^er 

the details of the manage. It is related 

of him that some person gave him a 

history to read ; and when he asked for 

the successive volumes, regularly palmed off 

upon him the first, as if it were new. At 

last he was heard to say that he thought 

the author <« repeated himself a little." A 

book printed in double columns he read 

straight across the page, remarking that 

"it seemed to be yery good, but was 

rather abstract" One day a visitor en- 

quired after the silent, white-haired old 

gentleman who had been in the habit 

of sitting at the head of the table. ■

" Ob, c'^taitmon mari," replied Madame 

Geoffrin; "ilestmort" ■

Among Madame G^offrin's guests were 

Fontenelle, whose bland epicurean humour 

appreciated alike her pleasant dinners 

and her pleasant talk ; D'Alembert^ who 

succeeded him as the leading spirit of 

her salon; the philosophical Heivetios, 

whom Voltaire hailed as "his friend 

AtticuB " ; Marivaux, novelist and drama- 

tist^ the witty Abb^ Morellet; the brit 

liant young Marmontel; Grimm; the 

Abb6 Baynal; the Italian Oaraedoli; Saint- 

Lambert, the poet; and the Swedibh 

minister, the Comte de Oreux. Hume, 

Walpole, and Gibbon were passing visitors. 

She also entertained Stanislas PoniatowsU, 

who, on his elevation to the throne of 

Poland, insisted that she should visit him 

at Warsaw. She went, and from Warsaw 

proceeded to Vienna, where the Emprasa- 

Queen, Maria Theresa, received her most 

cordially. At this time she was nearly 

seventy. ■

Besides her dinners, she gave delightful 

little suppers — " a chicken, some spinaeh, 

and an omelette"; and at these were ■

E resent, the Comtesse d'Egmont^ who in- 
erited the refined vivacity of her father, the 

Due de Bichelieu, and added a grace and 

sentiment of her own ; the beaudful Com- 

tesse de Brionne, who combined the at- 

tributes of both Venus and Minerva ; and 

the dignified Marquise de Duras. So cele- 

brated was this circle for gaiety and esprit^ 

that the Empress Oatherine the Second 

received a periodical report of its sayings 

and doinga ■

Of no small repute at this period were 

the weekly dinners of the Baron d'Hol- 

bach, who, in the "System of Nature/' 

furiously assailed every religious doctrine 

and institution that humanity had been 

accustomed to reverence, and yet was one 

of the mildest of men, the delight of his 

home, the joy of his friends, warm- 

hearted, and liberal-handed. At his table 

D'Alembert, Diderot, Bousseau, and others 

of the band of literary revolutionists, who 

unconsciously prepared for France her 

terrible baptism of blood and fire, were 

constant guests. Both at his house in 

Paris, and his country seat at Orandva), 

he gave the most recherche entertain- 

ments, for whatever else he disbelieved, 

he believed in la haute cuisina ''At 

GrandvaV writes Diderot, « we dine well 

and sit long. We talk of art, poetiy, 

philosophy, and love ; of gods and king^ ; 

of space and time; of death and life.'' ■

Finally, there were the assemblies of 

Madame d'Epinay at La Ohevrette, and of ■
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the beaatifal PrineeMe de Conti at the 

Temple. The former were attended by 

Diderot^ Orimm, fionsBeaa, SAi]it-L<imbert, 

D*Holbach, the Abb6 Galiani. and Madame 

d'Hoadetot; the latter by President 

H^nanlt^ Marian, and Pont de Yeyle, 

Madame de Lozemboorg, Madame de 

Mirepoiz, Madame de Beaavai^, the Oom- 

tease de Bonfflers, and the Comtesse 

d'£|(montb ■

To one of the Princess's dinners the 

Prince had invited the Abb^ de Yoisenon ; 

bat the Abb^ nnlnckily forgot the date, 

and his chair was vacant. On the morrow 

one of his friends met him, and said : ■

" Monseignenr, yesterday, was in a devil 

of a nge with yon." ■

Feeling that he was in the wrong, De 

Yoisenon attended the Prince's next re- 

ception to make his homble apologiea 

His Highness, as soon as he perceived his 

impolite gnest, tamed his back. Nothing 

dannted, the Abb^ exclaimed : ■

"Ah, monseignear, yoa overwhelm me 

with gratitade. I had been told yoa woald 

never more have anything to do with me ; 

bat^ thank Heaven, I see I have been mis- 

informed." ■

" How t" said the Prince. ■

" Yoor Highness has tarned yoar back 

upon me, and I know that that is not your 

eastom before yoar enemies.'' ■

I shall avail myself of Mr. Eirwan's 

assistance to ennmerate the good things 

which the Regency and the reign of Loais 

the Fifteenth added to the French cuisine. 

The Begent himseU invented the Pain k 

la d'Orl^ns ; and his clever bat dissolate 

daoghter, the Dachesse de Berri, the filets 

de lapereaa k la Berri. Then Madame 

de Pompadoor, who had so large a share 

in preparing the way for the French 

Bovolatfon, invented the filets de volaille 

k la Bellevne for the petits soupers of the 

King at the cb&teaa of Bellevne. The 

poalets k la Yilleroy sprang from the 

goormandise of the Mar6chale de Lazem- 

boorg, then Dachesse de Yilleroy. The 

Marqaise de Maaconseil, not less renowned 

for her taste than her gallantries, be- ■

Jaeathed to fntare generations the Ihartrense k la Maaconseil — a much 

pleasanter bequest than some more il- 

ioatrioos personages have imposed upon 

posterity. The fertile brain of the proud 

Marqub de Nesle, who refused a dukedom 

in order to remain premier Marquis of 

France, created the vol au vent k la Nesle ; 

and the Dae de Montmorency was re- 

sponsible for the poularde to which his ■

name is attached. We are reminded of 

the first aeronaut and his balloon by the 

balloon-shaped filets de veau k la Mont- 

golfier. Marie Lecsinski, wife of Louis 

the Fifteenth, who combined devotion and 

dining, gave her name to the petites 

bouch^ds k la Reine. The entries known 

as Bayonnaises were invented by the 

Mar6chal Dae de Bichelieu, to whom are 

also due les boudins a la Bichelieu. The 

M. de Soubise, friend of Louis the 

Fifteenth, and adroit courtier of Louis the 

Fifteenth's mistress, Madame du Barry, 

gave his name to a well-known "plat," the 

c6telettes Soubise. Tiie perdreaux k la 

Montglas were fathered by a magistrate 

of MontpelLier, and the cailles k la Mire- 

poix by the Max^chal of that name, who, 

as a gourmand, was not inferior to the 

Mai6chal de Luxembourg; and the cdbe- 

lettes k la Maintenon — but here I am 

going back in my chronology — were in- 

vented by the adroit schemer, the Yeuve 

Scarron, who, as Madame de Maintenon, 

secured the hand of Louis the Fourteenth, 

and exercised over his old age so potent 

an influence. ■

Under Louis the Sixteenth the dinner 

descended for awhile from its high place 

at Court This Louis was a glutton rather 

than a gourmand. He oould not ap- 

preciate the refinements of an artistic 

cuisine. His voracious appetite demanded 

large joints — solid, satisfying dishes, with 

pungent stimulants. Bat the Boyal meal 

was not neglected by la haute noblesse; 

and an elegant simplicity prevailed at the 

tables of the Duca de la Yalli^re and 

Bichelieu, Marshal Duras, the Marquis de 

Brancas, and others. The magnificent 

hospitality maintained by the great arbto- 

cratic fanulies reminds one of the immense 

establiihments of our Eoglish Barons, and 

the days of the late Plantagenets. One 

hundred and twenty pheasants were cooked 

every week in the kitchens of the Prince 

de Cond6. The Due de Penthi6vre, when 

he set out to preside over the Parliament 

of Burgundy, was preceded by one 

hundred and fifty-two hommes de bouche. 

And the Cardinal de Bohan gathered 

scores of guests at the magnificent FSfies 

Champdtres which he was constantly 

organising at his country seat of Ssveme, 

where he had created, according to 

Watteau, an enchanted world — ''a 

landbg-place for Cythera." After a morn- 

ing occupied in the chase, the company 

Eathered, about one o'clock, ''under a 
eautifal tent, on the banks of a stream, ■
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or in some delightful sylvan recess," and a 

samptaooB dinner was set before tliem. 

And as everybody on the domain had to 

be made happy, each peasant received a 

ponnd of meat, two pounds of bread, and 

half a bottle of wina ■

It was at one of the celebrated dinners 

of the Dae de Doras that Descartes, in 

reply to the Duke's jesting question, 

''WbBfi do philosophers condescend to 

these delicacies r' made the apt reply, 

•'Why not, men Duel Do you think 

that Nature produces her good things only 

for the ignorant I '' ■

Fontenelle, the author of <'Tfae Plurality 

of the Worlds," and "Dialogues of the 

Dead," whose life covered just a century, 

was one of the most conspicuous figures 

in the salons of Paris during the reigns of 

Louis the Fourteenth and his successor. 

There were few dinner-tables which the 

host thought complete if Fontenelle were 

absent. He was an excellent judge of the 

finer efforts of the cuisine ; and apparently 

bestowed a much greater share of his sympa- 

thies on his idtis and his ragouts than on 

his fellowa To the easy indifference with 

which he regarded the serious interests of 

life — so that Madame de Tencin once said 

to him, putting her hand on his breast, 

that it was not heart which he had there, 

but brains, jast as in his head — may be 

attributed, perhaps, his longevity. Since 

he ate and drank freely to the last, 

Nature, if she had not endowed him with a 

heart, must have given him a capital 

digestion 1 ■

During the stormy years of the French 

Revolution, '' la science de la gueule," as 

Montaigne calls it, was under an eclipse. 

Men were too anxious about the safety of 

their heads to bestow much care upon 

their stomachs. The head is no doubt the 

nobler organ, but as the fable of Menenius 

Agrippa teaches us, the stomach is not 

less useful The tyranny of the Bepublic 

guillotined or exiled the great nobles 

and pillaged the wealthy banqniers and 

merchants; so that the kitchens of the 

Faubourg de Saint - (Germain and La 

Chauss^e d'Antin ceased their activity, 

and the dinner as an artistic meal, a 

banquet of taste and d^licatesse, no longer 

flourished. ■

But when the Bevolution had sunk into 

its dregs, when Robespierre had fallen, 

and law and order were restored tmder the 

Directory— -1795-1799— the cook's art once 

more revived. The dinner — thanks to the 

sumptuous extravagance of Barras, thatl ■

aristocratic Tribune of the people, who^ 

both as Director and as a private gentle- 

man at his chiteau of Orosbois, maintained 

the old traditions of the cuisine — regained 

its pride of place. It is impossible to 

over-estimate the beneficial influence of 

the example set by this benign Bepublican, 

who would eat no mushrooms except those 

which grew in the Department of les 

Bouches du Bbdne, and had those supreme 

esculents sent to Paris by a relay of 

couriers. ■

Among the leading bon vivants of the 

period stands conspicuous the author of 

that charming volume, " La Physiologic du 

Got!." ■

Antholme Brillat-Savarin was bom on 

April the first, 1755, at Belley, among the 

Alps; was called to the Bar at an early 

age; practised with some success; was 

elected by his fellow-citizens to the Con- 

stituent Assembly in 1789; was subse- 

quently mayor of Belley; fled from the 

Beign of Terror into the valleys of 

Switzerland; crossed the Atlantic, and 

gained a livelihood as a musician in the 

New York theatres; returned to France 

in 1796, and alter holding several official 

appointments, was appointed a judge in 

the Cour de Cassation ; and spent the last 

twenty-five years of his life in doing his 

duty, enjoying his friendships, appreciat- 

ing good dinners — at other persons' 

tables : his own was always frugally served 

— and compiling the treatise which 

has immortalised his name. He died in 

1816. His book was not published until 

1828. ■

The aphorisms with which he opens it 

may be said to lay the fotmdation of a 

Philosophy of Dining. I translate them 

for the reader's edification : ■

1. Without life the XTniverse would be 

naught, and all that lives must be fed. ■

2. Ajuimals feed; men [or some] eat. 

Only the man of intellect knows how to 

eat properly. ■

3. The fate of nations depends upon the 

manner in which they are fed. ■

4. Tell me what you eat, I will teU you 

what you are. ■

5. The Creator, in compelling man to 

eat that he may live, invites him at the 

same time by the prompting of appetite, 

and rewards him by the pleasure he 

experiences. ■

6. Good living Is an act of our judge- 

ment wldch leads us to prefer things that 

are savoury to those that are not so. ■

7. This pleasures of the table are far all ■
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agM, oondllioat, and oountriei, and are 

of immense divenity; they are the oon- 

eomitanta of all other pleasures, and when 

these have departed ennriFe to console ns 

for the loss. ■

8. The dinner-table is the only place 

where men axe not bored in the very first 

hour. ■

9. The discovery of a new dish eon- 

tribntes more to human happiness than 

the discovery of a new planet. ■

10. Hen who eat rapidly, and get drank, 

know not how to eat or to drink. ■

11. Foods vary from the solidest to the 

lightest ■

12. Bererages vary from the mildest to 

the stzongeet and most highly flavoured. 

[This does not seem a rery profound 

troth !] ■

13. To say that a man should never 

change ids wine is heresy. Use deadens 

the palate. After the third glass the 

finest wine In the world loses its flavour. 

[And yet our forefathers drank their three 

bottles!] ■

14. A dinner without cheese is like a 

pretty wcmian with onlj^ one eye. ■

15. Cookery b a science. No man is 

born a cook. ■

16. The most indispensable qualification 

of a ooek is punctuality. This is true also 

of a guest. ■

17. To wait too long for any guest is 

a rudeness towards those who have arrived 

punctually. ■

18. A man who invites his friends to 

dinner, and takes no personal interest in 

it, is unworthy of their friendship. ■

19. It should always be the care of the 

lady of the house that the coffee is good ; 

of tiie master cl the house, that the liqueurs 

are of the finest quality. ■

20. When you invite a friend to dinner, 

remember that whfle he is under your 

roof you are responsible for his happi- ■

And here is one of Brillat-Savarin's 

anecdotes: ■

Archbishop Lsussd, of Bordeaux, was 

much esteemed. He had won from one 

of his grand vicars a dindon auz truffes, 

which the loser was in no huny to pay. 

At last the Archbishop reminded him of 

his lost wager. ■

(< Monseigneur," said the vicar, "truffles 

are very bad this year." ■

''Pooh, poohl" sriifled the prelate, 

" thafo a report set afoot by the turkeys.'* ■

Another of the ^tronomes and famous 

diners of this period was Grimod de la ■

Beyni^re. In his early youth a severe 

accident deprived him of his hand^ ; but 

he contrived, by skilful combinations, to 

make what remained of them as supple as 

the hands themselves could have beea 

Of elegant manners, he was, as a young 

man, received at Femey by Voltaire. His 

health was splendid, his digestion im- 

peccable ; and he dined so well and wisely 

that he lived to be an octogenarian. ■

In some respects he was an interesting 

character. His manliness was indispu- 

table; and, never forgetting that he was 

the grandson of a pork-butcher, he poured 

— ^perhaps an unnlial — contempt on his 

father^s efforts to pose as un grand 

seigneur. ■

One day, in the absence of his parents, 

he invited to dinner a numerous company 

of guests chosen from various trades — 

tailors, hair-dressers, butchers, and the 

like. The Invitations all conveyed the 

pleasing notification that oil and. pork 

would be supplied without stint As a 

matter of fact) the dinner was composed 

entirely of various joints of pork, which, 

he "was careful to inform his guests, had 

been supplied by a relative who was fai the 

trade. The attendants were all Savoyards, 

whom he had picked up in the streets, 

and metamorphosed Into medisaval heralds. 

In each corner of the dining-room stood a 

white-robed chorister, with a censer in his 

hand, which, at a given sfgnal, he turned 

towards Giimod, enveloping him in a 

cloud of mcense. " That," said he, '' is to 

prevent you from incensing the master of 

the house, as b sometimes the misfortune 

of the euests of Monsieur mon p^re." ■

While this farce was being performed, 

the elder Orimod returned home ; and I 

leave to the imagination of tiie reader the 

esclandre which thereupon took place. To 

rehabilitate his dignity, he obtained a 

lettre de cachet which ezUed his son to 

Lorraine ; but within six months he died 

— choked by swallowing too greedOy a 

slice of a p&t^ de foie gras-- and com* 

pelled, to his great regreti to leave his 

immense fortune to the young man who 

showed so culpable an indifference to the 

honour of his family. ■

To Orimod de la Reyni^re the worid is 

indebted for that priceless composition, 

" L'Almanach des Gourmands, servant de 

Guide dans les Mo^ens de fabe excellente 

ch^re," published m eight yearly volumes, 

between 1803 and 1810— the palmy years 

of Napoleon— and supplemented by *'Le 

Nouvel Almanaoh des Gourmands," in three ■
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yearly voIameB, pabliahed in 1825 - 1827. 

Its popnUrity was immediate ; of the fint 

four volumes twenty-tiro thousand copies 

were sold, and new editions have repeatedly 

been ealled for in France. In England it 

is not very widely known, and I believe 

it has never been translated, though it 

contains a vast amount of amusing matter, 

skilfully treated, and flavoured with much 

originality and research. Each volume 

contains an almanack for the year, and a 

descriptive directory of the different 

traiteurs, rdtisseurs, restaurateurs, ^rk- 

men, poulterers, butchers, bakers, provision 

shops, vendors of sauces and spices, milk- 

men and oilmen, and others engaged in 

furnishing the supplies needed ,by the 

human appetite. There are also lively 

accounts of the principal magasins de 

comestibles, and sensible, and sometimes 

humorous, remarks on the philosophy of 

cooking, and on a variety of subjects more 

or less dlosely connected with the author's 

leading motif. Anecdotes are sprinkled 

over the whole, like lemon -juice <$ver 

omelettes. As, for instance : ■

Iq Biom, in Auvergne, lived an inn- 

keeper named Simon, with a special 

faeidty for dressing frogs. What proved 

the superiority of ms method^ and the im- 

possibility of imitating it, says Grimod, is 

the fact that the inventor gained two 

hundred thousand francs by its practice, 

though he supplied you with a dish con- 

taining three dozen frogs for twenty-four 

sous. ■

A gourmand of renown was Doctor 

Oastaldi, physician to the Duke of Oum- 

berland— "Gnlloden" Cumberland. On 

a certain Wednesday he dined with 

Oardinel Bellay, Archbishop of Paris, 

whose dinners were always on a scale 

commensurate with his rank. One of the 

dishee was a deliciously cooked salmon's 

belly, which unhappily proved so viuch 

to Uie taste of Gastaldi, that he sent up 

his plate for it three times, and would 

actually have essayed a fourth, had not the 

Archbishop ''tenderly reproved him for 

his imprudence, and orderad the object of 

his unwise desire to be taken away." 

Alas, too late 1 Within a few hours the 

doctor had gone to that bourne where, 

we may suppose, there is no salmon's belly 

to tempt him 1 ■

A good story is told of Napoleon — of 

eoorae, I mean Napoleon le Grand — by 

the Marquis de Cnssy; who was himself 

a skilled and intelligent gastronome, and 

the first man who discovered the felicitous ■

combination of strawberries, cream, and 

champagne. ■

One day at breakfast, after devouring 

with his usual haste a wing of un poulet 

k la tartare, the Emperor turned to M. de 

Cussy, who was Pr6fet du Palais, and 

said: ■

"Diablel Hitherto I have always 

found chicken meat tasteless; but tlus 

is excellent." ■

''Sire, if your Majesty will permit, I 

shall have the honour of putting a fowl 

before you every day differently dressed," ■

" What 1 M. de Cussy 1 are you ac- 

quainted with three hundred and sixty-five 

different ways of dressing fowls t " ■

" Yes, sire ; and perhaps your Majesty, 

after a trial with tiiem, would deign to 

take some interest in la science gastro- 

nomique. All great men have encouraged 

it ; and without citing to your Majesty the 

example of the Great Frederick, who had 

a special cook for each favourite dish, 

I might appeal, in support of my assertion, 

to all the historic names immortalised by 

glory." ■

'< Eh bien, M. de Cussy," replied the 

Emperor, ''we will put your abilities to 

the proof." ■

Napoleon, like most men of action, was 

no gourmand ; but he wished every great 

fanctionary of his Court to be one, knowing 

the successful diplomacy that lies in a good 

dinner — how it converts foes into friends, 

and strengthens friends in their loyalty. ■

" Keep a good table," cried the Emperor ; 

I* spend more than your allowances ; incur 

debts, and I will pay them." ■

Thus urged, his officials did not faU to 

improve upon the imperial command. 

The Emperor himself practised a nrudent 

abstemiousness, from the dread that 

haunted him of growing corpulent at the 

age of thirty-five or forty. ■

" You see, Bourrienne, how temperate 

and thin I am," he would say. " Ah, well, 

I cannot get rid of the idea that I shall 

develope into a great eater and grow fat. 

I foresee that my constitution will change, 

and yet I take exercise enough. Mats 

que voules-voust It is a presentiment, 

and will not fail to be falfiUed." ■

The Emperor drank but little wine, 

always Bordeaux or Burgundy — ^he pre- 

ferred the latter. After dinner he tooK a 

cup of coffee. He was irregularin his meals, 

ate rapidly and badly; but displayed 

with respect to them that sovereign will 

which he displayed in everything. The 

moment he felt hungry his appetite must ■
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be ntufied, and his caiiine wm ao lega- 

lated that always and everywhere poultify, 

catlets, and ooffee were ready for his aae. 

Boarriennei hia secretary, observea that 

daring his four or five years of service with 

him, he never saw him toach more tlian 

two dishes at any meal ■

For the followfaig atory I am indebted 

to Damas : ■

One day the Emperor asked why he 

never saw on his table any crepinettes de 

cochon — ^pork fritters. Donand, the im- 

perial ateward, for a moment was con- 

founded by the sadden interrogation, and 

then atammered oat : ■

''Sire, that which is indigestible is not 

gastronomic." ■

And an officer present added : " Toar 

Majeaty could not eat crepinettes and 

work immediately af terwarda ' ■

<'Bah| bah I ce sent des contes; I 

would work in spite of them." ■

" Sire^" said Donaud, *< to-morrow your 

Majesty shall be obeyed." ■

And next day the premier m&itre d'hotel 

of die Taileries served the prescribed 

dish — only the crepinettes were made of 

the flesh of partridges — ^which was a 

difference 1 Napoleon ate of them with 

deUght, and bestowed a compliment on the 

cook ■

A month afterwards, just before the war 

with PruBsta, Donand put lus crepinettes 

on the next day's menu. There were six 

dishes on the table : cutlets of veal, fisb, 

poultry, game^ vesetables, and boOed eggs. 

The Emperor swulowed, in a second, some 

spoonfuls of soup, when he caught sight of 

his favourite dish. His features worked ; 

he rose suddenly, pushed back the table, 

and overset it, with all its contents, on a 

magnificent Ispahan carpet, and darted 

from the room, swingbg his arms, raising 

his voice, and slamming the doors behind 

Um. ■

Dnnaud stood thunderstruck, motionless, 

and all in pieces, like the beautiful por- 

celain servieei What evil wind had awept 

through the Palace t The carvers trembled, 

the footmen fled, and the dazed msl(re 

d'hdtel hastened to the grand Marshal of 

the Palace to solicit his advice and appeal 

to hia goodwill ■

Duroc was cold and haughty as usual in 

i^pearance ; but at heart he was neither, 

and he Ustened sympathetically to the 

poor ateward'a story. Then, with a smile, 

he said: ■

"You do not know the Emperor. If 

yoa will llaten to me, you will^ at once set ■

the table again in order, and cook another 

dish of crepinetteiL Yon are not to blame 

at all ; State affairs have caused tiie out- 

break. When the Emperor has got 

through them he will want to eat" ■

A second meal wsa accordingly made 

ready. Donaud carried it as far as the 

door, and Boustan, the Emperor's Mameluke 

servant) presented it Not seeing by his 

side hia faithful steward, Napoleon aaked, 

quickly but kindly, where he was, and 

why he had not served the dinner. He 

was called in, and appeared, with his coun- 

tenance still pale and haggard, bearing in 

Us hands a magnificent roast chicken. ■

The Emperor smiled upon him gra- 

ciously, ate a wing of the fowl and a little 

of the crepinettes, and praised everything. 

Then, mining a aign to Dunaud to ap- 

proach him, he tapped him on the cheek 

several times, observing, in a tone of ■

'< Monsieur Danaud, you are happier in 

being my mattre d'h6tel than I in being 

the sovereign of this countrv." ■

And he nnidied the meal in sQence, his 

face showing signs of great agitation. ■

When Napoleon was campaigning, he 

frequently mounted his horse early in the 

morning and remained on horseback all 

day. His attendants were careful always 

to put in one of his holsters some bread 

and wine, and in the other a roast chicken. 

These suppliea he generally ahared with 

any one of hia officers who happened to be 

worse off than himself for provisions. ■

ALL ROUND SAINT PAULa ■

<* GOOD-BTE till neztyear, Tom," shouts 

the omnibus conductor to a friend on the 

cab-radc, as the last 'bus on its last journey 

grinds idong through the pounded snow 

and ice. ■

" 'Appy New Year, Bob," is the response 

wafted nrom the cabmen's shelter, where a 

cheerful glow of light gives evidence that 

the honest jarveys are preparing to let in 

the New Year with due celebrationa Yet 

there are not many people about in the 

streets, for it is bitterly cold ; the shops are 

shut along the suburban roads ; and only 

the brilUantly lighted tavema keep up the 

brightness of the streets. ■

Merrily ring the bells of Kensington 

from the tall church tower ; merrily and 

softly, too, the glad clamour of the leading 

bells contrasting with the muffled sweet- 

ness of the rest Bat the dowagers of ■

■
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KenringtoD, if they listen at all to the 

chimea, are listenhig in their snug drawing- 

rooma, behind dioaely drawn enrtaina The 

artiets, if not in bed, are probably playing 

whbt at their daba Anyhow the High 

Street is ahnoet deeerted, and the oomer 

by the charch, with the wintry scene all 

roond, and the silence and stillness, might 

have gone back to the days of the early 

Georges, when people waited here for 

convoy across the perUoos wilds of Knights- 

bridga ■

In Piccadilly, too, the footwalks are 

nearly deserted, althongh all round the 

lights seem to announce high festival: 

lights of vehicles flashing to and fro ; lights 

in long lines sweeping across the parks, 

and glittering in distant oonstellations of 

brilliantly lifted streets. And the banks 

are all lighted up — ^not mnch festivity there, 

bnt rows of sleepy clerks are casting 

columns mechanically behind huge ledgers, 

seekiog that perfect balance which is some- 

times so hard to obtain. For the Old 

Year's docket is struck, nothing now goes 

to his debit or credit, and the printers are 

even now waiting to rattle off a statement 

of his affairs. ■

But if Piccadilly is a trifle duU, the 

Circus of that ilk b in full roar and spate, 

piled high with lights of every kind, 

crammed with vehicles, while lines of 

carriages range themselves down Begent 

Street and meander about the Haymarket 

and await all the world and his wife. 

Madame enveloped in fleecy wrappers and 

milord in that great fur coat which he 

bought in the Nevsky Prospect^ are rushing 

here and there for carrSage or hansom, 

diving beneath horses' heads, and in peril 

from pranci^ steeds in all the confusion 

of Babel. Here rushes Oomus, with his 

midnight crew, intent on boisterous orgies; 

there rushes materf amilias, play-loving but 

frugal, with her clutch of pretty daughters, 

to eatch the last 'bus for Clapham. ■

But this Eermesse is soon passed through, 

and when once the rush from the theatres 

is over, the Strand is solemn and gloomy 

enough. But Saint Clement's is awake ; 

there are lights in the belfry, and soon the 

midnight cmmes will ring out once more 

as Justice Shallow heard them. There are 

lights in the church, too, shining through 

the round-headed windows, and in yonder 

particular window imagination may suggest 

the broad, burly shadow of the great lexi- 

cographer. There were no watch-night 

services in his days, perhaps you will say ; 

but he would highly approve of them ■

his shade permitted to revisit these 

glimpses of the mooa "Sir," he might 

say, <<it is a good and happy thing that 

we should have these opportunities afforded 

us of revieiring our past, and of forming 

good resolutions for our future conduct" 

What good resolutions, too, he would have 

formed, with what solemn invocations, and 

how little he woidd have kept them — ^like 

the rest of us ! ■

Bat Fleet Street, where Intermittent 

lights glimmer from the windows of weary 

editors, and where subs, reporters, and 

correspondents flit about unquietly, while 

all around them sleep — Fleet Street, no 

doubt, is busy enough with its forecasts of 

the coming year for the morning papers, 

and is too much worried and botiiered to 

listen for the midnight chimea But 

there is a little trickle of foot passengers 

about Fetter Lane, where there may be 

a "fin de si^cle" watch-night service, 

perhaps, with good fires burning, and the 

buzz of talk around them, and then a 

stirring address from one who collars the 

parting year, so to say, and bestows upon 

it a parting buffet ere it takes its place 

among the shades. ■

Down that dark and gloomy passage 

there is old Sidnt Bride lighting up 

her lamp, which is gleaming through 

quaint, oval windows and rococo door- 

ways of Wren's old church. But who 

among the dwellers about Saint Bride's 

churchyard is watching for the coming 

year! Is it Milton's solemn ghost that 

moves about among those darker shadows, 

finding this the only spot among those 

he haunted in his lifetime, that bears a 

vestige of its former condition f Or is the 

Ancient Society of Cogers still in session 

in some snug tavern over there, and have 

they voted the deposition of the Current 

Tear, and are they debating at this moment 

whether it is worth while to appoint his 

successor t ■

But here we are by Ludgate, and looking 

up the Fleet valley, its channels and tide- 

ways all bnoved out and marked by rows 

of twinkling lamps, with many wandering 

lights among them sailing swiftly to and 

f ra And thundering over the huge railway 

girders, night trains roll sullenly along. ■

From the foot of Ludgate Hill there 

is a distinct movement of pedestrians all 

tending in the same direction. The City, 

which on ordinary nights at this time would 

be found almost entirely silent tod de- 

serted, now echoes with ^ generd tramp 

of footsteps. And as the solemn form of ■
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the great ealhednl looms up against the 

soft, gloomy sky, it is evident that there 

is a considerable gathering about that 

m^hty dome. A nearer vievr shows that 

the flights of steps that lead to the base of 

the great west front are well peeked with 

people, whoee white faces tamed upon the 

gathering crowd below, white faces rising 

tier npon tier as in an amphitheatre,'cast 

a strange kind of gleam npon the scene. 

'All the great fc^ade, indeed, the whole 

cathedral, is in darkness except for a 

lighted window in one of the towers, 

across the bright field of wliich are cast 

the shadows of great bell-ropes twirling 

up and down, as the ringers, with yigorons 

arms, send forth a clamorous peal from 

thdr belfry tower. It is a peal to wake 

the dead, and stir the mighty heroes who 

sleep below in this national Valhalla. And 

yet a merry, joyous peid, that causes the 

very stones to tdurob, and raises a humming 

vibration among columns, and architraves, 

and gloomy, arched recessea All the old 

passages and streets are alive with the 

chime — ^it echoes in Amen Oomer and 

thrills along Paternoster Bow, it makes 

Paul's Chahi to ring again, and volleys 

down old Watling Street and merry 

Cheapslde. And nom every side dark 

figures are hurrying up to join the great 

r^idexvoua ■

It was a happy notion, whoever origi- 

nated it| and ttie custom is not of many 

years' standing, to meet around Saint 

Paul's and await the stroke of midnight 

from its great beU, on New Year's Eve. 

It is an impressive sight in itself, the 

gathering of a silent multitude at the 

porch of the great templa The cathedral, 

too, and its surroundings — dim passages, 

dark and sflent dwellfaigs, shops upon 

shops, warehouses towering high into the 

air, and yet hardly reaching to the knee 

of J^aint Paul'a. And the indefinite mass 

of people stretching out below, all round 

the statue of good Queen Anne, standing 

there white and rigid among the darl^ 

moving masses, while a gleam of light 

shines upon the golden trident of her 

gBkrdlan triton. On one side the limit of 

&e crowd is marked by the many-coloured 

Ij^hta of passing vehicles, while Ludgate 

HOI, with buildings half defined in the 

■abdued Ugfat, still shows an interrupted 

line of traffic ascending and descending. ■

Above risee the great facade, dim and 

vision-like, its prominences outlined in 

ghostly fashion by white lines of drifted 

anew— rises into the dear, yet dusky sky. ■

where not a star is to be seen. As the 

hour of midnight approaches, the peal 

ceases, and after a few sullen strokes the 

bells are silent. If only the crowd would 

be silent too, the pause would be a solemn 

one. But when or where can you find a 

crowd that is silent t The chaffy humour 

of a London crowd would assert itself 

even at the most solemn moment Tet 

the general bulk of the people are quietly, 

yet cheerfully disposed. It is like a 

family gathering in many respects, so 

many and pleasant are the greetings. 

Here are numbers of nice, pleasant-looking 

girb, fearless and independent, who greet 

their comradcF, male and female, from 

shop and warehouse, in unembarrassed 

friendliness; many, no doubt, have the 

additional tie of common origia Colonists 

from old Caledonia muster in force, win- 

some lassies from CarUsle, stout and 

sturdy shopmen from the Borders. But 

the chief source of what disturbance 

there may be, and it is of the good- 

humoured, horse-collar order, is, to use an 

odious but useful word, the maiher ele- 

ment in the City, well-dressed youths who 

make battering-rams of themselves, who 

clear circles for imaginary fights, who essay 

wild dances which may represent either 

the carmagnole or the Highland fiing, 

and who flout and jeer aU order and 

solemnity clean away from Sahit Paul's 

Churchyard. ■

Yet pleasant, merry greetings go on all 

the while. Here is one who arrives breath- 

less among a group of friends of both sexes. 

*'Jtt8t in time," he cries, *'I would not 

have missed it for somethiisg. Such a bad 

year I have had, and all because I did not 

let it in at Saint Paul's." ■

Npw, if this midnight vigU is to be taken 

WB indispensable to a successful career in 

the City, there is no doubt that the 

function will take firm hold and become of 

more importance year by year. Anyhow, 

it should not be overlooked by any one 

proposing to write a history of the maimers 

and customs of this **fag end of the 

century." ■

With the cessation of the merry peal, 

interest is at once transferred to the 

southern tower of the fabric^ hitherto 

wrapped in darkness and gloom ; but from 

which there now steals a ray of light, 

filtered through some obscure loophola It 

is too dark to make out the time by the 

clock, although the dbil is visible as a black 

disk on the dark tower ; but the great bell 

booms out with muffled stroke, and till it ■

•^^m ■
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has reached thirteen it u a general im- 

pression that midnight has aetnally arrived. 

Even then we remember the story of the 

sentry who was saved from summary exe- 

cution for sleeping at his post— at Saint 

James's was it^ or at old Whitehall 1— by 

having noted a similar aberration on the 

part of the great dock. But another 

stroke dispels the delusion— the bell that 

tolls only for Boyal or high episcopal 

demise, is now tolling for the death of 

the old year. So it dies in the* gloom 

of a long frost; dies with all its sins and 

sorrows, its (^ood and evil fortunes. For 

now the muffled knell has ceased, and the 

solemn hour is struck with strident, jarring 

olamour. ■

It would be easy to picture some fitting 

and striking ceremony to mark this watch- 

night by Saint Paul's. The church in its 

dark mysterious gloom would suddenly 

blase into full light from within ; the great 

doors fiung open; the organ filling the 

vast area with music ; while the voices of 

the choir rise through it all in some joyous 

hymn or anthem. That would be a letting 

in of the new year worth going far to see. 

As it iS| we must be content with the 

flashing of wax vestas and the lighting of 

innumerable pipes by way of illumination, 

with hearse and croaky Augments of *<Auld 

Lang Syne" for a vocal entertabment, 

and with the harsh cries and jokes of 

Tom and Jerry revived ; for these are the 

culprits rather than poor 'Arry, who 

really has a soul to be moved and a decent 

feeling or two somewhere about him. ■

When the last stroke of twelve has 

sounded, there is nothing more to be done, 

except for a general hand -shaking and 

happy-newyearing on the part of the 

quieter people, and a general hullabaloo 

among the noh^ ones. But it is all horse- 

play and good-humour, and the crowd 

melts quietly away, leaving Saint Paul's 

to toll out the smsll hours of the night in 

comparative tranquillity, with Queen Anne 

on her pedestal, the solitary policeman on 

his beat, and, perhaps, a cabman rattling 

past on his narrow perch, as the only 

listeners. ■

MOUNTAINEERING IN AFBIOA. ■

It is somewhat unfortunate that every 

new Afriean traveller either denies the 

descriptions or disputes the conclusions of 

his predeoessors. There must be, in spite 

of iSi. Joseph Thomson's lament, a good ■

deal of romance about African travel still, 

although' it may not be the kind of 

romance which he said Stanley had de- 

stroyed. The real Africa is as difficult for 

stay-at-homes to realise as the real Bedakin ; 

but happily the sum of our knowledge 

is growing, if the details are still very 

incomplete. One of the most interesting 

portionr — ^perhaps, indeed, quite -the most 

interesting — of the Dark Continent, is 

that in which a mountain-mass of twenty 

thousand feet rears its snow-dad peaks 

under the fierce rays of the Equator. 

Some five years* ago, we followed, in this 

journal, Mr. H. H. Johnston's asoent and 

exploration of this monarch of African 

mountains; but now we learn from Dr. 

Hans Meyer, who has been ** Across £«8t 

African Oladers," that Mr. Johnston is 

more picturesque than accurate, more 

imaginative than descriptiva Nevertheless, 

Mr. Johnston's is a most delightful book 

to read, while Dr. Meyer's is a trifle 

dull for the general reader, although it 

narrates some of the most memorable 

exploits both in African exploration and 

in mountaineering. ■

What, then, did Dr. Hans Meyer dot 

He has done what has been the dream 

of geographers for half a century — he has 

ascended to the very summit of Kilima- 

njaro, and has solved the mystery of the 

great crater of Eibo. Strange that of all 

Eoropeans it should have been a German 

who first reached the base of this Afriean 

Olympus ; and a German, of all explorers, 

who first attained its summit ■

When the Portuguese first settled at 

Mombasa — a place which has now become 

famous in the annals of Anglo-German 

delimitation, and in the enterprise of the 

British Imperial East Africa Company — 

in the early years of the sixteenth century, 

they heard from the native caravans of 

a mighty mountain in the interior which 

was always covered on the top with 

<' white salt" This was at first supposed 

to be the legendary Mountain of the Moon ; 

which, however, Stanley now professes to 

have identified with Beuwenzori, a moun- 

tain far to the west, but which Dr. Meyer 

insists should not be looked for anywhere 

out of Abyssinia. But by whatever name 

and description it was known to the 

Portuguese, none of them seemed to liave 

gone to find out the truth about Kilima- 

njaro. It was not, indeed, so far as is ■

* See "An African ArcadU," All thi Txaa 

Round, New Series, vol. xxxviii., No. 905. April 

the third, 1886. ■
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knowD, untQ the year 1846 that Johann 

Rebmann, a Glermaii miaaionary, poahiog 

his way inland to found a miflsion-itation, 

fint Mt eyes on the wonderful mountain 

whose perpetual snows defy the anger 

of the eqoatorial san. This discoyery was 

almost as memorable as that which we 

shall presently see made by another 

Oerman. On the eleventh of May, 1848, 

Babmann recorded in hie dianr: "This 

monioi^ at ten o'dock. we obtained a 

clearer view of the monntains of Jagga ; 

the summit of one of which was corered bv 

what looked like a beautiful white dond. 

When I enquired as to the dazzling white- 

ness^ the guide merely. called it 'odd/ and 

at once I knew it could be neither more nor 

less than snow. Immediately I understood 

how to interpret the mfunreUous tales which 

Dr. Krapf and I had heard at the coasts of 

a Tast mountain of gold and silver in 

the far interior, the approach to which 

was guarded by evD spirits." ■

J^Agg^ or Ohago, is the name of the 

inhabited belt of the lower slopes of ttiis 

mountain. ■

Twenty- fi?e years later, an English 

missionary, Charles New, reached Jagga, 

spent some time in Mandara's little 

kingdom of Moshi, and ascended the 

mountain to a height of thirteen thousand 

feek ■

Tliis was the top record, until 

H. EL Johnston, in 1884, went out in 

charge of a scientific 'expedition, and at- 

tained, as narrated in this journal, a height 

which he estimated at sixteen thousand 

three hundred feet Dr. Meyer, however, 

says that Johnston's narrative bears in- 

ternal evidence that ho did not really 

reach a greater altitude than did New. 

What he did, at any rate, by his graphic 

and picturesque narrative, was to cause 

quite a " boom " in African sport in this 

region, so that since Johnston's return 

something like forty English and American 

•porting expeditions have been made to 

the base of giant Kibo. ■

This is the name — meaning the "bright" 

—given by the Jagga people to the higher 

of the twin peaks, which is always covered 

with a snow-cap. The other peak, which 

is only occasionally snow-dad, they call 

Mawenzt — the <^dark" — not Kimawensi, 

as other travellers have given it, the pre- 

fix, Kf, being a corruption. The '<Wa- 

Jagga" — inhabitants of Jagga — have no 

name for the mountain as a whole, but 

the SwahOi call it Kilimanjaro, which, 

AocMding to Meyer, means the '* Mountain ■

of the Spirit Njaro "—the said Njaro being 

a sort of African RabezaU. ■

And while we are correcting previous 

records, the zones of vegetation should be 

defijied. These are divided by Meyer into 

six — namely, from three hundred to two 

thousand nme hundred and fifty feet, tree- 

steppes ; from two thousand nine hundred 

and fifty to six thousand two hundred feet, 

bush ; from six thousand two hundred to 

nine thousand eight hundred feet, forest; 

from nine thousand 'eight hundred to twelve 

thousand eight hun£ed feet, grass-land; 

from twelve thousand eight hundred to fif- 

teen thousand five hundred feet, flowering 

plants ; from fifteen thousand five hundred 

to nineteen thousand seven hundred feet^ 

lichena Thus, on Kilimanjaro every con- 

ceivable climate is to be met with. The 

inhabited zone of Jaffga is limited to a 

belt on the southern dopes, between three 

thousand six hundred and six thousand 

two hundred feet above the sea, and 

having an area of about three hundred 

square miles. Although small, Jagga is a 

splendid country, which would be one 

vast garden but for the endless wars be- 

tween the numerous petty states into 

which It is split up. ■

The great parent mass of Kilimanjaro 

rises sheer from the plains to a height of 

fourteen thousand four hundred feet At 

that dtitude there is a plateau, from which 

spring the two cones or peaks — Mawenzi, 

the easternmost, to a height of seventeen 

thousand five hundred and seventy feet, 

and Kibo, the westernmost, to a height of 

nineteen thousand seven hundred and 

twenty feet The distance between the 

bases of the two peaks is five miles, and 

the bate of the mountain from east to west 

measures about fifty-five miles. ■

It is separated from the coast by a 

dreary and thirsty wilderness of about 

one hundred and eighty miles. In which 

occurs the bright oads of Taveita. Both 

the wilderness and the Arcadia were 

sufficiently desciibed in our former artide, 

and we need not follow Dr. Meyer through 

them again. He first crossed the steppes 

in 1887 with Herr von Eberstein, and 

succeeded in ascending the mountain to 

the base of the ice-cap — a height of eighteen 

thousand feet; but having no Alpine 

dimbing-tackle to traverse the Ice, was 

compelled to give up then the attempt to 

reach the summit. He set out again in 

1888, but did not get far from the coast 

when he was captured by the Arab chief, 

Bushiri, who detained him a long time ■
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until 9k heayy ranaom was paid. Li 1889 

he made a third attempt, and this time was 

accompanied hj Hen Lad wig Portscheller, 

a famous Alpme climber, woronghlj ex- 

perienced in mountaineering. This time 

he was Buocessfal in lading bare the secret 

of Kilimanjaro, which, as the reader 

doubtless knows, is now included in the 

German "sphere of influence" in East 

Africa. ■

The steppes were traversed with the usual 

toils and troubles with porters, etc., and 

then, one morning, '< with the first rays of 

the sun, a magnificent spectacle burst upon 

us. All of a sudden the veil of mist was 

rent apart, and to our admiruig gaze was 

revealed the snowy peak of Kilimanjaro — 

grand, majestic, more than earthly in the 

silvor light of the morning. ... A streak 

of silver in the south showed where Lake 

Jip6 glittered in the sunlight beneath the 

frowning heights of dond-capped Ugweno. 

To the right a belt of trees marked the 

course of the crystal Lumi and the forest 

fastness of Taveta. Behind the woods lay 

a stretch of gently rising plab, and on the 

farther side of It, towering up to a height 

of nearly twenty thousand feet, the mighty 

mountain mass of KilimaDJara Through 

the light mists and vapours that duDg 

about its lower slopes, the wooded hills of 

Jagga showed darkly here and there, and 

above the clouds, apparently suspended in 

mid-air, hung the snowy dome of Kibo — 

the mountain's highest peak. Its sister 

peak — the MawcDzi — was hidden behind 

a mass of heavy cumulus doad, all except 

the msgnificent unbroken sweep of its 

north-eastern slope. It was a picture full 

of contrasts — here the swelling heat of the 

Equator, the naked negro, and the palm- 

trees of Taveta ; yonder, arctic snow and 

ice, and an atmosphere of god-like repose, 

where once was the angry turmoil of a 

fiery volcano." ■

Towards the end of September, 1889, 

Mandara's kingdom of Moshi was reached, 

and shelter was found in the station of the 

Grerman East Africa Company. Prepara- 

tions were at once begun for the ascent, 

which, however, it was decided to make, 

not from Mandara's, but from the neigh- 

bouring "kingdom" of Mar^ngu, more to 

the east, where the mountain-side is less 

rugged. Here the chief, Mareale, proved a 

mora trostworthy and dependable ally than 

the double-faced and covetous Mandara. 

So much has been said about Jsgga and 

the Wa- Jagga^ that it will be of interest 

here to present their table of exchange. ■

The cloth referred to is broad^ white 

cotton, msde up in pieces of ten arms' 

length, suffident for a whole f;arment to 

be thrown round the person like a togiL 

These pieces are called dotL Thus : ■

1 cow = 12 doti (each of 10 amis' length). 

1 ffoat s: 8 „ 

lBheep= 4 „ ■

1 fowl = 2 „ - 3 twists of beads of 10 strings ■

each. 

20 bananas, unripe « ■

4 ,1 maiae ... / 

10 sweet potatoes = 1 twist of beads. ■

2 pints of milk =1 ,» ,. ■

2 lbs. butter s 5 arms' length of doth. ■

1 load firewood =1 twist of beads. ■

1 packet tobacco (6 lbs.) =8 arms' length of cloth. ■

2 pints of honey =1^ doti. ■

The beads, which are made in Venice, 

are small blue and red ones, and are put 

up in bunches of ten twists each, each 

t^st having ten strings of a hundred each. 

Such are some of the complications of 

African barter. ■

A permanent camp was formed at 

Mareafe's, where the stores were deposited, 

and where the porters were to remrin 

while, with a selected few to carry t^nts 

and food, the two Europeans made for 

the icy regions. Profiting by former ex- 

perience. Dr. Meyer determined to form a 

second smaller station on a plateau between 

the two peaks at an altitude of fourteen 

thousand four hundred feet ; but midway 

between this and the main camp at 

Marangu an intermediate station was 

formed, where the picked body of atten- 

dants^emained. Ooly Meyer, Purtscheller, 

and one servant advanced to the highest 

camp, and the complete ascent was effected 

by the two Germans alone. ■

As the region of snow was approached, 

a curious ''find" was made. While Dr. 

Meyer was scrambling about in search 

of botanical specimens, his foot struck 

aomeitung metallic, which turned out to be 

an old empty provision-tin, bearing the 

magic inscription, " Irish stew," and beside 

it lay a tattered sheet of a Salvation Army 

newspaper. This was a startling dis- 

covery to make on the snow-line in Central 

Africa ; but the relics proved to be those of 

an exploring expedition of an American 

natursdist the year before. ■

From the last camp to the cone of Kibo 

was a distance of a mile and a hsif, and an 

ascent of five thousand five hundred and 

fif t^ feet, over rents and chasms, and up a 

solid cap of icei This meant a long day's 

work, so the two intrepid travellm left ■
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their tent Mid sole leBuaning lervant at 

two o'clock one morning, «nd with knap 

sack on back, and ioe-aze and lantern in 

hand, started for the hitherto untrodden 

anmmf t. For five hoon they had to toil 

acroM the. lava and rocks before they 

reached the comb of the ridge which they 

had selected to climb, and an hoar later they 

found themselves on the brink of an awftd 

abysfl^droppingto a depfch of three thoosand 

feet ■

By half-past ten they gained the foot 

of the solid ice-cap^ which sits hard and 

cold on the head of Kibo^ and np this they 

had to cat their way step by step with 

their axes. There was not mach snow on 

Eibo at this season ; bat an ancient com- 

pact mantle of solid ice. About two 

o'clock in the afternoon the top was 

reached, the secret of Eabo lay unveiled 

before them — at their feet yawned a 

gigantic crater with predpitoas walls, 

occupying the entire summit of the monn- 

tabt Here it was found that the most lofty 

elevation was a pinnacle of jsgged rock 

to the lai^ towering a few hun£ed feet 

above the ice-cap; but there was no time 

to dimb it and get back to camp before 

dark. As it was, it was a dangerous 

scramble downwards for two tired men; 

but no mishap occurred, and supper 

and bed in the tent were gratefdly 

welcomed. ■

After a few days' rest a second ascent was 

made^ and the former highest point was 

reached in less time than beforie. No halt 

was made, however, and the rocky pinnacle 

was reached, the aneroid marlung an 

altitude of nineteen thousand seven hun- 

dred feet, and 'comparison showing this 

pinnacle to be forty or fifty feet higher 

than any other excrescence on Mount Eiba 

This, then, was the actual summit, which 

was duly christened *< Kaiser Wilhelm's 

Peak," and on which was planted, with 

three cheers, a small Grerman fli^a;, which 

was brought up for the purpose. From 

the i^x of Uus pinnacle was taken the 

topmost stone, to be presented to the 

Emperor. That stone now ornaments the 

Imperial writing-table; but whether tixe 

atorm-spirits of Kibo have allowed the 

flag to continue to wave in its place or 

have long since torn it to tatters, no man 

knows. ■

The mountain-camp was now moved to 

the eastw^tfd and pitched at an altitude of 

over fifteen thousand feet, at which eleva- 

tion the travellers remained for ten days 

in order to aehieve the conquest of the ■

twin peak of MawenzL This, however, 

they found a much more difficult job, 

hard and perilous as Kibo had been to 

surmount. A toilsome ascent over loose 

stones was succeeded by the most 

desperate bit of dimbing over crumbling 

lava rocks. The two were tied together 

by a rope in traversing ledges, which 

bcra the first of them but gave way 

under the tread of the second. A dozen 

times Meyer was left suspended in mid- 

air clinging to the rope, whOe the crumbling 

rock gave way beneath him and went 

crashing into the depths below. Some- 

times they had to crawl on their stomachs 

along a ledge eighteen inches wide, and at 

others to wriggle upwards between two 

faces of rock by squeeaing their knees and 

elbows against the sides. It was frightful 

work, but there was no time to think of the 

perils ; every nerve and muscle was kept 

on the strain to reach the line of peaks 

above. ■

Ths peculiarity of Mawenzi is the jagged- 

neas of its summit, the rock being so brittle 

that it has been cut and carved into points 

and spikes like the teeth of a saw. Even 

when there was hardly a breath of wind 

stirriog the travellers heard continually 

the sound of falling fragments crashing 

away into some abysa ■

Three successive attempts were made 

to reach the summit of the *' titanic ram- 

part of the central crest" of Mawenzi, 

but each one was foiled, and the (Germans 

had to leave to some one else the glory of 

snatching the laurel off the head of this 

unapproachable peak. They did discover, 

however, what Dr. Meyer is inclined to 

regard as the original vent of the ancient 

volcano— an abjsmal gulf surrounded by 

an array of peaks, and spires, and craggy 

pinnacles of the most strange and weird 

appearance. On the eastern side the 

mountain sinks sheer downwards, from an 

altitude of sixteen thousand eight hundred 

and thirty feet, into a gigantic cauldron, 

the sides of which are scsired with innu- 

merable rugged ravines. Next to the Kibo 

crater this is described as the most wonder- 

f ul sight in Kilimanjara ■

FoOed on Mawenzi, the travellers 

turned their attention again to Kibo, re- 

solved upon reaching the summit from a 

different point, so as to explore its northern 

aspect. Tiiis was even tougher work than 

the first ascent^ and occupied so much 

time that they had to give up the inten- 

tion of visiting the cone at the bottom of 

tiie crater. JBot on this oecasbn a dis- ■
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coveiy waa made aa ironderf al aa any yet 

recorded. In thia region of eternal ioe, on 

the aammit of a mountain twenty tbonaand 

feet high, waa found a dead antelope — one 

of the aame apedea aa feed on the graaa- 

landa far below. How and why it had 

wandered ao far oan never be known ; but 

clearly the German feet were not the firat 

to tread the aummit of Eibo. ■

Dr. Meyer and bia companion did not 

do all they had hoped to be able to do, 

but they certainly did what man had never 

done before. They had aolved the myatery 

of Kibo if they had not maatered the 

aecret of Mawenai — making four aacenta 

of the former and three of we latter peak. 

They apent altogether aixteen daya at alti- 

tudes between fifteen thouaand and twenty 

thousand feet; they diaoovered a great 

crater; they diacovered the firat African 

glaciera; and they made a thorough ex- 

ploration of the elevated regiona of Kili- 

manjaro, with an eztenaive aeriea of 

photographai aketcheay notes, and apeci- 

mena ■

After reating in Maranga awhOe, they 

started afresh to explore the mountains of 

Ugweno to the aouth of Kilimanjaro, and 

the district of Lake Jip6. Here they 

found abundance of game, and also many 

indications of iron ore, with evidences of 

ancient working. Later, Uiey aaw some- 

thing of the methoda of the Ugweno 

nativea in smelting and working iron, al- 

though they were not pennitted to see the 

process of forginff. The method, of course, 

is primitive, and the work turned out by 

the Ugweno people from native iron is 

not BO good as the spears, axes, etc, which 

the Jagga people make out of European 

iron-wire. ■

From Ugweno the party returned to 

Jagga, and then proceeded to explore the 

western aide of Kilimanjaro. The weatern 

side of Kibo waa found to be, like the 

north, covered with aheeta of aahea, and 

overgrown with graaa ; but with abaolutely 

no f oreat The departure from Jagga to the 

coast was made on the thirtieth of No- 

vember, 1889, and the dreary journey 

through the wildemeaa waa completed^ 

without mishap. Meyer reached Zanai- 

bar while Stanley was there, and while 

Emtn waa lying iU at Bagamoya He 

reached hia home in Germany towarda 

the end of January, 1890, having been 

absent only seven montha, on one of the 

moat remarkable expeditiona on record. ■

What, then, are the conduaions of thia 

hard-headed German regarding the land ■

which hia fellow-countrymen are ao anxious 

to possess I ■

In the first place he condemna nn- 

reaervedly the wrong which has been com- 

mitted by the German Eaat African 

coloniaing agenta in die past. Carried 

away by their " tendency to idealise," and 

their purpose of raising fiinda, they have 

publiahed the ^'groaaeat miarepreaenta- 

tiona " of the new colony. Much eameat 

work and many bitter experiencea will be 

required before men are brought to their 

senses again, both in Eaat Africa and in 

Europe. " We have yet to learn," he aaya, 

"the golden mean between extreme op- 

timiam on the one hand, and extreme 

peasimism on the other. We must teach 

ouraelvea to view our new poaaeaaiona with- 

out the aid of coloured apectaclea ; to aee 

the country aa it really ia ; to diatinguiah 

between what ia good and what ia bad; 

and putting the imaginary and the impoa- 

aible on one aide, to aet ouraelvea ateadily 

to utiliae and turn to good account wliat 

there ia of real aterling value." ■

There doea not aeem much. Indeed, from 

a European atandpoint, Dr. Meyer dedarea 

the commercial value of the prodncta of 

Kilimanjaro to be ao far — nO. In thia 

opfadion he ia diametrically oppoaed to Mr. 

H H. Johnaton, who gave glowing reporta 

of the regioa Dr. Meyer saya the timber 

ia worthleaa, the indiarubber ia acaroe, the 

orchiUa weeda not common, and minerala 

almost absent The south aide of the 

mountain, he admits, offers all the esaential 

conditiona by which the country can be 

turned to good account The aoU there ia 

exceedingly fertile, water ia abundant, the 

climate is equable, co£fee) tea, dnchona, 

vanilla, etc, might be grown with advan- 

tage, and the people are accustomed to 

agricultural labour. But then they are 

alwaya fighting with each other ! ■

Dr. Meyer ridiculea the idea of Africa 

ever becoming a second India, and he con- 

demna the mania of the European Powera 

for extension inland. All the trade that 

ia worth having ia that on the fringe of 

coaat ; and aa for the German territory, he 

declares that only one-fifth of it ia good 

land, all. the reat ia a barren waate, fitted 

to be nothing elsa It is not only steifle 

but unhealthy, and in Eaat Africa it ia 

impoaaible for Europeana to live eonti- 

nuoualy for any length of time, aa in the 

northern and aouthem portiona of the 

continent Nor can money be made ao 

rapidly aa in other tropical reeiona, where 

men go for a few yeara in Uie fair ex- ■
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peeUtion of makiiig their ''pile" and elettr- 

ingoat ■

Dr. Meyer'e report miut be decidedly 

depreedng for hie oonntrymen, eapeoially 

a I he doei not oonoeel hie opinion that 

in the delimitation of "spheres," Great 

Britain has got by tix the best of the 

bargalo. The best may be bad for all that. ■

There are, at any rate, worlds still to be 

conqaered in Africa by the geographer, 

the natoralist, and the general prospe^r. ■

THE TREVERTON MARRIAGE. ■

A SHOBT SERIAL STOBT. ■

ghaftrr xl ■

*• Mr. Watson." ■

Beatrix looked up enquiringly at this 

yery simple annonncement, but mm neither 

surprised, puzzled, nor even mnch in- 

terested. All her visitors were strangers 

to her; this seemed at the first glance to 

be only one more drop in the stream that 

had poured upon her since her zetnm. ■

At the second glance surprise did faintly 

strike her, for tms visitor was not of the 

same sort as her usual visitora. Many 

of them had been countrified, even to 

rusticity, some of them provfaicial to un- 

mannerliness; but all of them were more 

or less entitled to style themselyes gentle^ 

men, whfle this young man was not so 

entitled. His manners were easy, with 

the ease of assurance, not of good breed- 

ing, or of conscious social equality; his 

clothes were ill-chosen and ill-cut, though 

not shabby ; his appearance was that of a 

good-lookmg young Jew. Before they had 

exchanged aword Beatrix had taken him 

in turn for a bill-discounter, a touter for 

some new sort of machinery, and an 

emissaiy from the Coaliquay theatre come 

tosellboxesL ■

"I must MKdogise for intruding upon ■

r)ur ladyship,^' he began, airily. >< In fact, 

would have written toask you if you 

would be so good as to grant me this 

interview; but I dreaded refusal too much. 

I was quite sure that if my purpose had 

been described to you beforehaiid you 

would have modestly shrunk from the 

seeming ordeal, whereas, when you see at 

once for yourself the simplicity of the ■

Beatrix took advantage of a momentary 

pause to put in, speaking very stifSy : ■

"^If you will Undly state your errand 

I win teU you what I tUnk of it." ■

» Thank yon very much indeed. I may 

begin by mentioning that I have recently 

paid a visit to Wellingby " ■

•• Indeed t" ■

Her manner changed at once to simple 

interestedness, which he noted with slight 

surprise, and which made him pause again. 

He was not quite at home in hu work, and 

still subject to surprise. ■

" I ncfed not say how the town that had 

been the home of your ladyship's girlhood 

rang with your praises " ■

•< Indeed t" she interjected aeain, this 

time with sarcastic surprise, and a slight 

raising of her ^ebrows; which also he 

noted, and commented on inwardly : *' Not 

popular at Wellingby, and knew it" ■

" Fame brings penalties as well as re- 

wards," he said, pleasantly. **The book- 

sellers' windows, the railway stall, were 

full of your works and photographs." ■

"Indeed 1" again; this tune with an- 

noyanca Then she said: "May I ask 

what reason you have for associating me 

with the booksellers' windows t " ■

" Why, where was the difficulty 1 There 

were the books in rows. * Works of Lady 

Treverton' (Bliss Laura Tigar). * A Last 

Besource,' by Lady Treverton (Laura 

Tigar). 'Virginia Yansittart,' by Lady 

Treverton (Laura Tigar), and so on ; and 

the photographs— capital likenesses they 

were — 'Lady Treverton' written large 

upon them." ■

She was evidently extremely vexed, 

beyond speaking for a few moments. '* She 

has been taken unawares," he told himself, 

"and there is some reason why publicity 

and revelation are obnoxious. So far, so 

good; though I did not think of the 

divining-rod dipping here." ■

*' I think I may assume that you have 

guessed my errand, Lady Treverton t " he 

said, aloud. ■

"Not the least in the world," she re- 

turned, haughtily. ■

"Perhaps I am the first who has had 

the good fortune, in short, to interview 

you t " he blurted out ■

"To interview met" ■

" Fot the papera It is the recognised 

penalty of fame. I have called on behalf of 

a London society paper — 'The Moth' — 

' The Wellingby Gasette^' and * The Ooali- 

quay Express.' " « ■

" Then I must tell you at once that you 

have made a great mistake in coming — I 

decline to be interviewed. As I have an 

engagement^ you need not waste any more 

of your, perhaps, valuable time upon ma" ■
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*'0h, I implore your ladyship, do not 

bo to cnieL Eyory one doe« it, I asBore 

yon ; it ia only to anawer two or three 

qneationB — nothing impertinent, nothing 

trenching npon any eeoreta." ■

** Secrets 1 " she flashed out, angrily. ■

" Anythiog private, I shoidd have said. 

Sach triyial qnestions — and only one or 

two. Yonr ladyship has been fortunate, 

both in literature and in society; surely 

you will not refuse to put a little bread 

and butter into the mouth of a lees for- 

tunate brother of the pen f You yourself 

have written society letters." ■

Beatrix softened at once. ■

<* I do not approve of the practice," she 

said, *< and it is very absurd to make a 

celebrity of such an obscurity as I was; 

but if you will kindly promise to keep me 

out of a Ooaliquay or any local paper, 

I wQl answer anything you like to ask — in 

reason." ■

*'I agree to your ladyship's terms, and 

am very gratefoJ." He pulled out a note- 

book, and began : ■

" Your ladyship was bora at Wellingby, 

I believer' ■

" Yes ; and I am twenty; and my parents 

are dead ; and I had to work for my living; 

and my first book, < Virginia Vansittart,' 

was published three years ago ; and I have 

written for several newspapers ; and I was 

married last August. I think there can be 

nothing else to find out," contemptuously. ■

*'I am greatly obliged. Married last 

August to Sir Everard Treverton. May I 

ask if you were not married before f " he 

asked, with a sudden, sharp glance. ■

'< Before f " astonished. " Certainly not," 

emphatically. ■

"I beg your pardon. It was not Im- 

possiblei" ■

** I assure you I have not been married 

before," she repeated, impatiently, irritated 

by the tone of lus last words — a tone which 

did not actually imply incredulity, but 

which insinuated needless reticence, and 

invited further confidence. ■

'Torgive my stupidity, Lady Treverton," 

he pleaded, with an assumption of per- 

plezity. "I was told that you took 

HeaUier Cottage as Mrs. Lyon." ■

She turned very red, and said, hastily : 

"No; MiBs Lyon. Perhaps the two 

names have confused you: I wrote under 

the name of Laura Tigar^-Laura is my 

second name ; Tigar was merely a nom-de- 

plume, chosen as a sort of parallel name to 

Lyon. Pray excuse me now; I think I have 

given you all the information you require." ■

He would perhaps have begged for a 

little more stiU ; but at that juncture the 

door was opened, and Sir Everard walked 

in. ■

He looked enquiringly at Mr. Watson, 

and paused hesitatingly. Instantly a 

vision flashed across her mind of what his 

anger would be if he should hear that his 

wife had given her biography to an 

interviewer to be published In a newspaper, 

that everybody might read how Lady 

Treverton had belonged to that obnozioufi 

class of female novelists. She would have 

given the world to silence the man there 

and then ; but that would be worse than 

useless. She must get rid of him at once, 

and take means as soon as possible to stop 

him from publishing the interview. ■

''I am quite ready," she said, hastily, to ■

her husband. '* Gbod day, Mr. ; I ■

think we have quite finished our Inisi- 

ness." ■

<<Who is that fellow f" Sir Everard 

asked, angrily, the moment the door had 

dof ed upon Mx. Edward Watson. ■

''A derk — or, something; I did not 

quite understand him," Beatrix answered, 

very confusedly. "He came to make 

some enquiries — I mean, to ask me to 

help him. It was nothing of importance. 

Are you going with me to Holme Esk, 

dearl" ■

"Enquiries! What sort of enquiries f" 

Sir Everard asked, with a surpiisiDg 

amount of annoyance — even with some- 

thing like fear. ■

** Oh, nothing : just dates and that sort 

of thing ; such as they get up for baronet- 

ages and directories." ■

"Dates I" Sir Everard turned quite 

pale. "Why in the world do they come 

bothering you about dates f" ■

"Perhaps the servants told him you 

were out. It was all about nothing. 

Shall you be able to come with me to 

Holme Sski The carriage will be round 

directly." ■

"No, I cannot go; I have business to 

attend to," he responded, stiffly. "I will 

go to-morrow instead." ■

" I cannot go tomorrow ; I must go to 

Coaliquay." ■

He looked quite startled. It was the 

.first time she had thought of gdng to 

Ooaliquay since their marrii^e. ■

"Surely Ooaliquay will keep," he re- 

turned. " What in the world should take 

you there f You never told me you 

thought of going. It seems extremdy 

sudden." ■
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"I did not know I had not told you. 

Saoh very trinal matters get left ont, I 

■appose. I have badness there; I have 

made some appointments that most be 

kept Ah! the carriage; and I am not ready." ■

"Toor business seems to be always of a 

very mysterious naturoi" he remarked, 

impatiently. ■

« Commonplace to a degree," she re- 

torted. " A cook and a laundress to inter- 

view; a dressmaker to fit on a new gown 

or two ; a dentist to stop a tooth ; but all 

people whose time is very precioiui to 

them. Come, deari don't look sd' cross ; I 

had no idea yon would have minded. Do 

come to Holme Esk with me, and protect 

me from the terrible old dowager and her 

vinegary old daughtera I see so little of 

you now." ■

"That is not my halt," he said, re- 

proachfuUy. <<I will go with you; my 

business idll keep." ■

Why should he distrust her at every 

point t he asked himself, when she had 

run away to put her bonnet on. She had 

spoken so naturally and openly; the con- 

fosion had quite gone from her manner. 

What if Helena hu never found it necee- 

sary to seek servants at Coaliquay f What 

if it seemed soon to want new gowns, 

seeing she had bought so many in Paris 

such a short time agol What if those, 

small white teeth shomd seem so strong, so 

whole, so independent of dentists' handi- 

craftl Was it not that he was so harassed, 

so worried at every pointy that he felt as 

if life were a misty labyrinth ont of which 

secrets long hidden popped their heads 

every minute 1 ■

While he waited, he took a letter 

from his podcet and read it over 

again; it had been sent on from Monk- 

chester, luving arrived there by a second 

post. He had meant to write a very 

carefiil answer; indeed, he had written 

several, and torn them up, for they had 

all seemed vague and oompromisin|[. The 

letter was from Mr. Key, informing him 

that Miss Treverton was making investigsr 

tions into her father's past life, with a 

view to invalidating his recent marriage. 

She had received mformation — whence, 

she refused to teU; and meeting the 

lawyer accidentally, die could not m her 

triumph hold back the news. ■

*'Ihave good news," she had told him, 

riding up to him in the Bow that morning 

before breakftst ■

" Ton are reconciled with your father t " 

he had asked. ■

" Certainly not," was her answer, given 

with an angry frown ; " but I have had 

information ; I have not myself been told 

all the details; but investigations are 

being made. It is all certain— only a few 

more dates to have verified." ■

She had then cantered off with a proud, 

triumphant smile. ■

T])e old lawyer had returned to his 

office^ and spent all the day in looking 

over Sir Everard's papers, and then search- 

ing the recesses of his memory, with the 

aid of notes and letters From Helena's 

manner, he was convinced that it was her 

father's past, and not her stepmotiier'sl 

that was being investigated. He had had 

hints of enquiries going on at Monkchester 

with regard to the old Emily Stort story. 

He found a letter from Sir Everard's 

father, giving him^he history of ttiat mad 

affair. He remembered the young man's 

wild passion ; his disappearance ; his sub- 

sequent forced marriage with Lady 

Augusta; the unhappy months that fol- 

lowed ; and the widower's quick departure 

and prolonged absences It had been 

hinted then that Emily was not really 

dead ; her half-crasy old father had never 

believed in her reported deatih ; and people 

who loved a romance had pretended that 

Sir Everard had gone to find her the 

moment he was free. ■

But even if Miss Treverton had so far 

thrown from her all filial feeling as to seek 

out the hidden things of her bUier's life, 

it was preposterous to imagine that Emily 

Stort was still living ; Sir Everard was the 

last man in the world to run the risk of 

unintentional Ugamy, much less to have 

defrauded any woman with his eyes open. 

The marriage with Beatrix Lyon was be- 

yond dispute ; but he felt bound to end 

his letter with a hint : ■

<(Some revival of the old Emily Stort 

story may have reached her. She has put 

her affairs into the hands of very un- 

scmpulous people, who will certunly do 

their best to make what money they can 

out of her. Poor gal I She is hardly ac- 

countable for her actions. I never saw 

any one so changed." ■

What could Sfr Everard say in answer to 

such a letter f It was enough to drive a man 

mad. It seemed incredible that any one 

should go to his daughter with such a 

story ; and here they seemed to be hunt- 

ing up his wife for dates and reminis- 

cences 1 ■

She came into the room, a very stately 

lady in her velvet and saUe tails. What ■
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a good, true fice It was ! He moat be 

going erasy to doubt her. ■

They drove to. Holme Esk, where old 

Lady Singletoii and her four elderly, on- 

married danghters lived. They had been 

tiie very last to call upon Lady Treverton, 

having had' personal reasons for resenting 

her intmslon Into the eoonty; especially 

into Oswaldbum Chase. They -were 

people who had suffered so many dis- 

appointments, that Sir Everard's marriage 

was the last straw, and had broken, if not 

their backs, at least their manners and 

the restraints of hospitality which should 

have bound their tongues in their own 

house. ■

"Dear me, Sir Everard," exclaimed 

Lady Singleton, with the confidential 

sympathy of his oldest friend, "I should 

hardly have known you I The girls said 

how changed you were ; but I was hardly 

prepared for a change like this. I am 

afraid you have been carrying him off^to 

too much right-seeing, Lady n^verton. I 

am sure neither he nor I are safe away 

from our own homes now ; we are not so 

young as we have been." ■

**I am perfectly well, thank you," re- 

turned Sir Everutl, shortly. <*I hope 

you are as well as I am; I can wish 

nothing better for you." ■

Beatrix was so angry at the implied 

comparison drawn between Lady Single- 

ton's age and her husband's, that she could 

.not help retortiuff, by saying to the 

youngest Miss Singleton, who was occasion- 

ally addressed as Baby, and who was 

generally knoim as Sissy : ■

*'I hope Lady Singleton Is not so 

rigorous about keeping you at home) 

You will go to the operaf " ■

'•I think not," said Sissy, reddening. 

"Mamma is not very strong, and cannot 

risk the long journey at night, and we 

cannot find a chaperon. Nobody seems to 

be going— at least, not people one would 

care to go with. Of course you are going 1 " 

" No, we are not," and Beatrix turned 

scarlet with annoyance at having stumbled 

upon the awkward subject in her husband's 

presence. ■

The observant Singletons read in her 

blush tiiat Sissy's avenging shaft had 

gone home. Sir Everard, who had for- 

gotten all about the opera, and had heard ■

witfi surprise her allurion to it, read in the 

blush a guilty consdousness of longing after 

forbidden sweets. ■

"What reminded her of itt" he 

wondered. Then the dark young man in 

the drawing-room came back to his memory. 

" One of the company, of course, still bent 

on forcing themselves upon her notice 1 

Enquiries, dates t Asking if she would 

take tickets, dates of the performances! 

And she tried to put me off witfi a wliite 

lie about baronetages and directories.'' ■

" And how is Helena t " asked the eldest 

Miss Singletoa "We are quite longing 

to have her back again. We heard the 

wedding was all off; but of course that is 

not true ; just one of the wicked things 

people keep saying f " ■

This enquiry went far beyond its Inten- 

tion of merely embarrassing the Treverton& 

Sir Everard turned as pde as he could 

under his bronaed skin. Was it posrible 

that the wicked things hinted at in Mr. 

Key's letter were some of what people 

kept saying t He answered that Helena 

was viriting friends in town; that her 

marriage had been put off for a few weeks; 

finding it an almost insurmountable diffi- 

culty to speak naturally. He felt as if he 

were trying to talk In a nightmare. He 

was visibly startled when he found Beatrix 

taking leave of Lady Singleton. ■

" Thai man is going out of Us mind," 

said Lady Singleton, in her high voice, 

when the portiere had barely fallen upon 

her departing guests. ''It must be true 

about the Commissioners of Lunacy coming 

down to make enquhries." ■

Sir Everard had been detained just out- 

side the port^^re to speak a word to a lady 

coming in, and he heard every syllable, 

though he did not at the time take in the 

full meaning. He was thinking about 

Helena. ■

*' Stop at the post o£5ce," he ordered the 

footmaa ■

When they reached the post office, he 

got out to send a telegram. It was for 

Mr. Key, and contained these words : ** Do 

all you can to stop investigations. Tell 

her it is for her own sake. Hoist with 

her own petard. Must be stopped at any 

price." ■

Then he rode home with his wife in 

silence. ■
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" The greater part of life b made up of 

faUoree and miatakea." ■

I was readiog that in a book the other 

day. The eentenee has haunted me erer 

imee. Ii it traet If lo, how tad it 

•onndi I ■

I am not of the opinion of the ooontry 

woman who laid a oertain aphorism mast 

be troe because she had seen it " in print"; 

bat I esnnot help faneying that there mnst 

be some hidden meaning, some sad or 

bitter experienee of the writer's own life, 

onderljii^ an expression that haunts one 

as one lays iiqwn the volume that eon- 

tainedi^. ■

And all day, as I have looked across 

the wide moorland, or watched the sun- 

light on the glancing waters of the loch, 

and tfie clouds that change from grey to 

purple and gold, those words have been 

ringing in my ears, and sounding like a 

knell of doom in my heart. ■

For fully, and frankly, and without dis- 

guise, I confess to myself that their truth 

baa struck home, that my life is one of 

those made up of failures and mistakea 

Or is it not rather one great faOure— a 

record of that irrevocable mistake that 

again and agun women have 8u£Fered for 

— a loveless and unsuitable marriage 1 ■

If my unhappiness is of the passive 

order, jet none the less it is unhappiness. ■

There is the sense of bdng in the wrong 

place; of utter wantofsympraiywithmy sur- 

roundings; of absolute incapacity to interest 

myself in the domestic details that my 

mother-in-law finds so all-engrossing, or 

tiie farm news, and shooting and fishing 

triumphs of the Liird. ■

I have been married nearly two years, and 

I am deadly sick of Corriemoor and its way 

of life. I know the plan of every day — ^I 

might almost say of every hour. Tlie 

few people who call on us, or with whom 

we exchange visits, are all, it seems to me^ 

cut out on one pattern of conventionality. 

The men talk of their tenants or the 

prospects of the moors, with an occasional 

dash at politics, or a religious controversy, 

arising from some disputed text or point 

of doctrine, and drink copiously of whisky, 

the very sight and smell of which I loatfie. 

The women discuss their household aflElsirs, 

their neighbours and their dobgs, and 

patiently wait till their lords and matters 

have finished their libations, and are pre- 

pared to escort them to their respective 

abodes. ■

There are no young people with whom I 

can associate, nor does it seem to occur to 

Mrs. Campbell that I am quite out of my 

element with these dowagers and matrons. 

They look upon me as a somewhat flighty 

and graceless person, and are fond ol 

delivering lectures and counsels, to which 

I listen with amusement or Irritation, 

aecordiog to my mood. ■

Only once have I been permitted to ask 

Bella to stay with me, and I think even 

her irrepressible spirits and bright geniality 

suffered under the general depression that 

reigned In the household. ■

As the months drifted by, and my litde 

dead child was taken from me and laid 

in the desolate moorland churchyard, I ■
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mw more and moie lertleM and unhappy. 

In vain I tried to aware myself that thincs 

wonld improFOi or that I should settle 

down into ''my groove." Th^ grew 

steadOy worsei ■

My hosband was kind ; bat he was not 

companionable, and oertainly not ob- 

servant It never seemed to oecar to him 

that I coold possibly be dissatisfied with 

my life at Oonriemoor, or find it anything 

bat delightfaL His mother had lived 

there ever since her married life began, 

and his grandfather's wife before her, 

and another generation or two, no doabt, 

antedated weir advent The young 

ffeneration were expected to follow in the 

footsteps of those older and wiser members 

of the family. I dared not say that the 

sameness, the deadly dulness of the 

•routine were oppressing me to such a 

degree that at times I was almost urged 

to outspoken rebellion. ■

The weather, too, was particularly 

dreary. It rained incessantly throughout 

the summer, and the diiconsolate grey 

Isndseape, the drippbg trees, and the 

lowering sky did not form an inspiriting 

prospect — ^much as I had heard about the 

never-failing beauty of Oorriemoor. ■

Perhaps the leaven of my own dis- 

content had entered into everything ; but 

try as I might, I could not make mind, 

fiMling, tastea, and inclinations fit into the 

groove laid down for them. ■

It needs the harsher discipline of life to 

teach one patience and forbearance ; but I 

Iras young, passionate, enthusiastic, and 

therefore fitted my surroundings about as 

weQ as the proverbial " peg " in its square 

hole. ■

I knew that there were people who 

would have been perfectly happy in my 

poiition ; but I chafed like a restive steed 

under the perpetual restraint imposed on 

mind, word, and feeling. I could not 

interest myself in my neighbours' concerns, 

though they were good enough to take an 

extraordintfy interest in mine. ■

If one has any sense of the pictu- 

rasque, the romantic, the dramatic, one 

cannot help trying to fit surroundings and 

associations accoraingly; but my efforts 

were vain, and my figures nothing but 

"lay-figures" of the very heaviest and 

prosiest type. ■

So in gloom, and heaviness, and de- 

pression, the months dropped one by one 

into the lap of the past^ and I was only 

aroused out of my long apathy by a sudden 

and terrifying snmaume from Orannie. ■

She was dangerously ill— dying they said — 

and her one cry was for ma ■

The Laird took me to laverness straight- 

way, and left me in the little hushed 

house that seemed so homelike and so 

dear. ■

Orannie was very ill— the doctor almost 

despaired of her— but she took " a turn," 

as tiiey said, very soon after my arrival, 

and in three weeks' time was convalescent 

I stayed on ; I was in no hurry to return 

to Oorriemoor, and its gloom and lone- 

liness. ■

At Crafg Bank I felt at home. Some 

one or other of the Gamerons was per- 

petuidly dropping in. Bella and I shared 

the duties of nursing between us. There 

was sunshine, and air, and ezerdse, and 

pleasant companionship for me, and as 

a flower expands and rejoices in a con- 

genial atmosphere, so I grew brighter, 

happier, more content, and the change 

soon myade itself apparent in my looks, 

and manners, and habits, as Bella speedily 

remarked. ■

*< Such a queer bit creature," she said, in 

her merry teasing way ; *' lifting its head 

like a flower after rain, because it's petted, 

and spoOed, and fussed over 1 Bat what 

had they done to you, Athole f " she added, 

more gravely. *'Tou looked just bfoken 

down when you came hera Aren't you 

happy, dearie 1 " ■

llie old fond word, the old fend tones — 

they almost broke me down. ■

I shook my head. ■

'< I'm as happy as I can expect to be," I 

said, *it there is any meaning in the word — 

which I sometimes doubt Bat my Ufs 

is very dull and depressing, Bella. That 

is the honest truth." ■

"Well, tiiey are rather old fogies for 

you, my pet I wish I were*^ bit nearer 

and could run over and have a chat with 

you every day." ■

"So do I/' I echoed, heartily. "My 

mother-in-law and the Lurd are not the 

liveliest company in the worid." ■

<• Bat you have your books, your muslcf " 

she said. ■

" They hate to see me reading, and they 

only like me to play Ssotch muaie," I 

answered, gloomOy. "Mrs. Oampbdl 

thinks I ought to be alwayt at needlework, 

and you know I detest it !" ■

"Yes, I know," she said, with a 

humorous twinkle in her bright eyes. " I 

mind well the ksy wee lassie who would 

not put stitch or seam to gown for any 

coaxing. But, as you're a ilcb, fitfe lady ■
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now, snrelj you ha^o a mud to do yonr 

sawing!" ■

''Ob. yea; bat still, Mn. Campbell 

thinks I ought to do a good deal 

myeelf." ■

**Bat lUfsly yoaVe mistress, Athole, 

and ean do what you like t Yoa mastn't 

let the old lady rale yoa in eyerything." ■

** Tm afcaid she's rather what yoa woald 

call a 'mansgiog' person^ Bella," Z said* 

roefaUy. " I began by giving in to her, 

and begging her to keep the position of 

mistress, am, she means to do so, I can 

see." ■

Bella shook her head depreeatingly. ■

«< I told yon that was a bad plan." ■

«'Bat what coald I dot" I arged. *< I 

was too yonng and too ignorant to take 

my place as the head of the household. 

Baaidesb it woald have been worse to have 

had her watching and eritioising all my 

blandera. As it is, at least, she has oo- 

capation, and I am sayel the scoldings 

that I hear lavished on Jean, and Mag, 

and Janet perpetnally." ■

'*rm afraid yoa*re not qoite happy, 

Athole ! " she sUd, gently. ■

I felt the tears riM to my eyes. ■

''Oh, my dear," I said, "who in this 

world em expect to be thatt There 

most ^always be shadow to snnlight; a 

cross, a drawhsek, a want nnsappliei. 

I am as well off as most people — better, 

perhaps, than msny ; I ongbt not to be 

discontented. The pebble in my shoe is 

a very small onei" ■

<< Bat there should be no pebble at all." 

she said. "Even a small one makes the 

foot sore when the journey is long." ■

" Perhaps," I said, drearily, " my journey 

may npt be very long. Sdmetimes I pray 

so." ■

She turned away somewhat abropdy. 

For that night we talked no more of 

Conlemoor, or my life there. ■

Oeannle's health steadily improved, and 

the Laird's letters besan to soggest my 

return. I was in no hurry to notioe his 

hints; I felt a growing disinclination to 

go back to the prison-house I loathed after 

this uneapected spell of liberty. Bella, I 

fear, somewhat eneouraged my insubordiua- 

tion ; we were so happy together ; we had 

jsaA innocent jests and jokes, saeh long, 

delieloas walks, suA tender, half-spoken 

confidences, ■

Kenneth came up from Edinburgh for a 

week; I had not seen him since I married ; 

he was ynaj mush altered— grave, reticent^ ■

self-important. He had given himself up 

heart and soul to his studies and profes- 

sion, and was everywhere spoken of with 

the Scotch measure of cautious prsise, as 

"likely to do well." ■

We did not get on at all, he and I ; I 

disliked the masterful importance of his 

newly-acquired manner; and he, to all 

intents and purposes, had not approved of 

my marriage, and was fond of makbg dis- 

paraging remarks concerning the L^ird 

and affsirs at Oorriemoor generally. I 

was not sorry when he left I hsd but 

four days more of liberty, and then I must 

leave Oraig Bmk ; an imperative summons 

hsd reached me, and I knew that excuaes 

could no longer avail ■

One afternoon I had left Grannie asleep, 

and was hurrying along the High Street 

on my way to the Oamerons. It was a 

dull, misty day, with lowering sky that 

threatened rain, and a plerofaig easterly 

wind that made me draw my warm doak 

closely round me as I walked along. ■

The street was almost deserted. I saw 

but two figures in the whole length of tbe 

thoroughfare. They were approaching me 

from the opposite direction. Suddenly, 

something in the walk, height, bearing 

of one of them struck me as familiar. My 

heart gave one quick leap; the Uood 

seemed to rash in a buraing torrent to my 

face ; my feet reftised to stu. ■

Were not the seas between ust Had 

we not said good-bve for everf Yet, 

surely, fancy was playing me no trick 

now. ■

DiffisUy, stupidly, I tried to collect my 

wits, to pass on qaietly and unconcernedly 

with but one glance, that seemed rattier to 

defy than to court recognition. In vain. 

A start, a husky cry— the cry of an 

emotion, strong and swift as pain, and 

sorrow, and memory could make it| and 

then my^hand was clasped in the worm 

strong clasp of old, and once more I stood, ■

BJe and trembling, in the presence of 

ouglas Hay I ■

OHAPTBR II. 

TWO YEilRS— AND AFTERWARDS. ■

Two years — two years of trial, suf- 

fering, weariness, rolled back as a scroll 

before flame. My heart, which had so long 

forgotten to feel glad, fluttered like a Urd 

at sound of that voice speaking my namci 

The Uood that had known no change in 

its even flow coursed madly and wildly ■
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tbrougb mj Teins, as onoe again I met 

thoie eyes that had been the only lover's 

eyes to me. ■

What maiiered that we had parted in 

anger t What mattered bittemessi pride, 

distmst^ ooldnesst One nngoarded mo- 

ment had bereft, me of all oomposnre, and 

I stood face to face with jost the one being 

in the world who had power to so more 

and diseompose me ; tmth speakiog ont in 

face, and eyesi and trembling yoice — ^tmth 

that defied all efiort at coldness. ■

He was equally agitated. The coloor 

faded from hu face ; his eyes spoke of pain 

and gladneu both ; the hand that clasped 

mine trembled like a weak gErl's ; the very 

ascents of his voice were unsteady. ■

With a strong effort I gamed my self- 

control. I saw the keen eyes of the 

stranger, who was with Douglas, watching 

ns both intently. ■

I esqpressed surprise at seeing him back 

in Scotbaid. For two years no word of 

him had reached me. I imagined he was 

still in Canada. ■

"But I have never been to Canada at 

all/' he said. " Is it possible you did not 

hear that I was shipwrecked 1 " ■

*'I have heard nothing," I answered, 

simply. " I live so far away, and news 

travels dowly.* ■

*Mrue— I— I forgot," he said, huskily. 

" Your home is at Corriemoor. Are you 

staying long in Inverness t " ■

** Three days more," I said, quietly. ■

" Grannie has been very ill, and she sent for ■

'me to nurse her. I have been at Craig ■

Bank for the last six weeks. When did ■

you arrive t " ■

" Only yesterday," he said ; and then, 

apparently remembering his companion, 

he introduced him to me by the name of 

"Mr. Huel Penryth." ■

A strange name^ I ttiought^ and a 

strange man, too. My first impression of 

him was not favourable; the face was a 

powerful one, but stem and cold, with 

dark, inscrutable eyes, that read more than 

they revealed. The wild, thick hair, 

streaked with grey, fell back from a broad 

and heavily-lined brow. Care, and suffer- 

ing, and endurance had left their mark 

upon this man; so much even my Inex- 

perienced eyes could telL ■

He raised his hat with grave politeness 

as I bowed in answer to Douglas's hurried 

murmur, aq4 M I met his glanoe it seemed 

to me that he had read my secret^ and was 

speculating as to its future bearins on my 

life. I oould not have explained why I ■

felt this, but the consciousness was so 

acute that I could almost luve fancied it 

had flashed from brain to l»ain as the 

electric current flies from one centre of 

active force to another. ■

He spoke, and his voice held a charm 

that could not be gainsaid — ^fuU, ridi, 

and with a melancholy sweetness of into- 

nation. I found myself listening to the 

sound even more than to the wwds^ and 

they were not mere conventionsl words 

either. He briefly conveyed the history 

of that shipwreck, and the friendship that 

had been bom of mutual hardship, eft- 

durance, and companionship. ■

It was the history of those two blank 

years, summed up and presented to me 

with an elaborate simplicity that yet 

seemed to lack no detafl. ■

Douglas showed signs of impatience, ■

*' Where are you bound for f " he asked, 

at last. " We are keeping you standing iu 

the cold aU this time." ■

I mentioned my destination, and thej 

both turned and walked with me. ■

How strange it seemed — ^how strange I 

felt ! I was as one in dreamland — haunted 

by past visions that were floating and 

centring themselves in the present. A 

word, a glance, a smile, and how much wan 

said and recalled I ■

Timidly I glanced at Douglas's face from 

time to time. How altered it was I All 

the boyishness and youth had fled — ^itwaa 

stem and grave, and had lost much of the 

bright colouring and animation whidi had 

lent it so great a charm. But instinctively 

I felt that it had gained in expression and 

character far more than it had lost in 

youth and gaiety. ■

We met on very different ground to 

that on fvhich we had parted ; yet I think 

that the memory of tiiat parting was keenly 

with us both — I had hem so hud and un- 

forgiving; he so sad and so remoraefuL 

Bat all was altered now— we were boy 

and girl no longer. Life had grown of 

interest and importance to him, and had 

surrounded me with duties and responsi- 

bilities ; yet it was hard to put the new 

personality in place of the old — to see 

only Mrs. Campbell of Corriemoor fai the 

Athole Lindsay of both our memoriea. I 

noticed he never addressed me hw my 

married name. I felt inclined to ask him 

when and how he had heard of that event; 

but somehow I could not frame the words, 

and I therefore talked, or tried to talk, of 

mere conventional matters connected with 

mutual friends and mutual memories. ■
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Wo reaehed the Camoroni' hom% and 

I paiued at the gate. ■

'< I shall call on them in the eovne of a 

day or two," laid Dooglaa; "not this 

monlog. Do yon think," he added, hesi- 

totbgly, "that Mrs. Lindsay wonld be 

well enough to eee me if I paid her a 

▼iaitt- ■

" She would be very pleaeedi I am rare/' 

I answered ; " she eomes downstairs now 

every afternoon." ■

Then we shook hands onee more, and 

they turned down the street while I went 

into Annt Cameron's domieDe. The girls 

were round me in 'a moment, full of 

eager curiosity. They had seen me and 

my two companions from the window. ■

Was that really— surely it could not 

be Douglas Hay t How old and alteredhe 

was I how tall he looked ! and who was his 

friend t and so on, and so on. Their merry 

chatter, their incessant queationbig, jtrred 

on me at times ; but I did my best to 

satbfy their curiosity, adding that Douglas 

Hay himself would be round to see them 

in a day or twa ■

After a while tiie younger girls drifted 

away to their usual duties or occupations ; 

Bella and I were alonci ■

There was a space of sflence — then her 

bright, dark ^yes met mine with grave 

scrutiny. ■

"How did you feelt" she asked, ab- 

ruptly. " It was rather — unexpected." ■

" That^" I said, with a fidnt laugh, " was 

just what I feltb You could not have 

expressed it better." ■

"And you don't mind — yon can be 

friends t" she persisted. "I am rather 

sorry he came hera What brought him t " ■

"Paternal affection, no doubt," I said. 

'* He came to see his father." ■

"Of course he had heard of your 

marriage t Who told him f " ■

" He mentioned Corriemoor as my plsce 

of abode," I said ; "but I did not ask who 

was his informant." ■

She was silent for a moment. Then she 

came to me, quite raddenly, and folded 

her arms about me, and drew me to 

her dear, true heartb ■

"Ob, my dearie," she said; "don't 

speak in that hard, cold way to ma. 

Have I not known it all — have I not seen 

you fighting your battle, month by month, 

year by year f And hasn't it wrung my 

heart again and again to watch the clumge 

in your wee face — ^that has grown so sm 

and wearifiil of late f But I'd be no true 

friend to yon, AthdCi if I did not speak ■

the plain truth now. There is far more 

danger in your meeting with Douglas H«y 

than ever there was before. It is wiser to 

recognise a temptation than to believe 

in one's power of resistance when the 

danger cornea. You will promise me not 

to see him or meet him, won't you, dear4 

You'll only be laying up fresh unhwpincss 

for yourself if you do. Mind— I speak 

plainly — it is not as if your marriage had 

contented you; and he will watch that 

very keenly, and, if he still cares " ■

" Ob, BeUa ! But that is all over 

long ago," I interrupted. ■

" Love is a hard thing to kill," she said. 

" There is just one final ending to it ; but 

neither you nor he toudied that." ■

"I ttiink," I said, coldly, "there is 

nothing to fear now, Bella, not on either 

side. Even if there wer e Well, I ■

am here but three days more. After that, 

I shall probably never see him again." ■

"I hope so," she said, eamestiy. "I 

hope it all the more because I know how 

useless are warnings, counsels, efforts, in 

a case like thi& I never had a high 

opinion of Douglas Hay's character, as you 

Imow; but that does not prevent my 

seeing that he is very attractive and very 

fascinating." ■

" That," I said, " could never tempt me 

again — nothing in that way ; I want some- 

thing deep, real, strong — something to 

lean on and depend on. I suppose," I 

added, with a little bitterness, "it sounds 

very shocking to say such a thing, but I 

should like to have liberty to ezj^riment 

on different people, and see how they 

affect me, or I them. It seems as if life 

hampered us so dreadfully; we can't really 

know each other; we can't say what our 

real feelings or natures are unless they are 

tested. I seem to know people so little, 

and yet I always want to get below the 

surface, to reach something that will 

respond and answer to my own appeal, 

my own need. But I never can^I never 

can." ■

She was sQent Presentiy she said : ■

"That is an odd fancy on your part^ 

Athole. I don't wonder you are unhappy; 

you ask too much of Ufe^ and ftel too 

deeply." ■

"Perhaps that is so," I answered. "I 

am not happy, I am not contented, and I 

am not good. Yet I might be all ; and I 

long to be, very often. I wonder where 

the secret of my f aOure lies t In myself, 

of course. But how can I comprehend or 

reach itf One's inner nature is always ■
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more or leu of a myatoiy. When I think 

of what I am, and what I want, of the 

intense longings for a fdUer and deeper 

life, the perpetaal rebellion againat my 

grooTe, I feel tempted to do something 

deaperata I only act wid react upon my- 

aelt No wonder I feel etorm-beatea" ■

" It aeems strange to look at yon, and 

then hear yon talk like this," said Bella, 

thoughtfoUy. "If yoor life was more 

aeti^e yon wonld be less morbid." ■

"My life is destined to be always as it 

is now, I fear," I answered, drawing away 

from her arms at last "It is my only 

eomfort to have yon to talk to, Bella. I 

think no one else understands me, or — or 

cares yery mnch." ■

"Toor husband cares for you, dearie. 

He is grave and serious, and perhaps he 

seems cold ; but he is so good." ■

" Oh, I know that," I answered. '< It 

is my own ceaseless reproach. Sometimes 

I think that I must be' eery ungrateful, very 

wicked ; but I can't help it ; I can't alter 

myself, as I said before. If I could " ■

"Well!" she said, looking at me 

gravely, and with a little troubled pucker 

of her white, smooth brow. ■

" Ob," I said, laughing, '' I would turn 

myself into Mef, or Jaan^ of course, with 

no thought bejTond the * kye at the byme/ 

and the stocking-knitting for the house- 

hold. How I envy the dull, commonplace 

content of such lives I "^ ■

" I'm sure you don't— not really," said 

Bells, with energy. *< But my oidnion is 

you want rousing-— a changa Why can't 

you get the Laird to take you away t He 

went abroad once, and he told me he 

enjoyed it very much. Why shouldn't he 

go again t" ■

I laughed as I remembered some passages 

of that foreign tour, and the passive com- 

posure and grim endurance which Donald 

had displayed. ■

"If he told vou so," I answered, "be 

very sure he did not mean it. He hates 

foreign travel and foreign ways; even 

foreign scenery could only wring a reluctant 

admission from his lips that it was *no' 

that bad.' I believe he thinks Nature 

quite incapable of favouring any Und but 

Scotland. Ob, dear," I added with a weary 

sigh, «'how htfd it is to be fettered and 

hampered like this, to be a prisoner with 

one's chains always weighins one downl 

Now, if onlv you and I oomd go off to- 

gether, Ballai that would be some fun, 

wouldn't itt And though there's no 

why we shouldn't^ yet just pieture ■

to yourself the outcry that would arise at 

the bare suggestion. How all our Scotch 

Mrs. Oruudys would hold up thdr hands 

in righteous horror at the 'impropriety'! 

Oh ! how I envy American girls ; they do 

get some enjoyment out of lifo and youth ; 

and I'm sure they're not a bit the worse 

for it." ■

" I never met one," said Balla, with a 

gravity that set me off laughing. "But 

the>'re rather bold and forward, are they 

nott" ■

" I never found them so^ and I've come 

across plenty in my travels," I said. "Vtey 

free and independent if you like, and as a 

rule far better educated than English girU 

At least they talk better, and seem to be 

at home on most subjects. They are far 

more brilliant and amusing than g^ls of 

any oUier nation." ■

" But not nearly so refined or well-bred," 

persisted Bella. ■

I shrugged my shoulders. ■

" That means not so duU, or repressed, 

or conventional. Of course their manners 

and habits are very different to ours ; but 

I always found them interesting." ■

" WeU," said Bella, laughing, " I almeet 

wish we could turn ourselves into American 

girls for the time being, and go ofi on a 

' foreign tour ' as you sucgest. I've always 

been crazy to go abrosd ; but I might as 

well ask for the moon as for permisdon to 

do it, or opportunity evea if I liad the 

permission." ■

" WeU, I must go back now," I said, 

with a sigh. "Gome round this evening, 

Bella, if you've nothing to do. It's so dml 

when Grannie goes to bed." ■

" Certainly, I'll come," she said, briskly. 

" Must you really go back to Coniemoor 

on Saturday t " ■

" No help for it," I answered. " But I 

really don's see why I. shouldn't take yon 

back with me, dear." ■

'Mrs. Campbell doesn't like me^" ahe 

said, lauglung. '' I'm not staid enough, or 

grave enough I Ivacj" ■

"Never mind Mrs. Campbell," I eaid. 

"Sorely I m<Qr be permitted a little in- 

dependence. The Lidrd is coming hero 

for me. I'll tell him you will return and 

stay a few weeks with us. May It" ■

" Now, Athole, you know well that I'oi 

always happy to be with you ; but " ■

" No huts, no buts 1 " I cried, putting 

my hands to my ears. " I'll settle all the 

"pros and cons,' and you pack your box. 

Ton needn't be particular ; anytiiing does 

for Coniemoor.'' ■
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THE GUELPHS. ■

^ Ws are not io speak or write of the Houw 

of HanoTer any more^ it ieemii stDl lees of 

BrnnBwiek, when alladbg to our xxiUog 

dynasty— -hdnoeforth they are to be known 

as the Gaelphs. And this is not such a 

pretty name as Staart or Tador, at least, 

in its present form. Bat it wonld look 

and sound much better if we reverted to 

the original Teatonie ipelling, and made it 

Welf, or even Wolf. The '* House of the 

Wolf " has a fine, romantie sonnd about it^ 

and we may guess that in the distant ages 

to which tlie pedigree of our Boyal line 

eonduets us, the wolf was the " totem " of 

the ehieftains of some warlike tribe, who, 

after long and painful wanderings, de- 

seended at last— the date necessarily 

uncertain— into the fertOe Soabian land. 

They may have fought at Troy, they may 

have warred with Modes and Persians 

against Babylon and Nineveh. Pretty 

certainly they had something to say about 

the fall of Bome^ and were quite an 

esUblished family, with a position of their 

own, when Oharlemagne ruled the Western 

World. Indeed, there is no Boyal or 

princely house anywhere that can show 

such an authentic history and genealogy, 

stretching backwards to times so remote. 

The House of Oapet is but a mushroom 

compared with the Gaelphs, the Haps- 

burgs mere roturiers, the Hohenzollems 

pe^le of yesterday. ■

With the Gaelphs, famOy tradition ends 

in folklore, for distinctly of that order is 

the story of the or^in of the family name 

as given in'^the catal<^e of the newly 

opened Guelph Exhibition, at the New 

Gallery in Bmnt Street. The heroine 

of the tale fa Hildegarde, the wife of Sir 

Isenbart^ son of a worthy Count at the 

Court of Carloman — ^a wife who was her- 

self a sister of Hildegarde, the contort of 

the great Emperor. To punish her for a 

certain freedom of opinion auent physio- 

logical speculations, she was doomed to be 

the mother of twelve, not consecutively 

and in dae order, which might have been 

endured, but all at a birth — a whole litter 

of children, in fact As if they had really 

been pups, Hildegarde picked out one, 

and ordered the rest into a basket, and 

ao to the river. Bat the father met the 

good nurse, and asked her what she was 

earryingi when she replied, " Whelps for 

drowning." Bat the cries of the babes 

reached the father's ears; he rescued the ■

broodi and in memory of the event he 

named the eldest of them — was lie in the 

basket^ and how was his precedence ascer- 

tdned among so many 1 These. points are 

left doubtful Bat anyhow, from this time, 

AD. 820, the family has flourished under 

its present title, allowing for the ignorance 

of the Italians of the virtues of a W, and 

'the consequent transformaUon of the name 

into Gaelph. ■

After this it is disappobtins to find that 

the line of Gaelph ended in a female some- 

where sbout the time of Edward the 

Confeisor, and were merged in the power- 

ful famOy, d'Este, which, after all, If 

genealogists are to be believed, is the 

veritable patronymic of our Q leen. And 

the d'Eites have a pedigree which vies 

with that of the G^ielphs, although it 

only goes back to the somewhat mythical 

times of the early Roman Kings. Bqt 

when the family come into our horion it 

is not their early history that interests us, 

BO much as their connection with the line 

of Stuart To them, as to the Stuarts, the 

crown '<came with a lass," a very vigorous 

and virile lass, the daughter of Elizibeth, 

that Qieen of Bohemia who, after the 

restoration of her nephew, Charles the 

Sdcond, lived for a time near the bottom 

of Drury Ltne, in the Strand, and subse- 

quently in Leicester Squire. And as 

Sophia, Eiectress of Hanover, the lass 

i$kw her proper place as number one in 

the catalogue, in a not very convincbg 

portrait, with something of a Wardour 

Street aur about it More intereiting and 

characteristic is a good portrait of the 

unhappy Sophia Dorothea of Zall, the wife 

of our Gaorge the First, and the ancestoess 

of the Boyal line, the story of whose 

intrigue with the handiome Count Konigs- 

mark — brother of that other wicked one 

who contrived the death of Tom Thynne 

in Pall Mall— was so brutally arranged by 

the assassination of the Count, and the 

immuring of the poor Princess in lifelong 

confinement Her name at the foot of the 

picture has been covered with gold leaf- 

blotted out, in fact^ typically as well as in 

reality. Yet now that we have made the 

acquaintance of Sophia Djrothea, her face is 

not one that inspires confidence ; her eyes 

are those of an intriguante, and the artist, 

whoever he may have been, has caught 

ihe bUeful light of pne who is ruled by 

diaordered passions. Bat perhaps the 

artist painted after the events and put it— 

the lights that is— there on purpoia ■

There is another Sophia Dorothea, ■
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daoghter of the last ; Qaeen of Pnuurifti and 

the mother of Frederick the Great; bat 

a woman ,of moat forbidding presence, a 

fact whidi may palliate, if not ezooae, the 

extreme avereion her hnaband showed for 

her. The aon of the fint-mentioned 

Sophia ia Dapper GeotKe, the second of 

that name, the hero of Dettin^fen — a very 

▼aloroas and magnanimons httle gentle- 

man, the hero of Dettingen — bat for as 

better known aa the hero of one or two 

little stories about the London Parks. 

The King, one day seebg the gatekeeper 

tarn away some diance nsitors from the 

Royal gardens, indignantly ordered their 

admittance. '* My beople,'' he said,proadly, 

" shall go where zey blease." And in the 

same generons spir{t^ when the head 

gardener complained of the damage done 

to some of his choice plants by a heedless 

pablic. George replied, laconically, " Plant 

more." ■

This is the Prince who is handed 

down to as by essayists and historians as 

one who hated "boetry and bainting"; 

and at whom Pope takea a slash in *'The 

Danciad": ■

SUll Diinoe the second reigns like Dunce the first ■

Assaredly, he was not a Mseoenss for the 

arts, neither was his minister, Sir Bobert 

Walpole, whose acqnaintance we may 

make in a good portrait by Oharles Jervas, 

which ihows the jovial, cynical, sensaal face 

of the Norfolk sqnire, whom keen good 

sense and instinct made the great minister 

of a great kbgdom. Walpole is also well 

represented in an interesting picture, partly 

by Hogarth, and partly by his father-in- 

law, Thornbill, showing a uttle bit of the 

Hpase of Commons,, with the stoat, jolly 

minister in a blae ribbon, talking eagerly 

with Mr. Speaker Onslow -^probably on 

some point of procedare, for the Clerk of 

the Uonse tarns roand to have a word 

in the diecassion. The dramatic action of 

the piece is very characteristic of Hogarth, 

to whom the three principal portraits are 

doabtless dae, while Thomhill probably 

sapplled the famitare and accessories, in- 

clading the rows of sturdy Members in 

cocked hats. ■

Even more interesting than King or 

Minister is Caroline, the Qaeen, whose 

hardy, endming character and cynical 

wit make her memorable. Bat her 

brightness and readiness are not ap- 

parent in her portrait by Hadson, 

where she appears fat and heavy, leaning 

upon the shoalder of her son, the future ■

"butcher of Culloden'M Her favourite^ 

and equally cynical, correspondent! Lord 

Hervey, we shall find in the baloony — 

just such a finical figure in white velvety 

as we might expect from Pope's descrip- 

tion: ■

Let Sporos tremble I ■

What? that thing of nUc, 

SportiB. that mere white cord of asses' milk. ■

Piretty Molly Lopd the poet's friend, 

is not represented, nor are any of the ohief 

beauties of the Court ; not Mrs. Howardi 

the lively hostess of Pope and Swift at 

Marble Hill, and who, wiUi Queen Caro- 

line, appears for a moment in the ** Heart 

of Mid-Lothian"; nor yet the Bel- 

lendens — * ■

MacUce BeUenden, the fairest of the land. 

And smiling Mary, soft and fair as down. ■

But if we miss the beauties, we have 

the poets who flattered and followed them. 

In another room we shall find Mat Prior 

and Alexander Pope, two excellent por- 

traits by£neller, probably the best of the 

artist's works ; and John Oay is there by 

an unknown hand ; and we have Jonathan 

Swift, by Jervas, from the Bodleian, to 

complete the party. ■

Aiiother well-knoWn figure of the period 

is the Princess Amelia, daughter of George 

the Second, an early example of what we 

call a fast young lady, who rode, drove, 

diced, hunted, and played cards with the 

best, and who lived to an advanced age — 

a hard-featured, snufiy old woman, who to 

the last cared more for kennel and stables 

than for gilded saloons. Of her brother — 

« poor Fred," hated by father and mother 

— we have two portraits in youth, but 

neither very characteristia Nor does his 

wife, the Princess Augusta, by Zoffany, 

with her family about her, including 

Oeorge, the future King, leave any distinct 

impression. But the same Oeorge the 

Third is a splendid youth as painted by 

Reynolds, just before his accession — a 

frank, noble, perhaps stupid, boy, just 

such a gay lover as rode one day by 

Holland Park, lighted by the fire of love 

for Lady Sarah Lennox, who was making 

hay on the lawn. ■

But when we come to Sir Joshua 

Reynolds's period, the whole age aeems 

lighted up by his genius, and the wealth 

of examples of this great master is the 

great feature of this Exhibition, just as 

Holbein was of the Tudors. Facing us, 

as we enter the south gallery, is the 

master's great pictcve of Sarah Siddona as ■
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the Tragic Miue — a noble, inspired, if 

lomewlut idealised, portrait of that great 

aetresB and noble woman. And what a 

lovely faee — ^loyely enough to give one the 

hea r tache — is that of another aetren, 

" Mrs. Elisabeth Hartley as Elfrida '' ! No 

^^deei or moee, indeed, bat most charm- 

ung among women 1 Here, too, we have 

lovely Perdita, too— Uary Bobinson— of 

anhappy memory. ■

Then, among actors, we have David 

Oarrick— not, perhaps, in the artut's best 

manner. Bat we have another portrait of 

Garrick by Hogartb, when the actor ap- 

pears as author, tickled, apparently, by his 

own conceit — ^for he has a broad smile on 

his face — while his wife leans over him 

with a very engaging, arch expression, 

about to take the pen from his fingers. ■

*' A very thongbtleu ^roceedbg," pro- 

noanoes a determkied-looking critic, who is 

accompanied by his wife, and who, perhaps, 

wishes to gniffd against a similar india- 

icretion on her part '* A very thoughtless 

act, indeed ; she is sure to ink his fingers." 

Here is surely a tribate to the vivid 

action of the piece, where, if the painter 

has liardly succeeded with David, he has 

thrown wonderful life and spirit into tiie 

female figure; and after leaving the 

picture you may feel that you have seen 

and known Mrs. Oarrick. ■

Garrick suggests Johnsbn, of whom we 

have another Beynolds^ but not a success 

as a portrait, and close by we have Gold- 

smith — a picture which, reproduced in 

hundreds of prints and engravings, has 

made poor GDldy's features familiar to all 

the world. Other literary dubbites by 

the same hand are the much overrated 

Edmund Barke and James Boswell, 

Johnson's inimitable biographer. Burly 

Gibbouy more like a grazier than a his- 

torian, is there, too, by another hand, 

Bomney's; and a portrait of the latter 

artist by himself, and one of his finest 

works, is close at hand. ■

A most brilliant portrait of a brilliant 

man is Sir Joshua's Bichard Brinsley 

Sheridan, in -the prime of his glorious 

youth, with the humour of the "School 

for Scandal " curling his beautiful lipSb A 

picture to be seen after this is the cele- 

hrated portrait, by Gainsborough, of the 

future Mrs. Sheridan, then Miss Linley 

of Bath, with her beautiftil brother, full 

of a witching loveliness beyond which 

art cannot go. Then we have the melan- 

choly picture of Sheridan in premature 

dedme— A poor picture by Hickel, but ■

with " the bottle " plainly if unconsciouly 

expressed by the artist in every feature. 

From Sheridan we may turn to Sheri- 

dan's boon companion, George Prince of 

Wales, afterwards George the Fourth. 

What a splendid youth he was, with 

every promise for the future in his hand- 

some and clever face 1 It is Gainsborough 

who paints him, and perhaps the portrait 

is too fisttering. But he was a fine young 

fellow when he fell in love with Mrs. 

Fitzherbert, the one true and honest 

passion of his life. But contrast gentle, 

lovely Mrs. Fitzherbert, as Gainsborough 

paints her, with the coarse, brazen-looking 

Caroline—a bad picture from the Guildhall 

— and it may be seen how unhappy often 

enoQgh.is the lot of princes. ■

Of princes and princesses In their daily 

habit or in robes of State, with diamonds, 

stars and garters, and all the accessories 

of their condition, in the Boyal room at 

the New Gallery, there is no end. Vener- 

able, courtly old gentlemen survey these 

portraits through their gold eye-glasses. 

Here and there may be one of these faded 

Boyalties who is remembered by people 

yet living. Bat among all these B<>yal 

portridts there is one honest, sensible, 

loving, truthful face, not wanting in 

softness and feminine charm, but dis- 

tinguished chiefly by its intellectual and 

sympathetic qualities; and this is the 

faee of the Dachess of Kent, the mother of 

Queen Victoria, and it is difficult to over- 

rate the influence of this excellent woman 

upon the characters of her descendants of 

the Boyal house of Guelph. ■

Bat after all it is the eighteenth century 

that we have here in view, and nowhere 

else, and probably at no other time could 

we find such a complete representation 

of the period at the hands of the greatest 

of its artists. The miniatures here dis- 

played are themselves worth a careful study, 

as they belone to the palmy days of the most 

dainty and delicate of arts, and embrace 

nearly all the celebrated characters of the 

age. Belie.*, too, there are, although these are 

necessarily not so interesting ai those of 

earlier periods. Still many people are pleased 

to see the cloak — if it is not rather a cape 

— that Wellington wore at Waterloo and 

his field-glass— is it possible that the great 

duke pranced about with a telescope like 

a mountain gun hanging upon him A 

thousand odds and ends connected with 

Boyalty may please others ; and the love- 

tokens that passed between the Prince and 

Mrs. Fitzherbert are not without interests ■
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Oood Engliih potteiy, too, of the century 

will be an en^j and delfght to many. ■

It ia all familiar gronnd, no doubt, tbia 

eighteenth century; we may study it in 

the print-shop windows— thcueacdi of 

caricaturea, of prints, hundreds of pieturef, 

the laboura of eaia^i&ta and the lighter 

ccrpa of histoiiasf, all have made the age 

of the Georges almost as well-known to ua 

as our ow a But for this veiy reason the 

pleasure of a trip to Regent Street is all 

the greater. These are not strangers or 

people little known who look down upon 

ua, their linesmcnta preserved by the 

great masters of the age. Eneller, Hogai th, 

Bejnoldr, Romney, Gainsborongb. Thece 

are the great magicians who make all the 

dead and gone of the century aliVe to ua 

once more. ■

What a charm there 

women of the period ! 

Gunnings, with all the world at their feet ; 

the lovely Maria Walpole, afterwards peer- 

less among counteeies ; that most charming 

of the Spencers, Lady Pembroke ; Georgina 

of Devonahire, whoee kiss given to the 

Westminster butcher and elector haa 

gratified thousands ; Lady Hamilton, most 

beautiful of women, who, beginning aa a 

servant gbl, led into willing captivity the 

areateat sea captain of the age ; sprightly 

Kitty Fbher, and Harriet Mellon, lively 

and bnsUIng actress, who captivated Coutts 

the banker, and died Duchess of Sabt 

Albans. ■

Of the varied charactera of the age, 

who ia not pleated to meet with lifelike 

and authentic poitraita of such as Chester- 

field, of the "Letters," by Hudson; of 

Henry Fox ; of his son, Charles James ; 

of George Selw^n aid Horace Walpole; 

of Cannisg, noble in youth as In manhcod 

of Beckford, the magnificent; of Warren 

Heatings, the hero or culpiit of the great 

trial; of Captain Bligh, the tyrant of the 

'* Bounty," and the would>be autocrat of 

New South Wales; of Captain Cook, the 

discoverer of the Cannibal Islands t If 

you want a model of the old Biitith 

Admiral, atormivg and blowing on tea and 

f here, theie is Sejnolds's admirable portrait 

of BoEcawen for your need. And who ia 

not pleated to make the acquaintance of 

Cbar/ea Dibdin, who haa just the jolly, 

tarry flavour about him which you would 

have expected fnm hia tonga t ■

And the poetF, what an admirable and 

Instructive series we have here 1 Pope and 

hla frienda; wleczy Thcmscn, of "The 

Seaaona " ; Cowper, by Bcmney— the face ia ' ■

a revelation for much that pnrzlea one in 

the poet's life; Gray, of the Elegy; 

Mason, almost forgotten. And with thcte 

the more modem tchools, Southey and 

Shelley ; Tom CampbeU, the bonny Scot ; 

the great wizard of the North ; Keata and 

Coleridge, the latter unexpectedly aleek 

and eccleaiaatical in appearance. ■

Then we have the novelists. Bichardion, 

of " Ciarisaa" ; Fielding, of "Tom Jonea.'' 

*' Humphrey dinker,'* •' Evelina Buiney " ; 

William Godwin, of "Caleb WiUiama*'; 

to tay nothing of Steine, of "Tristram 

Shandy/' whose peaked and wicked-looking 

faoe not all Sir Joshua'a art can make 

attractive. ■

Here, in fine, ia a grand representative 

gathering which everybody ought to see, 

brought together aa it ia from Uie palacea 

ia about the I of Boyalty, from the great houtea of the 

The beautiful j nobility, from halls, and colleges, and 

guildr, from the collectiona of merchant 

princef, and of old historic families; a 

gathering which can only be ceen once In a 

lifetime, and which once disponed, as It will 

neceaaarily be after the fourth of April, 

can never be brought together again in ita 

enthrety. ■

KING FBOST. ■

EvBN the rnofit argumentative perion 

could find nothing to quarrel with in the 

statement that King Frost haa had a 

"regular, downright, roval" reign this 

winter. He came to the throne about 

November the twenty-fifth, 18S0, and died 

a quiet death, aa we fondly were allowed 

to hope for two dayr, on January the 

twelfth, 1(91. He had almost reached 

hia Jubilee; but very few of ua were 

sorry to believe that he ahould have bien 

deposed. But it waa a false and short- 

lived hope, and we had to begin again 

telling each other that it waa a good old- 

fashioned winter, and trying to believe that 

we were en joving it ; while, even if we were 

wrapped up m warm clothes we could not 

get watm. And what about those whom 

the froat threw out of work t Surely for 

them King Frost must be a tyrant more 

cruel than almost any despot In history. ■

It may not be unintereating to go 

Ihrovgh, aa rapidly aa possible, the records 

of the good old-fashioned winter a, and see 

what they were, and how long they lai ted ; 

although we shall not find many to beat 

thfa one. In olden days the Inhabitanta 

of London did not, at all eventa, aoifer ■
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firom tbe earbonladen fogB fn which we 

have been ezitliog Utelf. ■

It is of no Hie toking very eirly reeordf , 

for we are dealing with donbtfU authority 

when we dabble with early timea, and op to 

the tfteenth centnir there are many hard 

frosti cloonicled. Taking the great frosts 

after that, the chief point of fvhich chro- 

niclers take notice is the freezbg of the 

Thames. That this ahonld happen now 

about London it is almost impossible to 

imagine — the broad spans of the bridges 

giving very little opportunity for the ice to 

collect— bat in 1561, which is the first 

**good, old-fashioned** winter we will 

nctlce^ the Thames was frcsen over from 

London Bridge to Westnunster. In this 

ease^ however, the frost was shor^ though 

severe, and only lasted a fortnight ■

Slow and Hollinshed state — on the 

anthority of Timbs's " Goriosities of Lon- 

don ''—that, on New Tear's Eve, '* People 

went over and aiongtt the Thames on tbe 

ise from London Bridge to Westminster. 

Some plaied at the football as boldlie then 

as if it had been on the drie land ; diverse 

of the Oonrt^ being then at Westminster, 

shot dailie at prickes set np npon the 

Tliames; and the people, both men and 

women, went on the Thames in greater 

numbers than in anie street of the City of 

London. On the third daie of January, 

at nighty it began to thaw, and on the 

fifth were was no ise to be scene between 

•London Bridge and Lambeth, which sud- 

den thaw caused great floods and high- 

waters, that bare doune bridges and 

housesi and drowned manie people in 

England." ■

In 1608 there was a frost which lasted 

almoat four months; and again the Thames 

was the scene of a fair. This is described 

in Howe's continuation of Stow: "The 

Sth of December began a hard frost, mnd 

continued unto the 16 th of the same, and 

then thawed ; and the 22Qd of December 

it began again to freeze violently, so as 

diveia persons went half-way over the 

Thames upon the ice; and the 30th of 

December, at every ebbe, many people 

went quite over the Thames in divers 

places, and so continued until the 3rd of 

January.*' Hie ice Ittted till the second 

of February. ■

In 1683-1684 coaches ran on the river 

horn Westminster to the Templa Tbis 

frost is described in Timbs's book from 

varioiis sources. Maidand .says that the 

ftoet " congealed tiie river Thames to that 

4egitw, that another city, as it were, was ■

erected thereon; where, by the great 

number of streets and shopf, with their 

rich furniture, it represented a sreat fair, 

with a variety of carriages, and aiversions 

of all sorts ; and, near Whitehall, a whole 

ox was roasted, on the ice." While 

Evelyn thus desciAbes it : '* The frost con- 

tinning more and more severe, the Thames 

before London was still planted with 

boothes in formal streetes, all sorts of 

trades and shops, furnished and all full of 

commodities, even to a printing presse, 

where the people and the ladies tooke a 

fancy to have their names printed on the 

Thames; this humour tooke so universally, 

that 'twas estimated the printer gained 

five pounds a day for printing a line onely, 

at sixpence a name, besides what he got 

by ballads, etc . . ." ■

Iq 1740 the Thames was again froaeui 

and an ox was roasted whole on the ice. 

In this year several people seem to have 

lost thefr lives by the treacherous ice, one 

of whom— Doll, a noted pippin-woman— 

has been thus handed down to Fame : ■

DoU every day h«d walked these treacheron* roadet 

Her neck grew warp'd beneath autumnal loads 

Of yarious fruit : she now a basket bore. 

That head, alas I shall basket bear no more. 

Each booth she frequent past» in quest of gain, 

And boTB with pleasure heard her thrUling strain. 

Ah, Doll ! all mortals must resign their breath, 

And industry itself submit to Death i 

The cracking crystal yields ; she sinks, she di^e ; 

Her head, chopt off from her lost shoulders, flies. 

Pippins, she cried ; bnt death her voice confounds, 

Ana pipk pip. pipi along the ice resounds. ■

There was printing on .the Thames in 

this year, as well as in 1683-4. A copy 

of one of the handbills then issued was 

recently sent by a correspondent to the 

*' Echo," and ran as follows : ■

Upon the frost in the year 178&-40. , ■

Behold the liquid T.H.A.M.E.S now frozen o^r 1 ■

That lately SHIPS of mighty Burden bore. ■

Here you may PKINT your Name though cannot ■

Write 

*Gause numbed with Cold. Tie done with great ■

Delight 

And lay It by ; That AGES yet to come 

May see what THINGS upon the los were done. ■

Elisabeth and Sarah Warner, ■

Printed on the ICE upon the Thames at Queen- 

hithe, January the 23rd, 1739-40. ■

In 1814 occurred a frost, which began — 

as we are accnstomed nowadays for frosts 

to begin — with a dense fog. In the 

breakhig-op of this frost several people 

seem to have been drowned in the Thames. 

Since then there have been several severe 

frosts, notably in I860, bat the Thames 

does not seem to have been completely 

frozen over. Of course, there are many ■
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more aevere wlnterf chronideda bat these 

■eem to have beea the most levere. 

AnyhoWf we need not be afraid to boast 

of ours of 1890-91, for we have had all 

traffic on the river etopped, and the tide- 

way itself is fall of floating ice, some 

pieces measoring almost thirty feet long. ■

Bat there is one thing we have not 

snffered from np till now in London, and 

that is a really heavy fall of snow. It 

has taxed oar vestries to the utmost to 

dear away the little we have had. Let 

as hope tiiey will not be oalled apon to 

show how clever they are ; bat there is 

no good in trying to prophesy what may 

happen before this article appears. ■

Bat enoagh of records, and chronicles, 

and old times, and let as oome down to 

to-day and tarn oar attention on a body of ■

{eople who do enjoy frosts — the skaters. t luui for the last few weeks seemed that 

every other person in the streets has been 

carrying skates, and is boand for some fee- 

bonnd water, whether it be the preserve of 

flome skating dab or the smallest pond. ■

Now skating is not, perhaps, the safest 

amnsement in the world, and care and pre- 

cautions are necessary. Help must be at 

hand in case there should be any acddent^ 

and though, of course, the harder and 

stronger the frost the thidcer and safer 

will be the ice, still even with the hardest 

and strongest ice accidents will happen. In 

Metropolitan waters this care falls upon the 

Boyal Humane Society instead of, as ought 

to be the case, on some public body, and a 

source of great expense the sodety finds it 

in such a winter as this. Up to the sixth 

of January they had paid over one hundred 

pounds in wages to their icemen — ^not a 

yery large amount, it is true, but large for 

a sodety which is supported by voluntary 

contributions, and which only jast pays its 

way. ■

The Boyal Humsne Sodety was insti- 

tuted in 1774, " to collect and circulate the 

most approved and effecfeual methods for 

recovenng persons apparently drowned and 

dead ; to provide suitable apparatus in and 

around the Metropolis for rescuing ■

Srsons from drowning ; to bestow rewards 
r ttie preservation and restoration of life } 

and to encourage swimming exercises at 

public schools and training ships with 

reference to saving life from drowning." 

While of these the second is what we have 

most to do with at presenti we may as 

well have a glance at tiie remainder. 

According to the last rqK>rt issued, during 

the year five hundred and thirty-eight ■

persons were rewarded fnr saving or 

attempting to save life throughout the 

British Idea, India, and the Odonies, the 

rewards in all bdng as follows : one gold 

medal; fifteen silver medals with cer- 

tificates; one hundred and sixty-five 

bronae medals with certificates; two 

bronae dasps; two hundred and aixteeo 

testimonials on vellum; eighty-aeven 

testimonids on parchment ; and fifty-three 

pecuniary rewards with certificates. Com- 

petitions were held at twenty-eight schools 

in diving practice, and a silver medallion 

and certificate were given at each. Life- 

buoys and drags were mdntained through- 

out the year, and nearly three hundred 

places on the Thames, the Lea, and the 

Regent's, Surrey, and Grand Janction 

Oanals. ■

Lot us now go to the Serpentine and see 

what preparations are made for the reoep- 

tion of any possible acddents. The 

Receiving House of the Royd Humane 

Sodety is half-way down the water on the 

north dde, and is a nice, comfortable- 

looking building, but cold and bare in 

this wintry weather. Ringing the bell, we 

are admitted by the Saperintendent, and 

can soon see the arrangements. There are 

two rooms for the patients — one for meng 

and one for women. Each room contains a 

bath where hot water can be obtained at * 

moment's notice ; a bed with the mattren 

on; a compartment which can in the 

same way be heated; two or three, 

ordinary beds; dressing gowns for the 

patients ; and last, but not least, i^ table on 

which the patient can be laid while hia 

arms can be worked to produce artificial 

respiration according to Dr. Sylvester'e 

method. In one of the rooms lies the 

spare stodc of icemen's 'uniforms — ooata 

with badge, hats, cork jackets and hand- 

line. ■

Now let us go out into the Superin- 

tendent's office, where we can see the modela 

of all the apparatus used in saving life 

from ice acddents, and from boating and 

bathing acddents, too ; for this place ii open 

dl the year round, and the Society has the 

care of the bathers in the Serpentine. Each 

iceman has a certain beat| and is provided 

with a hand-ladder, which may be useful 

in slight acddents^ In addition, round 

the Serpentine are placed long folding 

ladders, the end of which, when pushed 

along the ice towards a hole, drops over 

and hangs down into the water, thus 

affording any 'one who has had the mis- 

fortune to fall in an easy foothold. ■
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Oidiiuij life-buoy^ which neod no de- 

■oriptioii, alflo meet our eyOi and iee-boAU 

Than are ordfaiary boatsi proyidod with 

three nmnen, lo that they will rest on the 

Unf oi Tery thin ioe— indeed, the Saperin- 

tendent telb ns that one of these boats 

eanying two men will rest on one inch of 

lee. ■

The most eoxioaa things amongst these 

modela are those of yarioos maohinea for 

enabling the onpractised hand to throw 

linea to people in danger. Tiiese inge- 

nioos eontrivanees — ^whether they ever sor- 

▼iFed the test of trial does not appear^- 

eonsut mostly of a line wound round a 

atfek, to whieh are attached wheels or 

a bdU, 80 that it may be rolled in the 

direction reqoired ; bnt it does not appear 

obmos what woold happen if the ice were 

not quite mooth. ■

Tliere is one more thing to look at in 

the office, and that is the book containing 

the records of skating kept by the BoyiJ 

Hamane Society. This book goes back as 

far aa 1859-60, and contains a record of 

all accidents that have been treated by 

the Sodety's icemen since then. What 

a strange medley of names and of dwell- 

ing plaoes 1 In one page we come across 

people from Dmry Lane, Folham, Hamp- 

stead, Kilbom, and Kensington 1 The 

anthoritiea reqidre foor inches of ice on the 

Serpentine now before it is thrown open, 

bat in former days they do not seem to 

haye been ao particular, and there have 

been days when some two or three hun- 

dred peqple have disported themselyes on 

only an inch and a quarter of ice. ■

Another eurlous thing about this book 

ia that the number of skaters has gready 

inereased in these later years. Perhaps we 

don't work quite ao hard aa we used, but 

eertainly there are always plenty of work- 

ing people who can apparently afford to 

have a day off when they want it. ■

Having got all we can from the Beceiving 

House, let us go out^ and, first of all, finish 

our inspection of the Boyal Humane 

Society'a property by going down to the 

Boat House. They possess three boats here 

idf the protection of the bathers. Of these, 

in very hot weather, they have, between 

five and eight in the morning, fiye and 

mx. thousand, and the same number in the 

efening I Some few foolish soub persist 

in bathing all the year round, and even 

dning the recent Arctic weather haye taken 

their daily plunge through a hole in the 

iea. These boats are ordinary rowing 

boaH but aomewhat long, haying a long ■

platform in the stem, on which half 

drowned persons can be laid and operated 

upon immediately for resuscitation. By 

the boats in the Boat House hangs a 

stretcher for conveying persons to the 

Receiving House, and various drags for 

recovering sunken bodies — some on poles^ 

some, like lobster-pots, a series on a Una ■

That is all the equipment of the Boyal 

Humane Sodety, so let us take a walk 

round the Serpentine, and, resisting the 

cries of "Who'll 'ave a pair on for an 

hour t " take pleasure in other people's per- 

formanceSb What a strange medley of 

people 1 Tinker, taQor, soldier, sailor, 

gentleman, apothecary, plonghboy, thief— 

they are all here. And the skates they 

use— from the latest fashion to an old 

pair which looks aa if it muat have 

been the origbator of all skates I Here 

we have a long line of men and boys in 

quick succession tearing along at full speed, 

while here we have a select family party, 

with a little ring swe^t all to themselves, 

which seems to be theirs alone by right of 

occupation. Here is a man with a durde 

of people round him, showing off How 

pleased we all are when he makes a mis- 

take and sits down, all unexpectedly to 

himself! ■

How good-humoured they all are 1 See 

this slide here— -men, boys, and girlS| all 

going down one after another. If one 

falls down, no matter. It Is a case of try 

again, and look smiling. Here comes a 

girl down, but the man behind, coming like 

an express train after a local, helps her 

on, and off they go aeain. ■

So the skating and slidiog goes on up 

till dark, and even after, up till eleven 

o'clock, and in the evening it is a wdrd 

sight Most of the sinters carry torches, 

which, with the flare of the lamps of the 

" 'ave a pair on brigade^" make the Ser- 

pentine l»%hter than it is on a good many 

winter days. Tiie gentleman who seiaes 

upon you and deposits you in a chair to fix 

on your skates, does not have an extensive 

stock-in-trade — one chair and one gimlet — 

and the buainees does not seem to require 

a large capital One enterprising merchant 

has erected two poles with a cross bar, 

and appears to have brought all his house- 

hold goods, for he runs to two chairs, a 

stool, and a form. How many Lord 

Mayor's Shows has that form attended in 

its business capacity ! ■

But it is. cold standing looking on, and 

so we make our way home, fully assured 

that we English people do not take our ■
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pleasorei sadly, so far, at leastg aa akaiiDg 

goes, bat menily and eheerfally, and, to 

crown all, with wonderful good temper 

and good hamonr. ■

A NEAR SHAYK ■

A COMPLETE STORY. ■

I AH but a oommon man, with next to 

no book leamin' ; certainly nothin' like as 

much aa is wantin' to make anything 

proper to put in ]yrint. Nevertheleis, I'm 

goin' to do my beat to tell a atory of 

aammat that happened to me, and which, 

beyond all donbt^ was more than a little 

bit out oi the common run of tbinga. And 

while you're Ibtenin' to me — I mean, while 

you're a>readin' — ^you moat pleaae think of 

me as Amoa Kerr, a rou^h collier, who'a 

■pent the beat part of hu life— boy and 

man — at the bottom of a coal-pit. ■

It ain't a cheerful aort of life, aa you 

may eaaily guesa ; and if folks thought the 

matter out Uiey'd be ready to make excuses 

for us, if, when we get up into the fresh 

air, we are a bit rougher and unatiddier in 

our waya than most men. I don't aay 

we're bound to be wild ; but I want to put 

it so that Tou'll remember there is two 

sidea to this queation aa well as to most 

others. ■

I wam't ao bad a lad as some I worked 

amone. I could drink, and swear, and 

gamble my money away at cards and pfgin' 

flyin' ; but for all that I might have been a 

great dedJ worse than I waa if it hadn't 

been for Margaret Kerr, and for the great 

love I'd had for her eyer aince she had 

been a little toddlin' thin^ of eight and me 

a big, clumsy lad of thirteen. You see, 

there were fire years between us, and we'd 

grown up aa brother and sister, for her 

father and mine were brothers. I should 

like to tell you what Meg was like, only I 

know I couldn't never find the worda that 

would auit her curly, eheatnut hair and 

her big, blue eyea, and what could I aay of 

her sweet mouth and the bloom on her 

soft cheeks, and the little dimple that 

came when ahe smiled ; and of how ahe 

looked when I grieved her, which I did 

only too often from the very ilrat ; only, 

thank Heaven, I never vexed her ao bad 

that ahe left off caring for me t ■

I was left an orphan at thirteen. My 

mother had died at my bbtb, and my 

father waa killed in a Welah colliery ; so, 

as waa nat'ral, I went to live wiUi my 

uncle, who kept the *< CroM Keya '^ inn, ■

at Cannock. He got me a job at the ■

West Cannock Coluery, and ao It came 

about that I grew up with my oousfn, 

Margaret My uncle, Job Kerr, waa a 

well-doin' man. He kept hia public very 

atrict, and wouldn't encourage no evil way 

thercL He was used to say that no honest 

man could hope to thrive on the money 

that wastrils and losela spent on makin' 

beasta of theirselves. And no doubt he 

was rights for his house had a good name, 

and he got on year by year, till he*d 

bought a bit of land out Hedgeford way 

and a few aharea in, some oi the new 

collieriea. ■

''It's the duty of every man to be 

savin'," he would say, '* both as regarda hia 

old age and as regards his ohildren. We've 

only got Meg left, but that don't hinder 

me being aa careful as if all three of the 

bafros had lived i'stead of only one. M^'il 

make a real tidy wife for any man- 

brought up as she's been — even if her 

husband got nothing along of her ; but the 

won't go from her home empty-handed, 

and, therefore, I don't mean to give her to 

a man as I don't think well of." ■

This he said ao often that I knew hie 

aentimenta off by heart, and I knewi too, 

that he didn't think so very well of me. 

No more did my aunt, who waa even 

harder to pleaae than him. Perhapa you'll 

aay that I ought to have kep' atraight^ 

jeein' that my lot waa thrown among them 

as held themselves above all low waja; 

but acoordin' to my experience, tbinga in 

general, and lada in pertickler, don't always 

go azictly as they oughter do, in spite of 

all that'a aaid to the contrairy. There 

was plenty of evil put in my way, and^ if 1 

atood out again' it four days, there came a 

fifth when I made a mess o' matters. ■

Now, my uncle and aunt took too Utile 

account o' the good spell, and a deal too 

much o' those wretched times when — with 

a diap I liked 'licing me along, and a ehap 

I hated jeerin' and aneerin' at me— I dUi 

what I was sorry for afterwards, only 

couldn't undo. But I suppose they were 

pretty patient with me, for I lived over ten 

yeara m their house; which made me 

three -and -twenty and Maggie eighteen, 

and all those ten Wi I had gone on lovin' 

her more and more every day ; but I had 

not spoken of it, for my eamin'a were 

naught to apeak of, and, as I've shown, my 

uncle waan't like to have let her liaten to 

me. Yet they let her go for a atroU with 

me of a Sunday evening up on to the 

Ghaae, and there we^d ait ua down on the ■
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thort grass and heather, and look across at 

the son setting behind the Wrekin and the 

litUe villages with a soft cload of bloe 

smoke over them here and there in the 

TalleT. Tnen I woold tell Margaret aU I 

could tell her of what had befaUen me in 

the week, and she would talk to me ai no 

one else had the knack, and I would walk 

home beside her listenin' to her and 

uakin' up my mind to good resolves, which 

I didn't alwajs keep, and which I was 

mortal ashamed of breakin' ; but who 

knows what wonM have become of me if I 

had never made them t ■

All that time — ^ though I often told 

her there was no one in the world I 

cared for except her, yet I never tried to 

win a promise from her, or to find out if 

she rttilly spoke all that was in her heart 

when she said : ■

''Yon are the only brother I have, 

Amos ; so I must love you as much as I 

should have loved the little brother and 

sister who died before I was born." ■

In the winter we used to lit together in 

the UtUe room behind the bar, where only 

verjr old customers ever took Uie liberty of 

comin'— Meg with her work, and me with 

a book, which I used to try and spell out 

with a helpin' hand Arom her. It was 

my onde who served in the bar, and my 

aunt helped him on a busy night. Meg 

never went there — that was one o' the 

ways she'd been brought up careful. It 

was her work to see to the lodgera' rooms 

and their cookin', when there were lodgers 

— which was oftener than not She and I 

often had the little parlour all to ourselves, 

and it any one came in I was apt to feel 

sorely put out, as if no one else had a 

I right there ; only, nat'rally, I couldn't say 

aughl about such a thiog. ■

Is was when Meg was about eighteen 

thai this all began to change a little. 

Eirstly, I could see that my aunt and uncle 

were gettin' shy of our walkin' about 

together, and were doin' all they could to 

hinder it, quietly; and, nextly, there 

came Mr. Balph Henderson to turn every- 

thing topsy-turvy. ■

Fm not goin' to pit myself in any way 

agenat Mr. Henderson ; if I was to, him, 

and perhaps others, would think I had 

taken leave of my sensef , for he was one 

of the engineers at the West Can'k 

OoDtexy, wmle I was only a working 

miner. He was a man about thirty years 

of age, tall, sind well favoured in die fiuse 

and bund; bat^ fbr all his fine, gentleman 

ways^ and his smart clother, and his carry* ■

all-before-him sort of air, in one thing he 

and I ran on the same level, only he was 

far behind me — ^yes, certainly, far behind, 

for he couldn't never have loved Margaret 

Kerr near so well as I did. ■

He came to West Can'k with a great 

notion of his own importance about him, 

and when some one recommended him to 

lodffe at the ''Gross Keys," he'd more'n 

half a mind to turn up his nose at the 

idea ; but lodgin's bein' scarce, he came to 

see about it, and once he had seen Meg, 

his mind was made up. He took the best 

bed-room, and anotner room to sit in, 

which he didn't often use, for he purferred 

sittin' elsewhera ■

From the hour he took up his abode at 

the << Gross Keys" he was just what he 

liked to be— that is, cock of the walk. It 

was Mr. Henderson this, and Mr. Hender- 

son that, and such a fuss about doin' his 

cookin' right, and such fads about all that 

had to do with him, that I was reglar 

sick of his very nama Perhaps you'll 

think I was jealous of him; but that 

wasn't it My mind had been made up 

about dblikin' him as soon as I set eyes 

on him. ■

Ha wasn't a favoright in gineral, neither, 

for he'd a hard temper and a bitter tongue. 

It may have been the shadow of what was 

to come that fell so dark betwixt me and 

him ; I'm not cUver enough to make out 

sich things; but, whether or no, I took 

again' him before he ever saw Maigaret, 

and I make no doubt he had much the 

same feeling fbr me, though he wouldn't 

have condeecended to own it ■

I'd been stiddj for a long spell then. 

I'd been wondeiiog if, now that she and 

I were both of an age to think of sweet- 

hearting, I might work my way up a bit, 

so as to count for more in mj uncle's 

sight But when I came home night after 

night, and found Mr. Henderson sitting 

just where I used to sit, with a good cigar 

between his teeth — which he always asked 

Meg's leave to light — talking away, and 

makin' hisself as agreeable as never was, 

and lookin' at me as if he wondered how I 

had the cheek to come and sit down with 

the likes of him— then I used to have a 

one-too-many sort of feelin', and after Fd 

eat my supper in the back place, I began 

to keep out of his way. Td slink out o' the 

back door, and get rid of the time as 

best I could, ana not allays to my own 

credit ■

I needn't tell you how miserable I was 

in them days and nights. At my work I ■
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wait over and over tho good times we'd 

had before Mr. Hendenon got in the light, 

and bom that to the grudge I had against 

him for his stack -up ways. Then Td 

poasle my head whether Meg cared most 

for me or for him. With him she was 

rather stand-off and quiet ; It was plsin to 

see she kep' him at a distance ; when he 

talked to her she answered him respeckful, 

as if she allays bore in mind that he was 

abore her in station, and when he was 

not there she scarce spoke of him at all 

Sometimes I'd tell myself she did all this 

because she didn't care a rap about him, 

and yet couldn't venture to send him 

about his business; but other times I 

turned the matter the other way, and felt 

sure she fought shy of him because she 

thought more of him than of them as she 

treated freer and easier. ■

With sich thoughts in my head all day, 

I felt gloomy and sulky o' nights, and 

when I sneaked out o' the back door, as 

IWe said, it was to drown them if I could, 

and no matter how. ■

At last, one wet Sunday oFcning In the 

winter, when my uncle and aunt mi gone 

to church, and Meg was stayin' to keep 

house, I made up my mind that now or 

never the timd had come for me to find 

out how matters were to turn betwixt us, 

and whether I was to be happy or miser- 

able for the rest o' my days. Mr. Hender- 

son was gone to Stafford for the day, so I 

knew as I opened the parlour door that 

the coast would be clear of him. There 

was no light in the room but the iire, 

which wasn't very bxiffht, neither, and for 

half a minute I ttionght she wasn't there. 

But she spoke out of the duskiness near 

the winder. ■

''Come in, Amos," she said, "it's a 

nasty wet night outside, ain't it ! " ■

" Why, liUggia, you're all in the dark," 

I said, as I groped my way paat the 

chairs; " wouldn't it be more cheerful-like 

if weUtupt" ■

** Just at you please, Amos — ^if you don't 

think the fireUght's good enough for talking 

by," she made answer. ■

Now I wanted to see her face better 

than I could by the flid^ering light o' the 

blase; besides. It wasn't like her to be 

sf ttin' so — ^it seemed nnnat'ral ; so I turned 

on the gas and put a match to it. ■

*'What were you doing in the dark, 

lassie ! " I began, as I sat down beside her. 

It was hard to make a start on what I 

wanted to say — ^that did as well as anything 

else. ■

«' I was thinUn', Amos," she said. ■

<* And what were you thinUn' of, lassie t 

Was it^ mayhap, about me t " ■

<' I was thinkin' o' many things, AmoSi 

and you among 'em," she said. ■

" That's aU rights" I answered : " I'm glad 

to hear you haven't give up thinkin' about 

ma" ■

*< Why, Amos," she said, " what do yon 

say that for ! Am I one to change toimd 

them I care for ! " ■

She looked at me as she said ift, and if I 

could speak as scholards can, I'd tell yon 

how different her look was from any other 

I ever saw ; but I can't, so I won't make a 

mess of it by trying. ■

<*Meg, my lass," I began, "Fve got 

summat on my mind — summat I must say 

to you." ' I leant nearer to her as I spoke, 

and put my hand on her twa " Let me 

hold your hands while I tell yon, Meggie, 

though after all there's no need for any 

tellin' ; you must 'a know'd it all along." ■

I could hear my voice went queer and 

quivery as I spoke, and I could see In her 

face that she heard It, too, for she looked a 

bit scared like, and drew back from me. ■

" Amos," she said, In a sort of hurryi " I 

couldn't be quite sure of what you want to 

say to me ; but I can pretty well guess. 

Don't'ee say it, Amos; It'll be better 

left unsaid." ■

<< What do you mean by that^ Megt " I 

criedi firing up. " What I've got to say, 

I'll say — ^and you must hear it^ becos 

there's naught but your answer that cm 

settle it" ■

But she stopped me again. ■

"Don't be vexed, Amos," she said, 

softly ; ** don't take it amiss that I cut you 

short in what you've begun. Listen to 

this. As we are we are good friends— 

am't we, Amos! just as brother and 

sister should be ; but you might say words, 

and so might I, that would put all that 

wrong, and then It 'ud be very hard to pull 

It to rights again. Oan't you understand 

why I stop yoU| Amos t It's better for us 

both — I'm sure it Is." ■

She was right, as she mostly was when 

we differed, and I was wrong. I knew 

it at the time, but I wouldn't Im shut up. ■

<« Margaret Kerr," I said, '< don't say 

you won't hear me — you shall; it's my 

right to be heard. Do you think I'm 

going to drag on day after day, without 

tellin' you that I don't mean to be brother 

and sister any longer — that I want you for 

my wife ! Why, lass, it begun ten years 

ago, what I feel for you did, and it will ■
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last all my life. What ean I do bat speak 

ofitf' ■

" And what can I do, Amo«," she began, 

sadly, " bat tell yoa the trath, lioce yon 

will make me pat It qoite plain to yon ! 

Wife of yoara I never ean be ; my brother 

yoa've been as far back as I can remember, 

and that's all yoa ever can be." ■

I'd guessed as mach; I'd felt before- 

hand what her answer was nearly sore 

to be ; bat now that I heard it in so many 

words it pat me beside myself. I jumped 

ap and stood oyer her. ■

'* All yoa ever can be," I said, after her, 

" then who's going to take the other place f 

You've got some one, else why should you 

know so sorely that it can't be me ! Is it 

that pretty-faced, glib-tongued, dandified 

Henderson, who's always dangling after 

yon, that youVe fixed on ! You'd needn't 

say nothin'. It's my turn to guess right 

now, and want no answer." ■

I tell all this jast as it happened. I 

know I was a brute, but I make no 

excuses for myself — I was so angry that I 

stroYO to mike her cower and tremble. 

But she didn't — she wasn't that sort. 

She got up and faced me. ■

" Amos," she said, "suppose I cared for 

yon as you've asked me to : would you 

think it fair for another man to come and 

put me in the wrong for lovin' you t " ■

" I don't know what I should think if 

you did care for me," I cried; *'the thing 

iB,*^ou don'feb I'm not fine gent enough ; 

I'm a dirty, rough workman. I've got 

into bad ways, and you know it. But he's 

no better at bottom than I am. He's got 

the devil of a temper, and he don't love 

you half as well as I do." ■

I might ha' said more, but the door 

opened sharply, and some one spoke from 

the threshold. It was Mr. Hendersoa ■

•' What is this ! " he asked, just as if he 

was boss of the place, " What does this 

mean % " And he looked from Margaret to 

me, and from me to Margaret ■

'* It means that you've come back sooner 

than we expected you, and sooner than 

yoa was wanted," I said. ■

Him at least I could anger, and I meant 

to do it ■

'* Not quite so soon as I was wanted, I 

should say," he said, as he walked across to 

where Margaret stood ; " but now I have 

oome, I'll trouble you to go and make this 

tipsy row in a more suitable place." ■

"Then you'll trouble me to no pur- 

pose," I made answer. "I'm no more 

tipsy than yoa are yourself, and there's no ■

man living shall order me out of this 

room." ■

"Then if you won't go for asking 

civilly," he went on, " I shiul go so far as 

to turn you out I don't allow any one to 

speak to the girl who has promised to be 

my wife in the tone you have spokea 

There's the door, and the quicker you 

are on the other side of it the better for 

you." ■

Now I don't want to throw the blame 

on him, at least, not all of it We hated 

one another, and he had bested me in the 

one thing I wanted most in the world. 

It seems to m - that there'd be a deal 

to say of how Ukings stood at that minute 

betwixt h'm and me, if I had lamin' to 

put it sii p-shape, which I haven't ■

Meg did not speak. She stood with her 

eyes on the ground and her bosom heavin'. 

I could see she was unhappy, and all 

because o' me ; but I hadn't the right to 

contort her, and I knew she couldn't take 

my part nor do anything for me if I stayed 

there, yet I couldn't demean myself to 

do his biddin', not even for her saka ■

When he'd waited a minute, he said : ■

"Well, did you hear!" ■

" I beard right enough," I said, " and If 

you want my answer, there it is." ■

I sprang at him as I spoke, with my fist 

doubled, and my arm rabed. ■

Now if any one had ever told me that I 

could have been such a brute in front of 

my little Margaret, I should have swore 

it was unpossible ; but at that moment all 

I wanted was to strike him down, and to 

see her crying for fright He wasn't 

prepared, neither— even he Uiought better 

things of me — and I could have give him a 

blow on the head that would have half 

killed him, only she was too quick for me. 

She put herself between us, holdin' him 

back with one hand, while she laid the 

other on my uplifted arm, and still she 

didn't tpeak.^ She only looked at me. 

Her face was as pale as death, her lips 

trembled, and her eyes were swimming 

with tears as she fixed them on mine. It 

was such a look as might have tamed a 

wOd beast ■

"Amosl" she said, in a faint, far-off 

sort of tone, " Amos 1 " ■

That was all ; then down went my arm, 

my fiit unclenched, and I forgot that he 

could see I was conquered. I forgot every- 

thing except that I loved her, and that in 

the depths of her eyes I could see she 

cared for me still, though she wasn't to be 

my wife. I tried to say something, but ■
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when I opened my lips notibdn' otme bat a 

great sob. Then I turned roond, and went 

oat of the room, and out of the hoose, and 

away ont of Cannock altogethor. I wasn't 

goin' to stay there and see Margaret Kerr 

ttie wife of Mr. Henderson, ■

After that I went right away np North« 

and got work at a Wigan colUery. I 

heard nothink of any one, for I called 

myself by another name, and took good 

care not to let any one know what had 

become of me. Sometimes, though, I had 

a bitter longing to go back and see her 

once agab, for I coaldn't leave off lovin' 

her, nor pat any one in the place I'd 

wanted her to take ; bat I got the better 

of my home-sickneBS, and time went on, 

till it was a matter o' seven 'ear since I'd 

tamed my back on Oannock. ■

Then one day I was took greatly aback 

by some one as clapped me on the back, 

and called me by my own name. It was 

one of my old mates from the West Can'k 

pits, and the sight of him made me all of 

a sadden hangrier for news of her than 

ever I'd been. ■

"Come and have 'arf-a-plnt for the sake 

of old times, Amos," says he ; and you 

mi^ think if I went nothink loth. ■

He hadn't come straight from Cannock ; 

he'd been knockin' aboat from one pit to 

another for a couple of years Neverthe- 

less, hd'd plenty to toll me, and I let him 

go on without ventarin' to try and get 

him to what my ears were bumin' to 

hear. ■

"And then there was that little lass 

^ou'd used to walk with on Sanday even- 

ings," he said, at last ; " her as lived st 

the * Cross Keys,' on the Stafford Boad. 

You ain't forgot her among the Lancashire 

wenches, have you t " ■

'*I wam't likely to have forgot her," I 

said ; " we were kinsfolk." ■

*'Then most likely you know what 

become of her t " he said. ■

**I knows nothink whativef," I answered; 

and I tipped up my mug over my face^ so 

that he shouldn't see if I tomed colour. ■

"Well, you remember young Henderson," 

he went on, *< a j:ia«ty sort of chap, in the 

West Can'k pitt Well, him and her got 

married, and there was a deal o' talk about 

the marriaga Some folks said he oughter 

done better for hisself." ■

" 'Twas 'mother way about, I should say," 

I put in. ■

*' So should I," he made answer; '* but 

his family thought otherwise. They 

wouldn't have notUnk to do with the lasS| \ ■

nor with him. That riled him sorely» and 

as she was nearest to him, she had to bear 

the bruut of it." ■

"She was a high-spirited lass," I said; 

"she wasn't one he could buUy. I expect 

she learnt him better, didn't she t " ■

"She didn't, my lad. It seems she 

were greatly wrapped up in him« and 

when he began to be unkind to her and 

neglect her, she couldn't bear it. She 

couldn't bear it ; it broke her heart." ■

" What do you mean ! " I called out I 

could scarce keep my head. ■

"I mean she pined away and died," he 

said. " If you'd stuck to her, she might 

ha' been livin' stiU." ■

" You know nothink about it, mate," I 

said. " And what became of yon brute of 

a Henderson t " ■

" Ob, he's at West Can'k sUU. He's 

head engineer now at two or three pits, 

and he's married a fine new wife what 

drives her pair of ponies." ■

Then he told me a lot more; but I paid 

no heed. My head was full of one 

thought^how I could be even with the 

scamp as had broken my darlin's heart. 

All that night I lay a-thinkin', and in the 

momin' my mind was made up. I would 

punish him as he deserved — as Heaven 

ought to have punished him already, I said 

to myself. That week end I jacked my 

job at Wigan, and took the train to 

C umock ; and on the Monday I went to the 

pit and found out all about Mr. Henderson : 

how he came to his office and when he 

went away, and what road he took ; and 

all without seemin' too much to ask ques- 

tions. He'd long ago left off livin' in 

lodgin's, and had lately rented a big, fine 

house far out on the Chase, and every 

evening he rode there on his cob along the 

lonely Chase lanes. Perhaps poor Meg's 

bit o' money counted for summat in tms 

finery, which she wasn't grand enough for. 

It was the month of November, when 

the days are short and gloomy, and by five 

o'clock that Monday af remoon it were quite 

dark— so dark that, if I hadn't known my 

way on the Chase very' well I oooldn't 

have found the place where I meant to be 

on the look-out for Mr. Henderson. It 

was a lonely Ume which led from the main 

road to his house, and there, under the 

shelter of a holly-bush, on a stony slope 

where he'd have to pull his cob in, and £0 

gently, I stood and listened until I shomd 

hear him eomin' along. In my right hand 

I'd got a loaded revolver, and my finger 

was on the trigger ; that was what I was ■
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ffoin' to pimiih him with for biMkhi' 

MaggbKerr'ahMat. ■

I went through It all as I stood then 

on the damp grass of the roaddde-^^-how 

the horee wouM gallop off when he fell ; 

and how he would be found in the morn- 

ing with a ballet in his hearty and the life 

Kie ont of him ; and of the joy I should 

1 that he had paid me at last It did 

not trouble me to think that his blood 

wonld be on mj head for ever and erer ; 

I only said to myself that by Heaven's 

law. his life was owing for hers, and that I 

would be the one to do her jaitiee.' ■

He was a long time comin\ The eloads 

eleared off and the stars came out So 

much the better. I was hidden where I 

stood* and he would eome riding over the 

hill against the sky, so that I could make 

no mistake about Um. At last a horse 

came trottin' along the main road and into 

the lanOi I heurd it eome nearer and 

nearer, and I atrained my eyes all I eould 

to make pos'tive it was him and no other. 

Yes, sure enough it was Henderson. I 

eould see him quite plain from my 

shelter, as he drew rein to eo down the 

hUL He came carefully, holdin' up his 

horse, and tbinkin' of no worse acci- 

dent than a stumble orer a loose stone. 

Another three seconds and he would be 

lerel with ma. • My heart thumped inside 

me like a sledge hammer ; the Uood fled 

to my head with a giddy rush. I shut my 

eyes for half a second to collect myself, 

and, as I opened them, I raised my arm to 

shoot ■

Bat I didn't press the trigger, for 

In that seeond I had stood with my eyes 

doaed, some one had come betwixt him 

and me, standin' dose up to me, with one 

hand on my uplifted arm, and, as surely as 

I tell it you, it was Margaret Kerr, lookhi' 

jast as she had lodked that last time I had 

seen her, fixin' her eyes on mine with the 

big team swimmin' in them. Her face 

was as pale as death, but not paler than it 

had been then, and her sweet month 

seemed drawn with pity. As her hand 

fell on my arm, a cold thrill ran over me. 

I could not stir nor speak — ^neither did 

her lips more ; yet there seemed to ring in 

my ears a far-off sound of her voice cal&og 

my name. Hy arm dropped to my side, 

and we stood there — she and I — until 

down at the bottom of the hill the horse 

began to trot ngdn. Balph Henderson 

had got away with bis life, and there was 

no bmd on my bead after aU. Then I 

pnt out my hands to take hdd oC ■

but then waa no one. I was alone in the 

winter night ■

I'm a strong man, and no daatard, but 

who can wonder that I sank down then 

and tben, like a weak woman, to the 

ground! I heurd my pistol go off as I fell, 

and then was at the same time an awful 

bumin' pain through my body. Then I 

remember no mon. ■

When I came to myself I was lytnir on 

a bed in the Stafford Infirmary. I couldn't 

ask all the questions that came into my 

head for I was too weak; but bit by 

bit I learnt how I had been found by the 

roadside, nearly dead with cold and loss of 

blood, and how I had been taken to the 

hospital and cared for. I told nothing 

myself, though I had many thoughts as I 

lay there week after week getting well. 

Some thinfls I pondered over which I can't 

apeak of, for the same reason Fve give 

once or twice befon ; but then was one 

thought that stayed by me all the time, 

which waa that Margant must ha' cared 

for me still, else why should she ha' come 

to save me from the deadly deed I was 

jast about ! Ton needn'c say she came for 

his sake— if she had, he'd ha' been the one 

to see her, which he didn't, for he rode on 

and never knew what had been hangin' 

over him nor how he got by safe. ■

The spring was coming on when I got 

my discharge from the hospital. ■

*< Let it be a lesson to you how you go 

about with loaded firearms, my man," the 

doctor said, the last time I saw him; 

" we've pulled you through, you see, but 

it was a nearer shave than you thbk 

for." ■

w I'm much obliged to you, air," I made 

answer ; but I didn't tell him that it was 

a deal a neanr shave than even he was 

aware of. ■

THE TREVERTOV MARRIAGE. ■

▲ SHORT SERIAL STORT. 

CHAPTER XIL ■

That Friday was a fine autumn day ; 

but on the morrow the rain had returned. 

Beatrix had finiahed her bnakfaat when 

Sir Efcrard came down, and was buify 

writing notes in a pocket-book, with her 

hat on. ■

'*You an very early," he remarked, 

feeling justly injured, for he waa pundt^ ■
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to time; nine o'doeky their inTariable 

breakfast-hour, was just strikfaig, and ttie 

breakfast-table looked horribly desolate 

with her empty eap, ■

"The train is at 9.20/' she answered, 

rather abstraetedly, for she was adding 

upasom. ■

'* Yon are sorely not going to Ooaliqiyay 

on saoh a day as thisl" he eried, almost 

angrily. ■

"'Ae day doesn't matter; I am not 

going to walk there. I most go as I have 

appdntments." ■

"It Is absolnte nonsense^ I cannot 

allow^ sneh a thing; yon will catch yonr 

death of cold.** ■

"Indeed, I shall not; I am not snch 

a tender plant" ■

"Beatrix, yon most not go/' he said, 

determinedly, exasperated by the deter- 

mined way in which she went on with her 

calculations and lists. ■

"Bat I really most," she retnmed^ look- 

ing np with alarm and appeal in her face, 

that were surely oat of place where nothing 

more important than dentists and dress- 

makers were concerned, " I shall not ti^e 

cold. I have my very warmest and most 

watertight things on. There are plenty of 

cabs to be had thera How can I catch 

cold!'' ■

"It Is simply preposterons^" he per- 

sisted ; "yon cannot go." ■

"Everard, think of the dentist's time— 

and the poor servants coming to see me," 

she urged, almost tearfully. Her eagerness 

seemed extraordinarily out of proportion 

with her errand. ■

"Send them telegrams. There are 

plenty of days coming; your teeth don't 

look as if they were in a very precarious 

condition." ■

" And would you have me wait till they 

did look it ! There Is really a Uttle hole 

In one; the whole tooth will turn black 

if it is not stopped in time. Would you 

like to see me with black teeth — like 

Madge Singleton's t" ■

The mMition of the Singletons instantly 

recalled the opera to him, and his sus- ■

Eidons of the dark stranger, who might 

ave been an Italian; but he put them 

aside. She would surely not disobey his 

expressed wish, and go to the opera. His 

confidence in her obedience was greatly 

strengthened by remembering that she 

could not go in the afternoon. Mating 

were unhcMd of at Coaliquay. ■

"Beatrix, once for all, I forbid you to 

go," he said, stendy. ■

She dropped her notes and stared at 

him in utter consternation — ^not In anger 

nor disappointment. ■

" Don't do that ! " she cried. In a scared 

way that turned his Uood quite cold with 

dread. "Eyerard, I cannot disobey yon ; 

but please — ^please let me go to-day 1 ^ ■

Her Insistance naturaUy doubled hfe 

determination that she diould not go. 

His suspicions were of the raguest; he 

could formulate nothing ; but he could not 

help seeing that she was keeping some- 

thing back, and he felt convinced that her 

secret *was connected with the stranger 

of yesterday. Her face was flushed, her 

eyes were shining through unshed tears. 

People don't usually cry at missing an 

appointment with a dentist— quite the 

other way. ■

"Tou are not gofaig to-day/' he uU, 

sullenly, taking up his letters. ■

He tried to read them, but though he 

nailed his eyes to the written lines he saw 

none of them. He only saw his wife sitting 

by the fire, rigid in thought, her lips preesed 

together, a frown between her dark eye- 

brows. He began to grow uncomfortaUe. 

What if she were thinking him a ty ranti an 

unreasonable, fidgety old man— afraid of a 

draught and a drop of ndnt He was 

always so anxious that she should find 

him none the worse husband for hie 

twenty-seven years of seniority ; that he 

should not act as a wet blanket, a drag 

upon her youth. Her obedience touched 

him. Helena would not have submitted 

so had he crossed her will — or Helena's 

mother either. Poor sir], she was very 

young, and it was dnU^to live in the 

countiy alone with an elderly man, unless 

that man were a marvel of amiability. 

She had no doubt looked forward to her 

day's shopping; she had made all her 

plans ; she was very strong in her healthy 

youth, and did not catch cold easily. He 

was just consideriug how to give her her 

own way without demoralising Inconsis- 

tency, when the footman came to announce 

the carriaga ■

"I don't want it ; I am not going to-day," 

she said. ■

He could not make up his mind In timsi 

The footman vanished. ■

" Poor Trix," he said, kindly, "you are 

disappointed. It really would have been 

folly to go on such a day, with a hole in 

your tooth, fou certainly would have had 

agonies of toothache. Oome, let us send 

the necessary telegrams. You shall go the 

first fine day." ■
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"Telagruiui won't do any good," the 

laid, dolefully. ■

'•Oh, yot, ihey wilL Tdl the dentist 

yon will go next SAtnrday, if fine ; tell the 

eooki and honaemaids the lame. I want 

to go next Satoiday myaelf , bo we ean go 

together and make a day of it.** ■

''Servants won't keep. I mnst write 

a letter about them," she said, and with 

her words a sudden lisht eame to her 

perturbed face. "William ean ride to 

Monkchester with them; he will just eateh 

the 10.30 post" ■

'*Yon can write them here," said Sir 

Everard, as she rose to leave the room. ■

'*No; I have something to seek," she 

murmured, hurriedly, and left him. ■

She went to her own room, and sat 

down at her writing-tabla She got out 

her paper and then paused. ■

'*! don't feel sure about his name, and 

he gave no address at all," she said to 

herself. ''It is very awkward. I must 

just trust to it reaching him somehow." ■

She wrote ; but not to a cook or a dress- 

maker. She addresaed an envelope to 

"lAr. Watson, care of the Editor of 'The 

Ooabquay Express.' " Then she wrote : ■

<<Lsdy Treverton begs to inform Mr. 

Watson that havbg conudered the subject 

on which he spoke to her yesterday, she 

must decline to allow her name to be uied 

for such a purpose, and trusts that it is 

not too late to stop the publication of 

thoae details which she gave him under 

the bflnence of surprisci but which the 

opportunity of a little reflection would 

certainly haT» bidden her withhdd. She 

is vriUing to pay double the price promised 

by the newspapers, that her name may 

he kept out of them. She intended to 

call to^ay at the 'Express' office, sup- 

]>osing Mr. Watson to be on the staff of 

that paper, but was prevented by the 

wettther." ■

She rang, and gave the letter to a 

senrant, with the order that it should be 

sent at once to the Monkchester post 

oflioo. Then she returned to her husband 

in the dining-room. ■

" Ton have got your business settled t " 

he naked, kindly. " Squared the artists in 

laeth, mfllinery, and gastronomy t " ■

*' I quite forgot^" she exclaimed, pulling 

the belL *'TSi William to wait; there 

ave other letters to go^" she ordered. ■

Tlien she hurried to the writing-table in 

the window. She filled up two telegraph 

fovma, and then wrote a hurried letter to 

the manager of the register office. ■

" I am going to the stables ; give them to 

me," said Sir Everazd. "There is just 

time." ■

She gave them into his hand, and he 

walked off with them. He glanced at the 

address of the letter mechanically; then, as 

he crossed the hall, more attentively. 

The telegrams were in an open envelope, 

crammed in so hurriedly that one was 

sticking half out. He took them out to 

fold them more tidDy, and saw they were 

addressed to the dentist and the dress- 

maker. ■

" Here are the letters," he said to the 

groom; "one letter and two telegrams, 

and see you lose no tfma" ■

"Two letters, ahr," corrected WiUiam, 

taking the first letter from his pockety and 

puttbg the others with it. "Her lady- 

ship sent this first." ■

Sir Everard did not see the address, and 

could not bring himself to make an excuae 

to look at it. The groom mounted hia 

horse and rode off. ■

"Whom has she written to besides!" 

he pondered. "The first was evidently 

the important letter." ■

But the important letter never reached 

Mr. Watson. It was to return to Lady 

Treverton through the dead-letter office 

ten days later. He had posted his copy 

the night before to the London and 

Wellingby papers, being an industrious 

lonng man — though he bad no connection 

whatever with "The Ooaliquay Express "— 

and anxious to turn an honest penny in 

any direction. He also posted a letter to 

Mr. GoUingworttL ■

"DxAR Bob, — I have interviewed her 

ladyship since sounding the neighbour- 

hood, as I reported in my lasi There is 

certainly something to be made out of her 

antecedents if the other line should fail. 

She got very red at my hintmg at a 

pevious marrisffe, and at the mention of 

her having called herself Mrs. Lyon. But 

I think you will get your case out of Sir 

Everard, and her ladyship's mysteries 

need not be gone into yet I have seen 

an old aunt of Emily Stort, who was very 

fond of the girl, and who declares her con- 

viction that Sir Everard married her, and 

that it is quite possible that she may not be 

dead. She showed me a fandfol sort of 

silk Ladian shawl which had come to her 

mysteriously, without any due to the 

sender, except the postmark on the paper 

it was wrapped in. The postmark is 

Indian, the date July, 1865 — the Tery 

year Sir Everard left England after his ■
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ftnt wife'd <le»tti. Mte Wilkin% ika annt, 

declares that no. one bal Emily would 

haye sent it ; and also, that Eoiily would 

not hare died withoat sending her aome 

intimation ; whether before or after ihe 

fact^ Miu Wilhins does not aay. Oat of 

her rambling atory I gathered that >8he 

had aided and abetted Gaptam Treverton 

in. his love affdr, and, oonseqnentlji had 

qnarxelled with the gtrPs parents on the 

subject, who had never believed in the 

Captain's honourable intentions, and had, 

therefore, blamed the ambitious aunt for. 

aJU that happened. ■

*' Where the hiteh comes in is, why was 

the aunt silent t If sho really believed 

her niece to be married to Sir Everard 

Treverton, why did she keep it a secret t 

This mystery still remains to be solved. 

If it faili, I shall set to work npon the 

Bsatrix scent Yours ever, ■

" Ned." ■

Not quite the letter of a clerk to his 

employer, much less that of a detective to 

the solicitor who was making use of him. 

Jn fact, Mr. Eiward Watson was Mr. 

GuUingworth's younger brother, who had 

taken up the private enquiry line of busi- 

ness,, but who, for the sake of bis 

brother's reputetion, worked under a dif- 

ferent nama ■

A week went by— a very dreary week 

of rain, alternating with damp dulness 

outside ; of doubting division, alternating 

with strangely sorrowful tenderness with- 

in. ■

Beatrix sat alone in her beautiful 

drawing-room, feeling it as dreary as a 

cavern in the desert^ musing on the 

mbtake. of her life — her marriage. What 

a beautiful, happy life she had pictured, 

living there with her handsome, ccdtivated, 

adorhg husband, whoae years only save 

him superiority ! What a wonderful thing 

it had seemed to her, one day when Sb 

Everurd had token her and Mrs. Dudley 

over the house, that this very drawing- 

room should be hersj that it should he 

her home, not a mere show to her; that 

the aUtely portraita on the walls---Hol-. 

beins, Vandycks, Lelys, Oainsborooghs— 

should become not mere historical cha> 

raetersi but near relations, her chil- 

dren's forefathers ; that her tea should 

be set on one or other of the dainty 

Chippendale tobies — toUes round which 

great ladies in aacques and powder had 

gosriped, on which they had gambled 

half the Treverton lands away; that 

ahe abonld poke the fires that would ■

1mm in the middle of those surround- 

ings. ■

it was for beyond her wildest flighte of 

imsgination that familiarity with these 

wonderful things should bring indifference 

which was'almost contempt; that though she 

bore the name and title of those lovely 

painted ladies in satin and powder, she 

should feel as if she had no more lot and 

part with them and theirs than any 

tourist from Monkchester or Goalfquay, 

who came to see over the Chase on show 

days. ■

Had the disparity of rank and education 

between Beatrix Lyon and the atotely 

Trevertons been so great as to be beyond 

bridging even by marrispfe with the head 

of Uie family ! Was Sir Everard aware of 

i^, now the first heat of his love was past^ 

and the hurry of their marriage was over, 

and there was time and light to see fairly 1 

Was he repenting the exchange he had 

made of his devoted daughter for a 

stranger 9 Was he blaming his new wife 

for tlM estrangement t Surely there must 

have been some fault on her tide, or 

Helena would not have resented the mar- 

ria^ so bitterly. ■

. Was she to pay the penalty of 

having mated her sparrowlike insignifi* 

cance with eagles, by being pecked to 

death by petty tyrannies and unreasonable 

intorf erences % Why had Sir Everard been 

so obstinate in forbidding t^at expedition 

to Goaliquay t Did he mean to atop every 

plan, however harmless, that he himself 

had not ori^ated t He had disappointed 

her of Venice, all for no reason ; he had 

been unkind and unsympathetic when she 

had wished to help the poor Princess at 

Bigorre and again at CoaHquay. There 

was no doubt about it — their marriage had 

been too hurried. She had had no idea of 

theie despotic tondendes. They ooght to 

have known more of each other. ■

And Sir Everard in the library f What 

of the home that had been the home of hia 

fathers and of his whole life ! Desolation 

had come upon it Helena, his darling, 

had become his open enemy. Beatrix, for 

whom he had lost her, was divided iiom 

him ; a gulf to be felfi rather than seu 

lay between them. Harassed to death by 

Mr. Key's letters toUbg him of Helenm'a 

extraordinary investigations, that mast 

lead onlv to ahame and sorrow, and yet 

to an end of which she could not dream ; 

indignant beyond ezpvemixm at hearing 

from the Monkchester lawyers of • the 

gossip afloat about his wife ; feeling bound, ■
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for hor sake, and tbe sake of hia ovrn 

dignity, to take no notice of each buzzing 

of nutic gnatii even by showing consciooB- 

neai oMt in hie manner of treatiog hie 

ndghboorf . He told himself tliat if only 

ha and Beatrix had been able to share 

eaeh oUiet'a fall confidence, he woold have 

cared nothing for all these annoyances, bat 

that withont her help he mast soon go 

oraay. ■

There was no donbt aboat it. There 

coold not be fall sympathy where there 

was each a disparity of age between them. 

Their marriage had been a mistake ; it was 

too harried ; they had known nothing of 

eaeh other. She eridenUy looked npon 

him as a jealoas old tyrant, from whom 

she mast keep her little secrets. He was 

too old to anderstand them and to sympa- 

thise. ■

Bat when they met in the fireiit hoar 

before dressing, that Bsatriz loved to 

prolong, and he let her give him tea 

in the dainty old caps his mother had 

loved, and he looked into her kind, 

honeat faee, the deep, trae eyes so tender 

and anzioas in the firelight, all his love 

nished over these barriers of perplexity and 

remorse, and he knew that she was worth 

losing all the world for, and that no cost 

was too great to pay for her, and that if 

only this worry of Helena's were over, 

which so nnhinged his mind, there woold 

be perfect j)y,. perfect trast^ perfect sym- 

pathy, perfect anion at last and for ever 

between themt and his heart woald become 

yooDg like hers. ■

Sadi an hoar of peace and happiness they 

had on the Friday evening of that Uresome 

wet week. He had come to take his tea 

as asaal from his wife sittbg in the fire- 

light. She had been half aueep when he 

came in, and he had the rare joy <rf 

meeting the loving delight in her wsking 

eyei at seeing him, before she had 

broaght her drowsy mind to remem- 

ber the crael little misanderstandingi of 

the past days. ■

He fixed that loving look npon her eyes^ 

before it had had time to chance or vanish, 

by meeting it with the gla&ess of his 

owa He stooped over her, and kissed 

her tenderly twice. ■

''All this evenbig to oorselves, dear," 

he aaid, exaltation mingled with the deep 

content of his tone, as if an evening with 

hia wife were qaite a stolen pleasnre. ■

'* It is delightfaV' Ae answered, ponring 

oat his tea» while he took his place beside 

her on one of the little red chairs that had ■

andacioasly introdaoed themselves amongst 

the Chippendales and Sheratons. ■

" Not so delightf al for you, poor child," 

he said, with an anxions glance at her 

bright face, *' to be shat ap with an old 

man ; and I fear it will be the foreranner 

of many dall evenings now the bridal 

dinner-parties are coming to an end." ■

" Yoa are fishing for compliments, and 

I won't encoarage it," she laaghed. " Toa 

see, the wild excitement of Moorlandshire 

dinner-parties, and the high pitch of 

caltare attained in the conversation thdre^ 

brings a strain too great to be borne for 

long by commonplace minds. There was 

an invitation to lanch at the Singletons' 

tomorrow ; it was snch a relief to have to 

tell them we were engaged." ■

"And are we! I had forgotten. I 

was congratalating myself on a prospect 

of peace at any rate antil over Sanday." ■

'' We are going to Coaliqnay to- 

morrow 1 " she reminded him, in reproach- 

f al sarprise. ■

"Bat that coald have easily been pat 

offl" ■

"Why, sarely yoa do not want to go 

to the Singletons' t " she exolaimd, 

astonished. ■

" I don't want yoa to offend people," he 

answered, nneadly. "Taey have been a 

long time in asking as." ■

"All the more reason why we shonld 

not cheapen onrselves by going too readily. 

Sach a shabby invitation, too; lanch — 

and only a day's notice 1 Besides, yoa said 

yoa were obliged to go to Ooaliqaay to- 

morrow." ■

" Not obliged ; a letter or a lafer day 

might have done. It does not matter, 

thongh; they have be^n rade in asking 

as so tardOy ; and lanch is a very informal 

matter." ■

It was a very happy evenbg. For the 

first time they were both really at home. 

The weather, too, had changed at last ; a ■

Slorioas flood of moonlight made the oat- 

oor night almost day. They sat by the 

window to admire it^Beatrix in a black 

oak chair, her head against a cashion of ■

Slden Indian work, looking quite beauti- 
[ as the lustrous whiteness bathed her 

earnest face, her statueeque neck and arms, 

and lit mystic lights in the depths of her 

fathomlesa eyes; Sir Everard, watching 

not so much the marvellous moon- washed 

distances of fell and forest as tiie moonlit 

eyes and lips of his wife. How grand, 

how noble uie looked in her plain, black 

velvet gown, the low, square-cut edges ■
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lyiDff unrelieved against the dazzling 

pearuneas of her neck ! A woman to tnuit 

with Ua love, with his life, with hia 

honour; a woman worthy to ait in the ■

Elace of the stately ladies whose portraits 

ong roond. ■

After her wondering admiration of the 

moonlight, and his pointing-ont of distant 

landmarks, distinctly visible, a long sQence 

fell upon them — as upon Paolo and Fran- 

cesco, when they "read no more that 

day." Bat that sflence was very fall of 

voices — whispers of the last leaves of 

antomn, aa the soft wind shook them 

down, whispers of soal to sooL ■

•< How siUy I am to think he is tired of 

me, and fall of petty despotism 1 " was the 

whisper Beatrix heard. " I have had too 

mach of my own way all my life ; that is 

why it seems to me snch an unheard-of 

thing to find another will in the way of 

mine. I must remember that my promise 

of obedience waa not an empty form, and 

that he may sometimes know better than 

I do what is right Then all oar lives will 

be as happy aa this evening." ■

*' Why da I chafe and depress her so hj 

objecting to everything she wants to do, if 

I do not see reason of it, or, seeing, am not 

satisfied! Can I not trust her! Bat it 

is Helena's f anlt I am not myseli My 

mind is worn and worried by her vagaries. 

If only this troable were past, all oar lives 

will be aa happy at this evening. Bat 

alas ! she is laying ap nnthought-of sorrow 

for herself, poor ^1 ; and how can I stop 

it! It Is enoa^ to send a man mad 

to think of it" ■

Beatrix became conscioas that the calm, 

deep content had given place to restless 

anadety; the touch of his hand told her. 

She tamed her face and saw the worried 

look had returned. ■

"Let us come to the fire again," ahe 

aaid. ■

•* Sing to me, Beatrix." ■

She went to the piano^ and looked over 

some music ■

"I want some new aongs," ahe uid. 

"You must be tired of these old thinga.'' ■

"I never tire of old English ballads and 

Scotch songs. Sing what you sang at the 

Blakes' last night, that lovely song of 

Hook's— 'Listen, listen to the voice of 

love,' was it not!" ■

" Oh 1 Everard, I waa so aahamed of iti 

Did you not think it was a fiaaoo ! I am 

so out of practice." 

*' Tou must have some lessons." 

"Lessons! It seems such ages smee ■

I had smging lessons ; not since *^ ■

She paused abrupUy, and dropped the 

muaic-book on the keys. It fell with a 

hideous discord. Perhaps It waa that 

discord that went on vibrating, for the 

harmony of the evening was over. Beatrix 

selected the next song she came upon, and 

aang it without another word. Perhaps it 

was for want of lessons and practice, 

perhaps it waa not a pretty^ song, perhaps 

she waa thinking of aomething els^ some- 

thing unpleasant while she sang it; but 

Sir Everard did not enjoy it, ■

" I cannot sing," she said, impatiently, 

when she had come to the end. " I think 

I have caaght cold. I will try to find 

some nice new songs at Goaliquay to- 

morrow. ■

" Tou cannot go if you have caught cold." 

" Why are you so averse to my going 

to Goaliquay!" she asked, petnl^tly. 

" Every tldng seems capable of being made 

into a reason for stopping it One would 

say von had heard the train waa to be 

wred[ed by dynamite, or that you had had 

some ghostly prophetical warning against 

it; and it is only for a little common- 

place, uneventful shopping." ■

" One would think you were engaged in 

some secret conspiracy there; yoa are 

so extraordinarily bent on going, al any 

cost," he said, crossly. ■
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a Rich Gloss to Hair of all shades, and keeps it in 
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** Anything doea for Goniemoor 1 " ■

Had it come to that already % I began 

to think sa No one seemed to take any 

interest in what one wore, or how one 

looked* Sometimes I pat on one of my 

{ffetty tronsseaa gowns, bat I might as 

well haye worn sackcloth for any notice 

that it aroused. The Laird had bat two 

ideas of cdoar — black and white. When 

one was yoong, one ought to wear the 

latter; when middle-aeed and old, the 

former. Mrs. CampbeU was of opinion 

that married women should never wear 

bright colours, and therefore I concluded 

her aQence on the subject of my gowns 

argued disapproYaL ■

I seldom troubled now about them. 

Dark serge or homespun suited best the 

monntabi climate and the rough moorland 

roada When the weather allowed of it I 

rode for hours together — as often as not by 

myself, though that proceeding was thd 

subject of grave disapprobation also. It 

was the only pleasure I had, and the Laird 

had given me a beautiful little thorough- 

bred mare, with whom I was perfectly 

at home, and who would carry me like 

a bird over the rough, wild country, 

maUng light of gates and fences that came 

in onr way. ■

I had determined that Bella should 

come back with me when I left Inverness. 

I felt that for once in my life I must assert 

myself— that I could not go back and ■

Tfn* v.— THIBD suns* ■

plunge into the dreariness and dulness 

of Oorriemoor without some temporary 

relief. ■

My stay with Orannie was nearly over. 

The afternoon after I had met Douglas 

Hay I was sitting by her side in the littJe 

drawine-room, idling with some fanciful 

embroidery that never seemed to make 

much progress in my handa I had men- 

tioned my meeting with Douglas, and his 

intention to call I wondered whether he 

would do so, and if he would bring that 

strange-looking friend of his with him. ■

Orannie reclined in her easy-chair; a 

briffht fire burned in the grate, for the 

spring days were still cold for an invalid. 

Her worn, patient face looked very sweet 

with its close, lace cap, and bands of silver 

hair. Her folded hands lay on her lap, 

looking very white and thin in contrast 

with her plain, black gown. ■

I watched her for some time in silence. 

I was wondering how long it would be 

before I, too, could win the patience and 

resignation that made life so calm and 

resunl for her. ■

*< Orannie," I said, at last, seating myself 

on the stool at her feet, and leaning my 

head against her knee, '* have you had very 

much trouble in your life % " ■

« Why do you ask that» my bairn % " she 

said, meeting my upturned eyes with 

kindly wonder. ■

"I don't know why, exactly, only your 

face looks as if it had known a great deal 

of care and sorrow ; and yet you are so 

patient — I've never heard you complain.'' ■

<< The Lord has been very good to me," 

she said, gently. "I'U not deny that 

sometimes the stripes of affliction were 

heavy and hard to bear; but strength is 

aye given to those who seek it aright, and 

I learnt to be patient and content at last ■

no ■
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The wont trial was my gnde-man's death ; 

I always call him that^ my baiiii — no 

name ever snited him so well He was a 

gnde-man to me ; and I often think that I 

mnst have been a sore trial and burden to 

him, for I was a young, feckless thing 

when I married, and scarcely knew the 

worth or meaning of a true and patient 

love. Then we had many trials— Joss of 

children, health, money; bat never from 

his lips cime a word of complaint or a 

mormor of discontent. After he died, I 

only knew the tme meaning of the word 

'loneness.' Oh, that was a bitter and 

weariful time ! to wake in the grev dawns 

and know no cheering voice conld greet 

me, no kind hand give its strong and safe 

sopport again 1 iQi| Athole, my bairn. 

Heaven spare yon ever such a trial 1 

When two have been one, and between 

t^em comes the darkness and silence which 

no power on earth may rend asunder, that 

is the thing that breaks one down, and 

•teaches how helpless and how weiJk we 

are." ■

I was silent ; I thought that I, too, had 

known something of that pain, and dark- 

ness, and sOenee; its cloud had never 

really lifted from off my life. Passive 

endurance had followed passionate pain; 

coldness had grown up where once fervid, 

palpitating, tremulous love had filled heart 

and soul to overflowing. ■

This dreaded thing that she called 

"loneness" — did I not know it, toof 

Surely my pain might equal hers, seeing 

tliat at least her love had died no 

death of unworthiness — tiiat always it 

would be with her in the tender grace and 

ceaseless reverence of the memory that 

shrined it as its holiest treasure. ■

"Tell me more," I said, huskQy, as I 

bent my head on her lap. "I want to 

know how to bear life when it sets hard 

and — and difficult; when every tUng seems 

at war within our soola" ■

»Bnt my little lassie has no need to ask 

that — ^yet," she said, tenderly, as die laid 

her frsil hand on my bowed head. '< Trial 

and trouble have not touched you very 

heavily, Athole^-only the fretfnlness and 

impatience of youth against its own mis- 

takes, or rebellion against a life that is not 

just what one would have it. Youth is 

ever so, my bairn; but every year will 

teach you pitience and forbearance, and 

bring new duties in its train." ■

I shivered as I rested there in the warm 

firelight. ■

It U «a asy for the old to preach ; so ■

hard for the young to believa The yean 

mieht come and go as they pleased; they 

comd never again bring the gladness to 

my heart that is like sunshine to the day. 

But if there would only come to me peace, 

rest, quiet ; if I could cease to rebel, cease 

to desire, cease to think I ■

It was thoueht that distracted and 

troubled me; me perpetual ccmflie^ the 

unending questioning, the oonsdousnaas 

of desires unattainable and persistent, the 

oeaseless ''why, why, why" that made 

of life, love, duty, reUgion, a torture of 

doubts that nothing set at rest ■

Blessed are those who can accept wtth- 

out question — to whom Faith is as easy mm 

Life, when the one serves the purpose of 

the other, and is accepted as its beat 

gift ■

I was not like these contented and un- 

seeking natures ; I knew it — I had always 

known it — and for me life could not bat 

hold tragedy, and sorrow, and remorse. 

Even as I leant there against Orannie's 

knees in the old, childish way, even as I 

listened to the sweet patience of her voice, 

and the kind gentleness of her words, I 

knew in my heart that she would be terri- 

fied and horror-struck could she read my 

mind, could she know the wild turbulence 

of feeling, the scarce restrained im- 

patience, the ceaseless, racking torture of 

doubt and desire that there held unholy 

revel. ■

Yet I was not willingly thus. I would 

have been glad enough to believe as she 

believed, to accept as she accepted, to 

emulate the patience and steadfastness of 

her nature. Ooly by what force — ^moral 

or mental — was I to accomplish such a taskt 

To me it only seemed tiiat life held ■

Neither joy, nor love, nor light. ■

Nor oertitude, nor peiaoe, nor help from pain. ■

I did not desire its continuance, but I 

did wish to know more of its meaning — 

to know why it was forced unasked and 

undesired upon humanity; why we wore 

all flung and tossed about on its shifting 

currents like a pack of badly shuffled 

cards; why, ever and always throughout 

the length and breadth of the globe we 

called farth, there rang one ceaMless cry 

of pain, which never seemed to win re- 

sponse or pity, which, with its vain appeal, 

mocked every faith and form to which 

men clung with bleeding hands, which at 

last Death loosed and folded over silent 

breast and pulseless heart, between the 

dark and dawn of an ended day. ■
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Bat had I spoken thiuii where coald I 

have met with eomprehenaion in the narrow 

circle to which I was restricted f Pity 

and wiHider I m^ht find in abundance ; 

tears and prayers tor a better frame of 

mind, or that I might be brought to see 

things in the "trae light"— the ^ght which 

to me seemed no more true than the hopes 

based upon it. I could only endure pas- 

siyely to the end. I would not vex this 

kind and simple soul by the confession of 

doubts and misgivings such as these. ■

The sands were running low in Time's 

hour-^lass. Not by word or deed of mine 

should their passage be troubled or per- 

plexed ; I loved her^ too dearly for thai 

If she believed that I was happy, that the 

comforts and luxuries of my new home 

were all I desired in the new life I had 

accepted, 1 would not disturb that beUef . ■

A loud knock at the front door startled 

me from the dreamy sadness of that long 

sflence. ■

Qrannie had fallen asleep. The after- 

noon was waning, the room was half in 

shadow, save where the flames sent flicker- 

ing gleams and flashes from time to time. ■

I rose to my feet as the door opened. 

It was not hard to guess the visitor — ^not so 

hard as to meet me quick flash of those 

dark blue eyes with the cold greeting of 

conventionality. ■

"Grannie is asleep/' I said; "but I 

dare say she wiQ soon wake. Will you sit 

neartliefiref Why have you not brought 

Mr. Penry th I " ■

"I was afraid Mrs; Lindsay might not 

care to see strangers in her state of health," 

he said. ■

The cold, measured tones' of the familiar 

voice fell strangely on my ear. ■

To think that we should be here again, 

in this same room, ft this same hour of 

dusk and firelight^ and yet what worlds 

apart we seemed 1 He seated himself by 

the window, and I went back to my old 

chafr. ■

" She is still very weak," I said, nodding 

in the direction of the quiet figure. '* This 

illness has tried her very severely." ■

** I am sorry to hear it She was very 

kind to me," he added, irrelevantly. " But 

I 'always think I was not a favourite, of 

hers. I wonder if die could believe in my 

reformation f" ■

** Have you reformed T' I asked, quickly. 

"In what way I" ■

" In all ways, if reformation means to 

do nothing one used to do, and care for ■

nothing for which one used to care, to have 

grown old in feelings, and cold in affec- 

tions. I feel ^like a stranger here. I felt 

like a stranger in my fa&er's house, and 

yet it is but two years since I left the 

plaoei" ■

"Two years can be very long under 

some circumstances," I said. ■

" You have not found them so, I sup- 

pose % " he answered, looking at me with 

sudden and embarrassing scrutiny. " Your 

Ufe has been fortunate and happy. I 

wonder whether mine will ever be more 

than an aimless dreant" ■

" It ought to be," I said, my voice hard 

and cold with stem restridnt; "you have 

been successful — ^what does a man need 

morel With wealth, and youtii, and 

strength of will, you can scarcely call life 

aimless." ■

"Are you happy, Atholef" he asked 

with startling abruptness, and leaning 

suddenly forward. ■

The light of the leaping flames shone 

upon my face, and found me unprepared 

for thefr too candid revelation. ■

" I— why do you ask 1 " I said, drawing 

back into the gloom once more, "u 

there any reason why I should not be ■

B0%" ■

" Only one," he said, sternly, " if there 

were any truth or constancy in woman." ■

"Perhaps," I said, "you will mention 

that reason. I will tell you if it appUes 

to my case." ■

"It is not one that need trouble you," 

he said, with a fierce bitterness in the low 

tones of his changed voice. "It Is only 

that you have spoilt all my life for me ; only 

that vou have taught me the true meaning 

of the word despair; only that your 

harsh judgement, however deserved, has 

poisoned every hour of my life sfaice last I 

saw you. But that cannot matter now — 

I am a fool to confess it. But, oh, Athole 

— Athole, if you were free, and these two 

years could roll back I I know now what 

love means to a nature like yours, and 

I could love you worthily at last. But it is 

all too late— too late I Why were you so 

hard on me t Why did you send me from 

youf My error was only tiiQ error of 

youth — a foUy of the senses — never of 

the heart Can women never believe 

the wide difference that lies between those 

two cases % " ■

"Hush," I said, entreatingly. "You 

have no right to say such words. The 

past is all over and done with. We made 

a great mistake, you and I Perhaps I ■

J ■
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was too exacting, and yon too light. I do 

not know; Bometimes I have thought 

so; bat there is no me to speak of it 

now." ■

« I Buppose Dot|" he said ; " and yet it 

was strange, was it not, Athole, that when 

I haye Men face to face with death I 

always saw yon, felt yon, recognised you 

as the one want of my life. I grew certain 

enoQgh of my feelinss when it was too late 

for the certainty to be of any nse." ■

" What nse to tell me of snch things 1 " 

I saidi coldly. " We both made a mistake 

once ; yon in promising, I in*belieTing too 

mnch. It pan do no good to refer to it. 

All the sorrow and remorse in the world 

won't give back one of those days and 

hours." ■

"Would yon have one back if yon 

conld t " he laid, his voice low and eager, 

his eyes looking back to mine with the old 

remembered look. ■

A sense of passionate indignation rose in 

my heart. How darid he speak to me 

thns, look at me thns % In the days when 

I loved and believed in him he had almost 

broken my heart That first love had 

been to me as a religion, so pnre it was, so 

deep in faith. It had been tnmed to 

shame, doubt, despab. And to speak of 

it now — now 1 ■

I glanced at the hand lying idly on my 

lap. By some chance I had forgotten to 

pat on any of the rings I usually wore. 

The firelight gleamed on one alone — the 

plain gold band that symbolised my 

marriage. ■

*< You don't answer," he said, presently. ■

I looked at him coldly and defiantly, 

then lifted my hand. 

) " My answer is — there," I said, touching 

the ring. ■

GHAFTER IV. 

KARRIAGE OR MARTYRDOM 1 ■

There was a moment of silence after my 

last worda I rose, and went over to the 

fireplace and broke the coals gently into a 

fuller blasa The noise woke Orannie as I 

had hoped it would. She sat up and asked 

me the time. ■

At sound of her voice Douglas rose, 

and came forward into the light of the 

fire. ■

"I have come to £ee you, Mrs. Lindsay," 

he said, holding out his hand. ** I was so 

sorry to he&r of your long Olness from — 

Mrs. Campbell" ■

Insthictively I started. It was the first 

time he had called me that^ and the name ■

had a strange, unfamiliar sound spoken bj 

his lips. Orannie seemed delighted to sae 

him, and poured forth endless questions as 

to his douDgs and adventures during the 

last two years. I sat there listeniDg, 

silently. ■

Presently Bella bustled in, all gaiety aiid 

chatter, and the lamp was lighted, and tea 

brought, and conversation became generaL ■

It seemed to me that Douglas was very 

much improved. He was less gay and 

frivoloup, he talked well — almost bril- 

liantly — and listened to Grannie with a 

deference and sympathy such as he had 

never been wont to displaT. ■

I could not help thiuKing how mueh 

older he looked; but the change was an 

improvement, teeing that tbe face had 

gained in ch&racter what it had lost in 

youth. ■

*< I am going back to Australia," he said, 

in answer to some question of Orannie'a ; 

" I like it, and I like the free and uncon- 

ventional lifa" ■

" You'll be taking to yourself a Colonial 

wife,'' said Bella, Eiughing; "I hear the 

Australian girls are very beautiful and yerj 

charming." ■

"That may be," he said, curtly; "I 

don't know any. The only people with 

whom I was on anything like terms of 

intimacy were some Scotch folk, with whom 

Huol and I stayed, and who came home 

with us. But the daughters, though veiy 

pretty, clever girls, were scarcely types of 

the genuine Australian. Ihey were always 

very anxious to sep their father^s native 

land, and so he brought them over. We 

parted in Liverpool, but I should never be 

surprised to see them up North any day. 

They meant to make a tour of Scotland." ■

I found myself wondering and specu- 

lating about these girla Were they 

pretty t Did he Hke themf Perhaps 

some day he would marry one of them, 

and live in that New World which he 

seemed to appreciate so much. Well, it 

could not matter to me now what he did or 

where he went. ■

Yet a sense of irritation was strong 

within me as I sat silently there listening 

to him. Why had he not always been as 

he was nowl If, as he had said, he was 

capable of loving more worthily, he was 

also more worthy of being loved. The 

folly, lightness, and frivolity of youth had 

changed into the .deeper gravity and 

earnestness of manhood. No years of 

education could have given him what 

those two years of hatdkhip, endurance^ ■
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work, and privation had given. Had we 

met now, or had I been less hanty in 

fettering myself with thoee chains of duty 

I felt so heavy and so bardensome, life 

might have been a very different thing 

to both of OS. ■

At last he took his leave. Botheyesand 

hand-elasp were cold for me. I told 

myself that it was well they shonld be- 

wail, that between na both some barrier 

of wrath and indifference shonld arise and 

live for ever. ■

I could not understand why this sud- 

den meeting — ^this sudden recall of old 

memories and associations — ^had been able 

to affect me thus. I had thought myself 

so stony, so safe, so cold; and he had 

seemed to have passed so utterly out of my 

life— to have entered into si^^h a totally 

different sphere of action 1 When I 

thought of his words, of the look in his 

eyes as the dancing fire flames had flashed 

into theb depths, I felt a strange and most 

unholy gladness. ■

•' He suffers now," I told myself. >' He 

knows at last what it is to lose love and 

hope; to see life turn blank and grey 

as the years gather round it'' All he had ■

f^ven me to bear was recoiling on himself, 

t was just^ and I was glad of it. ■

Yet i»resentfy, when darkness and 

Bolitnda were with me, and I laid down 

my aching head and vainly sought to find 

rest or sleep, I wondered why Fate had 

played so cruel a trick on me. • It would 

have been so much better not to have met 

him again — ^to have felt that silence and 

distance lay between our parted lives for 

evermore. How the old sense of loneli- 

nesa and despair came over me that night 1 

What a useless being I seemed 1 I had no 

aim or object in Ufa What could I do at 

Comemoor which had not been done much 

better by others % ■

It was not possible to take much in- 

terest in snuffy old men and women who 

talked a scarcely intelligible language, and 

desired nothing better than their annual 

gifts of tobacco and whisky from the Laird. 

There was no absolute poverty or distress 

upon the whole estate — ^they were too 

hardy for sickness ; too satisfied with their 

own spiritual and moral welfare for dis- 

content. If I visited them they were 

friendly, and not one whit conscious of any 

favour. They accepted everything as a 

right, and would advise or suggest actions 

in a calm and perfectly affable manner 

which used to astonish me. When they 

prayed they asked a special blessing ■

on Oorriemoor and all belonging to it, 

and confidently believed tiiat the blessing 

would be given. ■

I was rather|)atronIsed and looked down 

upon. "The young wife up at Oorrie- 

moor," they called me, and the old women 

would lecture me on the imprudence of 

taking Ions rides in all weathers, or suggest 

a more intmiate concern^ dairy work or 

household matters, as befitting one con- 

nected with that fllustrions place. I lay 

awake now and thought with shuddering 

dislike of going back to it all ; the Laird's 

placid good-humour ; Mrs. Campbell's per- 

petual lectures and suggestions ; the dull, 

formal dinner-parties ; the visits to be paid 

and received; the books that had to be 

read and re-read; the dreary Sundays, 

with the long serrice at the kirk, and tiie 

inevitable discussions and arguments on 

points of " doctrine " afterwards. ■

I knew it all so well I had never 

so loathed and hated it as I did now. 

And there was no help, no hope of altera- 

tion, from month to month, from year to 

year. My life was mapped out for me; 

I could not get away from it— I could only 

endure. ■

Well, if numbness was not rest it was 

better than the rack of pain; I might 

grow passively content in time. ■

In time ; and yet I had only one hope 

to breathe, one prayer to pray, " Heaven 

in mercy keep him from me 1" ■

The next day the Laird came to In- 

verness. He did not stay at Craig Bank, 

for there was no accommodation for hiyi in 

that small domicile, but he put up at the 

hotel — the same hotel where Douglas and 

his friend were staying. He came over to 

see us, brimful of his meeting with them 

both, and delighted with Huel Penryth, 

whom he declared to be a man of highly 

superior intelligence, as well as a fine 

sportsman. ■

*' If only I could offer him some shoot- 

ing," he said, regretfully. ■

*' Would you have asked them to Corrie- 

moor if it had been August^ or September!" 

I said, wonderingly. ■

<' Certainly I would," he answered, with 

a heartiness that showed his hospitable 

intentions were genuine. ■

*'It is only three months to August; 

but they are not going to stay here," I 

said. ■

"Perhaps they will come back," said 

the Laird, cheerfuUy. "Penryth talks of 

going to Cornwall — that is his native ■
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plac»— And Hay wDl accompany him. It 

seems very odd/' he went on, "that in 

Anstralia thev shonld have knocked up 

against an old friend and sohoolfellov of 

mine, Bobert M'Eaye; he's a rich man 

now, and has a cattle station on the Emu 

Biver. We have corresponded occasion- 

ally. Now he's come oyer to the old 

country for a whfle, and brought his two 

daughters with mm. I must get to see 

them all, and ask them to Corriemoor. 

Bobert M'Eaye and I were main good 

friends in our college days; but he was 

poor, and not over-well placed at heme, 

and had a very adventurous natura I'm 

▼eiy glad he's been such a successful man« 

Penryth speaks warmly of him, and his 

kindness and hospitality; and he's very 

rich." ■

'•Thati" I said, somewhat bitterly, <<is 

to sum up all his virtues in a woid. Is 

he coming to Inverness, did you heart " ■

'' They could not just be sure of that; 

but he'll be in Glasgow. If I only knew 

for certain where, I'd make a point of ■

f>ing down to see him. He's staying, so 

enryth says." ■

"Surely Mr. Penryth could ascertain 

his address! " I said, rather annoyed at 

the unwonted ezdtement displayed about 

these people. '*Why don't you ask 

himt" ■

He surveyed me somewhat doubtfully. ■

*'I was thinUng," ha said, " would you 

be wearying if I left you here a wee bit 

longer! Then I could run down to 

Glasgow and ascertain if Mr. M'Eaye has 

arrived there yet I know his folk ; he's 

sure to be seeing them, and then^ maybe, 

I could arrange for him to visit us at 

Oorriemoor." ■

<a should be dehghted," I said, eagerly. ■

Anything in the shape of novel^ was 

delightful to me. Tlie introduction of 

new faces and friends at Oorriemoor pro- 

mised at least some change in the dull 

routine of its life. ■

<<Then I'll do that," said the Laird, 

with almost startling abruptness. ''I'll 

leave for Glasgow to-morrow, and it'll be 

strange if I don't light upon Bobert 

M*Eaye before a day has passed." ■

*'And I will remain here," I said, 

"until vou return." ■

" Unless you would like to come there 

with met" he said. "Ton'vo never seen 

Glasgow." ■

" No, and have no wish to," I answered, 

somewhat hurriedly. " I mean," I added, 

in apology for my candour, "that I've ■

always heard it was so dirty, and gloomy, 

and ugly." ■

"Irs not a very beautiful place," he 

said; "even the Scotch folk cannot but 

allow that Tou see the coal and iron 

factories spoH it» and the climate Is ave 

dull and damp. But there^s money to be 

made there, and the wealthy folk ean 

afford to live out of the town and its grime 

and ugliness. Eelvingrove is very pretty, 

and one or two of the parks. You're sure 

you would not care to go with me f " ■

I shook my head. ■

"Grannie is not at all strong yet," I 

said, " and she is vezy reluctant to lose me. 

I will stay with her until you return, and," 

I added, with a courage bom of determi- 

nation, " I have asked Bella Cameron to 

come back with me to Corriemoor for a 

whQa It is so long since she stayed 

there " ■

His &ce douded. ■

"My mother does not like her," be 

said. ■

"I am sorry for that," I answered, 

ooldly, " but you can't expect me to order 

all my affections and tastes to please yonr 

motn^tf. As it is, I am a mere cipher in 

the house, and am never consulted or con- 

sidered in any way." ■

His ruddy fisce paled. He looked at me 

with a dawning fear in his oalnii grqr 

eyes. ■

" Why, Athole— why, my dear," he said, 

wonderingly, "you're no meaning to say 

that you're not satisfied? I thought yon 

and my mother agreed so well" ■

" So we do," I answered, rather ashamed 

of my momentary irritation. " Ton can't 

disagree with a person to whom you are 

bound to submit your judgement and In- 

clination even in tiie smallest matter, and 

that is what I liave to do at Oorriemoor.** ■

" I thoufiht you were quite content," he 

muttered, looking at me as if I had pre- 

sented myself before him under a totaUj 

new aspect ■

I Unghed somewhat bitterly. ■

"Ob^ I do not wish to change things — 

they are best as they are ; but I think 

I am at liberty to ask my cousin, or— or 

any one' else to stay with me, if I wish, 

without your mother's permission." ■

" Of course, of course," he said, hurriedly. 

"I'U make that aU right witti her— and, 

indeed," he added, as if struck by a 

brilliant idea, "there's no reason why we 

shouldn't have some folk to stay at Omm- 

moor and rouse you up a bit FU have 

the M'Eayes, and perhaps Mr. Penryth, ■
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and young Hay might oome to ni alaa 

There's room and to spare in the old place, 

and we'll go up the lochs. YoaVe never 

been there yet I can have Lord Mon- 

teith's yacht for the asking ; he's not osing 

it — ^he's abroad in Spun this year. I'm 

pleased I thought of it. No doabt yon're 

been doll and moping at Oorriemoor ; bat 

we'll cheer yon up a bit, and haye some 

joong life there. Ay 1 that we wiU." ■

He nibbed his htmds together, and his 

whole face beamed with satisfaction. I 

was rather taken aback by this new scheme 

of his. The idea of his inviting DongUs 

Hay and Hael Penryth to stay at Corrie- 

moor seemed preposterous. ■

"Bat they will never accept." I told 

myself. "Sarely Dooglas woald not 

dream of staying there — ander my roof — 

as my gaest" ■

I felt so sore of this that I did not 

troable myself to combat the Laird's 

schema It woald fall to the groand of itself. ■

The next day he left for Glasgow, and I 

remained at Craig Bank. ■

ENGLISH DINNERS IN MEDIEVAL 

TIMES. ■

Hjbayt feeders were oar forefathers in 

the days when Alfred was King. At 

dinner they regaled themselves voradoasly 

on meatSi both baked and boiled, which 

were handed roand on spits, each gaest 

taking as mach as seemed good to him. 

Tuey drank freely of mead and ale — 

brewed withoat hops— or, if they were 

well-to-do, of wine — of motat. a drink of 

molberry joiee and honey — and pigment^ a 

concoction of wine, honey, and spices. 

Wliile the caps were passing roand, 

harpers and minstrels played and sang; 

and jqgglen and jesters did their fooling 

when the gaests wearied of the more intel- 

lectaal pastime. It was thas that Alfred 

entertained Gathnin, the Danish chief, and 

his thirty jarls after their sarrender at 

BrattonEdge. ■

Foar meals a day— and each so aban- 

dant that it might fitly have passed for a 

dinner — satisfied, more or less fdly, the 

majestie apnetiteB of those early ancestors 

of oora Upon this excess of eating, the 

Danish invaders grafted, as it were, excess 

of drhiking. As everybody knows, King 

Hacdacnat drank himself into an apo- 

plectic fit at the dinner given by Osgood 

Clapa» at Lambeth, on the occasion of Ids 

daoghtez^s wedding. ■

Bat neither intemperance in eating nor 

in drinking was a Wee of the Norman. 

He was less of a glatton and more of 

an epicare: he liked dainty dishes and 

savoory, and preferred the light wines of 

France to the heavy ale-mead or hippocras 

of England. Edward tibe Gonfessbr, broaght 

ap ander Norman inflaences, introdaced 

into his coart Norman asages; and ab- 

stemioasness and sobriety prmiled in the 

place of glattony and dronkenness. Else- 

where, the English thegn ate and drank as 

immoderately as ever. ■

William the First had a fine sense of 

what was becoming at a Boyal table. He 

was so well pleased, at one of his little 

dinners, with a savoory soap compoanded 

by his cook, Teselin, that he sent for him 

and asked how it was named. ■

" I call it dillagroat^" was the reply. ■

"A poor name for so good a soap 1" 

cried the Ehig. "Nathless" — everybody 

said '*nathless" in those days — '<we be- 

stow apon yon the Manor of Addington." ■

This manor, I may add, reverted to the 

Crown. In the reign of Henry the Third 

we find it in the hands of the Bardolfii, 

and held on the tenare of <* making 

pasties in the King's kitchen on the day 

of his coronation, or providbg some one 

as his depaty, to make a dish called 

groat ; and if saet (seym) was added, it 

was called malpigemoan." At James the 

Second's coronation, the lord of the manor 

daimed to find a man to make a dish of 

groat in the Boyal kitchen, and prayed 

that the King's cook might be the man. 

The clium was allowed, and the claimant 

knighted. Bat what was this groat! 

Was it Identical with Tezelm's diUsgroat^ 

and the Bardolfs' malpigemoan % And 

was a pottage called Bardolf, of which a 

f oarteenth centary recipe has been printed 

by the Society of Antiqaaries, identical 

with these t If so, as among the in- 

gredients were almond milk, the brawn oi 

capons, sagar and spice, chicken parboiled 

and dhopped, etc., it was doabtlessly a 

dish for a King. ■

A story is told of the Oonqaeror to the 

effect tliat wheni on one occasion, his 

favoarite noble, William Fits -Osborne, 

Earl of Hereford, who, as Steward of the 

Hoaseholdy had charge of the cary — or 

caisine— served him with the flesh of a 

crane scarcely half-roasted, he was so in< 

dignant that he lifted ap his fist^ and 

woald have smote him, had not Eado — 

appointed dapif er, or steward, immediately 

afterwards — ^warded off the blow. ■
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'Williaxn Bofas did not inherit his 

father's temperance. He was never bo 

pleased as when he had gathered hia 

boon eompanione in hIa Boyal hall, 

to crack coarie jokes over high-spiced 

meata and kindling wines. He was hunt- 

ing and feasting at Malwood Keep, in the 

green recesses of the New Forest, when, 

one night, after a bont *of drinking, he 

dreamed bad dreams, which vexed him 

greatly. So a presentiment of evil came npon 

him, and he told Us attendants he wonld 

not hnlit that day. Dinner, howeyer, was 

served — his last dinner I — and over his 

venison pasty and his wine his spirits 

revived. He ordered his horse to be 

saddled; mounted, and rode into the 

greenwood chase, attended by Walter 

T^rreL Drawing his bow, he wounded a 

stag ; and almost at the same moment his 

breast was pierced by an arrow which 

I^rrel had shot at another stag, but which, 

striking a tree, rebounded, and mortally 

hit the King. Bufns, in his agony, 

plucked at the arrow, which snapped off 

at the ihaft, fell from his horse, and 

'*word spake never more." ■

King Stephen was a good eater and a 

jolly companion. 'William of Malmesbury 

tells us that from his readiness to jolce, 

and sit and regale — that is, dine — with 

** low people,'' he had gained so much on 

their affections as is hardly to be con- 

ceived. The "low people" were the 

dtfzens 'of London and the great towns, 

who abided faithfully by his cause through- 

out all his troubles. ■

Henry the Second had no objection to 

delicate meats and choice liquors. He 

knew how to maintain a becoming hos- 

pitality; but he loved statecraft and the 

exercise of power much more, and his 

strong Intellect despised the coarser in- 

dulgencies of the table. A man of restless 

activity — alwajs on the move^he had 

little time for feasting, and did not en- 

oourage it in others. When the monks of 

Winchester complained that their Abbot 

had struck three dishes off their daily 

carte du diner, ■

" How many baa he left you f " was his 

enquiry. ■

"Only ten I only ten!" whhied the 

oomplainanta. ■

•'Tenl" exclaimed the King; <<and I 

am content with three 1 Tell your Bishop 

that it is not fitting a monk should have 

more dishes than a King 1 " ■

He and Thomas Becket, before his 

minister and servant became Archbishop ■

of Canterbury, had some pleasant dinners 

together. They were on such intimate 

terms that Henry would ride straight into 

the hall where Becket sat at meat, and 

drink a cup of wine and begone, or would 

sit down and dine with him, taking '*ppt- 

luck," as one might say. Becket^ in nis 

secular days, was a good judge of good 

living, and a very liberal host Hia 

admiring biographer, Fitz-Stephen, says: 

^' He seldom went to dinner without the 

company of carls and barons, whom he 

had invited." It was considered to be a 

proof of his extravagance that he ordered 

the room in which he received hia guesta 

to be strewn every winter day with hay 

and clean straw, and in summer with fresh 

green boughs and rushes; so that the 

numeroua knights for whom no seats could 

be found at the tables, might find the floor 

dean for their accommodation, and not 

soil their dainty attire. His board glittered 

with vessels of gold and silver, and was 

supplied with rich dishes and rare 

"drinks"; not that he himself ate or 

drank to excess, but because he had a 

natural taste for the sumptuous, and an 

inborn bountifulness of disposition. When 

he went on his famous embassy to France, 

twelve sumpter-horses were required to 

carry his gold and silver plate, hia pitchers, 

his basins, his salt-cellars, his spoons, hia 

knives, and so on. Two great waggona 

were stored with iron-bound casks of 

English beer; others with different kinda 

of meat and drink ; others agafai with linen 

for the person and the table. At Paria 

the magnificence of his table furnished 

the gossips with a never-failing subject of 

conversation ; and there ia a tradition that 

he once gave a hundred shillings sterling — 

equal to fifty or sixty pounds at the present 

value of money — for a dish of eels. Even 

after he had become Archbishop, and 

posed as saint and ascetic, though at timea 

he mortified his flesh upon bread and 

water, his table was generally spread with 

fastidious delicacy. He partook of few dishec, 

and but little of any ; but he insisted that 

those should be choice and well cooked. 

His usual drink, according to FitaStephen, 

was water in which fennel had been boiltd ; 

but other biographers-affirm that he took a 

little wine for the same reason which 

induced Saint Paul to recommend it to 

Timothy. ■

That crowned knight - errant, whom 

popular tradition has surrounded with ao 

much fictitious romance — Bichard, sur- 

named the Lion-Heart — loved good dinneroL ■
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At his coronation there was a right Boyal 

revel, and a tight worth aeeing it matt 

haTe been — ^the banqueting haU crowded 

with jmlates, and nobles, and knights ; 

the tables thronged with every loxary 

the eoUnarj art of the age oonld acoom- 

pUsh; eitizens of London serving in the 

Boyal cellar, and those of Windiester in 

the Boyal kitchen. When he went 

to the Crosades, Biehard gave the most ■

forgmnm dinners imaginable to Eii^ 

*hutp of France at Messina^ and to his 

fatore bride, Berengaria, and her mother, at 

Ltmasol, in Oypros^ and to Templars and 

Hoipitallers at Jaffa. The minstrels and 

jongleurs of the time would have us be- 

lieve that he had strange fancies about 

food. On one occasion, they say, when 

he entertained the Ambassadors of Saladin, 

he ordered a boar's head to be served up ; 

and on another, when a craving for pork 

could not be satisfied, he dined upon the 

flesh of a young, plump Saracen. Mora 

wholesome, I should think, was the venison 

pasty which, according to Sir Walter Scott^ 

he discussed with so much gusto in the 

cell, of the derk of Oopmanhurst ! ■

The good knights are dust^ and their 

swords are rust ; but they have left behind 

them some interestbg records of their 

prowess at the feast, as well as in the field 

or the tourney. Among^ the many ex- 

cellent consequences of the de velopement of 

chivalry may be included thu: that it 

introduced into the medieval methods of 

dining a certain air of courtly and gradous 

hospitality, and a dignified ceremonial which 

had hitherto been absolutely unknown. 

Indeed, there is something quite impressive 

about the order which appertained to a 

great medinval banquet. ■

As soon as the lord entered his dining- 

hall, a hoin sounded, and the guests whom 

their rank entitled to sit at his table 

hastened to take their places. As soon as 

all were seated, the servitors brought to 

each a basin filled with perfumed water, in 

which to dip his hands« and a napkin 

of fine linen with whidi to dry them. 

Then the master-cook's assistants entered, 

bearing in their arms huge dishes of 

smoking viands, and set to work at the side- 

table to cut up joints of roast beef, pork, 

wild boar, the inevitable venison pasties, 

pheasants, capons, and birds of the farm- 

yard generally ; while others placed before 

the guests thick slices of bread to serve as 

plates. The meal at an end, the servitors 

handed round cups of hippocras — a com- 

pound of Lisbon and Canary wines, well ■

spiced — the tables were removed; the 

floor was swept ; and minstrels and story- 

tellers presented themsdves, to while away 

the long winter hours. In the bright 

summer days, feats of arms and knightly 

exercises were performed. ■

''He wKS fonde of life," says Peter 

Langtoft, speaking of King John, '*aad 

used lichoric." His extravagance and his 

sensudity were equdly unbounded; and 

throughout aU the storms and shadows of 

his reton he kept up a sumptuous table. 

One 01 his most memonble dinnen was 

that which he gave at Winchester afker 

his reconciliation with Arehbishop Langtoo. 

Another was his banquet to the Barons 

when he had attached his seal and 

signature to the Qroat Oharter of Eaglish 

Freedom. When, in the sere and ydlow 

leaf of his unlovdy life, he dined with 

the monks of Svrineshead, one of them, 

according to a dubious story, put poison in 

his cup. He drank, and six days after- 

wards died : ■

Poisoned— ill fare ; dead, forsook, cast off* ■

But it is much more probable that the 

caose of his death was a surfeit of peaches 

and new dder. ■

Perhaps the best dinner which Heniy the 

Third ever enjoyed was on the occasion of 

his marriage to Eleanor of Provenca The 

nuptid feast was certainly one of extra- 

ordinary splendour, as you may read in 

the accurate pages of liUss Agnes Stride- 

land, if you do not care for the old 

chreniders. Henry, throughout his troubled 

reign, was much vexed by want of pence, 

which limited his expenditure on his 

cuisine. One year he was compelled to 

go to and fro seeking hospitality of 

*' abbots, friars, clerks, and men of low 

degree, staying with -them, and asking for 

gifts.'* At another time he was so hard up 

that " he seised by force on whatever was 

used in the way of meat and drink— espe- 

cially wine — and even dothes, against 

the will of those who sold these ttdngsi" 

A King reduced to such extremities could 

not pretend to any great nicety of taste 

rdative to the quality of his providons. 

His annud revenue seems never to liave 

exceeded filty thousand pounds— of our 

present money ;*a revenue on which he 

could not afibrd to be extravagant^ espe- 

cially as the price of wheat — and, con- 

sequently, of other artides^was subject, 

in his reign, to the most terrible fluctuations 

— ^varying from one shilling to a pound per 

quarter. ■
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At this time the best dinners were to be 

found in the palaces of the bishops, and 

the refectories of mitred abbots. For 

example, there was Richard de Swinfield, 

Bishop of Hereford, whose Boll of House- 

hold Expenses, pabliahed by the Camden 

Society, shows the sumptuous manner of 

liyinff of this prelate. His cellars were 

stored with the best wfaies; his kitchens 

were fragrant with appetising odours ; the 

choicest products of the East filled his 

spiceries. His bakeries turned out for 

his use the best wheaten bread ; his 

breweries, the strongest and moat trans- 

parent idea When he removed from one 

manor-house to another, or journeyed to 

London, he was accompanied by his 

domestic utensils, his braes pots, and his 

earthenware jugs; and his baker always 

preceded him, that the supply of bread 

might never run short One day for 

dinner the bill of fare included three 

quarters of beef, three sheep, half a pig, 

eight geese, ten fowls, twelve pigeons, nine 

partridges, and uncounted larks, with a 

"proportional supply of wine and beer. On 

astlng-days, the nlaoe of the meat, poultry, 

and game was taken by fish — eels, salmon, 

tench, lampreys, minnows, salt herrings and 

salt cod. In winter, oysters were tought 

by the gallon ; in May and June, fresh 

niackerel tickled the episcopal palate ; and 

trout, in their due season, grilled for his 

boiefii Spending one Christmas-tide at 

his Prestbury manor-house, he orders a 

cask of Bordeaux wine to be brought from 

Bristol, and an enormous quantity of beer 

tol be brewed, and the uhristmas Day 

dinneri for himself and his guests, com- 

prehends two carcases and three quarters 

of beefi witii calves, does, pigs, fowls, 

bread and cheese, two ''sectanis" of red 

wine and one of white. The total cost 

was four pounds, sixteen shillings and 

ttireepence farthing, or about forty pounds. ■

Edward the First, the greatest of the 

Plantagenets, was too much occupied with 

the workbg-out of a great policy, too 

much of a statesman and a general, to 

waste his time upon sensual indulgences ; 

and during his reign the Boyal dinner- 

table was somewhat meagrely provided. 

The most famous dinner recorded in his 

reign was that which he gave at West- 

minster, in the last year of his life, to 

his nobles, knights, and courtiers. Two 

swans were then placed on the board, and 

the Kmg swore, before Heaven and the 

■wans, t£at he would revenge the murder 

of Oomyn upon Bobert Bruce, and punish ■

the rebellious Scots. This vow of the 

swans was held to be speciaUy sacred in 

the palmy days of chivalry. ■

That was a goodly dinner wlilch Edward 

the Third gave to Sir John of Hainault, 

and other lK)rds of Hainault and Flanders, 

when they came across the seas to assist 

him in hb war with Scotland. He waa 

then Ijin^ at 7ork, with the Queen, his 

mother, his nobles, and a great company 

of men-at-arms and archers. On Tnnitj 

Sunday, in the monastery of the Black 

Friars, where he lodged, no fewer than 

five hundred knights feasted at his taUa 

On her part, the Queen brought sixty 

ladies and damosels to grace the banquet 

''There might have been seen," says IVois- 

sart, ''plenty of aO manner of strange 

victuals" — strainse, that is, to .a foreigner 

— ^roast beef, and venison ifrom the King's 

forest, and solid pasties fit only for strong 

stomachs, with good English ale and cider, 

and French wines. The ladies and damo- 

sels were freshly apparelled, ready for a 

dance when the tables were removed, and 

the floor had been newly strewn with 

sweet - smelling rushea Unfortunately, 

after dinner, a sharp contention broks out 

between the English archers and the 

foreign grooms and pages. Yolleys of 

dothyard shafts flew fast and far; and 

heavy blows were given on both sides, 

until the armed knights came down in 

their harness, and, striking into the aflfray, 

put the archers to flight. ■

When Edward visited Wark Gastle, 

after the retreat of the Scots, ha and his 

knights were received, in her husband's 

absence, by the Countess of Salisbury, 

whose beauty of person and charm of 

mannermade immediate conquest of the 

King's fancy. He was stricken to the 

heart, says Froissart— in the English of 

Lord Bemers— with a sparkle of fine love 

that endured long aft^; he thought no 

lady in the world so worthy to be moved 

as she. Enterbg the Oastle hand in hand, 

the Countess led him first into the hall, 

and afterwards hito the chamber, nobly 

apparelled, Edward fixhg his eyes upon 

her until she was abashed. Then he with- 

drew into a window recess to rest hioMelf, 

and fell into a profound reverie; wbdle 

the Countess went about to make cheer 

for the^ lords and knights who had ac- 

companied him, and save orders that tJie 

hall should be dressed for dinner. These 

duties fulfilled, she came blithely to the 

King, who was still absorbed in thought, and 

said: " Dear sir, why do you so study f It ■
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is not fittiDg thftt yoa should do so ; rather 

dioold yon make merry, seeing yoa have 

put to flight your enemiea." After a 

whOe, Edward confessed that he was so 

taken by her sweet behavionry her perfect 

wisdom, good grace, nobleness, and excel- 

lent beaa^, that he eoold not bat love 

her, and withoat her love woald be bat 

as dead. like a chaste and noble gentle- 

woman, the Coantess sharply chidM him 

for osinff sach langoage to the wife of a 

valiant knidit and buon who had done 

him 80 moch good servioe, and withdrew 

into the hall to hasten the dinner. Then 

die xetamed to the King, accompanied by 

some of his knights, and said: '*Sfar, if 

it please yon to come into the hall, yoot 

knlghlfl wait for yoa to wash. Ton We 

bated too long." So he went to the hall 

and washed, and sat down amone Us 

kards; and the lady alsa The King, 

howeyer, ate bat UtUa He sat stiO, 

masing^ and, as of feen as he dorst, cast his 

eyes apon the lady, who, no doabt^ was 

well pleased when, next morning, he left 

the Oaatle, and^ rejoining his army, marched 

northward to Berwick. ■

HaTing devised his scheme of the Bonnd 

TaUe, or grand international toamament 

in honoar of Ein^ ArOmr, at Windsor, he 

ordered the erection of a hoase called the 

Boond Table — now called the Boand 

Tower— wherein to feast the knights who 

attended the joasiingB. The work was 

completed in abont ten months, and in 

Janaaiy, 1344, the King held the Boand 

TaUe^ at which was inaagarated the 

famoos Order of the Garter. Not only the 

flower of the Englfah chivaby, bat knLhts 

from every comer of Christendom attended, 

and took part in the passages of arms, in 

the tots and toomeys, the hontings and 

the dances^ as well as in the noble dinners 

which the hospitality of Edward provided. 

Five years later there was agab high 

feBtivsI at "Windsor, when the King and 

twenty-five Ciompanions of the Order, ^'all 

clothed in mantles of fine woollen doth of 

bhie coloor, powdered with garters, and 

each wearing the great cofiar of the 

Order," went in solemn procession to the 

CShapd of Saint George, where the cere- 

momes of installation were performed. 

Afterwards, there was a glorioas dinner, 

and many dishes were eaten, and mnch 

wine was dronken, and lords and ladies, 

knighta and damosels trod not a few 

" measores " on the rash-strewn floor. ■

Splendid were the banqaets of Bichard 

tlie Second, who employed, we are told. ■

no fewer than two thoasand cooks in his 

kitchen, and three handred servitors ; bat 

these figures are evidently fiotitions. Fic- 

titioas, too, seems the namber of gaests — 

ten thoasand — who were daily entertained 

at the King's expense, daring the sanny 

years of his refgo, when, '^Toath at the 

prow and Pleasore at the helm," the bark 

of his fortunes sailed gaOy over laughing 

waves, unconscious of the coming storm 

and of "the whirlpool" in which it was 

doomed to destruction. Bichard's reign, 

from a culinary standpoint, is remarkable 

for having produced one of the earliest 

cookery boobi in our language : the cele- 

brated "Forme of Oury," compiled by his 

master cook, who conceals his name imder 

the initials 0. S. S. ■

Some extracts from this ancient work 

may be interesting. ■

It opens with a kind of preamble, setting 

forth that it was compiled by the chi« 

Master Oook of Bichard the Second — who 

was accounted the best and royallest 

vfamder (feeder or epicure) of all the 

Christian Ein^ of his times — with the 

assent and avisement of the Masters of 

Phydc and Philosophy who resided in his 

Court And firsts it teacheth a man how 

to mtke, craftQy and wholesomely, com- 

mon pottages knd comm<m meats for the 

household. Afterwards, it teacheth the 

making of curious pottages and subtletieB 

— that is, devices in paste, wax, and con« 

factions — for all manner of states, both 

high and low. And the teaching of the 

form of making pottages of meat) both of 

flesh and fish, are set here by number and 

by order. ■

A few of the recipes will show the 

quality of the book; but there is this 

serious disadvantage, that no quantities 

are dven nor any Sections as to the length 

of time to be allowed for the different pro- ■

How to make Frumenty. — Nym [take] 

dene Wete and bray it in a morter wei 

that the holys [hulls or husks] gou al of, 

and seyt [seethe] y t til it baste, and nyn y t 

up, and let yt kde [cool], and nym fayre 

fresch broth and swete my Ik of ,AI- 

mandys or swete mylk of kyne and temper 

yt al. And nym the yolkys of cyryn 

[eggs], boyle it a lityl, and set yt adon, and 

messe yt f orthefiryth fat venyson and firesh 

muton. ■

How to make Fritters. — ^Nym flowre and 

egryn and grynd [ground] peper and safron 

and mak hereto a batour [batter] and 

par(e) aplyn, and kyt(t) hem to brode ■
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KjB [pieces m broad m a penny], and 
t hem theryn, and fry hem in the 

batoor Wy th f resoh grns and senre it forthe. 

How to make Gose ih Hotchpot — ^Take 

OoB and smyte hem on peeys, cast hem in. 

a pot with half wyne and half water, and 

put thereto a gode qntite of Oynone and 

erbeetb Set it over the fyre and cover it 

fart; make a Inyo [mixture] of brede 

and blode and lay it therewith. Pat 

thereto powder fort* and senre it. ■

Oapone in Ooncys.!— Take Oapona and 

roBt hem right hoot that they be not half 

ynonhc [enoogh], and heeve hem to 

gobetti Ilarge pieces], and cast them in 

a pot rat thereto clere broth ; seeth hem 

that ihey be tendre; take brede and 

the selp broth, and drawe it ap yfore 

[together]; take strong powder, and 

safiron, and salt, and cast thereto. Take 

ayron [eggs] and seethe him harde; take 

out the yolk, and heeve the whyte 

^thereinne. Take the pot from the fyre, 

*and cast the whyte Uiereinne. Messe the 

disshe therewith, and lay the yolkes hool, 

and floar it with doves. ■

Lampreys in Galantine. — ^TakeLamprons 

and scalde hem ; seethe hem ; meng [mix] 

powder of galyngale and some of the broth 

togyther. Boile it; pat thereto powder 

of gynger and salt; take the Lamprons 

and boUe hem ; lay hem in a dyssh. Lay 

the seeve [broth] above ; serve quickly. 

' In the following recipe the spelling is 

modernised. ■

A Fish Pie (Custard of Fysshe).— Take 

loaches, lampreys, and eels ; smite them in 

pieces, and stew them with almond milk 

and onions ; fry the loaches in oil, and lay 

the fish therein. Cast thereon powder fort 

and powder douce— made of aromatic spices 

— with raisins, currants and prunes 

damsons; take galantine, and the broth 

therein ; swing [shake or mix] it together, 

andcartinthedislL Bake, and serve it forUL ■

The profuseness with which our great 

nobles and ecclesiastics ordered their feasts 

at this period, may be inferred from the 

bill of fare provided by George Neville, 

brother of the King-maker, on liis instal- 

lation as Archbishop of York. This docu- 

ment has often been printed ; but I must 

quote it here, because it is really a notaUe 

specimen of a large way of doing things. 

It reads as if the Archbishop had been 

providoninff a numerous garrison againrt a 

six months'^siege : ■

* A mixture of the warmer spiaes — pepper, 

ginger, etc.— pulverised, 

t Supposed to be some well-known sauce. ■

Wheat, three hundred quarters; ale, 

three hundred tuns; wine, one hundred 

and four tuns; hippocras, one pipe; 

oxen,*eighty ; wild bulls, six; sheep, one i 

thousand and four; calves, thrae hundred ; 

porkers, three hundred ; geese, three thoii- 

sand; capons, two thousand three hun- 

dred; pigs (young ones), two thousand; 

peacocks, one hundred; cranes, two hun- 

dred; kids, two hundred; chickens, two 

thousand; pigeons, four thousand ; eonies, 

four thousand ; bitterns, two hundred and 

four; mallards and teal, four thousand; 

heronshaws, four thousand; pheasants, 

two hundred; partridges, five hundred; 

woodcocks, four hundred; plovers, four 

hundred; curlews, one hundred; quails, 

one hundred; egrets, one thousand; 

reeves, two hundred; harts (bucks and 

roes), four hundred odd ; venison pasties, 

cold, four thousand ; ditto, hot, one 

thousand five hundred and six ; dislies of 

jelly, with paste, one thousand ; dishes of 

jelly, plain, four thousand ; custards^ cold, 

four thousand; custards, hot, two thou- 

sand ; pike, three hundred ; bream, thvee 

hundred ; seals, eight ; and porpoises, four. 

Sixty-two cooks were engaged to dress 

these various articles. ■

The number of persons entertained was 

about three thousand five hundred; but 

the entertainment must liave spread over 

several days, or the consumption of such a 

mass of edibles would have been impoe- 

sibla One thing is abundantly clear — that 

the commissariat in a great nobleman's 

household must have been admirably 

organised to permit of the collection of aU 

these various items, more particularly in 

an age when there were very few facilities 

of locomotion and conveyance. ■

A curious account of a wedding-dinner, 

about the same epoch, will be found in 

the alliterative poem of " Hie Tournament 

of Tottenham " (in the Harleian BASS., but 

printed by Bishop Percy and others). It ■

Served was in rich array. 

And so they sate in jollity all the long day. ■

THE ART TREASURES OP THE 

CITF OP LONDON. ■

FIRST PART. ■

I pray vou, let us satisfy our eves ■

With the memorials, and the things of fame ■

That do renown this city. ■

Twelfth Ni^ ■

It might be reasonably supposed that a 

Oorporation boasting such antiquity and 

possessing such enormous wealth as that ■
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of the great City of London, whoie pos- 

seenonfl hare from time to time been in- 

c g oMod by noble beqaests and gif to, would 

have, like so many Gontinentu towns of 

the lame antiqnity, galleries filled with 

fine pietiuree and statuary, with magnifieent 

tapestries and f abries, with gorgeous speei- 

mens of handicraft, with rare earrings 

and inlays, with the best prodneto of the 

potter's wheel, and other objeeto of artistic 

interest, the gtfto and work of ito dtiaens 

in bygone days, and the landmarks of their 

progress in taste and culture. It might 

also be thought that ito great trade Guilds, 

oriflnally, if not now, connected with the 

trades which give them name, would sedu- 

lously have collected t<^ether specimens 

of their handiwork, if only for exhibition 

to and for the instruction of tiie members 

of their craft ■

But enquiry proves that there is yery 

little worthy of the. name of art belonging 

to the Corporation, and that the City 

OompanleSy though possessing many beau- 

tifnl things, have, with a few exceptions, 

done very Uttie in past times to interest 

the public in the crafts they represent ■

Many great and rich men have been 

numbered amongst the citizens — ^men who 

hare delighted to spend their wealth in 

great charities, and in enriching the dignity 

of the great Corporation to which it was 

their privilege to belong — ^but their mu- 

nificence was seldom connected witii Art 

in any shape or form. It does not seem to 

have occurred to them that any expendi- 

ture for the encouragement of the Fine 

Arto was advisable, save in later times, 

when a Company might wish to possess the 

portrait of the reigning sovereign, in 

which esse they indidged in a picture of 

the " penny plain and tuppence coloured " 

elaas, "ye costo of ye same not to exceed 

ye somme of three pounds sterling, in- 

cludynge ye frame." ■

And yet in the Middle and succeeding 

ages England was not without painters or 

skilled artificers, of whose existence there 

It ample evidence in the few treasures to 

be found in the City ; and, moreover, the 

ranks of these artists were from time to 

time recruited by the immigration of 

fordgners, many of whom, as Holbein, 

Babens, Yandyck, and Torregiano, were 

of the front rank. It would seem, how- 

ever, that the City Fathers were indifferent 

to the possession of any of the masterpieces 

which were executed in England during 

tile sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 

for, whilst these are to be found in many a ■

stetoly mansion throughout the country, 

there is scarcely an ancient picture of 

any great merit to be found within the 

length and breadth of the City. In fact» 

such pictures might be counted on the 

fingers. The finest of them — the mag- 

nificent Holbein possessed by the Barbers' 

Company, of surpassbg interest and value 

— ^b generally open to visitors who apply 

for admission ; but owing to the circum- 

scribed space in which it is hung, it can 

never be properly seen. The same Com- 

pany also possesses a fine portrait of Inigo 

Jones, by Yandyck. Countiess treasures 

in the way of plate are to be found — 

in spite of the fact that so much was 

melted down in obedience to Soyal com- 

mands during the Civil War, and at other 

times — ^but these are the private property 

of the Companies, presented to them for 

their use. They might, however, occa- 

sionally %e exposed for exhibition. ■

There is a story told of a French savant 

who was shown a priceless jewel by a 

great Duke. ■

*< Thank you, my lord Duke," said the 

man of science, '* for allowing me to share 

with you the possession of so great a 

treasure.'' ■

<* In what way f " said the Duke. ■

*' Why, ydhr Grace can do no more than 

look at it, and you have allowed me to do 

the same." ■

The stozy might be borne in mind more 

often than it is in the City and amongst 

the City Companies, where certain objeeto 

of interest are kept locked up from year to 

year, and, indeed, for^all the pleasure that 

they give to anybody, might just aa well not 

exist. It is not for an instant suggested 

that these treasures should pass out of the 

possession of their owners, but it might be 

thought that all the combined wealth of 

the Uity Companies could find some place 

for tiie occasional display of such articles 

as are not in general use with them, and 

that this gallery might be under the super- 

vision of the Corporation. ■

The occasional efforto made by the 

Drapers' and Turners' Companies to get 

together exhibitions of modem works show 

that such things are possible; and some 

twenty years ago a very fine exhibition of 

plate and armour was organised by the 

Ironmongers' Company, of which a well- 

illustrated catalogue has since been pub- 

lished. Amongst the smaller Companies, 

that of the Ciockmakers is perhaps the 

only one which has made any effort. A 

fairly complete collection of clocks has ■
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Duder their aiupices been added to the 

Ooildhall Miueiun. ■

It IB intended, howeyeti to refer to the 

Art TreaaoreB of the OompanieB in a Bnb- 

Beqnent article, thia present one being{de- 

Yoted to the poBBeBsions of the Corporation. ■

The great saeceBB of the loan exhibition 

of pictoreB held in the Bommer of 1890 in 

the Art Oallery of the Corporation eeema 

to prompt thia enquiry into the art col- 

lectionB to be found in the Oity, and the 

meana taken to aecure the proper exhibi- 

tion of anch colleetionB. ■

The crowded atate of the rather incon- 

venient galleriea during the exhibition juat 

referred to ia good eyidence that) provided 

an exhibition contain worka of sufficient 

merit to attract popular attention, there ia 

alwaya to be found in the Gity a Uurge 

contingent of the buaineaa population who 

delight to apend their apare momenta in 

examining worka of art Thia esriiibitbn 

did contain many well-known pictnrea, 

notably Beynolda'a auperb portraita of the 

three Ladiea Waldegrave ; aome fine 

French and Dutch picturea; aeveral of 

Sir John Millaia'a beat landacapea; Sir 

Frederick Leigfaton's beautiful '* Summer 

Moon " ; and a splendid collection of paint- 

inga by thoae Engliah artiats who. are 

known aa the Pre-IUphaelite school The 

aowd which daily flocked to aee theae worka 

waa compoaed of all aorta and conditiona 

of men — warehouaemen, derka, office - 

boya, merchants, and profeaaional men for 

the moat part — but, at the aame time, there 

waa a large sprinkling of people who had 

evidently gone into the City for the special 

purpoae of seeing the exhibition. During 

the luncheon hours the galleries were so 

thronged that it was very difficult to aee 

the pictures at all Thia aatiafactory state of 

a£Fairs was Burely sufficient encouragement 

for the enlargement of the idea : if not 

for the formation of a finer permanent 

collection, at any rate, for the greater 

frequency of such loan exhibitions. The 

provision of some such recreation or in- 

struction iB a debt which the Corporation, 

in itB position as trustee of such enormous 

wealth and position, owes to the publia 

It is quick enough to recognise its in- 

debtedness in other ways ; might not the 

Arts also claim a humble sluffe of those 

attentions which are lavished on Bumham 

Beeches, and such far away spots t There 

are many people in the City proper to 

whom a free picture gallery of good quality 

would be a boon ; and these are not only 

of the wealthier classes. ■

To the majority of workers in the City 

Ufe is almost a barren wilderness without 

enlightenment — a walk along a narrow 

street hedged in on either side by high 

walla without openinga. Very occasionally 

a trip may be taken to the daasio shades 

of Epping or Bumham; but a picture 

gallery would be always with them, and, 

as has been frequently shown in the East 

End, a well-filled picture-gallery or museum 

is an oasis in the desert of the daily life of 

such peoplOi It is possible that they may 

not thoroughly understand pictures; In- 

deed, that th^ should do so is im- 

possible, and the same might be said 

of the best of us; but yet it must not 

be said that they do not enjoy them. 

Thorough understanding can only come 

with special knowledge and training; but 

it is quite possible that those who have 

not tms special knowlege, may, and do, 

appreciate an art in ite' broader aenae, 

although thia want of knowledge will not 

allow them to follow and appreciate ita 

refinementaandintricaciea. All peraons are, 

more or less, fond of listening to muile^ 

and are capable of deriving great pleasure 

therefrom, and yet many lutve no technical 

knowledge of music; nor could thej 

analyse their enjoyment^ save that they 

feel enlightened and charmed. Can it be 

said that they do not appreciate muaict 

According as their taste is cultivated so 

will they appreciate, and this appredatioB 

is limited by their want of technical know- 

ledge; they will miss the refinementa, 

but they inll appreciate the broad liffbtB 

and shades. So according to their ligbta, 

the uncultivated and uneducated may reap 

a large amount of enjoyment and interest 

from a picture gallery. But where in the 

City is the opportunity to be found t Tiie 

museums and picture gallerieB of London 

are not to be found witnin the predncta of 

the City ; nor is it for a moment snggeated 

that the collections in the National (Mr 

lery or the British Museum ahould be 

moved ; but it is difficult to understand 

the policy of an officialism which deoreea 

that that most useful of all galleiief, the 

South Kensington Museum, should find a 

local habitation in a neighbourhood devoted 

exdusivdy to fashion, and far away from 

the bustling centres of business and labour. ■

It is not the votaries of fashion who 

patronise, nor ia their jaded taste likeljbto 

appreciate, the Nationid Art TreasureSi It 

is to the busy worker, whose moments oi 

recreation are few, that such coUectiona 

mostly appeal. Should society take it into ■
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ite heftd that Art and the pnmiit of enltoxe 

b to be ftwhionable, and a thing to be done, 

then Bodety has only to depoait itself in 

its eaniage and it is whirled away in a few 

moments to the partieidar spot where, for 

the time being, Art is to be found ; aye, 

even to the attermest parts o( the East 

"EioAf dionld fashion so decree, and pro- 

irided that society will meet tlie rest of 

itself there. Bat with the busy worker 

these coniUtlons do not hold, and that the 

pablic galleries may be of any use to him, 

It is necessary that they diall 'be handy to 

his place of business, and certainly not 

situated at the other end of the town, as 

in the case of South Kensington. He 

wants a place where he can spend twenty 

minutes or half an hour, where he is free 

to come and go as he likes. Such a twenty 

minutes might be of inestimable benefit to 

a man who has his eyes open. Again it 

may be asked : what opportunities are 

there in the Oitv for such a man t What 

tiaye the guardians of this wealthy Cor- 

poration £me for the enlightenment of 

its citisens, for the instruction and pleasure 

oi the thousands of workers who each day 

toil within its precincts, and help to add 

to the sum of its greatness t ■

In other Engush towns — Ifanchester, 

Liverpool, Sheffield, Burmingham, and 

Nottingliam — ^the museums and picture 

gaDeries of the Corporations grow apace, 

and are housed in Mrly centrd positions, 

within reach of the working crowd. In 

London, perhaps, the same circumstances 

do not apply, for here are to be found the 

great national collections, and these must 

necessarily be centrally placed ; but within 

the Oity proper there is little in the shape 

of Art to attract the publia There are, it is 

true, the Oorporation Picture Gallery, and 

the Guildhall Museum and Library, all 

free of admission. Of theae, the Library 

is a most succeaaful institution, nearly 

always well occupied ; the Museum, con- 

sidered as the property of so great a 

Corporation, is inferior. But what shall 

be said of the collection of pictures 1 This 

is housed in two fairly spacious galleries 

situated on the east side of Guildhall 

Yard, and is perhaps one of the poorest 

collections ever brought together in a public 

gallezy. Had it not been for Alderman 

Boydell, the originator of the Shakespeare 

Galleiy scheme in 1789, the collection 

could hardly haye come into existence, for 

the Corporation itself is responrfble for 

I a yery small portion of the exhibition. It 

I h made up to a large extent of gifts by ■

Alderman Boydell and others, amongst 

whom the artists themselyes are frequently 

found — ^the latter a proceeding not likely 

to add to the yalue of the collection. ■

Only some four or five of the pictures 

haye oeen acquired by purchase ; amongst 

these are **The Death of Wat Tyler,* by 

Northcote, and <'The Death of David 

Bissio," by Opie, both of heroic sise, and 

painted at a period when English art was 

at a low ebb. There are seyeral pictures 

of the same period in this collection, 

presented by Alderman Boydell, but 

amongst the whole of them it would be 

difficiSt to pick out one of any interest or 

yalue artistically. Let any one who 

wishes to understand what the art of this 

period was like, turn oyer the illustrations 

of the Boydell Shakespeare, which, with 

one or two exceptions, are yery bad, and 

yet were painted by the leading artiats of 

that day. Then there is the inevitable 

portrait of the Queeis by Hayter, an artist 

already forgotten, although he was the 

fashionable portrait-painter of fifty years 

aeo. There are alao various portraits by 

Sir William Beechey, one of which is fine, 

whfle the rest may be called respectable ; 

a fine portrait of Richard Clark, by Sir 

Thomas Lawrence ; and a portrait of Sir 

Charles Pratt, afterwards Lord Camden, 

ascribed to Beynolda This latter is a 

rather suspicious picture; a square of 

canvas on which the head and shoulders 

are painted, appears to haye been cut out, 

and judging by the quality of the work 

in the head, a copy has been substituted, 

or else Beynolds must haye been nodding 

when he painted it An examination of 

the back of the canvas might settle the 

question. A gigantic canvas of Copley's, 

••The Siege of GibralUr,'' which occupies 

one end of the room, and a still more 

uninteresting painting, by a Frenchman 

named Alaux, of a deputation of the Cor- 

poration waiting upon Louis PhQippe at 

Windsor, complete the list of pictures in 

the first gallery. ■

There are some few pieces of sculpture, 

mostly busts ; the most interesting is Mr. 

Onslow Ford's statue of Mr. Henry Irving 

as Hamlet : a fine characteristic and well- 

modelled piece of sculpture, and, moreoyer, 

an excellent likeness. It is presented by 

the artist, and has only recently been placed 

in the gallery. In this case, at least, the 

gallery b the gainer by an artist's gene- 

rosity, and the time-honoured remark as 

to the adviaability of looking a gift-horse 

in the mouth does not apply. ■
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The Becond and mnalleT gallery is of 

more interest than the first; the pictnree 

are as a role smaller, and do not give the 

same idea of unrealised ambition. There 

are some small Datch pictures of no great 

merit; two views of London by Samuel 

Scotti which are interesting, as well from 

a topographical point of view as from the 

fact that Scott was a yery good landscape- 

painter, who died before the foundation of 

the Boyal Academy, in 1768; two fine 

interiors by David Boberts; a good por- 

trait by Reynolds; and on one wall five 

modem paintmgs, the gift of various 

Companies— 0^ these, *' FUrtation," by Sey- 

mour Lucas, and '*The Stream in Summer- 

time," by B. W. Leader, are very eood 

specimens. The whole gallery is, how- 

ever, dominated by an exceedingly vulgar 

and gaudy painting of large sice by a 

foreign artist, whose name it is not worth 

while to record, which was exhibited at 

the Italian Exhibitiou, and then deposited 

here by the artist^ possibly with the hope 

of seUing it. But why did the Corpora- 

tion allow such a hideous monstrosity to 

be exhibited under their sanction 1 

Certainly, it were far batter that the 

public should go without, or be treated to 

the gloomy oppressiveness of Northcote 

and Opie, than be forced to look at such 

ruthless vulgarity, both as to subject and 

execution, as is to be found in this picture. 

Such generosity on the part of artists is 

not to be encouraged, even though it may 

enable the otherwise bare waUs of the 

gallery to be covered. There is a smaller 

room out of this gallery, in which are 

hung various engravings, amongst them 

an dd one of the Barbers' Holbein, Con- 

necting these two rooms is a short passage, 

the walls of which are hung with some 

fairly executed pencQdrawings illustratbff 

the destruction of old London Bridge and 

the building of the new one, which have a 

certain interest as topographical records, 

but as works of art the quality is not good 

enough for public exhibition. ■

And this is the collection of pictures of 

the richest Corporation in the world — a 

collection which contains hardly an inte- 

resting, much less a fine picture 1 ■

Nor is the collection to be found in the 

Museum of much greater value. One fine 

Boman pavement, a few old specimens of 

pottery, a few manuscripts, and some old 

shoes, and the tale is told. Most of the 

things to be found there are of purely anti- 

quarian interest, and do not appeal to the 

general public. A few good specimens. ■

showing the progress of modem 

factures, would be worth all the old broken 

bottles in the world. ■

The memory is carried back almost with 

shame to the magnificent galleries and 

museums of the Continental municipalities: 

of the Hague; of Antwerp; of Brussels; 

the Burgeiloat Florence ; and theOhristiaa 

Museum at Bresda. And even the efforts 

of our own provincial Corporations should 

bring a blush to the cheek of the|( Lond<m 

bre^ren. ■

True it is, that of late years, In the 

cause of art education, a palatial City and 

Guilds' Technical Institute has been built 

and endowed; but why — ^the agonised 

cry once more arises — ^was South Keii- 

sbgton selected as the sitel Was it 

because the Exhibition Commissioners had 

some land to sellf An increase of the 

funds and buildings of the London Tech- 

nical Institute would have answered better. 

The question of technical education lien^ 

however, outside the scope of this article, 

the object of which is to call attention 

to the apparent want of effort on the 

part of the Corporation to procure even 

a fairly good art collection. Indifferenoe 

on the part of officialism to Art in any 

shape or form has always been an English 

characteristic^ and when any question 

relative to the purchase of works of art or 

the laying out of streets for architectural 

effect arises, the solution is arrived at from 

a purely mercantile point of view. ■

It is a matter of great regret that the 

Corporation cannot see its way to spending 

occasionally a little money on pictures, and 

making some effort to improve the quality 

of its collection. It is not suggested that 

large sums shoxM be spent in acquiring 

the priceless works of the old masters; 

such works, unless a special opportunity 

occurs, are rightly to be purchased for the 

nation, and placed in the National Gallery. 

But as in Manchester and Liverpool, a few 

modem pictures might from time to time 

be added to the collection; they wouldi if 

carefully selected, add greatiy to the interest 

of the galleries, and might turn the present 

gloomy exhibition into an attractive one. 

The cost, too, would not be much— cer- 

tainly a mere drop in the ocean in oom- 

parison to the large sums spent by the 

Corporation in other matters. ■

Another direction in which the collection 

might be developed, and one which would 

be singularly appropriate, is in the acqui- 

sitbn of pictures of topographical intenst^ 

such as views of Old and New London, ■

i ■
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and pietureB of London life. There are two 

snch Tievrs in the gallery by Samuel Soott^ 

which have been already referred ta This 

artist painted many snch views, and his 

works, amongst others, should be sought 

after. ■

Sneh an exhibition would have great 

histoiieal interest, apart from any artistic 

value that it might possess, and would, 

moreover, very appropriately be in the 

keeping of a Corporation which is justly 

proud of its history and antiquity. ■

Furthermore, it is hoped that the mag- 

nificent loan exhibition of last summer is 

only the forerunner of many others; its great 

sucoesa alone would justify its repetition, 

and the great willingness widi which the 

possessors of fine pictures oomeforward with 

their treasures removes many a stumbling- 

block, which would otherwise hinder those 

responsible for the exhibition. ■

ELEOTEIO KAILWAY& ■

It is often said that London, while 

having a most excellent and cheap service 

of omnibuses, has about the very worst cabs 

of any great dty, and is also very badly off 

for tridn service — not as regards the 

countiy, but between the various suburbs, 

and acrosa the Metropolitan Districts. 

Perhaps the cry as to cabs is rather 

exaggerated, for the hansoms of to-day are 

by no means bad vehicles, being, in the 

majority of eases, at all events very decently 

horsed, while the four-wheelers are distinctly 

improving ; but in the case of train accom- 

modation the outcry is justified. What 

have we north of the Thames t We have 

the Metropolitan and District Bidlways 

— ^very worthy in their way, no doubt, 

despite the grumble as to overcrowding, 

which can luurdly be avoided at certain 

times of the day — and the North London 

Bailway. But these railways are not 

enoughi and do not go straight enough 

to i£m destination. Take the case of a 

man who wants to go from King's 

Cross, or Paddington, to Charing Cross; 

he had better take a cab unless he 

wants to go a most wearisome way 

round ; and the same thing may be said 

of the journey from Charing Cross 

to Farrin^^on Street — here he would 

have to make the round of the City 

before he reached his destination. No; 

the Underground Eailway may be very 

good, but it is not enough. There is 

another objeetton to this Ime, and that is ■

the smoke. It is common enough to hear 

the Underground Builway held up to 

execration as an important item in the 

fog manufacture of London. How much 

truth there may be in the charge I don't 

know ; but it is quite certain that the more 

smoke hanging about, the more fog there 

is likely to be, and conversely the most 

simple logic will show that if you diminish 

the smoke you wiU diminish the fog. ■

Well, what say our readers to a railway 

without smoke, a railway comparatively 

inexpensive to construct^ and a railway 

cheap to work t It sounds impossible ; 

but if you wilf come a short journey with 

me to-day, I will show you a railway which 

answers that description, and I think you 

wiU find that the City and South London 

Bailway goes a long way towards solving 

the problem of internal communication in 

London. ■

The motive power of the City and South 

London Bailway is electricity, which is, as 

a driving power, most certainly in this 

country entirely in its infancy; and 

although the line has been open but a 

short time, it most certainly has been 

proved that it is a success. The line 

runs from King William Street, in the 

City, to Stockwell, with four intervening 

stations, and th^ actual raUs are contained 

in two tubes, one for down trains, and one 

for up trains, which connect at the termini. 

These tubes are of iron rings, and the 

mode of building them was as follows: 

Of course the beginning, the sinking of 

the shafts, and so on, was a matter of 

every -day work, but the building of 

the tubes was a very different matter. 

The principal factor was a big circular 

steel shield, as they called it — as a matter 

of fact it was a tube of about eleven feet 

diameter. Towards the end which was to be 

driven into the earth were fixed, all round 

the interior, strong hydraulic presses, and 

then, the earth in front being somewhat 

loosened by men, the actual process began. 

Inside the end of the shield furthest away 

from the earth were built up these rings 

of iron. Each ring consisted of six seg- 

ments and a key piece, and each ring 

advanced the length of the tube eighteen 

inches, and was firmly bolted to the one 

preceding it. As these successive rings 

were buUt up, the actual tube began to 

come in touch with the hydraulic presses, 

whereupon the power was turned on, and 

then, as the iron tube could not go back, 

the shield had to advance into the earth, 

which was cleared from the interior of the ■
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shield, and the work of building was re- 

Bomed. Bat then came a difficulty. As 

the shield advanced and left the tube 

behind, there was a space of an inch — the 

thickness of the shield— remaining all 

round the tube. This could not be left 

as it was, or a settling of the ground 

above would take place, and claims for 

compensation would rush in from house- 

holders, water companies, gas companies, 

and — ^well, there was no saying where it 

might end — so this space had to be 

filled up, and this operation was done 

by liquid cement. This was accomplished 

by leaving originally two iioles in each 

segment of the rings, and then forcing, by 

compressed air machines, the cement into 

these holes, beginning at the lowest, and 

workbg away at that till the cement 

appeared at the next above, and then 

plugging up the first and transferring the 

machine to the second, and so on, till the 

tube was encased in a solid cover of 

cement. At all the stations subsequently 

the company had to take down considerable 

lengths of the tubes, in order to build 

larger tunnels for the platforms ; and when 

this was done it was found that the cement 

had, in some cases, penetrated far beyond 

the original inch, either into an air-hole 

or into some hollow where the shield had 

not cut clean, and the cement taken out — 

I saw a specimen — was as hard and firm as 

any stone. ■

On the whole, the material cut through 

did not present many great difficulties; 

but in one place gravel and sand did cause 

an obstruction, which was got over in an 

ingenious manner. Of coursOi in an or- 

dinary tunnel the method followed when 

water is met with is to set machines 

at work to pump it out as quickly as 

it comes in ; but here the question of com- 

pensation would again come in, and some 

other method which would not disturb the 

surface had to be resorted to. The method 

adopted was to proceed under compressed 

air. By forcing the air against the sand 

and gravel the water was kept back, but 

the air escaped through the water and 

sand and gravel at a great ratOi This 

was avoided by the means of the cement, 

which was driven into the soil where the 

leak was, and then work could go on 

again. The average distance covered each 

day was thirteen feet six inches at each 

working-face. ■

Now, having seen how the tunnels were 

made, let us go to King William Street, 

and proceed to Stockwell, for there are all ■

the works connected with the line. We 

pay our twopence — ^the fare is twopence for 

any distance— and, receiving no ticket, pasa 

through a turnstile, and walk, not on to 

a platform, but into a lift, and so down 

seventy feet into the depths of the earth. 

There are two lifts at each station, the 

average depth being fifty feet, and one tube 

being over the other at the intermediate 

stations, the same lifts can serve both plat- 

forms. They have a curious sort of door, 

these lifts— doors composed of iron, which 

do not open or shut in the usual way, nor 

yet run on rollers, but which literally shut 

up as trellis-work. People are admitted 

on one side, and leave the lift on the 

opposite side, thus avoid all crushing. ■

Well, here we are on the platform, and 

here is tibe train waiting for us. It 

consists of an engine and tluree cara The 

cars are round on the roof, and fit pretty 

closely to the tube, while the engine we 

will see better presently. ■

« Any more gobg on 1 Bight, forward 1 " 

and away we go, and experience rather a 

shock to our feelings. Electridtjr I Yas, 

anything connected with electricity must 

be smooth, we think, which is extremely 

foolish of us, for as the oars run on 

ordinary wheels on ordinary rails, wa 

should only be justified in expecting 

the ordinary amount of shaking;, and that 

is what we get ■

The railway seems to consist of most 

steep gradients, and extraordinary curves. 

We stut down a descent with a gradient of 

one in fourteen, and round a curve of one 

hundred and forty feet radius, and when 

we have passed under the Thames wa 

go up an ascent with a gradient of one in 

thirty, which is pretty good dimbfaig, and 

has an immediate effect on the efeotric 

lighting arrangements, for the light comas 

from the same supply as the motive powar, 

and consequently when more motive 

power is necessaiy less light Is obtain- 

able. This is noticeable at the start after 

each stoppage at the various stations, 

which are at High Street, Borough; at 

the Elephant and Oastle; New Streetg 

Eennington Park ; the Oval ; and the ter- 

mhius at Stockwell, which we readi in 

about fourteen minutes. Coming into 

Stockwell Station, we go round as sharp a 

curve as it Is possible to Imagine a train — 

even a short one like this— on. As the 

doors of the carriages are open — ^the doora 

are at the ends — ^it is almost imposilble to 

see from one carriage into another, for tiia 

next to you seems to have disappeared into ■
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a Gomer, and does not oome into ^view 

again till we are safely in the station. ■

Noir we will follow the rest of the 

passengers to the lift, and np to the open 

air, and then proceed to visit the works 

where all the motive power nsed on the 

line— for driving the engines or moving the 

lifts— from Stoekwell to Ebg William 

Street is produced. As we go w6 give 

a look at the station^ and do not feel very 

greatly moved at the architectural bean^ 

displayed. The stations, except that in 

King William Street, are all alike, and 

each consists of a small, sqoare bnilding, 

with a dome very many sizes too laree for 

it ; bat the domes have their nse, for in the 

space afforded by them are placed all the 

chains, and ropes, and various machinery 

for working the lifts. These lifts, chains, 

ropes, and machinery, the people connected 

with them say will bear a weight of two 

hnndred tons; four tons being about the 

heaviest they are likely to be called on to 

carry. ■

Now we pass Into the front garden of a 

goodndsed house in the Olapham Boad 

which is used for general purposes, and, 

going round the house, find ourselves at 

the fountain head of the Electric Bsilway. 

In the middle of the space are two tidl 

chimneys, which, strange to say, although 

the fires are kept up with the commonest 

^OBlf give forth no smoke. If only all 

chimneys would do the same ! But what 

we want most to see is the interior of this 

building on our. left Let us enter, and 

we find that the first half contains engines 

under repair, and so we have a good chance 

of ezamming an engine. The engines 

themselves carry no power at all, but pick 

it up, so to speak, as th^ go. The 

electric power is carried all along the line 

hy a steel conductor, which forms, as it 

were^ a third rail ; the engines have what 

is technically termed a shoe, but what is, 

in reality, a metal plate, which touches 

this third raO and forms the connection. 

Come np on this engine and see what a 

simple affair it is — there is absolutely 

no complioated machinery whatever. One 

lever for going forward, or for reversing; 

one lever for regulating the power; and 

two brake-handles — one an ordinary hand- 

brake^ and the other a Westinghouse 

brake. The engine requires no fire, no 

stoking, no wate?— in fact, nothing at all, 

except a supply of compressed air for the 

Westinghouse brake. This air is taken in 

at the Stoekwell terminua It can hardly 

take a man long to learn to control one of ■

these engines — in fact, the only difficulty 

would be the fear of bringing the short 

tndn to a too sudden standstill by means 

of the powerful brake. ■

Passing on through this division we 

come to the actual engine-room; and as 

electricity and watches do not go well to- 

gether, we had better leave them at the 

entrance. Here is the actual motive 

power made by those three huge machines ; 

from this room is the whole length of the 

line controlled. Two machines are always 

at work, while the third is always ready 

to begin, should anything go wrong with 

the others. The Ime for inspectipn is 

divided in four drcuits, and in this comer 

of the room are indicators, by means of 

which, at a glance, you can see what 

power is being used on what part of the 

line; while another indicator shows the 

leakage all over the line — ^wUch averages 

somewhat a little less than one horse- 

power. As we walk down the room we 

become overcome with the sense of the 

mighty power of these machines, with 

Uieir contbiuous action and wonderful 

result In the production of such a mighty 

power as electricity. When we have psssed 

these three mighty engines, we come to 

what may be called the low -comedy 

engines, which seem to start and leave off 

as their fancy chooses. First one has a 

turn, and then number two takes a start, 

and even number three occasionally Is not 

left out in the cold. These are the 

hydraulic machines, which work all the 

lifts on the system. They work auto- 

matically, forcing the pressure water 

into the pipes as room is made by a lift 

working and rdeasing any amount of 

water mto the waste pipes; and if one 

engine Is not strong enough — as will 

happen if two lifts are working at the 

same time — another helps it It Is not 

quite right, however, to talk about waste 

pipes, for there is no waste here — all 

water when it has done its work is 

returned by a second pipe to the tanks 

at Stoekwell, and is ready to be used 

again. ■

There is only one more shed up here, 

and that Is the shed where the rolling 

stock out of use Ib kept, where trains are 

made up, and so on. There i^ nothing 

much to see here, so we will make our 

way bsck to the station — ^not by the way 

we came, but by the tunnel through whim 

the rollhig stock is brought up to the 

works. The railway practise what they 

preach, f6r they ti^e their tunnel here ■
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under their own house. The line goes 

down this tunnel till it reaches the proper 

le^el at an incline of one in three and a 

half. It is hardly necessary to say that 

the engines do not run up here, but that 

engines and carriages are hauled up here 

by wire rope and steam power. ■

It does not take us long to reach the 

level of the Une, though there is an empty 

train in the way, which, as the conductor 

does not reach up here, is in darkness, and 

through which we have to grope our way ; 

but when we do come down to the working 

part of the linCi we had better look where 

we are going, and not step on the con- 

ductor, or the consequences might be more 

surprising than pleasant. ■

So, ti&ng care we follow our guide 

towards the platform, only stopping 

to have a look at a small collection of 

insignificant looking pipes, one of which 

has a brass ring on the end. And then 

we are told that these insignificant pipes 

are a powerful draining machine — of course 

moisture must collect in a tunnel — worked 

by hydraulic power, and capable of lifting 

one hundred and fifty gallons of water a 

minute to the height of two hundred feet 

So, survivbg the perils of the conductor, 

we arrive at the platform, and as one of 

us foigot his watoli in the machine room, 

we have to wait, and can watch the people 

as they come and ga It is curious enough 

to see a man critically examine the engine 

as much as to say, '< I know the power's 

concealed there somewhere," while very 

many seem to have a lurking suspicion of 

the reservoirs 'round the sides, which con- 

tain the air for the Westinghouse brake. 

But it is much more curious to see them 

jump as the euffine moves out, and as it 

goes emits a little flash of lightning, which 

has a most weird effect. ■

Here comes the watch, however, and as 

a train is just starting we may as well go 

in it, and be taken Imek to Kbg William 

Street and the matter-of-fact City, after 

a short visit which seems to us a visit, 

indeed, to the realms of wonder and 

mystery. ■

Such is the Electric Bailway as evolved 

by the City and South London Bailway 

Company. The Company have akeady 

applied for powers to extend their 

line to Islington, or rather to make 

another line connected with King William 

Street Station with a subway; and in 

America — we were in front of the 

Americans this time — a company is being 

formed to connect Jersey City with New ■

York, under the Hudson, in the same w»y. 

The present railway seems to be an 

excellent beginning ; it remains to be seen 

if the system can oe extended. ■

THE TREVERTON MARRIAGE. ■

A SHORT SERIAL STORY. ■

CHAPTER XIU. ■

There was not the smallest loophole 

of an excuse for Sir Everard to get 

through, and to get out of keeping 

his promise to take his wife to Ooali- 

quay that Saturday. She showed iko 

symptom of cold ; the day was warm and 

sunny — a Saint Luke's summer day. 

Beatrix had every minute mapped out for 

them both. Her mapping did not seem to 

include many minutes to be spent in her 

husband's society; but that could not 

be helped. ■

'* You cannot sit by while I am inter- 

viewing cooks, dear," she explained, *' and 

yon must not be tortured by watching my 

agonies under the dentist's hands. We 

^dll shop in the morning; then lunch; 

then the County Club for you ; and cooks 

and denlists for me. -Yon have Mr. 

Qregson to see, toa I shall try to be 

at the. station for the 5.40." ■

** My dear, what can you do with your 

time till 5.401 I particularly wanted you 

to come with me to the Oregsons'. They 

will be quite hurt if we . don't have tea 

thera I will pick you up at four." ■

'' Quite impossible, Everard. You seem 

to think a cook can be caught in a day. 

I shall have to spend my whole afternoon 

running between Mrs. Day's register office 

and Mr. Stone's dental surgery." 

*' Yon may find a cook at once." 

*<No such luck. Mrs. Blake told ma 

there were none to be had. She spent last 

Saturday from ten till six at Mrs. Day's, 

and -saw nothing worth twopence." 

'* Then why waste time by going at all t * 

" You would see some reason in it if yoa 

were to be shortly left dinnerless." ■

"Your appointment with Stone is for 

three, I believe. I will pick you up there 

at four." ■

'< At four I shall be at Mr& Day's."* 

" I will pick yon up there, thea" 

" Cookless, I shall be immoveable I " 

Argument and persuasion were alike 

useless. Sir Everard resigned himself. 

They went to the dressmaker; they 

bought new songs, also new fans, and ■
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liUn, and photognph frames, and pun- 

kahs, and biff BpiderSy and china pigs, 

and gallona of enamel« and ribbons and 

ToaheSy and grassaSi and yards and yards 

of art mnalin— all of which ate ap a great 

part of the day ; they lonched, and then 

they parted, B^trlx on the oOok and 

dentist quest. Sir Ererard for the Ooonty 

Club. ■

It was a qnarter to three. Beatrix, 

knowing that time and tide and dentists 

wait for no man, cocild only look in at 

Mrs. Day's to say she would come back. 

As lack woold hare it. the long-soaght 

treasure was there waiting for her. The 

deed was done at once; the cook was 

engsged ; and Beatrix went to the dentist 

with an easy mind. ■

That great man looked at Lady Tre- 

Terton'a tooth ; told her it was not ready 

for stopping; that she most retom that 

day three weeks ; and charged her two 

gnineaa for the news. ■

It was only a quarter-past three. She 

woold do some more shopping, and zetom 

to Bfrs. Day's to be picked np there by 

Sir E^erard at four. ■

She walked down Whyte Street, the 

principal street of Goaliqoay. She was 

considering deeply whether she shoold not 

change one of the songs she had boaght in 

the morning, when she became aware tiliat 

somebody had recognised her with a little 

ecstatic exclamation. She looked in the 

direction of the exclamation, and saw 

coming down the steps of an hotel a 

pret^i hded woman, gozgeoosly dressed 

in a red plash cloak, a small scarlet 

bonket nestling In a foam of fair, flaffy 

hair, very dirty, pale, Sa^de gloves, a 

maltitade of bracelets and bangles, and 

imitation diamonds in her ears. ■

*' Yoa do not remember me," said this 

odd apparition, in pretty French, and a 

tone expressive of pathetic reproach. ■

** Of coarse I remember yoa, Prinoesp," 

said Beatrix, delightedly. " I am charmed 

to see yoa. Are yoa staying here 1 May 

I eome in and hear all aboat yoa t" ■

•'Please come in," said the Princess'; 

'<it will be so kind. It is rather far 

upstairs, if you don't mind." ■

It was up, and up, and up. Beatrix 

readied the last landing panting, feel- 

ing as if die had left her breath half- 

way down all thoae stairs. The Princess 

oahered her into a smaU, untidy room, 

where, amongst a chaos of shabby bed- 

room fumitore, the remains of a lunch, 

heaped up dresses, and open trunks, a ■

chair was found, and relieved of its burden 

of music-books. Lady Treverton sat on 

the chair, and the Princess sat on the bed. ■

'' I am afraid it is not very comfortable,'' 

Her Highness apologised. " I should not 

have brought you in if I had had time to 

consider, and had not acted on impnlsa 

I only thought how pleased I was to see 

you." ■

Beatrix might have echoed the words. 

She felt very much embarrassed, though 

the Princess did not. She, too, had 

followed an impulse, only thinking how 

pleased she was to see her friend. Now 

she became guiltUy aware of excases to be 

made for the lack of all practical friend- 

liness on her park It had been hard 

enough to expUin by letter how Sir 

Everard did not care for music sufficiently 

to take the long journey from Oswaldbum, 

even for one evening; it would be much 

more awkward to account for such apathy 

now they were face to face in Ooaliquay, 

within a few yards of the Grand Theatra ■

The Princess, being the innocent party, 

was free to follow her natural instincts, 

and could not have been more perfectly at 

ease, and could not have betrayed less con- 

sciousness of commerdal disappointment, 

had she been receiving Lady Treverton in 

the Palazzo Oastelluca at Boma Beatrix, 

feeling ashamed and sorry beyond all 

hiding, blundered at once upon the 

awkward subject. ■

" I was so very much disappointed that 

we could not come to the opera," she said, 

earnestly. "The weather has been so 

bad, and Sir Everard is not very strong. 

I hope you have had a very good time of 

it«" ■

" Not quite so good as we hoped," the 

Princess answered, evasively, flashing 

slightly. ■

Beatrix instantly and naturally attributed 

the evasion and the blush to remembrance 

of her falsified promises, and she said, 

hastily : ■

<<I am so sorry. We are only here 

acddentally to-day; Sir Everard and I 

both had bushess. It would have been 

delightful to stay for the opera to-night 

I suppose you play to-night 1 But it is too 

late ; there would not oe a chance of a 

seat." ■

*< Do persuade him to stay," coaxed the 

Princess, her face lighting. **I am sure 

there are plenty of Ecats." ■

*< Thanks, so much ; but though I don't 

mind myself, he would not like a back 

seat. He always complains he cannot see ■
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and hear oyer people's beads, and a seat 

at the side gives him a pain in his neck." ■

** Bat there are middle seats in the front 

row." ■

Then the Princess coloured again, and 

Beatrix read the blosh aright thk time — 

there were hardly any seats taken for that 

evening. ■

*<Then.I will take two," she said, 

quickly, feeling for her purse, '' and try to 

persuade him to stay. Oh 1 1 am so sorry, 

I have not enough money. I did not 

briog much, as my husband was with me, 

and I paid my last guineas to the dentist." ■

The poor Princees's face fell quite beyond 

control this time. Beatrix could not bear 

to see it. She forgot how Sir Everard had 

refused even pecuniary countenance to the 

Opera Company, and she said, beseech- 

ingly : ■

"Please trust me. Let me have two 

stalls, and I will send you a cheque on 

Monday. I forgot — we have no evening 

garments." ■

''Thank you, dear Lady Treverton. 

Dress will not matter. Li fact, I am 

afraid you may find rather an empty 

house. Saturday night is not iTashionable 

in Ooaliquay, it seems." ■

Here a knock at the door interrupted 

them. It was followed at once by a very 

pretty girl, who darted in, and then 

stopped short, seeing such a well-dressed, 

stately lady in the room. ■

'*Lady Treverton wants two stalls for 

to-night, Madge," said the Princess, in her 

broken English. '< Please tell Mr. Bolter 

to find them and keep them." ■

<' I don't think hell have much difficulty 

in finding them, or keeping them, either," 

retorted Madge, angry at being turned out 

of the room by the Princess, who thought 

herself such a great lady, though she only 

sang second to Mademoiselle Marguerite 

Duval. That Princess, with her airs, re- 

qaired keeping in her place. She was only 

fit to be in the chorus; and Bolter spoilt all 

the operas by putting her forward. As if 

people cared to hear a Princess sing, if she 

hadn't a voice worth ten shillings a week 1 ■

'* Well, make haste, dear, and ask him 

what can be done," said the Princess, in 

her kind but majestic way. ■

" I wasn't aware that I was your 

servant," returned Mademoiselle Margue- 

nrs Duval, with a strong Irish accent. 

" There isn't much hurry, seBing there are 

no seats taken yet for to-ni^^ht Sdrves 

Bolter right" ■

Bat in spite of her pertness she stood ■

in some awe of the Princess, and with- 

drew. ■

*<That is our prlma^onna," said the 

Princess, with a little,' anxious smile. ■

'' Is she going to sing to-night ! " Beatrix 

asked, absently. ■

"No; that is why she is so cross. The 

manager has not been very fortunate here ; 

and it happened that the people took a 

fancy to applaud my Donna Anna on 

Tuesday more than her Zerlina, so it was 

repeated on Thursday; and tchuight we 

do ' Sonnambula,' in which I play Amina. 

the only leading part ever entrusted to 

me. She need not be jealous, for it is 

only because the people here are not 

musical, but like Princesses." ■

"And you have not done well heret" 

Beatrix said, with such heartfelt sorrow 

that the Princess simply answered : ■

*' It has nearly ruined us." ■

" But it will not afifect you t " ■

" It affects me this way : the rest of the 

company lay the blame on me. They 

always da They say I cannot sing, and 

people don't believe in my title. I have 

not had notice yet, but it may come any 

day." ■

" I should think you would be glad to 

get away from such people I" exdaimed 

Beatrix, indignantly. ■

•< One must live — at least, my children 

must ; and there seems no other way. It 

is all my own fault. I am stupid at 

learning how to make the others like 

me. They think I am proud and dis- 

agreeable." ■

'< Your chUdren are not here t " ■

"No; Madame Leclaire has them at 

Brighton. She is a very kind woman who 

was in this company once." ■

Beatrix pondered helplessly how to 

help. She could not offer money to this 

stately lady, who spoke so simply and 

quietly of what must be terriQq anxieties 

that no one might presume to implv any 

need of help. Besides, how coula ahe 

help ! Was it not forbidden t ■

The Princess turned the conversation to 

Bigorre, and their subsequent travels. 

She was very charming, indeed. Beatrix 

was more than ever fascinated by her 

simple grace, her proud independence, her 

unflinching courage. She must indeed be 

a real Princess, tested as she was, not 

like Hans Andersen's Princess, by sleeping 

on a pea» but by the tremendous trial of 

the imitation diamonds, the squalid sur- 

roundings, the usually undignified position 

of sitting on a bed* ■
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''It IB wonderful how yoa can be so 

blight all through roeh a life," Beatrix 

oomd not help exolaiming. " Ton are like 

a fairy, who can turn tlie commoneat things 

into gold." ■

*' Oh, no, indeed I am not I wish I 

were^ and tiien I should tarn myself into 

somebody cloTer. It is not only that I 

should l&e to sbg and aet better, but I 

should learn how to make the singers like 

ms^ and I should not be so stupid with my 

handsL See this room — how untidy! I 

have never learnt to do without 'a maid, 

and I have never made enough money to 

hire ona" ■

It was only the darkening of the autumn 

afternoon that reminded Beatrix of the 

flight of time. She looked at her wateh. 

A quarter past five 1 Where would Sir 

Everaxd bet What eould he think of her 

absence t ■

She said a hasty good-bye to the 

Pfineess, promising to write, f orgetUng all 

about her intention of brioging Sir Everard 

to the opera. She went downstairs alona 

On the first landing she met SLgnor Monte- 

faleo. She would have passea him with a 

bow, but he started with surprise and 

pleasure, and came up to her. ■

" Bliladi has been to visit our Princess 1 

She intends being present at the 'Son- 

nambula' to-night! What good fortune 

to oome at the end of such a miserable 

weekl" . ■

*'I am afraid I ahaU not be able to 

come," she answered, coldly. '<I am on 

my way home now." ■

Oh, the poor Princess i What a disap- 

pointment for her 1 She had so counted on 

Lady Treverton's friendship. Might he 

have the honour of finding her ladyahip's 

carriaget ■

" I want a cab," she said, shortly, turn- 

ing to the hall-porter. ■

Her ladyship should have one in ten 

mfnutes. ■

Ten minutes ! ■

" This is not London," said Montefaico, 

smOhig. " They do not whistle for cabs. 

It is a serious buriness ordering one here." 

Her ladyship could walk to the station In 

less tima It would quite overwhelm him 

withhonour if he might be idlowed to show 

her the way. ■

Beatrix was aghast at the assurance of 

the offer. Then suddenly she bethought 

herself that he could tell her how to help 

the Princess, so she accepted his escort 

The streets were dark, but ftill of pas- 

sengers, none in the least likely to know ■

her by sight. There was not much time ; 

the station was at the end of the street 

She went to the point at once, and held 

him to it. ■

She heard of the heavy losses Incuired 

at both Leeds and Goaliquay by the failure 

of Italian opera to draw. The managw 

was all but ruined. The company de- 

manded Jonah to be cast into the sea of 

misfortune to avert utter catastrophe; and 

the Jonah must be the Princess. ■

"She is terribly in debt already," 

Montefaico dedared. "She has bourded 

her boys at Brighton for the whole time 

of the tour, with directions that they have 

to have every comfort and luxury of their 

station. Their station 1 And they are 

Princes I She is very brave, she has kept 

up her courage wonderfolly; but tilus 

Goaliquay affair Jias about broken her 

spirit She is still only an amateur, or 

she would not let debt and disappoint- 

ments distress her so much." ■

Beatrix was deeply touched by Monte- 

faloo's genuine sympathy and enthusiastic 

admiration for the Princess, who liad 

already told her that he liad always been 

her fidthful friend and champion, thus 

giving^ alas 1 increased strength and bitter- 

ness to the jealousy, of the women who were 

all more or less in love with the handsome 

tenor. If she could only help her 1 But 

Montefaico could suggest nothing. ■

" It is only in romances," he said, ** that 

beautiful, distressed ladies take the world 

by storm by their talents. She has not 

voice enough for the operatic stage. She 

has no dramatic talent ■

A light had flashed through Beatrix's 

mind. Bomances 1 Talents 1 Had not 

she talents, now lying useless, while this 

woman who needed talents had little or 

none t Were her talents given to her to 

waste t Was it right to let them rust 

away t Was it not a sacred duty to use 

them, if not for herself, for others, like 

any other richest From henceforth she 

would dedicate her pen to clutfity. She 

would begin at once ; she would finish the 

half-written Italian story, and the Princess 

should have the cheque it brought ■

In the colonnade before the station she 

stopped. ■

" Thank you for bringing me," she said, 

eamestiy. "I will m&e a promise. I 

feel guilty of the whole of this last disap- 

pointment If I had stood by her it 

might have' made all the difference. I 

must make it up to her. Will you tell 

her that she need not have the least fear ■
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for the fature, for benelfi or for ber 

chQdren f I know of a way ; I cannot tell 

yoa yet ; I ean only aasare ber tbat I can 

manage to keep my promise. I know yoa 

have been very good to her, eignor. Go 

on being good to her, and yoa eball 

not lose bv it. I will do idl in my 

power " ■

She stopped, for ebe did not want to 

tell him bow she meant to help, and she 

woald not for the world bare woandedthe 

Princess's delicate pride and her indepen- 

dent spirit by letting ber gaess she would 

send money. She wanted them to fancy that 

ber scheme was of inflaencing managers 

and the British aristocracy. She had not 

planned oat yet how she woold do the 

deed. In her ignorant kiiviheartedness she 

fancied she might persuade managers to 

engage this third-rate songstress to fill 

great parts at great salaries which she 

would angment from the modest amount 

they considered her abilities were worth. 

She could not tell him with her lips ; but 

aU and more came pouring irom her eager, 

enthusiastic eyes — all the earnest resolTC, 

the vague planning, the longing that 

filled her, which she could hardly silence. ■

" Oood-bye," she said, smiling gratefully. ■

" A rivederci," he returned, bowing low 

over her hand. And Sir Everard from 

the station entrance saw them under the 

gaslight. ■

Beatrix hurried into the station, passing 

her husband without seeing him in the 

crowd. He did not follow her; he stood 

apart, petrified. ■

Was it possible that such a terrible thing 

should have happened as that she should 

have so deceived him 1 He recognised the 

Italian at once ; he recalled her eagerness 

to come to Ooaliquay this week — this 

week, advertised on every wall and board- 

ing as the week of the Italian Opera 

Oompany, amongst whom the PrinoesB 

Gastelluca and Signer Montefalco were 

proclaimed in enormous letters. ■

He had gone to Mrs. Day's at four, only 

to hear that her ladyship had engaged a 

cook before three, and had left at once. 

He went to the dentist's, to hear that her 

ladyship had spent a few minutes only 

there^ her tooth not requiring stopping at ■

present. He bad then come to the station 

to seek her; then gone to keep his ap- 

pointment with Mr. Gregson, thinking that 

she must have gone on there before him. 

Then he bad come back to the station ; 

surely she would turn up in time for the 

5.40 train. 

She had turned up— with Montefaloa 

He had watched their emotional partuig 

— her upturned, pleading eyes, his thea- 

trically expressed devotion. He remem- 

bered her guilty agitation last night whan 

he had suggested singing lessons. 

Last night I That happy evening t 

Ob, falM ! false beyond all w(«ds 1 A 

traitress who betrayed with kuses I She 

had been cold and estranged all the week, 

until she needed to blind and wheedle 

him. ■

He would not — ^he could not return to 

Oswaldburn with her. Wild thoughts of 

rushing away by train to some unknown 

land seized him, or of flinging himself 

under the next rushing express^ ■

"Oh, Everard, I am so glad. I quite 

thought I had missed yon. Gome, we 

have just time. The parcels are all here. 

Here is Colonel Blake. How do you do^ 

Colonel t Yes, it will be delightful to 

travel together." ■

Sir Everard heard the frank, pleasant 

voice as if he were waking irom a dreaoL 

Could he have been mistaken. The stately 

lady who put her hand on )m arm to 

hurry him to the train even looked ao 

different from the eager girl he saw a minute 

ago parting from the Italian. There waa 

not time to understand that she had pat 

over her tight little sealskin the long fur 

cloak she had left in the waiting-room. 

There was not ^e to find a reason for 

not going by that train. Colonel Blake 

was chatteriog like a magpie at bis left 

ear about some bye-election just over. 

Beatrix, on his right arm, was guiding 

him, like resistless Fate, to the widting 

train. The bell was ringing ; doors were 

slamming; porters shoutbg. It required 

all his reeling remnant of mind to get out 

of the way of rushing loads of luggage. 

He felt like a man in a nightmare, etami 

away from hb will ■
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CHAPTER V. A DISCUSSION. ■

Whatever I might have wished or in- 

tended in avoiding Douglas Hny was now 

Tendered impoaaible. He stayed on at 

Inverness. He called at Grannie's or the 

Cjimerons' dafly. Everywhere he received 

warm welcome. His old faults and sins 

were conveniently forgotten now that he 

was rich and prosperous, I was almost 

tired of hearing how much he had im- 

proved. E^en Uie Cameron girls sang his 

praises from morning till night ■

He brought Huel Penry th to call at Oraig 

Bank, and Grannie was delighted with 

him. He treated her with a grave and 

gentle eourtesy, a chivalrous deference that 

was infinitely charming. I think the sweet- 

natored old Sx>tti8h lady was a revelation 

of character to him. He told me that he 

liad never met any person like her— never 

known what a sense of " rest '' tke mere 

presence of one person could give to 

another — and day after day drifted by, 

and still they lingered on, and still the 

Laird remidned away after he had 

unearthed the M'^ayes, and was going 

here, there, and everywhere in their com- 

pany. H^ had gained his point, and they 

were all coming to stay at Oorriemoor; 

bat first the girls wanted to visit Edin- 

burgh and Al^rdeen, and then come on 

to lavemess. Robert M'Eaye, his friend, 

was very desirous that the Laird should 

stay with tham all the time, and if I did 

not object, and was content to remain ■

on at Oraig Bank, he felt inclined to do 

so. ■

He seemed to think it would be much 

pleasanter for us all to proceed to Corrie- 

moor together, and I heartily agreed with 

him. ■

I read this letter out to Grannie, and 

found she was only too pleased to keep me 

with her. Her health had very muc^ 

improved. She was able to go out now 

on fine days, and Douglas Hay or his 

friend would be almost certain to come 

round and escort her. lo gave me a strange 

pang sometimes to see her leaning on 

Douglas's stalwart arm, to watch the hand- 

some head bent down to catch her lightest 

word, to hear the pleasant, ringing voice 

greet her with its manly welcome — the 

voice that now was always cold and formal 

to m& ■

It was right that it should be so. It was 

rieht that we should school ourselves to 

coldness and formality. Bat the efiPort was 

not easy, and the result was not always 

pleasant From that hour when he had 

sat with me in the little fire-lit drawing- 

room his manner had entirely changed. 

It was composed, calm, polite as a 

stranger's might have been — nothing 

more. Now and then if a chance glance 

met mine it was instantly withdrawn. We 

never exchanged words, save the merest 

formalities; never were alone for an in- 

stant ; never, by word, or look, or tone, 

gave that hint of ''Do you remember P 

which, of all love's snares, is the hardest to 

avoid. ■

A great coldness, and yet a Strang con- 

tent, came over me. I told myself that 

the sting of the past had been withdrawn, 

that we had both learnt our lesson, and 

were satisfied with the learning. Soon 

enough our ways would part, our mode of ■

VOL. ▼. -THIRD SEBISS. ■
Ul ■
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life become that thing of duty and obliga- 

tion which I had so long known. ■

I saw a great deal of Hael PeniytL 

Sometimes I wondered whether Doaghui 

had erer confided any portion of the by- 

gone love-story to his friend, for it seemeid 

to me often that he was crlticiaing and 

observing me so keenly. ■

There was a strange fascination aboat 

his conversation — ^I hiMi never met with a 

mind so widely cultivated, so keenly 

analytical, so absolutely indifferent to aU 

weakness of human affection or sympathy. ■

There are natures herb and there which 

are capable of standing alone, cl supplying 

companionshipand interest to themselves, 

and certainly Huel Penryth possessed such 

a nature. ■

I could not marvel at the change in 

Douglas Hay after two years of companion- 

ship and association with this strange 

being, and that, too, at a time when lus 

own mind and nature must have been 

most capable of being influenced by strong 

will and stern judgement It was with 

no small surprise that I learnt from Huel 

Penryth that he had accepted the Laird's 

invitation to Oorriemoor, and had induced 

Douglas to do the same. ■

'* Hay did not wish to go there ; but I 

have a keen desire to see these famous 

Lochs that Campbell is always boasting 

of," he said. "I have travelled far and 

wide in my time, and I always make a point 

of seeing as much as there is to be seen In 

any country. Having come to Scotland, it 

is scarcely likely that I should leave half 

of it unexplored. This was a rare chance," 

he added. *'I felt quite grateful when 

your husband proposed it" ■

"You will find Oorriemoor fearfully 

dull," I said; *'I know of no place that 

conveys the idea of 'stagnation' so 

absolutely. Every one is the same at the 

year's end as they were at the beginning. 

Everything is done as their fathers, and ■

rdfathers, and great-grandfathers did 
An independent opinion shocks the 

people. The slightest variation in habit 

savours of 'boldness' and unorthodozy. 

They nearly drove, me wfld at first with 

their narrowness and exdudveness, and 

sublime self-satisfaction. But I am used 

to it now." ■

"That statement," he said, gently, '<is 

not quite true. You could never get used 

to such a life. It is entirely ant^onistie 

to every feeling and every thought But 

you accept it because you cannot help ■

yourself, and in time you will cease to 

rebel, and grow calm and even-minded — 

and, perhapsi content Then you will be 

happier." ■

"That wdrd— always that word," I ex- 

claiMed, impatiently; "lias it any mean- 

ipg beyond the mere selfishness of personal 

enjoyment, or the suitabilfty of one's 

immediate surroundings t " ■

He flashed a keen and searching glance 

at me. ■

"Have you learnt to aak yourself that t " 

he said. ''I would answer you as I have 

answered myself. Man seeks to be ' happy ' 

because he is so constituted that pain — 

physical or mental — ^is distressing to his 

organisation. But beyond pure animal en- 

joyment, that is to sav a combination of 

perfect heiJth, utter indifference to all that 

ministers not to sense and feeling, and 

the mere delight in existence, there is no 

meaning to the word. Shall I tell you 

why! JBecause spiritual or mental hap- 

piness cannot proceed from itsell It needs 

participation and sympathy. Here and 

there a mutual hand-clasp strengthens, a 

mutual companionship cheers, the delicate 

tendrils of sympathy and love are clasped, 

and held by strong and tender support. 

The momentary ecstasy of such discovery 

turns all that is highest^ purest, noblest & 

our being to one song of delight. We 

have found happiness at last It ia 

secure — it is perfect The world is bathed 

in sunshine, tiie golden lyre of Katore 

tuned to our own key of joy. For a 

little space we grasp our dream, believing 

it ' reality.' But it is never that Never 

for a single moment When it ceases to 

be a dream, our pleasure in it is »me. 

Awakening and dirillusion are one and the 

same thing." ■

"You make life a very dreary thing," I 

said. " Does not friendship, or kin£ed, 

or love-7«ach and all of these do somethhg 

to lighten its darkness, and smooth its 

rough paths 1" ■

" Here and there, I grant you, one may 

meet true friendship, or genuine family 

affection. Love — that golden idyl of 

youth, that vision of ibeauty and ddight, 

we for ever try to seise — love, as we 

picture and dream of it^ is rarely, if ever, 

found. In its simpler form it may abide, 

and then, surrounding itself with other 

interests and affections, prove as satis- 

factory as most human passions; but 

love itself, the ethereal, the divine^ 

stealing from some fidryland of romance, 

making sunshine in tiie darkness, and ■
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gladneM in tbe day, bringing i/aptare with 

a touch, a look of matad eomprehenslon, 

a thought shared, a word Irhispflred — love 

like this has bnt brief abidbg - place. 

ETsn M we gain we lose it." ■

I listened silently. The truth of those 

words came Kome to me bitterly, and with 

a new sense of pain, because they seemed 

to soOnd like an echo of all I had dreamti 

cherished, lost ■

His voice broke on my ear again. 

''Tou hare suffered, yon hare learnt 

the fraflty of human sympathy, and the 

weakness of human faith. You wUl be 

the sadder for your lesson, but the wiser 

because you learnt it in youth. Pat 

dreams aside; yield yourself to the 

tyranny of erery-^Say life; bury in its 

depths the object which ha« troubled its 

surf aoa In time you will learn content ; 

hnman passionsi desires, sentiments will 

cease to trouble you; you will ask no 

longer then to be * happy*; you will 

have gained a he%ht of serene content 

that wll prove infinitely more satisfactory 

than any feeling dependent on another, 

and scored and- branded by the fierce scdirs 

of human paaiions.'' 

I silked inyoluntarily. 

^'▲h 1 if the attainment of such content 

were easy, or time lagged less upon the 

road." ■

" Some day," he answered, " it will seem 

so cruelly short a journey." 

I shbok my head. ■

"Perhaps if one had interest, ambition, 

occupation. I envy men." ■

" Beliere me, you need not We suffer 

quite as keenly as you, even if more per- 

emptory needs force us to put aside our 

rememberiog hours and sad memories to 

some quiet or dark interval in the hurried 

mareh of Ufe. We seize upon distraction 

and occupation with avidity. Ton think 

us heartless. So We misjudge and envy 

one anoAer. Nature cannot judge nature, 

nor soul soul. The surface hirtories we 

read must be widely difiSnrent from the 

real story beneath. Who can guess the 

contents of the volume from its binding, 

or read the grte( of man behind his smile ) 

The nuurtyr's life is not a thing of a past 

ceiitury : it is the pulte of unspoken and 

unguened sorrow beating always, always 

in the breast of humamty. So shall it 

beati so shall its passionate pain throb, un- 

stilled, unknown, unpitied, till time and 

life for us have ceased to be I " ■

The strange melancholy sweetness of his 

voice touched me almost to tears. In- ■

stinctively I guessed that he had drawn n 

exaggerated picture. His was one of thoi 

lives suffering silently, sorrowing dumbl]^ 

the smart and sting of hidden pain for ev< 

rankling in the tortured heart ■

I wondered what had brought to hii 

this burden of unshared grief, what los 

what faithlessness, what <&eiftih long dea 

and broken. ■

He looked at me suddenly. Perhaps h 

saw the tears wet on my lashes and rea 

the sympathy in my face.' His 6w 

softened and grew almost gende. He too 

my hand with a sudden nervous pressure. ■

"Ton understand me," he said. " 

think you -are one of the few wome 

who could give sympathy without quet 

tion. Bat the day for that is over, 

have learnt to stand alone." ■

CHAPIKR VX. SPECULATIONS. ■

" Do you think the world is coming t 

an endl" ejaculated Bella, in wondei 

looking up from a letter I had just hande< 

to her. '< Why, the Laird seems fairly daf 

about these folk. What a set-out a 

Corriemoor i The old lady will be thinkinj 

her good, steady boy has taken leave of hi 

senses I " ■

I laughed as I took back the letter 

which had arrived by the morning's post ■

"It certainlv will be a changCi and 1 

very great one, I said. ■

" Weill I'm glad enough for your sake,' 

said my cousin, "yon look quite brighl 

and cheery again. It's no longer ' Oh, any 

thing will do for Oorriemoor.' I'm think- 

ing that I'll have to look out my braws, 

and the Leddy 0' Oockpen will e'en have 

to don her silk gowns to preside at her ain 

board in style, instead of moping like a wee 

brown mousie in the wainscot" ■

" I wonder^" I said, still smiling, « what 

Mrs. Campbell thinks of all this." ■

" She'll fancy that you and I have turned 

her laddie's head," laughed Bella, ** where- 

as it is all those M'Kayes. Are you not 

curious to see them t " ■

"Yes, I think I ftm, if only for the 

revolution they seem to ha^e created in 

the mind of our staid and solemn Laird. 

It is very pleasant to think of this yacht 

at our disposal I have never been on one 

in my life ; and, after hearing sudh endless 

rhapsodies on the scenery of the Lochs, I 

am more than curious to see them." ■

"I don't fancy you'll be disappointed," 

said Bella, "provided the weather keeps 

fair. I have heard a great deal about ■
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Loch F^ne, and Loch LinnhOi and the 

scenery of the Weetern Highland9; the 

ennseta and snnriBes over the mountains, 

and the strange, lonely islands, where only 

the wild-fowl seem to liye. The men will 

be for shooting, of course, and we women 

folk must do what we can for amusement 

If the M^Eaves are pleaeant, I make no 

doubt we shall enjoy ourstlves." ■

<' I fchink there is little doubt of that/' I 

said. ■

' You'll mind and not be flirting with 

Douglas Hay again," said Bella, with 

sudden seriousness. ''Mr. Penryth is 

safe enough, but it was not the wisest 

thing in the world for the Laird to ask 

Douslas." ■

<*He could not surely have asked his 

friend without including him in the in- 

vitation," I said, coldly ; ^ and you need be 

under no apprehension of my * flirting,' as 

you call it You appear to forget that I 

am the only married woman of the party, 

and have to chaperone three eligible 

dam£els« Besides, Douglas Hay and I are 

little more than strangers now. You can 

see for yourself how much he is altered." ■

'* That is true," said my cousin, gravely ; 

■'but it is an alteration, I fancy, for which 

you have to answer, that is why I warn yoa 

If he had quite forgotten, and if life were 

pleasant to him now, he woiild not look so 

cold and grave, or avoid you in such a very 

marked manner However, one comfort 

is that you are cured, and not likely fo 

encourage him in any of his old follies.'' ■

I glanced quickly at her. ■

"You are very observant," I said. 

"Since your mind is at rest respecting 

Douglai and myself, tell me what you 

think of Hnel Penryth!" ■

▲ sudden gravity stole over the bright, 

winsome face* ■

" If I told you," she said, «' you would 

laugh at me as fanciful" ■

'* Why should It He is a man about 

whom one cannot help wondering and 

speculating. He excites one's interest 

from the moment he speaks. Even the 

Laird did not escape." ■

"I know that well What I found out 

about him was partly from a chance word 

he let fall, and partly from some conver- 

sation I had with Douglas Hay. They 

stayed a night at Edinburgh on their way 

here. Douglas told me &at, and I baid, 

*Your old friend Mra Dnnleithis there; 

she has quite forsaken Inverness.' " ■

« ' I kno V,' he said, quickly. ' 1 went 

tocaUonher.'" ■

The old sharp, jealous pang at my 

heart at the mere mention of that name. 

Bella's eyes met mine. I wondered whether 

she read any change in my face. ■

'-He did not lose much time^" I aaid, 

coldly. ■

*' No," she said ; ** but if yon remember 

it was Mrs. Donleith who sent him out to 

Canada and furnished him with introduc- 

tions which, by the way, he never used. 

Did you never think it strange, Athole, 

that neither his father nor Mra Dunleith 

ever told us about his being shipwrecked ; 

They both knew the name of his vessel, 

though we never heard it." ■

" How could they suppose it would in- 

terest or concern us t " ■

"Well," she said, indignantly, "Douglas 

Hay was our friend long before Mn. 

Dunleith ever saw him ! " ■

" True," I answered, indi£ferently ; " but, 

my dear, your conversation is what the 

old Irishwoman called 'a thrifle dia- 

coorsive.' What has all this to do with 

Huel Penryth 1 " ■

*'I am coming to that," she said, iai- 

pressively. ''I am sure, Athole, that he 

knows something about Mrs. Dunleith, 

and something not quite — to her credit." ■

"I should think a great many men 

might know that," I answered, coldly. ■

"No doubt," persisted Bella; "but 

there is some secret, some mystery in her 

life, and I'm certain Hnel Penryth knows 

it I can'c tell you why I feel thia so 

strongly ; but if by any chance her name 

ever crops up in conversation, you think 

of what I've told you, and — watch his 

face." ■

"I will," I said, not without some 

wonder at her assurance. ■

I remembered his stranse words, his in- 

difi^erence to human aflfection, his cynicism 

with regard to women ; and my own con- 

viction that some deep and still unhealed 

wound dealt him in the past was answer- 

able for all. ■

Strange if Mrs. Dunleith had been the 

woman who had wronged himl What 

could there be about her to charm or win 

two men so totally opposite in mind and 

character As Douglas Hay and Hael 

Penryth 1 She was not very beautiful, nor 

very brilliant, nor very alluring ; vet she 

had held so strange a power, that for sake 

of it one man declared his life had been 

wrecked ; for the sake of it another had 

been false to all truth, and honour, and 

chivalry. ■

I sighed heavily. ■

■
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**I eanoot nnderatand," I sud, "why 

bad women seem to have so mach moia 

power than good onei. Look at ttie 

things men do, and have done, for them 

ever since the world had a history to 

chronida The women who have hid the 

greatest charm, and sobjagated the most 

hearts, have always been of the 'syren' 

and seductive type — Helen, Oleopatra, 

Phryne, Faostine, Sjmiramis, the Bjrgia, 

Miiy of Scotland, Gatherine of Bassia, 

the Maintenon, the Pompadoor, and ever 

so many more — bat none of them were 

good, or faithful, or pore women ; if tiiey 

had been they would have had no histories ; 

they could only have loved loyally, and 

suffored sflently." « ■

" Perhaps they would have been happier 

for that," said Bella. '* I often think it must 

be a great misfortune to be very beautiful. 

You are always beset by admiration and 

flattery, you have infi litely more tempta- 

tion than plain, or merely pretty women. 

Your own sex are idirays spiteful and 

jealous — ^men won'c be your friends, or 

can't. Oa the whole, beauty is not so 

enviable." ■

''I wonder," I said, somswhat irre- 

levantly, *'In what Mrs. Donleith's power 

of charining consists Y " ■

"Well, &e would not be likely to waste 

it on UB," laughed Bella ; " I confess I am 

curious about her past. I had always a 

doubt of her being quite what she repre- 

sented herself. Adventuresses are not 

always bold, and obtrusive, and dashing, 

you know, and the quiet, subtle ones are 

infinitely more dangerous." ■

"Douglas was such a boy," I muttered, 

ill-advisedly, my thoughts dxiftbg back to 

that time when this woman had held the 

power to make me so terribly unhappy; 

** she misht have left him alone." ■

Bella looked quickly up at me. ■

"Some women," she said, " deem to have 

a predilection for boys. Perhaps they are 

safer, or less exacting than those of riper 

years." ■

" I wonder if she really was a widow," 

Ipersfsted. ■

" Why, my^ dear child," laughed Bella, 

" you are positively growing uncharitable. 

What on earth can it matter to us now 

who or what she wasP ■

"JKothbg, of course," I said, stupidly; 

"only it would be some satisfaction to 

know." ■

"She is too clever for that,"flaid Bella, 

gravely; ''don't trouble your dear little 

head about her, coz. Slie can't spoil our ■

yachting trip, at all events, and that's all 

we have to think of at present" ■

" It seems almost too good to be true,'* 

I answered^ risbg at last, and gathering up 

my letters. " Oh, Bella, I wish we were 

starting to-morrow." ■

She laughed. ■

"All in good time, dearie. I think it's 

pretty certain to come off, and thai 

reminds me I must get a serge dress. Y ju 

might come out with me now, and we'll go 

to Miss Mcpherson's and choose one. 

What about yourself!" ■

"I shall have one ^so ; navy-blue serge 

and white braid, I AiuL Let us havj 

both alike, BeUa." ■

" With all my heart," she agreed. ■

So we told Grannie we were bound for 

the dressmaker's, and then I dressed, and 

we marched sedately down to the H%;b 

Street — thoughts and tongues still oceo- 

pied with the all-engrossing topic of ttfto 

yachting trip. ■

MAJRY MireGRAVE— THIEF. ■

A COMPLETE STORY. ■

'* Nine carats ef it's a blessed one." ■

"Scale 'im, and ye'll find he's a half 

better. Christmas puddings I What a bit 

o' glass 1 Olear es a bottle o' gin, ab' 

fliwless es the Pope ! Tommy Dartmoor, 

ye*re in luck, s'wefp me never ef ye ain't, 

an' that's a brilliant yer can show Uie polia 

and not get time fer." ■

Tommy Dartmoor, who owed his sur- 

name to a Grown establishment, within 

the restraining walls of which he had ones 

enjoyed a temporary residence, growled 

out a recommendation to ''stow that"; 

ai\^ then added: "Boys, well wet this. 

Trek to Werstein's." ■

Forthwith a crowd of dirty, tannecl 

diggers turned their heads in the direetkua 

of Gostav Werstein's American Bar, and 

walked towards it as briskly as the ileal 

and their weariness would admit o£ Tht 

Israelite saw them coming, straightened 

himself out of the half-doze in which he 

had passed the baking afternoon, stopped 

down the Boer tobacco in the porceiaim 

bowl of his long-stemmed pipe with stumj^ 

forefinger, and, twisting a cork off his cork- 

screw, stood in readiness. ■

" Name yer pizons, boys, an' get outside 

'em, wishin' all good luck to B*yal StraigbU 

B'yal Straight bein' the name o' this yev 

stone given by Thomas D. Hesqulre, 

original disciverer, and present perprietor." ■
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The orders were giyen — Bass at .five 

shillings a bottle; small champagne — n6o 

gooseberry — at five pounds; Gape smoke 

at two shillings per two fingers— and at a 

given signal there was an inarticolate roar 

from dnsty throats, an inversion of 

tumblers over thirsty mouths, and a second 

inversion over the ground to show that all 

the liquid contents had disappeared. ■

Satan, the one cat, and oidy domestic pet 

of the camp, saw that tiiere was a general 

treat going on, and bustling up for his 

drink, took a can of condensed nulk at six 

shillings. Other digeers came trooping in 

as the news spread; ahd Tommy Dartmoor, 

who was rapidly becoming meUow, for he 

drank half a tumbler of raw whisky with 

every one who nodded to him, stood them 

refreshments galore ; whilst the greasy Jew 

began to see visions of his adopted frtther- 

land in the near distance. ■

Without, the mining camp was deserted. ■

It was just upon sundown, and tiie 

bloated yellow disc was balancing on the 

horizon. The Scholar — an ex-Ghrist- 

Ghurch man who had driven tandem to the 

dogs in his salad days, and had then had 

other troubles which had driven him out of 

Engknd— the Scholar pictured it as " for 

all the world like a big hot frying-pan." 

But that was one day when he had a touch 

of fever, and was feeling sentimental ; 'and 

in general he agreed with the other miners 

in describing It as an infernal nuisance. 

The once-green yeldt was burnt and dusty ; 

the scattered mounds of blue clay were 

desiccated to the highest degree; the 

corrugated-iron roofs of the miners' shanties 

were so hot that the atmosphere beneath 

them was more fit to bake bread in Uian to 

pass through human lungs; and the in- 

habitants of this delectable spot — ^Kaffirs 

and whites alike — were unanimous in 

agreeing that it was just the day for 

a drink. ■

Tommy, as we have seen, was standing 

unlimited treat; but although Tommy 

was drunk, he was not drunk enough to 

waste liquor on a Kaffir. He might drink 

himself insensible, • he might buy liquor 

merely to pour it on to the thirsty earth— he 

had, as a point of fact, done both more than 

once — ^but it never could be said that Mi. 

Thomas Dartmoor had wasted the heaven- 

sent liquids dispensed by the hands of 

Herr Gastav Werstein on a mere heathen. 

He certainly might not be a good man — 

he did not set up as such — but he was far 

too much of a Ohriatian to commit that 

enormity. ■

So the Kaffirs, except those who ihad 

supplie* of their own, kept sober and 

peaceful, whilst the Uglier order oi the 

human race at Bi^ Stone Hole, after the 

manner, of their kind, began to squabble. 

It was natural for them to do so, perhaps, 

for the weather was hot. and the Uquorsi 

for the most part, more so; and under 

these circumstances men do not alwayi 

cast about them long for a easui belli 

One or two minor brawls opened the ball, 

and Herr Gustav, scenting, battle in the 

air, drew from a locker a card, whieh he 

balanced against the bottles on a shelf 

above his head. It read thus : ■

••gents is rekested to shoot ■

CLEAR OF ifBE BARR-KE^. ■

BROKIN GLAS MAY BE PADE FOR 

AT COST PRISE," ■

and had been written for the German by a 

gentleman who had had some experience 

in Forty Bod Oulch, Sierra Nevada. The 

action elicited a contemptuous laugh firom 

one or two of the new hands, but the 

oldsters began shifting sundry articles 

which depended from their belts into 

positions from which they might be 

handled at tiie shortest .notice ; and the 

black \^t, more wise than any of them, 

having drukik his fill, stalked solemnly out 

into the security of the darkness. ■

The sun went down — ^went out with a 

click, some one declared — and, as no twi- 

light interposed between dayl%ht and 

darkness in the country which Big Stone 

Hole ornamented, Herr Oustav lit his two 

paraffiue lamps. Neither boasted of more 

than a one-inch wick, and as their glasses 

were extremely smoky, the illumination 

was not brilliant ; but it sufficed to show 

the flushed, angry faces of a couple of men 

standing in the centre of the room, with 

all the others clustered round, watching 

elderly. One was the Schohir. The other 

was a burly giant, whose missing left litde 

finger caused him to be nicknamed the 

Gripple. About what they had originally 

fallen out was not dear to any one, to 

themselves least of all As the case 

stood when the second lamp was Ut^ 

Scholar had called Gripple a something or- 

othered liar, and Gripple, who was not 

inventive, had retorted by stigmatiaipg 

Scholar as another. Further recriminations 

followed, and their pistols were drawn; 

but as the audience had a strong objection 

to indiscriminate shooting, by wUch it 

was not likely to benefit, the belligerents 

were seized. No one was unsportsmanlike ■
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mmigh to wiih to dtop the fighft« and 

Joekey BUI, giving voioe to the general 

with of the meeting, propoeed tb^t the 

genta be fixed np aghi a couple o^ postii 

mtdde^ where tiiejr might let daylight into 

one another without lead-poiaoiung casual 

speetaton. ■

The motion was acted on, and after 

rectifying a slight omission on the Gilpple's 

part — he had forgotten to put caps on the 

nipples of his revolyer— the pair of them 

were sat upon upturned barrels, some ten 

yards aparti each with a lamp at his feet^ 

and told to begin when they saw fit to do 

so. The swarthy, bearded diggers grouped 

themselTCB on either side, and tiie cat| 

emerging from his retreat, scrambled on to 

the shoulder of one of them, fully as curious 

as the rest to ''see the shootb'." It was 

a weird sight, take it all lonpd— dust» 

scorched grass, empty tins, rude hovels, pQes 

of debris, African moonlight — ^yet except 

perhaps, in the eyes of the newest comers, 

there was nothhig strange in it. The 

others were too wrapped up in what was 

goineto take place to see anything ouaint 

in weir every-day surroundings. There 

was no theatre in the camp. The little 

impromptu drama riveted all attention. ■

But before the duel commencedi a gal- 

loping horse, which had approached over 

the grassy veldt unnoticed during Ab little 

excitement, drew up with a crash between 

the two combatants, and its rider, raising 

his hand to command attention, cried : ■

" Boys, tiiere's a white woman comfn' I " ■

'*A white woman l** chorussed thirty 

voices in various tones of disbelief. 

** What, here ! White woman comin' here, 

Dan!" ■

And then some one enquired If she was 

a Boer. ■

«iBoei^no," rejOied Dan; "English- 

English as I am; leastways Englisher, 

betn' Amarrican bom mysdt Overtook 

her et Hottentot Drift. Thort I'd spur 

on an' tell yer. We'd do wf a clean-up, 

some on us." ■

Dan spoke indistinctly, as a bullet had 

disarranged some of his teeth a short 

while since ; but his words had a wonder- 

Ail effect. ■

Each man began instinctively to tidy 

hlmsel£ The would-be duellists, forgetting 

their recent quarrel, stuck the revolvers 

in their belta, and followed the general 

exampla The Oripple hied him to the 

store, and after breaking down the door, 

abstracted the only blacking-brush in the 

camp— putting down a sovereign on the ■

counter in exchange for it — and set-to 

polishing his high boots as if a fortune 

were dependent on their brightness. The 

Scholar bought Herr Gnstars white shirt 

for a fiver, threatening to murder its 

owner If be did not render it up. And 

Partridge, a good man from Norfolk, with 

a regretable weakness for shooting other 

people's game, induced a friend to denude 

him of Us flowing locks by means of a 

clasp-knife and a hunk of wood, as no 

scissors were procurable. ■

The wardrobes of Big Stone Hole were 

stocked more with a view to strict utility 

than variety or ornamentation, and the 

slender resources of the store utterly gave 

out under the sudden strain that was put 

upon them. In every direction grimy, 

unkempt men might be seen attempting 

to beautify themselves. Here was one 

enduring %gonies from a razor wluch would 

scarcely whittie a stick ; here another re- 

calling the feel of a cake of soap ; there a 

great fellow pulling faces as he struggled 

to set the teeth of a comb into his shock 

of hair ; there another brushing the clay 

from his molesUn trousers with a tuft of 

stiff grass. ■

It seemed to these men ages since they 

had last seen a woman in the flesh — Kaffir 

women don't count ; they are not women : 

merely Kaffirs — and, with the natural in- 

stinct of males of every speciesi they set 

about pluming their feathers. ■

These operations, though speedy as 

might be, were necessarily prolonged, for 

most of the men required seversl ouckets 

of water over the head before they felt fit 

for such unaccustomed exercises; and they 

were scarcely finished, before the creaking 

of wheels, and the cries of the voorloper as 

he urged his oxen, announced that the wag- 

gon was within earshot Up it came, the 

great tilt gleaming white in the moonlight, 

and every eye was fixed expectantiy on the 

dark chasm within. The driver, puffed up 

with his own importance, cracked his long 

whip, and deigned not to notice the men 

whom he ususJlv greeted with a friendly 

hail ; and the Hottentot boy ahead, imita- 

ting his master, vouchsafed no explsoiation. 

With more deathly slowness than usual 

did the lumbering vehicle crawl along 

until the tired cattie pulled up before the 

door of the American Bar. Then there 

was a rush, and a bit of a scuffle for the 

honour of handing the woman out The 

Oripple was the fortunate man, and, after 

assisting her to the ground, waved his 

tattered hat towards the gleaming open ■
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doorway. Bat did not speak. Words 

were beyond him. Indeed, the diggers, 

who were none of them particularly re- 

markable for taciturnity as a general thing, 

seemed with one exception to be stricken 

dumb. Bat the Scholar proved himself 

equal to the occasion, and with courtly 

phrase bade the newcomer welcome to 

the camp. He had always been a popular 

man amongst women in his palmier days, 

thoueh openly holding rather a poor 

opinion of thfm; and as the one before 

him now was neat of speech and comely of 

form, he was not at all averse to enjoying 

her society and conversation. ■

"I should be much obliged if you would 

direct me to an hotel," she said, after 

taking a look round the cheap gaudiness of 

the saloon. ■

" Tm sorry to say that we have no hotel 

here as yet, Miss — er— 1 " ■

'*Mu8gTava Miss Mary Musgrave" — 

with a little bow. << Bat you alarm me. I 

heard that a German had started an hotel 

here." ■

<' No, there is nothing but this. That " 

— ^pointing to Herr Ouatav, who was re- 

garding the new-comer with an evil eye — 

"that IB the German." ■

Miss Mu?grave appeared distressed. ■

'* Then where can I go 1 " she asked. 

' Are there any lodgings to be had 1 " ■

"The lady may have my place," 

chorussed three eager voices, and every 

man in the room repeated the oflfer. ■

She thanked them with a pretty smile 

and one comprehensive bow, and looked 

up at the Scholar for help ■

** I would o£fer you my hut if it were 

not such a wretched one. Bat, as it is, I 

should advise you to t^tke this man's " — 

and he pointed to Tommy Dartmoor. ■

" Why, mine's twenty carats better than 

his'n," exclaimed the Grippla ■

"And mine better'n either," growled 

Dan. ■

•' Mine's the best of the lot." ■

" No it isn't, mine is," yelled others, till 

there was a general roar, which caused 

Miss Musgrave to look frightened and 

shrink nearer to the Scholar, and that 

gentleman to raise his hand for silence. ■

"Look here," said he : '' we'll pick out 

the twelve best, and their owners can cut 

with one another from a pack of cards." ■

After some discussion, twelve were settled 

upon; but the number was immediately 

raised to thirteen to prevent Jockey Bill 

disgracing the camp by shooting before a 

lady. A pack of cards was placed on the ■

bar, and each man chose one, holding his 

selection face downwards till all were 

ready. Then the Scholar said " Turn," 

and there were exhibited five aces, two 

kings, a queen, three knaves, and two 

smaller cards. This was awkward, to say 

the least of it, and, whilst sarcastic laughter 

rippled amongst the spectators, there was 

an instinctive movement of ri&ht hands 

towards the back of the belt on the part of 

each of the thirteen. ■

Bat the Scholar's voice, full of remon- 

strance, said, ' Boys, you're being looked 

at," and there was a regretful sigh or two, 

but no bloodshed. ■

Miss Musgrave gazed enquiringly from 

one to the other, and the Scholar, laying his 

hand confidentially on her arm, whispered 

something in her ear. She smiled, whispered 

back, and was answered ; and then, atrip- 

ping off a. pair of well-fitting fawn gloves, 

she took the cards in a pretty little white 

hand, and dealt out one to each of the 

competitors with charming clumsiness. ■

"Ain't touched a heard afore, Ueas 

her," whispered Eachre Back, giving his 

neighbour Dan a nudge in the ribs to call 

attention to this wondiurful piece of girlish 

innocence. "Sqiiare a deal es George 

Washington mought ha' made." Then, as 

the greasy paste-boards were turned up, 

and his neighbour was handed the ace of 

clubs, he raised his voice and yelled out : 

" Bully for you, Dan ! Gat away an' cl«r 

yer cabin out" ■

Away scampered Dan out into the 

darkness, with the rest of the crew at his 

heels. Their home-comforts were very 

small, poor fellows ; but each gave of hia 

best^ though the gifts were often incon- 

gruous enough. In half an hour the 

cabin was fitted out with a small cracked 

looking-glass, two combs, an old hair- 

brush — still wet from the wash — a pail, 

a frying-pan, three kettles, two three- 

legged stools, and so many blankets that 

some were requisitioned to carpet the floor. 

The whole crowd accompanied Miss Mua- 

grave to her door, and gave her a c^eer 

by way of good - night She bowed 

to them, smiling her thanks, and looking, 

as they thought, entrancindy lovely as 

she stood there, with the pale moonbeams 

falling fall on her. ■

Then she turned to go in; but as 

Eachre Buck stepped forwud with an 

admonishing cough, she waited, and looked 

round at him. ■

"Miss," said he, holding out a big re- 

volver in his hard fiat, " you take this yer ■
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gOD, an' ef any one whUtlea, or otherwise 

distnrba yon, let a hole into him straight 

away, an' we'll see him buried decent." ■

Bat Miss Masgrave conrteonsly, and 

with profuse thanks, refused the o£fer, and 

saying that she had perfect confidence in 

all who were around her, gave Eachre Back 

a bewitching smile, went inside, and closed 

the door after her. ■

Then the diggers returned to Oostay 

Werstein's American Bar, and discussed 

the new arrival. ■

"I knows Noomarket, an' Hascot, an' 

Hepsom, an' all the places where swells 

goes in England," said Jockey Bill, en- 

thusiastically ; ** but never one come there 

aa pretty as she, stop my licence if ther' 

did" ■

<* Grand eyes, hain't she t " said Tommy 

Dartmoor. "Regular fust water uns. 

Here's to 'em." ■

"And — a — ^hoof 1 Seed it peep below 

her gownd. S'welp me ef it wer' es big es 

my bacca box I " ■

" An' 'er close, gentlemen I Made to 

measure, every ihrei^ on 'em, I allow." ■

" She's a lady, boy»," exclaimed he who 

had offered to see after a funeral, ''a 

reglar slap-up, high-toned, blow-yereyes- 

don't-touch-me lady ; an' as she see fit to 

do the civil to thb f eUar "-Hitriking him- 

aelf on the chest — *' he's just going to drop 

his perfessional name, an' arsk yer to call 

him Mister Samuel K Gregson, Eequira 

Play on that." ■

" Lady be hanged/' bf gan a more refined 

voice than any that had yt t spoken. " Not 

much! I tell you Hullo 1" ■

The Scholar stopped suddenly, and 

swung his fist round behind him, but a 

stem voice said : ■

" Throw up yer hands, or ye'U never get 

yer boots off again. We got the drop on 

yer this tima" ■

The ez-Christ Church man saw four 

Uack, powder-grimed tubes levelled at 

him, and, after hesitating a moment, 

clasped his hands behind his head, and 

looked at his adversaries unflinchingly. ■

" What next t " he demanded. ■

"Down on yer knees an' swaller that." ■

^' I'll be hanged if I kneel to any man." ■

"Sho*'-, Scholar; not hanged, shot," 

suggested Euchre Back, blandly. ■

"Shoot away," returned the other, In- 

differendy. "Tm about sick of this place 

already, and as a woman sent me here, a 

woman may as well send me on. Steady 

your muzzle, Tommy. Drinking's making 

your hand shake." ■

There was a dead silence for a minute or 

so, each expecting one of the others to 

fire, and each being unwilling, through 

admiration of the Scholar's plucky to pull 

trigger himself. Then Eachre Back, with- 

out lowering his weapon, asked : ■

" Will yer take it back ef we let yer 

stand t" ■

The Scholar appeared to consider how 

far this concession was damaging to his 

dignity, and then saying : "Oh, if you are 

anxious about it, I'll admit that I may 

have been mistaken," staffed his hands 

into his pockets and walked out ■

Next morning the inhabitants of Big 

Stone Hole were .startled by reading this 

announcement outside the cabin. which Dan 

had re&igned to Miss Musgrave : ■

SINGING AND MUSIC TAUGHT. 

LITERARY WORK DONB. ■

It was printed on a card, which was 

affixed to the door by means of a drafping- 

pin, and from within came the sound of a 

contralto voice sbging to a guitar accom- 

paniment. One by one the male residents 

of Bfg Stone Hole drew near to that iron- 

roofed hut and stopped to listen ; but after 

commenting on the innovation in gleeful 

whispers— for guitar had never twanged 

in that part of Africa before — they moved 

on to their work. No consideration could 

cause them to neglect that They might 

fritter away the dull, rough gems when 

they had found them; but the lust of 

handling diamonds once was the strongest 

passion they knew And so the day's 

toil was not curtailed; but at the con- 

cluston Miss Musgrave had an application 

for instruction in music from every man in 

the camp, with one exception. This one 

defaulter was Euchre Buck. He owned to 

having no ear for music — thereby exhibit- 

ing more honesty than many of the others 

— and confessed to knowing only two 

tunes, one of which was " Hail, Columbia," 

and the other — vrasn't ; and so he said he 

wanted some " literary work done." He 

proposed to Miss Musgrave that she should 

write a history of his life at half-a-guinea 

a page, thereby — 'cute Yankee that he was 

^thinking to appropriate the whole of her 

tima ■

But embarrassed by all these calls upon 

her, and obviously unable to satisfy each 

of them, Miss Musgrave turned for help to 

the Scholar, whom she appeared to regard 

as her specLBj adviser ; and he promising a 

solution of the difficulty in half an hour, ■
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drew off the whole crowd to the American 

Bar, where the qaeation was threshed oat 

in aJl its points. ■

It was clearly evident that Ifiss Mosgraye 

could not Borrender to each individnal the 

whole of her evening, even if any one had 

been willing to let his neighbour mo- 

nopolise it, which no one was, and 

therefore it was necessary to formulate 

some scheme by which the outcome of her 

talents might be distributed over a larger 

areai But what the scheme should be 

was not settled all in a minute. One man 

wanted to hear her sing,, another to hear 

her talk, another was willing to give five 

pounds an hour for the privilege of talking 

to her. After a lengtjiened discussion, 

which was excited throughout, and at times 

verged on the warlike, it was decided 

to effect a compromise — subject of course 

to Miss MuBgrave's inclinations — and a 

deputation was sent to learn her views 

on the subject ■

There was no assembly-room in the 

place, excepting Werstein's saloon — which, 

of course, was not available for such a 

purpose — and so it was proposed to her, 

with much humility, that she should take 

up her position in the evenings on a chair 

outside her hut, and there discourse such 

vocal and instrumental music as she saw 

fit, interlarding the same with Mendly 

conversation. What was she to talk 

about t Anything — absolutely anything. 

Iliey didn't mind what it was, so long 

as they heard her voice. Five shillings, 

the committee had decided, was to be paid 

by every man who came within ear-shot. 

Aiid any one who wanted a free list was 

requested to argue the matter out with 

Euchre Back. ■

This call upon her powers seemed to 

take Miss Musgrave aback. ■

"I have never sung in public," she 

pleaded, rather nervously. "Indeed, my 

voice is not good enough for it; really it 

imX Only I thought I could teach a 

little, perlmpe, and that is why I came 

here. You see, mother is an invalid, and 

we were so very poor, that " ■

<<Miss," broke in Jockey BiU, "call it 

ten bob a 'ead, and just *um to us.'* ■

"Oh no, Mr. William, it was not the 

money that I thought about ; indeed, five 

shillings would be far too much. But if 

you tUnk that I should be able to amuse 

you at all, I would do my very best — be- 

lieve me I would." ■

"Miss," growl^ Dan, with a clumsy 

endeavour to chase away her diffidence, ■

" all we asks is fer you to sit near us fer a 

spelL £f you sbgs or plavs, we^d be 

proud ; ef you just looks an*^ talksi we'd 

be pleased." ■

So in the end Miss Musgrave yielded 

to the wishes of the community, and the 

nightly conclave in the American Bar 

became so much a thine of the past that 

Oustav Werstein was heard to threaten 

another emigration. The songfi were to 

the diggers new, and yet not new. Tliere 

was notliing of the music-hall type about 

them; they were nearly all old-fashioned 

ditties. She sang to them of "Barbara 

Allen/' and "SaUy in Our Alley"; ehe 

gave them "Cheer, Boys, Cheer," and 

called for a chorus; she sang the "Mes- 

sage," the "Arrow and the Song"; and 

she brought back memories of other days, 

when Africa was to them a mere geo- 

graphical expression— -of days when that 

something had not happened which had 

sent them away from home^ ■

Sunday came, the fifth day after her 

arrival, and it differed from the usual 

Sabbath of Big Stone Hole. Sunday had 

been observed before by the biggest drink- 

ing bout of tfie week, and a summary 

settlement of the previous six days' dis- 

putes. Now, to the huge surprise of the 

Kaffirs, and to the still greater surprise of 

themselves, these diamond-diggers sans 

h^mns at Intervals during tiie day, and 

refrained from indulging in the orthodox 

carouse till after Miss Musgrave had 

retired for the night It was a wonderful 

change. ■

During the next week a fall of earth 

took place in Tommy Dartmoor's claim* 

Two Esffirs were killed; and when the 

proprietor himself was extricated from the 

debris of blue day which held him down, 

he was found to have a broken arm, 

besides other serious injuries. ■

"Don't let on to her," he managed to 

gasp out to his rescuers, wishing to spare 

Miss Musgrave's nerves a shock. ■

But she saw the men bearing him to his 

hut, joined them, and insisted on being in- 

stalled as sole nurse forthwith. ■

Twenty other men would willingly have 

broken an arm for such a rewara; and 

the recklessness displayed during the next 

few days was something awfiiL Bat she 

saw that, too — little escaped those big 

blue eyes — and ascribing it to drink, gave 

a pretty strong lecture on the bibukNia 

habits of Big Stone Hole, at her next 

concert ■
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Tliere wm an earnest meeting in the 

Ameiieui Bar that night, at which the 

foUowing motion was put and eairied 

mianimoiisly : ''On and after this date, 

anj drunken man is liable to be shot at 

sight, unless his friends can prove that he 

has dog oyer three carats of diamonds 

during the day/' And then, like other 

zefcsmeri, Hbav went on to more sweeping 

measuresL "Only knife-fighting to take 

place in the camp. All disputes with 

piatols, unless of a rery pressing nature, 

to be settled out of earshot of Dan's 

house." There were even some hints of 

appointiDff a dosing time for the saloon. 

*' It would make the place so much more 

like homei" But the promoter eventually 

witiidrew his saggestion.as it was justly 

felt that such a motion would interfere 

with tike liberty of the subject too much. 

But a storm of cheers burst forth when it 

was proposed to transfer the diamond safe 

from Werstein's keeping to a comer of the 

new goddesses shrme. ■

Even Satan joined in the general adorar 

tion, and, more favoured than the rest, 

enjoyed at times a chaste salute from Miss 

Miisgrave^s ripe red lip«i. ■

Never, in so short a space of time, had 

a community been more changed for the 

better than was that of Big Stone Hole. 

Never had woman's humanising influence 

made itself more clearly felt The azure 

cbud of bUsphemy that hung over the 

workings and the rest of the camp was re- 

placed again by the normal dust. The 

diggers took to washing themselves at least 

ODce a week, and at times even indulged 

in a cksm shirt Empty provision cans, 

"dead mannes," and other debris were 

thrown to the backs of the huts, instead of 

being allowed to lie in unsightiy heaps 

before the doors. Each man tried to 

beautify the inside of his shanty to the 

best of his means and ideas, for there was 

no knowing when the only " she " would 

take it into her pretty, capricious head to 

pay a call In this latter line the Scholar 

had a decided puU. Education had taught 

him taste; necessity, handiness; and by 

aid c^ the two he transformed his rude 

dwellfaig into something approaching the 

rooms in which he used to dawdle 

away the happy hours, time aga It was 

partiy drawing-room, partiy cariosity shop. 

The walls were stencilled with pigments 

made from coloured earths, and hung with 

prints in Oxford frames, with a few pieces 

of quaint delf, with African weapons and 

oddments; the floor was carpeted with ■

mats def dy woven from coloured reeds and 

grasses, on which luxurious easy-chairs and 

a veritable tesrtable— whittled from local 

timber by a deft Bowie — stood in orthodox 

confusion. The bed seemed nothing more 

or less than a sofa ; whilst all domestic im- 

plements were relegated to the comparative 

privacy of an extempore outhouse. Cups, 

saucers, spoons, et ea omnia, appeared as if 

by magician's call ; and one blazing after- 

noon the news flashed round the diamond 

pits that Miss Musgrave was '< taking after- 

noon tea with the Scholar." ■

It acted as a death-blow to several 

hopes ; for though she had as yet markedly 

retamed the attentions of no one in par- 

ticular, many had aspirations that she 

would do in time. Some of these blighted 

sighers contented themselves with tobacco 

and silence; but otiiers did such' wonders 

at the American Bar that the dejected 

Hebrew had visions of seeing the former 

thirst of the Big Stone Hdeians recon- 

stituted in all its droughty completeness. 

Bat when the Scholar saw the dismay his 

simple act had spread around him, he dissi- 

pated it with a kindly laugh and a few re- 

assuring words. ■

"Don't mind me, boys. I was only 

doing the civil in a purely Platonic manner. 

Miss Musgrave is nothing to me ; nor am I 

anything to her. Heaven forbid 1 I'm 

too hard a bargain for any girl. If any 

one of you marries her, I'll act as his 

best man if he asks me to, and wish him 

every felicity without a thought of regret" ■

'•Bullv for the Scholar I" yelled the 

delighted crowd; and Miss Musgrave's 

smiles were more sought after than ever. ■

So things went on day after day, week 

after week, till Miss Musgrave became 

little short of an autocratic Empress. 

Yet she was so gentie and modest, looked 

so shocked when an oath slipped out — as 

it would do occasionally, even with the 

best intentioned— that it was as goddess, 

rather than Qoeen, that they adored her. 

But still she showed no signs of taking 

unto herself a consort ; she kept all men 

at a cousinly distance, and those who felt 

intimate enoagh to address her as *' Miss 

Mary " accounted themselves uncommonly 

fortanate. Thus the little machine of 

state worked perfectly harmoniously, and 

Big Stone Hole was as steady and prospe- 

rous a settiement as need be. ■

Had these diggers refreshed their minds ■

by looUng back for historical parallels, ■

I they might have been prepared in some ■

'■} ■
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degree for Miss Mosgrave's exit from 

amongst them ; bat as none of them in- 

dulged in such retrospections, the manner 

of it took the camp comewhat by surprise. ■

It was first discovered in this wise. Work 

WBM <yrer for the day. The Enffirs had 

been Ecarohed, and had returned to their 

kraal Pipes were being lit after the even- 

ing meal, and a pictoreeque assembly was 

grouping itself in an expectant semicircle 

on the sun-baked turf in front of Miss 

MuBgrave's dwelling. She was usually 

outside to welcome the first-comerSi and 

her absence naturally formed the staple 

topic of conversation. Digger after digger 

arrived, threw himself down, and joined 

in the general wonderment as to why Miss 

Marv wasn't there; and at last some 

one hazarded a suggestion that she "must 

be asleep." There was a general epidemic 

of noisy coughing for a full minute, and 

then sUence for another; but no sound 

fcom within the hut. ■

'Perhaps fihe's ill," was the next sur- 

Biiee. ■

After the etiquette to be followed 

had been strictly discusEed, and a xigid 

course of procedure set down, the Scholar 

got up and knocked at the door. He re- 

ceived no answer, and so knocked again — 

knocked several timep, in fact, and then 

Battled the handle vigorously ; but without 

vesttlt, ■

** Better open it," said a voice. ■

And he did so; and after looking inside, 

announced : ■

'' She's not there." ■

At this moment Dan CBme up. ■

«'My ole mar's gone," he said; ''an' 

she ain't stampeded, neither, but was stole. 

Tote-ropb's been untied, an' saddle an' 

bridle took as well." ■

There was uncomfortable silence, which 

the Scholar broke by a low, long-drawn 

whistle. ■

'* Boys," said he, "Itt's look inside the 

safe." ■

The three men who held the keys 

brought them up, the bolts were shot, and 

the massive door swung back. There was 

every man's little sack with his name on it ; 

bat aomehow or other the eacks looked 

iimper than of yora Each one was 

eagerly clutched and examined, and many 

a groan, and not a few curecs, went up on 

the still night air as it was found t];iat every 

sack save Dan's had been relieved of the 

more valuable pait of its contents. ■

80 much heart-breaking labour under the 

barning sun tlirown away for nothing; ■

the dreary work to commence afrcah, 

iJmost from the beginning ! Had the 

thief been any ordinary one, the denuncia- 

tion would have been unbounded ; but no 

one lifted his tongue very loudly againat 

Mary Muegrava Tet mounted men were 

despatched on the three trails to bring 

back the booty if possible, and the reat 

moved dejectedly towards their old dab. 

The greasy Jew did not attempt to conceal 

his exultation. He served his customers 

with hiB wicked old face glowing with 

smQes, and when a moment's breifttiiirg 

time came, he observed : ■

<* We aU 'az our leetle surbrfzes In die 

wairld, an' I moat confalss I am aadoniahed 

m^zelf to lairn dat Mess Mosgrave is a ■

thief " But here a crashing amongst ■

the glassware announced that Tommy 

Dartmoor had begun shooting with his left 

hand, and Herr Gustav spluttered oat 

from behind the fingers he held before his 

face, "Achl Oott, I say nczztns more!" ■

There was no heavy drinking that nighty 

nor, even more strange to relate, was there 

much noisy discussion. Some of the men 

were stunned by their loss, and others, who 

would have waxed garrulous and abusive, 

were stayed by the warning looks of 

Tommy Dartmoor and other partisans. 

No one denied the theft ; but all admitted 

that it might have been more tborougL 

Those few precious pebbles at the bottom 

of the sackp, and Dan's untoached hoard, 

lingered gratefully in their memories. ■

The horsemen returned unsuccessful. 

Mary Musgrave had disappeared without 

leaving the slightest trace ; and work went 

on as usual I suppose I shall be expected 

to say that these diggers went utterly to 

the bad ; but as they did nothing of the 

sort, I shall not perjore myseU. True^ 

when their selfmade idol disappeared, 

taking with her many of the valuables 

from her shrine, they learnt that tiiere was 

more than the usual modicum of clay in 

her ccmposition; but for all that^ the 

ground which had been shone on by the 

lustre of her presence had not been lighted 

in vain. One or two rt lapsed into their 

old ruffianly habits ; but the majority of 

the denizens of Big Stone Hole remained 

in more or less the same moral condition 

in which Miss Musgrave left them. ■

When, in after years, Jockey Bill — 

who had set up a public-house in England 

on his savings — saw that redoubtable 

woman drive past lua door in a carriage 

and pair, and mentioned the fact to the 

Scholar — who had succeeded to the paternal ■
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acres — when he came in for a glass of beer 

and a chat over old times, the pair of them 

dedded not to hand her over to jastice, as 

she had done them much more good than 

harm. Bat, on the other band, they were 

firmly agreed not to coltiyate her ac- 

qoaintance farther. ■

THE OLD MASTERS AND OTHERS. ■

The annaal winter exhibition at Bar- 

Ungton Hoase, as the eentnry goes on, 

most sare, ere long, ezhaost the supply of 

Old Masters, rich as one private collections 

are in such pictores. It will soon be a 

qaestion of serring them as coantry parsons 

are said to deal with their stock of sermons, 

namely, to torn the heap and begin again. 

Not that the general public who go to 

picture exhibitions will regret much the 

falling off in Old Masters, if they get plenty 

of our own English school, in which the 

subjects as well as the artbts are of interest 

and of our acqaaintanoe, as it wera ■

"Oh, what a sweetg lovely picture, 

James 1" cries an enthubiastic young woman 

to her sweetheart^ lingering over a David 

Cox, in the watercoloar room the other 

day. James turns prosaically to his cata- 

logue. ■

" ' Vale of Culwid,* Polly. I never was 

there, and can't give an opinion." ■

And that is &e way with most of us ; 

we like to have landscapes we have seen, 

or may come jbo see, alUiongh we shall 

never see them as the aitist did; and 

portraits of people we know something 

about ■

In this spirit we fall at once upon a 

Seynolds. It is little Master Banbury, in 

a crimson coat, with his mouth open, and 

who will wear a red coat by-and-by, and be 

just such a captain in lace as any of tiie rest 

Bat the boy interests because of his 

mother^ Catherine Homeck, in her maiden 

state, or "Little Comedy," as she was 

called by poor Oliver G<>ldsmith, who 

owed to her and her sister Mary, the 

" Jessamy Brid**,'' the pleasantest hours of 

his life. And it is jast before the be- 

ginning of the year in which Master B. 

was bom, that Mrs. Banbury writes from 

Suffolk to the "doctor" a rhymed letter, 

laugUrgly inviting him "to open our 

ball the first day in the year." And he is 

to have an evening at loo, also, to sit 

between the two sisters as in the old 

timei>, and be guided and corrected in his 

play. It is the old-fashioned five-card loo. ■

such as used to be played in the old 

cMiteaux of Brittany, unaer the name of 

Mistigis, as Balsac somewhere charm- 

ingly describes. However, it is not quite 

the same thing now, and poor Goldie never, 

it seem", visited Suffolk, and when the 

mother brought her boy to London to sit 

to Sir Joshua, (xoldsmith was dead and 

well-nigh forgotten. ■

The same link of events gives an in- 

creased interest to the portrait of Mary 

Homeck, by Hoppner, mature and dignified 

as Mra Qwyn. Bat there is also a charm- 

ing Sir Joshua, of the same, as Miss 

Homeck, in a Persian dress, seated on the 

ground, and with a face so frank and 

charming that it dwells in the memory 

from some long-time-ago exhibition, and is 

greeted again with delight ■

Another familiar note is strack by the 

excellent portrait, by Gainsboronghi of 

James Christie, with a fine, thoughtful 

face. Here it strikes one how the 

costume of that period was adapted to 

put youth, maturity, and elderliness, on a 

level in respect of appearance. Mr. 

Christie was well-nigh fifty when that 

portrait was painted, and he does not look 

thirty. The powdered hair— as the wig 

formerly — bade defiance to the snows of 

many winter?, and the closely-&haven 

face and dignified costame gave no extra 

points in the youngster's favour; and 

Christie must have felt himself a mere 

youth when, in the winter of 1770, he had 

a small exhibition of his own, a consign- 

ment of art treasures from Nfkples, to be 

sold at his great room in Pall Mali 

Three years later he was selling a col- 

lection of "ancient statues, bustos, bas- 

reliefs," brought over from Italy by the 

brothers Adam — ^those brothers who buflt 

the Adelphi Buildings, and who built one 

particular church in the county which 

was so portentoufily ugly thati although 

sound and substantial enough a century 

afterwards, the neighbourhood, roused to a 

sense of art, subscrioed handsomely to have 

it pulled down. ■

But at this rate we shall not ^et through 

the galleries in a week. Agam we have 

to deal with the origin of things in po^ 

traits of the family of Cocks, who appear 

as bankers for more than a century, and 

still sail under the same ensign, near 

Charing Cros?. These portraits are ex- 

ceedingly well painted, in what must be 

an early manner, by Zofflny, who was a 

German, from the Empire of Thurn and 

Taxis, and who worked hard at such ■
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portraits as theee for little money, till he 

caught the breath of Court Cavonrp and 

became fashionable. The artist's fashion- 

able style, which does not bear out the 

promise of his earlier work, is seen in a 

portrait group of some of the Spencer 

family. ■

There is another portrait group of much 

mterest, << attributed to Zoffany," but 

which Is before his tima The interest 

comes in, by its showing our favourite, and 

Pope's, and Gay's, saucy, fascinating Molly 

Lepel, the beauty of George the Second's 

Court, now a happy, pleasant - looking 

matron, with a daughter just married, 

who recalla the graceful sauciness of her 

mother. There is a younger daughter, 

also just married, who takes after her 

father, Pope's Lord Fanny, and Sporus, in 

delicacy of appearance and constitution, 

and who dies young eyentually, although 

she looks happy enough now with the 

frank and handsome ybung squire, her 

husband of recent day& And, if the truth 

were known, the hero of the piece who 

takes leave of his family, the brillifmt 

young sea captain, whose ship can be seen 

lying at rest on the blue sea between the 

marble columns, this gallant Augustus 

John is also reoently married ; but neither 

mother, sisters, nor the artist who paints 

him knows anything about it It was this 

gay spark who fascinated the fair Miss 

Ohudleigh, so that she consented to a 

private marriage with him, then only a 

younger son with no great provision, 

except his seamanship. Then Johnnie 

went to sea, and Miss Chudleighi the 

voyage being a protracted one, met with 

an older and more staid admirer, the 

Duke of Kingston, a man of immense 

wealth, and went through the form of 

marriage with him. If she had known 

how to wait she might have been Countess 

of Bristol after all, for her sailor laddie 

eventually succeeded his brother, who died 

childless. But the young gentleman did 

not act like Enoch Arden, and go quietly 

away when he found that somebody else 

had got his wife. He made a row about 

it^ and eventually the Duchess was tried, 

and convicted of bigamy. But as the 

Duke had left her almost everything so 

secured that no verdict could disturb it, 

she took flight to Italy, and lived there 

in great magnificence all the rest of 

her Ufa As for Augustus John, he 

does not seem ever to nkvo got over his 

disappointment^ and was succeeded in the 

earldom by a brother, whose eldest son ■

occupies an adjoining canvas painted hy 

Gainsborough. ■

To return from the sitters to the artists. 

Therd is something interesting about thia 

Zoffany, who has furnished many good 

subjects for the engraver, and whose " Cock- 

fight in India," painted on the spot, often 

attracts attention in a print-shop window. 

Zoffany was an adventurous kind of artist^ 

and made himself at home in foreign 

capitals as well as among the Nawabs and 

Bajahs of India, and the dandified sporting, 

betting, pagoda tree-shaUoig officers of John 

Company ; and he brought back a fair share 

of the windfalls too^ from that wonderful 

trea We seem to have heard of him at 

his quiet old-fashioned house at Strand* 

on-the-Green — a pleasant river-side hamlet^ 

which people pass unnoticed as they 

cross Kew Bridga Here he was not far 

distant from his contemporary De Louther- 

bourg, who lived In one 61 those tall houses 

in Hammersmith Terrace, lower down the 

river than Chiswick Church, in the quiet 

graveyard of which both De Loutherboorg 

and Hogarth Ke buried. And the former is 

brought within hail of the present centmry 

by De Qoincey, who tells us of an elder 

brother of his own, who went to De 

Louthwbourg to study art ■

Not far from the entrance we have two 

of iiis excellent sea fights, yard-arm to 

yard-arm, burning ships, flashing gunS| 

riggbg rent and tattered^ while in contrast 

the moon, rising in stately splendour over 

a calm sea, or gleaming over a tempest- 

tossed horizon, seems to reproach the 

turmoil and slaughter of the hour. So 

excellent is the scenic effect Uiat it is not 

suxprisiog to find that the artist formed one 

of the earliest of the band, who from the 

painting-room of old Drury have found 

fame and even fortune in other fields of 

art. ■

Then from the lurid lighU of the sea 

fight we may turn to the peaceful beauty 

of old Croma A beauUfof pair are the 

willow and the oak, by this most famous 

master. Close by is a ' Turner, wlio 

shows, in his early gloomy manner, a 

distant view of Sheerness. Yes, there is 

the great fighting dep6t of the Channel 

Fleet, under a cloudy sky, with buildings 

looming in the distance, and a great three- 

master, with drooping sails, that rides 

heavily on the gloomy tida ■

From this scene we may glide away to 

the gallery where the Dutch masters dis- 

play the charm of the low, flat horizon, the 

watery highway, and the broad, sluggish ■
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riyer. Here are Datch masters, if you 

please, of whom the aninitiated have hardly 

ever heard. Bat every one is pleased to meet 

Albert Cayp and hu oows ; yet for once 

we have- a picture of hfa withont a cow in 

it — a basiling river-scene on the Maas, 

soldiers embarking — ^with boildings, per- 

haps the Boompjes, not far away. And, 

for a Datch master, what a phenomenon 

is Jacob Van Baysdael, with Us rocks and 

waterfalls, and his modem feeling for the 

plctoresqae, like one bom before his dae 

time! ■

Again, what a pleasant surprise to come 

npon old London Bridge among the 

Datchmen — a earefnl painting of the old 

bridge as existing in ike time of Charles 

the Firsts by one Claude de Jongh — the 

bridge stacked with tall, gabled houses, 

and gates where traitors' heads might 

stick; and with a drawbridge in the 

middle for the tall-masted earacks; and 

gloomy old houses rising from the water, 

where the Old Swan Pier is now; and the 

plaeid tide, on which is all the movement 

of the age— the Boyal barge, with its rich 

canopy and liangings, wherries shooting to 

and fro with staid citizens and their wives, 

the richly -adorned craft of nobles and 

courtiers ; and among them all a party of 

dark, solemn men in a long barge, which 

might be an loicestress of the Maria Wood 

of swanhopping fame. ■

Bat without any special erase for the 

Dutch or Flemish Schools, who can help 

being delighted with the fine, manly por- 

traiture of Frank Hals, whose bold, yet 

thoughtful, burghers of the period stand 

out as living characters, instinct with life 9 

There are gems, too, of the finest water — 

first from the Boyal Collection at Backing- 

ham Palace, "A Merry-making," by David 

Teniers, " A Dutch Bevel," by Jan Steen, 

and Peter de Hooghe's " Card Players "— 

all very fine examples of the respective 

masters. And '' An Old Woman Beading," 

by Nicholas Maes, is admirable in light 

and colour. Bat eVen these must give 

place to a splendid picture by Oerard Ter- 

burg, again from Buckingham Palace — a 

young kdy in a white silk dress reading 

*' The Letter," which gives ihe picture ito 

title, with other figures. ■

Among the early Italian School we must 

not linger. Only from a technical stand- 

point is there much interest in the saints 

and Holy Families — the pietas, the trip- 

tychs of the fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries. But crossing to Spain, we find 

Yelasquejs credited with two fine portraits : ■

of D'Olivarez, the great Spanish Minister 

who plotted against Bichelieu in France, 

and fooled the Duke of Backingham in 

Eogland ; and of that statesman's master, 

Philip the Fourth of Spain, with a good 

German face, in whose son, Charles, ended 

the line of the Spanish Hapsburgs— a ter- 

mination which was the beginning of those 

wars of the Spanish succcBsion which de- 

vastated Earope, and left such a burden of 

debt upon our shoulders. In this sense we 

may look with interest upon an adjoining 

portrait^ by Velasquez, that of the Infanta 

Maria Theresa, Philip's daughter, who 

transmitted the fatal gift of the Spanish 

inheritance to the House of Bourbon, a 

mere child, and all unconscious of the un- 

happy destiny in store for her as the 

neglected wife of the '' Boi Soleil." ■

In the same gallery there is an elaborate 

and magnificent work of the Flemish 

School, the <' Adoration of the Magi," by 

Mabuse, very famous and interesting ; and 

from the same collection, the Earl of Ash- 

burnham's, comes a most interesting 

picture of an earlier period of the same 

school, '* Solomon and ^e Qaeen of Shebi^'' 

by Lucas van Leyden, where Solomon ap- 

pears in all the magnificence of a medfssval 

princCi This fine picture is the very last, 

No. 109, in the catiJogue of oil paintings. ■

Betuminff to the lai^ gallery, No. 3, 

we may find two Van Dyc£i of some his- 

torical interest: a flattering portrait of 

Henrietta Maria, the unlu^ Queen of 

Charles the First ; and a young Duke of 

Bichmond of the Lennox Stuart line, very 

splendid, but effeminate, with his long, fair 

ringlets. An interesting group, too, both 

for English and Americans, is that of Lord 

Baltimore and his infant son, with a negro 

attendant The artist is one (Gerard Zoest, 

who, judging from this specimen of his 

work, ought to have acquired more fame 

than seems to have been given him. The 

chief portrait represents a strong Intel- 

ligent, acquisitive man, who grasps boL his 

hand a map of Maryland, which belongs to 

him — soil and inhabitants — by virtue of a 

grant from the Crown. The little boy at 

his knee also grasps at the map, with the 

eagerness of a spoilt child. My lord takes 

his title not from the now flourishing city of 

Baltimore — the very reverse was the case — 

but from a not very important town on a 

ragged promontory on the Irish coasts not 

far from that Cape Clear whose light is sd 

often hailed with gratitude by Atlantic 

voyagera The possession of Maryland 

brought little good to the Calverts l4>rds ■
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Baltimora It was too vast and indefinite 

a poBsesBion to be grasped, and the family 

ended, hardly a century aftervrards, in a 

wretched profligate, who barely escaped 

the gallows. ■

Not far cff is a good portrait of Sheridan, 

at his most brilliant epoch — the Sheridan 

of Westminster Hall and the great Begum 

speech, and well painted by B jmney. And 

Bomney shows to advantage in this exhi- 

bition, even against the great Sir Joshaa ; 

the beauties of his court conspicuous for 

form and colour, while the charm and 

sentiment of Sir Joshua's lovely women 

appeal to us through a mist of fsded tints. 

Of Bomney's beauties of the day — a day 

in which he divided the town into fac- 

tions, which sided either with him or 

Beynolds — ^his representative beauties in 

this collection are of no great fame beyond 

their own drcla We have Elizabeth Cum- 

berland, daughter of the great — now for- 

Sotten — wiiter, Bichard Cumberland, a 

aughter who afterwards became Lady 

Cavendish Bentiock ; Mrs. Blanshard; Lady 

Caroline Piice 3 Mrs. Powys ; Lady Milnes : 

aD, as far as we know, happy in having no 

particular history. A delightful domestic 

gronp--Mr8. Carwardine and her child — 

was evidently a labour of love to the hand- 

some, if sombre, artist, whose own wife 

and child lived unacknowledged and ob- 

scure in a remote village in the Lake 

country. ■

Sir Joshua, perhaps, is more fortunate 

in his female subjects. There is beautiful 

Polly Kennedy, as warm-hearted as she 

was beautiful; the ever memorable Jes- 

samy Bride, idready alluded to; a very 

sweet figure of Contemplation — a sweet 

face, rather, for the figure is but in- 

definite. Then we have one of those 

groups in whieh the playfulness of chUd- 

hood is so happily contrasted with maternal 

sweetness and grace, in '*Lady Ann 

Butler and ChUd.'^ ■

But, after aU, the pleasantest part of 

the show is yet unvisited. For in the 

large « Water-Colour Boom," and the little 

'* Black and White" room beyond, we 

have spread out for our delectation an 

historical series of the great school of 

English water- colourists. There is Paul 

Sandby to begin with — is not his medallion 

the first on the fsf^de of the Water-Colour 

Society's rooms in Piccadilly t But Paul 

Sandby is more often heard about than 

seen, and hence it is good for us to meet 

with a round half-dtzen examples of his 

works, lent by the Queen from Windsor. ■

Paul began his career not long after 

Colloden by drawing forts, and ravelins, 

and bastions in the Highlands for the 

then Dake of Camberland. There is a 

military precision about his touch that 

must have served him well with his pupils 

at the Artillery School at Woolwich, where 

he was profecsor of drawing. But his 

delicate washes are all good and true. 

Old Windsor rises before us from his 

sketches not without humour in the ac- 

cessories, the people in the street, the 

chimney-sweep, the tradesman in his cart 

— all in pleasant contrast to the lumbeibg 

old gate with the hinges off, to the tumble- 

down towers and grassy wiJls. For in 

those days the Castle was a pleasant place 

to ramble and sketch in — a plateau with 

wide vacant spaces here and there, and 

broken walls and buildings turned to all 

manner of purposes. For the Castile was 

not then used as a Boyal residence, the 

King when at Windsor living at the 

Lodge, in the Great Park, which is shown 

by Paul Sandby in its ruddy, comfortable 

pomp and state, with coaches and horses, 

and lacqueys in attendance. ■

After Sandby come a number of less 

known foUower^*, many doing good work 

in a tentative way, woiking m^^stly for 

engravers and publishers, but gaining oc- 

casional glimpses at Nature. Then we 

have Thomas Hearne, a fine architectural 

and antiquarian draughtsman, and John 

Bobert Cozens — actusdly the grandson of 

Peter the Great, a memorial of Peter's 

" avatar " as shipwright at Deptford. But 

Cozens was an industrious woiker, both 

with burin and pencil, and here are 

numerous specimens of his work, diiefiy 

Italian landscapes. ■

But the first of the water - colour 

masters who grasps the resources of 

his medium, is Thomas Girtin, whose 

works are really fine and effective. 

We have Tattershall Castle, a fine brick 

structure of the fifteenth century, erro- 

neously, but excusably, described in the 

catalogue as a " Norman Keep," and the 

white house on Battersea Beach, with the 

bridge in the distance. There are no 

white houses now to £how a rt fleeted gleam 

in the waters ; yet, at times, in mist and 

gloom, the glamour of the past comes back 

tons. ■

Soft-, new scenes — a kind of Dutch view 

of Nature— are given us by John Varley 

and John S. Cotman ; the latter connected 

with some fine published prints of Norman 

antiquities, but here chiefly represented ■
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by a famUiar scene in oar English Liw 

Coantriea. Bat there is one sketch of his 

of Tvrickenham, with a fine old-fashioned, 

red-brick honse, with a screen of noble 

trees, all bathed in sanshine, that gives as 

the sentiment of sach a qaiet retreat most 

happfly. ■

Now we come to a really great 

master, D^yid Goz, the son of a white- 

smith and forger of bayonets and gan- 

banels, near Birminghim. Bat for the 

accident — lacky f>r as — of poor little 

DAvid breakbg his leg in his sober, an- 

romantic way over the kitchen scraper, the 

world might have gained an indifft^rent 

whitesmith and lost the charming coloarist 

Bat the poor weakly cripple is only fit to 

be a painter; has early lessons from a 

miniatarist, and then tarns to scene- 

painUng as a sort of coloar-boy to the 

scene -pahoiter of Birmingham Theatrd, 

under the great Macready's father. TJt^ere 

Divid learnt his "effects," and he has 

always got one np his sleeve for the 

simplest sketch. Coming of age, David 

leaves home to seek his fortune in London, 

and eets employment on the scenery at 

'^ AstJeyV' Aud also mdces drawings for 

the prfaitsellers, and even paints scenery 

for provincial theatres. ■

David is not an adventurous youth, and 

being safely lodged, through the agency of 

his good mother, with qaiet, respectable 

people in Lambeth Walk, he mairies the 

eldest daughter, and settles at Dalwich, 

adding to his other employments that of 

drawing-master to the public generally. 

Of this period are most of his sketches on 

the river ; he delights in wharves and old 

buildings, and craft gliding quietly by. 

A strange misfortane breaks up his little 

home. He is drawn for the militia and 

has to fiy, havbg no means to buy a 

subatitute; and, escaping that danger, he is 

transformed into the professor of drawing 

at the Mflitary College at Bagshot — ^now 

Sandhurst Here he had Wilham Napier, 

of the Peninsular War, as a pupil ; but he 

hated the whole military business, and only 

stayed a year. ■

Still the artist seems to feel that his art 

is hardly strong enough to go alone, and 

he takes a settled income at Hereford, in 

one of those famous, old-fashioned '' ladies' 

schools," of which the pattern is now 

almost lost. And here he works zealously 

and contentedly for a dozen years or more, 

dwelling in an old thatched cottage, and 

delighting in the pleasant scenes he sketches 

upon the rivers Lugg and Wye. And ■

then he feels that his timo has come, 

breaks up his camp on the Lugg, and 

settles in Londoa . Another dozen years 

and more follow of hard, but well-re- 

munerated, work in London, David had 

made his mark by this timCi and had 

put bv money ; so now he is master of 

himself, and makes another move back to 

his own paternal country, and settles in a 

comfortable house of his own, close to 

the unpicturesque metropolis of hardware. 

David was now approaching his sixtieth 

year, and, you may have thought^ medi- 

tated days of ease and retirement But^ 

strange to say, the most successful, and 

perhaps the most brilliant, period of his 

art here commenced. It was then he first 

discovered Bettws-y-coed, and became the 

patriarch of that jolly yearly gathering, 

which still dwelU in living memory. Nor 

did his eye fail, nor his hand grow dim, 

tOl he bade a conscious farewell to brush, 

and palette, and easel, on the very brink of 

the dark river of death. ■

Here his works speak for him — 

slightly represented as they are, and not 

with the most characteristic succession of 

his various periods; but still there is 

enough to show his merits, and he can 

stand side by side, even with J. M. W. 

Turner, in his water-colours, without 

fearing the contrast. Tet there are 

excellent drawings by Tamer — a noble 

view of York Minster ; the Mewstone, by 

Plymouth, with great seas breaking over 

it ; Folkestone, as one might see it in some 

exalted mood of sea and sky j the Rhine, 

a vision of a fair river, and other fine 

drawiogs. Then we come to Peter de Wint, 

mannered, and rather stagey, but always 

effective. Then we seem to come upon 

modern times Suddenly in William Hant, 

who ia a fine colourist in still life, and 

something of a humorist in his honest 

country figures. There is jost a taste 

of Samuel Prout, famous limner of old 

towns and architecture. An earlier artist, 

Oeorge Barrett, from Dublin, is well 

represented in some beautiful drawings. 

And G. F. Bobson is shown to advantage 

in a splendid view of Darham, and its 

Cathedral, "half house of Gjd, half tower 

against the Scot." ■

Bat we seem to be getting to quite 

modem times with Jjhn Frederick Lewis, 

RA What finish and what dexterity 

in his works, and yet we would not give a 

" blot " by old farmer Cox for them all 

Here is Samuel Palmer with his gorgeous 

skies, that contrast so painfully with ■
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the aotcuJ chilly, murky doee of day 

as it oomes on at this present. So that 

there is hardly light for the great master 

of a day hot long past— the inimitable 

Frederick! Walker, A«B.A«, here repre- 

sented by some of his most sympathetic 

works. The well-known "Ferry," the 

" Fishmonger's Shop," with its htimoar, 

the " Yale of Best," << The Wayfarers/' with 

its pathetic soggestions and contrasts; 

the idyllic "Spring," <<Samme?," and 

*' Aatumn " — what can one want more or 

better than these i ■

THE STUDY OF GBEBK. ■

One of the most bamiog questions of 

,the day in the scholastic sphere is that of 

the retention or rejection of. Greek as an 

essential element in the higher education. 

Until a very recent time every aspirant to 

a University degree has been required to 

show a certain knowledge of the Greek 

language and literature, and this require- 

ment has made the teaching of it the rule 

and its absence the exception in the pro- 

gramme of all higher-grade schools through- 

out the country. The first step towards 

the disuse of Greek was taken when the 

Charity Oommissioners, in drawing up 

their schemes for the administration of 

endowed schoob of the second grade, re- 

duced Greek to the level of an extra, and 

decreed that it should not be taught save 

on payment of an additional fee, which, 

though smaU, is in the majority of coses 

practically prohibitive. By this regula- 

tion, Greek ceased at once to be an 

essential portion of the curriculum of a 

I large number of school 4^ and became, in 

so far as concerned them, an ty KoXXwrttrfia 

nXovTov — a superfluity for the wealthy, 

instead of a necessary common to all who 

could attain to a certain standard of 

learning. ■

A more important step in the same 

direction has recently been taken by the 

University of London, which has now 

ceased to enforce Greek as an essential 

for matriculation, though it is still re- 

quired of all candidates for degrees in 

Arts. ■

Li the older Universities some know- 

ledge of Greek is still exacted from all 

itudents; but even here the tide of op- 

position to its compulsory enforcement is 

rapidly rising. In 1878 a memorial signed 

by many of our leading scholars was ad- 

dressed to the University of Cambridge, ■

praying that candidates for an Honour 

Degree might be exempt from the neMuity 

of passing in Greek j and about the same 

time a statute to the same effect is said to 

have been actually drafted at Oxford. 

Even more significant is the action taken 

at the recent Head Master's Conference 

held at Oxford in December last At 

this gathering of the chiefs of our great 

public schools, the following resolution 

was proposed by the head master of Har- 

row, Rev. J. E C. WeUdon : ■

•' That in the opinion of this Confwwice 

it would be a gain to education if Greek 

were not a compulsory subject in the 

Universities of Oxford and Cambridge.** ■

This resolution was supported abso- 

lutely by the head masters of Winchester, 

Clifton, and Shrewsbury, and, with certain 

reservations, by the head masters of 

Bugby, Marlborough, and Wellington. It 

wt^ lost by a majority so small as to 

make the ultimate victory of the champions 

of relaxation almost a foregone con- 

clusion. ■

Sbce the publication of the proceedinn 

of the Conference, the educational world 

has been ringing with the noise of the 

<« Greek " controversy. Professor Freeman 

on the one side, and the ''Journal of 

Education" on the other, have lashed with 

merciless sarcasm the head masters who 

were unfortunate enough to differ faom 

their ideas. The old warfare <rf «< Greeks " 

and •' Trojans," which distracted the Uni- 

versity of Oxford at the commencement of 

the sixteenth century, seems ready to 

break out afresh; and, meanwhile, the 

non-scholastic pubUc looks on with wonder 

and amusement at the discord among the 

experts. ■

Bat, in truth, the question is one which 

the experts are practically powerless to 

settle. Where, as in Englandi education 

is not directed by the State, but is left to 

be regulated by teachers, or bodies of 

teachers, competing with one another for 

the support of the public, there, in the 

long run at least, the direction of edu- 

cation will be determined by the public 

demand ; and the public demand, in this 

case, means the wishes of parents who have 

sons to educate. ■

The head master of Wellington College 

is reported to have said at the Head 

Masters* Conference that he was ao- 

customed to hear the parent's formula : 

" You may teach my son anything, j^o- 

vided you don't teach him Greek." If 

the formula in question really represents ■
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the coinicti<Hi ai a large nmbex of pafenin^ 

there can be no doubt that Greek will 

gradually sink fai our chief jmUie lohooli 

to the same podtton ae'it now holds 

in sehooln of the seoond grade. This 

diange is one whicb, on the one hand, Ues 

in the power of parents to bring aboat^ 

and, on the other hand, primarily afiects 

parents ihroogh its effect on their diiMxen. 

It must theiifore be worth the while of 

every parent to ccmsiderwith some attention 

the place and fnnetion of the stndy of 

Greek in the education of the present da^. ■

In approachinff the consideration of thu 

subject^ we shall do well to remind onr- 

selyes of a troth which, though often over- 

looked, is the foundation on which all troe 

theories of teaching rest: the troth that 

edaeation is not prhnsrily an imparting of 

knowledge or informatioD, but as its^name 

implies, an hsrmonious drawing out of all 

the powers of human nature, whether 

mora], j^ysical, or intellectual. In a 

narrower sense, the term is ofien applied 

to the training and developement of the 

intellectual powers alone ; and though no 

one acquainted with Greek literature would 

be wiUiDg to admit that the study of it is 

without effect on physical and moral 

growth, yet, inasmuch at it is chiefly 

the intellectual side of education which we 

are here considerbig, we may legitimately 

content ourselves for the present with this 

narrower definition, and consider education 

to be the developing of the intellect to 

its utmost power for the practical purposes 

of life. ■

From tUs point of view we may fratt- 

fully establish a comparison between edu* 

cation and physical training. An oarsman 

training for a boat-race, a cncketer training 

for a smes^of matches, a bicyclist training 

for a prolonged ride ; all athletes, in shor^ 

wfaoarepreparing themselvesfor any athletic 

feat, have one part of their preparation in 

commcm — ^namely, that which tends to the 

establishment of a perfect state of health. 

To be "in good condition" — ^in other 

words, to have every function and every 

muscle of the body in effective working 

order — ^is the necessary preliminary for all 

alike. When this is secured, it is eae^ to 

superadd to the general effectiveness ot the 

bodily powers, the special dexterity in the 

use of certain muscles which it required in 

the particular case ; and this developement 

of spedal dexterity forms tiie second part 

in athletic training. ■

The conditions of intellectual training 

are precisely similar. Every man has first ■

to be developed as a cidsen of a civilised 

oonmiunity in genml, and afterwards to 

this general developement to superadd 

the training of those special dexterities 

which are necessary to him as a specialised 

dtisen of a highly complex orgaidsm. 

"Without these Q>eclal dexterities he can* 

in a society constituted as is ours of the i 

present day, neither do useful service to 

the commtmity nor make his own living ; 

but his power of acquiring them rapidly 

and effectively depends on his genenu 

intellectual developement. Again, without 

this general developement he is so lacking 

in versatility, so entirely reduced to the 

level of a machine, that if* the community 

ceases to require the special dexterities to 

which he has been trained he ean acquire 

no others, and is doomed to a life of in- 

activity, and possibly even of destitution, 

just as an over-speciaKted artisan is thrown 

permanendy out of work when an im- 

provement in production renders his 

qMcial form of skill valueless to his em- 

ployer. Whether therefore we look to the 

needs of the community, which requfares 

that the citizens, by whose voices it is 

governed, should be men trained to think 

bitell%ently upon any question which may 

come before them — or whether we look 

to the needs of the individual, who depends 

for his support on his power to adapt his 

services to the needs of the community, it 

is dear that a general developement of the 

intellect must precede its special training. ■

Hence it follows that the primary object 

of education is neither to cram the mind 

with informatioB, nor yet to impart an 

empirical familiarity with the use of 

certain intellectual processes, but to train 

the mind to think with freedom, clearness, 

and accuracy on any subject which may be 

presented to it; and then to apply the 

mind, so trained, to the special modes of 

thought with which it will hereafter have 

most largely to deal. ■

Now the chief difficulty in learning to 

think freely, clearly, and accurately, lies in 

the relation of thought to the language 

in which thought is expressed. Without 

language, to fix, to define, and to record 

our floating conceptions of things, thought, 

of any but the most radimentary kind, 

would be well nigh inconceivable. Bat 

the very fixity and definiteness which 

language gives is apt to make thought 

rigid, to rob it of the fluidity without 

which growth is impossible. Our ndnd 

seizes on one side of a complex idea, it 

realises that side vividly, and gives to the ■
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idea a name which embodies and pneerves 

that realisation. So far all is well Bat the 

idea has many other sides, and the danger 

is that the name may blind us to we 

existence of the other sides, and so 

prevent us from enlarging and correcting 

our first conception by gradually tiding 

them into account It is fatally easy to 

imagine that what we can name we 

thoroughly understand. It is fatally easy 

to forget the essentially metaphoriciu 

nature of all language, save that which 

deals with the simplest impressions of the 

physical senses ; and thus the name which, 

at first, was but a metaphor, a suggestive 

comparison thrown out to indicate Uie im- 

pression made upon us, comes to be treated 

as a clear-cut scientific record of fact Tue 

next step is taken when the name so 

treated is extended by analogy to similar 

ideas to which the metaphor on which it 

is based does not apply; and thus the 

same name comes to be used for a large 

series of ideas, covering a wide mental 

area. The differences between the proximate 

members of the series may be, and gene- 

rally are, very slight ; but their cumulative 

effect is great as between the extremes, 

and the difference is disguised by the use 

of the common name. Then, the con- 

clusions legitimately drawn at one point of 

the series are applied to all the ideas 

covered by the common name, without any 

suspicion that a falUey is being committed; 

and languige which, in its right use, is the 

source of clearness, becomes, thas misused, 

the source of confusion. ■

Did space permit, it would be easy to 

illustrate this truth from almost any sphere 

of human thought The use which has 

been made in theology of the terms justi- 

fication, election, inspiration, the '^real" 

presence ; in politics, of the terms liberty, 

order, authority, coercion; in science, of 

the terms evolution, the survival of the 

fittest, might all serve to show how lan- ■

ne can confuw thought as well as clear id to convince us thit if words are 

our best servants they can also become the 

worst of tyrants. ■

Against this danger in the use of 

language, the chief safeguard lies in 

fafldliarity with several languages, or, at 

least, wiUi one language differing widely 

from our own. A conception which under 

its English name appears perfectly clear 

and definite, is in many cases seen to be 

hazy and indistinct when we come to 

express it in a language which has no 

dictionary equivalent for the English name, ■

and in which we are, therefore, forced to 

render the conception by a complete 

phrase. This process forces us, at once, to 

dear our conc6ptions, to think them out ; 

and the habit of translating our thoughts 

into other languages, or, better still, of 

diinking in other languages than our own, 

is thus the best of mental disciplines, for 

it compels us, whether we will or no, to 

follow the golden rule laid down by Pascal 

in the *' Port Boyal Logic " : ■

"Never to abuse the equivocation of 

terms by failine to substitute for them, 

mentally, the definitions which restrict 

and explain them." ■

Now, tliis necessity for expluning oar 

conceptions arises far more frequently, 

and is far more fundamental in the study of 

the classical than in that of the modem 

languagea The languages of nineteenth 

century Europe have in common a large 

stock of complex conceptions, and also of 

words either absolutely identical, or formed 

on the same analogy, which are used for 

their expressioa la dealing, therefore, 

with the very conceptions which it is mosit 

important to treat clearly, we find that 

the same word represents them in English, 

French, and Italian, while the Oarman 

term is a mere literal translation of the 

metaphor on which the name is based [cf. 

developement, Enttricklung]. In trans!*- 

ting our thought into a modem language, 

therefore, we are apt to remain under the 

dominion of the very words whose granny 

we dread in our own. ■

With Greek and Latin it is not so. ■

The civilisation of the Greek and Latin 

races differs so widely from our own, the 

outlook of those races upon Nature and life 

is so distinct from ours, that in translating 

our conceptions into their languages, we are 

compelled to look at those conceptiona 

from a new point of view, to face them as 

they would appear to an impartial ob- 

server whose attention was drawn to them 

for the first time, and to explain them aa 

clearly as we should have to explain them 

to one who had^ever heard of them 

before. ■

The effect which the study of these 

languages thus exercises, in compelling us to 

go back from words to the thoughts which 

words represent, constitutes the great dis- 

ciplinary value of those languages as an in- 

strumentof education. And of &e two there 

can be no doubt that Greek is far the more 

effective. There are, it is true, practical 

reasons which render the study of Latin — 

the stock from which have sprung all the ■
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langaoges of Sjath Western Europe— 

almost imperative in onr gchoola ; bat for 

pnrposes of mental training Latin cannot 

compare with Greek. ■

The Greek langnoge combines, as no 

otber language has combined, the opposite 

qualities of subtlety and lucidity; it is 

capable of expressing the moat delicate 

shades of meaning, and yet remaining per- 

fectly clear and transparent ; it unites the 

charm of lightness which marks the highest 

French prose, with the exactness and pre- 

cision which characterise the best German 

writing; it is the finest instrument ever 

invented by man for tha expression of his 

thought To be brought into contact with 

such a language, and to be compelled to 

define and clear our own conceptions by 

expressing them in its forms, is to have 

giYcn our . intellects thd most truly 

* liberal " education which they are capable 

of receiying. ■

And this language b thus important, not 

only in itself, but as the key to a literature 

in many reapects unique. The Greeks are 

the great original thinliers and original 

desi^ers of the world — and every age of 

original thought and original design turns 

instinctively to the Greeks as to the race 

with which it is spiritually akin. ■

St Bernard has somewhere said that 

of all who pursue after knowledge, only he 

is to be commended who pursues it for 

edification. Tne Greek would not have 

used the word "edification"; but the 

thought in its widest and noblest sense, 

the sense that knowledge is valuable 

because it builds the perfect man — ^was 

the leading idea of his life. With him dear 

knowledge was a passion — to see things 

clearly as they are was the one thing worth 

living for— to be deceived, to be mistaken, 

the worst of misfortunes. Hence that per- 

petual going back to first prmciples which 

makes Greek philosophical literature the 

most stimulating of studies to the thinker 

in any branch of study ; hence that direct 

contact with Nature which makes the 

poetry of Greece the freshest and most 

spontaneous poetry of the world; hence 

that passionate worship of beauty — ^which 

IB to form what clearness Is to speech— 

which has made the Greek statue the 

model and the despair of every succeeding 

age. ■

Thui, the very qualities In which we, as 

Englishmen, are apt to be most lacking — 

the passion for clearness, for getting at the 

exaet truth of things, and the passion for 

beanty, for gettbg at the Inmost form of ■

things, as they exist in the mind of their 

Divine Architect — these are fostered by the 

study of Greek as they are fostered by no 

other form of education ; and the boy must 

be pronounced unhappy who, having this 

well of fresh water ready to his lips, is 

allowed to pass it by untasted. ■

On the other hand, it must freely be 

admitted that if the study of Greek is thus 

a valuable mental discipline, it is so only 

when it Is carried to a certain point of at- 

tainment The student to whom it means 

nothing gains nothing by it. The school- 

boy who never gets beyond the ''Anabasis'* 

of X^nophon ; the undergraduate, whether 

passman or candidate for scientific or 

mathematical honours, who manages to 

scrape throu^th two Greek plays and a 

couple of books of Greek prose by learning 

his crib by heart, has probably derived no 

benefit from the study which might not 

have been gained with infinitely less kbour 

from other subjects. ■

Inasmuch, therefore, as the time given 

to school education is necessarily limited, 

and only a restricted number of subjects 

can be studied with any thoroughness, it 

is evident that in many cases Greek must 

be sacrificed. I', must be abandoned In 

the case of boys who are to leave school at 

a comparatively early age to enter on a 

business career; it probably should be 

abandoned in the case of those who, after 

two or three years of genuine trial, appear 

intellectually incapable of the study. But 

to prevent a boy who might have derived 

the fuU benefits of the Greek language and 

literature from embarking upon the study 

of them, and that under the pressure of no 

practical necessity, but In obedience to an 

unreasoned prejudice, Is to inflict upon him 

the cruellest of wrongs; it is to cripple 

him as a thinker in all the higher branches 

of human thought, and to decree that he 

shall enter the kingdom of the Intellect 

halt and maimed, if, indeed, it be not, in 

many a case, to present him from entering 

it altogether. ■

THE TREVERTON MARRIAGE. ■

A SHORT SERIAL STORY. ■

CHAPTER XIV. ■

Mr. Cullingworth, though not gifted 

with sensitiveness regarding some matters 

which are supposed to be outside the lines 

of high-minded action, was not wholly ■
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withoat a sense of honour ; such as we are 

told exkte amongst tlueves. He was deter- 

mined on winning hit) client's canse, and 

would leave no stone unturned to attain 

that end, no matter how dirty that stone 

might he, and whkt mud and slime and 

loathsome crawling things might be re- 

yealed, and set in motion by the turning ; 

and he would never have betrayed a client's 

trust by giving a hint to the outside world 

of what was going on. But, alas I this 

secret was not ki his keeping. Every man, 

woman, and child within forty miles of 

Oswaldburn knew that Miss Treverton 

denied the legality of her father's marriage, 

and was taking steps to have it set aside. 

Consequently, a paragraph appeared in one 

of the small, so-called society papers, which 

was copied into many provincial papers, 

and naturally into every paper in -Sir 

Everard's own county : ■

" A cause c^l^bre of startUng interest 

will shortly come before the Lsw Courts, 

in which the honour of an ancient family 

b deeply concerned. It will be remem- 

bered that a short time ago. Sir Everard 

Treverton, of Oswaldburn Chase, Moor- 

landshire, was married at the British 

Embassy, Paris, to a young lady of great 

attractions, whose acquaintance he had 

very recently made. Though nothtug 

was positively known against tlie lady, the 

marriage caused a painful family quarrel, 

and the lawyers and private enquiry offices 

are supposed to be busily at work in the 

matter. It is said that there are grave 

grounds for doubt as to the legality of the 

marrii^e, which was admittedly a very 

hurried and secret affair. It is not un- 

likely that before long the Treverton 

marriage case will become as fatdous as the 

old Yelverton case. There is grave reason 

to believe that something very like bigamy 

may be proved against one of the parties 

concerned." ■

Bir Everard and Lady Treverton, who 

never read society papers, and who rarely 

glanced at the local papers, were the very 

last to hear of this terrible scanda), which 

took hold of the public none the less 

firikdy, because the paper responsible for it 

lived on the fame it won through libel 

actions. Being a penny paper, it had an 

extensive circulation in third-class railway 

oarriages, pita of theatres, and public- 

houses. It was in the pit of the Adelphi 

Theatre that a stranger from the prairies 

read it, wiling away the weary wait till the 

curtain should rise. ■

** Well ! If such a stroke of luck ever ■

happened 1 " he muttered between his teeth. 

He rose at once ; crushed past the packed 

rows of audience, for he had the beat place in 

the middle front of the pit ; heedless of the 

corns he walked over, and the language he 

called forth. He had waited long for this 

good place; he had longed arddntly to 

see the " Shaughraun,'' which was a brand- 

new play to him ; but there was something 

for which he had wafted far longer, far 

more patiently ; a story he had to tell far 

more stirring than the " Shaughraun,^ or 

any play that ever was played on mimic 

stage. ■

He found Ids way to a private enquiry 

office. It was closed; but he gained ad- 

mittance on the strength of important 

information. He was referred to Mr. 

Cullingworth, of Bedford Row; at this 

hour presumably at his private residence 

in WoDum Square. ■

To Wobum Squar6 he bent his steps; it 

was onlyiien minutes' walk. Mr. Gnlltng- 

worth was dining out; would not be in 

before twelva The stranger said he would 

call again. Mr. Gullingworth would be 

glad to hear such news as his, coming 

however late at night. ■

Mr. Gullingworth returned at one, and 

found the stranger waiting. He called 

Idmself Isaac Stort; on business con- 

nected with the Treverton marriage case. ■

At four next morning, Isaac Stort might 

have been seen wending his way from 

Wobum Square to his lodgings in Soho. 

Later, ^the telegraph derk at the Bigh 

Holborh post office was knocked up by 

Mr. Gullingworth, triio handed in a number 

of telegtams, chiefly for fbreign climes. 

One was addressed to Miss Treverton, at 

a Brook Street hotel, and was handed to 

her by her maid a little after six o'clock : ■

" Come to me at once, at 70, Wobum 

Square. Gullingworth." ■

Helena sprang ttom her bed. Then he 

had found it all out Nothing but tri- 

umphant fact oouldy of course, have bid 

htm summon her at such an hour. Break- 

fast! As if there was time for such a 

superfluity! As if she needed food or 

stimulant after such glorious news ! ■

But she had to wait for Mr. Gullingworth, 

who had hardly expected sudi prompt 

response, and had allowed himseif some 

repose after his busy night. When 

awakened, he was obliged to have hia 

bath, to clear his isleepy head. He found 

Helena at last, ftantfc with impatience. ■

•*Then it is settled!" she burst out 

'* My fathez^s second marriage is noil and ■
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Toidf There b not a doubt in the 

matter 1" ■

" Sir Everard'a second marriage was null 

and void. I fear there is not a doubt in 

the matter," said the lawyer, grayely. ■

"WeHl" she exclaimed, lookmg per- 

plexed at his manner. '< Do you mean it 

is not yet quite certain f" ■

"We must, of course, have written' 

proofsL They are easily procurable. If 

you choose, I can have them in my hands 

to-day." ■

He spoke slowly, and looked at her 

in a curiously observant way she did not 

understand. ■

" Let me advise you not to go on with 

yoiir case, Miss Treverton," he said ; "you 

will be very sorry for it if you da" ■

" Not go on with it 1 When we are sure 

of Buceess I When success is ours ! When 

the case is done with irrevocsbly,'' she 

exdaimed. " I suppose you are tUnking 

of the shock to my father, and that after- 

wards I may repent of what I have brought 

upon him 1 I assure you there is not the 

least fear of such a thing. I know my 

&ther, and that he will only thank me for 

what I have dona He will not even regret 

his misplaced fancy. I am the only one he 

loves. I shall make up to him for the poor 

thing he loses, even were it the treasure 

he must have been cheated into believing 

it'* ■

*' I will teU you the story I heard last 

n^ht, or, rather, this morning," said Mr. 

OuUingworth. '* Before I do so, remember 

it may be a trumped-up tale ; we have not 

proob — ^not all of them — ^yet. Those I 

have in my possession may be forgeries." ■

" Oh, they are not 1 I know they are 

not 1 So you ha:?e proofs 1 Let me see 

them at once." ■

**1 must prepare you, Miss "—he made 

a moment's pause, but she did not notice 

it — " it would be too great a shock to show 

them to you now. Have you breakfasted t 

No, my dear madam, I must insist on 

your takbg some refreshment before we 

beghi to discuss business matters." ■

He poured out* a glass of wine ; he 

found a box of biscuits and brought them 

to Helena, who, after an angry protest^ 

drank the wine and accepted a biscuit as 

meekly as the witnesses against him an- 

swered to his cross-examinations. Then he 

b^;an quietly and deliberately : ■

''A man who calls himself Isaac Stort 

called upon me last pight He is not a 

very respectable-looking character ; but he 

hAB led a roving life since his boyhoodi ■

which seems to have been spent in ybur 

neighbourhood — ^in Monkchester." ■

"I don't relnember ever having heard 

the name ; but, of course, Monkchester is 

quite a eood-sized town." ■

** He had a sister; her name was Emily 

— a very pretty girl She was barmaid at 

the 'Treverton Arms.'" ■

"Bat the person sappbsed to have 

married my father is extremely plain." ■

'<It is very difficult to me to tell you 

what followisd — you, Sir E^erard's 

daughter." ■

Helena flashed scarlet, and then turned 

deadly pale. ■

''What bears upon the case you must 

tell me at any cost of private feeling," she 

said, quickly. ■

"Tbis bears upon the case, since her 

brother declares her to have been Sir 

Everard's lawful wife." ■

"Then what good does his information 

do usf" Helena asked, impatiently. "I 

do not understand — do you mean that — 

really, Mr. Oullingworth, you must tell 

your story more plainly. The man seems 

to have turned up as a witness on the 

other side. You led me to expect quite 

the contrary. I am quite aware that the 

marriage cannot be dissolved because she is 

a barmaid." ■

" I do not suggest that the present Lady 

Treverton was a barmaid. My informant 

came, for reasons of his own, to tell me 

that Sir Everard was perfectly free to 

marry her ; his reason was, that he expects 

to be paid handsomely by Sir Everard 

for his information. The mistake he 

made was in coming to me instead of 

Messrs. Larrock and Key. He had told 

the people at the enquiry office that he had 

Important information to give regarding 

the Treverton marriage case, so the clerk 

sent him to me." ■

'< I don't understand a word of It ! " 

declared Helena. ■

'* He did not know that Sir Everard had 

married again till he read the paragraph 

in a paper called 'The Glow-worm.' In it 

he read that one of the parties to the 

marriage was suspected of having com- 

mitted bigamy. He came to assure me 

that Sir Eversrd had not lately committed 

bigamy, his former wife having been dead 

many years." ■

" My mother died in 1865 — ^twenty-four 

years ago," Helena put in with Impatient 

scorn. ■

"Of course I am aware that that is the cor- 

rect date of Lady Augusta Sinclair's death." ■

MtfiftH ■
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"Then what are yon keeping back to 

teUme!" ■

''A story that it ia diffioalt to tell a 

yooDg lady." ■

" NeverthelesB, I mast hear it I sup- 

pose it is the story of this Boatrix Lyon, 

or Tigar, or whatever she has chosen to 

call herself." ■

<< It is the story of EmUy Stori" ■

She signified by a gesture that all names 

were the same to her. ■

'*Many ^ears ago, in 1863, a young 

man of position fell in love with her. He 

was jast of aga He ran away with her to 

Scotland, where they went through some 

ceremony of marriage, perfectly valid ac- 

cording to Scotch law." ■

*' She looks quite old enough for that/' 

commented Helena, inwardly, " though, of 

course, she makes herself up younger." ■

" It happened she had another lover, with 

whom she nad quarrelled . She was a young 

woman, evidently, of temper as uncertain 

as her principles were easy. She quarrelled 

with her aristocratic husband a week after 

their marriage. She told him enough of 

her other love a£fair to make him glad to 

be rid of her on any terms, so long as no 

one knew how he had been befooled. He 

was very young and sensitive. She left 

him for this other lover, telling him she 

knew the Scotch marriage was no mairiage, 

and was married again in Liverpool, and 

went to America with her brother and the 

new husband. The ship was wrecked, but 

most of the crew and passengers ^i^ere 

saved ; these three amongst the number. ■

" Then it occurred to Mr. Isaac Stort to 

take advantage of the accident. No one 

in their native town believed that Emily 

hid married her grand 1 jver. Her mother 

was dying of a broken heart ; her father 

had gone out of his mind with shame, and 

threatened to shoot the man who had 

robbed him of his child. Isaac wrote to 

them that Eoiily was safe in America, 

married to her first love, and not to the 

other ; but, to let the old scandal die out, 

they must say that she was drowned in 

the wreck of the ' Janet' He wrote to the 

man, who was her lawful husband, that she 

was drowned who had never been his wife. 

Nevertheless, she did not die until 1870." ■

' Died 1 What do you mean ! She is 

not dead 1 " ■

'* I have the certificate of her death here ; 

also of her marriage in 1863 ifith— can you 

not guess with whom 1 " ■

"Not in the least How is it pos- 

sible 1" ■

*' Then I must tell you in plain words 

why you will not wish to go on with the 

case. The man only wants money. He 

has kept the certificates about him sJi these 

years for that purpose. He has long lost 

sight of Monkchester, and did not know 

of Sir E^erard's recent marriage until he 

saw the fatal paragraph. He hved in the 

backwoods until he came to London a 

week ago, summoned by our agents, who 

had heard of him as a man who once 

boasted when he was drunk that he coold 

tell something Sir Everard Treverton 

would pay him hundreds down to hold his 

tongue about ; summoned indirectly, but 

surely by you-~Sir Ev^erard's daughter." ■

Helena had turned j^ale again. She 

made an attempt at speech, but the words 

did not come. She was trembling from 

head to foot ■

<*EaiDy Stort's lawful husband was 

Sir Everard Treverton — then Captain 

Treverton." ■

Still she did not speak. "He s^w that 

she was deeply shocked — mute with anger 

that such a story should have been told to 

her ; but he saw she did not understand 

the whole. He went on slowly and dis- 

tbctly : ■

" I have tried to prepare you ; but I aee 

you do not understand why it will be wise 

for you to determine on dropping the caaa 

Emily Stort and Beatrix Lyon, the present 

Lady Treverton, are not the same person. 

Emily Siort was your father's first wife. 

She died in 1870. He married your 

mother. Lady Augusta Sinclair, in 

1864." ■

The whole truth had not yet entered her 

mind. She sat stunned and silent He 

took advantage of the pause to continue 

quickly : ■

" So you see, dear Miss— Miss Helena," 

now she started violently, and lookeid 

wildly at him, ''you must buy this man's 

silence, or he will go with his proofs to Sir 

Everard. Besides, think of all the amateur 

dabblers in muddy waters that this Tre- 

verton marriage case will bring forward, 

and all they may find in them. Sir 

Everard cannot be expected to act more 

generously by you than you have acted by 

him and his wife. If I may advise " ■

But he spoke to the air. Helena had 

fallen forward upon the floor in a dead 

famt. ■
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CHAPTER L A RIFT IN THE CLOUDS. ■

Oak thb, be Gorriemoor ! I rub my 

eyet, and uk myself the qneatioii doabt- 

faUy Bometimet. Gorriemoor, gay with ■

glrlii' blithe laughter and merry yoioes; 
orriemoor, with every passage and cor- 

ridor eehoing with men's steps and restless 

moTementfl, and the rostle of dresses, and 

all the sUr and movement of yoong 

lifet ■

We are an here, and a week has passed, 

and to-morrow is the day fixed for starting 

on tiie yachting trip to the lochs. I am 

still filled with wonder at the Laird's 

geniality, at Mrs. Oampbell's hospitable 

excitement and interest^ at the popularity 

of DjQglas Hay, and the unfailing mirth 

and good-nature of the M'Esye girls. ■

Thej have struck np a great friendship 

with Bella ; bat I am not one bit jealous. 

Of me they seem a little doabtfal; they 

have eonfidied to Bella that I am so grave 

and serions — they cannot quite understand 

why. Sorely as mistress of this beautiful 

place I ought to be perfectly happy and 

content ■

I wonder to myself if they know how 

far happier they are in possesrion of youth, 

freedom, and the gidety and innocent 

mirth that can only spring from natures 

perfectly heart-whole, and as little troubled 

by sentiment as the bird is by a summer's 

day doud. ■

Dinner is over to-night, and we are all 

flitting in and out of each other's rooms, 

intent on last preparations, and endeavour- 

ing to close refractory boxes, as luggage 

has been strictlv limited. The girls are 

bubbling over with mirth and exdtemeni 

Like myself, they have never been on a 

yacht^ and curiosity is rife as to what sort 

of life it will be, and what sized vessel 

is to transport us from place to place. ■

But at last our preparations are com- 

plete. Ttie luggage is despatched in 

advance, and when we join the yacht we 

are amazed to find it quite a large vesseli 

of some sixty tons. ■

Tue weather is delicious — a blue-grey 

sky, misty and cloudy; a faint, warm 

breeze from the south-west, ruffling tiie 

water into mimic waves. We explore the 

yacht with eagerness and delight — the 

saloon, the state rooms, the dainty hang- 

ings and decorations, the innumerable in- 

ventions for comfort and convenience in a 

limited space ; the exquirite and delicate 

neatness of every detail — these are matters 

of wonder and excitement as well as 

novelty. ■

There is a small piano in the saloon, 

pictures on the walls^ flowers everywhere ; 

it is a veritable fairy floating palace. The 

Laird has taken aU the arrangements of 

the tour on himself, and he and the saiUng- 

master are on very friendly terms. We 

sit on deck in the quiet afternoon greyness 

and watch the white sails winging us up 

the broad channel, between Bute and 

Arran. The distant coast looks pale and 

hazy ; the bays that open here and there 

catch strange lights and shadows of a 

subdued and dreamy kind. Before us, the 

hills of Bute, and L'Msh Mamocb, and the 

shores of Oorval and Gantyre, are bathed 

in a soft glow, which ligh^^s up the tints of ■

?0L. ▼. --THIBD 8BBIK?. ■
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fern and g^r8<», and the faint promire of 

bloom from the heather. ■

We reach Tarbert soon after sunBefc, and 

anchor in the pretty little harbour. There 

ia some discussion as to whether we will go 

to the hotel or remain on the yacht. The 

decision is strongly in favour of the latter 

course ; so we dine in the pretty little 

saloon, and, after dinner, assemble on deck 

and watch the pallor of twilight fade into 

starry glory, wonderfully dear and beautiful 

i^alnfct the dark, mountainous background. 

'Hien the moon comes up bright and re- 

splendent, and lights up the broad bosom 

of the loch, and the dusky heights of the 

little town, and all the craggy wildness 

of the surrounding scenery, and the pic- 

turesque beauty of Inversnaid. Gradually 

the merry chatter and laughter of the girls 

grows f ubdued ; a stillness and soberness 

falls upon us all, only broken by an oc- 

oasioDU murmur of admiration at some 

change in the throbbing wonder of the 

heavens, or glow and sparkle of the 

rippling water, where moon and starlight 

are tt fleeted in broken gleams. Presently, 

as the dufek deepens, and the moving 

shadows descend, the sound of music comes 

floating from btlow. ■

I know th^ touch and the voice only too 

well Softly and sadly the « Farewell to 

Lochaber " falls on the hushed stillnesfi, to 

be followed by another and ytt another- of 

the old, sweet, plaintive airs which I had 

been used to hear so often in the old days. ■

The old days 1 How near they seem to- 

night How many soft and dangerous 

memories throng to my heart at sound 

of rememberi d words and familiar strains. ■

A brief pause, and then we hear the pre^ 

lude to <' Auld Robin Gray." ■

The tears were wet on my cheek ere the 

sweet, sad words had breathed their last 

echo. Whv had he sung that song ! Surely 

he might have rememtMsred^-^ A voice 

broke on my ear — the voice of the old 

Scotchman, Robert M Kaye. ■

*' If the laddie could do nothing ebe," 

he said, huskily, and with no attempt to 

conceal his emotion, *' he might win tears 

from a stone w? that voice of hia I mind 

me well in the bush yonder, how wonderful 

it seemed to hear the auld tunes. I could 

hae greeted just like any bairn when he 

woula sit and sing to us In the hot, moon- 

light nights; and my lassies, well, nothing 

would do but they must come ' home,' as 

they called it, and see and hear for them- 

selves all about Scptland and the Scotch 

folk, and get to know about Olans atid the ■

Gathering o' the Highlanders, and the way 

they lived, and what a 'loch' was like, 

and the colour o' the heather which they 

had never seen, and moors, and mountains, 

and deer forests, and Heaven only knows 

what all But, I'm bound to say, lira 

Campbell, that had it not been for your 

gude man's offer of this yacht, they'd never 

have had a chance of seeing these places 

as they ought to be seen. I tefi them they're 

not half grateful enough." ■

*' Who's not grktefuT enough, M Kaye t " 

said the bluff, hearty voice of the La^rd, 

just behind us. " Here, Athole, lassie, I've 

brought you a shawl to hap yourselt It's 

chilly sitting here in the night air." ■

He wrapped a warm tartan round my 

shoulders as he spoke. I was somewhat 

surprised at so unwonted an a'tention on 

his part ■

He and Mr. MKaye moved off, each 

with his favourite pipe aglow. I watched 

the stalrart figures, and felt glad that the 

Laird had a companion so much after bis 

own heart. ^ He was far more genial and 

pleasant now than I had ever known him. ■

My meditations were interrupted by 

Huel Penryth. ■

<' Are you not tfared of sitting there so 

long, Mra Campbell ! " he asked. " Would 

you not like a walk over our limited deck 

space ! " ■

I rose at once. I did feel rather cramped 

and chilled, though I had not noticed 

it before. We walked to and fro in the 

quiet starlight'-, voices and snatches of song 

and music from below came to us from 

time to ^ime. ■

"They are all there witii DongU*," 

said Pt^nryth, presently. «He has a 

wonderful knack at music 1 Just set him 

down, and he will go on— -on— playing— 

singing — drifting from melody to melMly. 

That u the sort of music I lika There 

seems a hurmonious understanding between 

instrument and player, notes and sound. 

I never tire of listening to him. Tou 

cannot imagine what it was to have him 

hi that wild bush Ufa The M Eayee were 

simply ' daft ' about him — to use their own 

expression." ■

"I wonder," I said, <<that he did not 

marry one of them. I'm sure Jeasie eoold 

never say hkn nay." ■

His eyes flashed quickly into mine, in 

the clear betraying moonl^hi ■

''He Is young yet," he said; "too 

young to commit that &tal mistake. A 

man should be quite amre of his own mind 

and his own strength before giving himself ■
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up to any woman. Unfortiinately, we too 

often allow paadon to blind us, and waato 

all that k beat in our hearta on women 

nlterly worthleaa." ■

'' Do yon think," I asked, qaiokly, '• that 

DoQglaa hat done that ! Did he erer eay 

aot" ■

My jealooa ttioaghts flew awiftlj to Mra. 

Dnnleith. Perhaps she had played a part 

In Dooglas Hay's life that' I knew nothing 

aboat — ^bat for which he snffered. ■

'* He has nerer been very oonfidential," 

aaid Hnel Peniyth. " Men seldom are, I 

faaey. Bat he has lost youth and faith. 

A man has generally to thank a woman 

for that" ■

"I think," I said, coldly, •" that we have 

as little— or as much— *to thank men foe." ■

*' A case of quid pro qno, yon fancy. 

Biit I tiiink yon idealue more than we da 

Ton do not make snffioient allowance for 

a natnreb physiqne, ndnd that are different 

to yonr own. Women are shut away from 

most temptations ; men — thrown forcibly 

into them. Ton wodd hsTa the intensity 

of pasrfon, the pnrity of yontb, the strength 

and fire of manhood, the ohiyalry of 

romance, and yet — a life colourless as an 

untempted angel's 1 To fail on one 

point is to fail in aU. Women will 

IngiTe any crime save infidelity.'' ■

"Is it not the greatest against yonf 

Woold you patdon it in us for any ezease 

we might offer t " ■

*' The two eases must always be relatiye 

to their surroundings ; a man's heart may 

neTor wayer from the devotion it has once 

bestowed ; but his attention, his interest, 

his passions may do so." ■

I shook my head^ ■

*'It is hard to convince a woman of that ; 

and to a woman who is innocent, and 

loving, and passionately faithful it seems 

that wliat she gives she should also receiva 

It fai surely her right. What a hard and 

tet line you draw for' us. No word, no 

look, no thought must waver; but for 

joniselvea — ^the wide world and perfect 

liberty, and a passivS acceptance of what 

you dbooae to bring back to us." ■

'*Is not your nature somewhat un- 

ftnglving. Mis. Oampbell ! " ■

" Perhaps," I said, bitterly. <' But how 

am I to help that if it is my nature t " ■

" Tou are quotbg me against myself," 

ha said, with another of those^ quick pene- 

ferafthg glanee& '* It is possible to modify, 

to soften, to sulidue. But I misjudge you 

by that question. Tour natuie is not so 

relentleu as yon pretend ; bat dreum- ■

stonces have helped to mar its original 

gentleness." ■

** Oar conversation is drifting into perso- 

nalitiea After all, what does it matter 

about one's mental discomforts t Women's 

lives espedally are made up of minutffld. 

They can get excitement, pleasure, interest 

out of small things. We flatter ourselves 

that we play an all-important part in your 

lives ; but we do not nally, not the gene- 

rality of us, unlesr " ■

<< Weill" he said, as I paused and stood 

for a moment looking over the quiet loch, 

with the star-light mirrored in ita depths. ■

'^Perhapp," I said, faesitotingly, <<I 

ought not to say it ; but I was about to 

add, unless we should chance to be vety 

beautiful, cht very — ^wicked." ■

" I think you are light," he said. ■

CHAPTER n. TN THB DAWN. ■

The idle, dreamy days drifted on, and 

the wliito wings bore us from place to 

place, and I was fain to confess that the 

Laird had not ezageerated the wild and 

picturesque beauty of his tiative land. ■

Peihaps my eyes had grown weary of 

that one great streteh of moorland around 

and beyond Ooniemoor. At all events, 

they were ready to delight in the 

ever-shifting, changeful beauty that now 

they rested upon. For, up hero ib this 

region of loch and mountain, thero wero 

perpetual feasts of colour and lovelbess : 

the blue, and groy, and purple, and sold of 

the sky ; the brown and ruddy coburing 

of the hills ; the soft floating miste that 

ever and again would part and roveal un- 

droamt-of beauties; the rippling, asuro 

water ; the great dashes of slkdow where 

the lochs narrowed between the towering 

heights. Then, in some sudden pause of 

stillness would come the soft whistle of 

the curlew; or thesthr of moving wings ; or 

the splash of the silver^caled salmon leaping 

into air and sunshine, and waking echoes 

in the quiet summer noon. ■

Sometimes, when the wind f aQed us, as 

it did for two or three days at a time, we 

would make excursions among the chains of 

islands — the men doing their best to shoot 

any eatoble wild fowl for our larder, or to 

cateh the fidi that swarmed in glfttering 

shoals through the clear sapphiro watera 

Now and then we would land at some 

fishing village of stalwart, brown men and 

baro-armed, short-klrtled women, and the 

Laird would talk to them in their uncontti- 

soonding language^ to the evident delight ■
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of both parties, and wonderfal would be 

the Btoriea of dangers, and toils, and of 

hair-breadth escapes whioh he would gather 

from them. ■

I most confess that they were a marvel to 

me— their cheerfulness and content, their 

genial, yet shy grace of manner, and the 

hospitable offerings of herrings or mackerel, 

which were invariably made, and for 

whioh no payment would ever be taken, 

unless in the shape of a '* dram," or some 

gift of a woollen shawl or petticoat for wife 

or bairn. ■

Again there would be the ever-beauti- 

ful spectacle of dashing waves break- 

ing white and stormy in the gloom of 

some deep sound, or some days of gloomy 

skies broken up by sudden sunlisht, or 

nights of misty moonshine, gleanunff on 

shore and bay. And then day would dawn 

fresh and sparkling, and there would be the 

stir of feet on deck, and white sails spread 

to catch the welcome breese, and the 

pleasant lapping of water as the yacht sped 

merrily along to fresh scenes and new 

beauties. ■

How genial and pleasant the Laird had 

become 1 I scarcely recognised the quiet, 

stolid, Donald Campbell in this bustling 

and quaintly humorous personage, who 

cracked jokes with the sailors, and took his 

turn at the steering, and was so interested 

in the fisher fleets and life of the lonely 

islandersj who made light of all diffioulties, 

even the hardships of failing wind and un- 

supplied larder, which occasionally troubled 

us, and only laughed when we were blown 

out of our course by contrary winds, or 

wasted long hours in fruitless " tacking " 

to gain some harbour. ■

On the whole we were not a badly- 

assorted party, as yachting-parties go, for 

limit(ed space and companionship are not 

always conducive to harmony. I could 

not but notice, however, as the days 

drifted by» that Bobert M'Eaye's attention 

to Bella became somewhat marked and 

impresdva Invariably she was the com- 

panion of his walks or excursions. The 

two girls seemed always apportioned to 

Douglas and the Laird, and Huel Penryth 

to me. Thrown, as we 'were, together, 

Douglas Hay's avoidance and coldness to 

me were almoBt noticeable; but I had 

schooled myself into accepting our present 

position as the safest, and, indeed, the only 

one left us to adopt. I wondered, some- 

times, why he hsd agreed to join our 

expedition I felt certain that he, of all the 

piffty, was uncomfortable, ill at ease, and ■

restless. He would laugh and jest with 

the girls in the old, random manner; he 

would sing and play to us in the eveidng^ 

or Inaugurate a reel, or strathspey, or 

schottische on deck ; but the laughter 

wanted the old, heart-whole ring, and the 

dance seemed to lack the gay abandon 

which had once been so characteriitlc of 

his movements. ■

One morning I rose very early, and went 

down to the shor& A cold wind wma 

blowing from the sea, the sky was stIU 

grey and colourless, waiting for the warmth 

of the sun, which had not yet appeared 

above the heights, or touched the black 

hollows of the tossing waves. ■

Tlie yacht lay at anchor some distance 

off. We were to go on board after break- 

fast, and proceed up the Orinan GansJ, 

making Oban our next halting place, if the 

wind favoured usl I had stopt badly mil 

nighty and feeling too feverish and restloaa 

to remain in bed any longer, had resolved 

to take a long walk before returning to 

the comparative inactivity of yacht life. ■

Sky and sea and coast had a strangely 

weird look under the dusk of the sunlees 

morning ; but as I went on over the roegh 

rocks and boulders, a strange light bonied 

like gold through the filmy mist that kung 

like a curtain in the East I stood still 

and watched it — breathless with sudden 

wonder. That colourless film was suddenly 

transformed into a rose-coloured veil of 

transparent and ethereal beauty ; and that 

again was suddenly lifted and swept 

asunder as by a living hand, while all 

around its edges, and all around the douds 

that drifted seawards, broke a thousand 

sharp jewel-like lines of flume ; and then 

over \Ake dnll-hued water spread a flush 

of faint pink, deepening into yellow ■

Bdd, as the sun rose lugher and yet 

gher. Then came the i^ of awakbg 

life in the gorse and heather where the 

young birds fluttered joyously, undisturbed 

as yet by sportsman's gun, and the stow 

flapping of wings, as Uie stately herons 

saUed landwards to ^me rocky pool, half 

hidden among the tall, dark reeds. ■

I stood there with clasped hands, 

drinking in the beauty of the scene, and 

the loneliness and strangeness of it It 

was the first time I had seen the sun rise 

and the day waken amidst those mountain 

solitudea I felt selfishly glad to be the 

only spectator, to feel that I and the new 

day had the world to ourselves, with no in- 

trusive voice or presence to disturb our 

enjoyment ■
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I felt that I needed no companionBhip 

saye my own; thU even ttie heat loved 

Toioe would jar on my feelings then. I 

lank down on the rough stonea, and for 

a moment hid my face m my hands, oyer- 

come by a rash of feelings that were 

sharp as pain, and sweet as joy — and yet 

moved me rather to tears than to words. 

As I lifted my head at last, and looked 

up at the brightening sky, I saw I 

was no longer alone. Some ten yards 

from me — ^his arms folded across his chest 

— ^his eyes fixed coldly bat intently on my 

face, stood — Donglas Hay. ■

The first surprise of seeing him so near, 

and alone, was almost a shock to me. I 

did not move. I only looked qtiietly back at 

him, while a strange stillness and numbness 

seemed to chill my heart, and creep through 

my veins. ■

'' I saw you come ouf:," he said, " and I 

followed you." ■

I was sflent. The abruptness of his 

words, the pallor of his face, the strange 

look in his eyes, held me speechless with a 

sudden, vague terror. For one swift 

moment the hands of Time went back ; we 

were standing together under the brooding 

darkness of the Hill of Fairies, and the 

light of sunset — not of sunrise — was upon 

a pleading face that vainly sought relenting 

or foi^iveness in mina ■

I sat there, waiting for further words, 

my eyes on the roughened water, that still 

looked men and grey in the morning 

mistOL It seemed to me that in its rest- 

lessness and mystery of distance it was 

not unlike the human lives that meet and 

seem to touch, and yet can drift so utterly, 

utterly apart. ■

Ir, nught have been a moment, an hour, 

that Douglas stood there, pale, and stem, 

and watchful; then he came nearer, and 

seated himself beside me on the rough 

roeka. ■

** Why were you crying just now ! " he 

aaked, abruptly. ■

'I was not ■
I stammered; then ■

suddenly put up my hand to wet cheeks, 

and felt confused at the needless falaehobd. 

'<I— I hardly know," I sUmmered. <'I 

had been watching the sun rise; it was 

all ao wonderful, so beautifuL And yet 

there is something sad in such beauty ; it 

recalls youth, and innocence, and peace. 

If only the new day would wash our souls 

elean from sins and errors, as it seems 

to deanse the world from gloom and 

darkness!" ■

•^Fandful, but unpossible," he said, ■

with something almost like a sneer in his 

voice. "I think the day would have 

enough to do if that task was set before 

it." ■

Presently he continued : ■

'* I was watching the sunrise, too, but 

certainly it had no such softening effect 

upon me as you seem to have experienced. 

I am sick of the sea and the mountains, 

sick of the daylight that has no hope in 

its dawn, no rest in its death, Athole, do 

you remember the day we went to the 

Witch's Gave!" ■

"Yes," I teid, wonderingly. "How 

long ago it seems." ■

** And her prophecy has come true/' he 

said, gloomily. " Yon did marry another ■

man ; and yet Oh, how sure I felt ■

of you there I " ■

•'And I— of you," I said. ••But why 

speak of it again t Hive we not agreed 

to bury the paet t It is so useless to recall 

that time." ■

" I know it. Do you suppose I would 

have come here — have consented to become 

your husband's guest — ^if I had not thought 

that I was strong enough to keep the past 

in the background ! You cannot say that 

Iliave forced myself upon your notice. I 

flatter myself I have grown quite an adept 

at self-effacement" ■

His face so hard, his voice so bitter, and ■

yet Oh, that look in your eyes, ■

Douglas, Douglas 1 ■

" It was not easy always," he went on. 

*< Perhaps Hnel's praises of you made it 

harder. I— I think I am jeslous of him, 

though Heaven knows I have no right to 

be. Sometimes I grow half mad listening 

to, and joining in with, those chatterins 

msgpies of girls, and str^ning my ears all 

the time for the low, sweet, even tones 

I remember so well, which are so kind, 

and gentle, and sweet to every one but 

me." ■

"Oh, Douglas," I said, and a sudden 

ru«h of pity thrilled my pnhes. ■

Involuntarily I turned to him and laid 

my hand on his arm. ■

" I am sorry for you, indeed, indeed I 

am ; but it is best that I should be cold and 

hard, or seem it If there were any use — ■

any hope " ■

. My voice broke ; a sob caught the words 

and stifled them. ■

"I know I behaved very badly," he 

said, his own voice unsteady and uncertain 

now. ''Ob, if you knew the times and 

times that I have cursed my folly 1 Some- 

times I look back, and I cannot believe that ■
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we are really parted ; I see that room, and 

you in yoar white dress, and I hear the 

very mosio of the reel we danced, 

and " ■

'*And yon are singing again of the 

*braw wooer,' I said. <*Did yon think 

yon left an aching heart behind yon, that 

night, Douglas ! " ■

** No,'' he said, !M did not I was 

jealous, miserable, reckless Then came a 

scene with my father, and, in one of my 

bad impulses, I tore off to Edinburgh." ■

" And to— Mrs. Dunleith ! " ■

His face flashed. ■

" Were you really jealous of her, Atholet 

It seems so strange. A man cannot be 

false, or what he considers false, when he 

loves one woman. All others are but pale 

reflectionfi. He sees her face, he hears her 

voice, even as he looks into other eyes 

and seems to listen to other voices ; and 

his civp has no passion, and his kiss 

no rapture ; and weariness and disgust are 

all he knowp, even after brief forgetfulnef s. 

Ah 1 believe me, there never yet was a 

man who tried to cheat himself into such 

forgetfulness and did not suffer a thou- 

sand-fold for every moment of oblivion he 

purchased." ■

Ttxe water brightened at our feet, the 

birds' songs rose louder and clearer, as the 

day wooed them from bough acd brake. 

The great heigLts took light and colour 

from the glowing sky. The throbbing 

pulses of Nature beat afresh in the waking 

world. Only to us, poor drift-weed of poor 

humanity, came no gladness, no hope — 

nothing but the sorrow of vain regrets, the 

stab of remembered pain. ■

Again Douglas spoke. ■

" You used to be very truthful, Atbole ; 

almost bluntly so. I wish >cu would tell 

me why you were crying when I found 

yon. Are you unhappy t ' ■

My eyes met his, answering his question 

before my lips. ■

" Tes ; and yet not altogether unhappy. 

It is a passive, not an active condition of 

mind, bom chiefly of dissatisfaction. Now, 

are you satisfied!" ■

" Perfectly." ■

The answer was concise and cold. 

Again silence fell between up. The sun 

seemed veiledi the stillness grew almost 

painful I moved restlessly in my rocky 

seat. ■

He started and looked down at me. ■

"Shall we walk onl" he said, "unless 

you are going back to the hotel ; but no 

one will be up yet^ I am sure." ■

■' I am not goine back yet," I said, with 

a little shiver. I felt cold and cramped 

after sitting there so long. ■

" May r come with you t " he asked 

ceremoniously. " Don't say ' yes ' if you'd 

rather not. You needn't play the hypocrite 

with me.' ■

" If you wish — ^you may walk with me," 

I said. ■

He held out his iiand to assist me over 

the rou^h stones, and we walked silently 

en together in the golden morning light ■

*' Do you know," said Douglas suddenly, 

as we ascended the hill side, leaving the 

loch behind us, ^Uhat I once perpetrated 

the folly of keeping a diary. It waa when 

I had paited from Scotland and — and you 

— and was on my way to a new land and 

new scenes. I began it on the ship that 

was wrecked, and, strange to say, althongh 

I lost most of my possessions, I managed 

to save that I found it the other day 

among a lol of papers and letters. I 

wonder if you would care to see it 1 " ■

" Indeed, I should," I exclaimed, eagerly. ■

'* It will give you some idea oi my life 

and feelings at that time," he said, gloomily; 

"" and also an account of my acquaintance 

with Penrith. You like him, do you 

nott" ■

"Very much," I said. ■

'' I am glad of that You may enjoy 

his companionship uninterruptedly fum 

taday." ■

"Why!" I asked, staitled at the an- 

nouncement " What do yon mean ! " ■

" I am not going on with you all," he 

said in a strained, cold voice. "I-*I — 

well, there's no use beating about the bush 

— I can't bear it any longer, Athole. I— I 

have over-tasked my strength, that is the 

plain, simple truth. I have tried to play st 

friendfehip. I have tried to avoid you. I 

have schooled myself to betray no feeling ; 

to pretend that we two who qpee loved so 

dearly are but the veriest strangers. Well, 

I have done my best; a man can do no 

more. But, I tell you frankly and honestly, 

it is beyond me. What your own feedings 

are it is not for me to say. Heaven grant yoa 

may never know the fever, and agony, and 

turmoil of minel For as surely as we 

stand here now, Athole — the world fur 

own, the silence and solemnity of the new 

day our only witness — I swear to you that I 

never loved nor can love any living woman 

save yourself. And ooldness, and estrange- 

ment, and eifort, and duty, and honour — 

what have they done ! What have they ■
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proved 1 Ooly that I love yoa more madly 

than ever I did in the yean that are 

gone. . . . Oh, if only we eoald have 

them back ! " ■

THE CAREER OP INVALID. ■

It ia an agreeable thing to be an invalid 

moderation; with, of oonne, the 

ftdded condition that one has no need to be 

tinker, tailor, or aught else for the sake of 

a livelihood. With five hnndred a year 

■nd upwards, the professional invalid may 

eojoy life in a way of whieh his robust 

brother toiling and moiling in a pesti« 

lential dty horn January to December of 

each year has little idea. He hu no 

anzietiea, exoept about his portmanteau. 

He steers dear of those precious bonds of 

domestidty which, though delightful 

enough at times, are also at times galling, 

and are always a forcible restraint upon 

the liberty of the subject. He is lord 

of himseli He possesses those two 

priceless privileges — as Schopenhauer 

reckoned them — ^leisure and independence. 

No man can say unto him: "Thoushaltdo 

this ; thou mayst not do that" ■

When other men, whose constitutions 

would satisfy the most rigorous of Insu- 

rance Societies, are, with the appearance of 

the dear fogs of November, beginning thehr 

annual: course of catarrh, our friend the 

accomplished invalid is on the eve of his 

annual pleasure trip. He prattles about 

it as '* exile," or as a step upon which his 

vwy life depends; but you must not 

believe more than a third of what he says in 

the matter. He pretends that he is mightOy 

perplexed and pained by doubt as to 

whiihsr he »haU fly to escape the winter of 

Us distress. His rooms are Uttered with 

guide books and letters from obliging 

British Consuls. The tone of these hitter 

sufficiently illustrates the frame of mind of 

cor poor harassed wanderer. Here is one 

of t^m: ■

<'Mt dsab Sir,— It gives me very 

great pleasure to ans?rer your enquiries 

about Timbuctoo. I will take them 

seriatim. ■

'* 1. Tlie climate here from November to 

April— indusive — ^is as nearly perfect as 

any dimate can be. The days ere warm 

certainly, but not too warm for active 

exerrissb The nights are dry, with a com- 

pwmtivdy slight fall in the temperature. 

It rains abent twenty times udi the dx 

months^ and very nice the rains aare« * Tou ■

can almost see the grain grow after our 

showers. There is not more risk of a 

fever here than of small-pox in the old 

country. If you take care not to eat too 

much, and avoid the water — there's capital 

wine to make up for that — ^you will do 

well enough hera Maximum of my 

thermometer last year during this period, 

dghty degrees; minimum, fifty-five de- 

grees How does that suit you 1 ■

"2. As to game : there's any quantity — 

from lions to rabbits. Bring all your 

weapons, and you will find each will come 

in. Ammunition is rather scarce in these 

parts, so a cargo of it would be advisable. 

I venture to say you will not be dis- 

appointed with the record of your bags and 

booty when yon leave us — ^you see I am 

quite expecting you I ■

'^3. Accommodation is not very first- 

dass, as you may suppose likely in so new a 

country. The one hotel is dirty, and not fit 

for yoo. But don't let that keep you from 

running down here. My wife and I will 

make yon at home, if you will let us. 

She— i-my wife — ^is from your county, and 

knows something of your people. We 

have been married only a year; but a 

little fresh sodety will do us both all the 

good in the world. Toung married people 

have, I fancy, a knack of making fools of 

themselves unless they are early broken of 

the tiick. Your room is already decided 

upon; and if you like uncommon luidscapes, 

the view from your window ought to please 

you. It is a jumble of palm-trees and 

mountains behind hard to beat. So that's ■

'^4. Sodety — ^from this standpoint^ as you 

will infer from the above, Thnbuctoo is 

somewhat flat. It isn't as lively as Algiers, 

nor yet Tangier. All the same, we can 

assure you a carpet dance two or three 

times a week, as there are Consuls of all 

the big nations with their fiamilies, as well 

as a few score visiters, more or less, like 

yourself — some with thdr wives and 

daughters. The place is looking np more 

every year, as it becomes better known. 

Last season, for example, we had Dean 

Bagshot, and all his girls — ^five. He was 

so charmed with his experiences that, no 

doubt, he will crack up Timbuctoo among his 

friends. This may bring ue a number of 

the dergy with their women-folk — I don't 

know what your tastes are in that diteetion. 

'* Well, well, how I am rambling on, to be 

sure 1 You see, my dear sir, down -here 

one has no little difficulty in Ulling time 

to one's satisfaction, and so I don't mind ■
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boring you ivith % few pages of letter in 

answer to yonr note. ■

*< However, I think I have replied to your 

enqtdrieB, and, I hope, I have alao said 

enoQgh to make yoa feel that you will be 

heartily welcome at the Consulate when 

yon can torn up. Send me a line as soon 

as possible; otherwise I may thbk yoa 

are not coming, and may oflfer the room to 

some one else. ■

" Believe me, my dear sir, ■

'* Faithfully yours, 

" Farquhak Munchausen " ■

This letter is bat one of several of the 

like kind, and our invalid is pnzsled to 

death to determine which he shall say 

'* yes " to. It is all very well to live in a 

Consulate, especially when the Consul is a 

newly married man ; but it would break 

his heart to create even an appearance of 

sponging on a British representative, un- 

less he saw his way clear to a reciprocation 

of the courtesy. Besidep, it is just pos* 

sible Timbuctoo may really be too warm, 

in spite of the Consul's letter. It matters 

not one rap about the language. The 

people of Timbuctoo, like the people 

elsewhere, may be trusted to understand 

our friend's English if it is to their 

profit to do so. Poor travellers, with 

hardly anything a year, are, of course, 

bound to learn the different languages. 

But not so the average vagabond invalid 

with an income that keeps him aloof from 

all thoughts about ways and means. He 

can hold his head high in the midst of a 

storm of abuse in a foreign tongue, and 

feel not a whit the worse for it, though he 

realises by intuition that it is levelled at 

him. ■

It is at least possible that, after replying 

to the Consul at Timbuctoo, and saying he 

hopes to be with him in three or four 

weeks' time, he changes his mind at the 

last moment^ and runs to the Engadina 

There he finds the thermometer a scoie or 

two of degrees below freezinff point. He 

does not exactly like it, but l^en Davos is 

so much more lively than Timbuctoo is 

likely to he. Besides, he remembers 

meeting last year two or three people who 

told him they intended to be among the 

Alps for the ensuing winter. ■

But BO one — ^least of all our friend him- 

self—can say how long he will stay in any 

one spot A degree more of frost than 

would be enough to make a robust man 

grumble and yearn for a warmer air, may 

suddenly set him on the move again. 

Blue skies and snow become monotonous ■

in time, and he pines for an honest fog of 

the Strand for a change. It may be, how- 

ever, that he has got his heart into diffi- 

culties, in this remote nook of Switzerland 

— or some one else's heart Flight is not 

an heroic remedy for a complaLnt of this 

kind ; but it is the only one for a man who 

is determined to view matrimony as an 

experience tiiat would be sure to dis- 

agree very much with him. Our girls at 

home have acquired a character for their 

matchless self-possession and unwiUingneas 

to do aught that shall disturb the MMved 

calm of their countenances. One is dis- 

posed to think that thev do not quite merit 

their reputation in tms respect Be that 

as it may, in a foreign health-resort many 

of them put off this chilling armour of 

self-protection against the wiles of man- 

kind. A flirtation in an hotel is not half 

so wicked as a flirtation at home. The 

gentie coquetry of soul with soul is indeed 

one of the conventional solaces of a health- 

resort, and you will find that the ac- 

complished invalid of a few years' standing 

is not to be snared by a mere glanoe, be 

the eyes which are its medium ever so 

bewitching. ■

There is often a certain spirit of reckless- 

ness abroad among a coterie of invalids 

which has a tendency to give rise to 

dramatic incidents. It seems to be of the 

kind hinted at in the words, " Let us eat^ 

drink, and be merry, for to-moirow we 

dia" It had ita parallel in the reign of 

King Guillotine during the French Bavo- 

lution. The doctors of the place may 

shake their heads with a sense of the 

gravity of the physical condition- of their 

patients; but even that portentous sign 

will not recall the reason of these particular 

invalids. They know or believe that their 

days are numbered. They have already 

had enough and to spare of prudence and 

precautions. The joy of a brief spell of 

unrestraint and challenge to the enemy to 

do its worst is too alliuring. Henee pro- 

ceed divers trsgic events for the profit of 

the newspapers. Every occasional visitor 

to any famous health-resort can recollect 

two or three such incidents. It is grim 

work tilting with the inevitable ; and it is 

hard not to sympathise in part with these 

victims of dreumstance, impulse, and the 

tedium of curative routine. ■

This is by way of a parenthesis. Oor 

friend, who may be oalled the hero of this 

paper, b not likely to hasten liis end so 

suicidally. Quite the contrary. If he 

finds that his heart is really touched to a ■
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degree that seema to menaoe his health, 

apon the whole he may be tnuted to 

perceive that his datj to himself impels 

him to put a sammanr end to the denser. 

It is not that he is so yery earefcd a 

hedonist, or is as indifferent as Nature 

herself to the saffering of individuals — 

oiher than hifflself--HK> long as the type — 

thi^ is, himself— is kept whole and sonnd. 

He would of oonrse rather do a fellow 

ereatnre a good torn than an ill torn. 

Bat habit has made him so regardful of 

himaelf, that he can hirdly look at thinss 

from any standpoint ezoept his own. It 

IB not wilf ol cmelty on his part if, because 

his temperature has suddenly become ab- 

normali or his heart beats in an annoyingly 

erratic way, he abruptly says '* Oood-bye" 

to the lady whose affections he has won 

wittingly or unwittingly. The common 

imtincts of his nature bid him depart at 

all costs — in self-preservation; and he 

does sa It is to be ho^, moreover, that 

he believes others are lp%orldIy-wise as 

himself. The lady of his heart, being an 

invalid, will, doubtless, thank him for 

removing himself from her society ere she 

also be made to suffer by the excitement 

of their Intercourse. ■

The travellins invalid seems to be under 

the protection of a special Providencei He 

eomes unscathed out of the most mani- 

fest perils. With a faith that would 

do cndit to an innocent child, he places 

himself in the hands of twenty doctors in 

as many weeks^ and is yet no worse at the 

end of the twenty wedcs than he was at 

the beginning. How does he manage it 1 

one is prone to ask. For my part, I 

believe he finds his entertainment in com- 

paring the prescriptions of one doctor with 

those of another. He accepts very varied 

medidnes, but he does not take them. The 

•dvice of different kinds, which he receives 

in like manneri he treats with the like 

contempt ■

Certainly the different io junctions of his 

different medical advisers are enough to 

make him smfle at the mere sight of a 

medicine bottle. ■

The Herr PhysidaninChief at Mudbad 

tliinks almost any malady may b^ cured 

if the patient only be made to perspire 

sufficiently. ■

In the Svriss highlands, on the othtr 

hand, our friend is expected to get as fat 

as he can, and to become as tawny as a ■

pi»y- ■

No self-respecting Ihicro^e, it is said, will 

tolerate Davos for more than two yearf. ■

Unless, therefore, our friend is really very ill, 

and if he is still fairly strong, the Swiss 

mountains will put him to rights. As a 

matter of fact, however, he knows more than 

the doctors. He does not stay two years In 

Davos because he is tired to death of the 

place in two months, and because, too, he 

knows well he will live quite as long 

elsewhere. Moreover, he rather likes 

shockipg the faculty, if only to give them 

a lesson in humili^. ■

Of course he disregards completely the 

more eenenJ counsel of his adidsers. He 

is told by one doctor to sleep with his 

window open and lightly covered; by 

another wltti Us window shut, and under 

several blankets ; a thhd will not let him 

leave the house in the morning until an 

hour before noon ; a fourth tells him to g«?t 

up early, and take a walk before break- 

fast And one and all attempt to physic 

him with medicines of prica It is an odd 

business. They cannot be blamed. Neither 

can he. ■

The ordinary traveller is constantly 

meetinff the professional invalid where he 

would least expect to find him : upon the 

tops of mountains, in the teeth of icy 

blasts; in suffocating, biUiardrooms, at 

midnight; at prise fights, in cellars and 

other out-of-the-way places ; seated at the 

jpreen tables of Monte Carlo ; or in the 

slums of Naples, where, it is thought, one 

may catch a fever as easy as breathing. 

The ordinary traveller's tour is cut short 

as often as not by a typhus or blood- 

poisoning ; and ft is then as much as he 

can do to pull himself together for a long 

spell of convalescence, out his acquaint- 

ance, the invalid, jogs light-heartedly from 

risk to risk, sipping one pleasure after 

another until he is surfeited, and all with 

out appreciable discomfort He does not. 

brag about his happiness, or his immunity 

from 'contagious diaeases. He takes the 

gifts that Heaven tenders to him, and 

allows his thanks to be understood. He 

is at one witli the character in " Wflhelm 

Mebter," who says there is nothing more 

insufferable than to hear people reckoning 

up the pleasures they en joy. The fable of 

Polycrates and the ring is an obviouB 

check upon self congratulations of any 

kind. ■

When a man turns round to his friend 

at Monte Carlo with the words, *' Am I not 

lucky!" the chances are that he puts a 

sudden period to what he calls his good 

luck. The man who tells his young wif<» 

' over and over again that he is the happiest ■
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fellow in the world, may end by inoitdng 

her to enquire of heraelf if her ownhftppineas 

iB ol 80 tarp«9aing a naiora ■

If the profeesional invalid were a man 

of literary taetei, be could write some yery 

fine noreli about his adyentnrea Ofeoune 

these are not of a very seneationel kind. 

He makes no pretence of going about the 

world like a knight errant of old, simply and 

solely to resona beauty, innocence, o^ help- 

lessness from the perils with which it may 

be encompsssed ; nor does he venture out 

of his depths into the wilds of any coontiy 

in porsoit of big game, scientific objects, 

or undiscovered territory. Oh, dear, na 

He always keeps one foot fast in civili- 

sation, if not both. Yet even thus, enter- 

tainment of the romantic kind seems to 

rejoice to place itself at his disposal ■

It is sud that all things come to the 

man who waits. lake other sayings, this 

b not Quite true ; but sssnmmg that it is, 

methinks the man who is indifferent b in 

the like agreeable esse. Our friend does hb 

best to be impassive wherever and in 

whatever dronmstances he chances to be. 

I( would be due to no fault of hb own if 

he showed surprise or interest even were 

a star to descend from the firmament^ and 

embed itself in the ground before hb eyes 

by one of its points. Hb '* how do you 

do 1 " to sn acquaintance upon whom he 

haps in a Nile island above the seoond 

cataract differs but infinitesimally in tone 

from hb '^ how do yon dot " in Piccadilly. 

Time and space seem to be annihilated 

for hb convenience, and he does not regard 

the concession as anything out of the 

common. When hb wintw's pilgrimage 

b at an end, he returns to Englaud, and 

resumes the pleasures of the summer as if 

nothing of consequence had occurred since 

he last touched a tennis-racket a year aga 

Bealiy, indeed, that b the fact — as far as 

he b concerned. Though he may have 

been in the thick of a European revolu- 

tion, or on a battle- field or two after 

or during the engagement, these things 

are of no consequence to him once the 

momentary thrill of interest which they 

aroused has dissipated into nothingness. 

The impression they leave upon him b less 

strong than that which the mere reading 

of the record of them sets upon the mind 

of the ordinary intelligent man. ■

Upon the whole, b it not dear that our 

poor friend, in thb constant search for the 

new and the agreeable in life, does himself 

much wrong ! He trains himself to be a 

spectator only in the midst of the game ■

and pageant of life* But he b not even a 

spectator of the first rank. He does not 

care how the battle goes. He does not try 

to pass on to others the emotions 

which proceed from hb experience of 

the varied scenes in the drama ot the 

world. He tests them on hb own small 

tongue for a moment or two, mid that 

b aU. Hb sympathies wither and 

wither until it b as if he had none 

lef tb In seekbg to escape even the most 

trivial of bodily ineonveniences, he makes 

himself an slien to common sensibility. 

Men and women pass before him, and are 

no concern of his. If one man kiUa 

another before hb eyes, well, it b a 

man less in the world, and no conoem 

of his. It may even be that *a wonuun 

or a child shall be in danger of 

drowning in hb presence ere he realises 

that they are living mortab like himself, 

and that by moving hand and foot on their 

behalf he may save them from the death 

that immedbtelyitfireatens them. ■

Perhaps there b a little fancy in thb 

picture ; but if so, it b only a litUa You 

see, too, that I am assuming our friend b 

not really the invalid it suits hb con- 

venience to appear to be. He b not a 

Hercules ; with thb qualificatbn be might 

ebe readily pass muster amon^ the maj mty 

of men. Having once acquured standing 

as an invalid, however, he b loth to 

resign the advantages which such brevet 

rank confers upon mm. He would do well 

enough at home if he cared to throw in hb 

lot with the rest of us. But thb does not 

suit hb humour. ■

Indeed, if hb aim be to prolong 

hb life, he may, as a rub, congratulate 

himself upon his success. Somehow or 

other, though the Insurance companies 

have all looked askance at him, and civilly 

decUned hb advances, he lives to laugh at 

them. Hb annual peregrinations seem 

to serve as an inoculation against 

mortid diseasJDs. When first he began 

them — with a timid fear lest he shoold 

die at once of foreign life and cooking— hb 

stomach was sensitive, and resentfol of 

strange dbhes. But, as time goes by, it 

craves these alien foods regularly when the 

dajB begin to shorten fast They seem to 

give him new vigour. He no longer knows 

the meaning of the word dyspepaia^ He 

can bear protracted journeys as well as the 

man of irreproachable physical repnta ■

It b so to the end. Our excellent friend 

at sixty b stiU young in comparison with 

hb hale and hearty contemporaries who ■
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hftve nevei taken heed to nnrae their health. 

At eeveuty he oontinnes his oastomary 

mlgratioiiB south with the first aatomnal 

frost in the, home-land ; indeed, Us yaga- 

bond habits have beoome so fast riyeted 

upon him, that only by the greatest efforts 

can he shake himself free of them. At 

seyenty-five or eighty he is summoned to 

the bedside of his brother, who, in spite of 

his robnat health, has been caught tripping 

by the enemy. Him he attends to his 

last^ long home ; nor does he take cold in 

the ehurchyard like the rest of the 

moufners. Perhaps at eighty -one or 

eighty-two our Mend begins to feel pre- 

monitions that he is approaching the period 

when the grasshopper is a burden, and 

one's legs seek to go different ways at the 

same time. But he is not disheartened. 

He is assured tiiat he has still a fund of 

reeenre strength upon which he can draw 

in ease of need. This being so, he is less 

dietressed than his many nephews and 

nieces apjpear to be when, at efghty-fiye, 

he is smitten by paralysis. It is a gentle 

stn^e, as such calamities go ; but it on- 

fines him to the houfe for a considerable 

while. He is a real invalid for perhaps the 

first time in his Ufa In his ninetieth 

year he makes his will — as much because 

it is customary so to do when one is in 

the autumn of one's years, as for any other 

reason. And it is only when he is nearer 

a hundred than ninety-fiye that he fails 

peacefully asleep for the last time, and 

tc^rminatee his career. If his heirs have a 

disjreet and not irreyerent seiise of 

humour, they may very fitly inscribe upon 

his tombstone the words : ■

••He lived and died an invalid." ■

IN BEAB OF THE ABMY. ■

With all' our ezpeiience of 'little 

wars," widi all the brilliant picturing of 

modem fights from the graphic pens of 

*'ottr special cjrrespondents," how little 

reaUy, of all that is done during a campaign, 

Gomes to the knowledge of the good folks 

»t homet Much that is dramatic and 

fttriking is brought before them, but much 

that is essential is of necetsity ignored. ■

War is declared t Up goes the curtain. 

Alarums and excursions ! Enter army and 

mn admiring crowd (right); cheers and 

waving banners ; twice round and then off 

<(«it). Edwin lingers to tell in broken 

accents his devotion to liis Q<ieen and to ■

his Angelina. Exit to help the army to 

protect them. Band—'* The Oirl I Left 

Behind Me"— getting fainter in the dia- 

tance ; Angelina faints altogether. Curtain 

— only to rise again on a camp scene in 

Africa, some hundreds of miles up country. 

Edwin doing <* sentry-go "—and so on, and 

so on, and so on. ■

We follow all the action, whether on the 

stage or in the press, and are satisfi id ; but, 

after all, there is much behiod of which we 

hear nothing, of which we know noth'nff, 

and knowing nothing care nothing. All 

the large army of workers behind the 

scenes — the stage-carpenters, the scene- 

shifters, the lime-light men, the stage- 

manager above all — whose constant, 

earnest, well-drilled efforts are as needed 

for success as Edwin's own. What do we 

know of them I One figure stands there 

solemn and still in the moonlight ; around 

are grouped the slumbering forms of the 

soldiers ; long lines of tents stand silently 

suggestive of a mighty host ; a camp fire 

flickers (ap stsge B ). A lovely picture, 

and Edwin the central figure of it all The 

house is awe-struck for awhile, and then 

comes round after round of delighted 

applausa But, oh I if the llme-Ught num 

would let his moon go out ; oh t if the 

curtain would but go up one minute 

earlier, and show the retreating legs of 

the manager ; oh ! that all would go wrong 

for a moment, jost to show how easy it is 

to go wrong I But no, the army of workers 

behind have done their work too well, and 

Elwin, the central figure, receives the 

plaudits of the tight-packed housa ■

My object now is to tell a few of the 

thousand essentials in real warfare, which 

correspond to tha duties of this unseen 

band of workers. How true it is that, 

unless •* things go wrong,'' nothing, or next 

to nothbgp is known or thought of them ; 

and yet it is as true as any other of the 

fixed principles of war, that unless the 

arrangements in rear of the army are 

minutely accurate, that army is bound 

hand and foot^-it cannot fight^ it cannot 

march, it cannot live. ■

The main requirements of an army in 

the field, beyond its own discipline, courage, 

and endurance, may be thus summed up : ■

" Secure the comfort of my men ; give 

them their daily food ; give them ammu- 

nition at once to refill their empty pouches ; 

take away and care for my sick and 

wounded ; be near me all the while with 

both hands full, that I may take from them 

all I need ; remove all encumbrances that ■
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I do not want, prisonen and «poil8 of war ; 

safeguard my bi^gage; supply me with 

reinforcements; guard my rear that no 

one may hinder yon while doing this, and 

I ask no more^" ■

' liOt us see what it amounts to. Space 

will not admit of detaU, nor of considering 

many of the points. Let us take one only, 

" Give them their daily food." Many of 

the conditions are identical for other 

points. Let us a little elaborate this 

ona ■

Edwin was on " sentry-go " some hun- 

dred miles up country in Africa, when last 

we saw him ; how did he get there % And 

now did he get his dinner to-day f He is 

a particular man like all his comrades, he 

heeds Us bread and his beef — and small 

blame to him, he has to work hard for 

them — Us tea, sugar, salt, and little 

" extras " ; and though it is the fashion to 

chaiff abdut " bully " beef and army rations 

generally, it is Edwin's cookery, and not 

the victuals, that should mostly bear the 

blame. ■

Well, when Edwin landed on the ooast^ 

he saw around him a fleet of transports 

bearing troops, and a fleet of store-ships 

bearing stores — stores of all kinds, tents, 

ropep, namess, tools, tinned-meats, biscuits, 

clothing, medicines, arms, ammunition, 

whole arsenals of stores — and he saw them 

hour after hour being landed as mountains 

on the sea-shore. All seemed chaos, but 

everything is clearly marked ; every orate, 

bale, case, box, or barrel can be identified, 

and gradually order reigns ; magazines and 

store-houses rise, and the mountains become 

little scattered hills, accessible and handy. 

Now is t he time for workers. Every tUng is 

wanted at once by the troops; and for every- 

thing issued to them the public will want 

an account and a printed receipt. There 

is the office (1) and the work in it must be 

as good as though it were the everv-day 

work of the few officers and soldier-clerks, 

bred to peace routine, who have to do it 

Hqw easy it would be if only the troops 

weren't there, and there were a fortnight 

to get ready in 1 Bat the troops are there ; 

until they were, the stores ifould not be 

safe — unless the stores were there the 

troops would starve ; the stores exist for 

the troops and the troops must have them 

at once, and as methodically as at Alder- 

sho^ or somebody will be hauled over the 

coals for a lost bayonet, or an unaccounted 

for pound of biscuit, some two years hence. 

Onstomers are many, and time is short ■

There are thirty thousand of Edwin's ■

brothers in the field, and ten thousand 

horse& * To provision them for tliree 

months — and a less supply would fetter 

the movement of the army — will need 

roughly some eleven thousand tons of food 

and forage. Imagine it all collected, 

landed and stored. The army is at the 

port or near it All it has to do is tosend 

a short dbtance for its food. True, bet 

the army is not going to stay thera It is 

going forward to do its work ; how are 

these supplies to follow itt What doei 

the army do 1 ■

Each fraction of the army is so or- 

ganised in war, that, wherever it goes, it 

bears with it rations for three days; so 

that, if the worst comes to the worst, it can 

subsist for that time without help. Each 

man carries on his person food for one 

day, a tinned ration, with instructions to 

use it on emergency only, and never 

without an order. Food for two more 

days is carried with Um in waggons detailed 

for this duty only ; each regiment or unit 

having its own waggons, driven by its owd 

men, wUch march and encamp with the 

troops; these waggons we will call the 

Begimental Transport^ though it is part 

only of all that is known by Siat name. ■

All bebg ready, the army leaves its 

''base," and marches, say, fifteen miles 

towards the enemy. The "base" is the 

port where all it wants is stored The 

next day it marches another fifteen miles, 

and so on ; and it becomes apparent that 

further means are needful to send on the 

food, for of what use would be ten million 

tons of food at the base, unless the sddier 

could get his dinner served liim at the 

front t I<i is easv enough to land the food ; 

it is very difficult to distribute it Let tu 

see the process. The troops have done 

their march, and have readied the spot 

selected for their camp; fatigue parties are 

told off— some to cut wood, some to dig 

kitchens, to carry water, to make slielters, 

to draw rations, etc The quarter-master 

has taken this last party to the regimental 

waggons, and drawn thence the rations for 

the day, conveyed them to the kitchens, 

parcelled them out to company eooki, who 

cut them into squad messes, and each men 

gets his dinner. The emptied waggons, 

however, must replenish fiom somewhere, 

or a repetition of the process would see 

the end of the rations. In the meanwhile, 

the Army Service Corps column attached 

to each brigade, has been moving up some 

distance in rear. These waggons— edled 

the supply column — ^have brought up one ■
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more day's supply, by which are refilled 

Uie emptied regimental waggons. This 

empties the Bupply edlamn, whiob, in torn, 

mntt replenish from somewhere. Howt 

To reallw it best^ let ns imsj^e the army 

is some sixty xniles from its base, and 

pietnre to ourselves the work that is being 

done npon the road in rear. ■

Along thh road are two long streams of 

traffic; one to the army, of fall waggons — 

remember, we are here neglecting all but 

food — and one from the army, of empty 

ones. ■

The road is divided into easy stages, 

and on each length a certain number of 

men and horses Fork. The first batch 

leave the base, and draw their loaded- 

waggons to the next station, leave them 

there, and retnm with empty ones brought 

down from the front ; the next batch| who 

have brooffht down empty ones, now take 

these loaded waggons and draw them 

another stage, meet other empty waggons 

there and return with them; and so a 

system of relays is worked along the 

entire road, and each man retoms at 

night to his own camp, while the horses 

have their heavy and their light work 

alternately. ■

By these relays a larger amount of food 

is brought up the line than is immediately 

wanted, and some fifty miles from the 

base an advanced msgasine is formed, 

which becomes a secondary base for the 

army, and relays work thence as before^ 

One short march from the army, wherever 

it may be, is the " advanced depdt," as it 

is called, being the head of all the moving 

stream in rear ; uid it is the business of 

those in charge to see that all is there 

that can be wanted. From this advanced 

de^ >6t the supply columns— emptied, as we 

saw just now — ^reload, and move up to be 

once more utilised. And so the work goes 

on. ■

It sounds so esay as described; but great 

csare^ forethought, and power of organisa- 

tion are need^ to keep the many links of 

ttuB living chain in order. Largely com- 

posed of the native element, officers, men, 

and animals — all strangers to each other, 

all has to be throfm into shape after war 

has been declared. Oounted iu war by 

thousands, the numbers maintained in 

peace are few; and the provision of the 

required numbers, and their organisation 

for ready action at short notice, is not the 

least of the many cares that fall to the lot 

of those responsible for these <* workers 

brfiind the scenes." ■

THE SUKREY SIDE. ■

'< Now for Sarrey side and railways," 

would be the cry as the busy little steamer 

from London Bridge Stairs came alongside 

the pier at Paui's Whart The railways 

are still there — noticeably there; they 

have made the Surrey side their own, as 

it were; but it Ib no longer of necessity 

that we cross the river to reach them. 

The mountain has obligingly crossed the 

river to Mohammed ; and that great Lon- 

don Bridge Station — which was once the 

great point of departure and arrival for 

Continental traffic, and engrossed all the 

traffio frith the South of England— has 

now somewhat fallen from its high estate. ■

But the Surrey side has an existence 

apart from railwavs. It has even a claim 

to be considered the real original London, 

which, as every schoolboy may be supposed 

to know, was placed by that eminent geo- 

grapher, Ptolemy, on the south side of the 

Thames. For centnrief, Southwark pos- 

sessed a certain municipiEd organisation of 

its own, and, although its powerfiil, over- 

powering neighbour over the way even- 

tually sat upon it and crushed the life out 

of It', and treated it as a conquered and 

subject community, yet it has idways pre- 

served, somewhat carefully hidden, a spark 

of its ancient firea ■

But, as well as Southwark, there is 

Lambeth, which has a good deal to say as to 

the Surrey side; and Bermondsey, the 

land of leather, lower down ; and ndther 

of these great parishes is much visited by 

traveilerp, except those of a commercial 

Una The great lines of thoroughfare from 

the various bridges pass through the dis- 

trict without assimilating the network of 

small streets and crooked lanes that lie 

between; great railway depdts have cut 

asunder populous neighbourhoods and 

passed the sponge over thefr local traditions. 

B^actories, timber-yards, breweries, flour^ 

mills, black chimneys, and tall shot-towers 

occupy the whole foreshore of the river 

between Westminster Bridge and Black- 

friars ; and a district which, from its salient 

positipn on the river uid from its unrividied 

conveniences as a centre of traffic might be 

the pride and glory of London, is given up 

to be a kind of dust-hole and rubtush heap 

for its more wealthy and powerful neigh- 

bours. ■

If we make our way to the Surrey &id<', 

over Westminster Bridge, we come at once 

to what id, perhaps, the plessantest part of ■
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the ffhole range of shore : the river terraoe 

which Btretohes from Weatminater Bridge 

to Lambeth Palace, with the clustered 

bniidings of Saint Taomaa's Hospital 

aligned upon it It fa a pleasant walk, and 

always a quiet one, towarda Lambeth, with 

the grandiose towers of tiie Palace of 

Parliament, its trim terraces and in- 

numerable windows frosted round with 

tracdries, looking down npon as. Olose at 

hand we may see, through the railings, 

the lawnA and gravel-paths of the pleasure- 

grounds of the hospital, where, if ft be a 

warm, sunny day, patients may be seen 

taking in reviving draughts of the out 

side air. Beyond, there rises the dead- 

house, and a stretch of frosted windows 

signifies the dissecting-room, where poor 

mortality yields up ito last secrdts to the 

students' indifferent glance. ■

It is probable that this hospital of Saint 

Thomas may claim to rank aa one of the 

earliest, and certainly the chiefeat^ of all 

the great hoapitak of England. Its presence 

there upon the Albert Embankment is 

more or leas of an acoident. Originally, as 

everybody knows, it stood within a stone's 

throw of London Bridge, and formed a 

street of itself, Saint Thomas's Street, 

whUe just opposite was the hospital known 

as "Guy's," long famous for its medical 

schools. Origintdly the hospital of Siint 

Thomas was founded A.D 1213, by Richard, 

Prior of Bermondsey, and dedicated to the 

famous English Saint, Thomas A'Beckett 

Tde bretuen of Saint Thomas were 

charged with the care of the aick po<» of 

the neighbourhood, and when their h>use 

was closed, at the general dissolution of 

religious houses, forty bedi it was found 

had been constantly provided for poor, 

infirm persons. If any provision were then 

made for carrying out the 1[>enevolent 

obj»*cts of the foundation, they have es- 

caped notica It was sixteen years after, 

during the reign of Edward the Sixth, 

that the City Corporation entered into 

possession of the hospital, under a gift 

from the Crown, and fitted it up once 

more for its original purpose. ■

There the hospitd remained for more 

than three centuries, renewed and enlarged 

from time to time. And then the Sonth- 

Eaatem Railway acquired the site for the 

extension of the London Bridge terminus, 

and the magoificeot price obtained by the 

hospital authoritfei enabled them to build 

this handsome series of structures, in which 

the several wards occopy separate buildings, 

and are, as far as possible, isolated from ■

their surroundings. But to gain an idea of 

the work that tne hospital is doing, one 

should seek the front to the Limbeth 

Palace Road, and the entrance for out- ■

Eatients. Ami there, at the regolation 

our, may be seen a great throng of people, 

all provided with bottles for their medidiie. 

Busy, anxious women, who take theb visit 

to the hospital as part of the day's work; 

slatternly old dames ; children wide awiks 

and precocious ; girls in service, carrying 

the door-key «s an emblem of office | pale 

sempstresses, and sallow work-girls; all 

these form a crowd that has its cheerfiil 

elements, and seems moved by a spirit of 

camaraderie and good humour. The men 

are more gloomy and silent, they do not 

bear affliction so patiently, nor have they 

the same assuagement in talking over tiieir 

ills. ■

Leaving the hospital, our way is towards 

the Palace ; and here, in a neighbonrhood 

somewhat gloomy and dingy, appears an 

inacription that arreats attention, ** Peru 

Street." Why, thia is the old Paiii 

Ctarden 1 The name takea us back to the 

days of Shakespeare — aye, and earlier than 

those — even to the days of the Canterbury 

Pdgrims, and of Gower and the ''Lover^i 

Confession." For we first hear of the 

name in the reign of Richard the Second, 

when the Manor House was tenanted by 

one Robert de Paris. And there is ex- 

tant an ordinance of the King directing 

the butchers of the city to bring thither 

their offal, to be consuined by the King's 

bears. ■

Now, who was this Robert de Paris 

living in this gloomy hold, close to the 

King's bear-pits, apart from every one, 

and yet within call of the Royal Palaoe) 

A horn blown on one of the towers of the 

Palace would be warning enough for 

Monsieur de Paris. ■

There we have the man, clearly enongh 

Robert de Paris is tiie King's executioner 

— an office of gloomy dignitv not to be 

confounded wiUi that of the common 

hangman of later days. And it is with 

these sinister associations that the Uatory 

of Paria Garden begins. Then there were 

two baiting-grounds — ^rude, circular stm^ 

tures, fitt^ up with seats supported on 

rough scaffolding. ''Thoee who go to 

Paris Garden, first pay one penny at the 

gate, another at the entrie of the scaffold, 

and a third for quiet standing." In Eliiir 

beth*s time, 1559, the French Ambasssdoia 

are, with much ceremony, conducted by 

water to Paris Garden to see the bidting ■
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of bulla and beara. The popolaaty of ihii 

wretched sport is ahown by an aecide&t 

that happened in 1582, when the orer- 

crowded aeafijlding, contrived to hold a 

thoiuand q)ectator8, gave way with a cradi, 

and many were killed or wonnded. It waa 

on a Sondayi too, and afforded a text to 

many aealona preacherBi The rade atmo- 

tnrea adapted for bear-baiting qiight with- 

oat diffijolty be made to do daty for 

playhooaea; and in 1613, the year when the 

" Globe " — Shakeapeare'a hooae on Bank- 

aide-— waa burnt down, we find Henalowe, 

who had the " Fortune " in Cripplegate, 

opening a aummer theatre at raria 

Garden. ■

The old Uanor Hooae of Paria Garden 

was a aequeatered abode inrrounded by a 

moat) and encompaaaed by a labyrinth of 

ditchee, where might be found the rare 

hedgehog graaa, aa mentioned by Gerard 

in Ua Herbal The house waa well-known 

to the gallants of Oharlea the Firat'a reign 

aa H<>Uand'a leaguer, and is not aeldom 

alluded to by the dramatiata and play- 

wrighta of the period. It waa a place of 

very doabtfnl reputation, aa, indeed, waa 

all the district of Lambeth Marah. The 

near neighbourhood of the Arohbiahop had 

no effect upon the morale of the locality. ■

Then aa now the meada and gardena of 

the Archbiahop's palace formed an agree- 

able feature of the 'landacape, and the 

aombre LiUarda' Tower, and Morton'a 

handaome gateway of red brick, give die- 

tinction to the comer where Limbeth 

church stands under the wing of the 

Palaoe, in pleasant countrified dignity. 

Just beyond the jingling tram-cars are 

running, and from the comparatiYe ae- 

dualon of the Embankment, and the 

precincts of the Palace, we paaa into the 

full tide of life. ■

But let na rather retrace our atepa, and 

begtn sgsfai at the foot of Weatminater 

Bridge, where there are. more tram-eara 

ready to take ua to Clapham, Stockwell, 

Brixton, Deptford, Greenwich, along the 

noiay, bustling Weatminater Bridge B>ad. 

Here, in the very forefront of the pano- 

rama, comea Aatley'a, recalling vague 

aaaociationa of circua proceaaiona, tri- 

umphal diaplaya, the humoura of Mr. 

Mwrymao, and of an atmoaphere redolent 

of the peri umea of aaw-duat and orange- 

pieeL ■

Such diaplaya were in their infancy 

when Philip Aatley, a light dragoon who 

had recently taken hia discharge, having 

served in the warn of the Great Frederick, ■

and won the good opinion of hia offioers, 

set up a ridinff-achool doae by the foot of 

Weatminater Bridge. Aconding to tra- 

dition Aatley found the piece of ground 

he wanted in the handa of an old maUi 

who had a aort of poultry farm there, and 

reared pheaaanta for aida Of this old 

man Aatley purchased the leaae of the 

eround, and endoaed the apace with 

hoardinga — ^the whole being open to the 

aky. This waa about the year 1768, when 

equeatrian entertainmenta were provided fiir 

the public on a veiy amall acale. At 

anburban gardena, anch aa the *' Three 

Hata " at lalington, where there would be a 

green aurrounded by drinking boxea and 

anmmer-heusea, circua^ ridera could exhibit 

their feats, sending round the hat in the 

usual way after each p^ormanca Aatley 

(limself began in this way in a field not 

far from the scene of his aubaequent 

triumpha known aa Glover'a Halfpenny 

Hatch. ■

Tue beginning of Aatley'a fortunea waa 

in a preaent from the commander of hia 

old regiment of a charger, known after- 

warda aa the Spanish hoxae, to which 

Aatley had already taught a number of 

tricka. He would ungirth hia aaddle, 

waah hia feet in a pail of water, act the 

tea-thingo, take the kettle off the fire^ with 

other amnaing performancea, which uaed 

to bring down the houae — ^when the houae 

firat came into extatence. ■

But it waa not till 1780 that Aatley 

managed to^ get a roof over hia atructure, 

the materiala for which he obtained by an 

ingenioua device. It had always been the 

privilege of the mob at each Weatminater 

election to deatroy and carry off piecemeal 

the temporary wooden huatbga erected 

for the nomination. Aatley induced a 

number of his retainers to mingle with the 

crowd, to take their share in the pillage, 

and to spread the intelligence among the 

mob that plenty of beer was waitins on 

the other aide of the bridge for auch aa 

ahould preaent themaelvea not altogether 

empty-handed. The consequence waa, 

that the Weatminater hustinga found ita 

way almost bodily to Astley'a riding-achool; 

and preaently a covered amphitheatre of 

wood, divided into pit^ boxea, and gallery, 

aprang into exiatenca ■

This was not altogether a new idea of 

Astley'a. An author of playa, of Charlea 

the Ilrat'a time, wrote bitterly of ■

'* New amphitheatrea to draw the cuatom 

from playhouaea." ■

Horace had been introduced on the ■
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stage, certainly in Pepya'a time, who 

notices them, when Shirley's play of 

"Hyde Park" was reyired after the 

Bestoration. Bat Astley's notion of a 

mixed dramatic and equestrian spectacle 

took with the British pablic, and people 

began to throng towards the new Amphi* 

theatre of the Arts — as Astley magnilo- 

qnently named his wooden booth. ■

Saccess brought rivahry, and in 1782 was 

built the Boyal Oircus in the Blackfriars 

Bridge Boad, which, after a chequered 

career, is now known as the Surrey 

Theatre. For the new place Oharles 

Dibdin wrote the pieces, and as no license 

could be obtaine<), the concern was cairied 

on without one. This «nded in an un- 

seemly contest with the authorities, in 

the course of which, on one occasion, the 

theatre was cleared by a troop of soldiers ■

But Astley knew how to keep on the 

right side of authority. In Paris, at this 

time, he also had a show. The Lieutenant 

of Police gave him permission for horse- 

manship, but he was not to be allowed a 

stage on which to exhibit tumbling and 

other feats. Astley contrived a moveable 

stage, supported on the backs of horsev, 

and thus evaded the prohibition, delighting 

large audiences, and securing a very suc- 

cessful season. The exhibition attracted 

the attention of Boyalty, and young Astley 

was summoned to perform at Versailles 

before Louis the Sixteenth and Marie 

Antoinette. ■

Entirely a figure of the Surrey side is 

Philip Astley, at his lodgings near the 

circup, up three pairs of stairs, with Mrs. 

Connel, a widow, who, as <'Mary," b 

always called into consultation upon im- 

portant points of mansgementb His dra- 

matic authors, too, are of the Surrey sid^, 

such as Mulberry Stump, so named by 

Astley, as far as his Christian name goes, 

on account of his jolly red nose, and 

secondly because he haid a wooden leg. 

Poor Stumpy is often in the Clink prison 

for debt, and has to be bailed out in order 

to finish his piece for the coming repre- 

sentatioa Then there is Jemmy Decastro, 

comedian, comic singer, and mimic, who is 

always on the bills, and who eventually 

writes his manager's memoirsi Into aU 

about him Astley infuses some of his own 

active, cheery spirit '* Who's Mr. Im- 

possible % " he cries, when the stage-carpenter 

suggests the word, " he don't live in this 

housa" ■

Some of Astley's sayings have become 

immortal Such as his directions to his ■

author, " Cut the cackle, and oome to the 

osseSi" He was a terrible one for cutting 

and slashing, but with an instinctive eye to 

efiects, to the broad effects of the amphi- 

theatre. As when at a rehearsal he 

watches keenly a terrific broadsword 

combat <* This won't do," he cries, " we 

must have shields." Or when he addresses 

his musical composer, '* Doctor, I want a 

tune for two broadswords, to-ro, tang-tang," 

thus indicating the motif of the melody. ■

A many-sided man, too, was Astley. An 

excellent performer in the water, he floated 

on his back, one day, holding a flag in each 

hand, from Westminster to Blackfriars. 

He built, too, a great wooden bathing shed 

by Westminster Bridge, where his patrons 

might take a header into the river ; but 

this was never much patronised, and went 

to decay. ■

When war broke out with France, who 

but Astley was to the fore, ready to htlp 

in the embarkation of horses, said even- 

tually joining his own old regiment as a 

volunteer % Bat he was recalled from the 

tented field by the news that his famous 

amphitheatre had been burnt down. Tliis 

was in the autumn of 1794, and by the 

next Eabter Monday a new and greatly 

improved amphitheatre was opened to 

enthusiastic crowds At the entrance to 

this structure i^e find our Astley, in the 

year 1801, bestriding a barbed steed, and 

himself in full uniform, and surrounded by 

a brilliant retinue of all his chief per- 

formers. The occasion was the celebration 

of the Peace of Amiens, when the Kbg 

made his Bojal progress on horseback to 

Westminster. At the King's right hand 

rode the Duke of York, a great friend of 

Astley '«>, who greeted the manager^s pro- 

found salutes with a friendly wave of the 

hand. ■

'* Who's that, Fred S " asked the King. ■

" A veteran of the German War, and a 

good soldier," replied the Duka ■

The King's condescending bow that fol- 

lowed sank deep into the curous-manager^s 

heart ■

« Jemmy, my boy, my sovereign did me 

the honour to bow to me. What do you 

think of that, my dear boy % " ■

Always, too, Mtley was good to his old 

comrades of the army. There were seats 

reserved for soldiers, to whfch the uniform 

gave free admittance. Astley, joining hii 

regiment, brings them over five hundred 

flannel jackets to keep them warm and 

comfortable, and in one of the comers of 

each of these jackets was sown a shiUinf, ■
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a delieate atteniioii reliflhed more by the 

bold dngooD, perhaps, than even the 

jaeket itself. ■

Anfaii in 1803, jast when Bonaparte 

had denoonoed the Treaty of Amiens, and 

laid an embargo on English yiaitors to 

France, Aatley, who had been staying ia 

Paris, looking after his little bit of propeity 

in the Rae Funbonrg dn Temple, where his 

eirens had been, hears of his eircas on the 

Surrey side as destroyed by fire. Prisons 

eonld not hold him after that, and he 

escaped across the frontier, and reached 

home to find the news too tme ; for on the 

second of September fire had destroyed 

eyeiy yestige of his amphitheatre. ■

Again, the Easter Monday holiday- 

keepers gathered nproarionsly at the 

opening of a new amphitheatre in the 

following year. Bat now it is young 

John Astley who takes the management, 

although his father declares that he will 

always have a horse in the team. ■

Soon after, throneh his inflaence at 

Conrt, Astley gets a license from the Lord 

Chamberlain for an amphitheatre on the 

otiier side of the water, and bays from 

Lord Craven, part of the site of old Craven 

or Bohemia Hoase, at the foot of Drory 

Lana And here he is at work building, 

during the year 1805-6, and he calls the 

new Uieatre, in allosion to the famoas 

games he means to rival, the Olympic 

Pavilion. But his foot is no longer on the 

native heather, the famous Surrey side. 

The Olympic audiences are cold and scanty, 

and Astley eets out of the speculation by 

selling the place to EUiston, who migrates 

there from the old opposition house — the 

Royal Circus or Sarrey Theatre. ■

But what was wasted in the Strand was 

reimbursed bv the Surrey side. A great 

Luccess was the 'Siege of Valenciennes," 

a feat of arms, the fame of which has been 

dimmed by time, with real soldiers and 

real guos, and a charge of cavalry as a 

realistic episode of the siege. And a real 

startling Surrey side piece, effectively 

named the '* Blood Bed Knight," is said to 

have cleared eighteen thousand pounds for 

the lucky managers. ■

These palmy days long left their 

memories enshrioed in the bosomf, not 

only of the Sarrey-siders, but of all the 

eountry districts round about, and a visit 

to London would be no vfait at all without 

one night at least at " Ashley's " to share in 

the thnlling scenes of stage and arena. ■

It was a strange accident that, after his 

long c<mnection with the Surrey side. ■

Pliilip Astley should die in Paris, 

and be buried in Pire Lachaise. His 

only son, who carried on the show, died in 

the same room exactly seven years after 

his father, and the name of Astley came to 

an end. Then Mr. Daris took the com- 

mand. Bat from that time, with very 

short intervals, Astley's has always had 

something going on in the way of <"osses." ■

For the rest the Westminster Bridge 

Road is not without interest in the living, 

moving panorama it presents, say from the 

top of a tram-car. The shops are always 

interesting with their devices to attract 

attention, and where from structural 

arrangements the shops are small and 

almost crowded out of the line, their 

efforts to assert themselves are attended 

with some degree of originality. There 

was one who wrote himself " Historic sign- 

writer to her Majesty." But dark, sombre, 

and cold are the narrow side-streets, where 

footsteps are rare, and a dull sQence seems 

to reign. The main thoroughfare is 

crowded enough, stolid carters with 

waggons loaded with country prcdace 

block the way, and turn a deaf ear to the 

whistle of the tram-car driver. Omnibuses 

and cabs thread their way among the 

broad-wheeled waggons. A funeral checks 

the traffic for awhile, and on the side walk 

a man who has undertaken to walk from 

Croydon to Westmiiister Bridgp, with a 

pot of fourpenny ale on his head, neither 

spOling nor sipping the same on the way, 

is received with cheers on the approaching 

completion of his task by a select knot of 

admirera ■

But at night — ^let us visit this road at 

nightt not by the pale moonl^ht, but in 

the foggy gloom of a bitter cold Christmas 

eve. The main road is quiet enough; 

people seem benumbed by the cold; the 

^as-lights bum dim, and tiie fog has crept 

into the shop windows and turned their 

brilliance into a yellow, sickly glow. Cold 

now and dreary to the very marrow-bones 

are the narrow, short streets that lead into 

the labyrinth of poor, mean tenements on 

either hand. But a sharp turn to the left 

brings us into a different scene. The 

street is called the Marsh, and it leads 

directly into the New Cat; and the foot- 

way on one side of the street passes 

between an avenue formed by the shops, 

mostly with open fronts, like booths, 

and the stalls, and sheds, and barrows of 

innumerable small traders. All along, 

the footway is crowded with a mass of 

people moving, without any order, in ■
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oppoBite directioiUL Shopkeepers *nd 

Btail-keepera vie with each other in cries 

that would be load if they could, but which 

often end in a hoarse, croaking whisper. 

Here you may be weighed, like a jockey, 

with a ponderous l^am and swinging 

gear, such as they use at Epsom and 

GU)odwood — an appeal to Ae imagination 

of youth, which does not seem to boast 

any great success. ■

Then there is a barrow-load of snips, and 

fragments, and odds and ends of ribbons, 

with bits of lace, and fragments of dress 

materials; and next to this is a green- 

grocer's stall, loaded with cabbages, all 

thickly crusted oyer with ice and snow. 

Buy, buy, buy I shout all the frantic 

traders ; but that is just what people don't 

do. Here and there may be a woman who 

has a purse with a little silver in it, who 

is ordering in her Christmas cheer most 

bountifully ; but people in general confess 

themselves to be without money, and seem 

to find a melancholy kind of pleasure in 

proclaiming the fact Yet there are temp- 

tations well within the reach of a humble 

purse. What do you say to green peas — 

hot green peas on Christmas Eve in the 

•New Cut, served out in little saucers, all 

hot and only a penny 1 ■

" Come along, people 1 " This is the fierce, 

almost despairing cry of a stou^ ruddy 

young fellow who sells potatoes, and who 

seems to resent the inattention of the 

crowd as a personal affront. The butchers 

are the most vociferous of the traders, but 

the grocers and cheesemongers run them 

hard for first place. The greengrocers rely 

more on persuasion, put on their most 

engaging manners and melliflaous tones. 

'* Now, my dears, now, my sweets." One 

old dame is especially choice and honeyed in 

her epithets as she sees a possible customer 

approaching, '* Come and buy, my lovely 

sweet, my precious dear, my dovey duck " ; 

and. then, as hope fades away, the tone 

changes to, **Git along with you then, old 

Sally Brown." ■

As for the number of things you may ■

g»t for a penny in the New Cut on a 

bristmas Eve, it can only be said that it 

includes all kinds of penny toys for the 

children, penny cooking utensils for the 

kitchen — in anticipation of the Christ- 

mas banquet^ penny knives and forks for 

the friends who come to share the feast, 

penny pegs for their hats and coats, and 

penny mogs wherein to draw the creaming 

Christmas ale. Then ^ere are bonnets 

and hats of sorts, all piled up pell-miU in ■

a cart, and some of these ean be 

out for a penny, although others may run 

to quite high prices, tjid with flowers and 

velvet adornments often coming to as much 

as a shilliog. ■

While all this hubbub and confusion is 

going on by the flaming lights of eressAts 

and naphtha lamps, with hasty banquets of 

winkles at the comers of streets — those 

dim, gloomy, icy-cold streets that lead into 

the unknown — with occasional orgies of 

hot drinks in the way of cordials of 

promising, high • sounding names and 

brilliant ecdouring, the rest of the world 

seems to have gone home quietly to its own 

fireside. For tUs half-mile of market or fair, 

unchartered and unprivileged, comes to an 

end suddenly in the Blackfriara Road, 

which is bhick and dull enough, with the 

coloured lights of the tram-cars sailing to 

and fro in the darkness like ships at sea. 

And that way the river is soon crossed, 

where floes of ice innumerable are coming 

up with the tide, softly crackling as they 

s^ke each other or jostle against the piers 

cf the bridge. And, as the City churches 

are beginn&g to sound forth their Christ- 

mas chime, we take our leave for the 

night of the Surrey side. ■

THE TREVERTON MARRIAGE. ■

A SHORT SERIAL STORY. ■

CHAPTER XV, ■

How things would have gone at Oswald- 

burn Chase after that ill-starred day in 

Coaliquay, it is impossible to say, hsd 

not Fate, or Providence, intervened in the 

shape of a succession of so-called j chancss 

to put off the moment of reckoning. There 

was Colonel Blake first ; it was impossible 

lor Sir Everard to '' have it out " with his 

wife in the railway carriage when the old 

fellow was chattering there, first on politiei 

with Sir Everard, then discussing fashion 

and society with her ladyship. ■

" Not been to the opera 1 " he exclaimed, 

*' no more have J, I must confess ; but it is 

not expected of an old fellow like ma 

Now Trev«rton here is a young man, a 

newly married man; you are the very 

people the opera and the drama expect for 

patronsk" ■

With Sir Everard sitting in his ccvner 

with such a tremendous frown upon hb ■
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face, it was hardly to be wondered at that 

Beatrix ehoold aBBwer. ftomewhat ner- 

Yooaly : ■

" It is too far off for us. I hear it has 

been a success. Hare you beard anything 

more of it t " ■

Tiie anztouB eyes with which she asked 

the last question stabbed Sir Everard 

through. He could hardly refrain himself 

from seiaiog her like any Whiteohapel 

rofiiani and shaking confession out of her. ■

" Nothing, except that the prima donna 

is only fit for comedy opera, and that the 

lady, who styles herself Princess something 

or other, can neither sing nor act ; but that 

the tenor is good enough." ■

Sir Ereranl was obliged to lean out of 

the window with some muttered excuse 

about the scenery. Nothing was visible 

but the lights here and there ; but nobody 

noticed details audio consistencies. Neitlier 

did Sir Everard and Beatrix in their pre- 

occupation notice how Colonel Blake kept 

his talk flowing on general subjects ; how 

he never asked after Helena and her 

wedding, though he and she had been 

great friends since her babyhood. ■

*'At least you saw the picture at 

Fiaher's," be proceeded. ** Holman Hunt's — 

I forget the name — I always forget names. 

Curious idea, is it notf *' ■

" I am ashamed to say I never thought 

of the picture. One never has time for 

pictures, running up for a ds^'s shopping ; 

especially in these short days." ■

'' They have electric light for it But 

ladies never do seem to find time for 

anythhig but shopping. Speaking of 

shopping, have you hesM the last about 

the Kenyons 1 Mrs. Kenyon has a perfect 

craza for shopping ; she buys all manner of 

expensive, useless things. She has nearly 

mined the Dean. They do say he put a 

notice in the papers to say he would not be 

answerable for her debts; but that is 

not trua Great people like Deans do 

not condescend to make public scandals. 

They wash their dirty linen at home. He 

is a very proud man. It would simply 

kill him if he knew even that his wife's 

debts were matters of pubic diacusfcion and 

amusement Fancy laughing over five 

o'clock tea about a Dean's wife 1 It makes 

one's hair stand on end. They really 

had a joke about it in a burlesque last 

week at Ooaliquay. Such is the penalty of 

greatness ; * of sinning on such heights.' " ■

The careless words were a revelation to 

Sir Everard. The enforced abstention 

from speakipg on the subject nearest his ■

heart had given him time to recover from 

the shock, at least, st>fficiently to consi4pr. 

He had never thought of what the social 

consequences would have been had he 

followed his first impulse and made away 

with himself ; if not under a train, at leasts 

in one 1 He had never thought how a 

scandal on the stately heights of his 

position in the county would have become 

the property of every gossiping man or 

woman, ill-natured or good-natured. The 

latter would be the worst He writhed at 

the idea of Us most private affairs being 

discussed at all; but to be pitied, or 

laughed at, or accused — oh 1 that way 

madness lay, only to imagine it ■

Could he then condone such an offence t ■

Certainly not; but the offence and its 

rebuke and punishment must be kept 

between himself and his wife. He must 

wash his dirty linen- at home. ■

At Monkchester Station the Chase post- 

bag was put into the carriage, as was the 

custom when the carriage was in the town 

so late ; the last train by the small branch' 

line from Monkchester past Oswald bum 

having gone two hours since, too early for 

the London lettera This more than pro- 

vided an excuse for silencei Sir Ererard 

was intensely anxious to hear from his 

lawyera The reading-lamp in the 

brougham was strong and steady, the 

springs perfect, the road good. He opened 

the bag. It contained a number of news- 

papers, which he replaced, several letters, 

one of them from Mr. Key ; one addressed 

to Lady Treverton, returned through the 

Dead Letter Office; one from a lady, 

bearbg a coronet and " Carlaurie Castle " 

on the flap, which he put back into the 

bag with the remaining missives. Lady 

Carlaurie would always keep. ■

Beatrix opened her letter, and gave 

vent to a sharp exclamation of annoyance. 

It was the letter written a week ago to 

Mr. Edward Watson, at the office of the 

" Coaliquay Express." ■

Sir Everard did not hear, hardly saw the 

letter he had handed to her. Mr. Key's 

letter provided him with ample food for 

meditation. The newspapers were fall 

of most unpleasant paragraphs; he sent 

copies of each of them to Sir Everard. 

Miss Treverton seemed to be quiet at 

present He advised Sir Everard to wait 

a week before taking any steps. So far, 

there seemed nothiog to fight against but 

mere gossip. If, in a few daya' time, some^ 

ihiog more definite should transpire, it 

might be necessary to proceed against the ■
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papers. The iDsinnations eoald hardly 

coiiLe from or through Miss Treverton, 

since she was the last person likely to want 

to rake up the Emily Stort affair; yet 

though one paper pointed more directly at 

Lady Treverton, he had heard, on ^ood 

authority, that the other lawyers were on 

the supposed soent of an Emily Stort mar- 

riage, presumed to have taken place abroad 

after Lady Augusta's death. ■

" My girl I my girl 1 " groaned Sir 

E^eraro, in spirit " How are we to stop 

her % To tell her the truth is impossible ; 

it would kill her — or worse, it would 

estrange her from me for ever ; and with 

perfect justice, for I have done her a 

teteible wrong. Heaven known, I did it 

unwittingly, but it will come none the less 

heavily on her." ■

The drive was soon over, and he went 

straight to the library. ■

" I must make a clean breast of it to old 

Key/' he told himself. " He wiU pull us 

through if any one can." ■

He wrote a very long letter ; lengthy as 

to detail, lengthier in self-excuse and self- 

blame, lengthiest in prayers for assistance 

and demands for a favourable opinion. He 

told Mr. Key the story Mr. GuUingworth 

had told Helena that very day ; addhig the 

information that he had never suspected 

for a moment that Emily Stort had not 

been drowned in the wreck of the '* Janet" 

until the month of AaguBt, 1870, five years 

after Lady Augusta's death, when he had 

had a few penitent lines of farewell from 

her, written from her deathbed in Nebraska. 

There was a postscript to the letter, added 

by a friend who had nursed her, saying 

that three days after the writing of the 

letter, Emily Stort, whom she had known 

as Mrs. Farish, had died, and was buried 

beside her supposed husband, Jacob 

Farish, in the new cemetery of Dodgson- 

vOle, Nebraska. ■

Sir Everard had kept the letter care- 

fully locked away. It was, he believed, 

the one piece of existing evidence that 

would displace Helena from her. position; 

but it was also evidence that no farther 

mistake could be made — that his first and 

lawful wife really was dead before his 

latest marriage. He sent it now to Mr. 

Key, piteously, helplessly, hopelessly ask- 

ing for advice. ■

The first dressing-bell rang. In spite of 

shuddering relqctance to face so much as 

the servants, who must have heard or read 

something of these reports, much less to 

face Beatrix, who had piled misery, if not ■

dishonour, in doubled measure upon Us 

stricken head, he must obey the summons 

and go to dine aa if nothing were hap- 

pening. All that lay in his power now 

was to give the lie to these disgraceful 

rumours- by looking as if nothing were the 

matter ; to act the part of a proud, stately 

gentleman, unassailable in his lofty dis- 

tance from the common herd, with its 

vulgar attraction for mud and filth, its in- 

sensate beilowbg at those who were not 

of its own mean kind. ■

Whatever might be the opinion of the 

butler and the two footmen who stood 

and moved about them with sphinx like 

imperturbability, but who were as keenly 

observant as augurs watching for signs, 

Beatrix saw notlung wrong. She was full 

of her own plans for helping the PHneess ; 

she had ahready looked over her manu- 

scripts, and written some notes for the 

continuation of her story. She was afeaid 

Sir Everard found her absent-minded. It 

was so difficult to keep up a conversaUon 

before the servants when she felt so con- 

scious of liidden matters, not to be revealed 

before them, and only to be revealed at a 

favourable time to Sir Everard. ■

She went to the drawing-room alone 

after dinner. Sir Everard said he had 

work to do in the library, and asked for 

some tea to be sent to him thera She 

was not surprised or uneasy; she only 

thought, " Then I shall have a nice quiet 

time to myself. E^ery hour is of im- 

portance when the money is so badly 

wanted." ■

The first thbg he saw on returning to 

the library was Lady Oarlaurie's letter. 

He opened it She inight tell him some- 

thing about Helena. ■

"Dear Everard," he read, "I am so 

shocked and distressed. Do you know 

what dreadful things there are in all the 

papers about your wifef They say she 

was a married woman when you married 

her. We always knew there was some- 

thbg bad. It is terrible for poor Helena; 

and I need not say how keenly we feel the 

slight cast on Augusta's memory by your 

rash marriaga These sudden, secret 

things always turn out like thi& I am 

afraid it will be the end of the Monk- 

cbester wedding. Of course the dreadful 

creature is not with you now *' ■

There was more, but he hardly read It. 

Had his wife's name already become 

inalienably public property % He read the 

newspaper paragraphs again in this new 

light K9y^El letter had put glasses before ■
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his eye% coloured by his own gnilty con- 

ideucei whidi e«ued him to see himself, 

rather than his wife, the possible weak 

link in the marriage bond. ■

His wife I He had been jealous, sos- 

pidoos ; he had believed — ^no, only almost 

beUoTed, he tried to think— that Monte- 

faJeo was an old lover whom she did not 

snfficienUydisoonrage. Discoaragel Why, 

was it not shamef lu enough that his wife 

— ^his wife — might once in her life have 

allowed snoh a man to aspire to her, or 

even to admire her ! Was it not beyond 

all beurins that she shonld so mnch as 

speak to him t And how had he seen her 

speaking to himt With far more than 

mendsup in her f ac<*, with earnest plead- 

ing, wiUi lifted, tender eyes, apparently 

with low, tremnloas tones f ■

Had he not almost gone mad with the 

SQspielon that this old lover might have 

some hold over her 1 that perhaps she had 

once loved him t that some old girl-love, 

fed by romance, might not have quite 

died OQtt Bat this dreadfol thing that 

Lady Garlanrie said ■

Married 1 Oh, it was impossible I Sbe 

could not have deceived him with those 

honest eyes. ■

Then he remembered, with a shock of 

agony, that seemed to shake the world 

away from nnder his feet^ how it was pos- 

sible to deceive, and be deceived, at once. 

Had he not himself so deceived Helena's 

motiier t Had she been married to 

Montefalco, and believed herself a widow 

nnUl she met him, and he remembered 

her startled eyes, her shrinking, her 

fear, that day in the hotel garden at 

BigOTref ■

His brain was sick and dissy ; he dared 

not look back ; he dared not think. Yet 

he sat there, thinking, and looking back, 

while the slow night hoars marched on. 

The sflence of midnight came to the hoose. 

Bolts and bars were in their places ; the 

servants had all gone to bed. He might 

have sat there all the night throogh, had 

he not been startled by a soand — the soft, 

eaatioas shutting of the drawing-room 

door. ■

Barglars 1 Iti was exactly two o'clock, 

the very time for th^'m I He seised the 

poker and rushed out of the room, straight 

upon his terrified wife, who had jast reached 

tiiestaircasa ■

"Beatrix I" ■

"Everardi What a fright you gave 

me I" she gasped. ■

He did not know what she had seen in ■

his face ; the marderous fury meant fbr the 

burglar; the amazement; the maddened 

suspicion that followed. Her terror seemed 

the terror of guilt ■

<'Tou are late," he cried, rou|hly. 

''Where have you beent What have 

you been doing t " ■

" Ton are late too. I have only been in 

the drawing room. I did not know it was 

so lata" ■

'* Ton must have been very pleasantly 

occupied." ■

Pooreirll She blushed violently. Was 

it possible he could guess t She stam- 

mered: ■

"I had a book. I am tired and sleepy, 

and my head aches." ■

She went slowly upstairs, carrying the 

candle she had taken from the hall tabla 

He stood watching her ; the light flicker- 

ing on the broad, oak balustri^e, on the 

pictures, on her tall figure in the sweeping 

black velvet dress, whose lengthy train 

hung down the stairs behind her, making 

her seem as webdly tall as a bUdc shadow. 

Then he shut himself again into the 

library. ■

The consequence of her late work was 

that she slept until ten next mombg. A 

note was on her dressing-table — an en- 

velope holding a mere scrap of paper. ■

" Oobg to London on business, by first 

train. K T." ■

Business t On Sunday t And there 

had not been a hint of such a thing last 

night ■

She asked her maid when Sir Everard 

had gone. ■

" He had a great deal of business to do 

last night," she said, with a grand as- 

sumption of carelessness and knowing all 

about it, which did not deceive the maid 

for a moment. <* He was going to work 

very late in the library, but he hoped he 

need not go up to town until Monday." ■

She was told th%t Sir Everard had rung 

up William the groom at about half-past 

two ; that he had been driven to Goaliquay 

to catch the 6 30 train to King's Gross. ■

It was very strange and uncomfortable. 

Beatrix went to the library to find a Brad- 

shaw. Was there any later train he might 

catch if he missed the 6 30 1 Gould he 

possibly catch it in the limited time % ■

She found there was no other, and that 

the journey, usually performed in six 

hours, was lengthened on Sundays to 

twelve hours and twenty minutea He 

could not reach King's Cross until 7.50. 

It must have been very urgent business ■
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indeed that took him by a Sanday 

train. ■

She looked round to find Bome due to 

the reason of such a penitential diBoipline as 

twelve hoars and a half of incarceration 

in a train on a cold Norember day, added 

to a sleepleas night, and a drive that coold 

only be accomplished by the swiftest, 

strongest horses in three hoar& She saw 

the grate fall of grey ashes of paper. Had 

he been baming the midnight oil over 

literary work, like herself t On the tiles 

beneath she fonnd a half-homed envelope. 

She did not know the writinff, bat she saw 

the coronet and '' Garlanrie Castle " on the 

flap. ■

''It is something about Helena's wed- 

ding," she concluded, with a sense of 

immense relief, only mitigated by fear lest 

Helena might be making herself a little 

more unpleasant than usual. <'I shall 

have plenty of time for my story," she 

thought, delightedly. ■

She worked hard at it all the week. It 

occupied her mind so fully that she felt 

only the very slightest surprise and un- 

easiness that there should be no news from 

Sir Everard. It was so nice to have the 

time all to herself. She had no visitors : 

but neither was that extraordinary, since 

everybody had called so recently. On the 

Friday the novel was finished. ■

" It must not go in the post-bag," she 

considered^ ''somebody would see the 

address who knew it came from here, and 

nobody must know until I tell Everaid. I 

will tske it to Ooaliquay to-morrow ; that 

will be something to da There is a morn- 

ing concert with Sarasate. I will go to 

that, and see the picture at Fisher's." ■

She went to Ooaliquay, posted her parcel, 

looked at the picture, lunched, and heard 

Sarasate, all with a delicious sense of 

stolen pleasure, of truant schoolgirl enjoy- 

ment She went to the station in time to 

catch a train^ that would take her to 

Oswaldbum. The first person she saw on 

the platform was Sir Everard. ■

" Oood Heavens I What are you doing 

in this placet" he exclaimed, below his 

breath. ■

"I was all alon^, so I came to hear 

Sarasate, and to do other things," she 

aiuwered, bewildered by h^s manner, her 

natural truthfulness impelling hex to add 

the last words. ■

All his suspicions rushed back upon him. 

What was old Key's advice; what were 

the seemingly satisfactory answers to the en- 

quiries they had nuMle during the past week; ■

what was his slowly gained back confidence 

compared with the visible fact of hex em- 

barrassed manner, of all the aeereta and 

mysteries that hung about her f ■

This time he managed to seeure a pri- 

vate compartment. It was an exnress tnin, 

that did not stop between Oouiquay and 

Monkchester. ■

" Beatrix," he said, sternly, as soon as 

they had started, "what took you to 

Ooaliquay to-dajrt" ■

She looked frightened and confused, his 

eyes were so fierce, fixed upon her with 

the intensity of a grand inquisitor. She 

was obliged to stammer : ■

" I have wanted to tell you before, I 

ought to have done so ; but I was afraid. 

Ton have such very old-fashioned ideas 

about women." ■

^ Old-fashioned I " burst in angry seom 

Arom his lipa " I fear my ideas are old- 

fashioned I Women no longer wish to be 

modest, pure, and docile, like theb mothers. 

Old-fashioned 1 Gk>od Heavens 1 " ■

" There is nothing immodest in it^" she 

returned, indignantly. *'It is only pre- 

judice. Everybody does it now; ths 

greatest ladies in the land— even queens 

write books." ■

" Write books 1 " he repeated, puided. ■

"Which you think such a degradbg 

occupation for a woman — immodesty un- 

womanly, conceited." ■

" That entuely depends upon the books 

— their style, the object for which they 

are written," he answered, feeUng bound 

to stick to his colours. ■

" Well, I don't set up to rival Royalty 

in style, though the critics have said very 

nice things of me. As for an object^ what 

object can one have better than to make 

an honest living or to benefit some good 

cause % " ■

"What in tiie world are yon talkbg 

about f What have critics said of you f ^ 

he asked, alarmed, thinking that some ■

Eaper must have taken up the oudffels on er behalf. Save him from such fmnds t 

" NotUng but good. But, dear, believs 

me, I would not have deceived you had 

you not frightened me a little at first by 

your stem ideas." ■

"Stem ideas I Beatrix, explain this. 

You say yon have a confession to make 

that ought to have been made befora 

Don't be afraid of me. Nothing would 

make me angry but mystery; at least, I 

hope not" He paused ; her cheeks were 

burning, her eyes dropped down. " Tell 

I me at once," he cried, with a new rush of ■
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impatience, " who ii that Italian — Monte- 

faloo t What have yoa to do '' ■

He Btoppedi for she had looked np in 

aneh atter astonishment Her eyes met 

Iiie straight, and before tlem his shifted 

nneasily in sadden shame. ■

'* Mon'efaico I" she repeated, amazedly. 

'' What in the world has made yoa think 

of him t" ■

"I will teU yon, if yoa wiU teU ■
yoa 

yoa ■

stand wi ■

me 

it|h ■

exaetly on what terms 

Um.'' ■

'* Terms t With Montefaleo I " she cried, 

indignantly. *' How should I be on terms 

of any sort with a person like thatt 

ETeraid, are you mad t " ■

'< Very nearly," he retomed, miserably. ■

'' Montefaleo I " she went on, indignation 

growing, her eyes blsziDg with oatraged 

pride. ** How dare you even mention his 

name in connection with mine t " ■

"Ton seemed to think him worthy of 

sach an honour and more, a week ago," 

retomed her hosband, bitterly. '* I saw 

yooi Beatrix I saw yoa talking with 

him confidentially in the station portico. 

I saw year farewell, your eyes fall of — oh I 

I don't know what 1 It nearly drore me 

madr ■

** ReaUy, Everard, I conld almost laagh 

at yoa for being so silly ! Toa are worse 

thiai a boy of twenty. If yoa woald let 

m^ speak, and not interrnpt, I mean to 

tall yoa die whole story-— of Montefaleo 

and ererything else." ■

'^I cannot wait to hear a long story," 

eried Sir Everard, distractedly. " Tell me 

at once — who is Montefaleo t How did 

he daim you as an old friend at Bigorre t 

And why did it startle you so to see 

himt'' ■

She made a little pause, then looked at 

him steaight^ deareyed. ■

'* He once gave me singing lessons," she 

Btddf gravely. " He fell in love with me ; 

I cannot imagine why, for I never thought 

of him except as a singing-master. I told 

my father, and he stopped the lessons. 

That was all— every word." ■

'' Bat still you speak to him— walk with 

him," he moaned. ■

She laughed. She could laugh now in 

the relief of having told so much of her 

story. ■

"That Is an episode in the other tale 

which you keep stopping me from telling. 

You remember the poor Princess Oas- 

telluca at Bigorre, and how she aeked me 

to take a box daring iheb season at Goali- 

qaay t I met her accidentally last Satu^ ■

day fn Whyte Street, and went into her 

hotel with her. She has been very 

unfortunate, and I felt it was partly my 

fault. I promised myself — ^not her — to 

help her, but I could not do it with your 

money, as you did not approve; so I 

wrote a novel, and took it to-day to post 

at Goaliquay, and there will be a biff 

cheque coming for it presently that will 

quite put her straight agaia That is alL" ■

"You wrote a novell" ejaculated Sir 

Everard, in a tone far from complimentary 

to his wife's abOiiieSw ■

"I have written lots of novels,'' she 

answered, penitently ; " I lived apon them 

until I knew you. I had to live somehow, 

you see. Do forgive me, Everard ; I won't 

do it any more, unless you say I nmy. I 

won't expect you to read them." ■

«* But Montefaleo!" ■

« I met him, and I let him walk to the 

station with me that he might tell me how 

to help the Princess — how her affairs 

really stand. She is too proud and refined 

to tell me herseU" ■

** Is your name printed on the novels % " 

he aftked, as new horrors presented Uiem- 

selves in succession. ■

" My dear Everard, no ! I assure you 

the name of Laura Tigar brings much 

more fame and money with it than Lady 

Treverton would do I " ■

'< Laura Tigar 1 Ohl" ■

'* And nolv, dear, confession is made ; it 

is time for absolution." ■

CHAPTER XVI — AND LAST. ■

«'I DO not believe it," Helena told 

herself as firmly as she told Mr. Culling- 

worih. '*It is a cleverly trumped-up 

story ; but as we know from cases like the 

Tichbome case that there can be endless 

litigation and expense over the wUdest 

impostures, it will be advisable to buy tbe 

man off. Find what he will take to hold 

his tongue, and give up his forged certifi- 

cates, and I WW find the money. My 

uncle will be only too glad to help me for 

my mother's sake." ■

, " It is possible, of course, that it may be 

a fraud," admitted the lawyer, who did 

not see why some of the Garlaurie hush- 

money shomd not go into his pocket ; ''but 

my advice b, fight it out in the Courts. 

It will be no more expensive in the end, 

for the blackmailing you will be otherwise 

subjected to will be simply unlimited." 

Helena agreed to think about it 

A few days later, thought was scattered ■
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to the winds. She had a letter from Lord 

Monkche8*:er, aajing, that as unpleasant 

rnmonrs had reached him oonoerning the 

Treverton family, it would be better that 

the marriage shoold be pnt off farther 

until those rumours were effectually 

sUenced. Helena read between the lines ; 

her lover had heard of the seandali and 

had consequently thrown her 6yer. ■

Like a wounded tigress she flew to the 

battla She would clear her name, md 

would scatter her enemies in confusion. 

She rushed to Mr. CulUngworthi and bade 

him set in motion the mighty machinery 

of the law. ■

He was engi^ed, and she must wait 

She sat in the outer office, champing, 

chafing. Then she thought she recognised 

a voice in the private office — her father's. 

With every nerve set and strained she 

listened, but she could hear no more; 

nothing until the summons that her turn 

had come. Mr. Cullingworth was at 

liberty. ■

He was alone, looking very solemn, 

very sympathetic. Hftd she imi^ned that 

other voice t She glanced round » There 

was another door to the private office. ■

After a little dry preamble of words as 

meaningless as the chords a performer 

strikes on a piano before beginning to 

play, the lawyer said : ■

" Sir E?erard Treverton and Mr. Key, 

of Larrock and Key, have just been wi&i 

me on the subject of this ease." ■

She turned very pale ; then said, coldly : 

" And have they offered better terms 

than It" ■

'*I am afraid they have given me in- 

formation that makes it impossible to 

proceed." ■

There was a pause. He was accustomed 

to criminals of all colours — forgers, per- 

jurers, burglars, dynamiters, murderers — 

but his heart quailed and his blood grew 

cold before the fierce eyes transfixing him 

now, ■

" It is most painful," he said, nervously ; 

"but you must know it Sir Evenurd ■

admits the marriage with Emily Stort b 

1863. Mr. Key luw proofs of its perfeet 

legality. It would be of no use whateyer 

to proceed, as you must see." ■

" But I can proceed," she cried, in i 

frenzy. *' Ic was bigamy, it was a eriminal 

act, his marriage with my mother— it 

must be punished." ■

'' No; he beUeved his first wife to be 

dead. He could not be prosecuted." ■

Was she going mad t the lawyer mm- 

dered. He hoped she would. Ilisn 

seemed no other way out of it^ no other 

way of saving her the agony. ■

Bat she did not go mad altogether, 

though for a few months she was hardly 

accountable for her actions, and had to be 

carefully watched under restraint For i 

few months she writhed and shiidisd 

under the torture of fires she had dnwn 

down from heaven by her impious hind. 

Then she awoke from the terrible night- 

mare ; from the wasting of flames that had 

not purged her, nor shown her light; 

awoke, but not to sorrow, not to love— not 

even to repentance. ■

Sir Everard was very kind to her. He 

would fain have had her live at the Chase, 

and be still Miss Trevarton, and had done 

his best for her sake, not his own, to huh 

the whole matter up ; but that would have 

been impossible for her. After much per- 

suasion she accepted the handsome settle- 

ment he made upon her, but she refoaei to 

call herself by his name. She calls henelf 

Miss Sinclair, and lives in a pendon abioai ■

And Beatrix reigns unmolested at the 

Ohase, happy, loved, and loving. And the 

Princess with her boys is there just now on 

a viait^ and she no more cheats them, and 

offends Sir Everard by her imitatioD 

jewe1& She wears real diMuonds, and 

silk brocades and velvets, and looks eveiy 

inch a real princess, though when her riait 

is over she is to sing at a theatre ; but at 

a salary far beyond her dream", and, aki! 

still farther beyond her merit as an artist I 

And she has no idea who really pays the 

inefficient piper. ■
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Hb stopped and faced me as he said 

thoae last words, and I looked up and met 

Ufl eyes, pale and appreheniiye with 

fear; ■

''If ihis,^ I saidi steadying my voice 

with an effort, " if this is what you feel, 

Douglas^ there remains only one thing to 

be done— yon most go away ; yon are right 

in that decision. It is not safe, or wise, or 

honomraUe to be hera Oh," and a sudden 

wave of hopelessness and bitterness seemed 

to break over me, sweeping aside all pru- 

dence and self-control — ''oh, why did you 

come with us at all; things were bad 

enouffh before, but now '* ■

"I thouffht you did not care any longer, 

that you did not feel, that it would be 

easy to play the part I had set myself ; but 

oh, Attide, there never was a day or night 

I saw your husband speak to you, kiss you, 

take your arm in hn possessive fashion, 

that I did not feel as if I were going mad. 

If 1 could have killed him — you — my- 

self " ■

M Hush,'' I entreated. ■

**! must speak— I will speak. It is 

the last time, Athole^ I promise you, 

Surely there is some excuse. One cau't 

always be bound hand and foot by con- 

ventionalitieB. If ever any one has re- 

pented and regretted an error of youth, I 

have done sa I often think that if you 

had only f or^ven me tfiat day when I asked ■

you, if you had only seemed to pity me, or 

feel sorry for me^ all would nave been 

different. I did not think you could have 

put this barrier between us. I did not 

think you were the sort of girl to make a 

loveless marriage, however attractive or 

however persuaded. But I was wrong." ■

I was sQent It seemed somewhat 

strange to hear him condemning my 

actions when he had been the cause of so 

much suffering to me. I listened, letting 

my thoughts drift to and fro while I 

steadied myself to seem indignant^ and 

hurt, as indeed I waSi ■

*'Ib any woman to be believed," he 

went out "They are all fslse at heart, 

it seems to me. Even Penryth has not 

escaped their invariable treachery and 

faithlessness. His life has been utterly 

spoiled for him. A woman is only faith- 

ful when Jrou are by her side — ^her slave 

and adorer; leave her, for ever so brief 

a space, she listens to the next voices 

lends herself to the next flatterer; for- 

eetf ulness is so easy to her. Her nature 

b small, and small things content iL When 

a man loves he stakes heart, soul, life on 

that love. But he doesn't parade it to the 

world, or make a fuss about it, and the 

woman doubts him." ■

'^Tou are talking at random," I saidi 

quietly. "Tou cannot, with any truth, 

blame me for what has happened, and you 

know it very well I will not deceive you. 

I will not say that I am happy. This must 

be the last time that the subject is dis- 

cussed between us, andl can idford to be 

perfectly frank. No doubt, if I could have 

my time over again, I would act differently^, 

I would not many as I have done. But it 

is too late now for regrets, as I told you 

before, and I do not think it is manly, or 

even kind of you to bring these ac- ■
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coaatioiui against me. Whateyer I have 

done I owe to you ; I gave yoa all that was 

best in me — ^my yoatn, my lovey my trust. 

Toa know how I was rewarded. Why do 

you try to blame me now for any pain 

▼on suffer t I do not jnstiijr my marriage ; 

bat, at least, I was nnder no obligation to 

yoQ. I was free to make it^ and a thou- 

sand and one oiroomstances will sometimes 

entangle a girl into my positioa She 

hardly knows herself how it all eomea 

about Tour own act had parted wk Had 

you even said " ■

"I said all I dared, that day we parted, 

and you were so Jiard and emel to me. 

Even then, some vague idea 'of winning 

fortune and fame and laying them 4kt your 

feet was in my mind. J did not speak of 

it I knew I had placed myself in a fifldse 

position, and women, young, and innocent, 

and romantic as you were, Athole, are far 

more exacting than those of older years." ■

*< You ought to know,'' I b^, bitterly, 

*• you tried botL** ■

** Will you never forgive or excuse that 

old folly t ** he cried, passionately. ** If you 

only knew how ridiculous it seems to me 

that you should ever let it trouble your 

memory for a single moment" ■

*<I only know the change it brought,*' 

I said, wearily. '*I only know how I 

suffered for what you think an ' excusable 

foUy.'" ■

He was dlent for a. moment. We were 

still walking on up the steep and hilly 

path, the leaves above our heads all. gold- 

Btrei^ed by the sun, the murmur of a 

stream coming softly to our ears, as it 

flowed unseen under cover of tall ferns. ■

He stopped auddenlyi and took my hand 

in both lus own, forcing me to look up into 

his face. ■

'at is best for me to go,'' he said, "I 

ought neyer to have come on this yachting 

cnuse ; but Penry th was so keen about it 

However, it will be easy to make some 

excuse— my father's health — certainly that 

is no fiction, and I will take the steamer 

back from here. Huel can go on wiUi you 

to Oban. He and the Laird seem the best 

of friends. Indeed, I am the only marplot 

to the party 1 'No one will miss me, or 

care, and I shall stay at Inverness until 

Huel joins me, then I am going wiUi him 

to liis Oomish home; and after that I 

suppose we shall be off to Australia again. 

I — I — ^have no wish to remain in Scotland 

now." ■

The slight emphasis on the ** now " told 

me all that was necessary. The dull ache ■

of my own heart answered him in silence. 

I could find no words which were not sdf- 

betrayingi ■

The last time-4he last time— that was 

all I eould think of 1 Tbe last time to 

stand face to iaoe — ^the last time to hear 

his voice speaUne without the oold and 

formal restraint which it always held in the 

presenoe of others ! ■

The Ust time! Tes, it had come to 

that^ as I might have known it would 

come. Who can play for ever at friend- 

ship and deoomm, when love criea out 

for answer t I acknowledged it now ; and 

I thought to myself, that the wisest and 

bravest thing Doagka had ever done, ww 

Uiis shaq> aid xeadute severance from the 

peril he foresaw, and the deception to 

which we had unwittingly drifted. ■

My hands lay passive m his elasp. How 

still it was upen this quiet hill-side. How 

soft tlie hasy sky looked through the dark 

green boughs. What a dreamy spell 

breathed in the quiet air that seemed to 

wrap us in its peace and perfume, and 

bid our tired hearts rest^ and vex them- 

selves no moss. ■

But that was not to be. ■

Youth's follies and mistakes had yet 

to exact their full meed of penanca Best 

was a long way off on the journey of 

life. ■

« Why don't youspeakt " said Douglas, 

suddenly. "Ton look so white and 

strange. What is itf I cannot flatter 

myself that you care very much; my 

absence will be a relief 1 hav^ no doubt" ■

'< It is the best thing yon could do," I 

said, with an effort ■

*' How cddly youaay that ; itis nothing 

to you if my heart breaks— nothlag to yoa 

if ufe becomes a daily torture." ■

"Oh, Douglas — Douglas 1" I eried, 

breaking down at last '* Why do you tall 

me this now — now, <when it is so uselsss, 

so vain, so wrong 1 Surely .you .-might be 

Inrave enough to have me in peace. Heaven 

bnows, you have given me^jenough misery 

to bear." ■

" Not more than you have given ma" ■

He dropped my hands-HUid turned 

aside abruptly. He seemed .to be dobg 

battle with himself and some feeling wUch 

he knew to be unworthy. ■

« I — ^I meant to ask you something when 

I followed yon this morning," he said, at 

last, his voice low and strained, as if 

he feared its natural force might betray 

more emotion than was desirable. " Bat I 

I will not do it now. After all, I have no ■
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light to add to your nnhappiness. I think ■

r>a wHl Boon forget — I hope io, though 

know your memory is a faithfol one.** ■

•' It does not matter,*" I said, " whether 

I fixreet soon or late— yon have pretended 

to thuk me faithless. But, I should like 

to know, what was it yon followed me to 

flay this mon^ng 1" ■

The bh>od flushed doskOy to therootsof 

Us hrown hair. ■

«< Do not adc me-— I should be ashamed 

to tell yon. Perhaps the dawn, the 

alienee, the beauty here baa brought purer 

thoughts and fteUngs than the fevered 

dreams and desures of night I don^t want 

you to think worse of me than you do. 

And if you knew what was in my 

mind " ■

'*Then you did not follow me only 

*lo say you were going to leave us," I said, 

as he paused. ■

'«If you will know," he said, then 

suddenly held his breath, and looked 

away from me to where the sea lay flushed 

and warmly bright under the fuller glory 

of the risen sun. ■

*'I came to tell you," he went on, 

brokenly, <*that I had read you better 

than yon read yourself ; that I know how 

empty and joyless your life is ; that I, too, 

am weary of this aohing longing. Oh, 

Athole^ if you knew what my love for you 

has beo(nne — a raging fever, a tenure that 

never ends. There are times when only 

to feel your arms around me, the touch of 

yow lips on mine — as^as once I felt 

them, I would gladly die ; and If you felt 

that, too— if you knew half the agony of 

lonj^ng^ and paisioni and self -reproach 

that your every word and look cui brbig, 

you would not wonder tiiat I should say 

%o you what — what I meant to say, Athole^ 

an boor ago I '* ■

I drew back. I felt the blood ebbinff 

slowly from face and lips; I felt cold and 

stunned, and bitterly ashamed. ■

''Did you think you had not wronged 

me enough, Douglas t " I said. ■

The old fierce light of anger leaped into 

his eyes. ■

''Have I not told you tkat to see you, 

meet you, be near you day by day was a 

harder task than I could school myself 

into learning t The sweetness cf every 

moment was an hour of Mtter agony. I 

— I wondered if you guessed or shared my 

unhappiness. I bated you often for giving 

me such pain, and lor your own quiet un- 

consciousness of It. Was it always — ^un- 

consciousness, Athole t " ■

I shook my head. i ■

'* As .you suffer now, Dou|^ so J . 

suffered in the Mst I tdd myself thttb 

for love that diea the death of unwostU- ' 

ness there could be no possible resurrec- 

tion, and yet it was harder to kill than I , 

imagined." ■

'' Tour husband does not leve yon as J 

love you,** he eried, with sudden passion. 

" Oh, my darling, my darling, do not look 

at me like thatl I am wrong — ^mad, if 

you will ; but let me speak just this once ; 

never shall word or prayer <tt mine trouble 

you again." ■

" It is dishonourable to listen to words 

like these, Douglas, and you know it" ■

"It would be if I had been nothing in 

your life before, If I wooed you only as ' 

the wife of another man ; but I loved you 

firsts Athole, and you— «ay what yon wfll 

— he is not to yon what I am.'' ■

'' What you were, Douglas.'' ■

"I deserve the rebuke. WeD, this Is 

our third parting. It is light, It should 

be final When the seas are between us 

again ^" ■

His voice broke; he turned away. I 

saw his chest heave ; I saw the shudder of 

the stronff, young frame. ■

Everything seemed to grow dark around 

me; a wave of passion and regret swept 

over my heart, and all and everything was 

forgotten for one brief moment save that 

wild, Hl-f ated love which had woriced such 

havoc in both our livesi ■

"It is harder than I thought," he said, 

hoarsely, and turned suddenly to me. ■

•• Is it ' good-bye,' Athole-«^yr ^" ■

I interrupted him passionatdy. ■

"It Is good-bye, it must be. Wl^ do 

you torture me so t " ■

'' Ton don't know what I bear. I sup- 

pose you don't care, either. If— if you 

did " ■

" Tes t " I said, growing suddenly cold, 

and lifting steady, searching eyes to his. ■

"Don't look at me like that, Athole— 

as If you hated me, as if all the past waa 

nothing." ■

" It is nothing now, Douglas^" ■

He drew a long, deep breath. ■

" I don't believe you, I can't A woman 

doesn't change so suddenly. Listen — ■

listen So, don't turn away; I will ■

hold you to my heart and tell you all that 

Is there, though I die for it Oh, my 

darling, why are you so cruel t I want 

you, and yon want me. Let us end this 

misery once for all ! " ■

His strong arms held me, his lips ■
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ioaehed mine. WaHj I looked 

as if seeUsg lome way of eseape. ■

■round 

. There ■

leemed to me something eowardly in thoae 

wfld wordiy thia foiced embraoeb and my 

only feeling waa one of repnlaion and 

indignation. ■

"LetmegoT'Icried. '•IwiUnotliaten. 

Do yon heart I will not I I hate you ]" ■

BSaarma dropped to hia aide; he looked 

at me aa if I had atmck him— eyeiy drop 

of blood gone from his face. ■

"Heaven forgive yon if yon mean 

that," he said. ■

Bat I only wrenched myself away, and 

flew aa if my feet were winged down the 

steep hilUde, nor ever rested or drew 

breath till I was in mv own room, and 

eould fling myself, sobbmg and exhausted, 

on the bed. Indignation and remorse 

raged wildly through my mind ; I ooold 

not thmk clearly or calmly. ■

It seemed as if a great bUek golf had 

yawned suddenly at my feeti and in that 

shuddering horror I recognised the peril to 

which I had blindly stumbled. ■

I knew now why he had followed me, 

what he had meanti and yet not quite 

dared to say. This was his love — to 

shame me in my own eyes, and in the 

eyes of aU who had ever loved or cared 

for ma And I— oh, how I had loved 

him, thought of him, suffered for him I ■

A hot flush of agonised shame covered 

my face, scorching even the tears that had 

burst tempestuously fortL ■

" I am rightly served," I said, to myself, 

springing nom the bed as suddenly as I 

had thrown myself down, and pacine to 

and fro the little narrow chamber, like a 

caged animal ** I might have known what 

would be the end, what sort of thing a 

man's love I& Oh, why was I so footidh ; 

why did I betray that I still cared, that I 

had not forgotten 1 What must he have 

thought of me to hint even at such a thing ■

But not even to myself could I say ii ■

I threw myself down on my knees, 

my whole frame was throbbing with 

tearless sobs. ■

'< Keep him from me — oh, Heaven ! " I 

prayed, wildly, " if there is Heaven or help 

for the weak and the tempted, keep him 

from my life for ever— now 1 ^ ■

A knock at the door made me rise to my 

feet A voice, the Laird's vdce, was 

speaking. How kind, and strongs and 

honest a sound it had I ■

" Athole, my dear, we're waiting break- 

fast Are ye no ready 1 " ■

OOBteoMd^ ■

CHAPTER IV. FETTERS AND FANCIES. ■

It is a beautiful dear night, and the foil 

moon is pouring down a flood of sOrer 

splendour over the bay and the dui^ 

ialand of Eerrarai ■

Here and there the green or red lighii 

of a passing boat flicker on the grseniih 

water. Behind the littie town of Obtn 

the tall and sombre hills are touched with 

a cold, grey haae, the houses look wlite 

aa marble aa the^ front the shore. ■

We are all sitting on deck, and drinkiBg 

in the quiet beauty of the scene. The night ■

is very still, save for the lapping of the 

water against the aidea of the yacht, or the 

splash of an oar as a boat passes us^ end 

glides into the silence of the bay. The 

sound of the sea is only a murmur hsimt- 

ing the air from far-away shores, and iti 

monotonous plaint holds a mehneholy 

significance as it rises and fdls on the 

hushed calm of the summer night. ■

"It is very beantifnl,'' I hear the girb 

say, even their bright ^tter subdued for 

once. ■

« It is more than that," answers Hod 

Penryth's voice, " it is as wonderhl sod 

solemn aa a dream. Nothiug looks quite 

real in this wonderful white l^hi The 

town is like a fairy's city; the night seemB 

full of far-off echoes. It is a night for 

music and poetry, they alone express what 

one feels." ■

'*Is it not a grand sight t" breaks in 

the Laird's voice. '* Show me the equal 

in any of your foreign countries." ■

He has a big pipe in his mouth, a Glen- 

garry cap on his head, his hands are in hii 

pockets, and he atanda there, bluff, nin- 

bumt, hearty — ^truly the very antithesis of 

the *' poetry" of the scene that Hoel 

Penryu suggesta. ■

I dislike pipea intensely, a man may 

look picturesque in almost any garb, and 

under almost any circumstances, and a 

dgar or a cigarette will not detract from 

such picturesqueness ; but a pipe— it ii 

vulgar, it is commonplace, It is objectioD- 

able to sight and smelL It Seemed to me 

to mar the picture and destroy the harmony 

of the whole scene. ■

If a woman's tastes and instincts are 

being perpetually offended, and she is 

oblf^ to keep silence, it must have a 

harmful effect upon her nature in course 

of time. It is not the great troubles and 

triab of life which are so destructive of 

temper, patience, and f<urbearance as the ■
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perpetiud diseordance, and nninitobiUty, 

lad jaixing diieomfort of amaller eTili 

which are perpetually recurrent^ and which 

have to be '<pat np with" ibr lake of 

peace and qnietneaa It ia on theae amaller 

Tooki that 80 many matrimonial ahipa have 

ioondeied ; it ia often from some pebUe of 

triviality thrown into the watera ol that 

moat nneertain harbonr that the ever- 

widening drolea of diacord, impatiencei and 

intoleiance have apread. ■

If ear and eye and aenae are being per- 

petually offended, if taate ia perpetaally 

outraged, it atanda to leaaon that our 

temper mnat aoffer in due ooorae ; yet each 

oSeneea are not coonted aa wrongi, though 

they are prodnctiye of harm. Often the 

mere want of courage to speak of them aa 

••offenrive'' leads the sufferer to brood 

silently and anllenly over them In aeoret, 

a dangeroua and unwholesome plan, and 

one which rather increases than remediea 

the evil Ye^ wheie is the man who 

would not be offended and astonished if 

his wife said, bluntly: ■

" Such and such a habit of youra annoys 

and irritatea me beyond endurance. I 

know you are honourable, upright^ affeo- 

tionate, an admirable father mi husband ; 

but, oh 1 if you only did not smoke that 

odious pipe, or would not wear those creak- 

ins boots, or would not eat and drink so 

ndsflv, or Uss me with Ups still wet from 

that iMt brandy and sod% or wear clothes 

that are an inault to taste, and an aggraya- 

tion to aight, if you would only remember 

that the same delicacy and rererence given 

to the gbrl yon wooed would be equally 

H^praciated by the woman you have 

wedded, then we might atill be happy ; as 

Uis *' ■

If BMn ind women expect to live out a 

course of wedlock In perfect happiness and 

mutual confidence they expect nothing 

ahort of^a miradei In ninety-nine out of 

every hundred caaea the mere empty shell 

is all that ia left. Disappointmenti dis- 

illusion, disgust; Yet how well we all 

mean to b^^in— and perhaps do b^gia 

It ia the hviug up to that beginning 

that ia so hard, and after a time lapses 

into mere habit and endurance, though 

none of us are truthful enough to say 

sa The very hopelessness of rebellion, 

the very impossibility of speaking out 

frankly and honestly will sometimes mar 

and ruin a nature more weak than wicked, 

and it finds itself drifting into hypocrisy 

firom sheer inability to grasp the nettle of 

offence. If we were but brave enough to be ■

truthful to each other firom the first ; and 

yet perhafM, the confession of disi^^point- 

ment, the implied rebuke, the stab to self- 

pride, the avowal of a detected weakness 

would lead only to anger or be held as 

unjust ■

The armour of our vanity is a dose and 

curious network, and we like no tbaitt to 

penetrate it So we drift apart, till the 

old piUfnl tale is all that is left to teU-« 

broken heart, a ruined home, another life 

that signs itself '* manqu6/' and drifts on a 

sea of error to the dark rocks of shame 

and retribution beyond. ■

So far, so swiftly had my thoughts run 

when Huel Penryth's voice sounded by 

my side again. ■

" Mrs. Campbell, I have addressed you 

three times; what are you dreaming 

about in that absorbed manner t " ■

I atarted. I had forgotten place and 

surroundings. The girls were at the other 

end of the little vessel leaning over to 

watch the reflections in the clear water. 

The Lafad and his friend were with 

thenic ■

" I am afraid I waa rather In the clouds," 

I said, *'and it all commenced about^ 

well, could you guess t Try." ■

'* It had something to do with smoke," 

said Penry th, '^ I am sure of that because 

I was watching your face when your 

huaband was speaking, and — ^it was ex- 

pressive." ■

I laughed as I met his glance. ■

*'You are right I must confess a 

dislike to pipes." ■

"Why not say sol" ■

« What use t It is a habit of yeara. I, 

who have only lately appeared on the 

scene, cannot ask such a aacrifice. I hate 

to aee a man making a martyr of himself, 

and it is always apparent" ■

<• You have learnt that the triviaUtiea of 

dailv life make a goodly sum in its 

arithmetic; I wonder we ever let any 

habit get the mastery of us^ It is such a 

mistake — but we da" ■

** Few of us are wise enough or strong 

enough to become philosophers like your- 

self." ■

'* I am not that I might parody Shelley, 

and say, ' I have learnt in suffering what I 

preach in words.' I have never looked 

upon myself as a person likely to win or 

desire sympathy. My childhood was 

lonely, my youth was wrecked in its very 

first yean by treachery. These are hard 

lessons. We are malleable, when the blows 

of Fate fell sharp and strong, and mould us ■
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for good or in ; when we take iA»pe it fa not 

poMrfUe to alter. We may lireak ; bat we 

never knd euraelveB to the modeUer'e 

tondh rngain.*' ■

I lookeA at Hm with the iuteieat that he 

never failed to aronse in me. ■

«< Did ynxL Imow," I asked, with midden 

timi^Rtji horn of that etrange, fierce look of 

hii, <<that Donglaa Hay Irft me hn journal 

to «ead, the jenrnal he kept throngh all 

Ihat time yon were together t I seem to 

know yon ao mnch better ainee I read it.'' 

fie looked lomewliat diitarbed. 

" I did not know,* he eaid. « The lad 

b a good lad ; bat foolish and headstrong, 

«nd Teiy pamenate. I «m not eony he 

left na,'' be went on, lowering hb yoiee. 

*'I coidd aee where he was driftfng, I 

wonder othem were not eqafdly keen- 

flighted." ■

** Yon men-— yon mean ^ I stam- ■

mtered, growing very pale as I met lib 

•eyes. ■

*<I mean Ae Laird; df eoorse, I know 

faU well how fittle use it b warning 

people; bat, indeed, I have often tried to 

apeiJc to yon. Hay II Will yon prombe 

mot to be offended r' ■

"Tes,'' I said, feeling too sabdoed for 

redstance. ■

** Well, I ooald more Iban gness at the 

secret of Dongbs Hay^a abra^ departare. 

Fsrhaps yon yonrself do not know how 

yon have altered smee. Oh, I know you 

are brave, nnd yoa try yoor best to hide 

yonr woands ; bat, all the same, yoa can- 

not always hide what yoa saflfer from 

them. I want to be a friend to yoa, I 

want to help too, bat I fed very power- 

less. If I told yoa that the Laird— that 

yoor hasband gnessed something of tins, 

what woohi yoa eayl ** ■

"Sarely. sarely yoa are mistaken !" I 

oried, in afamay. "Ob, I hope he does 

not What woald he think f " ■

•* Perhaps,^ said Hnel Penryflr, gently, 

**hB woold take it more sensibly and 

Undly than yoa imagine. He cannot bat 

fsel Atft yoa were a mere gfrl when yoa 

msrdeA him He ooald not bat acknow- 

ledge that Doaglas Hay was attractive, 

strangdy attiuolive to women. YoaUi 

turns to youth ; it fa only natural No, I 

think you have Utile cause to fear him. I 

wish yoa could leeognise what good and 

sterling qualities nnderlie tiiat apparently 

rough exterior. Pray do not timft I am 

presomptuous; but the world b solnH of 

BORowful hbtoiies, of mistakes, that our 

own wilfolness tuns into sins ; and some- ■

times I thmk a word wonld help as if only 

spoken at the right tone." ■

I waa sDent; my eyes tuMd wiatfnliy 

to the grey line of the sea and the diadowi 

of the fovely iabnd. ■

«« Douglas has never toUl tne asiythiiig,'' 

he -went on in tiie same low, even taaas, 

*' except that for aake ef eome folhr, some 

mad impulse^ he wteehed ttie pronuse el a 

truer happbess than lie oan ever find 

again. Do not let your eyn qp a i i iy lead 

you into danger. Nothing tfaiBt jmi can 

do now will mend the links of ttiat biohan 

chain. Thora are net many things I 

believe m, aa you know ; but I do befieve 

in a good womm when I find onei 

Better you should saflfer one Aarp pang 

now than drag on a miserable and sensoiee- 

fal exbtenoe. Nothing ean make up to a 

woman for the loss of her own aelf-xespeot 

BeUeve me, that b the truth." 

*' Why do you ei7 aU tUs to met* 

^'Because you are just in that half- 

regretful, half •vemonef m mood wliioh b eo 

dnogerous. Men can get away Imm them- 

selves and their mfames; tiiey gamble, 

emoke, drfaik, travel, woi^k; but women 

fold their hands and biood. fientimeRt b 

dangerous at sucb times. Nature heeomes 

a tempkess; its very beauty has an qipeal 

hi it that fa fall of danger. You don't 

know at first how that eubtlety.ef sppeal 

eteab over heart and seose^ sriudng 

memories w;liich are best hAed to sleeps 

stirring vague desires to a lib of vivid 

longing. Even the wrong-doer wine eoft- 

ness^ and pity, and regret in those hoars. 

She pictures him lemorsefol, aoffsring^ 

needing her as she needs Um. There are 

few men iadeed who answer to the 'hopes 

and dreams of a loving and faithfal woman. 

I am speaking to you 'very frankly, am I 

not I have drunk of a enp so bitter, ttiat 

the taste of tlie draught has never I^ aqr 

lips. One woman has given me back e o me 

hope, eome faith, somethhig of my 4oet 

youth. That woman fa youresli I vosred 

to be your friend, and I will keep Hwt 

vow. It has given me eounge to epeakta 

you to-nfeht It gave me courage to warn 

Douglas Hay of the danger to wUcfa he 

was drifting "* ■

'<Youl You spoke to himfl faltered. ■

"Yes; flie night before he left And 

what I would like to say to you may sound 

harsh and haid^ but believe me, I do not 

mean it If youonlylcnewhow tfieeorrew 

in your face haunts me. If I ware wlial 

ibe worid calb ' religjious/ 1 should doubt- 

less preach of preyer, and faith, and trost ■
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in m IHvIne poirar» thi* §!▼«• poor hn- 

niiiiil^ flirake npoii alroko of Mil «iid 

■ufiBting for its good. Baft I oia^i ptoaeh 

wbt^ I doD^ beliffve. Tbdve oie oirtdn 

hmd ttnoi of life, and tiiey laid to otttdn 

Wo OMHiot ehooie a xoid thit ■

laodttotiia kftwith tho hopo tlMt ooma 

^ tani or breik in it wm oondiot to ■

Ooffigiitb Forevvffjrain thore is pmiBb- 

■MBt, lor mmj wnmg there is istri- 

botioii, fer 0T«i|r oiror ilioro is auffmag. 

Tbe lull mosniiig «nd aiystsry of life mm 

of ns may know, but its lessons we ore 

bound to lefHOL Neither Mendship, nor 

loire,nor pify esn wirdoff <nie blow that 

Vote his desnned fer as. Dafenoelesi we 

mte beniyand defenoeless we must meet 

^rhaibever our destiny iwasds. It fe omel, 

it seems nnjoet; yet who ehill s«r it is 

pwpeeeiesst Wesolifen thinf^oTdMiBis. 

and diys, end death its end, theui bideed, 

mfC^t ovoiy aool Mwdt, end evoiy heart 

■abel ; tat thesB etens a pnroose in it that 

from time to thne is sereikd in mystery, 

in tome wUsper that maehes the spUtfai 

an how that its mortil ind miteriil 

aido eaanot obmIL Then we know, we 

do not axplain, wa do not psrahanee em 

apeak of Msh a re ^ ah ti on; bat fer the 

aako of it we rise with newoewafje, seU- 

atmng to patienee and endnianee^ Else, 

indeed, wlio weald hafneoirsoe to live life 

—to iaee death." ■

His voiee was low and mefenehdy, his 

ayes gaaed far away into the dear spaoe of 

tbe starry heayens, his face looked white 

and solemn in the sriutekiminanee of moon 

and stars. ■

I lisfened, awed, and stilled, and won- 

deiing; bat insensibly a great peace and 

adm stele over the ache and fever of my 

thoa^ita For the limt tima rince that 

terrible hear when 1 had piayad never 

again to look open my lover^s faoe, the 

aoiftnees of team stole to any «^es, and 

taUevad seaMtUng ef the tension to which 

and hearty and feaUng had been ■

I wasnc ■
was not offended. I was net hart I 

ielt neither shame noraelf-oonscioosneM at 

the tfuroght of my seoeet bemg known to 

this strange man. He seemed ao diffsvent 

toallathsia. He stoodonaaaauneneeof 

thaoght and aocperienee so lofty that the 

feet of Iris stooping to pity and befriend 

me wasahnoit a wonder. ■

A long silence fell between as. Then it 

was bruEon at last by the noisy questions 

and remarks of the others, and we loft the 

peace and beanty of the night for-oor re- ■

speotive cabins. Hoel Penryth lingered 

a moment by my aide. ■

'< Yonieigiva met" ha said. ■

I hM>ked hastily up at the taU figma, 

the ^t rangft face^ the datk, sayateaons 

ayes. ■

I made no answoL I tUnk he did not 

need or acpeet ona He onderstood me 

better than I ondewtood myself. ■

DINNERS AND DINNEB - 6IYEB8 

UNDEB THE TUDOBA ■

The reign oi the fimt of ear Tadar 

Sovamigas was an em <rf gmat dinaesi. 

The nobles feasted handsomely, and the 

bisfaopo feasted handsomely ; tha wnalthy 

gnilds and corporatieas f eaated haodioaiely 

— estahlishmg a precedent which their 

snocessom have rahgionsly observed ; and 

as mush may bo said of the meichaait- 

princes of London, Bristol, and other gmat 

towna. AYenetiantravelkr— (thesecretaqr, 

or soma other member of the hoasshoU,e€ 

Fmncesco Capello^ the Venetian amtjas- 

sador — wkio^ at this time, was busy taUag 

notes of English mannswi, writes : ** Ihfe 

people think that no greater honoar can 

be conferred or received tiian to Jnaite 

otham to eat with them ; and thay would 

sooner give five or six doaats to provide an 

entertainment for a person, than a gioat 

4o assist him in any diatress." Is not this 

still trael He tells ns that tbe amaUast 

inn^keeper aerved his tables with dishes 

and drinking-eaps of silver. He wmmsnts 

admiringly on the somptaodty of the eivie 

banqaets. At a grand dinner wUah he 

attends at the ChuUhall, the gneite 

numbered om thoniqpmd, and the an- 

teataiament was protzsated over fonr 

hoan. He lemadn apon tiia pnnctllioas- 

nsss with wliich the order id pmcedenee 

was observed, and on the profoond silenee 

which prevailed. Evidantly the Xader 

Englishman looked upon dining as .a 

senoos bnsiMBsl At a dinner given by 

the Sheriff ha isitaick with the profasian 

of viands. Eiasnras, by the way, was of 

opinion that tiie English people would hava 

enjoyed better health if they had eaten lem 

anddranklass. Thus, the evidence of eon- 

temporary historians goes to show thati 

am well-advised in my initial assertion-*- 

that the reign of Heuy the Seventh was 

an era of good dinners. ■

The aforesaid Venetian traveller does 

jastioe to Henry the Seventh : ■

KThoogh frugal to excess," he says, **in ■
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COoDdnatedby ■

his own person he does not change any of 

the andent nsages of England at hb Oonrt, 

bat maintainB a liberal table, as I had the 

opportunity of witnessing twice, when I 

jc^ged on each occasion there might be 

from six to seyen hundred persons at 

•dinner." ■

Henry preferred, however, to dine at 

the tables of others; and was seldom 

better pleased than he was with the hos- 

pitable welcome accorded to him when he 

yisited York. He resided at the palace of 

the Archbishop, who, on the eve of Saint 

(George's festiyal day, gave a most mag- 

nificent banquet in his honour. Six tables 

were set out : two in the middle, two on 

each side. At the '* midmost table "—that 

is, the cross table at the top — Henry took 

his place, wearing his crown and carrying his 

sceptre. Also, uie Archbishop in Ids robes 

of State. Knights carred the joints for 

their behoof, the King's being carved by Sir 

David Owen, a Welsh cousin ; earls waited 

as servitors; and a Knight of the most 

worshipful Order of the Garter acted as 

enp-bearer. At the first table, in the 

centre of the hall, were the Lord Chan- 

cellor and the Lord Privy Seal, the abbots 

of Saint Mary and of Fountains, with 

numerous bishops and the Boyal chap- 

lains. At the second table, earls, barons, 

knights, and esquires of the King's body. 

One of the two tables on the right side was 

occupied by the City clergy and the min- 

ster choir ; while at the upper end of the 

other were several Knights of the Garter, 

and below them, but with a vacant space 

between, "other honest persons," The 

tables on the left were given up, one to the 

municipal authorities and principal dtizens, 

tike other to the judges and some more 

M honest persons." The sumape, or over- 

doth, was removed by the knight-marshal, 

and i^r dinner occurred a voider, or pause, 

whQe the King and his nobles put off their 

it such as were Knights of ■

the Garter, who rode to even-song, still 

attired in the sumptuous habit of their 

Order— to say grace after meat. ■

The Northumberhmd Household Book 

reveals the magnificent scale on which the 

English nobles still maintained their house- 

holds. The Lord of Warkworth, besides 

his chamberlain, his treasurer, his con- 

stables, his chaplains, supported one hun- 

dred and fifty-six persons, and frequently 

entertained, in addition, fifty or sixty 

guests. He allowed for his annual ex- 

penditure a sum of one thousand one 

hundred and seventy-eight pounds, seven- ■

teen shillings and dghtpenoe, of which 

nearly three-fourths — seven hondied and 

ninety-seven pounds, eleven shilUngs and 

twopence — were spent upon proTitioiifl 

and food. The cost of each indivUnal for 

these two items was fixed at twopence 

halfpenny per day, about one shiUing and 

sixpence of our present money. Eiaanai 

remarks that the English ate too maeh 

salted meat; and from the Northumberhnd 

Book it appears that the Earrs hoiuehold 

enjoyed fresh meat only three months in 

the year. One hundred fat beeyes were 

bon^t at All-Hallows Tide, at thirteen 

shillings and sixpence^ and a ooaple of 

dozen, at dght shillings, at Saint Helen'i, 

to be fattened for the table between 

Midsummer and Michaelmas. Six hon- 

dred and forty-seven sheep were eaieo, 

salted, between Lammas and MichadmaB; 

and for the Earrs own taUe, twenty- 

five hogs, twenty-eight calves, and forty 

lambs were killed. TheTsupply of mnstBid 

was no less than one hundred and eixiiy- 

six gallons; but it was doubtlessly fonnd 

necessary as an aid to the digestion of 

jio much salted meat Capons and ploven 

occasionally graced the Earl and Ooanten's 

private tabl& Their appetites, howemi 

must have been by no means squeanJah; 

since their regular breakCast consisted of 

a quart of ale, a quart of wine, and a chine 

of beef, or half a chine of mutton; the 

beef or mutton being exchanged on ftft- 

days for a dish of herrings or sprats, fresh 

or salted. ■

Mr. Fronde, with his customary skill, 

draws a picture pf eodal England at 

the beginnbg of ttie reign of Henry the 

Eighth. ■

"The habito of all classes," he sayi, 

"were open, free, and liberal Then are 

two expressions, corresponding ^^^ 

the other, which we frequently meet with 

in old writings, and which are used as a 

kind of index marking whether the con- 

dition of tUngs was, or was not, what it 

ought to be. We read of * merry England 

^when England was not merry, things 

were not gohig weU with ik We hear of 

' the glory of hospitality,' Enghnd's pre- 

eminent boast— by the rules of which, aU 

tables, from the table of the twenly-shilluig 

freeholder to the table in the baron's h^ 

and abbey refectory, were open at the 

diimer-hour to aU comers, without stint or 

reserve, or question asked. To every mWi 

according to his degree, who chose to e^i^ 

for it, there was free fare and free lodging; 

bread, beef, and beer for his dinner; for ■
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his lodging, perhaps, only a mat of raaheg 

in a spare eomer of the hall, with a billet 

of wood for a pillow; bat freely offered 

and freely taken, the gnest probably ftrlng 

mnoh as his host fared, neither worse nor 

better ... The *glory of hospitality' 

lasted far down into EtiJiabeth's time ; and 

then, as Oamden says, 'eame in great 

bravery of bailding, to the marreUoos 

beautifying of the realm, bat to the deeay ' 

of what he yalaed more. ■

" In saeh frank style the people lived, 

hating three things with all thsir hearts — 

idleness, wanti and cowardice; and, for 

the rest, carrying their hearts high, and 

having their hands foil The hoar of 

rinng, winter and snmmer, was foar 

o'doek, with breakfast at fire ; after which 

the labourers went to work aiid the gentle- 

men to bosiness, of which they IumI no 

Utde ... At twelve he dined; after 

dinner he went banting, or to his farm, or 

to what he pleased. It was a life anrefined, 

perhaps, bat coloared with a broad, rosy, 

Aiglish health." ■

Of the state maintained in the early 

year's of the sixteenth centary by some 

of the great ecclesiasticf, let Oardinal 

Wolsey's hoasehold famish an example. ■

Three boards were daily spread in his 

hall, wherever he might be resident At 

the head of the first sat a priest as steward ; 

at the head of the second, a knight as 

treasorer; and at the head of the third, 

an esqoin as comptroller. The kitchen 

establishment was liberally organised, con- 

sbtug of a master cook, whose daily dress 

was either velvet or satin, with a gold 

chain as his badge of office; two ander- 

oooks; and six assistants, or laboarers, as 

they were called; besides two clerks as 

comptroUers, and a sorvevor over the 

dressers. In the hall-kitchen were two 

cooks, and twelve labourers and children ; 

the spicery was superintended by a clerk ; 

the pastry was served by two yeomen and 

two paste-layers; the scnllery, by four 

scullions, besides one yeomsn and two 

grooms. There were a yeoman and a 

groom in the larder ; two yeomen and two 

grooms in the buttery; the same in the 

ewery ; three yeomen and three pages in 

the cellar; and two yeomen in the 

chandlery. ■

The list is not yet complete. We must 

add two yeomen in the wafery ; a master 

of the wardrobe, with twenty assistants, 

or " male chambermaids," in the bedroom 

department ; a yeoman and groom, thirteen 

psges, two yeoman purveyors, and a groom ■

purveyor, in the laundry. Then, in the 

bakehouse^ two yeomen and grooms ; one 

yeoman and groom in the wood-yard ; one 

yeoman in Uie gamer; and two yeo- 

men and two grooms as porters at the 

gate. ■

Wolsey frequently received his Boyal 

master as a guest, especially at York 

House ; and the number and samptuous- 

ness of his banquets was, indeed, a con- 

stant theme with the satiiist. Sometimes 

they were diversified by freaks of fancy 

such as belonged to an age when the 

Italian influence was beginning to make 

itself felt amid the coarse surroundings ci 

English social life. Here is an example : . ■

The King proceeded to the Cardinal's 

Palace one day, in masquerade, attended 

by a dosen of his coartiers and favourites, 

aU masked, and attired in garments Uke 

those of shepherds, but made of fine doth 

of gold and crimson satin. Sixteen torch- 

bearers followed, with drummers, and 

others, all masked and brave in satin. 

Wolsey had received secret intimation of 

the Boyal frolic, but kept up a show of 

ignorance, contenting himself with plant- 

ing some guns at Uie water-gate, to be 

fired on the arrival of ^ any stranger. 

Meanwhile, he sat down to dinner with a 

glittering company of ladies, and knights, 

and nobles, who were diverted during the 

repast by <* divers kinds of music" When 

the discharge of ordnance broke in upon 

their festirity, great was the suiprise of 

the guests — a surprise which Wolsey, 

seated under his " cloth of estate," pra- 

tended to share , and he therefore ordered 

Lord Sands to ascertain the caose of the 

salute. Lord Sands, after looUng out of 

a window that opened on the river, in- 

formed the Oardinal tiiat some nobles and 

strangers had appsrently arrived at the 

water-gate — ^perhaps on an embassy from 

some foreign Prince. Wolsey then desired 

him to go down and receive them, and 

invite them to join ** these noble per- 

sonages sitting merrily at our banquet." ■

With a tridn of twenty torch-bearers, 

and a great company of drams and 

fifes, Lord Sands ushered the masquers 

into the banqaeting^room. With stately 

steps they repaired to the Cardinal's 

chair, and sainted him very reverently, 

while Lord Sands, standhug forward 

as master of the ceremonies, ad- 

dressed him on their behalf, saying that 

they ** having understanding of this your . 

triumphant banquet^ where was assembled 

such a number of excellent fidr dames, . ■
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oonld do no less, under the inpportation of 

yont good Grace, than to view as well 

their ineomparable beaatj, as for to 

accompany them at mamchance [a game 

att' dice, which seems to have been played 

in silence] and then after to dance with 

themi and so to have of tiieir acqnain- 

tfticct" ■

Having received the Cardinal's per- 

mission, they hastened to salute all the 

ladies; and afterwords, returning ''to the 

most worthiest,'' opened before her a 

gl-eat cap of gold, filled with " crowns, and 

other pieces of ooini to whom ttiey set^ 

divers pieces to cast at '^ Then *' pemsing 

alltheladieflr and gentlewomen," of some 

they won, and to some they lost; and 

{going back to the chair ol state, the 

^masqners defeientially selected him, and 

pOQxed down at his feet bU their winnings, 

amounting to two hundred crowns. ■

''At all's r exclahned the Gardbial; 

and rattling his box, he threw and won — 

apparently to the entire gratification of 

his guests and visitors. Then said Wobey 

tb the Lord Ohamberlain : ■

"I pray you show them, that it seemeih 

m% there should be among them some 

neUe man, whom I suppose to be much 

more worthy of honour to ait and occupy 

this room and plaee than I^to whom I 

would most gladly surrender the same, 

asoording to my duty, if I knew him." ■

To the masquers Lord Sands repeated, 

ih French, the Oardinai's submissive words. 

They whispered a reply, and Sands then 

said to Wolsey : ■

'* Sir, tixej confess thai amongst them is 

sneh a noble personage, whom, if your 

Oraee can appoint him from the others, he 

it' contented to disclose himself, and to 

flisoept your plaee most worthily." ■

Descending from hia seat^ Wolsey went 

in among ths masquers^ and after a pr»> 

ttaioe of hesitation, said : ■

"Meseemeth that the gentteman with 

the Uaek beard should be even he," 

thereopon eourisoasly offered his seat to 

the vuitor he had indicated. But the 

masquesv cried out that he was in error, 

and the blasb-bearded gentleman revealed 

himself, as Sir Edward NeviUeb a county 

knight, of a goodly aspeet, who did, in 

teue^ moie resemble the well-proportioned 

miry than any other in the masque. At 

the CarfUaal's mistiJce, the King lai^hed 

heartily, and having removed his viMttd, 

" all the noble estates rejoised very much, 

and the Cardinal desired his Highness to 

tsAie his.place oi estate." Henry answered ■

that he would first <' shift his apparel," 

and retiring to Wolsey's bed-<^mber, 

where a great fire was biasing, arrayed 

himself in right Boyal fashioa In the 

interval, the servants deared the taUea, 

and covered them anew with fresh and 

highly-perfumed cloths, the guests mem- 

while retaining their seatsi On the le* 

appearance of Henry and his masquenr 

they all rose, and remained standing ubIU 

he had taken his plaee under the cloth of 

estate ; after wliich a new service of two 

hundred dishes was brought in, of which 

every guest most heartily partook* The 

dinner ended, the dance began. It faMited 

unto daylight, and Wolsey ''much en- 

joyed," says Cavendish, "to see his prinee 

and sovermgn lord so nobly entertained." ■

The irony of life has seldom received ft^ 

more striking illustration than wlien, in fair 

day of failure and disgrace, Wolsey, broken- 

hearted and ailing, lay at Eaher for three 

months, " without beds, sheets, tabledoth^ 

cnps, or dishes," and, before he could dmm 

with decency, was compelled to borrow, 

" both dishes to eat his meat in, and plete 

to drink in." ■

The sort of " iooUng " bi vAich Wolsey 

indulged his master was congenial to the 

spirit of the age as well as to Henry's 

temper; and the Kingat htsownbanqoete 

frequently practised some similar entev* 

tainmentk or revived the old exercises and 

feats of chivalry. In 1515 he kep# 

Christmas at Eltham; and there, in the 

stately banqueting>hall, erected by Edward^ 

the Fourth, on Twelfth Night, '*a goodly 

castel " was ** wonderously set out," and in 

it ^'joertain ladies and^ knights," and when 

Henry and his Queen were seated, in 

came other knigbta and assailed the 

castle, where many a good stripe waa 

given, and at tiie last the assedlants weie 

bMten; away. And then issued oat knighta 

and ladies out of the castle^ which ladiee 

were rich and strangely disgoised, for all 

their apparel was in todds of gold, fretted 

with moving spangles, silver and gilt, set 

on cnonoisie ss^, loose, and not fastened ; 

the men's ai^parel of the same suit made 

like " fulys" of Hungary, and the ladiea' 

heade and bodies were after the fashion of 

Amaterdam. And when the dancing wse 

done, the banquet was cervecl in of two 

hondred dishes, with great plenty to 

everybody^ ■

The story is well known ; it is toU by. 

qnaint old FaUer--this is the correct mode 

oi referring to tfie author of " The Worthies 

of England," and "The Q^ck History," ■
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jnat M< Httoker is alwaja " jodioioiuk'' and 

laaak Walton "genial"— how that Henry 

the Eighth, in hit gnat liidng for theae 

mmPTniTiga and diagaiaingBi once imposed 

himaeU upon the iJbhot of Beading a» ». 

gentleman of tha Boyal Ghiard. The 

Abbot invited hint to dSnner, at whieh he 

played 80 noUe a* part, that the portly 

prieat deelaied he would give a handled 

poonda foe anoh an i^petita Shortly 

afterwafda the Abbots to his eorpriie and 

alarm, waa aneated, tturown into the Toww, 

and kepi on bread and water until hia 

corpulency disappeared. Then, one day, 

a roaat sirloin was put before him at 

dinnor. He aitasksd it with tremendous 

gusto, and slice followed slice into lus 

Sn&gry stomach*- Enter King Henry: 

''Sir Abboti I have cured you of your 

mmt of appetite, as* the skeleton and poor 

remaba of yonder sirloin do testify, and 

now demand payment of the himdrad 

poBBdak" ■

Unhappy Anne Bol^ was a nice eater ; 

fond, as so- many beantilul women are^ of 

dainties and daocades, and apt to be dia- 

contented it she did notoet them. When 

her star fimt rose abo^e Uie horiaon of the 

Conrti Thomaa Heaei^ei wrote to Wolaey 

; thai he had, one nighty been ** commanded 

down with, a diAt for Mistress Anne for 

sapper,"^addiDft,thai she^cansed him "to 

sqp with hei^ and she^^wished she had seme 

of Wola^'e good meat, av carps, shrimps, 

and others'' He goe»on to saggest to the 

GaidinaL thaft she wae » little displeaaed at 

net having received a token from him; 

she wae afraid she was forgotten — ^he says 

—and *^the lady, her mother, desired him 

te send unte his Grace, and desire hi» 

Grace ta bestow * maoeasl of time upon 

her." ■

We may snrame, therefore^ that when, 

in Hie daya of hb wooiDg^ Henry rode 

down to Heyer ta spend an hour or 

twa with the beantifid maid- of honour, she 

took caie that their dinner-toble should be 

fombfaed with the dmisest dishes her 

father'e cook could concoet Daring her 

haef foeendomshe satisfied' her tastes to 

ttM-flill ; for tim Bojisl cook,.ar dork of tlie 

kitchen, Mastee WilUsan T^nne^ waa an 

actist id Burpassing in^enuit^ and inven- 

tioii» No table in Ghnstendom w«a more 

happflSF served than Hmiiy die Eigfatfa'e; 

and ita high reputation is unpressed upon, 

ua b^ the fact that when the Pope sent 

flardinal Oampeggio to England to arbitaate 

between Henry and Queen Oathennoi he 

atiiotly enloined upon, the^ Gaedioal to gain ■

all the information he could relative to. the 

Boyal cuisine.. ■

For myself bovrover^ I. wouUb Bathen 

have* dined, with Mbn in hia qpietfamiiy 

cirde atOhelsea*— especially iriien Ensasn^. 

and Oolet, and Linacre were hia gueata— - 

though the fore waa simple^ and: the 

service unoetentatioua— than at the Eing^. 

table with.aU;italnxnriQaa excess* ■

There waa gross eating and heainfi drinks 

ing, it is to bar foared, among:' alL dasass of' 

society in Henry'aniga The pkjnidana 

of the>time invei^bed stronc^yagamst the 

increasing appetite.for sensual indulgenceu 

William BfUlen, for instance, in hie 

" Oovemment oi Health," strongly advio- 

cates the mleof moderation, summing' up 

hii advice in rhyming Latin : ■

Ene eapio vunm, sit tlbt Pavw hubiim; 

Pene gtila metas, nt ut tioi longa ootan ■

If of health yoa aM tfamking, be not often drinkina ; 

If you'd live long quiet,, be sparing of your diet. ■

And Andrew Boorde is not less emphsitie 

in his "Dietary" and **Breviaiy. of 

Health": "U ai man will eacbew manjr 

pains and dolours," he says, "let him live 

a sober life, and not distemper or disq|iiet 

the body by any excess or sensuali^k? In 

" The Dietary " occurs an odd chapter' on. 

drunkennesiL Thus it runs : ■

" Ebxietas is the Latin word. In Qreek 

it is named Maetb». In. English it bh 

named Drunkenness ■

"THB" OkVBB or TmS' IMPIDIMKNTS: ■

"This impediment doth come. either by 

weakness of the brain, or else by some, 

great hurt in. the head, or of too much 

riok ■

»A EBMSDY. ■

"If it. do come by a.hurh in thftbead^ 

there is no remedy^ bnt patience of . all 

parts If it do come by debility cl the 

brain and head, drink in the morning ai 

dish of milk, use a syrup named Sirupna 

acetosus prunii, and use laxative meat& 

and pnrgativesi if need do re^oirei and 

beware <tf siqierfluouaddnUng, speeiilly of 

wine and ale and strong bees ; and if any 

num do perceive that he isidxunk, let him 

take acvomit with. water andoUi orwitha 

feather, ox a rosemary brandi, or eiser witk 

his finger,.ar else lethim 90 to hifr bed to 

sleep.'' ■

When Henry waa.not gamblings baying 

jewellery^ boUdinj^ disgracing or behead- 

ing his favoucitesi getting rid of his wtrea, 

or adwJnistertng the affaim of the realm, 

he seems to have been eatinga&d drinking. 

Both as regards his viuids and his liquom^ ■
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hiB taste moat be prononnoed Oatholic; 

and it is not easy to decide what were his ■

E references in either direction. No light 
I thrown npon the subject by the presents 

he received ; since, if we assumed that the 

donors woidd naturally wish to consult 

the Boyal liking, we should be thrown out 

by the fact that almost every imaginable 

artide of food was offered and accepted — 

fish, poultry, game, swans, cranes, birds, 

baked lampreys, pies, puddings, fruit, 

meat, and quince pasties. I should add 

that these loyal offerings were always 

acknowledged by a gratuity, ^which not in- 

frequently exceeded the value of the gift. 

Some of the entries in the King's privy 

purse expenses are curious enough. Ab 

thus : ■

Item. Paied to a yong man that gave 

the King peres • . v& ■

Item. Paid to A woman in Bewarde for 

gyving to the King's Grace A fat Oapon 

and a henne . . viis. vjd. ■

Item. Paied to A wheler of Hqwoslowe 

in rewarde for gyving the King's Grace 

Apulles . . vs. ■

These payments were made In Novem- 

ber, 1531. In the following month we 

read: ■

Item. Paied in Bewarde to James Hobart 

for bringing lymons, pomegranetts, and 

oranges to the King • • xis. ■

Item. Paied in rewarde to a servant of 

Sir Giles Capell for bringing of tfeiaunts 

to the King . . xs. ■

Item. Pttied to a serventt of myne olde 

lady Guldeford in rewarde for bringing of 

warden pyes* to the King's Grace . . xs. ■

Item. Paied to Elizabeth Aynes in Be- 

warde for bringing ij barells of Socado, 

and Oakes to the King's Grace . . xis. ■

In April, 1532, we read : ■

Item. Paied in Bewarde to James 

Hobart for bringing of oranges, dates, and 

other pleasures to the King's Grace . . 

xxiis. vjd. ■

Payments to this person are of frequent 

recurrence; and as he always brings the 

s^me articles, I conclude he was a 

fruiterer. We meet also with payments 

made for chickens, citrons, " myllones and 

cokemers," grapes and peaches^ cucumbers, 

peascods — much esteemed for food — 

wardens — pears so called — a porpoise, and 

carps. And there is a reward of twenty ■

♦ Warden pies were greatly relished by our 

anoeitors. We learn from Shakespeare that saffron 

was need for oolourinfir them. The olown, in "A 

Winter's Tale," says : "Then I must have saffron 

to colour the warden pies." ■

shillings to Sir Anthony Browne's cook— ■

Erobably for some dainty dish with which 

e had gratified the Boyal palate. 

Among the wbes paid for are : White 

wine of Galiake — so called from Oalliac, 

in Languedoc, which was then famous for 

its vintages; and Sodde— that is. boiled 

wine; but considerable quantities were 

purchased and stored, the descriptions of 

which are not specified. The wines used 

in England in the fifteenth and sixteenth 

centuries included, however, numerous 

varieties — in the "Vision of Piers Plow- 

man " are named : ■

White wine of Osey, and Red wine of Gaaooyne ; 

Of the Rume and of the Rochell the roasted to 

defy; ■

and in the Earl of Northumberland's 

Household Book an entry occurs of '*x 

ton ij hogsheds of Oascoigne wyne, for the 

expensys of my house for an hole year^- 

viz., iij ton of Sede wyne, v ton of Claret 

wyne, and ij ton and ^ hogisheds of white 

wyne after iiij L viij s. fiij d. the ton." 

Aiid one Thomas Alien, writing to the 

E%A of Shrewsbury, in 1506, says : '- This 

day I trust to send towards Wyndfield Ij 

tonne wyne; whereof iiij hogshedd claret, 

ij red wyne, on(e) whit wyne, and th'oder 

punchin freche wyne. If hit be well 

carried, I trust your Lordship will lik hit 

weU. Hit will cost vli, vj s, viij d. the 

tonna" And in another letter, written in 

1517, he says : ** I have bought iij ton of 

new Gascon wyne ; weather your Lordship 

will have new or olde sent downe I can- 

not teU. Your Lordship comands also iij 

hogsheds of ]^ne of ... or of wyne d 

Graves, and iij hogsheds of such Frenche 

white wyne as ye had last yer of John 

Asten to be send(t) here is non yet com, 

as Alen Eyng sheweth unto me, wolk 

befor Orismas. Yr Lordship bathe ij 

hogsheds of olde French wyne, of Byon 

() Bayonne), at Coleherbert ; as for Bynish 

wyne there com never more so bad as com 

this yer; as soon as any comys that Im 

good, your Lordship shall have thereof. 

As Alen Eyng sheweth unto me ther was 

ij vessell of Muscadyne wyne which was 

good, the King had on(eV my Loid 

Cardinall (Wolsey) the other.'^ ■

It was not only Uie physicians who 

protested against the drunkenness and 

gluttony which the increasing wealth and 

prospeiity of the country developed. 

These vices were attacked on the stage, 

from the pulpit, and In the imtings of 

satirists and moralists; but with little 

efiect. Listen to Thomas Nash— who as- ■
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mu^diy mm not distingqiahed for his 

amteiity: ■

"Wo miuft haye oar Ubles ftimished,'' 

he lays, "like ponltereri' stallfy or as 

thoogh we wars to Tietual Noah's ark 

•gain. WhatacoQhaTewe^ihfacoaneand 

that ooone, reiiio?big this dish highoTi set- 

ting another bwer, and taking away the 

third. A general might in less spaee re- 

move his camp than they stand disposing 

of their glattony. From gluttony in meals 

let ns deseend to snperfloity in drink— a 

lint tiiaty ever since we hare mixed oor- 

selves with the Low Oonntries, is counted 

honomable, bat, before we knew their 

lingerimg wars, was held in the highest 

degree of hatred that might ba" ■

Pttritan Stnbbes compares the elaborate 

dishesi the meats, the sanoes, the sweet 

condiments, the delicate confections which 

were"all the rsge** in his day, with the 

simplicities of a past age, when " one dish 

or two of good wholesome meat was 

thooght soffident for a man of great 

wmnip to dine withaL" And he com- 

plains that "every connty, dty, town, 

Tillage, and other places, hath abundance 

of ale-honses, taverns, and inns, which are 

BO fraught with malt-worms, night and 

day, tliat you would wonder to see them." ■

A PALACE OF PLEA.SUEE. ■

It is a heavy demand on the imagination 

of any man living in these days to ask 

him to figure to himself a time when the 

literature of fiotfon was almost non-ex- 

istent. What would life be to most of us 

without our novel t To a majority of 

households the circulating library, as an 

institution, stands only a little after the 

batcher or the baker. Count Moltke, it is 

well-known, has all his life been a greedy 

consumer of fiction, and rumour nurther 

says that the more thrilling it is the better 

he likes it ■

In these times, when men shoulder each 

other at every turn in the straggle for 

competence or wealth, the worker, when 

the day's fight with fortune is done, if he 

happens to have energy to msster any 

printed matter beyond the paragraphs of 

Ins evening paper, turns gratefully to some 

page from which he may gather impres- 

atons of a world differing as widely as 

posnble from that which he has had to 

face smce the last sun rose. ■

But the Englishman living in that 

golden age of Elisabeth, about which we ■

are hearing a good deal nowadays, had a 

very narrow choice before him, should his 

taste have led him in the direction of 

romantic litenture. It Is true that there 

were many who could not read, and those 

who could, lived eader lives, and had no 

need to soothe thebr brains with the 

mental sedative which distils. from the 

pages of an absorbing well-written story. 

They did not even yearn for tobacco, 

seeing that Baldgh had not yet returned 

from over seas. What men they must 

have been in those days, or rather what 

giants, for they managed to lead merry 

lives ; albeit unconsoled either by pipe 

or novel "The Seven Champions of 

Christendom^" and Malory's "Morte 

d'Arthur" stood ahnost alone then as 

works of fiction. Sidney's " Arcadia," the 

morning star of English romance, did not 

appear till 1590, and the translations of 

Pahnerin of England, and Amadis of Gaul 

only preceded it by a few years, so it must 

have been a great event in the world of 

letters when,in 1566, it was announced Aat 

Mr. William Painter, "clerk to the 

ordnance and armarie," had published 

a bulky tome entitled by him, "The 

Palace of Pleasuie, beautified, adorned, and 

well-fumiihed with pleasant Histories and 

excellent Novels, selected out of divers 

good and commendable authors." ■

Of Mr. William Painter the author, or 

rather the translator, not much is known, 

and the little we do know is not altogether 

to hb credit. He must have been a 

graduate of one of the UniversItieB, to 

account for his occupancy of the post oi 

head-master of the Orammer School at 

Sevenoaks, an office he certainly filled in 

1560. In 1661 he seems to have deserted 

the toga for arms, or rather for the care of 

them, and to have taken the office of clerk 

of the ordnance at the Tower on a salary of 

eightpence a day, not a great salary [for 

such an important post^ even as pennies 

went in those times. It is, therefore^ 

somewhat a surprise to hear of him as the 

purchaser of certain manors at Gillingham, 

in Kent Bat there was a war fever in 

those daya The Spaniard bad to be 

pounded and battered both in the old 

world and in the new ; and a good deal of 

money for the purchase of great ordnance 

must have passed through William 

Painter's hands. Some of it seems to have 

stuck to his fingers in the passage, hence 

the OilliDgham manors ; but it is not with 

the irregularities in his accounts that we 

have to da We are interested rather m ■
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the feAt of pnitiDg together and prodaeing 

the book which ww really the fixist Engliah 

Ubrftvy of fiotion. ■

He {^eaoifl oyer a wide field. Storiee of 

Bemwii Greeiao, and Fenian hifitory are 

8et f oith in faniOiar styles These probaUy 

he gathered from Herodotos and Aolas 

QeUioe dtuing his maeteithip at Seveii- 

oaks ; bat the httmel of the book ie found 

in. the ItaUan aeotion. Following in the 

tfaek of Boecaodoi aband of imitatort had 

poured forth. aloriM' by the hundred, and 

oat: of this vaBt maw -a- maM too often 

exhaling, it mint be owned, the deep eor- 

niption, the attor diaregard of> moral 

oUigallon, lAich had iliea fallen^ open 

Kaly — Painter aelectB oertain of the more 

attraetive for' hie eolleetion. In all agea 

Italy hM exerdfled a wondtefhl power 

OVM the lettwed Englishman, and her 

sedaefcire charm waa never greater than it 

waa in the middle of the sixteenth century, 

when &e dwdlen. in our old northern 

island began to know something of the 

taate of the fmita of tbe Italian Renaia^ 

sanea Yague rumoura flew about the 

Oourt and the Universities of the strange 

worid, rich with the spoils of time, which 

layvon the other side of the Alps^— rumours 

which' were spread chiefly by the wander- 

ing esholars who had. come, at the inyita- 

tion of Oolet and More^ to teadi the Greek 

tongue; and very aoon a. stream of young 

noUemcn and stadent% Wyat and Sidney 

amongst themi began to flow towarda this 

new land of promise. ■

The French, and the Spaniards, and the 

Qermans had been beforehand ; they had 

come aa armed f oeS| and had spread ruin 

and desolation everywhere,, carrying away 

little with them beyond the plunder in 

their walleta and saddle-baga; but thia 

later incurston of Englishmea waa^ of a 

very dififetent character. They were awe- 

stcicken by the ruin, they saw on every 

side, and charmed by the remains of 

civilisation which had. eseaped the brutal 

soldiers of Ferdinand and Bourbon, by the 

indeatructible beauty of the country itself, 

by the softness and courtesy of the people, 

and by the wealth of literature ready to 

their hand. Tins Ua^ was the most potent 

spell. It was a season. o£ abnoiaual intel- 

kotoal activity everywhere; and these 

men were almost instinctively drawn to the 

land where there waa audi rich store' of the 

food after which they longed. At home 

in Englaed wherewith was their hunger to 

be satisfied t Chaucer tiiere waa, indeed, 

and a. few dry benea of scholastic phihK ■

sophy, and uncoutfi metrical moralitiea; 

but the newly-awakened genius of the age 

demanded more generoua diet than theaa 

Men with the inteUeetnal longins^ attong 

upon tiiem rushed, off to gather it niiltaly, 

just as the coarser spirits set saiL for the 

new world to lay haada^upon the gidd and 

jewels of' the overthrown monaNfaJea of 

Mexico and Fbrm ■

It isnot at all inqnrobaUe; that William 

Painter, during his cdlega lifls, or i^dle 

he was supposed to be teaching the 

humanitiea at Sevenoaka, may have come 

aoroaa aome of the numeroua tranalatjena, 

moatly in French, of the eurre&t Italian 

novela whidi had thai obtained a wide 

popularity in England, or he may even-liave 

met face to face aeme-traveller jnat netdniBd 

from prying with greedy eyes inta the 

ruinous crannies of an overthrown.dvifisa> 

tion, and rewarded with one grain* of pnxe 

metal, extracted from the vast heap ot un- 

clean fancies and. empty pedantry- thnrngh 

which he may have sesrched. Painter waa 

just one of the* men who* would have 

rushed off to Italy with the reat^ had not. 

the chain of obcomatance kept him at 

home ; ao it was not at all wonderful that 

he diould read every scrap of Italian ro* 

mance which he might find, and listen 

eagerly to the w<»da of aome retnmed 

traveller. ■

How keen waa the desire after the new 

fruit— some of it certainly of a very un- 

wholesome growtlb^-Hmd how daagerdua a 

symptom Uiis yetfning appeared tO' tint 

aobiorer. spirita of the iimei is ahown in tfie 

vehement diatribe which Boger A^Mrhtmi in 

'<The Scholemaater'' poura fbetlr againat 

those traJrellera who wander into Okeste 

courts and bring badi> tite abomfauHioaa 

for the corruption of^ thdr atay^aMionie 

brethren. He^ writes : " Vanities and^vioe^ 

and any licmiceto ill-lMng in Baghmdi^wia 

counted atale and flat unto them* Andso 

beyng Mulea and Horses before thef went^ 

returned verie Swyne and Assea home 

agayne ; yet everie where verie FoaEsa, with 

aa auttle and burie heada and where they 

may, verie Woolvea with cruell malieimia 

hariiea, carrying at once in one bodye the 

belie of a^Swyne, the head of an Asse^ the 

brayne of a-Foze^ the womb^ of a Wolh* 

If you think we- judge amissei and write 

too sore againat yon, hear what the- Italian 

sayeth of the ^igUahman. ' Eaglase ita* 

lianato e un diabdo incarnate/ If seme 

do not well underatand what is an EngliriiP 

man Italianatod, I will plainlie tdl hhn. 

He that by living and travelUng hi Italia ■
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briogeth home into England the reUgion, ■

the learning, the polioie, the nannere, of ■

Italie^ Theie be the enchantments of ■

Ciioe to mam men'e mannen in England, ■

mneh by example of ill life, bat more bj ■

fonde book* of late iaranalaAed out of ■

Italian into Eagliah and sold in every Aop ■

. In London. It is a pity that those who ■

have authority and ehuge to allow and ■

disaUowe bookes to be printed be no move ■

cireomspect herein. Yesi I say fiurder, ■

these books tend not so mooh to oompt ■

honest liying as they do to sabvert trewe ■

religion. Mo Papists be made by yonr ■

mery bookies of Italie, than by yonr earnest ■

bookes of Lonvain. These men, giving ■

themselves np to vafiitie, shakyng o£F the ■

, notiena of Grace, driving front them the ■

^ fewe of God, and rnnning headlong into ■

\ all flame, first Inst&y contemn Qod, then ■

scomfoUie mocke His words, and also ■

spitefbUie hate all well willers thereof. ■

Then thqr have in mdre reverence the ■

triumphea of Petrarch than the Genesis ■

of Moses. They make more aeeonnt of ■

TdlUe's Offices than of Saint Paolo's ■

IMsdes; of a tale in Becaee than a story ■

in the Bible." ■

It ia almost certain that honest Ascfaam, ■

in this coonterblast of his, mast have had ■

Painter's newly pabiished book in hb ■

mind. His scolding sentences were written ■

and evidently int^polated in the text of ■

"The Scholemaster," in 1568, two years ■

after the appewanee of Painter's complete ■

work. Asoham wss very madi in earnest ; ■

bat his warnings to the yoath of England to ■

torn away their eyes from the allarements ■

of the new Circe, had probably jast as maeh ■

efiCeet as sach wumings have had from the ■

beginning. His preachiii^ certainly did ■

not deter tiiat band of yoang men yrho ■

were then trj^g their hands at stage ■

plays. There is not mnoh evidence that ■

Marlowey the leader, borrowed mnoh in the ■

way of plot from Painter's stordioose; ■

b^t he certainly was strongly inflaenced in ■

his later works by the stady of Italian ■

models. ■

Thflref ore TU have Italian masks by night, 

Sweet Bpeeohes, oomediee, and pleasing shows, ■

is the speech of Gaveston to King Edward 

the Second* Those who followed him, 

Fletcher, in '«The Maid of the Mill;" 

Webster, in "Appias and Virginia," and 

"The Datchess of Malfy;" Sfairiej^ in 

'* Love's Cradty;" Masainger, in <'The 

Pictore;" Marston, in "The Wonder of 

Women;" and Shakespeare in "Corio- 

laaos^* •'Timou of Athensi" << AU'« Well ■

that Ends Well/' and "Borneo and Juliet," 

certainly ased the << Palace of Pieasare" 

freely. ■

They laid the ItaUan books under con- 

tribution, both with regard to the frame* 

work of plot which they proposed to clothe 

with the& own fancies, and in the elabora- 

tion of these fancies themselves. They 

were, probably, more powerfully influenced 

by what they read hi Paints^, as to the 

spirit of their worki than even they were 

in its form. Everywhere one seea the 

deep impression, the vivid memory picture 

of Italy itsdf, and of the positive secular 

mode of thraght^ which was then the 

ruling one. Where the whole plot of the 

{day was not borrowed from an Italian 

novel, the author filled his linefr with aUa- 

sion to things Italian. His charaeters bore 

Italian names, and spoke Italian wfaensvev 

they ceased to speak English. Of Sliake- 

speacs's comedies, only one has the scene 

laid in England, vi&, *'The Merry Wives 

of Windsor ; " while six are placed in Italy 

itself; and in all the others the characten 

and the sorronndings alike are thoroughly 

" Italianate^" tfaoogh one is told they are 

situated in Ytenna^ or Navarre, or in "a* 

wood near Athensi" ■

In "Bomeo and Jnlisti" Shakespeare 

has followed iJmost exactly the story given 

in Pafaiter ; and ceztsin critics have laid it 

to his charge that he has only insertsd one 

original incident*— the death of Paris— and 

only seated one new character, to wity 

Mercutio. Painter's version of this most 

pathetic story is taken almost literally 

from a novd by Luigi da Porto; bat 

strangely enough, he has omitted one- 

incident, which, in the Italian tale^ is 

made to lead op to one of the finest and 

most pathetic scenes, namely, the awaken- 

ing of Juliet from her drugged trance in 

the tomb before Someo dies. ■

For the rest of hie stories, Painter draws 

chiefly upon Boecacdo, Bandeilo, and Ser 

GiovannL In fome of these he is very 

amusing ; and even when a whole page of > 

seemingly pu^KMieless dessription makes »• 

heavy demand on the reader's patience, 

there is always some compensation in the 

qoaint torn of phrase and exptession, to 

say nothing of the ingenuity with which 

he glides over vMry mn ice. The tales, 

drawn of classic sources, are, it must be con- 

fessed, very dull. The original volumes 

are amongst the rarest of books, and 

even a reprint, wbitk appeared at the be> 

ginning of the present century, is become 

very scarce; bat Mr. David Ifatt has ■
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recently come to the reaeae, and bM giyen 

to the world a very fine edition, admirably 

edited, of this book, which certainly 

marked, by its first appearaneoi an epoch 

in Eogliih literature. ■

SOME PLEASUSE3 OF GENIUS. ■

I ONCE listened to an interesting and 

eradite lecture on Freemasonry from a 

gentleman who was not a Mason. It was 

a mystery to me, and to many others who 

were Masonsj how this man, first of all, 

could have the audacity to lecture on such 

a subject at all; and, secondly, how he 

could succeed in saying so much that en- 

chuned the attention of the very elect 

themselyes, who, you would have thought, 

might rather have despised the matter of 

his address as much as they would have 

blamed him for his presumption. ■

Well, it is with the memory of this 

event in my mind that I, who am no 

genius, am bold enough to take up my 

parable on a subject which you might 

think could only be treated adequately by 

a genius. ■

Beally, however, I need not have 

troubled thus to justify myself. Is it 

upon the soldier, busily engaged in fight- 

ing his country's batues, that in these 

days we rely for an account of his 

campaign! By no means. The man 

who puts his deeds on record, and de- 

scribes the manoeuvres of the enemy 

whom he appears so eager in combating, 

is an outsider. He is not even a proficient 

in the mere theory of warfare. And yet 

he need not betray his ignorance in a 

crushing manner; and he may succeed in 

writing with the spirit and apparent inner 

knowledge of one who has seen many 

battlefields, ■

Tlie man of genius Is common property. 

Every one is privileged to cast the eye of 

scrutiny upon him and his deeds, and to 

form a judgement of him in accordance 

with individual ability, and— 'tis so in too 

many instances — individual prejudice. 

Whether he is alive, or whether he is 

dead, he is liable at any moment to be 

Mi upon the dissecting -table; to have 

his various qualities, moral or intellectual, 

separated the one from the other, put 

under the microscope, used as texts for 

the debates of students or for the dis- 

courses of those contemporary with the 

genius himselL It is inevitable. The 

poor genius may not like it. But he can- ■

not help himself. Perhaps the knowledge 

of what he is thus liable to, does in some 

cases aid him in living so tliat the world 

may not readQy obtain a liandle for the 

discredit of his reputation. But the con- 

trary also happens. He is so irritated by 

his mind's agitations, and the reiterated 

assertion that he is a man apart from 

other men, that he yields to temptation u 

inordinate as his intelligence^ and, with a 

fiery, contemptuous challenge, defies the 

world to do its worst He even makes a 

pretence of feeling proud of the various 

vices which in due time form the main 

subject of the lectures upon him and his 

abUities. Well for him, then, if he may 

say with certitude, in the words upon the 

tombstone of poor Keats, in that pretty 

Roman cemetery by the great pyramid of 

the ancient Oestus : *' Here lies one whose 

name was writ in water." ■

These various contmgencies cannot be 

viewed as part of the pleasures of the 

genius. The true genius is apt to be 

modesty unmindful largely of the world's 

interest in him, intent chiefiy upon the 

developement of the creative fury within 

him. It is insufferable to him that he 

may not hope to go out for his daily walks, 

to commune with Nature, or, at least, to 

breathe the fresh air in the peace of 

obscurity. It may be fame to be followed 

by five or six or more ardent and admiring 

but undeclared disciples at such a time. 

But it is none the less very ^resome. 

And the genius himself may in all sincerity 

be excused if '< he hastily puts a period to 

his constitutional, and returns in a fume 

to his humble cot" ■

The charge of a genius is no slight re- 

sponsibility. It is only too obvious. How 

shall the rest of us, of common day and 

Philistine impulses, anticipate the yearnings 

of so envied, but transcendental a creature f 

While we are talking of mutton chops or 

asparagus heads, he may be in^ earnest 

communion with the Muses in heaven. 

Oar coarse, insensible words may jsngle 

his sweet bells out of tune, and usher tiie 

impatience of madness into his delicate 

soul We do it without knowing; but 

that does not make the result less dis- 

tressing, though it acquits Of of 

criminality. ■

Listen to what "Christopher North" 

— ^in his "Noctes Ambrosianse " — ^putsinto 

the month of the English opium-eater, on 

the subject : ■

"A poet's heart is the sanctuary of 

dim and tender memories — ^holy ground ■
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haunted by the ghosts of the beautif al— 

■ome of whom will be for long, long 

jeaxB M if they were not — lojoiiniing in 

lome world beyond ttie reeoh of thonght — 

when lo 1 all m a moment^ like iHiite eea 

bnda» gleaming inland bom the miatv 

main, theie they are glide-glidine throngn 

the iUnmined darkneesi and ttie entbe 

region of the spirit is beatified by the 

heavenly visitants.'' ■

Is it not a eharmfng portrayal of the 

tvansfigored reoesses di the mind of a 

genius t Bat to the Philistines, how inre- 

sistiUe an objeet of railing] '^lis veiy 

weU," theie latter might say, "if oar 

fiiendsi whose brains are so fatally per- 

verted, stand in no need to earn their 

daily enutsl Then they may dwell in 

these onpraetioal and onmarketable fancies 

aa Icmg as they please. It is of eoorse 

most mlpaUe idlenem in a world npon 

which the primeval mandate, 'Thoa 

shalt eat thy bread by the sweat of thy 

brow,' may still be said to * be in force. 

Bat we can ezcose the poor fellow, if 

his twist in that direction is qoite too 

powerfoL At the best, he is a harmless 

sort of maniac So long as he does not 

inoealate others with the same onprofit- 

aUe notionsb we will not interfere 

with him. If he prefem the society of 

'ghosts of the beaatifal' to livins and 

moving creatures who are beaatifu and 

not yet ghosts — poor fellow sgainl—he 

may be pitied afresh, but homonnd. It is 

one of the pleasures of genius forsooth." ■

It all hinges on the result of a com- 

parison between the real and ideal. 

The man to whom fan^, ideality, tells 

nothbg at all is not likely to have much 

sympathy with the poet or other person 

who lives in ah atmosphere of the ideal, 

and to whom real inddents are of interest 

and value solely in so far as they may serve 

like stej^b^-stones bito new regions of the 

ideal Havmg little or none of Uie gift of 

fanaginationi one may find life full of thrill 

and satisfying enjoyment. But the imagi- 

nation fancies that were are better pleasures 

than those tendered to us duly or hourly 

on the eaitb. It scuds o£F, therefoie, into 

a realm of its own, and the more it finds 

itself at home there, the less it is sure to 

be at home in the hard, tangible world 

among men and women who are contented 

with things as they seem. ■

Thus Uiere is an unavoidable want of 

sympathy between the man of the world and 

tiie man of a cultivated imagination. ■

I remember once spendSig six weeks ■

with a poet who could not^ despite his 

most earnest efforts, suspend his poetic 

impulses. Heaven knows it was a bar- 

barous test to put him ta It was a 

condition of our companicmsUp that he 

should have nothing to do witii the Muses 

all the time we were together. It was 

the harder for him, since we were 

then travelling through some of the most 

inspiring scenes in Europe. There was 

natural beauty at our every step; and 

history had left her mark npon the 

country. ■

For the first few days, my friend kept 

his compact religiously. He jested and 

amused himself, and read the newspapers, 

and locdced at mountains, and rivers, and 

village costumes like a thoroughly accom- 

plished Philistine. It was marvellous. 

He had the self-control of a statesman, as 

well as the feelings of the poet. He rose 

higher tlian ever in my esteem. I began 

to fancy that Plato was quite out of it in his 

dogmatic assumption that a poet must be a 

peril in the State. The dear fellow was 

as expert, too, at taxing the bills of our 

hotels as if he had spent all his precious 

youth in business, and meant to leave a 

considerable fortune behind him at his 

deatiL ■

But on the sixth or seventh day, I woke 

to see a magnificent sunbeam shining into 

our room, across the mountains and the lake 

of which we had so glorious a prospect 

from our large, double window; and to 

pcnraeive farther that my friend had stolen 

a march on me. This was at variance with 

his daUy custom. I felt anxious. Dressbg 

hastOy, I went out^ for the moment heed- 

less of the morning swim in the lake in 

which we had agreed to indulge. No, he 

had not taken ccffee, said the waiter. 

According to the chambermaid — a very 

early bhd— he had been caught unbolting 

the door at the preposterous hour of five, 

when the sun itself had not long risen; 

and there was a look of determination on 

his face that made the girl wonder. ■

Alas] thought L Had he yielded to 

the urgings oi some fiendish mood, and 

flung hinielf into the pellucid blue lake, 

to submerffe his individuality in the vast 

bosom of the infinite t That was his way 

of talking when he was in the mood ; and 

we had quite recently been discussing the 

subject of suicide as dispassionately as it 

was ever discussed. ■

WeD, to cut my tale shorty after a 

desperate and most fatiguing dimb, I 

found the poor fellow perdied on a little ■
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moontain top, saeidog a lead-penoil, and 

with paper in his hand. He htA «itr- 

rendered to the temptation, as .one dMS 

aanender to temptotions at tiiaee. ■

The wont of K iraa that he ^oried in 

hie iniqidtyyand tiiaa napped the chain of 

allianoe which iiad, bj nmtaal Agreeakent, 

linked tia together. He oalled me 

"Bcvdid/' and moflh eke, and if I had 

not atoained a point and pat into the comr 

paet peimiaaton for him theneeforward to 

have one day'a poetio madneaa in every 

eeyen, he woold hare left me forthwith. 

He penrisbed that the pleaaore of this brief 

hoar or tiro of inspiration, with the aon 

gradnally gilding the lake at hia feet, and 

the fleeey niffhtdonds departing irradiate 

from the hi^er peaka, waa worai all the 

hoom of the aereral daya we had Utiierto 

apent in eaeh other'a company. ■

I aappoie I did tight in making this 

eonoeaaion to him, thoogh it went againat 

the grain. He waa v«ry grompy wlMn the 

mood aeiaad iibn OTery aerenth day ; and 

the day after hia iaepiration waa, for all 

eoDcrtion'a «ake^ a ^<diea non." Bat a 

book came of it ; and some aaid the verae 

waa aweet and troe, thoogh othcra aaid 

jcut the oppoaite. My friend himaelf, 

howeyer, waa aatiafied with the book, and, 

I mtuit eay that hia preacntation copy to 

me, in bine ealf, with liia coat of arme 

beantifolly emblasoned on the npper 

coTor, and a apecial sonnet of dedication on 

the opening p^;o, qnite reconoQed me to 

what ineonvanience I anifered aa a reaolt 

of my indolgence. ■

Bhakcapeave haa iold na that : ■

Spirits are not finely tonch'd 

But to fine ittoei. ■

Tina, aa a general atateaaent, ia anffi- 

dently troe. Bat in the caae of a recog- 

nised genioa in whom imagination is very 

atroug, it ia not qatte traatworthy. Are 

there not many inatancea of 'the genius 

giving hk heart, for example, to objects 

linmeaaQrably beneath himt The poor 

fellow doea not aee Ua folly antil it ia too 

late. The maid haa aomehow won a way 

into the palaoe of hia fancy. Slrairiit he 

decks her with a myriad of qaahtiea of 

whidi really ahe doea not know even the 

rudimenta. He crowna her aimple brow 

with garlands, pnta jeweb aboat her 

person, and leads her to the tiirone he haa 

prepared for her. She is to be the qoeen 

of his heart, the miatieaa of that prond 

domain for which hitheito no woman haa 

been foand worthy. ■

Thia ia delightf al enoagh for the poet ■

himielf , nntil hia deed ia anbjeoted to timae 

hacah .taeta which ran widi experiaiieei 

Though lae walk chin-deep in illnaion, no 

matter : he ia ao enarmoua^ l&^VJ Aat it 

were almost a crime to unveil to Um Ua 

error. His spirit ia aaperUy tooahed; 

hia Buise, hia fancy, dispoila itself in this 

brigiit aea with no thongfat or eveii dream 

that the iaaue may be mouraful, pcrtuys 

tragic to the last degree. ■

The inferenee ia dear. It doea not f oDow 

that the man or woman of genina oug^ 

for hia or her own adce, to be debarred mm 

the pleaanrea which we of the Philiatine 

daaa enjoy. Not at all. Bat by hook or 

by crook tfiey moat be kept enlij^tened aa 

to the true nature of the more aenanal as- 

perieneea to which theyase allured in their 

weaker momenta Thb appliea eTpremly 

to marriage. It may, indeed, be gaeationed 

moat aeriously if it ia aver wdl for the 

gennis thus to tether hia soul ao on- 

eqaiYOoaUytothemudolotaathiafeet ''In 

time," we are well told, "the happinaaa of 

loYO becomea ao cuatomary, ao habiaoal, 

that it loaes by d^ees the charm of 

novdiy, and falla into a natural oonditien, 

and tliea the auppreaaed needa of our 

nature, our idioayncrasiea of birth or adn- 

cation, reappear and reassert themadvea" 

It ia bitterly hard for the man who haa 

worshipped a divinity to reallae that ike 

divinity ia not of heaven, but of day, and 

supremely human. Aa f ar aa he ia eon- 

cemed, he would have been happier In the 

Bole aodety of liia fandea. It may farther 

be doubted if even the consdousneaa that 

ahe be allied to a man much out of the 

common can atone to the wife of aueh a 

man for the shocks ahe will probably be 

made to feel, when the real haa onated the 

apirit of the ideal out of her hud»nd'a 

mind. ■

Thoraau aeema in many reapeota to have 

lived the ideal life for the geniua. He 

himadf, however, waa not exactly what 

one would term a geniua. He waa ratiiar 

one of the moat naturalominded and con- 

templative men that ever existed. You 

or I would find it difficult to endure the 

tedium of anch daya aa contented hfan to 

the uttermoat. Fancy aitting at the doer 

of your cottage for a doaen hours on end, 

witti your attention concentrated upon the 

acta and movementa of the varioaa biida 

or domestic animals that might chance to 

come within the range of your vision I It 

would seem desperately lasy, to begin 

with. Out of question, if this were per 

sisted in daily for weeks, and months, and ■
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yeaxiy the man himself, if hia inteUeet were 

ondoaded, hk eonacieDee cleari and his 

interest in the humble oieatnrea of Nature's 

menagerie who came befoia him genuine 

and sympathetica could hardly fail to 

beeomA well acquainted with these birds 

and quadrupeds, his assoeiates. ■

But only to very exceptional persons, 

Bueh as Xhoreau himself, eould such a 

life faring the thorough and satisfying 

peaoe wbieh is much thfl tame as hiqppi- ■

Wotdsworth, no doubt, was on Intimate 

terms with Nature ; but hb intimacy was 

rather general than particular. He did 

not inspire in the squirrels and birds of 

Bydal the caofidence whidi ThiMreau'a 

squirrels and birds felt in Urn. Thorean 

oeoas to haTe loved iliem for themaelyeB-* 

at leasti as much as it was possible for an 

intelligent man, with human iaalinots, to 

lore beings cf ao difieient an order. 

Wofdswotih lather praiaad them as in- 

tsgnl parts of a great scheme which was 

excellent and beneficent aUke in sill its 

paais amd as a whole. ■

Some peoj^Ifi fancy that the poet's 

g rea tes t happiness is tealised during the 

mmMnts when inspisafion ii Undling 

into iona within Urn. It is improbable 

in iihe extreme that this is ao. Con- 

ceptieii is not an easy or comfortable 

proosM. It Is a means to an end ; not 

an end in itseK Bat Hie << afterwards" 

— ^that may be said -to eompensate tot the 

pvevious pain and anxiety. To be sure, 

Giiarles I^mb was pkased to scoff in hb 

amiable manner at this ''cahn not unlike 

eontau^'* wMoh at times came over him. 

"I tUnk," he observed, "it is ecsnetimes 

m«re akin io physical ifitiq^di^ than to a 

heaiven^Aowing serenity and -pease." But 

that was his way. It was deHgfatiulLy 

ehaiaeteristie of the man who found hii 

keenest and inexhaustible pleasure, not in 

the green and gold of meadows and 

woods, withlimpid bteoksl)abbling through 

them end minmiBg the blue and white of 

the heaTOM in the dear stream; but in 

what ao many of us — ^incfaiding Worda- 

wectb— piefer to tiwak unendumble as a 

phse of residence, London, to wit : ■

** Whose dirtiest, drd>-6equented alley, 

sttid her loweat^bowing tradeainan, J," says 

Xambi "would mot excliange for SkUdaw 

and Helyellyn. Oh I her lanqM of a 

night 1 her rich goldsmiths, pr&t^ops, 

toy-shops, mercoe, luodwaremeni pastry- 

oeoks! Baint Paul's Churchyard, the 

Stmndl fixeter^Ohangel CHmrbig Oroas, ■

widi the man upon a black horse I Theae 

are thy goda, London 1 ... All the 

streets and pavements are pure gold, I 

warrant you. At least, I know an 

alchemy that turns her mud into that 

metal— a mhid that loves to be at home 

in crowds." ■

It is pleasant and encouraging to meat 

with such notions in a man who, though 

something of a Philistine of the best kind, 

was a bit of a genius alsa ■

SOME OOINOIDENOES. ■

Why is a coincidence rarely mfmtioned 

without the prefix " strange " t Are there 

no coincidences which leave Uttle xoom ftir I 

marvel, when we reflect how mndi spiaUer 

and how mach rounder the world is 

getting in these days of twenty -knot 

steamem and ''through" trains which 

cover the breadth of a continent t Places 

the distances between whkh but yesterday 

raprasented the uttermost ineeoncUeability 

of separation are now found In the same 

time-table, or book of fares; international 

necessity has prsscribed a cosmopolitan 

conformity in maritime aymbob, tele- 

graphy, musical notation, chemical symbols 

and screw-threads; "Yolapuk," if not yet 

univeraally spoken, is an aecomplidied fact; 

and the tonda of the euth have coalesced. 

Small wonder is it^ then, not only tiliat oar 

chance encountcia with acquaintancea rf 

long ago are many and oft nowadaya, bob 

that chaina of intermediary aaaodation 

ahould be readily developed, linking Ae 

circle of our incuvidual Uvea with theae 

afar off, in aome detail of circumstance or 

environment ■

I jot down a few which have oecmsiad 

within my own personal experience, end 

which are perhaps sufficiently sfaigular in 

some respect or another to bear narration. 

Now, I draw a line between simple and 

compound coincidences. That the man 

whom I ran against in TcAohama ahould 

nudge my elbow onibe Eiffel Tower; that 

Smith and I both knew Brown ; or even 

that gush of purest satisfactf on ev Aed by 

the revelation that my maternal grand- 

mother was remotely connected by marriage 

with tiie third hnaband of his great-aont 

on the bther'a sido— these, I hold, do not 

juatify a demand iqKm the reader^a atteur 

tion, and are claai&ed under the former 

head. ■

ISie beat exam^ of a aimple coincidence ■
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is perhaps tbat embodied in the old Btoiy 

— ^Touched for as fact in its main detafla — 

of the poor boy who dropped a gold ring 

entmsted to hia eare into a Btream. Un- 

able to recover it, he ran away, frightened, 

grew np, and, after many yean, retomed 

to the scene of his yoothfol escapada 

Leaning on the bridge over the brook, he 

indicated to a friend, for whose benefit he 

was rekting the episode, the spot where 

the ring fell, and on withdrawing the 

waHdng-stick which he had nsed for the 

purpose from the muddy bottom, found 

the long-lost ornament on the end of it. ■

Here, however, are one or two coinci- 

dences iuyoMng a single factor only, which 

are odd. ■

I was making a journey by the Great 

Western Bulway from London to Devon- 

shire, taking with me two live oobras in a 

box. Four other passengen got into the 

compartment at Paddington ; so, as there 

was plenty of room in the comfortable, 

broad-gauge carriage, I placed the box on 

the seat beside me, rested my arm upon it, 

and before we were well dear of suburban 

bricks and mortar, had fallen asleep, as is 

my wont in railway travelling. A bumped 

and jerky doze it became, bombarded more 

and more with chips and wedges of my 

fellow-passengers' conversation as we got 

speed on — ^for we did not ston anywhere 

before Swindon. The disjointed fragments 

of talk would of themselves have disturbed 

me but little ; but a collision could hardly 

have roused me more effectually than did 

the word snake I I had the presence of 

mind to keep my eyes closed, tat listened 

with all my ears. Yes, there was no doubt 

about it^ they were talking of the cobra di 

eapella ■

"There are two of them,** said the 

gentleman who appeared to be actbg as 

diowman ; " but they are so twined and 

knotted together that you might think it 

was only one if thebr hoods were not 

spread." ■

Now, how on earth had they discovered 

them t My snake-box had nothing about 

it externally to indicate its character, not 

even a visible scrap of perforated zinc. It 

was^ to the best of my belief, securely 

lodced ; and, besides, my elbow had leaned 

upon it the whole way. I would not run 

any risk whereby people might be 

frightened; moreover, I am too fond of 

these poor brutes to wantonly add to their 

unpopularity by permitting theb pro- 

miscuous appearance in society. No mis- 

chance short of actual crushing force co^d, ■

I felt assured, have injured their cage, and 

what would break that would kill the ■

I listened a minute longer, and the 

myste^ was explained The gentleman 

held in his hand an elaborately-esrved 

stick, which I recognised as one of the 

insignia carried in the Samee dances of 

Oeylon, from which country it appeared 

he had just returned. Two cobras, the 

prindpal emblem of the rite, were tiristed 

around the staff, and he was demonstratbg 

the position and rignification of these to 

the three passengers whose curiosity had 

been excited by the quaint carving, ■

I woke up, gradually joined in the dis- 

cussion, ventured politely to dissent on a 

point of structure, and tiien, withdrawing 

the shutter of my box — ^beneath which 

was a good panel of plate-glaas — appealed 

to Nature for oorroboratlon. And if I 

found no f ellow-ophiomaniao amongst my 

four companions, they proved, at any rate, 

very chatty and agreeable over this strange 

coinddenee. ■

Two other ooinddences are assodated in 

my mind with the Boyal Mail Steam-ship 

<* Elbe/' or with my period of eonnection 

with her. At Fort Auguste, in Jamaics, 

one of the defences of Kingston Harbour, 

on the oppodte ride of the inlet of Port 

Royal, is diown the tomb <rf a negro who, 

in a great earthquake, was swallowed up, 

and apparently ouried alive in a cham 

which was opened under his feet A 

moment later, another convuldon threw 

him out on the surface again, undamaged 

but for a few bruises, seratehes and scare, 

and he lived for many yean afterwards. 

The other occurred at Oolon, the Atlantic 

terminus of the Panama Bdlway. We 

were lying at that pestiferous port for a 

day, and I had taken the opportunity of 

running across the Isthmus in quest of 

pearls, which, I had heard, were some- 

times to be picked up at a bargain in 

Panama. No pearls, however, cooU I 

discover on that occasion, so I retomed by 

the afternoon trab, and contented myself 

until we sailed by looking at tongnee, and 

feeling pulses, and filling my podiete with 

vQe Peruvian dollars, for there were no 

doctors at Colon in those days. ■

That night at dinner I was alluding to 

the non-success of my errand iriien. aa I 

spoke, something grated between my teeth. 

It was a pearl I Diligent investlgatioii 

was rewarded by the pruse of two man in 

the oyster-patty which I was eatin^^ — all 

three worthless, it is true, but suffioently ■
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historieal to warrant their preseryation in 

a searf-pin. The oystery I need hardly aay, 

belonged to that celebrated tinned gt nas 

which included ao many epeciee of organic 

matton wed aa food on board onr ocean- 

gobg Itnera before ateam - refUgeratora 

ministered to the Inxnzy of those npon the 

deep; and the beatof the joke waa that when 

the stewards heard of my find, they care- 

folly oTcrhanled erery tin of oysters before 

it was committed to the galley, and ob- 

tained one or two enormous specimens 

which they belicTed to be of priceless 

Talae. Bat they were only lampa of 

solder from the sealing of the tin 1 ■

A relative of mine told me a fimny 

thing about that Panama railroad — ^not 

ezaclly a coincidence, but something Uke 

one. ■

In crossing, once upon a time, they were 

debyed owing to the line being blocked at 

the very aummit of the incline, from the 

top of which you first look down upon the 

Pacific A heavy burst oi rain had washed 

a quantity of earth across the metals in the 

eatting. As my relative stood there upon 

the platform of one of the cars, wateUng the 

men clear away the d6bris from the track, 

he noticed a tiny stream, one of many 

which were plashing down the steep sides 

of the cutting ; at the lower part of ita fall 

a pebble divided it, and hilt its driblet 

ran westward down to Panama, whOe the 

other half went east to swell the Atlantic 

Ocean. ■

I was leanbg over the high balcony 

outside a second-floor window of one of 

the Icrfty trapiches or warehouses looking 

upon Uie harbour, in the malodorous lower 

town of Bahia in Brazil, one broiling hot 

morning. On the aimmering pavement 

far below was an expectant little black 

boy, for I had had the misfortune to 

receive in change out of a milreis note, a 

greasy rouleau of horrible cankerous 

ooppera, from which one's pockets in- 

stinctively revolted. Therefore I had idly 

dropped them one by one to the small child 

of Ham beneath, whose thick, white soles 

pattered in chase of them over stones 

which would have cooked anything less in- 

combustible than a nigger, for these thin, 

broad coins opened to him a glittering 

prospect of caju, mangoes, and doces 

galora I withheld the last till his attention 

waa diverted from me, intending to hit 

with it the broad brim of the grass hat 

which waa the chief portion 6f Us attire. 

Presently he turned and looked up towards 

the market-plac^, dubious as to whether ■

_ ■

more reis would descend on him from the 

baloonv, and chinking those which he held 

in his loosely closed hand. I shied, missed 

his hat, and the copper passed between his 

fingers to join the others in liis paluL 

When he felt the jerk, and found his store 

increased, he appeared to think the 

"European Officer" a wonderfully good 

shot ■

Now for a*couple of compound instances, 

where the points of concurrence have 

been more continuous In identilty and com- 

plicated. ■

Many years ago I journeyed from 

Havana to Vera Cruz with a man of about 

my own age, but whose knowledge of the 

world so nur transcended mine, that I waa 

but aa a child beside him in experience* 

He was a roving spirit, never dobg mucli 

good for himself, nor coming to great harm 

— a younger son of a very old Engliah 

family. We went up the Orizaba mountain 

together aa far as the town which beara ita 

name ; and there we parted — ^he going on 

to the city of Mexico, I turning off to 

Pnebla ■

About eighteen months later I was In 

Guatemala, and suddenly bethought me to 

aak a merchant, in whose office I hap- 

pened to be when the idea occurred to me, 

whether he knew anything of my former 

travelling companion, whom I had vaguely 

heard had gone down into that country 

coffee -planting. As I spoke, a pile of 

blankets in a comer became animated, and 

a figure, which I had not observed, slowly 

rose and staggered forward with tottering 

steps. ■

''I thought I recognised you, though 

you have grown a beard 1 " he said. ■

Poor fellow ! I should never have 

known him, worn as he was to a yellow 

skeleton with the consuming fever and 

ague of the land. In a few minutes he 

reeled back to his rug agabx. I could do 

nothing for him but give him all the 

quinine I had with me, for I was just on 

the verge of my departure. ■

I left him, shocked at his pitiable con- 

dition, and never ezpectins to see 'him 

again alivei Judge, then, of my astonish^ 

ment when, years afterwards, I arrived in 

the outer roadatead of Buenos Ayres, and 

the first person to step on board from the 

little tender, the '* Tejedor," was my old 

acquaintance, no longer fever -stricken, 

though seedy of apparel He gave me a 

narrative of many vicissitudes and uA- 

ventures by eea and land since our las^ 

meeting, and confided that he was then ■
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BtipportiDg a bare exhtenoe on a vexy 

limited iminber of paper doUara per 

montii, earned by hb ezertfona as reporter 

for a newspaper, nntQ aomeihing better 

ifaonld torn np. That amelioxatlon of 

eonditiona iraa effected before I left the 

eity. Bnoh Uttle inflnenoe aa I posaeased 

was saffident to get him a dencaUp in 

one of the largest shipping agendea in the 

"25th of May Street," and we parted 

with many protestationa of regard. ■

Alas ! ue next report I had of him was 

one of fieree denunciation mingled with 

atormy reproaches heaped npon my own 

head. Entroated with a aom of money 

for transference to one'of the ateamera, he 

had absconded, and was gone none knew 

-whither — ^thoaf^ there waa an indefinite 

aort of mmoor that he had worked hii 

passage aa stoker on board a vessel bound 

^to the Cape for ostriches. ■

Whether this was so or not I never dis- 

covered; but I may mention that, by 

aearchhig enquiry, I elicited that his dis- 

appearance waa productive rather of in- 

convenience than actual lose to his 

employers, the amount which he had 

taken being small, and nearly proportionate 

to hia unpaid salary and the value of his 

few belongings which he left behind. I 

fully believe from what I had seen of the 

fellow that he considered he was striking 

a rough balance, and was no thief. ■

Not long ago I missed the last train 

down from Euston, and walked on and 

took a room for the night at an hotel, the 

name of which I do not give for obvioua 

reaaons. Wanting a few sheets of paper 

and some envelopes, I waa referred to an 

office in the hall, behind the haU-frosted 

window of which a very sleepy derk sat 

at a desk. I preferred my request, and 

waa watching the packing of the lift with 

Inggage while I presumed that he was 

attending to my wants, when the lid of 

the deak was slammed down with a crash, 

and the man bolted out of the office, 

leaving the paper and envelopea scattered 

about the counter at the window. I caueht 

but la glimpse at him ; but the impression 

flashed upon me at once tiiat it was my 

friend so oft encountered out West. 

Coming to the window with the paper he 

had probably recognised me, anc^ on the 

impulse of the moment, had turned and 

fled. ■

I have never aeen or heard of him rince, 

for I feared to do him an injury by asking 

questions about him ; but to complete this 

curioua chapter of accidents I breakfasted ■

not many daya afberwards in that veiy 

hotel wim one of the partaiers of the fin& 

with whom he had been eongsd h 

Buenos Ayres. To him I told ttie whole 

story, only suppressbg the fact ihst wb 

were probably at that moment loated 

under the aame roof wifii the clerk who 

had abaconded from him at the ottier sidfi 

of the worid. ■

Very early one momtnff I stood at ths 

firstK>pened refreshment oar in Waterloo 

Station, having a cup of coffee. At the 

other end of the counter was another 

customer similarly engaged. ■

" HoVs your foot V* I called out tohb, 

presently. ■

" What do vou mean t " he growled 

back, when I had made it quite unmi^ 

ti^eable that the question was addreeaed to 

him. ■

" Haven't you had aome bone taken oat 

of your hedt" I queried, between the 

gulps of my hot coffee. ■

*' What buslneas is that of yours, ibt' 

angrily demanded the early bird, now 

thoroughly exasperated by my imper- ■

« Because I took it out for yonl"! 

explained. ■

So I had| years before, in Ghinai ■

A man treated me badly in Bio de 

Janeira There is no need to go into the 

rights and wrongs of the bushiess, or to 

detail ' any of the dreumstances of the 

quarrel, aince idl that is outdde &e b- 

volved aeriea of coinddencea^ Saffice 

it to say I could obtain no justice or 

redress, and tiiat I left there wlA an 

unpleasant consdousness of having come 

off very much aecond best Tb% day 

before my departure, having sought this 

man vainly at his office in town, I took the 

tram to Botafogo, and did a biding dimb 

up the Novo Mundo Hill, on the top of 

which his house waa pictnresouely i>ercbed. 

He recdved me, he indde, I outside the 

locked gate of his courtyard. When I had 

had my say, and he his, I told him 

dramatically that the world waa im^ 

and that we should meet again. He 

withdrew into his cool, green-jalonaed 

verandah with a sarcastic lau^ and I 

wended my way down the roasong, rochy 

path, discomfited. ■

But there is a Nemeaia of pubUc opinioO| 

even among the faction-riven diques of 

Bio English. The vox populi was agaiiu^ 

him. f left plenty of good friends behind 

mci and the current waa more than my 

antagonist could atom. Three months ■
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ktorheekaied ooti bag «nd baggage, went 

lotheStalee, and^was heaid of in Braril 

BO novo. ■

Anodier ■erai yean nt leait moat haTe 

pMBod a/way, whan one drizriing itflemoon 

my -ooane around Southampton Docks 

was ^iflBfeded by the fact of the mring- 

bridgea^behig open to ^Uow of the great 

Union Steamer, aalling that day for South 

Africa, being haided tmt M the inner 

baain. As I loitered reatiecaly on the 

edge of Hie quay while -ahe iorged dowly 

by, Mr. D.'a Um glided dowly past within 

tlnee feet iff mine, as he leaned over tlie 

Oeimaif a rail. Mutual recognition lighted 

op ear Taoont eyes ftt the same moment, 

and 1 node a leap «and eaught the ■

BCttiBg. ■

''^I told you ^it was % -small world, my 

fiicnd," I -said, as I clambered orer the 

mUeiiio'the qnarte^deck. There was a 

ss8Be;':but ei course,! had to go ashore 

again in a few minutes, while he, calm and 

triumphant, pursued his way to the sunny 

south. ■

Less than twelTs months since, I found 

myself with twenty mmutes to wait for a 

tram at the Sloane Square Station of the 

Undeiground Bailway, and concluded to 

nainoTe that shining interval by having 

luncL Two men came into the refresh- 

mentiroom while I was there, and called 

for something at the bar. I knew the 

voice and did not look round, though I 

caught sight of hii face in tiie mirror 

behmd the bottles and glasses; but I said 

quietly over my abouUer : ■

" It's a amall world, Mr. D. !" ■

I was not prepared, however, for what 

followed. He gasped, and turned rather 

white ; then dashed aimy hand, and shook 

it effusively. ■

'* My dear fellow, how are yon, how are 

you t Who would have thought of seefng 

you here ! Gome, what are you going to 

havet Going by train! Must you really t 

Bat I jdo so want to.have a long talk. with 

you. Ck»ma and look me up-^wait, let me 

give you my address.'* He pencilled it in 

bis pocfcBt-book, tore out the leaf and gave 

it to me. "Now yon wQl come, won't 

you, sin fidta, as we used to say, eht" 

and so he rattled on with, nervous ^^ta- 

tion, at which I could not help simply 

smiling until I left The explanation no 

doubt was that it was highly important for 

him^ keep the relationa between us from 

the knowledge of the elderly gentleman 

with him, whoever tliat may Iiave been. 

Somehow, I didn't feel that I had come ■

off quite so badly that third time. The 

address, of course, was false. ■

At vinst-et-un I once -saw the dealer 

pay a pbyer twenty -eight times the 

original stake. Four or five Americans 

were seated at the table, and they played, 

I*tfaiidr,*witii three packs of cards mixed. 

The dealsr, when he saw his own card, 

doubled the stakes. One player ''went" 

on both Us cards, but, on recdving the 

two next, turned the four over, and 

declared his intention of gdng on all — 

they were all four kings. Fortune 

fayoured liim to such an extent that on 

three of these the cards ran out twenty- 

one, and on the fourth nineteen. Ihe 

dealer had two aces, and seeing the 

desperate odds against him, resolved to 

firiit on both, wifli the result that both 

"bunt.'' Thua his indebtedness to this 

one player alone amounted to eight-and- 

twenty times the sum which the latter had 

first announced as his stake. ■

It was a strange coincidence that I 

should sit oppodte to a man at the table- 

d'h6te at "Beckwith's Hotel," in George- 

town, Demerara, I feeling p^ectly certain 

that I had seen him somewhere before, 

and he as obyioudy recognising me, yet 

ndther of us able to " place " the oUier ; 

that we should drift by each other again 

in the crush and crowd of the landmg- 

stage at New Orleans, and afain have no 

opportunity of speaUng; and that finally 

we should be introduced to each other on 

coming out of a church in a quiet Berk- 

shire village by some relMions of mine, 

then to discover that we had been fellow- 

students at Saint Oeorge's Hospitd, 

meeting every day, but never speaking, 

according to the rigid etiquette which 

prescribed no communication between men 

of different years' entry. ■

We had a white cat^ who was my 

especial [pet It waa not a beautiful ca^ 

nor an amiable cat, nor a very honest cat 

— ^not by any means; but Barabbas at- 

tached himself <to me, and was always to 

be found on my chair when I came home 

for my very late dinner, and took charge 

of me generally. He was a small cat of 

peculiar and uneainly shape, and having 

one blue eyo and one of normal greenish- 

grey. One day he was taken ill with 

symptoms of poisoning; for many days 

he lay about, refusing all food, and ms 

coat, which had been his one good feature, 

became thin and mangy. The poor 

creature wasted miserably In stdte of dl 

that could be done for him ; ana while we I ■

n ■
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were deliberatiDg as to Ae most merdfnl 

conrse to pnnae^ he solved the diffieoltv 

by disappearing: orawUng away, in all 

probability, to some retreat to die — where, 

we never disoovered. ■

About twelve weeks after this, the baby 

trotted into the dining-room one day 

annoncctng, in his own tongae, that 

"Aboo" was on the stair& I coold 

hardly believe my eyes; but there he 

was, ghastly, thin, and so weak that he 

could hardly stand. There was the same 

high-arched back, the same thlok^ coarse 

for, and the two odd eyes. The mystery 

was increased by the fact of the weather 

having been, daring those twelve weeks, 

the bitterest of the whole winter. All 

manners of theories were framed to ac- 

count for Barabbas's whereabouts ; and I 

entered the circumstance in my note- 

book as an instance of "Bamarkable 

Tenacity of Life in a Oat." ■

Needless to say that we nursed and fed ■

him up, and in a short time he was strong 

enough to be able to steal everything 

within the pale of feline possibilidBSy as 

of yore. Oertainly he seemed to have 

forgotten some of the traits and haUts 

which were distinctive of him before his 

disa^pearanca But as I sat one night 

lookmg at him while he gazed ezpeeiaat 

into my face, I suddemy remembered 

that his blue eye was on the wrooff 

side. ■

A whimsical train of sleepy fknqr, too 

ridiculous to be set down here, had fixed 

the relative positions of the eyes of the 

true Barabbas in my mind. Here, then, 

was a case of mistaken identity; but an 

extraordinary coincidence, none the less 

that the unwitting little impostor was, in 

aU probability, a latten of the same mother 

as his double — ^that makon having trans- 

mitted her parti-coloured ocular peeuHacity 

to a numerous progeny in the neighboiii- 

hood. ■

Note.— la Number 107 of All thx Ybab Round, Third Series, there appeared an article eaDad 

" A Real Treasure Hunt/' which was based on Mr. Knight's excellent and entertaining book» " The 

Cruise of the Alerte/' published by Messrs. Longmans, Green & Go. The writer inadvertently omitted 

to acknowledge his indebtedness to Mr. Knight's book, or to give its title and the other neoeasary 

particulars in a footnote, as is usual in such oases. The present note has for its object the reparation 

of the error, with the expression of my regret to Mr. Knight that it should have oocurred.-^AI. All thb 

Yeab Round. ■

On the 28th of MARCH ^vsrill be commenced a ■

NEW SERIAL STORY, ■

BY ■

MARY ANGELA DICKENS, ■

AUTHORESS OF ■

"A MIST OP ERROB," etc., etc. ■

The RigM qf TrantlaUng ArtMm from All thi Turn Bound U rewrved hy ihe Auikomm ■

Published at tbe Oi&os. M, Wellington Street^ Strand. PHnted by OaAuis Dzonvs A Btavs, Qnratal PahMt ■



kn nhanany wbnlttad to be worth a Guinea a Box for Bilioos and Nemras Disorden, incli as Wiod aad Pain In tha Stomaeh, ■

Sick Headache, Giddiness, Fnlness and SweUinif after Meals, Dunness and Drowsiness, Cold ChillSj^ Flashings of H«aL ■

Leu of Appetite, Shortness of Breath, Coetirenen, Scurvy and Blotches on the Skin, Disturbed Slero, Frightiul Drei ■

•n Mcrrons and Trembling Sensations, etc eta Tlie first dose will give relief in twenty minutes. Tms is no fiction, for they ■

it in oonntlsss cases. 

sdoMwledged to bo ■

Every sufferer is earnestly invited to try one Box of these Pills, and they will M ■

WORTH A GUINEA A BOX. ■

For Fsaales of all agag these PiUs are iavaloaUa. 

to e^ BBECHAM'S PILLS for removing any obetrvctioB or irregulaxity of the syBtenu If taken ■

No Female should be withooc them. ■ Thflfa is no medicine to b« fowiA ■

. „, linjg to the ■

dbrecooos given with endi box, they will soon restore Females of all ages to soomI and robust health. This has beea 

proved bythousands who have tried them and found the benefits which are ensured by their use. ■

For a Weak Stomach, Impaired Digestion, and all disorders of the liver, they act like magic, and a few doses will be fonai 

to vorit wonders on the most important organs in the human msrhine. They strengthen the whole muscular svstera, restore 

th* loag>lost complexion, bring back the keen edge of apiiettte, and arouse into action, with the rosebud of health, the whole 

physicsi energy (tf the human finame. These are Bbcts testified cootinuallv by members of all classes of society ; and one of the 

oest gnarantees to the nervous nnd debilitated is, BEECHAM'S PILLS have the largest sale of any patent medicine in the 

wld. FnQ directioM are given with each Box. Siold by all Druggists and Patent Medicine Dealers everywhere. ■

In Boxes at Is. 1^ and 2a 9d. each. ■

CHARITY ■

ORGANISATION ■

SOCIETY. ■

rr.R THB IM^ROVSMENT OF THE CONWTIOK OF THE POOR ■

BY PEKSOSAL. AND ASSOCIATED CHARITY, IRRESPBCTIVB ■

OF CLASS AND SECT. ■

■yyORKERS are much wanted tosssist District Committees 

regularly : (i) by visiting and influencii^ those to whom 

^ 'l-; alone would be of no avail ; (2) by taking charge of special 

c.a^^ses of cases — e.gr-i convalescent, medical, emigration, loan, 

:r p-ension cases ; (3) by serving upon district committees as 

r'.;K'e5entatives of k ndred societies, or by co-operating with 

tbe-^ commictees as members of local municipal bodies. ■

MONEY can be sent for any special purpose, and will be 

•-sed for that purpKMe only. It may be given for organisation — 

«■«-., to enable volunteers to do their work efficiently by provid- 

ing them with the necessary paid assistance ; for inquiry, co- 

-jitration, and adequate relief; and to promote, by discussion 

aiiii oiherwise, better methods in charitable work. ■

MONEY may al»o be given for the relief of special cases— 

•v., cases for which in the poorer parts of London District 

C irimiuces are unable to raise the necessary funds; for con- 

.ilcsccnt aid ; for the prompt supply of surgical apparatus ; or ■

There an 40 District Committees. ■

' ON'TRIBUTIONS should be sent to C. S. Loch, Secretary, 

.:.*TUy Organisation Society, 15, Buckingham St., Strand,W.C. ■

rHE ■

^^isnw ■



43 PRIZE MEDALS AWARDED TO THE FIRM. ■

Frys ■

■■

Cocoa ■

CONCENTRATED 

SOLUBLE ■

FBEPABED BY A NEW AND SFEOIAL 80IENTIFI0 PROCESS. ■

Sir OHAELES A. CAMERON, M.D.-"I| W. H. R. STANLEY, M.D.-"I consider it 

hhre never tasted Oocoa that I like bo welL It is a very rich, delioious Coooa. It is highly oon. 

especially adapted to those whose digestive organs oentrated, and therefore eoonomioal as a famOj 

are weak, and I strongly recommend it as a food. It is the drink pw emceUence for children, 

sabstitnte for tea for young persons." | and gives no trouble in making." ■

To secure this artide oak for "Fry's Pure Concentrated Cocoa.** ■

PABIS EXHIBITION. imH^OLD MEDAL awarded to J. S. FBY fe SONS. ■

RYLANDS' ■

Dacca Calicoes ■

SOLD ■

Are the Best. 

BY ALL DRAPERS. ■

TRADE MARK. ■

None are Genuine "without the Trade Mark. ■

Sir CBAS. CAMKBON, MJ).. Mys:- ■

" An Ikoellent Food. admlraUy adapted to the wmats of Xnfiuita.* ■

est.a.blis:h:e3Id isas. ■

INFANTS, 

INV^DS. ■

tieIused. ■NEAVE S FOOD ■

BEST .^H^TID OBCE-A.X'EST. ■

Dr. BABTLETT. PliJ>., F.G.Se, sajsz^ ■

''The Flesh and Bone>formliLg conatltnenta are Car above the average of the beat FarlnaoeoTLs 

Foods." ■

PRIZES VALUE OVER £6,000. ■

^^ 4^ tf^ MONTHLY ■

SunughtSoapCompetitions ■

W6APPCRS COMPETITION. ■

For Girls and Boys x6 Utt birthday and under. ■

FBIZKS eaoh Month- 60 Silver Keyless Levor ■

Waitham Watches, valne £4 4s. oaeh. ■

For Competitors who collect and s:nd in the largest number 

(for their respective ages) of that portion of the ' Sunlight 

Soap Wrappers commencing with Now for the Sunlight 

way of "Wabhing," etc ■

CARD BOX COM PETITION. ■

Optn to all aered 17 last birtliday and npwards. ■

PRIZES each Month-^ Silver Keylsss Iiover ■

Waitham Watohes, valnp £4 4s. saeh. ■

For Competitors sending in the largest number of Card-br' 

tops containing the word *• Sunlight," together with the ^»rr^' 

and Addresses of Householders who do not BSe "Sattrhl 

Soa«. ^one for each card sent ia). ■

j^Send full Name ft Addresi on Post Card for Rules to LEVltft BBOB., Ltd., Poit Suiaight, near Birksahesa ■

CKA&LBS OXCXKHH AVD SVAVH, OBTCrffAL PALACl P&ISe. ■



PAftt 27. ■

Cot^oUdTElD pY ■

CONTAINS ■

The Opening Chapter of a New Serial Story, ■

ENTITLED ■

'^The Laird o^ Cockpen.'' a Scrbi va'^k ■

Story * ,. '21?, Jll, ^tij^afXi ■

Pb^b«i. A Stgry in Two Chapters. . t^U:^^ .i^ ■

MortU^^if in the Borough Market :;i:'^ 

"Th« a plrifi of Imitation^' .. .. -wi 

TUe Art Treasures of the City of ■

liOadOU .. .> '-i'J, ^-iT, J77 ■

CROSS CURRENTS. ■

By MARY ANGELA DICKENS. ■

ALSO ■

**TTie Olorioutj Vintage of Oh&ra- ■

pftgno" , ■

On Beings an Orphan ■

FalZiS and Showa .. 

Elizabethan Diutiert» .. 

Qrlzzly Dan. a Camplete 'Sbyty 

Curio J 01 the QMseii'3 Engiisti . 

Go^iceralny tlie Cenau^ ■

2753 

. Jiili ■

And THE BitraA fePRIt^O AND EASTEa NUMBER. ■

gi 26 mLLIjN'GTOvf S"., ■

■

■ l ^^lil>^> ■ ■ #■ I P ■

-I'htfotl*rrfllf»l#*\Tnta ••««* Ui. .«^f ♦« ftrT.T.»a 1A7 Jk lAfl Ploftt St... Lfttiflnn. "E.fl. ■



LEA 2c PERRINS' SAUCE ■

In ooDMqnenoe of Imitationi of LBA ft PBBBIN8' 8AU0B, wbiA m oriediUd (o ' 

deceive the pubUc, LBA ft FBBBIN8 beg to draw attentioa to the iMt thaliMhBottU 

of the Original and Gemiine WOS0BSTB&8HIBB BAUOB bean fchdr Wgattet^ Uu»^ ■

dtc^tyOyl^^ ■
«£2f*c^ ■

Sold WhoIeBale by the Proprietors, Worcester; OBOSSB and BLAOKWBLL, ■

Bxport Oilmen generally. BetaU by Dealers in Bauoes throoghoai the Werid. ■

ind ■

HOPGOOD&C ■

NUTRITIWE ■

Sedative - ■

lAIR ■

CREAM. ■

HOPGOODS ti the ONLY ■

preparation far the Hair recom mended 

by the Faculty n? the Best 

preparation for thfl RecDOval of Scoff, 

Irritation, preventing Greyness and Baldness and 

producing a ■

LUXURIANT HEAD OF HAIR. ■

Bottles. 1/e, 2/-. 2/6, 3/6, & 5/-, 

Of all Perfunnors and Chemists. ■

119th Thoosand. Poet free of iAtkoi^ fri» 6a ■

Consumption ■

Chronic Bronchitis, Asthma. & ^\m, ■

Bv EDWIN W. ALABONE, F.R.M.S.. Member rf the Roi ■

Cross, etc., late Consulting Physidan to the \jmm Cia^ioi ■

Orphan Asylum. ■

Lynton Honae, Highbury Quadrant, Loadee, N. ■

W. Fairbairn, M.D., L.R.C.P., sutes: "The succfe* of 

y;our treatment is elmply manrdloQS. I haye had do le&> ihu 

sixty cases of cure dtmng the oast year." ■

E. T. Young, L.R.C.&, L.R.C.P., writes: "Your inii. 

ment for Consumption has proved a great saccess is my o.»r 

case— after having been given ao by •ereril eariwat phyii 

cians. I am convinced, not only by my own csotcieoct, \x,\ 

from the evidence of other cases I kave ileai mt it is tbf 

remedy so long sought after." ■

mk ■ m^ ■■ AT THE WAREHOUSE, MANCHIESTER. ■

IIRI-SalvageStogkSale ■

I IIIN ^ AT ENORIWOUS REDUCTIOMl ■

Fire in Manchkster.— A fire which threatened at one time to assume very serious proportions broke out bit ettrbj 

in Mr. John Noble's WarehouiC in Piccadilly. Superintendent Tozer with his entire brigade played upon tbe flam«i for i 

couple of hours, when they were extinguished. The building is seven stories high, and the contents were serioQsly dan)A(*J 

I by fire and water. — From the Manchester Evening Arrcj, November xoth, 1890. ■

Dress Fabrics, Flannels, Mantle Cloths, Blankets, ete., ofTered at Prlees CONSIDEIABLY ■

BELOW FIBST COST. 

J0- SALE PATTERNS POST FREE. WRITE AT ONOE for Sale Oatalogne, sent Post Frae to any addiMS, oa iffUottl'A. ■
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GHAFTEB V. TOSSED ON TROUBLED SEAS. ■

All night I lay awake in my little 

eabin, UsteniDg to the marmor of the water 

against the aidei of the yacht, and hearing 

OYer and oyer again those words of Hael 

Penryth. They were wise words and 

troe, and worth remembering. I told my- 

self it was foolish to waste life oyer a 

broken dream ; foolish to give myself oyer 

to imagination and romance; foolish to 

suffer as I still suffered for Mke of that 

long dead youth of mine from which I had 

paried with such bitter tears. What was 

to be gained now by dreams so yain as 

those I had of late indulged t A miserablci 

fersrish emotion, a restless discontent — 

mind and body on the rack. Was Penrjth 

right when he said that I had wilfoUy 

ehoaen my own misery, wilf uUy closed my 

eyes to what life meant for me t ■

The wrench of that sudden partbg had 

hurt me less than I had once bdieyed 

poaaiUe. It had also opened my eyes to 

a danger to which I had been blindly 

drifting. My cheeks grew hot with sud- 

den shame eyen here in the night's 

quiet darkness as I thought of that self- 

betrayaL ■

''I can't understand it," I said to my- 

self, helplessly. *' Oh, if he had only kept 

Awayl Why did he return! Why did 

he glye me all this suffering to bear 

oyer sgain t It was cruel — ^it was yery 

crosir' ■

The tears rolled down in a weak and ■

childish fashion; I seemed to haye lost 

the self-control and hardness which had re- 

strained emotion through those past days 

and houra ■

"It will haye to be fought all oyer 

agab,"I thooght ; '' jast as I belieyed that 

I had conquered and was saf& And it is so 

much harder now 1 Oh, why do we loye— 

why, why ! ■

Alas ! there is no answer to that ques- 

tion, saye that it is a law of the life we 

own. ■

The bitter shame and humiliation of it 

all stabbed me with cruel pain. To liye, 

laugh, talk, to face other eyes, play at 

composure and indifference, and aU the 

time to bear the torturee of longing and 

regret! That was what loye had giyen 

me to bear. Ob, why could I not forget t 

Why could I not kill this pain and feyer 

out of my heart t " It is not eyen as if he 

were worthy, or yery good," I told myseli 

'* He is no hero ; he has been selfish, reck- 

less, cruel from the first; but yet I shall 

neyer loye any other half so well." ■

Yet eyen as I said it, I knew that I must 

brace eyery energy and eyery nenre to 

fight down this passion which had now be- 

come a sin. I could scarcely understand 

how from relentlessness I had turned to 

compassion, from anger to pity; how I 

had allowed myself to drift back to the 

old weakness and the old danger from 

which I had belieyed myself so far 

remoyed. ■

All my better instincts rebelled; all 

pride and dignity of womanhood rebuked 

me for the self-betrayal of that last morn- 

ing on the hill-side, when the yeil of silence 

had been rent between us two. And the 

shame of discoyery, the knowledge that 

not only Huel Penryfh but the Laird 

himself had guessed something of what ■

VOXb y.— THIBD SEBiaS* ■ U4 ■
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had cansed Douglas Hay's abrupt de- 

partore, filled me with a great, dismay. ■

Perhaps in a measure they served to 

brace my energies afresh, to make me see 

things in that fierce light of refiection 

from the minds of others, which is at once 

a revelation and a warning. ■

There is a moment in life when con- 

viction pierces the veil of all subterfuge ; 

the ptfst and the present confront us ; we 

see clearly at last, and truth forces acknow- 

ledgement from heart and lip. That 

moment was mine now. ■

I had escaped a great peril. My life 

felt broken and unstrung; but I was 

realising by slow and sure degrees that 

life's hours could not be passed in vaii; 

regrets and vain longings. I was un- 

happy; but I was not alone in my nn- 

happiness. Others had fought the same 

weary battle, others would fight it long 

after life had ceased for me. ■

<'Is pain over then!" I wondered, 

turning fevered brow and tear-wet eyes to 

the waking dawn. ■

And my heart whispered, " Not unless 

death kills memory too." ■

The Laird had made but brief com- 

ment on Douglas's sudden departure; but 

the girls were loud in lamentation and 

regret ■

''And he has missed the very best of 

the trip," had been the regretful remark 

of pretty Jessie M'Eaye, as the yacht 

made its way up to S%e, breasting the 

blue waters like some beautiful white 

bird. ■

We passed through Loch Etive, and 

then made for the Sound of Mull The 

weather was still perfect, forcing me to 

recant my opinions of the Scotch climate. 

The blue sky and warm sunlight brought 

out all the soft tints and colours of the 

hills, and the hues of bracken and fern, 

and the pearly my of the rocks, and 

the dappled cloud -shadows that floated 

across the deep valleys, and wild, dark 

stretches of mist. ■

It was intensely lovely amidst that ever- 

changing panorama of mountain, and hill, 

and forest, and sea. Scarce even a boat 

would break the monotony of the great, 

foam-flecked stretch of waters, and the 

moan of breaking waves was only echoed 

by the wilder and more mournful plaint of 

the sea bbds. ■

The loneliness and sadness oppressed me 

in a vague and melancholy way. The 

girls were merry enough. It mattered' ■

little to them, apparently, whether ddes 

were erey or blue, if storm threatened, or 

sunlight smiled But to me it seemed tiut 

physical pain would have been easier to 

bear than this dull aehe, this constant 

sense of repression, and the hranting 

dread that I had betrayed myself to 

others. ■

The Laird's candid eyes and bluff, 

honest face seemed to me to have acquired 

a gravity and suspicion hitiierto a stnmgsr 

to them. He almost avoided me, and 

whenever we anchored and went on shors, 

as we so frequently did if opportmity 

offered, I seemed to be always left to 

the escort and companionship of Hud 

Penryth. ■

Wa had had.a month now of thb Idle^ 

monotonous life; steering our course ac- 

cording to fancy, instead of following tibs 

tourist s usual track. At Tobermory the 

weather suddenly changed, and we were 

advised to wait for ti&ee or four days 

until the gale had spent itself. ■

It was very dull and dreary in the little 

inn, watching the storm-clouds drift over 

the dull, grey sky, and the rain beating 

incessantly on the window-pane% and 

listening to the wild warfare of wind and 

waves, as their fierce music filled the 

air through the long days and longer 

nights. ■

Sleep and I seemed to have become 

strangers to one anoUier, and tiie strain 

on mind and action began to show itself 

in a certain feverish unrest I grew pakr 

and thinner every day, and often I saw 

Bella eyeing me anxiously, as if she read 

the change but did not like to question Ik 

She herself seemed perfectly happy and 

content, and her merry laugh and faoe 

were as good as sunshine and sea-breeies 

to us all. It struck me at this time that 

the eyes of fiobert M'Eaye, the Laird's 

friend, had acquired a curious habit of 

watching and following her about As for 

the two girls, they seemed to idolise her, 

and were never happy away from her. ■

I thought sometimes that it would be 

strange if she accepted the position of step- 

mother, and went back with them to 

Australia. ■

I hinted this laughingly to her one 

evening, and was not a little surprised at 

the blushes and confusion that responded 

to my raillery. ■

** He is a very eood man, and a very 

kind one," she said, '* I'm not sure bat 

what I might do worse, Athole." ■

"Do you think you would be happy 1" ■
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I aakad, somewliat wistfully. The &et 

of lottDg hflr «l80 ont of my Ufa made it 

tike a grayer and more gloomy atpeot. ■

"Well, Tm not a romantic body like 

yourself," slia said, langhing, ^'and Fm 

very fond of the M^Eayes, one and all, 

and of all things I shonld love to go to 

Australia. I'm not exactly deeirons of 

i^flDding all my days in Scotland." ■

And these were reasons for marrying ! 

Wei), I suppose they were as good as those 

of many other girls, and Bella's was a safe 

and sensible natare. She would never 

be wrecked and tempest-tossed on seas of 

wild and passionate emotion, never fret 

heart and sonl with love, and jealousy, and 

fierce anger, and agonised despair as I had 

done. ■

'^ I know he is a very good, kind man," 

I said, at last ; '' but he is old enough to 

be your father, Bella." ■

<'0h, what of that t " she said, lightly. 

<' I'm not of the sort that falls in love with 

foolish laddies and such like f eckleqi beinga 

They're only a trouble and a vexation to 

me. I've siways made up my mind to 

have a sensible, middle-aged husband, and 

here's my chanca Besides," she added, 

with a twinkle in her bright eyes, << when 

you are a member of a large family it really 

becomes a duty to relieve your parents of 

the burden of supporting you longer than 

is absolutely necessary. And you know, 

my dear, there's not an atom of sentiment 

or romance in my composition. I simply 

couMn't fret, and fume, and dream, and 

poetise about a man. It may seem very 

odd, bat I couldn't. It isn't In me." ■

"No," I said, '<! don't believe it is. 

You will go down to your grave, laughing. 

It is an enviable disposition, but I cannot 

understand it." ■

She looked at me keenly, and with a 

sudden gravity replacing the laughter In 

her eyes. ■

'*What has come to you, lately, Atholet" 

she said, *' You don't look well, and your 

spirits are as uncertain as — ^well, as the 

weather. Are jrou wearying of the trip 

already — or — or is it because Douglas Hay 

leftust" ■

I folt my face flush hotly. ■

«BeUa," I smd, <<aU that b over and 

done with. Do not speak of it again. I 

don't mind oonfening that I am unhiappy — 

veiy unhappy; but that is no new thing. 

I think my mind ii a morbid and du- 

utia^ed one. I have always wanted so 

much more out of life than it can giv& 

That is a mistake. Perhaps, as I grow ■

older, I shall grow wiser. I'm sure I need 

to." ■

*' You seemed much brighter and happier 

when you first set out," she said. ■

'*Have I not just told yon that my 

nature is altogether wrongl" I said, bitterly. 

'^ I grow tired of everythfaig and everyone. 

I am always wanting to know, and to 

analyse, and to experience ; and then irtien 

I do get any deeper into a feeling, or the 

meaning of any action, I feel so disap- 

pointed. It never seems a bit like what I 

imagined it would be." ■

Bella shook her head reproachfully. ■

*' Fooluh," she said. " How often must 

I say it t What a pity, little coz, that you 

were not one of a large family. You 

would soon have all dreaming and senti- 

mentality knocked out of you; depend 

upon It, life is safer and more wholesome 

when household duties and occupations 

demand your attention. I have never had 

time for firettbg, or repining, or 'ana- 

lysing,' ai you call it, and I am sure, I am 

quite sure, that life Is a happier, more satis- 

factory thing for me than it has been or 

can be for you." ■

I looked at the bright face, the clear, 

honest eyes, the perfect content and 

genuine good -humour of the whole ex- 

pression. ■

''You are quite right, Bella," I sdd, 

with a faint sigh of envy. '*It has been 

and it will be happier always." ■

OHAFTBB VI. *< POOE LASSIE 1 " ■

Bbforx we left Tobermory it was all 

arranged. Bella was to marry Bobert 

M'Eaye, and return with him and his 

daughters to his sheep-run in the Eura 

district at the end of their year's holiday. 

She wrote to her folk in Inverness to 

acquaint them with the news, evidently 

taking their consent Jor granted, as did 

also the calm, senrible Scotchman, whose 

wooing had been conducted on the matter- 

of-fact and rational principles peculiar to 

his nation. I regarded them both with 

feelings of curiosity and wonder. The change 

in their relative positions did not seem to 

make any difference in their manner to 

one another, fiobert M*Kaye gave as 

much of his attention to the Laud ae to 

his affianced bride; and she laughed 

and jested, and took life in just the same 

careless, unembarrassed manner as ever. 

The girls looked upon her as a sbter, and 

the new relationship apparently pleased 

them greatly. ■
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I think that I was the only one who did 

not approre of it, thongh I refrained from 

laying aa Bat I knevr I ahoold feel rery 

lonely withont my merry, good-natured 

eonain ; and the thoaght of the wide aeaa 

leparating ns could only be a moomfal 

and unwelcome thoaght to me. ■

At last the skies cleared, and the rain 

showed signs of ceasing, so we sailed oat 

of Tobermory Bay and made for Loch 

Scavaig and Coroidti with the intention of 

seeing the wonders of these wild places, 

and the Spa Oave and Glen Sligachan. I 

heard the Laird telling Hael Penryth of 

the desolate and awfm grandeur of this 

wUd island, of its Uack, silent waters, its 

jagged, twisted rocks, and of all the sombre 

and ghostl^r loneliness that there held end- 

less sovereignty. Perhaps those graphic 

piotares produced a deep impression on 

my mind. I know the place affected me 

profoundly. We seemed gliding into a 

dark and unknown prison, from whence 

escape would be impossible. The melan- 

choly and sleeplessness from which I had 

suffered took stronger hold on me. Some- 

times I was afraid that I should tail ill, and 

I longed to ask the Laird to turn back, to 

leaTe this wild and fearful place, and take 

me home to Oorriemoor again. ■

When I stood on deck in the cold, grey 

twilight that here had none of summer's 

warmth or brightness, , I could not 

repress a shudder of aversion. ■

" Ye're no admiring it^ Athole, Tm think- 

ing," said the Laird, coming to my side, 

his hands in the pockets of his roagh tweed 

suit, the unfafling pipe in his mouth. ■

" No/' I said, with unflattering alacrity, 

<< I think it is an awful place." ■

*'Ohl nonsense; it's just grand," he 

said, heartily, '* a bit gloomy perhaps after 

sunset; but wait till to-morrow, and you'll 

no be so ready to find fault. A dash of 

sunshine makes a' the difference." ■

I was silent. ■

It seemed impossible to fancy the sun 

bold enough to flash any warmth or 

brightness over the great black shoulders jof 

Garsren, or lighting the desolate lake 

waters that reflected only low and riven 

rocks, and echoed no more cheerful sound 

than the call of the water-fow]« or the 

hollow murmurs of the wind. ■

The yacht lay motionless In the deep, 

dark loch. All around were towering 

mountains and the wild fantastic forms 

of cliff and rock, while as the tmlight 

deepened, a pale blue mist gathered over 

the heights, and floated down like a veil ■

with which the moontam spirits hid 

chosen to shut in their haunted soUtadea. ■

The Laiid's voice again facoln the 

sOenea ■

'Tm afraid," he said, <Hhat you're not 

enjoying the trip as much as you Cmded, 

but it will soon be over. No doubt," he 

added, presentlyi "it's a bit dull now 

there's none o' the singing, and the daneingp 

and story-telling we aye got from young 

Douglas Hay." ■

I felt my oheeks flush with sudden 

warmth. ■

*<I have not found it duU," I said, 

quickly, "and I have enjoyed the whole 

trip immensely ; but I cannot say I like 

thb part of it." ■

" It would be a pity did we no see the 

Spa Oave now we are so far on our way," 

he said. ■

" Oh, by all means let us see whatever 

ought to be seen," I said, with foreed 

cheerfulness, "I should be sorry to inter- 

fere with the plans you have made." ■

" But you must not think I would make 

any plana that might not please yon," he 

said, gravely, " I planned this trip for your 

sake. I really did wish to give you a 

little pleasure. After ail, Corriemoor ii 

but a dull place for a young thing— I 

ought to have remembered that long 

aga" ■

I was almost too startled to speak; I hid 

never heard him express such concern or 

interest in my life. He had alwsyi 

seemed to take for granted that my taitei 

were identified with his own, and sab- 

servient to his wishes. ■

" You are very good," I said, hurriedly ; 

" and pray— pray do not think tlus luui 

not been a great pleasure to ma It ii 

only that lately I have not been qoite 

strong or well, and here it is so bleak and 

cold. I am rather like a swallow lor 

southern latitudes," I added, with a litde 

nervous laugh, as I saw how grave hit 

face looked. ■

There was a long sOenea, uncomfortably 

long it seemed to me, used as I wai 

to the Laird's <• silent ban" as I called 

theuL ■

Then quite suddenly he laid his hand on 

my shoulder, the big, tou^h hand that had 

never pleased my fastidioaa tastes. Iti 

touch now was very gentle, and there wai 

something almost deprecating in the 

glance that met my owiu A faint gleam 

of moonlight fell upon his face through the 

parting nuste that veUed the sky. It wss 

pale, seriousi almost distressed. ■
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•'Poor laasier' he Midi yery softly— 

and tamed away. ■

I remained there leaning againit the 

dde of the yacht. I was trembling 

greatly. I wondered what had eanied 

tiiat indden tendemeag — ^that look of com- 

passion. Had he really read something of 

my miserable secret, and did he now 

atferibnte the change ii me to Douglas 

Hay's departure! The thought stabbed 

me with sharp and bitter shame. Perhaps 

he now was repenting of the mistake he 

had made — ^perhaps he* too, recognised the 

fact that oar marriage was altogether 

onsaitable. ■

Looking back on Its brief years I eoold 

not say that I had shown myself yeiy 

bving. or reiy companionable ; but then, 

on the other hand, he had been to the fall 

ss engrossed in Us own pursuits and 

occupations as I in my sorrows and my 

dreamsL He had never seemed to want 

ma There was rery little sympathy 

between us — that subtle underourzent of 

mutual liking and comprehension which 

makes two natures agree so easily, and 

understand so readily what pleases or 

interests or absorbs each. ■

He had been unobsenrant, and I had 

been reticent He had passed his life in 

his old, accustomed manner, and no doubt 

belicYed that I was perfectly content with 

himi foigetting how new and strange it 

must hare seemed, and how dull and 

commonplace it must hare been for a young 

girl, who had no society, no companions, 

and could not find engrossing interest in 

mere household drudgery. ■

<*0h, what a mistaka it has been ! " I 

sidd to myself now, with a bitterness bom 

of intense hopelessness. "Why did he 

not take my first ' no,' and beliere it ; or 

why was I so foolish as to yield! We 

could not have been more unhappy ; but 

we might so eadly have been less." ■

Even as I thought it, I felt a warm 

shawl wrapped about mjr shouldersi The 

Laird had retumed again. I looked up 

gratefully. ■

" Thank you, Donald," I said. ■

I so seldom called him by his name, 

that I suppose it surprised him. His 

quick glance met mine with a flash of 

sudden pleasure. ■

*' Tou'ye been aye long standing there, 

Athole," he said. " Will ye not walk a 

bit now, unless you prefer to go below! 

The others are at card-playing and f ortune- 

telling, and such like f oolishneea^' ■

" Oh, I don't care to go below," I said ; 

"and the night is getting cUmut. How 

wonderfully white the stors look!" I 

added, in amazement, as I looked up at 

the sky, which now seemed of a curious 

lambent green, unlike anything I had ever 

seen befcNra ■

A faint wind brought with it the song 

of distant streams travelling seawards from 

the far-off mountain heighta The solemn 

stillness of the night held no other 

sound. ■

<* They always look white up here," said 

the Laird ; " I suppose it is somethinff in 

the atmosphera The place does not Took 

so weurd and strange now, does it ! And 

when you see it to-morrow in the sunshine 

you'll think it's just wonderful, wi' all the 

colours of the coasts and the rocks, and 

the clouds, and the loch reflecting them 

like a mirror. No doubt you think Fm 

over fond of pzaising my own land," he 

added, presently ; *< but I suppose it's but 

natural to a Scotchman," ■

" I think it's a rery pardonable pride," 

I said ; " I had no idea there was such 

beautiful scenery to be found in these wild 

regiona" ■

''There's M'Eaye^ now," he went on, 

complacently; '* he's travelled eno' to ken 

what scenery is like, and what foreign 

countries are worth. He'll no be content 

ever again in them. He's made up his 

mind to retire from business, and lay his 

hopes to rest here in his native land." ■

I laughed involuntarUy. ■

** He ought not to talk of laying his 

bones to rest as a reason for his retum," 

I said. " What about Bella ! " ■

''No doubt," he answered, gravely; 

" she will do him good and stir him up 

a bit. He's of a somewhat grave and 

desponding nature." ■

"Well, she certainly is the very op- 

posite," I said. "I always look upon her 

as a cure for low spirits and dulnesa" ■

*' You'll be missing her, I fear," he said, 

somewhat anxiously. ■

** Indeed, yes," was my candid and some- 

what sorrowful responsa *'Iam fonder 

of her than of any of my other cousins." ■

"Or — or any one else here, I often 

think," he said, with an odd, harsh, little 

laugh. ■

I looked at him astonished. Was it 

possible, conceivable even, that he should 

mind my partfality ! ■

" She is so bright, and has such a happy, 

contented natpe," I said, "and she has 

always been so good to ma" ■
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<* H&ve not other folk been— that 1 " he 

Mked, suddenly. ■

There wm nneaeineflf in his tone ; bat 

his eyes iM I met their glanee were very 

kind snd very Mudoos. ■

"Oh yes,^ I said, eheerfolly, <'yoa 

sorely do not imagine that I am finding 

fanlt with any of my kinsfolk.'' ■

*<Athole," he said, stopping abruptly, 

and half facing me in the elear, pale 

moonlight, ^ how old are you t " ■

" More than twenty now,'' I answered. 

•< What made you ask I " ■

"I — I hardly know," he said, resuming 

his walk by my sida " Perhaps it was 

something M'Kaye said when he first saw 

you. And yet he's not proved himself 

mueh wiser. There's no' such a very 

great difFerence between your age and 

Bella Cameron's; only she's so big, and 

fine, and womanly, and has a inanaging 

way wi' her that you could never get — 

Tm thinking." ■

« Would you like me to get itt "I asked, 

laughing in spite of myself at the idea. 

" Because I could ask Bella to teach me — 

you know." ■

He shook his head gravely. ■

*' No, my dear — ^I would not have you 

changed— only— only " ■

<* Only what f " I said quickly, struck by 

something sad and almost regretful in his 

voice. ■

*' Only," he said, huskily, <a wish that I 

could set you free again, and see your face 

as it used to look, without that wistful, 

haunting shadow upon it It's not a 

pleasant thought to me, my dear, that 

I brought it thera" ■

'* Oh, Donald ! " I cried, impulsively. ■

A little catch in my breath frightened 

me. I must not break down ; yet I was 

so weak, and nervous, and unstrung, that 

I could scarcely command myself. I only 

longed to lean my head against that strong 

arm I held, and sob out my misery and 

loneliness as a frightened child might have 

done. But what could I say that he would 

understand 1 And what would he ask that 

I could never explain I ■

Between us there had always been a 

barrier; and now it seemed to me that 

something of shame lurked in the back- 

ground of these widening months of cold- 

ness and estrangement The time had 

gone by for frank confidence. Begret and 

sorrow were all that he could feel for the 

mistake he had made; that in some way 

had made itself plain to him at last 

So I controlled iftyself by a strong ■

effort ; and he^ waiting patiently for the 

conclusion of that impulrive sentenee, 

must have felt that I had no will for eon- 

fidenoe. Sflence fell between us sgsm— 

silence the brief span of which was fillad 

with doubt and sorrow, tiU broken by ths 

voices and tiie presence of othera ■

They were trooping up on deck, ehattsr- 

ing and laughing, and fall of admbiog 

wonder at Uie scene before them. The 

lights of the yacht were shining on spar 

and riggings and threw dancing reflectioni 

on the dark, rippling water. The itan 

had grown larger and whiter as the nig^t 

came on. There was a far-off sound of 

unseen waves, and the cry of the lei- 

birds still flattering recklessly fiom rock 

to rock. ■

"No one has brought us the promised 

plumage of those wonderful birds we 

heard so much of," I said, turning to the 

Laird. "I suppose the fowling-piecei in 

the saloon are only for ornament t " ■

"Lideed, no," he said, eagerly. "Were 

you wanting a wing or two t I ,woold 

have got them for you long aga Bat 

these are common sort of binUi. A heion 

or a guillemot, now, would be worth 

having." ■

'* You'll hardly get the guillemot heie, 

wiU you t" said M*Kaye. ■

''There's no saying," the Laird answeiei 

" Oat seawards, yonder, we might piek up 

wi' some. I won't forget," be luided, look- 

ing at me. ■

"But Tm not so very anzioas," I ex- 

plained, eagerly ; " and if it's any trouUe— 

or risk " ■

He laughed his bluff, hearty langL ■

"Tut, tut, lassie, don't fash younelL 

It's a poor creature Donald Campbell wonU 

be if he could na' manage boat and gan at 

his time of life. Ton shall hae your bird 

before we turn south again. It's no' often 

ye ask me for anything." ■

There was a look in his face sod 

his eyes as I met them under the white 

lustre of the shining stars which I h«d 

never seen before — ^which was destined to 

haunt me for many a long day to come. ■

PHCEBR ■

IN TWO PAKTS. PART L ■

"Five years penal servitade." ■

That was the judge's sentence at the end ■

of old George Ltster^s trial, and I don't ■

think there was a soul in the Court, ezoept ■

Qeorge Lister himself, who was in soy ■
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wiie bdiaed to qnaml with ii Indeed, 

takiDg into aeconnt all the worry and 

bother we keepers had had oirer him ever 

nnee I'd be^i in Lord Bewley'a eervioe— 

now a matter of dz months — and the 

damage he d<me to lir. EUis, the head- 

keeper, the night we eaoght lifan down by 

Bewl^ Water, with a bag of birdi orer hb 

shoulder— eoniidering all this, I don't thbk 

that I, for one, should hare looked on it 

as unreasonable if the sentence had been 

Mfen yeany or eyen ten. At one moment 

Ihad been weU nigh afraid he'd be let off 

ajpoat desl too easy; and I tmly beUeve 

if it hadn't been for my evidence, which 

the jndge told the Court was very dear 

and well given, that he'd have only had 

twelve months at the outside. ■

He was aware of that himself, and when 

the police were taking him from the dock, 

he tamed to where I was standing, and 

laid, out loud enough for all who listened 

to hear him: ■

*<Evan Bany, you've done your best 

to spofl what is left of my life, and to ruin 

them as I care for, so if an old man's curse 

esn do you any harm, don't you look for 

any good luck to befall you." ■

"You've no one to blame but yourself, 

Geoige Lister," I answered, nottiing moved, 

''for whafs fallen on you. As to me, the 

good I shall get by beine rid of you on my 

beat will more than make up for any bad 

luck your curses can bring me." ■

Then the constables hurried him out| 

and I went out of the Court and down to 

the raOway station. ■

From Winchester to Bewley im't so far 

ss Uie crow flies ; but it's an awkward bit of 

ground to get over. Our case had lasted 

till late in the afternoon, and by the time 

I had taken the train to Southampton, 

and the ferry across the water, it was 

getting dusk, for it was the latter end of 

September, when the days are drawing 

ia Moreover, the evening was dull, so I 

left the wooden pier and started along the 

Bewley road at a brisk paca I had six 

mOes between me and my supper, and I 

was in no small hurry to tell the story of 

the trial to Mr. EUis, the head-keeper, 

who was still laid up with that knock on 

the liead which he got from George 

Lister's gun. I knew he'd be as pleased 

aa I was to think of Lister safe m Win- 

chester Gaol, and of the lesson it'd be to 

the rest of the poaching scamps who lived 

on the outskirts of Bewley Manor. ■

Thbking over the course of the day, I 

got to the top of the hill, where the fenced ■

land comes to an end and Bewley Heath 

begins. Here I pulled myself together for 

a fkesh spurt I had no mind to let the 

grass grow under my feet across the 

heath, which is by no means a canny road 

after nightfall, especially when your gun 

and your dogs are at home, and you 

have nothing but a thick stick in your ■

Fve heard people say, some as should 

have known better, too, that Bewley 

Heath is a beautifhl placei Now I've seen 

country enough to be something of a 

judge, but for the life of me I can't see 

where the beauty of it comes in. All I 

make of it is a piece of wild common land, 

stretching out flat and dreary beneath 

storm and sun, where nothing grows but 

gorse and heather, and just here and there^ 

by the little bits of ponds, a group of 

brambles and a couple of stunted birches. 

Besides which, handsome is aa handsome 

does, and the heath has a name bad 

enoiq;h to set any reasonable, law-abiding 

man against it I've heard from people 

who belong to those parts — which I don't 

myself —that^ not so very long ago, it was 

not safe to go unarmed or alone along the 

bleak, bare roads that cross it, and though 

those days are over, the heath folk have 

still a name for wildness and lawlessnesa 

If they had been tenants of his lordship, 

there might perhaps have been a remedy 

found ; but the Manor stops short at the 

heath, and the squatters who had built 

bits of hovels on the edge of the common 

land were freeholders of the Crown, and 

much as Lord Bewley would have liked 

to turn one or two of them adrift, he'd no 

more power to do it than they had to turn 

him out of the Manor House. ■

The heath roads were alwavs lonely 

enough, so it was no wonder for me to 

walk that evening more than half way 

across without seeing a liidng creature 

except the forest donkeys and ponies among 

the heather ; when, tuddenly, I was aware 

of voices a little distance from the road, 

and, as I pulled up to listen, a woman's 

figure rose up from the scrub, and called 

to me to stopb ■

" Who are yout" I shouted back, " and 

what do you want I " ■

"I want help," was the answer, "if 

you're in the humour to give it" ■

It was not a voice I knew, but the 

sound of it caught my fancy, and, little as 

I should have heen minded two minutes 

before to tarn aside from my homeward 

way, I was ready and willing enough to ■
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make farther aoqaaintance with her as 

called me« ■

" What is it yon want help for t " I aiked, 

when I'd come through the gorse to where 

ahe stood, doing my beat at the same time 

to see what ahe was like, which wasn't 

easy, seeing that it was almost dark. ■

"I want you to give me a hand with 

this poor boy," she said ; *' there, take care 

where you're going, or you'll tread on 

him. Here," she went on, bending down, 

*<here he's been lying this hour or more, 

and every time I go to move him he 

screams, else I'd have carried him home 

long ago, far as it is." ■

Wlmo she was speaking I got out my 

matches and struck one. There lay the 

boy, a lad of about ten, on the ground, 

with his leg doubled up under him, as if it 

must be broken, and bending over him the 

girL The flame of the match didn't give 

me much chance of seeing the colour of 

her eyes, or the set of her features ; but 

the little I could make out made me un- 

common wishful to see more of her. It 

was a dark, pale face, with a proud, wilful 

look in it, which puzzled and pleased me 

aU at once ; and she wasn't from Bewley 

village, that I saw at a glance, only as I 

coul&t make quite so bold as to ask her 

straight out about herself, I began about 

the boy. ■

'< What's happened to himt" I asked, 

" and how did he get into this mess I " ■

"He got a kick from one of them wild 

ponies," she said, sharply ; *' but it doesn't 

much matter how it happened — there he 

is, and if you are going to help don't stop 

to talk. Arty," she went on, speaking 

very sweet and tender, as she turned from 

me to the boy, "here's a man who was 

going by. Perhaps he can lift you up 

without hurting you." ■

" No, he canna," whined the lad, " he 

shan't touch me. Let me alone, Phoebe, 

send him away." ■

" Gome, come," I began, " this won't do, 

my lad. If you lie here on the cold, damp 

sround you'll have more than broken 

bones. Now let us hoist you up on my 

back, and when you're there we'll make 

the best of the way to your mother and 

your bed." ■

I wondered in my mind whether perhaps 

he was one of tlie gipsy children, of which 

there are always plenty on the heaUL ■

"Now, my lass," I went on, "suppose 

you help him up a bit, so that when I stoop 

down he can put his arms round my neck. 

Tou mustn't heed his screeching. It'd be ■

a great deal crueller to let huu have hb 

own way." ■

So between us, In spito of a good deal of 

opposition on his part, which not all her 

coaxing and kind words could pacify, we 

hoisted him up on to my shoulders, sod I 

did my best to hold his leg, which I felt 

now was badly broken, so as to give him 

the least pahi I could. ■

" And vnow," I said, " seebg that we'ie 

ready to starts will yon please tdl me 

which way you want me to go^t ^ ■

" To the Bewley side of the heath," she 

answered, " to the third cottage firom the 

white gate." ■

"And what axe you going there fori* 

I asked, quite surprised. ■

'* Because we live there," she anawend. ■

" You ain't by any chance kin of Geoige 

Lister," I went on, " that you live in hh 

cottaee I/' ■

" Yes, we are," she answered, sharply, 

aa much as to say she wasn't ashamed of 

belonging to WfXL " I'ia his daughter, and 

this lad is his son. We were out to meet 

him on his way back from Winohester. 

Only Arty got running after a pony and it 

kicked him, and it's too late to— wait for 

father any longer." ■

" You'd have waited a long time for 

nothing I'm afraid," and I felt mortal aorry 

for her that I ahould have to tell her lo, 

aince she seemed so eager to see him, and 

so sure he'd come ; "it'll be many a long 

day before (George Lister's seen on Bewley 

Heath agaia" ■

She put out her hand and caught my 

arm. I could feel she trembled. ■

" You don't mean to say he's senteneed 

to prison 1 " she cried. " What cruelty and 

bjustice there is in the world I And 

you're condng back from Winchester- 

then ^" ■

"Phoobe Lister," I began, feeling rather 

awkward, "if Uiat's your name, Tm 

main sorry for your trouble ; but don't go 

to miscall them as have punished your 

&ther. There's a right and a wrong to 

every matter ; and if a man's cMght at 

two o'clock in the morning shooting birdi 

in the close seuon he's pretty clearly in the 

wrong." ■

"That's the way you look at it," ihe 

cried, fiercely, " that's how you're paid to 

look at it I know now who yon are, 

though I didn't notice before, bemg so took 

up with Arty, and with wondering aboat 

father. Perhaps it's a good thing for 

the child I didn't guess, for I'd rather 

I he'd a lain there alone, while I ran aootf ■
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the heath for help thm be beholden to you 

for a minute." ■

II wasn't too dark to eee the anger in 

her pale f aoe as ihe tamed npon me ; but 

ihe looked all the handsomer for it^ and I 

■aid to myself that, being a woman, It was 

perhaps only to be expected she shoald 

have no reason in her ; bat aload I said 

nothings for I did not dare to try and 

oomfort her as I woald have liked 

to. ■

"And what was the sentence t" she 

asked, after awhile, in a hard, dry voice. 

**Isappoee from what you say that he's 

got at least a twelremonth." ■

''It's more than thati" I answered; 

'* he's got five years." ■

It was a very different matter to say 

this to his daoghter, than to tell it to 

Ellis the head-keeper, or at the "Bewiey 

Arms." ■

'' Fire years ! " she cried, !' he is to rot 

in gaol for five years, becaose he has 

kiO^ half-a-dozen of the ereatores that 

Grod made for the ase of ererybody." ■

*'The bhrds belong to his lordship," 

I said, "it ain't me as made the law, 

nor yet the judge; and there's no good 

arguing with the law. Bat mind you, if 

he'd only meddled with the game he'd 

have got ofF cheaper ; but he fought like 

a tiger '' ■

** And suppose he'd been half killed in 

the fray, inslead of Mr. Eilis, would any 

of you hare been put in prison I You set 

on him and he defended himself, and he's 

punished. Arty," she went on, "do you 

hear t — father's got five years, and it s Evan 

Barry, the new keeper, him as is at the 

bottom of it all, that's carrying you." ■

The boy granted something — he didn't 

■eem to care. ■

"PbcBbe Lister," I cried, "a man's 

bound to do his duty, whatever it is, and 

if my doing my duty has brought trouble 

on yoo, Fm sorry for it ; but I can't say 

joor father was in his rights." ■

" There's no need to say any more," she 

■aidy and she walked on in front of me, 

and I followed her, till at last jast before 

we came to the Manorland she turned off 

the roadt and led the wav along the grassy 

track at the side of the heath, past a pile 

or two of brushwood and a couple of old 

sheds to a broken-down wicket in a furze- 

fence. She lifted the wicket on its hinges, 

and we went through, up a long garden 

path. The cottage stood at the end of the 

garden. There was no Ught| nothing, 

but the door stood open. ■

PhoBbe went in first, and struck a 

light ■

*' Bring htm in here, please," she said — 

and she spoke as if it was pain to her to 

speak to me— "and lay him. down on the 

bed; and as you go past the 'Forest 

Arms' just ask if Jim Meers, the bone- 

setter, is anywhere about" ■

"There's no need to go after Jim 

Meers," I said ; " I know as much about 

bones as he does. I've put many a dc^s 

leg to rights; and a bone's a bone, no 

matter what's the animal So, if you'll 

help me to some splints and some 

bandaging, and give me a hand, there'll 

be no need to waste time looking for Jim, 

who may be over at BroAenhunt or 

Lymington for all we know." ■

I looked into her face as I said this; 

but she turned her eyes away from 

me. ■

" I'd rather have had Jim Meers ; but, 

as you say, he may be out of reach ; and 

what should I do if Arty was crippled for 

lifel Yes, yea can see to him, if you 

will" ■

Then, without another word of thanks, 

she asked me what I wanted, and helped 

me to undress the boy — which was no 

easy matter, considering he screeched as if 

I wanted to kill him. It took a lot of 

time, and still more of patience, to get the 

bone in place; and when we'd finbhed I 

saw that Phcsbe's eyes were red with 

crying, and her face as pale as a ghost's. 

She'd been so tender with him, that I 

longed to say something to comfort her, 

for it was euy to see she set store on 

kindly words ; but there was that in her 

look that sent back what rose to my lips^ 

and all I said was : ■

"There, we can do no more for him 

now; but I'll come to-morrow and see 

after him. And don'tee take on and fret; 

he'll soon be better." ■

"I ain't fretting," she said, drawing 

herself up. "I'm obliged to you for what 

you've done, and if there was anything in 

the house to offer you, I'd offtsr it Bat 

beyond a loaf of bread and some butter- 

milk " ■

"Nay," I cried, "I don't want any- 

thing. You're welcome to all I've done, 

and to all I can do ; and if you'd shake 

hands irith me before I go, I'd feel more 

than paid back." ■

Bat she only shook her head. ■

"Nay, Evan Barry," she said, "don't 

ask me to shake hands with you ; I canna', 

I canna'." ■
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f> Yezy well, Phcsbe Lister/' I replied, 

trying to speak as If I didn't care ; " then 

I bid jou good night without." ■

An I said it, I walked ont into the 

dark garden, down the narrow path, 

throngn the rickety gate, and oat on to 

the heath. Then I tamed to look back. 

I half expected that Phcebe would have 

followed me a few steps, that she would 

think better of what she had said; but 

there was no sign of her — nothing to be 

seen but the faint light shining t^m the 

little window. ■

After that, I went on my way home in 

a very di£ferent mood from that I started 

in from Winchester. The pleasure of 

haying had the best of it was over. As I 

thought of Phoobe Lister'li pale face and 

dark eyes, of her quirering lip and sweet 

▼oitib, I felt that, big a pest as poachers 

are, I'd have put up with any amount of 

them, sooner than know she thought haid 

things of me. And she didn't look like a 

girl to change her mind. As I'd seen her, 

so I could fancy her abiding; and, indeed, 

as long as hez father was in prison, how 

could SiB look kindly on me I ■

Then the thought of George Lister's 

woids, as the policeman took him away, 

came back to me ; and I remembered that 

the Bewley people were afraid of him, 

because they said he could cast an evil eye 

on those who had crossed him. I had 

always laughed at such talk as nonsense ; 

but that night I felt almost as if something 

might come of the ill-luck he had promised 

me. ■

So, what with one thing and another, 

when I lit my pipe, and started for John 

Ellis's, I seemed to have quite a load on 

my mind which I couldn't get the better 

of. ■

G-enerally speaking, when I had any- 

thing to take me to the head-keeper's 

lodge of an evening — and I often found I 

had to go— I put my briskest foot fore- 

most and whistled as I went. And if I 

got there before dusk, I mostly found 

Grace Ellis at the gate to wish me good 

evening, with such a pleasant smile, that I 

knew she had been on the look-out for 

me. And when we came into the house 

after a bit of talk outside, John Ellis 

would wink at me, and chaff us a little. 

Moreover, Mrs. Ellis would find an op- 

portunity for telling me what a good 

daughter Grace was, and what a good wife 

she'd make for some one. ■

So somehow it had come to be said that 

Grace and I were courting, though as yet ■

I'd nevjsr said a word to her that I might 

not have said to any girl. I was ready 

enough to believe she'd make a good wife ; 

but I wasn't in any hurry to marry, nor to 

begin courting in earnest, so I put 19 

with hll John Ellis's chaff, and I liateofid 

to MiB. Ellis's talk, and I said to mjaelf 

that there was no hurry about the 

matter. ■

Looking back now, I can see that if Vi 

really cared for the lass, I shouldn't hsTe 

managed to put it to myself so coolly ; but 

in those days I didn't know what caring 

for a woman meant ; I didn't know what 

it was to have a woman's face and a 

woman's vdce always dwelling in my 

mind, and one name always sounding in 

my heart. I didn't know what it was to 

spend all my days and a good part of my 

nights lookmg forward to a few minutei 

that would soon pass, or in countbg up 

words and looks, and trying to find a 

new meaning for them every time I re- 

membered theoL ■

When all that came to me — and it 

began to eome that September night- 

Grace Ellis had nothing whatsoever to do 

with it. ■

When I got to the lodge it wai too 

dark for any one to be outside ; besides, I 

hadn't whistled as I came. I had been 

too busy thinking. It was Grace, however, 

who opened the door when I kncKcked. ■

"Ah 1 Evan, is it yout" she said, as if 

she was glad to see me. ** We'd almost 

given you up. I'd just said, perhaps the 

case hadn't come on, and you'd luui to 

stay in Winchester. Have yon onlyjost 

come I We've saved some supper for yoa 

Oome in, it's a nasty raw evening for a 

long walk." ■

<* Thank'ee, Grace. Fve had my sapper, 

and, perhaps, as it's so late, I'd better 

not disturb you. You can tell yoor 

lather " ■

"Nay, my lad," called out John EUis, 

from within ; ** we can't have you keroing 

all your talk for Grade. Oome in and let 

us all hear the news. She'll have hsr 

share, I warrant her." ■

So I went in to the warm, comfortable 

room where Ellis and his wife sat one on 

each side of the hearth; and Grace csme 

after me, shaking her head at her bther 

and blushing. How different it all was to 

George Lister's dark, poor little cottage, 

where Phcabe was sitting alone with her 

troubles. ■

Then I had to tell my tale from be- 

ginning to end ; that is, to the end of ■
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the trial Of George Lietet*! last worda 

to me I aaid nollwig, nor of whal had 

happened on the way home. ■

"Dear, dearl'' aaid Graee, when Fd 

finiihad, ''he waaabadlot, Idareaajyand 

he's got what he deaerred ; bat don't it 

laem dieadfiil for a man, who'a lived the 

free life (Jeorge Liator haa, to be ahnt np 

mpriiont" ■

** Kb almost aa bad for them as belong 

to him," I aaid. ■

There was aomething in me that made 

me want to apeak about Phoebe, however I 

brooght it in. ■

"He ain't got mneh by way of be- 

kogiogi," aaid Ellia. ••There'a a great, 

good-for-nothing alip of a girl who ought 

tohave|been oat at lerdoe thia long time." ■

''I ahoold like to aee who'd take Liater^a 

gid into theiy aenrice," pat in Mrs. Ellis. 

"She's as bad a one as there is on Bewley 

Heath, and thaf a aaying a good deal." ■

"Nay, missos," said EUis, " don't go for 

to take away more of her ohazaeter than 

ihe's loat She'a a wild one, and she's 

dirtier and nntidier than a woman ahould 

be ; bat there's nothing worae to be aaid 

•gdn' her." ■

''Isn't there I " eried Mrs. EUis. '< And 

what about that bosineaa [of young Mey- 

riekt Was that the aort of way for a 

decent girl to go on I" ■

••Oome, miaaua, I don't want to take 

fhe girra i>art; but young Meyriek was 

more to blame than she waa." ■

"Don't talk to me," eried Mrs. Ellis 

again. '*The girla are alwaya worae than 

the men in aueh things. I tell you, she's 

no good, and no goodll eome of her. 

Indeed, it don't say very mueh for a girl 

that she'll look twipe at Harry Meyriek, 

let alone encourage him. I know if he 

were to come amr our Graoe I'd aoon 

tend him to the right-about, though hia 

father is one* of the chief tenant^ and 

ridea hia own horaea. What do you say, 

Evan Barry!" ■

" I aay noughl^ Mra. ElBa," I anawered, 

trying hard to look aa if it waa no business 

of mma '* I don't know enough about 

the matter to have a say.'' ■

"That's true," said John Ellia. "The 

talk waa moatly over before Evan eome to 

Bewley. Beddes, why ahould he bother 

hia hMd about auch a young waatrel as 

Meyrick'a son, still less about Lister's 

daughter 1 Why, man, you am't on the 

movel Fill another glass and light another 

pipe. We can't let you go yet^ can we, 

Grade!" ■

But I'd got up and readied my hat, and 

I wouldn't ut down again. I wanted to 

be alone, and to piece out what I had just 

learnt about Phoebe— which had come 

upon me like a blow in the dark — ^with 

what I remembered to have heard when I 

first came to Bewl^ in the summer. ■

Of the gosaip that had been going about 

at that Hme I had taken but little notice, 

for, as ELis said, what waa Harry Meyriek 

and hia wild waya to me, or, at leaat, 

what had I fanded they could have to do 

with me! ■

It waa odd to think that I ahould be 

doing my best to recall all that I had heard 

folk say of him and of a half-gipsy girl on 

the heath, how he had told every one he 

was going to marry her, how his mother 

had cried and gone down on her knees to 

hfan ; and how his father had threatened 

to turn him out of doors without a 

shilling. And dther his father or hia 

mother, or the two together, and, perhaps, 

a little of his own fickle nature, had get 

the better of him, so that he had been 

persuaded to go away to Stockbridge to 

manage for hu father'a brother, who waa 

ilL Some people aaid the girl hadiol- 

lowed him; aome said otherwise; and 

by degrees the talk had died out, much to 

Mra. Meyrick'a joy, who gave out every- 

where that now her aon was going on very 

steady, and giving them aU aatiafaction. ■

All that I bM known quite well— aa 

every man, woman, and chQd in the place 

had known it — ^without earing one rap 

how it had begun or how it might end. 

And to think that all the time it had been 

Phoebe Lister^ the girl I had aeen and 

apoken to that night — who had been mixed 

up in it, blamed and ill-spoken of before 

We a score ot times—just as Mrs. Ellis 

had apoken of her — only with the dif- 

ference that all the other timea I had paid 

no attention, whQe, this time, a dull, 

heavy anger had eome over me to think 

that all thia ahould have been, and that I 

had had no chance with her first 1 ■

She had cared for him. Well, I had 

not the heart to blame her for that How- 

ever bad a man ia, there ia generally a 

woman who finda him good enough 

to care for. Aa I got cooler, I told 

myself that it was all an old story, and 

that, moreover, it had moat likely loat 

nothing in the telling ; that Phoebe, who 

looked as proud and Btand-o£f, waa not the 

girl to act fooUahly, if ahe waa a bit wQd, 

nor to let a man trifle with her ; till, at 

laatk what with one thing or another, I ■
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managed — as people mostly can when 

their wishes poll them hard one 

way — to persoade myself that what- 

ever had been between Harry Meyrick 

and Phoobe Lister was all over now, and 

that, when he had gone away and left her, 

she had pot the thought of him away. ■

As to her character — ^little as I had seen 

of her — I was ready to stand np for it 

against all Bawley, or even all Hampsliire, 

if need were. ■

MORNING IN THE BOROUGH 

MARKET. ■

It is jost the dawn of day, the morning 

air is sweet and fresh, if somewhat keen, 

oven in the heart of the Gity, where the 

rows of gas-lamps still shine brightly; a 

heavy dew has fallen in the night — at 

leut we should call it dew in the country, 

but depredators of L9ndon will perhaps 

sav tiiat it is only congealed fog. ^y how, 

whether dew or congealment, it has made 

the side-walks a little slippery, and the 

sounds of footsteps — there are not many — 

are dulled, and the few vehicles that are 

about pass almost noiselessly by. Where, 

in a few hours' time, will surge the fiill tide 

of traffic, now stands an early breakfast 

stall, where the cans of tea and coffee 

steam away bravely over the glowing little 

furnace, and the Ught of the fire, and of 

the paraffia lamps, hung here and there 

about the little structure, give its interior a 

quite bright and festive appearance. ■

The air is fresher and keener as London 

Bridge is reached, and the daylight 

stronger. The bridge, too, is fairly alive, 

with a stream of men in workmen's dress 

setting in towards the City, and a sprink- 

ling of carts, and early vans rumbling on 

in the same direction. And, peering over 

the parapet of the dry arch, behold Lower 

Thames Street^ ina strange mingled light — 

a light that is partly derived from the 

glowing windows of the taverns, and the 

gleaming rows of lamps, while the house- 

tops and chimneys, and a solitary cat that 

watches the scene from on high, are more 

distinctly visible by the light of day. But 

there is the street all crammed with carts 

and horses, and a throng of people on the 

footways, while the white blouses of the 

fish porters are so many moving luminous 

points among the dark crowd, where 

everybody else seems stuck fast and 

motionless. The serried lines of carts ■

and vans stretching in all directions, sad 

filling distant bye-streets, and ehokhig np 

obscure Gity squares, throw a braneh oat 

this way too, and we have fish-carts op to 

the very head of the bridge, so that 

Billingsgate and the Borough Market over 

the river would soon join hands weie not 

the bridge kept dear for traffic ■

What sight is there that can com- 

pare with the view from the crest of 

London Bridge in the calm of eaily 

morning, when the haay' light is spresding 

like descending winss on the Gity, that ii 

half sleeping, and half waking 1 Lighti 

twinkle from the shipping, and gleam in 

the dark waters; but in the tideway a 

radiant streak <d daylight makes a pith 

among the clusters of masts and fonnsls, 

and throws a glow upon the murky pDfli 

of buUdings, and upon the keep of the 

grim old Tower of London that psen 

above them. Just below, a steamer ii 

taking in cargo for the Rhine, snd 

a great gush of white steam, that cork 

upward from its 'scape pipe, catches the 

daylight too, and the signal is passsd to 

the white trail of a railway tram that ii 

crossing the river higher up, while wafti 

of steam from docks and factories catch 

the morning rays, and give evidence that 

another day's work has begun. ■

Daylight has reached the foot of the 

bridge before us, and is pouring down 

into that strange under-world, where tsll 

hoardings and dusky alleys surround the 

buttresses and pinnsdes of the cathedrd- 

like church of Saint Saviour's, whose 

comely tower rises white and stately from 

out of the din and hubbub of the market 

below. ■

Early as the hour may be, there is no 

question as to the Borough Market bemg 

fully awake. Streams of people passing to 

and fro, hoarse shouts and atentorian crisii 

the murmur of many voices from the gisss- 

roofed beehive that forms the market-hoose, 

sights dimly seen, and sounds confusedly 

heard, from the higher Itfvel of the brUge, 

are evidence std&cient of the traffic that ii 

going on down below. Descending the 

artificial mount that forms the approach 

to the bridge on the Southwark side, the 

evidence is more abundant that this ii no 

affair of small potatoes, but a great mart 

and market which affords supplies to the 

great bulk of southern Londoa Light 

carts and heavy vans, tilted waggons Mid 

fragOe shandrydans are drawn up two and 

three deep on each side of the street, and 

leave but a narrow passage between tax ■
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earti whioh are itill amviiig» and others 

that axe driying off. ■

We can eee where all this eoneonrse 

begins ; bat it is difficalt to find ont where 

it ends. Up one stzeet and down another, 

among courtyards and alleys and nairow 

passages, the trail may be pnrsaed of these 

intricate lines of carts and horses. Bat 

when yon may think that yoa have fairly 

reached the rery last of the long anray, 

behold tiie line begins again round the 

oomer, and its aetaal finish is still to seek. ■

Upon this spot — ^that is, on the confines 

of the Boroagh Uarket at the foot of 

London Bridge, and under the shadow of 

the great charch of Saint Saviour's — are 

at this moment massed the commissariat 

waggons of Soath London, that vast and 

closely peopled district,, the limits of which 

are ever widening and extending. It is easy 

to judge of the extent and importance of 

the area served by the market; for your 

greengrocer is a man who does not shun 

publicity, and he rather delights to ad- 

vertise his name and residence in big 

letters on his big van, and inform us, 

who may look, that, as well as keep- 

ing a stock of all kinds of vegetables, and 

doling in coal, he is ready to remove 

furniture carefully, and that a supply of 

spring vans for pleasure parties is con- 

stantly on hand. And it is safe to say 

that from Wandsworth in the west to 

Greenwich in the cut, every district in 

South London has sent its train of green- 

grocers' carts and vans to the Saturday 

morning market in the Borough. ■

Sambling about among the purlieus of 

the market, the impression is still retained 

of being in the undercroft of the world in 

general. The* morning mist hangs about 

alleys and passages. Stoney Street is not 

yet fully illumined by daylight ; there is a 

twilight gloom about Three Orowns 

Square; and Olink Street — ^which recalls 

the ancient <* liberty" of the Clink- 

boasts a prison-like and vanity atmosphera 

Coming to the market building itself, 

there^ amidst flaring gas-lamps and great 

arcades of vegetables, everything is in the 

full swing of movement and activity. 

The salesmen from their desks are shout- 

ing forth their wares and prices, and dis- 

cussing things in general in a light and 

sportive vein with an audience of buyers 

around them. Customers are hurrying 

round from one stand to another ; country 

growers, who sell and vaunt their own pro- 

duce^ are bawling lustily in people's ears ; 

porters^ with great baskets on their ■

shoulders, ruih the avenues, and sweep 

before them considering and unconsidered 

bystanders. ■

The noise and bustle is confounding; 

but, as a compensation, how delicious are 

the odours, which rouse all one's memories 

of countiy things ! Now it is a pungent 

whiff from bundles of freshly pulled 

turnips, that suggest autumn days and 

quiet fields. Bat turnips are in great de- 

mand at this moment ■

<• Turnips in yet, Joe ! " bawls one with 

a beard, who is in the thick of the busi- 

ness. ■

" Yes," replies another, briefly. ■

*< That's right," says the bearded man. ■

And presently the gathering pile of 

turnips is> swept away, and we lose the 

contrast of their white and green with the 

dull red of the carrots— atacked in creat 

bundles close by. The sweeter permme 

of the carrot is overpowered by the 

delightful savour of unnumbered bundles 

of celery; while the qre is feasted wiUi 

the tawny orange, the delicate pinks and 

bright crimsons of stacks of rhubarb. 

What rhubarb- pies wiU be baked to- 

morrow in Camberwelll And how Dnl- 

wich will rejoice in this harbinger of the 

coming spring 1 Nor are there wanting 

more exotic luxuries and more delicate 

perfumes. Hot -house grapes and new 

potatoes may be sought and found fai the 

Borough Market ; and though there is no 

regular flower - market, yet violets and 

white hyacinths — great baskets of them — 

fill the neighbouring air with fragrance; 

and women are making them up into littie 

bouquets — not for button -hdes for 

"mashers," but for the widowed and 

bereaved, who will tenderly deposit them 

to-morrow on the graves of loved and lost 

ones. ■

Do not think, though, that there is 

much sentiment about the Borough 

Market. All is rough and ready there — 

rough of tongue and ready in repartee; 

the language of the place is ofken highly 

flavoured, and the market porters are not 

famed for amenity of manners, and they 

are said to be quarrelsome among them- 

selves when the work is done, and the 

wages are bebg spent. Some of them in 

their leisure hours may join the bands of 

roughs who meet for combat and revelry 

about the Mint — the Southwark Mint, 

whose only coini^e is now an occasional 

batch of bad shillings, although a mint 

was there in the time of Heniy the Eighth ; 

imd the district owes some of its evil ■
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reputatioa to the immnnitleB it aoquirad 

as a Boyal Palace, which in after timei 

made it a refage for all kinda of looae 

charaetera The market itself, it may be 

added, is built upon Rochester Yard, 

formerly the courtyard of the manaioii of 

the Bishop of that ilk; and Great and 

Little Park Street close by are the only 

reminders that Southwark Park stretched 

along here by. the riverside, the shady 

groves of which belonged to the stately 

mansion of the lordly Bishops of Win- 

ehesteri whose jurisdiction extended over 

the liberty of the Clink. ■

Li the meantime there is no sign of 

cessation in the turmoil of trafiSo about the 

market A wide, open yard, right under 

the east window of the churehi if packed 

with country carta, all bespattered with 

eountiy mud| and dexterously packed to a 

great height with country cabbages, which 

are being thrown out by men who reckon 

them in tena and hundreds, and rattled 

into great baakete, and carried off on 

the shoulders of porters to where the carts 

are waiting outside to carry them off, 

where cries resound for Ohapman, Jones, 

Smith, or whatever the names may be of 

the consignees. ■

When the greengrccera are filled u 

to their vans^ and sent away, the coster- 

mongers begin to arrive. Indeed, the one 

class melts insensibly into the other, 

although the difference is wide, perhaps, 

between the man who goes round with a 

carti but haa a shop likewise, and may be 

a ratepayer, or a juryman on occadoni and 

the man with a hired barrow, who has 

only a few shillings of stock money between 

himself and destitution. ■

But another daaa of buyers come to the 

Borough Market. What about nuts for 

the fairs, and for the little shooting- 

galleries that appeal to the propensities of 

small boys for both firearms and nuts I 

There are merchants of cocoa-nuts, too, and 

here are great casea of oranges, and pOes 

of apples in barrels, all of which have no 

great distance to travel from the sale 

rooma of the fruit merchants about Fish 

Street Hill and the Monument, to the stores 

of the Borough Market ■

An interesting point about this market 

la that it made itself without charter or 

anything of the kind. Originally a mere 

roadside market^ such as often springs up 

along a populous thoroughfare, as in the 

Old Kent Bead at this present date, and 

near the *' Angel," IsUngton, or in the 

Hammersmith Boad — gatherings often ■

olmoxiona to the authorities of the dis- 

trict but which, being adapted to the 

humble, popular convenience, have s 

vitality whidi it is hard to repress. And 

in the same way the Borough Market, as 

it formerly existed, aligneii upon the 

Borough Hiffh Street and circling about 

Saint Georges Ohuroh, as if by hereditaiy 

transmission from old Southwark fsir, was 

considered a nuisance by all who passed 

that way on other business bent, and in 

the end was provided by the City aa- 

thorities with a locale of its own, the 

site which it now occupies. The market 

has increased and flourished, till it has 

outgrown its present quarters, and has 

become an important centre for its own 

particular trade. ■

But the great staple of the market, after 

all, is potatoes. That is a trade fhat goes 

on all day long and every day, and the 

offices and warehouses of potato salesmen 

and potato merchants cluster thickly about 

the courts and squares in the neighbour- 

hood. Fortunes have been mftde in 

potatoes, and before now the humble 

stall-keeper has risen to a mansion in 

Glapham, with carriage and livery serFsnti 

to match. ■

<<Well, look at the poUto markei^" 

says a salesman, who, from his little box is 

surrounded by tons of potatoes piled up in 

sacks and boxes, or rolling loose in their 

own appropriate pens, " and look at the 

population of London, four millions and a 

haU ^we'U say, people who don't think 

they've had their dinner without a few 

potatoes. And put them down at half a 

pound a day a head — and that don't half 

supply my family — ^well, there goes nine 

hundred tons of potatoes a day at least tot 

London and anburbs ; and re^n them at 

eighty shillings a ton to be moderate, and 

there you have between three and four 

thousand pounds a day changing handiy 

and chiefly paid down on tl^ nail» and 

mostly here or at Spittlefielda." ■

Hereabouts potatoes and hops are a good 

deal intermixed, and the offices of the hop 

merchant and the potato dealer are fonnd 

cheek, by jowL And hops and "taters'' 

play the part of Box and Gox in the farce, 

and when one is off the other is on, and so 

they agree very well together on the 

whole. ■

Beyond the turbid bustle of the market 

are quiet, gloomy spots, where great ware- 

houses shut out the light of day, and sre 

linked together by flying bridges ow* 

head. Here in a narrow nook, shut in ■
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by lofty walli is a little dock, wheie one 

has a glimpse of the riTor beyondi and 

whidi is identified as bearing the name of 

Saint Mary Overy Dock. An ancient 

notice-board affixed to the wall affords 

this much information, and states as well 

that inhabitants of Saint Sayioor^s parish 

are entitled to land their goods at this 

dock free of all tolls and cnarges. The 

notiee is signed by one who holds the 

solemn fnnction of the "Warden of the 

Cheat Account." It is an ancient notice- 

board, and probably the Warden himself 

has gone to his ''great aeconnflong ere 

tUs. The dock, too, is an ancient one, for 

Siint Ifary Overy has not been offidally 

known since the dissolation of the priory, 

when its precincts and the adjoining pariah 

of Saint Ma^aret's were formed into the 

united parish of Saint SaYionr's, by which 

title the old choreh has ever since been 

known. This dock no doabt is the 

original priory dock, where ships from over 

the sea wonld come in, laden with wine for 

the cellarer to stow away in the jolly priory 

cellars. Now a hoy and two or three 

barges are lying here at rest, where no one 

woold think of finding them, so tall and 

overpowering are the bniidings that hem 

them in all roond. One wonders whether, 

at some distant date, broad quays will 

stretch on either side of this forlorn nook, 

and steamers come alongside to discharge 

their cargoes, while a great market with 

fair white boildingv and glittering roo& is 

thronged with a happy, well-dressed crowd, 

and distiibnting the products of every 

clima Or is the truer omen, that of the 

gaunt deserted building with . shutters 

hanging loose, and *' to let " in great letters 

painted on its side I ■

A little further, and we come out upon 

Bankside, just about the oldest embank- 

ment on the rirer, which may have been in 

existence when London was a Soman 

colony ; but that nobody has thought of 

extendhig or improving ever since. It h 

■till flourishing in a rude and rusty way, 

with iron works, and bottle works, and 

electric-light works. And the blackened 

posts of some unused derrick enclose a 

picture, noble and yet familiar, the broad 

«i?er, and the clustered buildings that rise 

firom the water's edge, with Saint Paul's 

looming over all, and sky, and City, and 

rirer aU bathed in soft and radiant light. ■

B^t with Uie thickly thronging associa- 

tions of the Bankside we have nothing to 

do just now. Hie we back to the market, 

taking an opemng caUed the Bear Garden, ■

the very same narrow, dirty lane that 

brought people up from the river to 

witness &e bear-baiting in the olden 

times. ■

This brings us, with a turn or two, 

into a region where the stalwart red- 

capped drayman makes his appearance on 

the sosne, and the big, ponderous horses 

and heavy drays of ]£ffclay and Perkins 

come thundering along. And , with the 

draymen, the market neople, and the carts 

and horses are mingled, on this especial 

morning, the brass helmets and blue coats 

of the firemen, while great pipes that run 

beer on occasion, are covered by lines of 

hose that spout only water, while the per. 

fume of malt and hops is mingled with 

that of burnt wood and' baked brickwork ; 

for, while the oountiy waggons were 

rumbling to the market, a great flame shot 

up from Bankside, and not far from where 

the Globe Theatre was burnt laog syne, 

the brewery stables went up in fire, and 

two hundred gallant horses narrowly 

escaped, but happOy did escape, de- 

struction. ■

And now it is London Bridge t^gtin; 

but how changed the scene : omnibuses 

dash across, Imided inside and out with 

City men ; smart young clerks in unbroken 

phfdanx fill the causeway on either side ; 

ships are shaking out their saib ; boats are 

shootbg to and fro on the river ; and the 

great tide of life is stirring the City just 

as we market people are stragglmg sleepfly 

homewards. ■

"THE SPIRIT OF IMITATION." ■

"As for the greater number of the 

stories with which the ana are stuffed 

— including all those humorous replies 

attributed to Oharles the Fifth and Henry 

the Fourdi to a hundred modem princes 

—you find them," says Voltaire, "iir 

Athensus and in our old authors." ■

This is true to a great extent ; there are 

many good but worn-out jokes floating up 

and down the stream of time, which at- 

tach themselves to every individual of any 

pretensions seen coming down, and adhere 

more or less closely until another likely 

personage emerges into sight, when they 

transfer themselves, leaving only a trace of 

their presence behind them in the still- 

bom volumes of ana which constantly 

appear and disappear, and, like parasites, 

obtaining a fresh lease of life by having 

new blood to feed upon« The reader will, ■
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donbtleas, be able to recall many instances 

of the thing of which we speak— jokes of 

all kinds, which hare filtered through the 

ages from Diogenes or Dlonysios the 

Tyrant, past mediseyal times down to 

Sheridan and Kogers, and even — as we 

have onrseWes seen in the fanny columns 

of eveniDg papers — to so late a day as that 

of Mr. Bamand. ■

There is another kind of good thing, of 

which similar specimens are attributed to 

men of different ages, but which, it seems 

to ns, are due to coincidence of situation. 

The late M. Luand called it '< the spirit of 

imitation," and illustrated his theory on 

the subject — a theory published after his 

death in the ''Eevae FraD9aise'' — ^by an 

analogy taken irom the history of inren- 

tion. The honour of almost every im- 

portant discovery, he reminds us, from 

printing to electric telegraphy, has been 

yehemently contested by riyal claimants; 

and the reason is, not that some are 

necessarily charlatans, but that whenever 

the attention of the learned and scientific 

world has been long and earnestly fixed 

upon a subject^ it is as if so many heaps 

of combustible materials had been ac- 

cumulated, or so many trains laid, any 

two or three of which might be simul- 

taneously exploded by a spark. ''The 

results resemble each other, because each 

projector is influenced by the same law of 

progress; and as the human heart and 

mind retain their essential features, un- 

altered by time or space, there is nothing 

surprising in the -fact of two or more 

persons similarly situated actbg on similar 

impulses, or hitting on similar relations of 

ideas." ■

It is often difficult to know, in accepting 

this last explanation, whether the pearls 

of history are genuine, or only mock 

Brummagem articles ; but the theory has 

one great recommendation in being con- 

structive and not destructive : it adds to 

the accumulated stock of originality. ■

When Julius Csasar fell, as he was land- 

ing on the African coast, he is reported to 

have said, to banish the fears of his 

soldiers, who accepted the occurrence as 

one of ill-omen : " Land of Africa, I take 

possession of thee 1 " ■

William the Conqueror, on landing in 

England, is also reported to have made a 

false step as his foot touched the sand, 

and to have fallen on hia face. A murmur 

arose, and voices cried, ** Heaven preserve 

ns 1 a bad sign 1 " but William, rising, said, 

without confusion or hesitation : '* What is ■

the matter t What are you wondering att 

I have seized this ground with my haudi^ 

and, by the brightness of God, so far as it 

extends, it is mine, it is yours." ■

When Edward the Thbd, agam, fell and 

made his nose bleed on the seashore at 

La Hague, a cry of eonstemation wis 

raised, which he quieted with the remark : 

*' This is a good token for me, for the land 

desireth to have me"; at which answer, 

says Froissart^ ''his men were quite 

joyful" ■

Pompey, according to the anecdote- 

mongers of antiquity, answered to some 

friendly representatives on the danger of 

a voyage he meditated to bring provisions 

to Bome in time of scarcity : " This voyige 

is necessary ; my life is not" ■

Mir6cbal Saxe, setting out for the esm- 

paign of Fontenoy, made exactly the same 

reply to Voltaire, who had before that 

time used words similar in purport when 

his friends remonstrated with his detennip 

nation to attend the rehearsal of '* Irene ; " 

and both he and the Mar^chal were antici- 

pated by Racine. ■

Voltaire was once speaking highly of 

Haller, and was told that his praise was 

very generous, since Haller said just the 

contruy of hinL '< Perhaps," said the ■

Ehilosopher, after a short pause, "we are oth of us mistaken." ■

What is this but the exact sentiment 

that manifests itself in the letter of 

Libanius to AristsBuetus : ■

'' You are always speaking ill of ma I 

speak nothing but good of you. Do yon 

not fear that people will believe neither of 

usf ■

The lesson of perseverance in advemty 

taught by the spider to Eobert Bruoe fa 

said to have been impressed by the same 

insect upon Tamerlane. Even Oolumbos 

and his egg were not original The dis- 

coverer resorted to the device to silenee 

those individuals who, before his memor- 

able voyage, had maintained that America 

could not exist, and who afterwards main- 

tained that it had been known a long 

time. ■

Brunelleschi, before Columbus's day, 

had the inevitable train of snarling hjsnas 

to pick the bones of his merit in raisingi 

the cupola of the cathedral of Florence, and 

silenced them by the self-same illustration 

of the egg. ■

It is probable that the epigrammatic 

remark given to "Qaeen Christina of 

Sweden on the revocation of the Edict of 

Nantes by Louis the Fourteenth — ''He ■
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hM eal off his left ana with the right "— 

b apocryphal, abte the identieal thing 

appeara in Yalentinian. Apocryphal, too, 

In all likelihood, are the words laid to 

have been attered by a peasant to the 

"magnificent" Loois: <'It ii useless to 

enlarge your park at Versailles ; yon wiU 

always haye neighboors," since Apaleias 

has it| and since also it has been placed in 

the mouth of a Norfolk labourer, in 

feforenee to the lordly domain of Halk- 

ham. ■

" The King of France does not revenge 

the injuries of the Duke of Orleansi" 

The coincidence between this and the 

lemark of Adrian to a personal enemy on 

the day alter his accession as Emperor, 

'"Erasisti" — ''you hare escaped'^— is 

purely due to similarity of situation, which 

in minds of a gi?en calibre, induces simi- 

larity of thought Another individual is 

oredited with the remark. Philip, Count 

of Bresse, on becoming Duke of Savoy, 

said: ■

"It would be shameinl in the Duke 

to revenge the injuries done to the 

Count"; and it may be — though we 

dadine to say so definitely — that the one 

was suggested by the other. No such 

doubt, it seems to us, can find room in the 

folloiring: ■

The right wing of Hyder Ali's army In 

an action against the English under Colonel 

Baillie, was commanded by his son, and 

inteUigence arrived that it was beginning 

to give way. "Let Tippoo Saib do his 

bes^" replied the father, when asked for 

sneeour ; "he has his reputation to make." ■

Historical students will remember in a 

moment that this was the answer of 

Edward the Third when exhorted to re- 

inforce the Black Prince at Cressy. ■

The next is more curious stilL When 

Commodore Billing and Mr. Main were 

on the river Eamma, they had for at- 

tendant a young man from Kanoga, an 

faland between Kamschatka and North 

America. One day Mr. Main asked him : 

'' What will the savages do to me if I fall 

into their power t ** ■

«« Sir," said the youth, "you will never 

fall into their power if I remain with you. 

I always carry a sharp knife, and if I see 

you pursued and unable to escape, I will 

plunge my knife into your heart; then the 

savages can do nothbg to you." ■

This recalls the words of the French 

knight reported by Joinvllle: "Swear to 

me,^ said Queen Margaret^ "that if the 

Saraoena become masters of Damietta, ■

you will cut off my head before they can 

tokemeT' ■

"Willingly," returned the knight; "I 

had already thought of doing so if the 

contingency arrived." ■

Louis the Fonrteentb said to BoDeau, 

on receiving his Epistle on the passage of 

the Bfaiine: "This is fine, and I should 

praise you more had you praised me lesa" 

The same compliment had been paid before 

hfs day by Queen Margaret — k Beine 

Maigot — to Brant dme. ■

Frederick the Great is reported to have 

said, in reference to a troublesome as- 

sailant : "This man wants me to make a 

martyr of him, but he shall not have that 

satisfaction." Somewhat like, though not 

Identical, was the remark of Vespasian to 

Demetrius, the cynic: "Tou do all you 

can to get me to put you to death ; but I 

don't kUl a dog for barking at ma" ■

Another parallel, with which we con- 

clude, may be found between the sayings 

of Lycurgus and Dr. Johnson. Lyeurgus 

set about the reformation and alteration of 

the State bf Sparta^ and was adviied by 

one individual ,to reduce everything to an 

absolute populslr equality. But Lycurgus 

astonished him by saying : " Sir, suppose 

you begin the reform in your own house 1 " 

Similarly Dr. Johnson, when Mrs. Macau- 

lay advocated aimilar measures, silenced 

her by saying : " Madam, I am now be- 

come a convert to your way of thinking. 

I am convinced that all mankind are upon 

an equal footing ; and to give you an un- 

questionable proof, madam, that I am in 

earnest, here is a very sensible, dvfl, well- 

behaved fellow-citissn — ^your footman; I 

desire that he may be allowed to ait down 

and dine with us." ■

THE ABT TBEASUBES OP THE 

CITY OF LONDON. ■

SBCOND PART * 

THE PICrUBES 07 THB LIVERY GOMPANIES. ■

It was pointed out in a previous article 

that very little in the way of Art is to be 

found in the possession of the Corporation, 

and that little or nothing has been done 

by that body to increase the value or add 

to the interest of such things as it does 

possess. 7et it must not be supposed that 

there is a complete dearth of works of Art in ■

* See All the Txab Bound, Third Series, 

VoL v., No. ua ■
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the Gity ; though, for the porpoae of finding 

anythbg wherewith to eatisf y onr eyes, it 

Ifl necefliary ta exAmme the collectionB of 

the Livery Gompaniefl* Sach an examina- 

tion has, by the ready eonrtefly of all the 

Oompanies to whom application was made, 

been permitted tothe writer of this article. 

With one exception only — that of the 

Armoorera and Braziera — ^the request was 

readily acceded to, and all the treasores 

were opened to view by sach Companies 

as possess them. For this coarteona aa- 

sistance our -best thanks are dae. ■

The result pf the examination proves 

that, so far as pictures are concerned, 

whilst they are vastly superior to anything 

in the possesion of- the Corporation, yet 

they are not as numerous or as valuable as 

might be supposed. The plate, on the 

contrary, and in spite of the fact that 

much has been melted down in answer to 

Boyal demands, is very valuable and in- 

teresting. This will, however, be referred 

to in a subsequent article, the pictures and 

certain other ** objects of art " being de- 

scribed in this present one. ■

The great reputation of the Holbein, 

possessed by the Barbers' Company, leads 

the enquiry first In the direction of that 

Company's hall. TUs picture is painted 

on panel, and is the largest of all Holbein's 

paintings, being ten feet two inches long, 

by five feet eleven inches high, and was 

probably painted in 1541, towards the 

dose of the artist's life. The picture was 

recently exhibited at the Exhibition of the 

Boyal House of Tudor held in 1890 at the 

New Gallery. The subject is that of 

Henry the Eighth granting the Charter to 

the Barber Surgeons. The King is seated 

in the centre, looking out of the picture, 

holding the charter In his left band ; the 

other figures are nearly all kneeling. On 

the right are Dr. Chambers, Dr. Butts, and 

the Boyal Apothecary, and on the left the 

Master and various members of the Com- 

pany. This i^rrangement of the figures 

naturally gives an air of stififaess to the 

composition of the picture ; but the heads 

are all magnificently painted, as are also 

all the accessories. The background is 

very rich in colour, and this richness is 

continued out to the front of the picture 

by means of a carpet on the ground. Un- 

fortunately, the Courtroom — now used 

as the hall — where the picture is hung, 

is so small and badly lighted, that it can- 

not be very well seen. Those, therefore, 

that saw this work in the Tudor Exhibition 

were exceptionally fortunate. ■

It is a great question whether it is safe 

to keep so valuable a picture in so cir- 

cumscribed a space. The hall is sitoated 

in the middle of the Wood Street district^ 

where fires are not unknown ; and, morC' 

over, the Court room is at the bottom of 

a light-shaft, with a lantern-light on the 

roof, and surrounded by walls thirty feet 

high on every side, so that if a fire onos 

broke out there would not be much hope 

of saving the pictura It would be maeh 

safer if deposited in a public gallery. ■

Pepys tried, after the Great Fire, to buy 

this picture " by the help of Mr. Pierce 

for a little money. I did think," he adds, 

"to give £200 for it, it being said to he 

worth £1,000 ; but it is so spoiled thai I 

have no mind to it, and is not a pleasant 

though a good picture." ■

It was engraved in 1735 by Baron, who 

was paid one hundred and fifty gninesi 

for the plate and one hundred prints; 

but the engraving is not a very good one; 

the engraver did not even reverse, the 

plate, so that the prints are reversed to 

the picture. ■

The Company also possesses a fine por- 

trait by Vandyck, in very good condition, 

of Inigo Jones, who was architect to the 

Company. The Theatre of Anatomy, at- 

tached to the building — which Walpde 

caUs '* one of the best of Jones's works"— 

was pulled down at the end of the last 

century. The present entrance gateway 

in Monkwell Street is attributed to Jn^ 

Jones ; and there is some old work in the 

staircase and buildings; but, excepting the 

walls, hardly any of sufBcient antiquiiy to 

be also attributed to the same ai^teet 

There is also a portrait by Beynolds of 

John Paterson, the Clerk, in 1776, very 

bright in colour, and not at all cracked. 

In Mr. Shoppee's pamphlet descriptive of 

the pictures and plate belonging to thii 

Company, no mention is made of this 

picture; but only of an engraving from 

it. It has presumably come into posses- 

sion of the Company since the publication 

of the pamphlet The room u so dark, 

that the remainder of the pictures are very 

badly seen. There is a portrait of the 

Duchess of Bichmond by Sir Peter Lely ; 

another portrait by Kneller, with several 

others of the same date ; also a portrtf t of 

Charles the Second, concerning which the 

following note appears in the account : ■

"Paid for a half-length picture of King 

Charles the Second, to hang up in the 

Parlour, and for a g^ld frame to the said 

Picture, £7 5s. Od." ■
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There ire two portraiti of the King and 

Qaeen of Bohemia, which were long 

Imown ai the Spanish piotores ; whether 

thej are of any artietio valae it is impos- 

sible to say, as they cannot be seen where 

they are at present hnng. The oppor- 

tunity might have been taken in 1889 to 

compare the portraits of the Qaeen of 

Bohemia, by Mytens aad Honthorst, 

which were exhibited at the Stuart Exhi- 

bition. Bach an examination wonld very 

ponibly have given a dae to the author- 

ship. There is also liere a fine portrait of 

Edward Arris, a master who contributed 

largely to the Company's plate, by Dobson, 

IB English artist who rose to fame through 

the notice taken of him by Vandyck. ■

The pictures of the Painters' Company 

next claim attention, not so much for 

their value as for the fact that a great 

xntny of them were painted by English 

artists in what may be called the pre- 

Afiidemical times, that is, before 1768. 

A pamphlet, entitled " Some Account of 

the Worshipful Company of Painter 

Stainers," published in 1880, gives some 

details of great interest They existed as 

a fraternity in the reign of King Edward 

the Third, although their first charter was 

not granted to them till the sixth of 

£dwaid the Fourth. ■

They were caUed Paynter Stayners be- 

canie a picture on canvas was formerly 

called a stained cloth, as one on panel was 

called a table, probably from the French 

''tableao." In 1575 they petitioned 

Qaeen Elizabeth that ''she would consider 

their eaose, and give aid and assistance 

to them, because they found that their 

trade began to decay, by reason of other 

penoDs that bad not been apprenticea to 

it, who undertook painting, whereby 

much slight work went off— as Pictures of 

the Qaeen and noblemen and others — 

which showed fair to sight. And the 

people bought the same, bmog much de- 

ceived; for. that such pictures and works 

were pot substantially wrought ; A slander 

to the whole Company of Painters, and a 

gieat decay of Workmanship in the said 

adence; and also a great discouragement 

to diven forward young men very desirous 

to travel for knowledge in the same.** ■

This crafty appeal to the Virgin Queen, 

whose vanity on the subject of her por- 

traits is a matter of history, was successful, 

as the ehwter granted to the Company in 

1581 prohibited any person from usbg or 

exmbing the art of the Paynter Stayner, 

Qoleas he shall have been apprenticed for ■

seven years to some one of the same art or 

mystery, under a penalty of five pounds. ■

King James the Second also granted a 

charter, in the first year of his reign, eon- 

firming the previous charter of Elizabeth. ■

In 1673 an odd entry appears in the 

minute books to the effect "That the 

Painter of Joseph and Pottifer's Wife and 

the Fawre Elements be fined £3 6s. 8d., 

for such bad work." If only such a 

tribunal existed now, what riches might 

fiow into their coffers from a like source I ■

On the seventeenth of May, 1635, ''Mr. 

Inigo Jones, the King's Surveyor, was 

invited to dinner, and very lovingly came 

and dined with the Companye." Amongst 

the distinguished artists who have been on 

the livery, are Sir Peter Lely and Sir 

James ThomhilL The pictures themselves 

were the gift of their various painters, who 

were members of the Court The earliest 

of these is a picture of Saint Luke writing 

his gospel, by Van Somer, who was a 

native of Antwerp, but settied in this 

country, and died In 1621. There is a 

portrait of Camden the historian, presented 

to the Company in 1676. Most of the 

pictures are landscapes or marine pieces — 

one by Robert Aggas, died 1679, son of 

Ralph Aggas, whose maps of London at 

this period^ are regarded as authentic 

Sailmaker was another early marine 

painter. Peter Monamy, a native of Jersey, 

and an imitator of the Vandevelde School ; 

Lambert, who died 1765, a follower of 

Caspar Poussin, were all early landscape 

painters, and their works may be regarded 

with interest as being the predecessors of 

the Grand School of landscape painting, 

which was eventually developed in 

England. ■

The pictures themselves are somewhat 

black, and not in very good condition, and 

are, of course, not to he compared to the 

works of the various masters whose style 

these Englishmen followed ; but they were 

painted at a time when English Art, as art, 

was so generally supposed to have been non- 

existent There are several pictures of 

animals and fruit, of the type which is 

seen so much of a century later on 

the coach panels of the day. There 

is a picture of the Fire of London, 

which is supposed to be authentic, by 

Waggoner, of whom nothing is appa- 

rentiy known, except the fact that he 

pahited this picture. There is a room up- 

stairs, the panels of which were painted 

by members of the Company; of these 

paintings the pictures of dead game, by ■
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Oradock. are good; they were painted 

about 1640. ■

Li the Ooort-room are some eogravings 

of interest; one from a deeign of Sir 

Oodfrey Eneller, of a eard of invitation to 

accompany the Society of Painter?, at 

Saint Loke'i Feaat^ kept on Thursday, ye 

twenty-fourth of November, 1687, at 

twelve of the clock in Paynter Staynen' 

Hall, when you shall be entertained by us. 

Signed, Anthony Yerrio, ■

Nicholas Shepherd, 

Godfrey Kneller, 

Ed. Polehampton, ■

Stewards. 

Perhaps the finest collection of pictures 

after that of the Barbers' Company, is in 

the possession of the Merchant Taylors' 

Company, who have a fine portrait of 

Henry the E^hth, by Paris Bordone. 

This portrait most probably represents 

that Monarch at the time of the Field of 

Cloth of Gk>ld, for Bordone, a native of 

Treviso, and a pupil of Titian, was em- 

ployed at the Court of Erands the First, 

and was spedally commissioned to paint 

the portraits of the celebrities present on 

that occasion. The picture in question is 

smaU, but very rich in colour, and is 

certainly, after the Barbers' Holbein, the 

finest picture in the possessioi^of the City 

Companies. It was exhibited at the 

Tudor Exhibition. The catalogue of that 

Exhibition refers to a similar portrait of 

Henry the Eighth at Hampton Court, the 

authorship of which is doubtful This 

portrait of the Merchant Taylors' was, ac- 

cording to the same authority, painted 

about 1535, or fifteen years later than the 

date of the Field of the Cloth of Gold. This 

must be an error, as the portrait depicts 

Henry as a young man of about thirty, 

which was his age at his meeting with 

Francis the First ; whereas he would have 

been forty-four if tiie later date were correct. 

Besides, there is no record that Bordone 

ever came to England. It was presented 

to the Company, with six other pictures, 

by John Vernon, Master in 1609, whose 

portrait hangs in the Court-room. Of the 

six others, only two exist, the remainder 

were very probably destroyed in the Fire 

of London. These two pictures are re- 

spectively a head of a man and a woman, 

of a ratiier poor character, painted by Otho 

Yenius, who lived from 1558 to 1629. ■

There is, in the Court-room, a fine early 

portrait of Sir Thomas White, Lord Mayor 

m 1533, and founder of Saint JoWs 

College, Oxford. This picture, which is ■

excellently painted, was also exhibited at 

the Tudor Exhibition. ■

There are other early portraits fai ihii 

room — of John Yemon, Master, 1609 ; Sir 

Thomas Bow, 1562; Robert Dow, 1678; 

Walter Pell, 1619; Bobert Gray, 1628; 

Sir Abraham Beynardson, 1640 ; but none 

of them are of the quality of Sir Thomas 

White's portrait The portraits of Sb 

Patience Ward, 1671, Sir W. Pritchsrd, 

1673, and Sb William Turner, 1685, m 

by Sir Gh>dfrey Kneller, and are good 

examples of that master. Ab regards ths 

two last named pictures, there is an entiy 

in the Company's books : ■

'* Item. Paid Mr. Kneller for the pietm 

of King Charles the Second, and drawing 

Sir William Turner's and Sir WXSim 

Pritbhard's pictures and frames for them, 

X125. ■

<' Item. Given Mr. Kneller's man, £V ■

If a suggestion might be ofiFered to the 

Company, it would be better to hang this 

fine collection of portraits lower down, on 

the top of the panelling, where they conid 

be better seen. It might easQy be done, 

and, if a frieze were added to the room, 

would not destroy the decorative effeek 

Ab they are now hung it is almost un- 

possible to see some of thenu In the 

music gallery at the end of the great hall, 

where the portrait of Heniythe Eighth is to 

be found, there are several other portraiti, 

including a large full-length of the Duke 

of Wellington, by Sir David Wilkie; the ■

Ct Oeneral is standing by the side (tf his 
ante chaq;er in a fine pose. The 

painting of the head is good ; but certsin 

portions of the picture have eracked very 

badly, and turned Uack, presumably on 

account of the bitumen used by the arfast; 

nor can the picture be considered a 

characteristic example of Wilkie's work on 

account of its laige dca Possibly the 

artist, not being lued to work on sneh a 

scale, used the bitumen to enable him to 

cover the ground more quickly. ■

Lord Chancellor Eldon, by H. W. 

Pickersgill, RA; and H.RH. Frederick, 

Duke of York and Albany; by Sir 

Thomas Lawrence, are both uninteresting. 

William Pitl^ by John Hoppner, is a very 

fine portrait There are two veiy fiD6 

portraits of women by this artist in the 

Winter Exhibition of Burlington Hom, 

which works will undoubtedly bring 

Hoppner's reputation very much to the 

frontb ■

On the stairs there are some portraiti : 

Sir Claudius Hunter, by Sb: W. Beeehey ; ■
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Sir B. Baggalay, by Lant; Gtoorge the 

Third and Qaeen Charlotte, by Allan 

Bamaay; Sir Beg. Hanaon, by John 

OolUer. ■

In the drawing-room there are Knaller's 

portraits of Chanea the Second and Jamea 

the Second; and two by Morray of 

William the Third and Mary. In another 

room are portraits of past clerks of the 

Company, of which the best is Gkorge 

North, by Hadson, who was Beynolds's 

master. In the same room is a portrait 

head of Charles the First, supposed to be 

by a popil of Yandyck, which is a very 

fine thing. There is also a half-length 

portrait of Charles the Second, con- 

siderably better than the foil-length by 

Elnellery already referred to. This picture 

has been in possession of the Company 

mnoe 1693. Thus it will be seen that the 

Merchant Taylors' Company possesses a fine 

eoUeetion of portraits, those in the Court- 

room being especially interesting. ■

Besides the pictures there is a fine piece 

of tapestry hung on the staircase walls, 

and in the mi^sic gallery are two hearse- 

cloths, hung in glazed cases. There are 

seyen of these hearse-dotbs, or palls, in 

the possession of the Livery Companies : of 

theses the Merchant Taylors possess two, 

and the Fishmongers, Vintners, Iron- 

mongers, Saddlers, and Brewers Com- 

panies each one. These palls were at 

one time used at the burial of prominent 

members of the Uvery; but the custom 

has fallen out of use, the last occasion 

on which one was used being at the 

funeral of a pensfoner of the Ironmongers' 

Company, some twenty-five years ago. 

They are all beautiful specimens of silver 

embroidery and doth-of-gold. Several of 

them are very much alike ; but the one 

belongbg to the Fishmongers' Company 

and one of the two belonging to the 

Merchant Taylors' Company, are much 

richer than the otbera A description of 

this last one will indicate what they are 

like. ■

The centre is formed of a breadth of 

baldachin cloth, of what is known as doth- 

of-gold and purple velvet pile ; in length, 

six feet three and a half inches ; in breadth, 

one foot eleven inches. The pattern is 

formed of three wreaths of conventional 

flowers very completely arranged in the 

space. To this centre purple velvet flaps 

Bite attached about ten inches deep, and 

on these flaps are sewn panels of gold and 

ailver embroidery, representing on the 

aides the baptism in Jordan, and on the ■

ends the decapitation of Saint John the 

Baptist To the flaps are also attached 

the Company's arms, and on each side is 

the inscription : '* Ecce Agnus Dd," in 

large letters. The figures in the panels 

are dressed in the costumes of the period, 

which is about 1520-30. The other one 

is presumed to date between 1490 and 

1672, and is illustrated in Shaw's " Deco- 

rative Arts of the Middle Ages," plate 

thirty-four. They were both e]diibited at 

the Sodety of Antiquaries, in June» 1874. 

They are generally supposed to be of 

Flemish or Oerman manufacture; but an 

account in the records of the Carpenters' 

Company shows that such things were 

manufactured in England. ■

With the exception of the Fishmongers' 

pall, the centre panels of the others are 

not nearly so elaborate as the one which 

has just been described. ■

The position of Fishmongers' Hall on 

the riverside by London Bridge, enables 

plenty of light to find its way into the 

interior of the building ; consequently such 

pictures as are in the possesdon of this 

Company can be very well seen. There 

are some rather fine early topographical 

scenes, by Samuel Scott^ who was one 

of Hogarth's boon companions; one of 

these pictures gives a view of old Fish- 

mongers' HaU, which was replaced by the 

present Hall in 1831. There is also a 

good painting by James Holland, of 

Greenwich Hospital, and some very good 

pictures of fish by Van Dnegnen, 1670; 

Van Haoken, 1767, and Snyders. These 

pictures, although perhaps of uninteresting 

sul^ects, are of very good quality in the 

style of Snyders. A large river scene is by 

J. T. Serres, a once well-known painter, 

and son of Dominic Serres, who was 

one of the original members of the Boyd 

Academy, and an indpid follower of the 

school of CandettL Some interesting 

water-colour drawings by Tates, of Old and 

New London Bridges, complete the topo- 

graphicd drawings, of which this Company 

possess an interesthig collection. ■

Of the portrdts, there are two of 

William the Third, and Mary the Second, 

by Murray, replicas of those in the 

Merchant Taylors'. These mevitable por- 

trdts of Boyalties seemed to have been 

turned out by the dozen, and are 

generally by artists of inferior merit; a 

visit to the Gnelph Exhibition will show 

how duU and uninteresting are such por- 

trdts compared with those of other persona. 

This is chiefly owing to the fact that they ■
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were seldom painted by any of the greater 

artiste, but generally by the Court portrait 

painter, who did not always owe his 

position to his talent as an artist, and 

seldom or never achieved any lasting 

fame. In earlier times it was better, as 

witness the splendid collection of portraits 

of Henry the Eighth, by Holbein, and 

Charles the First and his Qaeen, by 

Vandyct. ■

There are two portraits bv Bom- 

ntoy, an artist whose work is seldom met 

with in the City. They are portraits 

of the Margrave and Margravine of 

Anspach ; the latter is at present exhibited 

in the Exhibition of the Boyal Honse of 

Gaelph. It Is a fall length, life-size 

portrait ; white satin dress, and cap , with 

gold trimming. Like many of Bomney's 

portraits, it is more conspicaons for grace- 

ful pose than anything else, and is 

not np to his nsaal mark^ possibly 

for want of a good sabject. The por- 

trait of the Ma^prave is not as good as 

that of the Maigravina The portrait of 

Earl Saint Vincent, by Sir William Beechey, 

is excellent, with a very distingnished 

pose. Fortruts by this artist are almost 

as nameroas as those of Kneller amongst 

the pictures of the City Companies. One 

of Mr. Oaless's best portraits — that of the 

Bight Honoorable Bossell Gomey, QC, 

MP., as Becorder of London — belongs 

to this Company, who also possess several 

hiferior portraits. ■

The historical dagger of Walworth is 

kept in a glass-case in the halL It was 

exhibited at Ironmongers' Hall in 1861 ; 

bat a note in the illustrated catalogue, 

which was published as a memento of that 

exhibition, states that this is not the 

original dagger, but belongs to a later 

period. It is a very plain weapon with 

hardly any ornamentation. ■

A curious object of interest is a model 

of a frigate made by French naval 

prisoners. It is constructed entirely of 

small pieces of bone, which were cut from 

the mutton rations supplied to the 

prisoners, and is most carefully put to- 

gether, evincing great skill and patience. ■

The pall, or hearse-doth, has ahread^ been 

referred to as a very fine one. It is de- 

scribed in the Company's books as having 

been worked by nuns; the subject illus- 

trated on the flaps is our Saviour giving 

the keys to Saint Peter. ■

In the magnificent suite of rooms to be 

found in the Hall of the Goldsmiths' 

Company, are a few good portraits, ■

although this Company has not so large a 

collection as those Companies already 

named. A fine portrait hangs in Uie 

Court-room of Sir Hush Mydddton, who, 

in 1606, undertook to bring water to Lon- 

don, by means of the New Biver. This fine 

portrait is said to be by Cornelius Janiaen. 

It was exhibited at the Tudor Exhibition 

in 1890, although Sir Hugh more properly 

belongs to the Stuart period. It is de- 

scribed in the catalogue of that eihibitlon 

as "a three-quarter lengthi Ufe-sise to 

right, black and buff doublet, black sor- 

coat, white ruff and cuffs, jewelled ooUar 

with badge; left hand restbg on shell 

placed on table ; above, ' Fontee Fodine ;' 

on background, shield of arms and motto, 

'Yirtus Palma.' Canvas forty-«ix and a 

half bv thirty-eight and a half. Eograved 

in Lodge." The nan»e of the artist is not 

mentioned; but Janssen painted in Eng- 

land firom 1618 to the time of the Civil 

War. A beautiful engraving by Yertae, 

of this portrait, hangs in the same room, 

where is also the original copper-plate, 

recently presented to the Company. ■

A portrait of Sir Martin Bowes, Lord 

Mayor in 1545, Is also a very fine work 

In Timbs' " Cariosities of London," It ia 

attributed to Holbein; but hardly correctly, 

as that great artist died in 1543 ; besidea, 

though a good portrait^ it is not quite good 

enough for Holbein. It is attributed, in 

the Company's books, to Faithome; Imt 

he was only' an engraver. There are a few 

other portraits. Chas. Hozier, 1750; the 

inevitable portraits of George the Third 

and Qaeen Charlotte, by Murray ; and the 

equally inevitable portrait of Qaeen 

Victoria, by Hayter — a replica of the one 

in the Guildhall A portrait group of 

Masters of the Company, who have been 

Lord Mayors, by Hudson, is more interest- 

ins ; and there is a good portrait of Lane, 

a former Clerk, by Beechey. ■

There is a fine marble mantelpiece h 

the Court-room, which has two terminal 

figure-supports by Roubiliac, the scdptor 

of the Shakespeare Monument in nest- 

minster Abbey. An object of great anti- 

quarian interest, also in this room, is a 

Roman altar, sculptured with figures of 

Apollo, and a dog and a lyre. It wai 

found on the site of the HalJ when exca- 

vating for foundations, and is supposed to 

have belonged to the Temple of Diana, 

which, report says, stood near this spot ■

In the Court -room of the Yintnen' 

Company are several pictores. One of 

these, the subject of which is Saint Martin ■
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dividing hlB doak with the beggar, ia 

ftttribnted to Babens ; but the room is 10 

dimly lighted that it ia imposflible to tell 

if tUs attribatioi! is oorreet. la Timba'i 

"Oariositiea of London" it is attribated 

to Vandyck, which certainly ia not correct 

Strangely enough, the Gompany poaaeaaea 

a piece of tapeatry with the aame aubject 

worked on it ■

lliere are aeveral portraita of Boyaltiea 

^William the Third and Maty, and Obarlea 

the Second, which have a great family 

likeneaa to those already deacribed aa be- 

longing to other Oompaniea, lookmg rather 

as n ttiey were turned out by tbe dozen. 

A portrait of John Wright, by Opie, ia 

perhaps the best in the room. Thia Gom- 

pany poaaeaaea a hearae-doth which ia very 

similar to that in the poaaeaaion of the 

Lromnongera' Company. Thia latter Com- 

pany has a large collection of portraita, 

some of wUch look interesting ; they are, 

however, hung in the banqueting - hall, 

the bottom of the frames being aome 

twelve foot from die ground, and, oon- 

sequently, can hardly be aeen in daylight, 

and, mucli more certainlyi could not be 

seen by gaaHgbt If picturea and portraita 

are worthy looking, they might juat aa 

well be hung where they can be aeen, and 

would certainly, in the caae of the Iron- 

mongers' Hall, be preferable to the panel- 

ling, Ihe enrichmenta of which are made of 

Carton pierxe. A fine portrait of Admiral 

Yiscoont Hood, by Gainaborough, ia amongat 

theae picturea ; and there are aeveral other 

portraita of the aeventeenth century, which 

m^ht be intereating if they could be aeen. 

Some portraita in the Court-room are by 

Henry Cooke, an artiat who painted about 

the year 1640, and for theae he was paid 

the magnifioent aum of three pounda apiece, 

including the frame. The Ironmongera' 

Company haa aome very intereating piate, 

which will be noticed in a aubaequent 

artida ■

The Mercera' Company takea precedence 

of all the Liveriea; although it ia not 

of auch antiquity aa the Goldsmiths', 

1327, or the Weavers', dating from 1164. 

Although one of the rlcheat Companies, it 

has very little in the way of picturea. ■

In the Hall are portraits of Qaeen 

Elisabethf Sir Thomas Greaham, Sir 

Bichard Whitting(on, Count Pennington, 

and Dean Golet, the founder of Saint 

Paul'a School What theae picturea are 

like it ia impoaaible to tell, for the windowa 

of the hall in which they are hung are 

filled with stabled glass, and during the ■

daytime darkneaa almost reigna au- 

prema ■

The portrait of Whitthgton ia deacribed 

in Herbert'a '* Hiatory of the City Com- 

paniea" aa fanciful; but the portrait of 

Dean Colet might be very good, aa there 

was a portrait of thia divine, by Jan de 

Mabuae, exhibited in the Tudor Exhibition, 

ao that ia a chance of thia one bein^ by the 

aame hand. An Mohitectural piece, by 

Bonnington, hanga in a email room, and 

there are aome portraita acattered about in 

the varioua rooma ; but nothing of any very 

great intereat ■

The Carpentera" Company haa aome 

fragmenta of wall-paintinga which were 

diacovered in ita old haU in 1845. The 

aubjecta were divided by columna painted 

in diatemper ; the groundwork ia of latha, 

wiA a thick layjer of brown earth and 

elay, held together with atraw and a layer 

of lime, upon which the paintinga are 

executed. There are only two fragmenta 

now hanging up in the Court-room, the 

aubjecta of which are (1) King Joaiah 

ordering the repair of the Temple, and 

(2) Joaeph at work in the carpenter'a 

ahop, the Saviour aa a boy gathering the 

chipa. The figurea, though rather aquat, 

are well drawn, outlined with an incised 

line, and retain tracea of colour, which are, 

however, faat diaappearing. The figurea 

are dreaaed in the costume of the latter 

end of Henry the Eighth's reign, and the 

style of execution aim) suggests that the 

paintings were done about that time. ■

The Company alao poaseaaea two fine 

portraita — (ij William Portington, Maater 

Carpenter, Maater, 1637 — ^very much in the 

atyle of the Goldamitha' portrait of Sir 

Hugh Myddelton ; (2) John Scott, Maater 

in 1698. ■

In the hiatorical acoount of the Car- 

pentera' Company, by Jupp and Pocock^ 

there are varioua extracta from the records, 

amongat which ia an account, in the year 

1513, for a hearae-cloth, the total coat of 

which was fourteen pounda twelve ahillinga 

and ninepence, each item being aeparate : 

ao much for material, ao much for making, 

ahowing that aome at leaat of theae hearse- 

cloths were of home manufacture. The 

date ia nearly the aame aa thoae in the 

poaaeaaion of the Merchant Taylora' 

Company. ■

In the Guelph Exhibition, at preaent 

being held at the New Gallery, are hung 

aome portraita belonging to the Stationera' 

Company ; two of them, by Kneller, of 

(1) Sir Bichard Steele and (2) Matthew ■
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Prior Are very poor portraits. When 

Eneller painted a portrait of anjr one 

without a title, he did not oonnder it 

right to represent snch a person in one of 

the flowing periwigs which adorned the 

heads of ms kings and lords, bat depicted 

the head of a poet^ or a literary man, 

which is to-day of far more interest than 

the majority of those of kings and lords, 

wrapped in a dirty cloth, or cap, and look- 

ing very mach as if the distbguished 

author had only just risen, and had not 

had time to perform his toilette. A better 

portrait of more recent date is by W. Lane, 

of Luke Hansard, the House of Commons 

printer, whose name is well known in con- 

nection with the publication of the debates. 

Another very good portrait is that of 

Samuel Biohardson, the novelist, by 

J. Highmore. This Company possesses 

several other portraits, but oFno great 

interest ■

The Skinners' Company has a fine old 

portrait supposed to he of Sir Andrew ■

Judd, Lord Mayor, 1551. This picton, 

to judge from the costume, is quite s 

century later ; but it is so fine Uist it 

would be wortti while to find out all about 

it ■

The Broderers' Company possesses a 

portrcdt of Old Parr, the EngUsh He- 

thusaleh, who was a member of thL 

Company. ■

The Armourers' Company, according to 

Timbs, possesses a picture, by Northcote, 

of " The Eatry of Bichard the Second sad 

Bolingbroke into London," purchased hj 

the Company from Boydcdl's Shakespesie 

Gallery in 1825. This Company, howe?er 

— for reasons best known to itself— prefen 

to keep whatever it possesses hidd^ from 

any intruder's ease, so nothing very definite 

can be said about this worlc. But it ii 

reported, by some of those who have been 

privileged to gaae upon this masterpiece, 

that it u more remarkable for its size than 

for any artistic merit with which the 

painter succeeded in investing it ■

On the 28th of MARCH >vill bo commenced a ■

NEW SERIAL STORY, ■

BY ■

MARY ANGELA DICKENS, ■

AUTHOR OF ■

•A MIST OP BBROR/' "HER INHERITANCE,- "A SOCIAL SUCCESS; 

"KITTTS VICTIM," etc., etc ■

Th§ IWyM qf TroMloHng ArUdM from All thi Tub Eouin) it rwiired by tU AiOum. ■

Fttl>Uahe<l »t the Offior, M, WellingUm Street, Strand. Frfnted by Obailis Dzczxvs 4 Brin, Orysnd Palaee FmB, ■
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CHAPTER L THB THRBSHOLD OF SORROW. ■

After that evening, I began to regard 

the Laird with a speoolatiTe cariosity. He 

had ehoim himBelf to me in a novel light ; 

and for the first time since onr marriage I 

foond myself studying the candid, honest 

face and kindlv eyes, and wondering 

whether, after all, he did look upon me at 

somethbg better than — well, not dog or 

horse — bat farmsp and shootings, and 

tenants' interests. The narrow limits of 

the yacht were favoorable enough for my 

studies ; and as Bella and Bobert M'Eaye 

were a good deal together, the Laird was 

reduced to sharing my society, or that of 

Hoel Penryth. The latter, however, had 

taken a gloomy and absorbed fit upon him 

of bte,and was always reading, or writing, 

or nui^g sketches of the wild scenes 

through which we passed. ■

The weather had changed to gloom and 

cold. The days were grey and dull, and 

the wind would moan drearily about the 

great rocks, and desolate hiUs^ and the 

dark, roughened water& ■

I long^ indescribably to return. The 

nervous horror I had felt of these wild 

region* inereased rather than diminished, 

and the tales and legends of the saOors, 

which the girls were always collecting and 

repeating, filled me with a superstitious 

dread, for which I oould not account. ■

A brief glimpse of sunshine, and a paler ■

tint of grey in the leaden skies, induced 

us one morning to make the excursion to 

the Spa CAvem. To me it seemed that 

the fatigue and trouble requisite were ill 

repaid by the result When we left it^ 

the sea was rough and stormy again ; the 

sun had disappeared sulkily behind great 

banks of clouds. We were all damp, and 

chilled, and tired. Even Bella's infallible 

good spirits flagged, and her face looked! 

pinched and blue. The little pinnace 

scudded along through gathering mists, 

skirting the rocky coast and its numerous 

caverE& Here and there we could see the 

lofty peaks of the Cuchullins piercing the 

clouds, only to be hidden from sight the 

next moment by those thick, dense 

vapours. I cowered down in the smsll 

boati shivering in eve^ Umb, despite the 

thick wraps with which the Laird had 

covered me. ■

** Sorely," I said, as we neared the yacht^ 

<' we've had enough of these regions now ; 

not even the scenery is worth this inces- 

sant cold, and damp, and gloom. I should 

fancy the sun had forgotten the very 

existence of these islands." ■

'*I wonder what you would say to 

Stomoway and the Lewis?" said the 

Laird ; " they are cold and stormy, if you 

like ; this is nothing^." ■

I shuddered; spirits and health were 

alike su£fering, and the trivial discomforts, 

at which we had all made merry at first, 

had now become sources of misery and de- 

pression that I seemed too weak to endura ■

'* I agree with Athole," said Bella, as we 

reached the yacht at last^ and were re- 

joicing over the prospect of luncheon, in 

the shape of hot soup and grilled salmon. 

"It is very dreary here; I expect the 

weather has changed for a long time. Had 

we not better get back to Oban t " ■

VOL. V.--THnU> SIBIB. ■
116 ■
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There was a little diseasBion; but the 

girls had sided with Bella, and, of conrse, 

Mr. M'Kaye did the same. It was agreed, 

therefore, that if the wind favoured as, we 

should set sail next morning for the more 

genial coasts we had left ■

The decision gave me more content than 

I had experienced for a long time. I re- 

treated to my cabin after loncheonjOn the 

plea of fatigue, and did not go on deck 

again nntil late in the afternoon. ■

There was a dull, yellow glow in the 

west; the yacht was heaving and tossing 

on the roughened waters of the loch, and 

the sky looked very dark and threatening. 

One of the sailors was looking out over 

Uie wild waste of waters through a spy- 

glass. His face wore an anxious and per- 

turbed expression. ■

" What are you looking at, Ferguson % " 

I asked, approaching him. ■

He started, and almost dropped the 

glass. ■

" It was the Laird, mem; and he'll be out 

yonder wi' only the lad Davie in that bit 

cockleshell, and there's a squall coming up 

west I know weel it will just catch them 

round yon point. He was fair out o' his 

wits to venture." ■

«Do you mean to say the Laird has 

gone out to sea I" I asked, anxiously, for 

it looked too wild and stormy for a 

small boat, and every moment seemed 

gaining strength and fury. ■

** I mean just that It was all for shoot- 

ing some kind of bird the lassies wanted, 

and the Laird took his gun, and just had 

the boat down, and caUed wee Ddvie to 

him, and was ofi. I'm feared they'll no' 

make the yacht to-night" ■

" But what would they do t " I asked, in 

sudden alarm. " There's no place where 

they could land, is there t " ■

He shook liis head. ■

<' There's the caves," he said; " but I'm 

afraid it is out to sea they'll be carried. I 

canna make out the boat now — 'deed, it 

was fairly rash o' the Laird." ■

<* Give me the glass," I said, and I raised 

it to my eyes y^nd searched the grey and 

foaming plain with anxious scrutiny. ■

The clouds had closed again over that 

momentary golden brightnesSi the west 

was grey and cold once more, and a dull 

purple line was spreading ominously along 

the misty horizon. There was no sign of 

the boat The sea birds were wailing and 

screaming around the wild crags, where 

already the water was dashing and foaming 

under the lash of the rising wind. ■

I dropped the glass and looked anziooaly 

at the seaman. ■

"You'd best just gang below stun, 

mem," he said, abruptly. '' The squall will 

be upon us in the blink o' an e'e, and well 

just ha'e to make all sure and taut on deck 

here wi'out loss o' time." ■

" Bat the boat," I cried, in real alarm. 

'< What will become of it— it is such a little 

frail thmg to stand such a storm I " ■

Even as I spoke, a hoarse, hissing sound 

broke over the monotonous stillness—there 

was a fierce blast — ^a rush of brealdog 

waters, and the whole force and fary of 

the tempest came roaring over our l^eads, 

till, in the gathering darkness, land and sea 

were alike shut out from sight ■

The yacht trembled and strahed at 

its anchor, as the swell caught and rocked 

it from side to side. I dung desperately 

to the shrouds to steady myself, while the 

rain burst forth in one fierce torrent, 

deluging the deck and drenching me to the 

skin. ■

Some one hurried towards me— I felt a 

hand on my arm — a voice In my ear. , ■

|<Tou here, Mrs. Campbell! What 

madness 1 Let me take you down below." ■

The voice and hand were those of Hael 

Penryth. ■

I clung to him — ^unnerved by sudden 

terror. ■

" The boat I " I gasped. « Oh, why did 

you let him go! It can never live in a 

storm like this." ■

" Ob, nonsense," he said, cheerfully, ai 

he tried to warm my icy hands, and 

support me over the slippery decL "li 

will be safe enough. Campbell is a first- 

rate seaman, and he would have seen the 

storm coming, and made for one of the 

islands — or caves." ■

But his voice sounded far away and 

indistinct The black pall of the sur- 

rounding darkness seemed to close thickly 

and densely round me. My eyes cloiod— 

and it seemed as if the roar and spray of 

the sea had swept over my head, and that 

I was sinking into unfathomable depths. ■

How long that unconsciousness lasted I 

cannot telL When I recovered it wai to 

see Bella's anxious face bent over me— and 

to find myself in my own cabin. I felt 

strangely weak, and the chill and cold of 

the sea seemed still upon me. The fary of 

the storm still raged. I could hear the 

shrill whistie of the wind, the rattle of the 

shrouds, the hiss of the waves against the 

sides of the rooking vessel ■
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For ft whDe I lay paadyely there, trying 

to eolleet my thoughts, wondering whether 

it was day or night Then saddenly 

memory returned ; I eprang ap and seized 

Bdli'saroL ■

''Has the boat come backt" I eried> 

impolsiyely. ■

" The boat,** she said, soothbigly. << No, 

not yet; bat, of conrse, it is quite safe. 

Do not distress yonne1f| the Laird knows 

the eoast so wdL He wonld hare been 

sure to have pat in somewhere when he 

saw the storm coming on." ■

I sank back on the pOlow. ■

'^NotyetP I echoed, and the presen- 

timent of evil, which had once before op- 

piessed me, came sweeping heavily over 

my senses again. ■

"It will never come back," I said, 

drearily, " never — ^never ; I feel it." ■

"Nonsense, Athole 1" exclaimed Bella 

" Don't be getting that idea into y oar head ; 

you mostn't expect it to retom to-night ! 

Probably they'll wait for daylightwherever 

they pat in. Every one says so. The 

ssilors know what a good seaman yoor 

hoBbsnd la. There really is no need to be 

anxioos." ■

Bat her words failed utterly to convince 

me. I listened dambly, stapidly ; bat all 

the time my heart grew heavier beneath 

its load of fear, all the time reproach and 

remorse were basy within me. ■

He might even now be lying cold and 

still onder that wild, fierce sea. And 1 

had let him go to meet his death without 

a kind word or look, without an effort to 

win his confidence, or telieve the honest, 

{aithM heart of its burden of suspicion. 

The thought of death appalled me 1 Death 

in the best years of a good and useful 

manhood — ^in Uie midst of that careless 

jaant taken for the gratification of a fancy 

expreemd by a pack of foolish girls, and 

this was the restdt ■

It seemed horrible in its suddenness ; and, 

strange to say, the horror seized me as 

something too absolutely certain for any 

srgument to refute. Slowly, surely it 

settled upon my mind. Slowly, surely it 

haunted the weary, feverish hours of the 

long night. With the dawn I was in a 

high fever, brought on by cold, exposure, 

and the sadden shock and terror of those 

awfol hours. ■

Long afterwards I heard the story of 

that ^adftil time. I was in a raging 

fever. They were all frightened, and 

resolved to run the yacht to the nearest ■

harbour, where I might be taken ashore, 

and medical aid procured. The morning 

broke fine and bright^ and the wind was iii 

our bvour. One, two, three hours they 

waited for the missing boat It never 

returned ; and with every hour the delirium 

increased, and the fever raged more wildly ' 

in my veins. They made for Tobermoiy 

again, and here I was pat ashore^ and the 

yacht retamed to cruise about Loch 

Scavaig, in hopes of hearbig something of 

the boat or its unfortunate occupants. ■

Bat the search and the waiting were 

futile. No sign, no word ever cama They 

could only suppose it had been swept out 

to sea and lost ■

Enquiry was made at every point ; but 

no boatman or fisherman had seen aught 

of it. Nor was there any trace of its 

wreck, though coast, and cavern, and 

isUmds were searched for many a long 

day. ■

Bat of all this I knew nothing. Day 

followed day, and week followed week, 

Bella and the two M'Kaye girls were the 

most careful and assiduous of nurses ; but, 

for all that, it was long before the turning- 

point was reached, and I was pronounced 

out of danger. Then, sadly, and by slow 

and wearisome stages, we returned to 

Gorriemoor. Huel Penryth and the 

M'Eayes went to Inverness, but Bella 

accompanied me. ■

I found Mrs. Campbell quite broken 

down and- prostrate under the blow that 

had so suddenly fallen. Donald was her 

pride, and prop, and stay. All her life 

and interests had centered in him so long, 

that wiUiout him she seemed to lose strength 

of mind and body. ■

Inexpressibly dreary and mournful was 

the house, and every face seemed to carry 

something of the shadow of that recent 

loss. The fact of there being no direct 

heir was another misfortune, as now the 

estate would pass to some distant relative. 

Mrs. Campbell and I had, of course, an 

income for life ; but Coniemoor itself was 

destined for strangers. ■

I heard all this in a dumb and passive 

way. Perhaps, if I had loved the phuse, it 

would have been different ; but I never had 

felt any keen or romantic attachment for 

my married home — ^nothing of the feeling 

I entertained for Craig Ba^ I made up 

my mind to return there, and live with 

Grannie. Mrs. Campbell was going to a 

widowed sister in Perth, so I felt that I 

could act with independence. ■

Three months after that ill-fated yacht- ■

y^ ■
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ing ezpeditioD, I was once again in Inver- 

neas, receiving Grannie's loving welcome, 

and almost ready to cheat myself into the 

belief that those inteTvenine years had 

been bat a dark and troubled dream, and 

that I was still only Athole Lindsay. ■

Almost Bat the effort was not easy 

and not saccessfal; for it was sorely no 

girl's &ce that looked back at me from the 

Uttle mirror of the familiar room; and no 

girl's heart beat now in that aching breast 

of womanhood, which spoke of lessons 

leamt in pain, endured in silence, and 

whose fruits had yet to be gathered in. ■

CHAPTER II, ALWAYS ALONE. ■

" When are yon going to be married, 

Bella ! " I asked one morning, as she and 

I were sitting in ttie little drawing-room at 

Craig Bank. ■

•*Not tm after Christmas,'' she said. 

'* You see the M'Eayes have a good deal 

of sight-seeiog to get through yet, and 

Robert does not want to go back in the 

height of the Australian summer." ■

**I wonder how long you will remain 

out there 1 " I said, with a sigh. *' I shall 

miss you, terribly 1 " ■

" Do you know what I've been think- 

ing)" she said, suddenly, as she let the 

work on which her busy fingers had been 

engaged fall idly on her lap. *' I don't see 

why you shouldn't come out with usl 

There's nothing to keep you here, and 

your health is quite broken down. You 

are as white as a ghost and as thin as a 

lath. It makes my heart sche to see you. 

I was agking Dr. Macgregor about you, 

yesterday, and he told me that you ought 

not to spend a winter here — ^the thing to 

set you up would be a sea voyage." ■

I shivered. ■

" Oh, no," I cried. '*If you only knew 

how I hate the vary sight and sound of 

the sea." ■

" That is because you are so weak and 

unnerved," said Bella» soothingly. "I'm 

sure I don't wonder at it But, dearie," 

she went on, putting her kind arm round 

me and drawing me close to her side, 

"you must try and get over thb — ^this 

morbid feeling. I know what it is; you 

are almost reproaching yourself; you 

think " ■

"I wiU tell you what I think," I said, 

passionately. " I think, Bella, that I was 

selfish, and blind, and inconsiderate ; that 

I dealt pain to that good, kindly heart by 

a thousand words, and looks, and ways; ■

that he knew, though he kept silencs, why 

I had always been so cold and indifferent; 

that he wanted me to be straightforwird,' 

and have confidence in him, and Oen he 

would have helped me. But I never 

understood that till too late; and Uien 

came that cruel death, and I can never tell 

him now, or beg him to forgive ma Oh, 

to think of it wrings my heart 1 The long, 

long, never-ending silence ; and he wii so 

good ! He never reproached me, and I— I 

was always brooding and mourning over my 

own selfish sorrows. I never even thought 

he noticed, or — or cared. But he did, 

Bella. Perhaps, too, in Us own qniet 

way he sufiered to the full as much as I 

did." ■

" I am quite sure of that," she said. ■

I looked up hastily, dashing the tean 

of weakness and helplessness from my 

eyes, t ■

"You knew)' I said. •'Well, no 

doubt it was apparent enough to eveiy 

one but myself." ■

" It was very unfortunate," she sud, u 

she smoothed the thick, disordered hsir 

from my brow, and tried to school its 

rebellion under my widow's cap. "If 

Douglas Hay had not been with ub, I 

often think we should have got on better. 

The Laird never liked him ; and Tm sore 

— I'm more than sure, ho saw that he 

cared for you." ■

I was silent I shared her conviction. 

I had been sure of it also from that night 

when Donald and I had been so near con- 

fidence — ^yet, not near enough to seise the 

opportunity. ■

" But of what use to fret now t " Bella 

resumed. " How often you have said that 

life is full of mistakes, and wo make oar 

own sufferings by our own follies 1 " ■

''That is true/' I said, moumfnlly. 

*' Bella, I am not very old yet ; but it 

seems to me, when I look back, that I have 

lived a lifetime of misery and self-reproach. 

Perfect confidence is the keystone of 

married peace, without it there will alirayi 

be coldness, estrangement, and nustniBt. 

I married Donald Campbell with a secret 

in my heart ; and only now, when it is too 

late, I seem to recognise that I might have 

trusted him to the nil, and that he would 

have been wise enough to understand and 

not condemn, and loving enough to 

pardon." ■

"I am slad," said Bella, '<you do him 

justice, at kst But, dear Athole, do not 

let this morbid regret spoil your future. 

You are so young sUUi you may have a ■
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loDg and happy life before yon ; if — ^if 

DonglftB lovei yon stQl — and I am more 

than sore he does — what ia to prevent yonr 

manying him now 9 " ■

The blood flew in a sudden flash of 

shame to my face. <* Oh, hash|" I cried, 

entreatingly. "How can I make yon 

miderstand f I know Douglas loves me — 

I know he never ceased to care, even 

throogh those silent years that divided ns. 

Bat if I went to him, if I listened now, 

it would always seem as if that dead man's 

Yofee sonnded in my ears with endless 

reproach ; as if his face looked back at me 

ss— as I have seen it look in a hundred 

delirioiiB fancies, when the waves tossed it 

np to the grey skies, as if in sport and 

derision. He thought of me when he was 

drowning in that ^d sea, thought of me, 

called for me — I know it so well — and in 

all the years to come I feel as if I could 

never shut out that memory, or sQence that 

voice." ■

"Bat, my dear, this is only a morbid 

fancy, as I have ssdd before ; bom of weak- 

ness, and sorrow, and the long strain you 

have sufiPered on heart and nerves.'' 

I shook my head. ■

" Tou don't understand me, Bella. In- 

deed, I often think I do not understand 

myself. There is a wide difference between 

our two naturei?, and undoubtedly yours is 

the happier. Sometimes I wonder what 

makes the difference between us. I sup- 

pose it ia circumstances. Had I been in ■

your place Bat» there, what folly to ■

talk like that 1 We are as ^e are. No 

one asks us if we desire to be bom ; ns 

one seema to care whether our surround- 

ings are suitable, or not, to our welfare. 

Helplessly and without choice we are flung 

into a groove of life, be it a dungeon, or a 

tortur^chamber, or a palace of delight,^ 

and luzory, and love. What can we do t 

Nothing — nothing. Nothing ; though we 

beat chained lujids against our prison 

bars, or shriek out in agony of soul in the 

torture-eb amber, or rebel discontentedly 

amidst the flowers, and scents, and 

loxuriea of our palace chamber, we shall 

not alter them nor change them. For fate 

binds us by a thousand threads, frail to all 

seeming, but strong, when united, as iron 

bioids are strong. You are saying to 

yourself now that I am free once more — 

free to dream my dream of love, free to 

look forward to the happfcess which once 

seemed so near, and so beautiful Bat I 

know better, Bella; I am not free, and 

what I fancied was' happiness proved only ■

a myth. There is no reality in the dream 

of my'youth, nor is it able to content me 

any longer, I want something deeper, 

and stronger, and more satisfymg. My 

love for Douglas is not a ^irrs love that 

accepts without questioning. It is a 

woman's — deep, searching, far-reacbinff, 

passionately jealous, and exacting. It is 

a Tove he could not understand, and could 

not satisfy; and — and I could not bear to 

test it again and know I must endure 

another failure. So, though you may think 

me free, Bella, I, in my heart, know I am 

not, and I will not run the risk of another 

marriage." ■

Bella looked at me with puazled eyes. ■

'' I confess," she said, '* I am a long way 

from understanding you. You were always 

a fantastical wee body ; but what pleasure 

it can give you to deny yourself what you 

once craved — ^and all for the sake of 

' ideas ' — I cannot imagine. It is as if you 

lived life for the sake of dreams, and when 

you wake up imagine that they are more 

real than the realities." ■

<< Perhaps they are," I said, "to ma 

Oh, Bella, life is a terrible thing when we 

tbi k of it Sometimes I have thought thati 

shall go mad with all the doubts, and fears, 

and terrors of it; and no one — ^nothing 

gives me rest 1 And I look out on it all 

sometimes and wonder why we endure, and 

why we bear, goaded, like dumb beasts, by 

a taskmaster we cannot see — ^we cannot 

ever reach. Oh, it is no use looking 

shocked 1 I must speak. If you only 

knew how I suffered in all that terrible 

time of fever 1 How, in those long, long 

hours, one thought after another would 

chase itself through my brain, and all the 

hateful craelty and horror of life, and the 

hypocrisy, and folly, and sin that loads it, 

and are perpetually seeking and securing 

fresh victims, woula live out for me their 

histories, past and present 1 I wonder I 

did not go mad " ■

Sobs burst from me, tearing my breast 

with suffocating pain. Bella, scared and 

white, in vain endeavoured to quiet me. 

How could I explain ; how could I make 

her or any one else understand through 

what a phase of feeling I had lived and 

straggled for many and many a weary 

month 1 ■

The hopelessness of it perhaps calmed 

me more than her soothing words — the 

words with which one pacUies a grieved 

and sorrowful chUd. ■

Alas 1 is it not one of the saddest and 

cruellest of life's many craelties that our ■
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deepest thoughts meet no answering eom- 

piehensioni onr deepest cry finds never an 

echo! We mast suffer alone — always, 

always alone. Whatever we think, what- 

ever we doubt, whatever we feel, our own 

nearest and dearest seem the last to under- 

stand us, the last to follow us down to 

those depths from whence we call for jdd, 

or sympathy. ■

We are foolish, they say, or wicked, or 

morbid. Something— anything but what 

is right, and safe, and rational ; and so we 

take our sorrows and our questionings 

into silence once again, and weep, and 

break our hearts, or not, according as our 

strength may ba But we are alone, 

always, always alone ! ■

" And now," I said to Bella, after that 

long pause of silence, " you see why I can- 

not go to Australia. It would look — oh, you 

mtist see how strange it would look ! Huel 

Penryth and — and he are going out in the 

same vessel as the M'Kayes. How could 

I go also! It is impossibla Even if it 

were really necessary, I could not do it ; 

but I am sure it is not. I am well 

enough.'' ■

She looked at me more sadly as she 

resumed her work.. ■

^* You may be well," she said, " but you 

certainly don't look so. However, I know 

of old how determined you are when you 

have made up your mind. Perhaps," she 

added, with the nearest approach to 

sarcasm of which she was capable, ''you 

have argued yourself into a belief that 

there is sometiung meritorious in killing 

yourself by inches, as you certainly are 

doing." ■

'<No, Bella," I said, with a faint smile; 

"I have no particular desire to do that." ■

"It's just sheer perversity," she added, 

crossly. " I shall set Kenneth on to argue 

with you; he always succeeds in making 

people do what he wishes." ■

" Kenneth 1" I exclaimed. *<Is he 

home t I thought he was in Edinburgh." ■

<<We^ expect him to-night," she said. 

"I suppose you'll not be forbidding him 

to come and see you, my wee leddy f " ■

'' No ; I shall be very glad to see him 

again," I answered. '*It is a long time 

since we metb He never would come to 

Oorriemoor." ■

'< Perhaps," said Bella, dryly, "he had 

reasons. Kenneth is very stiff in the 

matter of opmions, and once he mc&es up 

his mind it's no easy work to alter it. I'm 

not sorry Douglas Hay is away in Corn- ■

wall ; they never agreed ; and Fm mors 

than sure that Kenneth would not haye 

cared to see him hanging about here." ■

"I really do not see why it shonld 

matter to Kenneth," I said, with some 

indignation. ■

" Don't you?" said Bella, coolly. "That's 

because you keep your eyes very wOfoDy 

closed, little coz ; but there's no need to 

say more ; Kenneth can bide his time, and 

I've no doubt he wiR" ■

I was silent for a moment. ■

Her words distressed and displeased me 

beyond measure; but I knew she coold 

not understand why they did so, any more 

than she could follow out the train of 

reasoning which to her seemed only morbid 

and gloomy. ■

For I had spoken but the simple, honest 

truth, when I had said I would not accept 

Douglas Hay's love were he again to proffer 

it. Yet I could not explain what had bo 

altered and revolutioidsed my feelings. 

Only love seemed dead within me— dead 

with the kfaidly heart that I had neyer 

valued, and which for sake of whim of 

mine had found death in those wOd 

Western seas. ■

How small, and poor, and insigpifieanta 

thing x&y own life looked beside that 

honest, unselfish, useful one of the L%vd 

of Oorriemoor 1 That whole trip had 

been planned and carried out for my 

pleasure; and now, what was theresnltt 

Me had gone beyond the reach of my cry 

for forgiveness, my penitence, and remorse. 

Was it possible then that I should step to 

happiness over his dead body, that I 

should stretch out my hand to accept lore 

and tenderness, and cheat myself into the 

belief that I was free to do so f lonldnoi 

Oonscfence, heart, mind, all seemed to rebel 

against such an action ; and yet — ^the time 

was not so far removed when I had dreamed 

it possible — when I had acknowledged that 

love still lived and burned in my aching 

heart, and that I could suffer still. ■

But now f Well, now I only knew that 

ice itself could not have been more cold 

than were my thoughts of Douglas Hay. 

All the fevered longings, the passionate 

desires, the dreams of tiiose dead days, 

had perished utterly ; and that at the very 

time when one woidd have expected them 

to revive and live, nourished by fresh 

hopes, strengthened by new' promisei, a 

vision as glad and glorious as when my 

youth had gazed upon it through happy 

tears of trust and joy. ■

My youth— but that was far away— and ■
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10 was the love tbat it had beUeyed in ; 

and I knew, so well, so well, that if I took 

back that Ioto, and tried to content myself 

with it^ and to cheat my mind into ac- 

cepting it, I should only wake to the 

knowledge of another failure. I shuddered 

as I thought of the disenchantment and 

disillusion of marriaga I was no longer a 

girl, to whom dreams and ideals meant all, 

and I felt that I dared not risk a second 

yenture, dared not trust the light nature, 

swayed by passionate impulse, wavering 

ever in the balance, the nature I had 

clothed m virtues of my own imi^ining, 

but now recognised as being utterly unable 

to give me what I desired. ■

If I had married him in the first in- 

stance I might never have awakened; I 

might have been blindly satisfied to my 

life's end. After all, he* loved me ; and 

what better thing can one desire than love 

in this bard and unpitiful world! Tet 

now I knew that love alone would never 

satisfy me; and I could not tell him why. 

It would only hurt his pride. It could not 

alter his natura ■

If I said that I had set myself to analyse 

this madness for sake of which we had 

both suffered, and then gave him the result 

of such analysis, would that convince him 1 ■

Oould I say : " I love you ; but I know 

that if I married yon I should be des- 

perately unhappy ; that your love would 

not answer to my soul ; your nature could 

not come into touch with that higher part 

of nine which is ever seeking, aslong, 

deBiring " ■

If I said that the knowledge of this 

feelhig came to me suddenly without 

desire of mine, and took possession of my 

heart, and showed me that that heart had 

ceased to love him with the old, blind, 

adoring worship — ^what would he say ; how 

much would he understand t ■

A man's passion is so stormy and im- 

petuous a thing — while it lasts ; sweeping 

away obstacles and impediments, bent only 

on working its own will in its own way. ■

" Give me this day — ^this hour," it says. 

" Let the future take its chance I " and for 

sake of that day and that hour one sees 

one's whole life wrecked. ■

I would have seized that day once, 

and with blind eyes and beating heart 

have taken its exceeding rapture as a 

divine gift, believing in a continuance that 

now I knew had no existence. Once — 

but that was surely long ago — a lifetime 

ago. ■

My eyes fell on my hands clasped ■

together, on that black mourning robe, 

which, after all, was less a mockery than I 

should once have deemed it 1 ■

It had the sombre hues my own life 

would wear, the dull and cheerless tint of 

all the colourless days to come. How tbfn 

and white my hands looked, resting there ; 

how loosely the gold circlet fitted my 

finfifer now. ■

The sight and touch of it recalled my 

wandering thoughts. A wave of sorrowftd 

memories swept over my heart ■

'<I have spoilt one life," I said to 

myself, as I touched that small, gold 

symbol of so many regrets, such wasted 

hours, such bitter longings. " But I will 

never willingly spoil another. He will 

misjudge ma He will think perhaps I am 

acting out of vanity, folly, revenge ; but I 

must accept that. After all, will it matter 

so very much 9 My life is not of so great 

a value — and it must learn patience, and 

endurance, even as it has learnt sufPering. ■

THE ABT TBEASUBES OF THE 

CITY OP LONDON. ■

THIBI) PART. 

THE PLATE OF THE LIVERY COMPANIES. ■

At all times a considerable portion of 

the wealth of any of the guilds founded in 

the Middle Ages, has consisted in the 

possession of tiiose vessels of gold and 

silver which are, in the present day, classed 

under the name of plata Nor are the 

livery Companies in any way deficient in 

this particular ; although, under the levies 

and imposts made fnmi time to time by 

various monarchs, a very large amount has 

disappeared, either into the melting-pot, or 

by way of sale. ■

The inventories, which most of the 

Companies possess, give evidenca of the 

enormous quantity of this plate, of which 

what is now in existence can only be a 

small part. Yet, evin now, any one who 

has been permitted to see the collections 

of the di^erent Companies, must be struck 

with the great value and interest of what 

remaina ■

Not only the twelve great Companies, 

but also many of the minor ones, possess 

their store of loving-cups, standing-salts, 

and salvers, of the value of which some 

idea may be formed when it is remembered 

that a luver standing-salt was recently sold 

at Christie's for the large sum of three 

hundred and fifty pounds. ■
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It should first of all be stated that there 

is very little gold plate to be found any- 

where; that which is generally described 

as gold is silver-giU. The more precious 

metal is too heavy for use. ■

The only gold piece in the possession of 

the Livery Companies is an ink-stand, 

made in the early part of the present 

century, which belongs to the Goldsmiths. ■

It is popularly supposed that there is a 

service of gold in the possession of Her 

Majesty, but Cripps makes no mention of 

it in his *' Gold and Silver Plate," whereas 

he specially describes three salvers of gold 

belonging to Her Majesty. It may there- 

fore be assumed that this service is silver- 

gilt. ■

At an Exhibition of Pkte held in the 

South Kensington Museum in 1862 there 

were only five specimens of gold plate 

e]Aibited. These included a pair of 

massive {ce>paiis, weighing three hundred 

and sixty-five ounces, given by Queen Anne 

to the Duke of Marlborough. ■

It will perhaps be more interesting in 

describing this plate to refer to it in 

historical sequence, as it will then be possible 

to notice the characteristics of each period, 

and to point out diflferences of artistic 

merit. For, of course, amongst much that 

is very beautiful, there is also a great deal 

in which idl sense of fitness to purpose and 

proper treatment of material appear to 

have been forgotten. ■

The earliest known plate that was manu- 

factured in England, was produced in the 

monastic houses ; but of any that existed 

before the twelfth century, nothbig but 

the record remains. ■

In the South Eensiogton Museum there 

is exhibited what is known as the Glou- 

cester Candlestick, which was made about 

the year 1110, and, as a Latin inscription 

on it records, was given by the Abbot 

Peter to the Abbey Church at Gloucester. 

It is of a very elaborate character, and is 

at least three hundred yean earlier than 

any known domestic plate, although there 

are pieces of ecclesiastical plate which are 

nearly as early. In fact, this latter kind 

preceded bj many years the production of 

domestic plate, of which no mention is 

made till the Edwardian period. ■

Amongst the earliest articles in domestic 

use that are noticed in such records, are 

mazors. The name is of doubtful origin, 

but is generally supposed to be derived 

from the German word for the maple wood, 

of which the mazer was made. It con- 

slated of a shallow bowl of wood, shaped ■

like a deep saucer, with a high rfm of 

silver-gUt, and generally with a raised hm 

of the same material in the bottom of Uio 

bowL ■

In 1253 a Bishop of Chichester be- 

queathed his great cup of mazer; and 

Edward the First, in 1296, had a mazer 

with cover, foot, and boss oi silver. 

Beference to them is made as late aa the 

time of Spenser, who, in his ^'Fserie 

Queen," ijpeaks of '' a might mazer bowl of 

wine." They were presumably used for 

occadonal draughts, being balanced on the 

tips of the fingers, and then filled, and 

emptied at one draught Thus they were 

the opposite of the other early form of cap, 

the hanap, which was a standing cap with 

a deep bowl on a high stem, and alwsyi 

covered, a custom which arose from the 

fear of poison being added to the drink 

whilst standing. It was part of the office 

of the sewer or taster to assay or make 

trial of all cups, to certify that they hid 

not been tampered with. ■

There are only three mazers b the 

collections of the Livery Companies; two 

belonging to the Ironmongers, dating from 

about 1450 ; and one larger one, beloDging 

to the Armourers, dating from 1579. Of 

the first two, one, which is more elaborate 

than the other, has a highly ornamented 

rim of silver gilt, with an inscrfption, in 

Gothic letters, '' Ave Maria gratia, plena, 

Dominus Tecum, benedicta ta in molieri- 

bus; et benedictus ftuctus ventiis toL" 

The arms of the Company are enamelled 

on a boss in the bottom of the cup. The 

second mazer is much like this one, bat 

without any inscription. ■

Of fifteenth century plate, there is very 

little belonging to the Livery Companies, 

nor is much to be found anywhere; bat 

there are two fine cups which date from 

quite the end of the century. One of 

these^ the Leigh Cup, 1490, belonging to 

the Mercers' Company, is a very beaaufol 

specimen of silver ^t work, ornamented 

with a lattice of cables forming a seriei of 

panels filled with maidena' heads snd 

flagons alternately. The foot is of open 

coronet- work, supported on three flagons; 

the cover, which is enamelled with the arms 

of the City and Mercers' Company, is sur- 

mounted by a flgure of the maiden and the 

unicorn. Bound the middle of the cover 

and^ the cup on a field of the blue enamel, 

is inscribed : ■

To elect the Master of the Mercerie hither am I ■

sent. 

And by dir Thomas Leigh for the same hitent ■
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This eop was ezUbited at the Tudor 

ExUbition in 1890 ; and a plated one is 

in the South Kensington Museum, where 

are also to be seen copies of many of the 

finest pieces of Eoglish antique plate, 

inclading the Lronmongera' mazer above 

mentioned. ■

The date of the second cup is not known 

with certainty; but it may safely, from 

its form, be attributed to the end of this 

century — ^that is, so far as can be judged 

from an engraving ; for, as in the case of 

pictures, the Armourers' Gompany was the 

only one which would not aUow its plate 

to be seen. This cup of theirs is known 

as tiie Richmond Oup ; and though in out- 

line and 8120 much like the Meicers' Cup, 

it is vezy different in design ; the body 

and coyer are very boldly fluted, and a 

rich band of ornament runs round the 

cover. It agrees very much in style with 

the covered hour-glass salt-cellar which 

belongs to New College, Oxford, of which 

the date ia 1493. Like the L«igh Cup, it 

bears an inscription on the cover : 

" ^ Pra : for : John : Richmund : lentyl- 

man : cetisn :and : armerar : of : London : 

and : Erne : and : lesabell : his : wy ves : " 

this is repeated with variations on the 

bowL ■

One of t^ most beautiful pieces of plate 

of the sixteenth century, or of any age, is 

the cup presented to the Ooldsmitha' Com- 

pany by Sir Martin Bowes, who was Lord 

Mayor in 1551. This cup, out of which 

Qaeen Elizabeth drank at her coronation, 

ia about twelve inches high, of silver-gilt, 

and of mach the same character as the 

Leigh Cup, but more elaborate in treat- 

ment—the stem, instead of being solid, is 

of open work, and encloses three crystalf, 

which have a very beautiful effect. The 

bowl itself is not so large in diameter as 

that of the Leigh Cup, and is of more 

graceful proportioa It is quite as highly 

decorated. There is no mention of this 

cup in " Grippe's Corporation and College 

Piate," nor is there a copy of it at South 

Kensington; but it is undoubtedly the 

most beautiful cup to be seen in the 

City. ■

Amongst early pieces of plate are the 

standing salt-cellars which were placed on 

the table to mark^the division of the 

members of the Court from the Livery. 

These artidee are well known, on account 

of many references to them in historical 

literature. Like the hanap-cups, they 

generally had covers; but in some cases 

were only covered wiUi % napkin, the top ■

having horns, or, as they were called, 

volute guards, to keep the napkin from 

touching the salt A reference occurs in 

<<The Two Gentlemen of Verona," wherb 

Launce says, ** The cover of the salt hides 

the salt"; and the **Boke of Eervinge,'' 

an amusing description of medisval eti- 

quette of the table published in 1616 by 

Wynkyn de Worde says : *'Loke that your 

salte-seller lydde touch not the salte." ■

The earliest of these salt-cellars are of 

what is known as the hour-glass shape; 

there are two of silver parcel gilt in the 

possession of the Ironmongers' Company, 

and are dated 1518 and 1522. They are 

formed with aix large flutes or lobes en- 

graved with conventional ornament, and 

stand about three and a half inches high. 

They have no covers. ■

About the same period are the curious 

cups of which the bowl is formed of rather 

more than half a cocoa-nut, the stem 

being of twisted and ribbed silver, and 

being held to the bowl by bands of open 

strap and coronet work. The Vintners 

possess one in a very good state of pre- 

servation, dated 1818, and the Lron- 

mongers and Saddlers have each one. ■

It is generally possible to tell the exact 

date of plate because of the Hall mark; 

this mark is stamped on the plate after the 

assay has been made by the Goldsmiths' 

Company, who have by charter, since the 

reign of Edward the Third, the power of 

making the usay— that is, the trial as to 

quality— of all plate produced in Londoa 

The hall-mark consists of a leopard's head 

— the crest of the Company — a lion passant^ 

a letter representing the date, and the 

maker's mark. The date letter differs 

every year; only twenty letters of tixe 

alphabet are employed, consequently every 

twenty years the character of the letters, 

or the form of the device enclosing them, is 

altered. Certain alterations have occurred 

at various times in the other marks, a 

complete list of which will be found in 

" O.d Gold and Silver Plate," by W. J. 

Cripps. ■

This marking commenced in 1478, out 

of plate haU-marked prior to 1500 there 

are only some nine pieces known to be in 

existence. There were offices of assay in 

former times at York, Norwich, Cheater, 

and Bristol, each of which places had 

a different mark. In the present day 

plate can be stamped at Shfcffiold, Bir- 

mingham, and many other places. ■

A very fine sixteenth century cup is 

the one presented by Henry the Eighth ■
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to the Barber Surgeons, 1523. It is not 

very large, standmg only some seven or 

eight inehes high, and in shape is rather 

like a mazer on » stem* It is, like the 

majority of loving caps, of silver-gilt; 

the band is delicately engraved with leaf 

work, and Tador badges, with four lions' 

heads, from each of which hangs a bell 

which tradition requires the person 

drinking to ring. This tradition is referred 

to in Pepys' Diary, twenty-seventh of 

Febraary, 166f, as follows : " Among the 

obMrvables at Ohirorgeons^ Hall, we 

drank the King's health oat of a gilt cap, 

given by King Henry the Eighth to the 

Company, with beUa hangmg at it, 

which every man is to ring by shaking 

after he hath drank ap the whole cap." 

The cover is beaatifally chased, and is 

sarmoonted with a lion and a greyhound 

supporting the Boyal Arms. This cup was 

exhibited at the Tador Exhibition, and a 

copy of it is to be found in the South 

Kensington Museum. It has passed 

through many vicissitudes; it was once 

sold, but in 1649, Edward. Arris, a master 

of the Company, bought it back and 

presented it to them. A cup somewhat 

similar in shape, and of the same period, 

though more elaborate in design, which is 

in the possession of Emmanuel College, 

Cambridge, and known aa the Founders' 

Cup, is esteemed one of the finest pieces of 

plafte at South Kensington. The Bowes 

Cap, perhaps better known as Qaeen 

Elizabeth's Coronation Cup, already de- 

scribed as belonging to the Goldsmiths' 

Company, is possibly finer ; it is, however, 

seldom or never exhibited outside the 

Hall of the Company, and eonsequentiy is 

not mentioned in contemporary works on 

plate. ■

A curious ornament, known as the Wine 

Tun and Wagon, belongs to the Mercers' 

Company. It is of silver-gilt, beautifully 

engraved and enamelled, and is generally 

supposed to be of German manufacture. 

The copy which is at South Kensington 

desmbes it as of English mak& There is 

no oate-mark, but it is ascribed to the 

first half of the sixteenth century. Its 

character and design are, however, decidedly 

German. It appears to be merely a table 

ornament ■

In addition to the Bichmond Cap, the 

Armoarers and Brariers possess some fine 

plate of this ; but it is impossible to tell, 

without examination, whether it is of the 

same value as that which has been de- 

scribed. In the illustrated catalogue of ■

works of Art exhibited in 1861 at Iron- 

mongers' Hall, at which exhibition the 

Armourers exhibited their plate, then ire 

references, some of which are Ulvstisted, 

to most of the cups. The Bichmond Cap 

has been already described. Thehi^e 

mazer, eleven and a half inches in diameter, 

dates from 1579. The wooden bowl may 

possibly be older, as mazers had almost 

gone out of fashion by this time. It h 

uned inside with silver, the rim of whieh 

lining is turned over. ^ On the inside is an 

engraved figure of Saint George and the 

Dragon; on a scroll issuing firom the 

mouth of the saint is inscribe, ''Pat on 

the whole armour of God." There are 

other inscriptions, of which one on the 

rim runs: "Everard Frere gave this maser 

w. silver w. was garnished ano. 1579 for 

ye poor. Boger Tindel, Mr ; B. Lokaon, 

L Pasfild, Wardens. Feare God and 

Honor the King." The Chapman Cap, 

dated 1580, is k parcel gilt cup, different 

in shape to any preceding cups, being 

ratiier of the vase or wine-cooler ahape^ 

and deddedly Elizabethan in ornamenta- 

tion. The stem is partiy open with 

scrolls. It stands fourteen inches high. 

The Company also possesses an owl-pot, 

1537; the BishCup, 1582; the Doxie Cap, 

1585 ; a coooa-nut cup, 1598 ; shd an egg- 

shaped cup, 1598, of which last there is a 

replica dated 1608. No other Company 

possesses such an array of sixteenth cen- 

tury cups. ■

In Timbs's "Curiosities of London,'' 

this Company is also said to possess aix 

dozen Apostie spoons ; bnt this must be a 

fiction, as there are only two complete sets 

of thirteen known to be in existenca 

The collection is possibly one of ordinaiy 

spoons, and, as such, would be of great 

interest, for spoons were almost the earlieit 

household implements known. The Gold- 

smiths and the Barbers have some antique 

spoons. ■

Of the two sets of Apostle spoons le- 

ferred to, one is in the possession of 

Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. Foot 

of this set, dated 1566-67, were exhibited 

at the Tudor Exhibition. The other set, 

dated 1626, are all by one maker, and 

belong to the Goldsmiths' Company, to 

whom they were presented by Major 

Lambertb In the Ironmongera' Catalogue 

mentioned above there is reference to an 

exhibit of twelve Apostie spoona belonging 

to the Bev. Samuel Lysons, which is called 

a complete set^ ■

These spoona came into fashion abont ■
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the commencement of the sixteenth 

centary. It geema to have been an old 

cnetom for iponsora at chiutenings to give 

one or more such spoons — the wealthy 

giving a complete set, the less well-to-do 

giving- according to their means — ^to the 

child for whom they answered. If only 

one was given, the spoon would bear the 

fgore eiUier of the Saint in honour of 

whom the child was called, or of the 

patron Saint of the donor, llie thirteenth 

figure completing the set was that of the 

Savionr, the spoon bearing such a figure 

being the most rare. The custom was on 

the wane in the middle of the seventeenth 

century, after winch period these spoons 

were no longer made. ■

Along with the Goldsmiths' set Major 

Lambert also presented the Company with 

a fine collection of old cups, chalices, and 

ordinary spoons, all of which have very 

wisely been placed in a glass-case for 

ezbibitioiii instead of being exposed to 

continual use. The cups are mostly plain 

in design, such as would have been Intended 

for ordinary domestic service. ■

Belonging to the sixteenth century is 

also the Goldsmiths' drum salt, ascribed to 

Cellmi It is of silver gilt, with a large 

amount of blue enamelling round the 

drum. ■

A fine old Delft jug, with Elizabethan 

silver mountings, dated 1562, belongs to 

the Vintners' Company. There are only 

two rose-^ater dishes of this century 

amongst the Livery plate. They belong 

to the Merchant Taylors ; one, the Offley 

Salver, date 1690, is nearly plain, with 

a centre of chased ornaments, and is 

parcel gilt. The second one, dated 1597, 

known as the Maye Salver, is much more 

ornate, being chased and reponss^ in high 

relief with sea monsters and foliage. This 

is also parcel gilt, which, it may be better 

to explain, means partly gilt, a method of 

colouring plate which is very effective. ■

Undoubtedly there was once in existence 

a large quantity of plate of this period ; 

bnt much of it was melted down in 

obedience to Boyal impositions, the better 

pieces being sold into foreign countries. 

Such as remains is very beautiful, a result 

not to be wondered at, when it is known 

that it was executed from the designs of 

such maetem as Holbein. ■

Before leaving this period, mention must 

be made of the curious garlands with which 

the masten of certain Companies were 

crowned at their inauguration — a custom 

which is, in some cases, still kept up. These ■

garlands are formed of devices of silver, 

fastened on to a band or cap of velvet. 

The master's garland of the Carpenters' 

Con^pany dates from 1561, and is made up 

of the master's initials, J. T. — for John 

Tryll — the arms, and the date. The 

other Companies possessing these garlands,, 

which are all composed of like devices, 

are the Lronmongers, Leathersellers, and 

Barbers. ■

The Liveries possess a great deal of 

plate of the succeeding century; in fact 

the greater part of what may be called 

their antique plate belongs to this period, 

particularly to the latter part, after the 

Civil War. ■

The few cups that have been described as 

belonging to the last century, are of fine 

design, and beautiful specimens of the 

silversmith's craft; but this excellence is not 

always retained in the next period. There 

appears to have been an importation of 

G^man work about this time, for the 

splendid cup which Old Parr presented to 

the Broderers' Company, in 1606, is of 

Nuremberg manufacture. German silver- 

smiths' work, much of which was very 

beautiful, was, at this period, very florid 

in design, with a tendency to naturalistic 

treatment in the ornament. This feeling 

seems to have influenced English workers, 

for the two cups belonging, one to the 

Broderers, known as the Harrison Cop, dated 

1606, and the other theLeycroftCup, 1608, 

belonging to the Armourers, are both very 

ugly in snape. The stem consists in each 

case of the trunk of a tree, and the bowl is 

a very ugly pear shape, with a sort of 

squeeze in the middle; the whole thing 

looking like a caricature of the German 

hanap-cups of the sixteenth century. In 

the Leycroft Cup, however, the chased 

and repousB^ ornament is still very con^ 

ventionaL The Goldsmiths have a fine 

cup, with cover, of this period. It is 

known as the Hanbury Cup, 1609, and 

is the type on which the earlier cups of 

the Sestoration axe founded. The bowl 

and cover are covered with ornament in 

relief, the stem is baluster shape, and the 

cover and foot are rather flat in treatment. ■

The English tradition is well kept up 

by four beautiful cnps belonging to the 

Carpenters' Company; these cups, which 

stand about fifteen inches high, are of silver* 

gilt, richly repousE6, and clused with con- 

ventional foliage and strap -work. In 

shape they diifer from any of the precedbg 

cups, the bowl is deep, and bell-shaped, 

the stem is of open work ; the bowl being ■
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sapported by three scrolls, which are in 

the best ex&mple shaped in female figares. 

On each coyer is a high, open-wori: fiuial of 

obelisk shape. The largest of them u 

inscribed : ■

"John Beeve bebg M' ye second 

tyme made one for ye nse of ye 

M' Wardens & Ooi-altye of ye mistery of 

Freemen of ye Carpentry of ye Gittye of 

L>>ndon for ever w^^ont charging ye 

Coi-altye then being, 1611." The other 

tiiree, known as the Wardens' Gaps, were 

presented by John Ansell 1611, Thomas 

Edmones 1612, and Anthony Jarman 1628, 

and bear inscriptions to that e£ftict The 

Master's Cap was taken as the model, bat 

in each one a sUght di£Ference is made. 

This form of cap was taken as the model 

for the Jabilee Cap presented in 1887 to 

the Goldsmiths' Company by Major Lam- 

bert The most remarkable thing aboat 

this cap is that wherever a plain 

surface appears it is engraved with a short 

description of some event of Her Majesty's 

reign, and some idea may be formed of the 

amount of engraving on the cap from the 

fact that a list of these events fills a closely 

printed scrollt about four yards long, 

which is enclosed inside the bowl of the 

cup. ■

It would be a hopeless task to attempt 

to describe all the caps belonging to 

the Goldsmiths' Company, whose col- 

lection of plate is so wonderful in extent 

and value, that an ordinary sightseer 

is simply dumbfounded. The Armourers' 

Company possesses six small wine cups, 

dated 1606, in shape much the same as the 

shallow champagne glasses of modem 

days. ■

The Camden Gup belonging to the 

Fainter-stainers' Company, the gift, in 

1623, of Camden the Historian, is one of 

the earliest of the graceful cups which 

become frequent towards the latter part 

of the century. The bowls are deep and 

square, the stem of baluster shape, and the 

foot plainly moulded ; in later times the 

bowl is generally plain, but in this early 

example is decorated with deep repouss^ 

acanthus leaves. A cup somewhat similar 

in shape, though not so large, belongs to 

the Haberdashers' Company; it is dated 

1623, and the bowl is ornamented in relief 

with three scenes from the book of Tobit. 

Another beaatiful cup belonging to this 

Company, dates from 1637. It has a 

bowl like the Camden Cap, and a stem of 

open work like those of the Carpenters' 

Caps. There are copies of the Haber- ■

dashers' Cups In the South Kensington 

Maseum. ■

The Skinners' Company possesses some 

good cups of the period just prior to the 

Civil War. They are all of the same shape 

and pattern as these just describedi but 

without the repousB^ work ; and all have 

baluster stems. The Powell Cap, 1637, 

has the stem ornamented with acantihos 

leaves; and on the pair of loving-cups — 

which were "the girte of Edward BoUe, 

Eaq , in 1642 " — the balusters are very en- 

larged, so that the centre of the stem 

somewhat resembles the knop of an orna- 

mental chalice. ■

The curious set known as the Gokayne 

loving-cups are assigned in the Company's 

account to the year 1610, although they 

were not presented to the Company tiU 

1689. There are fi?e of thenii made in 

the shape of a cock, of which the head 

removes, and the body forms the cup. 

However interesting these cups may be as 

curios, and however well Uiey may be 

executed, it cannot for a moment be pre- 

tended tiiat they are beautiful works of 

Art. A cup should look like a cup, and 

not like a representation of a bird ; there 

should be a sense of fitness in all things, a 

remark specially applicable to such articles 

as thesa In the finest articles of plate it 

is this fitness for the purpose and the 

proper subservience of the decorati?e 

treatment which makes them valnablsi 

The Peahen Cup of the same Company, 

dated 1642, is another curiosity, which, if 

it were only a silver statuette of a peahen 

and her clucks, would be a fine work <rf 

Art, bat the utilisation of it as a loving- 

cup reduces it to an absurdity. The same 

remark applies to the Leopard Snuff-box, 

The Leopard is the crest of .the Company; 

and the reproduction of it, as a small silver 

statuette, is very appropriate, so long as it 

is merely an ornament, but when it is 

found that the animal has a lid in its back, 

and is used to contain snuff, aXL artistio 

propriety is outraged. This snuff-box, 

however, dates from 1680, when the good 

taste, which was displayed before the Civil 

War, had become wrecked by the depravity 

of die Restoration. Possibly, also, it 

might be found that these Cokayne caps 

belong to the later period, as there seems 

to be some doubt as to their actoal 

date. ■

With the beginning of the century 

another form of drinking -cup appears; 

the place of the mazer is taken by the 

beaker. The Mercers' Company possesses ■
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three very good ones, dated 1604. They 

are of silver-gilt, perfectly plain, except 

for a moalded band and foot; tapering 

downwards in shape, and engraved with 

the Company's arms. AnoUier beaker, of 

later date, 1638, belongs to the Vintners' 

Company. It is rather taller, and more 

tapering than those just referred to, of 

plain silver, and decorated with acanthas 

leaves springing from above the foot This 

Company has alsq a cup of the same date, 

infcribed, << The gift of Anthony Palle to 

His Majestie's wine porters, 1638." ■

Taere are some drum salt-cellars be- 

longing to this period. The Armourers 

possess one, 160 i, with an inscription, 

*' Make all snre"; and the Haberdashers 

\ another, 1615, known as the Hammersley 

Salt, the dinm being decorated with a 

relief of a pastoral scene. ■

Another form of salt-cellar is known as 

the Pillar Salt^ and of this kind the Gold- 

smiths possess a beaatifol example. It is 

in the shape of a temple, with columns 

supporting the plateau for salt; in the 

centre, from the stem, is a small figure of 

Neptune, enclosed in crystal An objection 

might possibly be taken to the design, it 

being a miniature representation of a 

temple, and, as suchi showing a want of 

fitness for its purpose. It is not, how- 

ever, a direct copy of any building, but a 

conventional treatment of architectural 

forms, the conventionality being more 

marked by the central pedestal 6f crystal 

The Tintners' Company have also a 

very fine one, aa to the date of which 

authorities diflagree. The ornamental work 

is Elizabethan in character, and points 

rather to the commencement of the century. 

This salt-cellar is a square one, with a 

cover, the whole standing twelve inches 

high and four and a half inches square ; 

on the sides are four female figures, in 

high relief, representing Justice, Fortitude, 

Temperance, and Charity, and the cover is 

surmounted by another female figure, the 

whole being of most delicate execution. ■

The Clothworkers possess a very fine 

salver— '< Ex dono, J. Bamett, 1605 "—a 

marvellous piece of repouss^ work. This 

and the Maye Salver, belonging to the 

Merchant Taylors, may be considered the 

finest in the City. There are copies of 

both in the South Kensington Museum. 

The majority of the salvers— or, rather, 

rose-water dishes — are very plain ; of this 

kind the Skinners have a very good one, 

dated 1625. 

Thusg of the plate which was made ■

before the Civil War, in 1642, enough has 

escaped destruction to show that it was 

very beautiful in character, particularly 

that which belongs to the Tudor period. 

With a few exceptions it never violates 

good taste, and is more remarkable for its 

artistic qualities than for mere vulgar 

weight of metal. ■

During the Civil War very little plate 

was xnade, and much more disappeared; 

but with the Sestoration the manufacture 

was revived, and the collections of the 

Livery Companies were enriched by the 

addition of many beautiful pieces, which 

will be described ia another article. ■

PHCEBi; ■

IN TWO PARTS. PART IL ■

The next day, as soon aa I was free of 

work in the afternoon, I went to see how 

young Arty Lister's leg was getting on. 

As I walked up the hill towards the heath 

and then along the grass road from the 

heath gate to Lister's cottage, there was a 

kind of eager trembling all over me, such 

as I had never felt before. As to whistling 

— like I whistled going to see Grace Ellis 

— I could as soon have fled I was 

wondering^ all the time if Phoebe would be 

in, and, if she was, if she would speak 

civiUer to me than she had done the night 

before. Of the bad luck her father had 

promised me I tried not to think ; but it 

was not so easy to drive his words out of 

my head after what had happened. By 

the time I had got to the tumble-down 

wicket my heart was beating faster than 

I'd ever known it beat^ even when I'd 

been in the thick of the fray with poachers. ■

The cottage door stood open, and I 

thought I heard a footstep inside ; but I 

knocked and waiterd, and knocked again. 

No answer came, so I pushed the door 

open and went in. The place was still and 

empty, except for the boy, who lay asleep 

on the bed where we had put him the 

night before. So I sat down and waited, 

partly for him to wake, but mostly in 

hopes that Phoebe would come in— she 

couldn't have gone far and left him like 

that. ■

As I waited I looked round. It was a 

poor place — even plainer by dayUght 

than it had been the night before. The 

ceiling was low and the floor was bad; the 

walls and windows were dirty, and the 

fireplace was only An open hearth under 

an open chimney. There wasn't much ■

J. ■
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fornitorei and what there was looked 

maddly and untidy. ■

Mrs. Ellis was right. Phoabe wasn't a 

handy lass abont a house ; yet bhe might 

take to tidy ways if she saw the need of 

them. ■

After awhile the lad. opened his eyes 

and stretched ap his arms, ■

"Phodbe/' he called, "PbcBbe, I want 

sommat to drink." ■

" Phoebe ain't aboat^ my lad," I said ; 

"bat I'll get yon something. I'm come 

to look at your bandage&" ■

Ilien he began to whimper. ■

"Let me alone. I don't want you. I 

want Phoeba" ■

I was just going to teU him again that 

PhoBbe was not there when, all of a 

sudden, she opened Uie door of the back 

place and came in. ■

*' Fve come to look at his leg," I began, 

feeling very shy when I saw her. " You 

didn't hear me come in, perhaps." ■

••Yes, I did," she said. "I saw you 

come through the gate." ■

"You might haye come to say a word," 

I said. ■

" I had nothing I wanted to say," she 

answered, looking me straight in the face. ■

" Phoebe," I said, bringing my courage 

to the point, " what's come on your father 

isn't my fault If I'd any ill-feeling 

against him, should I come here to help 

you 9 Let's be friends, Phoebe.'' ■

" The chicken doesn't make friends with 

the hawk, Evan Barry ; and, as to me, I 

want no new friends." ■

She looked as proud and independent, 

as she said this, as if I was the dirt under 

her feet. Yet, when she took some water 

to the boy, her face was as tender and her 

voice as soft as could be. Ah ! there's no 

accountbg for the tricks a man's heart will 

play him. Instead of feeling angry that 

she snubbed me so, my only longing was 

for her to speak to me and look at me as 

she did at her little brother. Then I saw 

to his bandages, and when I had put them 

to rights, I lingered a bit, not because I 

thought I should gain anything by it, but 

because I couldn't make up my mind to ga ■

" You'll let me come again, Phcsbe," I 

said at laat. ■

'*ril have to let you come, it seems, 

whether I like it or not Jim Meers is 

huffed. I seen him this morning, and he 

won't touch Arty's leg because he wasn't 

sent for laat night." ■

"But you needn't ha' gone to him at 

all," I cried. " I told you I'd manage it." ■

" I know you did," she gave back; *<bat 

Fd sooner have had Jim." ■

Then she went and sat down by the bed 

and turned her face from me. ■

" Grood afternoon, Phoebe," I said, after 

a few minutes' silence, and then I we&t 

out of the house. ■

" What a fool you are, Evan Barry," I 

said to myself, as I lifted the ricketty 

wicket back to its place. " You're as big 

a fool as walks the earth." ■

When a man is much by himself he geti 

into the way of putting his thoughts into 

words ; which I did just then. ■

" That's saying a good deal for younelf, 

Evan Barry," said some one close behind 

me; and when I turned sharp round I 

found myself face to face with old Peg 

Pennithome. ■

It isn't easy to say who Peg Pennithome 

was, nor where she came from. By times 

she lived in a yellow van drawn up 

opposite Listei^s cottage on the heath, 

while her blind, white pony with his legs 

hobbled, made the most of what graaingbe 

could find. Other times the pony was 

harnessed to the van, and > Peg walked at 

his head along the forest roads to any fair 

or village feast that might be within five- 

and-twenty miles. She made a show of 

getting her living by plaiting baskets ; bat 

her chief stock-in-trade was f ortone-teUing. 

She'd more than once offered to read my 

hand ; but I believed no more in her than 

I did in Greorge Lister's evil eye, and I left 

both to them as did. She was a queer, 

old thing to look at, small and tlun, with 

skin as brown and wrinkled as my old 

gaiters, and black eyes which pierced you as 

uiarp as needles. ■

"Good day toyou,Peg^" l8aid,walkingon. ■

"You're in a hurry, seemingly," she 

went on, " but if you are I can keep up 

with you till I've said what I want ta 

First of all, you're quite of my way of 

thinking." ■

"That shows your sense, mother," I 

answered, not knowing, however, what she 

was driving at. ■

" It may show mine ; but it doesn't say 

much for yours. Now listen to a bit of 

good advice. There's a pretty girl, and a 

good girl, a girl I should be sorry to see 

unhappy, waiting for you not so very far 

off. You'd better be looking after her 

than spending your time as you've Q>ent 

this last hour. Now don't tell me to mind 

my own business. Other people's bosiness 

is mine. You'll get no good by hankering 

after Phoebe Lister." ■
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" Who Baid I was hankering after her," 

I said, laughing; ''and if I was, what ia 

there against the gid r' ■

^ I say nought a^dnst her ; bat I know 

more than I say. If yon choose your laok 

well yoall go on with your eonrting at the 

keeper's lodge, and let Phoebe alona" ■

« Thankye^ Peg," I said f " but I am not 

so sue there is any courting at the keeper's 

lodge to go on with or leave off." ■

'• My lad," said Peg, shaking her head, 

"you called yourself a fool ; if your eyes 

are wide enough open to see your own 

folly,^why try to shut them when I show 

yoit wisdom f Now I'll bid you good after^ 

noas, and you can think over what IVe 

said." ■

And I did think it over ; but there was 

something within me which was too strong 

to be changed by thinking, and those who 

have loved a girl at first sight, and all for 

herawlfg will know what I mean when I 

say so. ■

After thati every day as regular as 

posaible, I went to look after young Arty, 

and little by little the child got to look for 

my coming, for I always brought him 

something in my pocket by way of lolli- 

pops, or a plaything, and I was as 

gentle with him as Phoebe herself, in hopes 

of winning my way with her. But she 

was always the same. What I brought the 

boy, ahe would Ma not have let him take ; 

but he was as wilful as she was, and 

wouldn't give up what he had rather keep. 

Now and then when I stayed on telling him 

this or that to pass the time away for him, 

she'd sit down and seem to listen too ; but 

if I spoke to her she only gave me short 

answers, and sometimes she would say she 

had been thinking of other things so that 

she did not know what I had been talking 

of. Altogether I didn't make any way 

with her; and every day as I went out 

through the broken wicket I called myself 

a fool anew. But thoi:^ I knew so well I 

was a fool, I clung to my folly, and as each 

new day came round I worked myself up 

to believe that if I kept on steady, and 

showed that I wasn't to be put off, she 

would come round at last. AU this time 

I went but little to Ellb's, and when John 

persuaded me to go and smoke a pipe with 

him, I looked so gloomy and awkwcod that 

Mrs. Ellis would ask me what aUed me, 

and Grace's gentle eyes would have a sort 

of reproach in them, that stung me all the 

more, the more I tried to convince myself 

that I had done nothing to deserve it. ■

Atty Lister's leg took a longish while ■

to get right again ; and much as I pitied 

the poor lad, remembering how I should 

have pined at his age, yet I couldn't help 

feeling a little sorry when I saw that soon 

I should have no excuse for ^oing to see 

Phoabe. It was the beginnmg of No- 

vember when I took, the splints off for 

cood* ■

"There, Arty,* I said, "you won't want 

me much more ; you can do without me 

altogether if you Iika" ■

"Shan't yon never come any more, 

then f " he asked, looking rather doleful. 

Most likely he was thinking that toffy would 

be scarcer for the future. ■

"I'd rather come than not," I said, 

looking at PhcDbe ; " but if ^" ■

The9 1 stopped. Why should I be the 

first to say she did not want me t ■

"There's no need for 'i&'," she said. 

"You'd better, stick to your own sort. 

We ain't your sort" ■

"Phoebe," I cried, "don't say that! 

There need be no difference between us, if 

you didn't stick to making one." ■

" It doesn't matter whose making it is, 

Evan Barry, the difference is there." ■

" Phoebe," I began again, " don't be so 

hard with m& It isn't your nature. I'd 

do anything to please you ; and you never 

so much as give me a kind word." ■

"Don't put yourself about to please 

me," she said; ''those that please me 

needn't give themselves any trouUe about 

it Not that I'm so easy to please ; but 

because " ■

" I understand you, Phasbe," I broke in, 

with a sinking at my heart ■

So I did understand her. Hadn't my 

love gone out to her without any asking 

or seeking on her part; and if she had 

been going to love me, could she have 

stuck to the grudge she had against met ■

" And yet, Phoebe," I went on, " I hope 

we shall be good friends yet some day." ■

She said nothing. ■

"Phoebe," said the lad, "I like Evan, if 

you don't He isn't a bad chap, though 

he is a keeper" ■

Before she answered — if she meant 

answering at all — the door opened sharply, 

and there stood old Peg Pennithorne. 

Phoebe's face lighted up at the sight of 

her. ■

"Well, Peggy," she said, eageriy. ■

Bat Peg's first words were not for her. ■

" Heyday, Evan Barry," she said, taking 

no notice of Phoebe; "so you haven't 

taken my advice % I thought you wouldn't 

Well, gang your own gait, man, though, ■
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mark yon, it's not always pleasant to bear 

what we've brought on onrseives." Then, 

taming to PhoD'oe, she went on : " Yes, 

lass, IVe done your errand ; bat whether 

yoa'il like the news I bring is another 

matter. It's no secret, so yoa may jast as 

well hear it now. y^e iJl know, my lass, 

that a hot fire won't last long without 

plenty of faeL Moreover, for some men 

one pretty faoe is as good as another: 

besides which, money-bags are better than 

rags and tatters. If yoa want to know 

any more, you only need wait till him you' 

are thinUng of comes home, which'il be 

soon, for a man can't bide in Stockbridge 

parish when his banns are going to be 

called at Bewley." ■

While she spoke, the eoloor had died 

oat of PhoB Vs face. ■

'Peggy 1" she cried, In a pitiful tone; 

bat Peg was half>way down the garden. 

Then she threw herself down on the floor, 

with her head against a chair. ■

She had forgotten all about me. For a 

minute or two I stood looking at her, 

without daring to say a word. I knew it 

was of Harry Meyrick that Peg had brought 

her word; that he had cast her off for 

some one else. ■

That was what she might have expected ; 

and I longed to tell her that, if she'd give 

me a chance, I'd never love her less, let 

alone play her false. Bat it was no use 

speaking then; I should have to wait — 

how long, I couldn't guess; but I felt as 

if she must come to me at last, just because 

I loved her so much. ■

It was the first week in December when 

Harry Meyrick came back to Bawley. I 

was standing talking to Mr. Lamb, the 

miller, one afternoon, as he rode over 

the bridge from the village, looking as 

barly and well-pleased with himself as 

if he'd never done aught to be ashamed 

of. ■

•• Hallo, Harry," caUed out Mr. Lamb ; 

" what's this news that's come over from 

Stockbridge f When shall we drink the 

bride's health)" At which Meyrick 

grinned, and made a cut at him with his 

riding-whip. "They say," went on the 

miller, as we stood lookbg after him, 

"that hell be asked in church next 

Sanday. Lord, who'd have thought last ■

Sring, when his father was in such a way 

out him and that gipsy lass, that he'd 

have steadied down so soon t " ■

*' The gipsy lass, as you call her, is well 

rid of such a worthless chap," was my 

answer ; and then I whistled my d(^ and ■

went my way, past Bewley Water, and up 

the hill on to the heath. ■

I hadn't spoken to Phoebe since the day 

Mother Pennithome had told ber about 

Meyrtck's marriage ; but most days I hid 

found a good or a bad reason for walking 

along the heath in the hopes of seeing her. 

And though every day I had been disap- 

pointed, I hadn't lost heart; perhaps I 

had rather gained courage, seeing it wis 

now more than four weeks since she hid 

spoken a cold word to me. ■

"Sorely," I said to myself, "when she 

sees that I am still of the same mind, and 

that Harry Meyrick has jQted her, she'll 

come round." ■

At the white gate I came across young 

Arty, playing tipcat by himself. ■

"EuUo. Evan," he called out, "where 

areyouoff tof " ■

"I'm going to look at a hole or two in 

the fence 9 " I said ; " will you come along 

with met" ■

" I cannot," he said, shaking his head; 

" IVe got an errand for Phoebe." ■

<' Wei), then, you'd best be quick. Itll 

be dark long before you get to the village 

at that rate." ■

"I ain't going to the village, and I ain't 

in no hurry. The last time I went 

erranding for her, old Meyrick got a stick 

to me, and I had to run away." ■

"You ain't carrying a message from 

Phoebe to Harry Meyrick t " I said, catch- 

ing hold of him. ■

" I didn't say what I was carrying," he 

said, slipping out of my hold; "'tain't 

worth while gueesing. Phoebe told me not 

to tell" ■

With that he picked up his tip cat^ and 

scurried down the lane. ■

So she hankered after him stilL Well, 

then, she'll have no thought for me yet 

It was almost too much to bear in patience, 

and yet I put it down to her credit She 

had begun to love the man, and she 

couldn't leave off. Ah, if it had only been 

me, how sure I should have been of her 1 ■

With my thoughts working thus, I 

walked slowly along the heath, wondering 

when I should see her again, and how she'd 

treat me. The way I chose took me close 

past their gate, and that day, for the first 

time in all those weeks, there she ws?, 

standing against it, shading her eyes with 

her hand, and looking up towards the 

road. ■

My heart gave such a jump when I saw 

her, that I almost cried out ; but all I said, 

as I pulled up in front of her, was : ■
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"Good afteraoon, Phoebe; it's a bitter 

eolddaj, ai&'titr' ■

She started, as If I had come on her 

unawares. ■

*' Have yon, by chaTiee, seen onr Arty t " 

she asked, anxious like. ■

** Yep, I saw him five minates ago, by 

the white gate.** ■

"By the gate; then he'U be here 

directly.'* ■

'•I don't know that," I said; "he 

wasn't coming this way when I saw 

him. You'd best not get in a fidget about 

him." ■

"Who said I was in a fidgett" she 

asked, sharply. ■

She looked at me as she spoke, and I 

saw tliat her eyes were red with crying. 

The sight of her pining like that was too 

moch for me, after I'd seen Meyrick so 

gay and unconcerned. I'd never meant to 

tell her I cared for her more than she 

might have guessed, but now the words 

came out almost agamst my will ■

*' Phoebe," I began, going up dose to her, 

suid trying to take her hands, " Phoebe, my 

dear, you don't know how true and good 

I'd be to you i^ I only had the chanca 

IVe loved you ever since the first minute 

I saw yon, and I shall never love any one 

else so much. I feel sometimes as if my 

heart would burst with the love I have 

for you, and with the thought that you are 

fretting for a man as doesn't care any more 

for you." ■

I'd better not have spoken at all ; far 

better have said nothing than have finished 

with them last words. ■

" What do you mean % " she said, draw- 

ing away from ma " Who told you I was 

fretting f What do you know about them 

as care for me or them as don't 1 " ■

"I know one as carrs for you," I began 

again — more fool I — "I know one man 

who'd ffo through fire and water to serve 

yoa ' Oh, my dear, if you'd only let me, 

how happy I'd make yon." ■

Then she looked me f uU in the face, and 

gave a. little laugh. ■

** You've a fine conceit of yourself, Evan 

Barry," she said, "to think you could 

make me happy. Myself, I'm of another 

way of thinking; and, what's more, if I 

were to live a hundred years, I diould 

never change my mind." ■

Then, without another word, she turned 

away and went up the garden into the 

house. As I saw her go, my head reeled 

IS if I had been struck. So I had spoken 

at last^ and she had answered; and I ■

knew she would stick to what she had 

said. Good Heaven 1 was I to go on 

living, day after day, till the weeks grew 

into years, and till the .years made an old 

man of me, without ever heaiine a tender 

word from the woman I would nave died 

for t I couldn't believe it All that day 

and the next I went about as if in a 

dream, thinking that, sure enough, some- 

thing must happen to lighten the load on 

my heart. As I was going home to supper 

I met old Peggy. ■

''Gk)od evening, Evan," she said; 

" you're jufit the man I want" ■

"Well," I sud, stopping shorty "what 

is it?" ■

"You look glum, my lad," she said. 

" WeU, I don't wonder at it; but of that 

I'll say nought I've come to tell you that 

you'd better not be down by the Old 

Wharf at eight o'clock to-night; and I 

hope you'll bear my warning in mind." ■

"And why not!" I asked, wondering 

whatever mystification old Peg was up to 

now. ■

"Why not t" she said, laughing "be- 

cause you aren't wanted. Gamekeepers 

are in the way sometimes." ■

" Is it poachers I " I asked. It was by 

the wharf we had caught Oeorge Lister. ■

"Never you mbd," she answered, 

grinning agaia "I'll tell no tales; only 

take note of this : you'd better not be at 

the Wharf at eight o'doek to-night" ■

Then she turned round and walked off. ■

Now, what was more natural, after 

hearing that, than for me to eat my 

supper as quick as possible. and get down 

to the wharf by twenty minutes to eight 9 

The way there was a rough cart-track 

through the copse by Bewley Water. Hia 

lordship had had the wharf made there for 

the convenience of bringing coals and 

other heavy things to the Manor House by 

water; but no one lived there, and in 

winter there was but little traffic coming 

up and down. ■

When I reached the opening in the wood 

where the landing was, I stood still ; there 

was not a sound to be heard but the swish- 

swish of the rising tide against a couple 

of old boats that lay there. The black 

water lay before me, the black night all 

round me, and behind, the road looked 

like a black cavern runnbg back between 

the trees. ■

"It's a hoax of old Peggy's, I don't 

doubt," I thought to myself ; " but I'll wait 

' a quarter of an hour." ■

With that I got under the shadow of a ■
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pOe of cord wood, and whistled my dog to 

oome and lie down close by me. There 

I waited ; bat the minutes seemed almost 

like hoars in the cold and darkness. I'd 

almost made np my mind to go away, 

when I heard the charch dock sti&e eight, 

and at that moment a quick step came 

down the road« ■

Who was it 1 Was this a dodge of Peg 

Pennithome'a to put me on the track of 

some misdoing about the game t Or what 

could it be f ■

I gave my dog a sign to keep quiet, and 

then all was still again. Whoever it was 

that had come — and that I couldn't see, so 

dark it was — seemed to be waiting, just as 

I was, for some one who was in no hurry 

to come. It was very cold, and the wait- 

ing lasted so long that my feet and hands 

were numbed and stiff. At last, after half 

an honr, perhaps, I heard other footsteps 

in the distance, coming nearer and nearer, 

till they, too, stopped, and some one not 

more than a couph of yards from my 

hiding-place gave a low whistle. My dog 

started, but I hushed him again, in time to 

hear another signal given. ■

"Ah, you are there, then," said the one 

nearer to me, and I recognised the voice 

with a start for that of Harry Meyrick. 

'• What a beastly dark night It is." ■

I knew whose voice would answer ; yet, 

until I had heard it, I couldn't bring my- 

self to believe that Phoebe had been stand- 

ing there close to me all that while, waiting 

for the man who had played with her love 

and cast her ofL ■

"Yes," she said, "I'm here; I've been 

here this long time. I thought you never 

were coming." ■

"I thought so myself," he answered; 

" it isn't a night to send a dog out" ■

Now I suppose what I ought to have 

done was to come out of my hiding-place 

and let them know I heard them; but I 

didn't do it, and the honest truth is tiiat 

no such thought crossed my mind. I 

wanted to hour what he'd say for himself, 

and whether she really cared for him so 

greatly after alL ■

"Yes," she said, "it's a hard night. 

Why didn't you come to our cottage, 

where you could ha' sat by a bit of fire, 

instead of fixing on such a place as 

this!" ■

" Why did you bother me to meet you 

at all % " he answered, roughly. " I told 

you I wouldn't come to your house any 

more. It won't do now ; but as you would 

see me at any price, I fixed on this place ■

as the quietest and furthest out of the way 

I could think of" ■

"You needn't be ashamed of folh 

seeing us," she said. " You said once yon 

never would be." ■

" That's an old 'story, my girl," he in- 

terrupted; "Fm older and wiser since 

then, and the sooner you leave off bother- 

ing me the better for all bf us. Tve come 

to you this once ; but, I warn you, all the 

messages you can send me won't stb me 

again." ■

" Very well, Harry," she said, and her 

voice sounded as if she were crying, "I 

won't bother you any more. Time wss 

when I used to tell you not to bother me ; 

but if you've forgotten all about it, I can 

forget, too — I can forget all tbe promisei 

you made me, and all the kisses you give 

me ; but I shouldn't have thought that yon 

could have cast off your word so easy, and 

have asked another woman to marry yon, 

while you knew " ■

" Come, come, PhcBbe," he broke in, a 

little roughly, "that is all high falntin'. 

We talked a lot of nonsense a while back ; 

but that's over, I tell you, and we can't 

begin again. A pretty girl like yon can 

easily fi^d a new sweetheart. They saj ■

Barry, the keeper, is always after you * ■

He paused; and I wondered what she'd 

say. But she said nothing ; and he went 

on: "You've plenty of head on your 

shoulders, Phodbe, you ought to under- 

stand. And now I can't stay any longer; 

I'm busy just now ; so give me a kiss for 

old times' sake, and PU be off." ■

"Be off as fast as you like!" she 

answered, proudly; "but you'll get no 

more kisses from me." ■

"Just as you like," he said "Good 

night." ■

She did not speak, but I fancied I conld 

hear her breath combg quick, as if she 

was sobbing. He seemed to hesitate for a 

moment, then he said good night again, 

and I heard his steps along the road. ■

Only then did it cross my mind that if 

she knew how Pd been spying on her she'd 

have tiie right to hate me worse than 

before ; yet as an honest man I felt I 

ought to tell W I had been there, and I 

had better tell her at once before she went 

away. It was a bad moment to go through 

— ^what with pity for her, and anger for 

him, and shame for myself, I hardly kner 

how to find words for what I had to say, 

and all the time she stood where he had left 

her sobbing aloud now that she thought 

she was alona At last I made a mova ■
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^ PhoBbe," I said, and my Toiee floonded 

hoane and strange in my ears. She 

torned qntekly round. ■

"Who's tiheret" she laid. "Who 

called mef ■

"I called yon, PhoBbe," I answered, 

eomhig forward. ^IVe been here this 

long time ; I'ye heard all yon said. I didn't 

know yon were coming here. I didn't 

mean to spy on yon, and what Tve heard 

shall be as if I hadn't heard it, only I 

thonght I'd let you know." ■

"It doesn't matter," she spoke in a 

doll, crushed voice, "I don't care who 

heard or who knows. Go away and leave 

me alone." ■

"Nay, Phosbe," I began; "won't yon 

come along with me, and TU see yon 

home!" ■

'■I'm not going home yonr way, and 

ril go my own way alone." ■

I stood for a moment or two, then I 

began again : ■

" It's a bitter night, Phoebe ; yoa'd better 

by far be thinking of moving. I can't 

abear to go and leave yon here." ■

" Eran Barry," she said in a softer voice 

than she had ever aeed to me before, " yon 

told me yesterday that yon'd do anything 

to make me happy. Now if yon spoke 

tnie, yon'll go away and leave me to my 

own thoughts — they am'fc pleasant, bat I 

want to think them out alone." ■

"Very well, Phoobe, if doing as yon ask 

me will show yon the truth of my words, 

111 go; but it goes to my heart to leave 

you hera Ctood night." ■

"GkxNl night, Evan," she said, and it 

sounded almost friendly. ■

Then I turned and went slowly up the 

wood, listening if she followed ; but when 

I reached the gate I had not heard her 

move. So I opened it wide and let it bang 

hard, as much as to say I was clear of the 

place ; but instead of going farther I stood 

there and waited to see her come by. It 

could do her no harm, I said to myself, for 

me to watch for her. And as I stood 

leaning against the gate, I thought over all 

that had passed since the evening when 

first I saw her. It was hard to believe 

that was only a few weeks back. Why, it 

seemed years since I used to p^o whistling 

up the wood to see Grace Ellis. Poor 

Grace, I hoped s)ie hadn't cared much 

about me ; but if she had it was past my 

power to mend matters. She was abetter 

woman than Phoebe Lister, and there 

ware twenty good reasons for liking her ; 

bufe^ nevertheless, it was Phoebe I loved and ■

not Grace. What would come of it all, I 

wondered over and over again. ■

Suddenly, the far-off striking of the 

church dock reminded me that J had been 

standing there a long whOe. I counted 

eight, mne, ten, and Phoebe had not come 

yet. I wouU go back and try to persuade 

her once agaho. It was sheer folly her 

staying thero. I went cautiously, for I 

did not want to scare her. When I got 

back to the wharf I could see no one. ■

"Phoebe," I called gently; "Phoebe, Tre 

come to fetch you home." There was no 

answer, however, and I could not be sure 

whether or no I saw her a little further on 

under the trees. " Phoebe," I called again, 

" is tha1» yon t speak if it ia" ■

But it was not Phoebe ; it was a pile of 

stakes against a tree. How could she 

have got away so quietly that I had heard 

nothing f I felt at my wits' end. Suddenly 

I was aware of Bob, my dog, snuffiog 

about uneasily along the water-side. Then 

in he went. ■

"What is it, Bobt" I cried, and a 

fearful misgiving came over me. "Good 

dog ; what is it f " Then I followed him 

to the water*8ide, and stooped down to see 

what he had got That was where and 

how I found Phoebei She must have lain 

down quietly in the shallow water beside 

the bank and let the riling tide carry 

away the life she was weary of. ■

There was a terrible talk in Bswley 

about her death, particularly when it came 

out at the inquest that Harry Meyrick had 

met her on the wharf an hour before she 

drowned herself. The Meyricks hushed 

the matter up as best they could; and 

Harry must have made the best of his tale 

to the brewer's daughter, for she married 

him, after aU, in the Christmas week. ■

As for me, I had had enough of Bewley, 

and, as soon as I could, I turned my back 

on it I heard afterwards that the 

Ellises spoke of me as a young scamp, who 

had behaved very badly to their Grace. 

Nevertheless, Grace married in course of 

time, and I hope she is happy ; while, as 

for me, since the day I first saw Phoebe 

Lister I have never cared for any other 

woman. ■

I don't know how or when the story 

of his daughter's death reached George 

Lister, nor whether he grieved much over 

it But of this I am sure — that if he 

could have known my share of the story, 

he would have felt l^t his words to me, 

as they took him away to prison, had been 

f olfiUed to the very utmost ■
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"THE GLORIOUS VINTAGE OP 

CHAMPAGNE" ■

According to the wUmaical German 

legend, champagne was invented, or 

created, by "one hundred thousand 

deyilB," who, whfle Beelzebab was absent 

on pattionlar basinees, went off on a frolic 

of their own. The sndden retam of the 

chief tlirew them into alarm, and they 

fled into the cellar of a rich baron, where 

they f oond innamerable bottles of wine, 

into which they hurriedly entered. The 

master, in a rage, followed them, and, for 

punishment, corked them up in the bottles 

in which they had taken refage. And 

this is why champagne sparkles with 

fiendish brilliancy. ■

According to sober history, however, 

champagne was discovered by a certain 

Dom Perignon, on whom, in the year 

1688, was conferred the post of cellarer to 

the monks of Saint Benedict, who culti- 

vated the vine-lands round the Abbey of 

Hautvillers, near Epemay, in the valley of 

the Mame. Dom Perignon was bom with a 

discriminatiDg palate and a genius for 

adaptation. He found the wine of the 

district to be of very varying quality, and 

he conceived the notion of "marrying" 

the vintages. He discovered not only that 

one kind of soil imparts fragrance and 

another body to the juice of Uie grapes 

grown on it^ but also that white wine can 

be made from black grapes and will keep 

better than white wine made from white 

grapes. ■

It is not generally known that cham- 

pagne is principally made from red grapes, 

to the extent perhaps of horn three-fourths 

to four-fifths. If it was iJlowed to ferment 

with the skins the result would be red wine, 

except in the case of Sillery, Cremant, and 

ChoiUy, which are made from white 

grapes. That colour in champagne known 

as (bQ de perdrix, and usually associated 

with good vintages, is the consequence of 

a large proportion of the grapes being 

full-ripe when gathered, when the fruit is 

slightly tinted with the colour of the skin. 

The famous vintage of 1874 had this 

characteristic. ■

Dom Perignon is further to be credited 

with the invention of corks, at least as 

applied to wines, for previous to his day, 

the bottles of Epemay wine were stopped 

with a plug of flax steeped in oil — ^a practice 

still followed in Italy. The white wine of 

Champagne became famous under the new ■

cellarer, who was ever meditating new 

devices in his well-stocked vaults; bat it 

was well on to the dose of the seventeenth 

century before he made his brilliant dii- 

covery. Louis the Fourteenth found new 

life in quaffing the creamy foam, and the 

supper-parties of the gay days of the 

Begency acquired fresh gaiety under iti 

inspiriljng influence. The Marquis de 

Sillery baa immortalised one of theie 

suppers at which he first Introduced ^ 

wine grown on his paternal aerss, and now 

bearing his name. He caused the bottlei to 

be wreathed in flowers,and to be introduced 

to his guests on a given signal by a beyy of 

damsels attired as Bacchantes. Henee- 

forward no supper-party was complete 

without the new sparkling beverage. ■

Yet men did not know why it foamed 

and why it sparkled. Beoiuse of the 

mystery there by-and-by came a reaction 

against champagne, whose peculiar ehi- 

raoter was alleged to be due to the use of 

noxious drags. But Dom Perignon liyed 

until 1716, calmly improving and elaborat- 

ing his process, and although he died two 

hundred and seventy-five years ago^ hii 

works have followed him without biter- 

mission. Sancho Panza invoked blessingi 

on the man who invented sleep, but thexe 

are hundreds of thousands of men and 

women who have cause to bless the name 

— if they only knew it— of him who 

invented champagne. And, donbtleei, 

there are more who have had cause to 

curse it. ■

There seems to be a sort of periodieifef 

of vintages A good one occurs once m an 

average number of years, which average 

varies with the wine. Thus in port snd 

sherry, and some other fine wines, there are 

shorter intervals between the good vin- 

tages than in champagne and hock. ■

There are two peculiarities about cham- 

pagne - drinkbg which are capable of 

explanation. The one is the rapidity with 

which the wine exhilarates, notwith- 

standing the small proportion of alcohol 

it contains. This is due to the carbonic 

acid-gas evolved, which is inhaled while 

drinking, for it is the property of this gas 

to exp^ite the action of anything with 

which it is associated. It is estimated 

that one glass of champagne is equal in 

effect to two glasses of still wine of the 

same strength, and is more rapid in action. 

The other peculiarity is the sort of 

lethargy or deadaess which follows after 

excessive champagne drinking. Tins is 

analogous to the stupor produced by ■
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carbonio acid-gas; batik is aiaitted and 

intenaified by we excess of sugar deranging 

the stomach. The undigested sngar tarns 

into acid, and thus it is that too much 

champagne is apt to prodaoe dyspepsia^ ■

Herein^ we find both the blessing and 

the bane of this popular liquor. ■

Sweetness is often confused with rich- 

nesB in wines; but^ as a matter of fact, 

sweetness is often produced by the addition 

of sugar, especially in champagnes. It has 

been compared to charity in that it covers 

a multitude of sins. The richness pro- 

ceeding from natural saccharine is produced 

by a natural arrest of the process of fer- 

mentation, leaving an excess of saccharine 

in the Uquor. It occurs mostly in the hot 

climates, but in port-making a richness is 

produced by the artificial arrest of fer- 

mentation. As a medicine, however, 

champagne is best ** dry," and its tendency 

then is to thin the blood. ■

It is said that sugar-of-lead is sometimes 

added to low-class champagnes. Whether 

this be so or not the present writer is un- 

able to say; but the reader can always 

avoid the risk by eschewing low -class 

wines. There is, however, a simple test 

by which he can ascertain the presence 

of the poisonous ingredient. Heat the 

wine with a little cmorate of potash and 

hydrochloric acid ; then, when the chlorine 

and colouring matter have been driven off, 

put the remtdning liquid into sulphurated 

hydrogen. If there is any sugar-of-lead 

present, it will be immediately precipi- 

tated to the bottom of the vessel in the 

form of sulphide. ■

The principal reason why champagne is 

only made in the districts of France now 

sacred to it^ is because of the caves which 

admit of the indispensable uniformity and 

lowness of temperature. Such caves can 

be built anywhere, perhaps; but the 

expense would be prohibitive. In the 

champagne country the soil-surface is 

chalk to a considerable depth^ which is 

eanly and cheaply -excavated. Thus any 

amount of cellarage can be obtained by 

^SSl^^S* ^ A '^® ^0 cellars range in 

depth from thirty to forty feet. ■

The most interesting and comprehensive 

account of the champagne country and of 

champagne making is that given by Mr. 

Henry Yisetelly in his little book of 

''Facts About Champagne,*' to which we 

have to express much indebtedness in 

preparing tlds article. ■

After the death of Dom Perignon, the 

making of champagne grew apaceb as also ■

did its popularity, after a temporary re- 

action, increase with astonishing rapidity. 

But champagne-making is an Industry 

requiring incessant labour, patient skill, 

minute precaution, and careful observation. 

Much depends on the selection of tiie 

natural wine to be treated, for, as Dom 

Perignon discovered, the soil lends its 

flavour to the grape. Thus the wine of 

the district of Ay has a flavour of peadies, 

that of Avenay one of strawberries, that 

of Hautvillers one of nuts, that of Plerry 

a peculiar taste known as the pierre k fusil, 

due to the abundance of flints, and so on. 

The grapes of special vineyards are always 

used to mask and characterise that of other 

vineyards, so as to preserve the various 

standards of the different branda ■

The entire area of the champagne 

country is about thirty-five thousand acres, 

planted with about four hundred millions 

of vines, valued by the Taxation Depart- 

ment of the Minbtary of Finance at nearly 

five millions sterling — ^four million nine 

hundred and sixty thousand pounds. ■

Daring the vintage season are to b*e wit- 

nessed some of those curious scenes which 

Mr. Yizetelly has described. The vintagers 

come from long distances every year, and 

are for the most part engaged before they 

leave their own villagea The others find 

accommodation somewhere in the neigh- 

bourhood of the vineyards, and at day- 

break they attend, on beat of drum, in 

the local market-place, where the rate is 

fixed for the day^s labour. That rate, of 

course, varies from week to week and year 

to year ; it may be as low as a franc and a 

half a day with food, or as high^as in 

1889 — as three or four francs. As a rule, 

they have no difficulty in finding employ- 

ment; and the whole countryside is alive 

from the moment when the town-drummer 

begins his tattoo — about three o'clock in 

the morning. ' ■

For it is asserted that grapes gathered 

at sunrise produce the lightest and clearest 

wine, and also yield more juice than when 

plucked later in the day. Moreover, in 

the heat of the day it is very difficult, and 

often impossible, to prevent some fermenta- 

tion which gives a colour to the must not 

desired in high-class wines. If the grapes 

have to be carried any distance in baskets 

under a hot sun, a laige proportion of them 

become unfit for champagne-making. ■

At vintage-time^ we are told by Mr. 

Yizetelly, from sunrise to sunset, every- 

where is bustle and excitement In these 

ordinarily quiet little villages there is a ■
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perpetaal pattering of sabots, and a rattling 

and bamping of wheels over the roughly- 

paved streets. The majority of the in- 

habitants are afoot; the feeble feminine 

haU, basket on arm, thread theu way with 

the juveniles through the rows of vines 

planted half-way up the mountain ; whOe 

the sturdy masculine portion are mostly 

passing to and fro between the press-house 

and the wine-shops. Carts piled up with 

baskets, or erowded with peasants from a 

distance on their way to the vineyards, 

jostle the low railway-trucks, laden with 

brand - new casks, and the somewhat 

ricketty cabriolets of the agents of the big 

champagne houses, who are reduced to 

clinch their final bargain for a hundred or 

more pieces of wine beside the reeking 

wine-pres& Dotting aU the steep slopes, 

like a swarm of huge ants, are a crowd of 

men, women, and children ; the men, in 

blue blouses, or stripped to their shirt- 

sleeves, being for the most part engaged In 

carrying the baskets' of grapes to and firo, 

and loading the carts ; whilst the women, 

in closely - fitting, neat white caps, or 

wearing old-fasuoned unbleached sun- 

bonnets of the contemned coal-scuttle 

type, resembling the sun-bonnet of the 

Midland Counties, together with the 

children, are intent on stripping the vines 

of their fruit. ■

The vine-gathering has to be most care- 

fully conducted and rigorously superin- 

tended, for nb damaged or unripe fruit 

ought to find its way into the baskets. 

After these reach the "pressoir" they are 

again minutely examined by a set of men 

and women appointed for the purpose, 

whose duty is to detach all bruised or 

inferior berries, prune away the stalks, etc. 

The work of the sorters is most important, 

for a single rotten grape will infect and 

deteriorate the whole contents of the press. ■

This press is, for the most part, like the 

ordinaij dderpress; but on some of the 

large vineyards it is worked by a large fly- 

wheel On the floor of the press the 

grapes are spread in a compact mass, and 

are usuaUy first trodden by a couple of 

men with their bare feet Out of four 

thousand kilogrammes of grapes — ^the usual 

contents of a press — ^tius physical pressure 

should produce about two hundred and 

twenty gallons of must; then the me- 

chaniciU pressure is applied, and about an 

equal quantity should result, producing a 

total cuv6e of about four hundred and forty 

gallons. This is allowed to flow into pre- 

pared reservoirs, and is thence pumped ■

through silver-lined or gutta-peidia tabes 

into the vats, where it is allowed to clear 

for eight or ten hours. The mucous matter 

floats to the surface in a kind of froth, «sd 

when this appears, the liquor Is quickly 

drawn off into new and perfectly dean 

casks. Meanwhfle^ the grapes ifi the prea 

are subjected to further repeated presrarea; 

but all the juice after the tUrd squeeaia 

reserved as a beverage for the workers and 

for local consumption. ■

The cultivation of the grape in the 

champi^e country is In the hands of the 

small vine-farmers— although a few of the 

large makers have also vineyards of their 

own. The small farmer does not, ai a 

rule, crush his grapes, but sells them to 

certain middle-men who have presses, or 

else to the agents of the lai^ champagne 

makers. The rule is for the small cul- 

tivator to sell his crop at an overhead rake 

per caque of sixty kilogrammes — one 

hundred and thirty-two pounds. Seven 

caques of grapes ought to yield a hogshead 

—forty-four gallons — of new wine, and the 

average price of the fruit is stated at about 

threepence-halfpenny per pound. In some 

years, as in 1889, it is higher; bat it is 

often the case that when the crop is small 

the quality is superior. A ''piece" of new 

wine usually runs about five hundred 

francs the hogshead of forty-four gaUoni. 

In 1889, however, the price ran up to a 

thousand francs, and for the specially- 

prised wine of Ay, as much as firom one 

thousand three hundred to one thousand 

five hundred francs was paid by the Utp 

manufacturers. No wonder champagne ie 

dear, when the raw material costs so mneh, 

before ever the maker begins his difficult and 

delicate task I ■

For the special characterlstio of cham- 

pagne Is, as has been well said, that lis 

manirfacture only commences where that d 

other wines ordinarily ends. After the wine 

has been drawn o£^ as above described, it 

is left in the casks at the presses unto the 

beginning of the following year. Then it 

is carted into Reims, Epemay, Ajr, Fierry, 

Avuse, etc., where are the estabuahments 

of the manufacturers and owners of 

"brands."' There the casks are filled np 

and tightly bunged, and kept until ready 

for mixing according to the principle of 

the particular manufacturers, each of whom 

has his own method of producing the 

flavour and quality of his own brand. If 

the vintage has been an Inferior ope, s 

certain proportion of old superior wine- 

reserved for the purpose— is blended. ■
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The mizbg takes pkce in large vats, 

holding ten or twelve thoosand gallons, 

and fitted with fans, which are worked to 

efiect a complete amalgamation. The 

reenlt of the miztnre is whatT is called a 

eav^e, and in making it, it is nsoal to 

temper the wine expressed from black 

grapes by adding about a fifth part from 

white grapes. The mixing of the cmde 

wines, so as to prodnce in the finished 

champagne the special flayonr and bonqnet 

desired, constitates the art of the cham- 

pagne-maker. ■

He has also to consider the effervescence, 

which depends on the quantity of carbonic 

acid-gas the wine contains, which, in torn, 

depends on the amonnt of natural sac- 

charina If there is too much gas it will 

burst the bottles, and waste the liquor; if 

there is too little, the wine will not 

sparkle. The right proportion is as- 

certained by means of a glucometer, which 

registers the amount of saccharine in the 

cuvde, and indicates to- the watchful 

maker whether sugar-candy must be added, 

or fermentation prolonged to get rid of ttie 

saperfluous saccharine. ■

When all this is done, the eny^e Is 

drawn off into casks agaiu, and is fined 

with isinglass, and slightly dosed with 

liquid tannin to make up for the loss of 

natural tannin during fermentation. At 

the end of a month tile liquor ought to be 

perfectly clear and ready for bottling; if 

not, it has to be racked off the lees and 

refined. ' ■

Only new, perfectly sound, and very 

strong bottles are used, and these are aU 

carefully tested by an experienced hand 

before being filled. Yet even with the 

greatest precautions, the loss by explosion 

in the cellars of the makers is enormous. ■

This is the method of bottling, or 

tirage : The wine, after a preliminary test 

as to its fitness for bottling, is emptied from 

the casks into yats or tuns of varying 

capacity, whence it flows through pipes 

into oblong reservoirs, each provided with 

a row of syphon-taps, on to which the 

bottles are slipped, and from which the 

wine ceases to flow directly the bottles 

become filled. Men or lads remove the full 

bottles, replacing them with empty ones, 

while other hands convey them to the 

corkers, whose guillotine-machines are in- 

cessantly in motion. Speed in the process 

is of much importance, as during a single 

day the wine may undergo a notable 

change. From the corkers, the bottles 

are passed on to the agrafeuis, who ■

secure the cork by means of an iron 

clip called an agrafe; and the bottles 

are afterwaids conveyed to a spacious 

room above - ground, known as the 

collier, or to a cool vaidt underground, ac- 

cording to the number of " atmospheres " 

the wine may indicate. This may be two, 

or four, or more, since air compressed to 

half its volume acquires twice its ordinary 

force; and if to a quarter of its volume, 

quadruple this force. A manometer, or 

pressure gauge, is used to ascertain the 

exact degree of pressure. A *' grand mous- 

seux" wine shows a pressure of five-and- 

three-quarter ''atmospheres," and is at 

once conveyed to the subterranean vaults 

as certain to develop the proper sparkling. 

If the pressure only indicates four ** atmo- 

spheres," or less, the wine must be kept in 

the cellier above-ground until it has de- 

veloped further. Sometimes charcoal fires 

have to be lighted in the cellars to en- 

courage the effervescence. ■

The bottles are now stacked in rows, and 

in about three weeks the explosioHr begin, 

as the gas-maUng proceeds. The bursting 

of bottles varies from two-and-a-half toabout 

eight per cent ; but sometimes the wine 

surprises the maker. Not many years ago 

one large firm lost by explosion dne hun- 

dred and twenty thousand out of two 

hundred thousand bottles in their cellars. ■

By the month of October, the breakage 

should be about over, and then the surviying 

bottles are restacked horizontally and left 

for about eighteen months or sa Some 

makers leave them for two or three years 

before going to the final process. ■

When tMs approaches, the bottles are 

altered to a slanting position, wiUi the 

necks downwards; the position being 

altered from time to time until the slant 

becomes abrupt This is to cause the 

sediment, which forms in the bottle afber 

fermentation, to leave the side of the 

bottle for the neck. There, by a series of 

dexterous twists, it is gradually brought 

to near the cork, when the latter is smartly 

withdrawn, the sediment expelled, and a 

new cork inserted, with the loss of only a 

small percentage of liquor. Only a clever 

a^d a thoroughly practised hand can per- 

form this feat, and can tell the exact 

amount of twist and slope to give daily to 

the bottles. Some men pass their Uves 

in doing nothing else, and have been 

known to shake and replace in exact 

position as many as fifty thousand bottles 

a day. ■

The wine is now all in the chalky sub- ■
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tenanean cellars described at the oatset, 

and there is completed the process of 

transforming it from '' Yin brat " into the 

champagne of commerce and social fdtes. 

The operator who removes the sediment 

so dezteroosly passes on the bottle, with a 

temporary cork, to the dosenr, who slips 

in the exact amount of liqueur, or syrap, 

prescribed for the particular brand or 

quality of the wine. Each manufacturer 

has his own recipe, and the syrups vary 

very much according to the quality of the 

wine and the market for which it is in- 

tended. In general, however, the "dose" 

of liqueur is very old wine of the very 

highest quality, to which has been added 

a little sugar-candy and a dash of cognac 

The " dry " champagnes re<][uire a smaller 

*' doae " than the sweet wines so popular 

in France and Bussia ; and for that reason, 

perhaps, the champagnes made for the 

English market are more wholesome than 

those prepared to meet the Continental 

taste, ■

The exact amount of ** dose " varies ac- 

cording to the sweetness and dryness of 

the wine which is being prepared, and is 

measured and administered by means of a 

little machine which, in the best establish- 

ments, is made of silver and glasa From 

the doseur the bottle passes to the 

^galiseur, who equalises the contents, 

namely, fills up with pure wine to the 

requisite level for corking ; and if colour 

is needed to suit some markets, it is at- 

tained at this point by making an addition 

of red wine. The ^galiseur then hands 

the bottle to the corker, who compresses 

the cork with a machine, drives it home 

by a suspended weight, and passes on the 

bottle to the ficelenr, whose duty is to 

round the top of the corkj and secure it 

with strings and wire. ■

After all this is done, another workman 

whirls the bottles about his head, one in 

each hand, to complete the amalgamation 

of the wine and liqueur, and then they are 

allowed io rest for some months. When 

ready for shipment, they are labelled, cap- 

suled, and wrapped in tissue-paper by 

women, and then packed in cases or baskets 

for transmission abroad. ■

And so we may leave the "Glorious 

Vintage of Champagne," to make the tour 

of the world, with its exhilarating effer- 

vescence and enticing sparkle. ■

Who does not know it, and who, stYe a 

Blue-Bibbonite, does not in hifl secret tod 

love it — ^let us hope — in moderation t 

" The grim Berliner and the gay Tienneie," 

as Mr. V)zetelly remarks, "both se. 

knowledge the exhilarating influeneo of 

the wine. Cliampagne sparkles in eryatid 

goblets In the great capital of the North, 

and the Moslem wipes its creamy froth 

from his beard beneath the veiy shadow 

of Saint Sophia ; for the Prophet has only 

forbidden the use of wine, and of a surety- 

Allah be praised 1 this strangely sparUing, 

delicious liquor, which gives to the 

believer a foretaste of the joys of Paradue, 

cannot be wine. At the diamond-fieldi of 

South Africa, and the diggings of Ans- 

tralia, the brawny miner who hai hit 

upon a big bit of crystaUised esrbon, 

or a nugget of virgin ore, stroUe to the 

'saloon' and shouts for champagne. 

The mild Hindu imbibes it quietly, bat ap- 

provingly, as he watches the evolutioni of 

the Nautch girls, and his partiality for it 

has enriched the Anglo -Bengslese to- 

cabulary and London slang with the word 

' Stmkin.' It is transported on camel-hacki 

across the deserts of Central Asia; and in 

frail canoes up the mighty Amazon. The 

two-sworded Datmio calls for it in (he 

tea-gardem of Yokohama ; and the New 

Yorker, when not rinsing his stomach hy 

libations of iced-water, imbibes it freely at 

Delmonico's. Wherever the civilised man 

of the nineteenth century has set foot— at 

the base of the Pyramids, at the summit 

of the Cordilleras, in the mangro?e 

swamps of Ashantee, and the gulchei oi 

the Great Lone Land, in the wilds of the 

Amoor, and on the desert isles of the 

Pacific— he has left traces of his presence 

in the heap of the empty bottles that were 

once filled with the sparkling vintage of 

the Champagne.'' ■

Ob the 38th of MARCH will be commenced a ■
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CHAPTER HX 

A NATURB— AND A NATURB. ■

I SX7PP0SB it 18 habit that makea me still 

enter these daily records of my somewhat 

mieyentfol lifa ■

Often and often have I resolved to close 

these pages and say no more ; but in some 

hour of weakness Or longing I have broken 

the resolve, and poured ont the stream of 

restless thonghts to the safe and silent 

pages which have so long been my con- 

fidant ■

A tbne of peace and quiet has come 

to me. In Orannie's home no one dis- 

turbs or intrudes. I am at once that 

object of interest, and sympathy, and 

speculation — "a young widow." But I 

am intensely thankful for the peace, and 

the rest, and the tender love of the 

sweetest^ kindest soul that ever Heaven 

created. ■

How I envy her her simple faith, her per- 

fect, untroubled trusty her serene content in 

all that has been or may be ! The sands of 

life are runnine low ; but she has no 

fear. Calmly, placidly as a child, she sits 

in the old, accustomed chair by the fire- 

aide, each day finding it more difficult to 

come downstairs, each day shortening the 

time for that stay in the homely little 

parlour. ■

But'with the chill breath of the failing 

year I notice a change. It is scarcely 

possible that .Christmas will find her in ■

our midst, and she has gently and urgently 

tried to hasten Bella's marriage, which she 

wishes to take place here, like my own. 

The M'Kayes are in Inverness again, and 

there really seems no reason to delay 

the event ; so Bella finally consents, and 

the first of December is fixed for the 

weddhg. ■

Huel Penryth and Douglas Hay are still 

in Cornwall ; but Bobert M'Eaye has ex- 

pressed a wish for their presence, as his 

only guests. It is to be a very quiet 

wedding. Only the two families to be 

present, with the exception of Douglas and 

his friend. ■

And for the first time since that pas- 

sionate parting by the lochside, I am to 

meet Douglas Hay again. As I say this to 

myself, as I write it down in plain words, 

as a plain fact, I wonder how I can be so 

calm and so cold. ■

There is no thrill of pulse, no leap of 

heart at the thought of meeting him, and 

yet-— once — ^how dearly I loved him I But 

I cannot recall that time. I cannot feel 

the old, passionate emotion. ■

I only sit here by the fire, gazing, a pale 

and sad reflection of myself, and saying in 

my heart, "I am so tiredl" I seem to 

have grown hard and cold. Behind me 

are regrets, before me hopelessness. I 

am weary of life and all its vanity. ■

It is the night. before Bella's wedding, 

and she is staying here at Craig Bank at 

Orannie's request. The marriage will take 

place at midday to-morrow— that simple, 

unceremonious form which has seemed so 

strange to me. ■

BeUa will have no wedding finery— a 

plain, grey silk dress, and a simple, grey 

straw bonnet, that is all. She will go 

away directly after the ceremony, and, 

after spending a week in Edinburgh, and ■

VOL. v.— THIRD SKEira. ■
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Another in London, the and her hniband 

are ooming back to Liremeae. Early in 

February they are all to set aail for 

Anstralla, and she has left the bfuineia of 

her outfit until her return here. ■

We have both been aitting by the fire 

diBOuaaing these matters ; on the bed be- 

yond Ue the gown and bonnet, as they 

arrived firom the dressmakers, and beside 

them *the long, rich, seal-skin coat which 

the bridegroom has presented to her for 

travelling. ■

I thought she looked very grave and 

anzioos as I watched her. Bat I was 

sore she was happy, with that contented 

quiet which is all-sufficient to her nature. ■

" He is a good man, and he will be very 

good to me," she had said, as she belt 

there in the firelight, her long, dark hair 

falling over her shoulders, and taking rich 

refiection from the flameSb ** And I am so 

fond of the girls. After having a house 

fall of brothers and sistersi I should miss 

them terribly. I like young folk about 

me." ■

■* How I shall miss you,** I said, sud- 

denly; "it won't be the same place 

at all without you, Bella. I never had 

a sister, as you know, and you seem to have 

stood in the place of one ever since I came 

hera** ■

"Do you remember that time!" she 

asked, somewhat wistfully. *<What a 

white, frail little creature you were 1 Not 

that you look very much better now," she 

added, glancing up at my face. '* Oh, my 

dear, I wiih—- 1 wish you would listen to 

reason, and come out to me to the 

Colonies ; Dr. Macgregor is always urging 

it Of course, now he won't say much, 

because of Grannie; but, dearie, we all 

know that the end b not so very far off 

for her; and then what will you dot 

You can't live on here by yourself, and 

you woiddn't care to bide with Mrs. 

Gampbdl — you never got on weU with her. 

It wOl be very dreary and lonely for you. 

Tour own folk seem not to want you, 

either." ■

"I often think," I said, "that I am not 

the sort of person any one wants. Why 

should they t I am not bright, or cheer- 

ful, or accomplished, or pret^. We were 

talldng of grooves the other day, Bella^ 

but I seem to fit very badly into mine. 

It is people like yourself that make the 

world brighter and better, not dreamers, 

such as I am." ■

" But have you no plan, no wish for the 

future t" ■

I shook my head. ■

" No, I care for no one so much u for 

Grannie and you ; and I am going to loio 

you both. After that ^ ■

" But^ Athole, this is more than fooliik 

Tou have jcut let yourself set faito awsak, 

morbid state of health, and your iniiid b 

Buff^ns for it I must tell Dr. MsQpeeor 

to spew seriously to you; for myseU I 

confess I cannot understand wliat hu 

changed you so; you are quite different 

ever since we went on that yachtbg expe- 

dition. Sometimes I am sorry we enr 

did." ■

"So am I," I answered, readily; "ind 

Donald told me he planned it for me ind 

for my pleasure, because he thought I wu 

so dull at Gorriemoor. Poor fellow 1 what 

a return for his thoughtfulness and self- 

sacrifice he met with 1 " ■

"Do you know, Athole," said Belli, 

suddenly, "that you always say 'Dooald' 

now— never the Laird t Yet^ when he 

was alive you would never call him by hii 

name. I often thought he didn't like 

it" ■

"I suppose one always amends one's 

mistakes too late," I said, drearily. '<UI 

had only known sooner that he eared— 

that he thoueht of me and loved me u he 

did, I might have been a happier wife and 

a better one. But I thought he wm dii- 

appointed with me, and I seemed in the 

wrong place altogether. Mrs. Gamphell 

always told him I was useless, and idle, 

and foolish ; and I suppose he agreed with 

her. So we drifted apartg and I nerer 

dreamt or suspected he cared what I did, 

or how I suffered, till— tQl that night on 

Loch Scavaig, when he spoke to me. He 

seemed so sorry then that he had married ■

me ; and Well, it was all so hopelean ■

Oh, Bella I " I cried, in sudden terror ; "if 

you only knew how his death hannti 

me. He — he might have gone oat 

reckless and careless of the atoim; and 

that^ too, was to gratify a whim of mlna 

Do you think," I continued, esneiilj, 

"that he ever guessed about Dooglai 

Hay!" ■

" I am afraid so," said Bella, gravely. ■

I was sflent for a time; my thoi^hU 

flew back again to that night on the yacht 

— to that sudden, pitiful murmur, "Fo(v 

lassie 1" which had fallen from Donald's 

Ups, conveying so much to me, revealing 

so much in hlsL ■

Bella broke the silence at last ■

" Have you thought^ Athole," she sud, ■
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■

"how yon are going to meet Douglas Hay 

to-moTTow ! " ■

Inatiiietiyely I glanced at my heavy 

monnifaig-dreeB. ■

"He will sarely know that silence is 

beBt^** I said. '*He has not written con- 

ventional sympathy ; I have had no woid 

or s^ from him since we parted. I — I 

had idmost hoped he would not come here 

lo-morrow; but I suppose it would have 

looked strange.'^ ■

" Robert is very fond of him/' said Bella, 

twbting the rings round and round her 

plump, white finger. "I think I ought 

to tell you, Athole, that he would like 

him to marry Jessie; he has said so again 

and agun to me." ■

*'Why should he notf* I said, 

slowly. ''She would make an excellent ■

wifCL*' ■

''Of course; Bobert'sidea is to retire 

from this sheep - farming, or whatever 

they call it," continued Bella, "and 

settle Douglas and Jessie there at Us 

station." ■

" The plan is admirable," I said. " But 

what do the chief people concerned in it 

say to the arrangement t " ■

"Oh, he has not spoken of it yet 

to either of them. I advised him not 

To tell you the truth, Athole, I always 

expected that he would marry you after a 

year or so. I cannot, for the Ufe of me, 

understand what has changed you. You 

were so madly in love with him; and yet, 

now ^ ■

"That one HtUe word — and what a 

diflTeience it makes," I said. "Bella^ don't 

physiologists say we undergo a total change 

every seven yean f Perhaps I am termi- 

nating one of these periods. As far as age 

goes, I suppose I am — seven, fourteen, 

twenty-one — naturally, as eve^ particle 

and atom of me has changed smce I was 

fourteen, I cannot be the same, mentally 

or physically.'' ■

"Now, Athole," she entreated, "if you 

are off on your theories " ■

"But hear me out,** I pleaded; "why 

ahonld you — or— or any one blame me for a 

chanffe I cannot help ; a change which I did 

not deabe, and most assuredly could not 

have effected by will or effort^ otherwise I 

woidd have been a happier woman, Bella. 

Being different^ the samefeelings and desires ■

^d promises cannot bind me ; they bind ■

a different person — a something that has 

otcaped and left me. I— I may have been 

ft fool some years ago-— I find I am a fool I 

^o longer. It is like waking from adieam | ■

— a spell. One feels free, but cannot explain 

from whence the freedom came or what 

will be its results. Now that is exactly 

how I feel I stand on ground that is 

firm. I can be cold and critical instead 

of blind and impassioned. Am I to be ■

Sitied or blamed— or conmtulated— or is 

I only the change effected by the physio- 

logical theory f " ■

" I am inclined to think you are ' daft,' " 

said Bella, laughing. " Did one ever hear 

such nonsense t I wish you had had a 

bairn or two to give you a natural interest 

fai lif^, and bring you down to the cares 

and duties of motherhood. Fm sure that 

is the best thing for a woman. It is what 

Nature meant her fi>r, and she is safer, and 

wiser, and happier with a chOd in her 

arms, and at her knee, than with aU the 

learning and wisdom and philosophy of — 

of the Queen of Sheba." ■

I looked somewhat wistfully at the 

leaping flimes — and their many fantastic 

shapes. Was she right 9 Had she hit 

upon a truth in the downright honest 

fashion of good sense t Were sentiment 

and imagination only a mistake, a fitting 

vesture for youtli, and the follies of youth f 

I pushed the thought aside with some im- 

patience. ■

" I am not that sort of woman, Bella," I 

said. "I should not have been a good 

mother, I have always thought so. 

When I knew my Uttie child was dead, 

almost in its first hours of life, I think that I 

was more dad than sorry. The world is so 

cruel, and I hated to thfaik that another 

life should suffer, sin, regret — as — as I 

myself had done. I did not even cry when 

they took it away, and I knew I should 

never see it smile, or call me * mother.' I 

said to myse)f, ' It will never do harm to 

any one. It wiU know no heartbreak 

nor sin.' And they aU thought I was 

cold and unfeeling, because I did not 

cry." ■

" Oh, Athole— don't talk like that— you 

break my very heart" ■

I saw the big, bright drops gather in her 

eyes, and lEsll on her crimson wrapper. I 

sat on dry-eyed and passive. The time 

had gone 1^ for me when tears were 

easy, or a relie£ ■

"Do not cry," I entreated. "It is no 

use— no use. The tears of the world are 

many as its rivers ; but they have not 

stayed one sorrow, nor staved off one hour 

of misery; and, listen — the clock is striking 

midnight, Bella. It is your wedding- 

day." ■
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CHAPTER rV. A CRY TO THE SILBNOt ■

First of December— midnight 

It is all over now. The house ii qniei, 

the guests are gone. I have helped Jean 

to pnt away the best glass and silver — and 

seen Grannie to bed, and talked to her till 

she fell asleep, and now I am alone at last 

Alone to think of that meeting with 

Douglas Hay which to Bella had seemed 

snch an ordeal, and which yet had been 

a very simple matter. ■

I was standing by Grannie's side when 

he and Hael Penryth entered the room; 

the M*Kayes and Camerons were already 

there, and old Mr. Gillispie who waa to 

marry Bella. One qnick flash from the 

bine ^yes, a sodden paling of the cheek, as 

glance met glance — then the qniet, formal 

greeting of conventionality — that was ■

Hael Penryth lingered beside me for a 

moment. No donbt I looked a mournfol 

object in my sombre widow's dress and 

cap. Even Grannie had hinted that I 

might lay aside the latter appendage for 

that day at least ; bat I had ref ased. Why 

should I make any difference 1 Bella was 

no stranger, and if she did not object to 

my appearance, no one else had any right 

to do so. I listened quietly to Hod 

Penryth's kindly sympathy, and his 

grieved lament on my changed looks. 

Douglas was standing by pretty, blushing 

Jessie M*Eaye, whose eager welcome had 

been flattering enough to show that she at 

least was glad of his return. ■

I answered Huel almost coldly. Did he 

think what Bella had thought 1 Was he 

speculating in his own mind as to the value 

of those external symbols of woe t In all 

probability he was, and that suspicion made 

me cold, and stlfi^ and formal, as I would 

not otherwise have been. ■

Ah, well 1 it is all over now, and I am 

free to put my thoughts down as I please, 

and analyse myself and my feelings as 

microscopically as my fancy inclines. ■

I have sat here staring at this blank 

page for a long, long tima Somehow it 

U not easy to write down the thoughts 

that throng and sur^ in my brain. Bella's 

marriage has so vividly brought back the 

memory of my own, that I seem to be 

living over again that time of misery and 

disfllusion which led to it ■

Perhaps this memory has added more 

bitterness to my thoughts of Douglas Hay. ■

I tell myself how much happisr, stferj 

better my life would have hwik but ior 

him. Tet^ after all, I may be anjasl Am 

I not rather the ingenious architect of my 

own misfortunes t I raised a filie idol, 

and blindly worshipped at its shrine ; eren 

when I knew it false, I refused to bsUsrs 

in a worthier love and a truer happinsfla 

' Why I only recognise this fact now, now 

when it is too late for remedy or atone- 

ment, I cannot understand ; but I know 

that it is the case. ■

I wonder whether Douglas Hay will eiD 

here to-morrow to see me t Some instinet 

tells me that he will, though he has nU 

nothing to that effect Does he remember 

our last meeting, his wild words, and my 

indignation 1 Did he believe in that indig- 

nation, I wonder t Could he even dimly 

imagine the revulsion of feeling, tiie sadden 

change in mind, heart, nature, that hii 

wild words and sudden, stormy passion had 

wrought in me t Probably not Of all 

that had happened since — my illnesB, 

grief, remorse — he was quite ignorant^ 

and my manner at our meeting to^y 

could have afforded no due to such s 

change. ■

He had said no word, given no glance 

that betrayed on his part either meaning 

or intention, yet some subtle undereanent 

of suspicion was at work in my mind, and 

I knew that we were not destined to pari 

without some sort of explanation. ■

With a sigh I turn over the pages of my 

journal. Among them I see that history 

which Douglas Hay had left for me on the 

morning of his abrupt departure. It fits 

into that portion of my own atory which ends 

so abruptly. ■

I glance at the bold, dear handwriting; 

I read again those scenea of peril snd 

adventure. It seems strange that any 

memory of me should have lingered 

through that time, and filled his thoughU. ■

How strange men are 1 Does a woman 

ever quite understand them t Do ihey, 

on their side, ever quite understand oil 

Certainly not so long as we love and 

idealise each other. Only when Ufe hai 

brought us cabn and dispasdonate judge- 

ment, do the scdes fall from our eyei, 

and we recognise that even in a faulty 

human being theremay begreat^and good, 

and noble qualities ; and tut in an akaoat 

heroic nature may exist serious Uemiahea 

and sins which are so near to vioe that 

almost one wonders that th^ never actually 

passed the border Una ■
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And now I will dose the book and try 

to deep. I wonder m I do so what 

xMOid will be entered here of to-morrow* ■

Alas I alaa I Is it not always the nnez- 

pected that happens! For many a long and 

weary day my pen has lain idle. No entry 

of that expected to-morrow set itself on the 

Uanky white paga For in the dawn a 

hasty snmmons brooffht me to Grannie's 

lideb and one look at her face told even my 

inexperienced eyes that a great and sadden 

change was thera ■

Yet there was nothing painfol or terrify- 

ing about that gradual and peacefol do- 

ptttore. Quietly as one sinks to sleep 

after Ions toil and weariness, so she folded 

her tired hands, and dosed her eyes on 

thingp of earth for ever. ■

Now it seemed to me that indeed I 

was alone— utterly alone, smoe she had 

left ma As I went to my own little 

room, and drew down the blmds to shut 

out the intrusive lighti Ithoughtof the day 

when I had first come there, of the morning 

when I had opened my eyes to the dancing 

sunbeams, andhad seen the sweet, Undface^ 

so anxious and so loving, bend over me as 

she bade me drink the cup of milk in her ■

It seemed such a little thine, and yet 

the memory touched me as tew others 

could do» ■

I threw myself on the bed in a storm of 

paaaionate grieL Not for any sorrowi any 

loas^ bad I wept as I wept then. ■

And now it is all over — the dark 

hours and days in the little londy house ; 

the dreary preparations; the fimerd in 

the quaint bnrial-groiuid of Tom-nvhurich. 

And I am done here with old Jean, for 

Grannie has left the house and furniture, 

and evarythiiu^ she possessed, to ma I 

was astonished when they told me ; but I 

recognise now the kindly love and bought 

that gave to me the house where I had 

been happier than in any place my life 

had knowa I have money Miough to 

keep it up, and so I resolve to remain 

hera BeUahasnotyet come back. They 

have not told her of what has happened, 

not liUnff to darken the early days of 

her wedded life with the shadow of 

death. ■

December the eighth. ■

Old Jean has just been in for what she 

calls "a bit gosnp." She teUs me that 

old David Hay, DougUs Hay's father, is ■

deal He died last nieht. Well, Doughs 

will be rich and independent now. I 

wonder whether he will go out to Ans- 

trdia — or remdn in Inverness t ■

How straiu^e that I should care nothing 

for what he does — that he seems to stand 

so far away from my life, and dl concerning 

it! ■

He cannot be grieved at his father^s 

deatL They were never good friends, and 

the old man treated him very badly. Still it 

is strange that we should both be mourners 

ahnost at the same tima ■

Deoember the twdfUi. ■

A dreary, melanchol]^ day. The snow 

had been failing ever since daybreak. I 

know that dd David Hay was buried to- 

day. Not at Tom-na-hurich ; but in the 

old kirkyard at Inverness — where lies that 

younff, unhappy wife whose heart he broke 

by coldness and neglect ■

I ask no questions as to Doughs Hay's 

intentions — or movementa I have a vague 

feeling that he will write or come to me 

sooa I hope, .with all my hearty that he is 

not going to stay in the town. ■

A summons from old Jean. I am 

wanted in the parlour. A vidtor. ■

"Whoisit, Jeanflask. ■

"It's Mr. Hay. He was no' sure that 

you'd see him; but he just )mde me to 

enquira*' ■

For a moment I hentate — only a 

moment. Then I say, quickly : ■

" Yeci, Jean, I will come down." ■

ON BEING AN OBPHAN. ■

Clbablt it is a state not without its 

advantagea - At first they are not so very 

apparent. It seems to the rest of us 

mortallv hard that the poor little mite 

shodd have no mother or '* dadda " to turn 

its eyes towards, in AiU trust of what the 

one or the other shall do to it Even the 

best of substitutes for a mother must 

surdy be a very weak make-shift Not 

one aunt in a thousand may play the part 

with entire success, and a duuritable in- 

stitution, Aouffh ever so reputable, and 

with ever so long a list of benevdent 

genttemen upon its conmiittee, must^ as a 

generd rule, take rank bdow the average 

aunt or srandmother. ■

But the inevitable compensation stej^ 

in to salve the wound. I suppose there is 

no doubt that the boy who grows up to ■
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manhood without ever knowing what it ia 

to have a father'a hand interpiMod between 

himself and the eonseqnenoes of imprudent 

actions, is likely to be fit to try fiaticaffj 

with the world a good deal sooner than he 

would have been, with a father to share, or 

even absorb, his earlier responsibilities. ■

Again, there are Cathers of a kind by 

whioi no son would benefit The men 

who regard ohildien as a nuisance; to 

whom their proper home is the most ob- 

noxious spot upon the earth; and who 

hay? no notion of seeing their own off- 

spring develope into men and women more 

respectable than themselves — such parents 

as these may just as well be dead and out 

of the way of the budding intelligence of 

the children who are indebted to them 

for their introduction into the courts of 

life. ■

It is a stock subject for sermonisinff. 

Whitechapel on Saturday night abounds 

with lathers who can do little but distress 

their children. • The babies may not be 

able to explain why they feel so relieved 

when they are told they will never again 

see <'dadda"; but it is a fact that 

*' dadda," in dying, often thus unwittingly 

does his first good deed since he took unto 

himself a wife. Wliile he lived he was a 

stumbling-block to his children, if nothing 

worse. No one is more astonished than 

are the chQdren themselves to realise how 

faculties, hitherto undreamt of in them, 

suddenly spring to light and add to their 

happiness now that he, the stumbling- 

block, is removed. ■

An election day at any of the great 

orphan asylums in the land affords some 

strong spectacles even for the man with a 

sufficiently hard heart The children are 

less interesting than the mothers^ or those 

who have hitherto acted more or less like 

mothers. To be sure, some of them show 

passion and distress. But it is of a vague 

kind. They guess that something is about 

to happen, in which they are to have a 

part ; but they do not quite know what 

They are thus petulant^ rather than 

passionate, as a rule. The children who 

stamp with their feet^ struggle violently 

rather than consent to be separated from 

their mothers, and sob forth tearful in- 

fantine threats of what they will do, are 

quite exceptions. ■

Some of the mothers look heart-broken ; 

and no wonder, poor souls. They are in 

their <' widow's *' weeds — and pjerhaps the 

boy or giri tliat holds them so tight by the 

hand is an only child. They act for the ■

child's good, not for their own rdieL It 

has been set before them by their irisiidi 

and relatives; votes have been offered; the 

advantages to the little one and to the 

mother of free board and lodgb^ sad 

education for ten yean or more, are, u any- 

thing, exaggerated ; and so the mother hiM 

been won over. It was not easy, ena tt 

the outset, to consent to this prndenti bat- 

as it seems to her nowmore than ever-eoU- 

blooded arrangement Henoe, the moment 

of parting liaving come, it is all she ein 

do to keep from breaking her contneli 

and giving her votes to another more in 

earnest tbm herself. ■

As like as not^ ere the ohfld is a yeir 

older, this young mother will be manM 

again. It was jMfft of the plot— thon^ 

she did not know it Andso^fitUebylitde. 

it is possible that her feelbigs may eUll 

towards the child of her former hosbsad. 

And the child, too, will tepay neglect with 

forgetiuhiess; and so the yean will roll on 

until, at the age of fifteen« it is sent out into 

the world, almost firiendless, to open the 

oyster. ■

On the other hand, it is not diffiedt to 

distinguish the parents who an unlikely 

to be of much service to the diildien if 

these faQ to be elected. They chat fieely 

to each other, and discuss their ''chanoei^ 

with much less feeling than you seeing 

couple of speculaton on the issue of the 

Derby. ■

The expression with which sneh a 

woman awaits the result of the poll ia not 

pleasing. No tean bedim her eyes, and 

she is rather rough with the "pale-looUng 

thing," her son, when it transpires ahe ii 

again outside the list Perhaps the beak 

one could wish for the boy would be hii 

election next year. Tlie atmosphere of 

an orplian asylum is not exactly invigorar 

ting ; but it has some good qualities that 

his mother's house probably lacks. ■

At what age does a person cease to be 

an orphan t One's grandfather ia likely 

to be without father and mother ; but no 

one thinks of him as an orphan, nor 

does the world tender to the busy man in 

the pity, middle-aged and plump, the 

conventional terms of sympathy which 

come to our lips about a child who ia 

pointed out to us as being motherleaa and 

fatherlesa ■

I fancy the age is somewhen on the 

border of the fint of the teena. Atanyrate, 

that is the time when old ladies cease thoae 

smooth caresses of thein, with the words, 

"Poor little fellow!" or "Beresred ■
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cUurUng 1 " whieh hitherto were their 

wonted form of aalntatioii. They abo 

then, in many omos, abruptly end that 

mnch more agreeable f onetion of pity 

which ahowa raelf in the beatowal of 

welcome tips, pleaaing alike the giver and 

the receiver. Barhapa it ie because they 

then espy the man in the boy, and thefar 

maideniineia takes fright. Nor do they, 

after that time^ mge &e little orphan to 

drink wine and eat cake half as warmly as 

they Qsed in ;the days when he was bat 

about as tall as the table. ■

Certainly that is the time when the 

average boy has cut himself adrift from 

his mother's apron-strings. He no longer 

feels that she h indispensable, as in die 

earlier days, when the mere tlu>ught thiat 

some day she wHl die, was apt to bring 

soaking tears upon his pillow. Not that 

his love for her has lessened. Oh dear, 

nol It is at its hottest, its most chivalrous 

pitch, with something of the man in it and 

all the ardour of the boy. She is a being 

to watch over and fight for now, as well as 

to love at all times, and be conciliated for 

the sake of particular needs of person and 

pocket But the cut fingers and braises 

which of old were displayed to her, perhaps 

with gUstening eyes of appeal, are now 

pooh-poohed with magnificent contempt. 

Chance, with a little salt or sand, may 

attend to their healing instead of the 

mother. ■

The unmistakeable orphan at seven or 

eight has a knack of becoming a downright 

boy of the world at thirteen or fourteen. 

Ha is an awf id pickle ; and yet troable and 

lowa compose an atmosphere in which he 

finds himself much at ease. It h odd if 

he does not make up his mind to be a 

midahipman. The unfortunate person who 

is chiefly responsible for his guardianship 

baa his hands full, and probably gets rid 

of the burden by paeUng the lad off to sea 

to leam discipline where it is best taught. 

But if he lives with an aunt of no very 

obdurate kind, a maiden, it may be that 

his very audacity, and the wickedness of 

his escapades, win her affection to such a 

degree tiiat he has practically the freedom 

of the house, and a blank sheet of forgive- 

ness from her for all the offences he may 

commit. ■

I know well that such amiable aunts do 

not grow on the hedgea But they exist ; 

and if Uie orphans they take in hand are 

sound at the nesrt^ they need never, with 

Budi guaidianahip, feel the lack of a 

mother* Tbe turbulent days of their ■

spoiling will soon pass, and discretion will 

come m the morning, long ere they have 

sinned irretrievably against themselves 

and their chances in the world. ■

The average orphan in the world is much 

like the average novice in a public school 

At first it is very disagreeabla He is 

dreadfully puazled, plagued, and distressed. 

There seems meaning nowhera He is 

but a little pallid leaf, drifting before the 

wind, severed ere its time from the parent 

tree. Groodness knows whither the wind 

wfll carry the leaf. It may get jerked 

into the brown brook over ih» way, with 

the white ducks in it, tail upwards, look* 

ing so very ridiculous. Then it will soon 

get clogged with the dirty water, and so 

it wUl go to the bottom, and there will be 

an end to its individuality. At the best, 

it may fall softly into the roadway, there 

to be trodden under one foot after 

another until it is decomposed, and Uvea 

again by metempsychosis in some other 

form. ■

Nothing is more remarkable than the 

developement of the public schoolboy from 

the timid litUe creature who sets foot 

upon the threshold of the school His 

own mother would hardly know him at 

the end of the year, if he were able to lay 

bare to her the manifold notions and 

aspirations whieh have in the meantime 

come upon him. ■

I am indined to think it is better to let 

a plant run wild a little, and blossom out 

in its own way, rather than trim and 

prune it after a fashion of one's own. 

The muoh-besnipped myrtles and box-trees 

of Dutch and Italian gardens are curious 

enough; but they seem to have little 

grace or- beauty compared to the tree 

growing in the open, with its twigs ever 

unmutuated by uieara. It is not quite 

the same with children, or else King 

Solomon has mided us. Nevertheless, 

give me the hearty, wilful orphan bov 

who follows his heart's desire, even though 

with too much zeal, rather than the chOd 

sempitemally kept in subjection to the 

will of a parent with hard-and-fast ideas of 

what a boy ought to be, and a stem deter- 

mination to bring his boy into conformity 

with sudi ideas. ■

It is, doubtless, going too far to say 

that the majority of men who have become 

distinguished in the more active walks of 

life lud the advantage to begin life as 

orphans. Yet there is something genuine 

in the suggestion. The orphan is not 

trammelled with inherited responsibilities. ■
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He has no father, with an ambition to 

oonple hiB son's name with Us in the bacon 

or tobacco buainesa which he has so care- 

folly foetered from a very small beginning. 

He has no scrapie to hinder him m>m try- 

ing his various fieicalties and inclinations, 

to see which it snits him best to make the 

sheet-anchor of his livelihood. If he has 

a desire to see the world, there are many 

ways open to him ; and die reproaches of 

no one for whom he need care inordinately 

stand in his path as obstacles. No matter 

if he comes to grief here and there in his 

"preliminary canters." While he is yonng 

he cannot help being baoyant; and each 

'* cropper" does bat teach him how in 

the fatare to avoid a repetition of sach 

disaster. ■

The paternal authority is good when the 

"pater " himself is a good and wise man. 

But even then prejudices will occasionally 

interfere with the father's wisdom. It is 

altogether distressing to the grown man to 

be told by the stripling, for example, that 

he — ^the stripling — ^has an irresistible in- 

clination to become an artist or an author. 

Probably in nine cases out of ten, at the 

very least, the elder does well to set down 

the heavy foot of his authority upon the 

youngsters hopes in the matter. Still, 

there is the tenth, for whose disappoint- 

ment the success of the nine in other ways 

cannot be said to atone. ■

So with the orphan. It Is hardly quite 

true tibat he is an Ishmael in the world. 

But it is little less than providential that 

he should be led, as he is often, to fancy 

that every one's hand is against him, and 

that, therefore, it behoves him to keep 

himself braced, and ready to act on the 

defensive. Thus forewarned by his imagi- 

nation, he is not to be caught napping like 

the boy used to the paternal shield and 

buckler, but quite unused to the shocks 

and slights which assail the man who 

stands done. ■

I call to mind the career of an orphan 

whom I knew from the beginning of his 

boyhood. He was a dishevelled little 

wretdi when he entered the somewhat 

select preparatory school, which proffered 

about forty of us our initial step up the 

ladder of life. For a year or so he was 

despised of every one. and the butt of in- 

numerable jeers, which would have broken 

the spUt of any one but a Aoroughbred 

orphan. But all the time he was advancing 

upon us by leaps and bounds. Though he 

had no mother to make him neat and 

clean, he had his mother wit. I suppose ■

he had the smallest money aUowanoe of 

any of us. But he had a genius for 

finance ; and so it transpired anon that he 

got half of us into Ids meshes in oor 

various moods of lavish expenditue. 

Havfaiff thus acquired a definite ascendsney, 

he quickly rose above us in other wsyi 

also. He had good abilities; and he did 

not mind exeiSsing them now. Before, 

it would have been as much as his pesea 

of mind and body's comfort would lia?e 

been worth. But, having got us in hii 

toQs, he eould do as he pleased. ■

The boy's success followed him from ttua 

little school to the greater school in which 

he finished his education. He was now a 

masterful fellow, a leader in everytUng, 

with a strong spirit of apparent recUess- 

ness, that gained him the admiration of 

his juniors. He was handsome, too, in a 

fortuitous manner. I mean that he was not 

good-looking, and nothing of a dandy, bat 

owed his attractiveness to the free vigour of 

his ndnd. Tet all the while he kepttke 

bridle upon his Impulses : he had learnt 

enough of the wisdom of the world to know 

that, with BkOful management, it is poedUe 

to please at the same time parties who may 

be said to be In minrtal opposition to each 

other. And so he remained untQ he left 

school, and went to London, to see how he 

and the law could become friends. Bat 

he had not been a student in Oraj'a hm 

more than two yean when word paned 

that he had married a ward in Ohaneeiy. 

It was a clandestine affair, and there wm 

some peril about it. But he had taken 

the measure of the peril beforehand with 

fair exactitude. Now he is a conn^ mag- 

nate of fame, with as sterling a fiitaie 

before him as any man oonld wish for. 

The ward in Chancery — a pretty gbrl, hj 

the way — ^has brought him four stout hm 

as well as an excellent estate of poana% 

shillings, and pence. ■

It may realqr be said that a mother and 

father are to some of us luxuries that tend 

to enervate us, and make us less able to 

carve out our fortune than we woold be 

were we thrown on our own rdouroaa ■

However, not every orphan may hope to 

show extraordinary pludc and self-eonfir 

dence; nor would it, upon the wholes be 

well that those of us who begin life with- 

out certain of the advantages of an orphan 

shocdd, for the sake of the experiment, cat 

ourselves adrift from our progenitors with 

as little apparent reluctance as a fledged 

bird shows when it flies away £rom the 

home nest ■
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Pleasant are the memorieB of our old 

eoimtry fair as it still existed in the early 

Yietorian age. Happy was the omen if 

the morning opened bright and promising, 

for a wet f iJr was a calunity for the whole 

distriot. Bat with sunshine and a smiling 

mom how exhilarating was the scene 1 The 

wide high street was already filled witk 

floeks, and- herds, and a delightful babel of 

souids arose upon the breeze — the con- 

tmnona baaiog of sheep, the barking of dogs, 

and shrill eries of shepherds, the bellowing 

of oxen,uid the hoarse shontsof the drovers. 

All night long strange mysterious sounds 

might have Men heard, the creaking of 

wlmls, the ramble of heavy caravans; 

while a ponderous tread that shook the 

window -frames, might have awakened 

aleepers with notions of an earthquake, 

when some one would whisper, *' 'da tbe 

elephants." There had been diggfaig, too, 

and delving, and the gabble of vcdoes in the 

hours of darkness ; and the morning's light 

disclosed long rows of white booths, which 

made shady alleys of the side walks, while 

beyond rose a conf osed mass of wooden 

strueturea with tall masts, and flattering 

banners, and pictured emblems of the 

wonders of the fair. ■

The fair was an event in those days, and 

formed an era in the lives of quiet country 

peopla House-cleaning must be over and 

done with before fsir-day; and sitting- 

room fires must be given up, and the 

grates adorned with coloured shavings for 

the opening of May fair. Erery country 

cousin or outlying acquaintance was sure 

to turn up at the fair. ■

There was Duke Sparrable who had 

been a dandy once, and squandered all his 

money, but who managed to borrow a nag 

far the fair, and with his whip and top- 

boots, and empty laugh, cut as fine a figure 

as any. There, too^ was cousin Pinkerton, 

the politest man in the world, primed with 

old-fashioned compliments for the ladles, 

but dreaded by boys for his artful 

queatbns about the Latin grammar. And 

gay old beaux, with great starched frills, 

by way of shirt-frontb, and bunches of 

golden seals at their fobs, appeared on this 

occasion only, and laughed, and quafied, and 

attacked the cold beef with a vigour that 

put to rest any suspicion that they might 

be (mly so many ghostly revivals of the 

past ■

What crowds of rosy-gilled, clean- ■

shaven farmers, in low-crowned beavers 

and swallow-tailed coats, whose tax-carts 

filled the roomy inn-yards, and overflowed 

into the open fields beyond 1 And how 

the leather-legged chaps, as Cobbett calls 

them, tramped in, all in new yellow 

leggings^ and the whitest of smock-frocks, 

the latter often adorned with marvels of 

patient needlework 1 ■

This same country fair is still in exy 

istence — ^the sheep are there, and the oxen, 

only not so many of them. Serious-looking 

bearded men in long mackintoshes or 

ulsters, represent the jolly, rosy farmers of 

other daya There are smock-frocks, too ; 

but they are of the cheap slop-shop 

character. The drovers, and dealers, ttie 

shepherds, and the lookers* from the 

marsh, these have not altered much in all 

these yeank And there are shows, too; 

but these are of the order that is small and 

cheap. Everything has dwindled, except 

the merry-go-rounds and swing-boats ; but 

these have taken new form and dev^ope- 

ment from the growth of Ae mechanical 

arts. The wooden > horses of old were 

caricatures of that noble animal, and were 

whirled round by manifest human agency. 

But now we have steam roundabouts, with 

prancing steeds, and practicable manes and 

tails, tlut really do prance as well as go 

round, in a fashion that ought to ensure 

against seasickness the organism that 

can endure it. What do you say to a 

switchback railway with cars that emulate 

the motion of the noble steed, all within 

the narrow round of a travelling showt 

The roundabouts of other days were 

accompanied by no other music than the 

joyous or half - terrified shouts of the 

youngsters; but now we have wonderful 

din and clangour from the centre of each 

pavilion, whore a machine that aspires to 

be a whole brass band in itself fills the air 

with terrible sounds. But we listen in 

vain for the happy hum of the crowd of 

other days, for the shouts of unthinking, 

instinctive gaiety that spread like an in- 

feoti(m« Even the show people admit that 

fairs are not of much good to them nowa* 

days. They don't bring the crowd together, 

and a showman who means to live and 

thrive must seek the people where they axe 

to be found. ■

Far different was it in those other days, 

when, on the broad green that bordered the 

High Street, ■

A fabric huge 

Boie like an exhalation. ■

It was Richardson's, or it might be ■
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Gyngell's theatrOi where everythiog was 

as bright as brass, and varnish, and gilding 

eonld make it The platform fenced in 

with green baise, and every one on the 

look-ont for the parade that heralded each 

performance. Forth came the gay cavaliers, 

in eay donblets and russet boots; the 

black- visaged viUaIn in the slouched hat ; 

tihe angeuc creatures in short skirts and 

spangled bodices; the premiire tra- ■

!;Mienne, in black velvet and pearls. Was 
t '*The Monk and the Murderer/' or 

"The Spectre of the Danube," or other 

blood-curdling drama that was on the 

boudsy it was sure to be short and thrilling, 

with a ghost, a combat^ and a murder, and 

retributive justice dealt all round in quick 

succession. But the show outside was the 

thing, after aU, when all the characters 

twirled and chass^d about the platform, 

and a really excellent band, its members 

attired in gorgeous uniforms of Hussara or 

Beefeaters, as might be, discoursed sweet 

music, and gratis aU. ■

And there is some interest in '* Bichard- 

son's," as being the last representative of 

the theatrical bootb, with its band of strol- 

ling players, which might boast of having 

supplied recruits to the larger stage of the 

great London theatres. Bichardson himself 

used to boast of having trained the great 

Edmund Kean, who played in Bichardson's 

show, at Battersea Fair, in 1806, and 

was, at that time, of the company. And 

the old showman would speak sUghtingly 

of Macready, as ''some wagabone as ain't 

had any reelar eddication/' not having 

taken his degree. Bichardson, indeed, 

was hardly of our time, for he died in 

1836, full of years, and leaving behind him 

a snug fortune. But his booth lived after 

him, and, under the direction of Nelson 

Lee, eontinued the round of the fairs until 

1853, when the whole plant of the concern 

was sold and dispersed. ■

This Nelson Lee was said to be the son 

of an old Peninsular OoloneL But the 

Golonel himself, perhaps, had some show- 

man's blood in him, for the name is one 

familiar to the trestlep, and we have Lee 

and Harper's great theatrical booth at 

Southwark Fair, in 1731. Also at the 

same fadr, in 1734, we have Lee's booth, 

with the "Siege of Troy," the only droll 

of that kind, as the pkyblll recites, " first 

brought to perfection by the late famous 

Mrs. Myims, and can only be performed 

by her daughter, Mrv. Lee." This is 

interestbg, as in Hogarth's well-known 

print of Southwark Fair, it is the '' Siege ■

of Troy " which is being performed at the 

booth by the church, with the ropeda&ceft 

twirling about in the background, while 

in front, the platform comes crashing down 

with the unfortunate performers of "The 

Fall of Bajscetb" And Lee's was also weU- 

known at Bartholomew's Fair, whenHsnrj 

Fielding, the novelist^ ran hb show; and 

when the great patent theatres would doie 

at times, while their chief performers picked 

u^ showers of gold and silver at the 

fair. ■

Well, Bichardson saw the end of Ba^ 

tholomew's Fair, that once great gaUierhg, 

origually brought together by a jeiler 

turned monk, £ahere, the founder and 

head of the Priory of St. Bartholomew. 

That famous and illustrious fair, whoee 

humours were illustrated by the wit snd 

learning of Ben Jonson, and made fsmou 

generations of buffoons, from the medisTil 

jester, with his japes, to the modem down, 

whose wheeees^ inherited mostly from hii 

ancestors, still set the audience in a lou 

at pantomime times. A fair, too, that 

has fostered and rewarded true drsmatie 

genius in its time ; and Bichardson 

saw the real end of It all, and ceased to 

attend it before he died, although the 

fair lingered on in a moribund stats till 

1855, when it was proclaimed for thsUst ■

And now what have we left of drsmatie 

entertainment at our country fair f Yerily 

there is still a bootb, and it may bear the 

honoured name of Bichardflon, as most of 

such shows do that still keep the rosd. 

But it is a very small a£Efdr — a family 

matter; and instead of the band of beef- 

eaters we have a magnified barrel-oigpA, 

with a boy grinding out cradling ehordi 

with a win<m; and the noise collectB a 

small crowd of gaping rustica, who watch 

the motions of the performers as they go 

through the time-honoured dance on m 

platform. ■

Now should we hear the gong— old 

Bichardson was a great performer on that 

instrument — and the ancient formnla, 

which was in use, no doubt, when Shske- 

speare himself was a strolling pbyer, 

•< Walk up 1 walk up I The players 1 the 

players! The only booth in the fiiir. 

Just a-going to begin 1 " ■

And up we go — a thin and intermittent 

trickle of spectators. Admission is two- 

pence, and there is another peimy to psy 

for reserved seats fai front dose to the 

orchestra, which is composed of an o\d 

gentleman with a comet- Jk-pistoo, who ■
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coimdB a note of preparfttioiii bat does not 

pezwrere; and a Toong lady at a minute 

h a rmoni om, who plays the eortain up, and 

then dieappean. The proaeenimn opening 

ia some dght feet 1^ twehre ; but it is big 

enough for the representation of the 

"Grand Speetaeolar Drama of Oinder- 

elfak" ■

There is a flat representing the Idtofaen 

fire, and the saucepans and gridironr, its 

aeeesBOiies^ and OindexeUa enters, who 

haa sUnned on a faded nlster over her 

ahort sbrt; enters the harsh father, in 

feathered hat and doublet, with his cruel 

dan^ter in a well-wom silk dress and 

lace bonnet. The whole a£Eair is transacted 

with a very few words, and Gmderella b 

left lamentfaig ; when enters a policeman, 

who does duty as the fairy godmother; 

and Cinderella skips forth, in her shabby 

old spasffled akirt^ and disappears on tiM 

nrm of tibe policemaiL The next scene is 

-of a staircase^ with a hastily-sketched clock 

on the top^ which is akeady pointing to 

midnight Again the action is rapid; 

fsther and cruel daughter appear in the 

daszUns hall— there ought to haye been 

an umbrelliMtand, but the scenic artist 

had not room for that The prince, in a 

ahabl^ great-coat^ appears; but he won't 

dance with thai girl — oh, no I but as 

Cinderella appears on the arm of her 

policeman, he is ready, but not too eager, 

to dance with her. Then there b some 

business with a shoe, transacted with the 

flame laudable rapidity. Gfaiderella pairs 

off with the prince^ and the cruel sbter 

Alb into the grasp of the policeman. 

Then there b a harlequinade, in which 

the raiaon-d'Atre of the policeman b made 

evident And then, after a quick burst of 

seven minutes and a half, the audience 

escape by a side entrance. ■

It was tame, spiritless, dreary with all 

its raiudiky— thb latterday pcdormanee 

in the theatrical booth; but then the out- 

lodE from the footlights must have been 

equally dreary and depressing to the 

performers. ■

More popular than the booth, and domg 

better busmess, are the shooting-galleries, 

espedally those which give a shot at 

bottles susoended high in the air. And 

knock-'em-downs are always in vogue; and 

the cocoa-nut — "all milky ones guaran- 

teed"— b a perennial favonrita Among 

novdtiee, introduced from France within 

the last decade or so, b the board stuck 

sU over with knives, at which competitors 

osst ring9 of wood or iron, and can claim ■

the knife if they succeed in putting the 

riuff over it Then there b a travelling 

Ibheries Exhibition with modeb and 

mechanical figures. A conjuring tent^ 

described as ue "home of mystwy and 

magic," gains a certain amount of patron- 

age. The performing dogs and monkeys 

have their adherents. But a thing to be 

noticed b the hicreasing popularity of the 

charlatan, who at one time seemed to be 

tending to extinction, but is now more in 

evidence than ever, with pflb and potions, 

and gratuitous tooth -drawbg for the ■

Nor b the small travelling circus alto- 

gether extinct, although the great^ highly- 

organised establishments wUch traverse 

the country at intervab, and which pursue 

their own- routes without regard tocountiy 

fairs, have almost extingubhed their 

smaller rivab« ** There b only room for 

one big tent in England," says an authority 

on the subject; and the smaller travelling 

shows have to be content with the mere 

crumbs of the entertainment ■

At the old eountry fair, alongside the 

great theatrical booth, there was pretty 

surely to be found a wfld-beast show of 

some pretension. Wombwell's was then a 

name to conjure by, and hb travelling 

menagerbs made a fair of themselves 

wherever thev stopped, and were de- 

servedly popular among all classes. But 

there were mighty masters of wild beasts 

before WombwelL ■

Ballard's menagerie held the ground 

in the early days of the century. In 

1810 Ballard's caravans were on their 

way to Bartholomew Fair from the 

West, when, in Piccadilly, a horse took 

fright, a caravan was overturned, and two 

monkeys and a leopard made their escape. 

What became of the monkeys b not re- 

corded, but the leopard caused a con- 

siderable scare in the neighbourhood, and 

was only recaptured after a long chase, 

after frightening the passengers by early 

coachesi and tmifying bebted roysterers 

into sudden sobriety, but doing no further 

damage. ■

Of Mllard's, too, was the famous lioness 

which attacked the Exeter Mail in 1817. 

Ballard's caravans were on theb way to 

Salbbury Fair, when the lioness escaped 

and came upon the coach, which had just 

changed horses at the inn called the 

" Wmtertlow Hut," seven miles from Salis- 

bury. The lioness sprang upon the leader 

and fastened her daws in its neck and 

shouldenk The paseengers evacuated the ■
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coach in horror and diflmay; bat the 

coachman stack to his box, the gaard to 

his mails, and a mastiff, belonging to the 

inn, boldly attacked the hoge iMast, which, 

taming apon the dog, killed him with a 

blow of the paw. Then she made off into 

the fields, porsaed, at a respectfol distance^ 

by a posse of grooms and stable-boys, 

headed by the mail-gaard in his tarnished 

red coat with Us formidable blonderbosa 

The Uoness took refage ander a granaary, 

and her growls coald be heard half a mile 

off; bat the hitrepid guard was aboat to 

fire upon her, when Ballard and the keepws 

appeared npon the scene and sacceeded in 

paeiifying the animal and leading it back 

toitscaga ■

As for Wombwell — ^who Is said to have 

began life as a cobbler, in Monmonth Street, 

St Giles's — his show first came into noto- 

riety firom a sensational, bat erael, affisur 

at Warwick, in 1825, where he pat ap 

Nero and Wallace, two of his lions, to be 

baited by dogs : a sport that proved fatal 

to most of the dogs« Bat a terrible inci- 

dent in the history of the show was the 

fate of Helen BUght, the Lion Qaeen, 

worried to death by her performing 

animals in the sight ot hondreds of 

spectators. ■

More fortunate was another lion-qaeen, 

Miss Chapman, who married Mr. George 

Sanger, and whom many will remember as 

representing Britannia with a noble lion 

couchant at her feet, in a gorgeoas open 

car, at Sanger's triamphant entries into 

country towns. Many years have elapsed 

since the writer saw Sanger's great pro- 

cession passing down Gabriel's Hill, in 

Maidstone. The hill was steep, the roads 

were bad, there is, or was, a short turn at 

the bottom. Britannia's car gave a fearful 

lurch; but it was admirable to see the 

digni^ and self-possession with which the 

lady and the lion readjusted their re- 

spectiye positions and resumed their stately 

pose. ■

Famous, too, was Crockett, origi- 

naUy .Sanger's lion-king, who went to 

America with Howe and Gushing, and died, 

before all the spectators, in the ring at 

Chicago ; but of heart disease, and not by 

the lion's paw. ■

But the most picturesque figure of all 

was Makomo, a splendid Amcan, with 

great golden rings in ears and nose, whose 

performance with Mander's lions and 

tigers were the admiration of all beholders. 

Mak6mo died quietly in his bed In 1870 ; 

I but his successor, Macarthy, was killed at ■

Bolton while going through his pertem- ■

Thus It will be seen tbat there is a con- 

siderable spice of danger and adventure in 

the life of a travelling showman In the 

wild-beast line. Yet these collections are 

likely to continue to exist and flouiish. 

Zoological gardens have never succeeded 

well in the provinces, and the travelling 

show has the advantage of novelty and A 

exhibiting by nUit, when the animab ace 

fully aw&e and at their liveliest. And 

there is nothing to equid the sensatiop of 

the lion's roar on the village green, whore 

the arrival of tiie yellow vans, the ele- { 

phants, and camels, sets all the neighbour- 

hood agog, liberates the schoolboys from 

their tasks, and gives the hard-working 

hind an evening's delight. ■

As good as ever is Sanger's Cunoos eot 

lection, which now spen<Si the winter at 

the Agricultural Hall, and seemed the 

other day in the very finest conditioni not- 

withstanding the hard winter. It would 

not be easy to matdi the elephants far 

general sagacity and knowledge of what u 

goin^ CD, especially bi the cake said 

biscuit market. ■

There are no fairs nowadays b^ 

enough to take such a menagwie 

out *of its accustomed route. Its amval 

causes everywhere a f^te to spring np^ 

and numbers of side shows and minor 

exhibitions keep alongside of it to share in 

the traffic it causesi ■

Indeed, it strikes one that although tlie 

fair, as a popular festival, has dedmed in 

importance^ yet the number of shows and 

showmen has, of late^ increased, while the 

bands of travelling artistes who strive to 

amuse the crowds of our great cities^ show 

no signs of diminutioa 

. In a different category are the shows 

which rely upon the attractions of human 

specimens of a more or less monatroiiB 

character. Giants will always be m 

favour. Dwarfs^ if sufficiently dwufish, 

will have crowds of adnurers to the end 

of the chapter. Ladies, like the cele- 

brated Miss Biffen, the heroine of Btn- 

tholomew's^ who, bom without arms, drew 

people's portraits with her toes, will always 

attract attention. ■

And even now, as the chainiB of winter 

are loosened, the army of travelling show- 

men is preparing for its summer eampeigD. 

Great and small, they will soon be all 

npon the wing, as races, furs, and laeiry- 

makings of all kinds attract them hither 

and thither. ■
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CITY OF LONDON. ■

JTOURTH (AND LAST) PAKT. 

THB PLATE OF THB LITERT GOMPAKIES. ■

In Puritan timei, what Uttle plate 

was maniifaotiired was of a very plain 

character, as if typical of the period. 

The same design as that which i^ 

pears in the cape made prior to the 

Oiril War was retained, that is, the 

high cap with a baluster st^m ; bnt the 

bowl and the stem were stripped of all 

enrichments. The bowl has in some cases 

the arms of the Company engraved theieon ; 

bat generally a wide frosted band covers 

the greater part, leaving jost a rim of 

plain metal at the Unp and bottom. The 

Master <rf the MinVs Onp, dated 1650, 

belonging to the Goldsmiths, is perhaps 

somewhat more ornamental. The Mercen 

have three loving • cape, 1653, which 

are qoite plain and very large. Tbe 

Skinners have one, 1650. The Barbers 

have foar, all the gift at various times of 

Edward Arris, Master in 1651. The bowl 

in some of these cups is not so sqaare- 

shaped as in the preceding period; it 

tapers more towards the bottom, and 

freqoently has a projecting lip. The Fish- 

mongers have a very good loving- cap of 

this shape, thongh rraier later in date, 

1664; the form, however, seems to have 

been revived at diiFerent periods, for the 

Merchant- Taylors have some caps of this 

sh^Be, one of which, the Brett Cap, dates 

from 1680. It is as laa^ as those be- 

longing to the Mercers, and has a cover 

sormoanted by a knob, whereas all the 

eapa jost mentfoned have no covers. This 

cover is possibly <rf later date. The Iron- 

mon^iers, in the Hampliry Gap, 1710, have 

a still later reproduction of this class of 

eap, althoagh thfa may possibly be an 

older one, which was presented to the 

Company in that year. There is macb to 

admire in tlieir simplicity; the shape is 

generally good, and we balaster stems of 

good oatlhie, with a wide-spreading foot; 

they are nearly always silver -gilt, and 

generally of large dse. There is an ex- ■

ation to these last two roles in a cap 

raging to the Barbers, dated 1653. It 

is smdl m siae, very plain, with a baloster 

stem, and a phin bell-shaped cover, sar- 

moonted by a figore of Britannia. The 

Haberdashers have also a small cap of this ■

class, known as the Stone Gap, 1660, bat 

it is silverugtlt, and has no cover. ■

With the Bestoration this plain type of 

cap was saperseded by a more enriched 

variety. The shape was retained, bat the 

bowl and stem were enriched with foliage in 

rdief, as was also the cover, which again 

came^ into fashion. The model of these 

caps is the Hanbary Gap, belonging to the 

Goldsmiths, dated 1608, which has already 

been referred toi The Sanders Gap, 1666, 

belonging to the Grocers ; the Fisher Cop, 

1661, bdonging to the Saddlers; and the 

Waldo Gap, 1661, belonging to the Cloth- 

workers ; are all on the same style as the 

Hanbary Cop. The cover in each case is 

sarmoanted by an animal, generally re- 

presenting the crest of the Company. 

While they do not compare hi shape and 

design with those of the beginning of the 

reign of James the First, these caps are ' 

saperior, at least, so far ^ design is con- 

cerned, to those that follow. ■

Of these, the principal in interest is the 

one presented by Charles the Second, in 

1676, to the Barbers' Company. It is 

known as the Boyal Oak Cap. The stem 

is a nataral representation of the trank of 

a tree ; and the bowl, cover, and foot are 

covered with a mass of osJc leaves very 

natarally rendered. From the bowl de- 

pend foar large acoma The effect is 

rich, bat in bad taste ; and there is great 

want of repose. In this particalar the 

design compares very onfavoarably with 

the Henry the Eighth Gap belonging to 

the same Company, where the ornament is 

properly sabordinated. i ■

The Glothworkers possess, in the Pepys 

Gap, 1677, the largest lovinscap to be 

foand in the collections of the Livery Com- 

panies. It cannot be denied that it is a 

very handsome cap ; bat it owes a great 

deal of its beaaty to the fact that it is 

parcel gilt. The bowl, of silver-gilt, is 

enclosed in a easing of elaborately-chased 

and pierced flower and scroll-work, which 

is of plain silver. The gilt of the bowl is, 

therefore, seen throagh the pierced work. 

The cover and stem are very elaborately 

decorated ; in fact, there is too mnch deco- 

ration, for the cap, which is a maeh better 

shape than the Boyal Oak Gap, woald be 

more satisfactory if not so overloaded with 

ornament. It stands twenty-threb mches 

high. It was presented to the Company 

by Samael Pepys, who was Master in 

1677. ■

Another cap, of the same period, belongs 

also to the Glothworkers. The Bawlinson ■
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Gap is more allied in shape to the Waldo 

Gap^ bat is more extraTaeantly orna- 

mented. The Vintners' Baidinson Gap, 

which is nearly as lai^e as the Pepys Gap, 

is ten years later, and is in better taste. 

In all these caps the ezecation is very 

good; it is only to the design that any 

objection can be taken. ■

A. carioos cap, of a slightly earlier 

period, is the Caudle, or Posset Gup, dated 

1654, belonging to the Glothworkers. It 

is pear-sha^, very plain in design, with 

two «olid ring handles. The posset, which 

was made of milk cordled with wine, 

and other ingredients, was pat into the 

oap^ The curd floated on to^the top, and, 

being in the narrower part, or neck of the 

cap, was easily remoyed. ■

Another cariosity of the reign of Gharles 

the Second, is to be seen at Yintners' 

HaU in the Milkmaid Cap. It is small, 

being only seven inches hi^ and takes the 

form of a milkmaid holding over her head 

a small pannikin; the body, being in- 

verted, forms a cap, and the pannikin, at 

the same time torning on its axis, forms 

a smaller one beneath it, both of which 

are then filled wiA wine : the idea being 

that the larger cap most be emptied first, 

without spiUing the contents of the smaller 

one. ■

This is the only cap of this kind in the 

City, although there are several to be 

found in pnvate collections, and two or 

three may be seen in the shop window 

of a well-known sQversmith in Begent 

Street They have no hall-mark, and may, 

possibly, be of French origin. Hie right 

word to describe them is, qaaint. Artis- 

tically, they must be classed along with the 

Cokayne cups and leopard snuflf-bozes of 

the Skinners' Company. ■

A very beautiful cup, of unusual design, 

is the Sich Cup, 1681, belonging to the 

Saddlers' Company. It is porringer-shape, 

of plain silver, with two lumdles and a fiat 

cover. The lower part of the bowl is 

covered with acanthus leaves. In style it 

is very much allied to the tankards de- 

seribed below, especially the Irish tankard 

belonging to the Merchant Taylors, which 

is of the same date. ■

Thomas Waldo, the donor of a cop 

already referred to, also presented the 

Glothworkers' Company with a drum-salt, 

ornamented with the same style of re- 

pousse work as the cup. This style of 

repous&4 is of Flemish origin, and differs 

from the Italian style so frequently used 

by Cellini and his followers, in that the ■

metal is not beaten out into such distinct 

forms, but is formed into scroUi and 

shields, which grow one out of the othtr. 

This is possibly the latest of the dnim. 

salts, if the pedestal salt-cellar, known m 

the Bushout Salt^ belonging to the Fiah- 

mongers' Company, be excepted. ■

A di£Eerent form h now given to tbeie 

curious articles of domestic plata Thej 

are made very much larger, of plam iUtst- 

gilt, without any. ornamentation, un 

moulding; Standing on a large bMe, the 

pedestal diminiihes to the centre, and than 

spreads out again to the same liie u the 

base, to form a plateau for the salt At 

the angles are horns, or volute gosrdi, to 

carry the table-napkin which covered the 

salt The earliest, dating from shoot 

1670, belongs to the Glothworkers, ivho 

possess four, all of which are aqnsre in 

shape. The Skinners have one^ uown ai 

the Masters' Salt^ which dates from 1676, 

and is octagonal. The Mercers have thiae, 

dated ten years later, of ti&e same shape ai 

the last. They all stand about six faichei 

high, and are about the aame diameter. 

The finest salt-cellar of this kind bdosp 

to the Qoldsmiths; in this the volute 

guards take the form of birds with iheii 

wings spread, which give it a verv haad- 

some appearance. This ia probably the 

latest of these famous articles of pli^ m 

they were not made after this centuj, 

except as replicas. ■

Salvers, or rose-water dishes, do not ap- 

pear to have been common during the 

Commonwealth; possibly the refinemeati 

of rinsing the fingers with roee-water wu 

looked upon by the Puritans sa a 

frivolous practice, although they do not 

appear to have objected to the cap that 

cheers. ■

It is a common practice to speak tn- 

discriminately of rose-water dishes and 

salvers. There is, of course, a distinct 

difierence: the rose-water dish can wj 

seldom be used as a salver oir server for 

standing such things Ils glasses on. , The 

bottom frequendy has a loiob, and, ezeept 

in the veiy plain ones, is always of hollow 

— as opposed to fiat-— section, and ona 

mentedwith high relief. There arevexy 

few salvers, properly so called — in &ct, 

with one exception, there are none— be- 

longing to the Livery Companies which 

date before the present oentnry. Th» 

Skinners' Company has a pair of silver 

patens, dated 1684, which were probaUy 

uaed for the same purpose aa salvera ■

There are two hammered rose-watsr ■
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diaheii, dated 1663, beloDgiog to the 

Baiben. The Alington salver, dated 1676, 

belongs to the Fishmoogers' Oompany. It 

is quite phdn, save only for the arms and 

inscription engraved on it The Pepys 

and Williamson salvers, 1677, belonging 

to the Glothworken' Company, which are 

contemporary with the cups of the same 

donors, are both very ornate, with very 

high relief of flowers and scroll-work. 

The Merchant Taylors have a rose-water 

dish, 1684, which is perfecUv plain; so 

that so far as those of this period are eon- 

oemed, no psffticolar style seems to have 

obtained. The plain ones are generally 

silver -gilt, and the more ornate plain 

silver* ■

Late in the eentnry the Goldsmiths 

became^ possessed of a very handsome one 

of silver-gilt. Up to this period aU the 

aalven hi^ been made with straight rims ; 

bat this one is scalloped out with bold 

seroUs, separated by masks and shells. It 

ia also the first salver that has feet, and is 

the exception above referred to, when 

mention is made of the use of the word 

ealver* The copy at South Kensington is 

described as beiongiiig to the seventeenth 

eentory; it must be very late in the 

century. It is known at Qoldsmiths' Hall 

as the Queen Anne Plateau. ■

Towvds the end of this century rose- 

water ewers begin to appear. The 

Merchant Taylors and Saddlers have one 

each of plain silver of the same date, 1684. 

They are shaped like very deep cups, with 

a fluted bowl and a short stem; the handle 

is rather plain, and stands higher than 

the bowl, and the lip, or spout, is very 

smaD. ■

The end of the century, also, for the 

first time bringn into faBhion the large 

puneh-bowli^ inhich are known as Mon- 

teithft They were so called after a gentle- 

man of fashion, who wore his coats much 

scalloped at the bottom, in fancied re- 

semUaace of the rims of these punch- 

bowIsL The following couplet is found in 

a contemporary cookery-book : ■

Kew thiDgi produce aaw wordi, and lo Montttth 

Hfts Iqr one yanel, MTsd bimMl from death. ■

The earliest of these Monteiths are the 

two di^ed 1676, which belong to the 

Skinners' Company ; they are much plainer 

than the later ones, being simply divided 

into parts by a small moulding; the rims 

have simple indentations, whi6h in later 

examples become much more pronounced. 

These indentations are presumed to have ■

held the glasses which were hung around 

the bowl with their stems outward, for the 

purpose of being carried into the room, for 

no drinker of punch would allow it to be 

concocted outside. The bowls are about a 

foot in diameter, and have ring drop 

handles depending from lions' heada ■

The Vintners have tbree Monteiths of 

plain sOver, dated from 1698 to 1702. These 

have gadroon or fluted work on the bowls, 

and the rims are very elaborately escalloped. 

The Fishmongers and the Merchant 

Ta^brs, the Haberdashers and the Mercers 

have some of a very similar kind. In fact, 

with the exception of the two belonging 

to the Skinners, there is a Rreat famQ^ 

likeness in all these punch-bowls, the 

difierence beinff only in use. One of the 

Merchant Taylots' is, however, of silver- 

gilt, which is very uncommon. They were 

all manufactured about the end of die 

seventeenth or the beginning of the 

eighteenth centuries. it is stated in 

Grippe's book that the cficalloped rim, 

holding the glasses, was removed while the 

punch was Ming made. In case of those 

belonging to the Livery Companies this 

was not so, and none of the rima can 

possibly have been removable. There is 

a copy in the South Kensington Museum 

of one belongbg to Dublin University, 

which has a moveable rim. This Mon- 

teith is, however, much smaller and 

deeper in the bowl than any of those re- 

ferred to. These punch-bowls are perhaps 

the most characteristic pieces of Queen 

Anne plate. ■

A punch-bowl of a somewhat different 

character belongs to the Barbera It is an 

oval bowl in shape, much like a shallow 

soup-tureen, ornamented with strapwork. 

The handles are formed by female figures ; 

its date, 1730, is kter than that of the 

Monteiths. ■

The same Companv also possesses two 

Queen Anne punch-ladles ; they are of the 

usual shape; but the bottom of one is 

formed with a medal, and of the other widi ■

'or the first time tankards appear 

amongst silver plate towards the end of 

the seventeenth century. The Saddlers 

possess a very fine one^ dated 1676, which 

is ornamented with acanthus leaves, and 

the Merchant Taylors have one not less 

beautiful. This u known as the Irish 

Tankard. It was made in 1680 by the 

Dublin Guild of Merchant Taylors, and 

passed into the hands of its present owners 

when they amalgamated. ■
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The Skinnen have a pair of silver 

tankards, the bowk of which are not 

circular, bat are formed into several straight 

snrfaces with covers, dated 1679, "the gift 

of Sir Richard Ohiverton, Knight and Alder- 

man." The majority of tankards were, of 

course, made of pewter. ■

Rather more namerons than the tank- 

ards are the flagons, which are of much the 

same date, and mi^ht be described as en- 

larged tankards, standing more than a foot 

high, whereas the largest tankards are 

only abont six inches in height The 

Skmners possess one of the earliest It 

19 described as a silver flagon, 1659, and 

.cover, 1678: *<The gift of William 

Bossell, Esq , free of the Worshipful Com- 

pany of Skinners, April 16th, 1679." 

Another one belonging to the same 

Company, is dated 1684. The Mercers 

have two dating from 1718, and the Fish- 

mongers one of the same date. All of 

these flagons have wide-spreading bases; 

in each case the body is perfectly pldn, 

except for the arms and inscriptions en- 

graved on it. The lid and handle are very 

plain and solid. In fact^ simplicity and 

solidity are the striking characteristics of 

these articles of plate. ■

The Ironmongers possess a large pewter 

flagon of the same shape, which was dis- 

covered in a shop-window a few years since 

by a Liveryman of another Company, 

learned in snch matters, who, finding the 

Ironmongers' arms on the base, presented it 

to its original possessors. The same Com- 

pany has the Palmer Flagon, 1724, in its 

possession; this differs in shape and size 

from any of the foregoing, and is more 

akin to the tankard. Its design, a 

favoorite one for reproduction in the 

present day, consists of a rather squat 

plain body of large diameter, about seven 

inches, with plain rounded lid, mounted on 

feet The handle is plain and massive, 

and the thumb-piece for lifting the lid is 

in the shape of a lion pouchant It is a very 

solid-looking piece of plate; the design is 

sometimes described as Scandinavian. ■

Another article of plate^ which became 

of general use, was the candlestick, or the 

combination of two or three holders known 

as the candelabrum. The earliest silver 

candlesticks date from 1670. The design 

is generally a stem of large flutes bound 

together at intervals by bands, and having 

a wide-spreading toot and a smaller- 

spreading cap for the holder. Thu cap 

was not, however, as in later candlesticks, 

a copy of an architectural cap. Of course, ■

candlesticks were in- use long before this 

period; but they do not appear to have 

been made in silver except for ecclesiastical 

purposes. Of the few to be found in the 

possession of the Livery Companies, none 

are of earlier date than the beginning of 

the eighteenth century. ■

The Merchant Taylors and Fishmongers 

possess some candelabra which are alike in 

design. The stem is a curiously-fluted 

Tuscan column, of rather solid proportions; 

the branches are plain scrolls, with holders 

at the end. There is a want of harmonj 

in design, between the column — which is 

so massive, and the branches — which are 

so light. The column looks as if it were 

intended to carry something heavy, and 

not to have merely three serpentine scrolls 

growing out of the cap. ■

This sense of incongruity is still more 

marked in the candlesticks which sac- 

ceeded the Qaeen Anne period. These axe 

miniature copies of Corinthian column^ 

correct in every detail, and are an illoa- 

tration of how very uni^tisfactory it u 

to copy slavishly architectural details^ in 

miniature, in articles intended for domestic 

use. The idea of ^ wax candle growinj; 

out of the top of a Corinthian column is 

quite as absurd as would be a reproduction 

— ^let us say-~-of the Madeleine for a 

mustard-pot Just at the end of the 

Queen Anne period, in 1714, some csnde- 

labra were made which belong to tiie 

Haberdashers' Company. In these the 

design is in every way appropriate. The 

centre stem is not too massive, and is not a 

reproduction of pure architectural forms ; 

but looks like a candlestick. The branches 

are in keeping, and are most happily united 

to the stem. A copy of one of these very 

fine candelabra is in the South Kensington 

Museum. ■

The Skinners have a curious silver 

snuffer-stand an4 snuffers of the jear 1705, 

in design rather like a short c^dlestick, 

into the bowl of which the snuffers, slide. ■

The Fishmongers have a silver chan- 

delier, dated 1751, very florid in design. 

The centre is formed of tritons and shell- 

work, which would be very much better if 

not quite so heavy ; but the period at whidi 

it was made was not remarkable tot good 

work. The Goldsmiths are reported to pos- 

sess a gold chandelier. It was not, howevsi^ 

on view with the rest of their plate, nor is 

any mention made of it in the bibUoffn^bf 

of plate, so that nothing can be saidss to 

its date. ■

The cups of the eighteenth century sie ■
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not very namaroiu, and are ffonerally of 

two Undfl — nm-ahaped, and what may be 

tanned wine-cooler shaped* Both kinds 

have two handles. Of the two the first is 

decidedly the more gracefiiL The silyer- 

gilt Boberts Gap, 1741, exhibited at the 

Gaelph Exhibition — ^In the oatalogae it is 

erroneously called a gold cap — which 

belongs to the Merchant Taylors' Company, 

Is a Yeiy good specimen. The lower hidf 

of the bowl, which is the shape of a Oreek 

vasei is covered with small flatea; the 

apper half is plain bat for the inscription. 

Oniere is a band of enrichment ronnd the 

centre. The cover is a high one, sar- 

moonted by the crest of t^ Company. 

The handles are plain and simple, and 

bent in graoefal carves. Slightly earlier 

than this is a cap of the other shape, 

dated 1739. It belongs to the Goldsmiths, 

and is the work of one of the most f amoas 

goldsmiths, Paal Lamerie, who, although 

a Frenchman, seems to have settled in 

England. The Qoldsmiths possess a ewer 

made by him in 1741. The vase of this is 

helmet-shaped. On the lower part of it is 

a winged mermaid with two tails, accom- 

ranied by two boy tritons blowing conches, 

llie foot is ornamented with marine 

flowera and the Company's badge, the 

leopud's head. The handle, which is 

very large, has a very bold half-length 

figioe of a sea god, terminating in folii^e. 

The hdmei-ahape is of earlier date, for the 

Fishmongers have one ewer of tUs kind, 

dated 1717, which is very much plainer ; 

and another, dated 1758, which is pre- 

amnaUy acopy of the earlier one. In the 

Iiameiie Cap of the Qoldsmiths, mentioned 

above, the bowl, which is very large hi 

prop(»tton, is ornamented in the same way 

as the ewer above described. The handles 

are formed of half-length female figures, 

termmating fai scroU-work. The cover is 

ahoulder-alupe, and also ornamented. This 

form of cup was much in vogue towards 

the latter ludf of the century, for the Fish- 

mongers have one, dated 1747, known as 

the Tyrone Cap. It iAiot so extravagantly 

decorated as the Lamerie Cap, and the 

handlea are not worked into figures. The 

Goldsmiths possess two of these cups, 

dated 1793, and many of the modem cops 

beloDging to the Livery Companies have 

been made in this style. A very graceful 

emr of late date, 1784, belongs to the 

Ironmongers. It is almost helmet-shaped, 

bat ii much more slender than the ewers 

already mentioned. The lower part of the 

vaie is fluted, the upper portion qoite ■

plain. The handle^ which forms a very 

graceful curve, rises as high as the lips, 

and then divides into two serpents, the 

heads of which join on to the back rim of 

the vase. In style this ewer is very like the 

Boberts Cup of the Merchant Taylors, and 

is certainly one of the most beautiful pieces 

of plate of late date. ■

The rose-water dishes of this century are 

mostly of a very ornamental character. 

Beference has already been made to the 

Goldsmiths' Queen Anne Plateau, which is 

a genuine salver. The Fishmongers have 

two oval dishes of rather small size^ with 

scroll and flower-work in ver^ high relief. 

The ornament of this period is very florid, 

a characterisfio which was imported from 

France. A. good specimen of this class of 

dish is seen in the circular silver-gilt one, 

dated 1737, which was presented to the 

Skinners' Company by Thomas Moore, Esq., 

Master, 1819-20, m commemoration of the 

Coronation of George the Fourth, at which 

he represented this Company as one of the 

Twelve Citizens of London, assutant the 

Chief Butler of England. ■

A rose-water duh of some historical 

interest is that known as the Ambassador's 

salver, which was presented by Sir Paul 

Pindar — whose interesting old house in 

Bishopsgate has just been pulled down — to 

Salisbury, Prime Warden of the Fish- 

mongers' Company in 1765. This dish 

reverts to the old, plain style, without 

ornament except inscription. It is very 

deep, and the fact that a punch-ladle was 

presented with it, suggests that it may pos- 

sibly have been used as a punch-bowL ■

In this century urns and eoffSae-pots of 

silver begin to appear. The Saltern have 

a cofiee-pof', dated 1764, which is of a 

familiar type: the body ahnost pear- 

shaped but swelling very much at the 

bottom, and mounted on feet. The whole 

is very profusely decorated with flutinss 

and scroU-work. It is almost the oniy 

piece of plate met with in the City where 

the flutings are spiral ■

The Bitf bers' Company has an urn which 

is a larger edition of the same shape as the 

cofiee-pot just described. It is very ugly 

and coarse in design, the enrichment con- 

sitting only of a wreath of familiar laurel- 

leaf pattern. A very much better urn of 

the early part* of the present century 

bebngs to the Clothworkers. This is a 

genuine specimen of the familiar urn shape, 

with the lower part of the vase fluted. ■

The Barbers' Company have beautiful 

teaspoons, dated 1 730. The florid pattern ■
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seeniB more suitable in this case than in 

articles of a much lai^er scale, where there 

is always a great want of reposa ■

Another table ornament appearing for 

the first time, is the ^pergne which was 

the gift of tiie Commissioners for the 

Bednction of the National Debt to the 

Mercers' Company, in return for the use 

of their hall, 1794. This is executed in 

the pseudo-dassical style so familiar to aU 

through the work of Chippendale and 

Sheraton. The long, attenuated supports 

and thin festoons are reproduced in mveit 

just as they would have been in wood; 

or, in {plaster, by the brothers Adam. 

This sudden conversion from the florid 

patterns of the early Qeorgian period to 

the classical seyerity of the latter part of 

the century, is said to have been due to 

the discovery and excavations which took 

place at Pompeii about the middle of the 

century. ■

Amongst the miscellaneous articles of 

plate are the staff-heads, which nearly all 

the Companies possess. They are all very 

much alike, being a solid silver represen- 

tation of ike arms with the supporters. 

The earliest ones in the possession of the 

Mercers' Company date from the reign of 

Charles the Second. ■

Of the same class are the badges, which 

were worn by the Barge Masters of the 

different Companies. Those which are 

principally remarkable for their large sixe 

and weight, are generally oval plates of 

solid silver, with the Company's arms 

modelled in relief. Of much smaller ske, 

of finer design, and generally of gold, are 

the badges worn by the Masters and 

Wardens of the Companies. They are 

mostly of modem manufacturCi and not 

remarkable for beauty of design, thoush 

there are some wmch are beautifufly 

enamelled. ■

Most of the Companies — especially the 

Ooldsmiths — ^possess a great deal of service 

plate, such as sauce-lx>ats, mustard-pots, 

pepper-castors, spoons, forks, and so forth. 

Some of this is very beautiful, but mostly 

of a type well known to everybody, and of 

which reproductions are frequandy made 

in the present day, when the erase for tall 

pepper-castors has been raging for some 

time. ■

Of purely modem plate there is, of 

course, a large quantity to be found ; but 

such of it as is not a reproduction of old 

work is very ugly in design, and — especially 

as regards that manufactured about fifty 

years ago — remarkable for mere vulgar ■

weight of metal, or, as a &cetiioas batter 

put it, for the time it takes to ebin. The 

(Goldsmiths have three candeUlnra oi thii 

description, dach weighing two thoiuaBd 

ounces. ■

The Skinners have reproduced, 1671, 

the famous Norwich rose-water dish, sad 

also the Briot dish from the dooy 

Museum at Paris. The Clothworksrs have 

an enormous salver of modem design; aad 

many Companies have modem caps lAMi 

are reproductions of old ones^ the moit 

famous of which — ^the Jubilee Gap pre^ 

sented to the Ooldsmiths, by Major Lam- 

bert — ^has been referred ta ■

Itis trusted that this account, necesaaiOy 

short and probably incomplete, hss not 

been without interest. To those who msj 

wish to see for themselves the dUfen&t 

varieties of plate above described, the col- 

lection of copies in the South Eensingtoii 

Museum will be most usefuL ■

ELIZABETHAN DINNERS. ■

There was a good deal of feasting and 

mer^-making in merry England in'* the 

spacious times of great Elizabeth"— a 

quotation the reader will have met with 

before, but, never mind, it is appodto 

enough here. Cor splendid Queen— who^ 

as she sMd of herself, had a man's sod is 

a woman's body — ^was Boyal in most of 

her ways, and her dinners were alwifi 

ordered on a right Boyal scala Bat she 

was a trae Tudor, and, like her father and 

grandhther, was always happiest when she 

was dining out. ■

I propose to glance at some of her moat 

notable achievements in this direetaon, 

which will be viewing the great Queen in 

a somewhat novel character. Wdl, for 

my part, I should have liked well to have 

attended as a guest tiie historical dinner 

on board the <' Golden Hind," when Ab 

honoured with her presence brave FianeiB 

Drake, just home from the ofareanmaii 

gation of the world. He gave her, we 

may be sure, a capital dinner, bruhtsned 

by a sailor's yams of the strange IsleB he 

had visited, the wonderful people he had 

seen, and the dangers over whidh he and 

his gallant fellows had triumphed— and 

she, in return, gave him the dignity of 

knighthood, *' Bise up, Sir Frauds Drake 1 " 

l6 would also have been interesting, to saj 

the least, to have accompanied her on her 

way to Tilbury, when the dark shadow of 

Spanish invasion was hovering near the ■
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smiliog dioiei of aoathem Englandt and to 

have dined with her at Sir Nicholas 

niiifieville% on roast goose and Burgundy 

— a good meat and a good wina The 

goose was always a fayoarite dish at the 

Qaeen's table, and was well relished by 

most of her sabjeeta ■

Does the reader remember her visit to 

Sir Jolios OsBiar's house, at Mitcham, in 

fulfilment of a promise which had been 

five times made and fonr times broken! 

««Oa Tuesday," he writes, in 1698, "she 

▼idted my house at Hitcham, and supped 

and lodged there, and dined the next day. 

I presented her with a gown of doth of 

silver, richly embroidercMl ; a black net- 

work mantle, with pure gold; a taffeta 

hat, white, with several flowers, and a 

jewel of gold set therein with rubies and 

diamonds. Her Majesty removed from my 

honee after dinner to Nonsuch, witb ex- 

ceeding good eontentment; which enter- 

tainment of her Majesty, with the charges 

of five former disappointments, amounted 

to J&700 sterling, besides mine own pro- 

visions, and whatever was sent unto me by 

my friends.** Seven hundred pounds 

sterling then was equivalent to about 

five thousand nowadays. ■

Elisabeth, in her declining years, was a 

regular visitor at Nonsuch, ** which of all 

other places she liked best." She had pur- 

ohased it from Lord Lumley, who had 

often entertained her there ; and he had 

purchased it from the Lord of Arundel, 

who also had experienced the honour — 

and cost — of Her Majesty's frequent visits. ■

It is curious to read of the devices and 

pastimes which her loyal subjects "got 

up" for their beloved Queen's amusement 

Theee must have cost much more than 

"the banquets," however costly. One of 

the most Aovel — and least expensive — was 

the idea of that famous horticulturist, Sir 

Frauds Oarew, of Beddington, who grew 

such ** excellent good asparagus," that Loid 

Dorset sen t to beg a dish of it, and who, also, 

raised the first orange-trees seen in Eoj^land 

— from seed given to^ him, it is said, by 

Sfar Walter Baleigh. His myrtles were 

also noted^ To divert Her Majesty's Qrace, 

he led her, after dinner — ^it was on August 

the fifteenth, 1599, that this occurred— to a 

cherry-tree, ** whoee fruit he had of purpose 

kept back from ripening at the least one 

month after all cherries had taken their 

farewell of England. This secret he per- 

formed," saya Sfr Hugh Piatt, '' by strain- 

bg a tent^ or cover of canvas, over the 

whole tree, and wetting the same now and ■

then with a scoop, or hose, as the heat of 

the weather required; and so, by with- 

holding the sunbeams from reflecting upon 

the bories, they grew both great and 

were veiv long bdore they had gotten 

their perfect cherry colour ; and when he 

was assured of her Majeslrp's coming, he 

removed the tent, and a few sunny days 

brought them to their full maturity." 

From the cherry-tree he conducted the 

aged Queen to a summerhouse which be 

had built for her, on the top of which 

was painted the defeat of the Spanish 

▲rmada. ■

At Orpington, one Peroival Hart, eentle- 

man, bufit himself a lovely pleasure-house, 

where he welcomed his Sovereign, in July, 

1573. Upon her reception she was first 

greeted by a nymph, who personated the 

genius of the manrion; then the scene 

was shifted, *' and from several chambers 

which, as they were contrived, represented 

a ship, a sea conflict was oflared up to the 

spectator's view, which so much obliged 

the eves of this Princess with the charms 

of delight, that, upon her departure, she 

left upon this house — to perpetuate the 

memory both of the author and artifice — 

the name and appellation of Bark Hart ''— 

which it is called to tUs day. ■

At Wanstead, Elizabeth twice visited the 

Earl of Leicester. On the first occasion — 

May, 1578 — a dramatic interlude, written 

by Sir Philip Sidney, was performed 

amidst the buds and blooms of the garden 

— so that pastoral plays are not a Victorian 

invention. ■

In 1578, the prince of London mer- 

chants, Sb Thomas Oresham, welcomed 

his Queen to his new house at Osterley 

with a magnificence which was long talked 

of. The table was furnished with fish and 

water -fowl, including swans, from the 

** fair ponds " which enlivened his " well- 

wooded park." According to Fuller, the 

Qaeen found fault with the court of the 

house as too large, affirming that ** it would 

appear more himdsome if divided with a 

wail in the middle.** Whereupon Sir 

Thomas sent Immediately to London for a 

company of workmen, who, speedily and 

silently setting to work, by the morning 

made " that court double, which the night 

had left single before. ** ■

One must not forget Elizabeth's dinner in 

the camp at Tilbury, after reviewing the 

army stationed there to protect the c^ipital 

against the expected Spanish invasion, 

and delivering that spirit-stirring speech in 

which she said : ■
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"I know I haye the body bat of a weak 

and feeble woman ; bat I have the heart 

and ttomach of a King, and of a King of 

England, too, and think foal sborn that 

Panna or Spain, or any Prince of Earope, 

shoold dare to invade the borders of my 

realm 1" ■

Theobalds, near Cheshont, was the 

residence of Elizabeth's sreat minister, Sir 

William Cedl, afterwards Lord Barghley^ 

who began to build it in 1560, and went 

on enluging it year after year for the 

acoommodatu>n of his sovereign. She was 

an annaal visitor, always bringing with her 

a long train of attendants. &>metimes, 

says a contemporary narrative, she had 

strangers and ambassadors come to her at 

Theobalds; ** where she hath byn sene in 

as great royalty, and served as boontifally 

and magnificendy, as at any other time or 

place, w at his lordship's charge; with 

rich show% pleasant devices, and all 

manner of sports coold b^ devised, to the 

delight of her Majestie and her whole 

traine." Each of her visits — and there were 

twelve of them, beginning in 1564--cost 

Barghley from two thousand to three thoa- 

land poands,representbg in modem money 

twelve thousand to eighteen thoosand 

poands. ■

In A^ogost, 1560, she was at Basing, the 

noble seat of the Marquis of Winchester, 

Lord Treasurer. She was so well satisfied 

with his house and his "great cheer," that 

she laughingly bemoaned his many years ; 

"for e&e, by my troth," said she, « if my 

Lord Treasurer were a young man, I 

would find it in my heart to have him to 

my husband before any man in England." ■

In the following year the Borough of 

Harwich gave her a dinner; and being 

attended by the magistrates at her de- 

parture for some distance beyond the 

municipal precinctfi, she graciously inquired 

if they had any request to make of her ; 

and they replying '' Nothing ; but to wish 

your Majesty a (^od journey," she turned 

about, and, looking back upon the town, 

exclaimed. "A pretty town, and wants 

nothing 1 " ■

She was received at Canterbury — ^in 

1573 — by the Archbishop, with archi- 

episoopal splendour. "I met her High- 

ness," writes the Primate, "as she was 

coming to Dover, upon Folkestone Down. 

The which I rather did, with all my men, 

to show my duty to her, and mine affec- 

tion to the GounoQ, who likewise there met 

her. And I left her at Dover, and came 

home to Bokesboume that night; and ■

after that, went to Canterbury to reoeive 

her Majesty thercb Which I did, with the 

Bishops of Lincoln and Bochester, sjkL my 

Saffragan, at the West door ; where, after 

the Grammarian had made his Oration to 

her upon her horseback, she alighted. We 

then kneeled down, and said the Paslm 

Deus misereatur in English, with certtin 

other collects briefly; and that in our 

chimers and rochets. After evens(»g she 

departed to her lodgings at Saint Austm'i, 

whither I waited upon her. From thenoe 

I brought certain of the Counefl, and 

divers of the Court to my house to sapper, 

and gave them fourteen or fifteen duhe^ 

furnished with two messes at my long table^ 

whereat sat about twenty. And in the 

same chamber a third mess, at a sepante 

table, whereat sat ten or twelve; my leaa 

hall having three long tables well fdmbhed, 

with my officers, and with the guard, sad 

others of the Court Upon Monday it 

pleased her Majesty to dine in my great 

hall, thoroughly fnnushed, with the Oomieil, 

Frenchmen, Ladies, G^nUemen, and die 

Mayor of the town, with Us Brethren, etc^i 

her EGghness sitting in the midst, having 

two French Ambassadors at one end d 

the table, and four Ladies of Honour at 

the other end. And so these was served 

by her Nobility at waiting, her Gentlemen 

and G-nard bringing her diihee, etc.'' ■

Something must be said about that 

memorable visit to Eenilworth in the 

summer of 1575, which Scott has repro- 

duced so effectively in his romanoci Fall 

accounts of it have been handed down 

to posterity in Master Laneham's viva- 

cious "Letter," and (George Gasoo^ne's 

« Princely Pleasures." ■

The entertainment — ^probably the moit 

magnificent ever given oy a subjoot to a 

sovereign — began on Saturday, July the 

ninth, when I^icester received the Qaeen 

at Long Itchington, seven miles from 

Kanil worth, maUng her great cheer at 

dinner, and pleasant pastime in huiting 

by the way after, so that it was eight 

o'clock in the evening before the Boyal 

cavalcade arrived at the " first gate " of the 

CasUcb There a Sibyl, clad in white aflk, 

pronounced a proper poem in EngiiBh 

rhyme and metre, whicdi was at onee a 

wdcome and a pan^gyrici At the seeond 

gate, a Porter, taU of person, big of limb, 

and stem of countenance, yielded op hu 

dub and keys to Her Highness, and bade 

the trumpeters blare forth a peal df 

I welcome. There were six of Hbm, ^ioi ■
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thoce " harmonioiu bkaters " — the phrase 

is not mine, bat Laneham's — ^aecompanied 

the gay procession across the tilt-yard to 

the inner gate, where it was received by 

the Lady of the Lake» with two attendant 

nympbsy all arrayed in silk, from a 

moveable island, blazing bright with 

torches, in the middle of the pool. Then 

came more poetry ; and to the tune of haat- 

bois, shawms, comets, and similar Biblical 

instmmentB, the Queen and her train 

passed oyer a bridge, seventy feet long, 

the pillars of which were ornament^ 

with the symbolical produce of Sylvanos, 

Ceres, Pomona, Bacdms, Neptone, Mars, 

and Phcdbas Apollo, into the inner coart, 

where, alighting from her palfrey, she was 

conducted to her chamber. Then the 

great guns roared, and the fireworks 

glowed and crackled, as if Japiter desired 

to show himself "no further behind with 

his welcome than the rest of his Gtods ; and 

that would he have all the conntiy to 

know; for indeed, the noise and flame were 

heard and seen a twenty miles ofi." ■

Sunday morning was given to divine 

worship; Sunday afternoon to music and 

dancing ; the evening to another " pyro- 

technical " display. ■

There was hunting on Monday evening, 

and by torchlight, as Her Majesty returned, 

a wild man (Hombre Salvagio) made his 

q)pearance and uttered a number of 

courtly compliments, in strange contrast 

to his assumed savagery of character. 

There was hunting on Wednesday, and 

bear-baiting on Thursday. The second 

Sunday was devoutly kept^ closing up with 

a solenm Bride-alie — "solemn," Master 

Laneham calls it, though a good deal of 

grotesque mummery was introduced — and a 

display by the "men of Coventry " of 

their Hock-tide sports, in which fieured the 

Captain Coz celebrated by Ben ifonson, in 

his " Masque of Owls." There was more 

hunting upon the Monday, and an aquatic 

display on the lake, wherein Neptune, the 

Lady of the Lake, tritons, mermaidsi Arion 

and his dolphin, all played their parts, and 

poured out upon the Queen the prof usest 

imaginable flatteries. ■

In reference to this spectacle, a con- 

temporary collector of "Merry Passa^ and 

Jests" records that "Harry Goldingham 

was to represent Arion upon the dolphin's 

bsck| but, finding his voice to be very 

hosrse and unpleasant, when he was to 

perform it, he tears off his disguise and 

•wears he was none of Arion, not he, but 

Oven honest Harry Gk>ldingham, which ■

blunt discovery pleased the Queen better 

than if it had gone through in the right 

way ; yet he could order his voice to an 

instrument exceeding well" ■

On Tuesday, the Coventry men repeated 

tbeir performance. And thus every day 

brought Her Majesty some form of enter- 

tainment — the whole being so much to her 

gratification, that she prolonged her sojourn 

at Kenilworth over nineteen days, not 

taking her departure until Wednesday, July 

the twenty-seventh. The cost of this visit 

was enormous, and made a great breach in 

Leicester's f ortuncb Laneham notes that in 

three days seventy-two tons of ale and beer 

were drunk, and the Earl's cellar was well- 

nigh empty, when his friends and neighbours 

came to his assistance with "a relief of 

40 tons till a new supply was gotten again } 

and then to our drinking afirash as fast as 

ever we did." ■

Laneham gives no particulars of the 

dinners served up at Elizabeth's table 

during her stay ; but we cannot doubt that 

they were on the same sumptuous scale as 

any other part of the protracted reveL We 

are able, however, from "The Qoeenes 

Majesty's Booke," in the Harleian MSa, 

No. 609, to put upon record the fare 

which was supplied to her under her own 

rooi Here is a Sunday dinner : ■

1st Course. Cheat and mancheat (white 

wheaten bread); beer and ale, seven gallons; 

and wine, Is. Ip. Boiled mutton, two stone ; 

boiled capon, one; boiled. cUckens, four; 

boiled larks, eighteen; boiled partridges, 

two ; boiled beefr half a sirloin ; cygnet ; 

capons, two ; veal, six stone ; roast beef, 

one stone; cocks, seven; chickens, nine; 

plovers, nine ; veal pies, and custard, ona ■

2nd Conraa Larks, two dozen ; snipes, 

nine; partridges, three; pheasants, two; 

conies, six ; pullets, two ; chicken-pie, tart, 

fritter; butter, fourteen pounds ; and eggs, 

seventy-fivcb ■

The cost is put at four pounds and six- 

pence. ■

On a ''IPUh Day" the Boyal table was 

thus provided : ■

Cheat and mancheat, eight loaves ; beer 

and ale, seven gallons ; and wine, Is. 2d. ■

1st Coursa Ling/ 1 ; coUops and e^gs, 

la ; whitings, twelve ; salmon, p. (dnL) ; 

pike, one; gurnards, two; dory, one; 

birte, dim.; soles, 1 p.; salmon calves. 

Is. ; lampeme pie, one ; custard, oncb ■

2nd Course. Ee)8 and lampems. Is.; 

carp, one; tench, one; smelts, fifty; 

flounders and loches, twenty ; cray, seven 

dozen ; warden pie, one ; tart, one ; veal. ■
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boOed, 28. ; oapoD, b., one ; cUckena, b., 

fotir; Iftrka. b., two dozen; matton, b., 

two si ; real, roast, two it. ; capon, one ; 

pallet^ onej chickens, nine; larks, eighteen; 

snytes, six ; plovers, six ; cocks, fire ; teals, 

four; partndges, two; coneys, six; pan- 

nado-capon, one ; batter, fourteen ponnds; 

and eggs, twenty-fiva ■

After presiding for awhile at her public 

table, the Queen usually retired to her 

own apartment to dine in quiet.' ■

Among the articles of diet not included 

in the foregoing bills of fare, I find, on 

other occasions, bream, perch, and conger- 

eels, trout, haddock, and plaice. ■

In 1577, Elizabeth was magnificently 

entertained at Gorhambury by the Lord 

Keeper, Sir Nicholas Bacon, father of the 

"sage-browed Yerulam," pioneer of the 

Inductive Philosophy. It was here that 

his Royal mistress said, " Ton have made 

your house too little for your lordship," 

and that he aptly replied, '*No, madam; 

but your Highness has made me too big 

for the house." ■

He took the hint^ however, and enlaii^ged 

it by building a couple of wings. The 

Queen stayed six days, at a daily cost to the 

Lord Keeper of about one hundred pounds 

— or six hundred pounds at the present 

value of money — a heavy price to pay for 

the honour of a Boyal visit, and due to 

the numerous retainers she always carried 

with her. In the course of these six days 

eight oxen were consumed, sixty sheep, 

eighteen calves, thirty-four lambs, and as 

many kids as cost &ftv shillings. Poultry 

and game: Two hundred and six capons 

of sfi kinds, as many pallets as cost 

twenty-one shillings, thirty-one dozen and 

eight chickens, ten dozen geese, twelve^ 

dozen and eight herons, eight dozen and' 

ten bitterns, twelve dozen ducklings, nine- 

teen dozen and seven p^ons, ekhteen 

dozen and seven "birds of the West," 

two dozen godwits, fourteen dotterels, 

thirteen shovellers, two dozen and five 

pheasants, fourteen partridges, sixteen 

dozen and nine quails, seventeen dozen 

May-chicks, twenty-three mallards, twelve 

teal, three dozen and nine larks, three 

curlews, and one dozen knots. Several of 

these dishes have been banished from our 

current menus. ■

Sea fish and fresh-water fish of all 

kinds. ■

Gammons of bacon, baked and bofled ; 

twenty-four dried tongues; twenty-six 

pigs, two flitches of bacon, neats' tongues, 

sheep's tongues, cows' udders, calves' feet. ■

hares, sixty-onedozen and nine rabbits, with 

butter, eggs, cream, and milk. ■

Also, spicery and confectionery neoei- 

saries (bread f ), vinegar and verjuice, hobs, 

flowers, and artichokes. ■

Also, twenty-five bucks and two stsga ■

It must be owned that Sir Nieholu 

Bacon catered in a laige and libenl 

spirit. ■

In 1578 Elizabeth visited Sir WOHam 

Drury, at Lanshall Hall, near Bory, who 

gave ner *<a costly and delicate dinner.'' 

Of her progress to Norwich, bi the isme 

year, the poet Churchyard has written : ■

"When the Qneenes Highnesse came 

to Norwich, the substance of the whole 

triumph and feasting was in a mtnnsr 

there new to beginne, for order was ttbn 

there that every day, for sixe dayes to- 

gither, a shew of some atrange derioe 

should be scene; and the Mslor and 

Aldermen appointed among themselTH 

and their breethren, that no one penon, 

reteyning to the Qaeene, ahoulde oe ns- 

feasted or unbidden to dinner and supper, 

during the space of those sixe dayes : which 

order was well and wisely observed, and 

gained their Citie more fame and eredh 

than they wot of: for that courtesie of 

theirs shall remayne in peipetuall memorie, 

whiles the walles of their Citie standetiL" ■

In 1581 the Duke of Anjon appeared at 

Elizabeth's Court as a suitor for her hand ; 

and there were banquets, tiinmphii 

pageants, and various other devices in 

his ^honour. His suit proved unavuling, 

and the Duke, like a lesa distingoiahed 

person, went back again, the Queen ae- 

oompanying him as far as Canterbury. At 

Sittmgboume they both dined tc^fher, 

where '*the Queen was served, after the 

English manner, by the greatest ladies of 

her Court; and the Monsieur, after the 

French manner, by the Oentiemen of hii 

trabie; ye which ladies and gentlemen 

dined afterwards togither." ■

I must be content with only two or three 

more references to Her Highness's dinnsra 

In 1595 she dined with Sir John Packer 

ing, at Eew. The entertainment for tbt 

meal was great and costly. At her flrst 

alightinff she was presented with a fine 

fan, its handDe garnished with dismonda 

When she was in the middle way betwaen 

the gjarden gate and the houae, there came 

running towards her one with a nossgayin 

his hand, and delivered it unto her with a 

short well-penned Speech; it had in it 

a very rich jewel, with pendants of 

"unfirled" diamonds, valuMi at four ■
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handled ponndi at least After dinneri in 

her Ptiyj Chamber, her hoetgaye her a fair 

pair of Yirginals ; in her bed-ohamber, a 

fine gown and a japon, whioh things were 

pleanngto HerHighneta; andtograoeher 

hoet the more— «nd display her harpy- 

like rapadty she of herself took from 

him a ulver-gilt salt-oellar, a spoon, and a 

fork of fair agata ■

In 1600 the Qoeen was at Blackfriars, 

to witness the marriage of Lord Herbert 

with Mistress Anne BosselL The bride 

met her at the water-side, where my Lord 

Oobham had provided a **leetica," made 

like a litter ; and in this she was earned 

to Lsdy Bosseli's by six knights. Her 

Ifajes^ dined there, and at night went 

throogh the house of Dr. Paddin, who 

gave her a fan, to my Lord Oobham's, 

where she sapped. After sapper the 

masks oame in, and delicate it was to see 

eight ladies so riohly and prettily attired; 

Mn.Felton leading; and afterthey had done 

all their own eeremonies, these eight ladies 

maskers ehose eight ladies more to danee 

the measares^ Mrs. Felton went to the 

Queen and wooed her to dance. Her 

Majesty asked what she was. ■

'* Affeetioo," Uie said. ■

» Affeetion,'' said the Qaeen, <'is falsa" ■

Then her Majesty rose and danced. ■

This lirely old lady, who went oat so 

briddy cUning and dandi^, was then in 

her aixty-eighth year. ■

The liut ooeaiion that she " dined oat " 

seems to haye been in Janaary, 1603, 

when she was entertained and feasted by 

Lord Thomas Howard at the Oharter- 

hoase. On March the twenty-foarth she 

died. ■

So far as the diet of the commonalty 

was oonccmed, a great change came over its 

materials in the reign of Elisabeth. Under 

the Pia&tag|eneta their bills of fare had 

mainly eondsted of fish, white meat, eggs 

and milk, bacon, vegetables, and bread. The 

chief drinks had hUm grain-beer and cider, 

while the npper orders and their retainers 

had **qaaffed"French wines, or Bhenish. Bat 

about the middle of the sixteenth centory 

bacon and fish went oat of vogae, rege- 

tablea grew dear and scarce, game and 

pooltrj became laxaries. The people lived 

apon salt beef, or roast and inferior matton, 

with bad meal; and as strong liqaor was 

needed to reconcQe the stom^h to viands 

so coane and .cold, they took to drinking 

strong ales — ^the brewing of which they had 

learned from the Flemings — strong ales, 

fiayonred with stimolant spices, and potent, ■

fiery wines, imported from Spain or Italy. 

"The vmtage,^' says Mr. Hall, <'that had 

cooled the heat of the real conqaerors of 

France was not proving strong enongh for 

their descendants, who sat as the models 

of Bsrdolph and Pistol; and the flagon 

emptied at Ohaacer's tabard appeared bat 

ttun potations to Mistress Qaickly's gaests 

in East Cheap. In trath, their canary 

was <a marvelloas searching wine."* ■

Mr. Hall, whom I have jast qaoted, 

shows OS Will Darrill, of Littlecote. the 

hero of the fine ballad of "The Friar of 

Orders Orey,'' a visitor to London, aboat 

the time of the Armada, and a resident in 

Warwick Lana Thither, week after week, 

were sent to him from Littlecote nearly all 

the delicaoies of the coanty. Baskets of 

fresh-caoght treat from his own streams, 

and of pheasants, partridges, and other 

fowl, from his own preserves and poaltry- 

yard; pigeon-pies, from his own dove-cotes; 

besides venison, rabbits, chickens, green 

geese, and capons. Strawberries for his 

dessert were despatched to him from his 

own garden by Oomelias, his Dutch gar- 

dener. Beneatii sach good cheer as this, 

sapplemented by parohaiBed viands of every 

description, with light wines and ale— or 

perhaps sack, softened with oranges, sugar, 

and mOk-^id DarriU's "table-hordes'' 

groan twice a day daring his first visit to 

London ! From papers which have been 

preserved, we are able to trace his menus 

for several weeks, and to estimate their 

cost. Thus, one Sunday, the dinner con- 

sists of "A pece of bief, zvid. For rostinge 

a side of venison and sawse, zd, ij. chickens 

and bacon, ijs. A quart of claret, vid. 

For boHtng the chickens and bacon, and 

for parsley, ifa'jd.-5'." On a Thursday : 

'' A neck of veale, ziiijd. ; a legg of mutton, 

xviijd. ; Bief, zviijd. For rostinge ij. peces 

of I], neckes of veale, iiijd. For dressing^ 

veale and bacon, and rostinge the leg of 

matton and sawce, zjd. For grene sawce, 

iijd. - 58. 81" On a Wednesday : « A pece 

of bief, zviijd. ; 2 playses, zijd. ; Conger, 

viijd.; Cockles, iiijd. ; Mackerell, viijd. ; 

a pound of batter, iiijd. ; a pint of white 

wme and lemon and sugar, vjd. ; 2 chidcens, 

zvjd. For resting ye chickens and dressing 

ye fishe, zijd. « 7s. ^d." On other occasions 

the bill of fare consists of : A piece of beef, 

a shoulder of lamb, a loin of veal, and a 

pullet; or, a loin of veal, two chickens, 

two rabbits, with sops and sauce, and a 

quart of claret ; or, a loin of veal, a piece of 

beef, oranges, a pint of strawberries, bread, 

beer, and a quart of claret ; or, a piece of ■
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beef^ a loin of veal, two chickens, a quart 

of claret, bread, beer, and a quart of straw- 

berries; or, a piece of beef, a leg of 

mutton, a loin of veal, two pecks of ' peas, 

three rabbits, a quart of cream, three 

quarts of strawberries, two pounds of 

cherrieSi half a pound of musk comfits, 

and the same quantity of violet eomfita, 

oranges; two lemons, breadi and beer. 

Tixis last was an expensive dinner, costing 

fourteen shillings and elevenpence^ or 

nearly five pounds at the present rate of 

currency. Probably the guests were more 

numerous than on other occasions, and 

from the quantity of fruit we may infer 

that some were Isdies. ■

One can never sufficiently regret that 

there was no Boswell to record the conver- 

sation — the wit- combats and the wise, 

humane talk — ^between Shakespeare and 

Ben Jonson when they dined together at 

the " Mermaid " or the " Boar's Head " ; no 

reporter to preserve to posterity someihing 

of the poetic interchanges between Sidney 

and Spenser at Penshursty or Spenser and 

Baleigh on the banks of Mnlla. One- 

would have liked, too, to have known 

Shakespeare's favourite dish, and Spenser's 

— to have seen the bill of fare provided for 

any of their divine symposia. No doubt, 

as Sidney says in ** llie Arcadia," " thoueh 

not with unwise costliness, yet with cleamy 

sufficiency" would the table always be 

supplied. Maybe with some such array 

ofcMliblesas Justice Shallow, in the Second 

Part of *• Henry IV.," would have " William 

cook" prepare for Sir John Falstaff: 

'*Some pigeons, a couple of short-legged 

hens, a joint of mutton, and any pretty 

little, tiny kickshaws." Master Page, in 

the '* Merry Wives of Windsor," invites 

his friends ta dine with him on ■' a hot 

venison pasty"; and there is reason to 

believe that Shi^speare, like Robin Hood 

and his merry men, was not indifferent to 

a fat buck or a tender doe. In one of his ■

comedies, Dekker represfants a eertsh 

Orambo as ordering for dinner '*iio great 

cheer, but a couple of capons, soms phea- 

sants, plovers, an' orangeade pie." The 

last-named item I take to have been one 

of Dekker's. weaknesses; as JohnFletehei^s 

(if Shadwell may be eredited) wash's iai 

loin of pork," and Ben Jonson's a pint (or 

more) of Canary. ■

In a pleasantly written but almost ior- 

goUen novel, " The Tenth of Shakeqpesre," 

the writer introduces a description of the 

dinner given by Dame Shakeapesre in 

honour of the christening of her son, whUi, 

as we have no more authentic nsintli?e, 

I may put before the reader: ■

«One or two decent^ motherly damei 

were in the kitchen, bosding to sod 

fro, looking to the dinner, for which a 

huge fire, covered with pots and kstdei, 

and having a famous large joint on 

the spith showed some preparation, the 

whilst a stout wench, evidently in her 

best finery, along with Humphrey in \k 

Sunday jerlEb, kept hurrying in and oat^ 

laden with knives* napery^ drinking vmnIi, 

trenchers, and otfier needful things at a 

feasting . . . After Sir Nathaniel bul laid 

grace, the company sat doi#n to a dinner 

that would have gladdened any but to have 

beheld ; for there was brought upon the 

table a famous store of all things in aesaoD, 

with plenty of excellent liquor, both ale 

and cider ; and all set to with good nfg^ 

tites. . . • After the meal was oyer, the 

dishes were removed, and in their atead 

the tables were covered with a plentifai 

variety of cakes, such fruit as oould be got, 

marchpane, apples, and oomfiti, stewed 

piiines, and dishes of otJher preserves, ayUsr 

bubs for the younger folksi made ci new 

milk and verjuice^ and wine for the slden 

of two or three several kinds; beaidflt 

which John Shakespeare was breinng a 

goodly bowl of sack with ragar in it^ for 

such as affected such deUoate drink." ■
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CHAPTER L ■

"What a voice I" ■

'* How graceful !" ■

"What wonderful eyesl My dear, 

they'll make her fortane 1 " ■

From all parts of the room such com- 

menta came, in tones more or less audible, 

more or less sincere. ■

"She's too thhil" ■

"All that excitement is out of place ina 

room like this." ■

•'Where did the Tyrrells pick her ■

There were about a hundred people in 

the rooms, all well-dressed| all having the 

nnmistakeable hall-mark of " society," all 

stirred, as sueh an assemblage is not often 

Btinred, by one common interest. It 

was about half-past four o'clock in the 

afternoon, and the warm May sunshine, 

as it ahone in upon them, was subdued and 

chastened by delicate Indian draperies. 

Theae had evidently been chosen with the 

most careful reference to the papering on 

the wall, and the tinting of the ceuing, 

which was all, or almost all, that could he 

seen of the room at the moment. The 

other inanimate details — equally har- 

moiiious when they were visible — ^were 

now obscured by groups of men and 

women, groups wluch shifted and changed, 

combined and dispersed like the pattern of 

a kaleidoscope as people met one another, 

exchanged remarks and comments — ^mainly ■

on one topic — and passed on in the same 

instant, as though the ^at object to be 

attained by each individual was the ex- 

change of three words with every one in 

the room in turn. The air was sweet, if 

a little close and heavy, with tiie scent of 

quantities of flowers. Every one was in- 

terested, eager, at his or her best. John 

Tyrrell, the master of the house, was an 

actor, successful and fashionable ; he and 

his sister gave only one " at home " in the 

course of the season, and they were by no 

means indiscriminate in thefr choice of 

acquaintances — to be seen at their house 

stamped an individual as "somebody," if 

somebody only in the world of fashion; 

and with that curious homage to intellect, 

which is as much an instinct of humanity 

as it is a social phrase, the shallowest titied 

or monied nonenti^ who crossed the 

lyrrells' threshold felt vaguely that some- 

thing was expected of mm or her, and 

endeavoured, more or less impotentiy, 

according to their kind, to respond to the 

demand. ■

"SelmaMaletl" ■

The name seemed to be in the very air, 

so many people were asking the same 

question and receiving the same answer. ■

"MlssSelmaMaletl" ■

It was echoed by an old lady sitting at 

the end of the room with some disfavour. ■

" Selma ! " she repeated, " ah, she's not 

an English girl I thought not. What 

countrywoman is she, I wonder? These 

geniuses are generally Poles or Russians." ■

She was a tall old lady, plain in 

countenance, and, as compared witii nearly 

every other woman in the room, shabby in 

dress; except for her height^ which was 

commanding, her nose, which was aquiUne, 

and her manner, which was slightiy super- 

cilious, she was as unlike the typical duchess ■
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as a woman could be. Bat a duchess she 

was, nevertheless^ and the well-preserved, 

elderly man to whom she spok^ a rather 

distinguished art critic, responded with due 

alacrity. ■

"She is a Greek," he said, with the air 

of one who knows, though he would have 

been much puzzled to quote his authority ; 

" that is to say her mother was a Greek — 

a very beautiful woman with< a terrific 

temper. She stabbed her husband in a fit 

of jealousy, and then died of remorse; 

quite a girl the was, about two^and- 

twenty." ■

''Dear me!" ejaculated his auditor, 

with a general air of disapprobation of 

such ill-regulated prooeedings, combined 

with a denre for further details, << This 

young woman takes after her mother, no 

doubt. It is to be hoped she will control 

herself better. Where has she been broi^ht 

upt Ah," she went on, ''here is Miss 

TyrrelL She wiU teU us all about Miss 

'SelmaMalet" ■

A woman of five or six-and-forty — 

the only * woman visible wearing neither 

hat nor bonnet— detached herself suavely 

from the group with which she had been 

talking as the Duchess spoke, and came 

towards her. She was beautifully and 

elaborately dressed, and her whole per- 

sonality, from her wonderful auburn hair 

to her graceful manner, was a triumph of 

artistic arrangement Shewasnotbeautifa], 

not even pretty ; but her sallow face and 

light eyes seemed as essential to the oom- 

pletion of her whole effect as the admirably 

chosen colours of her gown. She was too 

thin for grace, but she never made a move- 

ment which did not harmonise with every- 

thing about her. ■

*< I have been on j/aj way to you really 

for ages," she said, sweetly, with that 

mixture of deference to rimk and con- 

sciousness of the immeasurable superiority 

conferred on her by her connection with 

art, which was one of the secrets of Miss 

Tyrrell's success with society. "Did I 

hear you speaking of Miss Malet t I hope 

j^ou were pleased t " ■

Whatever her private opinion might 

have been, the Duchess would have been 

a bold and self-confident woman indeed 

if she had ventured to confess to such bad 

taate as the tone in which the question was 

asked imputed to any one who might reply 

in the negative. ■

" Delighted 1 " she replied, promptly; 

"quite charmed, I assure yon. Mr. 

Marsden," referring to the man who sUU ■

stood by, " Mr. Marsden has been 

me her story. Most romantic, lesUy, ■

Miss Tyrrell turned to Mr. Muadenwith 

her most artistic smila ■

"Which is your versiont" she sail 

" There is the Irish peasant venion, the 

Italian princess version, the Gxedc venioD, 

and — ^pooV Selma — of course, the bumiid 

version. Which is yours t " ■

The late authoritative biographer daneed 

from the expectant Duchess to his ho^ 

with an expression which was the Wftm 

of amiable. ■

" I'm afraid I must confess to what pi 

call the Greek version," he said, wilh a 

forced laugh. " Have I really been nh- 

informed?" ■

"Everybody seems to have been mis- 

informed," said Miss TyrroU, lightly; H 

is impossible to say how it has happened." 

Miss Tyrrell was perhaps hardly speaki&g 

the unvarnished truth when she ssid thaie 

words. ■

"The facts are really ridicoloiuly 

simple," she continued. "Selma Malet 

is an English girl, and a lady, ndtlier 

in the depths of poverty nor rolling in 

riches. Her father was a man of quiet 

literary tastes, and one of my brother*! 

oldest friends. Her mother was withont 

characteristics of any kind, Ba^ died i 

natural death, about two years ago. fier 

father died — also a natural and unintenet- 

ing death — about three months later. 

All the interest attached to Selma Makt 

centres in herself alone. My brother 

expects great things of her. I hope jou 

agree with him, Mr. Marsden t " ■

" Dear. me," ejaculated the DuchcHonce 

more^ and alluding to the very umpb 

story Miss Tyrrell had told.. " Seally ; u 

that all ? Well, one would never think it 

from her — her appearance, and— 4md her— 

manner. Dear me 1 " ■

Miss Tyrrell smiled. ■

" It might be better for her/' she said, 

"if one of these romantic stories did 

belong to her ; tiiere is so much attraction 

to some people about a romance. Bat I 

don't know, after all, that we have not 

been just a little over-done with Baaaiani, 

and Svf edes, and barmaids, and Counteaiea 

Such a beautiful artistic feeling as Selma 

Malet's seems to me the more Intereating, 

when it developes itself in ench an un- 

expected quarter. Ayoung English lady and 

an artist are curiously incompatible terms I" 

"Do you believe her to have great 

things in her. Miss Tyrrell 1 I have only 

heard her once, remember." ■
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Miat Tynell turned and laid a longi thin 

hand emphatioaUy on the ■peakei's arm. ■

" Mr. Marsden," she said, ** I betieve her 

to be a genius. She has a feeling and an 

enthusiasm for the artistic, which I have 

never seen equalled. She absolutely lives 

for her art alone, and I have very little 

doabt that her artistic career will be 

positively triamphant. I shall be much 

surprised if she is not the sensation 

of next season. What delicacy, what 

force, what resource die has abeady P ■

" Very true I " responded the gentleman 

thus hanngued. Hu tone was somewhat 

absent, and his cogitations resulted, a 

moment later, in his saying, in a tone he 

had not yet used, a tone of serious, 

business-like interest: "Will Miss Malet 

redte again, or has she gone! Tve not 

seen her about the room. Will you in- 

troduce met" ■

"Oh, I do hope we may hear her again," 

added the Duchess^ with quite new en- 

thusiasm; "do bring her here, and let me 

make her acquaintance, my dear Miss 

TyrwlL" ■

Miss Tyrrell looked round the room. ■

"I hardly know whether she will Tecite 

again," she said, " she is very nervous and 

sensitf ve. I do not see her at this moment. 

But I wfll speak to my brother.'' ■

''There he is,'' returned the Duchess, 

"talking to those American girls. Mr. 

Tyrrell u never lost in a crowd." ■

The Duchess was right There were 

men fai the room taller, many men louder 

in talk and more lavish in gesture than 

their host; but there was that about John 

Tyrrell which, seemed to act like a magnet 

on the eonsdousness of every one near him. 

He was a man of about three-and-forty, 

hardly above the average height, but 

admirably proportioned, and with a quiet 

unobtrusive grace of movement and gesture 

which is seldom seen in a man, except as 

the result of careful stage training. His 

face and head were very striking. Twenty 

yean earlier, London— particuhtrly femi- 

nine London— had raved abQUt his beauty ; 

his wonderful eyes, his perfect features, 

his admirable colouring had taken the 

publicby storm. Behind m this physical per- 

fection there had chanced to be a powerful 

and active brain, and everything that 

time had taken £rom him was more than 

compensated by the added strength, 

dignity, and intellectuality which it had 

brought. The smooth-«haven, perfectly- 

moulded mouth and chin — ^though there 

were people who sAid that John Tyrrell's ■

mouth was his worst point — were far 

stronger, and more striking in the man of 

three-and-forty, than they had been in the 

youth of three-and-twenty, the dark ex- 

pressive eyes were no less attractive for 

the lines of thought which marked the 

forehead above them. The boy's manner 

had been fascinating; the man's manner 

was irresistibla ■

His sister tlureaded her way through the 

crowd, and touched him lightly on the 

arm. ■

" Come and speak to the Duchess," she 

said ; " she is anxious to hear Sehaia again. 

Where is she f ■

John Tyrrell laughed. ■

" Down in the tea-room being improved 

by Lady Dnnstan," he said. " Where Is 

the Duchess!" ■

The voice was the only one of the 

yoanger John Tyrrell's good points to 

which time had not been kind. Great as 

was the e£fect he could still produce with 

it on the stage, in familiar conversation, 

when he was at no special pains to control 

itk It was I occasionally harder than he was 

in the least aware of. ■

He crossed the room with his sister, 

stayed for a few minutes talking to the 

Duchess, and then he left the room. As 

he disappeared, one of those curious 

magnetic currents by which such assem- 

blages are sometimes touched, ran through 

the room, and everybody informed every- 

body else that Miss Selma Malet was going 

to recite agahi. There was a suMued 

murmur of expectancy, an eager, interested 

re-arrangement of groups^ and then a 

sudden nlence and stillness. ■

There was a curious, curved phtform at 

one end of the room which had been de- 

signed by Miss Tyrrell for such occasions as 

the present. . Two or three white leather 

chairs, shaped in imitation of the Greeks' 

stone seats, were placed upon It^ several tall 

palms stood about, and the piano was 

rendered as Grecian as circumstances 

would allow by a leopard skin which was 

tbown across it. In the midst of these 

artistic incongruities, facing the fashionable, 

curious crowd, as the hush fell upon It, 

there stood a tall, girlish figure in a green 

gown. She paused a moment, motionless, 

everv line of her simple, unconscious pose 

absolutely graceful with the natural grace 

of perfectly proportioned youth ; and then 

her eyes, wluch had been a little shy, and 

even frightened, as they rested on the 

rows of faces before her, darkened and 

deepened, as she looked away into space, ■
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the hot colour which had nuhed to her 

cheeks in that moment of embarrMsment, 

faded, and, with her lovely lips whitening 

moment by moment with the force of the 

passion her imagination created in herj she 

began to recite. ■

Her voice, low and intense as she 

began, rose and thrilled with emotioa 

The people before her were nothing to her, 

the occasion, the interest she excited were 

nothing to her, her very individnality was 

swept from her in her intense realiiiation 

of uie bnming lines she uttered. Her 

beautUol, sensitive face, quiveringly re- 

sponsive to every shade of emotion, her deli- 

cate, expressive voico, and slight^ graceftd 

gesture seemed to be the natural and in- 

evitable handmaidens of the Junius with- 

in her — handmaidens of wh^ she was 

utterly unconscious. She was utterly un- 

oonsdons, idso, of the charm they possessed 

for those who could have been touched by 

nothing deeper. Even in that well-dressed 

crowd there were two or , three on whom 

the power in her laid an irresistible spell ; 

but against the majority — never in favour 

of deep emotion — the passionate feeling 

beat itself in vain. Selma Malet was very 

beautiful, and very graceful ; she was also 

John Tyrrell's prot^gte, and she was to be 

the sensation of next season ; in all these 

capacities die was interesting, and the rows 

of curious, admiring faces remuned curious 

and admiriog to the end. But of the 

striving, consuming eenius so near them, 

and so infinitely distant, they had no 

conception. Society can appraise talents, 

it worships success j genius in embryo it 

ignores or distrusts. ■

The broken, despairing voice ceased, 

the quivering face relaxed, the far-away 

gaze died out of the great, dark eyes, and 

Selma Malet moved hurriedly off the 

platform as the room filled with the sound 

of the polite applause which is all such an 

audience has to bestow. There was no one 

known to her near her as she came down 

into the room, and the girl was making 

rapidly and instinctively for the door, 

when a hand was laid upon her arm. She 

raised her eyes with a violent start ; they 

were full of tears, and she was trembling 

from head to foot. ■

<* Please let me go now," she mur- 

mured. ■

"One moment, Selma," returned John 

Tyrrell, " Mrs. Norman vdshes to be intro- 

duced to you." ■

•• Oh, please " ■

But the girl broke o& A very old lady ■

with white hair, and eyes from whioh no 

years could steal the beauty, was stiiidiiig 

close beside her. ■

"My dear," she said, kindly, tsUng Os 

cold, shaking hand in both her own, "I 

will not keep you. I loved and worked ift 

the art you have chosen for very budj 

years before you were bom, and I want to 

tell you what pleasure you have pm 

mcb" ■

"I did 80 badly," faltered tiie gid. ■

Her voice, witii the passion gone iram 

it, was very musical ana youtUm. ■

^'Tes, in one sense you did badly. Yoa 

are very young, and your power b mj 

great It will take many yean of hud 

work before you can do it justice." ■

All consciousness of henielf and hmfm- 

roundings seemed to fall away bom Sebm 

She looked straight into the fine old fkt^ 

without attemptbg to withdraw her bind, 

which trembled no longer. ■

" I know," she said, simply. "I nuin 

to work." ■

"If you work, if your ambitioD fa 

worthy of your genius, and your life fa 

worthy of both, 1 tbmk you will be the 

finest actress of your age. My deir, be 

true to youxaeli Oood-bye." ■

With a sudden impulse, strsnge end 

pretty to see in any one so old, the greeleik 

actress of a generation past bentferwtfd 

and kissed the girl on the forehead. ■

An hour later John Tyrrell, having letp 

the last of his guests depart^ turned tohfa 

sister, who was sinkinff into the neeieit 

seat with a sigh of reliei ■

<' Very well done indeed, Sybflhi" be 

said. " Flowers admirable, as usasl, end 

the tea and things capitally msBiged. 

Did every one come t " ■

<<I think so^" answered his liitet, 

languidly; "every one except LsdyFin- 

shawe. I am glad you are satisfied" ■

*'I really dont know why we leked 

Lady Fanshawe," returned her brother. 

" She's no use. Where is Sehnal " ■

Miss Tyrrell looked round the room. ■

<* I've no notion," she said. <• I tdd het 

we would send her home. John, I think 

— ^though it is very touchii^ to see the 

dear child so carried away — I really think 

she should try to be a littie less—lese- 

ent^t^ I could hardly introduce her et 

all ; and she seems to have nothing to eay. 

An artist, even such a young one^ ehonld 

at least be able to talk of her art She 

hardly understands the obligations of her 

position as yet. She might have msde e 

far deeper impression this afternoon than ■
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Bhe haB done, I'm afraid; and first 

impreariona axe lo important to a younff 

artiBt.'' ■

John l^eU looked at hia UBter with 

the faintest possible cnrl of the lip. ■

''I don't agree with yon," he said. 

" She oonld hardly have done better if she 

had known what she was doing. Yon 

need not distress yonrselfi Sybilla; it 

won't last lonff, this absorption of hers. 

One season wUl make her all yon eonld 

wish. By Jove 1 What a position she will 

have!" ■

He tomed as he spoke, carelessly 

enough, and went ont of the room, down- 

stairs, and opened a door at the end of a 

long passage, leading into a small room, 

£rom which the ftst-fisding daylight had 

nearly departed. ■

It was difficult to say, at first sight, 

what there was abont the room which 

gatre an instantaneous impression that it 

belonged to a maa There were about it 

none of the usual characteristics. It was 

not untidy, nor was it bare ; on the con- 

trary, it was carefuUy fitted up with old oak; 

all the appointments were as tasteful as 

in a woman's sitting-room, the pictures on 

the walls — principally proof-engravings of 

famous pictures, with the artist's inscrip- 

tion to John lyrrell — would have been 

quite as good company for an actress as 

for an actor. The only detail in the room 

which could by no possiUlity be con- 

nected with a woman was the wriUng- 

taUe, sad that one feature stamped the 

whole room at once as the workshop of a 

practical man. ■

It seemed to its owner at first that 

room was en&pt^, and he paused on 

threshold, with his hand on the lock. ■

''Sehnarhesaid. ■

There was a slight movement near 

window, and Selma Malet, who was sitting 

in a great oak chair, hidden from him by 

its higli, wide back, as she looked out 

at the evening sky, looked round to him. ■

** I am here," she said, softly, and there 

was a little tremble in her voice. ■

John Terrell shut the door, and, crossing 

the room, rested his arms on the back of 

the chair in which she sat. ■

*< What are you doing here!" he said. ■

Selma rested her elbow on the arm of 

the chair, and leant her cheek on her 

hand. ■

<>I— I wanted to think," she said. "I 

always think best in this room ; I've learnt 

10 much here. Fm afraid I must be stupid 

—really very stupid, you know." ■

the 

the ■

the ■

do that thing so badly — 

It seems as if all your help 

were of no use. I — ^I do ■

■

"Why!" ■

<' Because I 

oh, so badly, 

and teaching 

try." ■

The low, girlish voice broke suspiciously, 

and the man looked down on her in silence 

for a moment, with a curve of his mouth 

which was hidf pity, half cynicism. ■

" Look up at me, Selma," he said. He 

waited until the girl tomed her head and 

raised her eyes with a little, deprecating 

smile at the tears that filled them, and 

then he said : <' You did not do badly. I 

have never heard you do better ; and you 

pleased me very much." ■

A rush of bright colour swept over the 

sensitive, upturned face, and the eyes 

danced as the tears fell from them. ■

"Really! Really t" she cried, with an 

impulsive clasp of her hands on the arm of 

the chair. ''Oh, if you are satisfied with 

me, I am happy always, because I know 

you know." ■

For one moment, as he met those.ahoaost 

worshipping young eyes, his own were 

touched with an indefinable ezpressbn 

which curiously suggested regret. ■

<<Tes," he said, slowly, "yes, I do- 

know." ■

"And you really think — you're not 

vexed f — ^you really think I — can f " ■

Hie look, whatever it had meant^ from 

whatever source it had sprung, disappeared 

from John Terrell's face. This ordinanr 

expression was even accentuated, and his 

voice was perhaps harder than usual as he 

answered : ■

" I know you can. If you do as I tell 

you, you shalli' He paused a moment, 

and then he asked, with a keen look at 

her : " You've not told me how you've 

enjoyed the afternoon t " ■

"The afternoon!" echoed Sehna, 

vaguely. "Oh— the people 1 Well, I 

was so vexed with myself that I didn't 

tUnk much. But now I do think 

about It — it sounds horribly rude — I'm 

afraid I haven't enjoyed it at all Oh, 

Mr& Norman was nice ; " and the ready 

colour came into her cheeks again. "I 

love her 1 What did she mean, I wonder t 

Of course one means to work. And you 

really were pleased," she repeated, as she 

rose and stretched out her hands to him, 

impulsively. " Oh, I am the happiest sirl 

in London. Now I must fiy home, Helen 

will think Tm lost I wish she could have 

come ; she was so disappointed." ■

She looked, indeed, radiantly happy, as ■
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■he ** flew," as she expresBed it^ apBtairs 

to say good-bye to Miss Tyrrell, as she 

*' flew" into a cab, and oat again into a 

small honfle in Hampstead. ■

"Is Miss Helen in!" she asked the 

servant who opened the door. *< Where is 

shot No, I wont have tea, thanks," and 

she ran lightly apstairs. " Helen 1 " she 

caUed; ««NeU,Ndll" ■

A door on the landing above opened 

qidckly, and another g&l's voice, very 

like her own, bat rather older and 

less ezqaisitely modolated, answered 

eagerly : ■

'Tm here, dear; come along;" and a 

short, bright-looking girl appeared at the 

top of the stairs. ■

Solma roshed np to heri and kissed her 

impetaoosly. ■

"Tm late/' she said: ''have yoa been 

inlong, NeUieT' ■

<« Not long," retomed her sister. *< Well, 

have yoa enjoyed it f " ■

"Tm in the seventh heaven," answered 

Sehna. '< Mr. Tyrrell was very pleased ; 

really, very pleased, yoa know. I was very 

miserable. I thought I had done disgrace- 

folly. No» Nell, It isn't nonsense. Yoa 

don t know how stapid I am ; and then he 

was so nice. So I know it can't have been 

as bad as I thonght, and I don't know what 

to do for joy." ■

They had passed Into the drawing-room 

by this time, and Sehna had gently poshed 

her sister into a chair, and was kneding at 

her feet and looking into her face witii 

shinhig, excited eyes. Qaite soddenly 

she drew back a little, and her face 

changed. ■

<* Helen !" she sud, qoickly. <<Dear, has 

— has anything happened t " ■

Hden's face was flashed and trembling 

as sho looked into the happy, eager face 

before her ; and there was a look in her 

eyes which Sehna had never seen there 

before. ■

"What is it^ darUngt What Is itt" 

she repeatedi softly, kissing the hands she 

held in both her own. ■

Her sister soddenly drew her very close 

and pressed her cheek against the dark, 

wavy hair. ■

"Homphrey," she whispered; ''Hom- 

phrey. Selma, I am going to be his wife, ■

With a little low cry of wonder and 

delight^ Selma flang her arms impolslvely 

roond her sister's neck, and they dang 

together withoot a word in an embrace 

which was very dose and very tender. | ■

OBIZZLT DAN. ■

A OOMPLETE STOBT. 

CHAPTER I. ■

A SHORT, dimi wiry, silent, atamgeiiuui 

was Dan. A man who seemed cat of phee 

in Sdt Flat, or, for tfie matter of tliat, oat 

of place in any Western mininff etiap, it 

all He coold shoot, lie, or dru£ with uy 

msn in the camp; bat his ways were not 

their.waya He never forced a qnanel, or 

cheated ms friends — at leasts not openly— 

and he was never known to be dnmk. 

Lastly, he went aboat^ not only in hii own 

hat and coat — ^it was the eastern in Salt 

Flat for these articles to ohsaj;e hands, 

whether at a bargain or otherwise, pntty 

often — bat by his own nama Thia was 

looked opon by the rest of as almost ai an 

insolt There was hardly a man smong u 

there who hadn't some very good raaaos 

to keep his real name as moch ss poeuble 

in the bacfcgroond. Joe Oarr, the bar tender 

— ^whose nal name was Joe Fiker- 

was oniversally accoonted one of cor foie- 

most dtisens, and an excellent fellow— u 

we went — bat his best friend wodd have 

fooght shy indeed of addressing him ai 

Palmer. I had heard him called nun; 

names, some of whidi woold have siTeD 

groond for libd actions in England ton 

times over ; nay, I have myself cdled him 

thief— with a prefix — and he did not aeem 

mach hurt i bat never thai So it waa a 

sore pofait with as all that Oiisly Daa 

shoold thos insinoate a sopeiioritr that 

none of as woold allow. ■

"He mooght ha' tacked on another 

name," said Frank Menner, oor bntehei, 

''from back East," as he was csrefd to 

inform as on every posdUe oeeaabn, 

" when he come here, if it was odj to be 

sociable. Too say old Jim at the aav- 

mill knew his father down in MiflOQii, 

and his name was Honter there, tea Wal, 

maybe so, maybe so^" he added, xefleo- 

tively ; *' bat he am't the only flood man 

among as, not even the best bya long way; 

likdy he find so some day. we didnt go 

moch on * sass ' back Esat^ and there w 

generally some <me pot the kabosh* on 

it before long." ■

I think, thoogh, Menner most have been 

the only one of as that actoally boxe Das 

enmity. The qoiet and soberness of the man 

angered as at times — ^wben we fell more 

than osadly below his levd — as mochas thii ■

to it. ■

Put the kaboeh, that is, put a BammBry ttop ■
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▼eiy ** nomfaial " matter ever did; bat we 

moBt of OS liked him individaidly. He 

was alwaye wdeome, and alwaye ready, 

toO| to play in a taUe of eachre or " aU- 

foon," though he leldom played high and 

alwayi on the aqoare, and if it had not 

been for public opinion he would have had 

more than one opportunity of going part- 

neii with men who worked the more 

paying olainu liigher up the gulch. Am it 

waa, he aeemed well enough content He 

worked his one daim alone, and though it 

paid little or nothing, he nerer borrowed 

or ran up bilk ■

He hii not been among ua long before 

there came to Salt Flat a party— huaband, 

wife, and child — ^from Micblgan. They 

came well ^'heeledi" with cattle and 

horaei^ and settled in Salt Flat, to reat 

before eroaaing the range into OalifomiiL 

Mr. Boilen, aa we idl called him from the 

£ntf on account of hia — ^to ua — ariatooratic 

looka and waya, and hia thouaand doUara 

In cattle and horaea, waa hail-fellow-well- 

met at once, and Salt Flat aeemed almoat 

aelf aamrifidng in helping him with hia 

herding, and getting m • family fixed. 

There waa no room for wonder. To ua 

mineral working and living together, with 

little female companionahip, the adyent of 

Jenny Boilen waa an event that aent moat 

of ua into a very pleaaurable atate of 

excitement. It acted upon ua in different 

waya. ■

It waa early winter, and the night after 

Mr. Bollen'a arrival, the one saloon of Salt 

Flat contained the entire population of the 

camp. Mr. Bollen'a two cow-boys were 

there, too, and ao many timea were they 

called upon to drink, and ao many quea- 

tiona were they aaked, that^ at two o'clock, 

thinking diacretion the better part of 

Talour, they apologiaed for having to leave 

ao early, and retired unateadily to the 

waggoa Bill and Harry Welch, after 

arguing for nearly an hour over the colour 

of Jenny's hair, came to blows,, and were 

forcibly ejected by the reat of ua, and 

studc head downwuda in the anow. We aat 

late that night, or rather morning, dis- 

coaaing Jenny'a virtuea. After mature^ 

though rather vehement, deliberation, the 

following reeolutiona were unanimoualy 

carried: ■

•• That her eyea were like rock cryataL 

That her hair waa better nor Mra. Snagglee 

— the wife of our uncertificated doctor. 

That ahe waa between aixteen and twenty- 

four "—on this delicate queation acarcely two 

of ua agreed. "Thatherfacewaa'apictar.'" ■

But Mra. Snagglea or no Mra. Snagglea 

— who, after all, could only provoke com- ■

Sariaon in the unimportant item of hair — 

enny BoUen was undoubtedly a very 

pretty girl, and there were two men in 

the camp, at leaat^ who had ahready fallen 

— after their faahion — ^verymuch in love 

with her. These were Frank Menner and 

Ghrizdy Dan. Frank " made the ruiining " 

from the first, and though Jennv laughed 

at them both, it waa clear she lilted Erank 

tbe better of the two. There was little 

time, however, even for such scant court- 

ship as men in Salt Flat thought 

necessary. ■

Mr. Boilen struck his tent, loaded hia 

waggon, and paaaed on over the great 

Divide, with hia horsea, hh cattle, his wife, 

and his daughter. Two or three of us took 

upon ourselves, as many other people have 

done before, to offer rough sympathy and 

gratuitous advice. ■

** Struck a snag, ain't you, Frank t But 

don't you cave, my boy, plenty more where 

she come from." ■

''Hello, Frank," said another, "sorry 

the gal made a fool of you ; better luck next 

time. You see gals think so much 

about the looks of a feller." ■

But he was soon silenced. ■

*<I reckon you chaps," drawled Frank, 

** thinks as yu know all about most things, 

and Jenny and me in particlar. But 

you've let the dollar drop this time. Yoa 

are right about looks, Josh ; old Boilen 

wouldu't ha' gone off so quick on'y he saw 

your face, and was afeard the heifers 

might stampede. See here," and he threw 

us a little note. ■

I caught it, and looked at the address. 

It was marked, •* Frank. Butcher. Salt 

Flat." He had evidently for^tten to tell 

her his surname. It was written on the 

merest scrap of paper. Cattle dealers don't 

carry around portfolios in the West of 

Colorado. But it was folded in what was 

to us a most remarkable manner, so re- 

markable that it took us some time to set 

the creases out and read its contents, while 

Frank leaned back against his sign-board — 

F. Menner, Butcher, from the East — with 

all the careless nonchalance that a five-cent 

cigar and an easy attitude could lend to his 

appearance. After much di£Scnlty we 

spelled out the foUowbg : ■

'*We shall be at Oretown to-morrow. 

There is a church there. ** Jenny." ■

We handed bacl^ the note without at- 

tempting to refold it ■

*■ I guess you han't read it yet yourself," ■
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said Jofih,' thinking of the difficolty yre 

had ozperiencod. ■

'> Bead it % Gals always fix letters 

so back East Fm off ter-morrer," 

said Frank, stuffing the little note 

into his pocket, as if it was only 

one among many that he had already 

received. ■

" Stage goes to-night," we suggested. ■

<' Maybe; bat, yon see, I am going to 

many now, and mustn't chuck my dollars 

away on feeding Nathan's horses this 

trip." ■

' So, in another hour, the story had gone 

abroad that Frank was going to Oretown 

to bring back Miss Bollen as his wife, and 

needed money, and Salt Flat had made a 

▼ery solid coUection for him. It was no- 

thing if not miscellaneous; some contributed 

their washings of gold-ore for that day; 

some, in default of the "ready," gaire a 

note of hand; others money; while among 

the yarions subscriptions were a pipe and 

a pair of shape. But Frank was more 

thim satisfied, and thanked us all heartily, 

and that evening he started for Oretown 

by the stage. All Salt Flat turned out to 

see him off, and just as the driver was 

gathering up his reins preparatory to giving 

uie deafening crack of his long whip, which 

was the signal to the half-broken bronchos 

to leap into a gallop for the start, Grizzly 

Dan stepped out of the crowd. ^ ■

"Frank," he said, "I hain't got nothing 

to put in the bag to-day ; but maybe I'll 

strike Qe by when you gets back, and if 

S0| 111 get you a wedding present then." ■

" I want no wedding present from you, 

Dan Hunter; I shan't mind getting no 

welcome from you ; and I guess you won't 

feel much to give away, when we have 

settled down a bit you can come and give 

my wife your congratulations.'' ■

Frank was standing up in the old 

waggon, which did duty as a stage, his 

eyes glittering with hate, and his whole 

face working with jealousy even now ; but 

he faOed to raise even the least spark of 

anger in Dan's face. ■

Then the whip cracked, the horses 

sprang into motion, and the lumbering 

stage-waggon rolled out of sight. ■

Dan cQd not appear at Simpson's saloon 

for some days after this, and we were 

getting to wonder what he was doing, 

when, one evening, he walked into the 

"Salt Fiat General Store," where I and 

some others were sitting at the stove, and 

said: ■

"Boys, I've struck it" ■

We jumped to our feet, and shook hu 

hand cordially. Public feeling had hid a 

reaction. Most of us thougbi after that 

day when Frank went off on the itm, 

that Dan would have made Jemiy^ 

better husband, while all the camp was in 

a ferment over the discussion as to wUdi 

was ''the best man " ; for that Frank asd 

Dan would fight some day— unless one ok 

other should uiow the white f eathei^thm 

was evevy likelihood. Bets and wagen 

were freely made, and Dan was lude 

favourite — with pistds — at three to two. 

So that we were not sorry that he had got 

a slice of luck at last ■

"'Tain't much, boys^" he went on; 

" but I wish it had come sooner. I reckon 

it's the end of the old lead Myers slnek 

last faU, down by the creek." ■

It was not many days after tUi thai 

Frank and Mrs. Menner came back to tb 

Flat They had spent some time together 

at Oretown, and old Bollen had ffm 

Jenny twen^ head of prime cattle to take 

back with her. For some time all went 

smoothly. Jenny was not demonstratiTe, 

but on the whole they were an affec- 

tionate couple ; but towards the end o( 

winter, tilings began to tone down. Jenny 

was observed to fail in her spirita, and 

Dan, of course, noticed it. He aeldom 

spoke to her, and when he did, it waa only 

as any other of us. But she made it Tsry 

dear that, next to her husband, she looked 

on him as her best friend in Salt FlaL 

Frank Menner was consumed with jealouy. 

At last the first meeting took plaee, It 

occurred, of course, in the Salt Flat aalooo. 

High words had passed from Frank to Dan, 

and Dan had quietly sipped the abominable 

mixture that was sold as whisky— fineit 

old rye — and said nothing. At lut 

Menner, emboldened by the other's silence, 

threatened him. ■

<* And see here,,Dan Hunter, if I catch 

you sneaking around my wife again, Til 

cut out your liver where you stand. Yoa 

may do as you like about other fellowi' 

wives; but you shall not hang after 

mine." ■

Dan dropped his glass to the floor when 

it broke into twenty pieces. For a mosient 

his hand sought the pistol at hia sidft 

Then he withdrew it quickly, whfle hii 

face for once showed signs of a greater 

anger than he could command. With 

clenched fist he strode to where Frank waa 

standing. The latter was not slow to 

seize his advantage. In an instant he had 

drawn a revolver and fired. At the same ■
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moment Dan atnick him. There was a 

doll thnd aa a heavy body fell to the 

ground, and, aa the smoke cleared, we saw 

that Frank lay stunned opon the sanded 

floor of the saloon, while Dan, his Idt arm 

hanging limp and shattered to his side, 

stood above him. Pbnting one foot 

heavily on his antagonist's body, he strode 

over him^ and in total silenoe we saw him 

walk towards his claim by the river till the 

last house in Salt Flat's one street hid his 

retiring form. ■

GHAFTKR IL ■

AiTXR the row at Simpson's saloon, 

there was a truce to open hostilities for 

some tima It was generally felt, and no 

doubt Frank knew it himself, too, that 

Dan eould have kiUed him if he had 

widied. The lightning-like rapidity with 

whidi his hand, dropping the glass, had 

flown to his revolver, before rtajok had 

bad 'time to make a movement, was evi- 

dence enough of this. Bat there was 

another reason for the deceptive calm that 

fell over the oamp^ Western morality 

is lax, and its law, in many cases, entirely 

in the hands of Judge Lynch; but we 

were not disposed to allow any but fair 

fighting. Dan kept himself very much to 

bimaeli He never referred to the cause 

of his broken arm ; and though he could 

not at present work his claim, he had 

already taken out a very tolerable pile, 

and had no need to do sa Frank came 

downtwiee a week as usual to the store to 

see if any beef was wanted, but his recep- 

tion was never a very hearty one. ■

" The boys hev been getting among the 

deer lately. We shan't want beef again 

tiU blacktail and elk phiy out" ■

So Frank thrust hu hands a little deeper 

into his pockets, and went off whistling 

to his cabin by the creek. But some* 

times, thouffh he would deny it to him- 

self fnriouuy, the thought would strike 

him that he was not at home with 

his wife; that he had married too far 

above him. Neither in word nor deed could 

he find reason to reproach Jenny, however. 

She was not as aroctionate as she might 

have been in her ways, perhaps; but he 

did not look for that. Indeed, it would 

have bored him. Bat he felt that he was too 

rough for her, and even in his language he 

Would sometimea forget that he was not in 

l^mpson's saloon, and shock the poor girl's 

^an with some profanity. At such times 

^e would remember how her father 

^lad fought against the match — had ■

threatened never to speak to his daughter 

again, and how she^ sacrificing much and 

braving all, had yet married him in her 

father's teeth. Then he would throw 

himself passionately on his knees by her 

side, strong man as he was, and in broken 

words beg and implore her to forgive him. 

The very vehemence of his repentance 

£rightened the girl, and made her ev^ 

more afraid of him; and she would sit 

leaning back, with her hands clasped tightly 

over her heart, and looking with far-away, 

fiightened eyes at him kneeling there at 

her feet. ■

•" Oh, yes, yes ; but, Frank, don't say such 

things to me again." ■

ABd Uiere was a deadlier danger yet ; a 

worse than Damocles' sword hanging over 

his head, a demon that whispered mock- 

ingly in his ear : *' All this is nothing; wait 

— ^wait till you have hurt her worse, and 

you will be powerless to seek the forgive- 

ness that she could never give you." ■

Day after day he had passed the sign, 

*< Simpson's Forty Bod Whiskey," outride 

Salt Flat saloon, and tried to accustom 

himself to looking on the burning lettersi 

and the laughing crowd within, to hear 

the clink of the glasses and the rattle of 

the dice, and to think of them as things 

that had nothing to do with hint He 

had long ago finished the little k^ of 

finest old rye in his cabin, taking it sip by 

sip when temptation became too strons 

for him; but the last few days' totu 

abstemiousness had told upHon even his 

powerfid constitution, and this eveningi aa 

he was walking home, a rickness overcame 

him, and he staggered, and fell heavily on 

the snow-covered ground. ■

There we found hinii and carried him 

back to the saloon he had been so anxfous 

to avoid, and forced brandy between his 

Ups. But it was a long tune before the 

many doses administered had their effect 

and Frank opened his ^es at last. ■

His eyes stared blankly before him, 

so they gave him more brandy; and 

then, when at last he rose, witii their 

help, to Us feet, and wished to go, they 

would not hear of it till he had sat down 

and rested. ■

"Take a drink, old chap, and teU us 

about itk" they insisted. ■

It was a long '* rest "that Frank took 

that night in Simpson's saloon. Towarda 

midnight he began to look less pale and 

ilL A bright colour shone in his Ssce, 

and a fierce light in his eyea. He»asked 

where Dan was. ■
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"Ain't bin nigh the town bat once 

ainoe — ^yon know," they told him. ■

Then, looking round at the familiar 

decoiationB (I) on the wallv, and the old 

thnmb-wom oice-boxefl on the table before 

him, he said : . ■

"Seems like old times, boys, to-night; 

like aa if I had been dreaming the last 

month or twa Shake yon drinfai, Tom 1 " ■

The dice were bronght, and the game, 

if snch it conld be called, went on for 

some time. Now they shook for money ; 

and Frank lost. Bat still he played 

higher. Then he lost his horses; then 

his wife's cattle. ■

" Oome, Frank, yoaVe had enoagh for 

to-night," said one well-meaning miner. ■

Bat a fierce oath was the only answer ; 

and the one man who tried that night to 

saye Frank Menner shrngged his shoolders 

and left the saloon. ■

"See here, fellers, any man 'at 11 back 

his claim agabst mine — any man in'r 

room." ■

And again he lost. Still he did not ga 

He had seven or eight dollars in silver 

stilL The bar stood by his elbow. He 

was thirsty. ■

When Frank retnmed home in the grey 

of the morning it was leaning on the arms 

of two companions, to fipd the light 

boming still in one window there# Jenny 

was uttbg ap, watching, wondering, 

fearing. Fnmk saw it, and for a moment 

stood ap without help, a shuddering horror 

seizing him. The other two cast significant 

looks at one another and slank back the 

way they had come. ■

"He'U do now, he can stand alone 

all right," was the thought with wluch 

they strove to excuse their desertion. ■

It was never thoroughly known in Salt 

Flat what happened during the early hours 

of that fatal morning down at the cabin 

by the creek ; bub Ml Welch, and Doc 

Snaggles, returning from a round through 

the woods before breakfast in search of 

game, heard several rifle-shots in quick 

succession down among the foothills, and, 

having had little luck ttiemselves, took the 

trail leading in that direction, in hopea 

that they might get a shot at any deer 

being driven up. Bdt none was to be 

seen. When they came out on to the level 

they saw a strange thing. A man, hatless, 

pale, and reeUng unsteadily, stood among 

the thick tuft grass at the edge of Uie foot- 

bills, gesticulating and flourishing a 

smoking rifle. Around him lay some five ■

or six dead or dying cattle, and doie by 

the side of the trail they had been idkwing, 

a young bull, the pride of all BoUeu'i herd 

of shorthorns, lay, his shoulder brokon by 

a shot, struggling painfully to rise, a&d 

filling the air with his piteous bdlowingi^ 

Even as they stopped, forwaid, si\otti6r 

bullet, striking him in the back, ended hii 

tortures, and Uie poor brute fell bsckdead. 

At this 9ioment the man, taming round, 

saw them, and throwing his son over hk 

shoulder began rapidly ascending the loU. 

When he had nearly reached the top he 

turned, and shaking his clenched firt at 

them, poured out a torrent of abase asd 

profanity. ■

" Take your cursed cattle," he cried; 

"hoofs and hides are all you wiU get by 

me," and he recommenced climbing, more 

furiously than ever, the thick patehei of 

brush and cotton-wood hiding him fiom 

sight ■

'< Gome, mate," said Bill, shaking with 

suppressed anger, as much at the min'i 

wanton cruelty as at his language to them 

— of which latter, indeed, so funoaaly and 

indistinctly had he spoken, little save the 

end had been intelligible-^" we most iekch 

this news to camp. Let's make traeb 

sharp. Who do you reckon it war 1 " ■

" Frank Menner. I saw his face ae he 

went over the hilL Bm on the tear, I 

reckon." 

Bill whistled. ■

" Phew, whatll Jenny say, I wonnert" 

" I calc'iato she won't 'ave mueh more to 

say to that skunk. Did you hear what he 

gave us f " ■

'*I heard plenty — enough for BiQ. I 

reckon if that chap comes mooching around 

Salt Flat this side of Christmas there'll be 

two of us whatll have something to say to 

him— you bet your bottom dollar on thai 

Guess thar ain't no ilies on you nor me." ■

So in a short time the little cosamonity 

were eagerly discussing this new act hi fte 

drama that was being phiyed in their midii, 

while not a few went up to the f oothillfl to 

see with their own eyes the dead cattle 

and the traU Frank had taken. Some of 

them, those who were best on a trail, fol- 

lowed him for a mile or more, and letmned 

with the news that he had broken off into 

the dense pine-woods on the slopes of 

Hamlin's Peak, where further tracking was 

impossible. It was evident that he bad 

taken to the woods to hide, there beiiig no 

trail m that direction bv which he conld 

cross the range, and all that could be done 

now was to hurry back to the cabin by tk ■
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cxeek, and aee what airaited them there. 

There was a little crowd already asaemUed 

roand the door, and Joe Oair held ap 

his finger to the new-eomera to enjoin ■

" We sent Giiady Dan in/' he whis- 

pered ; <' hell let na know if we're wanted." ■

Silently and quickly thqr took their 

plaoee am<wg the others and waited. Big, 

bearded men, wild, reckless, gambling 

nfttoies — ^men who had most • of them 

heaTy sins on their consciences, and who 

acknowledged no sentiment^ and perhaps 

had never before felt anxiety on any bat 

their own aocoont, stood there, troubled, 

aiud<ms, and pale, waitbg for Griazly Dan 

to tome back and tell them the worst 

Presently he appeared. His face was drawn 

and ha^EMcd, and he did not seem to look 

towards them. ■

''Doc" Snaggles stepped quickly for- 

ward, SAd when he reached the door he 

dropped his hat on the ground outside 

before crossing with noiseless steps the 

threshold of the Uttle cabm. When he 

eame bade at last, he answered at once the 

unspoken question of the crowd : ■

"No, not dead; she'll eome round pre- 

sently. If you ch^M 11 hurry back to the 

Flat, and get some brandy and tinned 

fruit, youlf maybe do more good than 

standing around here. But Fm afraid she's 

a rough time coming, poor gaL Dan '11 

stay imd help me all I want" ■

So the rest of us went back to the Flat, 

and sent down all the delicacies — euch as 

they were — ^thatonr "general store" would 

yield, bideed, if it hM not been for some 

of the more reasonable among us, who 

suggested that Jenny had "a small appetite, 

anyway," the little cabin would hardly 

haya held the miscellaneous supplies we 

wished to contribute. Eren so, there was 

not a man in camp whose sympathy was 

not represented in the odferings that Harry 

Welch took down to the sick girl, who, 

for aU we knew, had suffered fpievous 

injury at the hands of her fugitive hua- 

buid. Doc Snaggles met him at the door, 

and, signing to him to put down the 

hampers outside, led bun round to where 

the window of the new room looked out 

on the half-froaen stream and the snow- 

burdened hills beyond. On tip-toe they 

went forward, and saw Jenny lying, very 

pale, her head resting on Dan's arm and 

tftlkiDg rapidly. She was looking straight 

towards them, but seemed unconscious of 

their presence. The two men looked at 

each other. ■

" Tes, delirium. Come in ; she won't 

know you. When's Mrs. Snaggles conJnff 

down!" ^ ^ ■

'* Shell be here right away. Say, Doc, 

you don't think she'fi die, do you 1 " ■

" If it was you or Bill, boy, I should say 

no ; but she ain't no tough 'un, like us. 

She's been bad, and she'll & a dumed sight 

wusyet" ■

So they came in, and began moving aim- 

lessly about the little room, ''fixing things,'^ 

as Doc said. Jenny was quieter now. Dim 

sat^ with his head buried in his hands, in 

the dlence that was more than wordiL 

Now and again he would look towards the 

gbl at his nde, to assure himself that, this 

sudden stiUness was really another interval 

of sleep, and not the death he so much 

dreaded. When he did so they could see 

how drawn and pinched with horror was his 

own face. Only Doc Snaggles knew what 

he must have suffered that last hour, 

sitting silently in the same place, listening 

to the girl for whom he would wil- 

lingly have sacrificed his life, repainting 

unconsciously the miserable details of the 

past night. Only Doc could, even if he 

had wished, have told how Dan, when he 

first saw her body lying on the cold floor 

of the little parlour, had thrown himself 

wildly at her side, and, with a passionate 

emotion of which no man would have 

thought him capable, bathed her poor, 

heatM forehead with his tears, and than, 

rising suddenlv to his feet, had faivoked 

Heaven's awiu curse upon the man who 

had done this thing. ■

CHAPTER IIL ■

Mrs. SNAoaiiES came soon after ; and, 

whOe Doc went out to meet her, Jenny 

began to speak again. Dan bent over her 

to catch the wor£k Presently there came 

a pause. She did not seem to see Um, 

looking stndsht through the window to 

where the oU waggon trailed over the 

range to Oretown. But a softer look 

came into her face when she next spoke : ■

"Dan." ■

A wild thrill of joy swept through him 

in spite of all his misery. He bent his 

head a little lower, and for a moment his 

lips touched her face. ■

When the others came into the room 

again, they saw a new light in Dan's eyes ; 

and when Doc told him that he would no 

longer be needed that day, he grasped his 

hand and shook it ■

" Tou will do your best, DoC| I know. ■
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Think ai if it was your wife — ^yoor own wife 

that yon'd die for— yon are laying to save. 

Oh, she mnat get well 1 she most get well 1 " ■

Harry Weleh walked ^ith him as far aa 

the ford, where their wajrs parted, and 

Dan spoke for the first tune sinoe they 

left the cabin : ■

" Tell the boys,'' he said, <' to let Frank 

b^ Ton see, he is her husband still, I 

suppose. Unless,'' he added, significantly, 

*' onless he comes back agen." ■

And we followed, if we did not under- 

stand his wisL I think that since it was 

dear now that Frank had gone — "va- 

mooaed," as we said — ^we all looked upon 

Dan as having a certain right in the 

matter; and certainly our sympathies, 

which were, after all, as ready as they 

were rough, were entirely wiUi the man 

who had been so faithful to Jenny all 

through; who had been so far above 

Fnmk's jealousy and spitefnlness, and was 

eren now so generous to the man who had 

robbed him of his love, and whom he 

must in his heart have hated with a deadly 

hatred. Indeed, his feelings in this matter, 

his anxiety that no violence nor harm 

should be done to Frank, simply because 

he was Jenny's husband, were unintel- 

ligible to us; but we respected them, 

and tiie man also for them. Never a day 

passed but Dan was up at the house, ask- 

mg for news of Jenny ; and the relief he 

showed in his anxious face when Mrs. 

Snaggles would tell him she wasn't no 

worse, anyway, enlisted that good woman's 

sympathies to such an extent thftt she 

would sometimes let him come to Uie door 

and look in for a few minutes, before he 

went back to his claim. ■

The latter was showing up well, and 

Dan worked at it for more than the usual 

hours, and a great deal harder. Severe 

manual labour did him good, and this and 

the delicate handUng necessary for wash- 

ing out the gold, saved him perhaps from 

breaUng down under the anxiety that lay 

so heavily upon him. At night he would 

stroll np to the Flat and jom in a game 

of euchre; but he made an inattentive 

player; and once Joe Oarr, standing be- 

hind him, saw him quite unconsciously 

discard a left bower in exchange for a 

nine. After a little he would get up, a 

trifle lighter in pocket, nod to the boys, 

and go off to his cabin, generally to sleep 

the sleep of sheer exhaustion. ■

One day Doc Snaggles came riding into 

the Flat with news. Jenny had come 

more to herself, and was out of danger. ■

"But there's something I dent rightly 

ketch on to^" he said. '<She knowi m 

and my wife, but she don't seem right in 

her ideea She hafai't said notUn'sbont 

that n^ht— don't remember the first tiling 

about it, I reckon — and she's alwayi ask- 

ing where Frank Is, and why he d(m*t 

come home. She says she saw him often 

while she had the fever, but don't ciU to 

mind what he said to her. Maybe ihe'd 

get a bit clearer if she saw Daa" ■

So Dan was sent for, and told thitDoe 

wanted him down at the cabin. The 

Snaggleses were both fai the parlour lAn 

he got there, and Jenny was sittiog np m 

a chaur by the table, and, pillows being 

scarce in Salt Flat, was propped up with a 

curious selection of fbrs and Uanketa She 

looked terribly pale and ill, but then wai 

a vacant expression in her soft farown 

eyes-^a sometldng wanting, as it weie- 

which spoke worse for the poor girl's mind. 

She did not wait for Dan to speak. Ai 

soon as he was well within the room, and 

she could see his face, ahe held oat ha 

hands to him with a glad little cry. ■

*'0h, Frank 1 Frank 1 yon have eooe 

back at last Whv have yon kept away 

from me f I have been so ill ; and I law 

you every day ^ ■

« Jenny, it is not Frank— only Qiinly 

Dan." ■

But she did not heed him. ■

" Tou are going to stay now, arent yoo, 

dearf And well be happy agafai, Ub we 

were bef ore — before — somethmg hap- 

pened. What was it, Frank, that h^ 

penedf ■

''I can't, Jenny, I ean't. Ton mvbi't 

talk like that. I wDl come and see 7(A 

to-morrow, and ** ■

« Franl^s got to go to Qretown, Jenny, 

after stores," Mrs. Snaggles hnniedly 

interposed, *'and must catch the stage. 

He'll get back soon, and youll be bett^i 

then." ■

" Git away, you fool," she whispered to 

Dan, brushing quickly paat him, '<tUi11 

bring back the fever." ■

So Dan stumbled out of the room, Us 

eyes wet with a strange mist of tean. 

Half unconsciously he found his way toUi 

own cabin, where^ throwing himself en hii 

knees on the bare mud floor, he prayed u 

he had perhaps not done abiee he was a 

boy in Missouri. ■

"Takes me for him I" he cried. <<0b, 

Heaven, help me to help her, for I lore 

her still, love her more than ever 1 " ■

Salt Flat, of course, heard— thn># ■
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Mn. Snaggle!— of the scene in Menner'a 

puloiiT, and many were the opinions de- 

Urered as to the oonrae Dan should take. 

The majority, jadging others by themsekes, 

agreed that Dan shoold marry Jenny 

''right odF" since she looked on him as her 

hosband, if he wanted to, and ignore 

Frank, as a man who, if he was not dead, 

ought to be. Bat Dan became so forions 

at the soggestion, that the idea was at 

once dropped as a subject which, if per- 

severed with^ would in all likelihood end 

in shooting. ■

"Boys," he siJd, "Fm not that sort» I 

reckon. There is on'y one way out of this 

for Dan Hunter, and that's the X)alifomia 

traiL You chaps as like can ' freeae out ' 

for my claim, and if the feUer as gits it will 

gjiye me a broncho I'll git through before 

next snowfall That's fixed." ■

Dan tried hard to keep away from 

Menner^s caUn that day; but as the 

evening came, and he remembered how 

he had always gone to enquire after 

Jenny after his day's work, he found he 

could not resist taldng the same direction 

once more. ■

" It's a sure thing," he said to himself, 

as he set out, f I can't skip the country 

without a word. Jenny, my dear, you'll 

never know how fond Griusly Dan was of 

you." ■

When he got to the cabin, and asked 

Mrs. Snaggles how Jenny was, she shook 

her head. ■

" She's got 'er mind fixed on it you're 

Frank," she said, and she seemed quite 

determined not to allow him to see her. ■

"Maybe she won't see me again," said 

Dan, ** Tm going over the range." ■

"For good?" ■

"Ay." ■

He could say no more, a lump seemed to 

stick in his throat as he looked piteously 

at her. She did not hesitate any longer. ■

"Vm real sor^ for you, Dan," she said, 

aa she let him in, and she left him, and 

went off to the Idtchen. When she got 

baok she could hear Jenny sobbing bitterly 

inride. Bill Welch, who had come round 

to enquire, stood outside the door with 

Dan. For a moment she looked angrily 

at the latter; but a glance at his face 

■topped her. ■

"(}ood-bye," she said, holding out her 

hand, "good-bye." ■

And the two figures moved away into 

the gathering darkness. Their way lay 

aerosa the meadow-land, under the foot- 

hills, wh«re Frank Manner had shot his ■

cattle a fortnight before. The coyotes had 

made short work of the carcases, and 

presently, as they went silently along 

through the crisp snow, they saw the skuU 

of the young bull lying in their path by a 

small clump of aspen trees. For a 

moment they stopped and looked at it, 

each thinking of the man who had done 

so much wrong and harm in the last few 

months. Suddenly, without a sign of 

warning, he stood before them. He wore 

no hat, and his clothes were torn about 

him. Mad, fierce, and shaken with fuiy, 

he stood there and laughed aloud. ■

" Oaught, you hound," he cried, " coming 

from my house— -coming from my wifa" ■

He raised the pistol in his hand, and 

fired wildly. Dan's hat fell to the ground. 

Bill Welch looked hurriedly towards him. 

Was the man mad % He stood there, his 

hands folded over his breast, silent and 

immoveable. Agalh Frank stepped for- 

ward and raised his weapon, when in an 

instant his foot caught in one of the horns 

of the animal he had killed, and he fell 

headlong on his face. At the same instant 

the second cartridge exploded. A cry, 

sharp, clear, and piercing, rang out on the 

frosty night air, and when Bill went forward 

and turned over his body he saw there was 

blood trickling from the man's side. Dead ! 

Shot through the heart by the bullet he 

had intended for his rival ■

Slit Flat is no more ; but down on the 

creek, where Grizzly Dan's cabin used to 

stand, there is a neat little white house, 

and D^ and his wife ara well known in 

Oretown, and for many miles around. She 

stQl calls him Frank, and often sits by 

the hour puzzling over her * " second 

marriage," and trying — trying to "re^ 

member." But she is happy, and men say 

that Dan is happy too. There is a rough 

grave among the foothills where she is 

never likely to pass, and a still rougher 

headstone. A plain piece of deal boarding 

stands upright in the soil — ^still faintly 

bearing the epitaph the miners of Salt Flat 

deemed sufficient : ■

"< Frank Menner' 

shot hisself, 

the other was the best man." ■

OUBIOS OF THE QUEEN'S ENGLISH. ■

Now and then one comes across very 

strange examples of "English" compo- 

sition. These may be said to vary from ■
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the form veil known as elipBhod, to the 

extraoidinary resolte of 4ictionAry consul- 

tation by foieignen. From oar Indian 

Empire we oceaaionally get some choice 

instances of the latter land of writing. 

According to Lady Dofierin, a colonel once 

received a letter from a native beginning 

« Honoured Enormity"; and the corre- 

spondent had, no doubt, looked in the 

dictionary, and considered this method of 

expiesBion eminently suitable. ■

The same writer tells us that during an 

examination a man was instructed to write 

an essay about the horse. This he did in 

brief terms ; in fact» in a single sentence, 

which ran: "The horse is a very noble 

animal, but when irritated he eeases to do 

sa" Another student of our mother 

tongue's peculiarities had to write upon the 

difference between riches and poverty. He 

entered more fully than the above man 

into his subject^ and summed up his dis- 

quisition with the remarkable assertion : 

" hk short, the rich man welters on crimson 

velvet, whJle the poor man snorts on flbt" 

We leav6 the intelligent reader to consider 

the meaning of particularly the concluding 

portion of this statement. ■

We have just experienced a somewhat 

humid summer; and it is interesting to 

note that distant climes have also been 

complaining of an even more distressing 

condition of the weather, as witness the 

following extract from the Allahabad 

"Morning Post^" of date two or three 

months bsek : ■

'< On the 3rd Inst at 1 p.m. there was a 

heavy tempest of a 'dreadiful wind, and it 

is followed by a downpour of heavy rain. 

The great nalla, which flows through the 

heart of the town, came faito heavy flood, 

so that almost all the adjacent houses were 

for a long time in water, the poor dwellers 

were in great catastrophe, and they were 

dee^y drowned in the whirlpool of diffi- 

culties to escape from the threatening 

danger. Some wretched people took 

refuge in the highest and uppermost part 

of their houses ; I am poured into the 

hoirible imagination and sorry still to give 

a moat terrible account of a poor and 

wretched pair of fakir, who was flowed to 

the distance of a quarter of a mile, but 

fortunately caught by the trees, and thus 

they have saved their lives. In short, the 

people of Bnrwani greatly suffered in this 

stormy tempest." ■

Then the writer finishes his graphic tale 

b]r entering into the financial losses sus- 

tained through the above "heavy tempesf ■

Japanese " English,'' however, is st leait 

as intricate in its style as the sboTe 

examples. A firmi dealing in fiihfatg. 

tackle, having sent a circular to a mercluat 

in Tokio, Japan, received the followbg 

communication : ■

"DxAR Sm IN TouBSy— We should 

present to your company the bamboo 

fishinf;-rod, a net-basket, and a reel, aa va 

have just convenience ; all those wererery 

rouff h and simple to you laughing for your 

kind reply which you sent us the catakgoa 

of fishing-tackles last, etc Wiahing we 

that now at Japan there it was not in 

prevafling fish gaming, but fishermen, in 

scarcely tiiere now, but we do not mesanie 

how the progression of the germ of the 

fishing^ game beforehand. Therefore^ we 

may yield of feeling to restock inmy atoie, 

your conntrie's fishing-tackle, eta Sboold 

you have the kindness to send a saeh 

farther country's even in a few partake 

when we send the money in ordering of 

them, should you V ■

" I am yours, yours truly J* ■

It would appear that the writer, throogh 

a "yielding of feeling" — whatever that 

may be— is faidlined to give an ordei. 

Also, he hopes for a development of sport 

in the form of " fishing game " in Japan. ■

Writing of Japan reminds us of the 

prospectus of the Ooolie Contracted Com- 

pany, which was recently issued btm the 

town of Yokohama in tliat regioa **The 

object of the company," it appears, *'i8 to 

evacuate an evil conduct of the coolies, 

which had been practised during many 

years, while we will reform their bad 

ciroomstancesL As theobjeet is theabon^ 

we will open the works very quickly and 

kindly as we possible, without any messnie 

more or less.'' The company pronuses to 

undertake such bnriness as, '* transactioni 

of general goods relating to marine, land, 

and house removal — a accompanying man 

in going and coming of funeral rite and 

maniage ceremonies.'' ■

It is not necessary, however, to go so far 

as Japan for curiosities of this sort Lait 

summer the Hopburger Hof^ in Bavaria, 

announced the possession of a " pompooa 

garden of restauration " ; wUle the 

Bavarian State Railway issued the notiee: 

" Following plays will be performed over 

the following days, when a certain nomber 

a lareer company of new-strangers-viaitore 

could no more obtain tickets for the 

principal play. Each such a followingplay 

will be announced whenever pooiblei 

Single as well as turn and return ticketi ■
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can be paid for afe all Bavarian atationa. 

TieketB for the Bound ol Travel joat so for 

backforwarding oi the luggage direct dia* 

patch will take place at Market Ober- 

ammeigan 1 " In thia the conclnding note 

of exclamation ia amnsbg. ■

A Bchool in Frankfort not long ago 

announced in EngUah, '* Swimndng m- 

stractiona given by a teacher of bothaexea." 

And ia there not just a ahade of aoapidon 

that the following aentence in a Bieview 

waa the work of a Oenoan pen 1 ** Mr. 

Badyard Eiplin|; fomiahea a brilliant bat 

too melodramatic to be what ia apparently 

meant to be realiatic, contribati<m." ■

At a coal-croahing apparatoa ahown in 

the Belgian aection of the Edinburgh 

Exhibition, waa poated up the statement : 

"Having been atmck with the incon- 

venienta reaoltinff from the cleaning of 

coala hy the hnmU way, I endeavoored to 

find oat a proceaa by the dry. In the be- 

ginning I had reooorae to the air which 

gave directly aatiafiustory reaalta, bat their 

regularity waa aabordinate to multiple dr- 

cumatanoe.'^ At a later stage in hia 

experimenta the esdiibitor *'Smched an 

^)parataa which mif ht have influence on 

the materiala accordmg to the friability of 

the same, and whilst pulveriaing separate 

useful from the strange materiala '' — ^went 

on through proceaaea curious enough, but 

scarcely more extraordinary than the ao- 

oount given of them. ■

It la stated on good authority that, 

within recent timea, on the main road 

near Cantiurbury, waa the notice: '< Trac- 

tion enginea and other persons taking 

water from Uiis pond will be frnwecuted ; " 

while, about thirty years ago^ the following 

announcement might have been seen at 

lynemonth : "Viaitors are cautioned againat 

bathing within a hundred vards of this 

Bpo^ several persona having been drowned 

here lately by order of the authorities.** 

An eating-house near the docka had the 

notice: "Sailon' vitala cooked here;'' and 

tiie following announcement waa, many 

years ago^ placed on Hammersmith Bridge : 

''No peraona are allowed to remain on the 

bridge, and are requeated to pass on." 

With reference to this, « Punch '' aaked : 

"If penona are requeated to pass on, and 

yet not idlowed to remain on the bridge, 

are there policemen in attendance to coUar 

them and walk them over without atop- 

pmgr ' ■

Within the paat few months a new 

magasbie was started in a Northern dty. 

The opening artiek aaid : " We ahall not ■

Sky exoluaive homage to the mighty in 
tellecti but to any one who honour ua 

with contributions, whether in philosophy, 

poetry, or general Uterature, from anything 

original in design, profound in thoughti 

beautiful in imagination, or delicate in 

expression will be considered worthy of a 

place in thia magazine." Perh^M the 

ability of the printers waa not equal to the 

ambition ^of the projectors of the above 

periodical — ^if ever it became " periodia'' ■

The "Poll-Book" of the Liverpool 

Election, publiahed in June, 1790, containa 

— says a writer in '< Notes and Qaeriea" — 

this curious notice: ''T. Johnson having 

promiaed an errata, but from the anxiety 

of the publici has published in its present 

state, hoping few errora will be found ; and 

will be thankfU to those, who may find 

mistakea to intimate them to him, aa they 

ahall be rectified gratis^ which may be 

conveniently added to the end of the 

•book.'" ■

A picturesque interviewer in an 

American paper, giving a description of 

Cardinal Gibbons, said that his red biretta 

** shows beneath his Boman collar like a 

red cravat" This, remarked an Engliah 

contemporary, ''is like saying that a man 

weara hia hat under hia waistcoat, or his 

smoking-cap round hia neck." ■

OONCEBNING THE CENSUS. ■

Sttndat, the fifth of. April next, is fixed 

as the date for the tenth decennial cenaua 

of the inhabitants of the United Kingdom, 

and on the following day there wQl be 

collected in England, Wales^ and Scotland 

the particulara of the population living on / 

the night of census day. In Ireland, owing 

to a different method of enumeration, the 

work of taking the cenaua cannot be ao- 

complished in one day, and proviaion ia 

made for its performance within a period 

to be fixed by the Lord lieutenanti ■

The population returns, compiled prior 

to the present century, are far from reliable, 

being merely conjectural, and having no 

better baais than the payment of poll-tax 

and aunilar imposts. No systematic 

enumeration took place before 1801, and 

some account of the developement of 

the censua, and the circumatancea under 

which it waa iidtiatedi may not be out of 

place now. ■

In the year 1753, a bill, which from the 

bet of ita being bu^edby sundry members 

of the Govemment^ in addition to private ■
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memben, appears to have bad the aapport 

of the ^iinifitry, was introdnoed into ttie 

House of Commons, for taking and 

registering an annual account of the total 

number of the people, of the marriages, 

births, and deaths, and of all persons in 

receipt of parochial relief. The alarm and 

vehement opposition with which the Bill 

was met, probably surprised its supporters 

as much as we, in these latter days, are 

amused at the iriolent language and curious 

arguments attending its debate. It was 

actually feared by some that an epidemic of 

disease, or a national misfortune, would 

follow the numbering ; military authorities 

argued that such a register would demon- 

strate our weakness to foreign enemies; 

the proposal was described as totally sub- 

versive of the last remains of English 

liberty, and it was looked upon suspiciously 

as likc^ to provide a basis for new taxa- 

tion. Conscription, too, was scented, and 

this was perhaps warranted by the register 

being advocated as necessary in the event 

of a serious war, when, failing a supply of 

voluntary recruits, the fnrmshing of a 

certain number would be compubory on 

every parish. Notwithstanding opposition, 

ttie Ml was passed by the Commons, but 

thrown out by the Lords on the second 

reading, and nothing more was heard of 

the proposal until nearly fifty years had 

elapsed. ■

Meantime the population had increased 

by leaps and bounds, and in the year 1800, 

when a new census bill was introduced, 

the public mind was agitated, not by the 

fear of our impotence to furnish an adequate 

army, but by the apprehension that the 

means of subsistence were not increasing 

in ratio to the rapid growth of population. 

Parliament was occupied in discussing the 

prevalent deamess of food, while the 

Malthudan doctrines, advanced about this 

time, attracted a large measure of at- 

tention. Public opinion generally bad 

changed in favour of an enumeration of 

the people, and the bill became law with- 

out opposition. The first census was 

taken on the eighteenth of March, 1801, 

and has been uninterruptedly repeated 

ever since in the first year of each succes- 

sive decennary. ■

In England and Wales the Local 

GK>vemment Board is the central authority 

for taking the census, the Begistrar 

Gkneral Ming the directing officer. In 

the first four censuses the actual enumera- 

ton were the overseers of the poor, who 

were selected as being the *bnly agents ■

available. They collected informatioii m 

to the inhabitants of their parishes by 

personal enquiry, in whatever nuumer they 

deemed best, and on that data fonmdsted 

their returns. Their process of enameraticm 

was confined to no definite period, with 

the result that the same people piwent 

in different parishes on dtferent dsyi 

were in all likelihood counted more thu 

once. ■

With the 1841 census dawned a new 

era in enumeration. The Begistratkm 

Act had shortly before come into operttion, 

and for the purposes of that Act and the 

new Poor Law the whole country wh 

divided into districts with superintendent 

registrars, and sub-districts with reudent 

registrars, upon the latter of whom de- 

volved the duty of registering the birthi 

and deaths within their sub-districia No 

more suitable organisation could be foDsd 

for the purposes of enumeration, and to 

its machmery was transferred the boiinM 

of the census. Every registrar b requited 

to parcel out his sub-district into divuio&i 

each of a size capable of house-to-hoan 

visitation by a single person in the eoone 

of one day, and to make a list of qualified 

persons to act as enumerators, whose ap- 

pointment rests with the superintendent 

registrar. The householder's duty in the 

matter is probably well known; "bat s 

brief recital of it, with a reminder Oat 

its wilful neglect is attended with a 

pecuniary penalty, may be useful ■

In the course of the week prior to the 

census day there is left at every dwelling- 

house a schedule for the purpose of being 

filled up by the householder with par- 

ticulars as to the name^ agtf, sex, prof enian 

or occupation, condition as to maniafe, 

and birthplace of all Hving persons who 

abode in his house on the night of oemu 

day, and also whether any of these persons 

are blind, deaf mutes, or of nnaoonl 

mind. In Wales and the Ooonty of 

Monmouth it is requisite to state wfaethor 

persons speak Welsh only, or both Webh 

and English. ■

In the case of jails, hospitals, asjlomi, 

and public and charitable institationB, 

the governor or master is responsible for 

furnishing all particulars he csn with 

respect to the inmates, and as r^d« 

persons travelling or Qp ahipbosrd, and 

the houseless poor, the Local Gk>?emDient 

Board obtain particulars by such means aa 

appear to them best adapted for the 

purpose. The population of a place ai 

returned by the census is its actual and sot ■
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its reddent ^pulation — therefore, all 

persoiifl found in a plaoe on oenBOs night, 

be they etrangers or nativei, in houses, on 

ships or shelterless, are trei^ as units in 

its population, the only exceptions to this 

metiiod oi counting being persons travel- 

Ung by rail or other yehtclesi and who 

cannot be enumerated as abiding in any 

particular plaoe on census night Such 

persons <m arrival at their destination in 

the morning are counted as part of the 

population A the plaoe to which they then 

came. It is obvious that the alteration in 

favour of a single fixed night greatly re- 

moves the chances of omission and double 

entry. On the day following the census 

date the householders' schedules are 

ooUeeted by the enumerators, who copy 

them into books, adding an account which 

they have taken from the best information 

avflolable of all persons living within their 

divisions who have not been included in 

the schedules. It is probable that the 

number of these persons, consisting mainly 

of the vagrant dasB, is understated owing 

to the difficulty experienced in their 

enumeration. The b€K)ks are subsequently 

verified and made as accurate as possible 

by the registrars, and transmitted with the 

schedules to the Begistrar - (General for 

tabulation, and with the presentation to 

Parliament of preliminary and detailed 

abotraotSi the work of the census is 

finished, a year or two usually elapsing 

before the filial abstract is completed. ■

In Scotland the Secretary of Skate 

superintends the census, the Begistrar- 

General for that country acting as in 

England. The procedure is practically the 

same, save that the sheriffs of counties, 

and the chief magistrates of Edinburgh, 

Glasgow, Dundee, Aberdeen, Greenock, 

Paisley, Ldth, and Perth, exercise the 

functioiis of superintendent registrars. 

The particulars famished include informa- 

tion aa to whether persons speak Gaelic 

only, or both Gaelic and English. ■

The business of the Irish census is per- 

formed under the control of the Lord 

Lieutenant and his Chief Secretary. The 

ennmerators are officers and men of the 

Dublin PoUce Force and Boyal Irish 

Oonstabularyy who, on the day after the 

censuB diate, and one or more next con- 

aeoatiye days, fixed by the Lord Lieutenant, 

seyerally visits between the hours of half- 

past eig^t in the morning and six in the 

afternoon, every house within such districts 

as are allotted to them, and take an ac- 

count in writing of the number of persons ■

who abode there on the night of the census, 

witl^ the usual particulars concerning them, 

and of their religious belief. The 1891 

census will be the fourth decennial one 

embracing an enquiry into the religious 

profession of the Irish people. The Acts 

regukting the 1861 and 1871 censuses, 

made compulsory under penalty a state- 

ment as to religion; but by subsequent 

Acts the statement is optional, and in 1881 

five hundred and thirty persons seem to 

have availed themselves of the provision, 

and refused information. The accounts 

thus taken are delivered by the enumerators 

to certain of their superior officers, nomi- 

nated by the Lord Lieutenant^ who, after 

examining them and rectifying defects, 

transmit them to the General Begister 

Office, where they are digested under Uie 

direction of the Chief Semtary. ■

As an indication of the effect on the 

population of emigration and immigration, 

it may be noted ti^t in the decade covered 

by the last census, the English and Welsh 

emigrants exceeded the unmigrants by 

upwards of one hundred and sixty thou- 

sand. In Scotland the excess of emigrants 

was estimated at over ninety-three thou- 

sand, while the Irish population was 

diminished by no fewer than six hundred 

and eighteen thousand persons, who were 

calculated to have permanently Idt the sister 

isle during the period in question. Current 

returns show a falling off in the number 

of emigrants from all parts of the kingdom. ■

The work of compiling the census is 

greatly increased by the multiplicity of 

territorial areas into which, the oountey is 

divided, all of whidi have to be tdken into 

account ; and the labour is augmented by 

the difficulty of tracing the boundaries A 

the sub-divuions, which intersect and over- 

lap each other in a manner bewildering even 

to local knowledge. Civil and ecdesiastical 

parishes, municipal and parliamentary 

boroughs, urban and rural sanitary districts, 

poor-law, registration, police, and judicial 

divisions, may be dted as examples of the 

areas which have to be dealt witL ■

A noticeable feature in the census re- 

turns is the number of curious names of 

occupations, which in most cases give no 

clue to the nature of the business. Take 

for instance, " budget-trimmer," which has 

no political significance; "buU-dog-bumer" 

— ^unknown, we hope, in canine circles — 

and such occupations as piano -puncher, 

dog -minder, sand -badger, bear -breaker, 

doctor -maker, keel-builey, blabber and 

coney - cutter, with hundreds of others ■
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eqaally quaint, and inexplicable to moat 

people. No doubt many of them were 

orif^budly nlcknamesi but have passed into 

current use, and their appearance in the 

census schedules renders it necessary to 

take them into account. To assist the 

census tabulators in classifying such ocou- 

pationsi a dictionary has been prepared, 

mainly from information furnished by 

leading manufacturers as to the technical 

and local terms used in the Tarlous in- 

dustries; and this dictionaiy contains 

between eleven and twelve thousand occu- 

pations, each having a name. ■

The female age returns of the census 

cannot be regarded as more than approxi- 

mate. The extent of the falsification of 

ages of girls and women cannot, of course, 

bi stated ; but the tables for the age period 

twenty to twenty -five are probably the 

least to be depended upon. It is in- 

variably found on examining the tablee of 

succesdve censuses, that the young women 

aged from twenty to twenty-five are con- 

siderably more numerous than the gbls 

aged ten to fifteen ten vears earlier, of 

whom they are presumably the surviving 

remainder 1 It has been observed, too, 

that there is a tendency to exaggeration 

on the part of old persons uncertain of 

their age; and of the one hundred and 

forty-one persons who claimed centenarian 

honours at the last census, it is doubtful 

whether many of them had completed the 

hundredth year of life. ■

It may reasonably be assumed that each 

successive census is more accurate than its 

predecessor by reason of increased ex- 

perience among local officials, and improved 

methods of enumeration. The growth of 

education has done much to facilitate the 

correct filling-up of householders' schedules, 

while the prejudice which existed against, 

and to some extent hampered, the earlier 

censuses, has now practically disappeared. 

Indeed, on the completion of the last census, 

official recognition was made of the good- 

will and intelligence with which the people 

generally lent their co-operation in the work. ■

•'THE LAIRD 0' COCKPEN/' ■

Bt "RITA." ■

AutMor of ••Danu Durdm," "Orttckm,- "Darby cnkS 

Jocm," '^Shtba," He, §U, ■

4 ■

CHAPTER V. "KILLED — OR CURED! " ■

The little parlour looked dusky and cold 

in the dying twilight. Evidently Jean had 

thought that I was not coming downstairs ■

again that evening. She had lit the candles 

on the mantelpiece, and their dim light MI 

on the dark figure standing there— and 

gaafaig intently into the duU and flickering 

flame. ■

At the sound of my step he turned and 

looked at me. I saw his face was Yuy 

white. All the gay youth of it was sad- 

dened and changed. Hisses had a ileep> 

less, haggard look as of suJOTering endniid 

until repression avenMs itaell ■

*'Tou — ^you wished to see mo," I said, 

pausing a few yards ofi from where he 

stood. I did not ofier to shake hands; 

what use to be conventional or fomud, 

nowt Did I not know full wall what he bid 

come to say f Did I not know equally well 

what my answer would be t ■

"Tes," he said, and he moved a step or 

two nearer. " But won't you shake hands t 

Are you still unforgiving % " ■

I extended my hand mechanically, lod 

then seated myself in the chair he dmr 

forward. ■

** I— I hope you believe me when I uj 

how sorry I have felt for you in all this 

time of trouble," he said, with hesitatioD. 

'' Words dont count for much — and—and 

somehow I could not write. I tfaooglit 

perhaps you would see me if I ealled. It 

is very good of you." ■

" It is not good at all," I said, farasqaelj. 

"I; knew it would have to happen sooner 

or later." ■

<* You say that as if vou wished to— to 

get it over, like an unpleasant duty. An 

you still angry with me, Athole t " ■

The reproaich in voice and look initaftod 

me. ■

<'Why should I be— angry I' I sdd. 

** I only wish to hear why you wanted to 

see me — why you are here t " ■

" I will soon tell you that,'' he said, very 

quietly. ** Tou — you are of ooime aware 

that my father's death has msUe ma a 

comparatively rich man. There is no 

necessity now for me to lead a wallezmg 

life, or be anything but a refl|«kable 

dtisen. I thiiik, however, I ow^it to 

myself and to you, Athole — ^to H pv- 

fectly frank. I— I spoQt your life ^ the 

past; let me atone for it in the Iknre. 

We are still young. Freedom ha come 

to you, prosperi^ to me. Let obIkS*^ 

all this dark and miserable time, i^ ^ 

happy as — as once we dreamt yre )v^ 

be happy. I know it is very ao' to 

speak; but there are circumstancea U^ 

make conventionality seem a verrpoor 

thing. I want you to forgive me. &tb«2e ■
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—to tike me baek. Yoa can't have for- 

gotten; yoa oant have changed. Good 

Heavena ! why do yon look at me like thatf " 

"I may not have forgotten,'' I aaidi ■

; " but I have-Hdianged." 

He drew back a step. He looked at 

me with flaming eyee — angry, incrednlooB. 

"I don't believe it^" he laid, paa- 

rionately. *'Toa are trying to deceive 

yoarBdf, and me ; yon think yoa owe it to 

your husband's memory to appear shocked 

at--ftt my speaking so soon. Do yon 

think I cannot read yon better ; that I did 

not study every detdl of your life ; that I 

could not see how dreary it was — how 

miserable t" ■

The grain of truth in his words stung 

me to the quick. I felt the blood leap in 

angiy tide to my hoe. ■

"Was it for that reason you came on 

the yacht at my husband's request t" I 

cried, stormily. "To spy out my life 

and my surroundings whfle accepting a 

hoipitaiity you now abuse t It is on a par 

with most of your actions." 

He grew very white. 

"Athole^ you know me better than 

that," he said. ■

" I only know that but for you my life ■

would have been safe and happy, sheltered ■

by a good man's love and devotion. I only ■

bow that I pained and saddened his life ■

every hour I shared, it by my blind and ■

wilful selfishness. I only know that for ■

my sake he went to his death. I only ■

know that always, always his voice is ring- ■

isR in my ears out of that cruel sea. I ■

only know that of all the mistakes in my ■

miserable, mistaken life, I r^ret none so ■

much as tiie mistake I made m loving yon ■

— or— or thinking I loved you — and so ■

wilfully blbding myself to a worthier and ■

a better love." ■

" That is enough/' he said, as he drew 

back, and stood looking at me with white 

face and burning eyes. My voice had sud- 

denly broken, a choking sob cut AcH the 

torrent of passionate worda " Did I not 

say when first I Imew you," he went on, 

" when we took that very first walk, that 

a woman's promises were like clouds — 

drifting, not stationary! She only thinks 

she loves, and when a man believes her he 

finds it is some passing fancy she has 

dignified by that nama If-^ you had 

really cared, you would not have changed, 

yoa could notl" ■

Hu voice was low and ^fierce; his eyes 

burned darkly in the whiteness of his face. 

I sat there, my hands dasped, the great ■

tears falling on my Uack dresa But 

neither his passion nor his wrath moved 

me. My heart seemed dead to any appeal 

or any plea of hia ■

Suddenly he threw himself down before 

me, clasping my haoids, and raining kisses 

on them between his broken worda ■

" Ob, Athole, Athole, listen ! It can't 

be true, that you have ceased to care — ^that 

you have forgotten all that used to be. Itis 

not so very long ago, and Heaven knows if 

I wronged you that I have sufi'ered enough 

for it What has changed vou t This cold, 

hard if oman is not my little, gentie love of 

long ago— who was so pitifiil and so kind 

— ^and so fovgiying.'' ■

I looked at him aneding there, humbled, 

pleading, despairing. Once it would have 

been my sweetest revenga But now I only 

felt a great sorrow and a great pity ; yet 

neither stirred one pulse of the old Jove, 

or broke down that cold, strange barrier 

which death and remorse had raised 

between us. ■

** Douglas," I said, moregentiy than I had 

yet spoken, **I cannot even to myself ex- 

plain what has changed me; but I am 

changed utterly and entirely. Once love 

seemed to me everytiiing, and I gave myself 

up to it without a thought or regret. Oh 

how I loved you then, Douglas 1 I had no 

thought or vrash or desire that was not of 

you or with you : there was nothing you 

might have asked that I would not l»ve 

done. Think how you repaid me. One 

caxmot go back — one cannot live twice 

through such a time as that The first re- 

payment of my love for you was faithless- 

ness; the second — ^insult Then it seemed 

to me that I had only been worshipping a 

false idol — that even if I could believe imd 

care in the old blind, trusting way, I should 

only wake to fresh disappointment and 

beiti sorrow. I wanted a love great and 

strong and unselfish, to life me to hi^er 

things, not let me fall to lower. You 

taught me distrust, then sorrow, then 

shama Is it such a wonderful thing that 

I should have changed ; that I should look 

out on life with eyes of suspicion and of 

fear 1 You blame me very harshly. Cannot 

you understand that this change was not 

Drought about by any wish or idll of mine 1 

I — I cannot even to myself explain it. 

But it is here — ^like lead or ice about my 

heart — ^I feel as if nothing could ever 

soften or subdue me again." ■

There were no tears in my eyes now. 

But I felt the hot scorch of his as they fell 

on my clasped handa ■
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'<I think," he said, at laat^ "that yoa 

wrong yourself. This is only a feeling 

bom of grief, and regret, and trouble. 

Your nature is not cold, and your heart is 

not hard. Tou were right to blame me 

for — for my madness — for what you justly 

eaU an insult ; but surely you might under- 

stand a man's feelings are not always 

under his control; and I had suffered 

horribly all that time on the yacht, when 

I kept aloof from you, and schooled myself 

every day to treat you as if — as if you 

were no more to me than the others. I 

know I should not speak like this now ; it 

must seem presumptuous and ill-judged; 

but in a way I am forced to it renryth 

is going back to Australia at once, and 

he wishes me to go with him. I could not 

make any plans or leare this' country with- 

out saying what was in my heart, without 

asking for some hope, however small. 

And I would be patient enough now, 

Athola" ■

I drew my hands coldly away. ■

** I have no hope to give you, Douglas. 

I do not say it from any pretence of 

propriety, or prudery; you, I think, 

know me better than that It is the 

simple truth. I — I do not love you any 

longer." ■

The truth was out at last ; the strange, 

inexplicable truth which had haunted me 

for so long now, defying me to contradict 

it, or its accusation of futhlessness on my 

part. He listened, then dropped my 

hands and rose slowly to his feet. ■

" I am to understand," he said, coldly, 

" that all is at an end, that you never wish 

to see me, that I am to consider myself 

dismissed— for ever f " ■

*'Tou put it very harshly," I said; 

"but I suppose that is what it amounts 

to." ■

''You are not saying this out of any 

foolish revenge, any jealousy of that old 

folly about another woman t " ■

'* If you mean Mrs. Dunleith, you forget 

that I know her real character. It was in ■

Jrour journal. I have neither lealousy nor 

ear of her, nor any desire to be revenged 

for what she once made me suffer." ■

" Then this change is — ^real, or — ^am I 

to suppose I am supplanted f There is 

Kenneth." ■

*' Do not insult me," I said, ooldly ; " I 

have given you an explanation, a perfectly 

true ona xou are at liberty to believe 

it or not Be vexy sure of this, that 

widowhood is to me a sorrowful reality, 

and its sorrow is all the greater because of ■

the regret and remorse that mut br I 

ever embitter ite memory. Have I add 

enough t " ■

M Quite enough," he said| his voice edd 

and hard, his eyes alone betraying the 

wounded pride and fierce anger he aonght 

to control " Your sentiments are a cte£k 

to your position ; I wonder whidi wOl Iii( 

the longest t" ■

I rose abruptly. ■

" We need not discuss that pdni I 

did not expect you would understand. It 

must seem strange ; but I have only spoken 

the truth of my f eelbgs." ■

"I know you were always paitieolirly 

candid." ■

" If I said I was sorry, you would not 

believe me, and I cannot be hypoeritieil 

and offer you friendship, or— or talk of 

a future when we shall meet| and cu 

afford to laugh at all this as a long-dead 

folly. I almost hope, Douglas, that we 

never shall meet again on ttds side of 

eternity." ■

"Will nothing move you!" ha eried, 

barring my way to the door, as I toned 

in that direction. " Have you conddered 

what this means for both of us t If joa 

send me from you now, I swear I will 

never come back ; never ask what I hxn 

asked to-day ; never give you the estiifie- 

tion of knowing you can make a men 

suffer to gratify what I believe ia, after 

all, your own wounded vanity, or yoor 

desire to revenge on me the psin yoa aay 

I once caused you." ■

"It is only natural," I said, "that yoa 

should misjudge me. But you may hSm 

I am speaking the simple truth ; I am not 

actinff out of revenge ; it would be a baae 

and foolish thing to do; and much m I 

have suffered at your hands, Douglsa, I 

would not, if I could, deal you back one 

pang, one tear, qne regre^ of all the msnj 

you cost me. Once I might have wiahed 

you to suffer ; but not now." ■

** Then it is only that you have eeaaed 

to love met" ■

"That," I said, " Is the simple truth. I 

cannot explain it^ but I feel it No doabt 

it sounds strange. I think it must; bat 

it is the truth, and it is best you shonld 

know it" ■

" I — I suppose," he said, turning away, 

" I am rightly served. All my life I be^o 

been he^less, selfieli, ineonatant takiQg 

what pleasure came in my way, cueleiB d 

sufferbig caused to others. Still, it ia feiy 

hard ^" ■

"I am very sorryi" I said, more gently; ■
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^'bat I think all foeling and aentiment of 

that sort died out of me when — when I 

woke from that terrible time of ferer and 

learnt my loes, and seemed to leoogniie 

my long Belfiahneae and hUndnesBi j^en 

once one reeogniBes a change luce that, 

there is no possible resorrection. One 

seems to drift apart in the spirit as in the 

flesk The word < together' has lost all 

iismagia** ■

''Ton analyse your feelings as merci- 

lessly as a yiyiseeuonist womd a yietim," 

lie saidy bitterly; '*Iam glad to leave yon 

in so comfortable a frame of mind. life 

will soon resome interest for yon. It is 

only the heart whose lore has ontlired 

hope that knows what real loneliness is." ■

The doll fire had died ont, the little 

parlour looked cheerless and gloomy. I 

shivered as with sadden cold. JEQs words 

echoed monmfnlly in my ears — ^I whose 

life was so lonely and so empty now. ■

But it had to be. I could not recall the 

pasti conld not pretend to live in its 

memories, and be glad as once I had bean 

gild. ■

I stretched oat my hands to him. ■

''Forgive me, Donglas — and say good- 

bya Believe me, it is better you shoald 

know the trath even if— if it pains yoa, 

than wake to disillaaion and rejpret." ■

He took my hands in both his own. The 

snger died oat of his face, leaving it very 

sad and very white. ■

"Perhaps," he said, "yoa hardly know 

how crnel yoa are; bat why shoald I 

blame yoal Another woman woald not 

have spoken so tratiif ally. Yoa most be 

very sure of yoarself to have done so ; for, 

as troly as diere is a heaven above as, 

Athole, I will never — after to-night— look 

apon yoor face or seek year side again. 

Yoa hear me T' ■

" Yes," I said, qaieUy. " I hear yoa." ■

« And yoa have nothing more to say f " ■

Calmly and steadily I looked ap in his 

hce. ■

" No, Donglas — I have nothing more to 

say." ■

*' ^eaven forgive yon, Athole — ^and ■

Good-bye." ■

CHAPTKR VL A HAVEN OF BEST. ■

The day after I had parted from 

DoQg^ Hael Penryth came to say good- 

bye to me. ■

I think he mast have gaessed something 

of what had passed between as ; bat he said 

very littloi only when he rose to take his ■

leavOi and was holding my hand, he looked 

somewhat wistfolly at me. ■

" Yoa woold like to ask me a qaestion, 

I know," I said. " Do not be afraid. Yoa 

will not hart or offend ma" ■

'' Yoa are qaite saref '' he asked, eagerly. 

''It is not for my own sake, and Donglas 

is really in great distress. He was raving 

like a madman last night. I conld hardly 

believe what he said. Is this paxting 

irrevocable f " ■

*' Yes," I answered, dmplv. ■

" There is no hope, no chance that the 

past might be forgotten % Yon are both 

very yoang, and yon— how little happi- 

ness yoa seem to have hadl Are yoa 

acting rightly t Are yoa qnite sme of 

yoar motives 1 " ■

**I am qaite sare. I cannot explain 

why I have changed ; bat I only know tiiat 

it is a fact. I have made one mistake in 

marriage. I will not — knowinsly — make 

another. It seems as if yean divided me 

from that time when I loved wiUi a sirl's 

nnqaestionfaig trnst I ooald not go back 

— I ooold not. If I — ^in time — ^had any 

thonght of— of what he wishes, I shoald 

never be conisnt, nor content him. One 

cannot live throngh sach feelings twice in 

a lifetime," ■

** Yoa are right," he said, gravely; " one 

cannot" ■

*'I wish he woald believe," I said, 

earnestly; ** bat he only thinks me heart- 

less and — ^and fickle. My life seems to 

have all gone wrong, I think. I have 

always disappointed and pained every one 

who has cared for me." ■

** I have often wished to teU yon," he 

said, gently, *' that I am sare yoar hos- 

band anderstood yoa far better than yon 

imagined — and at the last — — " ■

'' Oh hush, hash, I cannot bear to think 

of it What right had I to be so blind- 

so selfish % And he will never know that I 

was so sorry, that I woald, oh so gladly, ■

e've my own life now to save hb, so 

>ave, and good, and nsefaL lliat is the 

sting in it all "—I went on, nnheedbg the 

tears that came falling helplessly down my 

cheeks— "I may repent, cry, pray, grieve 

as I please ; bat he will never know. Oh, 

why are we not more carefol, more loving, 

more considerate, living as we do always 

in the shadow of death, and not knowing 

from day to day what may happen % Oh, 

if we only were sare of meeting, sare of 

some time — any time, however distant, 

bringing as once more together — ^when we 

conld explain, and nnderstand, and be ■
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forgiven t Ltfe u cmel enough — but 

death "' ■

''Perhaps," he Baid, gently, *^ death is 

less cruel than yon imagine. It is for 

the liyine I always feel regret. They have 

to bear the loss, and suffer for the mistakes; 

to see the sun rise in hopelessness and set 

in despair. Bat I do not think yon need 

reproach yourself so bitterly. Tour hus- 

band had not one harsh or bitter thought 

of you. He blamed himself for selfishly 

binding your life to his. for takine ad- 

vantage of your youth and inexperience. 

He did not easily express his feelings — 

those quiet, self-contained people never do 

— but I know they were very deep and 

earnest." ■

" I am sure of that," I said, sadly. " If 

only it were not too late. Tou can have 

no idea of how that time haunts me. The 

wild storm, the cruel sea — and he— facing 

it alone. I wake at night hearing the 

howl of the wind and dash* of waves, and 

his face seems to rise from their midst and 

look at me so reproachfully." ■

I shuddered involuntanly, and covered 

my ^es with my hands. ■

** It is no use to speak of this now," I 

said, at last ; *' and to Douglas least of all 

He knows that I was yerj unhappy at 

first ; that I married without really caring 

very much for Donald GampbelL He can- 

not understand that I should change — that 

remorse and regret might have opened my 

eyes to his real worth." ■

" No," said Huel Penryth, in the same 

grave, gentle way. "He cannot under- 

stand — ^yet But he will. Do not let 

that thought distress you. I know DQUglas 

Hav ; I read his character long ago. He 

will suffer sharply, crueUy for a time ; but, 

afterwards, there will be consolation, His 

is not the nature to mourn and endure. 

The clouds are dark and stormy at first — 

but the sunshine behind is too strong for 

them; they are dashed aside, pierced, 

scattered, and forgotten. So he will for- ■

!;et. If I might speak to you candidly, 

ronkly " ■

<'Tou may," I said, looking steadily up 

at his face, and wondering how so much 

strength and calmness coi^ be allied to a 

pity so evident — a gentleness that a woman 

might have envied. ■

'< Then I will tell you that I have rather 

dreaded you might make what I felt would 

be another mistake. Tou would be less 

content even with Douglas Hay than — 

than vou esteemed yourself with Donald 

OampbelL His is not the nature to mate ■

with yours, and his good looks, and faaci- 

nations, and brilliant qualities woold loon 

pall upon you. These three veais of yoor 

life have been an education of your nstme 

and mind, and all that is highest snd best fa 

them. Tou eould not endure a new disip. 

pointment — anewfailnre. Touwonldaeoept 

love now with fear and questionme— not 

with simple faith and the halo of idealin- 

tion. So it is far, far better that yoa 

reject it altogether than run the risk of i 

disillusion so cruel that your life wwdd for 

ever suffer. Tou need never be whdly 

dependent on others. Tour nature will 

widen and your sympathies enlai]ge. Ai 

time goes on you will learn to Bve for 

deeper, and greater, and more satUyfag 

things than dreams, and pasuons, and 

sentiments. I can foresee for you all the 

possibilities, of consolation. They lie 

within yourself, and suffering and Ion 

have taught you the way to find them" ■

The echo of those words is still ringing 

in my ears. I liave put them down 

here, but I caimot reproduce the vdee 

that lent them force and inspiration. And 

yet ■

Well, let me be truthful, at least. It ii 

to Huel Penryth I owe the secret of tiiii 

change in myself. From the hoar I met 

him, life no longer narrowed itself into 

petty grooves and beaten tracks. Some- 

thing in his nature rang out a trumpet-eill 

to me, and all things small, selfish, nairow- 

minded, fell before that bold and ringing 

challenge. I am a hap^er woman for 

knowing him. I cannot but acknowledge 

that — and yet even his friendship I may not 

keep. He, too, fades out of my life, ud 

the veil of silence and separation £iQi 

between us from to-night ■

Let my tears rain down unchallenged 

and unseen, save by this safe and silent 

confidant of so many follies and mistakes. 

I have time enough now to recall and think 

them over — time enough to see how wil- 

fully I cheated myself into delusion- 

time enough to grieve, and repent^ vA 

pray. ■

My soul cries out in passionate lon£ . 

to the dead I have loved and wrongei 

To the living one can always atone, but to 

those dear ones, in the silence, what on 

one say 1 What can they hear or know 

of the remorse they leave beliind f ■

Answer that, ol^ wise men, preachers of 

eternal mysteries, expounders of groat 

trutha Answer it in such wise that 

our breaking hearts may know peace, snd ■
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feel Bure that what yoa Bay ia true and 

worthy of belie! ■

I ait here alone in the hash and Bilenee 

of midnight ; and as I lift my head I eee, 

facing me in tiie miDgled light and 

shadowa of the room, another face. The 

eyoB look back at me, large, and deep, and 

BteDgely BorrowfdL ■

With a BtartI Beem to knowthem as my 

own. ■

" We are looking at each other, yon and 

I," they seem to Bay, " as we have looked 

80 often, in childhood, ma!deDhood, 

womanhood, in love, and sorrow, and 

despair. Bat the soul behind shall look 

oat one day with no tears to blind, and 

no despair to darken; for <mly through 

Buffering can it win peace, and by grief and 

pun alone is its redemption bonght" ■

The days come and jeo. It is nearly two 

weeks since they laid Grannie in her grave. 

How long ago it seems — ^how cruelly, hope- 

lessly long I Some strange spirit of nnrest 

18 in me to-day. I cannot remain Iiere. I 

am weary of the confinement of the house, 

its lonelmess, and sQence. I will dress and 

go out, away to the hiUside where she lies 

at vest — ^away to that quiet home of the 

dead I have so often enviedi set in the 

solemn peace of that fairy hilL ■

The idftemoon is cold but bright. I can 

easily walk there and back before the dusk 

faUs. I will tell old Jean, in case any of 

the Camerons call here. Bella b expected 

daily. She might arrive, and they would 

be sure to come round for me. ■

How can I write it t How can I say 

it t Where am I to find worda coherent 

and expressive of joy t It seems almost a 

wrong to put it down — and yet I must — I 

must. So much of my life is here. Shall 

not tiie (rilent friend of these past years 

chronicle also this glad, and amaiing, and 

still almost incrediUe surprise 1 ■

I walked along the winding road that 

curved itself in gradual ascent to the crest 

of the hill. I knew where Orannie's grave 

was, and I passed under the now leafless 

trees, and among the still and low-lying 

dead until I reached the spot ■

Neither stone nor cross yet marked that 

resting-place, only dark earth and a few 

flDwers, withered and dead from the frosts 

of those past chill nightsL It was very 

quiet thera No solitary figure was any- 

where in sight No sound save the flatter ■

of some passing bird dbturbed the air, 

and beyond, in the western sky, was 

the red, wintry sun, burning over dark 

hills and faint patehes of unmelted 

snow. ■

I stood there gaaing down, a thousand 

strange chaotic thoughts whirling through 

my brain. But always — always that same 

wonder. Did she knowt^ould she see 

me t Was that silence as deep, and that 

barrier as impassable on her side as on 

ours, who still lived, and loved, and 

mourned t ■

Had she and Donald met, and could she 

tell him how I sorrowed Jor his loss t 

Would he be glad to know I had not 

forgotten, and ud not coaled to grieve t 

Would he ■

I think it was at this point my thoughts 

broke ofL A atop approaching on the 

hard, firm road disturbed them. It came 

nearer, nearer, nearer — so close that out of 

wonder I turned. ■

For one moment I thought I must be 

mad or dreaming. A ghastly terror 

seised me, and all of earti^ seemed but 

one heaving tumult under my quivering 

limbs. ■

Could the sea give up ite dead, or was 

this Donald that I saw — pale, worn, 

wasted, the shadow of the stalwart High- 

land chief tahi I had known, but lookhig 

at me with Donald's honest evoL holding 

out Donald's big, eager arms in dimdent and 

yet most eager welcome t ■

" Athole — my lassie--my dear wife 1 " ■

Donald's voice 1 Oh, merciful Heaven 1 

No dream-— no fancy this I With a cry, 

eager, wondering, incredulous, but glaid, 

as surely never word or cry of mine had 

sounded to his ears before, I fiew to those 

outstretched arms, clinging to him, weep- 

ing, laughing, with a gladness ahnost 

fearful, so wondering, so incredulous it 

still knew itself to be. ■

But it was true— ^uite true; Donald 

was alive, safe, well ; holding me to his 

heart, soothing my tearful, hvstericid sob- 

bing, murmuring every fond and tender 

word that love could speak out of ite new- 

bom gladness. ■

Ana in that gladness truth spoke out at 

last I told him all — everything-— of that 

lurking shadow which so long had been 

between us; of my folly and ite bitter 

lesson, and all my sufiering and self- 

reproach ; and I heard in honest, broken 

words, whose rough eloquence was sweet 

to me now beyond all honeyed phrases of 

romance, how deep and true was Us love ■
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for me — ^how long and how patiently he 

had suffered and kepi lOencOi ■

I did nol learn the story of his escape 

then. That followed long aiterwards ; bat 

here by Orannie's grave— here on that 

lonely hill which seen^ destined to be the 

stage of so many dramatic episodes in my 

life, we poured out onr hearts in plain 

and sober truth at last^ and hand in hand 

beside her narrow resting-plaoci we " kissed 

again with tears." ■

l'envol ■

And now to satisfy enquiries as to how 

the Laird escaped, and, having escaped, 

how BO long a^me elapsed before I heard 

of it ■

The boat was caught in a squall and 

carried out to sea long before they could 

help themselves. Here they found that 

they were in the teeth of a furious gale, 

and for hours battled with deadly peril. 

Towardsd£wnytheboyDavie^exhausted and 

spent^ was washed overboard. In making 

an effort to save him, Donald lost steering 

way of the boat, and a huge wave capsized 

it How he stmn;led and mans^ to 

scramble on the keel and keep himself 

afloat he could never explain ; but, never- 

theless, in the gx^ dawn he was found in 

that peiilous situation, and picked up by a 

Dut^ schooner, in the very last stage of 

exhaustion. The long exposure, and the 

blow he had received when dashed against 

tiie. side of the vessel, brought on con- 

cussion of the brain, and for months he 

was never wholly conscious, nor could he 

in any way recollect or explain who he 

was to the kindly folk who had saved him 

and taken him on their own voyage out 

of sheer inability to comprehend his 

language, or guess his positioa When at 

last he drifted back to sense and memory, 

he was appalled at the length of time that 

had elapsed since he had been swept out 

to sea. ■

He was in a strange country, and he 

had no money. His only valuables were 

his watch and chain, and a rine with the 

seal and crest of his dan. With these he 

raised enough money to bring him back to 

]&igland. Then he wrote to me at Corrie- 

moor, tdling me of his escape, and that 

he was on ms way home. Following the 

letter with all speed, he stayed at Inverness 

to ask news at Craig Bank. Here he 

nearly scared old Jean out of her wits, ■

and learned that we had all believed him 

dead, and that I was no longer si Corrie- 

moor. He left Oraig Bank, sad fidkwsd 

me to the cemetery, resolved that I diodd 

not remain an hour longer in ignoraiioe o! 

his fate. ■

The rest I have explained. And yet^ h 

is not quite easy to explain how deep ioi 

strange a thing was this new joy oi mbe; 

with what f esr and trembling I aeoepied 

it, knowmg to the fiill my own unwoithi- 

ness. How strange it seemed to look op 

at that kind, honest face, and resd in iti 

pallor anu lines of suffering the story of 

the past months; yet to read behind ind 

above all those signs a radiance, and con- 

tenti and deep-fdt thankfulness tint I 

had never seen before I How strsago to 

hear murmured agun and again, ss if the 

words had acquired a new meaning, *'Hy 

wife, my wife 1 ** How strange to see 

tears in those keen blue eyes, that I need 

to think were cold as the sky of his own 

land ! How more than strange the chsnge 

in myself, that swept away all reitndnt, 

and coldness, and diffidence^ and fa 

once--oh, thank Heaven for it !— Jet me 

show him all my hesrt and ask for pirdon 

and forbearance, and trust in that fatiin 

which at last held brighter and 

certain hopes for both, ■

mora I ■

And now what need to say moief 

The few blank pages of my jounil lOl 

face me ; but I have no wnh or wiU to 

write of what " may be." I am Qontent 

with what '< is." ■

If tears are in my eyes to-night^ they 

are not altogether sad; only I iriih— I 

wish Grannie was here to rejoioe in my 

joy, and be sure of my exceeding thankful- 

ness. And so, with trembling hind, I 

write these last lines. Surely the miitikei 

of the past will be my ffuide for the faton 

—a warning to avoid the pitf slls and tiie 

snares that still lie scattered on the pith 

of life ; that path on which the feet oi 

wommhood are now set, supported by the 

full, deep strength of a true and honest Iots. ■

Now Ready, Price Sixpence. ■
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Hblsn and Selma Malet werOi for the 

time beiog, Uying alone together in the 

little house at Hampstead, enjoying what 

the latter called an " inteiregnom of oom- 

paniona.'* ■

Two yeaii earlier the loss of their father 

and mother within three months of one 

another had left diem very desolate. They 

had no brother and no other sister. They 

were veiry ftdrly weJl off, however, and 

after maca discossion and some opposition 

from ^bmr goardian, they had set np house- 

keeping for themselvesi finally conceding 

to his insistance the chaperon they had been 

very anzioos to do without. They had 

been fortunate in their first duenna ; they 

had become very fond of her and she of 

them ; but when, about a month before the 

TyrreDs' " at home," she had been obliged 

to leave them hurriedly and her suocesisor 

had proved not to be immediately forth- 

ooming, they had persuaded their guardian 

— Sekna best Imew how— to let them 

" chaperon one another " in the interval. ■

Mr. Coridshi the guardian in question, 

was their father's cousin, and the onlv 

relation Helen and Selma had in England. 

But the Oomish family was a host in itself, 

numbering fifteen all told, and ranging in 

ages froin the father, who was nearly sixty, 

to EUie, the pet and baby of the Jamily, 

who was nearly six. The two girls had 

established themselves very near the big 

house which accommodated their numerous ■

cousins, so that in the alarming crises 

which were apt to arise in the household 

economy — such as the intoxication of the 

cook, or insubordination of the housemaid 

with reference to "followers" — Helen 

invariablv took sage counsel with her 

ffuaorcUan s wife, who went with both girls 

by the name of auntie. As a matter of 

fact, it was Mrs. Oomish, and not her 

easy-going husband, who had insisted on 

the chaperon, and it was ^dso Mrs. Oomish 

whose permission had been absolutely 

necessary for the present interregnum. ■

Though Sehna had been all her life 

as much at home in her cousins' house as 

hi her own, though she had known and 

loved them, all from her earliest childhood, 

they were nothing in her life but the 

merest background, against which the 

centre figure was John TyrreU. He 

had been an inthnate friend of her f atherV, 

even before Selma was bom ; he had been 

a part of her life as long as she could 

remember anvthing, and as long as she 

could remember anything it had been he 

and he only who had thoroughly under- 

stood and helped her. It had been John 

Terrell who had overheard the two little 

sisters of nine and six playing a game 

invented and directed bv the younger, hi 

which the tragic drowning of a dou in a 

washing basin formed an important feature. 

It was John Tyrrell who had stood almost 

thunderatruck at the lamentation of the 

bereaved parent of six years, until he was 

roused by the frightened crying of little 

Helen as she besought her sister not to 

play " like that " ; and it was John Tyrrell 

— a much younger John Tyrrell than the 

man of to-day — who had picked up the 

little actress as she passed from simulated 

to very real sobs and tears, and kissed and 

soothed her into quiet. From tiiat day ■
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there had existed a very enrions and mnoh 

laughed atoomradeBhip between the ydong 

actor and the baby girl ; but her father and 

mother, thinking it Tery poeaible that the 

precociooa germ of dramaUo instinct might 

never derelope, and determined that no 

pressore or even eneonragement from with- 

out should be mistaken by Selma, as she 

grew older, for a vocatioii, had exacted 
om Tyrrell a promise that he would not 

talk to the diild of his art, nor in any way 

whatever encourage her dramatic ten- 

dendes. ■

Of Selma's first play, eight vears later, 

John Tyrrell was the hero, and it was his 

acting which Uien ihowed her for the first 

time what, as she expressed it in childish, 

excited language, was "the matter with 

her.* The man who received that girlish, 

enthusiastic admiration, was no longer the 

man who had consoled the over-strune 

cbild of eight years before; but the gin 

interested him, and when there was no 

longer any room for doubt as to her 

destby, he took her in hand, and tauaht 

her and trained her as no other man Uraig 

could have done. He was a hard master ; 

the genius and enthusianu which possessed 

her, and which nothing could nave re^ 

pressed, appealed to him, almost bi spite 

of hfanself, and he exacted far more from 

his pupil than he had ever exacted from 

himself. And to Selma he seemed the 

very hacamation of the art she loved. 

Every difficulty, evexy dumb, struggling 

emotion which seemed to her over- 

whelming when she tried to deal with it 

alone, took definite and coherent shape for 

her in Uiat little room in EensiDgton, as 

she listened to Join Tyrrell ; the word 

spoken to her there was her law ; the praise 

given to her there made the highest satis- 

faction of her life. ■

Her uncle was her guaxdian in the eyes 

of the law, and, in the outlines of her 

domestic life with her sister, she knew that 

it was he who was to be consulted and 

obeyed. But of all the hopes and fears, 

the love and the labour that made up her 

own individual existence, John Tyrrell was 

the arbitrator. All her fervent, burning 

voung life was absorbed in the art to which, 

m her imsg^aUon, she saw herself devoted 

for as long as she hbouli live. Unconscious 

as she herself was of the fact, her uncle's 

authority was a shadow to her beside the 

authority of John Terrell. ■

It was the morning after the Tyrrells' 

" at home ^ ; a radiant May morning, into 

which the atmosphere of late June^ June ■

as it should be, not as it too often is— 

seemed to lave strayed by some delightfiil 

accident. It was about eleven o'doeki and 

Helen Malet was sitting at her wilting- 

table, surrounded by accountbooh irith 

which her pretty, round face looked wme- 

what incongruous, particularly as it did 

not at the moment wear the partentooily 

business-like and practical ezpresiioii 

which Selma alwajs declared meant a hilf- 

penny wrong in ttus week's aeoonnk 

Helen Malet was two-and-twenty, with t 

bright, good-natured face, to which the 

ready smile seemed the most cstmal 

expression, blue eyesi which had hsidly 

lost their childish frankness and simplidtj, 

and smooth, brown hair. She looked it 

times, in spite of her pretty ejes, older 

than she really was, for- she was a niy 

sensible, thorougfa-gobg housekeeper, and 

early responslbiUty had set certain firm 

lines about her month. On all the detaili 

which lav within her sphere Helen was 

decision itself ; out of her sphere no one 

was more easily influenced and led ■

Her attention was apparentlv wandsring 

this momb^, for she added the ume 

column three times over, and the cod- 

secutive results were forty-two, twenty- 

nine, and a hundred and five. At lut 

the front -door bell xang, and Helen's 

cheeks turned red and hot ; not so hot, 

however, as they became a moment later, 

when the door opened quickly, sod a 

strongly-moved woman's voice said: ■

"Helen, my child! my dear child!" ■

''Auntie!" was all Helen's rspljr » 

she hid her face on Mrs. Ccorniih'i 

shoulder. ■

« My dear, if Humphrey were my own 

son -> and, indeed, you know there hu 

been no difference in my love for hin, 

dear fellow — I could not wish him a better 

wifa And, Helen, I don't think I eooU 

wish you a kinder husband, much as I 

love you. Bless you, my dear 1 " ■

Mrs. CiHnish concluded with a hearty 

kiss, and held the girl very close for i 

minute. She was a woman of about in- 

and-fifty, with a sensible, kindly fsoe, and 

a firm, decided manner, as a woman would 

naturally have who should rule letii- 

factorily over a household of twelve 

children. She released Helen at Uat, and 

turning the rosy face towards her, looked 

at it with the slightest shade of slmoit 

motherly anxiety in her eyes. ■

« All the same, my dear, ' she said, ''I 

must say I'm surprised. I never thought 

it would be Humphrey] and, to tell yoa ■
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very ■

the truth, I never thought Humphrey 

wouU marry. He's kind and to be relied ■

upon, oertainly ; but— but WeU, ■

my dear, you know his ways ; and I've no 

doubt it wiU be aU right." ■

'* I think so, auntie^" laid Helen, 

softly. ■

And Mrs. Oomish, though the doubts 

In her mind were very far from being set 

at rest^ could not find it in her heart to 

put them further into words. ■

«<Wbat does Selma layt" she said, 

cheerfully, after a alight pause, in which 

she kfased Helen again, very lovingly. 

"Is she at home— and visible f she 

added, with a smile. Selma's working 

honrd were caored, and in no wise to be 

ra«Uy intruded upon I ■

Bat before Helen could answer, the 

door opened quickly, and Selma herself 

caine in, bright and beautiful ai the May 

morning. ■

''Auntie, dear." she sud, as she kissed 

Mn. Cornish, *<I saw you come, and I 

koew you and Nellie wouldn't want me 

jas» at first Am I too soon nowt" she 

added, as she took her sister's Boshed face, 

with a pretty, tender ffesture^ between her 

two hands and kissed it ■

For aaswer, Helen drew her arm 

through SehDEtt'Sj as Mrs. Cornish said, 

kindly : ■

"You are as pleased about it as your 

eousine, then,Sehnat That's all ri^t" ■

"Oi course I'm pleated, auntte," 

responded Sdlma. ''I'm pleased it's 

Humphrey, to begbi with. There was 

alrays a dreadful possibility of Helen's 

marrying some one I couldn't get on 

with. We don't quite always iflce the 

same people, do we, Nellt And I have 

so wanted her to fall, bi love, because I 

know she'U be so happy. It irill suit her 

10 to be a married lady, won't itt " And 

she took up her sistor's left hand and 

p^ajfod with it half -mischievously, half- 

lovingly. ■

Mn. Oomish looked at the lovely, girlish 

face with a smile. ■

" It will suit you, too, some day, Selma," 

fthesaid. ■

"Mel" cried Selma, with a bright, 

rippling laugh. " No, auntie — never 1 I 

have my work, you know. Tlieie isn't 

loom in my heart for another love." ■

Beneath the laughter in her voice there 

was a thrill and purpose whidi was un- 

eoascbus and unquenchable; but on the 

B^aee her tone was brightness itself. 

Selma very rarely talked of her future, ■

never paraded her enthusiasm or her devo- 

tion to her art With Mrs. Cornish she 

was alwajs especially reserved, for she 

had an instinotive feeling that the former 

would not understand her. And perhaps 

it was because Mra Oomish was hersdf 

conscious of this barrier between them, 

that she could never bring herself — ^though 

she honestly and consdendously tried to 

do so — to feel for Selma quite as die did 

tdt Hflkn. ■

"Well," she said, now, echoing the 

girl's irresistible laugh almost in spite of' 

tieraelf, ^"I must ga You must come 

round to dinner to-night-* both of you. 

Tour uncle wants to see you, Helen, of 

course." She turned, with a smile, from 

the crimson Helen to Sehna, and went on, 

" Come as early as yon can — in time fora 

cup of tea." ■

Selma did not smiie back at her. The • 

expressive £ace liad lost all its brightness, 

and the eyes were dark and grieved- 

looking. ■

"Oh, Fm so sorry, aubtfe," riie said. 

'< Don't think it's unkind of me— Nell, 

ctttUn^i you won'sl— I can't come. Mr. 

l>prreU wants me particularly to see 

Ooquelin, and Miss Tyrrell is going to 

take me to-night Oh, I'm so sorry 1 '' ■

Mra Cornish's face changed slightly. ■

" Can you not telegraph to Miss TyrreO, 

Selmat" she said. "This is rather an 

occasion, isn't itt I think we shall think 

it kinder of you if you make an ^ort to be 

with us." ■

Selma put an impulsive, appealing hand 

on her sister's. ■

"Ob, please, auntie, dear I" she said. 

" Djn't put it like that; I would directly 

if I could, but it's the only nighty and Mr. 

Tyrrell wishes it particuhurly. Nelll" ■

Helen, on whose ears no appeal from 

Stilma had ever fallen in vain, responded 

promptly to this one. ■

" She must go really, aunti«s" she said, 

eagerly, " she can't help it I shan't be a 

bit hurt, dear," turning consolingly to 

Selma *< Don't look so miserable. 111 

explain to — to*— Humphrey, and auntie 

understands quite — doir t you, auntie t Of 

course you must see Obqudin 1 " ■

Mrs. Oomish settled her mantle with 

the air of one who fails to see the necessity 

pdnted out to her. ■

"Well, Helen," she said, /'if you feel 

like that about it, and if you are so ready 

to answer for Humphrey, I shall not say 

any more. Bat I must say I think it is a 

pity. Gk>od-bye for the present, my dear. ■
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Bless you 1 " As she took the ^1 into her 

arms again. '' Gk>od bye, Selma 1 " ■

" Please don't be vexed, aantie," pleaded 

the gir), laying a caressing hand on her. 

Selma, with her large eyes swimming in 

tears, and her beantiM month qoivering, 

was not to be resisted even by Mrs. 

Cornish. The severity died out of the 

latter's face, and she preesed the detaining 

hand affectionately. ■

"I'm not vexed, dear," she said, "at 

least I shall not be vexed for long. Don't 

troable so about it." And, with a parting 

kiss of forgiveness, Mrs. Cornish went away. ■

Helen did not go *' round" to the Cor- 

nishes in time to have a cup of tea. All the 

grown-up cousins seemed to be making 

excited and congratulatory inroads all day 

long, and when at four o'clock in the 

idfternoon the sisters were left alone 

together, Selma, who was not to be with 

Miss Tyrrell until seven o'clock, half- 

coaxed and half-commanded Helen to stay 

at home as lon^ as possible. ■

Helen was sitting at the tea-table in the 

little drawing-room, and Selma, havbg 

finibhed her own tea, had abandoned her 

chair, and was half hing, half sitting bv her 

sister's side, every line of her figure m its 

careless, chibiish pose as absolutely graceful 

as it had been when she stood up to recite 

in John l^rzell's drawing-room. There 

bad been silence between them for some 

minutes, and Selma, who had been looking 

straight away into space with a strangely 

grave, far-away expression in her eyes, 

broke it suddenly. ■

*' Nellie," she said, " you do understand, 

don't you t" ■

Helen started. Her thoughts, too, had 

been far away as she sat there so quietly 

with such a happy light on her face. She 

blushed guiltQy. ■

"What did you say, dear!" she said. 

" I- rm afraid I didn't hear." ■

Selma laughed a low, musical laugh, and, 

turning her head, kissed the other's hand 

as it lay on her Imee. ■

" Tou're very happy, my dearest, are 

you not t " she murmured. ■

"Tes, darling 1" ■

" Tm so glad I I can't tell you in the 

least how glad I am for you. You don't 

know how often I've thought about it for 

you, and wished and wished that it would 

come. I could never ttunlf; of you in the 

future without seeing a married Nell. 

There are some girls like that I " ' ■

"Are there any girls not like that, 

Selmat" ■

Selma smiled. ■

" Numbers and numbers," she uU, and 

then her eyes glowed suddenly with 

an enthusiasm which was very yoang 

and very pretty. ''There are girls 

like me," she said softly, with a 

thrill of happy pride in her voice. She 

paused a moment, and her face floihed 

and paled rapidly. Then she put henelf 

aside, and returned to the consideration of 

her sister s affairs with a delighted, entirdy 

inpersonal interest very strange to see h 

so young a woman on such a suhjeet ■

"When did it begin, Nellt" ahe said, 

eagerly. " I can't think how it ii Ffe 

never thought of it" ■

" Did you never think of it 1" ■

" Never 1 Not once. I'm— I'm joit a 

little surprised, dear, of course ; bnt yon 

Imow how fond I've always been of Hod- 

phrey. You'll tell him, won't yon, how 

very, very sorry I am about to-nightH)t 

I'll write him a little note, I thbk Oh I 

that was what I began to talk to yoa 

about," and the happy face grew gn?8 

suddenly. " You do understand, dear, 

dcm'cyout" ■

" Of course I do. You are not troablhg 

about that still t You don't ffliod vhat 

auntie said t " ■

Sehna let her beautiful head fall bade od 

her sister's knee, and looked itra^ht 

upward. ■

"Nol" she sdd, dreamily, "I mean 

yes. I do mind, and I like it" ■

" Selma, what do you mean t " ■

'< I don't know whether I can explain to 

you quite— I don't want to gush I Yoa 

see I must do it — go to CoqucSui to-nigiit, 

I mean — and when one loves anything m I 

love my— my work," Selma's voice sank to 

a mere murmur, *' one is glad to do hini 

things for it; this ia a tiny thing I know, 

but still it was hard to vex auntie. Of 

course I should do it just the same ii it 

vexed you, my own dear ; but it wonld be 

dreadful, and— it doesn't, does it f " And 

Selma, inconsistent, sensitive, and inten- 

sively affectionate, lifted herself into t 

flitting position with her clasped hands on 

her sister's knee, and looked beseeehiogij 

into the admbing face above her. ■

It was fortunate that Hden's look vtf 

answer enough, for before 4he ooold apeak 

the door opened, and a man stood on the 

threshold. ■

" May I come in t " he aatd, quietlyiiod 

Helen and Selma sprang to their feet with 

the same cry, simultaneous, bat Te^ 

different in intonation. ■
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" Humphrey 1" ■

Humphrey Oomish wm not the present 

Mrs. Oomish's soa Mr. Oornbh had been 

twice married, and Humphrey's mother 

had died when he was bora He was a 

brown -haired man, rather under the 

ayerage height, slight in buQd, with plain, 

pale features, and Fery good dreamy brown 

eyes — as great a contrast, even, physically 

speaking, to his strong, handsome step- 

brothers and sisters as it was possible to 

imagine. And, mentally, the contrast was 

eyen greater. Humphrey Oomish was a 

painter— the only member of his family, 

within the memory of man, who had 

developed the faintest taste fpr art in any 

form, and he was quiet and reserved to an 

extent which, by the frank, outspoken 

family of which he was so incongruous a 

member, could only be defined as ''odd." 

Selma sprang towards him as he stood on 

the threshold, and held out both her hands. 

There was always a curious sympathy be- 

tween herself and her silent cousin. ■

"Ob, I am so gladl" she cried. 

"Humphrey, I am glad youVe come. 

I did so want to tell you how very pleased 

lam!' ■

He pressed her hands closely, and 

looked beyond her to where Helen stood, 

with a deep light in his eyes, which seemed 

to shine oddly on that sfmple, girlish 

face. ■

''Thank you,'' he said; and then he 

passed on into the room, and Selma was 

seized with a sudden, irresistible desire to 

look into the state of the weather. ■

When she turned round again, Helen 

and Humphrey were standing side by side, 

as strongly contrasted in every particular 

as it is possible for a man and woman to 

bo, but with the same love light shining 

alike in the thoughtful brown eyes, and in 

the simple blue ones. ■

"You are coming round to dinner, of 

course t ^ said Humphrey. ■

" Not Sehnal" faiterposed Helen, quickly. 

''She is going to see Coquelin. She is 

rather afraid you will think it unkind of 

her." ■

Humphrey put the idea aside with the 

slightest possible smQe^ and looked across 

at Sehna. ■

'*Tou will get a great deal from 

him," he said. "Are you studying his 

method t" ■

••No,** answered Selma; "Mr. Tyrrell 

thinks it would not be good for me. But 

he wants me to see him just once. He 

says " ■

But Helen interrupted her.- ■

" No," she said, with a laugh, " Selma, 

you are not to begin to talk shop to 

Humphrey. You will be late. Gome and 

dress." ■

And bi spite of Selma's protestation 

that it war still quite early — punctuality 

was not one of Selma's strong points — 

Helen, who was never known to be late 

for anything, took her laughingly by the 

shoulders and marched her out of the 

roomi ■

The sensation she had made at the 

T^rrells* "at home" was not the last of the 

kmd made by Selma in all unconsciousness 

that season. The next winter was to see 

her first professional appearance on the 

stage; ana, much against her will, John 

Tyrrell made her go several times with his 

sister to large parties at some of the best 

houses in London, and made her occasion- 

ally recite at them. This last ordeal was 

terrible to the girl, though she could 

hardly define even to herself why it should 

besa ■

" I hate it 1" she said to John Tyrrell, 

passionately. " I hate them all, and I hate 

myself. What I do is bad enough, I know 

that very well ; but I feel as if their praise, 

the very way in which they Uiten to me 

insulted me somehow — as if I were almost 

insultinff myself 1 Of course, I will do it if 

you wish it; but please— please don't." ■

To such speeches as these John Tysrell's 

usual answer was a slight smile, over the 

meaning of which the girl puazled m vain, 

and a few words of direction as to the 

poem she was to recite on that particular 

occasion of which the immediate prospect 

had given rise to her appeal. If he made 

her go out comparatively little that season, 

it was for reasons of his own wholly in- 

dependent of any views of hers upon the 

subject. ■

The end of the season drew on ; John 

Tyrrell and* his sister arranged to leave 

London,aswastheircastom,earTyinJuly,and 

a day or two sooner Helen and Selma were 

to go into the country with the Cornishes. , 

AlSiough Tyrrell was not nominally the \ 

manager of the theatre at which he played, 

his bnportance was so great that the 

arrangements — when he clme them to be 

so — ^were practically in his hands, and it 

had come to be an established £Act that he 

never reappeared in London prt»fessionally 

before November, when the new play of 

his season — ^if a new play was necessary — 

was produced. It was some years now 

since he had decided that he could well ■
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a£ford, both finandally and on the strength 

of Ub positios, to decline to cattail hfs 

holiday for the pnrpoee of rehearaab. He 

had arranged an engagement for Selma for 

a part in a play to be produced under IdB 

auspioesy and with himself in the leading 

parti in the November following, and the 

day before ahe went away with the 

Comiahea be took her to the theatre and 

introduced her to the nominal manager, 

that the budneaa details might be finally 

settled, and the contracts signed. When 

the short interview was over he put her 

at once into a cab, telling her that he 

should 'come and see her to say good-bye 

later in the day. ■

Selma was done In the drawing-room 

when he arrived, and he sat down with 

the air of a man who was very much at 

home. ■

''Well, Selma," he said. ■

Selma smiled absently. She was rather 

grave and pale, and she did not answer ■

« How do you feel t " he said, with a 

smile. ^* How do you like Donne t '' ■

She leant back in her chair, and, clasping 

her hands above her head, answered his 

first questioa ■

«I feel — strange," she said, in a low, 

dreamy voice. ** Fve been feeling it more 

and more strongly for the last two or 

three weeks, and now— I can't tell you 

how strange I feel ) " ■

"That is rather vague. Do you mean 

that Donne and business details are 

disenchanting t" ■

*' No I " she answered, instantly and 

steadily ; and then she went on, youthfuUy, 

'< They ara a pity, of course — like parties 

and people — but they are nothing really. 

I mean one gets through all that I " ■

John Tyrrell stretched out his hand, 

and took a rose from a bowl near him with 

a slight smile. ■

''What is it, then!" he said, as he 

flicked it against his other hand. ■

" I feel so strongly that I have come to 

the threshold. When I go away to- 

morrow, I go away from one bit of my life 

for ever. Next winter will be a new 

beginninff, and — I have been happy." ■

John f^rrell looked at her keenly for a 

moment. He seemed to take in and 

mentally .appraise every detail of the 

beautiful young face and figure, every 

Bhade of expression on the sensitive 

features. ■

'* Are you afraid t " he said. ■

" No," she answered, " I am not afraid/' ■

and her voice was low and vibrating. "I 

am ready to fsoe anything and every- 

thing." And then she suddenly sprang to 

her feet^ quivering with exdteme&i 

« There are so many Selmas ) " she cried. 

'' So many Selmas In this one me 1 When 

I look back I feel as though my happiest 

work was over, and when I look forward— 

oh, when I look forward all the paat seems 

only preparation for the work oef ore me, 

and I'm half wild with longing for the tims 

to come I" ■

And when he said good-bye, and kft 

her, half an hour later, the happy expeda^ 

tion had not faded from her eyes. ■

CONCERNING SOME EEMAEKABLE 

DINNERS UNDER THE STUARTS. ■

Though James the First spent annually 

a much larger sum upon his cuisine than 

his great predecessor had s^ent^ hit 

banquets lacked the air of dignity or 

picturesqueness by which Elisabeth's had 

always been distinguished. ■

He was a gross feeder and a heayy 

drinker ; a scrofulous. 111 - compacted 

''body," who liked his dishes aa stimu- 

lating as his winea He brought with 

him to England the national predflectiott 

for such *' confused eating" aa haggis or 

cock-a-leekie, and the national prejodiee 

against pork. But in Scotiand his 

Majesty's table had been sparsely sup- 

plieid, and with the most ordinary viands ; 

and perhaps he acquired his gormandlsuig 

habits and developed his partiality for 

rich dishes during his dilatory prognsi 

from Edinburgh to London on hia sc- 

ceasion to the English throne, when he 

mav be said, almost literally, to have eaten 

ana drunk his way to his new capital The 

English nobles threw open their houses si 

he advanced, and made such dinners for 

him as in all his life he had never seen, 

or even imagined, before. It must be 

owned, however, that he showed himself 

an apt learner, and his table at Greenwich 

or Theobalds was invariably distingdshed 

by its sumptuosity. The Due de Sollj, 

the French ambassador, records that he 

was always served on the knee, which 

shows that he preserved the strict etiquette 

of the Tudor Court ■

"A sur - tout* pyramidal in form, was 

set," he says, "in the centre of the Bjyal 

table, which contained most coatiy vessels, 

and W9S even enriched with diamonds. " ■

* Epergue. ■
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Daring the visit of the King of Deimuurk 

— Iha Queen's fiiiher*-in 1603, there was 

a sound of revelry every night in the B3yal 

hslL It is no exaggeration to speak of it 

as one prolonged orgia ■

"The sp<»ts," says Sir John Har- 

rington, ** began each day in sneh manner 

and sadi sort as well-nigh persnaded me of 

Hahomet's paradise. We had women, 

and, indeed, wine too, of- sneh plenty as 

ffoold have astonished each beholder. Oar 

feasts," he goes on to say, " were magnifi- 

oent, and tae two Boyal gaests did most 

lovingly embrace eaoh other at the tabla 

I think the.wine hath strangelv wrought 

on oar good English nobles, for those whom 

Icoald never get to taste good English 

liquor now follow the fashion, and wulow 

fai bsaatly delight The ladies abandon 

their sobriety, and are seen to roll about 

in intoiieatioa In good sooth, the Parlia- 

ment did kindly to provide his Majesty so 

seasonably with money ; for there has been 

no lack of good living, shows, sights, and 

banquetings from mom to eva ■

" One day a great feast was held ; and 

after dinner the representation of Solomon's 

Temple and the coming of the Qaeen of 

Sheba was made, or (as I may better say) 

was meant to be made, before their 

Majesties, by decree of [Robert Oeci)] the 

Earl of Salisbury and othera But, alas I 

as all earthly things do fail to poormortals 

in heavenly enjoyments, so did prove our 

presentment thereof. The lady who did 

play the Queen's part did oanry most 

preeioue gifts to both their Majesties ; but, 

forgetting the steps arising to the canopy, 

overset her caskets into hisDanish Majesty's 

lap and fell at his feet, though I rather 

think 'twas in his face. Much was the 

hurry and confusion; cloths and napkins 

were at hand, to inake all dean. His 

Majesty then got up, and would dance 

with the Queen of Sheba; but he fell 

down and humbled himself before her, and 

was carried to an inner chamber and laid 

on a bed of state, which was not a little 

defiled with the presents of th^ Qaeen, 

which liad been bestowed on his garments; 

auch as wine^ cream, jelly, beverage, cakes, 

spices, and other good mattera The 

enterlAihment and show went forward, and 

most of the presenters went backward or 

fell down, wine did so occupy their upper 

chambera" ■

After reoordbg some further detaib, 

which, I imagine, have been strongly 

coloured for the sake of effect, the author 

of the " Nugas Antique " observes : ■

"I have much marvelled at those 

strange pageantries ; and they do bring to 

my remembrance what passed of this sort 

in our Queen's days, ,of whieh J was some- 

time an humble spectator and an as- 

sistant ; but I never did see such lack of 

good order, discmtion, and sobriety as I 

now liave dona" ■

James's vinous propensities were for 

sweet, rich liquors. Roger Ooke says, he 

indulged ''not in ordinary Freneh and 

Spanish wines, but in strong Greek winea" 

And when he was out hunting he was 

always attended by a special officer, to 

keep his cup filled with the weUloved 

beveraga ■

" I have heard my father say," Ooke adds, 

"that, hunting with the EJng, after the 

King had drunk of the wina he also drank 

of it, and though he was young and of a 

healthful disporition, it so deranged his 

head that it spoiled his pleasure and dis- 

ordered him for three days after. Whether 

it was from drinking these wines, or from 

some other cause, the King became so lazy 

and ao unwieldy that he waa trussed on 

horseback, and, as he was set, so would he 

ride, without stirring himself in the saddle; 

nay, when his hat was set upon his head, 

he would not take the trouble to alter it, 

but it sate as it was put on." ■

Of the wines in vogue in James's reign 

we may form a tolerably correct idea from 

the inventory of the stock-in-trade of a 

tavern caUed the [<< Bull and " 1] *• Mouth," 

Bishopgate Without, in 1613— tirst printed 

in volume fifty-eight of the '* Gkntleman's 

Magaaine ' — the cellar of which con- 

tained : "Four pipes of white wine, two 

hogs heads of old Oraves wine — vin de 

Graves — seven hogsheads of Orleans wine, 

one butt of Malaga, one runlet of Sherris 

Sack, three-quarters of a pipe of old 

Malmsey, one-third of a butt of ditto, three 

gallons oif Alicant, half a pipe of Malaga, 

one hogshead of old Olaret, one hogshead 

of Graves wine, half a hogshead of 

Orleans white whie, half a hogshead of 

Graves claret, one-third part of a hogs- 

head of red wine, three pipes of Ro- 

chella" ■

There is no mention here of Greek wines, 

but they were very costly, and drank only 

by the few. ■

According to Weldon, James drank Fron-' 

tignac, Canary, Tent wine, and Scottish 

ale, the last as potent a liquor, perhaps, as 

any vintage of Greece or the Oanaries. By 

the way, Ben Jonson shared his Sovereisn's 

liking for strong winea He is described as ■
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drinking '* seas of Ganar>« " at the *' Mer- 

maid,'' then staggering home to bed, and, 

after a proper iweat, arising to his 

dramatic work« ■

One day, after dining well, bat not 

wfsdy, at Theobalds, James went out on 

horeeback. Whether it was the rider's 

fault or the animal's, his horse 8tamb?ed 

and threw the King into the New Biyer, 

which ran through the park. Sir Bichaid 

Young pluneed into the water, and seizing 

Majesty by the boots, Uie only parts visible, 

dragged him ashore not much the worse for 

his inyoluntary bath. ■

James's regularity in his meals and 

dishes was so exeesaive that one of his 

courtiers jestingly remarked, if he were to 

wake up out of a seven years' sleep, he 

would not only be able to tell where the 

King had been every day, but what he had 

had for dhiner. One of his weaknesses — 

uid he had a good many — was for fruit, 

and he always finished a hearty dinner 

with as hearty a dessert Bishop Good- 

man intimates that he indulged in this 

to an excesa ■

"He had his grapes," he says, "his 

nectarines, and other fruits, in his own 

keeping ; besides, we did see that he fed 

very plentifully on them from abroad. 

I remember that Mr. French of the 

Spicery, who sometimes did present him 

with the first strawberries, cherriep, and 

other fruits, and kneeling to the King, 

had some speech to use to him; that 

he did desire his Majesty to accept them, 

and that he was sorry they were no better, 

with such like complimental words; but 

the King never had the patience to hear 

him one word, but his hand was in the 

basket" ■

His great minister, Robert Cecil, Earl of 

Salisbury, was equally immoderate as a 

fruit-eater, and especiiJIy of grapes. Cecil 

maintained at Hatfield, which he had 

received fh)m James in exchange for 

Theobalds, a sumptuous hospitality, and 

frfquently received his Sovereign thera 

James's superb State bedroom is still pre- 

served with all its original furniture 

intact. ■

One of the most splendid — and shamefol 

--dinners in James's reign was that given 

by the Cor|K>ration of London in honour 

of the marriage of Carr, Earl of Somerset 

— James's favourite — to the notorious ■

* Sir John Suckling, in hia " Seaaion of the 

Foeta," alludea to Jonson'a partiality : ■

The firat that broke ailence waa fl^ood old Ben, 

Prepared before with Canary wine. ■

Frances Howard, on her divorce from the 

Earl of Essex. All the curcamstincM of 

this ill-omened alliance were so disgneeh], 

that one wonders that the civic msnutei 

did not shrink from any recogml£m of 

it; but, on the contrary, they exhauted 

their resources to make the ocMsion one of 

exceptional splendour. The dinner wu 

on the most gorgeous scale, and wu 

attended not only by the bride and brUe- ■

K>om, but by the Duke of Lcnmox, the 

rd Privy-Seal, the Lord Ohambezliiii, 

and a hurge number of the nobility. The 

dishes were served by the principal dtbeoi 

from the twelve Oity gmlds. After the 

feast followed dramatic performsneei, 

dances, and a masque, the revel condnding 

with a second banquet ; and all becsoae a 

dissolute young courtier liad manled an 

abandoned woman ! ■

Another notable dinner — foradiffennt 

reason — was one at which the Prince of 

Orange played the host, and gdhnt Jbow 

Hay, Earl of Carlisle, was the principal ■

giest. The Earl was returning thxoi^ 

oUand from his French embassy, and on 

reaching Amsterdam, necessarily piid a 

visit to the Prince. The Prince, of oooise, 

invited him to dinner ; whereupon one of 

his officials suggested to the Prbce, who 

was abstemious in his habits, and epsrbg 

of <mtlay, that for so brilliant a vUtor the 

bill of fare should be improve! He 

assented, called for the programme, and 

observing that only one pig was set down, 

ordered his steward to cow another. As 

the prejudice of the Scots against pwk 

was well known, the Prince probably in- 

tended a covert satbe on Lord Csrliak]! 

usual ostentatioa He spent more on his 

diet, even, than on his dress — which is 

saving much — and invented many new 

and coatly diehes. In fact, he may joetlj 

be called the English Lucnllus. He onee 

gave a dinner to the French Ambsssador, 

at which were served "fish of thst im- 

mensity brought out of Muscovy "—pro- 

bably sturgeon — '' that dishes liad to be 

specially manufactured to contain them." 

Tills was followed by a masque, in which 

nobles and gentles were the perfonnen, 

and this by a costly and magnificent 

banquet, the King, lords, and all the 

''prime gentlemen" therein or abost 

London being among the guests. ■

Francis Osborne can hardly be a^ 

cepted as an historian of the Cooit 

and Times of James the first, bat 

there is no reason to suspect him of ex- 

aggeration in the following passage : ■
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"The EatI of Carlule/'he aajB, ''was 

one of the qnoram that bronght in the 

vanity of ante-aappen,* not heard of in 

our forefathen' time, and for aught I have 

read, or at least remember, unpractiBed by 

the most loxorions tyrants. The manner 

of irhioh was to have the board covered, at 

the first entrance of the guests, with dishes 

as high as a tall man could well reach, 

and dearest viands sea or land could afford ; 

and all this once seen, and having feasted 

the eyes of the invited, was in a manner 

thrown away, and fish set in the same 

height, having only this advantage of the 

other, that it was hot. I cannot forget one 

of the attendants of the Kinff, that, at a 

feast made by this monster of excess, ate 

to his single share a whole pie^ reckoned to 

my lord at £10, being composed of am- 

bergris, magisterial of pearl, musk,. etcL And 

yet, afiter such suppers, and huge banquets 

no less piofuse, a waiter returning his 

servant home with a doak-bag full of dried 

sweetmeats and comforts, valued to his 

lordship at more than lOd. the pound. 

I am cloyed," adds the annalist^ ''with 

the repetition of this excess, no less 

than scandalised with the continuance of 

iU" ■

The dinners of Lord Bacon— I use the 

popular though erroneous designation, 

sanctioned by centuries of usage — were 

marked, no doubt, by the sumptuousness 

of taste which was one of his charac- 

teristica It is recorded by Aubrey that 

he 1(/Ved to have his dinner-table strewed 

with sweet flowers and herbs, which he 

said '* did refresh his spirits and memory." 

This may well be credited; but I find it 

difficult to believe that he was so deficient 

of perception as to sit absorbed at the 

upper end of his table while his servants 

robbed him audaciously at the bottom. 

His dinners at Gtorhambury, where he had 

reared a noble mansion, must have been 

delightful — not only in the refinement and 

elegance which would govern the arrange- 

ments of the feast^ but in the intellectual 

talk which Bacon and the few choice 

spirits he invited to his rural retreat, 

must have so brightly and easily main- 

tained. At York House, his guests were 

the stat^^en, courtiers, and public per- 

sonages of the day, whom his position 

compelled him to invite, and there 

would be an air of reserve and reti- 

cence never known among the woods of ■

* The inTentioii of the double dinner, or doable 

supper, was Haj'b own. ■

Hertfordshire, when Ban Jonson, and 

Selden, and Hobbes, Sir Henry Seville, 

and Sir Robert Cotton were privileged to 

sit at his taUa ■

Among the memorable dinners in James 

the First's reign, I may allude to the grand 

banquet given at Hatton House by Ijady 

Hatton, the second wife of Chief Justice 

Coke, with whom she. had quarrelled 

desperately, on November the eighth, 1617. 

Its magnificence was the talk of ^ London. 

Buckingham was there, and Bacon, and 

James himselt, who, when he accepted tixe 

invitation, expressed a hope that she would 

affree to a reconciliation with her husband. 

She replied — says Gardiner — that if Coke 

came fai at one door, she would walk out 

at the other ; and forbade her servants to 

admit either her husband or any of his 

sons. Her anxiety was needless. Cuke 

sitting quietly at home in his ohambers at 

the Temple, while the King and the re- 

mainder of his wife's guests were making 

merry at Hatton House. So well pleased 

was James with the dinner and the wine, 

that he knighted four of Lady Hatton's 

friends in the course of the evening, and 

bestowed upon herself half-a dozen xisses 

when taking his leave. ■

The intemperance which had disgraced 

the Court in Jamea's reign was followed, 

under Charles the First, by a r6^me 

of moderation and decency.* Chanes's 

natural refinement, and his gravity of dis- 

position, inclbed him to look with disgust 

u^n every form of excess ; and his Queen, 

with her Fiencb vivacity and grace, was 

by no means disposed to countenance pr con- 

done the offences against good taste and 

good manners, which had never discom- 

posed the coarse temper of Anne of 

Denmark, though she allowed a gay 

freedom at times that her husband's 

austerity could not endure. ■

A strange spectacle was that public 

dinner, soon after Charles's marriage, when 

the impetuous girl— she was but If teen— 

*<the room being somewhat overheated 

with the fire and company, with one frown 

drove them all out of the chamber. I 

suppose,^' says Meade, "none but a Qaeen 

could have cast such a scowl." I fancy I 

see the courtiers, and the curious spec- 

tators who had come to Whitehall— as was ■

* This is admitted by Mrs. Hntchinaon : *'Tbe 

face of the Court/' she says. '* was much changed 

in the change of the King ; for Kine Charles was 

temperate, chaste, and serious, so that the fools, 

mimics, and catamites of the former Court grew out 

of fashion." ■
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then the enstom — to see their Soyereigns 

at dinner, stamUing backwa^ pell-mell 

out of the banqneting-room to escape the 

angry glanoee of her *' radiant and tparkllDg 

Uaek eyel'^ Still stranger the ipectade 

at another dinner, not long afterwards, 

when the Qaeen's confessor andacionsly 

placed himself by the side of the King's 

chaplain, and when the latter began to say 

grace, chimed in with a Latin iMmediction, 

antn the irate chaplain forcibly thratt him 

away. The priest then went ronnd to the 

Qaeen's side, and resumed his formula, 

endeavouring to outvoice his Anglican 

rival, until Uie King ended the unseemly 

competition by drainng one of the dishes 

towards him, and sigmng to the carvers 

.to attend to their duties. After dinner, 

chaplain and confessor renewed their con- 

test over the thanksgiving, so that Oharles 

abruptly rose, took his wife's hand, and 

withdrew from the scene. ■

It was after a public dinner at Whitehall, 

Joly the thirty-first, 1626, that Charles 

retired with Henrietta into her private 

apartment, ard informed her that her 

^nch servants, who had been the cause 

of innumerable quarrels, must return to 

France; and meanwhUe* the yeomen <A 

the guard were busily compelling them to 

leave the Palace. As soon as the young 

Qaeen became aware of their compulsory 

departure, she flew to the window, and 

broke the panes that her voice might once 

more be heard by those from whom she 

was being separated. Gharles, it Is said, 

dragged her back with her hands bleeding 

from the c£fdcts of her energetic actioa ■

At his dinner, as always, Oharles was a 

great stickler for etiquetta The dishes 

were 8<)rved by the grooms of the chamber 

and other gentlemen ; the '* taster " made 

aspay of the meats that no poison might 

lurk in them undetected ; and the cup was 

presented on the knee. The public ban- 

quets at Whitoball were long and tedious 

functions; but Gharles never su£fered a 

fiagle detafl to be omitted. He himself, 

however, ate but sparingly, and seldom of 

more than two or time dishes. His 

faithful attendant, Herbert, says : " He 

drank but twice every dinner and supper, 

once of beer, and once of wine and water 

mixed, only after fish a glass of French 

wine; the beverage he himself mixed at 

the eapboard as he would have it; he very 

seldom ate and drank before dinner, nor 

between meals." He continued to dine in 

public throughout the trials and troubles 

of his later reign. When virtually a ■

prisoner in the bauds of the army leaden 

at Hampton Oourt^ he dined in Oe 

Presence Ohamber, with the same ditiM 

and ceremonies as heretofore, and auny of 

the gentry were admitted to Uss his hiind. 

E^en when he was at Oarisbrook, the 

ceremonial and punctilios of a Court wen 

preserved; and on his removal to Saint 

James's, a few weeks before his trisl, he 

was treated at first with the same regard 

to his exalted rank. He stiU dhed in 

public, and was waited on by the gentlemen 

of his household. But, after a few dsyi, 

the army leaders ordered that sll Sute 

ceremonial shoidd be dropped, and reduced 

the number of his domestics, and of the 

dishes supplied to his Uble. When the 

limited mc«l was first served by eoDmon 

soldiers, the King remarked, with a ligb : ■

"There is nothing more oontempiible 

than a despised Princa" ■

Thenceforward he caused his food to be 

conveyed into his own chamber, and 

partook of it in private. On the last day 

of his life, two or three didhes had been 

supplied for his dinner, but he refaied to 

take anything except a piece of breed and 

a glass of claret ■

The table of Oliver Oromwell, when 

Lord Protector, was remarkable for iti 

dignified simplicity. The old etlqtietle of 

royalty was not preserved ; but evsiylUng 

was done decently and in order, and with 

due recognition of his high position sahead 

of the Stata That he could unbend with 

guests, whom he knew would not abase hii 

familiarity, is beyond doubt ; as also, that^ 

at times, he yielded to a somewhat rough 

humour, and would withdraw with hia inti- 

mate friends to his privatn apartments, and 

call— as Whitelooke tells us— for tobaooo, 

pipes, and a candle ; but that he wasgoilty 

of the buffoonery attributed to hiooi by 

Royalist libellers, I declme to beliete. 

The story, told by Bates, that ho woold 

often make feasts for his inferior offioen, 

and, while they were feeding — even before 

they had satisfied their hunger— cau^e the 

drums to beat and let in the prl^te 

soldiers to carry away the half-eaten 

dishes, may possibly be true of Oliver the 

General, but not of Oliver the Lord Pto> 

tector. And we may unhesItatiDgly re- 

ject as a fiction the incident related in a 

contemporary pamphlet, quoted by Mr* 

Jesse, that, at one of his public dinnen, 

while the sweetmeats were being senred, a 

lady present among the spectators deaired 

Oolonel Pride, who was sitting at Crom- 

well's table, to hand her some candied ■
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apricota The Oolonel, it is said, replied 

by throwing into her apron a consenre of 

wet aweetmeate; whereupon Cromwell 

ciQght np hia napkin and threw it at Pride, 

who retaliated, and, presently, all at Grom- 

well's table were simflarly engaged ; until 

(< the noise made the members rise before 

the sweetmeats were set down, believing 

dinner was done, go to this pastime of 

gambols, and be spectators of his High- 

ness's froHcs." ■

The true character of the Lord Pro- 

tector's entertainments may be gathered 

from the following record : ■

"The Lord Ambassadors of the United 

Proyinces this day (April 27) dined with 

his Highness the Lord Protector at 

Whitdudl, and the Lords of the Oooncil, 

with some Oolonels and other gentlemen, 

at two tables in tiie same room ; and the 

Lords Ambiwsadors, the Lord President, 

and the Lord Rich at the same table 

with his Highness ; and twenty gentlemen 

ware taken into his Highness's life-gaards 

of foot (the whole number is to be three 

score) who carried np the meat, and many 

gentlemen attended ; and after dinner 

there was a banquet [concert]. The coats 

of the guards are grey clotn, with black 

Telvet collars, and silver lace and trim- 

oarfng." ■

Occasionally his Highness received the 

members of his House of Commons in ''the 

Banauetfng House at Whitehall" He 

alio sept an open table every Monday, for 

the officers of his army who bad attained 

the rank of captain ; and a smaller table was 

served every day for such officers as might 

dedre to pay him their respects. Among 

the guests whom he delighted to receive in 

his private house were Milton, Marvell, and 

Edmund Waller. ■

Of Milton It is recorded that he 

was abstemious in his diet; he drank 

very little wine, and "fed without 

any luxurious delicacy of choice." He 

dined about one or two o'clock. At least, 

hia b{(q;raphers say that after breakfast he 

studied till twelve ; then took exercise for 

an hour in his garden; and afterwards 

dined. He was fond of olives, and did not 

object to a pipe of tobacco. Though thus 

frugal in his own practice, he could frame 

a magnificent banquet in imagination, as 

when E^ prepares dinner for the angel 

I BuphaeL ■

I Marvell, another of Cromwell's favourite 

I c(»mpanions, lived on the most meagre fare. 

i ^ben he did not get his plate of meat and 

\ vegetables at Haycock's Ordinary, in the ■

Strand, he dined at home, as everybody 

knows, on a leg of mutton bone, md con- 

temptuously rejected the bribes of Oharles 

the Second, which would have enabled him 

to live less sparingly. At this time it was 

the practice of not a few tor take theb 

ease at an inn, and dine off such wholesome 

plain dishes as honest Boniface provided. 

They liked the company and — ^the economy. 

Thus, Iziak Walton, of piscatorial memory, 

was accustomed to dine very frequently at 

the "Swan," at Tottenham High Gross, 

where the ale Was good — "a <mnk like 

nectar," he pronounced it^ "too good, 

indeed, 'for anybody but us anglers" 

— and, no doubt, the fish cooked to a 

turn. ■

or Waller, Cromwell's third poet-guest, 

it is enough to say that he was weU-to^o, 

and we may assume, tlierefore, that his 

table was liberally spread. Aubrey 

tells us th%t he wIm dways very tem- 

perate, except on one occasion, when some 

boon companions ''made him damnable 

drunk at Somerset House, where at the 

water-stairs he fell down and had a cruel 

fall 'Twas a pity to use such a sweet swan 

so inhumanly." It was 1 ■

There was no want Of fsastbg at White- 

hall in the days of the second Charles — 

feasting of a somewhat harum-scarum and 

graceless complexion, in strong oontf ast to 

the sober dignity of Cromwell's entertain- 

ments and the rigid etiquette of Charles the 

Firat's. Royalist writers might ill-naturedly 

comment on the alleged buffoon^es of 

the great Protector ; but, after all, had they 

been as coarse as represented, tbey Wire 

to be preferred to the vulgar jests and 

gross indecencies in which the so^alled 

"Merry Monarch" took a pari There 

was very little fun, surely, while there 

was obvious impropriety, in the King of 

England's stooping to make Ids guest, 

Wmiam of Orange, the suitor of his niece, 

''drink very hard." The heavy Dutch- 

man, as Evelyn calls him, was naturally 

abstemious ; and the strong drink so in- 

flienced his unaccustomed hrain, that 

"the mind took him to break the 

windows of the chambers of the maids of 

honour; and he had got into tiieir 

apartments had they not been timely 

rescued." ■

When the King dfaied at the Ouildhall 

with the Lord Mayor, Sir Robert Y^ner, 

and the Aldermen, he drank himself down 

to their level, and, by-and-by, all went ofi 

to Whitehall togethw, where there was 

more drinking, and much protestation of ■
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nnftlterable fidelity on the one aide, and 

lELoyiX good-will on the other. After a 

hunting-party, on one occasion, he and 

hia oompanionB came — says Pepys — to Sir 

George Carteret's hoose at Cranboome, 

and there were entertained, and " all 

made drunk ; and, befaig all drunk, 

Armerer did come to the ^g, and swear ■

to him: . ^. , ■

<' ' Sir 1 ' says he, ' yon are not so kmd 

to the Doke of York of late as yon used 

to be.' ■

"•Notll'saysthe King. 'Whysof ■

<<<Why,' says he, 'if you are, let us 

drink his health 1' ■

M * Why, let US,' says the King. ■

i( Then he— Armerer— fell on his knees 

and drank it; and having done, the King 

began to drink it. ■

"'Nay, sir/ says Armerer; * you must 

do it on your knees ! ' ■

•<So he did, and then all the company ; 

and having done it, all fell a crying for 

joy, bebg all maudlin and kiBsing one 

another— the King the Duke of York, and 

the Duke of York the King; and in 

such a maudlin pickle as never people 

were." , _. _ ■

In later years Charles often dmed 

with the beautiful Duchess of Mazarin, 

in her house at Chelsea, where there 

was more re&iement and external 

decorum. ■

" Every one," writes Saint Evremont, 

"Is made more at home than in hia 

own house, and treated with more respect 

than at Court There is play, but it 

Is inconsiderable, and only practised for 

its amusement Play Is followed by the 

most excellent repasts in the world. 

There you will find whatever delicacy is 

brought from France, and whatever is 

curious from the Indies. Even the com- 

monest meats have the rarest relish im- 

parted to them. There is neither the 

profuseness wliich suggests extravagance, 

nor the frugality that betrays penury or 

meanness." ■

"I dined with my wife upon a most 

excellent dish of tripes of my own directing, 

covered with mustard, as I have heretofore 

seen them done at my Lord Crewe's, of 

which I made a very great meal, and sent 

for a glass of wine for myself." (I) The 

reader will immediately recognise this 

naive confession of selfishness as extracted 

from "Mr. Samuel Pepys: His Diary," 

in the evergreen pages of which numerous 

faiterestbg reeords occur of dinners eaten 

and enjoyed— or otherwise. Pepys could ■

appreciate a good dinner, whether of tripe 

or turtle, but had not a soid large enoi«h 

to forgive a bad one. " My wife and I all 

alone," he writes, one Sunday evening, "to 

a leg of mutton, the sauce of which being 

made sweet, I was angry at it, and sfce 

none, but only dined upon the marrow-bone 

that we had beside." ■

When he took his wife, and the two 

maids, and the boy to the New Sptbg 

(hardens, all five dined at " an ordJ^iT^ 

on cakes, and powdered beef, and ale; bnt 

very difi'erent was the fare on a cvtidn 

Aprfl the fourth— "his own feast," hecallB 

it — when he was **very merry at^ before, 

and after dinner." "The course for that 

very dinner," he says, " was greats and 

most neatly dressed by our own only maii 

We had a fricassee of rabbits and chickeni, 

a leg of mutton boQed, three carps in a 

dish, a great dish of a side of Lunb^ a 

dish of roasted pigeons, a didi of fine 

lobsters, three tarts, a lamprey pie, a moat 

rare pie, a dish of anchovies, good wine of 

several sorts, and all things nJghty noUe, 

and to my great content" ■

Well, if his appetite had not been aatii- 

fied with such fare as this, he would hare 

deserved to have been dieted for three 

months on bread and water 1 ■

Pepys, let me add, was a great patron of 

the London taverns. ■

*^At noon, with my wife by qpoht- 

ment, to dinner at the ' Dolphin,' with Sir 

W. Batten, and Iiis lady and daughter, 

Matt, and Captain Cook and his lady, a 

German lady, out a very great beauty, and 

we dined together, at the spending of aome 

wagers lost between him and I ; and then 

we had the best musique and very good 

songs, and were very meny and dancBd. 

But, after all now come a reckonbg of X4, 

besides 4s. of the musicians which did 

trouble us, but it must be paid, and ao I 

took my leave and left them there aboat 

eight o'clock^ ■

"We all. went to the < Three Cranei 

Tavern,' though the best room in the 

house is such a narrow dog-hole that it 

made me loathe my company and viotoal^ 

And a sorry poor diimer it was, toa" ■

" To a litUe ordinary in Hercules' PiUw 

Alley, the • Crown,' a poor sorry place, and 

there dined, and had a good diimer." ■

" Thence by water to the Temple, aod 

then to the *Cock' alehouse, and draoi, 

and ate a lobster, and sang and were 

mighty merry." , . ■

"Didwalktothe'Coek,' at the end of 

SuflFolk Streetj where I never was, a great ■
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ordinaxy mightily cried up, and* there 

bespoke a pullet^ and while [it waa] 

dreHdng [my friend] and I walked into St. 

Jamea'a Park, and thenoe back, and dined 

very handscmie, with a cood aonp and a 

pallet for 4f. 6d. the whok" ■

[It wag at the " Cook " that Wycheriey, 

the dramatist, waa allowed by hia fanpcaiouB 

wife, the Conntesa of Droghedi^ to enjoy 

an occasional dinner with the friends of 

his gay bachelorhood; thongh "on sach 

occadons the windows were always open, 

in order that her ladyship, who was posted 

on the other side of the street, might be 

satisfied that no woman was of the party.'*] ■

On one occasion, the sad dog took 

pretty Mrs. Knipp, the actress, and his 

friends Mr. and Mrs. Pierce, to a tayem in 

Old Fish Street, " to the very honse and 

woman where I kept my wedding dinner, 

where I never was since, and then I did 

give them a jole of salmon, and what else 

was to be had." ■

The gastronpmic tastes of Qaeen Anne, 

and of &r dull, good-natnred consort, Prince 

George, were quite English ; both were 

partial^ to the solid joint — the sirloin of 

beef, the leg of mntton, the fillet of veal. 

Hie Qaeen, it is said, drank a good deal 

more thu was ^tieenly. To her love of 

"victuals and drmk" most be attributed, 

no donbt, tiie obese balk and gouty habit 

which necessitated her being carried ii an 

arm-chair in the procession at her corona- 

tion ; she could not walk. Coke says : ■

'<Her We would have « lasted longer if 

she had not eaten so much— a propensity 

not derived from her father, Eine James, 

who was most abstemious, but from her 

mother— Anne Hyde, who inherited it, 

perhaps, from her father, Lord Clarendoa" ■

Qaeen Anne's dinner-hour was three in 

the afternoon. WhenEing Charles of Spain 

visited her, in December, 1703, the meal 

would seem to have been protracted until it 

was nearly time for supper. The Boyal 

visitor, on this occasion, prevaOed on the 

Duchess of Marlborough to relin<][uiBhtohim 

the napkin, which it was her office to 

present to the Queen, and he held it for 

her Majesty with much courteous homage. 

The banqueting-hall at Kensington was 

built by Qaeen Anne, and it was there she 

prave her state entertammenta As Hyde 

Ptfk then extended to the broad walk 

which runs from Bayswater to Kensington, 

the public would crowd up to the grille 

that divided it from the Boyal gardens, 

ind enjoy the glorious sight of her 

Majesty at dinner— admixing with open- ■

mouthed wonder the brilliant dresses of 

her guests, who afterwards took the idr 

"in brocaded robes, hoops, fly-caps, and 

fans," or In bag-wigs, squard-out coats, 

breeches, silk stockings, and ruffles. ■

THE SUBEEY SIDK ■

BOROUGH HIGH STREET. ■

There is an individuality about the 

Borough High Street, transmitted from 

ancient days and still surviving, which 

marks it out as one of the famous streets of 

the world — of the world of London, any- 

how. It has no great architectural features, 

but shows a homely, comfortable cheerful- 

ness in Jts red-brick shop-fronts. Its banks, 

and warehouses, and public buUdinffs, with 

something of the afr of the principu street 

of some important country towa At 

night, especially when the shopkeepers 

are putting up their shutters, and the 

street lamps mdicate not too brilliantiy 

the contour of the street and its curve 

towards London Bridge, with tall, dark 

buildings rising here and there among the 

lowlier shop-fronts, and gloomy archways 

opening into sombre mn-ysxds; wUle 

loaded waggons rumble along, and an 

omnibus ratties round the comer, with 

something of the bustie of the Kentish 

Mafl or the Maidstone Flying Express of 

other days ; then at such a moment and 

under such an aspect the old Borough High 

Street reasserts Itselt ■

It Is ttie High Street of Mr. Pickwick's 

period, when Sam Waller polished the 

boota of the guests who reposed in the ■

glleried chambers of the old *' White 

art." It Is the High Street of the high- 

tDted waggons, and carriers' vans, and 

heavy stipes, that brought up the com 

sacks, the fragrant hop-pockets, the blue- 

eyed maid, the wondering rustics^ tiie stout 

yeoman, the grey-coated clothiers, brought 

them to the Borough and left them there, 

where there was a pleasant, homely wel- 

come for such in many a jovial hostelry ; 

while evervwhere the countiyman was 

regaled with the hoppy, malty flavour of 

his own market towa ■

In the moming, too — the early mombg, 

before the loaded cars and omnibuses are 

bringing up their crowds of dty clerks — 

it is pleasant rambling about the Borough 

High Street, when the moming sun throws 

patches of radiance about the old inn-yards, 

and lights up some dim, forgotten court, 

where a few old, gabled houses, or quaint, ■
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weather-beaten tenexnenU have been spared 

to gladden oar eyes. Not mnoh has been 

epared. The railwaya have not onlj YdHbi 

the old-fashioned traffic, bat they have also 

taken possession, and have established their 

reeeivinghouses in the old inn-yards. Bat 

interesting vestiges still remain. The old 

" George ' Is stiU in existence, perhaps the 

very oldest inn in the country, kept up as 

a going concern from the days of the Plan- 

tagenets, and there is a fragment remaining 

of the balastraded gallery giving access to 

the inn chambers, such as once stretched 

along either side of the inn-yard. There 

is the " Qaeen's Head," too, with a double 

gallery, one above the other, although in 

one the balustrading has been replaced by 

ironwork ; and here is a famous projecting 

bar and coffee room, which gives us the 

genuine aspect of the inn yard of the olden 

time. By good luck there Is actually in 

this year of grace, 1891, a carrier's cart 

making ready to depart for a journey to 

God8tone,.in Kent, jist ash might have 

been doing a hundred years ago. The 

"Half Moon," too, still retains a good 

deal of its ancient and quaint appear- 

ance. ■

These are what remain ; but the losses 

have been great The •' White Hart " yard 

is gone, famous not only for Weller, but for 

Jack Cade, who had his headquarters here, 

a« Shakespeare tells us and the chronicles ; 

yet a renovated fragment of the old house 

still exists as a tavern. And the " Tabard," 

most illustrious of innp, which the genius 

of Ohaucer has rendered spiritually im- 

mortal, has suffered such changes in its 

corporeal tenement, as to be no longer 

recognisable for ttie trysting place of the 

Canterbury Pilgrims. Tet the structure 

of the High Street, with all Its long courts 

or wynds, approached by arched openings 

from the street, all of which have been inns 

or hostelries in the olden time, is a direct 

result of the martyrdom of Becket, and the 

tardy penitence of the Eaglish King. For 

the popularity of the shrine' of Saint 

Thomas brought such crowds of people 

along this the chief route from London and 

all the northern park of England to the holy 

shrine, that these huge caravanserais, with 

their multifarious* chambers, sprung up 

everywhere at the point of departure about 

the Borough. Many of the great abbeys, 

too, of the south and west, had their hostels 

for the accommodation of the Abbot and 

such of the brethren as might have occasion 

to visit London; and these houses also 

received pilgrims, and were perhaps often ■

let off to regular Innkeepers. Thus tbe 

old " Tabard,^ antiquarians tell us, was the 

hostel of the Abbot of Hyde, and the joUy 

host, whom Ohaucer depicts with mflli 

gusto, was doubtless the Abbot's tenant ■

A plan of Southwark, taken shortly after 

the •Reformation, shows us all the ezbtiag 

Inns of the Borough, and many more 

aligned at right angles to the street, and 

nearly all on the le^-hand or eastern lide 

as at present But the street was much 

wider then, the line of houses on the right- 

hand side being wanting, and the gronnd 

occupied by closes containing scattered 

dwellings . and brewhouses, for the South- 

wark ale was always famous, and by tiie 

gateways of the great mansions of the 

Bishop of Winchester and the Dake o! 

Suffolk. And ''High Street'' it ii not 

yet, but Long Southwark; with a' pQlory 

standing in the midst of the road, at the 

point where the Lord Mayor's jarfadlction 

ended, and beyond that a bull-ring, vhere 

the road widened still more, and vu 

known as Saint Margaret's HUL Siint 

Mrfirgaret's Church disappeared long ago, 

as when the priory of Saint Mary Orery 

was dissolved the parishes of Ssint Miry 

and Saint Margaret were united, with the 

noble church of the priory as the parish 

church, henceforth to be known se Saint 

Savioui'ii. But the town hall of the 

present day Is probably bu9t on the rite 

of Saint Margaret's, and not far bm the 

bull-ring. ■

It would have astonished the worttlesol 

old Southwark not a little to have beheld 

their ancient borough invaded by strangen, 

approaching neither by Kent Street, nor 

Saint George's FleMs, nor by the well- 

known route over London Bridge; hat 

rising out of the ground, and going sboat 

their business as if they had done nothing 

out of the common way. Tet fai thfa 

fashion let us enter Southwark on tbii 

particular morning, with the rough, March 

winds sweeping over London Bridge, and 

bringing up the tide, and the aifoaies 

thereon in rail swings while It tosses ah^ot 

the horses' tails and manee, and brings the 

coat collars of the carmen and busmen np 

to their ears, while It seta all their idle 

comrades to flsp and beat themBe|Ttf 

vigorously to keep up the drcnhition. 

Let us enter Southwark by meani of 

the Electric Railway, and find ontselvea 

at Southwark fair, for such for the 

moment one may f$ncy the scene to be, 

with Saint George's Church in the forf- 

ground, the cords for the ropedanoere ■
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Btretehfld aorosB the open area in £ront — 

thaj are telegraph or telephone wires 

perhapi, bat the illadon ie there all the 

samei and a busy crowd paising. to and 

fro. ■

It might be abont the year 1728, when 

Fielding and Reynolds had their "great 

thoatrieal booth, at the lower end of Bine 

Maid AOey on the green in Soodiwark 

daring the fair. The ' Beggar^s Opera ' aa 

at linoohi's Inn Fields. Ooachea to the 

' Half Moon Inn.' " fiat if we eannot assist 

at the "fieffger's Opera" we may identify the 

site of FielcQnff's, the great Henry's, booth. 

The " Blae Mud " has been poetically trans- 

formed into the << Blae-eyed Maid/^ which 

is aa pretty a sign for a Uttle tavern as one 

could wish ; but there she Is, anyhow, with 

the alley at the back ; bat we may look in 

vain for the green« There is the <* Half 

Moon," however, mach as it may have 

looked in Fielding's time, and yoa may 

fancy the gilt coaches, larching throagh 

the narrow inn-yard, and the patched and 

powdered dames within, for It was the 

fashion then to frolic hi Soathwark fair. ■

Hogarth's "Soathwark Fair," agafai, is 

later, aboat 1734 ; bat there is an old 

weather - boarded dwelUng opposite the 

chnrdi, with the South Western Railway 

in possession, but once an inn, and probably 

the " Catherine Wheel " which may be the 

one where the comedians are tumbling 

from the broken stage. And the church Is 

always there— the snag, red-brick church, 

with the Corinthian colamns in front and 

the fl3rid brickwork at the other end, quite 

Hogarthian In feeling, though the artist 

seems to have taken his sketch from the 

old chorch just then pulled down. And 

round aboat the church is the old grave- 

yard, now a pleasant garden with shrubs 

and trees jost sprouting out in delicate 

green, whicn contrasts with[the dingy brick- 

work all round, and with the death&'-heads 

and cross-bones, and the skeletons and 

coffioB that appear upon the old tombstones 

planted against the wall; and still more 

with a sditary old brick tomb, big enough 

for a mausoleum, with the following epitaph 

— candid If not consolatory — ■

How lov'd how yalu'd once avails thee not, 

To whom related or by whom begot ; 

A heap of Dust alone remains of thee. 

Tie aU thoa art and all the Proud shall be. ■

It mty very well happen at the present 

day that the Proud — with a capital P — 

will not be present in large numbers to cull 

the moral lesson of a tombstone in Saint 

George's churchyard. They do not live, as ■

a rule, in Kent Street, where the broom- 

makers used to dwell, and cat their besoms 

in Saye's Court Wood hard by. ■

He was old and he dwelt in a wood, 

And his trade it was making of broom. ■

And the broom-maker woald not be 

abashed by fine company in Kent Street 

even now, which is a very dismal kind of 

thoroaghfare, althoagh, as its name denotes, 

it was once the great highway into the 

"Garden of England "; bat Great Dover 

Street is now its thriving representative in 

that capacity ; nor yet & the Mint, which 

opens out jast opposite, althoagh Hint 

Street has now become Marshalsea Street, 

in memory of the Debtors' Prison which 

stood there once, in virtue of the privileges 

and powers of the Marshal of the Palace of 

Whitehall ■

Wat Tyler's people, by-the-way, dragged 

the Marshal out of sanctuary and hanged 

him, which showed the estimation fan which 

that functionary was held among the lower 

orders. But the Marshalsea continued to 

exist as a great debtors' prison down to 

living memory ; as did the King's Bench 

Prison opposite, now represented by Lay- 

ton's BuUdings, among which some fraff- 

mente of the old prtoon may be found. 

Bat the prison brought many gay people to 

Soathwark, who lived within the rules. ■

Over yonder is Lant Street, which will 

be remembered as the scene of Bob 

Sawyer's supper -party in <* Pickwick," 

which seems to have held its own pretty 

well ever since, althoash now going into 

the machine-making and ironf oanding line, 

while its dingy houses, although medical 

students might still find lodgings there, 

seem more in the way of overlookers and 

foremen of worka There is Long Lane 

again on the other side of the church, that 

stretches along, not without a turning, 

towards Bermondsey and the hide and 

skin market. But all these streets and 

lanes find a central point about Siint 

George's Church, where there are still 

vestiges of the open, space in which the 

fair was held. And ahhoagh nearly a 

century has elapsed since the fahr was 

abolished, a tradition of it seems to linger 

in the minds of sho^wnen, for there Is 

nearly always some kind of a show in the 

neighbourhood — it may be a fat woman, 

or a giant, or performing dogs and 

monkeys, or, as to-day, an exhibition of 

mechanical wonders, with wsxvrork figures 

and a little mystery and marvel thrown 

in. It is a very harmless affahr — admission ■
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only a penny ; and the mechanical wonders 

consist of stirrine scenes and battlefields, 

the fignres proyided with moveable heads 

and Umbs in cardboard, which nod and 

jerk intermittently as the machines are 

wonnd up and ran down. There is a 

magic mirror in the comer, lately arrived 

from Paris, where any one. may see the 

featnres of their *' intended" for the 

small charge of a penny. A youth is bold 

enongh to try his fate, and a litUe crowd 

gathers about him, vaguely expectant of 

signs and wonders. But be doesn't see 

anythingi ■

*< Oh, wait a bit," cries the brighteyed 

damsel in charge of the oracle of fate; 

*Uhe lamp's not lit yet" And she art- 

lessly runs to light the mystic fl^me at a 

neighbooring gas-jet. And now the young 

man sees something, doubtless; but it is 

not the face of Mary Anne, but of a 

stranger; and thus things are left in 

uncertainty. ■

There is still a slight flavour of Alsatia 

about the Mint, where Soffolk Street re- 

calls the memory of that Charles Brandon, 

Duke of Sa£folk, who had his mansion 

there, which eventually came to the King, 

who set up a mint there. And from the 

privileges of this quasi Palace, the district 

came to be regarded as a sanctuary for 

debtors. And the history Is related of one 

Thomas Jones, a bankrupt brewer, who 

surreptitiously removed his stock-in-trade 

to the precincts of the Mint, where it was 

enthusiastically received by the inhabitants, 

defyine creditors or lawyers to remove it 

But tibe Commissioners of Bankruptcy 

were on their mettle; thev issued their 

warrant, and backed it with a body of 

twenty-one constables. And Uie umted 

force of the constables proved too much 

for the irregular onslaughts of the denizens 

of the Mmt. Though they could not 

capture the man, they carried oS the beer ; 

and from this moment Mr. Jones's popu- 

larity visibly declined. But although the 

Mint long had an evil reputation, and was 

till lately inhabited by some of the most 

lawless A London roughs, yet the neigh- 

bourhood is now greatly idtered. Great 

blocks of model dwellings have replaced 

the narrow, tortuous lanes and courts of 

the old Mint, and an industrious popula- 

tion, connected with the works and 

factories of the district, is replacing the 

wilder inhabitants of the Mint ■

Beyond Sidnt George's Church, to the 

south, was open country In Hogarth's 

time, as his picture shows meadows aud ■

marshes, through which the raised footway, 

known as the Causeway, afforded solid 

footing as far as Newington. Bat a( the 

church the interest of the High Street 

ends, and all beyond is commonplsoe. The 

true character of the Borough is to be 

found among its hop-warehouses and ex- 

changes on one side, and in busy Tooley 

Street on the other, with the whtfvai and 

stairs along Thames side, where the traffic 

of a great port is carried on b narrow 

lanes and aUey& But the limits of thii 

paper have been reached, and all this moit 

be left for another occasion. ■

ABOUT BEAUDS. ■

Like all other excellent thingi — 

except mushrooms — the beard does not 

spring up in a single idght In iti 

transitional stage, it is not altogether a 

thing of beauty. The man then feeli 

that he is hardly fit for the society of his 

fellow creatures. If only, Uke Bip Tao 

Winkle, he could skip over the interveoiDg 

weeks and months, and return to rigorooi 

and social life fully equipped with the 

appendage he sighs for 1 But that ia hn- 

possibla He has many hamfliatiDg 

moments to endure ere the time of his 

dignity has come. And it is just eon- 

ceivable that when he is duly bearded like 

the pard, he still retains such a reoollectlon 

of the slights he has suffered in qoeet of 

his ambition, that pique mskes him dii- 

satisfied with the reality. Fur it ia often 

with beards as with the other goak to- 

wards which we aspire : the pleasure liea 

mainly in expectation. Happfly, the 

barber will, in a trice, be able to set hii ■

Ctitioner yet again at the foot of the 

ider which he has been so long in sealiDg. ■

There is no doubt about itr— a beaid 

does give an air of strength and matoritj 

to many, if not most, of its votariea The 

mother whose son has been travelliDg, and 

whose laziness has let his raaors roit, b 

for the moment taken aback by the eight 

of him with a beard. It is one thing to 

be the mother of a son witii a monatache 

only ; but it is like being promoted from 

the rank of mother to that of grandmother 

to have a bearded son. ■

Men who are not very sure of their 

powers of self-control may reepectfallj be 

counselled to take such help in thie matter 

I as a beard will give them. Of oonree, it 

will not pretend to put their passions and 

weaknesses in chains for ever and a day. ■
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Oh dear no! Bat it ii somethiDg for 

those who have to battle with a world In 

which ontward appearances are so very 

bflaential that they may rely npon their 

beards to hide tiiat tell-tale part of them 

—the mouth. It ia not a heinous sin — 

this Inability to keep the lips from show- 

ing which way the winds of impulse tend 

—-but it often handicaps the man in inter- 

coarse with other men who have more 

iron and steel in their mental constitution 

than hehasL ■

Women, we are told, require no beards, 

because they are sach admirable dis- 

semblers — ^bom actors all of them. Bat 

this is jumping to a very distant, and not 

quite acceptable, conclusion. I, for myself, 

should as readily suppose l^hat our beards 

were meant to shield us from sore 

throats, as to give us the privilege of 

lying or dissimulating to our heart's 

content. ■

Besides, have we not all known or met^ 

at one time or another, women with as 

much beard as some men are ever blessed 

with I An accident, perhaps. Tet if so, 

the above supposititious rule ought to have 

a hand in it. And yet the bearded women 

whom ^ for one, have known, were not 

distinguished for their inability to conceal 

the real emotions of their minds. ■

The most notable instance -of a bearded 

woman that I recall was in Sicily. I had 

left Catania to walk to Nf colosi, purposing 

the next day to climb Mount Etna. On 

the way, in the village of Mascalucia, I 

came face to face with the phenomenon. 

It was really a very respectable beard, ■

f perhaps two inches long, and grey, because 

ta bearer bore marks of age. The dame 

herself was dressed in dull colours Bat 

for her beard, you would not have noticed 

her. Urged by curiosity, and a genuine 

desire for information, I stopped and asked 

her if I was on the right road for NIcoIobL 

She confirmed me in my belief In a 

sufficiently sentle voice, and with an en- 

gaging fenunine manner. Gertainly I 

should not have judged that she lacked 

the composure which would make a beard 

unnecessiary. For all that, when my back 

was turned, I heard her comment upon 

my personal appearance to a neighbour in 

a tone so different from the other, that I 

should have thought it was a fresh in- 

dividual's voice, had I not turned round 

and convinced myself. I should much 

have Uked to have seen this old lady's 

hosbsnd, if she possessed one. Had 

Nature, in their case, given the woman the ■

advantM;e altbgetherl Farther, if they 

had children, were the daughters' chins 

smooth and round, like conventional 

maiden chins, or did their owners sigh to 

introduce them to the cold steel of the 

razor t ■

In the beginning, there can be no doubt 

that it was the fashion to wear the beard 

just as long as it would grow. Methuselah 

must have had a remarkable beard, though, 

as he lived in a comparatively advanced 

epoch of human life, we cannot say whether 

or not he wore it in its natural plenitude. 

It were curious to trace the vicissitudes of 

the thins among the different nations and ■

I)eople of the world ; but much time and 

earned investigation would be required. 

"Some people, amone others the Turks, cut 

the hair off their heads, and let their 

beards grow. The Europeans, on the 

contrary, shave their beards and wear 

their hair. The American savages pluck 

the hairs off their beards, but are proud of 

those on the head, etc" So far Baffon. 

Since Buffon's time, however, we have 

almost killed off all our American savagop, 

and those that survive, at least in North 

America, are not so particular about their 

toilet as they used to be. Shaven Turks, 

moreover, are not rarities nowadays. Nor 

do we Earopeans as a body fight against 

the beard, though we certainly do our 

best to keep our natural hair upon our 

heads. ■

What a vast difference there is between 

one beard and another) There is the 

long, untrammelled beard, broad and thick, 

whidh the owner caresses as if it were an 

infant. Men with such beards may, I 

think, as a rule, be trusted rather more 

than other men. Can you imagine a 

Venetian Doge or a Member of the 

Council of Ten without a beard 1 I cannot. 

If you have seen a man of mark fondle 

his long beard during the processes of 

reflection, you will be apt to wonder 

whether or not his mind would lose its 

equilibrium if he were in the night to be 

clean shaven. ■

On the other hand, what of the trim 

litUe tuft that our friends of southern 

Earope and France still affect when 

they consent at all tp the wooings of 

the unbegotten beard that is In themi 

You might be willing enough to believe 

that the wearers of such tortared 

shadows of a beard had in like manner 

coerced their better consciousness. Are 

they likely to be at the service of the 

virtues which dwell within themf By no ■
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means wholly. Even as Uley prone their 

beard after the fashionable model, so yon 

may perhaps feel snre they will cat and 

trim their conduct that it may be no better 

and perhaps no worse than that of their 

fellow men. ■

A long, wide^preading beard is in Itself 

a certificate of character. That is wh^ yon 

see it on the chins of the arch-mendicants 

of oar metropolisea ■

Not so the ottier kinds of beards. A 

certain biographer of Machiavelli, a few 

years ago, printed the following odd 

sentence : " His complexion was black, and 

he had a long thin beard. He was ttias 

in every respect contemptible." This is 

logic with a yengeance; bat it may be 

offered to my readers as a warning. 

The world is a very impetaous jadge, and 

is almo&t as sare to form an estimate of 

yoa apon the manner of yoor beard as 

upon tile various testimonials of reputation 

which your deeds or your acquaintance are 

able to supply you with. ■

Sir Bichard Barton, in one of his early 

books of travel, gives us some aseful infor- 

mation on this subject It will be especially 

useful to those of us who are likely to have 

much or even a little to do with Orientals. 

The words have a local application to the 

Province of Scinde ; but their good sense 

will carry far beyond the watershed of the 

Indus which traverses that somewiiat tire- 

some and dull district. ■

(( Concerning yoor beard : ■

'^ You must not wear it too long. The 

people have a proverb that long-bearded 

individuals are, generally speaking, fools, 

and it is an inconvenient appendage, more 

troublesome than a wife, or daughter in 

her teens, requiring black silk bags to pro- 

tect it from the dust and sun, oils of all 

kinds to prevent its thinning, dye every 

three days, and so on. ' ■

**You must not dip it too short, on 

peril of bebg a ' fast ' man. ■

** In conversation you must caress your 

beard with your right hand. If you wish 

to be emphatic, swear by it. Be careful 

in what sentence you allude to it ; if you 

speak of anything offensive and your beard 

in the same breatb, you will have committed 

a mistake, which men will not soon forget. 

And when you promise by your beard, re- 

collect that you have pledged your honour. ■

" If a man sefzd your beard in anger, you 

are justified, paganly speaking, of course, 

in clutching your dagger, and sending 

your insulter to * kingdom come ' without 

benefit of clergy. ■

" If, on the contrary, a women, or eten 

a man, in all the hundlity of sappUcittoo, 

apply the tips of tremblinff fin^ to the 

< antennse of your compasuonate fsc^ogp,' 

grant, if possible, the request for tb 

honour of your beard." ■

This is interesting, if only to show the 

many uses to which a part of our fhune, 

which most of us are so ready to dup«m 

with, may be applied. These Sefndiini 

are, moreover, food of dyeing their beudi. 

In such a case one would like to know if 

an oaith upon a black beard would hold 

good if the oathmonger subs^iiienUy 

coloured his beard a brick-red or a ikj- 

blue. It seems improbable, eipeehlly 

among a people so smart at evasive tdbb 

and ruses as these Orientals. ObTiouly, 

too, an engagement made ''by my baud" 

coidd be absolutely avoided by getting Iha 

beard removed root and crop. ■

For many centuries Uie beard has hm 

a meeting point of dissension with tiie 

clergy. Even as in our own day the 

curate often has an eamesti and perhi{M« 

hot argument with his vicar about Ub 

moustaches, so in the . early sfj^ of 

the Church the mandates of the Biahopi 

on the subject were strenuously reihtod 

by the lesser beard-loving clergy. Oor 

modem vicars do not go so far as to 

declare that a beard is an undubtun 

growth, and a moustache a minifeit 

temptation of the evil one. But many of 

them would still regard a mouatMhioed 

curate as no less impossible in their 

parishes than a deaf precentor. 

. It is a matter of tradition and sentiment, 

of course — nothing more. There is no lav 

in the gospels on the subject. As far ai I 

know,' there is nothing in Leviticoa thit 

even an unreasonable enthusiast about 

Hebraic institutions could coerce into the 

semblance of doctrjne for our serrioea 

Nevertheless, the feeling is not to be defied. 

And we of the laity, for our part, realiiisg 

as we do that, for example, in the matter of 

wooing a wife, our brothers in the Chore)) 

have more than a slight advantage over oi 

even without Uie aid of moustaehea, are 

perfectly willing to agree with the epiaeopel 

and other traditional notifications on thii 

subject In the eleventh century, the 

Pope empowered certain Bishops to 

appropriate the goods of the clergy in their 

dioceses who refused to shave. It Mems 

rather a tyrannical decree ; but the de- 

linquents were none the less wrong to be 

so much at the mercy of trivial pereooal 

ambitions. ■
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There are faahioiui in beards, ag in 

dothes, nose-rings, and tattooing. Horace. 

Walpole tells na prettily enoagh how the 

fashion of wearing a beard at all reappeared 

in France a few centuries ago. ■

" Francis the Firsts amusing himself with 

hfa courtiers one winter^s day, was struck 

on the chin with a piece of a tile, which 

chanced to be taken up in a snowball 

As the womnded part could not be shaved, 

he let his beard grow ; and the fasMon was 

revired, after it had been dropped for a 

century. ■

'* It is said, I know not with what truth, 

that the same Prince, haying lost his hair 

and an eye by disease, introduced the wig 

and the hai The latter had before been 

used in riding to cover the face from the 

sun ; but the bonnet continued to.be the 

ceremonial covering." ■

Of course there are always men to be 

found robust enough of nature to be in- 

different to such conventionalities as the 

cut of a beard or a coat. Upon the whole, 

however, it seems unwise to offend the 

world just for the sake of a little private 

gratification, or pseudo-gratification. This 

may be afi&rmed as a general rule. The 

private soldier who is dismissed because he 

wiU not shave does not deserve much 

pity; and so also of the curate who 

estranges himself from his vicar because 

he insists upon not parting with his 

mouatache& ■

But there are two classes of men to 

whom a little explicit advice may b^ 

offered about beai^s, with small danger 

of error on my part or theirs. A dimple 

in the diin should, up to the age of thirty 

or thereabouts, be a pledge of war to ex- 

termination against the beard. And on 

the other hand, the man who finds it 

easier to keep his money than his counte- 

nance would do well to give his beard all 

the encouragement he can. ■

THE CHIEF OFFICER'S WAGER ■

A 8TORY IN EIQHT CHAPTERS. ■

CHAPTER I. ■

HOW THE WAGER WAS MADE. ■

"The thbg is utterly impossible. I 

tell you no man living could do it unless 

ha had the power of sleeping in a coffin 

for ten days at a stretch, as those Indian 

fakir chaps have." ■

It was after dinner, and things were 

getting flAk Oar host, a doctor, had been ■

suddenly called away to attend a dfa- 

tbguished Senator, who had just got lead- 

poisoned — Anglic^, shot — by a rival 

politician ; and he had left us, with pro- 

fuse apologies, to our own devices. The 

result was dreary. It was a bachelor 

party; and with no especial call to the 

drawing-room, we had elected to stay 

where we .were — actuated, I suppose, by a 

barbarian affection for the site of the feaat 

which had passed away. ■

Socially speaking, we were an extremely 

heavy assembly. We numbered among^ 

us two men in their aneodotage, one who 

only used his tongue for the Ixmefit of the 

other sex, and seven others who had no 

sympathies in common. Each had offered 

Us quota for the amusement of the others, 

and each as he spoke was voted more un- 

entertamiog than his predecessors^ Mt. 

Hiram E. Spker had given us many details 

of the stamps, flumes, elevators, and other 

plant of the *' Soaring Tiiie^es " gold-mine 

(Sierra Nevada, OaL^, and had shown con- 

clusively, and entirely to his own satisfac- 

tion, if not to ourp, why it was necessary 

for the -cashier of the company to bolt and 

ruin half the shareholders. Mr, Spence, 

an attach^ of the British embassy, had 

explained at great length the reason why 

his Government ought, by virtue of the 

Berlin Treaty, to supervise the Sultan of 

Turkey's meat bill, and prevent the Sublime 

Porte from erecting new music-halls-— or 

custom-houses, was it f — ^in Armenia. Mr. 

Silas M. Beedmaker, of Pittsburg, Pa., had 

quoted from memory^ a most exhaustive 

table of specific gravities of the paraffine 

products yielded by the wells in hCs neigh- 

bourhood; and had deducted therefrom, 

by the aid of his pencil and a menu-card, 

the probable Mze of certain vesicular 

hollows which he had shown to exist 

within the earth's crust Mr. Abel B. Ore, 

a Philadelphia financier, had delivered a 

spirited . threnody on the late corner in 

diver, and^had wound up his remarks by a 

solid lecture on the evils of bi-metalism. 

And & stout gentleman from Cincinnati 

was endeavouring to show three of us how 

foolish it was of the Jews to eschew the 

chief product of his native town, when 

Travison's uplifted voice was heard from 

the other end of the table : ■

''Tou don't know how to suspend ani- 

mation like that, I take it ? " ■

Travison was chief officer of the 

S.8. <' Elsinore," a Transatlantic liner. He 

was a slight man, very prettily built, very 

wiry, and always extremely well-dressed. ■
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At sea, his voiee was high-pitched and 

penetrating. On shore, it was delicately 

modolatedy and aoft at a woman's. So 

that when we heard him raise his tones, 

we knew that he was excited. And having 

that knowledge, we ceased to attend to 

the pork pnnce, and looked up with 

animation and expectation ; for Travison 

was never known to show excitement on 

shore before. ■

The man he was talking to was Bar- 

goyne, a fellow carrently reported to be a 

'millionaire, and who was certainly known 

to make more mad bets than any one else 

in New York city. What is further, 

his wagers were always for huge soms, and 

he was invariably the winner, so yoa will 

understand that when Travison raised his 

voice to say that a thing was impossible^ and 

Borgoyne had o£fered to bet that it wasn't, 

we forgot all about the proposed Hebrew 

colony at Porkopolis, and turned our eyes 

towards the end of the table. ■

The two disputants did not notice us. 

They had slewed round their chairs to face 

one another; and though Travfspn was 

sober as a judge, I think the American 

had just about as much under liatches 

as he could carry — though, mind you, 

none of his wits had gone astray, 

and perhaps some of his boisterousness 

was put on, simply for the purpose 

of making the other man lose his habitual 

caution. ■

*' I don't bet as a usual thing," Travison 

was saying. ■

*' A very wise thine," replied Burgoyne. 

"It is a risky game lox those who lukven't 

much pluck, and people who lose say it's a 

very wicked gam& Personally, I don't 

see much harm in it But then, perhaps, 

I'm prejudiced ; for, you see, I'm an m- 

variable winner myself when I can get 

any one plucky enough to bet with me. 

Here's luck to your next trip across the 

pond," he continued, lifting his glass. **Yoa 

have a sweep on the daily run, I suppose 1 

I'll stand in with you if you like to invest 

a quarter some time." ■

*' I don't bet as a usual thing, Mr. Bur- 

goyne ; but I should like to have a wager 

with you about this, if it's only to change 

your luck and knock some of the conceit 

out of you." ■

«I never punt for dimes," said Bur- 

goyne, significantly, <<and this job isn't 

worth doing for nothing." ■

Travison flushed slightly. ■

" I understand your meaning," said he. 

"Will fourteen Uiousand pounds tempt ■

you 9 Oall it seventy thousand doIUn, h 

round figures." ■

<<Is that your pilet" asked (he 

American, with a sneer. ■

'* Yes ; that's my pile, as yon grseeMy 

term it^" rejoined Travison, who, I coold 

see, was keeping his temper with an effort. ■

" Gan you put it on the table f " 

• '* No, sir, I can't I don't carry mj 

capital about with me like a poker sharp. 

But Henderson here will bear me oat that 

I am good for that amount. Won't yoa ) '' ■

I nodded, and tried to pass him a froim 

of caution, for I knew the man he was 

dealing with, thoroughly, and did not wuh 

to see my friend and fellow-coontryman 

ruined through an after-dinner boast; 

though, as ye^ I had no notfon of its 

nature. But he ignored my look, and 

went on : ■

<< Now, Mr. Burgoyne, Fm rather h&zy 

about odds and those sort of things ; and 

though, from your assurance, yoa ought, 

perhaps, to give me the advantage, 111 

waive that, and we will make it an eren 

bet of seventy thousand doUars, if that 

suits you. I won't insult you by sakiDg if 

your credit is equal to that amount" ■

" Done," said Burgoyne ; and after thej 

had shaken hands over it» the imerlcan 

drew from his pocket a natty morocco- 

leather bound book, and made a peacfl 

note in it ■

But that rough-and-ready mode oi agree- 

ment did not suit the sailor. ■

"Look here," said he, "well do the 

thing ship-shape wUkt we are aboat it 

Henderson, you know both of ns. Will 

you draw up a statement of the bet hi 

black and white, and then we'll sign itt" ■

<*If you wish me to. But had yoa 

not better ask Mr. Stone herel He'ia 

lawyer, and he'd do the thing Uff-iaahioo, 

which, all things consider^, is perhBix 

better and surer than ship-fashion." ■

" No, with all due respect to Mr. Stone, 

I would rather have you. I don't know 

him, and I do know you; and I know 

where to find you. That is, if yoa dont 

object, Burgoyne 1" ' ■

" Henderson's a white man, and good 

enough for me," said the Am^cao, with & 

nod over Us tumbler. ■

"But I didn't hear what the bet wtf 

about," said I, <' unless it has something to 

do with coffins and trances." ■

Travison gave a short laughi and said : ■

" Oh, I thought you had been Uitening. 

Well, the matter was this. Bargoyne saji 

we steamship people could never prerent a ■
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Bnuurt man getting a free passage on board 

however hsm we^tried ; and I say we could, 

with proper precaations. Whereupon he 

retorts that he could stow away on the 

•Elainore' if he wished to, and not be 

discovered till the tender came o£f at 

Qaeenstown ; and I say that the thing is 

impossible if I keep a bright look-out for 

him. And so we are each gobg to back 

our own opinion." ■

"It seems a foolish matter," said I; 

" but I suppose you are both old enough to 

know your dwn business best, and so 111 

draw up the document for you, if Burgoyne 

wishes." ■

"Fire away," said Burgoyne, and I went 

up to a side table, and wrote on a sheet of 

note-paper as follows : ■

** Basil Burgoyne bets Charles Trarison 

seventy thousand dollars that he can get a 

free passage in the as. < Elsinore ' across 

the Atlantic. If Travison can lay hands 

on him in Queenstown Harbour, Burgoyne 

pays. I^ on the other hand, Burgoyne 

can travel that far without being detooted 

by Travison, then Travison pays/' ■

I handed it across to Burgoyne, and he 

read it out. ■

** My good Henderson," he said, ^if I 

felt incmied for sharp practice, Travison 

would be badly left if he signed Us name 

to this. Why, man alive, my pitfticular 

chum, Jerrold, who is one of the directors 

of the Steamship Company, would give 

me a free pass in a moment if I asked for 

one, and then, by all the rules of equity, I 

could ask for the stakes." ■

I felt very angry at myself for making 

the blunder, and looked, I suspect, tolerably 

foolish, for there was a broad grin all round 

the room. ■

" Better give Stone his two dollars and 

a half, and do the thing decently, if it's to 

be done at all/' remarked the Cincinnati 

man* ■

Stone laughed, and said : ■

'* Insert the words * as a genuine stow- 

away, and without favour from officers or 

owners,' after ' Atlantic,' and then it will 

be Uir enough, and legal enough too for 

all practical purposes." ■

And so ttiat I did, passing the fire&h 

copy to Travison for inspection. He read 

it through, took a sixpenny stamp from 

his pooket-book, and affixed it at the foot 

of the pagOt saying : ■

" There is a charter-party stamp, and if 

we sign our names across that, twill be 

legal enough for the Bars of both conti- 

nents to look at." ■

So they subscribed their names, and the 

document was given into my charge, and 

Burgoyne asked when the " ELdnore " was 

going to sail ■

"Saturday," said Travison, <' about mid- 

day." ■

<< And this is Monday. Well, don't let 

me make your life a burden to you. Tou 

needn't trouble to look out for me before 

Thursday. FU report myself to you 

thea" ■

'« Thanks," said the sailor. '*! must 

say you are behaving very well over this. 

I should never have twigged that slip 

about the free passage. Look here, FU 

make an offer. If you do manage to get 

on board, you'll want some clothes at the 

other end, whether I catch you or whether . 

I don't. So pack a portmanteau, and 111 

take charge of it for you." ■

" Really, you are very good," replied the 

American, '' and I'll gladly avail myself of 

your kindness. A ba^ shall be sent down 

to the ship before she sails." ■

They were wonderfully polite to one 

another now that preliminaries had been 

settled. It is ever thus. Two men 

will use every nasty word in their 

vocabulary for half an hour, and then when 

their friends have interposed and arranged 

for them to fight a duel, they will speak 

nothing but the most polished plea- 

santries, till one or the other is comfortably 

kUled. ■

But though Travison's politeness was 

induced by pure gratitude for his adver- 

sary's lar^e - mindedness in the " free 

passage" incident, I saw beneath Bur- 

goyne's bluff civility a shrewd foreknow- 

ledge that he was entering into the contest 

as a certain victor. He drank his liquor 

with a self-satisfied smirk, and said that 

he had been thinking of taking a run 

across to London for some time, to do 

the theatres, and this bet decided Um. If 

any of us happened to be over there, he'd 

stand the best dinner money could produce, 

just in memory of to-day. ■

'* Ton haven't got the money yet," 'ob- 

served Spicer, "and gambling's an un- 

certain business." ■

"Itfs more certain than speculating in 

your gold-mine sharefi, Mr. Spicer. Come, 

if you think Travison is going to win, why 

don't jon back him t " ■

" Will you give me odds 1 " ■

*' No ; but I'll lay evens in what you 

like. Come, that's a reasonable offer. 

You can take it, or leave it." ■

" Put ten thousand dollars down to ■
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Hiram E. Spicer/' said that worthy by way 

of retort. ■

I noticed that Travison looked rather 

annoyed as this wager was booked, for, of 

coarse, the larger the sum Bargoyne stood 

to win, the greater wonld be Us effjrts to 

carry it to a saccessfiil issaa Bat as the 

sailor said nothing I did not feel called 

apon to interfere^ and Bargoyne had 

entered a twenty thoasand dollars to the ■

Sork prince, and another ten thoasand 

oUars to the Philadelphia banker, before 

he closed his book. Then looking ap he 

addressed as all ■

<• Look here, gentlemen. There's a som 

of one hundred and ten thoasand dollars 

piled ap over this affair, and strait-laced ■

Eeople might call that gamblin^^ Now, 

)r. Stanley, in whose hoase we are, is by 

no means a Paritan; but it wouldn't do 

for him to coantenance saoh a raise as this. 

It woald rain his practice if it became 

kaown. Ton are all men of the world. 

Yoa know how people pervert things! 

Half the old women in New York City 

would firmly belieye that he had instigated 

the whole affidr, if any of the fkcts were let 

drop. So I mast ask you one and all to 

kwp your own counsel on the matter for 

the present. When it has all Uown over, 

you may gossip about it as much as yoa 

please, so long as Stanley's name and house 

are omitted from the yam ; but for the 

present it had better not come out at all." 

We pledged our several words to sUence ; 

but I was rather puzsled as to his object in 

avoiding publicity. That it was for some 

motive of self-inteiBst, and not for Dr. 

Stanley's sake, I felt sura Bnrgoyne 

loved to be pilloried in the papers. To ■

Cse before his numerous admirers as the 
ro of some fresh adventure, was meat 

and drink to him. And as Stanley, who 

disliked his bluster, had only asked him 

to dinner because Spence wished to meet 

himi, I calculated that Mr. Basil Bnrgoyne's 

generous interest in the doctor's welfare 

was merely a blind for sometlunff else. 

But what his scheme was I coiOd not 

discover. ■

The party broke up soon after this, and 

as Travison had a second engagement, I 

did not get another word with him. ■

CHAPTER n. 

HOW MY PASSAQ8 WAS TAKEN. ■

For the next three days I was too much 

immersed in business to give the wager 

more than a passing thought. A party of ■

politicians, no more corrupt, perhspi, tkan 

American politicians usually are, had bem 

paid their price by interested capitalhte, 

and had accordingly chosen to oomlder 

that their country's weal demanded a lo- 

ad jostment of certain tarifb. The other 

politisians of the same party, sotostsd bj 

that untarnished honour which eziiti 

amongst thieves, and expecting a Mmiy 

good turn when their own time csibb, 

backed their brethren up ; and, in conie- 

quence, a bill passed through OoDgnu 

which put what was intended to be a 

prohibitive duty on a certain import in 

which I was interested. For the idke of 

aif;ument, we will say that th0 import vai 

artificial teeth. But though the sttifieiil 

teeth of American manufacture were 

cheaj^r, still the English artifiaisl teeth 

were better than the American samplei- 

better even than the teeth grown od 

individual premises; and so, despite the 

heavy tax, the demand would not be mneh 

decreased. Yet all the same, tlte re- 

ad justment of the artificial tooth tnda ii 

a weighty matter on account of iti nrj 

vastness ; and so, what wiUi counting the 

enormous number of barrels I hd b 

stock, and firandng new contracts with the 

American tooth-dealers, and one thhg lod 

another, for these three days I wsi np to 

the eyes in work. ■

On the Friday afternoon a eihle wai 

handed in to me from our worU-bmed 

artificial tooth factory in Eoglsiii It 

bade me cross over to Staffordihiie be- 

fore the end of the month, and uatmllj 

I determined to go by the *' ElsfaKMn^" She 

was not a fast bmt, but tolerably ooofot^ 

able as ocean steamers go, and boi OspUin 

always kept a decent table. Besides, thei« 

was every likelihood of bebg plenty to 

enliven the dreary passage. So I took 

the cars down to the Steamship Oos- 

pany's offices and went in, thmkmg it belt 

to secure a berth in person, so as to he 

certain of a good choice. I was islher 

surprised to find Bnrgoyne talking to the 

head clerk, and I think he was sur^M 

to see me, and not over pleased eitheri for 

a shade of annoyance eroased his tm 

However, he was too old a pokerpiayer not 

to have a good command over his leataref, 

and, turning round with a cheeiy vA 

asked me how I did before I coold geta 

word in. ■

" I'm off to London some time sooOfSmi 

I did think of crossing in one of tbeir 

ships," he said, with a backward nod at 

the dork; "but that slow old tob the ■
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'Elainore' is the next to udl, unct her 

small eahina don't aidt me when tjiere is 

anything better to be had. Wiiat are yoa 

np to I Qome to try for new freights to 

coanteraet the new tariff t " ■

'^ No, the tariff does me no harm, in faot 

the reverep, and I'm goiDgover to England 

to arrange for larger tnppliea. ' I happened 

to be after a berth in the verv slup joa 

were talking about. She'll suit nie well 

enoagb. I'm not bo faatidiona.aa jon are, 

and not to lengthy either. A man of fonr 

dze wants good roomy qnarten to stow 

himself away in with any degree of oom- 

fort" ■

He looked down eomplacently at his 

hoge limbs. ■

** Oh, I oan stow away small if needs 

most ;^ but when there's no particular na- 

cesiity.for it, I have a strong objeetiom to 

being cribbed and oonfined in your pill-box 

cabuL It's almost as bad as going as a 

bond-fide stowaway." ■

'' A man of your size would make a rum 

sort of atowaway^ Mr. Borgoyne^" said the 

head derk, with a laugh, in whioh we both 

joined. ■

"I'm sorry you are not coming by the 

■Elsinore,' " said L ''Her chief officer is 

a Ycry £^x>d fellow. Tou know him — 

TravUont" ■

*'0h, Tos, I know him. Yery good 

fellow hideed, isn't he! There, ta-to; I 

can't wait" ■

knd he was gone. ■

" Of course, U's no use my cracking up 

our ships to you, Mr. Henderson," said the 

clerk, as the baizthcoyered door swung ta 

"You know all about them, and so I'll 

freely own that we've faster and better 

fitted boats than the 'Elsinoro.' And so 

have the other companies for the matter of 

that, though she is a lot dryer and more 

comfortable in dirty weather than many of 

the newer bnea Bat^'^'he continued, with 

asnule," I don't Udnk it* was the know^ 

ledge of the ' Elsinore ' bebg next on the 

roster that caused Mr. Bnrgoyne to say 

he'd wait for another week. He asked to 

look at the passenger-list, and saw that at 

present there are only three names down — 

a father, mother, and son. He likes plenty 

of company, does Mr. Bnrgoyne, and would 

rather wait a week or two than cross in a 

boat that will perhaps neyer have a plack 

of cards on her table during the whole 

rem. Tou see, the elder passenger is a 

Methodist New Connexion Minister going 

over on a preadiing tour, and he wouldn't 

be of Mr. Bnrgoyne's cut at all But^ as I ■

told him,. the season is too late for a full 

passenger list. Why, we'ye only got 

twelve names down for the steerage so w, 

and I should be a bit surprised* if we got 

another half-doaen altogether. Not ^t 

it matters to us though ; for with ficei^i^ 

what they are now, dead cargo's a sight 

better paying than live." ■

'< Did he ask about that, Uien t " ■

"He did, and he didn't He asked a 

questfon or two, ai^ I told him just what 

IVe been telling you. The 'Elsinore' 

will have her lower decks pretty well 

packed. Most of her steerage berdui will 

be replaced with cargo, and most of her 

cabin berths will be empty." ■

'('Cute man," I thought; "knows exactly 

beforehand how the land lies. But he wiU 

have to be Uvely if he intends to slip on 

board. She sails to-morrow." And Uien, 

addressing myself to Uie pabin-plan. which 

the clerk laid before me, I chose quarters 

I had occupied previously, and went out 

into the street again. ■

It was five o'clock, and as I had nothing 

special on hand till dinner at seven, I 

determined to drive down to the docks 

and relieve Travison's anxiety by teUbg 

him that all was safe so far. ■

I found him standing by a gangway, 

looking listlessly at a big iron-bound 

packing-case that the quay crane was 

just hoisting on board. He greeted me 

cordially, and still more cordially when 

he learned that we should be companions 

for the next ten days. ■

"I wish I'd known Burgoyne was at 

large before, thousb," he added. " I kept 

an anchor-watch all last night; and as I've 

been here on deck all this day» and hwe 

to-night end to-morrow to look f oj^ward k>, 

the chances are that I shall be pretty 

tolerably knocked up before we get to 

sea." ■

" Why not get one of the crew to take 

your place 1 " ■

'' I have got two already ; but I'm play- 

ing for a large stake, old man, and I'm 

jast gomg to see this throueh with my 

own eyesi if they'll stay open.'^ ■

For a couple of minutes we kept sOence, 

watching the winch-men lower crate. after 

crate, and packing-case after packing-case, 

into the yawning chasms before us. And 

then I asked : ■

*< Shall you be pretty full t " ■

<( Down to PlimsoU's mark. And as it 

wQl be nearly all dead weight, she'll ride 

a bit heavy if it comes on to blow, as well 

it may, now that the equinoctials are about ■
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Bat yoa nxt good enongh Bailor not to 

mind that 1" ■

•< Oh, I wasn't thinking of myaelf in tiie 

least. My Btomaoh hai made ita peace 

wiUi the stormy seas long ago. But it 

struck me that the more of these solid 

boxes and Kales you have in your holds, 

the less chance there is of any one hiding 

in tiiem. Those stevedores utilise every 

cable inch of room." ■

"Qaite true. TheVve battened down 

the lower hold alreaay — look down the 

hatch; yoa will see the tarpaolin — and 

one of my men asaored me that there was 

not room for a rat to hide in it Besides, 

however tightly cargo is jammed, it always 

shifts a little in a sea-way, and any one 

who was down amongst it woald inevitably 

be crashed to death, if indeed he was not 

stifled ftnr want of air before we got under 

weigh. But no one in his senses would 

ever dream of trying to stow away down 

there. By-tho-bye, when do you come on 

board t To-morrow m<miing 1 " ■

(« To-morrow morning, I suppose. The 

berths would not be ready to-night, would 

they I" ■

^' You can have my place, if you'll sleep 

hera I shan't want ft. Or, stay — what 

is your number t " ■

us; and I 

it number eighteen 

may sleep hm to- ■

*<Then thatTs the steward who looh 

after you — that chap with the knobUy 

head who has just rushed out of the deck- 

house. You must remember him deitly 

enough; he'suniqueiinhisway. WillUnul 

here." ■

''Yessir," said Williams, scuddbg ap, 

and touchhig his forehead. " HaftsraooD, 

Mr. 'Enderson, sir; 'ope you're well I 

Oomin' hover wi' us t " ■

''Yes," said Travison, 

derson is coming with 

want you to 

ready, so that 

night." ■

"Yessir," said WiUiams, touchhg hb 

head to the pair of us, and depiutfag 

rapidly. ■

WiUiams was always in a huny. Per- 

haps the constant bustling aboat bad 

something to do with those queer bampi 

on his bald head. I never saw such bampi 

on any other head. Neither ha?e I erer 

come across such another buiUer m 

Williams. ■

Travison and I had four or fire 

more minutes' desultory chat, and then 

I left:, promising to be back by 

o'clock. ■

Now Ready, Price Sixpence. ■
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CHAPTER ni. ■

John Ttrbell and his sister had 

alirays more invitations for the summer 

months than it was possible for them to 

accept, even though they invariably 

divided their forces, and never visited 

together. Miss TyrreU was apt to be qoite 

plaintive on the hardship of having to 

ofier herself as a sabstitate for her brother, 

but her own position in the fashionable 

world was so high and so assared that, as 

a matter of fact, she was, and knew her- 

self to be, little less of an acquisition than 

John Tyrrell himself. ■

The month of July was spent by the 

latter in yachting with some friends, and 

he had arranged to stay on with the same 

party until the second week of August 

llie sudden collapse of this arrangement, 

owing to the senous illness of the host, 

left Um with a week on his hands, and he 

wrote to some old friends at whose place 

in Yorkshire he was due on the eleventh 

of August, offering himself to them nearly 

ten days earlier than he had been 

expected. ■

The delighted reply he received was fall 

of hopes timt he would not find the house 

unbeurably dull until the shooting beean ; 

and as Ids host, who had driven mm from 

the Uttie Yorkshire station at which he 

arrived one lovely August afternoon, led 

the way across the large, silent hall into 

the apparentiy equally silent drawing- ■

room, it crossed Tyrrell's mind that he 

might have been wiser to go abroad for 

the next ten days. He had heard during 

the five-mile drive across the moors that 

there was only one other visitor in the 

house at present; but his host had not 

been communicative on the subject of that 

one, and IVrrell had accordingly taken it 

for granted that his fellow-guest was not 

likely to prove interesting, and had not 

been curious enough even to find out 

whether it was a man or a woman. ■

The drawing-room itself was emptv; 

but under the verandah, just outside the 

French windows, which stood wide open, 

stood a tea-table. No one was visible 

to tiie two men as they stood in the 

dbrawing-room doorway ; but the indistinct 

murmur of women's voices came to them, 

and in response to her husband's cheery 

call Mrs. Oliphant came jound the comer 

from the verandah into the room. ■

" I am so glad, so very glad to see you," 

said she, shaking Tyrrell warmly by the 

himd. She and her fine-looking husband 

were old country people, rich and culti- 

vated, making a point of spending the 

season in town, and of knowing every one 

worth knowing there. They had been 

friends of Tyrrell's, however, long before 

he had come under that category, and he 

had known them all his life. ■

''It is so unexpectedly delightful to get 

you all to ourselves," she went on ; " and 

perhaps it is inconsistent after that to say 

that we should have made up a party for 

you, only no one is to be had on such 

short notica We have one other guest, 

however, who has come for a littie country 

quiet, almost as unexpectedlv as yourself. 

So I hope you won't be dull.'^ ■

She moved towards the window as she 

spoke, the two men following her, and as ■
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ihe stepped on to the venndAh she panaed 

and turned her head to Tyrrell, who was 

still indde the room, and unable to see 

more than the skirts of his fellow-gnest ■

<' I had hoped to have the pleasnre of 

introdacing yon two to one another/' Mrs. 

OUphaait said. ''I am qnite disappointed 

to find that I am too late. It always 

seemed so strange that yon should not 

be acquainted, ^ying so many mutual 

friends." ■

She moved on as she spoke, and Tyrrell 

stepped out of the room. ■

*' Lady Latter ! " he exclaimed. '< What 

a delightful surprise ! " ■

Sitting in a low basket-chair by the tea- 

table was a little dark woman, with an 

ugly, piquante face, a very, perfect figure, 

as modem fashion understuids the term, 

very perfectly dad according to the latest 

dictates of Uie same authority. An old- 

fashioned critic might have objected not 

only to the cut of her gown, but to the 

signification of her features. He might 

have demanded whether the face of the very 

cleverest ot women should, at thirty-five, be 

entirely destitute of any shade of womajily 

sympathy ; whether any quantity of wit 

and briDiancy could be cited as either 

reason or excuse for such a pair of eyes 

as were lifted to John Tyrrell's face. Theb 

owner gave him her hand with an air 

at once defiant and provocative, and 

answered with a little grimacOi of which 

she perfectly well knew the eff^^ct ■

*< What a pugnacious person you must 

be, Mr. Tyrrcol ! Have we not quarrelled 

quite enough t " ■

*^ By no means 1 " he responded, 

promptly. ''One of us has to give in, 

you know. Lady Latter has told you, no 

doubt," he added, turning to Mrs. Oliphant^ 

"that during the week she and I spent 

together on Li^ Southdale's yacht, the 

resources of the entire partv were severely 

taxed to keep the peace between us. I 

wonder she did not persuade you to send 

me to the Antipodes !" ■

Mrs. Oliphant laughed. ■

« I am not afiraid,*^ she said. " On the 

contrary, I expect to see you fight your- 

selves mto friendship. It is quite time, 

I'm sure. You'll have a cup of tea, won't 

you t " ■

" Thanks," he said, adding, as he took 

it from her : " How green and quiet you 

are here ! The drive from the station struck 

me more than ever this afternoon." ■

Before Mrs. Oliphant could reply, a 

laugh from Lady Latt« forestalled her. ■

*' You must have had a tembly Im 

journey, Mr. Tyrrell," she said. "I can 

only refer such a very bad ocmpliinint u 

that to physical and mental collapse. We 

may be quiet, we may, indeed, be green; 

but it is hardly civil of you to tell lu ao- 

so soon." ■

John Tyrrell looked at her as she spoke 

with a smile. ■

''You have scored, Lady Latter,'' he 

answered. ''I plead guilty to imnk 

stupidity, and I apologise — to Hn. 

Oliphant. She will have mercy on me, 

I know, and you wiU not. Pardon me if 

I add that I am afraid you yoondl em 

hardly be as brilliantly penetnttiTe u 

usual, or you would hardly need tb be 

reminded that no onl9 who koew her oooid 

speak of Lady Latter and quietin the nme 

breath." ■

Mrs. Oliphant laughed. ■

''This is too bad I" she said. <<meie 

will you be by this time to-morrow if jod 

begin so soon 9 " ■

"You are quite right, dear Mn. 

Oliphant," replied Lady Latter ; "it u i 

pity to squander valuable ammumtum. I 

shall go in. I have wekomed Mr. TjneU 

far more effusively than he had any light 

to expect, and I have broken to him lome- 

tUng of what he has before him, and now 

Fate [sends him a respite. I am not in 

fighting trim, and I shall jp in now and 

collect my forces. Until this evenmg, Vl 

Terrell." And with a Uttle making ■

Ssture of farewell she moved away into e house. ■

It was, on the surface, as Mis. OUphint 

had said, a very strange thing that^ ontfl 

three weeks before, Lady Latter and John 

I^yrrell should have known one another 

only by sight They were both prominent 

membm of London society, they wen 

constantly to be met at Uie same hoDMi; 

but they had never been introdnoed 

Lady Latter was very rich ; she had money 

of her own, and her husband was as 

Indian judge. The marriage had not been 

wholly successful — Lady Latter best bew 

why — and when she took it into her head 

to aedare that the dulness and monotooj 

of Indian society were no longer to Im 

borne by her. Sir George Latter had done 

everything that lay in ms power to farther 

her future residence in London. It wai 

now five years since she had set np her 

establishment in Chelsea, and her house 

was one of the "smartest" in Londoa 

She was not clever, nor was she witty, 

but she had unlimited audaeity; and, ■
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having detdnnmed to be a sacceM, and 

being perfectly awaie that ihe was neither 

pretty nor faidnating on conventional 

linee, she proceeded to make a line for 

herself, andsabetitated "dash" and ''chic" 

for the oommonplaee feminine graces. She 

was very amnsing, people said; there 

was nothing too cruel or too coarse for her 

to say, and, at the same time, she had a 

most nsefiol fscolty— when she thought it 

worth while to ezerdse it — of adapting 

her conversation to her Ibtener's taste. ■

The key to the apparent mystexy of her 

non-acquaintance with John Tyrrell lay in 

her very clever and far-sighted determina- 

tion to stand out from t& crowd. Every 

one knew John Tyrrell, every one raved 

about him. Therefore she declared, that as 

an actor, he irritated her, and as a man, 

she would not have him introduced to her. 

Of course, tUs statement> was hardly 

formulated before it came to John I^rrell^i 

ears, and the mutual friend who eventually 

brought them together on board his yacht 

without previous warning to either, had 

been more bold than prudent His experi- 

ment, however, had been crowned with 

snccesa John I^yrrell's vanity was touched, 

his reputation for fascination was at stake, 

sod, under the circumstances, it was quite 

impossible to him to refrain from taxing 

his every resource to the utmost So 

clever a man could hardly fail to take the 

right way with so shaQow a woman, 

especially as he found her very amusing, 

and not unattractive; and Lady Latter 

decided with herself— with how little 

power to dedde otherwise she herself 

hardly knew — that an incessantly sparkling 

war of wits between herself and John 

Tyrrell would give people quite as much, 

if not moie, to talk about than her 

perseverance in her alleged dislike to 

him. ■

Lady Latter was alone in the drawing- 

room when John Tyrrell, a little earlier 

than he need have been, came down after 

dressing for dinner. She was evidently 

only just down, for she was standmg at 

the window looking out into the gardea 

She turned as he opened the door. ■

"Ah, Mr. Tyrrell 1" she said, Ughtly, 

"Fate is not kmd to ma We have the 

field to ourselves, and I am not ready to 

give battle.'* ■

"The obvious retort to that is that I 

am afraid you must be ill," he answered. 

"But as I believe that really is the case, 

I wQl offer a flag of truce in the shape of 

very sbcere regrets, and refrab from ■
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aeizmg my advantage. Mrs. Oliphant tells 

me you are a victim to neuralgia 9 " ■

"Yes," she answered. "Too much 

season, I suppose. The Oliphants and I 

were staying with the same people about 

ton days ago, when I really made the most 

ridiculous exhibition of myself— had to go 

to bed, and so on— and she very kindly 

persuaded me to come here and try what 

countay quiet would do for me." ■

•' I'm afraid it has not proved exactly a 

sovereign remedy," he said. ■

"Not quite^" she assented. Not even 

the teaces of physical suffering on her face 

could soften it, or make it womanly ; and 

it was more audadous and cynical even 

than usual, as she went on: "It has oc- 

curred to me that country quiet is hardlv 

m my line. To tell you the truth, I have 

been bored to death, and I dare say I shall 

reaUy be bettor for a little warfare. It will 

surprise you, no doubt^ but I was actually 

channed to hear that you were coming ! 

No^ as he received the words with a low 

bow, "don't flattor yourself! Any man 

would have done I " ■

Bat she looked at the man before her 

as though she were not at all inclined to 

quarrel with fortune for sendine him. and 

not another. '^ ^ ■

Thefr host^ who was not partfcularly 

observant, though the kindest and 

worthiest of men, had a serious conference 

with ms wife that night as to whether the 

same house would hold their two guests 

for more than twenty-four hours. ■

"My dear, there wiU be a row," he said, 

with prophetic apprehension. ■

And in spito of his wife's shrewd 

assurances to the contrary, he was quito 

as much surprised as reUeved to see the 

combatants, after breakfast the next morn- 

ing, instead of flying from one another to 

the remotest comers of the estato, proceed 

together into the garden, where they pre- 

pared to spend in skfrmlsUng the hours 

during which thefr host and hostess were 

faevitably occupied. They established 

themselves under a krge cedar, m connec- 

faon with which Lady Latter's fashibnable 

hat and empfre veil looked inexpressibly 

incongruous. ^ ■

One lonff summer morning followed 

another, and though there was little or no 

variety in the manner in which they 

passed, Lady Latter's neuralgia gradually 

disappeared. Mrs. Oliphant, find&ig her 

two guests quito capable of amusing one 

another, generally left them together until 

lunch time ; and in the cool of the after- ■
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noon Lady Latter took to riding sometimeB 

with Tyrrell and her host, sometimes with 

Tyrrell alone. The rides became longer 

and longer ; and possibly it may have been 

the horse exercise which had snch a bene- 

ficial effect upon her constitutioni certainly 

it was the fatigne it produced which led to 

the lazilv tolerant armistioe which osnally 

reigned between herself and Tyrrell during 

the qoiet, sauntering evenings with which 

the days dosed. ■

There was no change in the briUiant 

weather until the night before the eleventh 

of August, when, quite suddenly and un- 

expectedly, it completely broke up. On 

the morning of that day, on which a large 

party was to arrive for Uie shooting season, 

Mrs. Oliphant sat down to breakmst with 

a countenance expressive of Ae blankest 

despair. ■

« Isn't it too dreadful t" she said, 

piteously, addressing the table at large as 

the wind howled; and the rain beat against 

the window after a fashion which would 

have done credit to November. '* After the 

lovdy weather we have had it really does 

seem too bad. However," she went on, turn- 

ing to Lady Latter, *' I am glad we have 

not been so unfortunate while you and Mr. 

Tyrrell have been so dependent upon the 

weather for any sort of entertamment ! 

I'm afraid you mieht have quarrelled in 

earnest if you had had a fortnight of such 

dreariness as tUs," she finished, with a smile. ■

" Instead of settling down like a couple 

of comparatively tame cats, our fate would 

^have been that of the celebrated natives of 

Kilkenny, you think," replied Lady Latter,' 

glancing across the table at TyrreU as she 

spoke. " It is more than possible ! 

Wei]," she added, as they all rose from the 

table, "we must take refuge In the 

drawing-room this momine, Mr. Tyrrell, 

and please prepare yourself to be more 

amusing than you were yesterday. The 

weather is depressing." ■

There was a fire in the drawing-room, 

notwithstanding the assertion of the al- 

manack that it was the eleventh of August 

In spite of — or perhaps even by force of 

contrast with— the grey, drippine desolation 

outside, the room looked particularly bright 

and attractive as John Tjrrrell opened the 

door a little after eleven o'clock. And 

Lady Latter, too, looked attractive after 

her kind as she sat ensconced in a lai^ge 

chair, with her very pretty feet rather ex- 

tensively exposed to view upon the fender, 

and the current number of the most 

popular society paper in her hand. ■

"Yon are late," she said, wiUumt 

turning her head or shutting her papsr u 

he came in. ■

" Don't tell me that," he said, as heaht 

the door. " I've been painfully awan of 

it for the last half hour. Oliphant bpk 

me." ■

" I told you to come and amuse me. Yoq 

should not have let Oliphant keep yoo." ■

He dropped into a chair neu her with 

a laugh. ■

" How like a woman !" he said. "Well, 

here I am at last, at any rate, and dei- 

perately anxious to be entertaining Ihid 

a line from Estoourt this morning with 

some rather fine sketches of some of m 

friends at Pontresina. Let us see if tbqr 

will serve your turn." ■

He began to unfasten a roll of paper ho 

had in his hand ; but she stopped him with 

a petulant, peremptory geitura *'No I' ihe 

said, '* I Imow they won't Ettooort bora 

me always. Besides, it's toobte. I hare 

the blues." ■

Her manner, in spite of her obviooi 

efforts to make it so, was distinctly not m 

lively and callous as usual, and Tjnell 

looked at her keenly aa she sat tumog 

over the pages of her paper before he laid : ■

*' I have the blues, too ; but Fm aftitd 

to hope the reason is the same in 700 

case as in mine." ■

She looked round at him quieUj. ■

"What is the matter with 70a t" the 

said. ■

"One of the pleasantest weeb I erar 

spent comes to an end to-day." ■

She looked away again quicldf with a 

rather high-pitched laugh. ■

*«We must have a mutual taite for 

battle," she said. *< Do you know I am 

absolutely sorry, too, that it is over !** ■

"It has not been all battle," he aniwend, 

leaning (orward, and speaking in a rather 

lower tone, "it has not beoi all battle 

and it has resulted in a lastbg ^ ^ 

hope. Won't you shake hands on it, aod 

won't you let me try to make oar lai^ 

morning as pleasant as possible )" ■

She held out her hand mth a ahrog of 

her shoulders and a light laugh. , ■

"We will call it peace for the pienot) 

she said, "and you may be as amoflogai 

you know how, for as long u joaeui 

keep it up." ■

The dinner-table that night presented a 

very striking contrast to the hreaicfaat' 

table of the morning. The two aftemooB 

trains l|ad each brought a contribution to 

the Oliphants' shooting parfy, u^ »" ■
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hoose irai now fall to overflowing of gjrla 

and mammafli shooting men, tennur-playing 

men, flirting men, maids and valets. The 

whole place seemed to be fall of* life, and 

at half-nast eight aU that life, all the 

coloar, lights and gaiety in the house 

seemed to be concentrated in the dining- 

room, where dinner was in fall swing. 

The cold, srey evening was shut oat ; the 

bright, wdl-deoorated table was brilliant 

with lamps and candles ; every one of the 

sixteen new arrivals seemed to have bad 

his or her appetite for both dinner and 

ama«ement whetted by the annoyances and 

discomforts of a long railway journey on 

a wet day, and to be bent on ignoring the 

dreadfnl atmospheric possibilities hanging 

over the morrow. The girls had, appa- 

rently, put on their prettiest frocks and 

their prettiest smiles, the men had shaken 

up all their conversational resources, and, 

as their neighbours were fortunately not 

disposed to be ezactbg, every one was 

pleased. ■

John Tyrrell and Lady Latter were on 

different sides of the table, each out of ear- 

shot of the other's conversation, but, of 

courae, each well within the other's sight 

Lady Latter's neighbours apparently failed 

to interest her, and she paid them very 

little attention. Tyrrell had on his right 

hand a handsome and dignified elderly 

lady, who was known to every one as being 

weU worth talking to, and on his left a 

singularly pretty girl, who had made a 

success on the stage by playing little, 

refined, modem comedy parts admirably, 

beeanae she was a lady by birth and 

education and had sSh acute natural sense 

of fuD, and who thought that neither life 

nor art had anything more to offer her in 

the way of happiness or succesa She had 

met Tyrrell several times, and late on in 

the course of dinner she turned her bright, 

confident face ruthlessly from the young 

man on her right, who thereupon was 

seized with a wud conviction that all the 

lamps and candles had suddenly gone out, 

and that nothing was left to him but ice 

padding, and said, in her pretty, light 

voice : ■

*' I don't think we have met since the 

Drayeotts' 'at home,' Mr. TyrrelJ, when 

we were both dreadfully bored, and one of 

aa was — well, let us call it fractious," and 

she laughed musically. Nora Olynn had 

been a spoilt child all her life, her success 

had turned her pretty, empty head in no 

alight degree, and on the occasion in 

question she had been as thoroughly out ■

of temper as only such a very pretty girl 

would dare to be in publia ■

" I was much humiliated at faiUng so 

Ignominiously, to make myself amusing/' 

Tyrrell responded, as he edioed her laugh. 

«I hope tobe allowed some day to try again." ■

'* How unkind of you," she said, with a 

pretty little twist of her shouldera *'I 

think people who heap coals of fire on one 

are most dreadful. Don't do it any more, 

please ; but 1^11 me about Miss Malet I 

am so interested about her, and I want so 

much to Imow all about her. I should be 

so glad to know her if you think she 

would like it" ■

Tyrrell looked at her with a smile 

lurUng about his mouth. He had taken 

her pretty little measure long ago, and 

there was somethbg irresistibly comic to 

him in her tone of patronising friendliness 

considered in connection with Selma. ■

" I am sure she would be charmed," he 

said, gravely. "What do you want to 

know about her! You have heard her 

reciter' ■

At this point of the conversation Nora 

Olynn became aware that Lady Letter's 

eyes were fixed upon her with an ex- 

pression which made the girl mentally 

apply to her the words, ** detestable thing." 

Nora Glynn did not like Lady Latter at any 

time, so she proceeded to push her dessert- 

plate absently on one side, and, reatbg her 

elbow on the table, fixed her eyes on 

Tyzrell's face with an expression of ab- 

sorbing interest in their conversation. ■

<'Te8," she said, 'Tve heard her. I 

know all about her in that way, of course. 

Personally, I mean. She is coming out in 

November, isn't she) Is she dreadfully 

frightened t Do tell her from me that 

one soon gets over it. I know just how 

she is feeling." ■

« I will tell her," responded Tyrrell, 

with the same unmoved gravity of de- 

meanour. " She will be most grateful to 

you. She is very nervous, of course 1 " ■

" Of course, poor girl 1 She is very 

young, isn't she, Mr. Tyrrell t I watched 

her the other day, when a lot of people 

were saying pretty things to her, and it 

struck me that she must be really very 

young." ■

Tyrrell frowned slightly, and then he 

laughed. ■

'* She is not at her best in society," he 

answered. " It is very difficult to get her 

to a party at all ; she is all for art in the 

abstract, at present, and cannot see what 

society has to do with it." ■
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Non Olynn sighad, and pat hor pretty 

head sentimentaUy on one aide. ■

'' Ab, poor girl," she said, " we all have 

to go throoffh it, Mr. Tyrrell, don't wet 

and grow coder and wiser with time." 

Then, as Mrs. Oliphant rose, she lingered 

a moment for Lady Latter's edification, and 

said, with a bewitdiing smile, also arranged 

to the same end : ** She's such a pretty 

girl, though, and every one will make 

sach a fuss with her that, no doubts her 

disOlnsionment won't be very bitter. She 

will enjoy herself . awfully next seasoa 

Oh, I must go ! Lady Latter and I are 

quite the last/' ■

Lady Latter passed her arm affectionately 

through the girl's as she joined her, and 

they went out side by side. But they were 

not side by side when tibe men entered 

the drawing-room later in the evening, and 

about Nora Glynn's entire person was the 

air of one who has been snubbed and sat 

upon severely, but so cleverly that fihe 

could only devour her feelings in impotent 

silence. ■

Tyrrell was the last man to come in, 

and Lady Latter was already surrounded. 

He passed the little group of which she 

was the centre, and sat down by the wife 

of a fashionable novelist, who was one of 

the guests, a clever and very pretty little 

woman, with whom he was on the 

friendliest terms. He did not see Lady 

Latter follow hfan with her eyes ; he would 

not have understood the odd, indefinable 

expression in them if he had done sa It 

almost suggested that she did not under- 

stand hersdf. ■

The evening passed on, and one by one 

the men about her dropped away, reduced, 

metaphorically, to dnders by her scathbig 

tongue, and wondering what had happened 

to annoy her. She was sitting quite idone 

when " good-nights " began to be said, and 

she rose almost without speaking. ■

Tyrrell was holding the door open, and 

as she passed him she stopped and held 

out. her hand, lifting her eves suddenly to 

his face as she did sa Their expression 

was enigmatical no longer. ■

"Good night, Mr. TyrreU !" she said. 

• " Good night, Lady Latter ! " ■

CHILL ■

The long, narrow strip on the map 

which represents ChQi to the untravelled 

eye, is not much to look at. Nor is the 

country itself remarkable for physical ■

beauty. It stretches fai a nanow ,lme 

from Cape Horn to the Tropic of Oaprieon 

— a lencth of ooast somewhere aboat two 

thousand milesi But between the tea ind 

the inner line of the Andes— wUch difidei 

the republican State ^fiN>m the Aig^tbe 

territory — there is nowhere a greater depth 

than two hundred miles, and at ¥m 

points the distance is only some twentj- 

five to fifty mUes. In round niunben it 

has an area of about one hundred md 

twenty-five thousand square milei, isd i 

population of about two and a half mflUooi. 

The greater portioi of the area is arid and 

unattractive--even repulsive in appeanoee. 

North of Valparaiso there is little yefida- 

tion ; but between Yalpaniso and Valdmi 

is a rich and luxuriant region known u 

"The Garden of South America." Soath 

of this, vegetation again becomes moie tnd 

more scanty as Terra del Foego fa ap- 

proached. ■

Chili is not remarkably rich h eiAff 

fauna or flor% although it does poaNn 

some peculiar forms of vegetatloa One 

of its most curious trees is the aoip-tne, 

in the inside of the bark of whichii found 

a curious white growth, with many oi tbe 

qualities of soap. There is also the Coqoito 

palm, which yields a sweet sap known ai 

palm-honey, and there are immenie fomti 

of huge timber-trees of the conifer dm. ■

The land orij^nally belonged to the 

Araucanian Indians ; but was annexed in 

the usual wa]^ when the Spaniards oyemn 

South America in the sixteenth oentozy. 

The Araucanians were a fine aborigmilnce, 

with well-developed institutioDS and Ugh 

conceptions of liber^. Atone timetfaey 

occupied a sort 'of tributary podtion to the 

Incas of Peru, and they were not eiiDj 

subjugated by the Spaniards. In the 

southern part, indeed, there is Bt&l i 

lar^e population of bidependent Axiit 

canian Indians, estimated at about fifty 

thousand ■

The Chilian proper is a descendant ol i 

mixture of the Spanish and Anncanitt 

races. His language is Spanish, and hit 

physique largely so ; but the iiifoiion of 

Indian blood lends him a distinct indiTidv- 

ality. Ever since th^ won thdr inedom 

and threw ofi* the Spanish yoke^ early in 

the present century, the Chilians have bem 

passionately attached to reiffeeentatiTe 

Government, and have developed a fie* 

publican Constitution of which they are 

extremely proud. It is becsnie of the 

alleged attempts of President Balmaceda 

to set aside that Constitution snd goren ■
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wiUioat a Parliament, that the present 

xevolatlon has ocenned. ■

For aboat eighty years now Ohili has 

been an independent Sepablie» and has 

thriyen nnder her independenoe. From 

being one of the least important of Uie 

Spanish Colonies, she has beeome one of 

the richest and most prosperous of the 

Soath American States. She also daims 

to be the best regulated and most 

honourable and business-like in all her 

dealings. In fact, it is said that the Chilians 

look upon themselves as the English of 

South Ameifaa. ■

This prosperity has been entirely due to 

the mineral wealth of the conntiy. Under 

that arid soil and those inhospitable-look- 

ing mountains, are treasures of gold, and 

flUver, and copper, and iodine, and nitrate 

of loda, and coal, far exceeding the dreams 

of the old seekers after Elder sda It is a 

laud of earthquakes ; but abo of substantial 

riehea In the ei^y days of the Bepublic, 

internal dissensions and revolutions were 

incessant ; but for the last fifty years Chili 

has had peace within her borders, and 

since the bloody wars with Bolivia and 

Pam, between 1879 and 1881, has also 

been at peace with her neighbours. In the 

great war of independence, when the 

Spaniards .were [.driven out of both Cliill 

and Pern, a prominent figure was the 

gallant Sootchman, Lord Cochrane, after- 

wards Earl of Dundonald, who com- 

manded the Chilian fleets and scoured the 

seas of pirates. In the Chili-Peruvian war, 

too, many Englishmen and Scotchmen 

took servke with the Bepublia ■

It is, however, only within the last few ■

years that ChiU hM become a familiar ■

name with the average Briton. To ■

financiers the Sepnblic has long been ■

known as a frequent floater of bonds ; but ■

untfl what is known as the "nitrate ■

boom " set In, about 1889, the ordinary ■

-British investor knew little and cared less ■

labout that narrow, unplcturesque, and ■

eartibquaky State on the further side of ■

^e Andes. ■

The extent to which England is now 

interested in Chili, may be measured from 

the faet, altogether apart from the quantity 

of GoTernment Bonds held here, that there 

are ei^teen companies registered in this 

eounti^ for the mining and manufacture 

of nitrate of soda. The aggregate capital 

oC^ these companies is dose upon six 

xnillions sterling, and their producing 

^apadty is about one million tons per 

cumum. In the conveyance of this material ■

to the consuming centres of Europe, there 

is immense empbymentfor British vessels. 

There is dso a railway oonstructed in 

order to connect the nitrate works with 

the shipping ports, with a capital of dose 

upon three millions, mostly British, and 

numerous British firms are established at 

the ports. ■

Iquique is the ffreat nitrate shipping 

port When Dam^ visited the place in 

1835, It waji a town of a thousand in- 

habitants, planted, as he described, in a 

iand-phdn at the foot of a wall of rock 

two thousand feet high, and surrounded 

by a desert To-day, Iquique is a dty 

of twenty thousand inhabitants, chiefly 

foreigners, well supplied with all the 

luxuries of dvHisation, and in constant 

touch with the world. It is the prindpal 

terminus of the Nitrate Railway, whose 

extensive workshops and foundries are 

here ; It Is the seat of a garrison, and of a 

larffe British cdony. ■

Iquique is built, like most of the Chilian 

towns, in square blocks, and, for the most 

part, of one-storeyed houses, because of 

the frequent earthquakes. The houses are 

of timber, cemented and stuccoed, and 

often cdoured cream, orange, or blue. 

The general effect Is pretty, and is 

heightened by the trees, wmch are tenderly 

reared wherever there is soil enough for 

their roots. Of harbour proper there Is 

none ; but in tiie open roadstead lie count- 

less ships of all nations discharging cargo 

into lighters, or waiting for the inevitable 

haam of nitrate. ■

These come down by the railway, which 

now climbs Car up the mountain sides, and 

away into the bleak Pampas beyond. 

There lies the nitrate kingdom, the home 

of those *'Oficinas," which were daily 

flaunted in the eyes of British capitalists 

and speculators a couple of years ago, and 

in which so many thousands of Britons 

are still interested. ■

The beet, and certainly the most recent, 

description of the land of nitrate of soda, 

Is that given by Dr. W. H. Bussell in his 

"Visit to ChiU and the Nitrate Fidds of 

Tarapa<»," published last year by Messrs. 

J. S. Virtue and Company ; and we shall 

avail ourselves largely of his guidance. ■

From Iquique, the railway ascends by a 

steep gradient, so that you soon look down 

upon the town and upon the scene of some 

of the fiercest and most famous struggles 

of the Peruvian War. At seventeen miles 

a height of thirty-two thousand feet is 

reached, and here, at Santa Bosa, are some ■
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f amooB silver minea. Soon thereafter aie 

reached the great plafna — the Pampai — 

which Darwin described as remarkable 

from being '' covered with a thick cmst of 

common sut^ and of a stratified saliferons 

allaviam, which seems to have been de- 

posited as the land slowly rose above the 

level of the sea. The salt is white, very 

hard, and compact; it occurs in water- 

worn nodules projecting from the aggluti- 

nated sand, and is associated with much 

gypsum. The appearance o^ this super- 

ficial mass very closely represented that 

of a country after snow, before the last 

dirty patches are thawed. The existence 

of this crust of a soluble substance over 

the whole face of the country shows how 

extraordinarily dry the climate must have 

been for a long period." ■

As Dirwin saw the Pampas, so are they 

to-day, save where they are broken by the 

railway, and scarred by the numerous 

works which have sprung up. At twenty- 

nbie miles from Iquiqne is the Central 

Station — a junction from which a branch 

is thrown off to the port of Pisagua, and 

numerous small branches, to supply a 

crowd of neighbouring ''ofidnas'' with 

communication and transport ■

From this junction the main line con- 

tinues northwards, and at about thirty-six 

miles from Iquique, reaches its highest 

point — three thousand eight hundred and 

eleven feet above the sea. The Pampas 

spread out on both sides in their dreary 

monotony, with here and there the ruin of 

some adobe building markfug an almndoned 

native factory, the general aspect reminding 

the traveller of the African desert^ and the 

barren shores of the Bed Sea. On this 

saline dpsext there is an oasis, in the shape 

of a cozrugated-iron hotel, supplied with 

all the edibles and drinkables of civilbation 

which can be conveyed in glass or tin. 

Around here and onward there is a con- 

stant succession of "oficinas," or nitrate 

factories,' for a distance of about one 

hundred miles from Iquique. ■

Eighteen English companies, as we have 

said, are among the owners of these 

"ofidnas"; but there are also a score or 

so more in the hands of Chilian companies 

and individuals, whose aggregate output is 

not far short of the total of the English 

factories. The industry is thus a very 

considerable one, and it is computed to 

give employment to fully fifteen thousand 

persons. ■

And so these natural hideous wastes 

have been made the centre of active, in- ■

dustrious life, of innumerable viUagM of 

Chilian work-^ple, of trim bangslowi of 

European officials, and of a ceasttsn qiMt 

after profit for thousands of Britidi ihiie- 

holders. ■

It was over these awful Psmpu-a 

stretch of country without a drop of wilflr 

in view, or a leaf or a blade of nasi, with 

burikbig sand under foot and a usring iim 

overhead — ^that the Chilian troops pinofld 

the allied forces of 'the Peruviaoi isd 

Bolivians, in one of the most deiptnte 

campaigns on record. It was sfter the 

tide of war had rolled over the deierte of 

Tarapaca that they became the property of 

the Chilian nation, which now deriycfl 

about a third of its revenue from the ex- 

port duties on nitrate of soda. ■

The most northern port of the nittite 

region is Pisagua — ^formerly a smsll Peru- 

vian dead-alive town, now a second Iqoiqae. 

It is one of the termini of the Mtnte 

BaQway, which has more large stordioBMi 

and workshops here. The roadstead is open, 

and all the landing and shipping hii to be 

done by boats run through tiie snif. The 

town itself follows the line of thediore, 

and the buQdings are low, wooden Itnu- 

tures, masonry for dweUing-honeeB beiog 

avoided in Chili on account of the earth- 

quakes, The trade of the place is for the 

most part in the hands of English, Geraun, 

and Italian firms. Pisagua was fortified 

during the war by Peruvian and Bofoiin 

troops, but was captuxed by the ClulttD 

fleet, which bombarded the batteries uA 

then landed a force of two thoussnd men 

to dislodge the garrison. The capture of 

Pisagua was one of the feats of the war 

of 1879. ■

The loading at Pisagua, and at plaoei 

where the surf will not allow the lighten 

to come close in shore with safetv, ii done 

by means of bladder-boats, called bdii 

Two long bladders, made from the akfni 

of sea-lions, air-tight, water-tight^ and duly 

inflated, are lashed together, with a plat- 

form on the top. On Uiis five or six bagp 

of nitrate are defUy balanced, so as not to 

get wet, and watdung his opportunitjithe 

bolsa-man paddles off with a reoeding 

wave and floats alongside the lighter 

waithig in smooth water. When the 

lighter has received her complement, abe 

in turn is propelled to the ocesn-veflel 

lying in the roadstead. The nitrateporten 

and boatmen work about seven hoori a 

day, haiding very heavy loader en little 

other food than beans, of which, however, 

they consume a prodigious quantity. ■
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Valparaiso U the commerciAl capital of 

Chili It ia here that the nitrate sliip- 

menta are regulated, from here that the 

Teaselfl are despatched to the yarioos 

loading - places and commissioned to 

European ports, and here that the samples 

of the cargoes are tested and valned. It 

is an attractive -looking place as seen 

from the roadstead, with the back- 

ground of nigged red mountains some 

twelve or fifteen hundred feet high, 

over which towers the white head of 

Aconagua — a mountain-mass twenty-three 

thousand feet high. Between tiie sea and 

the hills, and up the slopes and terraces, 

the town is built tier above tier, while the 

main street of shops, quays, and factories 

extends for miles along the shore. Access 

to the upper town and suburbs is gained by 

lifts from the main street, along which runs 

a tramway. Sixty years ago this main 

street was all there was of Valparaiso — 

indeed one side of it only, and two shops. 

Now it is a city of one hundred and 

twenty thousand inhabitants, with docks, 

piers, warehouses, colleges, schools, hand- 

some shops of all kinds, hotels, clubs, 

theatres, railways, electric light and tele- 

phonea It has become the principal port 

on the West Ooast of South America, and 

it has becozde so chiefly through British and 

American capital and enterprise. It is the 

centre not only of the commerce of Chili, 

but also of a large portion of that of Peru 

and Bolivia. ■

It is not, however, a model city. The 

streets are malodorous, the shore is lined 

with fearfiil drinking-dens, the prices for 

almost everything are exorbitant, and al- 

though it is the seat of administration of 

both army and navy, and head-quarters of 

the Department of Maritime Commerce, it 

has more than its share of crimes of violence. ■

The foreign population is liurge, and lives 

for the most part in separate communities, 

with their own dubs, hospitals, churches, 

and so oa Still there is a good deal of 

society, and a good deal of gaiety, in the 

suburban houses of the merchimtB built 

among gardens up the side of the hills. ■

From Valparaiso there is a railway to 

Santiago, the seat of Government, and the 

oldest dty of Chili. The railway skirts 

the sea-coast, and then passes inland 

i through well-cultivated country to Qdllita, 

once l^e chief town of the country but 

now little known. Then it climbs up the 

mountain-side, crosses the outer range of 

the Andes, and descends into the plains 

: which lie between the two great cluans of ■

the Cordilleras. Here is Santiago, which 

was founded as far bade as 1541, and where 

in the olden times the Spaniards were 

often dosdj besieged by the Indians. ■

Santiago is a great contrast to Val- 

paraiso, and has more of the old tranquil 

dolce far niente of the Spanish character 

about it. There are innumerable churches, 

a fine cathedral, an opera-house, dubs, 

hotels, restaurants, a fine Parliament 

House, a handsome and commodious rail- 

way station, and an incessant round of 

gaiety of a sort The evening promenade 

is the great event of the day, and on the 

whole Santiago is a pleasant dty to visit, 

with its curfous commingling of the old 

world and the new. ■

Our notice of Chili would not be com- 

plete without reference to the great visi- 

tations of earthquakes with wmch it is 

favoured — or the reverse. The Chilians live 

in a chronic state of dread of earthquaken— 

past, present, or expected — and they build 

their houses so as to afford the readiest 

egress and the smallest danger from falling 

material In the coast towns they have 

regfdarly- appointed routes to places of 

refuge on the higher grounds, in case of the 

great tidal waves which so often follow the 

eartb shocks. The natives are even more 

nervous than strangers about earthquakes, 

for they have iJl seen some of the ruin 

wrought by them, and they have heard 

from their fathers of the dreadful destruc- 

tion of whole towns in times past So, 

whenever there is a severe shock, they 

leave their houses and flock into open 

places. The minor kind of earthquakes 

are called temblors, and produce a shak- 

ing of the earth and a rattling of doors, 

and windows, as of some heavfly-laden 

waggon pasdng along the street These are 

almost of weddy [occurrence — sometimes 

three or four sho^ in a day. Sometimes 

even a temblor will throw down a wall ; 

but the temblor is nothing to the violent 

disturbances to which the country is 

always liable, when the land is torn with 

great fissures, and the sea recedes only to 

rush back with fearful violence to devastate 

miles of coast ■

The political constitution of Chili is 

based on that of the United States, with 

some differences. There is representative 

government by Senators and Deputies, 

with property quslification of one hundred 

and four hundred fNOunds respectivdy. 

The doctoral firanchise is partly educational, 

partly property: that is, an elector must 

be able to r«M and write and must have ■
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an income of at least one handred and 

fifty dollars per annum. The execntiye 

Ministers are, as in the United States, 

appointed by the President, who mles for 

five years, and who, daring his term of 

o£Sce, is pretty much of a Dictator. ■

President Balmaeeda seems to have 

made the mistake of thinking that he 

could govern without the Parliiunent^ and 

on his own responsibility alone; but the 

revolt of the Oongress and the support it 

has received both from the* navy and the 

people, indicate that the Chilians are too 

fond of constitutional government to be 

derived of it with impvmity. ■

The prosperity of me country depends 

on its mineral resources, and the Chilians 

are rather jealous that the developement 

of these is so much in the hands of 

foreigners. Still, they have not been able 

to make much of them by themselves, and 

are not likely to allow political passion to 

altogether submerge political interests. 

Taxation is high ; but the chief revenue of 

the country is derived from the exports, 

which are totally suspended during a civil 

war. The present revolution is full of 

anxiety, both for Chiliims and for Britons, 

who are so deeply interested in the future 

of Chili ■

COMPABATIVE POLITENESS. ■

With every disposition to be polite and 

well-bred, it is quite possible to fail in 

being so considered by the people amongst 

whom you may happen to be thrown by 

foreign residence or travel, owing to theb 

and your misunderstandinss as to what is 

really politeness and good breeding. ■

Li tiiis respect, there exist great dif- 

ferences between Enelish and French— I 

mieht say Conttnental-— points of manners 

and etiquette. If one man's meat is 

another man's pdson, it is quite possible 

ttiat one man's good behaviour may be 

another man's ill-behaviour. '*They 

change their sky," sayi; Horace, *' but not 

their mind, who run across the sea" ; but 

if they do not chanse their own mind, 

they certabily find a change in the minds, 

the manners, and the social usages of 

others. ■

It is as well to be aware of these 

difierenoes which prevail when once the 

silver streak has been crossed. Are you 

sure you know how to behave properly on 

many an occasion, when your native town, 

county, or country has been left behind ? ■

Please be so good as to excuse the qim. 

tion, because everybody does not hov 

how when such a contingency hsppeni to 

them. To point out instances in wbidi 

they might be likely to err, both m public 

and in private life, might perhaps dve, 

great offence. It will be better, therefote,* 

to put the inexperienced reader in the waj 

of proving tlmt he belongs to the civilised 

world abroad, by giving a few hinti re- 

specting the usages of society, as Udd down 

by Madame La Baronne Staffs.* ■

The Baronne begins with the etiqaetU 

respecting births and christenings ; bat it 

is hardly needful for us to start quite w 

early in life's career. My younxer reiden 

will naturally prefer to know how oonit- 

ships ouffht to be conducted, aecordiDg to 

the reguktions established in Frsnee, and 

probably more or less in other driliied 

nations of the European continent Bat I 

doubt whether they, especially the yoong 

ladies, will approve these particidir rolai, 

because they confirm the belief thai i 

French girl, whose face is her fortose, 

however well brought up and edaeatad, 

has but small chance of finding a fitting 

husband. ■

That this statement is no ealoomj,!! 

constantly evidenced by popolsr Frenek 

journals, both serious and comia Tb» 

•' Petit Journal,'' whose sale is eosiider- 

ably more than a million dafly, pnbliahea a 

feuHleton, or serial romance, entitlad 

"Trois Millions de Dot," A Dowiy of 

Three Millions (of francs), by Xiyier de 

Mont6pin, a favourite author, whoae in- 

exhaustible talent, fertile imagination, and 

so forth, are lauded by the editor in the 

highest terms. ■

The "Journal Amusant" depicts a loiior, 

or his agent, closeted, note-book and pend 

in hand, with the father and mothar rf 

the intended bride. ■

**We are to say, then, one hundred 

thousand francs?" he asks. "Itianot 

much." ■

" But, you know, she is our only ehU 

After us, she will inherit everything we 

have." ■

"At about what date, do ;oa anp- 

pose?" ■

A little girl is trundling her hoop,in 

company with a young gentleman of htx 

own age. After a few merry roni^ ^^ ^ 

so pleased that she says to her play-fallow: ■

* "Usages du Monde, lUjgle* du SiTwA»vre 

dam la Soci^t^ Modorne," par La Baronpe SUA*. 

Paris: Victor-Havard, 168, Boulevard Samt-tHsr 

main, 1890. ■
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'* Yoa wffl be my little hnsband— won't 

yoa t — when I am grown up 1 " ■

<* We flhaU see/' he aniwen. '*If you 

are Ttry rioh ; yes, perhapa." ■

Two peasanta meet in the village atreet. 

pne, decrepit^ crowned with a eotton 

nightcap, hobblea along with the aid of 

two Btieki. The other, yonnger and 

atnmger, commonioatea hia viowB. ■

"My lad, Bmile, has a great liking for 

Jnlea'a daughter. Bat I had maeh rather 

that he ahoold marry yours; beeaiue yon 

are a great deal older than he is, and he 

wont have so long to wait for his ex- 

pectationa." ■

A husband and wife are walking in their 

garden, engaged in confidential ehai ■

'* It will not be so difficult to settle 

Clara. She is a good-looking girl, and 

will go oflf with a reasonable dowry. Bat 

to Jolfey who has lost all her front teeth, 

we shall be obliged to give twice as 

madL" ■

'' Suppose we bay her an entire set of 

false ones. That will be cheaper. '^ ■

And so on, with variations in diflTerent 

styles. ■

This is the way in which a regalation 

mateh ahoold be made. A yoang man 

has remarked a yoone lady, and wished to 

obtain her for his wue ; bat he does not 

point-blank ask for her hand in marriage. 

That is, he mast not pay court to his 

intended sweetheart, and obtain her con- 

sent directly from herselll Oh, not It 

would be highly improper to make love in 

that simple and stra%htforward way, after 

the manner of Arcadian shepherds and 

shepherdesses. He must confide his in- 

tentions, first to his own parents, or, in 

default of them, to some aged friend or 

superior, whose intimacy justifies his taking 

such a step. ■

The person who has received the young 

Bum's eonfidence enters into communication 

with some intfanate friend of the young 

lady's family, in order to arrange a meeting 

between the two young people, which will 

decide whether the project can be carried 

any further. That is, in other words, 

*'trot liim, or her, out." But before 

broaching any matrimonial scheme, the 

intermediaries are bound to obtain precise 

faiformation respecting the fortune, the 

social standing, and even the genealogy of 

the two families in question. ■

Nevertheless, it & not aJways, perhaps 

not often, that the young gentleman takes 

the initiative at all Belations and friends 

have come to the conclusion that Monsieur ■

X. and Mademoiselle Y. are a suitable 

couple in respect to position, possessions, 

and expectations; and, once decided, the 

thing is done, in accordance more or less 

with the formalities here described. And, 

in the majority of cases, a happv marriage 

is the result In French middle classes, 

husband and wife regard each other as 

repreaentlnff not merdy a union of affeo- 

tion, but also a commercial partnership. 

Madame oftdn thinks she has as much 

rk^ht bi the shop or the counting-hoase as 

llfonsieur has. And, in many cases, her 

inflaence and advice are exerted fbr good. 

Not unfrequently, she takes the lead, uid 

maJntains perfect acquabitance with and 

command over ledger and bank-book. ■

Those who bitend maUng a Continental 

marriage are left to foUow the Baronne's 

bdstructions respecting the subsequent 

steps of their project It is strange that 

France should complain of her decreasing 

population, whfle her law does all it can 

to delay and to deter her population from 

marriage. The maintenance of parental 

authority seems to have been a greater 

object with her legislators than the legiti- 

mate union of loving couples. It may be 

supposed that the oompOers of the CivH 

Code did not foresee the consequences of 

dieir work. ■

If a man of sixty has parents sffll living, 

he cannot marry without their consent 

except by sendii^ them a ''respectful re- 

monstrance ^ through a processHMrver ; and 

then he has to wait a certain time^ if thev 

perdst in their refusal li they are dead, 

he must produce certificates of theb death; 

which may be difficult, inconvenient or 

even impossible. Moreover, a marriage of 

mixed nationality, to be vslid in Fnmce, 

must be contracted in strict conformity 

with French marriage law. ■

Passing on to another problem in polite- 

ness—the arrival of a stranger who intends 

to reside in a town or country neighbour- 

hood—who is to make the first call or visit 

with the object of thereby commencing 

acquaintance ? ■

With us, the new comer waits to be 

called upon, unless bearing special letters 

of introduction to special persons or 

families. I knew, however, a good old 

curate who, arrived in a new parish, and 

finding that nobody came to see him, 

copied Mahomet's conduct with regard to 

the absent mountain, and that with signal ■

It is important to direct attention to 

this detail of etiquette, beeause the practice ■
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on the opposite sideB of the Eogliah 

ChaDnel, like the side of the road you are 

to take in driving, is exactly the reverse 

the one of the other. And antoward mis- 

understandings have Occurred from ignor- 

ance or non-observance of the established 

rule. One party has thought the other 

uncivil and inhospitable, because it did not 

receive the welcome expected by the 

stranger ; the other party, namely, the old 

established residents, pronounced the new 

comer to be haughty and exclusive, because 

he made no move towards an interchange 

of civilities. ■

Our French monitress orders you, when 

you arrive in a new residence to pay 

visits to the people with whom you dedre 

to open relations. ■

In order to re-enter the houees where 

you have been graciously received, as well 

as where you have met with no more than 

ordinary civility, you must wait ^ your 

visit has been returned. It may happen, 

nevertheless, that some affliction may have 

fallen on the house where you have called ; 

or you may have to thank the family for 

some obliging act or service performed in 

your favour. In the former case, you 

should leave your card turned down at the 

comer; in the second, you pay a fresh 

visit, to express your thanks; and then 

you wait again. ■

Still, the persons whom you have been 

to see are not obliged to enter into rela- 

tions with you. They are at liberty, in 

return for your call, to merely send you a 

simple card. You must not manifest the 

least resentment. ''Sympathy is not 

obligatory;" but you will not return to 

those houses under any pretext ■

In those first visits, the new arrival 

explains the reasons which have indu<^ 

him to make the call. " As I have come 

to reside in your town or village " — ^giving 

the address of the house so occupied — "I 

have taken the liberhr to knock at your 

door, and gratify my desire to make your 

acquaintance, after tiie favourable mention 

I have heard of your name — or because 

we are such near neighbours — or because 

I shall esteem it a great honour to know 

you." ■

In the course of convdrsation, you 

can impart such information respecting 

yourself as is likely to inspire confidence ; 

you can ofifer satisfactory references. But 

unless you are a man of mark, bearing a 

well-known or official name, it is prudent 

to wait awhile before making these intro- 

ductory calls. Local circumstances and ■

events will ofier opportunities of biendlj 

acquaintance with your neighboua ■

We should scarc^y expect that in bdii 

(Calcutta) the French rule should be fol- 

lowed rather th«i the English. Hisi 

Umbers informs us, in her graphic and 

interesting ''Overknd, Inland, and l>' 

land " — which gives a vivid picture of Ine 

in the East — ^that, if there are any fonnil 

calls to make, they must be pcrionned 

during the interval between bieukfsit ud 

tiffin — a most inconvenient cDstom, m it 

takes one out in the fierce heat of noon; 

but it is accounted for b]f the theory tint 

every lady takes a siesta in the sftemooo, 

and by the fact that everybody drivei oat 

in the evening. On further aoqaaintasee, 

one often ascertains that people do not 

rest in the afternoon, and that these honn 

are consequently not tabooed with them; 

but a first or formal visit must slwiyiba 

paid about nooiL ■

Another uncomfortable rule preiciibei 

that new comers shall call first upon reii- 

dents, Instead of the contrary home- 

practice, BO that the awkwardun of 

making way in an entirely new lodie^ is 

thrown upon strangers, who thoi incar i 

three-fold risk : of calling upon thoie who 

consider it an intrusion; not eslliognpoD 

those who expect it ; and caUiog npos tba 

wrong people first — a serious matter in i 

countey where precedence is jeshmsly m- 

sisted on. In up-country stationi, oSenoe 

is often given in this way; but Cikotti 

is large enoueh for a greater degree of 

freedom ; and after leaving eudi at 

Government House and the Biihop'i 

Palace, it is not difficult to arrange one'i 

other calls. ■

Let us suppose that the canisge ktf 

been duly oniered, the coachman hai n- 

ceived, and understood, his dirsctioDi, ind 

the caller has arrived at the gate of the 

first house on the day's list. Here, ptf- 

haps, the horses are stopped, and the 

durwan — lodge-keeper, or haD-poiter- 

comes to the carriage door with the con- 

cise aimouneement, "Darwaza bond'- 

UteraUy, "The door is shut" This ii the 

Calcutta substitute for the polite fibe- 

hoods used in England to keep outyiaiton 

at inconvenient times; and it eaves i 

great deal of trouble. One has ooir to 

send out this order to the dunrso, tod it 

is his duty to see that no one enters the 

gates. The order bebg a geneni one, no 

ofienee is taken, and the caller mere^ 

leaves a card and drives away, nnless m 

comes by appointment^ or is sofficiw"7 ■
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intimate to write a measage on the date 

which the dorwan generally prodacea in 

case of a parley, Thia, of coorse, calla 

forth a few words of explanation as to why 

Tifliton are not admitted, or procures an 

entrance. The carriage drives in, the 

dorwan, or a bearer, shows the yisitor 

apstairs, and the coachman and syce 

go to sleep on the box till the call is 

over. ■

SAINT BARTHOLOMEW 

THE GREAT. ■

By way of a cheerful walk one would 

not exactly choose the Old Bailey, where 

the Sessions House and Newgate Prison 

seem to have absorbed a coating of black- 

ness and gloom that neither sun nor 

rain can bleach or brighten. The bustle 

of the sessions, even, does not make the 

place lively. The people who hang about 

the entrances, and confer at times with the 

policeman on guard, have a discontented, 

weary look; ute prisoner on bail ex- 

changing brief, impressive communicatipns 

with a wife or a sweetheart^ has little con- 

solatory to say to the woman with the red, 

swollen eyelids. And Newgate and its 

surroundings lie like a great Uack blotch 

on a nei^bourhood full of strenuous 

modern enterprise. Yet it is worth while 

to pass along the Old Bailey for the thrill 

that is inspired by the gloomy old prison, 

with die fetters festooned along its front, 

with the iron-bound door long disused that 

opens into mid air, where the scaffold was 

raised on hanging mornings. The carriera' 

carts that still load up for pleasant 

Sussex and Surrey villages among heaths 

and commons, in the open space under the 

prison walls, suggest more cheerful asso- 

ciations ; and, coming into Newgate Street, 

old Saint Sepulchre's looks so big, andbright^ 

and white, and dean, that, in spite of re- 

coUections of a doleful ditty about " When 

Saint Sepulchre's bell doth toll," it suggests 

rather wedding bells than dismal pro- 

cessions to Tyburn Tree, and the sight of 

a carriage and pair, adorned with white 

favours, rather strengthens this impression. ■

Bat we have nothing to do with Newgate 

Street except to get safely across it, and 

here is Giltspur Street, which was once 

Knightrider Street, and which, by either 

name, snnests the gay procession of 

knights in oamascened armour with golden ■

spurs, riding on to the jousts in Smith- 

field: ■

Where throngrs of knif hts and barons bold, 

In weeds of peace hign triumph hold. ■

The object most characteristic in Gilt- 

spur Street at the present day is the 

''Watch House," just at the comer of 

Saint Sepulchre's churchyard, a small, 

circular buildmg, the '* Boundhouse/' in 

fact, perhaps the very last relic remaining of 

the Gity watch — of the old Charleys, with 

their resonant call, that some yet living 

may remember to have heard when lying 

awake in the silent watdies of the night 

The Boundhouse-, too, had an eye, no doubt, 

to the churchyard in its rear, where resur- 

rection men might be at work on any dark 

ni^t ■

Here, at the end of Giltspur Street, 

is Smithfield itself, with its somewhat 

vague and unsatisfactory open space, 

designed neither for use nor ornament, 

with the meat-market opposite, stretching 

out plain and unlovely among surrounding 

buildings. And dose at hand is the solid, 

heavy frontage of Saint Bartholomew's 

Hospital, with its courts and porticos, 

thronged by students this morning, 

gathered in knots and groups, and fall of 

talk and chaff. In curious contrast to the 

classic contours of the buildings, is the 

little, old-fashioned church of Saint Bartho- 

lomew-the-less, which gives a kind of 

ecclesiastical or collegiate aspect to the 

precincts. ■

But beyond the hospital, visible over 

the roofs of a clustered mass of houses, 

rises a quaint brick, battlemented tower, 

with a bell-turret and a dock, a tower 

which has a battered, weathered appear- 

ance; so that although not exactiy an 

antiquity — for the tower cannot be of 

earlier date than Queen Anne's time — it 

inspires interest as an old-fashioned relic 

of other days and other manners. Bat so 

compassed about with nests of dwelUngs 

is the quaint brick tower, that there is no 

visible way of getting at it, till a nearer 

approach reveals, among the houses and 

shop fronts that border that side of Smith- 

field, a charming old gateway, almost 

hidden under the projecting storey of a 

house above, and hedged about with shop 

windows, and advertisements of piokles 

and sauces ; and on the twisted ironwork 

that fills the upper part of the arch you 

read that here is the entrance to the 

priory church of Saint Bartholomew. 

There is nothing more curious and ■
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venerable to be seen . than this in all 

London. The archway is of an elegant 

early English character, with dog-tooth 

omamente, and moalding8, that, if some- 

what battered and defaced, have all the 

more interest and artistic value on that 

account. For here the old gateway has 

stood ever since the days of Ccour de Lion 

and the Crusades, at all events, and all 

the pageantry of the passing centuries has 

passed it by. It has seen the jousts and 

tournaments in old Smithfield, which it 

first knew as a green meadow, with an 

elm grove, under whose shade the scholars 

of the Oity schools would meet and dispute 

in literary academic fashicm. And when 

all the tide of chivaky had passed, and 

the tide of Seformation, too, with the 

martyrs' stakes, and fiery tortures of perse- 

cution, the hii still survived to keep up 

the memory of those old times ; that great 

fair for doth and draperies, which at one 

time brought doth -weavers to London 

from all pi^ts of England. The booths of 

the clothiers and drapers were erected in 

the churchyard, on ^und now covered 

with houses, which still bears the name of 

Cloth Fair, and were safely locked in at 

night within the priory endosure. But 

the business part of the fair was declining, 

even before the priory was dissolved. ■

Passing under the old gateway, Bartho- 

lomew's Close is entered, where once were 

ransed the dwdlings of the canons regular 

of die priory. It is a quaint old place, all 

shut in, as it seems, although there are 

alleys and passages, known to the initiated, 

that lead in all directions — to the bustle 

of Aldersgate Street, or the quietude of 

Cloth Fair. ■

Even these old-fashioned timber and 

plaster houses have seen noUe and dis- 

tinguished tenants in the old Close. Here 

lived Lord Rich, that wQy and perfidious 

lawyer, who was Henry the Eighth's At- 

torney, and afterward Chancellor, and who 

came in for the spoils of the priory. 

Among other things, he acquired the 

chartered right of holding the fair, which ■

g«sed to Us descendants, the Earls of 

oUand and Warwick, which rights were 

bought up by the Corporation of London 

about half a century ago, in order that the 

fair might be extinguished. And in Eliza- 

beth's time, and the days of the Stuarts, 

there was no lack of distinguished residents 

round about, and starched ruffs and cloaks, 

and lone rapiers and jewelled daggers, and 

fardingdes and quilted petticoats, were 

as common in the neighbourhood as now ■

the workman with his basket, or the old 

woman, with all her worldly goods tied ap 

in a handkerchief, looking out for a night^i 

lodging. For the Close is no longer ariito. 

cratic, though still respectable, and ii the 

seat of many useful industries, witb i 

coffee -shop and lodging-house at ihe 

comer, and ^ rooms to let " announced in 

the window of a tall, upstanding tone- 

mentb ■

When you have crossed the top of 

the Close, yon find yourself once sgtin 

pleasantly suiprised by a scene of ran- 

pected interest There stands the em- 

battled brick tower at the end of a pared 

footpath ; the path bordered on one tide 

by a hieh waU, with monumentd tableti 

scattered here and there, adorned with 

fragments of cherubim and fraetored 

angels, whfle on the other dde is a litde 

endosed churchyard, bordered by taO, 

old-fashioned houses, leaning this way and 

that The stout old tower, with the loft 

and changing gradations of colour spnsd 

over the worn and weathered brickwnik, 

supports what seems to be the gable end 

of the church, plain and unpretendinsvith 

its plastered &ont and big ugly wmdow 

of AO particular order of ardiitectore, 

and yet dingine to this, and em- 

bedded with and buOt into it, a tsD old 

house, with its long low windows, standi 

comer -wise to the other housei, that 

look down upon the churchyard. And 

with a ray or two of spring sunsUne steal- 

ing over the grey, softly-tinted, weather- 

stained walls, that throw a refracted gleam 

upon the tombs and the scaffold poles that 

are piled above them, there is something 

indescribably moving and pathetic in the 

whole scene. Everything is periiK^ 

still and quiet, although we are almost m 

the very heart of London ; the stillneaa b 

that of a doister, the roar of London streeti 

hardly penetrates to this sedoded spot, 

and only the pleasant tinkle of a work- 

man's trowel bleaks the spell of sflenca ■

At the foot of the old brick tower ii a 

porch, where the door stands invitingl7 

open. There is a funny door in the tower 

over our heads, which, opening into mid- 

air, suggests an easy way of getting rid d 

unwelcome guests. But sudi sptedatioos 

are cut short by the view opening oot 

from the entrance to the church. Id^ 

element of surprise is again stroBg(7 

present Not)iing in the exteri<Mr or the 

surroundings of the church gave a bint of 

such a scene as this. Here eveiything » 

stem, and grand, and massive. MassiTe ■
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roond colamni support semicircular Nor- 

man arches, the tnf orium stage above is 

of the same stem and simple character, 

and the fahric terminates in a noble apse, 

wheie the arches are squeezed as it were 

into a narrow, stilted form, above which is 

a richly-ornamented arcade; while the 

clerestory is represented by quaintly zig- 

zagged panels. ^ ■

Such as we see it here is the choir of the 

andent priory of Saint Bartholomew, re- 

stored a good deal, no doubt, for the place 

was shamefully Imocked about in times 

gone by; but in essentuds the veri- 

table bmlding that echoed so long to the 

plain song of the <dd monks who sleep so 

peacefully under our feet The choir is 

almost perfect As for the nave of the old 

church, we may look for its foundations 

among the tombs in the churchyard we 

have jost passed through. And the tran- 

septs—where are they, and the square, 

iquat, central tower Uiat once completed 

the edifici^ after the regular pattern) 

Here is the arch of the north transept all 

blocked *up with bricks and huge stones, 

while overhead rose the tower with its 

wooden, leaded spire, that was. rather a 

source at weakness than of strength to the 

ponderous edifice. The south transept is 

all boarded up; but we are here just in 

time, for workmen are hammering away 

up aloft, and strip by strip the light match- 

boarding comes tumbling down, and pre- 

sently ^ whole transept is revealed, all 

faithfully restored as it existed in the time 

of the old monks, with later monuments 

replaced as nearly as may be in their 

ori^nal positions. ■

That we transept is of lighter and more 

recentmould than the stem, simple, Norman 

choir, is to be attributed to one of the old 

Priors, who, under the inspiring influence 

of some great gift or legacy, set to work 

to l^hten and modify the old pile, raising 

the roof and putting in a new clerestory, 

as well as raismg the transept arches and 

remodelling the transept in the then pre- 

valent styla So much we may read in the 

stones, and many other interesting records 

are to be met with of the same cmuracter. ■

The tomb of the founder, for instance, 

in a Handsomely carved shrine of the four- 

teenth century, occupies pne centre bay 

between the pair of round, sturdy Norman 

columns. And here lies the effigy of 

Prior Babere, minstrel, it is supposed, and 

some say jester, at the Court of Henry 

the ichohir : a pleasant-witted gentleman. 

Stow c^ him. We may consider him as ■

the literary person of the period, not over 

rich, it seems, but having sufficient interest 

both in Court and City to obtain a site for 

a priory, and funds to build it The 

church was completed, A.D. 1123, and may 

thus claim to be the oldest church in 

London — not counting the Chapel of 

Saint John's in the Tower, which may or 

may not have been completed earlier. 

But where so much has perished, the pre- 

servation of Bahere's tomb is a marvel; 

and although it has been restored and 

beautified at various times, it still retains, 

no doubt, its original features. ■

A beautiful oriel window of the Tudor 

period occupies the place of one of the 

triforium arches on the side opposite 

Bahere's tomb ; and among its rich adorn- 

ments appears the rebus of its builder — a 

hogshead or tun, transfixed with an arrow 

or bolt — ^for Bolton, the last Prior, who 

had it constructed in communication with 

the prior's house which adjoined the church 

on thai side, whence the Prior could see 

all that went on, without being himself 

observed. Most interesting, too, is the 

ambulatory which runs round the whole of 

the choir, with its massive arches, and 

powerful contrasts of light and shade. 

Here, to-day, an artist has set up his easel, 

and is bringing in the old apse with a 

monk and a fair penitent Aiid many a 

picturesque scene might be recalled, for 

these old walls make a true and exact 

setting. Such as the visitation of Boniface 

of Savoy, that vigorous and carnal Arch- 

bishop, who is said to have worn a coat of 

mail under his cassock, and who buffeted 

the sub-prior and the brethren, wliile his 

men-at-arms kicked and cuffed them all 

round. Or it might be a criminal flying 

to the altar for sanctuary, whfle the sheriff 

and his men are baffled in their hot 

pursuit ■

Under the shadow of the ambulatoxy, 

too, are to be found many interestinff 

monuments. A very fine one in coloured 

marbles, with gOded escutcheons, to Sir 

Walter Mildmay, one of Queen Elizabeth's 

trusted councillors, and acommissioner for 

the trial of Mary Queen of Scots. And 

there is a fine head in dark - coloured 

marble, representing one James Bivers, of 

Charles the Fhrsf s time, ■

Tom from the senrioe of the State in*8 prime, 

By a disease malignant at the time. ■

This Bivers, by the way, was a descendant 

of one who was steward or surveyor to 

Edward Bohun, Duke of Buckingham — ^let ■
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U8 hope not the rmjoat odp, who, in Shake- 

ipeare's "Henry the Eighth," betrays his 

maater to hia doom. ■

Many other intereeting monnmentB are 

there in thia noble old church, which 

forma anch a qniet^ impressive resting- 

place in the midst of the busy wilderness 

of London. Not that it is particularly 

quiet at this moment^ for the workmen are 

still sawing and hammering, and through 

the open door of the transept, where 

bright sunshine streams in, the masons 

are at work, and the mallet sounds, and 

chips are flying from the carved stone- 

work. But all this is medieval in spirit, 

and harmonises with the spirit of these 

ancient walls. * We seem to be assisting at 

the new foundation of the old priory, and 

the architect with his plans, and the tall 

parson in tho cassock, and the people 

scattered here and there, looking on — 

allowing for trifling alterations in costume, 

are all sufficientiy in keeping. And here 

we leave this splendid relic of other days, 

so altogether unique and unexpected, 

spared by time, escaped from fire and 

iconoclasts, from neglect and misdirected 

zeal as by a miracle. There is certainly 

nothing like it anywhere else in London ; 

and no one can boast of being acquainted 

with old London who has not visited Saint 

Bartholomew the Great ■

The surroundings, too, are veiy quaint 

and interesting. Cloth Fair, with its old 

houses, last relics of the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries, a fine old house 

actually clinging to the choir of the old 

church like a barnacle, and itself of con- 

siderable interest, with queer courts and 

alleys all about, lights, and shades, and 

colour for an artist, and quaint bits that in 

foreign lands one would travel far to see. ■

But the best thing that any one can do, 

is to forget all that he or she may have 

beard or read about old Bartholomew's ; 

only moved by some kind of hypnotic 

influence to start some soft, fine, hazy 

morning, and following such indications as 

are retained in the mind, to find the way 

to Smithfield and old Bartholomew's, thus 

to enjoy the sense of something unique 

and unexpected, with all the attendant 

influences of the scene. ■

THE PRETTY FELLOWS. ■

The history of ihe English swell has 

yet to be written. Under many different 

names, and in a great variety of costimies, ■

the swell, for centuries past, has floorUMd 

and played a leading part in the eomedj 

of life. In one sha^ or another he u 

an ever raesent figure in the sodal kildd(y> 

scope. His name is Proteus, for inceflnnt 

dumge is the veiy essence of hb eztstieQn. 

Li the last eentuiy — a period often wnmglj 

regarded as an age of stagnation and tame 

uniformity, when originality and myentiTe- 

ness were not — the transfonnations of the 

beau were many. Tliere were, smoog 

other varieties, the bucks and bloodi, 

smarts and nerves, macaronies and jenny- 

jessamies, smart fellows, pretty fellowB, and 

very pretty fellows. ■

The pretty fellows flourished from the 

days of Qaeen Anne to the latter yean of 

George the Second. They were succeeded 

by the macaronies, and after the Utter fol- 

lowed a long procession of dandies, connti; 

toffs, swells, and the Johnnies, diap{^ 

mashers, and dudes of our own timea 

If the aim and end of a dandy's exiitence 

be, as Oarlyle put it, "tbe wearing of 

Clothes, so that as others dress to lire, be 

lives to dress," then the pretty 'bllowi 

were dandies of tiie first water. They 

took infii)Ite pains with their attire^ and 

were adepts in all the mysteries of the 

toilet-tabla Perfumes, wadies, coimetia 

were used to heighten their charms. The 

pretty fellow hid his pale face beneath ai 

many [varnishes as a fine lady. Lotbni 

and unguents removed nnsightiy nwto and 

the abhorred freckle. The dressmgroom 

of one of these effeminate IndividuaJi wu 

an arsenal of toilet artillery. Among many 

other weapons of offence and defence, the 

table was spread with lip-salvo, eye-water, 

almond pastes, powder-puffs, and per- 

fumes. ■

"But among many other whimaiflii'' 

says a writer in the " Counolsseur," who 

has described the scene, "^I could not con- 

ceive for what use a very small ivory comb 

could be designed, till the valet informed 

mo that it was a comb for the qe- 

brows." ■

The dress of a pretty fellow was a matter 

of constant study and care. Embroidered 

coats, laced waistcoats — ^with gold-worind 

button-holes — and black velvet fareechei, 

were his deUght. For the last-mentioned 

garments, bltu^ velvet waa for yeais the 

extremely fashionable material ■

A description of a beau in ^'Uiit'e 

Journal," 1727, says : ■

"In bkck velvet breeches let him pat 

all his riches ; " and another satire of the 

same time puts the unanswerable qneatko : ■
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'* Withoat blaek velvet fareeches, what is 

mant" ■

Fine Meohlin lace to adorn the shirt- 

bosom and wrists, red-heeled shoes with 

brilliant bnckles, and gold:clocked stockings 

rolled up over the knees, were also essen- 

tial parts of the costome of the pretty 

fellows. Pemkes with very long queues 

were the fashionable wear. They were 

heavQy scented and powdered : ■

Mix with powder polvil 

And then let it moulder away on his shoulder. ■

Not only the peruke, but the whole attire 

was heavily scented. Musk, dvet^ and 

orange-flower water shed their fragprance 

on the air. In the fob of the laced waist- 

coat was a gold watch. The macar<mi of a 

later day was accustomed to carry two 

watches, which seldom agreed ; " one to tell 

him," asWalpole said, "what o'clock it 

was, and the other what it was not" ■

A sword and a snuff-box were necessary 

parts of our beau's equipment. A hilt 

adorned with rich filigree work, and an 

elegant sword*knot with gold tassels set 

off the weapon that no pretty fellow was 

ever man enough to draw. The snuff-box 

was in constant and universal use. Ladies 

as well as gentlemen snuffed incessanUy. 

In public places, in churches, and in the 

play-houses, perpetual sneezing and cough- 

ing testified to the general devotion to 

fiuuff. The pretty fellow took his Scotch 

or Havanna, or his Strasburg, '* veritable 

tabac," from an enamelled box, the lid of 

which was lined with* polished metal, so 

that whenever the beau took a pinch he 

was able to enjoy the sight of himself in 

the mirror thus cunningly provided. 

Moreover, with every pinch he was able 

to exhibit his diamond ring and his lily- 

white hand. ■

When the pretty fellow took the air in 

the Mall or in the Park, he carried a long 

and slender staff, or sometimes a cane of 

curious make, which dangled from his 

wrist or coat button. As the manipula- 

tion of the fan was a matter of con- 

stant study and pride to the fine lady, 

so the light carriage of the cane was a 

mark of the finished beau. Pope has 

pictured him : ■

Sir Plume, of amber snuff-box jnstly vain, 

And the nice conduct of a clouded cane. ■

The long staff carried in the hand was 

often adorned at the top by a curiously- 

carved head of Gorgonian ugliness. ■

But it was not only in their dress and 

carriage that the pretty fellows proudly 

blazoned forth their love of effeminacy. ■

In imitation of the fashionable ladies, they 

received visits while sitting upi dressed in 

gowns, in their beds. They addressed one 

another by feminine appellations. Steele 

says that at White's and the Saint James's 

coffee-houses, he heard some of them call- 

ing to one another across the room 

by the names of Betty, Nelly, and so 

forth. They, were accustomed to accost 

each other with effeminate anrs, and, says 

Steele, << do a thousand other uninteUigible 

prettinesses that I cannot tell what to make 

of." ■

In society the pretty fellows would sit 

with the ladies and sew or knit^ or skil- 

fully ply the shuttle and thread in the 

fasmonable occupation of knottbg. They 

took no delight in field sports or in study, 

in the strifes and emulations of the Bar or 

the Senate ; but proudly boasted of their 

skill in knotting and in knitting, and of 

their achievements with the harmless, 

necessary needle. ■

The pretty gentleman spoke a clipped 

and delicate speech ; he refined the vulgar 

broadness of the vowels. If he wished to 

compliment a lady, he would pat her on 

the shoulder, and remark : " I vew, me'me, 

yo're immoderately entertaining." In 

conversation he hardly ever ventured to 

express dissent ; but if he did go so far as 

to say, ''Oh I pard'n me, my dearl I 

ken't possibly be of that apinion ! " it was 

only to flatter his collocutor by afterwards 

allowing himself to be convinced by superior 

reasoning. ■

Qarrick dealt these effeminate pretty 

fellows a heavy blow in his farce of " Miss 

in her Teens." In the part of Fribble, 

a vain, empty-headed coxcomb, much 

troubled with weak nerves, he is said to 

have imitated as many as eleven well- 

known men of fashion so that every one in 

the house recognised them. This on- 

slaught was followed up in 1747 by a 

satirical pamphlet called "The Pretty 

Gentleman ; or, Softness of Manners Vin- 

dicated from the False Ridicule Exhibited 

under the Character of William Fribble, 

Esq." The anonymous pamphleteer, while 

professingto attack Oarrick and to vindicate 

the pretty fellows whom he had held up 

to the laughter of play-goers, bitterly 

satirises their dress, manners, amusements, 

and speecL ■

But satire has never had more than a 

temporary effect on social follies. If some 

of the absurdities of the pretty fellows 

vanished, others remained, which, with 

new follies, completed the equipment of ■
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ihe maoaroni and his saoceflsoxa SatiriBts, 

from Horace to Oarlyle, may laah the folly 

of clothes wearers ; bat the dandy is id way s 

with us. From the days of Aldbiadesi of 

Sardanapalns, and of Petronins, through 

nnmberless venerations of beaux and every 

possible variety of affected foolishness in 

dress, manners, and speeeh, down to the 

more snbdned and qmeter-toned dandyism 

of the present day, the bean, or sweU, or 

fop -has always been a eonspicnoos figure 

b the endless dissolving view known as 

society. ■

THE CHIEF OFFIOEE'S WAGER ■

A 8TORY IN EIGHT CHAPTERS. 

CHAPTER in. HOW WK DID SENTRY DUTY. ■

It was much past eleven before I reached 

the ship. The drive should have taken 

thirty or thirty-five minates ; bnt a dense 

fog liAd come on, and my poor, blundering 

Jehu did not get to the dock much before 

midnight He had been walking at his 

horse's head, lamp in hand, feeling his way 

along the edge of the side-walk, and the 

cavalcade had perforce been obliged to 

progress at snail's pace. I paid the fare, 

shouldered my bag, and passed through the 

ware-shed opposite to where the "Elrinore" 

was lying. But even then I could not see 

her. She did not loom tlirough the fog, 

she was simply invisible; and I groped 

my way over the littered paving-stones 

with the pleasant foreknowledge that at 

any moment I might drop down twenty 

feet into the dirty water below. However, 

the precise whereabouts of the steamer was 

pretty firmly fixed in mv mind, as a bang 

from a crane-chain had given me some 

bearings, and, after damaging shins and 

temper both over innumerable pieces of 

merchandise, I came across a gang-plank 

at last, and walked up it But as I gabied 

the deck, a large fist gripped my coat and 

a gruff, sea-hoarsened voice bawled out, 

<' Got un, by thunder 1" ■

There was a patter of feet along the 

greasy planks ; a lantern flashed, and 

Travison's voice said : ■

''Hullo, it's you ! All right. Marline ; 

this is Mr. Henderson, one of the pas- 

sengers." ■

"Sony for manhandlin' yer so rough- 

like, Mr. 'Enderson, sir," growled Marline, 

in whose throat the fog was evidently 

playing havoc *' I thought you was the 

other Johnnie, an' I'd grabbed ten quid. ■

Will I take this yer portmaatle bebir. 

sirt" ■

** Yes," said Travison, " and pal ft in 

Na 18. Here's the key of the oompiBioii 

Lock it from the inside, and be back ag^ 

as 80(« as you can." The man went off 

on his errand, and the chief offioer tDzntd 

to me. "It's just the night for aay 

one to creep on board; but thore m 

four of us on the look-out, and, as Fragot 

every hatch and skylight and door tbat 

leads below safely locked, there ought oot 

to be very much danf^r. But stiUI caoH 

help feeling abominably anziona and 

fidgety. What are you going to do with 

yourself 1 Tumint" ■

" No ; I shall stay with you, at idj 

rate for awhila And the dock authoritiei 

notwithstanding, I'm going to tiy and 

neutralise the effects of this fool atmo- 

sphere with some dgar-smoka By-tb 

way, how is it that yon are not taUng m 

cargo 1 Full already)" ■

" Those confounded lumpers have itraek. 

The Inrutes get two dollars and ahalffora 

short day, and they want three br leai 

work, which the dock company natoially 

refuse to giva It means dday, cfcoone; 

and at another time I shouldn't can aa 

atom ; but now it is different, for mq 

extra minute we are here gives Boigoyse 

so much the more chance to smoggla hm* 

self on board. Listen, there's somebody 

moving about Oh, all rights ife^a only 

Marline." ■

« But don't the mdls compel yon to aaO 

at a stated timet" ■

"" We are not bound to go tUl tbefint 

tide on Sunday morning, and probably 

we shall hang on till wia in the hopes 

that some of these ragamufi&ns may see fit 

to return to their work. But the Enigbti ■

of Labour hullo, whafs thati Oan, ■

by Jason 1 Here, you stay and guard tUe ■

And off he darted through the blotfot 

fog towards the port side. ■

I, on my part, heard, with a eoiiooi 

sense of impotence, the muffled footateps 

of some one moving cautaonsly amoDg^the 

raffle on the wharf. But as the iitkom 

was so intense that my own iaet weio in- 

visible to me, a straining ear waa the ooly 

organ to be relied upon. The wasdefer, 

whoever he or she might be, aoddenly 

became quiet; and I was begioniog ^ 

speculate as to whether he had aat down, 

or gone into the ware-shed, or difflbed on 

board the "Elainore," when T»y»oo 

returned. ■
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"It WM only Bome men in a Danish 

barqae at the other aide of the dock taking 

out a warp. Another acare all for nothings 

And here am I for the fiftieth time ainoe 

those dockers left, all in a odd perspiration. 

Grood heavensi Hendenon, yon don't know 

what this business means 1 I wooldn't do 

it again for twice the money. A second dose 

would drive me into a lunatic asylnm." ■

Marline came up again and took charge 

of the gangway, uid we two felt our way 

about the decksi searching the boats, and 

sending lantern-rays into every nook and 

cranny. ■

"Why don't you warp her off from the 

dock-wdl, and lie out in the middle t " I 

asked, as a sudden inspiration seised me. 

'* We can't possibly keep a satisfactory 

watch along a beat of four hundred feet 

in all this murky blackness." ■

"No, worse luck. I thought of that 

this afternoon ; but just as I was casting off 

my headfasts, a big steamer came in 

outside, and we were obliged to stay in 

order to keep the berth. You can't see 

her now, because of this infernal fog ; but 

she is there fast enough — a dirty, lubberly 

Brazilian — ^and of course her people add to 

the confusion by making a turnpike road 

across our decks." ■

I murmured an expression of disgust, and 

we continued our promenade for some 

time in silence, pacins; rapidly to and fro 

through the semi-solid air, with ears on the 

constant alert Once Timvison motioned 

me to caution, and proceeded to dodge some 

one round the after wheel-house ; the said 

some one also dodging him. There was a 

rush, a grapple, and some strong language. 

The man was one of our own sailors. 

Twice we stopped and critically examined 

parties of the Brazilian people who were 

returning from a shore carouse, on one 

occasion nearly getting up a fight; and 

half-a-doien times did suspicbus wan- 

derers on the wharf render our highly- 

strung nerves still more tense. One 

never knew what to expect next, and the 

suspense kept one in a constant tremble of 

uncertainty. I began to share Travison's 

unhealthy excitement, and gave up all 

thoughts of bed for the present I could 

vividly picture Burgoyne creeping on 

board under cover of the darkness in forty 

different disguises, and by forty different 

routes; and a vague forebodinff seemed to 

tell me that he was somewnere in the 

neighbourhood. I mentioned this last 

fewng to Travison, who admitted that it 

cobcided wilii his own thoughts. ■

" Burgoyne in within a cable's length of 

us, of that I am sure," he said. "I can't 

give yon any reason or proof; I can't give 

myscdf a^y ; bnt I am absolutely convinced 

of the truth of what I say. Tou may call 

it * second sight' if you like. Perhaps it's 

a slight disorder of ibe brain. I own to 

you that I am not myself. I never knew 

I possessed what are oonunonly called 

* nerves ' before ; but they have come to 

the surface withfai the last day or two. and 

only to go utterly to smash, and let me 

tremble at a sound like the veriest coward. 

I'm not a gambler, you see, and I'm 

staking every penny I have in the world — 

savings from the best part of twenty years' 

hard, dangerous work. Burgoyne in a 

ffamUer professed. He is playing for, what 

u to him, a comparatively smaller sum ; 

and he will be as cool over his moves as 

an iceiberg. He has won the first iK>int 

already. Thinking that all was fair in a 

fight of this kind — though I had a tough 

argument with myself first — I employed a 

private detective to shadow him; and as 

the fellow was supposed to be one of the 

'cutest men of his trade in New York Oity, 

I thought there was little fear as to the 

result, especially as he had leave to get an 

assistant if he wanted ona But he was 

diddled by the simplest plan imaginable. 

Operations commenced on Thursday night 

Burgoyne did this, that, and the other, in 

his usual way, went to bed, got up late 

next morning, walked into down town 

Delmonico's, and there gave my man the 

slip. He'd mardied straight through, and 

gone coolly out at the other doof." ■

"I saw him after that, you must re- 

member." ■

^' I know you did, and so doubtless have 

twen^ other people. But up to eleven 

o'clock last niffht, the detective had not 

managed to hit off the trail again. He 

came here himself and told me; but I 

couldn't give him any useful instructions." ■

Once more we relapsed into silence. 

Day was beginning to break, and as the 

cold, grey light filtered through the yellow 

fog, so did the difficulty of seeing about 

the decks diminish. The muffled figures 

of the four watching sailors began to loom 

through the haze in blurred outline, and 

now and a^ain we would notice a white 

featheiy spiral of steam escaping from the 

slumbenng winches. The air cleared more 

and more as the sun rose ; and as it moved 

higher up, the mists disappeared completely. 

I pressed Travison, who was looking 

terribly haggard and worn out to go ■
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below and snatch a rest, saying that I 

wonld keep carefdl ward in his absenee. 

Bat he refased, and would not even sit 

down. * ■

Presently, a dockyard official — a man in 

bine, with many brass mountings— tamed 

np. The dock anthorities had, it seemed, 

made special terms with their men to com- 

plete the " Elunore's ''lading, and soon the 

steam winches were rattling away again, 

and the holds were once more alive with 

scnrrying stevedores. All went as merrily as 

coold be till half-past ten, when a mandate 

arrived from the labour tyrants ; and the 

dockmen, with visible regret, trooped off 

and left us to ourselves again. ■

But we were not in lonely security for 

long. Hardly had the last of the dockers 

cleared out of the sheds than a howling 

mob of a different class pervaded them. A 

Methodist New Connexion minister had, 

as I have said, taken passaee on the 

" Elsinore " for a starring tour m England, 

and his congregation had come, apparently 

en masse, to see him off. He was a taU, 

handsome man of eight-and-thirty, and the 

lady with him proved to be his mother, 

and not his wife, as the shipping-clerk had 

given me to understand. And, perhaps, 

the personal advantages of good looks and 

bachelorhood added greatly in some eyes 

to the weight of this dissenting minister's 

spiritual attainments, for the lai^er part 

of his admiring attendants were women. 

This was a distinct annoyance from one 

point of view. The chief officer would 

have been fully prepared to forcibly re- 

fuse a mob of men permission to invade 

the deck, but he could not, after moral 

suasion had failed, resort to force against a 

phalanx of Amazona The Captain, too, 

who arrived at this jancture, made things 

easier for the crowd by saying good- 

naturedly, ** Oh, let 'em come, there's no 

one for 'em to hinder " ; and in five minutes 

the seething mass of men and women had 

filled the decks, and were running riot aU 

over the ship like a colony of rabbits. ■

We watched the gangways as well as we 

were able, scanning every male face with 

the most careful scrutiny. Bat a party of 

the more enterprising ones executed a 

flank movement, and, getting on another 

steamer that lay astern of us, crossed from 

her to the Brazilian, and boarded us on 

the port side before we knew what was 

happenine. Even supposing Burgoyne had 

not passed either Travison or mysdf, as he 

very well might have done in a good dis- 

guise, there was nothing to prevent his ■

slipping on board with this last batch. 

But though our defences had been otw- 

run in the rear, we still maintained onr 

vigil, in spite of my proposal to Uoowit 

up as useless. ■

"Ton do as you like, of coarM,"iaid 

Travison. " I am greatly indebted to yoa 

for staying so long, and if you want to 

turn in now, do so. WiUiams has got 

number eighteen ready for yoo. Bat I 

shall stay. This strange feeling thit 

Burgoyne is near at hand has never left 

ma" ■

" If you think it worth while to stay, lo 

do I; though the sense of Borgoyne'i 

presence passed away from my mind when 

the fog went. Bat what does thii new ■

fower you seem to have developed show) 

mean how far does it range t Does it 

assure you that Burgoyne is still off the 

ship 1 Or does it go still further, and 

comfort you with the certain knowledge 

that he is just imbibing his fourth cock- 

tail at some swell Broadway bar, and 

bragging that he has never been beiten 

before)" ■

<* No, worse luck. It merely telli me 

this. If a circle of two hundred yards 

radius were drawn, with myself as centre, 

Burgoyne would be somewhere or other 

within the periphery." ■

" Pooh I Simply imagination. Yon are 

tough as steel wire, old man, I grant, and 

you sailors are used to keeping yoor ejee 

open for long periods at a stretch ; but & 

vigD as lengtJ^y and wearisome as tlds has 

beeui upsets your nerves just as it wonld 

one of us landsmen. Now look here, lie 

down for an hour or so on that sofa in the 

deck cabin. You'll be ill if you don% and 

I'll promise to caU you at the leaat sus- 

picion of Burgoyne in tiie neighbourhood." ■

«(I may get HI, but I shall not desert 

my post. And," he went on, testily, 

'< don't keep harping on this 'second 

sight,' as you term it, being merely a trick 

of the imagination. I tell you it is nothing 

of the sort. It is a power that has jiut 

been developed in me, and it is so net 

and curious, that I do not know how to 

work it to advantage. If I had had the 

gift a month ago, and developed its re- 

sources, I should be able to spot the exact 

place where Bureoyne is now." ■

"If you had had anything of the kind 

a month ago, you wotdd have swon oS 

whisky, and got the doctor to give yon a 

dosing," said I, rather unwisely. ■

•' I hardly ever touch whisky, Hender- 

son, and you know it," he rejoined, angrily. ■
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" And I most aak yoa to leavo me if yoa 

cAn't let this tabjeot alona'' ■

He spoke with grel^t initsUeness — who 

would not hare done so, after so tirying a 

time t — and so wishing to avoid a quarrel, I 

strolled aft to where the dissenting minister 

was addressing his flock from the top of a 

saloon skylight The man was a fine 

orator, and althoagh the gist of his re- 

marks might possibly have mbbed against 

my grain, I dioold perhaps hare listened 

to him for a time, had not a figure amongst 

the audience arrested my corioos attention. 

It was that of a man with such a pro- 

nooneed stoop of the shoolders, that it was 

eridently an exaggerated one. He was 

wrapped in a long^ dark ulster that 

reached to his heels, and wore a soft felt 

hat well down on his forehead. He was 

tall and bitoad— just Borgoyne's boild; 

and when he attracted my notice, he was 

ed^g gently out of the crowd. His 

shming black eyes canght my glance — 

Bni^yne's eyes were black — ^and he iiii- 

meiUately clapped a hand across the lower 

part of his face, and walked quickly to the 

companion. His movements were dis- 

tinctty snspicious ; and so, after waiting a 

moment or so, I followed him into the 

saloon. ■

My man had disappeared completely; 

run to earth in one of tfie cabins, perhaps ; 

and the only person visible was a clerically- 

dressed individual, who was writing at the 

cold table. That could scarcely be the 

same; but, to make sure, I spoke to him, 

asUog if he had seen a tall, dark man 

enter the saloon a minute or so befora 

He turned round to me, showing a {Asty 

bee half-covered with diort, red, bristly 

habr, and a pair of squinting eyes hidden, 

as though they were rare exotics, under 

dass. iHia dress was black and seedy; 

his voice might be described as gratuitously 

sanctimonious. He was certainly not the 

man I was looking for, and I was sorry 

m a moment for giving him the chance 

of rubbing up an acquaintanceshipi ■

** M'yes, me friend," he said, '* I saw the 

good ffentlemanof whom you make mention. 

I took it that;he was a passenger like unto 

mesdf I who had fled here out of earshot of 

the lamentable schisms that are being 

preached by yon che-ild of wrath on deck, 

^ou too, I see, have sought refuge lest the 

accursed heresies should defile your hearing. 

I trusty me friend, that I see in yon a 

tdlow-passenger who belongs to the ter-ue 

Idd!" ■

He laid down his pen, and was evidentiy ■

hoping for a prolonged discussion. But I 

was in no mood for that kind of polemics 

just then, and, sayhdg politely that I hoped 

our creeds were the same — though inwsidly 

I did not think it at all likely that they 

were — asked which way the tall dark 

man had gone. ■

**He went| me friend, down that 

passage, yonder ; and if, as I suppose, he 

is a friend of yours, I ter-ust you will 

present him to me, in order that we may 

cudgel out together the great question that 

presses upon us." ■

I said I would see about it, and went 

down the passage-way with the full inten- 

tion of never speaking to the squint-eyed 

man again. But, search and question how 

I would, the tall dark stranger was no- 

where to be found. Williams had not seen 

him, none of the other stewards had seen 

him, and the purser said no such person 

had taken a passage. And so, convinced 

that he had not returned to deck again, I 

began to surmise that the mysterious 

person was no other than Burgoyne. 

Going to Travison, I communicated my 

suspidons. ■

" Perhaps you are right," he said ; " but, 

as you did not see his 'face, on the other 

hand you may be mistaken altogether. It 

is possibly some innocent man you were 

shadowing, who has gained the deck agabi 

further forward. Yes, of course, it did 

look fishy for him to hide his face, and I 

grant you if he came up the ladder by the 

hatch there, I should most probably have 

spotted hiin. But whether it is our man 

or not, I don't think it is any use your 

searching now. Ton would pass over 

three parts of the hiding-places, and I think 

I had better keep on the look-out here till 

we get clear away. Of course, when we 

are well at sea, I shall hunt through the 

steamer thoroughly." ■

CHAPTER IV. THE STOWAWAY. ■

Slowly that wcaiy, weary day dragged 

itself through, and our incessant watch 

over the avenues of approach came to a 

dose. The Methodist New Connexion 

minister's flock had for the most part 

dwindled away. The majority of the men 

had solaced themselves ratiier too ex- 

tensively irith cocktails and care-destroyers, 

and a cold drizsle of rain had damped the 

ardour of the women, vi& their finery. 

The last consignments of fresh victuaJs 

had been stowM in the ice-chamber ; the 

canvas post-office bags were all locked ■
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away in the mail-room. The doctor had 

long dnce finished his Inspeetion of the 

Btemge pasaengenj all was ready for 

leaving port ■

Abont 11.30 p.m., a fossy, apoplectic 

little tog ploughed np to as across the 

dirty, oOy surface of the dock Sted 

hawsers were cast o£f from the bollards on 

the wharf, hanled on board, and coiled 

snngly away; the '* Elunore's '^ head was 

canted to port by the tow-rope, and the 

Captain on the bridge tamed his engine- 

room telegraph to ** Stand-by ahead 1 " ■

The Methodist New Connexion minister 

was waving last handkerchief-farewells to 

the knot of devoted women, who bravely 

held theb ground to see the last of him ; 

but, with the exception of a few from the 

steerage, all the other passengers were 

snugly below. The hoar was too late, and 

the nieht too wet for them. ■

Wi& slow, elephantine care, the pon- 

derous steamer floated down the dock, 

now with her powerful engines standing- 

by ahead, now astern, and ever and anon 

receiving a helpbg hand from the panting 

little tug, which seemed at times well-n^h 

overcome by her straining exertions. We 

halted for a few seconds in the open lock, 

and half-a-dozen of those blue-clad, brass- 

buttonedgentry, whom one always associates 

with an ocean-goer in harbour, took ad- 

vantage of the last opportunity of an early 

retam to their hearths and homes. There 

was a small crowd assembled to see us 

through — why. Heaven knows, unless they 

had Mends on board — and just as we 

began to gain way again, a couple of men 

rushed on board with a £renzied scramble. 

They were "pier-head jumpers " — belated 

stokers, both of them— who had been 

lingering in the whisky palaces till the last 

momentb ■

But neither was Burgoyne. ■

Slowly still, but with majestic ease, we 

passed out from the stone barrien, and 

soon quickening up to half-speed, slided ■

fently down the placid waters of the [udson. ■

Excepting that of Bio, New York 

Harbour is perhaps the finest in the world, 

and I have never tired of gadng at its 

beauties; but now, darkness and dzizsle 

had blotted the scene completely, and the 

pilot was taking us through by instinct, 

and the bearings of an occasional light 

that glimmered through the haze. Tra- 

vison stayed to see this professor of 

domestic navigation into his boat at the 

Hook, so as to guard agabst Burgoyne's ■

S'oining us even at that remots sUgo. 

}ut as in my mind there was little nssd 

for him, and none at all for me, to wttseii 

this ceremony, I just went belov to 

number eighteen, and turned faL The 

sheets were clammy, as steamen' iheeti 

always are ; the blankets were thin ud 

threadbare, as steamers' blankets sis in- 

variably wont to be; the mattresi wu 

like unto a badly-cobbled pavement, m 

steamers' mattresses have a way of bdng; 

but deadly tiredness triumphed over tiieie 

trifles, and I was asleep in one turn oto. 

After a thirty-eight hours' tedious yigil, 

one takes little count of the hours tlui 

are being dedicated to sleep. I hxn 

since had reason to believe that the 

short hand of the saloon dock msda a 

complete revolution between the momsnt 

of my tumbg in and the time when tb 

knobUy-headed steward enteied nmnbv 

eighteen with a suggestion ti»t I bd 

better turn out again. But just then I 

fancied that my head had not been on the 

pillow three minutes. And so^ slthoogk 

dimly conscious of the bustling ooe'i 

presence, I deemed him but a ereaton (tf 

the imagination, and kept my eves doied 

in expectation of some fantastic dram- 

romance. I heard him rattle aboat the 

cabin, .which, being fitted in the nnil 

style of backwoods luxury, did not tab 

long to put straight; and then I heird 

him speiJc. He said something about 

breakfast, which my dozing brain.ekbontod 

into a lengthy harangue about the pii- 

sengers, the crew, the o£Sceni, and the ship 

which bore them ; he added a woid or 

two about the lateness of the hour, which 

my mind spread into a lengthy disieititioii 

on chronographs and cluonometen; he 

made some polite query about the state of 

my health, which naturally suggested 

scientific disgnoses of endless len^ and 

complication ; and then in the couxie of 

other communications he jerked out the 

word '* stowaway," and my eyes opened 

with a snap. A bucket of sea-water ooold 

not have awakened me more thoroughlj. 

" What was that about Mr. Buigoynet" 

Williams stared, rubbed his knobUj 

head with a lean, red hand in some per 

plexity, and enqubed whether I would 

like a brandy and seltzer — or should he go 

to the doctor for a pick-me-up % He knew 

me too well to suspect searrickncM, and 

evidently in his thoughts maligned my 

character by supposing that I had made a 

wet time of it at the leave-taking otbt- 

night. ■
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" What were you saying jnat now t " I 

demanded. ■

"Honly that they waa a' 'avin' break- 

fas', sir. The Gapt'n 'eard you singing 

ont joat now, an' sent me in to see wut's 

alon^" ■

** Yea; bat you said something about a 

stowaway. Is it Mr. Borgoyne I " • ■

"Ay, Borgoyne was the name you was 

a-shouting out, sir, when I corned in. 

No, I don' know whether that's 'is name. 

I ain't seed 'im, sfar. If s only one o' the 

deck-'anda aa paased the word mat now 

that they'd nabbed a chap atowed away in 

the atarb'rd ooal-bunker. I unpacked yer 

portmantle, air, an' put the thinga in the 

lower berth *' ■

'*Doea Mr. Traviaon know about thia 

stowaway 1 " ■

*< Lawd, no, ab. It'a the third hofficer'a 

watch. Mr. Traviaon'a anoring away like 

a new-bom hinfant 'E won't be on deck 

again ^" ■

"Cut along to hia cabin and tell him 

immediately, and say III be round aa aoon 

as Fve tumbled into some clothea" ■

''Worry good, air," aaid Williams, 

dropping hia chat when he aaw there waa 

something in the wind« '*Nothink helae 

you require I " ■

"No, nothing. Go along." And Wil- 

liams went. I alippod a coat and breeehea 

over my pyjamas, ahuffled into some 

alippera, and sped off to the chief officer'a 

cabhu But he had left it already. X7p I 

wont on deck. No Traviaon waa in eight, 

but Qaartermaster Marline, with a atare at 

my excitement, told me he waa forward of 

the funnel ■

Tea, there he waa, dreaaed with aailor'a 

quickneaa, though in deahabOle like 

myself, and commg towards me. Behind 

hu) were two aeamen, with a ragged coal- 

grimed wretch between them. A glance 

at the latter rendered Traviaon'a *' not our 

man" anperfluoua, and with a aigh we 

both went below again to resume our 

toilette operations. ■

"If that poor fool'a braina were 

clever enough to amuggle him on board," 

aaid the chief officer aa we parted at the 

bottom of the companion, '' there ia little 

fear of a clever fellow like Burgoyne being 

left behind. I knew it. That 'aecond- 

sight' you jeered at tells me that he is 

st£l dose at hand. However, he hasn't won 

hia money yet. I'm on duty again 

directly ] but I shall be free in theaftemoon, 

and we will make a thorough search of the 

abip then." ■

CHAPTER V. 

HOW WE SEARCHED THE SHIP. ■

Of my fellow-passengera, Staynea, the 

Methodiat New Connexion miniater, turned 

out to be a very decent man indeed. 

He waa well-mformed, affable, and witty ; 

and he grew eztremdy popular wiUi the 

reat oi the aaloon'a occupants. Hm 

mother, a white-haired old lady, was 

ailent and harmleaa. The boy was a 

nonentity. But the other brother— or 

oouab, ahonld I aay 1— of the doth, waa a 

very different stamp of maa Within 

twenty-four hours he had raised a barrier 

between himself and every one else on 

board. He commenced by attempting to 

patronise us, and finding that reaented, 

viewed ua aa pariaha What his par- 

ticular cult was no one discovered, and he 

did not explain. He confined himaelf to 

groaning and calling ua goata ; the which 

ia not a ludd deacription of a preacher^a 

creed. He alao made a point of keeping aa 

much of the aaloon table aa poaaible 

between himaelf and hia neareat neighbour ; 

a proceeding which pleased all partiea. ■

But when Traviaon aaid to me, <*Fm 

going to aearch theahipnow,"and I chanced 

to look towarda the glaas over the writing- 

table at which thia peccdiar peraon waa 

aitting, there waa mirrored there a aight 

which atartled me. The aquint-eyed man 

waa aquint-eyed no longer. Hia eyea were 

aa atraight aa mine ; and they were black 

— black like Burgoyne'a. Moreover, he 

waa looking at my reflection with a broad 

grin that waa by no meana the aiddy, 

aanctimonious aimper that he put on 

before an audience. ■

In a quick whiaper I called the chief 

officer'a attention to thia phenomenon; 

but when he looked, the aquint-eyed man'a 

face had reaumed ita normal conditiona. ■

''Pooh," he aaid, *'the leopard cannot 

change hia apota. You muat have been 

miatdcen." ■

I thought otherwiae. But aa the eyea 

were converging once more, and, aa the 

mouth had reaumed ita cli expreadon of 

paeudo-sanctity, the nroofa of my aaaertion 

were gone. So I aaid, '* Ah, perhapa ao," 

and followed Traviaon to the engine-room, 

intending to keep a sharp watch on tiiat 

squint-eyed man for the future. ■

Amongst the moving labyrinth of 

poliahed metal that' drove the <'£lsinore" 

along her track, we did not spend much 

time. No one could secrete himself there. ■
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Bat ftway down in the glowing, Bwaying 

cavern beneath the water-line, in that 

place of Bcorching heat and icy draught, in 

the huge laboratory where breath was 

made for the pulsing engines above, we 

made extended search and enquiry. ■

Never had I been in a stoke-hole before; 

devoutly do I hope it may never be my 

fate to go there again. The plaee is a very 

inferno. We were not steaming under 

forced draught, and the hatches and ven- 

tilator were open above ; but the aur was 

dreadfully oppressive. The bkze from the 

furnace doors as they were opened, weirdly 

lighted up the perspiring half-naked forms 

of the men who were throwbig coals into 

the greedy maws, and threw strange fan- 

tastic shadows on to the dusty air beyond. 

Seeking slush-lamps gleamed on swart^ 

sweating coal-trimmers brinffing fuel from 

the vast store away in the darkness. The 

roar of the flames, the clatter of iron 

implementsi the crash of falling coal, the 

hoarse shouts of men, made din inde- 

scribable. And what with that^ and the 

odour of humanity, bUge-water, and oil. 

mixed with the all-pervading coal-dust, I 

began heartily to wish myself on deck again. ■

Presently, with a grimy stoker as a 

guide, we began a climb over crumbling 

mountains of black stones, penetrating 

every comer of the bunkers, and begriming 

ourselves to the eyes. Next| scrambling 

down again, we descended to a passage 

beneath the nethermost hold — I had nearly 

written hell — ^through which the shaft ran, 

and explored that, and closely questioned 

the greaser on duty. Then, after narrowly 

inspecting the steerage and intermediate 

quarters, bread-room, pantries, ice-chamber, 

and a host of other places, we came to 

tliat sailor's drawing-room, the forecastle. ■

A double tier of bunks ran round the 

sides, and a few hammocks swung irom 

the deck -beams, some tenanted, most 

empty. Sea-chests, gunny-bags, and divers 

other types of muine portmanteaux, lay 

about in orderly confusion. Some suits of 

oilskins hung like grotesque suiddes bom 

eyebolts overhead. Here and there in the 

dun daylight we could see half-dad sailors 

utting about, smoking, mending their 

dothes, doing nothing. The buzz of con- 

versation which rose hoarsdy above the 

constant hammering of the seas on the iron 

plates without, ceased when the chief 

officer's form was seen descending the 

ladder, and a squat old Soots quarter- ■

master, with a face like a moist wibot- 

cheU, scrambled to his feet to see wbst 

was wanted. ■

'* Stowaway doon heer)** He grinned 

at the absurdity of such a notion. <* Ye 

might as weel speir fer an iceberg, or. 

Ay, sairch an' wailcome ; but yell find 

naught Sailor- folk 'ud liefer harboDi fleai 

than sic creepin' cattle amang them.'' ■

Travison had a good look romid, ind 

then rejoined me at the foot of the ladder. ■

«Look here," he said, "would any of yon 

lads like to earn a hundred severe^ for 

saying three wordst " ■

There was an amazed stare from ererr 

man to his neighbour ; and one of them, a 

German, whipping a sheath-knife from hii 

belt| held it ou^ as much as to ny, 

" were the words anything in that line t * ■

" I have reason to suppose," the chief 

officer went on, " that we have stfll got a 

man stowed away on board who hM no 

business here. Some of jou know hk 

He has crossed in the ' Elttnore ' befbn- 

Mr. Burgoyne. Now be has no right here. 

But setting aside that part of the qoeition 

for a moment, I am heavily interested in 

him on a personal score, so I will offer a 

hundred pounds to the first man who 

brings me news of his whereabouta'^ ■

There were some joyfol exdamationi at 

this, and several men jumped to thetr feet 

as if to commence an immediate learch. 

But Travison motioned them to lilenoa ■

" Wait a minute," said he. " This Mr. 

Burgoyne is a rich man. He will very 

likely o£fer twice that amount if hii finder 

will hdp to keep him hidden till sfkr fB 

have cleared Queenstown. So Til pat 

another offer on top of the laet.^ Wiien 

Mr. Burgoyne is found, I wIU diatribote 

five hundred pounds amongst the reet of 

the crew. So the man who pkys into Mt 

Burgoyne's hands had better look oat for 

squidls when his mates hear about it.'' ■

The men gave a rumbling cheer of 

satisfaction, and then commenced hntiiDg 

sea-blessings on the head of "any swab who 

dared bear a hand to keep that aknlker 

under hatches a bell after he was sighted." ■

We went on deck again, and I ood* 

gratulated Travfaon on his move. ■

" He may have bought over two orthree 

of the crew," I said, ''or maybe even balft- 

dozen. But he can't have tampered with 

the whole lot Depend upon ^ ^ ^ 

Burgoyne is on board, be will be honted 

out of his hole before dinner Uymghl" ■
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CHAPTER IV. ■

'<Nbll! Nell! Hamphreyl Where 

are yoa both 1 Don't yon know it's 

breakfast time 1 Dear me/' falling into a 

lower tone of specolatiye eoliloqu j, ** what 

are engaged people made of % Even Helen 

never knows when it's time for anything. 

Ne-eU," and the voice rose to a sweet, 

clear call again. '* Ne-ell ! ^ ■

Selma was standing alone on a smooth 

gran terrace looking over a large, rambling 

wilderness of a garden beantif ol in brilliant 

Joly sonshine. Behind her was a long, 

low hoose boilt of stone, which had grown 

grey and weather - beaten with three 

hnndred years' eroosnre to wind and 

weather, and widen was now tenderly 

sheltered from farther rough nsage by 

Inxnriant dimbing roses and wisteria whid^ 

peeped in at the mnllioned windows, and 

reached even to the quaintly-gabled roof. 

It was one of those old manor honses to 

be so often met with in the west of 

England, some of them degenerated into the 

merest farm-honses, many of them rapidly 

going to decay, Imt one and all pathetic 

survivals of a race of country gentlemen 

which has completely died away. Selma 

had made a temporary speaking-trumpet 

of her two shapely hands— which were a 

little tanned as though they had felt a 

good deal of sunshine lately — ^her head 

and figcure were slightly thrown back, and 

she was preparing to repeat her call when ■

sixteen appeared in the 

house, and ran out to ■

a girl of about 

doorway of the 

her. ■

<a see them, Selma 1" she cried, «at 

least we did firom the window upstairs. 

Shall I go and call them 1 You'll never 

make them hear 1 " ■

'< Oh thanks, Nettie," returned Sehna, 

gaily, '*let us go together, shall wel 

It's easier for two than for ona Which 

way 1 In the orchard ) Oh, come along ! " 

And she ran swiftly along the grass, 

followed by her cousin — a large, brown- 

haired gfarl, who regarded all her move- 

ments at all times with a mixture of 

(Klmiration and awe. They had nearly 

reached the orchard gate, and Selma had 

just pulled up with a merry laugh at the 

breawless Nettie when they became aware 

of Humphrey and Helen coming to meet 

them across the orchard, under the 

gnarled old apple-trqes. ■

*'Toa dreadful pair!" called Sehna, 

Mean you actually forget breakfast — ^in 

this ab, tool I've beoi shrieking, and 

shrieking for you; every one else has 

nearly finished. Fortunately Nettie was 

late as usual, and she saw you from her 

window. Humphrey, will it hurry you In 

the least if I tell you that Boger ii coming 

hornet" ■

" Boger 1" exclaimed Humphrey in a tone 

which was very seldom heard from him — 

a tone of lively excitement "Coming 

home ! You dont mean that, Sehna 1 " ■

"You'd better make haste and ask 

Unde Dick," she said, nuschievously. 

"Perhaps I've made a mistake. Oome 

along, Nettie," and she vouchsafed no 

answer to the questions showered on her by 

Helen and Nettie, making only laughing 

and evasive retorts aimed at the quiet 

Humphrey who had retired into his usual ■
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shell of reserve, bnt whose steps were 

considerably qdcker than usual. ■

The sunny dining-room, as Selma 

opened the door, seemed to be oyerflowiog 

widi noise and laughter proceeding indis- 

criminately from two rows of boys and 

girls of aU ages, over whose tea and coffee 

Mrs. Gomidi was presiding with motherly 

calm and decuion, thougn her face this 

meaning was rather flashed, and her hands 

hardly as dexterous as usual. Her husband, 

at the other end, seemed to be rather over- 

whelmed by the incessant applications 

he received for the viands he was dis- 

pensing. Mr. Oomish was not in the habit 

of copine with the full force of his family ; 

he usually met them in detachments only. ■

They were a straight-featured, fresh- 

coloured family as a whole, with the 

exception of two school-boys of thirteen 

and fourteen who had developed, quite un- 

expectedly, sandy hair, and whose mis- 

chievous, good-tempered, irregular features 

were invariably adorned with freckles. 

Sylvia, the eldest unmarried daughter, a 

g&l of twenty-two, who was sitting at her 

father^s end of the table looking after Hie 

younger ones, with the baby of the family 

by her side, was perhaps the most perfect 

specimen of the family type. She was 

tall and well-made, with waving brown 

hair of the ordinary English kmd ; her 

brown eyes were clear and well-opened, 

and rather inexpressive, and her pretty 

pink-and-white features were not easily 

moved ; her mouth was like her mother's, 

kind and decided, but neither sensitive 

nor sympathetia ■

The appearance of Selma and Nettie, 

followed by the defaulting Helen and 

Humphrey, was the signal for a chorus of 

some docen voices all uplifted in an* 

nouncement of the same piece ci news, 

"Boffer's coming homel'' and as Helen 

took her place bv her aunt^ Humphrey went 

round to his father and took the open 

leUer held oat to him. ■

The Boger whose home-coming was thus 

vociferous^ announced was the present Mra 

Coraish's eldest son. Aa a good-tempered, 

sunny-feeed boy of fourteen, with no apti- 

tude whatever for books, he had attracted 

the attention of his godfather, a practical, 

observant man, who was going out to New 

Zealand as a colonist. He had offered to 

take the boy, who was tall and well- 

grown for his age, and put him in the way 

of maUng a fortune for himself in some 

twenty years' time. Mr. Cornish was a 

barrister, and his practice — large as It ■

afterwards became^had not at that time 

kept pace with the growing deniDdi of 

his family. It was very difficdt to lay whit 

was to be done with Boger if he eontinned 

to smile good-humouredly on hb school 

examiners instead of ' answ^g their 

questions; and, after much anxioiiB thoii(^t, 

i^ud with the greatest relilcta&cs, hii 

parents at last gave/ in to the boy^a own 

earnest entreaty, and let him ga Tird?8 

yeirs had passed since then, and the boy 

had never been home since— the boy who 

went away with lus young fsce so white 

and set in his determination not to cry 

under his mother's farewell kisses, woald 

never come home any more. Bat ttie nu 

who had taken his place was now aetaally on 

his way back, and it was no wonder that 

Mrs. Comldi's eyes were bright snd mobt 

as she retumea Helen's eongrataktory 

kiss. ■

'* Tfiank you, my dear," she mormnred, 

as she squeezed the girl's hand tightly for 

a minuta " Tes, he will be in Engbuid 

in about a fortnight^ he says. My dor 

boy!" ■

And then a sudden shriek from all the 

younger members of the party at once 

recalled her to her practical, eTsrydsy 

self agahL ■

"Mother, can't we go for a pkniet 

Oan't we go to Blue Bocks because Bogai 

is coming nome t " ■

The house Mr. Oomiah had taken for 

August and September was ; i^ (me o! 

the prettiest parts of Somersetshire, aboot 

two miles from the ooaai. Boomy ai it 

was, the Oomish family, in the exabenooe 

of tiieir holiday spirits, seemed to fill it to 

overflowing, and the graoelul, old-world 

associations which lingwed round its old 

oak fittings and its oriel windows, were 

somewhat rudely dissipated by cheeiy 

young voices and r^stleai young feet 

Oidy Selma seemed to harmoniBe with 

those quaint, suggestive old xooms; and 

Humphrey had surrounded himself and 

her irith an atmosphere which was aloioit 

eerie in the eyes of his bioflien asd 

sisters by sketdiing her aeveial timai ^ 

his imagination saw her in those old nxmi 

In bygone days^ ■

The country round, both eoaitwaidf 

and inland, was very bmiutifaL One of 

the younger Oomiah boys had amioimeed 

it as his oonviction that it had bean 

planned by a beneficent Providence for the 

express purpose of giving peonie " joUr 

places to spend the day In"; and 

Humphrey, on hearing this aunooneeineDt, ■
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had considerably mystified its author by 

gi?iDg it as his opinion in a few whimsicid 

words, which h<3 dropped into the talk 

going on about him with no apparent 

destination for them, acoordinff to his 

custom, that it had been arranged to with- 

hold man from waitfaig good canvas and 

paint There were heathery hills to 

climb; there were shady woods to explore; 

there were, as the same acute young 

Cornish boy expressed it, "jolly old ruins 

where one can poke about for ever " ; and, 

above all, there was the sea. ■

Blue Rocks was the name of a little 

cove about e^ht miles from the Cornishes' 

house — ^whioh was known round the county 

as the manor house — one of the most 

delightful little places in the neighbour- 

hood. It was ten miles from a railway ^ 

station, and three miles from even a cot^ 

tagOi which was an advantage inasmuch 

as "trippers " were never to m met therCi 

and a disadvantage biasmuch as a picnic 

there was rather an undertaking. As 

Xettie Comish remarked, however, later 

on in the day, "Mother would have let us 

go anywhere to-day 1" and Blue Rocks 

waa popular with the whole party. ■

It was very hot, even by the sea, that 

day, and after the drive in the morning 

Bun, and Che dinner on the sands, with all 

the exdtement incident on such a proceed- 

ing, a hush came over the picnic party — a 

hndi only to be met with in the neighbour- 

hood of the Comish boys and girl^ when 

their irrepressible holiday spirits were 

ovarcome with sleep. ■

The first to finish her share in the 

general siesta was Salma. She moved, 

stretched her pretty arms above her head 

with a little yawn, and looked about her. 

Two of her girl cooidns were near her, one 

apparentiy absorbed in a book, ^ut really 

fast asleep, tho other, not attemptinff to 

conceal or disguise her slumbers. Sdma 

Bat motionless for a little while, leaning 

back against her rocky couch, and her 

dreamy eyes grew rather wistfal as they 

rested on the pretty, sleeping ho&L There 

WAS a distance between herself and her 

cousiiis which, try as she mighty she could 

never bridge; and it was one of her 

inconsistencies to be always vaguely 

dbtressed by it All her brightness could 

never malce her one of them; and there 

came to her now and then moments when 

her giilishness felt keenly what she could 

never have defined to herself-— that never 

whQe girlhood lasted could she be quite as 

other ^Is. ■

The wistful eyes wandered away pre- 

sently and fell upon little Elsie^ the five- 

year-old pet and plaything of the entire 

Comish family, the only moving figure 

visible as she played happOy with the 

plaything she loved above all others — sea- 

sand. Selma's eyes brfffhtened as she saw 

tbe little figure ; she raised her head, and, 

leaning forward, called softly : ■

" Elsie^ come and play with me." ■

Elsie looked round as the inviting voice 

fell on her ears, in large-eyed, wondering 

surprise. She was a pretty littie fair 

thins, and she regarded her beautiful 

couon at all times with an awe and amaze- 

ment which all Salma's advances could not 

overcome. Selma was always pretty with 

children, but she could never make them 

at home with her ; she never could under- 

stand the reason, and the expression in 

Elsie's face as she looked round — coming on 

her own thoughts of a moment before, as 

she watched her slewing cousin — ^hurt her. 

She rose, and going to the chQd, knelt 

down by her on the sand. ■

*' Let us go for a little walk, Elsie," she 

said, softly, quite unconscious that her 

beautiful, appealing voice bewildered the 

little, fair head, as mysterious music might 

have done. " We are all alone together, 

you and I. Every one else is so sleepy. 

We must keep each other company. Where 

would you like to go t " ■

Elsie made no answer. Her eyes were 

fixed on her cousin with something fasci- 

nating in their bine depths. ■

" I know 1" went on SeLaia. " You would 

like to go up into the littie wood where 

wesawthe squirrels as we came this mom- 

ing, wouldn't you, Elsie t " ■

Elsie's chedn grew pink. To see the 

squirrels "dose'' had betti her heart's 

desire since the fleeting and fascinating 

glimpse she had had of them from the 

carriage as it drove past the wood in 

question in the morning, and after a 

moment of struggle her longing conquered 

even her shyness of SeLoia. ■

" Tes," she whispered. ■

''Then we'll go together now,'' retumed 

Selma, happily. " It's quite close, and we 

shall be back in time for tea. It wiU be 

lovely, won't it t " ■

Elsie seemed to think it, on the whole, 

a doubtfol joy ; but she thought again of 

the squlirels, and put her littie fingers into 

Selma's outstretched hand. ■

Helen and Humphrey strolling along the 

cliff above saw them start hand in hand, 

Selma in her blue cotton frock and shady ■
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It, with her gracefiil head bent towards 

le small figure by her side, in its little 

ink smock and big snn-bonnet, with its 

irious face lifted shyly and dubiously to 

le lovely eyes above it^ and smiled in- 

iluntarily at the sight. Their faces had 

Ben rather grave — ^very few words had 

Msed between them since dinner, and 

lere was something in the way in which 

[elen pressed the arm through which her 

pm was passed, something in the clasp 

L which he held her hand suggestive of a 

intual difficulty and a. mutual comfort ■

They had been engaged now for more 

lan two months, and Mrs. Oomish, 

rongly disapproving of long engage- 

lents, had been anxious for some time 

lat something definite should be settled 

I to their marriage. The income brought 

> Humphrey by his profession was at 

resent quite insufficient to support a wife, 

at Helen had something of her own, and 

[r. Cormsh, urged thereto by his wife, 

ad o£fered to mi^e his son an allowance 

hich should make the joint income suffi- 

ent to marry on. But to Mrs. Cornish's 

Etreme indignation, Humphrey had auietly 

^fnsed his. father's o£Per. He could not 

larry on such terms, he said ; he intended 

» wait for his wife until he could keep her 

[mself. ■

Over and over again, since his refusal 

id been made known to her, his step- 

other had argued the point with him, 

id only the day before they had had a 

ng discussion on the subject — if that 

luld be called a discussion to which one 

irty contributes a long harangue and the 

her monoin^llabic and perfectly even- 

mpered ana courteous responses. She 

id asked him what he proposed to do, 

ipposing he never ''got on," and never 

»ld any pictures, and he had only smiled. 

be had pointed out to him that she con- 

dered it quite unjustifiable of a man to 

ropose to a girl and then keep her wait- 

g indefinitely, and he had answered that 

ielen was content; and when, in utter 

casperation, she had informed him Uiat 

le should speak to Helen, he had quietly 

timated that she was of course quite at 

3erty to do as she pleased. She had 

token to Helen, and Helen had proved as 

ipracticable as Humphrey. She would 

ait contentedly, she said, quite happy in 

nmpbiey's love and trust, until he wanted ■

She had said the same thing to Humphrey 

mself, very simply and frankly as they 

alked up and down on the cliff together, ■

and the silence which had saeceeded her 

words and his answer — ^more eloqae&t erm 

than speech — ^lasted until Selmas voice, m 

she passed with Elsie under the clif^ioniid 

Helen. After a glance at Hunphiey'i 

grave, preoccupied face, she broke the 

silence by saying, cheerfully : ■

" Humphrey, I've been going to sik you 

so many times what you think sboot 

Selma Do you know I dent know at ■

aur' ■

<<What I thmk about Selmal" he re- 

sponded absently. His thoughts were dli 

fixed on the consideration of thsir ovq 

future-!- the •long probation befoie \m^ 

and Helen, partly to draw him oat of Ui 

depression, and partly because she wai 

really anxious for an answer, went on : ■

" About her — ^her powers, I mein, d«ir. 

She always seems to me beantifol, ind- 

and wonderftil, you know, whatever the 

does ; but I sometimes think I csn't judge 

of her quite, because she is— Selmal" 

Helen propounded this theory with perfect 

simplicity and gravity, as if it eontuBed a 

profound revelation. Humphrey looked st 

her seriously -considering face wi&eyes 

which were very tender and amnnit i&d 

she went on, ^* Oh, Humphrey, do yoa 

think she will be happy t " She looked 

up at him as she spoke the last wordi^ ttd 

it seemed to her that his face grevgrsve. 

" Ton do think she has talentt" ihe re- 

peated, with a little hesitation in her 

voice, half anxious and half proui ■

<< I think she has genius, NelL" ■

'* Oh, Humphrey, do you really t" ctied 

her sister with a bright flush of pride isd 

joy on her cheeks. *' And you think il» 

will be happy r' ■

Humphrey did not answer at once, ud 

Helen, watdUbg his faoe, tried in vsin to 

read its expression. At last he tuned in^ 

looked at her with a slight smils, wUch 

struck her vaguely as being as she ex- 

pressed it, "sad somehow." ■

" I have told you that I think she hii 

genius," he said. ■

"Then she will be a saceesst" ■

The same smile touched his lips, batUi 

voice was curiously rdieved, as tiioogh her 

last question was easier to answer, m be 

said instantly, " Yes." ■

Helen heaved a little sigh of satiibcfcioD. 

and said no more. She was satiified ae to 

her main point, and though ibe m 

vaguely conscious that she did not (fi^ 

read Humphrey's face, she was wsU leev- 

tomed to the fact that many of ^ut ihe 

defined to herself as " Homphiqr'" ^^ ■
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went over hex pretty, pnctical head, and 

that their love for one another was quite 

nntonched by it Oooe, early in their en- 

gagement, when he had told her what it 

was to hun to talk to her abont his work, 

aha had looked at him with her simple blue 

eyes ftdl of wistful anxiety. ■

" Humphrey," she had said, " Fm afraid 

I don't always understand." And Hum- 

phrey's eyes had satisfied her on that 

point for ever, though his lips said only 

two words. " You care." ■

While Helen on the c1i£f was having her 

mind so far relieved as to her sister's 

future, Selma herielf was giving her whole 

mind to the entertainment of little 

Elsie, who trotted alone by her eousin's 

aide, along the sands, and up the footpath 

to the roM, silently and gravely. She tdd 

the child wonderful- hiatories about 

squirrels and f airiel^ imarined and related 

with a charm which older people than 

Elaie would have found it difficult to 

resiBt; she ahowed her flowers Rowing in 

the hedgerows, and birds flymg among 

the branches, and by degrees she was 

rewarded by little shy anawers, and 

laughter, and a more confiding touch of 

the small hand she held, untB, as they 

entered the cool wood, with its most- 

grown banks, and tall, gently stirring 

trees, its little rippling streams, and its 

wonderful ever-shifting light and shade, 

above all with its population of squirrels, 

the little thing forgot her shyness 

altogether, and chattered, listened, and 

laughed, "as though. I were Helen or 

Nettie," thought Sehna, delightedly. They 

were so happy together — Elsie so en- 

raptured with the " skirrels," who seemed 

to be out in unuaual force that afternoon, 

and Selma so pleased at being able to 

satiafy her — that they went on and on 

without thinking of time, and when Selma 

stopped at last to look at her Jwatch, she 

foond that it was nearly five o'clock. ■

"Oh, Elsie," she said, "we've come 

too far." ■

Elsie's little face grew suddenly grave. 

The sudden stop, and Selma's tone- 

more dismayed than she herself knew 

--had awakened her to the fact that die 

was all alone with Selma, and a long 

way from her natural protectors, and her 

tea. ■

" Tea will be waiting for us," went on 

Sehoia, brightly. '^ They'll never guess where 

We are, will they, darling t Come, Elsie, and ■

let us see how fost we can walk. Oh " ■

she stopped short, looking consideringly at ■

a path which joined the road dose to 

where they stood. ''I wonder whether 

that would be a short cut»" she said, after' 

a moment; "is it too steep for you, 

darling, I wonder t " ■

They were on the side of a thickly- 

wooded hilly and the path in question went 

straight down it, while the road by which 

they had come wound round for a con- 

siderable distance Both path and road 

evidently led eventually to the main road 

by which alone th^y could reach the shore, 

and the path oMonaly saved at least 

twenty minutea' walk. Selma glanced «t 

the serious little face, and thought that 

the child looked tired ; she was amid, too, 

that if they were missing at tea-time, lbs. 

Gomiah would be anxious about Elsie, and 

she determined to try it. ■

"It's a beautiful little road, EMe, isn't 

it 1 " she said, cheerfully. *' Bight through 

the sqdirrela' homes. Oome along, darling!" 

But before they had gone very far Sekoa 

began to wish that she had kept to the 

road. ■

The path at first was fairly wide, but it 

was. rough and uneven, and in spite of dl 

her encourageinent and help she felt the 

child's steps grow dower and more un- 

certain, and her ear caught a little ominous 

catch in the breath as the little feet 

stumbled now and then ovef a more than 

usuaUy rough piece of ground. ■

At last| when they were nearly half-way 

down, one of these stumbles was nearly a 

fall, and the catch in the breaUi became a 

little sob. ■

Selma stopped. ■

" Elue, darling," she said, " shall we go« 

back to the road t " ■

And then, to her unspeakable dismay, 

the little lumd slipped out of hers, and 

Elde dropped into a dtting posture on 

the path, and burst into piteous little sobs 

and tears. ■

•'ELue'slHghtened," she sobbed. "She's 

tired. She tan't do on. The ground's all 

little hills, and she wants Sylvie. Oh I she 

wants Sylvie." ■

Selma fell on her knees beride her, and 

took her remorsefully into her arms. ■

<«Elde, sweetheart," she said, ''don't— 

oh, don't 1 I'll take you to Sylvia; I 

truly win Oh, my darling, don't cry ! " ■

But Selma, in spite of all her eflforts to 

that end, had never been regarded by Elde 

in the light of a familiar friend, and die 

disconsolate little weeper refused to be 

comforted or reassured by her now, look- 

ing upon her indeed as a fasdnating but ■
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decdving viaion, who had lured her away 

from Sylvia, her own eapeeial comforter. 

She refosed to contemplate the poedbilitiea 

alike of going on or of going back ; and as 

she was a delicate, ezettable little mortal, 

the more ehe wept the more ntterly nn- 

nerved she became, and the less heed she 

paid to poor Selma's distracted representa- 

tiona Selma kissed, coaxed, reasoned — 

it nerer entered her head to scold — and 

Bhde wept more and more bitterly. Slight 

and fragile as the chQd was, Selma dared 

not attempt to carry her either np or down 

that steep, aneven path; and, ridicoloas 

as was iJie position, she was nearly at 

her wif s end. She determined on a last 

appeal. ■

" My pet^" she said, patting both arms 

roond the sobbing cldld as uie knelt on 

the path beside her, and pressing her lips 

, tenderly to the little tear-stain^ cheek, 

''try and stop crying— only try. I'll ro 

down backwiurds, and hold your hands 

tight all the way, and then yon can't be 

fnghtened. ;Trast me, darlinff, won't yon % 

I wouldn't have yon hurt for anything. 

Oh, sweetheart^ won't yoat Won't yon 

tryt" ■

She had an answer, though Elsie only 

cried more piteouslv tiian ever. A man's 

voice from below said suddenly : ■

" Is anything the matter up there t Oan 

I be of any service 1 " ■

RIVERSIDE RAMBLES. ■

Most lovers of old Isaac Walton will agree 

that fishinff is the first of rivwside amuse- 

ments. The fox-hunter may sneer at it 

as being a poor sport, and the shooting 

man may echo this unthinking condenma- 

tion ; but to him who reasonably pursues 

the gentle craft, fishing is as pleasant as 

either of those pastimes ; and *it has the 

further merit of fostering a love of Nature, 

and facilitating greatly the study of her 

works. ■

Fishing is essentially a quiet occupation. 

There are books in the running brooks 

which only fishermen can read; and there 

are sermons in the stones flung at a sulking 

sahnon, whereof fishermen alone can judge 

the weight and efficacy. The sport can be 

enjoyed without the banging of a gun, or 

the frightening ''wild halloo and brutal 

nofse" of fox-hunting. The fly-fisher who 

wades along the middle of a stream has 

unrivalled opportunities for noticing the ■

birds apd little beasts upon its banta ; i&d 

if he has the wisdom to use hfa eysa sod 

ears, there are many sights and aoundi 

which cannot ful to give him plassDie. 

These few words are prompted by my ■

Sanding some haU-hours lately with ^'The 

verside Naturalist,"* a recent work by 

Dr. Edward Hamilton. In these diyi 

of dark explorings among cannibsli and 

crocodiles, it is refirashing to be .toU of 

quiet rambles by a trout-stream, sinid no 

more savage creatures than a dabchiok or 

a dragon-fly. Dark and dismal fonit 

scenes, animate with longless birdi and 

stinghig insects, may have a diarm lor 

some morose and melancholy readers ; bnt 

most people will prefer to take a msntal 

ramUe through a stretch of Uooming 

meado wland^ over which the sun is ahkbg, 

and the larks are singing. After ths losg 

winter of gloomy fog and frost, of grimy 

slush and snow, which we poor Londonen 

have lived through, it is delightfiil to be 

taken to the coun^ by a guide lib Dl 

Hi^nilton, and, if omy in our mind's eye, 

to behold the bright green fanwUde, 

where the sweet spring breeze ia bloving, 

and the speckled trout lie haakiog Hov 

pleasantly ye live, that fishers bel Tiiai 

must surely be the thought of any one 

who reads " The Riverside Natursliit^" and 

thinks of the delightfid intercoone with 

Nature which the author must hate bad 

whfle jotting down his notes. The book, 

he tells us, owes its origin to Ua caDmgi 

friend's notice to an autumn flock of goU- 

finches, which settledon some thbtlM neir 

-the stream' where he was fishing, and (o 

his finding that his friend did not em 

know their name. Rightly ffuesafag tbt 

such ignorance was not at au exeeptionil, 

and knowing how |^reat pleasure nuj be 

gained by even a sb^t mowledge of the 

history of Nature, he allowed his notai to 

bud into the leaves of this new vohune; 

and all fiaMng men should thank Un for 

a very pleasant adjunct to their literatoze 

jof sport ■

It may be feared that many an^^lan^ u 

well as other sportsmen, have their orgu 

of destructiveness developed very largely. 

while that of veneration for the worb of 

thefar Creator is of very small extent 

Doubtless there is stQl some tratb in the 

old taunt, <' It is a fine day ; let oa go and 

kill somethmg!" which English eoontry ■

gmtlemen have had levelled at their heada 

ut the sneer may be escaped, if they ■

* Published by Sampson Low ft Oo. ■
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coDflolt Dr. Hamilton, 4aid hare snffioieiit 

wisdom to follow his adyice. ■

The keenett fisherman will find a harm- 

less lore of Nature in no way detrimental 

to hifl innate and hereditary taste for 

deadly sport Indeedi withont diminish- 

ing the weight of the basket, it will 

frequently i^rease the pleasnres of the 

day. llie taste for watching living 

creataree, with the view of oomprehend- 

iog somewhat of their habits, may solace 

many a weary waiting till the trout begin 

to rise ; and the finSng of a butterfly of 

more than oommon beauty, or a daffodil or 

a water-lily blooming out of season, may 

compensate in some measure for an other- 

wise blank day. ■

Dr. Hamilton advises, when we take 

our walks abroad, or our rambles by the 

river, that we carry a binocular to assist 

us m our sightseeing. To watch the flight 

of birds this is really indiq>en8able, as well 

as to acquire some certain knowledge of 

their habits, and it may help us to discover 

the reality of scenes to which distance 

seems to lend the glamour of enchant- 

ment. ■

Dr. Hamilton prescribes likewise the 

carrying of a pocket m(^ifier, which is 

useful in examining wild flowers and 

insects. For botany and entomology are 

studies equally enticing, and alike may be 

pursued in a ramble by the river, or when 

the fish are sulky. ■

'* Under this pslm," said LinnsBUS, laying 

his hand upon the mossy bank where he 

was sittbff, "under this, my friend, there 

is the study of a lifetime " ; and any one 

who wishes to learn something about 

mosses and their structure, will find his 

naked eye quite insufficient for the study. 

So, too, with insect life, which is so 

variously wonderful, and so teemingly 

abundant. ■

"Sit on that old boulder," says Dr. 

Hamilton^ " reUc, maybe, of the glacier age, 

now coverod with moss and lichen, and turn 

over the dead leaves at your feet ; beeties 

and other insects of various forms and hues 

will scuttle away to seek some fresh hiding- 

place." And if you would examine them, 

you may cry out with the poet, " Why has 

not man a microscopic eye t " and feel small 

comfort in the answer, <*For this plain 

reason, man is not a fly." ■

A note-book, ''to record results,'' is also 

very strongly recommended to the rambler. 

It may serve, too, for recalling incidents 

and accidents, which "olim meminisse 

javabit," as every Board School boy ■

knows, or may ere long be taught to con- 

strue. Even such misfortuues as the loM 

of a fine fish, or a souse iqto deep water 

whfle wading in the shallows, may, in 

aftertime, afford some pleasant conTe^ 

sation ; and details soon grow dim in the 

most retentive memory. The-liastiest of 

jottings, if pencilled on the spot, are likely 

to be aoeorate, and therefore worth pre- 

serving; and their perusal now and then 

may prevent that reputation for drawing 

the long bow, which Is enjoyed by many 

anglers as well as other sportsmen. ■

Even with no more than a walking-stick 

for company, a ramble bv the riverside is 

pleasurable exercise ; and the handling of 

a walking-stick needs no such careful 

training as the fops of the last century 

bestowed on ^'the nice conduct of a 

clouded cane." So the ramUer has nu>re 

time for observation than the angler, who 

must watdi his fly or float, and must keep 

his thoughts and senses chiefly fixed upon 

his fishinff. And so Viator may be no less 

grateful Uian Piscalor for the very pleasant 

readmg which the Doctor's pen provides 

for him. ■

There are nearly four hundred pages in 

the book. Of these a score are given to 

the quadrupeds and bats ; more than seven 

times as many to the birds ; a dozen to the 

reptQes; above a hundred to the fishes ; 

nearly sixty to the insects; three dozen 

to the flowers ; and the nine remainii^to 

the molluscs, worms, and crayfish. This 

may briefiy give some notion of the work ; 

which, it may be added, is tastefully 

adorned with many clever drawings. ■

Including iMts, and rats, and mice, " and 

such small deer," there are some half a 

score of differeSt animals which frequent 

the riverside; besides <• the cat f the adage," 

which not seldom may be seen there. 

Of these the creature called the water-rat 

is probably the best known, being cer- 

tainly the commonest. This, however, is 

a sort of *'Mrs. Harris" among animals, 

there being "no such never a person" 

really known to modem naturalists. It is 

sad to cast a slur upon the statements of a 

poet, bub the "She" whose soft brown 

eye so touched the heart of her admirer, 

that he vsinly sighed to woo her, " for she 

was a Water Bat 1 "—this winsome '' She " 

was really nothing of the sort, and might 

well have felt insulted by so odious an 

error. Her proper name was vole, or 

water-vole in full; since douUo-barrelled 

names are very much in vogue now. The 

voles were formerly described as being ■
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rather diatantly related to the beaveni. 

Bat the research of Mr. Waterhouse haa 

giTen them a place between the musk 

rate and the lenmunge — ^both families of 

ancient American descent^ and of on- 

blemished reputation. In summer-time 

and autumn the water-voles are frequently 

mistaken for the brown rats; which 

common, low-bred creatures have the habit 

then of leaving home, like more dis- 

tinguished bein^, and of spending a few 

wewEi by the hedgerows and the riven 

While there they not infrequently enjoy a 

little sporti making sad havoc among the 

fisL ■

Although their noses are less pointed, 

their ears of smaller size, and their tails 

more haby, the water-voles bear certainly 

some likeness to the brown rats, and are 

often put to death for their unfortunate 

resemblance. In diet they are pure vege- 

tarians, and never touch a trout, nor 

meddle with its spawn; these being the 

heinous crbnes whereof they falsely are 

accused, and for whihh they wrongly 

suffer. Biverside ramblers may with 

justice plead for mercy to the water-voles ; 

and for their pretty utUe cousins the red 

field-vole and the diort-tailed field-mouse. 

The water-shrew, however, is not quite so 

innocent, though shrews are mostly insect- 

feeders. But then excuses niust be made 

for beauty ; and the water-shrew, we learui 

*<is a- very pretty little animal — and when 

under water its coat is covered with 

bubbles of air, looking like sUver globules, 

the hair being perfectly impermeable to 

water." So, though Master Shrew may 

sometimes breakfast upon trout eggs, hiiB ■

iirettiness may surely be pleaded in excuse 

or him. It may be urged? too, that, like 

that of the policeman of Fensance, his " lot 

is not a happy one," so far at least as 

safety is concerned, while he is break- 

fasting ; for, unhappily, the water-shrew '' is 

a favourite food of the weasel, who will 

often follow it into the water ; but as the 

weasel is not an adept at diving. Master 

Shrew beats him in this element, and thus 

saves his Ufa" ■

If one could only manage " The Taming 

of the Shrew," and of his enemy the weasel, 

it would be as good as a play to watch their 

gambols in the water. But such rare sights 

are reserved for very few spectators ; and 

happy is the man who has the fortune to 

behold them. It may be feared, too, that 

their rarity grows everjr year more patent^ 

owing mahily to the mania for over-preservsr 

tion. To this end keepers are endowed ■

with powers of wholesale masiaere, i&d 

think they show their zeal bythdraetiTity 

in slaughter. The proverb coupling desUi 

with the gift of a bad name becomes elutfc 

in their minds, and is quickly stntdied 

from dogs to less desuuotive ammili. 

Creatures the most innocent are denoaneed 

as noxious vermin, and are poiKmed, 

trapped, or shot with no just cuae m 

mercy. Dr. Hamilton most sensiUy pro- 

tests against such bloodshed, and plttdi 

earnestly against this holocaust of victimi 

on the utar of Diana. He even ventoni 

on defending such a culprit as the otter, 

and brings evidence to witness that the 

animal does really far more good thin 

harm, if the account be fairly balsDeed. 

After pladng to his debit a sahDon doi 

and then, and some few brace of tnmt lod 

grayling, the otter should be credited with 

his certain predilection for eels and little 

pike, both specially destructive poschen 

in a trout^tream. So, likewise, his reiyea 

and predadous little relative, the weaiel, 

is in reality most helpful to ''keep the 

game aUve," although he is so moeh 

maligned and often murdered hj the 

keepers. For the weasel is a deadly 

enemy to rats, which will not merely eat 

young rabbits, but have a liking for 

poached eggs, both of partridges and 

pheasants. ■

Whether on the mooFi or in theeofirt 

or the river, over-jireservation is iital to 

good breeding. The grouse diieaie hai 

followed over-stocking on the mocoii and 

a plethora of fish may be the rain of i 

trout-stream. Both birds and fiih de- 

teriorate in quality and size if they 

multiply too rapidly, and if the weiUj 

ones be not cleared off by such destnietire 

creatures as Nature has provided. ■

Of these appointed agents none ii non 

lovely than the kingfisher; a tiling, in- 

deed, of beauty as it flashes by the buk, 

but which seems by no means likely to be 

a joy for ever. Not merely is he miodeied 

that ladies, sentle ladies, may wear Urn 

on their heads ; defying all the sfforti of 

the Plumage League to save him. Bat 

the trout-breeders are also ruthless batchan 

of the bird, and, says Dr. Hamilton, they 

will only be content with its " complete ex- 

termination.'' One method of its cspton 

is so odiously cruel, . that puUidty alooa 

should surely put a stop to it : ■

■< A number of small spring-trapi are set 

on narrow boards crossing the stresmi on 

the hatches, and on old boughs bsng^ 

over the river, on which kiogfithais often ■
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perch; and when settUng on these the 

trap ia spning, and oatchea the poor birds 

across the legs, breaking and tearing them. 

There they remain, maybe for many 

hours, nntU the river -keeper visits his 

traps. It often happens that the trap cnts 

the legs clean off, and the poor maimed 

bird flies away to die, a lingering and 

terrible death by starvation." ■

Many an essay has been written on the 

enielty of sport; and much fine writing 

might be wasted on the selfishness of 

eportsmea Withoat dilating on this 

theme, it may, I think, be fairly questioned 

if the fly-fishers be justified in killing off 

the kingfishers. Bamblers, as well as 

anglers, may reasonably claim to have an 

interest in the matter, for to them this 

<< rara avis " is an over-welcome sight ; and 

it may soon be as invisible as the great 

aok, or the dodo. Whether the man who 

rents the right of fishing a few furlongs of 

a trout-stream should thereby have the 

further right conferred on him, and on all 

the keepers under him, of killing all the 

kingfishers his breeding ponds attract 

thither — this is a fit subject for debi^ by 

any social parliament, and the quality of 

mercy v^ht be strained to have a voice 

in it. Whatever may be urged in favour 

of the fisherman, it can hardly be denied 

that he enjoys a selfish privilege; and 

that whole miles of river-rambmig may 

be thereby robbed of much of their 

attractiveness. ■

Despite the clamour of the keepers, and 

his own great love of trouting. Dr. Hamilton 

pleads warmly for more mercy to the king- 

fisher, affirming stoutly, and adducing 

Yarreli's well-known work in evidence, 

that the bird "does an immense amount 

of good by destroying vast numbers of ttie 

greatest enemies to the young trout^" such 

as sticklebacks and minnows, dragon-fliea 

and water-beetles, whereof the litfvsB are 

especially destructive of the trout fry. 

The kind pleader, too, judiciously arouses 

further interest in the &te of the poor 

bird, by some classical allusions to its 

romantic history. He tells us the old 

love-tale of Oeyz and Alcyone ; how they 

both were changed to kingfishers, and 

were gifted with the power to keep the 

ocean calm while they built upon its 

bosom — a myth prolific of much poetry, 

as is proved by i^t citations from Shake- 

speare, Keats, and Drayton, whose couplet 

neatly sums the story : ■

There came the halcyon, whom the sea obeys, 

When she her neat upon the water lays. ■

Like the modest orator who followed 

Mr. Burke, <*! say ditto" to the Doctor, 

in hoping that '* more merciful and more 

sensible councils will prevail"; and that 

we may all again be delighted to watch 

the bright hues and the rapid flight of 

this " gem of the waters." All true lovers 

of Nature must join him in this hope; 

and they certainly ^will give a hearty wd- 

come to his statement, that owl^ and 

many other very interesting birds, are the 

victims of a popular delusion as to guilt,' 

condemning them too often to the gibbet 

of the gamekeeper. The merdful old 

maxim of " live and let live " is considered 

rather obsolete in these days of monster 

battues and hurry-ecurry game-slaughter. 

Amid the bustle of a " big shoot^" owls, 

and other birds are often banged at by 

mistake ; or help to swell the bag beneath 

the ^ heading " Various." Now, > though 

carrion crows and sparrow-hawks, and 

even jays and magpies, have an appetite 

for gamot and may expect to pay the 

penalty for such infatuation, both the 

barn-owl and the brown owl have a taste 

for other diet, such as young rats, mice, 

and frogs, and very rarely touch the food 

which is forbidden. Frank BacUand once 

found twenty dead rats, all fresh killed, in 

the nest of a barn-owl; and Seebohm 

mentions that in owk' nests where the 

remains of no fewer than two thousand 

five hundred and thirteen mice and nino- 

teen bats were found, there were but two- 

and-twenty birds, nineteen of which were 

sparrows. The barn-owl is, in fact» one 

oiAbe best fdends of the farmer, and 

never harms the sportsman, though the 

keepers often gibbet it Nor is Ids cousin,, 

the brown owl — who is oftener heard than* 

seen, and cries ** tu whit,, tu whoo, a merry 

note" — more injurious. For owls are, 

in their habits, very fashionable folk, 

and quite nocturnal in their feeding. They 

very rarely dine until long after dusk, and 

seldom sup till after midnight; so that 

when owls are feeding, all good little 

grouse should be hidden fast asleep, and 

safe beneath their mother's wing; and 

this should likewise be the case with baby 

partridges and pheasants. Besides, the 

owl may well be spared, not merely for 

its innocence, but for its antiquity and 

classic reputation. For was it not the 

bird of wisdom, and the favourite of 

Minerva; and ought not every Girton 

girl on that account to plead for it t ■

She might also beg for mercy to the 

swallow and the nightingale ; for many a ■
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yoQDg gunner tries his skill at swifts and 

swallows, and many a cruel bird-catcher 

will trap a nightingale when nesting, 

and when its little ones left helpless wiU 

slowly die of hunger. And was not Procne, 

the fair daughter of Pandion, King of 

Athens, transformed into a swallow 1 And 

was not her sister, Philomela, whose 

tongue was cut out by Tereus, King of 

Thrace, and Procne's brutal husband, 

^turned into a nightingale, when her sweet 

'voice was restored to her, to tell the world 

her woesi It may be feared, however, 

that the tde of how King Tereus, after 

eating his son, Itylus, was transformed into 

a lapwing,* will hardly prevent plovers' 

eggs from being served for supper, any 

more than the classic reputation of the 

goose for having saved the Capitol will 

spare that famous bird from being 

martyrised at Michaelmas. ■

Mention of tie lapwing may remind 

observant ramblers of its feigning to be 

wounded to draw notice from its chicks. 

The wild duck is at thnes a similar 

comedian, and Dr. Hamilton describes a 

scene in which he lately played a part, 

having a wild duck as the " leading lady " 

of the play. Happening to wade into a 

xnass of flags, he suddexHy disturbed her, 

and she dived into the stream. Cheep, 

cheep, cheep, clamoured piteously some 

half-dozen little brownish mites among the 

reeds ; and the anxious mother then began 

to flap and flop along the water, and to fly 

a jard or two, and then to tumble on the 

grass as though she had a broken leg. 

Then she flew some little distance down 

the stream, and began to beat the water 

with her wings, of course frightening the 

fish, so that, lest his sport be spoiled, the 

fisher was compelled to walk a long way 

from the river, when, her play having suc- 

ceeded, she flew back to her brood. ■

The kestrel is another of the innocents 

which are far too often massacred by 

keepers. Yet he may be easily dis- 

tinguished from the sparrow-hawk, not 

merely by his longer wings and lighter 

colour, but by his frequent habit of hover- 

ing over a meadow, with his head pointed 

to the wind, a habit which has gained him 

his provincial nickname of the wind-hover. 

Ho never touches game, feeding chiefly 

upon field-mice, frogs, and even beetles. 

As a marked proof of his harmlessness, ■

* So says Dr. Hamilton, citing Ovid for an- 

then it y. Dr. Lempriere says, a hoopoe (vide 

"Philomela:" Edition 1839). Who shall decide 

when doctors disagree ? ■

small birds show no symptoms of alann 

when he flies near them; whoass the mere 

sight of a spanow-hawk always leto them 

in a twitten The nightjar, too, vhich 

sometimes is mistaken for a hawk, md 

mercilessly murdered, is not only quite 

harmless, but, to those who dislike faiaecU, 

most helpful in hip diet He lives chieflj 

on dor-beetles, but will eat coekchafen, or 

gnats, or any little night-fliem Hiilorely 

plumage, abo^ should save him from de- 

struotion ; but while the savage ftahioii 

lasts of wearing feathers for a head-dieii, 

such beauty is too likely to prove fM to 

its owner. ■

Other persecuted birds which frtqnent 

the riverside are the heron and the witer- 

ouzeL Of these the former, it is tmo, mij 

take a troutling now and tiien ; bat iu 

favourite food is eels, which eat up ihoik 

oftroutlings. The latter, vthoi^saipeeted, 

is scarce proved to be a sbner. After 

adducing weighty evidence, Dr. Hamilton 

sums up the case with oare, and, pkadhg 

that the culprit lives chiefly upon oiddii- 

worms and other 8pawn-defltroyeii,iDdioei 

to an acquittal on the ground of compen- 

sation. It seems a pity the poor ouel 

cannot speak in self-defence, for its yoioe 

is most melodious, and wall n^ght move a 

man to mercy. And whoever faAs the lack 

to see it feeding with its familj-the 

funniest little mites, who go diving with 

their mother — ^whoever sees these pretty 

chickens with their mother can neTsr hiye 

the heart to help in their destruction. If, 

being a trout-breeder, he needs mnit find i 

victim whereon to wrei^ his wrath beeaon 

of a blank day or two^ he may br mm 

fairly find one in the dabcfaick ; for thoogh 

a tiny little fellow, the dabchick is moit 

terribly destructive when at dinner ; md 

its appetite for trout eggs, for a bird of lodi 

small size, is beyond aU doubt enormou. 

Indeed, it is asserted that a pair of breedbg 

dabchicks will do more hwm to a river tkio 

a brace of otters. ■

Of old the flight of birds was aniioQily 

regarded by the augnm, and may even hin 

decided the destiny of nations. SmaU notice 

was, however, taken of birds' singing, if we 

may judge by its infrequent mention h; 

the poets. Writers nowadays sre wiser, 

in this respect at any rate: althoagk 

readers may be slow to profit by their 

wisdom. Nature gives the meet de 

Ughtful concerts every spring, n<l 

brings a host of charming songsten from 

abroad to sing to us. But some svil 

education is as needful to appreciate the ■
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woxdleaa aoDgs they dog, m it is to relish 

properly the melody cf Moisart or the 

hsnnony of Mendehwohn. How many 

ramblers know the sweet Yoiee of the 

blackcap, when they have the lack to hear 

it; or can recognise the quaint chirp of 

the woodpecker, or the qaeer cry of the 

wryneck t How many kaow the chnrr- 

charr of the sedge-warbler, as he hops 

aboot the reeds, or the shrill note of the 

kingfisher, as he darts along the stream t 

How many even recognise the chirmp of 

the chafiSnoh, or the cutter of the starUog ) 

How many are there who take the trouUe 

to distbffaish the rich, mellow flathig of 

the blackbhrd, from the Toice of " the wise 

thrash,** who, says Browning, "sings each 

song twice oyer," and (rfken thrice or four 

times — ■

liMt Tcm flhould think he never oonld recapture 

The fint fine carelees raptnre. ■

Whoever takes the pains to listen to the 

birds will find his pleasore mach increased 

by the knowledge of their songs. In oar 

capridoos dimato they mark the seasons 

far more sarely than the almanack can do^ 

and their yoices never seem to be affected 

by sore throats. Although rade Boreas 

may Uaster, and snow be still apon the 

^and, we may be sare that spring 

IS near when the chiffchaff is heard, and 

when *' the cuckoo teUs his name to all the 

hills." And when the warblers cease their 

warbling, and the cuckoo says ''cao-cuc- 

kooy^and the nightingale is mate orhoarsely 

cloaking in the hedgerows, we may feel 

sure that spring is over, and that autamn 

—for we have bat seldom any real summer 

now — is certainly at hand. Even the sing- 

ing of the skylarK, the most constant of our 

yocaliats — except' perhaps die robin, and 

possibly the thrufth*-is either shortened 

or prolonged according to the season, 

although not in accordance with the actual 

length of daya In springtime, as a rule, 

the song lasto about four minutes. I have 

often timed it carefully, and the longest song 

recorded in my memory came nom the 

beak of a French vocalist. This was in 

early May, and near the mouth of the 

Girondei Although a strong sea-breese 

was Uowing at the time, the bird kept 

well-nigh stetionary, after, soaring to a 

height, and ito song was dearly audible for 

nearly seven minutes. ■

Proceeding to the reptiles — which 

zoobgiste agree in rather dasdng with the 

birds than with the fishes or the beaste — 

Dr. Hamilton considers that Saint Patrick 

did little good to Ireland when he drpve ■

them from its shores. They are generally 

usefol in destroying slugs and other noxious 

creatures, and though many are thought 

harmful, the viper is the only British 

reptile which is. really venomous. The 

viper, otherwise called adder, rarely grows 

to more than twenty inches, or, at most, 

two feet ; and further may be known by 

the dark spoto on ito ddes, and the zigzag 

line that stretches all along ite nick. 

The harmless common snake is often 

slaughtered in ito stead, as likewise is the 

slow-worm, which, like frogs, and toads, 

and hedgehoes, is a great friend to Oti 

gardener, bdng very fond of dim. 

Shakespeare for once is faulty in his 

choice of a fit epithet ; for the toad, which 

'' wears a jewel in ito head," is really no 

more "venomous" than the Hzard or the 

snaiL Nor need the fdries have been 

fearful of dther newts or blindworms, for 

neither would in any way have harmed 

their deepins Queen. ■

Of the fiuies Dr. Hamilton has many 

things to say, and many tales to tell, com- 

bining happOy much knowledge of sdence 

and of sport. To the fanuly Safanonidad, 

he gives nearly fifty pages ; beginning with 

the noble Sdmo Siuar, and ending with 

the humble Osmerus Eperlanus, more 

commonly called smelt He discourses on 

the mental capadty of fishes, which, we 

learn, are placed no lonser in the lowest 

dass of Vertebrates, being proved to be 

endowed with reason and intelligence. 

He discusses, too, such problems as 

''Whether fishes sleep t" and "Whether 

they fed actually pain on being hooked t " 

To both these questions he thinks the 

answer must be "Yes"; though on the 

latter point the matter of degree is left in 

doubt That the pain is evanescent may 

be • argued from the fact that fish so 

quickly take the hook again, after having 

been released. As to their sleeping. Dr. 

Hamilton has bo doubt^ having more than 

once been forced to poke them with his 

rod to make them stir when Aey were 

basking. ■

As to the insecte to be met with dong 

the riverside, from the midges to the 

mayflies, they give endless scope to study. 

In Great Britain there are upwards of 

three thousand kinds of beetles, many^ of 

them being aquatic in their habits. 

Several of these, however, are but sddom 

to be seen ; whereas the student need not 

fcaradeardiofgnato and midges. But the 

mayfly is a far more interesting creature, 

and much science has been spent upon ito ■
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lUgea of developemant. It is distinguished 

by as many a fine alias as a fashionable 

iwindler ; being known fiist as a ''Nymph," 

nez^ as a *< Sab-Imago," and later as an 

"Imago"; assaming finally the title of 

"Ephemera Daniea," vd^ly oalled " May- 

fly." It may shook poetic people to learn 

that these same ''Nymphs" are sappoaed 

to lire on mad ; whioh seems a nasty sort 

of food for so nicely named a creatare. 

Loyal sabjects may, howeyer, note with 

satisfaction that in the Jabilee Year the 

mayflies were nameroas beyond precedent ; 

thos adding another to the very many 

wonders of that Annus Mirabilis. ■

Of the river plants and wild flowers I 

have little space to speak. Suffice it that 

the "Naturalist" accords them ample 

notice; and corrects the common error 

which miscalls the reed-mace, or great 

cat's tail — Typha LatifoUa — by the name 

of bull-rush ; a title that belongs to the 

Sdrpus Lacustris, which is known other- 

wise as dub-rush. The statement, too, is 

made, which may be novel to most people, 

that the common water-cress is a species 

of nasturtium, a name derived from Nasus 

Tortus ; meaning a nose twisted, or con- 

vulsed, by the pungency of the plant. 

Curious scraps of country lore, and choice 

fragments of old poetiy, are sprinkled 

among the flora as promsely as they are 

among the fauna of the "Naturalist"; 

but we happily are spared the hackneyed 

"primrose by the river's brim," which so 

greatly moved the wonder and the wrath 

of Lord Dundreary. ■

I have said enough to show that he who 

runs or rambles by the. river may read 

•*The Riverside Naturalist" with profit 

and with pleasure, and will find in it a 

welcome addition to his books. The work 

is not a mere dry record, stuffed with 

dreary facta and figores, as is tiie case 

with many histories, natural or not. The 

fisherman may draw from it much well- 

gathered information, and may Ukowise 

learn to mix a little mercy with his sport ; 

and the rambler may be taught to keep 

his eyes and ears more active, and with 

his better knowledge may enjoy a keener 

interest in all he hears and sees. He may 

learn to listen to the murmur of the brool^ 

or the music of the birds, as melodies 

inspiring the myths^ of ancient lore ; and 

the presence of a nightingale, a swallow, 

or a kingfisher may remind him that the 

riverside is really classic ground In his 

mind's eye he may see it, as the poets did 

of old, peopled with shaggy satyrs and ■

with shining nymphs. Nor will hb en- 

joyment of the vision be diminishei if i 

shadow of regretf olnesa should fall opoD 

the scene; as may be hinted to hii imsj 

by the lovely lines in "Edk," irbU 

well may be remembered by the mtt- 

side: ■

Regrettez tous le temps oil les Nympbes iMdfa 

Qndoyaient au soleil parmi les fleozs dee oaox ; ■

Et d*un ^clat de tire aga^aient but les riv«B 

Les Faans indolents couoh^ dans les rosoaaz? ■

Oil les sources tremblalent dee baisersdeNsraoi; ■

Oil les Sylvains moqnours, dans T^roe deschSott, 

Avec les rameanx verts sa halanyaient an Tent, 

Et difflaient dans T^ho le chanson dn peasnt; 

Oil tout ^tait divin. jusqu'anx douleurs hnmsineB; 

Oil le monde adorait ce qull tue au joordlini ; 

Oil quatre mille dieux n avaient pas nn atb^! ■

Nowadays, atheista may be mon 

numerous ; but the love of Nature cer- 

tainly will not increase their number, nor 

will agnostics be augmented by the faiov- 

ledge of her works. In bis book npoD 

"The Wisdom of Ood in the CiestioD.'' 

Professor Bay describes the wayi and 

wonders of many living creatures, sod he 

affirms that " Man is commanded to con- 

sider them . . . and to give GtMi the 

praise." ■

BOUFFJfe. ■

A REMINISOBNCE. ■

A LITTLE more than two yesn igo, 

October the twenty-eeventh, 1888, om of 

the most admirable comedians the Ffesdi 

stage has ever poasessed, died peaoefollym 

his modest home at AutenfL BominPiiii 

September the fourth, 1800, Marie Booff^ 

had consequently attained his eiffhty-eighth 

year, thereby falsifying the prediction of i 

journalist who, writing in 1847, bad ex- 

pressed his opinion that "so fnil uA 

sickly-looking a figure was apparently sot 

long forthis world." The son of aeimr 

and gilder, and one of twenty-two cbfldno, 

he was originally intended for bis fstho'i 

profession, and practised assiduously fa 

some time ; his natural predilection for the 

stage, however, induoea him at an eiilj 

age to profit by an opportunity of teiUiig 

his capabilities at Doyen's private thaitni 

the result of the experiment beuig toffi* 

ciently enoouraging to decide his iaton 

career. ■

His first regular engagement wss it the 

Panorama Dramatique, in 1821, tf ^ 

aotor of "general utilify/' at a tduy d 

twelve pounds a year; this was ranad m 

1822 to forty-eight pounds, and in the ibl- ■
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lowing yeir, by which time the manager 

had learnt to appreeiate the abilitlei of the 

yonng recruit, to a hnndred and twenty 

ponnds. Jn 1824 we find him at the 

Cirqne, where his Bister, who afterwards 

mamed the actor Gk^atier, was then per- 

forming ; and snbseqaently at the Gaic^ 

where, by slow . and snre degrees, he 

gradually became a recognised fayoiuite,, 

So marked, indeed, was the advance made 

by him in popular estimation^ that^ on the 

opening of the Noayeaat^s Theatre, in 

1827, he was specially engaged there for 

the title-part in a piece cafled '*Oalebb" 

and remained a member of the company 

nntU 1831, when Mondenr Poirson, the 

managw of the Gymnase, who for some 

months had had his eye on the rising 

comedian, persuaded him by dint of liberal 

promises — ^most of which turned out to be 

illusory — ^to sign a contract with him for 

a term of years, a stroke of policy more 

advantageous to the lessee than to Bouff^, 

as the latter afterwards discovered to his 

cost ■

From an artistic point of view, however, 

the actor was undoubtedly a gainer by the 

change ; the Gymnase at that period held 

a high position among the minor Parisian 

theatres, the company including such 

popular favourites as Ferville, Numa, 

Klein, Madame Yolnys, and Mademoiselle 

Julienne, and the repertoire being con- 

stantly enriched by important novelties 

from the practised pens of Scribe, Bayard, 

Milesville, and other eminent dramatists 

of the day. Before many weeks had 

elapsed, Boufif^ found himself quite at 

home in his new quarters, and, sAer the 

usual probationary essays in the stock- 

pieces of the theatre, an ordeal through 

which he passed triumphtotly, only desired 

to give the public a taste of his quality in 

an original part He had not long to 

wait ; for, little as he expected it, one of 

the greatest successes in his dramatic 

career was already in store for him. 

Emile Yanderburck, joint -author with 

Bayard of the " Gamm de Paris," which 

had just been accepted by Poirson, con- 

siderably astonished that gentleman by 

saggestbg that the part of Joseph — the 

« gamin " — should be entrusted to Boufif6. ■

" Impossible, my dear sir,'' objected the 

manager, who had intended giving it to 

some one eke; "he is only a beginner 

here, and has no position." ■

" The ' Gamin ' will make him one, or I 

an mucdi mistaken," retorted the dramatist. 

'I Anyhow, my colleague and myself have ■

decided that he shall play it| or we with- 

draw the piece." ■

Poirson felt that he was checkmated, 

for, although he would have refused 

Yanderburck point-blank, he dared not 

offend Bayard, who was one of his very 

best ^* house-authors," and Scribe's son-in- 

law into the bargain. He therefore 

yielded, but with no very good grace, and 

BonfK had the part; the result being a 

complete triumph for the actor, and a 

succession of crowded houses for several 

months. ^ ■

The long run of the <* Gamin" and the 

increasing popularity of its principal in- 

terpreter, put other playwrights on their 

mettle, and novelties good, bad, and in- 

different^ came pouring in on all sides, the 

leading personage bdng invariably dea- 

tiped for the young comedian. Thus, in 

the space of a few years, his name became 

inseparably associated with a variety of 

characters exclusively his own, and which 

up to the present day no other French 

actor has ever ventured to attempt Trfan 

in << les Enfants de Troupe." Grandet in " la 

Fille de I'Avare," <4'0ncle Baptiste," 

"I'Abb^ Galant," "Pauvre Jacques"— 

excellently played in Londoii by Morris 

Bamett, and in Florence by Luigi Yestri — 

"le P6re Turlututu," and that most 

sympathetic of all his personations, "Michel 

Perrin,'' successively delighted Parisian 

pkygoers, and rairad the Gymnase to a 

pinxiacle of prosperity which it had never, 

even in its palmiest days, previously 

attained. ■

A change, however, for the worse was 

impending ; in 1843 a foolish quarrel, the 

origin of which it is unnecessary to dwell 

upon here, between Poirson and the 

Dramatic Authors' Society, occasioned 

the withdrawal from the theatre of aU 

the pieces written by members of the 

association > in other words, of tiie 

manager's entire r^pertoira Left to his 

own resources, Poirson, with a courage 

worthy of a better fate, endeavoured to 

supply the deficit by the production of 

novelties by young and untried writers, 

trusting that with tlie all-powerful aid of 

Boufif^ he might succeed in weathering the 

BtornL Unfortunately, these optimistic 

anticipations were not destined to be 

realised ; the public obstinately declined 

to patronise the essays of M. Jules de 

Pr6aiaray and his equally inexperienced 

coUeagues, and in less than a month the 

receipts of the theatre had dwindled down 

almost to nothing. Tliis unlucky crisis was ■
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ft diBastxoiu blow to Booff^, who, deprived 

)f all Ub effective parte, and nnable to 

[nake a&ythiDg oat of the new ones allotted 

k> him, was naturally desirous of eseaping 

from a position which was dfdly becoming 

more and more onendnrable. This was 

by no means hbbj to accomplish; by a 

slaose in his contract with Poirson-=- 

^therto regarded by him as a mere matter 

>f form — he could only cancel his en- 

9;sgement by paying a forfeit of a hundred 

thousand francs, which the manager, with 

iko tenacity of Sljylock, insisted on, having 

io the last fartmng. At this juncture 

!donsieur Nestor Boqueplan, who had just 

issumed the reins of government at the 

STari^t^s, anxious to enrol the popular 

kotor among the members of his company, 

;ame unexpectedly to the rescue; and 

lartly from his own resources, partly by 

ray of a loan to be repaid by instalments 

)ut of his new "pensionnaire's" salary, 

landed over the required sum to the 

nansger of the Gymnase, who shortly 

kfter wisely retired into private life. ■

Bouff^'s dibut at the Vari^tds was the 

[ramatic event of the year, the announoe- 

uent of a revival of the ^'Gfamin " sufficing 

attract for several weeks the tradition^ 

'all Paris"; Lafont, moreover, who for 

he first time reluctantly undertook Fer- 

iUe's part of the General, contributed an 

dditional interest to the piece, and was 

ioanimously regarded as fuUy equal if not 

Dperior to his predecessor. This was 

;)liowed by <4'0ncle Baptiste," and other 

haracters of the actor's old repertoire; 

fter which Boqueplan judged it expedient 

produce one of the many novelties 

written expressly for Bouff^ and signed 

>y the most accredited dramatists of the 

lay. Strange to lay, not one of these 

ucceeded in hitting the taste of the 

own; ** le Chevalier de Grignon," and *4e 

fousie," both subsequentiy transplanted 

London, were coldly received; and 

ven Dumas's « Garde Forestier '' faQed to 

vercome the indifference of the public 

n short, although no falling off in the 

slant of the comedian was perceptible, he 

ould do nothing with the fresh material 

applied to him ; and during the whole of 

lis engagement at the Yari^t^s, and, 

adeed, until the dose of his artistic 

areer, he cannot be said to have created ■

single new part in any way worthy of 

im. ■

His he&lth, too, began to fail, and when 

js contract with Boqueplan came to an 

nd, his permanent connection with any ■

theatre entirely ceased; he played o^ 

casionallj for a night or two at the Parte 

Saint lAsrtin, tiie Vaudeville, and- in 

1861 — the Gymnase ; but these resppeu- 

ances gradually becune fewer snd fewer, 

and finally were abandoned slto^ther. 

In^ the latter years of the Empue he 

solicited and obtained permission &om 

Louis Napoleon, who had known hiu 

personally in former days, to take hii fue- 

well benefit at the Op6ra. The reoeipU 

of this representation, which wss rendend 

still more attractive by the co-operation of 

a host of artistic celebrities, exceeded a 

thousand pounds. His last appesisnee o& 

the stage took plaoe at the Oy6t% Oomiqne, 

January the tenth, 1878, ten years before 

his death, at a morning performiDM 

organised for his benefit^ on which Decs' 

sion he played one scene from the " IHle 

de I'Avare^" supported by Ctot, Delamisj, 

and Madame Favart; among the miny 

other notabilities who volunteered their 

services were Salvini, Goqaelin, Hesdsmei 

Marie Laurent and Sarah Bernhardt ■

Those who remember Bouff(6 in Ui beit 

days will readily acknowledge that B 

would have been difficult to imagbe any- 

thing more nearly approaching j^ection 

in the art of acting. Whatever diancter 

he undertook, he identified himself lo 

completely with it that the spectator 

fancied he was listening not to a draioatic 

fiction, but to a acene of real life ; there 

was no staginess or straining after efibctr- 

all was simple, natural, and tma Hii 

quiet humour was as communicatiTe as 

his pathos was inexpressibly touching; 

and, although he has sometimei been 

accused of mannerisms, they never ap- 

peared obtrusive, or in any way out of 

character with the personage repreaented 

by him. I once heard him say that he 

bad " created " a hundred and eighty-fife 

parts, only twenty of which were good 

ones. What he made of those twenty ii 

recorded in the dramatic annals of hit 

time, and still more frithfnlly hi the 

memories of those who have eojojed 

the good ^ fortune of seeing him paj 

them. ■

Opinions differ as to the retstire 

superiority of Bouff^ and Farren hi parti 

originally acted by the former, and 

especially in that of Michel Perrin I am 

inclined to agree with Goorge Henry 

Lewes, who, while acknowledging that tha 

incontestable excellence of both "poiiiad 

criticism to award the palm," ccnchidea 

by saying : " Nevertheless, we all left the ■
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theatre admitiog Farren, and feeliDg an 

indefinable regard for BouflK." According 

to an anecdote related by Dntton Cook in 

his " Hoom With the Players," the '* cock 

salmon" was folly confldoiu of his own 

merit " Invited to witneas certain of the 

impersonationa of Bonff6, then— in 1842— 

fulfilling an engagement at the Saint 

Jamea'Sy Farren replied out of Hie abnn- 

dance of his lelf-admiration and confi- 

dence: 'No, air, let him come and aee 

mel Let BonfK come and Bee William 

Farren 1'" ■

In private life BonfM was the moat 

genial of men. and I can recollect more 

than once hearing him relate some of his 

early reminlacencea in the " foyer " of the 

Vari^t^a. One of these referred to 

M^Ungne, the excellent d'Artsgnan of the 

" Monaqaetairea,'' and a clever acolptor to 

boot. ■

'' I first became acquainted with him at 

Eouen, in 1837," said Bonflf^. "He had 

just retnmed from Gnadalonpe, and was 

playing small parts at the theatre, where 

his salury amoonted to five-and-twenty 

francs a week. He lodged at a tailor's, 

and, not being overburdened with cash, 

gladly accepted a commission from his 

landlord to make him a plaster statne of 

Pierre GomeiUe^ destined to adorn his 

balcony, which M61ingae agreed to do, 

and was consequently idlowed to live rent- 

frea ■

"In due time the statue was com- 

pleted, and towered majestically over the 

tailor's shop. It looked very imposbg at 

first," added Bonff6 ; ''bjit in less than a 

week, either from exposure to the weather, 

or some other unexplained cause, one arm 

dropped off, followed by the nose and half 

of the head, until, little by little, nothmg 

remained of the g^reat Comeille but a 

shapeless mass, wmch eveiltually served 

as a cock-shy for the 'gamins' of 

Bouenl" ■

On another occasion he told us with 

infinite gusto a personal experience of his 

own. ■

"I was starring,^' he said, ''in a small ■

rrincial town, and had been announced 

the bills as 'premier comique du 

Gymnasei' One evening I played 'Pauvre 

Jacques,' and the curtain had hardly 

fallen, when a spectator in the pit got up 

from his seat^ and exdaimed in a very 

audible and hidignant voice : < They cJi 

that fellow a " comic " actor, and he never 

made me laugh once ! An contraire, j'ai 

pleni6 comma un veau !'" ■

ON POSING. ■

It is enough to glance in the window of 

any photo^pher to see how very consider- 

ably the gift of dissimulation varies in one's 

fellow creatures. Consciously or uncon- 

sciously we all have it, more or less ; and, as 

things are in this world, I suppose it is 

one of the most useful of llie more doubtful 

abilities we possess. ■

A man or woman at home, and the same 

man or woman abroad in the world, 

seems to be two persons, not one person. 

In rare casesit is not so. But for the most 

part we have to adapt our charaetera to 

our surroundings ; bring one side to the 

front when we are with one person, another 

side to the front half an hour later ; and 

so on, until we ourselves are fidn to marvel 

at our many-sidednesSh ■

This gives us the secret of the apparent 

auperiority of the man of the world over 

his stay-at-home brother. At the founda- 

tion he is no better endowed than hb 

comrade. But as time goes on he has to 

develope an iijfinity of moods and powers 

of which the other man thinks himself 

quite barren. By-and-by he is indeed — 

according to popular belief — all seeming ; 

all things to lul men. The general public 

agree to question his sincerity in every- 

thing, though at the same time, by some 

curious anomaly, they are content to 

admit that he is their superior. Our other 

friend haa the more genuine individuality. 

When yon hold out your hand to him, you 

have a fair conception of the kind of man 

you are greetbg. He may not be half or 

a quarter as agreeable aa the man of the 

world. No matter; he has compensation 

in Imowing that he can win hearts if not 

heads. ■

The sensibility of the man of the world, 

if it has not gradually lessened to the 

vanishing point, is a very trivial matter. 

It irks mm to show sympathy ; but he is 

so practised in the world's ways and the 

worl4's words that it often happens he 

has the air of being more thoroughly 

sympathetic with suffering than another 

man whose heart yearns tenderly to- 

wards tiie sufferer. His glib '^Oh, my 

dear fellow, I'm heart-broken to hear this 

news," not infrequently tells better than 

the dumb squeeae of the hand which is all 

another man's emotion will allow him to 

offer as a tribute of comfort What, if, five 

minutes afterwards, he is cracking as merry 

a jest as ever came from him, and drink- ■
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ing champagne with the eompletest for- 

getfohieM of hifl friend's bereavement or 

miafortone t And what if the other man, 

who could not even get ont the words 

"I'm very sorry for yon/' finds himself 

unable to eat his dinner, purely from 

excess of sympathy t He who poses the 

better seenu to have earned the day. ■

To be sure one must be, as Maoaulay 

8agg6sts in his diary, of very tender mould 

to he kept aloof from one's dinner by the 

calamities of others. I am grieved to con- 

fess that, as a rule, the recollection of these 

events is rather a '< sauce piquante" for the 

meal than aught of a hindranca And 

this from no set intention, but of nature. 

Burke oonfirms the reasonableness of this 

mood in being *< convinced we have a 

degree of delight, and that no small one, 

in the real misfortunes and pains of others;" 

but he, as man of the world, makes ample 

apology for it when he adds that " it is 

not an unmixed delight, but blended with 

no small uneasiness. The delight we have 

in such things hinders us from shunning 

scenes of misery; and the pain we feel 

prompts us to relieve ourselves in relieving 

those who suflfer ; and all this, antecedent 

to any reasoning, by an instinct that 

works in us to its own purposes without 

our concurrence." Thus, when in the heat 

of an excited hour upon the Stock Ex- 

change, one of the leading operators 

suddenly falls dead — having broken a 

blood-vessel in the brain — you may see, 

perhaps, the other members suddenly 

suspend work and draw off into groups. 

The animated whispers in which they 

discuss the event snows that, however 

shocking it is, it has a relish for 

them; and this is made the more ac« 

ceptable by the knowledge that they too 

may, at any moment, be m peril of a like 

end. ■

There is truth in Oeorge Macdonald's 

words in explanation of the cunningness of 

the man of the world : '' Not acceptable 

to himself, he has the greater desire to be 

acceptable to others." One may say this, 

too, without exciting the wrath of the 

accomplished man of the world ; for wrath 

is a spedes of deep emotion of which he is 

all but incapable. A compliment about 

the appearance he presents to the eyes of 

the world would please him better than 

anything you said in praise of what you 

conceivMl to be a good quality innate 

in him. For, being a poser by profession, 

he values recognition of hu acquired 

abilities more highly than a recognition ■

of that for which he lias to thank Dame 

Nature alone. There are many acton 

and actresses who would not care a nidi 

to be told they were excellent, worthy 

creatures, but whom a superlative in praise 

of their talent pleases profoundly. ■

* When you come to think of it, a miiroi 

seems to be a remarkable invention. It ii 

certainly a prompter to duplicity. I have 

Ustened with interest to a woman'i 

soliloquy in front of her glass. She wu not 

deterred by my presence from speaking 

her mind to the person she saw before her; 

and all the while, with light touefaea, aha 

improved upon her actual bodfly form— or 

fancied she did so. She was not Tirj 

amiable to her friend in the glass; and called 

her hard names, and charged her wilh 

offences against good manners that the 

other seemed to M inclined to resent even 

while they were being made. I am not 

sure that she did not, ere she had done, 

shake her small fist at her reflection ; thai 

unwittingly giving me am example and 

hint of the naturalist's assertion that on- 

civilised man abhors to see himaeli in a 

mirror, and that an ape will gnaih the 

teeth at its own double, and do its ntmoit 

to break the insensible vehicle of the oat- 

rage upon its equanimity. ■

Again, how different a person one leei 

in one's glass at one time, and at soother! 

Not all the arts of dissimulation whieh 

exist in maxims and the cosmetic ihope 

can keep the man or woman uniformly 

unruffled and the same. Spite, too, of the 

beat enforced ayatems of self-represiion, ■

Our foreheads blab the secrets of oar hesrti ■

It is bad enough if they do this to the 

world at large, .unknown to us ; but wone 

when they do it so brazenly in the Ut of 

glass we had hitherto regarded to tome 

extent as guil^, philosopher, and friend. ■

CertMnly, if mirrors were not, weahoaid 

have but a faint conception of ouradres u 

others see us. On the other hand, thongb 

a measure of polish would be abstracted 

from our lives, probably there woold be 

more comfort than we have now. Then 

would be fewer of those tetriUe bent- 

burnings which, spite of wise materflal 

consoling, come to vex the young girl who 

has been able to contrast her face with the 

faces of her sisters and her fneai^vA 

has perceived that she can by no stretch of 

fancy be called fair to look upon. We 

should also, it seems, be disposed to be 

more natural Not knowing^perbapa not 

caring — how we appeared to othcn, w« ■
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ahoold act more straightforwardly, and 

Bpeak or smile or fall into a passion 

without reeking *< how we looked " wh«i 

we did either the one thing or the other. 

Thsnks to mirrors, all men and women 

carry the oonsdonsness of their personality 

witUn diem, like a print in a book ; and 

Uiey are loth to do anything that may 

distarb the grace of this pictipre, though 

bidden ever so by the Yoiee of dnty or 

conscience, which reek not of the outer ■

There is an inward pose as well as an 

outward. The one is for the beguilement 

of the world ; the other is to deceive our- 

lelves. Is it not odd that we shotdd be so 

rash as to think that we can make ourselves 

believe we are other than we aret Tia 

odd enough; and still more so that we 

should, as some of us do, succeed in thia 

Yet it is but an exemplification of 

what now and then takes place in the 

mfaid of an actor. He has played Hamlet, 

or King Lear, so often, that he has come 

to fancy he is the Prince of Denmark, or 

the mad old Efaig. His ■

Blow, winds, and crack your cheeks, ■

has but too genuine a ring in it ■

The Eastern fakir who puts himself into 

a tiresome position, and stays so for an in- 

definite length of time, in Uie end finds it 

easier to resume or continue this position 

— even though it were at first against 

Nature — thtfi to conduct hiinself like 

other men. 

I This shows us the seriousness of the 

I posing to whidi drcnmstances and per- 

liaps our own habits, have led us. It 

becomes a second self, the master of our 

original self. We can't throw off the 

armour tihat it cost us so little effort to 

get into and budde fast upon us. The 

vrorld has got used to us in the iron stnfil 

TVe perceive that explanations about our 

identity would lurve to take place if we 

were suddenly to appear without it — if we 

were to go abroad speaking the words our 

hearts impel us to speak, and doing deeds 

tliat befitted such words, and none others. 

That would never do. It would be a 

proclamation of outlawry there and thea 

So we find it convenient to go on in 

the paths of easy dissimulation to which 

we were introduced by our guides and 

counsellors when we came to a discreet ■

This is not the most perfect conceivable 

ideal of life. Some of us kick against its 

methods again and again; loosen the ■

armour; and indulge at intervals in 

periods of what we agree to regard as 

pure and unadulterate truthfulness. But 

it is a perilous adventure, and bv no 

means leads to the peace of mind we 

greatly yearn for. For, in the first place, 

we find ourselves then painfiilly susceptible 

to divers worries from whidi aforetime 

the armour In a measure protected us; 

and, on the other hand, the stigma of 

eccentricity is at once set upon us ; and 

though we may reckon ourselves ever so 

robust of mental constitution, this is likely 

to prove a considerable trial of our strength. 

Upon the whole, it is well to conform to 

the ways of the world. ■

It has been said that women are not 

provided by Nature with beards, or the 

capacity fbr beards, because they have a 

talent for dissimulation much in excess of 

that possessed by men. We need our 

beards to hide the movements of our lips, 

which would, else, betray us in our deal- 

ings with the world. But a woman has 

a better mastery over her emotions. ■

Perhaps at first this seems a trifle 

strained. On consideration, however, I do 

not think it will appear sa The talent of 

dissimulation is in woman a fair equivalent 

for the gift of strength. Brute force wins 

a way in the world after its kind ; intrisne 

has to struggle along in the wake of diis 

apparently superior power. Often indeed 

the latter trips the former, and usurps its 

position in the race. There's no need 

to tell hpw Delilah sheared Samson 

of his locks, or how the small mouse was 

able to do more than the lordly lion 

could. ■

We see it, too, in the oommonest phaaes 

of every-day lifei In tiie poverty-stricken 

houses of the East End, where tragedy is 

always brewing, because misery there so 

greatly abound, who bears calamity the 

better, the man or the woman t Why 

surely, as a rule, the woman. And yet 

she does not feel it less than her husband. 

Her capacity for dissimulation is here a 

distinct blessing. It enables her often to 

comfort the man when he is at that last 

stage in the drama of ruin — hesitant only 

between Waterloo Bridge or the raaor 

which a malcontent tempter has put 

within reach of his hand. Her gift as a 

poser makes her a minbtering angel to 

man, even though she may at the heart be 

suffering torture beyond the power of 

words to describe. ■

Lord Oheaterfield was, doubtless, not a 

moral teacher of the first order ; but as a ■
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Bort of decorator and painter of the human 

animal he merits a certain amoont of 

praise.^ For the man who would rather 

lose his money than his countenance, he 

was, and perha^ is likely to be, an in- 

valuable companion. His philosophy — if 

he may be complimented witii such a term 

— ^is congenial to men and women who are 

content to take the word of their betters 

for it that they are hopelessly unre- 

generatei " You are not worth much, my 

friend," his lordship as good as says ; " but 

y(m are worth quite as much as your 

nmghbour ; and by a proper attention to 

what I shall say to you, you may make it 

appear that you are worth twice, perhaps, 

indeed, ten times as much as you are 

worth. The wwld, my friend, cares not 

one jot about the underlying truth. It 

will take you at your own valuation. 

Therefore, help yourself to the agreeable 

graces and tricks of manner which a long 

experience has enabled me to recommend 

to your notice, and go forth with head 

erect, and* boldly, yet not with ill-bred 

brasen audacity, stare the world in the 

faoe. I flatter myself that you will thank 

me for my advice by-and-by.'^ ■

It is quite possible. For, really, the 

arts of dissimulation are not bad things in 

their way, and, if one does not surfeit upon 

them, manifestly they may be applied as 

much for good as for evil The person 

who realises that his natural instincts are 

not quite what he would like to confess 

before^ the world, may, even soldy for 

expediency's sake, disguise them and act 

as if he were a different kind of man. It 

will go against the grain, of course. But 

anon, his feigning has become habitual, 

and he himself is, therefore, transformed. 

For this he has to thank that excellent 

talent of dissimulation, which, at the out- 

set, perhaps, he regarded as a vice rather 

than a possible handmaid of virtue. ■

One may go farther, and say tiiat but 

for this facnl^, civilisation itself would be 

but a barbaric state of society. Indeed, it 

would be practically impossible. ■

" What a strange scene," says Sir Walter 

Scott^ " if the sui^e of conversation could 

suddenly ebb like the tide, and show us 

the state of people's real minds. ■

No eyes tbe rockg discover 

Which lurk beneath the deep. ■

Life could not be endured were it seen 

in reality !" ■

Since there is dissimulation all around 

us, surely we ourselves may be allowed to ■

pose. It suits the world and imti m. 

Whv seek other justification <rf a csndition 

of things which is at least as profitable 

for us as it is unprofitable, and wUch we 

cannot hope to remedy f ■

THE CHIEF OFFICER'S WAGER ■

A STORY IN EIGHT CHAPTERS. ■

GHAFTSR VL ■

HOW WE TAMPERED WITH THE SERPEKTS 

CHEST. ■

Three days passed, and though deck- 

hands, cooks, stewards, stokets, ooal- 

trimmers, and, with two ezc^tfoni^ all 

the other members of the "Elnnore'i'* 

household were in a chronic sUte oi 

s^ardiing, not a trace of Burgope ooold 

be discovered. The two exoeptioiii were 

the Captain and the w;|uintrqred sum— 

enemies and polar opposites in eveiythifig 

else, but at one in disapproving . rf the 

chief officer's wager. The former asid it 

would give the ship a bad name, and 

Travison ought to have known better 

than to mix himself up with such non- 

sense. The latter observed tiiat beltiDe 

was a wicked occupation, and groaned 

and projected his eyes to the bridge of 

his nose whenever the chi^ officer wm 

within hailing distuice. The squint-eyed 

man's scruples caused more amusement 

than alarm ; even Staynes diuckled OTer 

them; but the Oapts&'s hostility iras i 

graver matter. To be discountenanced bj 

a man who is as autocratic in his kingdom 

as the Great White Tzar is in hie, bodei 

ill for the object of the displeasure. And 

if I add that when our most sapknt 

Captain was riled with his offioen, he 

exhibited towards them the mannen of 

a bargees combined with the tact of an 

inexperienced hangman, you will under- 

stand that Travison's position had beeome 

vastly uncomf ortabla ■

The Captain hoped— with purple-faeed 

sarcasm — that Mister Travison would re- 

member that he was paid to assist in the 

navigation of the ship, and not to spend 

all his time in examining the stowage of 

the holds, or gossiping with tiie stokers 

whilst they were on duty. ■

The Captain — ^with a grin iHiich any pro- 

fessional fiend ought have envied— trii^ 

that Mister Travison wodd occasionally 

permit some of the deck hands to do their 

duty during his watch tonight The fact 

that there was an inadisquate watdi kept ■
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list night didn't matter, m things turned 

ont, for the weather was dear ; bat now 

the sky was heavQy elonded over, and it 

^onld be a pity to bring the « Elsinore " 

into collision just through her chief officer's 

whim. ■

The Captain — ^with a nnt-craolEerbow of 

exquisite politeness— would be very much 

obliged if on the next crolse Mister 

Trarison would ship a company of de- 

tectiyes, at ordinary fiures, to do his dirty 

work, as he — the Gaptidn — did not 

like haying his own crew tampered 

with. ■

And so the Captain's song went on for 

MYeral pages, with many more still to torn 

over. And when Staynes tried good- 

naturedly to smooth matters, the Captain 

sayagely retorted that when he wanted 

advice he would go to a sei^lawyer, and 

not to a lubberly land-shark. The which 

hint was sufficiently pointed to make the 

would-be mediator drop the oontrovenfy. 

For be it known unto all men that as a sea- 

lawyer is a very undesirable sort of body 

indeed, the comparison was a peculiarly 

onflattering one. ■

So that when I suggested experimenting 

with the serpent's cage on deck, and the 

chief officer agreed m the advisability 

thereof, he added that we must take care 

not to let our doings come to the eyes of 

the M man. ■

The cage in question was an iron-bound, 

hardwood diest, four feet by seven, by 

six, lashed securely down to ring-bolts on 

the deck, just alMit the foremast. It had 

caught mv eye long before; they wetfi 

hoisting it on board when I came to 

Traviion on the Friday night. It was very 

solidly put together, and had evidently 

reoeivisd a great deal of knocking about 

before it reached the '< Elsinore.^' But 

though bruised, it was nowhere fractured. 

There were naU marks all round the 

middle, showing where a floor divided it 

half-way up; but no other evidences of 

the internal arrangements. Each com- 

partment was ventilated by a small square 

of perforated ainc, but one could not see 

through into the interior. At one end 

there were a brace of doors, one above the 

other; but they were securely fastened 

with number combination locb^ which no 

instrument more delicate than a hammer 

could pick. A printed direction on the 

outside told that the chest was consigned 

to the Secretary of the Bmral Zoological 

Sodety, at their Garden hi Kegenf s Park, 

London; and to the curious, who gave him ■

a really good cigar, the purser would tell 

more. ■

*^ Fve seen some rummy tilings on bills 

of lading," he would say, " but this caps 

all It's snakes there is in that box, just 

nasty, sUmy snakes, and nothing more. 

There's two of them, Imd though I ain't 

seen 'em myself the chap that brought the 

box on board has, and he save me a full 

description. They are called— h'm, let me 

see " — here he would refer to a bulgy note- 

book — "ah, anaconda" — here he would 

a ht the cigar, take a steady puff or two,and 1 out the next word as if he loved it — 

"Galburtriensis. Anacondas Ghdburt- 

aiensises ! there's a name for you t / They 

were discovered by a German chap who 

was fossilising, and bug-hunting, and that 

sort of thing, 'way down in the Mexico, 

valley, and a rare think he had as how to 

get hold of them, so Fm told. But he was 

"cute, this German. He'd learned that 

these snakes always prefer man-meat to 

any other when they can get it. So what 

does he do but hire a couple of Mexicans 

for a parakeet shoots and march 'em off 

to the swamp where the anacondas re* 

sided. Out sumed the snakes, and the two 

Mexicans were soon crowded into their 

stomachs ; and then the German dapt 'em 

into that cage, up on deck yonder, and put 

'em on the cars for New York. . Value, 

did somebody say f Wish I owned 'em, 

that's all Why, they are insured for 

fifteen hundred Eh) No, pounds." ■

Then some one would ask when the ans^ 

condas were fed, and the purser would ga29 

round him, with a smOe, for a full minute. ■

<'Eat is itt They won't want feeding 

for another month yet D*ye think you'd 

want to eat if you'd crammed down a 

nasty, greasy, smelly Mexican at a meal f 

Poohl" And then for fear lest he had 

wounded his questionist's feelings, he 

would rush towards the bar and enquire : 

"What's it called t" ■

Travison and I puzzled over this snake- 

story a good deal. We allowed for a 

lai^e amount of exaggeration; but even 

omitting the unfortunate Mexicans, we 

could not quite swallow the anacondas. ■

The chief officer wanted to know if 

there were such things as anacondas in 

that part of the world. I could assure 

him that there were in Brazil, and in 

many other parts of South America, but 

could not vouch for Mexico being similarly 

blessed. The doctor, too, to whom we 

applied for enlightenment, could give us 

little aid. ■
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Afl time wore on, and no Borgoyne 

showed ap— although Travison's " second- 

aight '' still saw him near — the contents of 

that eoffer interested as more and more. 

It was not large' enough for a big man like 

Borgoyne to stand ap in, or to move about 

in, supposing it stored with prorlsions; 

even granting that the strongly-conjectured 

mid -partition did not exut But — it 

was, as we thought, the only possible 

hiding - place which remained unex- 

plored. ■

We were five days out when Travison 

proposed his plan. He and I were 

sitting smoking in his cabin after break- 

fast ■

" Henderson/' he said, bringing his hand 

with a thump on to my knee, '* I'm going 

to find out if Burgoyne's in tibat chest this 

very night." ■

"Howl" ■

•< Why, like this. I'm going to make 

believe to heave it overboard. If he's 

inside, and holds his tongue, well, he's got 

more pluck than I credit any man on this 

earth for having." Then he explained 

with minute detail how it was to be done, 

telling me at the same time that I should 

have to pky the part of the Captain. " I 

don't want to be rude," he said, ''but 

you've just got the old man's voice ; and 

he must be the one to give the orders. 

Burgoyne would smell a rat at once if he 

heara me speak." ■

I acquiesced ; and after we had thrashed 

out a few other points. Marline was 

brought to the caUn and let into the 

conspiracy. ■

The wind was fresh and easterly in the 

morning It strengthened as the day wore 

on ; and by nightfall it was blowing half 

a gale, still from the same quarter, and 

had kicked up a heavy sea. The"Elsinore" 

was by no means a wet boat, as a general 

thing, but she was taking in tons of water 

over her bows just then, and the foredeck 

was swimming. Nothing could have been 

better for oar purpose. Travison was on 

the bridge, and the Captain was in his berth 

with tiie happy assurance that he had got 

a thorough seaman in command of the 

ship. ■

A man was moving about in a mysterious 

manner near the foremast He was 

filling and refilling a bucket with water, 

and dashing its contents at intervals 

against the zinc-covered ports of the 

serpent's chest The man was Marline. ■

Presently he tramped aft, and retaning 

along the swaying decks, brought with 

him the Captain — the bogus captain ; 

myself. ■

There was a consultation agafaist one of 

the zinc windows, the sailor p<rintmg <mt 

that three of the ring-bolts to which the 

lashings were secured had been drawn al- 

ready; that there was nothing else to make 

the chest fast to ; and that if it fetched way 

with ihis mass of sea running, two or 

three men would perhaps be killed before 

it cradled through the bulwarks and 

made its escape. The Captam made 

use of a considerable amount of fordble 

language, at the impudence of some people 

in burdening him with a deck-load; sttiie 

state of the weather ; at the lubben who 

had pretended to lash the chest fast; and 

tlien he bade- Marline lay out along the 

fore-yard and rig a whip. ■

Marline obeyed the order; sad re- 

tumins shortly with one end of the whqp^ 

made uiat and a couple of guy-ropei iaatto 

the cheat. Two other men came to adit, 

and after the lashings had been cut adrift, 

a steam-winch was set going, and the diest 

swung out to the bulwarks. It poiied on 

the narrow ledge, lurching madly to and 

fro, and I waited a moment or two to let 

Burgoyne gather the full force of the 

situation. ■

There was no sign of life, and ao the 

order was given to cut away— an older 

which, needless to remark, wii not 

executed. ■

No sound came firom the chest; and 

looking rather foolish over the lell, 

we lowered it back to its place on 

deck. / ■

When everything was ship-shape agafa, 

the real Captain joined ua. He was joit 

half a minute too late to see the laatof 

the performance ; but, guesdng somethbg 

of what had taken place, his language wai 

more lurid than polite. We walked bade 

aft together, and when under the bridge, 

he stopped and roared at his chief officer, 

who was parading above : ■

" After that infernal stowaway again. 

are ye, Mr. Travison t Smite me, bat Dl 

report you for neglect of dnty when we 

put in to Liverpool And if I catdi yoa 

at this came again, I'll take von there hi 

irons. I will, so help me handcnffii ! And 

as for you, Mr. Henderson, if I hear rf 

you meddling with my crew again, rU— 

ugh 1 bless me — ^I'll put you in iron% too. 

And now, confound you, go belowi or I 

shall be losing my temper next l" ■
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CHAPTER VII. 

HOW THB LEOPABD CHANGED HIS SPOTS. ■

About eight o'clock the next morniog 

Williams bunt into my cabin with more 

tium Ml nsoai hniry and bustle. I was 

lyiog broad awake, thinking of what to 

saj ahonld the Captain be too inquisitive 

over that last night's business. The 

iteward's first words were peculiar ones. 

He blarted out : ■

"Mr. 'Enderson, sir, hi'm Mowed." 

And then commenced scrubbing his 

knobbly head with a lean, red hand. ■

I nodded a nod which hazarded no 

opinion as to the correctness of the state- 

ment, and waited for an explanation. It 

came at last. ■

"Tou know that 'ere iquint-h'eyed man, 

Birt 0' course. Who doesn't) Well, 'e 

ain't squint-eyed at all, sir. There ! " ■

"I know that,"" said I, with a smUe at 

the fellow's eamestnesSk ■

The steward stared. ■

''Enowed it^ did ye, sirf Then p'raps 

you won't be surprised to 'ear that 'e 

h'am't got a red beard neither." ■

It was my turn to be startled now. ■

"H'allthe'airon'is face takes on an' 

h'off like a set o' false teeth. Now that's 

noos, sir, h'ain't itf Hi went into 'is 

cabin suddint-like jes* now, an' cotched 

'im razor in 'and, scrapm' away at a 

stubbly black chin for all the world like a 

Christian. Jes' think o' that, now. An' 

when 'e sees me, 'e lets a yell out of him 

like a Injun, an' I gets an' comes straight 

'ere, sir." ■

" What is he up to, do you suppose f " ■

''Boltin' from the beaks, sir, you can 

lay. Cashier probably, and got 'is swag 

with 'im. There's a wood-box stowed 

away In the upper berth in his cabin big 

enough to bury a man in. There'll be 

dollars in that, hi allow, Mr. 'Enderson." ■

<' What shape is the box t" ■

" Like a coffin, savin' that the sides is 

straight, an' there's rqpe beckets on it, 

instead o' plated handles. But it ain't a 

sesrchesi It's too long an' narrow for 

that. Why, it 'ud 'old you with yer 'at on, 

sir." ■

"Williams," sud I, dropping my legs 

over the side of the berth, and dtting up, 

'* you are going to pocket that hundred 

sovereigns if I'm not vdry much mistaken." ■

" Lawd, Mr. 'Enderson, you don't think 

tiiat 'ere squint -h'eyed man's got Mr. 

Burgoyne stowed away, do yer t^ gasped ■

Williams, the knobs on his head fairly 

blushing with delight ■

•'Now dear out," said I, ''and let me 

get up. I must go and see Mr. Travison. 

Meanwhile, contrive unostentatiously to 

keep a note on the squint-eyed man's 

movemmits." ■

I dressed rapidly, and went to thetchief 

officer's cabin. He had been asleep, but 

woke at my entranoe. I told him all that 

Williams had said, and asked his opfaaon 

on it. ■

'* Why," said he, " I think we have run 

Burgoyne to earth at last. This is how 

he managed. He slipped on board amongst 

Staynes's flock under the very noses of us. 

You saw him. He was the tall, dark man, 

with the stoop and the long ulster. He 

dived below, and went strttght to that 

squint-eyed fellow's cabin. Once there, 

the course is simple. When Williams is 

likely to pay a visit, friend Burgoyne 

retires to the long box — ^I was fool enough 

to put the idea of a coffin in his head, if ■

Jon remember t When the coast is clear, 

e can emerge, and make himself tolerably 

comfortable. Provisions are easily sup- 

plied ; other necessaries are a mere matter 

of detail Henderson, old man, I'm 

eternally obliged to you and WQliams. 

Without this hint, I verily believe Bur- 

eoyne would have slipped through without 

detection." ■

" But we haven't got hold of him yet 

Don't make too sure of success, for fear of 

a disappointment" ■

*' No, but now that we are certain as to 

his whereabouts, we shall not be long in 

layug hands on him. I shall have no 

delicate scruples in dealing with that 

squint-eyed man. He is an accomplice — 

he^s conniving at a fraud against the 

Company, if you like to put it wat way — 

and so I shall have no hesitation in search- 

ing his cabui, whether he likes it or not ■

6 are in no desperate hurry for a day, 

BO we will lust wait till he is decently out 

of the road before making the overhaul, 

for I don't want to have a disturbance if 

it can be avoided. FU cive him till to- 

morrow afternoon, and u he doesn't see 

fit to offer us an opportunity before then, 

he'd better keep his weatiier-eye well 

skinned for squaJls." ■

But the squint-eyed man did not leave 

the coast clear for an overhaul of his 

effects. On the contrary, he stayed in the 

saloon, or his own cabin, during the whole 

of the prescribed time. And so recourse ■
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^as had to scientific strategy. Travifion 

interviewed the doctor. The doctor grinned, 

and produced from his waistcoat pocket a 

case which contained a small glass-and; 

silver syringe. He screwed the head of 

the syringe off, and selected a sniall glass 

tabe from the halMozen which the cavity 

contained. This glass tabe held ten small 

white tabloids, about the sice of a large 

pin's head. The doctor Aook one ont, 

grinned again, and handed it to Travison. ■

Travison passed it on to Williams. ■

In the coarse of the next half-hoar that 

faithfal steward — or nnfaithf al, according 

to which point of view yoa look at him 

from — ^had slipped the little tabloid Into 

the cap of tea with which the sqoint-eyed 

man was wont to mark eight bells in the 

afternooa We saw the dose inserted 

with oar own eyes; we saw the victim 

walk about, with head well forward, and 

sip the liauid in his accustomed manner ; 

we saw him return to his cabin, finish 

the last drop, and emerge; we watched 

him go on deck and parade awhile; we 

watched his eyeB set drowsier, and more 

drowsy ; we chuckled as he went into the 

deck-house at the head of the after- 

companion, and stretched himself at length 

on a sofa; and when, after a yawn or two, 

he settled down to a steady snore, we 

fairly rubbed our hands with delight. Not 

venturing to pass him, we gained the 

lower deck by the other companion, and 

made straight for his cabin. The door 

was locked, but the invaluable Williams ■

Kdaced a duplicate key. We entered, 

e long box lay in the upper berth, with 

its lid off — empty. In tiie lower berth 

slept a tall, broad-shouldered, bladk-haired ■

<(Burgoyne at last," whispered Travison, 

with a ugh of relief. ■

The sleeper lay with his face towards 

the Inside of the bunk. The chief officer 

bent over to wake him, and started back 

with an angry oatL ■

''Up on deck again," he shduted, " and 

grab that chap on the sofa I He's the man 

we want I" ■

And away we scurried; but only to find 

the place deserted. ■

''After him again 1" cried my friend. 

'* He must be close at hand." ■

And in, every nook and comer, in every 

available hiding-place did we search, de- 

sisting only when exhaustion claimed us 

for its own. ■

Then we foregathered once more in 

Travison's cabin. ■

'* Good Heavens 1 " he excUmed ; 

"fancy being sold like this. Bormne 

has sot another fallow who is Jmoit 

exactly like him, and whilst one takes Ui 

turn at wearing the red beard and u- 

suming the squmt, the other lies ssfdy 

locked in number twenty-two. Whit 

dolts we have been 1 Any one bat « 

thorough - paced idiot would have seen 

through tUs 'double' sqvint-ejed man's 

game. Why, he laid himself oat to be 

disliked, and shunned, and avoided in the 

most barefaced manner imaginable; ind 

we, in giving him a wide berth, have been 

doinff the very thing he wsnted. I 

wonder which half of the * double ' took the 

opiate, or if it was never swallowed at aUf 

Oome to 'think of it, the cunning begnr 

did take a three-parta-fall teacup intohb 

own cabm, and return with it empty. 

I thought, then, the contents were ssfelj 

down Us gullet I am inclined to think 

now that tiie balance was bestowed on the 

wash-basin. Oh, Henderson, it is hard to 

have a glimpse of the man, and then nuaB 

him agidn like t^s 1 " ■

"Oome, now, don't despond. We haye 

stopped one earth at any rate, and 

Burgoyne will be hard put to it to find 

anoUier burrow anything like so good. We 

shall lay hands on him soon, you may be 

sure." ■

" Not we," said Travison, despondentiy. 

" A man who is sharp enough to think of 

such a trick as this will not be floored for 

a retreat good enough to hold him for the 

day and a half we have left" ■

GHAFTEB VIIL 

HOW THE WA6BR WAS SETTLED. ■

Thb breeze, which had been ligU 

throughout the day, died away as the loo 

sank in maj^tic splendour beneath the 

purple waters of the west It was a eahn, 

and, save for a long, low, oOy swell, the 

troublous waters of the Atl«itlc were at 

rest Not a vessel was in sight from the 

'' EUinore's " deck. We ware on an oeean 

highway; but tracks are broad where no 

Macadam is known. The sl^ wis not 

cloudy nor the air misty; but a vehret 

pall of darkness blotted out the lampe of 

the heavens, and the only luminanti that 

shone on the watery desert aroond u 

were those which the "ELdnore" ^^o 

birth to. Astern, the wake was dimly phoa- 

phorescent; abeam^ the yellow rMUance 

from the ports glanced oat warm and 

mellow ; ahead, the sea was not in sight ■
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It was exactly the night a sailor likes. 

There was no possible chance of mlssins 

the lights of another sUp, A soldier could 

not go wrong in snch weather. ■

Trayison and I had jost come np from 

bebw: he to reUeye, in a few minntes' 

time, the Captain on the bridge, and I to 

chat with him over the best means of 

laying hands on Burgoyne, who still re- 

mained intangible. In reply to some 

question as to speed, we had gone aft to 

examine the taffndl log, and were abreast 

of the stemmost skylight^ when a conple 

of eonfosed hails rang ont from the bows. 

They were not the ordinanr bawls of ship- 

board. They were shriein rather: the 

despairing yells of scared strong men who 

were nnnenred by deadly periL ■

'*Hard-a-portl Foll-astem, for God's 

saker ■

Bound rang the engine-room bell from 

" fall speed ahead " to '' fall speed astern." 

The steam steering-Rear rattled at frantic 

pace. Bat before we momentum of the 

huge steamer could be lessened, or her 

coarse appreciably altered, there was a 

sickening thud, and then a ffrinding, 

a rending, and a tearing, that told its own 

tale. ■

The first jolt threw me down with rude 

force. T^yison clutched a stanchion, and 

kept his legs, and then set off running 

forward as luvrd as ever he could tear. I 

followed as soon as my breath came back, 

which was not for a minute or so ; but 

seeing dense crowds surring up from the 

hatchways, I stayed under the bridge to 

await developements. ■

Presently the chief ofBcer came back, 

and the skipper greeted him anxiously with : ■

" WeU, Travison, what Is it r ■

**We'ye bumped into a water-logged 

derelict, sir, wood-laden, and flash with 

the water. She's cut in two, and the sea 

is strewn with planks. We haye* got half 

cor bottom torn out Collision bull-head's 

gone by the water-line, and the Atlantic 

ii tearing in like a mill-race." Then his 

yoice dropped, and my straining ear just 

caught the words — "Not the smallest 

chance; ripped completely out Half an 

hour perhaps, but I couldn't be sure of 

that" ■

The Captain whispered, "Go andget some 

rerolyers,'' and when Trayison sped off on 

his errand, the commanding officer lifted 

up his yoice : ■

" To your quarters now, eyery man-Jack 

of you. Stewards, proyision the boats. 

Boat crews, stand by your tackles, get the ■

plugs iui swing the dayits, and then hold 

on till the word is giyen to lower away. 

Now be smart, and don't let there be any 

confusion, or Hyes will be lost Those 

not on duty keep away from the boats. 

We'ye a small passenger list. There will 

be heaps of room for all hands." ■

At first it seemed as if some of the 

stokers, whom the depression of the bows 

terrified nearly out of their wits, were going 

to make a' rush for the boats; but the 

Captain's orders, and the gleam of two or 

three pistols which Trayison had dis- 

tributed amonsst the officers, held them in 

check, and idl worked smoothly. The 

engineers were letting off s^eam as fast as 

it would escape; the third officer was 

sending up robots ; the fourOi officer firins 

the brass signal-gun as quickly as he could 

load it. Blue lights illummated the 

steamer at half-a-dozen points. A seaman 

was up on the fore-topgallant yard 

showing a flare. ■

The decks were aliye with hurrying men ; 

but there was order in the confusion, and 

method in the bustle. Stewards brought 

up firom below bags of biscuit, hams, cans 

of beef, and stowed them away in the 

boats' lockers ; each coxswain saw that his 

water-breakers were full ; the boat's officer 

inspected all, and tested his compass. ■

As each boat was prepared, she was 

filled with a human freight, lowered 

into the water, and shoyed offl The 

''Elsinore's" bows were sinking fast, and 

eyery minute her stem rose higher^ and 

higher in the air. But though there was 

some difficulty in manoeoyring the quarter- 

boats, no accident happened ; and in 

twenty-fiye minutes from the collision the 

shattered steamer was left without a soul 

on board of her. Four minutes later her 

screw swung round towards the zenitih, part 

of her deck blew up, and 'she sank quietly 

down towards the oozy abysses of the siea 

fioor. ■

By the Captain's orders the eight boats 

remained within haQ of one another. Not 

a breath of wind tarnished the smooth 

surface of the water, and, with Crookhayen 

bearing about fifty-fiye miles east and by 

north, there was no need to exhaust the 

men with unnecessary roidng. The 

Captain, with four of the cabm passengers, 

was in the starboard lifeboat The chief 

officer had got me with him in the second 

cutter. The other boats were all dustered 

within a circle of a quarter of a mile 

radius. ■
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The means of the *' Eldnore's " deatrae- 

tion was an Qncommon one; bat it was 

simple, and we had soon viewed it in 

eveiv aspect. Then, after a moment's lall 

in ue conversation, I reminded Travison 

that Us wager with Borgoyne would now 

be drawn. ■

<< Fes," he said, "and I am not sorry for 

it. We might have eanght him before we 

deared Boches Point, outwards; but I 

have my doubts on the subject By the 

way, wmch boat is he in t " ■

*'Gk>od Heavens 1 Haven't you seen 

himt I didn't'' ■

*' By Jove, Henderson, I hope the poor 

chap has not been hiding down amongst 

the cargo and got jammed to death by the 

shock of collision. I should never " ■

" Boat ahoy 1 " sang out a voice. ■

"HuUoI" ■

<< Is that Travison t" ■

II YesL" ■

"111 bet you twenty to <me in one 

thousand dollar notes that I get ashore 

safely out of this. The other bet's off 

now, worse luck; and I want to turn an 

honest cent or two somehow." ■

There was a muffled cackle of laughter 

from some of the men within earshot^ and 

the Captab,whoBe temper was permanently 

soured by past events, cursed the succeas- 

ful stowaway vigorously. ■

But the chief officer refused to bet on 

the " heads I win, tails you lose " principle. 

Besides, he said he had had enough of 

gambling to last him for some time. ■

Morning broke, and with it came a 

breeze from the W.S. W. ; but scarcely had 

we stepped our masts, and got the boats 

under canvas, than a homeward-bound 

steamer hove in sight and bore down qpon 

us. ■

We breakfasted in her saloon. ■

Buigoyne, who still sported a heavy 

black moustache, sat beside a tall, dark, 

clean-shaven man, whom he introduced as 

" Mr. Orighton-Philipps, an actor, whom 

every <me knows." ■

A&. Orighton-Philipps showed us how 

he could squint at will, and told us of his 

amusing experience when creating tihe ■

character of the " Squint-Eyed Man" ; and 

of how he had '* to make up the gag ss lie 

went abns, as the book was all wrong." 

And after Tavonrinff us with a deser^tum 

of the way we all feu into the idles assigDed 

to us, he concluded thus : ■

" That physicked cup of tea nearly did 

for me. I swallowed it all, but twigged 

what was the matter just in tima I 

couldn't keep my eyes open nohow, and 

so, after humbugging vou into betieving 

me asleep in the dedk4iousei I sU^^ 

below again, and was doing a genuine 

snore when you arrived at number Iwenty- 

twa" ■

•' I thought it best," aaid Borgoyne, "to 

give you somethbg to think almt— some 

decoy to occupy your best attention. 

And so, as Orighton-Philipps was coming 

across in the '^inore,' we agreed that he 

should make everything connected with 

himself as mysterious as possible, and so 

create the idea of a ' double.' " ■

''Then weren't you in his caUn at 

allt" enquired ^vison, with great 

surprise. ■

*<No, I was labelled 'snakes,' ind 

stayed on deck." ■

'' Well, I am blessed." 

" Oonfound it all ! I thought you knev, 

or it should never have come out, snd I 

could have worked the same racket again. 

Yes, I was there fast enough, and nirly 

snug, too, for the chest contained eyery- 

thing one was likely t6 want Man tiSn^ 

you and Henderson watched me hoisted 

on board, and never suspected anything. 

I saw you stare at my shell, and then go 

on gossiping again. That ooUiaon wu 

real hard luck, as I should have got 

through for a certainty, although yesterdsj 

afternoon one of jour sailors dU neiilj 

make me howl out by ramming a gimlet 

into the small of my back. ■

" I only feared for my money once; sod 

that was when you thieatened to hssie 

me overboard. It was rather an anxioaB 

moment But I thought you were btoiSogi 

and guessed I'd see your raise. Oh jsi^ I ■

was a bit scared, you bet; but Hen, ■

let's change the subject Who's on for 

poker r' ■

T^ Right qf TranuilaHng AsrUd—frcm All ths Ysab Bonm) %• rmmrvi 6y th» inAort. ■
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CHAPTER V. ■

Startled by such a wholly unexpected 

Boimd, Selma tamed in the direction from 

which it came, and sprang to her feet, 

stretching ont her hand to the slender 

tnink of a neighbouring tree as she did so 

to steady herself on the steep, nneven 

groond. Her hat had fallen off, the long, 

level rays of the afternoon sun lighted her 

hair, and touched her slight figure, as she 

stood ; and as the man to whom the voice 

belonged proceeded to follow it quickly up 

the lull, and came suddenly in sight of 

her, he stopped abruptly, as though the 

suolisht — the sunlight in which she stood 

— had dazzled him for the moment She 

waited, with her startled, troubled eyes 

fixed on him, as though he had sprung out 

of the earth, for him to speak, and after 

that instant's pause he lifted his hat and 

said: ■

"Pardon me, but I heard your voice, 

though I could not see you from down 

below, and I was afraid there might be 

someUiing wrong, Oan I be of any 

assistance t" ■

His voice was very pleasant, full, and 

manly, and he spoke with straightforward 

directness, which was perfectly simple, and 

perfectly courteous. Selma hesitated a 

moment, and he added, with a momentary 

glance at Elsie : ■

" Has the Uttle girl hurt herself t " ■

In spite of the irrepressible admiration 

in his eyes — wondering, almost reverent ■

VOL. v.— THIBD SKBIE9. ■

admiration, such as her own eyes had 

never met before — there was a natural 

frankness about his face and manner 

which inspired Selma with sndden con- 

fidence. ■

" Thank you," she said, " no, she is not 

hurt, but she is too tired, and the path 

is steep, and has frightened her. I"— 

and Selma's perplexed face broke into a 

smile at the words— «* it's very absurd, but, 

I can't get her any further." ■

The bronzed face of the man before her 

reddened under the sunburn at her smileT, 

and he said, hastfly : ■

''Is she very shy f Do you think she 

would let me carry her t " ■

*'0h," said Sehna, with a pretty pink 

flush of confusion coming into her face, 

" oh, it's very kind of you ; but— but per- 

haps she will try and walk now. Elsie 

darling, come ! " ■

But Elsie made no attempt to respond 

to the appeal made to her, and Selma 

involuntarily turned from the child to her 

unexpected helper with an expression of 

despair. ■

I " May 1 1 " he said, with a smile. And 

'then, as she rose with a deprecating, 

"Ob, thank you," he stooped sudden^ 

and unexpectedly and picked the weeping 

Elsie up in his arms, bringing her sud- 

denly face t) face with a very good-natured 

pair of blue eyes. ■

Elsie did not resent the treatment; 

misery and desolation had already fallen 

on her little soul; it seemed to her that 

tribulation could go no further, and any 

change might possibly be for the better. 

Consequently she suspended her sobs for 

a moment, and scrutinised the blue eyes 

wistfully. Apparently their expression 

was reassuring, for the tears flowed more 

slowly. ■

121 ■
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" You're not afraid of me, little one 1 ' 

The tone was bo confident and kindly, 

that little EUie did what many an older 

person would have done under the same 

circamatancee — gave the answer that was 

evidently ezpectMi of her. She shook her 

head. <' I'm going to take you part of the 

way home on my dioulder. You'll like 

that, won't you t'^ ■

"Elsie wants to go to mother. She 

wants her tea." ■

•'That's all right, then; Elsie's going." 

He perched her comfortably on his 

shoulder, and turned to Selma for further 

directions; then, feeling a little shudder 

pass through the child as she looked down 

the steep incline, he took her into his 

arms again, so that she should not see it, 

as he said: "Were you going up or 

downl" ■

" Oh, thank you so much," said Selma, 

gratefully ; " I am so very much obliged 

to you. Down would be far quicker for 

me if^if it is not too steep. We want to 

get into the Farstone Boad. It is so 

kind of you." ■

She lifted her eyes shining with gratitude 

'as she spoke, and he murmured, hastily, 

" Not at idl," turning in the direction she 

had indicated. ■

The light was beginning to fade a little 

by this time in the wood, and the half- 

nule which lay between them and the road 

would have been by no means easy walk- 

ing for a man with a child In his arms, 

Selma thought, even at the best of times. 

But the man behind her stepped con- 

fidently on, talking and laughing to Elsie 

all tiie time, never allowing her to feel 

either frightened or shaken until he stood 

with her on what she called the " nice, un- 

jogging road." ■

"Tmmk you very much indeed," said 

Selma, then. "Elsie, dear, say * thank 

you very much,' and come." ■

But Elsie did not see the situation from 

the same point of view. ■

"Thank you very much," she said, 

obediendy enough; but then she added, 

pathetically, and without attempting to 

move : " Elsie's welly tired." ■

Her friend in need turned hastily to 

Sehna, and said, before she had time to 

recover heiself : ■

" May I not cany her home t " ■

" Oh," began Sekna, crbnsoning, " I— I 

couldn't allow you to do such a thin^. 

We are not going home; our party is 

picnicing on Uie shore, and they will be 

getting so anxious. Elsie, darling, it's a ■

lovely, smooth road now ; you csn walk 

beautifully." ■

But Elsie's little nerves had been a good 

deal shaken; the smaU month tranbled 

ominously, and two big tears made their 

appearance, to tender-hearted Sdma*! in- 

finite dismay. ■

"Oh, don't cry again, darling!" she 

exclaimed, appeaUngly. And Aen she 

raised her eyes to the blue ones wUdi 

looked at her over the little fair hesd, y 

the man said again : ■

" Please let me carry her. It is resDy i 

very little way to the shore." ■

" It is out of your way, I'm afraid," ahe 

said, hesitatingly. ■

"It is not of the leAst eonsequenee, 1 

assure you," he said, eagerly— as the xoid 

in question led only to the open aei, be 

could not well assert that it was hii way 

home, though^ he looked as thoa^ ha 

would willingly have done so. "Vm 

afraid your friends will be getting 

anxious." ■

"It is most kind of you," she fsltend. ■

"Elsie " But he had taken her ■

hesitating words for consent, and the next 

instant they were walking down Uie loid 

side by side. ■

There was a short pause. ■

It was quite five4ind-twenty minntM' 

walk to the shore, and Selma felt thit it 

could not pass In total silence ; but for the 

moment^ though why it should have boen 

so she could not have explained, she vu 

unable to produce a single remark, e?en 

upon so simple a subject as the weather. 

She was much relieved when the oneon- 

scions cause of her embarrassing poiitiflo 

broke the silence by saying aoddenly to hs 

bearer: ■

" Does you live here t " ■

He seemed to rouse himsdf from 

thoughts of his own at die sound of the 

little voice, and he withdrew his eyes from 

the distant horizon, on which they hid 

been rather elaborately fixed as theo^ to ■

Eivent their wandering to the figure by 

side, to meet Elsie's enquiiing b^t 

and answer cheerily : ■

" No, I live a long way oflF 1 " ■

Selma seised the opttdng, and dsafaed 

valiantly into the conversation. ■

"The country about here is beaatifiili 

isn't it t" she said. ■

"Very!" he answered, quickly. "Do 

you know it well t " ■

The conversation from this eieeDnt 

starting-point should have gone on 

swimmmgly; but, of course, he could not , ■
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Bpeak to her withoat toming hii hotd 

towards her, and as she met his eyes, Selma 

felt her eheeks grow pink and hot under 

her shady hat, and her own eyes dropped 

hastily. She was so well aeooatomed to the 

admiration with which men always looked 

at her that it seemed to her their ordinary 

expression, and she simply never notioed 

it at all ; bnt she had never before been 

looked at quite as this man looked at 

her, and though she did not resent il^ it 

rendered her entirely incapable of oarryiog 

on the eonveraalion. Fortunately ELde 

saved her the trouble. ■

''We live a long way ofi^ too^" she 

remarked, reflectively. "We live in 

London, don't we^ Selma t Oh, please " — 

with a sudden little cry, and a clutch at 

the throat of her friend — *' oh, please don't 

tumble Ebrie!" ■

He laughed apologetically, and not quite 

freely. ■

"Did I nearly tumble Elsie ^ he said 

<| Fm very sorry. So you are Elsie I " ■

There was a moment's pause, and then 

he turned to Selma with a new expression 

on his face^ and a shade of constraint in 

his frank manner. He was evidentiy 

anxious to make conversation, for he pro- 

duced the brilliant and original remark : ■

"What wonderful weather we are 

having ! " But the sight of the lovely, 

flashed fsce she turned to him as she cast 

about in her mind for an equally inspirbg 

response, apparently overwhelmed him with 

confusion, and he went on, breathlessly, as 

he looked back again at Elsie : ■

" What a pretty name Elsie is, and what 

a pretty bonnet you have I Will you tell 

me how dd you are I " ■

"I'm five," was the prompt and con- 

fidential response. "Dick comes next — 

he's quite old, he's eleven. Nettie " ■

Elae's catalogue of her family's remc- 

tive agea was cut short by a little cry firom 

Selm4 ■

"Ohl" she exclaimed, "Fve lost my 

cbarml'' ■

She stopped short in her quick walk as 

she spoke, and the man beside her stopped 

too, looking at her in blank bewilderment. ■

"I— I beg your pardon," he said, 

« you've lost— what r ■

" My charm," she answered, " from my 

chfttehiina Oh. what shaU I dot" ■

" ShaU we go back, and look for it|" 

said he; "isit— is it a large thing t" ■

Selma tried to laugh, but her eyes were 

bright with the tears which always rose so 

readily to them as she said : ■

"Oh, no; thank you very much. It's 

Such a littie thing, we should never find it 

— I may have dbropped it somewhere in 

the wood. Please don't mind about it, it 

can't be helped ; only— only it was given 

me a long time ago by a friend, and I was 

fond of it Shall we go on t " She moved 

on as she spoke, and he followed her 

reluotantiy. ■

" What was it like f " he asked. ■

"Oh, only a littie gold hearty" she 

answered, trying to speak Bghtiy. "Please 

don't trouble about it. Look, Elsie, there 

is the sea. Mother will think we are 

lost I" ■

As she spoke they reached the turn of 

the road from which a narrow lane led 

down to the seashore, and Elsie's friend 

stopped short ■

"Is— are aU your party there t" he 

asked. ■

" Yes," said Sehna, wondering rather at 

the question; andthenshesaidyhedtatbgly, 

and rather to her own surprise, " Will 

you-^will you not come and let Elsie's 

mother thank youfor herself t She will be 

so much obliged to you." ■

He reddened suddenly all over his 

bronaed face, and hesitated for a moment 

Then he put the child down rather 

abruptly. ■

"You are very kind," he said; "no, I 

won't do that, thanks. (3ood evening 1" 

and before Selma could recover from ner 

astonishment, or Elsie could thoroughly 

realise that she was standing on her own 

two tired littie f eet^ he had turned the 

comer of the road by which they had 

come, and disappeared. At the same 

moment two of the Cornish boys ran 

round the other end of the lane from the 

shore, and greeted Selma and Elsie with 

a shout of surprise. ■

" Wherever have you been, Elsie t " they 

called, instinctively addressing their littie 

suter, and not her unusual companion. 

"We've been hunting and shouting and 

tearing about all over the place, and you 

look as if you had been standing there all 

the time. What are you looking for f " ■

"He's gone I" responded the child, as 

they all four met in the middle of the 

lana ■

" Who's gone % " demanded one of her 

brothers, while the other said : ■

"Please, Selma, mother's rather anxious; 

shall I run on and tell her you're all 

right I" ■

"We'll aU run," answered Sehna, 

hastily. "Jim, take Elsie's other hand. ■
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Come, darling — that's right," and three 

minutes later they ran literaUy into the 

arms of the whole Cornish fanuly, and 

every one was asking questions at once. 

At last Elsie's shrill little voice rose 

suddenly above all the others, as Selma 

was explaining, and apologising to Mrs. 

Cornish a little aside. ■

*' He found us in the wood," she 

announced. '^ And he was a nice, big 

man — wasn't he, Selma ! — and he carried 

Elsie all the way. It's a pity Selma's too 

big to be carried. He kept on looking at 

her all the time, and I spect he must bsve 

been finking 'bout that 1 " ■

A shout of laughter greeted this ob- 

servation, and all the cousins and Mrs. 

Cornish turned simultaneously to Selma. ■

''My dear," said her aunt, '^I hope he 

wasn't rudel He was on his way home 

from work, I suppose % " And then, sur- 

prised at Selma's crimson cheeks, she 

added, in a lower voice : '* Was it un- 

pleasant, my deart " ■

There was a bright colour in Selma's 

cheeks as she answered, and her words 

seemed to tumble over one another in a 

way very unusual to her. ■

•' Oh no, auntf e," she said. *< He was— 

it wasn't — it was a gentleman." ■

A sudden silence fell upon Uie assembled 

Cornishes. Not one of them dared to 

tease Selma on such a subject as they 

would have teased one of themselves, and 

an awkward consciousness took possession 

of them that the laugh had been a mistake. 

There was a moment's pause, and then 

Selma, with a quick, curious movement, as 

if she was throwing somethbg from her, 

flung herself into the breach. ■

'*It was an adventure," she cried, gaily; 

"really and truly an adventure. There 

we were up a tree — as the boys say — only 

we were at the foot of a tree ; and there 

we should have stayed, if the birds had 

been kind enough to feed us, until 

Elsie grew up, and I grew grey. But 

Providence created a young man — a nice, 

blue-eyed young man — on purpose to walk 

through that particular wood at that 

particular moment He came from no- 

where, and — he has gone back to where 

he came from. It's my belief that he 

wasn't real at all, and I shall take him for 

my own young man. Auntie, have you 

had tea t Elsie and I are starving, simply, 

aren't we, darling f" ■

Tea had been waiting for nearly an 

hour, and tha sentiments of the whole 

party found a mouthpiece in Nettie, who ■

observed, in a tone of extreme ntiifaetion, 

as they all arranged themselvei on the 

Band in the poses each found most suitible 

to the consumption of food imdsr the 

circumstances : ■

''Tea is real, at all events!" ■

*<Yes, Nettie, tea is real. Bat^ titer 

all, what is tea f " returned Sebni, with 

mock pathos. She had seated bmlf 

next to Helen, throwing her hat down od 

the sand by her side as she did k\ aod 

she half propped herself against her liiter'i 

shoulder, her soit, dark hair all nffled 

about her forehead as she oontinusd, n 

the same tone : ** Do you consider tea i 

substitute for a nice young man, Nettie t- 

some cake, please — for a handsome yonog 

man, with beautiful blue eyes, and m 

curly brown hair % I can't console myidf 

with fleeting joys like tea. I've loit a; 

heart to an unreality. Oh — r**— hei 

flushed, excited face changed suddenly- 

<< oh, talking of hearts, Nell, I ha?e bid 

a real loss — ^my charm ! " ■

"Your little gold heart— the Oung lb 

l^rrell gave you when " ■

<' Tes I " interposed Selma, hsstil;. "I 

am so sorry." ■

"Oh, Selma, so am I!" ■

Mr. Tyrrell had given the little txinkat 

to his pupil many years ago, when she hid 

conquered her first great difficnltj; sod 

Helen knew how fond her sister lisd been 

of it. She was rather surprised thst the 

cloud over Selma's face passed almoit 

immediately. ■

"Where do they make young men lOre 

that t " she exclaimed, morrily, addressbg 

the company at large, as she handed her 

cup to the boy who was sitting— or nAer 

sprawling— next her, that it m^ht go to 

Mr& Cornish to be reflUed. "No. thank 

you, Jim, I'm not hungry," as the laoe 

boy handed her bread and butter, with 

such grace as his position sllowed. "Be 

was like a young man out of a story-book, 

with bronzed features, and poweriol 

hands, and all that kind of thing. I 

believe he was specially made for thii 

occasion only, wasn't he, Elsie 1" ■

Elsie looked seriously up into the 

sparkling, dancing eyes as Selma leant 

suddenly across Helen with a swift^ gnce- 

ful movement, and turned back the big 

sun-bonnet, which nearly hid the little 

face ■

"What is "peshally made,' Setosf* 

she asked. ■

Selma laughed a ^y, excited, linging 

laugh. ■
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" What ia < 'peahally made/ Elsie % " ehe 

repeated. "Well, it meant that no one 

bat yoa and I has ever seen your 'big, 

nice man.' And it means that we shan't 

see him ever again. Do yon see t " ■

" Not see him ever again t " said Elsie, 

regretfoUy. " Tes, Elsie sees. Isn't it a 

pity, Selma, he was maked like that I " ■

Selma laughed again; and declaring 

that adventure had taken away her appe- 

tite, she let herself drop gradually back- 

ward on the sand, with her hands clasped 

under her head, and began to talk. She 

was in one of those moMs of wfld spirits 

in which she now and then indnl^ed, 

in which she was perfectly irresistible. 

Nothing was too fanciful or too ridiculous 

for her to say. Everything done or said 

by any member of the party seemed to 

call out her sense of fun ; and she abso- 

lutely revelled in nonsense — nonsense 

which was always graceful and fascinating, 

as Selma in her wildest moments could 

not fail to be. Her eyes danced, and her 

cheeks glowed, her sweet, bright voice 

rang with merriment, and her whole 

personality seemed radiant with happy 

youth and ezcitement ■

She kept every one, from Mrs. Cornish 

to little Elsie, in fiU of laughter until the 

time came for going home, and then there was 

a general clamour from the young Cornishes 

'* to go in the carriage with Selma." There 

were two wagonettes, and a division was 

finally effected by which Selma and two or 

three 1>oys and girls, with Helen and 

Humphrey to act as ballast, were packed 

off as the first detachment ■

Daring the first mile the occupants of 

the other carriage could catch the laughing 

tones of Selma's voice as she made fresh 

fun out of everything they passed, and 

were devoured with envy at not being able 

to hear the words. But gradually her 

voice dropped out 9f the chatter kept up 

between Helen and the younger ones. She 

had been the last to get in, and was sitting 

at the end of the wagonette, steadying her- 

self with one slender hand on the end rail, 

and — ^half-unconsciously and involuntarily 

at first — her eyes wandered from the 

langhing faces on her right to what lay 

beyond Humphrey, as he sat immediately 

opposite her. ■

The moon was rising, and her words 

became fewer and less lively, and her voice 

grew softer and slower. Under the magical 

spell of the moon the landscape seemed to 

I evolve itself, mysterious and unfamiliar 

in that always mysterious light, out of the ■

vaeue shadowiness of summer darkness, 

and, little by little, all unconsciously, she 

moved her head so that she saw nothing 

but that slowly strengthening lights steal- 

ing on so peacefully, conquering darkness 

so gently and imperceptibly. The voices 

about her died into distance and unreality, 

she hardly heard them ; the actual world 

seemed to recede and retreat, leaving her 

alone in that mysterious world where every 

soul must be idone for ever with its own 

longings and its own regrets — ^the world 

of beauty, whereof the atmosphere is aspi- 

ration. Her eyes grew deep and dark, and 

her face, very beautiful with that sensitive 

receptive hush on it, paled slightly as she 

watched, and trembled a litUe now and 

thea ■

There was another silent occupant of the 

carriage, who watched her face during the 

drive almost as intently as she watched the 

rising moon, and as Humphrey gave her 

his hand when they reached home that 

she might follow Helen — the children had 

jumped out of the carriage and rushed 

in — ^he said, quietly : ■

*' It has been lovely, hasn't it t " ■

Selma flushed hoUy, and turned quickly 

towards him. He smiled slightly, and she 

exclaimed : ■

« Humphrey, how did you know t How 

like you 1 Why, you had your back to ■

itr' ■

" I saw it in your face," he said, with 

a smile; "and I saw the sky behind 

you." ■

*< It^it took hold of me, somehow," she 

said, shyly; and then, as he nodded without 

a word, she slipped her arm through her 

sister's, and smiled brightly up at him, as 

she exclaimed: '*NeU, you've given me 

the very nicest brother in the world 1 It's 

sweet of you I" ■

Helen laughed. ■

*' I'm so glad you're satisfied, Selma I " 

she said. '* You are satisfied, too, are you 

not, Humphrey 1 " ■

And as he turned to her, with that look 

in his eyes which never shone in them for 

any one but Helen— a look so different 

from the sympathetic interest they held for 

Selma, that when it lighted them they 

hardly seemed to belong to the same man — 

they all three moved away into the house, 

and the two girls ran upstairs, nominally to 

get ready for supper, though, as Selma 

observed, supper was a farce, when it 

seemed about three minutes since tea. ■

^Ima had just tossed her hat on to the 

bed when they heard the larger wagonette. ■
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with the reBt of the party, roll up the 

driva There was a stir of arrivali an 

unasnal kind of cry, as though eyery one 

downstairs had suddenly and simul- 

taneously exclaimed, and Nettie dashed 

headlong into the room, and cast herself 

breathlessly on to a chair. ■

" What do you think 1 '' she gasped. ■

"Oh, what, Nettle!" ■

"Roger^s come !" ■

"Gomel" ezdaimed Helen and Selma, 

in the same breath. "Not reaUy 1" ■

"He hasl He was waiting In the 

breakfiskst-room. Father wouldn't say until 

mother came, and I haven't seen him yet. 

Oh, isn't it exciting 1" ■

And Nettie bounded up from her chair 

and cast herself firantically upon Helen's 

neck. , . ■

"He wasn't to have been in England 

for another week or ten days," said Helen 

as she kissed the girl. " Oh, isn't auntie 

delighted! Was the letter delayed, I 

wonder t" ■

"Yes — no — I mean a little. He meant 

it to be a surprise. Oh, isn't it too thrill- 

ing 1 " cried Nettie, again, as Mra Cornish's 

voice, curiously excited aud unsteady, was 

heard calling from the foot of the stairs. ■

" Helen, Helen and Nettie, come down, 

my deazs." ■

Helen turned to Selma, as the excited 

Nettie dashed out of the room as im- 

petuously as she had dashed in, and put 

two quite trembling hands up to her hair; 

her cheeks were very rosy. ■

"Am I— tidy, Selma!" she said, hur- 

i riedly. " Humphrey ia so very fond of 

Roger, you know. He was talking about 

him tins afternoon. Pat me straight, 

Sehna. Oh, don't you think I'd better 

change my dress ! " ■

"You're beautifid, dear," answered 

Selma, reassuringly, as she gave a few 

quick, deft touches to her sister's hair. 

"You needn't do anything at alL There, 

go down." ■

" You're coming, Selma ! Oh, do come 

withme!" ■

Selma laughed. ■

"Very weU, Nell," she said; "well go 

down together." ■

They were far too preoccupied with the 

introduction before Helen to give a 

thought to the state of Selma's personal 

appearance. The wavy hair was rather 

loose and tumbled, and made the face it 

framed — pinker in the cheeks than usual 

with excitement — look even younger and 

lovelier than usual ; she still had in her ■

dress a bunch of white roies ths had 

gathered in the morning, witheisd now, 

but still fragrant and graeefuL ■

They went down the shallow old itair- 

case arm-in-arm, and as she laid her hand 

upon the drawing-room door, Sehna tarned 

and smiled brightly and encooragb^dy tt 

the palpitating Helen. She tamed the 

handle and pushed the door a little open, 

and then, quite suddenly, td Hekn's 

astonishment, she stopped short; her whob 

face changed, and a crimson flush raahed 

over it, dying her very throat. ■

"Oh, Helen 1" she whispered; "oh, 

Helen!" ■

From within the room, which wii 

hidden from the two girls on the threshold 

by a- screen, a man's voice was audible-ni 

f ull„ manly voice which Helen had nerer 

heard before. But before she codd 

sufficiently recover from her nupriie 

either to go on into the room or to lak an 

explanation of her sister, little Eliie nn 

across tiie hall towards them, and Sehoft 

caught her quickly by the hand. ■

"Oome in, Elsie 1" she said, rapdly; 

" Helen, we mustn't wait 1 " And ihe 

pushed Helen gently before her, {cUowing 

closely with Elsie's hand held tightly in 

her own, her eyes fixed on the ground, and 

her colour coming and going as she 

breathed. ■

Mrs. Cornish's words, "Soger, here is 

Helen 1 " were not needed. The tall man 

who was standbg between herself and ha 

husband near the drawing-room window 

turned quickly as the girls entered, and u 

she saw his face Elsie dropped Sehna'i 

hand and ran past Helen towards him, 

crying delightedly : ■

"Oh, it's him I It's himl Sehna, he 

wasn't 'peshally made 1 " ■

CONCERNING SOME DINNEES IS 

OUE AUGUSTAN AGR ■

Numerous allusions to dinnm, aD of 

more or less interest, occur in Swift's weD- 

known " Journal to Stella," and fill the 

reader's mind with the pleasantest of reini- 

niscences. We go with him to Lord 

Halifax's, at Hampton Court, where iie 

meets Sir Paul Methueu, the maker of the 

Portugal treaty, and Sir Francis DelanI, 

an active politician. " I walked id the 

gardens," says Swift, "saw the cartoons of 

Baphael, and other things, and with great ■
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diffioolty got from HaHfayy who would hftve 

kept me to-moRow to ahow me his honee, 

and plate, and improvementi." We follow 

him into the City with Sir Andrew Foon- 

tame, dine at &e ohop-honse with Will 

Pate, the learned woollen-draper; after- 

wards peeping in at the china shops and 

bookiellexs' ; and before parting drink a 

eoaple of pints of white wine at the 

tayenL On one occasion, being disap- 

pointed, at a friend's^ he is foroed to retire 

to a " blind chop-house," where he dines 

upon a basin of bad broth, and three chops 

of mutton — for tenpence. On another, he 

accompanies Sir Andrew to a tavern, where 

they are made to pay sixteen shillings for 

a couple of bottles of wine — ^Portugu and 

Florence — and a neck of mutton — dressed 

k la Ibdntenon — which *' a dog could not 

eat" His dinners with Harley, the states- 

man, afterwards Earl of Oxford, who 

always treated him with special distinction, 

irere of too firequent occunence to be par- 

ticnlarked ■

Then, again, he dines at the «' Devil 

Tavern/ Fleet Street, with Addison and 

Dr. Garth, author of '<The Dispens^" 

—the latter treating; and with Addison 

and Steele, and Addison's sister, married 

to one Monsieur Sartre, a Frenchman, 

prebendary of Westminster, who has " a 

delicious house and garden"; and with 

Addison and Dick Stewart^ Lord Mount- 

joy's brother, the former acting as host, 

and getUng half-fuddled, as was too often 

his way, while Swift kept his head cool by 

mixing water with his wine. He is subject 

to fits of giddiness — premonitory of the 

brain disonler that clouded his declining 

years — and temperance is his necessity as 

well as his choica We follow him to the 

' house of the brilliant Secretary of State, 

&Ir. Saint John, afterwards Lord Boling- 

broke, where the only other guests are a 

Uj. Lewis and the celebrated physician 

and hot Tory, Mr. Friend, who wrote the 

narrative of the Earl of Peterborough's 

splendid actions in Spain. "The Secretary 

uses him with all the kfaxdness in the world." 

Matt Prior drops in after dinner; and in 

the course of conversation, Saint John says, 

not too courteously, that the best thing he 

haa read is not Prior's, but Swift's sparkling 

^es on Yanbrugh's house, wmch the 

Author *'doea not reckon so very good 

J^^ither." ■

He attends the Duke of Ormond, with 

a.l>out fifty other Lrish gentlemen, to 

S^kinner's Hall, where the Londonderry 

ipany had laid out three hundred pounds ■

on the entertainment of their visitors. 

" Three great tables with the dessert laid 

in mighty figure. Sb Bichard Levinge— 

the Lrish speaker—and I," says Swift, 

''got discreetly to the head of the second 

table to avoid the crowd at the .first; but 

it was so cold, and so confounded a noise 

with the trumpets and hautboys, that I 

grew weary, and stole away before the 

second course came on.'' Another day he 

dines with Mr. Dartqueneu^ the celebrated 

epicure ; but unhappily he i^vea us no par- 

ticulars of the menu. On occasion, how- 

ever, he can content himself at home 

with three fresh herrings, which, as he 

remarks, are wholesome, and a favourite 

dish of hia I suppose they were served 

according to his rhyming directions in 

" Verses Made for Fruit-women," etc : ■

Eat them with pun fresh batter and mustard, 

Their bellies are eoft and as white as a custard. ■

Another time he goes with Dartqueneuf 

—anglicised into Dartneuf— to dine with 

James, clerk of the kitchen to the Queen, 

when he has the Queen's wine„ and such 

very fine victuals that he could not eat 

them. Stew-pie, let me note^ was the 

epicure's favourite dainty. At least he is 

made to say so in Lord Lyttelton's 

Dialogue In tihe shades between him and 

Apicius, wherein they discuss the subject 

of good eating as practised by the ancients 

and modems. He was a contributor to 

" The Tatler," and in number two hundred 

and fifty-two defends the moderate use of 

wine. ■

Swift dines one day with the Secretary 

Ssint John, and drinks some of that wine 

which the Great Duke of Tuscany used to 

send to Sir William Temple. Swift likes 

it mightily; but Saint John prefers his 

usual liquors, champagne and burgundy, 

and orders his butler to send Swift a 

chest of the Florence wine on the follow- 

ing day. Lord Anglesey, (George Gran- 

ville — afterwards Lord Lansdowne — 

General Webb, the hero of Wynendael, 

whomtheTories pitted against Marlborough 

—Thackeray introduces him in his '' Es- 

mond" — these at difiisrent times are his 

hosts. At George Granville's he goes 

away early, and believes the rest would 

soon be fuddled. ■

** It wiU not do," he says, " with Prior's 

lean carcase. I drink little, miss my 

glass often, put water in my wine, and go 

away before the rest, which I take to be a 

good receipt for sobriety. Let us put it 

into rhyme^ and so make a proverb : ■
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Drink little at a time ; 

Pat water with your wine ; 

Miss your glass when you can ; 

And go off the first man. ■

... I i^te but little to-day, and of the 

reutlest meat I ref used ham and pigeons, 

)ea8e-8onp, stewed beef, cold salmon, be- 

AHse they were too strong.** As time 

)a88eB on, he begin/i to dine freqaently 

nrith the Yanhomrighs, developing that 

ntimaey with Vanessa (Hester Yan- 

lomrigb) which had so pitilnl a terminv 

ioa He dines with Matt Prior and 

Bishop (then Dean) Atterbnryj and one 

rishes he had recorded in his '* Journal " 

)yen but a few of the good things that 

nnst have been said by such a trio I l^e 

;oes to Baekleberry, Secretary Saint John's 

!oantry seat *'Mr. Secretary," he says, 

'was a perfect conntry gentleman at 

Baekleberry ; he smoked tobacco with one 

}r two neighbours ; he enquired after the 

prheat in such a field ; he went to visit his 

lounds, and knew all their names ; he and 

[lis lady saw me to my chamber just in 

ihe country fashion." Ab Windsor Castle 

ae dines at the board of green cloth 

^It is much the best table in England, 

ind costs the Queen a thousand pounds a 

nonth while she is at Windsor or Hampton 

Donrt j and is the only mark of magnifi- 

cence or hospitality I ever see in the 

jaeen's family ; it js designed to entertain 

oreign ministers, and people of quality, 

^ho came to see the Queen, and have no 

)laee to dine at" ■

Lord Abercom entertains him with "a 

ine fat haunch of venison, that smelt 

arely on one side ; *' and he goes to Lord 

Peterborough's, at Parson's Green, to dine 

vith his secretary, lamenting that he can- 

lot eat any of the plentiful fruit, except 

>ne fig. *' I envy people maunching and 

naunching peaches and grapes," he says, 

' and I not daring to eat a bit." Again, 

le dines with the Lord Treasurer — the 

Duke of Shrewsbury; Lord Bivers, the 

wo secretaries, Mr. Granville, and Matt 

?rior, being of the party. Witty Dr. 

krbuthnot is another of his hosts; and 

be two of them draw up a sham subscrip- 

ion-form for a book, to be called a 

'History of the Maids of Honour since 

iarry the Eighth, showing they make the 

»eat wives," etc., five shillings to be paid 

[own, and five shillings upon delivery of 

he volume. They sent it to the Maids of 

lonour when they came in to supper; 

nd it appears that all of them were ■

taken in," and subscribed. One day ■

he dines with the Queen's chapUini, sad 

pronounces it the worst provid^ table it 

Court *' We ate on pewter ; every dup- 

lain, when he is made a dean, gi?ei a 

piece of plate, and so they have got s 

little, some of it very old. One who wn 

made Dean of Peterborough — a imiU 

deanery — said he would give no plats ; he 

was only Dean of Peterborough." When 

he dines at home, he makes sMft with **e 

bit of mutton and a pot of ale" from the 

nearest cook-shop ; but he is seldom re- 

duced to this extremity. He dines oat 

almost every day, «nd knows the taUe ot 

almost every man of distinctioa Hh 

<• Journal" is a complete register ai hh 

dmners; unfortunately, he records nothbg 

of the conversation that lightened them. 

Bolingbroke, Harley, Prior, Arbnthnot, 

Sir Siamuel Garth — what happy thoughts 

and brilliant mots he might have handed 

down to a delighted posterity, if he hsd 

seen fit 1 It is curious at times to see the ■

Eride of this wayward, gloomy spirit indled into fira Once he was to here 

dined at Lady Ashbumham's, but si ihe 

sent her coach for him, and did not cdl m 

person, he refused to ga He wotdd neviK 

allow any one to suppose that they pitro- 

nised him ; on the contrary, they were to 

believe that he did them an honour— ii, 

indeed, he did — by accepting of their 

hospitality. His tone is that of a King 

towards his subjects ; or, at all eventi, i 

a King towards his equals. ■

I need hardly carry the record further; 

but here are two or Uiree entries too 

good to be omitted : ■

''I dined to-day with a lady of mj 

acquaintance, who was sick, in her bed- 

chamber" — probably Mrs. Yanhomrigh— 

*' upon three herrings and a chicken. The 

dinner was my bespeaking." Again: *' I 

dined privately with a friend on a herriog 

and chicken, and half a flask of hid 

Florence." And yet again : *' I hate Lent; 

I hate different diets, and furmenty, sod 

butter, and herb porridge, and sour, de- 

vout faces of people who only pat ob 

religion for seven weeks. I dined with 

Dr. Arbuthnot, and had a true Lentes 

dinner, not in point of victuals, but splees; 

for his wife and a child or two were lid^ 

in the house, and that was full as morti- 

fying as fish." **Lord Masham made me 

go home with him to-night to eat boiled 

oysters. Take oysters, wash them deiDi 

that is, wash their shells clean; then pot 

your oysters in an earthen pot, with thor 

hollow sides down; then put this po^ ■
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co?ered| into a great kettle with water, 

and 80 let them boil Your oysters are 

boSed in their own liqnor; do not mix 

water." At a later period of his life, when 

exiled to an Irish deanery, he wrote : " I 

live in the comer of a vast onfomished 

hoose. My family consists of a steward, a 

groom, a helper ia my stable, a footman, 

and an old maid, who are all at board 

wages ; and when I do not dine abroad or 

make an entertainment — which last is very 

rare — I eat a mntton pie and drink half a 

pint of wine." When he dined abroad, he 

allowed himself ^ a pint at noon and half 

as much at night" ■

The etiquette of the Gonrt was not 

relieved in its cnmbrons pressure, nor was 

the Boyal enisine improved in the direction 

of grace and refinement, under the first two 

sovereigns of the House of Hanover. 

George the First brought with him from 

his electorate a hearty Hanoverian appetite; 

and in his partiality for substantial fare and 

strong liquors, differed not from the mass of 

his new subjects. As Elector of Hanover he 

had kept a liberal table ; had had his matcre 

d'hdtel, his French cook, and his body 

cook, two inferior coob, six assistant 

cooks, two masters of the roast, a pastry- 

baker, a pie-baker, four pastry-cooks, three 

scullions, and so on. The Oourt life under 

this dull but honest sovereign, who neither 

loved England nor her people, but did 

his duty by both, according to his 

lights, was unspeakably heavy; and 

everybody breathed more freely when he 

slept with his ancestors, and George the 

Second reigned in his stead. But the 

tone of society— or of that limited portion 

of it which arrogates to itself a capital 

letter — was no purer or healthier. We 

may learn all about it from the memoirs 

and chroniques scandaleuses of the time^ 

which are unusually numerous and ex- 

ceptionally frank. What a strange and 

vtfied picture do they put before us I 

How crowded is the gallery of notabilities 

to which they admit usl The choleric, 

courageous, straightforward, sensual, good- 

natured monarch, and the clever, cynical 

wife whom he loved In his own 

queer way, who ruled him so adroitly, 

and served him so devotedly; their dis- 

cordant famOy of sons and daughters ; the 

burly, deep-<binking, coarse-tongued, but 

able and astute minister, Sir Bobert 

Walpole, to whom England owes so great a 

debt of gratitude ; Pulteney, Earl of Bath, 

the brimant Carteret^ the accomplished 

Chesterfield ; Hervey and Horace Walpole ■

and Lady Mary Wordey Montague, a 

woman of rare courage and strong brain ; 

Pitt, the Great Oommoner, the thunder of 

whose eloquence we still seem to hear, the 

victories of whose daring stetesmanship we 

still enjoy ; the shambling, shnffling New- 

castle; amiable Mrs. Homrd; jolly Mary 

Bellenden, handsome Lady Hervey, the 

fair Lepell, and the beautiful Miss Gun- 

nings — ^the Countess of Coventry and 

Duchess of Argyle — Garrick and Qoin, 

Mrs. Oldfield and Mrs. Bracegirdle; Swift 

and Pope; Fielding, Smollett, and 

Bichardson; Johnson, Sir JoshuaBeynolds, 

and Goldsmith; with a background of 

Mohawks, duelliste, " bloods," and highway- 

men — a motley company. ■

Addison made no pretensions to gastro- 

nomic connoisseurship. He loved a eood 

dinner, but one on the bid English unes 

— a couple bf plain dishes : anything 

simple and natural He tells us that his 

maxim was : That he keeps the greatest 

teble who has the most valuable company 

at it. His weakness was for a bottle, or 

even two or three bottles of old wine ; but 

he liked to drink them along with two or 

three old friends. He seems, however, to 

have taken wine partly to conquer a con- 

stitutional shyness. It was not until after 

the first bottie that his tongue was loosed, 

that he conquered his mauvaise honte and 

was able to do himself justice. '' It is 

reported," says a writer in "The Con- 

noisseur," " to have been one of the most 

exquisite entortainmente to the choice 

spirite in the beginning of the eighteenth 

century to get Addison and Steele together 

in company for the evening. Steele enter- 

tained them till he was tipsy, when the 

same wine that stupefied him only served 

to elevate Addison, who took up the ball 

just as Steele dropped it, and xept it up 

for the rest of the evening." When thus 

"elevated,'' Addison, by the consent of all 

his contemporaries, was the prince of 

telkers. Laidy Mary Wortiey Montague 

said that she had known all the wits, and 

that Addison was the best company in the 

world. Swift did not love Addison ; but 

he confessed to Stella that, after all, he 

had never known a more agreeable asso- 

ciate. And Dr. Toung — assuredly no mean 

an authority — said that when he was at 

his ease he went on in a noble stnun of 

thought and bmguage, so as to chain the 

attention of every hearer. ■

Before he married the Countess of 

Warwick, his chief companions were 

Steele, Davenant^ Budgell, Ambrose ■
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Philips, and others of the wits. He used 

to breakfiastwith one or other of them at 

his lodgings In Saint James's Place ; dine 

at taverns with them; then adjourn to 

Button's Coffee House ; and thence to some 

tarem agun in the evening for supper. 

He often sat late, says Johnson, and dximk 

too much wine. He wbajl member of the 

Kitcat Olub, and a reguliur attendant at its 

meetings in Shoe Lane, or at the "Upper 

Flask" on the borders of Hampstead 

Heath. ■

It is a tradition of Holland House — 

which became Addison's after his marriage 

— ^that, when eomposbg, he would walk 

up and down the picture-gallery — after- 

wards called the long room — with a bottle 

of wine at each end of it, which he finished 

" during the operatioa" The tradition is 

probably an exaggeration, based on his 

well-known weakness. ■

We are left in no doubt as to his in- 

dividual tastes. In a diverting paper in 

" The Spectator " he ridicules with hu easy 

humour the mania for foreign dishes, e^or- 

ting his readers to stick to the food of their 

forefathers, and to reconcile themselves to 

beef and mutton. This was the diet, he 

says, of that hardy race of mortals who 

won the fields of Cressy and Agincourt. 

"The uncrowned King Arthur," he con- 

tinues, "is generally looked upon as the 

first wno ever sat down to a whole roasted 

oz— which was certainly the best way to 

preserve the gravy^and it is further 

added that he and his knights sat about it 

at his round table, and usually consumed 

it to the very bones. The Black Prince 

was a professed lover of the brisket ; not 

to mention the history of the sirloin, or 

the institution of the order of the. Beef- 

eaters" — Addison appears to have been 

ignorant of their real origin — " which are 

sJl so many evident and tmdeniable marks 

of the great respect which our warlike ■

! predecessors have paid to this excellent 

ood. The tables of the ancient gentry of 

this nation were covered thrice a day with 

hot roast beef; and I am credibly informed 

by an antiquaiy who has sewdied the 

registers in which the bills of fare of the 

Court are recorded, that instead of tea, 

and bread and butter, which have prevafled 

of late years, the maids of honour in Qaeen 

Elizabeth's time were allowed three rumps 

of beef for theur breakfast" ■

Though the English aristocracy and 

gentry nad degenerated, Addison rejoices 

that the common people still kept up the 

taste of their ancestors ; for what kind of ■

work, he asks, would our oountrymfin 

have made at Blenheim and BamillieB, if 

they had been fed with fricassees tnd 

ragouts 1 ■

He goes on to describe his visit ''last 

summer" to the house of a friend, who 

was a great admirer of the French oookerj. 

When he sat down to dinner, he foanl 

the table covered with a great variety of 

unknown dishes, and as he could not goecs 

their contents, he was unable to help faun- 

sell The one immediately before him he 

took to be a roasted porcupine ; bat after- 

wards ascertained Uiat it was only i 

larded turkey. Among other damtiee, he 

caught sight of something like a pheasant; 

but to hk great surprise, his friend told 

him it was a rabbit, a sort of meat he 

never cared for. " At last," he says, <'I 

discovered with some joy a pig at the 

lower end of the table, and be^ a 

gentleman that was near it to cut me a 

piece." But the master of the house 

telling him it had been whipped to death 

— a barbarous practice wluch was nip- 

posed to increase the delicacy of tiie fleih 

— he felt unable to eat of an animal that 

had suffered so cruelly. *'I was now in 

great hunger and confusion, when^ me- 

tiiought, I smelled the, agreeable sarotirof 

roast beef, but could not tell fromvhich 

dish it arose, though I did not queetioD; 

but it lay disguised in one of them. Upon 

turning my head, I saw a noble sirloin on 

the side table, smoking in the moet 

delicious manner. I had recouTBe to it 

more than once, and could not see, with- 

out some indignation, that subatantial 

English dish banished in so iKnominioiu a 

manner, to make way for French Uek- 

shaws." ■

Addison is better pleased with the 

dessert, which, when all was ranged in iu 

proper order, looked like a very beantifiil 

winter-piece. There were several pyramidi 

of candied sweetmeats that hung like 

icicles, with fruits scattered up and down, 

and birds in an artificiid kind of frost 

''At the same time, tiiere were great 

quantities of cream beaten up into a snow, 

and near them little plates of sngarplnms, 

disposed like so many heaps of hailstones, 

with a multitude of congelations in jeliiei 

of various colours." ■

I come next to speak of Steele. He was 

a good-humoured host and a companionable 

guest ; addicted, as everybody knows, to 

'' thin potations," and fond of staying oat 

o' nights, excusing himself thereafter to his 

"dear Prue" with charming grace. When ■

■
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Addiflon wm in the company he abone 

with a anbdned li^ht ; bat, in the abaence 

of hia MentoTy did more joatioe to Ua 

admirable faealtiea. Hia hoapitality out- 

ran hia meana» and the aangnine, livelyi 

frank-hearted fellow waa oonatandy in- 

YolyedinpeoaniarydifficQltiea. '^Oneday," 

Bays Johnaon, '* having invited to hia hooae 

a great nnmber of persona of the firat 

quality, they were sorpriaed at tiie nnmber 

of livoiiea which anrrounded the table; 

and after dinner, when wines and mirth 

had set them free from the observation of 

I a rigid eeremony, one of them inqoired of 

Sir Biohard how anch an expensive train 

of domeatica eonld be conaistent with hia 

fortone. Sir Btchard very frankly con- 

fessed that they were followera of whom 

he woold willingly be rid. And then, 

being asked why he did not discharge 

them, declared that they were bailiffs, who 

had introduced themaelvea with an execa- 

tion, and whom, since he conld not send 

them away, he had thought it convenient 

to embelliah with liverieap that they might 

do him oredit while they stopped." ■

Like ahnoat all the men of letters, hia 

contemporariea, Steele waa a diner-out 

He frequented the dinnera of the White- 

hall Club, at the '' Upper Flask Tavern," 

in Hampatead, and waa a constant attendant 

at Button's, at Will's, at Dick'a, and at the 

"Fountain," the '< Bull's Head," and the 

<< Thatched House." ■

In "The Tatler" he takea oecadon, in 

number two hundred and sixty-three, to 

comment upon the later hours which were 

growing faaUonable in aocfety for its 

various functiona. Galling at the house of 

one friend^ who adhered to the old ways — 

"super vias antiquaa atare" — ^he found 

that he had juat set down to dinner at 

eleven o'do^; and thia circumstance 

auggeated to him a train of reflection. ■

"Our grandmothera," he saya, "thoush ■

they were wont to sit up the last in the ■

fanuly, Vere all of them fast asleep at the ■

same houra that their daughtera are buay ■

at crimp and basset Mmlem statesmen ■

are concerting achemea, and engi^ed in the ■

depth of politica, at the time when their ■

forefathera were lud down quietly to reat, ■

and had nothing in their heads but dreams. ■

Ab we have tihua thrown business and ■

pleaaare into the houra of rest, and by ■

that meana made the natural night but ■

half aa long aa it ahould .be, we are forced ■

to piece it out with a great part of the ■

mombg; so that near two-thirds of the ■

nation lie fast aaleep for aevetal houra in ■

broad daylight ... If you would see 

the inpovaUcpa which have been made 

among ua in thia particular, you may only 

look mto the houra of colleges, where they 

atill dine at eleven, and aup , at aix, whidli 

were doubtleaa the houra of the whole 

nation at the time when those places were 

fonnded. That at present the courts of 

justice are scarce opened in Weatminater- 

hall at tiie time when William Bnfna used 

to go to dinner in it ... I have aome- 

timea thoc^ht to draw up a memorial in 

the behalf of aupper againat dinner, setting 

forth, that the said dinner haa made 

several encroachments upon the aaid 

aupper, and entered very fiar upon hia 

frontiers ; that he haa baniahed him out of 

aevenJ families, and in all has driven him 

from his head-quartera, and forced him to 

make lua retreat into the houra of mid- 

night; and, in abort that he is now in 

danger of being entirely confounded and 

lost in a breakfast" ■

In Steele's- time the middle dasaea 

dined, aa moat of them do now, about two 

o'clock ; but the f aahionable hour waa four, 

or a little later. Thus Swift says in hia 

" Joumd of a Modem Lady," 1718 : ■

This bosiDesff of importance o'er. ' 

And Kadam almost dressed by fonr, 

The footman, in his usual phrase. • ■

Comes up with, *'^Madam, dinner stays.** ■

But in " The Country Life/' the dinner- 

hour in rural aociety is put much .earUer : ■

' At two, of after, we return all ; 

From tne four elements assembling, < ■

Warned by the bell, all folks oome tombliog. . 

'Now water's brought and dinner's done ; 

With ''Ohnrch and King,** the ladies gone. ■

Pope — ''Qaeen. Annc'a pale little vale- 

tudinarian poet,"a9 Mtb, Browning eaUa him 

— was prevented by physical causes fronpi in- 

dulging in the lozuriea of the table, except 

on apecial occasions, when he always paid 

the conaequencpa of tranagreasion. Never- 

theless he If aa an inveterate diner-out and 

a liberal host While engaged in hia 

Homeric laboura he frequently sought re- 

lief by a viait to town, apd attended the 

stances of the Soribblera' Club, to which 

Swift, PameU, Gay, and Arbuthnot be- 

longed; or those of the older and more 

influential October Club. At both theae 

places Pope'a presence waa ever welcome ; 

and it ia to be feared that aometimea he 

waa led into convivial outbursts aa incom- 

patible with hia constitutional infirmity aa 

inconsistent with the even tenor of his 

ordinary life. At his Twickenham villa 

he received a continual drde of gueats^ ■
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and was never weary of showing them the 

beantiea of bis garden and the wonders of 

hu grotto. ■

He was fond, it is said, of highly-seasoned 

dishes, sweetmeats, and drams; and his 

death was absurdly imputed by some of 

his acquaintances to a silver saucepan, in 

which he used to warm lampreys. He was 

seldom happier, perhaps, than during his 

sojourn with Allen, Lord Bathurst, whom 

Burke describes as "one of the most 

amiable men of his age," at his seat of 

Oakley, near Cirencester. Pope, no doubt, 

felt the better for the old Lord's gaiety of 

temper and high animal spirits, which was 

manifested in a very lively manner on one 

occasion, when his son, the austere Lord 

Chancellor, having retired from the dinner- 

table with some remarks on the advantage 

of early hours, he proposed to his guest 

that they should crack another bottle, 

now that the old gentleman had gone to 

bed. In a letter to Martha Blount, Pope 

describes his manner of life in this rural 

retreat : ■

" I write an hour or two every morning, 

then ride out a-hunting upon the Downs, 

eat heartily, talk tender sentiments with 

Lord R ; or draw plans for houses and 

garden, open avenues, cut glades, plant 

firs, contrive waterwovks; all very fine and 

beautiful in our own imagination. At 

night we play commerce, and play pretty 

high. ... I like this course of life so well 

that I am resolved to stay here till I hear 

of somebody's being in town that is worth 

coming after." ■

He was often at Lord Bolingbroke's, 

Dawley Farm being within an easy drive 

from Twickenham. Thither he went to 

try the recuperative effects of ass's milk, 

and it was on one of his homeward 

journeys, in Bolingbroke's carriage and 

siz^ that he was overturned in a little 

river, about a mile from Twickenham. The 

glasses of the coach were up, and the poet 

was asleep. On waking, he found the 

water up to " the knots of his periwig." 

He tried in vain to lower the gUuuies j and 

it was some time before the footman, who 

had' stuck in the mud, could come to his 

assistance, and, by breaking the window, 

deliver Urn from his peril. ■

He also visited, at Wimbledon, the 

Dochess of Marlborough. We read of his 

sending her some pineapples of his own 

growing, and she sends him a buck, with 

which he gives a dinner to his Mends. 

"Your bounty," he writes, ''has enabled 

me to make a great figure at Twickenham ■

these holidays." At Prior Park, nett 

Bath, the residence of the phUanthtopiit, 

Ralph Allen — the Squire Allworthy of 

Fielding's "Tom Jones" — ^he was abeqnsnt 

guest, and always treated with the wanneit 

and most considerate hospitality. ■

In his "Imitations of Horace"— book iL, 

satire 2 — our poet alludes to the groa 

appetites of his contemporaries : ■

Preach m I please. I doubt my cariotu mtii 

Will choose a pheasant still before a hen ; 

Yet hens of Guinea full as good I hold, 

Except yon eat the feathers green and gold. 

Of carps and mullets, why prefer the Rrest, 

Though cut in pieces as my lord can eat ; 

Tet fur small turbots such esteem profess, 

Because God made them large, the others ImL 

Oldfield, with more than hungry throat endued. 

Cries, " Send me, gods ! a whole bog barbtcoed."* ■

RHYME. ■

Plating with words— the pretty toys— 

Whose charm nor time nor tide destioyi ; 

Age, subtly creeping, steala away. 

The step's light spring, the glances gay. 

The joyous echo from the tone. 

The laugh that youth can match alone; 

But this defies the touch of time, 

The gladness of the ringing rhyme. ■

The mellow metre sounds as clear ■

As ever to the April ear ; ■

The trumpet-call of martial song ■

Can bid tne sober pulses throng ■

As gallantly as when, of old. ■

Tbev thrilled to hear the summons told; ■

And tired fingcn ^et can chime ■

A melody for ringmg rhyme. ■

I send a gay defiance back, ■

Asj treading on my downward track. ■

'Mid moaning winds and fading flowen, ■

And thickening graves and darkened hoaii» ■

I wake the sweet old magic still, ■

I feel my hand obey my will ; ■

Take up the glove that's flung by Time^ ■

And challenge him, in ringing rhyme. ■

A TALE OP TUEGHUELA. ■

<< TuRGHTJSLA, Torghtiela % Ttiat'swhen 

Maimie Bhodes lives ; and that setdei tba 

qaestion. I'll go and chanoe it." ■

So Geoffry Dasent wrote off then ani 

then to the Colonial Office, aoceptug tbe 

manifioent offer of the post of GoTemmrat 

Medical Officer in Torghnela at asslai7<^^ 

two hondred pounds a year. ■

It could sorely be only the l^ht'of ■

* That is, a hog dressed in West Indiaa fiflbon 

—roasted whole, stuffed with spice, and bsited vitb 

Madeira wine. In Footers comic drama of ' Tn« 

Patron/' Sir Peter Pepperpot says: "Ismm- 

vited to dine on a barbacue, and the TiUsiw »^ 

forgotten my bottle of Chian.*' ■
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Maimie Bhodea's eyes that could attraot a 

man from EDgland to Torghnelai aeeing 

what a remote, unknown scrap of a place 

it is, compared with which the other West 

Indian Islands are great continents astir 

with the hubbub of mighty issuea In 

fact, it is so small that it is not mentioned 

by name in " Whitaker," nor is it other- 

wise indicated on a map than by a dot, 

surrounded by dots equaUy nameless, but 

all bearing the general title of **The 

Virgin Islanda" For fertOe loveUneas it 

is a Garden of Eden. Its miniature ranges 

of mountains are wooded up to the top 

with tamarinds, cinnamons, silk - cotton 

trees, and pouis, whose yellow blossoms 

splash the sides in broad patches of gold. 

The air is thick with the scent of bananas, 

custard-apples, sour-saps, and mangoes, that 

grow around the little homesteads ; and the 

fields of tall, green canes, on the one sugar 

estate the island boasts of, rustle pleasantly 

in the cool sea-breese. The people, too, 

seem picturesquely happy ; the few whites 

in their dean drill-suits and straw hats, 

the negro-women with stately figures set 

o£F by the erect poise of their heads tied 

round with handkerchiefs of gaudy red and 

yellow, and the little nigger children 

running about, with naked little bodies 

shining in the sun. ■

All of these thines aroused Geoffry 

Dasent's delight as he landed in Turghuela, 

and was shown round the place by the 

vice - preaident of the island, a versatile 

gentleman combininff the offices of stipen- 

diary magistrate, harbour-master, post- 

master, registrar, commandant of police, 

and genenJ dealer in home and colonial 

produce, who welcomed him with most 

sincere effusion, and put his house, his 

servants, and his cattle at the service of 

the new-comer. Dasent was in such a 

whirl of new sensations, that it was some 

time before he found an opportunity for 

inquiring after Miss Rhodes. ■

** Dear me ! " exclaimed his new friend. 

** The idea of knowing any one here 1 I 

suppose you mean Maimie Bhodes — ^that 

was. She's married now. You never 

heard of it t A man called Oonway ; 

lucky beggar. Game over here a year or 

two ago as overseer on Mount Pleasant, 

married Maimie, and, on the death of her 

father, came into possession of the whole 

estate." ■

Dasent scarcely heard the latter part of 

this little speech. The blue faded from 

the sky, and the glory from the hills. 

Maimie married 1 A vague sense of the ■

futility of things came over him, and he 

wished himself back in England. Bat in 

Turghuela he was, and in Turghuela he 

had to remain, and to learn the quaint 

ways of his dusl^ patients, and to fore- 

gather with his spiritual colleague, the Bev. 

Mr. Jones, who officiated in the tiniest 

little stone church covered all over with 

the bell-apple vine, and to meet Maimie 

just as if nothbg had ever passed between 

them, and to dine at her husband's table ; 

and, finally, to keep a stiff upper-lip whilst 

working out like a man the lot he had 

apportioned unto himself. ■

A surprise even more disagreeable than 

the news of Maimie's marriage, was his 

introduction to her husband. Mountains 

meet sometimes, says the proverb, and 

then earthquakes follow. There was no 

earthquake in this case at Turghuela, but 

the two men glared for a moment at each 

other, until Conway put out his hand, 

and with an assumption of rough geniality, 

said: ■

<* Come, we mustn't be bad friends here. 

Let bygones be bygones." ■

And then Dasent had perforce to accept 

the olive-branch proffered in the ahape of 

the great sun-glazed hand, although he 

felt the ashes of an almost forgotten 

disgust burst into flame within him. ■

Maimie received Um ^th a glad 

welcome she hardly strove to hide. She 

was still the same sweet, unsophisticated 

little girl he had fallen in love with two 

years before in England, in spite of a 

certain seriousness of matronly dignity 

which seemed to him qusJntly in- 

congruoua ■

*■ What on earth made you come out to 

this heaven-forsaken place!" she asked one 

day. He had been dining at Mount 

Pleasant, and it bebg crop-time, Conway 

had rushed off to the works, leaving the 

two alone on the verandah. ■

<' I don't think it is that^" he replied, 

Iszily enjoying the moonlight and the 

scent of the orange-blossoms in the garden. 

'* I had no idea that Turgl^uela was such a 

paradise — as far as CM made it" ■

"You are as bad as a woman. You 

attack side-iBsues instead of coming to 

the point I asked you why you came 

out." ■

He looked up quickly at her. Her head 

was turned aside in critical contemplation 

of a twig of jasmine she was twisting. 

Still, he could not tell her the exact 

truth. ■

** What makes men do silly thingsl " ■
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"Then it was simply your own folly 

that brought yon here I " ■

*' Ab it has turned out Hoif have yon 

managed to become so argumentative 1 

When I knew you in England yon were 

the least logtoal of little girU." ■

'* I have lived many years since then. I 

am an old married woman now." And 

then, after » pause : " Why did you never 

write to me 1 " ■

" Why did you leave England so sud- 

denly, without letting me know! One 

Sunday you were full of plans for enjoying 

your visit, and the next, when I had toiled 

ten miles to see yon, I learnt that you had 

sailed away on Wednesday." ■

" I know," she said, rising suddenly, and 

throwing away the jasmine stalk, " it was 

a mistake. I must go and see what Petrena 

is doing with that coffee." ■

''It was a mistake." That was enig- 

maticaL Dasent walked homewards very 

thoughtful, not without certain misgivings, 

which the sound of Conway's voice and 

that of a woman, raued suddenly in angry 

altercation some yards in front of him on 

the road, did not aUay. ■

" Yon lie, you black beast," said Oonway, 

and his tone broke harshly upon the moon- 

Ught stillness. ■

''Whether I'm black or whether I'm 

mulatter, don't make any difference. Thar's 

white people isn't good enough to pull 

jiggers out of black people's foot O me 

Fathers] Mr. Oonway, you're real bad. 

When you're not drinldng rum, you're 

hangering around respectable people's 

da'ghters, and poor Miss Maimie up yonder 

treated like a darg." ■

"Hold your tongue," said Oonway, 

savasely. ** Here's five dollars." ■

"Not for five dollars nor for fifty 

dollars. You can keep your dirty dollars," 

replied the Indignant matron, and then she 

paused, as Dasent passed by. ■

The moonlight was too strong for the two 

men to pretend not to recognise each other. 

They exchanged a curt good-night| and 

Dasent went on his way. ■

This scrap of conversation confirmed in 

hia mind the vague rumours that were 

afloat in the island concerning Mr. Oon- 

way's domestic affairs. ■

"It is hard enough," he wrote to his 

sister m England, "to see the girl one 

cares for married to another man; but 

when this man has been known to one as 

a scamp, and shows himself now to be a 

drunken brute, it makes one simply 

frantic And Maimie Well, she regrets. ■

Don't be afraid, sis. If I felt I could not 

trust myself, I should not write to yoo, a 

I should come homeu But I mnit iksj 

hera A man can't escape his raqpoott. 

bilities by hiding his head from diem, 

ostrich-fashion." ■

So Dasent resolved to abide in TaightuU, 

and see the play' played out Mssawhfle, 

he led an eai^, pleasant life, ss fiff u 

material pleasures were concmied. H« 

doctored the lasy, good-natured negroei to 

their hearts' content, and gamed their 

sincere esteem as much by his UndiieM u 

by the uncompromising potency of his msdi- 

eines ; and in his leisure horns idled the 

time away,, bathing in the many-cdoond 

seS) playing strange Arcadian tennis od the 

coarse, bunit-up patch of field adjoiiUDg 

the Parsonage, or chatting in the ooolofi 

verandah while the tropical noonday nn 

was blazbg. He saw as little as he poe- 

sibly could of Oonway, who, on Us Mt, 

tried to effect his policy of oonciMoiL 

But it is not easy to avoid meeting one'i 

neighbour in Turghuela, and Dasent nv 

more of him and of Maimie than wsa good 

for his peace of mind. He noticed, too, thtt 

Maimie was beginning to look unhsppy, 

and sometimes he would catch a qooar, 

furtive g^ce she directed at her hnibiDd, 

and worse than all — ^from a certsin point 

of view — ^he saw an unmiatakeaUe light 

in her grey eyes when Conway hid imd 

them of his presencOi Once he Tignly 

hinted at returning to England. She 

looked at him half-frightened, and kid 

her hand upon his arm, in her inpslirrB 

fashioa ■

•'You must not go yet awhfle. Tos 

must stay and help me — as a doctox^with 

Philip^ Promise me you won't go yet Y" ■

One morning, about a week after tUi, 

he rode up to Mount Pleasant to lee 

Oonway professionally. Bum and sodii 

and unlimited Bass had affected his Hyst, 

and Dasent went to cure it» much spiiut 

his will. He had scarcely hitched hii 

pony up to the gate-post, when Mstnie, 

with great, frightened eyes, and a vhite 

face with a aferange, red mark aeron it, 

rushed /Out upon the verandah, foUowsd 

by her husband. He had evidently heen 

drinking; his eyes were bloodshot •&' 

he carried a thick riding-whip in his hsod. 

Dasent sprang up the steps, with Auyio 

his heart ■

•< You brute ! " he shouted, as, with s 

little choking sob, Maimie ran to him for ■

I' protection, and clung to his arm. 
<<SUnd back, or by Heaven TU UI ■
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yoal ■

that- ■

' oried Oonway, brandishing his wliip. 

kill the two of yoal You and ■

Btamt shook himself free of Maimie, 

and dashed his fist fall in the speaker's 

facft OonwayTeeled, fell, strack his head 

against the lintel, and lay stunned. 

«He'sdead!!' ■

" Oh no, he isn't Maimie, darling, how 

did. this happen 1" asked Dasent, losing 

his self-eontroL ■

" We qoarrelled becaose I said yoa had ■

forbidden him to drink, and then ■

Oh, my love I my love I help me." And 

she fell sobbing into his arms. ■

^'Qome, Maimie^ this won't do," he said, 

with kind roughness. ** Qet yoar hat at 

once, and go to Mrs. Jones. That's the 

only thing to be done for the present. Ill 

stay and look af ter-^him." ■

That night Maimie slept at the Par- 

sonage, while her hosband remained a 

sallen invalid at Moont Pleasant. ■

Early the next morning Dasent was 

sammoned by a little black boy. ■

'• Please, sir, Mr. Conway's very siek, 

and old Joe thinks it is yellow fever." ^ ■

There was no. doabt of it. The ghastly 

yellow faoe^'the delirioas eyes, and the 

I raging fever told their own tale. Dasent 

! made a few harried necessary arrange- 

ments in the sick-room, sent one messenger 

off to the chemist's, and another with a 

note for Mainde, telling her briefly what 

had oceoxred, and peremptorily forbidding 

her to come near the hoase. ■

H& saw at once that it was a bad case — 

alnioet liopdess. Still, his professional 

pride ifiur aroosed, and he intended to 

combat the disease desperately. He was 

pouting^ a draoght of qoinine down the 

patient's throatj^when the door opened, 

and Maimie caln6 into the room. ■

** €ro away, Maimie ; go at once I Til 

aend yoa news of him," he said, rather 

impatiently. ■

Maimie took off her hat, and threw it 

on a chair. ■

<* He Is my hasband, and I am come to 

tintae hun." ■

"Wb madness. Yoa are not strong. 

¥oa will be rushing into certain death." ■

"And yoal" ■

He shragged hb shoulders. ■

" It's a doctor's duty," he said ■

"So it is a wife's. I am staying. Just 

t-vell me what yotf want done, and I'll do it." ■

Dasent could not gainsay her. He 

^ bragged his shbulders again in token of 

^"-^luctant Bubmissioa ■

Hour after hour, during that awful 

illness, they watched together by the dek 

man's bed, trying all that science and un- 

remitting care could do to win him back 

to life. In his delirium he muttered 

things that made Dasent's blood boQ, and 

Maimie's face grow white and set The 

bruise across her cheek, where the whip 

had cut her, still remamed. Dasent was 

seized with a terrible temptation to let 

him die there and then. It was only too 

easy, and it could hardly be called murd^. 

It seemed monstrous injustice that this 

drunken ruffian should live to bar his way 

and Maimie's to happiness. What if he 

told her all he knew — ^that Conway was a 

fellow medical student of his ; that he had 

swindled him out of a large sum of 

money; that he had tamed mto an idle 

turf-loafer, who lived upon the hard-earned 

salary of a provincial actress 1 In his 

delirium, Oonway called his wife ''Flossie," 

and asked her for money, and cursed her 

bitterly. And Maimie listened, and half 

guessed the miserable trutL But Dasent 

scarcely spoke to her, save in whispered 

monosyllables, giving her directions. They 

both sat silenC watching the man they 

both hated, whose death, with a terrible 

dread of their own selves at their hearts, 

they were both longing for, and yet, at 

the risk of their own lives, were striving 

to avert ■

An old negro-woman, Maimie's nurse — 

faithful in all things, as negroes are — 

shared the night-watch with them. ■

At dawn, Dasent going out to breathe 

the fresh air, was surprised at seeing a 

strange thing hanging by the door. It 

was an old bottle filled with rag and 

straw, and from the mouth stuck three 

crow's f eathera ■

"What on earth is thist " he said aloud 

to himself. ■

"That is obeah," replied Maimie, who 

had crept out behind hioL "Have you 

never heard of it 1 It is a spell to bring 

death into the house. The negroes hate 

him so." ■

When the fatal black-vomit came, 

Dasent muttered to himself: "It is all 

over." ■

"Not yet; there is still hope," said 

Maimie, in a low voica ■

For two hours Conway hovered between 

life and death, vitality only kept in him 

by supreme, unrelaxing devotion. He was 

no longer a man in Dasent's eyes, but a 

case which he watched with breathless 

interest At length the crisis passed, the ■
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fever abated, and Conway fell into a calm 

sleep. ■

*' We have saved his life," said Dasent^ 

with a deep breath. ■

Although the worst was over, Oonway 

required for days the most constant care 

that Dasent and Maimie could give him. 

He lay languid and exhausted, all but nn- 

conectons of their presence. And this was 

their hardest trial It was comparatively 

easy to put self in the background during 

the excitement of battling with the disease; 

not so to continue watchful and tender 

now that the reaction had come. Still they 

came triumphantly out of the ordeal, each 

strengthened in love and respect for the 

other. ■

One day they were walking by the 

window of the sick-room, when they were 

startled by seeing Oonway rise in bed and 

point terror-stricken to the door. It was 

the first sign of vitality he had shown. ■

" Who is that woman 1 How did she 

get here 1 " ■

And then a voice was heard from the 

haU: ■

"I don't care whether Mr. Oonway is 

ill or noU Just tell him that his wife, 

Mrs. Oonway, wishes to speak with him." ■

•' Flossie 1 My wife 1 " cried Oonway. ■

" Do you mean to say you married that 

woman you sponged on in England f" cried 

Dasent, fiercely. ■

The woman's voice outside was barely 

audibly Oonway fell back exhausted on 

his pillow. ■

*'YeB," he gasped. "The game's up. 

Why didn't you let me die ! I think I 

am dying now — Maimie " ■

He struggled to say more, but the words 

stuck in his throat He drew two or three 

spasmodic breaths, and then raised himself 

convulsively and fell back dead. He had 

died of *' shock." ■

"Ah, my dear Miss Priscillal" said a 

negro woman, about two months after this, 

to a friend who was doing her the kindly 

office of plaiting her hair, as they sat at 

the threshold of a house. "It was the 

obeah as did it. White people laugh at 

obeah, but when yon put obeah over a 

door something's boun' for to happen 

inside." ■

"How his wife come to find himt" 

inquired " Miss " Priscilla. ■

"Well, the Reverend say as how it 

war a judgement of the good God ; but 

I think it war the obeah and the mouth 

that war put upon him ever sence he ■

came that brought his wife out to B'bidoi 

play-acting." ■

" What's that, Miss Sophy I" ■

"Play-actin'," replied Miss Sophy, who 

had seen the world, " is pretendin' to be 

somebody else, like if you and me wir to 

go roun' saying we war white people on i 

platform, and the folks all laugh.** ■

"I see," said Miss PrisdlU. ■

" And then obeah must have told her he 

was here, and so she cama Ah, my detr 

Miss Priscilla, he was real wicked. The 

debble's got him now by the foot And 

now Miss Maimie's gwine to be manied, 

and is gwine away from Turghuela, now 

that Mount Pleasant is to be sold. I wisk 

we could put obeah on her and make her 

stay, but thar's some things it won't do, 

my dear child. But I'll go to old Joe, 

and make the old nigger put up a great hig 

obeah when Miss Maimie and Dr.Dasent get 

married for them to have lots of pretty 

chillun. Thank you, Miss PrisdlU, I lin'c 

been able to get any one to do my hair for 

the las' three months." ■

HUMOUR IN BLACK AND WHITE ■

A GOOD opportunity is aflforded in thb 

present season of the year — when people 

are beginning to flock to town, whether 

for the Maj meetings, the picture-gaMes, 

or the theatres, or for the general pnrpoae 

of seeing and being seen — to nake a^ 

quaintance with the works of some of the 

humorous draughtsmen who have added 

to the gaiety of the nation during the put 

half-century. ■

First of aU, there is an interestixig aod, 

conveniently, a gratis exhibition, at the 

great National Museum in Bloomibsij 

Street. Every one knows the way to the 

British Museum ; but^ once there, it ii not 

so easy as might be expected to find the 

way to the exhibition gallery. Perhipe 

the old sphinxes, and sarcophagi, aod 

Egyptian mummijss, with Sardanapihi) 

Saigon, and Tiglath Pileser, may feel « 

little bit jealous of such a v«y modem 

and trivial affair as an exhibition of draw- 

ings and water-colours. Anyhov, the 

solemn temple of antiquities hange oat 

no banners in the way of placarai or 

announcements; and not till the ^i^- 

culties of the search are over, and the 

inner chamber of the maze has been almoet 

reached, do we find the Mendly directioBi 

'< To the White GaUery." ■
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It is white, not from the oolonr of its 

deoorationi, nor in rivalry of the " Black 

and White" room at Burlington Honae^ 

but from the name of the man who 

famished the means of biuldhig the wing 

of whieh it forms a part. Mr. William 

White, who beqneafched hie fortune to the 

Mnaeam sabject to the life-interest of his 

widow, died in fche year 1823; bat the 

widow taryived till 1879. Portanately, 

an institution like this is possessed of a 

coDsidehible stook of patienee; and the 

beqaest — some sixty-five thoasand pounds 

— was well worth waiting for. Probably 

we— the general " we," in whieh individual 

lives have bat a limited share— shall have 

to wait as long again before a farther 

stride is made in providing exhibition 

space for the wondrous treasures of that 

priceless collection of prints and drawings 

known as the Print Soom, the full ex- 

hibition of which would be an education 

in itself. , ■

Far to the east it lies, this exoellent 

White Oallery — beyond the realms of any 

number of savage nations whose trophies 

and panoplies of peace and war adorn the 

long Ethnological galleries through which 

we must pass; Beyond the Asiatic gallenr 

with its idols, and carvings, and rich 

Oriental porcelain; beyond the Oeramic 

saloon, where many a choice example of 

pottery and glass-work seems to call upon 

the passing iisitor " to oome and look at 

me." But if, after the example of the 

adyenturer in search of the golden bird, 

the allurements by the way are resolutely 

declined, a turn or two brings us to the 

long-desired object of our seareL ■

The exhibition abundantly repays the 

trouble of finding it, for, in addition 

to the examples for which we are looking, 

it contains a very interesting series of 

original drawingfs, running in date from 

the fifteenth century to the present tima 

And our own draughtsmen and water- 

coloorists are fairly well represented, with 

examples of some of the most famous 

masters in their genre, with others to be 

rainked among the best, although by artists 

little known to fame. ■

Bat our business is only with the 

h. amorists. And it is at once evident 

X^at there were clever amateur carica- 

Vorists in the earlier days of the Geoigea 

What of the stately historian of the 

Decline and Fall, whose portrait some 

wicked young woman — Lady Diana Beau- 

cler&^it appears has "taken off" as a 

PQ%, snab-nosed, porcine kind of person. ■

Nor has he fared better at the hands of 

voung Walpole^ " Horry's " nephew, who 

has caoght him in a favourite attitude, 

with his little spindle legs dangling in 

front of him. Ahs, the sketeher holds 

nothing sacred. Some day, perhaps, out 

of the treasures of the Print Boom will 

be disinterred a contemporary cartoon of 

Shakespeare in his cups, or Milton, 

haggard and decrepit, like the blind 

beggar of Bethnal Green. ■

n»e people of the next century, which 

will be here a great deal sooner than 

Anybody trsnts it, when they seek to 

realise the bodily presence of the dis- 

tinguished people of preceding generations, 

will turn to the csricaturist of the period 

rather than to the National Portrait 

GaUery. Doubly precious then will be 

such icraps and jottings as are preserved 

in the national collection from the pencil 

of tiiat master of humorous portraiture, 

Bichard Doyle. Little bite where the 

artist has caught the humour of the 

moment on the wing ; groups, such as that 

of Dickens, burly John Forater, and 

Donglas Jerrold, seised at a moment of 

sodal expansion; Gladstone on a com- 

mittee, ere his fame and the historic 

collar had waxed great; sportsmen and 

statesmen in their salad days, still famous 

in this waning age. Here are bite, too, of 

John Leech's sturdy humour, and some 

charming studies from Bandolph Oalde- 

Gott's graceful pencil We have also 

drawings and studies by "Phis," whose 

title to rank as a humorist is chiefly 

derived from his association with the great 

humorist of the age. He is seen at his 

best, perhaps, in the splendid drawings 

that illustrate Lever's '* O'Donoghue." ■

But leaving Bloomsbury and stepping 

westward as far as New Bond Street, we 

shall be lucky enough to find the collected 

drawings of an artist of considerable 

powers, who will be known to fame as the 

most faithful and graphic illustrator of the 

humorous side of dsily life of his period. 

No one can have failed to appreciate, as the 

raciest of Mr. Punch's weekly bill of fare, the 

pleasant sketches signed " C. K," which, 

for the last forty years, have continued to 

appear, without deterioration in freshness 

or interest Many must have regretted 

that the familiar sign was to be seen no 

more, and to hear that the artist's life 

ceased, not long after his retirement from 

Mr. Punch's show; and yet Mr. Oharles 

Keene was never so well known to the 

public as John Leech was in his time, or as ■
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Mr. Damooriez is now. Perhaps it was 

because he appealed neither to the sporting 

prodivities of the oonntry party nor to the 

snpeifine '* society " inslincts of the town, 

bat portrayed the common texture of 

everyday Ufe without malice or exagge- 

ration. And though Keene, perhaps, lacks 

the spontaneous humour of John Leech, 

it goes without saying that he is im- 

measurably Us superior as an artist 

Indeed, the force of black and white can 

hardly go further than in these examples 

of the artisf s work. And the woodcuts 

that reproduced his sketches give no full* 

impression of the power and beauty of hb 

finished drawings. Here everything is 

right and every stroke tells ; there is no 

groping and striving after effect; the 

figures, the backgrounds, the accessories 

all fall into harmonious combination, as it 

seenu^ at the will of an unfaltering and 

unerring hand. ■

It is, perhaps, in his country scenes that 

the artist is seen at his best. His country 

doctors, his farmers, his rustics, he draws 

them all to a hair ; and as for his gallery 

of country parsons it extracts every variety 

known in his day, all as real and lifelike 

as they can be made. He is equally at 

home in a punt on the river. What can 

be better than the devoted, but short- 

sighted angler who thinks he has hooked 

the big jack, and calls lustily for the 

landing-net ; or than Jervis, the professional 

hand, ''It's only an old frying-pan 1 

But that will be useful when we do catch 

him.*' ■

The humours of the London streets, too, 

are Keene's, as it were, by inheritance. He 

is not so original here, perhaps having so 

many predecessors in the line. But who 

has surpassed his omnibus-driver — of a 

school now becoming extinct, for the new- 

fashioned omnibuses, where the driver is 

perched up in solitary state, have destroyed 

the sociability of the class. But the 

driver of the old school who had inherited 

some of the traditions of the stage-coach, 

and who would converse affably with his 

box-seat. And with him the sulky, 

obstinate growler, and the supercilious 

"hansom." Surely the force of polite 

sarcasm could no further go than in the 

address of the dashing two- wheeler to the 

Jarvie who has slightly collided with his 

rival : *' 'Ow d' yer like London, sir 1 " 

While Jarvie himself unconsciously scores, 

when in reply to the sleek parson, who 

wishes to be driven with idl speed to 

Lambeth Pidace, he ejaculates : " Xambra ■

Palace, why, it don't open till hslf-put 

eight 1 " As for the waiter, Mr. Keene 

knew " fiobert " excellently well, snddrew 

him to the life. ■

Then there is the street vendor alio to 

the life, with his tray full of antomstoii 

frogs, addressing the bulky, nervoos old 

lady^ in whose idiosyncrasies the arttit 

seems to reveL *' They all on 'em jomp, 

mum r So did the old lady. With th« 

bulky, indeed, euphemistically called, 

Keene is always great; but he ii good- 

natured toa Their solid load of fleah it 

cheerfully sustained, and he allows them 

all the virtues of ttieir temperament ■

The real humour of the artist lies bdow 

the surface, and is often UKdependent 

of the perhaps well-worn Joe Millsr thit 

forms the ostensible motive of the drawing, 

whose truth and vigour will preserye thdi 

savour, even when the fun of them naj 

have grown out of date. The grocer, tbe 

cheesemonger with his little customfln, 

the general shopkeeper oi the village, the 

lawyer, the local quidnunc, all theaewill 

be known and appreciated by poetoity, 

even should any of them cease to eziit ai 

distinct classes, through the drawiiigi of 

Charles Keene. ■

The artist is also, and especially, at 

home in the law courts. Even the back oi 

his leading Q.O. is eloquent ; die judge on 

the bencl^ the plaintiff, defendant, wit^ 

nesses, and jury are all at his coDunaad. 

The county magistrate's courts too, b 

familiar ground to him. But of the great 

people of the county— of the squire, and 

Sir Thomas, and the Marquis of Oanbai, 

he has very little to note. Nor ii he 

familiar with Duchesses and Gountenei, 

and the high dames of society. His female 

figures are mostly of the homdy, carewoni, 

honest country sort — no more graoehl 

than the orifnnals, but wonderfully troe to 

Nature. Who can forget the good old 

country body at her cott^e door, Mid the 

sympathetic parson who condoles with ber 

on the loss of her husband, to whom, b 

his illness, the rectory cows had fDmiihed 

a daUy can of milk 1 " Afore he went, 

sir, he left the quart o' milk to ocMue to me 

daily, poor dear." Yet here and there the 

artist draws a pleasant, comely female 

face; but it is of a type that ispsafiiog 

away. To the young woman of tiie period 

our artist has little to say. ■

But of all achievements in blftck 

and white, commend us to the artbf a 

Ohannel steamer. The sloppy deck, the 

light that is quivering on tiie sesi the ■
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wind that blows in the teeth of the 

grixzled man at the wheel, aU the eon* 

ditions of sea and sky represented in 

flowiDg lines of pen and ink. ■

And, in taking leave of onr artist, we 

seem to be bidding adiea to a period, of 

which his drawings form the most eharac- 

tezistic of memorials. Other times, other 

manners, and, let as hope, other artists as 

good and faithftil in their work of illos- 

trathg the passing follies and fancies of 

the day, as Charles Eeena ■

A GARRISON ROMANCE. ■

Bt Mbs. LEITH ADAMS (Mas. LAFFAN). ■

Author of *'LouU DraycoU,** "G^qffrey StirHmff,*' *'AuiU 

Hept^B Ftmndlingt" etc ■

CHAPTER L 

THE MAJOR IS QUITE DEOIDSD. ■

/ ^The peripatetic dvilian is not, how- 

ever, always a success," said Oharley 

Bowan, with a significant look at the man 

next Um; ^'you remember the people 

who came here in a yacht — a most irre- 

proachable yacht t " ■

"Te^ yes," said two or three men at 

once ; while the Honourable Robert Dacre 

— commonly called the '' Honourable Bob " 

— screwed his glass into his eye, and 

ejaculated : ■

••By— Jove!" ■

"Why, they nearly got asked to the 

Palaee, don't you know I " said a washed- 

out - looking young man, known as 

''Ginger" in the regiment to which he 

belonged, from tiie generally sandy effect 

of combined hair and freckles. ■

" Ya-as," drawled the Honourable Bob, 

«*and there'd have been a pretty kettle 

of fish if they had." ■

"Then there were those people who 

took a house in the Strada Stretta, don't 

you know!" put hi- Ginger again. 

"The Medlicots got very thick with 

them, and met them afterwards hi 

London;" this with an uneasy glance at 

a lady seated at a writhig-table at the far 

end of the roouL ■

** Just so," said Oharley Bowan. ■

The group of men exchanged glances ; 

vlUle the Honourable Bob ejaculated a 

seoond " By Jove 1 " that spoke volumes. ■

7he said group surrounded, or may said 

^ liave been gathered about, a tall, stout, 

P»^3uliarly self-satisfied, not to say aggres- ■

8ive4ooking man, with a huge moustache, 

keen grey eyes, a hawk-like profile, and a 

frank, no-nonsense-about-me sort of manner 

that took you in thoroughly — ^until you 

knew hiuL After that, you looked upon 

Desbrow Olutterbuek^ lifojor in the 193nl, 

as a painted show, a hollow sham, and all 

the rest of it But the process of knowing 

the man was sometimes a long and painful 

one, and cost a good deal, both in tronUe 

and cash. ■

It was current gossip that, on one 

occasion, a very young soldier of the 

B.K came to pay a P.P.O. call at the 

Major's house. TbU young man was not 

without a certain share of this world's 

goods, and had, as the saying goes, 

"parted freely" at various games of 

chancer Said the bluff and outspoken 

Major : ■

"You've been more than welcome to 

the poor hospitality we have been able to 

offer you;" and he grasped the young 

man's hand in a cordial and fatherly 

manner. ■

After a glance round, to assure himself 

that the Major's wife was out of earshot — 

every man in the garrison tried his best to 

spare Mrs. Olutterbuck on all possible 

occasions — ^the infantUe warrior gave his 

little Bohmd for an Oliver. ■

"I've paid for your hospitality," he 

said. "I've dropped a cool seven hundred 

since I made your acquaintance." ■

Any other man than the hearty Major 

would have been taken aback at thi& But 

do you think he turned a hair ! Not he ! ■

" Was it so much, now t " he answered, 

with that suspicion of an Irish accent that 

those who knew him. slightly found so 

amusing. " I didn't think it had run to 

the odd number. However, the fortunes 

of war, dear boy, the fortunes of war." ■

Then that young man went out into 

the blazing Malta sunshine, and said bad 

words. ■

This small anecdote will give us the 

Major's measure pretty accurately, and 

assist us in '^placing" the dramatis personse 

of our story. ■

Before, however, going any further, it 

may be well to recall Sie fact that we 

have already made some acquaintance 

with the 193rd Regiment of Foot^ and 

taken some interest in that corps ; and it 

behoves me to mention the fact that 

Major Desbrow Olutterbuck was a man 

who had " come in/' and not one who had 

climbed the steps of promotion from en- 

sign upwards, and been, as it were, part ■
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and parcel of *'the regiment" During 

the Indian Matiny the 193rd had suffered 

Beverely.^ Gaps had been wide, promo- 

tions rapid ; and^ in the coarse of events 

that followed, several men had come in 

from outside. Of these the sprightly 

Major was on& ■

When oar story opens, the commanding 

officer, Oolonel Mostyn Eliot, was away on 

leave; the senior Major, Lindsay by name, 

was in command ; the time of the year 

was early sommer; the place, Sleima — a 

sort of summer resort on the eastern side 

of the island of Malta. ■

Here, in a charnung, viUa-Uke residence, 

facing the purple sea, and clothed about 

with vine, and fig-tree, and the famed 

datura, with its snow-white trumpet- 

flowers, lived Major and Mrs. Olntterback, 

lovely Mabel Graham, Mrs. Olutterbuck's 

daughter by a former marriage, little Lily, 

a sprite of fourteen years old with long 

fair tresses loose to every wind of heaven, 

and a scramble of boys, twelve, ten, eight, 

and then ** King Baby " to finish up with, 

a royal and autocratic monarch, etat four, 

who ruled his subjects with a rod of iron. 

It is pleaded for that not very pleasant 

animal, the grizzly bear, that it is '* fond of 

its cub&'' It might be said of Major 

Olutterbuck that he too was fond — very 

fond of his cabs. There could be no doubt 

of that ; and it certainly was a redeeming 

and loveable point in the man's character. 

He was seen at his best with Lily by his 

side, and surrounded by those monsters in 

human form, commonly called '' the boya" 

For monsters they were, inasmuch as no 

mischief possible to the young of the human 

species came amiss to them. Bat they 

adored their gentle, patient mother to a 

man— or rather to a boy, and that was 

indeed a light amid the gloooL In a 

regiment^ a family ill brought up, and 

whose people cannot afford to send it to 

proper schools to be properly trained, is 

an awful scourge. On land it is trying ; 

at sea it is maddening, and many were the 

devices of the younger officers of the 193rd, 

when on board a troopship, to decoy the 

young male Glutterbucks into lonely and 

retired spots, and then administer condign 

punishment to the same. It is said that 

you can tell a dog to be thoroaghbred by 

his keeping silence when you hold him 

up by the tail. Oertainly, jadging from 

this stand -point, there was something 

decidedly thoroughbred about the young 

Oiutterbucka They never told tales, or 

went snivelling to their elders. ■

Bat to return to the group gathered sboot 

the Major as stars round their eentrsl nm. ■

'' Don't forget the pretty widow who 

looked so well on horseback,*' said Oisger, 

stroking his canary-coloured mooitsclit. ■

** And was summoned home in sadi i 

hurry to her little daughter, who wis 

seized with scarlet fever," contmaed Charby 

Bowan, laughing heartily. ■

'< By Jove 1 " put in the Honourable Bob, 

« poor old Gasford was aw'fiy let mthsn, 

don't you know. She'd got him to order 

the horse, and all the rest of it, and he 

had to pay the piper — ^by Jove 1 " ■

" No fear of this man letting in any one 

in that way," said the Major, with bhmt 

decision ; " he's positively made of mosey, 

as any one may see at a glance." ■

A studious avoidance of any interchinp 

of looks betrayed a certain consdonmen 

among the audience as they Usteaed to 

this placidly-stated fact ■

And here — lest any misunderstipding 

should arise in the reader's mind— it hid 

better be said at once that there new 

was, at any time, the very smallest nu- 

pidon or notion of Major Clutterback being 

guilty of the " unpardonable sin "— nsmely, 

cheating at cards. ■

The man was a spendthrift; selM, aiid 

extravagant ; shifty in his dealingi with 

his long-suffering wife as to debts and 

expenditures, but, let it be said onee and 

for all, accused of no deeper wrong thin 

keeping a cool head and a dear eye, isd 

having a surpassing skill in all gamei of 

chance. SciU, these were gifts that mide 

him a dangerous friend for the newly- 

joined ensign with a good aUowaooe 

outside his pay, or the reckless gsmbkr 

who found his one excitement in life in 

balancing himself upon the giddy verge of 

ruin. ■

Sach was Desbrow Olutterbaek, and 

certainly it could not be a matter oi 

surprise that <' the Regiment " did not look 

with exceeding favour upon the man who 

had " come in from outside." ■

No one, however, had a word to nj 

against Mrs. Olutterbuck. To her the 

demeanour of the men was chivaboae and 

reverent, that of the women tender ; while 

as for Mabel Graham, why, of ooone, 

every bachelor officer in the corpi wai 

more or less in love with her, the offieen' 

wives made a pet of her, and even (he 

sargeon-major's wife, Mrs. Masten, whoae 

tongue was supposed to secrete the poiaon 

of asps, forbore to pick holes in her— <ff 

nearly so. ■
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The girl was to gentle, to thoughtful 

for othen, to forgetful of henelfy so little 

oonidoiu of her ownbeaatyi her own eharm, 

so devoted to her p*le and patient mother, 

80 loyal to the Major, saeh a dear, 

loving aiater to Lily and **the boys" — who 

could help bat love her, theae things being 

sol ■

Certainly not Charley Bowan, Captain 

in the Bifle Brigade, who at present sat 

with his back to the softened light that 

came shimmerbg in throngh the half- 

dosed jalonsie, and his eyes — snch dear, 

tnie, honest eyes ef Uqaid bine— staring 

eagerly and nndisgoisedly at the tattie 

that hung across the door, and might — so 

he thon^t — be pushed aside by the 

fairest and most helpfdl hand in the 

world. ■

The dark, steadfast eyes of Vernon 

Halkett^ Sorgeon— Captain Bowan's close 

friend and brother officer — were also, 

many times and oft^ tamed hi the same 

direction. It was the old story — ^two 

hearts drawn to the same woman — ^two 

lovingi where only one coald win. ■

The somewhat grave, almost stem face 

of the yoang snrgeon eoald soften to 

wonderfal tenderness at the sight of 

soflferingi in handling the wounded lunb, or 

teaching the fevered brow. No more 

perfect minister of the art of healing coald 

be imagined than Vernon Halkett, and the 

tie between himsdf and Charley Bowan 

had its firmly-rooted beginning in a time 

when, with all a man's skill, and all a 

woman's tenderness, the yoong doctor 

watched by his comrade's conch throagh 

all the vidssitades of a malignant fever. 

To these gifts and graces of healing 

Yemon Halkett added the best charac- 

teristics of a soldier : calmness, coarage, 

and true manliness, and bore a name upon 

which no slightest slar had ever yet 

rested. ■

The two men in their plain, close- 

fitting oniforms of darkest green, were a 

pleasant pair to look apon, as many a 

bright eye testified. Never had the one 

aaid to the other that the villa by the sea 

was a charming spot in the scenery of 

the iehmd, or compared notes as to the 

exquisite flavoar of tea presented to them 

in rather ill-matched cnps and sancers by 

— Mabel Graham. The honaehold ap- 

pointments at the Major's were decidedly 

scrappy — things didn't match at all, and 

the presence of "the boys" made itself 

felt on all occasions — whether they were 

actually there in the flesh or not To find ■

a well-grown rabbit loppeting abont the 

drawing-room, or to see a sea-gall pro- 

trading its head from a basket in search of 

morsels of fish from the family table, was 

trying to the new-comer ; bat these, and 

worse things still, were endared by men in 

all sorts and kinds of nniform, for the sake 

of the gende girl who strove so hard to 

keep all things smooth, and fuled, when 

f ailare Was inevitable, with sach a patient 

grace. Bat to retam to the Major. ■

" I have fally resolved," said the Major, 

with an air of indescribable candonr and 

frank oatspokenness, ''that I shall call 

upon— er-ATones of Seething Lane." ■

''In that what he caUs himself I " said 

Captain Bowan. ■

''Isn't he anything Jones!" pat in 

Yemon Halkett. ■

*<No," said the Major; "he's jast 

Jones." ■

The Honoarable Bob mattered some- 

thing aboat '*tbe only Jones;" bat no 

one took any notice of hioL The Honoar- 

able Bob set ap to be the wag of the 

regiment, therefore no one felt to be 

nnder the necessity of recognising his 

observations when a serioas sabject was 

ander discassion. His bird-like profile, 

and the fierce moastache that emphasized 

it, were mach admired by the gentler sex, 

as also was the marvelloas dexterity with 

which he manlpnlated his striegless eye- 

glass, whipping it into his waistcoat-pocket, 

when it was not on daty, in sach a manner 

as to suggest some practice as a conjarer. ■

'* I'm glad he isn't anything Jones," said 

Ginger. "That widow, yon know — Mm. 

Momington Smith — wasn't it! was a 

caation." ■

"Xo one coald ever twace her," said 

the Honoarable Bob, " and the twadesmen 

were left lamenting, don't yon know." ■

An aneasy silence followed. Visions of 

delirions dans rnshing on board troopships 

at the very last moment and wildly ■

enqniring for * Well, well; the ■

HonoaraUe Bob never did open his month 

without patting his foot in it, as had been 

many times observed by his many friends. ■

At this moment a head like a mop was 

thrast throagh the half-open door, and 

Jim, the middle boy of the <* scramble," 

appeared dragging behind him, at far too 

rapid a pace to be pleasant, no less a 

person than Master Phil — otherwise King 

Baby — his snood of earls all in a tangle, 

his bonnie face rose-red with the pace. 

Jim made straight for Dr. Halkett ■

" We ran all the way from the bottom ■
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of the garden when we heard yoa'd come," 

he Baidy looking up with bright, ei^er eyes 

into the dark, qoiet face; ''I say, I'm 

glad you're come. There's something 

wrong with my model traction*engine, 

don't yer know." This last with a quiz- 

zical glance at the Honourable Bob, who 

was rubbing his chin with the head of his 

cane, and regarding the intruder anything 

but affectionately through his cflxefuUy- 

focussed eyeglass. ■

**We be's welly glad you he's come," 

echoed King Baby, with his hand on 

Halkett's knee, and his eyes lifted to his 

brother's face for inspiration ; but the 

traction-engine was too big a subject to be 

tackled, and King Baby concluded his 

remarks by nestling his head against the 

Doctor's tunic. ■

As Mrs. Olutterbuck rose from her seat 

at the further end of the long, narrow 

room, the men came to their feet, and 

Oaptain Bowan rolled a low lounging-chair 

dose to the open window. ■

«< Sit down and talk to us a little, Mrs. 

Glutterbuck," he said, with a tender 

deference in air and voice that some 

young ladies in the garrison would have 

been very ready to envy had they seen itb ■

The Major'swife was tall, and still slender ; 

in fact, she gave you the notion of a woman 

who had been worn away by years and 

years of anxiety and uncertainty. You 

could see she had been beautifuli and 

reidise that she had only missed that ripe 

autumnal beauty that comes to happy 

women in middle age, because ''carUng 

care " had delved hollows beneath her sad 

brown eyes, and hard lines about her 

patient mouth. The shapely head, the 

graceful carriage, these she had bequeathed 

to her daughter Mabel, and Jim looked 

at you with her eyes — before they had 

grown so sad. ■

** You are very kind to want me," she said ; 

" but I must see to these unruly ones first 

Jim, Jim" — ^withaloving, deprecating shake 

of the head at that scapegrace — *' you are 

hardly fit to come into the drawing-room ; 

and what have you been doing to Phil f " ■

Alas! King Baby's pinafore was not 

innocent of oil — blade oU^ too— and^ he ap- 

peared to have been endeavouring to 

anoint his curls with the same. ■

"Gome — see— Docky," lisped the cul- 

prit ; then, Ug with thoughts of the broken 

traction-engine, looked hdplessly at Jim. ■

Jim woidd doubtless have explained in 

his most lucU manner how matters stood, 

but the Major cut him short ■

'' Marion," he said, addressing hii wife, 

'< I wish you would not check the diildrai 

in that way. I like them," be oontiinied, 

turning to the Honourable Bob with en- 

gaging confidence, " I like theu to Iutb 

plenty of scope ; I like them to be n&tonl 

— to grow up like the flofen, uA 

theer " ■

'^Weedsl" suggested the Honoanble 

Bob, making a sendUe observstioa lor 

once in his life; ''well| they do, ywi 

know — they do, evewybody says sa* ■

The Major hummed a tune under Us 

breath. He wondered If that confounded 

ass meant to be Impertinent If he did; 

well, there was an lO.U. or two in the 

drawer in the next room — ^the Mtjor^i 

snuggery, in fact, a room where the light 

in ^e window oft-times pded its in- 

effectual fires before the radiance of the 

rising sun. ■

Meanwhile, Mrs. Clutterbudc— a iuot 

flush rlsbig to her faded dieek at her 

husband's reproof — began, somewlttt 

nervoudy, chatting to Oaptain Bowsn and 

the Honourable Bob. She was angry with 

herself for still feeling aentdy the snub 

direct, so often administered to her; 

angry that others should see her wince. 

Some women — finding marriage a failare— 

can arm their hearts agdnst woondi, by 

ceasing to love the man who crippteeand 

stunts their lives ; but this wonaiL wu 

not of that calibra Her first maniaphad 

been a loveless union into which aha had 

been driven by others before she knew 

that she had a woman's heart in ber 

breast; in her second, the overmsstsibg 

influence of a pasdonate attachment wai 

the chiefest factor. That she rued the 

day when she first met Deslwow Clatte^ 

buck, many of her friends took for granted; 

but I doubt whether this were redly tb 

case, for, maybe, she loved him better than 

she could have loved a better man, and 

found a secret consolation in the know- 

ledge that no other woman oodd hare 

been to him what she was — could have ao 

palliated his sins, so consoled him fai the 

day of despair. For such days did again 

and again come to the Major; dayaia 

which he would tdl his long-suffeiiDg wfle 

that nothing remained but to Uow his 

brains out — ^those brains that had served 

him so HI, and deserved to be brought to 

a bad end — or to fiy regiment and oonoby 

and turn squatter in the wilds of Qombb- 

land. A lucky night's play, the sodden 

news of a sucoessful horse, wrell backed, 

and the shadows would pass. If he went ■
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down like a Btone, ^ rose like a oork. He 

might haye laid hu head on that faithful 

brmt^ and wept team of fear and re- 

pentance, in the eyening, might have told 

her that the arms that elaeped him ao 

fondly were hia only earthly refoge, and, 

by the morning, been whistUng ammt the 

house or carolling gay aonga in a wonder- 

folly tonefnl tenor, the boya liBtening in 

lapt delight, and Lily whirling round to 

the aweet refrain, with her dond of hair 

floating out behind her. ■

Never was such a household of ups and 

downs as the Major's 1 ■

Many and many a secret of its inner 

life was there known only to ''dear old 

Mnatfira," '•Good old Musters," as the 

fellows were apt to call the Surgeon-Major 

of the 193rd; not one of which secrets 

did he ever impart to the wife of his 

bosom, though she made never such a 

corkscrew of herself, and laid never so 

many traps and pits for his unwary 

moments. ■

"I know no more than you do," she 

would say to a curious acquaintance, 

" whatever I may suspect" ■

Indeed ''old Musters" took good care 

of that, and Mrs. Clutterbuck had no better 

or more valued friend. ■

It had been said by certain unfriendly 

spirits that whenever this crushed-looking 

woman appeared at any regimental or gar- 

rison festivity, people made " a ridiculous 

fuss over her." And perhaps there was 

some truth in this. Nothing appeah to 

your trae soldier like weakness and help- 

leaeneaa. I have oftentimes witnessml 

this grand and noUe spirit of chivabry in 

men of the calibre of Kowan, Halkett, and 

even the Honourable Bob. I have seen 

a poor, down-trodden, timid, entirely un- 

attractive woman singled out for care and 

kindness; and a thousand petits soins 

make a passing brightness in her still, 

grey life, and bring the dew of ready 

bears of grateful surprise into her weazy 

9yea ■

It was easy to see that on the part of 

Japtain Bowan a strong personal regard 

mated towards poor Mrs. Olntterbuck; 

n faet^ there was some dose bond between 

he two, some friendly understanding, of 

rhicik the signs were plain enough to read. 

La noWp when, after a look — wistfbl on 

he man's side, sympathetic on hers — Mrs. 

*latterbiick said, softly : 

"She is out riding, with Mrs. Crash- ■

The personal pronoun, used as a substi- ■

tute for any proper name, spoke volumes. 

But something was kept back, for again a 

faint rose-flush dyed Mrs. Olutterbuck's 

cheek. ■

" Yon mean Mabel t " shouted Jim — as 

usual, in his mother's pocket. ■

And King Baby — most faithful of echoes 

— cried in ms shrill little piping voice : ■

M 'Oo means Mabel, de-ar Mabel Her ■

he's gone on a gee-gee, wis — wis " Bat ■

here baby ran amuck. ■

This time it was in Charley Bowan's 

cheek that the hot colour rose. ■

There are few things more unpleasant 

than for some one to make an observation 

to yon sotto voce, and some one else to 

shriek it out in the ear of the general public. ■

"My daughter," said the Major, with 

an ineffable air, and a graceful gesture of 

his finely-formed ^nd that was only too 

familiar to his wife, '* has gone out riding 

with Sir Peyton Paling — ^kindly chaperoned 

by our good friend Mr& Orashleigb " ■

Then Charley Bowan understood the 

flush on Mrs. Olutterbuck's face when she 

told him that Mabel was out. Sir Peyton 

Paling— commonly known in the garrison 

as " the bibulous Baronet^" was one of the 

Major's intimates— well connected, well off, 

a man who,in spite of his failmgs, was looked 

upon as a decided parti Tall, intended 

by nature to be stalwart and athletic. Sir 

Peyton stooped in the shoulders so as to 

cut a somewhat unsoldierly figure in the 

saddle on parade; his mouth was loose- 

lipped, and tremiUous, his eyes ofbtimes 

heavy, his hand by no means to be 

depended upon. It was not that the man 

was ever, or at all events, often, what 

might be caUed drunk; but, he began 

nipping as early as nine a.nL, and kept 

on at the same until towards daylight, 

regularly spending many long hours at the 

csjrd-table. His skill as a player was not 

great ; his conceit enormous, and he was an 

ardent adndrer of the beau seze. Can it 

not well be imagined that he was a 

valuable acquaintance to Major Clutter- 

buck, and that that gentleman, finding in 

him a truly congenial spirit, would revel 

in the idea of him in the possible Ught of a 

titled and wealthy son-in-law 1 ■

" Do you like Mrs. Crashleigh t Do you 

think she's nice I " cried Master Jim, his 

legs planted well apart, his big eyes 

looking fixedly at Bowan as if determined 

to wring the truth out of him. " I dont. 

I think she's downright nasty — the lot of 

na thmk so " ■

"We tink so," put in Emg Baby, ■
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datching Halkett's hand to steady him- 

self properly, and determined to have a 

share in the conversation. ■

•< Do yon know what she didf went on 

Jim, while every one trembled in their 

shoes, that young gentleman's utterances 

being occasionally Si the most impmdent 

description ; " she came here to call } we 

were in the balcony over the door. She 

didn't see us becaose of the vine-leaves, 

yon know. ' I hope those horrid brats 

aren't at home/ says she. Yes, she did, 

we heard her." This in answer to a polite 

look of incredulity which Halkett and the 

Honourable Bob had managed to call up. 

"Horrid bratsi that's what she said, so I 

stuck my head out Bertie was afraid; 

but I wasn't She's only a woman after 

aU, isn't she, and women can't do one much 

harm, can they ! " Here an imbecile smile 

and a murmur from the Honourable Bob 

had to be ignored by the rest *< WeU, I 

stuck my head out, and I said, ' Oh, yes, 

we are at home, every one of us ; jost you 

come in and see if we aren't' " ■

"Then you were very rode, Jim, as I 

fear you often are," said Mrs. Olutterbnck, 

hurriedly. ■

"But I say, mother," persisted Jim, 

" do you like Mrs. Grashleigh ? I'm sure 

Mabel doesn't You know she . almost 

cried when pa told her that she was 

to ride Sir Peyton's grey, and go out ■

with I'm sure if she'd known you ■

were coming," said this wretched Jim, with 

a plunge at Oaptain Eowan and a great 

glad smile that nobody returned, "she'd 

have stayed at home. I think she's always 

glad when you come to see us," 

, " Turn to see us," echoed King Baby ; 

and then a dreadful silence fell on every- 

body. Nor did the Major look as if he 

thought " more scope " was needed by his 

offspring. ■

He moved hastQy towards the window, 

humming under his breath " In the merry, ■

merry month of May, As it fell upon s dsy," 

and everybody was deeply gratefol to the 

Honourable Bob for a " By Jove I " bo em- 

phatic as to call for general and prompt 

attention. Well might any one ejuolMe 

anything. .Well might the godi of 

the olden time be invoked and appeiled 

ta ■

There he was, no less a peison thin 

"Jones of Seething Lane, aoioling ilowly 

past the house on a tall steed of cheitDiit^ 

dressed so, what Yemon Haftett caM 

" emphatically," armed at all points in lo 

unexceptionable a manner that the eye 

that regarded him blinked again. ■

He brought quite a whiff of Bond Street 

with him ; and the men, leaning towudi 

the half-opened julousie, felt that hii taQ, 

shining "topper" suggested InevitibU 

coup-de-soleU. His natty boots, white 

spats, lavender kid gloves, his ciirioinlf 

cut coat — something of a compiomiM 

between a "frock "and a mufti "dreu" 

— were amazing. ■

Mr. Jones was about the middle hrigbt, 

and stontish in build. He had s foir, 

honest -looking face, with iron-grey hair 

brushed forward over each ear, and aqmn 

across the forehead. They eoidd aee all 

this well, for, jost as he passed, be took 

off his hat to wipe his brow with a 

bandana handkerchief. ■

"As well he mayl" said Ciptain 

Rowan. "Wh — eu — ^fancy such s get-up 

in a climate like this ! " ■

"I think," said the Major, orseaWly, 

" that he bears trustwortftiiness snd re- 

spectability written on every feature of hia 

face. I have quite decided to call open 

him this evening." ■

" I dare say he is a thoroughly gooi 

fellow," said Sowan, uneasily; "bat I 

must say he looks like a drmdfol out^ 

sider." ■

"Dwedfull" echoed the Hononnble 

Bob. ■
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CHAPTER VI. ■

EvKRY one waa very mnch and very 

unreasonably snrprised that Selma Bhould 

not have known her cooain when he came 

to her rescue in the wood. As she had 

been only five years old when he left 

Eogland, and he had sent home no photo- 

graphs, recognition might nearly as well 

have been expected of Uttle Elsie, even if 

they had been familiar playfellows before 

his departure. And as a matter of fact, 

even in her babyhood, Selma had never 

seen Roger ComisL ■

They were sitting in the garden on the ■

morning after Roger's arrival, when this ■

discovery was made — Mrs. Oomisb, with ■

her colonist son on the grass at her feet, ■

Helen, Selma, Humphrey, and a selection ■

of the boys ; the latter were anxious a^ to ■

their new brother's capacity for larks — ■

from which point of view Humphrey was ■

exninenily unsatisfactory — and were at ■

pTesent at that stage of their investigation ■

which consisted in monosyllabic responses ■

tcD his advances, and in hovering about on ■

VKne outskirts of their elders' conversation ■

\.o devour the unconscious candidate for ■

t\ieir approbation with eyes and ears. ■

As far as the evidence of their eyes went, 

youthful popular opinion had decided that 

Roger looked " jolly," and, as far as it went, 

popular opinion was right Roger Oombh 

I was a taQ, broad-shouldered young fellow, 

with bright brown hair, which, short as he 

kept it, ^Insisted on curling defiantly, a ■

full beard, a little lighter in colour, and well- 

opened blue eyes. There was a great deal of 

energy and steady reliability about his face, 

but very little trace of thought in the 

abstract^ and 'the good-natured eyes were 

as simple and direct in their gaze as a 

child's. There was a breadth about his 

figure, and a depth in his voice which made 

him seem older than his twenty-six years, 

and which curiously contradicted his eyes 

and his boyish laugh. ■

The little group, with the exception of 

this investigating contingent which fluc- 

tuated as curiosity and restlessness dictated, 

had been established under the fine old 

trees which were one of the chief attrac- 

tions of the Manor House garden, ever 

since breakfast, and there was that half- 

tentative, half-familiar air about it which 

always pervades such a family reunion. 

The new Roger was a stranger to his 

brother and sister, a stranger almost to his 

mother, and they were strangers to him. 

The common interests which are the bonds 

of family life had all to grow up between 

them ; and in the instinctive mutual con- 

sciousness of this, the mutual desire to 

hasten the process, there had hardly been 

a pause in the quick, interested fire of 

question and answer. ■

More than an hour had passed in this 

wa^, when, after the first short silence, Mrs. 

Cornish said, with a smile : ■

" Of course it is absurd to expect that 

Selma should have known you, and yet I 

can't help feeSng quite aggrieved that she 

did not. I don't like to think that you 

were so near me, dear boy, and that I 

didn't know it Why didn't you come 

straight to me when you knew who she 

wast" ■

Roger's sunburnt face reddened, and he 

glanced furtively in Selma's disection. ■
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"I— I did think of it," he said. "I 

knew when I heaid— the name. Bat I — 

there was Bomething — ^I thought Fd come 

on here, yon sea" ■

" Yon see the consequences of sending 

home no photographs," said Sylvia, langh- 

ing. " You've let us clamour for one all 

in vain, and bo your own cousin doesn't 

know you when she sees you. And your 

own sister wouldn't have known you any 

better," she continued, suspending her 

needlework to look critically at him; 

" though, of course, I was quite a big girl — 

much older than Selma— when you went 

away. Suppose we had refused to believe 

in you, Boger. Suppose we had none of 

us known you t " ■

" I should have known him anywhere," 

interposed his mother, softly, pausing an 

instant in her knitting to lay her hand on 

his head. ■

'* What a strange thing it was that you 

should have taken that short cut through 

the wood instead of keeping to the road 1 " 

went on his sister. Sylvia stood rather 

alone in the Cornish fanuly, for the brother 

who should have belonged to her especially 

had died in his babyhood; she had always 

hoped that Boser, when he should come 

home, would ti&e the vacant place ; and 

she was fiill of eagerness to make friends 

with him. "I suppose you are so used to 

finding tracks — ^ian't that the word 1 — ^that 

the absence of a road is nothing to you. 

It was lucky for you, Sehna, wasn't 

itt" ■

The response was so low as to be hardly 

audible. Selma was apparently interested 

at the moment in something far away on 

the horizon. But Sylvia nardly paused 

for an answer before she continued, 

reflectively : ■

" When did Selma see you last, I wonder, 

Boger t After all, she can only have been 

a tiny child when you went away. Do 

vou remember him that Christmas before 

he went, Selma f " ■

Selma was sitting in a big baaket-chair 

which stood, in consequence of the way in 

which the shade was thrown, at a little 

distance from the group which she faced ; 

she was leaning back in it doing nothing, 

though both Eielen and Sylvia had needle- 

work in their hands. Sehua very rarely 

did do anything when she was not working 

hiurd at her own profession. There was 

something rather constrained and shy 

about her attitujle ; she had hardly con- 

tributed a word to Uie talk which had been 

going on so briskly, and, as every one ■

turned to her with sudden curiosity ai 

Sylvia spoke, she stretched up one am 

and pulled a chestnut leaf frcon the tne 

above her head, apparently that die might 

pull it to pieces as she said, in a low, em- 

barrassed voice : ■

'' No, Sylvia, I don't remember-^Boott 

at all." ■

She glanced up shyly as she spoke, ud 

found that Boger had taken advantage of 

Sylvia's question to turn eagerly towaidi 

her, and that he was exactly facing hsr. 

It was the first time their eyes had mst 

that morning, and as Selma dropped hen 

hastily Sylvia, who happened to be looking 

at her, suddenly upset her work-baiket 

with an irrepressible movement of ii- 

tonishment, and became temporarily speeeb- 

less. It was Helen who lifted her head 

from her work, and said : ■

" I wonder whether you ever did aee 

him I Do you know, auntie, I bdiere, 

after all, she never did. It was the year 

before Boger went away that mother and 

father went to Cannes, when I came to yoa, 

and Selma went with them, and before 

that '* ■

"Before that, Boger ncTer spent hii 

holidays in London," went on her aont 

"You're quite right, Helen. What a 

curious thing 1 Then they really did meet 

for the first time yesterday. I suppose 

you would have known Selma firom ber 

photographs, Boger, and Helen toot" ■

(( Helen, I think I should have knows,'' 

he said instantly, looking up sit bei 

frankly, " but — Selma," he turned beiita- 

tingly as he spoke, and there was a nervooii 

involuntary movement from the baaket- 

chair, "I— I didn't know her tiU Bne 

said— till I heard her name,'' he fiddled 

hurriedly and incoherently. ■

An irrepressible chuckle from a acm- 

legged boy — ^it was Jim, the sandiest and 

moat mischievous of Hke two aandy-hsited 

ones — ^interrupted the conversation at thii 

stage of the proceedings. ■

"What a larkl" he said, taxning 

suddenly head over heels in his delight 

" Oh, what a lark ! Fancy Selma's ssjisg 

you weren't real when yon were her own 

cousin 1 She said she'd take you — * 

But Jim was abruptly interrupted ; Syhifti 

Humphreyi and Selma rose suddenly and 

simultaneously. ■

" Boys, don't you want to go fishhig f " ■

"Boys, go and get some lunch"; came 

from Uie two former at one and the 

same moment^ and when tiie tumult which 

followed these suggestions had subsided, ■
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nskd the boys had departed to eany both 

into efieet, the big buketchair under the 

chestnat-tree was empty. ■

Selma waa seen rery little and heard 

still lefli for the reat of the day; and, 

dniing the week that followed, ti^e nanal 

Selma, bright, impolsiye, always, oncon- 

sdonily to herself, the eentre figure 

wherever she might be, seemed to have 

dtsappeaied more completely each time 

Selma's oatwaid personality was seen ; the 

present Selma had nothing to say, had 

very pink cheeks in public, and very white 

ones in private, had large eyes which were 

alternately searai and dreamy; she was 

vcryanxions to be unobtrosively and in- 

ecflsanUy nsefiil to lbs. Cornish or the 

girls, or to amuse little Elsie for hours 

together in private haunts of their own. 

OnJy one person noticed these things. 

Helen was absorbed in Humphrey, lus. 

Cornish was absorbed in Roger — whom she 

found by no means so even in his spirits as 

she could have wished, and who seemed to 

her to be too much given to long fits of 

abstraction. Only Sylvia saw, and under- 

stood, and she could hardly believe the 

evidence of her senses. ■

She was standing alone in the drawing- 

room one evening, when Roger had been 

home rather more than a week, staring 

blankly at the door. It had just closed 

behind Selma, who had vanished from the 

room with suddenly flushed cheeks, as a 

man's voice was heard from the room on 

the other side of the hall; and Sylvia's 

amazement had not allowed her to move 

when she was startled out of her petrifac- 

tion by the abrupt reopening of the door, 

and the precipitate entrance of Nettie, 

who shut it behind her with a jerk, and 

nearly fell back against it, with round, 

excited eyes. ■

"Sylvia," she whispered, excitedly, 

''what do you think 1" ■

''I can't think," returned her sister, 

limply. ■

** I eahie out of the breakfast-room just 

this minute, and Roger came out of the 

dlning-rbom and he didn't see me. Selma 

was simply flying upstairs, and she had 

dropped her han&erehief in the hall ; and 

Roger saw it, and he saw her, and he 

picked it up, and he — oh, Sylvi*— he- 

kissed it like anything." ■

A curious sound, suggestive of a youth- 

ful animal of some description in strong 

convulsions, came suddenly from under the 

low drawing-room window; but ndther 

giri noticed it. Sylvia had dropped into ■

a chair, and was gaaing at her sister as if 

the plump, good-natured Nettie were a 

spectre. ■

"Nettie!" she gaaped at last, «MfU 

happen 1 " ■

"Oh, Sylvia— what!" ■

'* Roger and Sehna. Tea, yon may well 

look like that, Nettie, bui-ndie does 1 " ■

Luddity in Sylvia's statements had 

been conspicuous so far entirely by its 

absence ; but Nettie seemed to understand 

her. ■

"Roger and Selma!" she gasped, in a 

whisper, which was almost awestruck, as 

her round brown eyes grew rounder than 

ever. " Selma 1" ■

" Nettie, my head has been eoing like 

this," said Sylvia, solemnly, maUng a wild 

agitation with her hands, intended to 

depict excessive confusion of mind "I 

saw him look at her the very first morn- 

ing, and she met his eyes unexpectedly, ■

and she looked ! If it had been any ■

other girl, I should have said she meant 

to flfart with him; but it was Selma— 

Selma, Nettie ! I never saw her look at 

any man as though he were a bit different 

to a girL" ■

"But she hasn't flirted with him," said 

Nettie, incomprehendingly. " She hardly 

ever speaks to him." ■

" That's it," cried Sylvia, vigorously and 

inconsequentiy. "Oh, Nettie, how stupid 

you are I Don't you see that Selma simply 

can't flirt t She— Nettie, she's Men in 

love with him 1" ■

"Sylvia!" ■

How long they would have sat there 

staring at one another, as though the 

world had suddenly turned upside down 

before their astonished eyes, it is im- 

possible to say. The convulsive sounds 

outside the window, which liad been 

apparentiy forcibly restrained during their 

conversation by the sufferer, were to be 

repressed no longer, and Nettie and Sylvia 

started instantaneously to their feet as 

Jim's freckled fiuse, red and shiny with 

laughter, appeared suddenly above the 

window-sill, while the rest of his person 

danced with joy below. ■

" Selma's young man 1 " he said. " Oh, 

what a game I rll aak him if he knows 

where Selma's handkerchief is. Oh, 

hurroo!" ■

The Cornish boys had been very early 

initiated into the inimitable field of mia- 

chief provided by what they called 

"spoons." During the engagement of 

their eldest sister — ^who had married some ■
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yean before, and had gone to India with 

her htiBband — ^they had been used as tools 

at very tender ages by her husband's 

brotiier, a feather-brained medical student, 

with an unlimited capacity for practical 

joking. His promptings had fallen upon 

truly faithful soil, especially in the case of 

Jim, whose perceptions as to the means by 

which it was possible to cover an engaged 

couple with confusion had been abnormally 

acute when he was an imp of only five. 

He had rejoiced greatly over the news 

of Humphrey's engagement^ but Humphrey 

and Helen had turned out, as he expressed 

it, " no go," and he was consequently quite 

at liberty to concentrate his undivided 

attention on the possibility suggested by 

the conversation he had just overheard. ■

Sylvia and Nettie expressed their ap- 

preciation of the position by a simultaneous 

dash towards the window, and a clutch at 

the hopping, dancing figure bebw. ■

"Jim, you dreadfully wicked boy," cried 

Sylvia, wrathfuUy, but low^ lest other 

wicked boys should appear upon the scene 

and complicate her difficulties. "Don't 

you know that it's simply disgustingly 

mean to listen to people ? " ■

"People shouldn't talk so loud when a 

person is catching moths under the window, 

then. Ah, I've caught a moth, and^ no 

mistake ; " and Jim winked wickedly into 

his sisters' perturbed countenances. ■

" Jim, if yon do anything, I'll — I don't 

know what I won't do ! " ■

" Do anything, Sylvia," was the answer, 

in a tone of innocence which would have 

shamed the proverbial new-bom babe. 

" Me t Why, whatever should I do t " ■

" Oh, you imp," breathed Nettie, emu- 

lating her sister in caution and exceeding 

her m vigour ; " there isn't any knowing 

what you won't do 1 You'll be everywhere 

you're not wanted I " ■

" I shall be about, Nettie," returned the 

innocent, much surprised. "A. chap may 

be about, I suppose. P'raps I shall see 

Boger sometimes when he doesn't see me. 

He's got such a spooney — I mean mooney 

— ^way with him" — with an irrepressible 

chuckle. " I shall look after Selma a bit, 

too, p'raps— quietly, you know. She's 

rather down, isn't she ) " and with another 

irrepressible chuckle he wriggled out of 

his sisters' hands and disappeared in the 

dark. ■

There was nothing to be done, the much- 

perturbed Sylvia and Nettie argued, except 

to keep a sharp look-out upon the boy, and 

frustrate as far as possible acy littlo plans ■

he might develope. To this argument each 

girl added a private mental determhitios 

which each thought it better not to confide 

to the other, and which begsn to take 

effect on the family atmosphere the very 

next day. Both Sylvia and Nettie ip. 

parenily woke up the next monung 

afflicted with a curious form of resttonken, 

which was always urging them to cill to 

its relief any member of the family who 

happened to be talking at the moment to 

Boger or Selma, who were always finding 

themselves left alone. Not alone together. 

It was another peculiarity of the iainily 

atmosphere, which was rather complicated 

in those days, that whenever there was the 

remotest prospect of such a oontingencj, 

either Boger or Selma incontinently fled. 

An incessant game of post seemed to be in 

progress. Selma, when her companion had 

departed, remonstrating, to answer Sylm'i 

urgent appeal, would invariably riie pre- 

cipitately as soon as she found henelf 

alone and attach herself to somebody cIn; 

whereupon, before many mbntea bad 

elapsed, that somebody's preaenoe voold 

become absolutely necessary to Nettie'i 

peace of mind, and the proceedings would 

recommence. Boger, left alone, would 

stare vacantly into space for a fewmhatei, 

heave a heavy sigh, and depart to take a 

solitary walk. ■

At last, one hot afternoon in Angut, 

the whole party had taken refuge from the 

sun in and about a picturesque dd sominec* 

house which stood close to a large fish- 

pond, which gave that part of the garden 

a quaint, old-world look. It was acme 

way from the house, at the extreme end of 

wimt went by the name of the lower 

garden, and the water, shaded by a large 

walnut-tree which overhung it, looked cool 

and refreshing on that broiling afternoon. ■

The younger Oornishes had gradoallj 

grown tired of inaction, and had atrajed 

away. Sylvia and Nettie had risen one 

after the other in a casual manner and de- 

parted, and shortly afterwards Sylvia bad 

suddenly remembered that she wanted 

Humphrey to advise her as to a piece cf 

art needlework on which she was engaged, 

and had fetched him into the house, and 

Nettie had called for Helen on important 

business. Mra Cornish, Selma, and Bog^r 

were left alone ; Selma sitting right inaide 

the summer-house, on one of 4h6 pic- 

turesque rustic benches with which it waa 

furnished, Mrs. Cornish jast outside in s 

garden-chair, with Boger beside her on the 

slightly raised threshold. ■
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They were not a eonversational trio. 

Selma had a book in her hand, Mrs. 

Cornish was taming the heel of her sock, 

and Roger was staring at vacancy in a 

manner which was eminently self -conscioos 

bat not entertaining. ■

"Twenty, twenty -two, twenty - four," 

mnrmored Mrs. ComisL ^ Oh, dear, that's 

the end of my wool ; I most get some more. 

No, my dear, don't trouble ; I don't know 

exactly where it is," she added, to Sehna, 

whose absorbing interest in her book bad 

not prevented her jumping np, almost 

before Mrs. Cornish had finished speaking, 

with a pressing offer to be allowed to go 

for what she wanted. ■

" I can look for it, anntle," she protested. ■

" No, no, my dear. I will go myself. 

Sylvia said she wanted to show me some- 

thing about her work. You stop here 

with Roger. I shall be back directly." 

And Mrs. Cornish moved briskly away. ■

Selma hesitated a moment as if in doubt 

whether or no to insist on following her, 

and, before she had decided, Mrs. Cornish 

had turned the comer, and was out of 

Bighth leaving Selma standing in the middle 

of the summer-house with ]&>ger, who had 

nsen, standing rather awkwardly in the 

doorway, so that if she decided to go she 

would have to ask him to let her pass. 

The colour came and went ; she tumed the 

book she held nervously in her hands, and 

then she suddenly sat down again, ap- 

parently choosing the least of two evils. 

Roger's state of mind did not seem to be 

much more composed than her own, and he 

leant his broad shoulders against .one of 

the supports of the little place in an 

attitude which was far from appearing as 

easy as he fondly hoped. ■

** I — I was afraid you meant to go in," 

he said. ■

"Oh, no!" ■

" You — ^you do go in a good deal, don't 

you f I mean," he amended, hastily, ** you 

generally go where I'm not." ■

Selma started to her f eei ■

" Oh, no ; not at all," she said, breath- 

lessly. " It isn't that at all ; but I must go 

in now, I've just remembered." ■

She stood before him waiting for him to 

move, a startled figure, quiveringly anxious 

to escape, and he was stepping back with 

a heavy shade of disappointment on his 

honest face, when he was suddenly startled 

by a heavy splash and a frightened cry 

^hich Selma echoed with a shriek of 

dismay as her eyes suddenly dilated, and 

faer face tumed white with fright. ■

"The pond!" she cried. "Oh, I 

always knew they would. He's tumbled 

in. Oh, come ! There are holes I " and 

the next moment she had rushed to the 

edge of the fish-pond followed closely by 

Rqger, who asked rapidly : ■

" Can't they swim t Which is it t" ■

"Oh, yes." she cried, "but he fell off 

the tree ! Oh, you see he doesn't rise." ■

Almost before the words were uttered, 

Roger had stripped off his coat and had 

plunged into the pond, on the surface of 

which nothfaig was to be seen but large, 

slowly-widenCng rings of water. He dived 

straight out of sight, and as the water 

closed above him a little strangled gasp 

parted Selma's white lips, and she stood 

rooted to the ground, not attempting to 

run for help or even to call out, staring 

with dark, dilated eyes at the spot where 

he had disappeared, until, a few seconds 

later, he rose again some distance across 

the pond holding a sandy, unconscious 

head above water with one hand as he 

kept himself afloat with the other. ■

" He's stunned," he called, speakhig in 

short, laboured gasps, " and — heavy. Can 

you — ^help — ^up — the bank t " ■

The pond had been cleared out only a 

day or two before, and the bank shelved 

steeply down with no weeds or water- 

plants to serve as a hold ; it rose nearly 

three feet above the water, and Roger 

could neither throw the boy np nor could 

he lift himself out of the water with his 

heavy burden in his arms. ■

" The tree ! " he called again to Sehna. 

" Hold on— to the tree." ■

A strong, low-growing branch of the 

wahiut-tree reached nearly to the water's 

edge, and catching his meaning instantly, 

Selma knotted her handkerchief round it 

to give herself a hold, and clinging to it 

with one hand let herself half-way down 

the bank, stretching out the other hand to 

Roger. He caught it in a strong, firm 

grip— the bank crumbled, broke away, the 

branch creaked, the slender figure swayed 

and strained, and then Roger stood beside 

her on the grass with an inanimate little 

heap of dripping blue serge at their feet — 

the unfortunate and too enquiring Jim, 

whose investigations into the proceedings 

in the summer-house from an observatory 

in the wakiut-tree had nearly landed him 

in a watery grave I ■

" You're not hurt t " said Roger, breath- 

lessly, as Selma sank on her knees by the 

boy, almost as white as he, and trembling 

I from head to foot. ■
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She lifted her face to him instantlyi m 

if the common aense of Btrnggle and danger 

had swept away all self-conaciooBness from 

both, and said : ■

'^No, oh, no 1 Yon have not hut yonr- 

Belft Oh, we mnat take him inl My 

poor little Jim 1" ■

She bent oyer the dripping little figore 

again ai she spoke, and £)ffer| comine 

hastily round to the other sidei gathered 

it very tenderly into his arms. ■

"Poor Uttle chapl" he said. "Did 

he fall off the tree! Iwish he'd come to 1" ■

They carried him into the house, walk- 

ing quickly side by side, as they had not 

walked since their first meeting in (he 

wood, their faces turned to one another 

in a common anxiety and a common 

interest ■

Nearly two hours passed; everything 

was done that could be done, and the 

mischieyous face remained still and 

quiet, as it had never been seen before 

except when Jim was asleep. At last^ 

however, when bis mother was bending 

over him, all her resources exhausted, and 

nothing left her but to wait for the arrival 

of the doctor, the freckled features quivered, 

the deadly pallor changed, and the eyes 

suddenly opened. ■

"You can see first-rate from that 

branch," said a little, thin ghost of a 

voice ; " but it's awfully crocky." ■

Ten minutes later Selma ran downstairs 

Into the hall, where Nettie was trying to 

comfort groups of frightened, awe-struck 

boys. ■

"He's better 1" she cried. "He's aU 

right Nettie, auntie wants you." ■

Nettie tore upstairs, the boys dashed out 

into the garden with a wild whoop of 

relief, and Selma was left alone. She 

stood still a moment, the flush of ex- 

citement with which she had told her good 

news fading gradually from her face, and 

leaving it very white as she leant back 

against the oak balusters for support 

Then she raised herself with a little sigh 

of physical fatigue, and moved towards a 

little dooT which led into the quiet, old- 

fashioned rose-gardea At the same moment 

the front-door opened, and Soger came in. 

He stopped short as he saw her. ■

"Is there any change)" he asked, 

quiciUy. "Humphrey will be back 

directly." Humphrey had gone for the 

docU)r. ■

Selma stood quite still, looking towards 

him just as she had turned on the opening 

of the door. ■

" He Is better," she said, soMy. » I do 

not think he is hurt at alL Tea hsTa 

saved him." ■

He took two rapid steps and stood bedde 

her, looking down into her face with ejes 

which she did not meet, though she W 

not turn her face from him. ■

<< Not I," he said, in a tone which vu 

the oddest mixture of diffidence and snei- 

tion ; " I could have done nothing without 

your help. You saved us both." ■

She made a slight swift gesture of deidil, 

and there was one moment's pausa Bat 

neither seemed embarrassed. The banier 

broken down in that moment when their 

hands had touched in that desperate, 

straining dutch, was not to be re-meted. 

At last he said, very diffidently, but not 

awkwardly : ■

"Are you sure you are not hurt! Toa 

look tired." ■

" Only tired," she said, lifting a pair of 

unconsciously pathetic eyes to his face. 

"My wrist Is a Uttie strained, that u 

alL" ■

"Ahl" he exdaimed, and then he 

pulled himself up as she flodied faintly at 

his tone, and turned involuntarily towards 

the garden door. " Were yon going iDto 

the garden t " he said. " May I— may I 

come too t " ■

Selma did not raise her eyes, and the 

flush on her tired face deepened aa A» 

answered, very sofUy ; ■

"H you like." ■

THE OHANTBEY BEQUEST. ■

Thebe is much talk at the present time 

of a National Gallery of British Art^ and 

^eat Impetus has been given to the sob- 

ject by Mr. Henry Tate's princely offer 

to build a gallery for such a cdleetion; 

yet this talk, which Is generally supposed 

to have been but lately sprung, ia not 

merely of to-day. It first took shape some 

fifty years ago, when, upon the death of 

Sir Francis Ohantrey, the famous scolptor, 

it was found that he had left his large 

fortune, or rather the reveiaion of it upon 

his wife's death, in trust to tiie PraaideDt 

and Council of the Boyal Academy of Arti, 

in order that they might apply tha income 

to the encouragement of Englfah Art^ ■

Now it Is popularly supposed thst thii 

bequest was intended for the encourage- 

ment of rising talent ; but, according to Sir 

Francis Chantrey 's will, notiilng was farther 

from his intention, except in the general ■
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sense, that when Art is encouraged, then it 

naturally foUowB that xiaing talent is also 

enconraged. The terms of the will are that 

the money is to be applied to the encourage- 

ment of the Fine ibrts by the purchase of 

either pictures or sonlpture which have been 

wholly executed in England, with a view 

to forming a representatiye collection of 

English Art. Too works are to be bought 

for their intrinsic merit only, nor is a 

sympathetic feeling for any arost to in any 

way influence the decision of the President 

and Council, who are to pay a liberal price, 

which is to be left to thdr discretion. The 

money is not to be applied to the building 

of a gallery, which, as the wiU suggests, 

might be found by the Qovemment 

There is no stipulation that the pictures 

are to be selected from the annual exhi- 

bition of the Boyal Academy, nor is there 

a word about encouraging rising talent. 

There is a direct stipulation that no com- 

missions are to be given, and also that the 

works of English or foreign artists may be 

bought, so long as such works have been 

executed in England. The income need 

not be spent in any particular year ; but 

may be allowed to accumulate for five 

years. 

I Thus it will be seen that the President 

and Oouncil of the Soyal Academy have 

a very free hand. Their judgement is un- 

controlled, the amount of money at their 

disposal is large — ^the legacy is reported to 

amount to one hundred and fifty thousand 

pounds— in diort, nearly every possible 

facility is in their power to enable them 

to form a representative collection of works 

of art ■

It is to be regretted that the Court of 

Chancery did not see its way to give still 

further facilities iby granting the applica- 

tion which was made a yeu or two ago by 

the President and Council, to the effect 

that they might be allowed to purchase a 

work of sculpture in the plaster, and have 

it copied into marble or bronze. The 

Oourt, however, took the view that this 

would be giving a commission-^— a veritable 

red-tape decision ; for a little more atten- 

-tion to common-sense, and less attention 

"to law, would possibly have enabled the 

Judges to see that the work of art is 

finished to all intents and purposes when 

It leaves the modeller's hands, and that any 

future process is merely for preservation, 

be it a casting in bronze or carving in 

Garble. ■

^ The result of this decision has been to 

tie the hands of the President and Council ■

in some degree with regard to sculpture. 

Another manner in which they have 

managed to hamper their freedom of choice, 

is that in always making their purchases 

from the annual exhibition of tiie Koyal 

Academy, and never coming to a decision 

until after the exhibition has been open for 

some time, they lose the chance of securing 

the best works of art, which are either 

generally sold before leaving the studios, 

or else are eagerly snapped up at the 

private view. ■

It might be thought that the trustees 

of such an important fund could visit 

the studios in order to secure the first 

refusal of promising pictures, or that they 

might make their decisions before the 

private view ; for of course it is generally 

the best pictures which are sold, although 

in the case of good pictures by young men 

who are comparatively utJmown, the 

trustees have been able to secure several, 

and have, moreover, done an immeasurable 

service to Art in so doing. Take tiie 

case of a young man who pamts a fine 

picture ; he is unknown to the public, who 

buy pictures by name, and not generally 

for their artistic merit ; he is unknown to 

the dealers, who only buy what they can 

sell to a guilelesB public at an enormous 

profit ; he has possibly spent all his sub- 

stance in the production of this picture, 

and should he fail to sell it, the conse- 

quences for him would be serious, for not 

only would he find himself out of pocket, 

but he also, having produced a fine work 

of art which he cannot dispose of, becomes 

discouraged, and will most probably devote 

his attention to the painting of pictures 

more of the catch-penny class. At this 

important moment of hu career, the fact 

that there is a possibility of his work being 

purchased by the trustees of the Chantrey 

fund is of great value; for if the matter 

were left to the popular judgement, the 

young painter of a really fine picture would 

have but a sorry chance of after success. 

There might be pointed out two or three 

such instances in the collection which finds 

a temporary home in South Kensington — 

the word temporary is used because it is 

devoutiy hoped that all these pictures may 

find a fimal resting-place in Mr. Tate's new 

gallery, that is, if red-tape officialism will 

allow it to become an actual fact There 

will be plenty of pictures ready to put into 

it, even if the donor does not include his 

own fine collection. ■

As if to intimate that there was no 

stipulation that works must be purchased ■
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oat of the annoal exhibition at Barlington 

HoTue, amongst the fint pictures purchased 

by the trustees of the fund was a large 

picture by a deceased artist^ W. Hilton, 

enUtled "Christ Crowned with Thorns/' 

It is of the species which the French call 

" machineSi" of which occasional specimens 

are now seen in the Boyal Academy, in 

which the figures must of necessity be 

larger than life-size, or what is termed 

heroic. It was a favourite form of picture 

in past generations, and proceeded from 

the hands of such painters as Copley, 

Opie, Northcote, and HUton. The last of 

these was, howerer, the greater artist 

His works are well composed, and well 

drawn; but they are fast disappearing 

under the ravages wliich time works with 

bad pigments. Some of his works in 

Liverpool have cracked beyond recovery ; 

and this one is well on the downward 

path. ■

It hardly appears clear in what manner 

the purchase of this picture could be 

called an encouragement of the Fine Arts, 

which, it may be taken, would mean 

rather the encouragement of living artists 

to maintain a high ideal and restrain them 

from sinking to vulgarity and mediocrity 

in their search after popularity. Again, 

if the money is to be expended on the 

purchase of works by deceased Masters, 

are there not many more whose works are 

rather to be sought after than those of 

Hilton t It is on^ necessary to mention 

Hogarth, Reynolds, Gainsborougbi Wilkie, 

Turner, and Oonstabl& This picture, 

however, is the only one by a deceased 

painter which has been purchased ; so it is 

just possible that the trustees have arrived 

at the conclusion that in so doing they 

were not exactly carrying out the terms of 

the will ■

The widow of Sir Francis Ohantrey did 

not die till 1875, surviving her munificent 

husband thirty -four years, so that the 

money bequeathed did not become avail- 

able till that time. In 1877 the first 

purchases were made, and eondsted of 

"Christ Crowned with Thorns," by 

W. Hilton, B.A., a piece of sculpture by 

Sir Frederic Leighton, P.B.A. — "An 

Athlete Wrestling with a Python"— and 

six other pictures, including "Harmony," 

by Frank Dicksee, A.RA., and "Amy 

Robsart," by W. F. Yeames, B.A. ■

Sk Frederic Leighton's bronze is a fine, 

vigorous piece of work, and certainly 

worthy of a place in a national collection. 

As much cannot be said for Mr. Yeames's ■

"Amy Robsarti" which is very common- 

place, although there is some beauty in 

the fallen figure of the heroine ; but lUs 

is spoilt by the rather inferior draping of 

the robe. This picture, like so many 

others in this collection, seems to have 

gone very dull. Mr. Frank Dicksee's 

" EUtfmony," which was the forerunner of 

the ^Esthetic erase which caused luch 

amusement about ten yean ago^ is, in 

spite of a certain weak sentimentality, a 

good picture. Most people will remember 

the great success which it aohieved on its 

first appearance fourteen years aga Ad- 

miring ladies would stand in front and 

take mental notes of the dress of the gprl 

seated at the organ, and mark the manner 

in which her hair is done, and then go 

away and do likewise, with fearful results ; 

youths who felt a longing and a desire to 

be mistaken for persons of culture, would 

posture as does the youth in this picture; 

and, moreover, it became a necessary part 

of the cult that the disdples of this new 

mediaBval ssstheticism should wear upon 

their faces the look of intensity which 

marks the countenances of the figures in 

" Harmony," and which Mr. Pnnc£ called 

" yearning." ■

It is difficult to see what is the particular 

artistic merit of two of the pictures pur- 

chased in this year. " A Tidal River,* by 

Joseph Knight, is a very dull and dirty 

piece of pidnting, and an uninteresting 

subject; but its badness is as a mere 

nothing compared to the work enUtled 

"Early Promise," by Joseph Clarke; this 

is of the kind facetiously styled by Mr. 

Whistler "British"; possibly this was 

what recommended it It is to be hoped 

that not much money was spent on ik 

" The Story of RuUi," by T. M. Rooke, is 

a rather unsatisfactory work of the Bume- 

Jones school. If the President and 

Council wished to purchase — as they 

certainly should — a work of this school, 

would it not have been more in accordance 

with the terms of the will if they had 

bought one of Mr. Bume-Jonea's own 

pictures, and not the work of one of his 

pupils 1 "Digging for Bait," by 0. W. 

Wylie, is a picture of some interest— a 

nice dever piece of painting, but haidly 

of sufficient importance to claim a place 

in a representative gallery. TTndaabtodly, 

in the first year, the trustees purehssed 

too many works. There was posdUy an 

accumulation of funds; but they might 

have omitted at least three of their pur- 

chases. The collection is growing in aiie^ ■
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and attdxiing an importance which will 

not be increased by the presence of a 

large quantity of inferior and commonplace 

work. ■

In the following year, 1878, the only 

work purchased was the beautifal ''Psyche" 

of O. F. Watts, B.A. This picture has 

been for some time in Dablin, conse- 

qnenily it cannot be more than referred to 

here^ Parchases of this class are certainly 

more in accordance with the founder's 

design. There need, however, be no fear of 

Mr. Watts being inadequately represented 

in any English national collection of the 

fntaro; for he has with great generosity 

presented many of his finest works to Uie 

nation, some of which are now hong in 

another part of the Masenm. ■

In 1879 the best work purchased was 

"The Waning of the Tear," by Ernest 

Parton, one of the finest landscapes in the 

collection. Its production seems to have 

been too much for the artist, who has done 

nothing of any interest since, but its 

influence on contemporary landscape art 

was very great ; the Academy was flooded 

lor years after with silver birches standmg 

beside silver pools, and even now some 

artists have not lost the infection. This 

the first was undoubtedly the best render-, 

ing of the subject "Toil and Pleasure," 

by J. B. Beid, when hanging on the walls 

of the Academy, was a very fresh and 

powerful picture. Now, even in these few 

years, it has lost its bright colour and has 

gone very black. The use of fugitive pig- 

ments seems to be the besetting sin of 

English artists from the time of Beynolds 

down to the present day. A very pathetic 

picture, "Their only Harvest," by Colin 

Hunter, AB. A., is spoilt by the coarseness of 

the technique. In his anxiety to be forcible, 

the artist has loaded on his colour till he 

has lost all quality and refinement. The 

subject, which will be remembered by most 

people, is that of some fisher-folk m a boat 

gathering seaweed. The figures stand out 

dark agaJnst an evening sky, glimpses of 

which are refiected in the sea, which is 

painted in long smears of colour apparently 

laid on with a trowel "The Swineherd 

Gnrth, the son of Beowulf" is a large 

landscape by 0. E. Johnson, which is 

rather ugly, and raw in colour, but well 

composed. It would be better if more 

contemporary landscape painters possessed 

this artist's capability of composition; 

nowadays a young artist sits down and 

copies a bit of Nature, and thinks he has 

pamted a landscape, whereas he has only ■

produced a study. He has possibly heard 

that Sir John MiUais paints his landscapes 

thus ; so he may do, but then he kbows 

what to leave out^ also he is Sir John 

Millais ; and a young artist is still young, 

and has his business to learn. A small 

water-colour, " An Old Mill," by J. Wade, 

was also purchased this year. It is good 

in quality, but hardly of national im- 

portance. ■

In the following year, 1880, four im- 

portant purchases were made, which 

include " A Visit to ^sculapius/' by E. J. 

Poynter, B.A ; "Napoleon on board the 

BeUerophon," by W. Q. Orchardson, B.A. ; 

" Britannia's Beahn," by J. Brett, ABA ; 

and " Beturning to the Fold," by H. W. B. 

Davis, B.A Here, certainly, under the 

popular superstition that the bequest was 

to benefit young artists, was a chance for 

an outcry ; but there is no doubt that as the 

President' and Coundl got a chance of 

securing these works, they did perfectly 

right in buying them. "The Visit to 

^scnlapius" is one of Mr. Poynter's best 

works, painted before he developed that 

obtrusiveness of detail which now mars his 

work ; the best part of the picture is the 

background, where, no doubt, Mr. 

Poynter^s training as an architect stood 

in good stead. The figures of Venus and 

the Three Graces would be improved by 

better draughtsmanship in the wrists and 

ankles. The composition of the picture 

suffers from the fact that the figures are 

nearly all in one plane, and that the colour 

is rather crude. " Napoleon on board the 

Bellerophon '' is also one of Mr. Orchard- 

son's best works, though very inferior in 

technique to his present work. He has 

painted so many fine pictures of late 

years, and has improved so much in this 

particular, that it perhaps misht be wished 

that one of his later works had been 

secured. " Britannia's Bealm " might also 

be called Mr. Brett's best work. It is 

devoid of those prismatic and photographic 

qualities which he has of late affected. 

H. W. B. Davis's " Beturning to the Fold " 

is the least satisfactory of the four, perha^ 

because it does not show the artist at ms 

best. ■

The high level attained in 1880 is not 

maintaiuMl in 1881, for it is a long descent 

from the pictures first named to "The 

Last Voyage of Henry Hudson," by John 

Collier, nor is " The Prodigal Son," by W. 

Oalder Marshall, RA, of much higher 

stamp. ■

In 1882 a work of Marcus Stone's was ■
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pnrehued. Thia artbt'a pictaroB are lo 

popular with the general pahlio that con- 

temporary Art would not be considered as 

fully represented unless one at least of his 

works were purchased. This one entitled, 

"Dy en a toujours un autre," is a yery 

good example. ■

'*Teucer," by HamoThomycroft, is a very 

good example of the best school of contem- 

porary sculpture : full of finoi vigorous 

modelling. The selections of the President 

and Council in sculpture seem to be mudi 

happier than in painting, possibly because 

the choice is more limited, and also because 

they are generally able to purchase the 

best work in id^ sculpture, for which — 

with sorrow be it said--there is not much 

sale in England, that iS| at a remunerative 

price. ■

In 1883, a yery fine work was purchased 

in the river scene entitled, ''ToU, Glitter, 

Ghcime, and Wealth, on a flowing Tide," 

by W. L. Wyllie, A.R.A. Here again, the 

trustees have been fortunate enoush to 

secure what may be justly considered the 

masterpiece of the artist, for assuredly 

Mr. Wyllie has painted no better picture 

than tUs magnificent rendering of the 

alwaysjnteresting Pool of London. ■

"The Joyless Winter Day," by J. 

Farquharson, attracted much attention in 

the Boyal Academy; but here in the 

gallery it strikes one as colourless and un- 

interesting. There is surely more colour 

to be found in snow than is here depicted. ■

Li 1884, the purchases were *' After 

Oulloden, Rebel Hunting," by Seymour 

Lucas, A.RA. ; "The Vi^," by J. Pettie, 

RA.; and a landscape, "My Loye has 

gone SrSailing," by Dayid Murray, A.RA. 

Mr. Seymour Lucas's picture is the best of 

the trio. There is some fineisharacter draw- 

ing in the figures ; but the light and shade 

is unsatisfiMtory. Mr. Dayid Murray's 

landscape is pleasing ; it is hung too high 

to be well seen; but it is not mudi praise 

to say that it is better than most of the 

landscapes here. Mr. Pettie's picture, 

" The yi{(il," is the least satisfactory ; the 

composition, which consists of a gaunt 

kneeling figure, yery much to one side, is 

ill-considered, and the colour is bad. ■

Li 1885, no less than six pictures were 

purchased, only three of which are of any 

interest " Oat's-paws off the Land," by 

H. Moore, A.R A., was painted in the year 

that the artist was elected to academical 

honours. It is marked by his manreUous 

knowledge of his subject, and is bright 

and pleasing in colour; but it is not by I ■

any means up to the lai^er paintingi of 

the sea which he has exhibited si&ce, for 

which he obtained such high honoon it 

the Paris Exhibition. "Found," by E 

Herkomer, RA., is a large Isndieipe, 

possibly — after lib. Parton's— the beit in 

the collection. " The StEeam," by J. C. 

Hook, RA., is not at all a satiittetoiy 

example of tUs master of seascape. "Dog 

in the Manger," by W. H. Hunt, it i 

picture whidi, if painted half the un, 

would look twice as well The cslvei in 

well painted, but are too dean, and look 

as if they had been specially spraoed op 

before haying their portraits tskea Ike 

whole picture is rather too British is cb- 

racter. " A Golden Thread," by J. M. 

Strudwick, is another of the BuraeJoiMh 

and- water type — ^if such a descriptioiiMj 

be allowed. Mr. Bume-Jones is a gnat 

artist He has a wonderful imagimdon, 

•great poetic feelingi and strong isbm of 

harmonious colouring ; but, after all, ho ii 

mannered, and these mannerisms iMA 

are not exactly what are required in > 

national collection. The fondneiB of the 

^President and Council for the worbof 

Mr, Joseph Clarke is surprismg. M 

content with the masterpiece entitled 

" Early Promise," aboye referred to, thej 

haye presented the public with inother 

example, entitied "Mother's Dirfing." 

Eyen popular taste could not haveftUen 

lower tihan thi& ■

It is pleasant, after the condnding 

bathos of the last year's purehsse, to 

chronicle that, in 1886, the works leeoied 

were yery mucli aboye the ayerage. **C!iod- 

well at Dunbar," by A. C. Gow, RA,]i » 

fine picture. It is not yery forGible--per- 

haps Mr. Gow neyer is yery foxeiUfr- 

but it is yery correct and weU-stndied k 

drawing, and, as far as technique is eon- 

cemed, better than anything he has done. 

"The Magic Circle," by J. W. Wstei 

house, A.RA., is one of those rare worb 

which show a yiyid imagination. The 

whole scene depicted in moonlight ahowi 

a keen appreciation of Nature^ aithoogfai of 

course, it cannot haye been painted km 

Nature. The colouring is soft and hI^ 

monious, and, although it is hung next to 

a glaring green landscape, it does not lofier 

at all, out rather shows how good it u. 

A most graceful littie statue, ollid 

" Folly," by Onslow Ford, RA-, conpJetw 

the purchases for this year, which are very 

creditable to the trustees, as displsjing a 

catholic spirit and a keen appie^<n^ of 

yery diyerse qualities ; for what could be ■
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more opposed than the work of Mr. Gh>w 

and Mr. Waterhonsef In all fabneai it 

mart be admitted that this eathdic spirit 

—which if it does not eneourage, at any 

rate tolerates, all rtyles— is evidenoed &e- 

qaently in the yarions purchases, although, 

perhapsi the spirit is rather strained when 

it descends to take notice of sadb works 

M "Early Promise," and '< Mother's 

Darling." ■

In 1887, five pictures, widely diflfering 

in character, were ^parchased. ^'Gdway 

Gossip," by K A. Waterlow, A.RA., 

and " When Natnre Painted all Things 

Gay," by Alfred Parsons, are two land- 

scapes which show all the faults and all 

the excellences of the present schod of 

landscape painters. They have the ap- 

pearance of being direct renderings of 

some actual scene, very well painted^ but 

lacking breadth and dl^gnity. The values 

are wrong, and there is a want of atmo- 

sphere. In Mr. Parsons' hmdscape the 

grass is as flat as the canras, and ham no 

perspective at aU. These artists try to 

paint Nature exactly as they see it» and 

Nature is too much for them. Our great 

landscape artists did not work in this way; 

and, untQ by this method finer works than 

theirs can he produced, their way must be 

believed in. A tree must be judged by 

its fruit. ■

»The Last Match," by W. SmaU, is a 

humorous picture of the kind frequently 

to be found in the Academy exhibition ; 

it represents an Irishman in trouble with 

his pig, trying to l^ht his pipe with his 

last match, whfle a colleen shelters him 

from the wind. It is very good 'of its 

kind, but that kind has a popularity which 

is fleeting. <' Ayesha," by '' Val Prinsep," 

AK.A., is a fanciful picture of an Indian 

girl, of no great interest The remaining 

purchase ox tUs year, '' Carnation, Lily, 

Lily, Bose," by J. L. Sargent, has been a 

great bono of contention. On its appear- 

ance on the Academy walls, the artbts all 

swore by it, the public would have none of 

it ; but the President and Council settled 

the question by purchasing it Now, 

there is a large section of artbts who 

believe in the gospel laid down by Mr. 

Whistler, that what b to be sought for in 

a picture b not subject^ but harmony — 

absolutely harmonious colouring. There 

b much to be said for the theory, and 

more to be said against it; but there it 

remains as the creed, for the time being, 

of many of the younger artbts of to-day, 

eepedally amongst those known as im- ■

pressionbts. Now, it b not often that we 

find an artist who can produce a picture in 

which the harmony b so perfect as to be 

sufficient: that b to say, in a picture 

which depends only on its harmony for its 

effect; but here, say the artbts — ^not only 

those yoimger ones above referred, but the 

great majority of artbts— in thb picture 

of Mr. Sargent's we have it Surely any 

one looking at the picture must admit 

that they are right; that value, tone, 

and colour Uend into ohe harmonious and 

charming whole. The picture is slighUy 

decorative in treatment, and that b what 

the public cannot understand ; they want 

to know where the sky b, and what those 

lilies are doing at the top of the picture. 

They can see two beautiful children Ught- 

ing Chinese lanterns in a garden, with the 

glow reflected on theb dneeks ; but they 

cannot conceive that possibly the artbt 

did not want hb sky, as it would have 

interfered with hb scheme of colour, so he 

carried hb flower background up to the 

top of the picture^ But whatever may 

now be thought, a few years hence, when 

impressionbm shidl have gone the way of 

SMtheticbm, it may possibly be found that 

it produced one &ie work in ** Carnation, 

laly, Lily, Eose." ■

In 1888 four pictures were purchased : 

"Uplands and Sky," by Adrian Stokes; 

•*The Pool of London," by Vicat Cole, 

B.A. ; <* Saint Martin's in the Fields," by 

W. LogsdaO; "A Hopeless Dawn," by 

Frank Bramley — a quartett of works on 

the acquisition of which the trustees are 

to be congratulated. "The Pool of 

London " b the least satbfactory — 

it lacks freshness and breadth, and 

smacks too much of the studio. It 

has to compete with Mr. Wyllie's mag- 

nificent rendering of the same subject 

" Uplands and Sky," by Adrian Stokes, b 

a fine painting of cattie; "Saint Martin's 

in the Fields,^ by W. LogsdaO, will be ap- 

predated by Londoners as a very truthful 

rendering of a well-known comer. How 

beautifully Mr. Logsdail draws architecture, 

and how thoroughly he apprecbtes the 

London character, and takes advantage of 

the beautiful grey colour which b seen no- 

where else 1 A finer piece of painting than 

the littie flower-girl in the foreground of 

thb picture it would be difficult to find. 

" A Hopeless Dawn," by Frank Bramley, 

b a very fine work, the direct antithesis of 

"Carnation, Lily, Lily, Bose." Here 

everything b subject; the artbt has a 

story to tell; and he telb it in the most ■
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direet and simple manner. Melodramatic I 

•ay the votaries of the other school No, 

this is not melodrama, at least, as they 

meant it, but rather the stately griefs and 

bowed head of tragedy. Pathos it is, too, 

of tiie most moving kind, to which all 

things in the picture give point This is 

British Art of the troe kind, saperior even 

to the sneers of Mr. Whistler. A protest 

must be entered against the method of 

description on the frame ; the proper title 

is <' A Hopeless Dawn," not simply ** Hope- 

less Dawn" as written. This kind of 

mistake occurs several times in this collec- 

tion. ■

In 1889 some good pictures were 

bought, including ** Charterhouse Chapel," 

by M. Herkomer, R.A., which naturally 

carries the mind back to "The Last 

Muster," by the same artist. It will not, 

however, compare with it for a moment. 

The figures of the old <> Codds," as Car- 

thusians call them, are finely painted, but 

they are much too large, and being all 

dressed in black, fairly swamp the picture. 

If the figures had been kept smalleri and 

more of the chapel, which is an interesting 

building, had been included, the picture 

would have been much improved. There 

is always a very commonplace effect about 

a canvas that is filled up with figures of a 

large size, except^ of course, in the case 

of one or two figures. "The Prodigal 

Son," by John M. Swan, is a picture by 

an artist very little known to the public, 

for the reason that most of his work has 

been exhibited in the French Salon. He 

is a superb painter of animals. This 

picture hangs over Mr. Bramley V, and is 

also painted with a daybreak effect; but 

otherwise has nothing in common, except, 

perhaps, that it is a very pathetic render- 

ing of the Bible story, magnificently 

pamted. The two, however, should not 

have been hung together. " All Hands to 

the Pumps," by H. S. Tuke, is a very 

clever picture ; but like most of the work 

of the Newlyn School, it is very monotonous 

in colour. It strikes one as being an ab- 

solutely truthful rendering. "Sheep- 

washing," by J. Aumonier, is a pleasbg 

landscape, but of no very great interest 

The same might be said of " Germinal," 

a water-colour, by L. Smythe. Its execu- 

tion is good, it is very pleasant; but why 

is it of national interest f "Ignis Fatuus," 

a bronce relief, by H. A. Pegram, does not 

very dearly explain its subject. In a 

circular panel are two figures, male and 

female, overcome by some intoxicating ■

fumes ; at least, that is sppirently what is 

intended, but the subject demands greater 

explanatory treatment than could be gira 

in a piece of sculpture, and should, there- 

fore^ have been avoided. The modsUbg 

is very clever and crisp. ■

Of the purchases of 1890 only one hii 

yet been hung. " Evening Stfiheii,'* a 

water-colour by B. B. Nisbet, u a fetj 

beautiful landscape with a gloaming effect 

Certainly this is the best of the tbee 

water-colours bought by the trustees. ■

It will be seen from the description, tbt, 

though there are some fine pictnrei b- 

eluded in the purchases, there is moch that 

is of no interest, while some well-known 

names are conspicuous by their sbaeDoe. 

There is nothing by Sir John Hillaia, nor 

by Alma Tadema, Briton Bivi^re, or Bone- 

Jones, and no sculpture by Alfred Gilbert, 

and no painting by Sir F. Leighton ; the 

work of J. C. Hook and Henry Mooreiabadlj 

represented ; nor is a single water-colooi 

painter of any note included b the M 

Surely all these ought to be repreeeotad 

in a national gallery of English il^t, and if 

no examples of their work can be par- 

chased from the Exhibition of the Bojil 

Academy, possibly the sales at Chxtttia'i 

might supply the want ■

In the management of a fimd of thii 

description, it is impossible to please all; 

but the safeguard lies in the ecSMn 

wisdom of the President and Conneil, who 

ought to know what a good pietue ia, 

and can, by a judicious selection, gnid« 

the public taste to a better appieeistion of 

real merit. ■

It is hoped that the high standard 

which has been reached by the porehaiei 

made in some years, may be mamtaiDed 

in the future, and that it may be free from 

the occasional lapses into the commoD- 

place and uninteresting which have markod 

the formation of the Chantrey Collection. ■

SMOLLETT IN THE SOUTK ■

That sunny side of the Eun^etf 

garden waU, stretching eastward item 

Marseilles along the sea-coast, has beeome, 

in these latter days, such a fsYOorita 

haunt for those blessed with mons7 and 

leisure enough to enable them to take 

flight and escape the rigonrs of ioeh a 

winter and spring as we have endued, 

and are enduring, that it seems hard to 

imagine a time when a visit to it night 

not form a portion of the season's roond. ■
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In the last century a limited number of 

the golden youth went the grand tour; 

but UiiB was, for most of them, an affair of 

seeing the manners and eitiee of all sorts 

and conditions of men ; a progress, and 

not a settling-down for tlie winter in some 

secluded, sunny nook, after the fashion of 

the wiser of our modem winter pilgrims. 

Certain of the more opulent invaUds, who 

had lost faith in Bath and Cheltenham, 

journeyed in search of health to Tours or 

Montpelier — cities of consideration where 

society was to be found, and where most 

of the wants of the valetudinatian could 

be supplied — but the people who ventured 

on a sojourn at Nice were yery few until 

times comparatiyely recent One record, 

however, exists of a stay there of a year 

and a half's duration : the one eontained 

in Smollett's most interesting letters from 

abroad during 1763 and the following 

year. ■

He was at that time suffering from an 

obstinate attack of asthma, and, like many 

other invalids, was ordered to try the 

climate of Montpelier, a town standing in 

the direct path of the Mistral in its wi&er- 

ing course from the Alps to the Mediter- 

ranean, and about as favourable a haunt 

for the invalid as his native Scotland. 

Smollett's first experiences of foreign travel 

might stand side by side with those of 

many a traveUer of to-day; and, indeed, 

as long as we are in his company it ia 

impoasiblo to avoid the reflection how 

little the humours and accidents of travel 

are altered by the flight of years. ■

The farther south he gets — ^though in 

Languedoc all articles of housekeeping are 

cheaper than in any other part of France — 

the higher he finds the price of accommo- 

dation. And why! Simply because he 

is nearing that country where the English 

travellers (most do congregate. The air, 

he further informs us, ia counted salutary 

in "catarrhous consumptions," from its 

dryness and elasticity, but is too sharp for 

cases of " pulmonary imposthumes." ■

But in any case it did not suit Smollett's 

complaint. And one is not surprised at 

this, after reading his remarks on the 

climate. In November it began to rain, 

and went on without ceasing for the best 

part of a week, leaving the air so loaded 

with vapour that there was no walking 

after sunset without getting wet to the 

skhh But there is a hint of another 

reason which may have urged on his flight. 

There was a regular ]&iglish resident 

society. There were "tolerable" concerts ■

twice a week, and receptions ad libitum. 

''These very circumstances," he naively 

remarks, " would determine me to leave. 

I cannot bear a company which pours in 

unexpectedly at all hours." Again, from 

his own knowledge of medicine, he seems 

to have discovered that the leading 

physician was a pretentious impostor. ■

He travelled from Montpelier by Beau- 

oaire, Nimes, Aix, to Brignolles; and 

during the last stage the Mistral blew so 

bitter a blast that the coachman, either in- 

capable from frozen fingers, or distracted 

by the malignity of the wind, smashed the 

carriage wheel against a street -comer. 

The landlady at Brignolles, a good 

Catholic, wanted him to dine off stinking 

fish and a ragout of eggs and onions, as it 

was a "maigre" day; but the doctor had 

caught sight of a leg of mutton and a 

brace of partridges hanging in the larder 

as he entered, and, after some difficulty, 

he managed to persuade her to put these 

on the board. ■

Here he met a friendly French officer, 

who had once been a prisoner of war in 

England, and felt no rancour towards his 

whilom jailers. This was a true son of 

the South, for he assured Smollett that 

there was nowhere upon earth another 

spot so fair as Brignolles. He was also an 

exponent of the tmdition — ^transmitted to, 

and amplified by, the southern landlord of 

to-day — that the Mistrd is a wind very 

rare in these happy lands; that this 

season was altogether an exceptional one. 

One may imagine that the doctor, blue 

witlVcold, and shivering, with his lungs 

and throat rasped by the infernal wind, 

and with that leg of mutton question not 

yet satisfactorily settled, did not quite 

reciprocate the officer's politeness, and 

may have growled out the remark that, 

according to the report of the inhabitants 

of any particular place, bad seasons there 

are always exceptional. But then he 

heard the renuurk for the first time, and 

may have given it credit; and we may 

hope that his reply was more courteous 

than that which ordinarily falls from the 

lips of the contemporary Briton on being 

told, for the sixth time, in the middle of 

a snowstorm at Cannes, that such a phe- 

nomenon had not been witnessed within 

the memory of living men. ■

And sure enough, the next morning, at 

Brignolles, the snow lay a foot thick ; and 

the good doctor rubbed his eyes, and 

fancied he must have mistaken his 'way 

and got into the Scottish Highlands. It ■
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ia to be feared that hia temper mnat hare 

been a little apeet, for that same day, 

when he halted for dinner at May — a 

wretohed place he ealla it — he tried the 

riflky game of reckoning without hia host, 

and laid down two livres in payment for a 

dinner which the landlord yidned at three. 

Becriminationa followed; but the doctor 

would not budge an inch — no more would 

the poatDliona, when, by a wink from 

Boniface, they were adidaed aa to how 

matteia stood. ■

*' The f ellowa declared they would not 

budge," he wiitea, ^'untQ I should pay 

their master; and as I threatened them 

with manual chastisement, they alighted, 

and disappeared in a twinkling. I waa 

now 80 mcenaed that, though I could 

haidly breathe, though the afternoon waa 

far advanced, and the atreet covered with 

wet anew, I walked to the Oonaul of the 

town, and made my complaint in form. 

This magiBtrate, who seemed to be a 

tailor, accompanied me to the inn, where, 

by this time, the whole town was 

aaaembled, and endeavoured to perauade 

me to compromiae the affair. I aaid, as 

he waa the magfatrate, that I would atand 

to hia award; that I had already paid a 

reaaonable price for the dinner ; and that 

I now demanded post-hoiaea according to 

the Eing'a ordonnance. The auber^te 

aaid the horaea were ready, but the guides 

were run away; and he could not find 

others. I argued with great vehemence, 

offering to leave a louis d'or for the poor, 

provided the Consul would oblige the 

rascal to do his duty. The Consul 

shrugged up his shoulders, and declared 

that it waa not in hia power. Thia waa a 

lie ; but I perceived that he had no mind 

to diaoblige the publican. If my mules 

had not been aent on, I ahould certainly 

have not only payed what I thought 

proper, but corrected the landlord into the 

bargain for hia inaolence and extortion; 

but now I waa entirely at hia mercy ; and 

aa the Conaul continued to exhort me in 

very humble terma to comply with hia 

demands, I thought proper to acquiesce. 

Then the postillions immediately appeared; 

the crowd seemed to exult in the triumph 

of the aubergiste; and I was obliged 

to travel in the night, in very severe 

weather." ■

The paaaage of the Esterel Mountains 

was safely accomplished, the fierce ban* 

ditti, which in times comparatively recent 

had frequented them, having been exter- 

minated. There are acme who would ■

dispute thia laat atatement, and nafatain 

the leaden' deacendanta at&l exiiti ud 

prosperously, too, in the immediale luigh- 

bourhood, having exchanged the cubine 

and the knife for the bt^carat-taUe ind 

the roulette- wheel ; while others, ipnmg, 

peradventure, from the first Hsatauoti, 

lay down, near their caves, courts tor i 

certain game of ball, and subseiibelibenllj 

to foreign journals, and even sabodue 

heretical places of worship as luras fotthe 

traveller worth fleecing. Beyond tiie 

Esterels the doctor found at lait the 

summer of which he waa in search. Oo 

one aide of the poat-houae, where he hitied 

to dine, waa winter, bare and Ueak, ud 

on the other, the alopea of the moantiiiu 

were covered with orangea, and mjitlei, 

and aweet juniper, «nd all maimar of 

fragrant and lovely flowera. ISia not 

night waa paaaed at Cannea, a litkle fiibiog 

town agreeably aituated on the head i 

the aea ; and there he heard report of i 

certain Monaieur Nadean d'Etroeil, a fir- 

mer Gk>vemor of Guadeloupe, whowu 

condemnedi like another famous, or k- 

famoua ofBicer of more recent tinMi, to 

impriaonment for life in the ialand pitnn 

of Saint Marguerite. At the Var, tba 

frontier of France waa paaaed, and thexe 

the doctor'a luggage underwent a Costonu 

viaitation aa terrible aa that which now 

awaits the modem teaveller's farther eiit 

at Yintimiglia. The aame methods, how- 

ever, which will now pass any nombv of 

Saratoga trunka unopened through the 

Guatom Houae at the laat-named phm, 

waa then aufficient to frank the doctor"! 

luggage into the country of IHce. He 

counaela all travellen to be free withthdi 

coin at auch juncturea, and, aa a lone- 

what aingular comment on his late po&y 

at Muy, to put up with the eztortloBSof 

iimkeepera with a amiling fiace. ■

At Nice, Smollett found the umi ^ 

teatable, and, aa no ready-fomiahed lodgings 

were to be had, he hired a ground-flooi li 

the rate of twenty pounds a year, which 

he calla an extortionate sum. The good 

doctor would aurely have a fit^ woe he 

now on earth and wanting to hirea nmikr 

apartment on the Promeniade dee AngU^ 

He found the town <Urty and mslodoiou; 

and those who have perambulated the 

town in the old quarters — the Nice of 

Smollett's day— will agree that the bctmu 

of sanitary science has been te npid 

than that of the rent of apartmenti. The 

inhabitants must have been a hardj race; 

for he apeaka of the houaes of tinb homblff ■
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sort haying windows filled only with paper. 

The bourgeois, howeyer, were already 

falling into sybaritic ways, and fitting 

their windows with glass. ■

Nowadays, many home-abiding people 

receiye from Mends on the Biyiera boxes 

of cat flowers at a time when the dearth of 

English Uoom makes the present doubly 

acceptable. When the box is not smashed 

they praise the Post Office; and if they 

haye neyer trayelled on its system, say 

kind things of the Paris, Lyons, and Medi- 

terranean Bailway for thus speeding to 

them this floral gift, which will serye to 

make the drawing-room bright for a week 

with anemones and yiolets, and generally 

remark that this is a wonderful age that 

we are liying in. Hear what Smollett 

says in 1764 : ■

" I must tell you that presents of car- 

nations are sent from hence, in the. winter, 

to Toxin and Paris, nay, sometimes as far as 

London, by the poet They are packed up 

in a wooden box, without any sort of 

preparation, one pressed upon another. 

The person who receiyes them outs off a 

little bit of the stalk and steeps them for 

two hours in ylnegar and water, when 

they recoyer their fdl bloom and beauty. 

Then he places them in water-bottles in an 

apartment where they are screened from 

the severities of the weather, and they will 

continae fresh and unfaded the best part 

of a month." ■

The horror of the Barbary corsairs — 

eyidences of which the yisitors of to-day 

may mark in the massiye fortifications of 

Eza, Auribeaui and many others of the 

coast villages — was yet real and active in 

Smollett's time; but, according to his 

showing, France, England, and Holland 

had entered into a sort of informal partner- 

ship with these pirates, by keeping them 

well supplied with arms and ammunition, 

and e veiv granting them subsidies, so as to 

enable them to maintain a continual war 

agdnst Spain and the other Catholic 

Mediterranean powera Thus these latter, 

fearing to trade in thdr own vessels, were 

forced to employ the maritime powers as 

cumen. It is not pleasant to be reminded 

that the mighty stream of British com- 

merce should ever have been swelled by 

Buch nndean affluents as Smollett here 

hints of. In the harbour of Yillafranea, 

where now one generally sees a trim 

American corvette lying at anchor, Smol- 

lett foimd two Stfdinian galleys fiUed 

with criminals, with here and there a 

qnasi-prisoner of war, taken in battle with ■

some Sallee or Tunis rover. To most 

people it would seem Uiat these gentry 

might weU have been swunff at the yard- 

arm at once ; but Smollett tJks, in a strain 

which reminds one of the contemporary 

sentimentalist, about the iniquity of mixing 

them up with common criminals and 

banditti The condition of the conyicts 

was very shocking. They lay in inde- 

scribable filth, chained day and night to 

their benches. A few were knitting 

stockings: but the greater part lay in 

stupefied idleness, though at this time the 

road from Nice to Yiuafranca was scarce 

passable on horseback, and might have 

been made fit for carriages by the labour 

of these convicts in the course of a few 

months. ■

Our traveller's northern Protestantism 

was somewhat affronted by the prevalence 

of religious superstition, reigning und^r the 

darkest shades of ienorance. In Nice he 

found that the cbur&es were sanctuaries for 

all kinds of criminals — robbers^ smugglers, 

fraudulent bankrupts, being received with 

open arms, and never given up till their 

pardon had been arranged. At the present 

time there is a legend that an influx of a 

sitjoilar character sets towards Nice every 

autumn ; but as none of its members are 

eyer seen inside a church, it is to be in- 

ferred that the privilege of sanctuary has 

been withdrawn. Many of them live 

royally, and pay their way like honest 

men ; and, having carefully mastered the 

details of the laws of extradition, are able 

to face ttie police with an untroubled brow. 

Smollett complains that the English were 

greatly overcharged at Nice, just as at 

Montpelier, for all they bought in the 

shops ; and characterises ihe shopkeepers 

themselves as greedy and over-reaching, 

many of them bankrupts of Marseilles 

and (Jenoa, and other countries, who had 

fled from their creditors to Nice, which, 

being a free port, afforded an asylum to 

foreign cheats and sharpers of every de- 

nomination. They must, however, have 

been clever men of business, for he remarks 

that the Je?rs of Nice were very poor. 

Indeed, the picture he draws of the poyerty 

of the labouring classes at every point 

he touched during his journey along the 

coast to Genoa, is a terrible one. There 

was not even a mule-path on laud, so he 

hired a felucca and halted at Monaco, 

Mentone, San Bemo, NoU, Savona, and 

many other towns, and his remarks are 

all in the same key. Bound about Nice 

he found the labourers diminntive, meagre. ■
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withered, and dirty; half naked, and 

bearing all the signs of extreme poverty. 

Their food was the refaie of the garden, 

and their hogs lived better than their 

children. They were all thieves and 

beggars; bat, in spite of this, serious 

crime was very rare, nor was there any 

drunkenness or riot. He finds another 

gauge of the prevalent misery in the con- 

dition of the domestic animals. GRie 

horses and mules were mere skeletons, and 

the cats and dogs dangerously rapacious 

through hunger. Birds were hardly ever 

seen on account of the incessant shooting 

them for sale as game. ■

At San Bemo and Noli, and at every 

other point of stoppage, the same evidences 

of poverty were apparent The inns were 

filthy, and the landlords churlish and ex- 

tortionate. Where the railway and the 

roadc now run, there was a rocky path, 

practicable only to the inhabitants; the 

Bepublio of Genoa, for some reason or 

other, being unwilling to encourage 

settlement in that part of its dominions. 

Considering what the discomforts of the 

voyage must have been, it is wonderful 

that Smollett should have kept so well^he 

even temper which, with a few slight 

exceptions, characterises his remarks, and 

have found opportunity of giving so much 

valuable and interesting information as to 

the social condition of the countries he 

traversed. His description of the Boman 

remains at Fr6jus, and Gimi^, and Turbia 

is full and scholarly, while a Ittrge pro- 

portion of the English who now rush past 

them, intent on a spell of gambling or 

winter tennis, have never heard of their 

existence, being, one and all, too busy 

with their idleness to spare a moment for 

the consideration of these problems, which 

are just as susceptible of interesting treat- 

ment now as they were in Smollett's time. ■

MBS. DIFFIDENCE. ■

Mius. DiFFEDBNCE, as readers of that 

almost unequalled classic, " The Pilgrim's 

Progress," will remember, was the wife of 

Qiant Despair ; and so, we may suppose, 

part owner of Doubting Castle. Her name 

has been a puzsle to many. Diffidence 

we have been used to look upon as an 

amiable weakness; in the young, indeed, 

as almost a virtue. But Mrs. Diffidence 

is an awful eharaoter, a Jezebel, or Lady 

Macbe#h, who stirs her husband to cruelty. 

In the eurtain conferences that Bnnyan ■

describes so graphically, it is the irife who 

suggests all the husbsiid's barbaritiei It 

is she who recommends the use of the 

grievous crab-tree cudgel, and the inridiou 

persuasion to suicide, and the exhibition 

of the bones and skulls of those who had 

before been slain. It was throogh the 

counsel of the artful old |ianteB8 thtt the 

escape of the giant's captives bsd ilmoit 

been prevented ■

" I fear." said she to her husband, "that 

they live in hope that some will come to 

relieve them ; or that they have pick-loeh 

about them, by mean1N>f which they hope 

to escape." ■

*< And sayest thou so, my desrt" said 

the giant — they were a loving pair; re 

must say that for them. *' I wil], there- 

fore, search them in the morning." ■

But happOy, in the morning, the Uzdi 

were flown. ■

It was a curious notion of BoDyan'i, to 

kill off the giant and giantess in the eeeood 

part of the Allegory, and destroy Doahting 

Castle. We cannot but conclode that 

there has been a marvellous resnnectioD 

of the fond couple, and a rebnDdiDg-l>y 

voluntary subscription, or othenriie~o! 

their venerable habitation. The leasoo 

why the name of Diffidence appeantooi 

inappropriate to the terrible old bdy ii 

that the word has changed in the two 

centuries since Bunyan wrote, if not m 

its literal meaning, in its oidinaiy m. 

From fide, to tnut, we get confide, the 

opposite to which is diffide — a word not 

out of use in Bunyan's time. Confide&oe, 

therefore, is trust, and diffidence is ns- 

beliel In Bunyan's eyes, nothing wis 

worse than unbelief, or even doabt hi 

to Tennyson's " honest doubt," it woold 

have made Bunyan fwious. '* When Diffi- 

dence, the giantess, came up to help "her 

husband, as in duty bound, "old Mr. 

Honest cut her down at one blof.' 

Honesty and unbeUef were in Bnnps'i 

view of things flat oppodtes. At £nt, 

diffidence was mainly distrust of othen, 

now it is distrust of ourselves. And this, 

I dare say, Bnnyan would have said ii 

retribution. We b^in by doubting the 

higher powers, we end by renooncmg bitb 

in ourselves. ■

Taking diffidence in its modem leose, it 

is pretty evident that it must be conqoered 

before a man can do anything gisat and 

good; or anything great and bad. A 

diffident person would never have won for 

himself favourable notice in De Qmncey'i 

" Essay on Murder.** If he had bagtm s ■
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murder well, he would have become panic- 

btruck as it proceeded, and liuddled it up 

at the cloee. A diffident burglar would 

never retire upon his aayingt. He would 

even run the risk of being driyen in the 

end to earn his living honeetly. We may 

be diffident in welldoing, and that in a 

pity ; or we may be diffident in evil-doing, 

and that may keep ub out of miachiei ■

The diffident people will not count for 

very much in the battle of life. When 

they were boya at school and tidea were 

tossed for at any game, they were always 

the last selected. And now — who would 

choose a diffident soldier to command an 

army, or a diffident sailor to direct a fleet ? 

Who would submit to be operated upon by 

a diffident surgeon, or would wish to have 

his portrait pidnted by a diffident artist t 

A man has no chance in any walk of life 

without some measure of confidence, and we 

may almost go on to say that in proportion 

to his confidence will be his success. We 

first overcame our diffidence when we 

learned to walk and to talk — ^in the 

walking we displayed our physical courage, 

in the talking our moral courage ; and it 

is very doubtful if we have ever done any- 

thing more heroical since. What clever 

little chaps we must have been, to balance 

ourselves longways, and then to lift one 

foot into the air, thus disturbing the 

balance so painfolly acquired, and so 

through all the complicated evolutions 

which constitute the science of walking! 

And talking — think of the decision of 

character required in order to the making 

of uncouth sounds with the mouth and 

throat that shall be intelligible to the 

stupid grown-up creatures around us I 

Yon have to make a dash at it, or you 

will never be able to do it at alL Es- 

pecially you must set loosely by all 

considerations of personal dignity. So 

also in mature life ; no man hM achieved 

distinction who has been afraid of making 

a fool of himself. The public never 

thoroughly appreciate a man until he has 

made an exhibition of himselL Some 

idols of the multitude repeat the perform- 

ance annually, but the worst of this plan 

iip, that properly to strike the mind, each 

performance must be more outrageous than 

the last, and that calls for rare inventive 

power, and . is a terrible strain upon the 

po^r idol's wooden head. ■

Moses undertook at a divine command ■

^'t^e of the most stupendous enterprises ■

^^er committed to man, but he was ■

veiy reluctant to undertake the task. ■

A man may be able to overcome h{s 

diffidence and not be able to overcome 

his modesty. Or it may be that the 

misgivings of the great Jewish leader 

are to 1m reckoned among the " fears of 

the brave, and follies of the wise"; the 

cases in which a man fails in his strongest 

point Oliver Gromwell had his diffident 

moments, and Queen SlizabetL The first 

Napoleon supplies almost the grandest 

instance of self-confidence that the world 

has seen. But, if De Bourrienne is to be 

trusted, there was a time in Napoleon's 

early history when his great fortunes 

nearly received a fatal check because of 

his diffidence. In appearing before the 

Council of the Ancients, " nothing could 

be more confused, or worse enunciated, than 

the ambiguous and disjointed replies of 

Buonaparte." The ''interruptions, apos- 

trophes, and interrogations, overwhelmed 

him ; he believed himself lost" But the 

Ancients were diffident, too, or De 

Bourrienne thinks "that, instead of sleep- 

ing on the morrow in the palace of the 

Luxembourg, he would have finished his 

part in the square of the Revolution." 

That is to say, losing his head metaphori- 

cally would have led to his losing it 

literally, the guillotine being still kept 

handy. ■

Littie Johnny BusseU, as he was af- 

fectionately called, hardly knew what 

diffidence was. He thought he could do 

anything — the saying has it — from per- 

forming a surgical operation to command- 

ing the Channel Fieei But if he had 

been only ordinarily confident, how would 

he have got Ydu Reform Bill passed % The 

Seform BiUs since have been far more 

sweeping ' than that first one; but the 

carrying of them has been child's play as 

compared with the desperate struggle by 

which the victory of 1832 was won. ■

An ordinary man can hardly grasp the 

idea of courage and determination such as 

must be possessed by commanders of 

armies in great battles. Think of the 

Duke of Wellington at Waterloo 1 The 

immense forces arrayed against him; 

the numbers on his side ; the tremendous 

issues that hung upon victory or defeat ; 

the fatal consequences that might follow 

the least error in judgement I Think of 

these considerations pressing upon the 

brain of one mortal man 1 Aai he alone 

responsible! Why, many poor wretches 

have' cut their throats to escape a thou- 

sandth part of such a responsibility I ■

We may thank Providence that we have ■
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not been called to fill the throne or wield 

the b&ton, or even handle the more peace- 

ful crozier. It is little that we shoiUd be 

aaked to show decision of character in 

common things. The man set a good 

example who, being asked if he conld play 

the violin, replied that he didn't know, for 

he hadn't tried. ' If a cook wants to retain 

her proper supremacy, she must be ready to 

furnish any dish for which her mistress calls. 

Marinated pheasant poults k la braise 

imp4riale I Certainly, madam. " Tliis is 

a difficulty, brethren," said the preacher, 

coming to a perplexing passage, "one 

that has puzzled the most eminent ex- 

positors ; let us lool: it boldly in the face, 

and — ^pass on." Many men have made 

thehr reputations by looking difficulties 

boldly in the face; that they pass on 

doesn't seem to detract from their fame. ■

Mrs. Diffidence would be a benefactor to 

mankind if she would confine her ministra- 

tions to the wicked. If she would unsettle 

the nerves of the despot, divert the aim of 

the assassin, paralyse the tongue of the 

slanderer, we would count her a friend. 

Mischievous boys, too, would be greatly 

benefited by some lessons from; the 

giantess. But, alas I— it seems hard to 

blame her for it — ^she feels most at home 

in the socie^ of the wise and good. 

Why the wicked should do evil with 

both hands diligently, and the righteous 

put only a finger to their work, is 

one of those difficulties which we can 

recognise but cannot solve. Instead of 

destroying Doubting Caatle, honest folk 

would do weU, after furnishing it with 

fresh bolts and bars, to beguile into its 

chambers all rogues, knaves, liars, and 

other enemies of mankind, and get the 

giant and his wife to keep them there for 

ever. ■

A GARRISON ROMANCE. ■

Bt Mbs. LEITH ADAMS (Mbs. LAFJAN). 

AuOor of**UuiM Draytott,'* '*a«iffi^ Stirling,'' " ■

CHAPIER n. PHIL'S FSAT OF BARING. ■

In a community such as a garrison, 

where ramifications are numerous, and ties 

many and complicated, there is a good deal 

of that spirit abroad which is said to in- 

atigato one aheep to follow another sheep 

tbf ough a gap in the hedge, until the whole 

flock are hmded in the next meadow, or 

out on the road, as the case may be. ■

A week later than that attonioon 

gathering at Major Olutterbaek's which 

was described in our last chapter, ereiy 

one of that '* set,'' and varioui people h 

various other sets, had called upon ^'Joaei, 

of Seething Lana" ■

The man's unassuming sunplioity, Ui 

guUelessness, his plain, stra^ftforwaid 

ways — his naXve admiration of the people 

and things amon^ which he found hunieli; 

won their way with eveiy one who eune 

in contact with him. ^People liked hun, and 

cultivated hiuL His original remarfa and 

ideas were something fresh to then, 

tickling the jaded senses of men tethered in 

an island home, and pretty well aoqueinted 

with all the specimens therefai congiegatei 

The youngstors sat round him deUghtedlf, 

mostly asteide barrack-room chain--chttn 

which were as great a pnzde to Mr. Jonei 

as could have been any utterance oi tb« 

Sphinx. Indeed, everything was a poide to 

'hSx, Jones. These young men— -lo highly 

bred, so ftoll of knowledge of the worldi 

visiting at palaces and such-like pkoei^ lod 

yet BO shabby in their mode of life I ■

" Government gives you but poor Idnd 

of places," he said, once, glancing xoond 

the iTOom of the Honoarfu>le Bob. The 

Honourable Bob screwed his (^ piia- 

fully tight into his right eye. ■

" Ya'as," he said, " the Oovemmenthei 

no consideration for a fellow's instmeU^; 

then, with a shrug and a look roosd the 

bare, whito washed walls on which a long Hit 

of subalterns had paid barraek-damageefor 

<<nMls knocked into plaster," "Gomn- 

mentfs a beast — still we manage to nb 

along somehow. I hire that sm fromt 

ruffian in Strada Stretta — a coufonBded 

old Jew fellow who charges me more tlun 

sixty times its value, fact — ^'pon honour!" ■

"What," thought Jones, of SeetUng 

Lane, " is the use of being the Hononnble 

Bob, or the Honourable Anything, if yon 

have to hire a sofa from a rnffian-lfte Jew^ 

and live in a room without a wall-pipert' ■

It appeared to Mr. Jones that the pomp 

and gutter of milituy life had sides to itof 

which his wildest imagination had nerff 

dreamed. * ■

"Why, if I asked Dodson "— Dodson wu 

his chief manager — "to at in a lOom 

like that, he'd— he'd blow my head off- 

I'm blest if he wouldn't ... l^^ 

yet ... . why, just look at the cot oi 

them when they're got up for ihowl 

Dodson couldn't do it thoagh he tiied for 

a month of Sundays— nor I couldnt do it 

— ^nor none of us couldn't do it Thej ■
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look as if their clothes grew on 'em, and 

hoir they manage to walk without getting 

their Bwordf between their lege, beats me 

hc^ow. Jones, my boy, yon're learning a 

sight more of life in a week in this bit of 

an island, than yonVe done in aU the 

years that have gone before .... of gay 

life, mind, life in the gay world, not 

business life — I yield to no man there. 

IVe woAed hard, and made my pile — ^as 

they say in Amerioa — ^by the sweat of my 

brow, and it's meet that I should take a 

little jaunt and see the bright side of 

things — that's what it is — and Tm havii^ 

a good time, and no mistake." ■

Thus ran the thoughts of the man who 

found himself in the midst of such strange 

auironndings. ■

Major Olntterbuck had led the way, the 

Honourable Bob had followed; gradually 

Mr. Jones had made the acquaintance 

of a still wider circle. To such men as 

Oharley Rowan and Vernon Halkett the 

straightforward, clearly-apparent excel- 

lences of the man appealed strongly. He 

had no wish to appear other than he was. 

No villa residence at Highbury, or Reigate 

was brought to the fore as a sort of set-off 

against the Oity. He was proud of being 

a business man, and of the character he 

had made for himself in that capacity. 

Deeply interested in the men of a world 

diffarbig so much from his own world, he 

had yet no shadow of a ,wish to try and 

cross th9 boundary that separated them. 

He told them in his simple, unpretending 

way how be had raised himself from yery 

small things to the position he now held. 

He seemea more su^rised at his own 

success than even his listeners. His keen 

eyes softened and glistened as he spoke of 

his old mother, who was so bewildered by 

the luxiuy with which he insisted upon 

surrounding her, that she appeared to be 

very much in the state of tiie little old 

woman in the immortal rhyme, who cried, 

"U I be I, as I hopes I be " ■

"Mother wouldn't come to live inLondon, 

not she," he said, beaming upon them as 

they sat eagerly listening, and feeling that 

at last heaven had, in truth, sent them 

lome new thing ; " she thinks all the 

wickedness of the world is gathered to- 

gether in London, and is always warning 

me against its ways and its snares. I 

couldn't get her to set her foot in a 

brougham, nor a victoria, nor nothing of 

that sort; so I've got her a gig — a 

first-dass kind of a gig, you^ know — and 

>he says that it's a seemly kind of a ■

vehicle enough, and fit for fk plain 

Christian woman. She's taken to it, you 

may say, and is proud of it in her own 

fashion, telling people it is a gift from her 

son, who is a rich man in £ondon Gity, 

and can affcwd it right enough without 

wrouffing any man. 1 expect you all know 

the old song 1 ■

And ye shaU walk in silk attire« 

And siller have to sparo. ■

I went in for singing a good deal at one 

time ; I'd a sweet little pipe of a voice 

when I was a kid. They'd used to set me 

in a little chair on the table in the inn 

parlour— the ^Bosy Jane' the inn was 

called— «nd make me sing for them. * Little 

Nightingale' they used to call me, and 

they'd hammer the table like anything 

when I'd done. My father was the village 

post-master, and much thought of as a man 

of parts. He was proud enough to hear 

me sing, I can tell you, and tut was the 

song he loved best of alL I never thought 

in those days that I should say those self- 

same words to my old mother, and mean 

them, too." ■

They were deeply interested. The 

Honourable Bob said " By Jove 1 " many 

times during the recital When Jones, 

of Seething Lane, quavered a veise 

of the said song in a not unmelodious — 

though rather worn — ^baritone, his satis- 

faction knew no bounds. He swore it was 

better than the opera, Mr. Jones was 

flattered, and sang a second verse, and 

even a third. ■

It has been said that the good man was 

somewhat stout and flori£ After his 

dinner he would sometimes get a bit 

mottled about his clean-shaven cheeks; 

but he was one who knew what it meant 

to be moderate in all thinss, and his eyes 

never lost their clear and kindly lights nor 

his voice its pleasant thnbze. If in certain 

aspects his features might be termed 

heavy, a wonderfid refinement and soft- 

ness was given by the deep cleft in a 

finely-formeid chin; and surely there never 

was a kindlier smile 1 ■

He dined at mess as the guest of Major 

Clutterbuck, sitting on that radiant gentle- 

man's righl^ and opposite Lmdsay, the 

senior Major. Mr. Jones was in a high state 

of contentment. He looked up and down 

the "thin, red line" of scarlet coats on 

either side the long table, wondering 

within himself that the men liked to 

have their coats made like a schoolboy's 

'^' jacket^ and the waistcoats set ^so ■
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thick with buttons down the iront; but 

owning that the effect taken on the whole 

was fine. He glanced curiously at ike 

mess-waiters flitting about in their purple 

plush liyeries, and white silk stockings; 

at the great sUrer centre-piece opposite 

the Major in command, representing a 

certain battle in which the 193rd nad 

been the only European regiment engaged. 

He said to his neighbour that it was 

"massive"; that was the aspect in which 

it struck him most As he gaxed at every- 

thing, and listened to the string band for 

which the corps was famous, discours- 

ing "most excellent music," BIr. Jones 

thought that his lines had fallen to him in 

pleasant places, and tiiat all this would 

astonish Dodson not a littla ■

On one hand of Major Lindsay sat an 

apoplectic Colonel of the RA., whose 

uniform looked as if it wanted letting out, 

while lower down were a couple of ofiSicers 

of the French navy, belonging to a man- 

of-war at present anchored in the Grand 

Harbour. Near them again, and chatting 

to them in their native tongue with perfect 

ease and fluency, was Charley Kowan, in 

his 'dress of "Lincoln green." ■

After a long look in that direction, Mr. 

Jones turned to Major Clutterbuok with 

a beaming smile and sparkling eyes. ■

" It's fine to hear him parly-vooing like 

that, isn't it, nowt He'd be worth four 

hundred a year in the City if he can write 

it as glib." ■

The Major stroked down his mighty 

moustache; the man on the other side 

apparently got a crumb in his throat ; and 

the goggle eyes of the Colonel opposite 

bulged in his head, and glared across the 

table ; then, taking advantage of a fit of 

delirium on the part of the flute, who 

rushed into the wildest variations upon 

the theme of "Auld Lang Syne," and 

claimed the general attention, he put 

a question sotto voce to Major Lindsay : ■

" Who the deuce has Clutterbuok got in 

iow now I " ■

" A rare specimen of the raw material," 

answered the other, in the same tone, " a 

simple chOd of Nature ; but a good old 

sort, for all that." ■

The flute had by this time recovered 

from his convulsive attack, and was 

perspiring freely, as he acknowledged the 

plaudits that foUowed. ■

The B. A Colonel honoured the " good 

old sort" with a good deal of notice, after 

this, and was presented, across the table, 

by Major Lindsay. The three diamonds ■

that glistened and gleamed in the ex- 

ceedingly dress -shirt of Mr. Jqimi, of 

Seething Lane, were as the belt of lUo in 

the constellation of Orion. It woaM, i&. 

deed, be sacrilege to compare them to toy 

lesser thing; while the sister gem thtt 

shone upon his little finger might be n- 

garded as a fixed star of tlie first nupi. 

tuda He was a jewel himself, if brightnea 

and beamingness counted for anythn^, 

and was making up his mind tha^ wIwd 

he invested in a fint-daas West-End reii- 

dence, he should also have a string band 

to play to him while he ate. ■

You see, a person's ideas are apt to riie 

with their circumstances — ^to tab inngi, 

as it were, and flutter skywards. U toy 

one had told Jones, of Seething Ltne^ a 

month ago, that he would take up tlie 

notion of having a private band, he wooU 

have laughed that person to soon. Eren 

as it was, he had misgivings as to wkit 

Dodson would think of the BU^estton-i 

misgiving which he soothed by the nflM- 

tion that Dodson, though an adminUe 

man of business, had as yet hsd "no 

scope," and that, in consequence of thii 

limitation, his ideas wanted widening. ■

Upon adjournment to the ante-ioon 

Mr. Jones found his sense of enjoyinflDt 

distinctly growing. They were each plea- 

sant, affable fellows ! Even the bibuJoiu 

baronet — ^not yet in a fully "ripe" con- 

dition, but getting on that way, Ulanebg 

himself alternately on his toes «nd hii 

spurred heels, making a pleasant click and 

clatter as he did so, and telling eye^^peniDg 

stories to a select circle of listeners— em 

he had his good points in Mr. Jonei'i ejw, 

for, had he not said, ** Welcome to Malta, 

sir; glad to know you. Oome-and-dioe" 

— this was all one word — " let-you-bow 

which-night " — this was another— and tin 

stranger felt really touched and flstteieil 

by so much cordiality on the part of Sir 

Peyton Paling, Bart There are thingi in 

mercy hidden from us; and itwsanot 

given to Mr. Jones to know that ibfl 

bibulous one asked every one to dine wiA 

him after a certain hour in the dsf, tnd 

that no one ever took the slightest notice 

of these casual invitations. ■

The Honourable Bob swooped down 

upon Major Olutterbuck's guest Iflu > 

hawk. He screwed his glass inlbejf, 

and in a perfectly unostentationi mtBiM 

gloated over the trio of stars that gleamed 

upon the expansive bosom of Mr. Jonea. ■

^ I'm glad to see yon," he said, honring. 

as it were, with a great, glad smile fighting ■
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up his expreaaiye countenance ; <* I saw 

yoa at mesa, yon know; shining fr»m afar, 

eh I and all that sort of thing. I hope you 

had a good timel" ■

''Tou admire my little ornamental" 

said Mr. Jones, also with a smila " Well, 

I think they're good. I like things 

good." ■

" So do I,'' replied the other, " when I 

can pay for them, or get 'em on tick, don't 

yon know. But it's not often I can do 

either. And there's that Jew fellow, he 

drains my small resources— 'pon honour 

now." ■

" What I the man with the sofa t " said 

Mr. Jones, amazed at the destitution of 

these smart young soldiers. ■

" Oh/' said the other, in a d^bonnaire 

manner, "he's no heart He doesn't care, 

bless yon, what kind of decorations I wear. 

By the way, you should see our Chief. 

He's away, you know ; but^ give you my 

word, he's encwusted all over with 'em. 

A wegular cwustacean, that's what he is." ■

** With — er — all ornaments, do you 

meanl" asked Mr. Jones, eagerly. ■

" No, no; things he's won, you know — 

medals, and crosses, and all that sort of 

thing. He's like a shop window in the 

season — ^immense, you know." ■

'* Dear me," said the deeply-interested 

guest, " I should Tory much like to have 

seen him. He must beayerydiatbguished ■

" Oh,, deuced. He spitted fourteen 

Sepoys just like so many larks— give you 

my word— all as dead as door-nails in five 

minutes, not a squeak left in one of 'em. 

Thought nothing of it, either. Don't 

belieye I've ever heard him mention it all 

the time I've been in the regiment." ■

" They tell me he is gone home to be 

married t " said Mr. Jones, speaking with 

some hesitation, for he was the most 

delicate-minded of men, and fancied he 

might be making too free. ■

'* Yes ; going to marry a lovely widow, 

by Jove ! She's a fine woman, too. There 

was a ball at old Bogles's, you know, and 

she knocked all the other women no- 

where " ■

" Old 1 " said Mr. Jones, now fairly ■

bewildered. ■

** Old Bogles — the Governor, you know 

— we call him that for short — it 

suits him down to the ground, give you 

my word. He has a way of poking out 

his head and blinking at you— deuced 

nearsighted — asked his own butler to 

conduct a Boyal Highness down to dinner ■

once, under the impression he was the 

biggest swell of the lot The man nearly 

fainted, was led out gasping, in fact, like 

a blessed fish just landed. Her Boyal 

Highness was seen to smile — she's a 

regular brick, you know, and no nonsense 

about her — ^not she. She overtook Qinger 

one day — you know Ginger of ours 1 — well, 

the poor beggar had sprained his ankle, 

and he was umping along like one o'duck. 

There was the Princess in a moment 

pulling up her ponies so sharp they nearly 

swallowed their bits, and before you could 

say Jack Bobinson, there was Ginger — 

well, you know — Ginger had greatness 

thrust upon hinii and was driven to his 

quarters in style. That's a good idea, a 

man having greatness thrust upon him, 

whether he will or won't ; don't know 

where I got it from, don't think it's 

original, fancy I've heard it before, you 

know; Milton, I expect, or some of that 

lot " ■

"It is Shakespeare," said Mr. Jones, 

quietly. ■

'' Oh, have it your own way," said the 

Honourable Bob. " I don't care who said 

it ; it's the idea I like. I tell you it suits 

Ginger down to the ground. I've been 

telling Mr. Jones about the Chief, you 

know," he continued, turning confidingly 

to Oaptain Bowan, " what a blazing-away 

kind of fellow he is when he's in his war- 

paint ^" ■

" I beg your pardon," said Mr. Jones, 

enquiringly, "his- V ■

** Warpaint," reiterated the other, '* his 

best Sunday-go-to-meeting coat, you know." ■

" Oh, yes," said Mr. Jones, relieved ; 

"all the medals you told ^e about, the 

honourable distinctions that he won by his 

deeds of gallantry during the Indian 

Mutiny 1 " ■

"Just so," said the Honourable Bob, 

hastily. He was not anxious for the guest 

of the evening to go bto the particulars, 

as by himself related, of the said deeds of 

valour before Captain Bowan of the Bifle 

Brigade. ^ These little hasty servings-up of 

military incidents were better kept en 

famille. ■

" How will you like having a married 

CO. ? " said Bowan, scenting some recent 

mischief on the part of the "merry-man," 

and thinking it wise to turn on another 

subject of conversation. ■

" Ob, we should like the Chief any 

way — ^married or single ; but I think too 

many married officers in a regiment spoil 

the mess, don't you know t And for that ■
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reason, If for no other" — this with a 

comical glance at Itowan — "I shall cer- 

tainly not follow the Chief's example." ■

The Hononrable Bob's impeooniosity at 

the present time being well known to all 

concerned, and to many who were not, 

this resolute determination on his part 

certainly had its droll side. For awhile 

the stringed instruments were now silent, 

and the flute reposed in a state of great 

flaccidity, yet entire self-complacency, after 

his tremendous exertions, while a band of 

small drummer-boys sang part-songs in 

delightful cadence, their fresh young 

voices keeping admirable time and tune to 

the beat of the bandmaster's b&ton. ■

This performance perfectly charmed Mr. 

Jones. He beamed upon the lads, and 

kept time with one hand falling softly -on 

the other. ■

" If Colonel Eliot were here he would 

be pleased to see your appreciation of this 

part-singing," said Major Clutterbuck. 

" It is quite his hobby." ■

The Major was never in greater form 

than when he dined at mess on guest 

nights ; never more expansive, more over- 

flowing with the milk of human kindness, 

or on better terms with the whole world, 

himself included ■

He had, on such occasions, a great, glad 

effulgence pervading Y^b whole personality, 

that seemed actually to radiate light j and 

a stranger, meeting liim for the first time, 

wotdd return to hu hotel or his quarters, 

as the case might be, deeply impressed, 

and conscious of a sensation as of one who 

had been basking in the sunshine. ■

Seeing that Mr. Jones was so taken 

with the singing of the little bandsmen, 

the Major wiiSied to indulge his guest to 

the utmost ■

"Can the boys sing 'The Men of 

Harlech/ Mr. Shaffenhausserl" he said, 

with graceful urbanity, to the bandmaster; 

** this gentleman is much interested in the 

part-singing." ■

A faint gesture on the part of Mr. 

JoneSy suggestive of wishing to shake 

hands with the magnificent personage ad- 

dressed, who was attired in faultless evening 

costume, was happily frustrated by the 

Honourable Bob, who slid his lank body 

in between the two, screwing his eye- 

glass into focus for the purpose of more 

minutely examining the music on the 

tall, slender stands. ■

" Ah, yes," he said, «< ' Men of Harlech ' 

— ^wewy nice thing that — full of melodee 

and harmonee, eh, Shaffenhausser 1 " ■

'*It is so," replied the German, lowing 

low, aft* the manner of his kind. ''Zs 

boys have ze great gombliment iron 28 

gentleman. I too have ze gombliment^ 

and in my heart I feel it deep. We dull 

sing at wonce, ze 'Men of mrledi'— U! 

taltal" ■

This last to the boys, with thne tape of 

the b&ton on the edge of his own parfcicakr 

stand ; and soon the fresh young voioef 

rang out in that most stirring song, the 

while Mr. Jones was iu a sort of eeitiiy. ■

Major Clutterbuck never huiried his 

cattle ; he was too discreet a general for 

that ■

The end of all things was the wUit^ 

table ; but softly, softly — ** qui va lento n 

sano." He stood there, tall and comely, 

his fine, white, even teeth just showing 

under the curve of his moustache, for he wu 

smiling, was the Major, and enjoying the 

music ; heart and soul in the thing, u loj 

one could see with half aneye. He eyemrant 

so far as to imitate Mr. Jones's ezimpL^ 

beating time softly on the pahn of ooa 

hand. He sat reclining in a low loooging- 

chair, his shapely legs crossed the one 

over the other, his neat, spuned booti 

pleasantly en Evidence. Not one famtest 

sign of restlessness or impatience was to 

be seen in the man from the crown of hii 

head to the tip of his toes ; and yetin liii 

heart he wearied for the moment iriienihe 

serious business — ^the only business worth 

talking about — should begin. ■

Yet he lighted a second dgar witli con- 

summate deliberation and qu&tnde. With 

him absolute self-control was part of hk 

stock-in-trade. It was only on verjian 

occasions that the supply failed him. ■

Herr Shaffenhausser bowed till he bent 

himself double; the band -boys woold 

have grinned their delight at Mr. Jonei^B 

praise of their performance if they hd 

been civilians ; but your sucking soldier 

makes no sign, and uiey presented ''eyei 

front " and grave faces wiAout a smirk 

among the lot, though inwardly they were 

bursting with pride and pleasore, wbfeh 

would presently find vent hi mueh noiie 

and vociferation. A drummer-boy i> 

just as conscious of the stem hiad 

of discipline for ever over him, tf tbit 

dazsling being, the drum-major, whose 

staff-of-ofiSce and other splendid oibsp 

ments, pompous carriage, and geneni sfr 

of condescension, make him appear some- 

thing almost superhuman in the eyes of 

the crowd that gathers about the barrack- 

gates on marching-out days. ■
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A faint miat of perfumed smoke from 

many cigars began to gather in the anto- 

room, and through the gentle haie shone 

the crimson and Uie gold, the purple of the 

R A., the Lincoln green of the Rifles. The 

men scattered in groaps, and as the music 

ceased and the bamd dispersed, the hum of 

Toices rose higher and more clear. The 

windows were widely open, and the lovely 

Maltese nighty with its gem - starred 

heayens, and its faint splash of oars in 

the distance, with its soft tinkle of fitful 

music, and chirp of cicala in the short 

crisp grass, with its swaying shadows of 

Tine-leaves, and its nwuance of silver 

moonshine, seemed part and parcel of the 

gay and happy time. ■

Sir Peyton Paling was seated in one of 

the inside balconies, with his heels on the 

rafl, and a glass of soda-and-brandy on a 

low chair by his side. He had ceased 

asking people to dine with him, and re- 

lapsed into a slightly sentimental mood, 

being heard, indeed, to warble a stansa of 

"What is Home Without a Mother)" 

a tender question to whi^ no one made 

any reply. ■

Seeing Major Clotterbuck saunter out 

to enjoy the calm and innocent moonlight, 

a thought struck him; he ceased to 

warble, and asked a question instead : ■

" I, say, Glutterbuck, when u {Miss 

Mabel Graham coming home again 1 " ■

Be it said that Sir Peyton, though not 

always sober, was, whether sober or not, 

always a gentleman. If the lady in ques- 

tion had been as royal in station as we 

know she was in Nature, he could not 

have asked after her with a more reverent 

and respectful air. ■

''We expect my step -daughter to- 

morrow, I am happy to say," replied the 

Major, genially. *' I assure you. Sir Peyton, 

our simple home is like a world without 

sunshine when she is absent" ■

'' A— h I " said Sir Peyton, with a sly, 

if not exactly sober, glance — almost a 

wink, in fact; "you don't find the boys 

make quite sunshine enough) Thought 

so ; more like a storm — eh 1 " Then, 

being in that stage of hilarity which 

speaks out its mind regardless of con- 

sequences, he added: "Pack o' young 

inips, give you my word." ■

The Major was deaf for the nonce. ■

The Honourable Bob was iu an ecstasy ; 

he screwed his glass in hard, and 

looked beamingly from the one to the 

other. ■

Mr. Jones, on the contrary, felt as if he ■

were going round and round a lamp^post 

in a London fog. ■

He did not know that Major Clutter- 

buck had a step -daughter; he did not 

know that that gentleman owned a padc 

of young boys. ■

" You have not yet seen Miss 

Gwahami" said the Honourable Bob, 

noticing the stranger seemed somewhat 

at a loss. ■

"No," said Mr. Jones. ''I did not 

even know that Major Glutterbuck was a 

married man. Is, then, this Miss Graham 

— his step-daughter, did you not say I — ^is 

she so beautiful!" ■

The Honourable Bob blew the faint 

blue rings of smoke from his cigarette 

delicately into the air. ■

" She's all my fancy painted her ; she's 

lovely, she's divine ; we're all in love with 

her, to a man." ■

"Dear me!" said Mr. Jones. "And 

these young " ■

"Boysl" said the Honourable Bob, 

sharply. "Why, they're the children of 

the second marriaga" ■

" And not at school 1 " ■

" No; wish they were — ^wish they were 

anywhera But, you see, there's no money 

to pay for the little begnrs. Miss 

Graham teaches them — ^works Uke a slave, 

'pon honour — fact 1 " ■

" Dear me ! " said Mr. Jones, i^in. 

"I hope I shall make the young lady's 

acquaintance." ■

"Sure to," said the Honourable Bob; 

"evewy one does, you know." ■

" Would you like a rubber f " said the 

Major, in easy, careless style, sauntering, 

or "doping" — as Ginger put it — ^a^oss 

the room ■

"Dash it ! " roared Sir Peyton from the 

balcony. "Glutterbuck, you beat the 

world, crush me if you don't I Any one 

would thbik you'd never handled a pack 

before. Gome on, my neophyte, let us 

cut for partners" ■

Outside, the beauty of the night grew 

with each passing hour ; the sky deeper, 

the stars clearer, the moon more bright 

and silvery. A tiny breeze uprose and 

crept over the surface of the sea like a 

refreshing spirit. ■

Inside, play waxed serious. The B.A 

Colonel grew more and more apoplectic, 

his eyes bulged further out of his head, 

and he breathed hard. He had the cool 

Major for an opponent, and did not look 

upon the fact in the light of a blessing. 

On his part the Major was also seriously ■
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onBideriog the aspect of affairfl. His fate 

nked with that of his guesti and the play 

f the Oity man was by no means what he 

ad expected it to be. ■

Easiness habits, it may be, engender 

abn calculation, accuracy and keenness of 

bservation ; be this, however, as it may, 

Ir. Jones proved a most ralaable ally, 

io far, so good; but, the reverse would 

atnrally hold good alsa The Honourable 

h>b, looking on, wore an expression of 

Qch awful solemnity as might have 

«come a meal of " funeral baked meats " ; ■

sure sign that he was Inwardly in a state 

f the most unseemly hilarity ; indeed, one 

erious protesting gaze through the 

tnmortal eye-glass sent that unfortunate 

ringer out into the balcony with a rush, 

nd caused the Colonel in blue to mutter 

omething as to ** unseemly frivolity." ■

When the meeting broke up, this 

K>tentate reidised that he had had a run of 

»ad luck — no man is ever worsted by the 

kill of his opponents, of course — and 

fajor Clntterbuck, apparently in no wise 

ilated by the good fortune which had fallen 

o his own share, set off towards the Porto 

ieale Oate— the 193rd were lying at 

rioriana — en route for the Qaarantine steps, 

iilr. Jones sauntered on by his side, and 

he Major told him all about the house at 

Sleima, and asked him to come and call on 

lilrs. Clutterbuck at an early date. The 

iruth was, a new scheme had now entered 

he Major's mind, but of this his com- 

panion was naturally in ignorance. ■

''Shall I put you across 1" said Mr. 

Tones, as the two neared the steep steps 

)f stairs, and looked upon the calm and 

ileeping bay — sleeping in the moonlight 

ike a child with a smile upon its face; 

'the fact is," he added, a little shame- 

'acedly, "I often go for a moonlit row 

ihese lovely nights, you see — ^they are 

lomething so new to me. I'm a common- 

place sort of chap, I know ; but I love such 

!)eauty as they can show, as romantically, 

[ do indeed, as a boy of twenty who 

aever sat on a high stool in a countbg- 

bouse in his life ; so, you see, my fellows 

ire dways about until I send to dismiss 

bhem." ■

The Major was pleasingly conscious of a 

prell-appointed, well-cushioned boat, with ■

Maltese oarsmen, pulling about in gentle 

idleness near the steps, and in a few 

moments the two men were seated under 

the gaOy-atriped awning, and the oan cut 

the water into silver shreds. Past Fort 

Manuel — ^its shadow dark and brooding 

on the water— over the bright bay ; on— 

on — smoothly gliding, tUi Sleima wis 

reached ; and, even then, Mr. Jones in- 

sisted upon accompanying the Majw to 

his own door. ■

The villa looked glorified and etfaerest 

ised in the steady radiance of the moai 

that poured down on balcony and tuiet, 

tangle of vine, and blossom of oleander. ■

AU was still, calm, beautiful; but hid 

some angel, weary with flight, lifted 

upon the edge of the topmost tonet, 

from thence to watch the world of sea 

and sky) ■

A tiny figure, all in white ; aahimmer of 

golden hair ; two little bare feet dangliiig 

against the grey stone ; a small, rapt fseo 

looking up bto the starry sky .... ■

The Major stood still ; reeled where he 

stood. ■

" Great Heaven ! "| he cried, ondsr his 

breath, " it is Phil. The turret stur-^he 

has climbed up *' ■

The sweat beaded on the man's brow ; his 

voice faltered, failed, died away into alow, 

piteous sob. ■

Mr. Jones grasped him by the ann like 

a vice. ■

These short, square-built men lie so 

strong. The Major was held to the spot 

as though in an iron clamp. ■

" Be calm, sir," said a low voice at hk 

ear. " Show yourself a true soldier, u 

I know you are. If you startle the chiU, 

he wiU faU dead at our feet." ■

*'Grood Heaven — ^good Heaven! lAst 

shall I dol" groaned the misenbls 

man; **and my wife — my wife — aleepiog ■

there ■ below him — never thJbik- ■

just ■

IDg ■

But Phil was not afraid. Phfl had sasn 

his father, and was in high delight ■

"Does you see where I be-^-dadd/r 

sang out the little voice from above, sweet 

and clear. ■

And then came the soft pat, pat of liKle 

palms one against the other. ■

Phil was applauding his own daring. ■
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September was over, and the fint days 

of October had folloired in its wake. It 

had been an antnmn calculated to atone 

even for the many aina of the spring which 

had preceded it— hot, and bright, and 

settled, as the English climate very seldom 

allows itself to be ; and such happy beings 

as knew no law with regard to their move- 

ments, except the law of their own incli- 

nations, had been very slow hi returning 

to London. ■

In the beginning of October, London 

had been, what is technically called, 

''empty," though such inferior districts 

as the City, and Oxford Street and its 

neighbourhood, had been thronged^ from 

morning tiU night with the insignificant 

working population of all ranks, whose 

holidays are not to be lengthened by any 

aatamn sunshina But somewhat to the 

onchristian satirfaction of this section of 

the public — ^to some ill-regulated constitu- 

tions It is distinctly trying to be obliged 

to work in London through holiday 

cotnitry weather — ^the middle of October 

bronght with it a sudden change. The 

wind went into the north-east, the rain fell 

in a quiet, persistent, unobtruidve fashion, 

until it seemed to have become a con- 

firmed habit with it to do so, and 

'< society " fled back to its winter quarters, 

shivering and grumbling. ■

It was about half-past ten o'clock in the 

morning, and the outlook from the ■

Tyrrells' dining-room window was calcu- 

lated to depress any one in whose scheme 

of daOy life anythmg so elementary and 

barbaric as the weather had a place. The 

pavements were web, the houses opposite 

were wet, sundry wet umbrellas passed 

with a resentful and depressed splash and 

patter ; the rain came down with dreary 

monotony. But neither Miss Tyrrell nor 

her brother, as they feused one another at 

the breakfast-table, were at all affected 

by such trifling external circumstances. 

Tyrrell had remarked on entering the 

room that it was an abominable day, and 

had applied himself to a cursory study of 

tiie newspaper, and a more or less interested 

exchange of comments with his sister. 

Miss Tyrrell had observed that the room 

was cold ; had rung for a servant to bring 

some logs of wood, and had contemplated 

her ekborate early English hearth with a 

perfect satisfaction in its artistic merits, 

and a vague consideration of the weather 

as being especially designed that such an 

eminendy desurable factor in the arranse- 

ment of a room might have reason for 

existence. ■

They had returned to London only the 

day before — Miss Tyrrell in the afternoon, 

Tyrrell, from the Continent, late at night, 

and they had a good deal to say to one 

another over their breakfast, chiefly with 

reference to matters connected with their 

joint establishment and their joint society 

]ife during the ensuing winter. Of the 

past summer months they hardly spoke at 

all ; thev had each gone their own way, 

and neither cared sufficiently for the other 

to be interested or even curious on any 

matter which concerned only one. They 

would probably have made no allusion 

whatever to their recent individual pro- 

ceedings — certainly it would have occurred ■

'VOTt* V.^-THIBD SIBIBS. ■
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to neither to qaestion the other — bat for 

the fact that Miss Tyrrell, on her arrival 

the day before, had expected to find her 

brother well-established for the winter, 

instead of not yet arrived. John Tyrrell 

had delayed his return to town for at least 

ten da^s after the date he had origbally 

fixedy a very nnnsoal circnmstance with 

him. ■

" Ton have not even had your letters 

sent on lately, I see,'' observed Miss 

Tyrrell as she rose, breakfiMt being over, 

and stood for a moment by the fire, pre- 

paratory to retiring to her writing-table, 

where she usually spent the first hour of 

the morning. "Iliere is an appalling 

accumulation waitbg for you hi your 

roem. You won't produce the new piece 

as soon as you intended, I suppose I " ■

** Possibly not," returned her brother, in 

a tone that was very hard, and did not 

invite further comment on his intentions. 

But Miss Tyrrell was readmg the paper, 

and she did not notice the tone. ■

" Who have you been with lately 1 " she 

asked, absently. ■

Tyrrell did not apparently resent the 

qaestion; on the contraiy, he answered 

as though he was rather gla^ to be asked it ■

"I've been alone," he said. "I got 

rather bored, and went off to rough it a 

bit in Oreece by mysel£" ■

He came up to the fire-place as he 

spoke, and hu sister raised her eyes care- 

lessly from her newroaper. ■

" I don't think it has agreed with you," 

she said. ''You are too thin, John. 

You've been rather foolish not to come back 

looking younger. Shall I send about 

bhose cnrtflins t " ■

"As you like," returned her brother, 

v^ithout interest <' Well, I suppose I must 

;o and read letters before I go down to the 

bheatre/' ■

He gathered up the letters brought him 

by that morning's post, and went down the 

passage into Uie little room where Sdma 

liad taken refage after her first appearance 

IS a reciter, seating himself at the 

irriting-table, with hardly a glance round 

bhe room, though he had not been in it for 

nearly four months. His holiday, ez- 

:ended as it had been, had apparently 

lone him no good. Ho was, as Miss 

I^rrell had said, very thin ; his eyes were 

rather hollow and very hard, and there 

iras something about his uninterested 

nanner as he arranged his table and sorted 

ihe letters to be read, which suggested, as 

lis manner during his discussion as to I ■

future arrangements with hb lister 

breakfast had suggested in a lesi degree^ 

that the life to which he had rebmed 

was a matter of business and neeeoity 

only, that the capacity for mtemt vu 

wantbg in him, and that everythms vu 

flat. He was dull and apathetic, m a 

man who is suffering from reactioiL ■

He opened his letters one after anoihei, 

read them rapidly, and laid them iride 

with not the faintest change of potton 

or expression, untU he came to the fink of 

two addressed in the same, bu:g6, cbn^ 

teristic handwriting. It was very long, 

and he glanced through it rapidly, {brow- 

ing it down at the end with a cynieil eozl 

of his lips, the normal expression of which 

had altered faidefinably for the worse bthe 

course of the last three months, u hid 

that of his whole face. ■

" Little fool 1 " he said to hunsslf, vitha 

whole world of contempt in his ejei 

"Little fool 1" ■

He took up the letter again and re-read 

a bit here and there, with a smila, whieh 

grew more cynical and contemptoou 

moment by moment ; and just as he tuned 

to the concluding words for the aeeond 

time, the door opened, and Miss iTnell 

appeared. ■

" I am sorry to disturb you, JohB,' ihe 

said; ''but I want to know exactly wbt 

you wish about that new glass." ■

" Oh, as plain as possible," he sniwend, 

" with the monogram only. What do yon 

think I have here, Sybillaf " 

" Something interesting t " 

" That's as you take it 1 A letter bom 

Selma Malet to say that she is very wij^ 

but she's going to be married, and to aak 

if I will please get her contract csncelled!' 

"John I Not really!" 

<<Beally 1 There is a great desldboot 

her new fancy, and about my forgiTiDg 

her ; but that's the gist of it So nmeh ice 

women's careers 1 Little fool 1 Tea eio 

read it" ■

Miss Tyrrell took the letter with an 

inarticulate murmur in which amssema^ 

horror, and uncertainty aa to what vain 

pected of her— to which her brothei^fl tow 

had given her no clue — ^were blended is 

equal parts. She had not read more thas 

half when she lifted her head with as ex- 

clamation of pure astonishment ■

'* The idea of Selma's writii^ like tiiii, 

she said. " It is simply the wfldeet in- 

fatuation I ever heard of." ■

*' She will sacrifice her chance h life to 

it all the sama" ■
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'' Bat can yoa do nothing to preyent it, 

John t The man ia a mere nobody from 

what she says I Think of the splendid 

position she mieht have had I Think of 

all yoa hare done to introdaee her al- 

ready 1" ■

Tyrrell smiled half cynioally, half 

grimly. "IVe done a good deal more for 

her thai^ that,'' he said. '' By Jove, I've 

taken piiins with that little idiot." ■

His sister hardly hesid him; she was 

finishing the letter. ■

" Don't let her throw it aU away, John," 

she Bud. '*The silly girl might marry 

any one she likes in another year. Hold 

her to her contract at least, and let her 

see how domesticity with this colonial 

cousin strikes her after her first season 1" ■

Tyrrell leant carelessly back in his chair, 

and looked with absolutely uninterested 

eyes idly before him. ■

"My dear SybiUa, why should If" he ■

Mid« ''I don't care a jot whether she ■

I marriea or not Why should I trouble ■

I myself % There will be not the faintest ■

troable about cancelling her engagement^ 

and there will be one fashionaUe actress 

the less, that's all" ■

" Jolm, she would have been an artist 1 " ■

Tyrrdl looked at his ^sister with a con- 

temptuous curl of his lip. ■

'* Yes," he said, after an instant's con- 

templation, *^so she would — I had for- 

gotten that 1" ■

'* I thought you were so much interested 

b her. I thought ^" ■

Terrell mov^ as though the subject 

wearied hipL ■

*' A winning fight is always interesting," 

he sidd, " and it is worth while to help on 

the winner. If she does not choose to 

fight^ it is entirely her own afiair, and she 

ceases to be bterestfaag." ■

There was a short paose, and Miss 

Tyrrell took refuge in the letter; she 

handed it back to him after a moment or 

two with her own hard little smfle. ■

" It is dated August the thirtieth," she 

observed, "•and she begs you to let her 

have a line of forgiveness by return of 

post. Tou have been rather hard en her I 

Ah, I see there is another letter from her. 

What is that about I wonder I " ■

Tyrrell took it up and opened it 

leisurely. It was dated a fortnight after 

the other, and it was a very i^ort and 

pathetic appeal from Selma for a word of 

kindness from her oldest firiend. ■

"Poor little fool!" was Tyrrell's com- 

ment, and "poor silly dbfld," echoed ■

Miss Tyrrell as she read it over his 

shoulder. ■

"Tou'U write to her, of course," she 

added. " QiYe her my love — ^I can't con- 

gratulate her." ■

" I shan't write this morning," answered 

Tyrrell as he folded the letter, and pat it 

with those which were not to be answered 

immediately ; " if nothing else turns up I 

may go and see her this afternoon as the 

letters have been lying here so long. 

She's staying with his people I sea" And 

he settled back again to his correspondence 

as Miss Tyrrell, with a parting lamentation 

over Selma's backsliding, departed to do 

her'shopping. ■

Nothingel8edid"tumup"in the course of 

the day, and at about half-past four o'clock 

in the afternoon, Tyrrell, having finished 

his business at the theatre — arranged 

for the reading of the new piece wmch 

had been waitbg his return to town, and 

set on foot negotiation for a substitute for 

Selma, amongrt other things — and having 

looked in at his club, was standing in the 

doorway of that institution smoking a 

cigarette with a general air about him of 

having no interest in anything, uid of 

being utterly disinclined to make the effort 

necessary for the recovery of hb old 

footing with himself or with his Ufa ■

"I must do something I supposCi" he 

argued with himself. ** Why can't I rouse 

up! m go and look up little Selm»^ 

that won't be any trouble, and it is a 

form of occupation." ■

Accordingly, half an hour later, the 

Gomishes' brisk little parlourmaid, with 

her eyes rather round, and her cheeks 

rather pink with awe, opened the drawing- 

room door, and announced : ■

"Mr. TyrreUl" ■

There was very little light in the room, 

so late on that dreary October afternoon, 

but the dancing, uncertain light of the 

fire, and Tyrrell had not even distinguished 

who was or was not in the room berore the 

maid's announcement was echoed in a glad, 

incoherent, impulsive cry, and Sehna was 

standing before him with outstretched 

hands, and flushed, tremulous face. ■

« Oh, I'm so glad," she cried ; «< I thought ■

—I thought Oh, I thought I'd been ■

too ungrateful to be forgiven 1 " ■

"I have been out of town," he said. 

" I have had no letters forwarded to me, 

and I found both yours waitbg for me 

this morning." ■

He spoke for the first time that day, as 

if he were interested in what he said. ■
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quickly and gently. The ring of that 

freah, sweet yoice liaji routed him in spite 

of hiiQself. ■

* Selma uttered a little cry of relief and 

happiness as she looked up in his face in 

the dim light, letting her hands remain in 

hisy as she said again : ■

"Oh, I am so glad I I have been so 

miserabloi because yon didn't write. Then 

you are not angry with me t " ■

"My dear child, why should J be 

angry r* There was an undercurrent of 

cynicism in his tone, but he did not say, 

"Why should I caref" with those soft 

hands clinging to Us. " You know your 

own mind, of course, and it is for yotl to 

decide. Donne is angry," he added, with 

a smile. " But here is your release." ■

He drew a paper from his breast-pocket 

as he spoke, and as he gaye it her the 

parlourmaid, rendered additionally zealous 

by her desire to look as much as possible 

upon the popular actor in "a common 

room" — as she expressed it downstairs — 

brought in the lamps. Selma only smiled 

her thanks to him ; but as she did so, the 

light fell full upon her for the first time, and 

l^rrell absolutely started. Standing there, 

half turned to go to her chair, with her 

face raised to his, half gratitude, half 

confusion, with her lips parted in a smQe, 

and the new light in her eyes, which shone 

there dways now that love was the back- 

ground of her every thought, she was 

indescribably lovely. For the first time 

in her life Tyrrell saw her beauty not as 

an important factor among her chances 

of success, but as the beauty of woman- 

hood. The delicate features, with their 

soft colouring, the perfect lips, with their 

undeveloped suggestion of power, the dark 

eyes, and the slender, graceful figure, 

struck him suddenly as though he saw 

them now for the first time, and he took 

the chair she indicated to him, with a 

little graceful gesture, in silence, hardly 

hearing the trivial words she spoke about 

the shortness of the October days. ■

"It is a wonderful developer," he was 

thinking, analytically. "Selma in love 

with a man is infinitely more beautiful 

than Selma in love with an ideal of 

Art!" ■

Then he roused himself to answer 

her ; and though Selma did not notice it — 

her perceptions being otherwise occupied 

— though he himself was quite unconscious 

of it, that moment's silent realisation had 

brought a subtie change to his maimer 

towa^s her. It would never be the ■

same again. It was no longer the nuoae' 

of a master to his pupO, but of a miD to 

a beautiful woman. ■

" I hope it has not given you mach 

trouble," she said, lifting her loyely , eon- 

fused eyes to his face, whsa Ooy were 

alone again. ■

There was a littie satirical twiit ibool 

his mouth as he answered her. It itnek 

him as being so like a woman to utter 

those futile, conventional words whea the 

was recklesidy throwing away hsr whole 

career, and when no trouble or h- 

convenience she might have occsAmed to 

him, or to any one else, woidd have 

weighed one scruple with her. ■

" Not at all," he said. " It ii i jittk 

late, but that is not your fault And joq 

have really given it all up t " ■

"Really," she answered, with la in- 

describable intonation, half-ashamed, hdi- ■

" And yon are very happy t " ■

"I— I feel as if I had been adaepill 

my life, and had only just waked op." ■

A littie pause followed the lovtoned, 

impulsive words. ■

Selma's head was a littie bent; thfiie 

was a soft flush on her cheeks; ha ejes 

were soft and dreamy ; and l^yrrell, ifcody- 

ing the girlish, innocent face, wsi in no 

hurry to disturb the picture aho nuMl& 

It was Selma herself who Ivob the 

sQence. She seemed to put sny her 

thoughts with a oonsdousneis tkst ' 

behoved her to make conversationi ud, 

lifting her eyes to his face, she sskl: ■

"You are later than you expected n 

coining back to town, are you not! Bivi 

you been abroad t What have yon ben 

doing with yourself, Mr. Xyrrell f ' ■

The dear, young eyes were looUog 

straight into his as die lUBked the qaostian, 

and l^rrell rose. He walked to theiire- 

place as he answered her, and lesning one 

elbow on the mantelpiece, he took up 

little ornament He waa lodking it i^ 

and not at her, as he spoke: ■

"I've been in Oieece," he said, ntha 

shortiy. "TeU me about your on 

summer." ■

She shook her head| and lughei 

softly. ■

"There's nothing more^to tell," the 

said. I ^" ■

She broke off suddenly. ■

Voices and footsteps were hud b the 

hall, and Selma started to her feet with 

crimson cheeks, and shy, expectant eyei. ■

"Ohl" she cried, "it's Hfi'« ■
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coming! I did so irant yoa to see 

him." ■

Tyrrell tamed towards the door with a 

qiii<^ moyement of cariosity, which yagaely 

Borprised him. ](t opened, and Mrs. 

Cornish and her eldest daughter came in, 

followed by a young man he had never 

seen before. He shook hands with the 

two former, whose greetings were re- 

spectiyely rather stiflf, and very shy, and 

then he tamed to Sdma, who was stand- 

ing close to him, with one hand slipped 

into the young man's arm, her face 

lovelier than ever in its bladbing, happy 

confusion. ■

" Roger," she said, " this is Mr. Tyrrell, 

my very oldest friend. Mr. Tyrrell, this 

is— Roger!" ■

Tyrrell held oat his hand with a ready, 

conrteoas grace of gesture which e3q>ressed 

his sentiment of the moment as little as 

did his words. ■

*'I am delighted to meet you," was 

what he said. What he thought, as he 

took in the manly, unintellectuiS face with 

contemptuous certainty of estimate, was : 

"A stupid, good fellow. How like a 

woman!" ■

" I have heard a great deal of you," re- 

turned Roger, as he shook hands heartily. 

"Selma," he tumed to her as he said 

her name with a mixture of adoration and 

I protection very pretty to see, *' Selma has 

! been so anxious to hear from you. May I 

I sfik if it's all right 1" ■

'' 01 course you may," answered Tyrrell, ■

with a smile which tumed Selma's hot ■

! cheeks hotter still. Roger glanced at ■

her with a proud acceptance of the ■

I right in her which Terrell's voice so ■

graeefolly allotted to him, and as ■

she met his eyes with a shy, happy ■

i momentary glance, Tyrrell saw her face. ■

Tiiere was a hardly perceptible pause, ■

and then he went on, speaking rather ■

mechanically: ■

" Yes, everything is settled as Miss 

Malet wished it." ■

" Miss Malet ! " explained Selma, liftfaig 

her eyes from the carpet. '* Mr. Tyrrell, 

what are you thinking of 1 " ■

He laughed a little constrainedly. ■

**I was not thinking at all," he said. 

"Bat perhaps the instinct was right. 

Perhaps it had better be Miss Malet" ■

'* Mir. Tyrrelli what nonsense 1 " pro- 

tected Selma. " I never heard such non- 

sense. Because — because I'm engaged) 

K^ger, of course he must say Selma, 

mxistn't he 1 I'm not different" ■

Terrell waived the question with a 

smile, and tumed to Mrs. Cornish con- 

siderably annoyed with himself. What 

had possessed lum to make such an ass of 

himself, he wondered) What did it 

matter to him how the girl looked at the 

fellow) ■

«I hope you had a pleasant time in 

Somersetshire," he said. "Thanks, no 

sugar," as she offered him a cup of tea, 

and he took a chair near her. ■

All the Comishes were more or less in 

awe of Sdhna's distinguished friend, and 

Mrs. Gomish disliked and distrusted him 

as an authority in Selma's life against 

which no word of hers was of the faintest 

avail He tolked on smoothly and easily, 

and Sylvia shyly did her best to respond ; 

but Mrs. Gomish was not in the habit of 

disguising her sentiments towards any one, 

and the conversation did not flourish. 

Neither Selma nor Roger, however, ap- 

peared to think it in need of any assistance 

from them, and after a little while Tyrrell 

rose to ga He said good-bye to Mrx 

Gomish and Sylvia, then he turned to 

Selma. ■

" Gkx)d-bye," he said. ■

" Good-bye — who ) " she answered, put- 

ting her hand behind her instead of giving 

it to him, and looking at him with eyes 

which were half-pleading and half-mis- 

chief. '' Oood-bye, Selma 1 " ■

He looked at her for a moment, and 

then repeated, in a voice which was rather 

strange : ■

" Good-bye, Selma." ■

She gave him her hand instantly, with a 

little, satisfied laugh, and Roger opened 

the door for him, and followed him into 

the hall on hb mother's " Soe Mr. Tyrrell 

out, Roger." ■

" I feel as if I owed, you an apologv," 

observed Roger, in his frank, straight- 

forward way, as Tyrrell took up his hat 

" I shall always have a guilty consciousness 

of having defrauded the public— of having 

stolen her." ■

Tyrrell responded to his cheery laugh 

with a perfectly courteous smile, while 

his eyes wandered to the young man's 

watch-chain, and seemed to harden 

slightly. ■

" You have stolen her whole heart, at 

any rate," he said. "I congratulate you. 

Thanks, I will find myself a hansom, it is 

not raining now. Good-bye." ■

They shook bands, and the next moment 

j Tyrrell let his features set contemptuously 

I as he walked away down the road, thinking ■
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to himself: ''An empty-headed colonial 

fellow like thatl And she throws up 

everything for him 1 " ■

Roger, meanwhile having held the door 

open barely as Ions as d^ty demanded, 

shnt it with speed and satiifaction, and 

returned post-haste to the drawing-ioom. 

Mrs. Cornish had left the room, and Selma 

was standhig by the tea-table talking to 

Sylvia^ and not knowing in the least what 

she was talking abont, as her consin told 

her, because she was listening for Soger 

to come back. The look she turned to 

him as she broke off in the middle of a 

sentence on his entrance, was sufficient to 

excuse the gesture with which he took her 

in his arms and kissed her, quite regardless 

of the presence of his sister. ■

" I nearly did it ten minutes ago," he 

declared, as she freed herself, laughing and 

blushing, only to nestle up against him 

quite undisguisedly, as she said : ■

« Tou behaved quite badly enough as it 

is. Why didn't you talk to my oldest 

fnendT' ■

She leant her head back against his 

arm looking up at his face as she asked 

the question, and Sylvia contemplated the 

inevitable result with the sensation with 

which all the Cornish girk still contem- 

plated such proceedings on Selma's part, 

until Soger's face was pushed away with 

caressing, insistent hands, and Selma 

lifted her head from his shoulder. She 

met Sylvia's wondering eyes and coloured 

crimson. ■

'' Soger, dear, don't," she said, softly. 

" Sylvia— Sylvia's surprised 1 " ■

Sylvia could contain herself no longer. ■

"I am, Selma," she said, laugfaiDg, "I 

am I I can't believe my eyes sometimes. 

How often have I heard you laugh at the 

very idea of — falling in love with any 

man I Is it really the same Selma f " ■

Selma did not move away. She drew 

Soger's arm more closely round her, and 

lifted his other hand to her cheek. ■

"No, Sylvia," she said, ''this is a new 

Sehna— Soger's Selma I " ■

" And I think you might go and see after 

mother now, Sylvia," added Itoger. " It's ■

E)ttbg late ! " and with another wondering 
ngb, Sylvia vanished. 

The conversation after her departure 

was neither coherent nor particularly in- 

teresting for a few moments except to the 

parties immediately concerned. It was 

succeeded by a long silence as Selma iQt 

her head rest against his shoulder, while 

he held her hand pressed against his lips. ■

She moved at histt and gently drawing her 

hand away began to touch his hair wikk 

soft, caressing movements. ■

'< How do you like my oldest friondV' 

she saidj dreamily. ■

"He seems a good sort (rf feDow! I 

saw him look at tms, Selma" ■

This was the little gold heart vbieh 

Selma had lost in the wcmmL The myitety 

which had surroimded Soger^s noll-appea^ 

ance on the sands at Blue Bocks had been 

solved, when it turned out that he had 

spent an hour in the wood searching for 

it. He had returned it to its owner vhen 

they were engaged, telling her that he M 

meant to keep it in remembrance of i 

dream ; and she had told him, with i 

lovely smile, to keep it in remembnnee 

of a reality — their first meeting. She 

touched it now tenderly and lingeiligly. ■

" Poor Mr. TyrreU I " she said; "I hope 

he wasn't hurt" ■

He captured the hand« and carried it to 

his lips again. ■

" Sweetheart," he said, " now tbt it u 

all over, and you've given it all op, I 

wonder — I wonder if you will em be 

sorry." ■

His voice was very wistfo), almoit 

beseechbg. She gave him all thati lover 

could ask ; he might hold her in hiiumi, 

her love for him, sudden and rapid aibed 

been its growth, was as undisgoiaed u it 

was innocent and girlish ; but alwayi in 

ids simple, honest soul there was i con- 

sciousness that she was in some way 

beyond him, that there were poiren in 

her which he could only reverence or 

ignore, realms in her mind where he cooM 

never reign. Strong and capable m be 

was in all the other relations of life, in Us 

worship of her he was uncertain it t 

child. He. never doubted her love, he 

never doubted her .faith, but he doabted 

himself. ■

Almost before he had uttwed the lait 

word, she drew his head down with i 

swift, impulsiire movement, until her lipt 

touched his cheek with soft, pasaioDite ■

"Don't you understand f" she nid 

" Oh, Boger, don't you understand 9" ■

EASTERTIDE IN ESSEX ■

In the "merry green wood"— ft j" 

neither very merry nor very green, thii 

Eastertide, while winter etill lorka m the 

nipping air — bnt» anyhow, In sheltered hoi- ■
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Iowa there is the warmth of the shy spring 

sanshine, the birds are chirping hopefully, 

and a pleasant indefinite savour from earth 

and trees spreads itself aronnd. It is at 

Saaresbrook that one first feek the genial 

infloenees of spring. Descending from the 

little station there, with its wooden steps 

that lead through a perfect bower of ever- 

greens, we seem to descend into an alto- 

gether different region of the earth from 

that jost traversed And what a traverse 

it has been 1 Birmingham or Manchester 

would have been more easfly reached than 

this ancient forest of Essex by a dweller 

in the northern or western suburbs. Not 

one town only has to be crossed, but a 

dozen, with junctions which have to be 

practically efiected by the pedestrian 

powers of the wayfarer. What struggles 

along interminablci windy platforms; 

what racing through darksome covered 

passages; what prolonged ''waits" and 

short, spasmodic journeys, accompany this 

circular tour about London I On the other 

hand we make the acquaintance of many 

regions and many peoples. A crowd of 

different tribes seem to meet and jostle 

about Dalston Junction. Whole com- 

munities, with their own laws and customs, 

dwell aronnd Homerton and Hackney. 

I Now we are packed in the fashion of 

henings in a barreli in a huge train that 

if roaring away towards Poplar. Again 

I we are whirled away in comparative ease 

and comfort in an alinost microscopic local 

affair. Now we^ are among sludge and 

marshes, and aedn in the imdst of a^vast 

manutecturing district^ which might have 

been transported bodily from &e black 

country, in all the whirl of the holiday 

traffic, the individual is like a leaf, borne 

away on an irresistible living torrent, and 

as so many crushed and withered leaves, 

we are flung out at Snaresbrook, to the 

congenial society of the forest ■

And here the change is an agreeable one. 

There is no frenzied rush to the forest this 

spring-tinie, anyhow, not to this part of it. 

People drive about in their Uttle tax-carts. 

E^ery now and then a dump of men on 

wheels whirl past with outstretched necks ; 

big men, at times, on little wheels, suggest- 

ing something Uke cruelty to machinery, 

and giving us the idea that the rider ought to 

get out and carry his steed up the hilL But 

it is pleasant to see the forest maintaining 

it^ position on one side of the road, while 

<>^ the other is aligned the village street, 

""^th its esplanade of shops, fadng the 

ST^eenwood trees, in a contrast essentially ■

picturesque, although the shops are of the 

usual n^odem type. In the summer- 

time^ when the trees are in full leafage, 

with sun and shade chequering the green- 

sward, whOe on the shop side the awnings 

are out, and the belles of Snaresbrook and 

Wanstead are in evidence, with their 

carriages and horses drawn up in the 

shade, one can imi^iine the scene to be 

very brieht and pleasant ; with something 

of the old-fashioned grace of the Pantiles 

at Tunbridge WeUs, but not easily matched 

elsewhere m merry England. What with 

the appearance of forest trees unexpectedly 

at odd comers, with glimpses of wood- 

land vistas between the houses and the old- 

fashioned, deep-red brick houses, roomily 

adapted for forest families, and the bits of 

greensward cropping up here and there 

with the old public-house at the comer, 

and the wide, grass-bordered roads which 

lead one kno?ni not whither, with all this 

you begin to think kindly of Snaresbrook. 

** But, bless vou," says a well-disposed 

inhabitant, with an honest pride in his 

native village, "this ain't Snaresbrook; 

this yere's Wanstead." ■

Yet as to where Snaresbrook ends and 

Wanstead begins, as to the precise spot 

where any one can say "Ihave crossed the 

border, and am now in this or that," there 

is no general consensus of opinions. Even 

the local policeman is doubtftd on the 

point, and is faiclined to think that it is a 

matter for local option. If you choose to 

think yourself in Snaresbrook, well and 

good ; or if you elect for Wanstead, equally 

well, if not better. In fact, the two com- 

munities, like many other of these forest 

settlements, melt insensibly into each 

other. ■

But, passing on, there is no doubt of 

Wanstead's rightftil claim to the common, 

and field, and the hedgerows, and the big 

white church, which is so bare, ugly, and 

unassuming, that it invites a certain feel- 

ing of respect. The church stands almost 

isolated, on the edse, as it seems, of a flat 

green plateau, and you begin to wonder 

how it got there, so far away from the in- 

habited part of its pariah, with only a few 

old stables or bams standins near. Tet 

these last have a certain afr of di^ty 

about them, perhaps derived from the 

fringinff plantations that stretch out on 

either hand. For here we see the site of 

Wanstead House, or Palace, as it was 

sometimes called, a really magnificent 

abode, a rival to Canons, which Pope has 

made so famous, and, like that overgrown ■
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mansioD, in its eventual fate of utter 

destrnetion. There the graasy ^platean 

Btretcbea away in tiers, and terraces, and 

acres of flowers and parterres, all now so 

much grazhg gronnd for cattle. ■

Yet there is little to regret in the dis- 

appearance of this great mansion, a huge 

unmeaning pile adorned with a great 

classic portico, in the heaviest style of a 

ponderous school; of which it was said, 

that it was absurd for a man with only 

sixty thousand a year to attempt to live in 

it. Far happier would it be to restore the 

earlier Tudor mansion, replaced by this 

massive barrack; a house which would 

have hardly been inferior in dignity and 

interest to old Kenilworth, for here the 

Earl of Leicester — Qaeen Elizabeth's 

brilliant favourite — had one of his chief 

seats. Over these now desolate terraces, 

broken here and there by the remains of 

vast cellars, and vaults, and ancient foun* 

tains, has swept many a brilliant and 

Boyal train. The Queen herself would 

sometimes be Leicester's guest in the 

famous old mansion. And here the Earl 

was married to the shrewd Lettice, the 

hapless Earl of Essex's widow, in the 

presence of the bride's father, Sir Francis 

KnoUys, and a distinguished company; 

the ceremony being performed by Mr. 

Tindall, the Earl's chaplain. There was to 

be no mistake this time, for the Earl had 

been noted for the dexterity with which he 

slipped out of the matrimonial noose, 

now by force, as in the case of luckless 

Amy Bobsart, or again by fraud, as when 

Lady Sheffield was concerned. But this 

time the wily Earl was fixed^ and Lettice 

won the spoils, for, on her lord's decease, 

hastened as scandal said by her provident 

care, she came in for this fine manor or 

lordship of Wanstead, and lived in the old 

house with her third husband, Sir Charles 

Blount But all the furniture and 

belongings of the Earl had been sold, and 

the inventoiT is still in existence showing 

that my lord kept a fine stud of horses at 

hia Essex house, some of which no doubt 

have descendants among the famous 

horses of modem times. ■

As for the house and lands of Wanstead, 

by some failure in the line of Blounts, they 

fell to the crown, and King James gave 

them to his favourite, ''Steenie," Duke of 

Buckingham, who, having houses and lands 

galore, sold these to the Mildmays, des- 

cendants of that stout Elizabethan States- 

man whose bones repose in Saint Bartho- 

lomew's — one of whom, gettin gmixed up ■

with the execution of Charles the First, 

was ''forfeited," so it is said ; but this point 

is not very clear. Anyhow, Sir Josiah Child 

bought the place, one of the earliest of 

our merchant princes, tiie author of a ''New 

Discourse of Trade," published 1694, and 

the founder of the famous banking-house 

by Temple Bar. Sir Josiah's son married 

Dorothy Tjhiey, who brought to her 

husband the broad lands of the Tylneya of 

Botherwick in Hants. With more jrealth 

came greater honours, and the son of the 

City Knight was eventually cremfted Earl 

Tylney, and he pulled down the old 

Tudor mansion, and raised a woeful load 

of masonry on Wanstead HiU. The Ead- 

dom became extinct in the year 1784, and 

the great estates passed to Sir James 

Tylney Long, whose £ather had married a 

daughter of the house. The aacoeasioD 

eventually merged in an unlucky girl, the 

aim of contending fortune-hunter^ who 

fell a prize to one of the worst and most 

worthless of them all, a certain Mr; P<de 

Wellesley, who acquired with hia faride a 

fortune of sixty thousand a year, and who 

assumed the resounding name of Tylney 

Long Pole Wellesley. Amongst the 

gamblers and rou^s of the Begency this 

noble fortune was speedily dissipated, the 

contents of Wanstead House were dispened 

in a famous sale by the renowned George 

Boblns, and the unhappy, negle^ed wife 

died soon after almost in destitutioo. No 

one could be found rich enough to burden 

himself with such a white. elephMit in the 

way of a mansion, and Wanstead House 

was sold, and pulled down for baUdbg 

materials. ■

Now that we have seen all there ib 

to be seen of the relics of this famous 

house, the park invites us, with its winding 

chain of pook, its spreading glades, its 

woods and thickets all at our disposal, for 

we London people have inherited the 

acres of the Long Pole Tylney firm, md 

this we owe to the munifioence of the City 

Corporation, who have secured one mors 

open space, which the advancing tide d 

bricks and mortar is bound to spare. ■

The way is down a pleasanti sandy lane, 

where the landscape breaks away m a 

series of low^ wooded hills, with open 

country between, where the fresh green of 

the coming crop is mingled with the fresh 

brown of the newly -ploughed fiirrow. 

The twitting of the small bitds ia 

mingled with tihe confused cawmg of 

rooks and rooklets from tiie sdjoining 

plantation, while a couple of hawks, poiMd ■
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in the air, sweep over hill and plain, 

as if without an effort And then the 

wtj lies through a birch grove, where as 

yet hardly a leaf has ventured to appear, 

although the coming bods give a rich 

golden tinge to the dark tracery over- 

head. And with that we come oat upon 

the open glade, where the placid pook 

stretch oat till they are lost to view in 

the farthest thicket Boats tJk on the 

pool, and holiday-makers are paddling 

aboat in them. Here and there are 

little family groups^ who have improvised 

some kind of game, to keep themselves 

warm, on the greensward. Other people 

seem to be only passing through ; indeed, 

there h a gentle trickle of traffic all in 

one direetion, the cause of which is per- 

haps indicated in the question of one of 

the passers-by : ■

"Say, guirnor, is this the right track 

forthefiurl" ■

The speaker is a jolly, buzom dame, 

who heads her little party with the air of 

the dram-major — ^her two girls, so easily 

amused, a couple of yoaths, in whom the 

shyness of the country bird is curiously 

nungled with the alertness of the London 

sparrow, and a husband, lean and sardonic- 

looking, who has drawn a little apart, as 

if in consequence of some domestic tiff, 

snch as otherwise loving couples often 

indulge in on occasions of pleasure. ■

" Not that we're going to see the fair," 

continued the buxom dame, with a sudden 

access of melancholy. "We're a-goin' to 

see my 'usband's aunt in the 'Arrow Boad. 

You dcm't want to see no fairs, do you 

mow, Joseph!" addressing the sardonic 

man who held himself aloo£ ■

Joseph replied, in an aggrieved way, 

that he didn't want to go messing about 

among any fairs ; but that if he did go, he 

would not be ti^en in, like some people, 

who went to the fair with three hidf- 

cTowns in their pockets, and come away 

with a penny egg-cup, a farthing cake o' 

gingerbread, and a halfpenny in current 

coin. ■

'' Now, there was six coker-nuts as well, 

Joe. Be fair, if you can," rejoined the 

jolly vrife of Wanstead, her face beaming 

once more. ■

So they all passed on their way. 

And by this time we are in sight of a 

pleasant chilet, almost surrounded by 

thickets, which bears the inscription, 

'' Befreslunents." And a pleasant thing 

must be a cup of tea on a summer's after- 

noon under the greenwood tree. But just ■

now the interior is preferable. At least, 

so a young couple seem to think, who 

have been wandering about the park arm- 

in-arm. He is stout, and weather-beaten, 

with a sailor's peaked cap, and bushy 

whiskers shaven clean away below a line 

marked out with geometric exactness; she 

a little dot of a thing, with a pretty little 

saucy ftce, as ''peart" as you please, and 

the pail are evidently in the full enjoy- 

ment of those feelings of mutual pro- 

prietorship, which are characteristic of the 

early stages of married life. ■

<< Well, Peter," begins the bride, looking 

round with admiring eyes at the stores of 

cakes and buns prepared for the general 

entertainment, "if it hadn't been for you 

I never should have thought of looking for 

such a place as this." ■

*' I'm quite sure you wouldn't, MeUnda," 

replied the swun, \iith modest pride; " and 

shows how thankful you ought to be as 

you've got somebody as can take care of 

you." ■

He Is quite the preux chevalier, this 

swain from the Essex marshes, fall of 

polite and obliging speeches and little 

flourishes in the way of gallant atten- 

tions. ■

" Only I wouldn't have tea, I think," 

suggests the little woman; ''have ginger- 

beer. For why!" with an arch glance, 

"because I think we shall find the 

kettle boiling when we get home." 

And when Peter expresses polite incre- 

dulity, "Bat I made op the kitchen 

fire a' purpose," she rejoins triumphantly ; 

and then, struck with a sudden doubt, 

"have you got the railway tickets safe, 

dear! Then give 'em to me to take 

care of. And, Peter, hold the um- 

brellas." ■

Peter takes the bundle, his wife's dainty 

gineham, and his own silver-topped stick, 

made of a narwhal's horn, or other ex- 

pensive material, and evidently a family 

heirloom. But a gloomy doubt suggests 

itself to Peter. ■

" Melinda, where's the key f " ■

Melinda starts. ■

" Well, I never I How you frightened 

mel And I thought for the minute Fd 

left it behind. Bat here it is, and put it 

in your pocket ; and don't fidget, there's a 

dear." ■

And the bride, half frightened at her 

own temerity, hides her glowing face in a 

frothing tumbler of ginger-beer. ■

Wandering about one meets with 

sundry other men and women of the East, ■
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who seem to be endoed with a greater 

amount of individuality and character than 

people one meets elsewhere, as if the space 

and freedom enjoyed among these woods 

and marshy plains had favonred the 

growth of a certain originality of life and 

condnct ■

And now to follow the stream of way- 

farers who are moving towards Wanstead 

Flats. First of all through a belt of 

primeval forest, intersected in all direc- 

tions with paths and trackways. A stream 

finds its way, by a deeply-cut bed, spanned 

here and there by an original-looking 

wooden bridge, giving access to some 

queerly-constructed wooden houses. It is 

this stream, no doubt, penned up by 

artificial banks, that forms the chun^ of 

lakes in Uie Park. And here an opening 

reveals a set of swing boats in full career; 

and there is a family party all skipping 

over a long rope among the trees. And 

yet, as the evening shadows come on, there 

is a sense of loneUness : the dark avenues 

seem to be interminable, and the gaunt, 

bare trees, which stretch their arms over- 

head, mutter ddefully as the wind rustles 

among their branches. ■

Beyond the forest is a waste — a 

bare plain, with water-courses here and 

there, and shallow pook that catch the 

dying light But from the edge of the 

plain there comes a sound of revelry by 

night. Then white tents of a great en- 

campment can be dimly seen, with the 

glow of lights and fires. ■

It is an amazing assemblage, this fair 

on Wanstead Flats, which has sprung into 

existence, one hardly knows how, but 

which seems to be in some way a survival 

of the rough and boisterous festivities con- 

nected wiUi the Epping Hunt, which was 

held on Easter Mondays time out of mind. 

Anyhow, here is a fair which might jostle 

it with old Bartholomew's or Greenwich, 

or that more neighbouring fair which was 

held under the Fairlop oi^ as long as the 

forest of Hamault existed, by Barking 

side. ■

Here are booths spread over the flats, 

with a street between them a quarter of a 

mile long, interspersed with swingtf and 

roundabouts of every conceivable structure, 

wUle every form of cocoa-nut or other 

" shies " — and their name is legion — ^wlth 

shooting-galleries of every form and 

pattern, occupy the vacant spaces. An 

enclosed square contains the more regular 

shows. There are theatric booths, a 

circus, dojsens of minor shows, the booths ■

of half-srdozen pugilists, whose deeds cf 

valour, pictured on canvas outside, an- 

nounce assaults-at-arms and tetrific eosn- 

bats with the gloves ; at least twenty me- 

chanical orchestras, some driven by stean- 

power, bring out the most powerful damour, 

while the shouts of the showman, and of 

the swing and roundabout men, of thoM 

who hold the cock-shies against all eoneiB, 

although' scarcely heard individQallj abofs 

the dhi, whQe the world fai geneial ii 

shouting itself hoarse; all these aoundi^ 

mingled in one great uproar, pre one tfas 

impression of ''something like a fstt" 

Withal, everything passes marxflj sad 

peaceably. The showmen seem among Ikf 

most respectable of their kind, snd the 

crowd that is sathered there is sisgnlsjdy 

free from the element of roughneaa. With 

faint reminiscences of the last days of 

Greenwich Fafr, one would saj that the 

manners and, it is to be hoped, eiven the 

morals of the pleasure-loving crowd an 

considerably improved withhi the psit 

half century. ■

But there is one oonspienous insfeaiioe 

of the evil influences of the lair and its 

temptations. Joseph has been csnglhtin 

its meshes ; he has forgotten all about hit 

aunt in the 'Arrow Bead. His whole 

famOy are about him as he stands fai front 

of a well-lighted booth, with a heavy 

wooden ball poised in his hand. In front 

on a counter is spread a tempting di^lay 

of all kinds of nicknaoks. Vasei ior 

your chimney-piece, madam, toys for the 

children, pipes and pouches for yooi 

sweethearts, miss ; tea sets for the aobedj- 

disposed ; pocket flasks for the gayer sec- 

tions of the community ; everything tfast 

can tempt the average hit goer is here 

displayed and every tUng for a penny, that 

is if you succeed in pudng that hesty 

wooden ball within one of those square 

wooden compartments that are aizanged en 

the other side of the counter. Joseph hsi 

promised his buxom wife the two big 

vases, the children are to have what thoj 

most fancy, and Joseph has set his heart 

upon a drinking cup. For a akilf nl bowlsr, 

for one who can put work into his balls, 

who (can make than spin and twis^ the 

feat of clearing the counter by a series of 

successful thro?ni seems ridicnloosly es^, 

and he will do it yet, Joseph declsre^ in 

a fierce undertone, only he hasn't got into 

the hang of it. In the meantime he has 

broken into the second half-crown, and, as 

his wife pathetically remarks, with not as 

much as a penny egg-cup to siiow^f or it, | ■
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while his aunt is waiting tea, and the chU- 

dren'f pKNrpects for Ufe endangered, while 

Joseph ponaei hia reckleai career at the ■

fair I ■

m SEAEOH OF OXYGEN. ■

So long as we have oxygen on earth and 

ozone in lea breeisee on the shore, what 

cem it matter to ns, at present, whether 

there be oxygen in the son, or not f ■

Bat it does matter very much to oar 

far-off posterity, as yoa will see, if yoa 

kindly take die troable to read what 

follows. ■

May I be exeased at the oatset for 

rembding those whQ have forgotten it, 

that the air we breatl^ is a mixtare of 

gaies, one of which, oxygen, is essential 

to life f In an atmosphere deprived of 

oxygen, no animated creatore, as far as we 

know, can exist, althoagh it is impossible 

for as to set limits to the resoorces of 

creative power. ■

Water is a combination of two gases, 

hjdrogen and oxygea Strange that the 

anion of two gases, one of them, hydrogen, 

the lightest Imown, shoald form a rather 

heavy liqdd. ■

In an atmosphere, therefore, which con- 

tains hydrogen only, and no oxygen, there 

can be no water, nor steam, nor aqaeoas 

vapoar, nor doad. Please note, by the 

way, the difference between the mixtare of 

gases, as in the air, and their combination, 

as in water. ■

It is to the interest of the hnman race of 

the fotnre, as well as of every living 

creatnre on earth, that there shoald be no 

oxygen in the son. Monaienr Janssen has 

done his best to try if any coald be f oond 

there. ■

Am a means to that end, it was necessary 

to observe the san at an altitude where the 

oxygen contained in oar atmosphere shoald 

exert the least possible inflaence. ■

Daring his ascent to the Grands-Malets 

he had observed that^ the higher he went, 

the feebler were the groaps of stripes in 

the spectrnm which are caased by the action 

of atmospheric oxygen — clearly indicating 

that, at the limits of oar atmosphere, 

tfaoae stripes woald entirely disappear; 

and, GonBeqaently,.that the son's atmos- 

phere had nottung to do with the 

phenomenon. ■

Bat as the Grands-Malets stands at an 

altitade of oidy three-fifths of the total 

height of Mont Blanc, he had always ■

promised himself the completion of the 

observations taken there by a corroborative 

observation at the very summit. The 

diffijsalties, indeed, appeared insurmoant- 

able ; nevertheless, there are few of them 

which cannot be overcome by a strong will 

and sufficient previous calculatioa ■

An ascent xoade on foot was not to be 

thought of. Some appropriate vehicle — 

to be contrived— -offered the observer the 

immense advantsge of sparing him all 

bodily effort, and leaving ms whole 

strength avaflaUe for appUcation to in- 

teUectnal hibour. This condition, it will 

be seen hereafter, is of inestimable value^ 

when such lofty regions have to be visited 

for scientific purposes. The vehicle 

selected, then, was a sledge, which admitted 

the employment of any number of men to 

drag it, uid deprived any of their falls or 

stumblings of the danger they might other- 

wise cause to the whole troop engaged. ■

The sledge, therefore, was miade at 

home, at the Meudon Observatory. To it 

was added, by way of traces, a long rope 

ladder, with wooden staves, which could 

be fastened to the sledge, so giving the 

men greater facility for drawing the 

sledge in two single files, with complete 

ease and liberty in their movements. ■

But it was not enough to prepare the 

means and the mode of ascent ; the agents 

had to be found and reckoned with. Now 

the business of Cliamounix guides, as of ■

Sides in general, is merely to indicate 

e way to travellers; it is only at 

dangerous spots that they offer personal 

assistance. They had, therefore, ta be 

persuaded to accept and co-operate with 

this new method of mountabeering. But, 

at last, after objections one side, and 

explanations on the other, a more than 

sufficient number of men were recruited. ■

The expedition, when completed, con- 

sisted of twenty-two guides, or porters, 

destined either to drag the sledge or to 

carry the instruments and the provisions. 

It left Ohamounix at seven in the morning 

of Sanday, the seventeenth of August, 

sleeping at the Grands- Mulcts, which they 

left at five on Monday morning, com- 

mencing there to make use of the sledge. 

It was a good opportunity for appredating 

the merits and powers of the respective 

guides, and for selecting those who were 

to make the final ascent to the summit. 

At the Cabane des Bosses, a storm of wind 

came on, followed by a terrible night. 

The violence of the gusts was such that, 

while they were, raging, the guides could ■
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not go ont without danger of bein^ blown 

away, and heavy objects of considerable 

weight, which they had been obliged to 

leave outside, were lifted and carried off 

to the Grand Plateau. Bat finally the 

tempest ceased, and the weather promised 

to be fine again. ■

Monsieur Janssen had then only twelve 

men left, together with Fr^d^ric Payot, 

whose age, and experience of Mont Blanc, 

marked him as their chief. The others, 

tired of their compulsory sojourn in the 

Oftbane, and doubtful of ultimate success, 

had asked permission to descend, which 

was granted. ■

When the summit was finally reached, 

th^e was a grand explosion of affectionate 

joy amongst the band of Alpine brothers. 

The guides waved their flae, and Cha- 

mounix answered by the usual cannonade. 

The weather was admirable, the atmos- 

phere so pure that one's eye could pene- 

trate to the depths of the valleys. Hills, 

hollows, plains, cities, were coloured blue 

by the enormous thickness of the inter- 

vening atmosphere. In another direction 

was a world of glaciers, of riven peaks, of 

snowy deserts, of white precipices, domi- 

nated and pervaded by deadly silence. 

They suggested a scene which may be 

imagined to exist when the sun shall have 

eooled down, the earth grown old and 

inert, and inexorable frost and cold shall 

have extinguished all life upon its surfaca ■

In the midst of such a scene, Spectro- 

scopy was not forgotten. The party 

descended, sledge and all, without accident. 

At the chalet of the Cascade du Dard, 

Monsieur Januen was met by his wife and 

daughter. At seven in the evening they 

were in Ohamounix, where they offered 

their guides " un punch dlionneur," a 

complimentary punch, thanking them for 

their devotion, and congratulating each 

other on the success of an enterprise at- 

tempted under such novel conditions ■

To sum up the outcome of this Alpine 

excursion : The spectroscopic observations 

made during liis ascent to the summit of 

Mont Blanc, complete and confirm those 

which Monsieur Janssen commenced, two ■

J ears ago, at the Station of the Grand- 
lulets, at an altitude of three thousand 

and fifty metres, or a trifle more than ten 

thousand ieet And the combined results 

of these and all other observations coin- 

cide in admitting the absence of oxygen 

from those gaseous envelopes of the sun 

which surmount the photosphere — at least 

of oxygen capable of exerting on light the ■

same influence and phenomena which h 

produces in our atmosphere, and which in 

shown in the solar spectrum obtained at 

low altitudes by the systems of stripes and 

bands with which we are well aeqaabted. 

Tbis may be accepted as a fact of which 

we can feel definitely assured. ■

From this verity we are enabled to dnw 

certain conclusions touching the constfbi- 

tion of the solar atmosphere. ■

It is indisputable that if oxygen exiited 

therein simultaneonsly with hydrogen, the 

effect of the sun's ulterior cooling down- 

in an enormously long period of tmu 

which we are still unable to esthnate, hot 

which seems necessarilv destined to oeeor 

when our great central luminary shall hire 

begun to exhaust -the immense reterra 

force and energy which it atiU retaim- 

should the oxygen and the hydrogen meet, 

would be their combination, and the for- 

madon of water. ■

Steam or watery vapour would thni be 

produced in the sun's gaseous en?elopei; 

and such vapour, after what we know of 

its properties, would act as a icnen 

par^dly intercepting radiation irom the 

sun. It would prove a considerable 

obstacle to the emission of the heat-giriDg 

rays more especially. Thus the weabniDg 

of the solar radiation would be still fntber 

hastened by the formation of watery 

vapour. Clouds, in short, wooM nl- 

timately obscure the bud. ■

May we not here recognise one more 

new harmony, in the admirable a^aDg^ 

ments which tend to assure to oar greet 

central fire the longest possible doratioD of 

the functions on which depends the life of 

the whole planetary system I ■

Monsieur Janssen, on whose nanatire 

this article is entirely based, gives aerenl 

curious detaOs respecting his phyaiol(^ 

condition during his week's stay on tb 

flanks of Mont Blanc, near the anmmit, 

and on the summit itself; that is to nji 

at altitudes from three thousand to four 

thousand eight hundred mitres, or from 

nine thousand eight hundred and fortr 

to fifteen thousand seven hundred a&d 

forty four feet ■

He is the first person, he bdieTSs, who 

ever reached the summit of Mont Blane 

without having to make any bodily effort 

and, what is very remarkable, it seemi thit 

he in also the only one who, under tbesame 

circumstances, has retained full pownion 

of his intellectual faculties. ■

This noteworthy result, valuable on 

account of the indications which it givei to ■
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obieiYeni who hare to remain for a while 

in elevated stationii Beems entirely at- 

tributable to the abaence of phytieal 

exertion on his part daring the whole of 

this expedition. ■

It is very improbable that he ooold have 

escaped the onpleasant sensations, so 

constantly felt at lofty altitades, through 

any special disposition of temperament or 

peculiar idiosyncrasy. That snppositioni 

indeed, can haodly be maintained ; because 

whenever, in former ascents, he had to 

make bodily efforts, he experienced the 

uneasy feelings, slight it is true, but con- 

stant, of which Alpinists, on mounting to 

lofty regions, are accustomed to complain. ■

Two years ago, while ascending to the 

Grands-Mulets, during which )he had to 

make great personal efforts, he felt the 

effect of mountain-sickness throughout the 

whole of the following day ; and, what is 

very strange, when he tried to reflect on 

his observations and pursue a continuous 

line of thought, he experienced a sudden 

mental weakness with a tendency to 

fainting and syncope. It was only by 

making very frequent inspirations that he 

could bring himself right again; and he 

even acquired the habit of breathing very 

rapidly before setting himself to work to 

think. ■

This fact clearly shovm that intellectual 

acts, as well as bodily efforts, demand an 

expenditure of force and, notably, the 

presence of oxygen in the blood. Now, 

the higher we mount m the atmosphere, 

the tUnner and the rarer is the air we 

have to breathe. Gonsequentiy, a cubic 

yard of air on the top of Mont Blanc con- 

tains considerably less oxygen than a 

cnbic yard of air hi valleys below. Hence 

the efficacy of making frequent insphrations 

at great altitudes above the level of 

the sea. This last ascent was accompanied 

by no inconvenience of the above-mentioned 

kind. He spent four days in the Oabane 

des Bosses, and all the while never once 

felt a moment's mountain-sickness. ■

But he dared not undertake the least 

bodUy exertion; for, immediately he did 

80, it would be followed by want of 

breath; and, by persisting, would doubt- 

less bring on the sufferings usual at lofty 

8tation& Neither did he experience the 

least uneasiness at the very summit of ■

Alont Blanc, and he retained full po 

sion of his mental faculties. All he felt 

was a slight excitement^ the natural result 

of satisfaction at having surmounted every 

difficulty of the ascent. ■

The conclusion from his observations 

seems to be that intellectual work is by 

no means impossible on lofty summits, on 

the condition of abstaining from all bodily 

labour. The whole of one's strength 

must be reserved for the outiay occasioned 

by the exercise of thought. Elevated 

stations have become more and more 

obligatory for the study of atmospheric 

phenomena, for terrestrial physics, and for 

astronomy itself, so that it is of the highest 

interest to know that observers can there 

enjoy possession of all their faculties, by 

simply resolving to conform to certain 

determinate conditions of life. ■

It is obvious, then, that Monsieur 

Janssen should believe it of the greatest 

importance for physical astronomy, for the 

physics of the globe, for meteorol(^, and 

also for the giving of meteorological warn- 

ings and announcements, that an observa- 

tory be built on the summit, or, at least, 

close to the summit, of Mont Blana Of 

course, to tlus project wUl be objected the 

difficulty of raising such a solid structure 

on so lofty a mountain-top, which cannot 

be reached without great hardship, and 

where such violent storms so frequently 

prevsiL ■

The difficulties are undoubtedly real, 

but by no means insurmountable. That 

opinion was arrived at during the ascent 

of Mont Blanc, and from researches 

especially directed to that object, which 

cannot be fully discussed at present It 

is sufficient to remark tha^ with the 

means now at the disposal of engineers, 

and, moreover, with mountaineers like 

those who inhabit Ohamonnix and the 

neighbouring valleys, the problem will be 

resolved whenever its solution is decided 

upon. ■

For gentlemen to occupy the observa- 

tory, when built, it is certain that scientific 

entiiusiasts will not be found wanting. ■

POUEQUOIPAS. ■

IN TWO CHAPTEBS. CHAFTBR I. ■

'<BuT, madame, I do not understand 

you!" ■

"It is a mystery T' ■

>' A mystery I " Mr. Fletcher felt that 

the word inadequately described the 

situation. "Do you mean to say — I 

hardly know whether to take you seriously 

— that you have been having a conversation 

with— ahorse!" ■
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" Thai 18 to lay, with my hnaba&d— with 

Ernest." ■

"I thought yoa said that ha was 

dead I » ■

" It is certain. Did I not see him die t 

I will show yoa the bed upon which we 

laid him oat Did I not shed apon his 

corpse my tears! What woald you 

have!" ■

" Then how aboat the conversation f " ■

" It is metempsychosis." ■

Mr. Fletcher began to be amosed. ■

•'Metempsychosis I" ■

"It is a theory of which I know bat 

little. Is it an article of faith with which 

Monsiear is acquainted f " ■

** Not much— personally." ■

''It lamOatholia Ernest I He was 

I know not what 1 These men I Never 

shall I forget my feelings when — when I 

suggested sending for a priest ; he said that 

it was not worth while to trouble the good 

man, for when he died his soul would pass 

into a horse." ■

"A horse t" ■

"A horse 1 He even named the horse ! 

It is incredible 1" ■

Mr. Fletcher thought it was— almost ■

" Monsieur must Imow that my husband 

—he is dead I what does it matter I— was 

not to me a good husband. I did my best 

to bring him to a sense of what was right, 

of what was proper; but, after all, it is 

little that a wife can do, is it not sof 

He had his little fortune, I had mine. 

Puff ! before I knew it^ his was gone. Do 

not ask me how. He would have sent mine 

with it ; I said no. He was a great horse- 

man. He used to keep horses to run at 

races, and to sell — that was his business ; 

the hotel was mine — and among them was 

the famous Pourquoipas — all the world 

has heard of Pourquoipas.'^ ■

All the world might have done. Mr. 

Fletcher had not He said sa ■

''Monsieur has not heard of Pourquoipas 1 

It is extraordinary I He is the greatest 

trotting horse in the world. It is little I 

know of these things ; but I do know that 

Pourquoipas is indeed a marvel He was my 

horse, as indeed, when you have the truth, 

were all the others. Judge then of my 

surprise when, as I told Monsiear, I said 

to Emestt ' Shall I send for the priest 1 ' he 

replied, ' Of what use t When I die my 

soul will pass into Pourquoipas.' *What 

nonsense are you talking 1' I demanded. 

' Agnes,' he said, ' you have often accused 

me of having no religion. I have a 

religion. I believe in the doctrine of ■

metempsychopis.' 'What honor iitfastr 

I cried. ' It is the doctrine of kinni. 

gration of souls. I am now about to die. 

I believe thatwheni am dead mysonlwiU 

pass into the body of Pourqudpaa Itiiii 

I say. Those who live bngestinll see moil' 

He looked at me with his dassyojea He 

turned overon his side. Before I knew it 

he was dead. Those were nice last woidi 

for a wife tohearfromahusbandsshswM 

entering the grave. ■

" I say noting to any ona I wu too 

much ashamed. The day before ysitcrdij 

he was buried. Yesterday momfaig I 

entered the stable to see that sU was well 

I was looking at Pourquoipas. I vm 

wondering what I should do with him. He 

is entered for half-a-dozen races and whit 

do I know of radng f — ^and suddenly Pour- 

quoipas turned and looked at ma ' Agnsi,' 

he said, ' good day.' Monsieur, it wm bj 

husband's voice. I fell to the gioood. 

They found me in a fit They canied m 

to the house. Oh, mon Dieu i " ■

The lady applied her handkareUef to 

her eyes. Apparently she wept ■

" Don't you think it possible," m^pM 

Mr. Fletcher, mildly, " that you wm the 

victim of a delusion f " ■

" Possible. When I returned to oob- 

sciousness, I said to myself, 'It ii me! 

I am no fool — ^I 1' The more I thought 

of it, the more I said to myself it wu i 

trick my fancy played me. Last sight 

when I went to bed this idea was eJiariy 

presented to my mind." ■

Madame Peltier paused. She gbnood 

round the room with what was veiy libi 

glance of apprehension. ■

*' Monsieur, last night I had no doobt 

upon the matter. TMb morning I foood, 

pinned to my pillow, a piece of paper, on 

which were written the words, ' Gome to 

the stabla' They were in my hasbnd'i 

handwriting. I have the piece of p^er 

in my pocket" ■

She rummaged in a pockety which 

seemed as remarkable for the variety of 

its contents as any schoolboy's could pos- 

sibly have been. FinaUy she prodsead i 

scrap of paper. This she placed upon the 

table with a flourish which was ssmtiaiij 

dramatic. ■

" There it is. Monrieur may see it fo 

himself." ■

It was a quarter-sheet of diffy sote- 

paper, on which was written, in a onmpad 

French handwriting, the words, " Com« to 

the stabla" ■

" It is my husband's handwritbg; ^^fi^ ■
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are a hundred penona who ean awear to 

it. I said, at ifl another triek.' Bat, in 

spite of myaelf, I went to tha atable. 

ScaioelT had I put my foot innde ihe 

door, than Poorquoipaa looked ronnd to 

me^ with thia lomark : * Yon aee. my wife, 

it baa I said.'" 

"Did yon have another fit" 

"Would that I had 1 ItwaanotaUhe 

said, not by a great deal. He adviaed me 

to commit anidde." ■

"In order to join him in the boaom of 

Ponrqooipaa f " ■

*'Not actually; but in effect He 

desired, the vagabond 1 that I should ruin 

myself. He laid that I was to send all 

the horaea, and a sum of money—- ahl what 

a sum 1 — ^to an addreaa at Morlaix I was 

to ask no questions aa to their deatination. 

I was to diamiaa them from my mind as 

though they had never Been." 

Mr. Fletcher rose from hia seat 

"Ton don't mean that he aaid all 

thatt" ■

''It ia the truth. AU the horaea and 

ten thouaand franca — ^all to be sent to a 

man at Morhiz, of whom I had never 

heard.- It would be my ruin. As well 

commit suicide at once." 

" This geU interesting." 

«He said that if I did not do it, he 

would haunt me by day and by night 

He would make my life a burden. He 

would make me wish that I was never 

bom." ■

" Seriously, madame« are you quite sure 

that yon were not again the victim of your 

own imagination 1 " ■

'<I have no imagination; I know not 

what it ia. When I hear a thing, I hear 

a thing; and when I hear my husband's 

voioe I know it Monsieur may rest 

aasured of that Besides, there ia the 

paper." ■

There waa the paper. But Mr. Fletcher 

did not aee that there waa much in 

that ■

Oddly enough, he had been routing out 

materiab for an article on Breton super- 

atitiona, when he stumbled on thia find at 

Pleatin. He had not been in the place 

half-a-doaen hours, when the landlady of 

hia hotel, " La Boule d'Or," thrust on him 

her oonfidence. She said — he had never 

had auch an accusation hurled at him 

before — ^that Monsieur looked " so sympa- 

tbetfc" ■

On the shore he found the stables. 

They were bmlt within a stone's throw of 

the aea. Outwlurdly, they had not the ■

appearance of a typical training-atable— of 

a training-atable, that is, as it is known in 

England. A lank, knock-kneed individual 

was lounging in front of the door, who waa 

the typical English joekey aa he ia found 

in fifth - rate racing establiahments in 

"foreign parts." Him Mr. Fletcher 

accosted. 

"Got some decent horses, I hear." 

The "jockey " looked him up and down. 

" They've got four lega— iuoat on 'em." 

Mr. Fletcher knew that the speaker had 

already read his inmost soul, and was 

aware that his equine knowledge extended 

no further than the capability of being able 

to draw a distinction between a horse and 

an aaa. ■

" Four good lega aome of them, I under- 

stand." ■

" About aa good as yours and mine." 

Mr. Fletcher felt that this language, in 

one in the position of the speaker, waa out 

of place. ■

"Can I have a peep at them t " 

" There's no law agin it, aa I knows on." 

The stable door was open. Mr. Fletcher 

entered. The jockey slouched in after 

hiuL The arrangements were primitive, 

but the building was of considerable siae, 

and some eight or nine animab were in 

the boxes. ■

« Which is Pourqnoipas ) " 

"That is Pooxquoipas." On Mr. 

Fletcher moving towards the animal 

indicated, the jockey was moved to further 

eloquence. " He is a 'orse, he i&" Pausa 

" He is a 'orsa" Another pauae. " There 

ain't no trotter like him, not in Europe 

there ain't I ought to know." Pause. 

"And I says so." Pausa "That 'orse 

can do his mile inside of two-eleven." 

The speaker glanced at Mr. Fletcher, as if 

challenging contradiction. But as that 

genUenum waa unaware of there being 

anything remarkable in a horse " doing his 

mile inside of two-eleven," his countenance 

was blank. " Yes, and inside of two-ten, 

ifhe'sfafrlvonthejob." ■

Again a look in the nature of a challenga 

Still no reply. In possible disgust &e 

jockey did what Mr. Fletcher was hoping 

he would do — he turned on his heela and 

Irft the atabla He seemed to see nothing 

surprising in leaving a perfect stranger to 

examine the stud at his leisura ■

Mr. Fletcher was content^ however, to 

confine his attention to one member of the 

stud — ^to Pourqnoipas. ■

"So you're Pourqnoipas, are you! I 

don't know much about the genua trotting ■
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hone ; bat if you're a fair example of the 

rest of your tribe, you're not a handsome 

family. Big, gawky-leggy brute 1 You 

look to me more like a cart-horse gone 

wrong than any other kind of quadruped 

I've seen!" Pourquoipas looked round 

with sullen eyes, as though he resented 

these obfiervations of a too candid critic. ■

"A nice sort of man the late Peltier 

must have been to have wished to transfer 

his soul to such a thing of beauty as 

yourself." ■

The creature made a movement with 

his hind legs, which caused Mr. Fletcher 

to nimbly step aside. ■

''Now, then, whose toes are you trying 

to step upont A pretty mean sort of 

scamp your master must have been." ■

There ensued an interval of sUence. Mr. 

Fletcher stared at the horse, and the horse 

at him. It was a stare, perhaps, of mutual 

admiration. ■

"Fat English pig I" ■

It was these words, spoken in French, 

which broke that intervid of silence. Mr. 

Fletcher statted back in so much haste as 

to come into sudden, and unexpected 

contact with the stable wall — it seemed 

that this flattering address proceeded from 

Pourquoipas I For some seconds he gazed 

at the animal with an astonishment which 

was altogether unequivocal. ■

"I'm not surprised that it frightened 

the woman I The thing was uncommonly 

well done. Mow, my ventriloquial friend, 

where are you % " ■

Echo answered, where. Mr. Fletcher 

treated Pourquoipas with very little cere- 

mony. He drove him from side to side of 

his box, so that no comer of it was hiddea 

He peered into his manger; he routed 

among the straw; he looked up at the 

ceiling; he examined the other boxes — 

there was nothing there but horses. He 

returned to stare at Pourquoipas ; and the 

more he stared the more the wonder 

grew. ■

"Blockhead.'' ■

The same voice ; and again it seemed to 

proceed from Pourquoipas. ■

" So there was something in it after aU. 

I thought the woman was romancing. 

Well, this is something new in travellers' 

tales. I wonder, my friend, just where 

you are I " ■

While he wondered the voice went on : ■

" You think, you English, that you are 

wise. Bah I You are a nation of fools 1 

Go back to your land of fogs ; there you 

will be more at home than here." ■

" Is that aU f " asked Mr. Fletcher, vheu 

the voice was still. ■

It seemed that it was. All effoiti on 

his part to provoke a continuation of the 

conversation proved futile. Hislangoage 

was not exactly choice ; his alludoni were 

not entirely civil ; but nothing he cx>Qld 

say had any effect upon the qoadrapcd, 

or upon the gentleman behind the seenei 

who had endowed the quadruped, pro 

tem., with the faculty of speecL ■

" If the stance is concluded, I snppoie 

I'd better go." ■

As he left the stable he tdd hunself : ■

" Unless I am mistaken, our friend the 

jockey has a finger in this pie." ■

When he got into the open air the fint 

thine he saw was tiie jockey, waUJog 

beside a horse which a lad was exerddDg 

on the sands a good three^iaarten of a 

mile away. ■

Later on, Mr. Fletcher, having retomed 

to the hotel for dinner, noticed, tbove 

the mantelpiece of the salle-a-msnger, the 

picture of a man. The portrait was in oile, 

and life-size. The man was leaning orar 

a table, staring the spectator in the fice. 

It was in the modem style of-Fnpch 

sensation — the man seemed actually ifiye! 

but, in its way, it was distinctly a work of 

art Mr. Fletcher asked the Breton mid, 

who brought in his soup, who the origiiul 

wasf ■

" It fs the patron— the hnsbind of 

Madame. It is a good likeness; i nry 

good likeness. But, for me, I do notUke 

It. Whenever I look at it I think thst he 

^ to leap at me across the table." 

leldea was not inapt ; he did look u 

though he were about to spring. ■

" Wasn't he a little man t " ■

"But a dwarf. That is how he wm lo 

good a rider." ■

The face in the picture was not sn evil 

face. It seemed to Mr. Fletcher thst it 

was rather the face of a fool than a knsn 

But about the whole portrait thtfewMi 

curious appearance of life — one momen- 

tarily expected the man to spring. ■

That night Mr. Fletcher was sioaiod 

from his first sleep by a tapping at hii bed- 

room door. At first— as we are apt to do 

— ^he wondered what it was that bed dis- 

turbed his slumber. Tap, tap, tap! Ai 

he listened, there came a further tsppiDg 

at the panel of the door. He stsited np 

in bed. ■

"Who's there I" ■

'*Open, monsieur, for the lore of 

Heaven." ■
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It waa a woman's voice. ■

*'I8 that yon, madame I" ■

*' Open, monaieor. I pray yoa, open." ■

'< What's the matter r' ■

Slipping into a pair of trousers, Mr. 

Fletcher went to see. Outside the door 

was Madame Peltier in a costume of the 

most amazing scantiness. ■

She had a l^hted candle in her hand. 

Withont waiting for an invitation, poshli^ 

past the ffentleman,-she entered lus room. 

Patting her candle on the table, herself 

she pkced upon a chair. Mr. Fletcher felt 

that this behavioor of his landlady's re- 

quired an explanationi even in the wilds 

of G6tes da Nord I ■

*' May I ask, madame, what is wrong 9 " ■

Now that she had gained admittance, 

the lady appeared to be hi a state of 

speechless agitation; it was plam that 

there was something wrong. ■

'' Ernest 1" she gasped. " Ernest 1 I 

have seen him." ■

''Ernest!" For a moment the name 

conveyed no significance to Mr. Fletcher's 

bewfldered bram. "You mean your 

husband f " ■

<< My husband 1 I have seen his 

ghost!" ■

''Hisghostf" ■

Mr. Fletcher was becoming conscious 

that there might be more excitement in 

the country than the town. ■

** I have seen his ehost ; oh, mon Dieu I 

I was asleep. Suddenly I woke. Some 

one was leaning over me, having a Ufhi 

hold upon my arm. It was Ernest Oh, 

mon Dieu 1 " ■

" You were dreaming." ■

''Dreaming ! I wish I had been dream- 

ing. Is that a dream f " The lady pulled 

up the sleeve of her single garment. An 

ugly bruise showed on the skin of her 

plump, white arm. " Ernest was a little 

man, but he had a wrist like steel That 

is where he gripped me. Is that a 

dream I " ■

"How do you know it was your 

husband!" ■

"Do I not know my own husband! 

He whispered in my ear — oh, the horror ! 

' You see, my wife, it is as I said.' I ^as 

too frightened to speak. 'I will haunt 

you by day and night, until you do my 

bidding.' Then he began asain about the 

horses and the ten thousand francs which 

I am to send to Monsieur Qaelquechose at 

Morlaix — jast as I heard it^ every word, 

from Pourquoipas. It will be my ruin 1 " 

While the lady sobbed, Mr. Fletcher, ■

in his unstoddnged feet, paced to and 

fro. ■

" It strikes me that there Is some plot 

on foot to deprive you of your property. 

Do you know anything about that jockey 

of yours ! " ■

"Sam Tucker! He is a fool, and a 

knave. What then!" ■

"Do you think him capable of orisi- 

nating an elaborate scheme of robbery ! '^ ■

"He is capable of anything; he is 

always robbing ma What has that to do 

with my husband ! " ■

" That, at present, is more than I can 

tell you. Of course, the ghostly visitation 

was a trick." 

"Is that a trick!" ■

The lady pointed to the bruise upon her 

arm. ■

" That is part of the trick. Bat I will 

talk the matter over with, you in the 

morning, and we will see what can be 

done. You had better return to your 

room. You are hardly likely to receive 

another visit from that very versatile hus- 

band of yours to-night" ■

" I would not return to my room--not 

for ten thousand horses and a million 

francs 1 " ■

" Then you had better go to your maid. 

I suppose that you hardly propose remain- 

inehere!" ■

The lady went to her maid. Im- 

mediately on her departure, the gentleman 

turned into bed. But he could not sleep ; 

he turned, and tossed, and tumbled ; the 

lady's visit had banished slumber. Pour- 

quoipas, the words which had fallen— or 

whidi had seemed to fall — from the 

creature's lips, the lady's story — half-a- 

dozen things were jumbled together in his 

mind. ■

Perhaps some twenty minutes or half 

an hour had elapsed since the lady had 

gona He was lying on his left side, with 

his face turned towards the wall. His 

eyes were closed, in the forlorn hope that 

sleep would come upon them unawares. 

But as he lay, and no sleep came, and, 

instead, phantoms of thought persisted in 

chasing each other across his brain, in 

weariness of spirit, he opened them to 

look out upon the world. As he did so, 

he was surprised to see that a light — a 

f unt light — was shining on the wall His 

first impression was, that it was later than 

he had imagined, and that tbe first 

glimmerings of daylight were finding their 

way into the room. Somethbg, however, 

in the colour of the light suggested that it ■
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certainly was not daylight And, as be lay 

in a sort of drowsy stapor, his eyes stiU 

fixed on the dimly- illaminated wall, he 

began to fear that tiiat absurd woman had 

returned, to oatrage the proprietiesi and 

to seek shelter from her fears. ■

"Oonfonnd her! If this isn't some- 

thing like an hotel, I never knew one yet I 

Talk about travellers being taken in and 

done for ! " ■

This he muttered beneath his breath. 

Then he turned lasQy in bed, intending, 

with as much politeness as circumstances 

would permit, to call down execrations on 

his hostess. But he did not call down 

execrations on his hostess, because his 

hostess was not there. ■

When he turned in bed he perceived 

that the room was lighted ; but from what 

source there was no evidence to show. 

The light was, so to speak, just enough to 

cast the room in shadow ; just enough to 

make things visible, and yet not plain. It 

was a dim and a ghostly light ■

While Mr. Fletcher was wondering to 

what unseen friend he was indebted for 

this genteel illumination, all at once his 

eyes fell upon a man who was standing on 

the other side of the table, leaning over the 

board. He could have sworn that he was 

not there wlien he first -had turned, a 

second ago, for his glance had travelled all 

round the room, in search of his landlady, 

and he had seen that it was empty. Tet 

it was equally certain that now the man 

was there, unless, that is, he was the 

victim of an hallucination. When one 

is awake and in one's right mind, one 

does not, as a general rulci see things which 

are non-existent ; and now he saw that man. 

He was a very little man, if that was 

any consolation, and he was a curious- 

looking little man. As he leaned across 

the table, his attitude conveyed an odd and 

slightly-uncanny impression of his being 

about to spring. There was silence. The 

visitor made no remark. Mr. Fletcher, on 

his part, made none. The man was a 

stranger to him, and yet — where had he 

seen him before f Suddenly he re- 

membered — ^b the picture over the mantel- 

piece in the salle-^-manger. He was the 

patron, the husband of Madame I Either 

the artist had caught, in a marvellous and 

prophetic manner, his sitter's pose, or, the 

sitter had caught the artist's inspiration. 

Mr. Fletcher saw the picture reproduced 

before his eyes, as in the t>ortrait — the 

little man looked as though he were going 

to leap at him across the table 1 | ■

*' Monsieur, a little of your attentioB.'' ■

The visitor opened the ball of oonYeiii- 

tion — the voice was the voice wiiieh hid 

seemed to proceed from Pouiquoipas. ■

" You are an Englishman t Very good. 

Confine yourself to your own iliin, 

Return to your own country." ■

The visitor's manner was distineUy aeii 

As he listened, Mr. Fletcher became veiy 

certain that the man in front of him wu 

neither a spectre of his ^ own imiginatioB, 

nor a visitant from shadowland. ■

" You hear I I say, Tetum to your own 

country." ■

Mr. Fletcher heard, and, as he heard, he 

sat up in bed and contemplated the 

speaker at his leisure. ■

''You're a nice young man, upon 1117 ■

This form of reply appeared to tske the 

visitor aback. He seemed to think tint 

he had not created a sufficient impra- 

sion. ■

''You do not know who I am t " ■

"Oh, yes, I do— thanks." ■

"YouthinklamaUvet" ■

" I don't think you are." ■

"Very cood. Try and tee." The 

speaker raued his haAd,. with a little 

mocking gesture. "But I warn yon to 

take care. Above all, I warn you not to 

meddle in aflfairs which are no conoen of 

yours. Go away from here, or— yoa will 

regret it" ■

" I assure you, honestly, that I shall not 

regret it, if remaining here will afford me 

an opportunity of having frequent inter- 

views with you. You are the sort of mio, 

I should say, who improves upon acquaint- 

ance." ■

" You laugh at me I Well, you will not 

laugh long 1 I warn you to go away bom 

here before to-morrow night, or you will be 

sorry." ■

"Sorry! Not at aU! Yon Uttb 

brute ! " ■

As Mr. Fletcher uttered this last ezdima- 

tion, springing out of bed, he boonded 

towards the httle man behind the tibia 

He moved with great agility; but if he 

expected to take tiie other by surprise, be 

failed. No sooner did his feet toudi the 

floor than the mysterious light vaniihed, 

and, despite his haste, aU that he succeeded 

in doing was to come in violent contact 

with the table. ■

Some strong^ language escaped bit ^ 

as, in the pitchy darkness, he went 

rushing round the tabla He suooeededin 

reaching the other side of It; he aleo ■
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sacoeeded, when he xeaohed ii| in finding 

notUng them 

" Where are ycm, yon honnd I " 

No voloe replied. He stood a moment, 

listening. There was not a aonnd. ■

**I know you're aomewhere in the 

room. Only wait untQ I lay my hands on 

you!" ■

Ey«tt as he spoke some one laid a hand 

on himi lightly, on his amL And a voice 

—a well-£iOwn Toice— observed : ■

"Good nighty dear friend— ^ontil to- 

morrow!" ■

Mr. Fletcher sprang ronnd with an 

agility which was really marvellons, grasp- 

mg wfldly at the speaker. He grasped, 

however, nothing bnt the air. "When he 

realised that there was nothing there to 

grasp, Mr. Fletcher's language was quite 

unpnntaUa At last, he lit the candle. 

By its glimmer he examined the room 

— there was nothing but the room to 

examine. AU traces of his visitor had 

disappeaied. Nor could he find anything 

which went to show the means by which 

that disappearance had been effected. 

The door was locked, so was the window. ■

" Where has the little beggar gone f It 

strikes me that this is quite a model thing 

in hotels. It dates firom before the flood, 

and 111 stake a pound it's honeycombed 

with sliding doors and secret passages, 

like the hotels used to be in the good old- 

fashioned tales of my boyhood." ■

As he came to this conclusion he re- 

turned to the table behind which the little 

man had stood, pis eyes fell upon a 

I>ieoe of paper which was lying in its 

csentrei ■

<< What is that f I didn't notice any- 

thing there when I lit the candle." ■

It was a quarter-sheet of dirty note- 

paper — own brother to the scrap which 

Madame had shown him. It contained 

I two words, written in the same cramped 

handwriting as the words upon her piece : 

" Until to-morrow." 

*' That's odd. How came that there! 

There can be no doubt that the thing's well 

done." ■

He thought so, when, having put out ■

tile candle and returned into bed, on ■

lAjing his head on the pillow, his cheek ■

csune into contact with another scrap of ■

paper. ■

** What the 1" ■

fie sprang out of bed as though a 

aevpent had stung him. With hands 

^vvl^eh actually trembled he once more 

caiiaed light to shine upon the scene. He ■

bore the candle to the bed — sure enough 

there was a piece of paper on the pillow. 

" How fat thunder did that get there I " 

As ^gerly as though it were some 

precious — or, perhaps, some deadly — 

thing, he picked it up between his finger 

and his thumb. It was the third of the 

series — another dirty quarter-sheet. And 

on it, in the old, familiar hand, was this 

excellent advice : " Do not meddle with 

the affairs of others." The advice was 

excellent; there could be no doubt of 

that, But, still, Mr. Fletcher felt that its 

excellence did not sufficiently account for 

its presence on his pillow. This time, 

when he returned into bed, he did not 

put the candle out. He left it burning. ■

Sleep has been compared to a woman, 

<* uncertain, coy, and hard to please." 

When we seek for slumber, it eludes us ; 

when we least expect it, behold, it comes 1 

It came to Mr. Fletcher then. Hardly 

was he once more between the sheets 

before he was sleeping softly as a child. ■
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CHAPTER lU. AND ITS C0NSEQX7ENCES. ■

''Do as I tell you .... say what I 

tell you .... it is the best chance," 

whispered Mr. Jones, still keeping his 

vice-like grasp upon the Major's arm; 

"say this: 'There is a gentleman here, 

Phil, who has brought you something 

pretty^come down and fetch it ' " ■

There can be no doubt that to assume 

authority is often to have it yielded to 

you. Major Olutterbuck obeyed the 

mandate of this stranger as unquestioningly 

as one of the men of the 193rd would have 

obeyed him. ■

In that tone that only comes from the 

habit of "giving the word" — the tone 

that is not a shout, and yet carries further 

than any shout — ^he spoke to the little, 

white, visionary figure far above their 

heads, seen so clearly in the flood of the 

silver moonlight ■

Clear, high, mellow, full, the man's 

voice rang out into the night — rending it 

as one might rend a silken garment. ■

"Phil, my boy, there is a gentleman 

here who has brought you some^iag very 

pretty — come down and fetch it " ■
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Not a pause, not a break, not a falter — 

until the message was wafted heaven- 

wards; then, all being done that could be 

done, the two men faistinctiYely grasped 

each other's hands — their hearts beating 

with the sickening thud that nothing but 

direst fear can cause. ■

There was a faint rustling from above — 

little baie feet stirring among ^the vine- 

leaves, and then— silence. ■

.Major Clntterbuck sunk down upon the 

high coping by the house door. Mr. 

Jones, as if he had known the place for 

years — as if, indeed, it belonged to him 

for matter of that — turned the handle and 

pushed open the door. ■

There in the passage stood a little lamp 

which was always left alight when the 

Major was out, and sometimes burnt itself 

very low indeed, or even entirely away 

before the Major came in ; while stepping 

gingerly down the wide, stone stair on 

which it shone, behold ! King Baby — ^his 

little, white nightdress daintily lifted to be 

out of the way of his toes, as a lady lifts 

her gown ; his dear, wee face all beamiing, 

his eyes bright and big with anticipation, 

and full of a happy amaze. ■

"Who be yout" he began, looking with 

the frank fearlessness of an untamed 

creature at the stranger ; but Phil caught 

sight of the cowering figure outside in the 

moonlight, and with one bound was at his 

father's knee. The Major caught and 

held him. ■

" My boy," he said, " my boy, you have 

frightened me very, very much " ■

Phil slipped his arms about his father's 

neck, and put on his coaziest face. ■

" Was you fightened 'cause I satted up 

there so high!" Then with a slow awe 

dawning in face and voice, "Pap, are 

you c'ying I I didn't faU, you knows." ■

" But you might have done " ■

" Then I should have been dead — there 

would have been no me," this, with a deep 

sigh that heaved the bosom of the white 

night-shirt almost up to Phil's chin. The 

idea of a world in which there should be 

no King Baby was indeed a solemn one to 

face. ■

But the solemn fit passed ; the golden 

head nestled against the scarlet of the 

mess-jacket ■

" I do be berry tire — ^I do be goin' to 

put mineseU to bed ; but, Pap, what pittj 

sing has he got for mel" indicating 

with his finger the sturdy figure of Mr. 

Jones. ■

That gentleman pressed a small gold ■

coin into King Baby's puik pahs, ad 

closed the little fingers over it. ■

*' Put that under your pillow, my fine 

feDow," said Mr. Jones. ■

" Pitty 1 " said Master Phil, and let off 

in a determined manner upstain, lifting 

his gown as before, and clasping lui 

treasure tight in the hand that was at 

llbwty. It was not given to Phil to 

understand the intricacies of the coh of 

the realm ; but, for all that, he was con- 

scious that he was a richer King Baby 

than he had ever been before, and that 

great things might be accomplished at tha 

toy-shop in the Strada Beale, by ths aid 

of the capital at his command. ■

There could be no possible ezcoaefa 

Mr. Jones following Blaster Phil up the 

stone stairs, and past the flickering lamp. U 

was an unwarrantable liberty to take io 

another man's house ; but he had a Dotion 

of keeping the white-robed figure fai new, 

and let himself be drifted on by impnlaa ■

"Det awake, you boysl" cried the 

household monarch, pushing open a door 

on the first floor, and taking up hiaitud 

in the middle of a long, narrow room, in 

which four small white beds stood aU 

a-row against the wall. ^* Det awake, thk 

'reckly minute, and see what I've dot fei 

mine own very self I " ■

Like so many jack-in-the-bozei) op 

started three ghostly figures, while thne 

raffled heads became visible in the moon- 

light that streamed through the open 

jalousia ■

>< What's up I " said pur old friend, Jim, 

rubbing his eyes. ■

'* He giVd it me," said King Baby, 

opening his closed hand and showing the 

palm where lay the sovereign bright and 

shining. ■

"Where have you been, Phil— what 

have you been doing t " ■

With this Jim, ever the leader of the 

rest, was out of bed in a jifieyi his hare 

feet planted well apart, his eyes fixed 

enquiringly, but not amazedly— Jim was 

never surprised at anything—upon Mr. 

Jones. ■

" Your name, please, sir," he swd, tt 

last. *<Are you Santa Glaus 1 Yoalook 

rather like it" ■

<'No, I am not Santa Glaus," said tbe 

stranger ; *' I am a friend of your Aither's, 

and I have brought little Phil back to ku 

bed. He has been a very naught/ boj, 

and frightened us all very much" ■

Phil muttered something about i 

« pigeon's nest," but no excuse would aene ■
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him Three litde white fignres now 

doBtered about Mr. Jones to hear all 

ibont it| while PhQ, becoming pleasingly 

interested in the recital of his own sin^ 

M many older dnnen than he have oft- 

times done — ^nestled agaioBt the narrator, 

and presented an appearance as far re- 

moved from penitence as it was possible 

to imagine. They say the rhfaioceros 

is only volnerable in the chinks of that 

ooat of mail with which Nature has en- 

dowed him. Phil, also, was only to be hit 

hard in certain comers of his heart; other- 

wise he was a bold and fearless monarch ; 

sans pear is not always sans reproehe. ■

" Oh, Phfl," said the eldest boy, and the 

" scramble " one, Bertie, given to be more 

thonghtfol than his fellows, ''what will 

Mabel say t'' ■

In a moment aU the starch melted oat 

of King Baby. The curly head drooped, 

the round, soft chin touched the bosom of 

his nightdress. Sudden retreat is at 

times masterly, and shows a subtle appre- 

ciation of things. ■

" Wansh's to go to bed," said Master 

Phfl ; then« with little arms outstretched 

-to Jones, of Seething Lane : " lif me in." 

The man bent and clasped the chfld, 

raising him tenderly, and laying him gently 

down in the smallest of the four bMs by 

the window. ■

As he did so, a strange thrill passed 

through Mr. Jones ; strange thoughto, soft 

as summer lightning, darted through his 

mind. There was no reason, there could 

be no reason why he, Amphlett Jones — ^he 

was called Amphlett after his mother's 

people — ^should not make a home for him- 

self, as other men had done before him ; 

no reason why he should not one day 

own such a treasux^ as that dear one, 

lying there among the pillows with his 

treasnre-troye clasped close in his pretty 

hand, for hh own. ■

" Are you going away now t " said Jim, 

all unabashed. "Well, look here, Mr. 

Jones, come and see us again, that's a good 

old aort" ■

Then he turned a somersault into his 

bed, and was seen no more. ■

Bat Bertie sat up straight, and looked 

wistfully at the stranger. He had dark 

eje3, like his'mother's, and with something 

of their sadness, too. Bertie had reached 

that age at which it first begins to strike a 

boy that there are other people in the 

world beside himself. He was rising 

thirteen, and had begun to think. Somo- 

times he thought a good deal, curled up in ■

a certain nook in the old, vine-clad garden 

wall — a place where he could watch the 

gechos sleeping in the sun, himself in tiie 

shadow, and see the gold-green lizards 

letting on to be wrapped in dreamless 

slumMr to deceive unwary flies. ■

Here, then, Bertie took to meditating 

over thugs — such things as why mother 

so often looked as if she had been crying ; 

and why he so often saw the tears m 

Mabel's tender eyes as she kissed him 

good night ■

« Something makes them sorry," thought 

Bertie; and then a fear — ^he could not 

have told you what fear — ^would make 

him feel as if he could not play at being 

Knights of Saint John with cardboard 

viaors, or even find delight in that 

marvel of the time, the model traction- 

engine that (xeneral McDougal, Jim's god- 

father, had brought him from Paris. ■

It seemed to Bertie that there was 

something in the face of Mr. Jones — this 

strange visitor wh6 had appeaiM in their 

midst so unexpectedly, and who loomed 

dark and bulky in the moonlight, but 

with such kind eyes, and such a winning 

smQe — ^to invite confidence. Bertie was 

not afraid to speak of what was in his 

heart to any one who looked like that — 

not a bit ! ■

*'Fm so sorry, sir," he said, wringing 

his long, thin, nervous hands the one in 

the other, *< that PhiL went out on to the 

roof like that ; it will frighten mother so 

much. Mother is often frightened; I 

don't know quite why; and this wiU be 

the worst of all, the very, very worst ■

And there is Mabel I really don't ■

know" — this with an appealing look all 

round the room, as if in some comer or 

another might lurk a solution of the diffi- 

culties that beset him^<< what Mabel will 

say. You know, she says that Phil is her 

< heart's idoL' She calls him that when 

she cries over him at nights." ■

"Cries over himt" said Mr. Jones, 

going up nearer to the bed, and bending 

closer to the chQd. ■

" 7es," said Bertie, rather startled at 

being thus taken up so promptly, "not 

big crying, you know, like Jim when he 

pinches his finger in the traction-engine — 

only little tears." ■

"Snivelling, don't yer know," put in 

Jim, apparently rising from the bowels of 

the earth, and givmg a ludicrous imitation 

of the Honourable Bob. ■

Then his native impudence got the 

upper hand. ■
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" I say, Mr. Sir, yon might give each of 

08 one of those 'yellow boys' like yoa 

gave PhQ; that is, if yon don't mind. 

There's a deal of comfort to be got out ot 

a little loose cash. That's what Pap says, 

yon know. And we never have a penny 

amongst as — not a red cent." Then, some 

slight nusgiving coming over Jim as to 

the exorbitance of his own demands, he 

added, raising one shoulder to his ear in 

his most coaxing form: *' There's only 

four of OS, yon know, all told." ■

*<When I was a Uttle boy," said Mr. 

Jones, with totally unexpected gravity, 

" I used to be told that little boys shoold 

be seen and not heard." ■

^* And was you seen and not heard t " 

cried Jim, deeply interested, and horribly 

nngrammatieal at the same time. ■

"Jim," said Bertie, intnitively consdoos 

that the disoossion had reached a delicate 

point, "go to sleep. See, Phil is asleep 

already." ■

Tes, after all the perils he had gone 

through — perils he himself, poor little 

fellow! could so little appreciate, King 

Baby slept the sleep of the just, close 

clasped in his rosy fist the " yellow boy " 

which was supposed to contain all the 

elements of the truest comfort. Mr. Jones 

bent a moment over the sleei>ing child. 

All the latent fatherhood within him 

stirred and thrilled. What high ideal, he 

thought, might not a man well strive 

after, who could look upon such a jewel 

and call it his very own ? ■

Then Mr. Jones went softly down the 

stairs, conscious of an Ironically polite 

wave of a white night-gowned arm from 

Jim, and a gentle "good night" from 

Bertie. ■

" I have been putting little Phil to bed," 

he said, as he met the Major at the bottom 

of the stairs. ■

No surprise was expressed on either side 

at the fact of the visitor thus playing the 

part of amateur nursemaid ; nor, indeed, 

was any felt. ■

Exceptional circumstances are like 

forcing-frames. Mushroom -like friend- 

ships and relationships spring up from 

them. Nothing seems strange, when un- 

looked-for and unexpected events knock 

time all out of joint. ■

Besides,Mr.Joneswasbesetbythatstrange 

feeling of which we are all of us conscious 

at times — ^the puzzling sensation of having 

gone through the same thing before. We 

may know this to be an absolute impossi- 

bility, and yet there the idea is — ^nay, we ■

can even forecast what will be said or done, 

startling ourselves with the aocura^ of our 

own prophecies. ■

It was no amaise to Mr. Jones whso 

Major Olutterbuck, sttll very white and 

shaky, took him by the arm and led him 

into the room on the r^ht-hand aide of the ■

f>assage; no surprise to see there a bded- 

ooking woman lying back upon a low 

couch, as though overcome by some power- 

ful agitation ; not much even when, as he 

was led to her side, die caught his hand 

and tried to raise it to her lips. 

"But for you," she said, "but for ■

you- ■
then she burst into a flood of ■

tears, crying out that she was thankful she 

had not seen her darling sitting up there 

against the sky, with his golden hair 

shining in the moonlight " I had thrown 

myself upon my bed ; I was asleep ; I did 

not know. Oh, Heaven, f orj^ve me I why 

did I not keep a better watch t He might 

have passed my window like a white flaih 

— hurled to death, almost at my feet, bat 

for the mercy that sent you to ure 

him." ■

Her streaming eyes were raised to the 

face of the stranger, the man whom she 

had never seen till that moment, and yet 

who seemed as her best and dearwt friend. 

She was beside herself. Weary with vigil 

— for she was waiting up for her Irasbsnd 

— this sudden shock was too much for hUf 

and, then, the one who would have besn 

her best support and stay was far away. ■

"I ought to be thankU, happy, glad— 

not Uke this, I know," she said, with a 

pitifol, wan smile at Mr. Jones, who really 

never had been in such straits in his life, 

for he was the most tender-hearted of men, 

and just now really at his wits' end ; " bat 

it came upon me so suddenly, the horror 

of it all, the child creeping about alone, 

and me asleep. I shall be quite different 

by to-morrow, shall I not, Desbrowt— 

quite a different person altogether." ■

"Yes, yes, my dear," said the Majw, 

hurriedly, "certainly, my dear. IVe 

been a good deal shaken and upset myself, 

a ^ood deal, more or less ; but with the 

rismg sun I doubt not we shall both— 

' Behold, how brightly breaks the morn- 

ing.' Are you musicaJ, Mr. Jones, by any 

chance t" ■

Mr. Jones said that he loved listening to 

music ; he could not imagine any one not 

being fond of music. ■

" Ah, well, I dare say we may get up 

some trios and things — when my dsighter 

Mabel " ■
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"ToB, yes, that b what I felt/' cried 

Mn. Olntterbtick, ^hreakhg somewhat 

wildly into the conyenation of the other 

two, ''that ia what I meant by being quite 

a different person to-morrow — ^MaM, our 

own Mabel, is coming back to as to- 

monow. She has been to Lucca with a 

friend, only fdr a few days, yon know, we 

could not do without her for longer than 

that; but, she had not been weU, and I 

tfaoaght the little change would do her 

good. I should not have been so foolish, 

shonld not have siyen way so to-night, if ■

Mabel had been here " Why it was ■

like the sweet song of the chiff-chaff when 

the spring comes round-^all on one note : 

" Mabel — Mabel — Mabel " ; every one sung 

the same tune 1 ■

What must not this paragon be, that 

eyety heart turned to her as the sun- 

worshippers of old turned to their bright 

god b the sky t 

What maryellous store of the strength 

I and sweetness of womanhood must she 

not possess, since her mere presence would 

I haye been the source of calmness and 

endurance to others t ■

From wee Phil to the frightened, 

troubled mother, each and all turned to 

the thought of — Mabel — what she would 

think of King Baby's sad derelictions from 

the path of duty, how she would haye 

comforted and consoled had she been 

there. ■

What a tribute were all these things to 

the absent one of the flock! As Mr. 

Jones thus pondered, his eyesliffhted upon 

a sketch in water-colours, the &etch of a 

girl's head ; not perhaps a work of yery 

high artk but yet a tUng which had a 

strange look of life about it. From 

beneath the ripples of nut-brown hair the 

I soft eyes met yours with a confiding 

sweetness ; the mouth — surely with a 

touch of sadness on it strange in one so 

young — was about — you could feel it — to 

part in a tremulous smile. A band of 

pearls round the throat, a few touches in 

flake-white suggesting the folds of some 

fleecy wrap, these were all; yet the 

picture — standing unframed upon a small 

esuel just when the light from the lamp, 

now set high upon a bracket, fell full upon 

it — caught and held his gaze. ■

Mothers are quick to notice these things. 

"That u Mabel," said Mrs. Glutter- 

biick, now rapidly recoyering her usual 

self-oontroL ■

'« It is yery beautiful," said Mr. Jones, 

Bin^ply. ■

"My dear shr," said the Major— also 

more rapidly becoming Himself again, with 

the old, genial, self-confident manner, and 

the old waye of the finely-formed hand — 

'4t is yery far from doing my step- 

daughter justice — yery, yery far from 

really giying you an idea of the charm, 

the grace, the beauty of Mabel Oraham. 

Tou see, being only her step-father, I can 

yenture to say more, to speak out more 

plainly, in fiict, than I could if things were 

otherwise. As to that picture, Sir Peyton 

Paling said to me only the other day, 

'Gad, Glutterbuck, it's well-intentioned; 

butr-iVs a libel ! ' Man of taste is Paling 

— knows a good thing when he s^es it." ■

Mr. Jones thought within himself that 

assuredly the gentleman in question knew 

a good dinner when he saw it, and had a 

fine taete in wines; but, foUowing the 

exceUent adyice bestowed upon Laertes 

by Polonius, gaye hb thoughts no 

tongue. ■

" I yalue the picture yery much," said 

Mrs. Glutterbuck, gathering her shawl 

about her as though she felt the faint chill 

of the early morning hours. ''It was 

done by a young fellow in the Engineers. 

No doubt it might be a greater work of 

art; but it has that liying look about it 

that more artistic pictures sometimes lack." 

Mr. Jones thought that the " young fellow 

in the Engineers " was decidedly a person 

to be enyied, since he must haye studied 

the sweet face a good deal to be able to 

hit it off so welL " He was yery fond of 

my girl," began the mother, with that air 

of gentle pride that mothers inyariably 

don when they speak of those who haye 

loyed their daughters " not wisely but too 

well." ■

** I thought so," interrupted Mr. Jones. 

"And he found it easy to paint a face he 

knew off by heart" ■

Major Glutterbuck was betrayed into 

the rudeness of staring rather fixedly at 

his guest. It really was astonishing to 

hear Jones, of Seething Lane, talking like 

a three-yolume noyell ■

There was more in the man than at first 

sight you would suppose ; and — well, yes 

— a certain scheme which had akeady flitted 

through the Major's brain, took more 

tangible form and shape. Its outline was 

misty as yet, and anotiier scheme was en- 

tangled up with it ; but it grew more and 

more distinct There was no saying what 

it might not deyelope into. Ah me! 

what a haunted chamber must haye been 

that actiye, neyer- resting brain 1 How ■
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many % scheme, there bom, had there 

abortive died ! The man's whole life had 

been a life of schemes; his feet trod daQv a 

pathway formed of dead schemes trampled 

in the dost ; the air about him was peopled 

with the ghosts of them; hb memory was 

a graveytfd where dead schemes filled all 

the graves, upon not one of which was 

written *' Besxirgam." Bis was the 

brightest, hopefollest nature. Each new 

idea which had for its aim and end the 

aggrandisement and enrichment of himself 

and his famOy^— do him that jostioe, he 

never, even in fancy, separated hiznself 

from his family — was the best and most 

feasible he had ever evolved. Each risky 

investment — eold-mines, diamond-mines, 

coal-mines, ana such like — was the one by 

which the fortunes of the Clutterbnck 

family i[ere to be for ever reinstated upon 

a sound and firm basis. ■

He positively beamed upon Mr. Jones 

as certain possible developements of the 

sudden intimacy between them grew more 

and more distinct in the focus of his mind's 

eye. His emotion at sight of his boy's 

peril had been very real ; his children were 

the passion of his life ; but the peril was 

over, the emotion past; the Major was 

himself again; nay, a new and radiant 

edition of himself, bound in scarlet and gold. 

Mrs. Clutterbuck was still tremulous, 

and all the sympathy of an honest heart 

was hers, as Amphlett Jones looked with 

pitying eyes upon her pale, worn cheeks, 

and the deep Imes about her mouth. ■

" Major Clutterbuck would not let me 

go to Phil," she said ; " he insisted upon 

me remaining here for a whOe, lest I should 

frighten the child with my nervous ways ; 

but I may go now, Desb'row, may I not ) " 

There was something very touching to 

Mr. Jones in recognising the fact that she 

wished to make a sweet pretence of the 

Major being a most tenderly considerate 

husband; whereas, alasl rumour had 

already whispered to him that the patient 

endurance of ^e wife was a proverb among 

those who knew them. Few things, in- 

deed, in life are more touching than ttiose 

pretty conceits women use to cover the 

barrenness of the harvest that life and 

love has yielded to their eager, trembling 

hands. ■

'< How am I to thank you t" lud Hn. 

Clutterbucki as she rose from the cooch, 

and held out her ' hand to thsir new 

friend. ■

*'By saying as little as possible iboat 

my share in the matter," repUed Mr. 

Jones. "1 only did what any one ebe 

in my place wotdd have done." ■

<* If any one else had had the thooght 

and the presence of mind," she aniwend, 

with a wan smile. " My hot-hesded, im- 

pulsive husband, here, would have nuhed 

upstairs, startled the child, and, ok!" 

she cried, shuddering, and hiding her eyn 

with her hand, as if to shut out turn 

horrible sight ■

" There, don't think about it," add Mr. 

Jones, patting her hand as if he had been 

the family doctor. "Never mind whtt 

might have been ; little Phil is fast aiieep 

in his bed long ago. He put up his aimi 

to me and said, *LiPme in;' sndldii 

No nursemaid, that had been at the work 

for years, could have laid him down hall 

so tenderly as I '* ■

Then Mrs. Clutterbuck went doirij sp 

the wide, stone stairs, turning at the top 

to smile down upon the man who had 

saved her from a terrible sorrow— for the 

Major was showing Mr. Jones oat| and 

that gentleman would not hear oi behg 

accompanied to the stops where hii 

" fellows" were waiting, gently rolaaUng 

the moon-bright water wi& their Idle oio 

to pass away the time. ■

They were glad to see the logte 

Signor, though, bebg paid in prisdj 

f auiion for whatover service he xequinii 

they never grumbled a word at hii loag 

tarryings. In truth, they sang as the boit 

sped across the bay, passing Fort Manol 

like a flash — sang a sweet, lilting hn- 

song, much beloved of the Maltese natioD, 

and many times and oft to be heard (s 

land and sea, with a zither aecompaniffleDt 

or without it ■

It has a sad, pathetic ring about it, Os 

love-song of theirs; and, by some stranp. 

mental process, for which Mr. Jones oouii 

not for the life of him have aeeoooted, 

as he listened, the sweet face of Mabel 

Graham seemed to look at him through the 

silvery radiance of the moonl^ht^ tf 

through a silvery veD. ■
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CHAPTER VUL ■

More than a month lay between the 

afternoon when Tyrrell made the ac- 

qoaintance of Selma's f atore hueband and 

the Aogost evening, abont a week after 

Jim's accident, when she had flnng herself 

into Helen's arms, and, sobbing oat an 

incoherent rhapsody of love and joy, had 

i told her that she had promised to be 

Roger Oomish's wife. And that the 

spectacle of Selma in love was still an 

astoundinff one to her consins was cer- 

tainly no fanlt of Selma's. ■

Daring the week that passed between 

Jim's accident and the engagement, nobody 

coald have failed to see what was coming ; 

the only conjecture left to the excited 

conclaves who incessantly discussed the 

situation below their breaths, in all sorts 

of odd comers, was when it would 

" happen." The whole party had looked 

on — ^the majority snffenng acutely from 

the necessity of repressing in public their 

almost irrepressible amusemen^i and as- 

tonishment — at the sight of Selma as 

simply and hopelessly in love as a girl could 

be, restless or dreamy when he was absent, 

silent when he was present, blushing when 

lie spoke to her, following him fartively 

nrith large, shy eyes, starting and trembline 

it the sound of his voice or his step, and 

^nerally conducting herself in the most 

orthodox and conventional manner. And 

lie question finally asked and answered — 

law girlishly and awsetly no one but ■

Roger ever knew — ^her love was as un- 

reserved as her perfect happiness, and as 

demonstrative.. Jim had given it as his 

deliberate conviction that they were the 

^* spooniest spoons going." Sylvia, Helen, 

and Nettie confided to one another that 

Selma never spoke or thought of any one 

but Roger. Her sister was less astonished 

than the other girls. Partly because she 

was herself engaged, and partly because, 

as she said, she had learnt never to be sur^ 

prised at Selma, Helen took it altogether 

as a matter of course, and responded 

placidly to Mrs. Cornish, when tiiat lady 

spent long mornings, in the absence of the 

engaged couple, in monologues of satis- 

faction. In her aunt's eyea Selma had at 

last become a satisfactory and understand- 

able girl, and all her past incomprehensible- 

ness was forgiven and forgotten. ■

It was curious, but perhaps inevitable, 

that all the surprise of the Oomish family 

was concentrated on the fact that Selma 

should liave fallen in love. They had never 

understood her artistic aspirations ; her old 

scheme of life had been vague and unreal 

to them every one — with the exception of 

Humphrey, and Humphrey looked on with 

quiet, thoughtful eyes, and expressed no 

opinion — and they hardly realised what it 

meant that these had died suddenly and 

completely out of her heart Every 

thought, every instinct she had known 

since thought or instinct had first stirred in 

her, was dominated and nullified by a new 

emotion. She had looked upon the stage 

as the means by which she was to devote 

herself to her ideal ; now she thought of 

the stage no more. She had looked upon 

John Tyrrell as die arbitrator of her Ufe ; 

she only hoped vaguely now that he would 

not think her ungrateAiI. She had in her 

the fire of genius ; it was quenched in a ■

^cx.« ▼•-— VHIBD sisna. ■
124 ■
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sprine tide of love. Her life was centred in 

one idea, and that idea was Roger. ■

Helen and Selma had come back to 

London to the OomisheB' honse, not to 

their own. Mrs. Oorniah had taken it for 

granted that it should be so, and neither 

girl had made any objection. Boger was 

trying to make arrangements which would 

enable him to settle in London; it was 

likely that he and Selma wonld be married 

immediately, and, until their plans were 

settled, it was useless to make any ar- 

rangements for the future. ■

It was fortunate that the interest which 

surrounded Selma as an engaged young 

lady did not wear off, and it was also 

fortunate that Humphrey and Helen were 

a most unexacting couple, since, as Jim 

expressed it, '* Boger had nothing to do in 

London but spoon Selma ; and Selma was 

always ready to be spooned." Jim himself 

had confided to Nettie, on going back to 

school, that he was in consequence ''jolly 

glad to get out of the house"; but his 

sisters, fortunately, continued to be thrilled 

with excitement^ oyer the precaution 

necessary on entering any room where the 

lovers were suspected to be, over Selma's 

absent-mindedness and Boger^s inattention, 

and their mutual oblivion of everything in 

the world but one another ; and when, a 

few days after ^rrell's call, Boger was 

obliged to go to Liverpool on business, all 

the resources of every member of the 

family were taxed to the utmost for 

Selma's consolation. ■

The week of his absence was almost 

gone; it was Friday morning, and on 

Saturday he was expected home, and 

Selma was moving about the morning-room, 

restless and excited, radiant with expecta- 

tion. Sylvia was painting at a table near 

the window. Mrs. Oomish and Helen were 

working. ■

"My dear, don't you think the time 

would seem shorter if you did a little 

workt" suggested Mrs. Cornish, laughing, 

as Selma turned with a heavy sigh from 

a passing inspection of the clock. ■

"Do you think it would, auntie t" 

replied Selma, coming across the room, and 

kneeling aimlessly down in front of Mrs. 

Cornish, and smiling up at her with a 

frank impatience in her eyes which made 

her look like a little child. "There's all 

the morning, and all the afternoon, and all 

the evening, and *' ■

"I think I'd better take you to the 

Marriotts' to-night instead of Helen 1 " ■

Mrs. Gomiah's voice was laughing ; but ■

Helen took up her words esgorly. ud 

said: ■

" Oh, auntie, what a good idea ; I don't 

care about it a bit, and Sdma would like 

it, wouldn't you, Selma t " ■

Selma let herself drop into s nttiDg 

position on the floor and couddeEsdfte 

question. ■

" Is it a big party t " she asked. ■

" These parties are always big," pot in 

Sylvia, lifting her head and oontempktbg 

her >work critically. " He is the MaA 

man on the Bench, father says, andthey'vB 

a lovely house, and know lots of peopk 

Mother, take Helen and Sdma, and left me 

stop at home. HeleUi come and look ik 

this." ■

Helen put down her work, and rose, n 

she said: ■

" Sylvia, really and truly, Fd nthsrikop 

at home. It wiU be a nice quiet eramig, 

you know. Oh, that's lovely." ■

The meditative figure on the flow, wIkw 

eyes had wandered back to the dook, toned 

at the exclamation. ■

" Show me," it observed, haviog ip- 

parently passed from a restless to an in- 

dolent stage of impatience. ■

Sylvia handed her the painting u die 

leant back on one hand, stretching out the 

other to receive it, and said : ■

" Wm Humphrey beat homet" ■

"Yes," answered Helen, following the 

painting, and standing over Selmi ai ihe 

looked down at it. ■

Selma sighed heavily, and leant Iff 

head caressingly back against her sister, 

looking up at her with groat, envious eyei ■

" Oh, you happv Helen," she said. "Of 

course, you don t want to go to any 

party." ■

" And that being the case," responded 

Helen, brightljr, " leave me at home, untie, 

and take Sylvia and Selma." ■

" Would you like It, Selma f " asked M 

Cornish. ■

Selma put her head dubiously on m 

side, and contemplated the pabting. ■

" Sweet, Sylvia 1" she safd^ giving ii to 

Helen to return to her cousin, as she went 

on, with unconcealed melancholy: "Tb 

afraid I shouldn't much, auntie. I shooU 

be wishing it were over all the time ." ■

Helen and Sylvia laughed simiil- 

taneously. ■

<* Oh, cheer up, Selma ! " exclaimed tbe 

latter, gaily. " The longest Im, T^ 

know 1 You'd much better eow% lu»n*t 

she, mother t It will help the OToning 

through, at any ratei" ■
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Selma showed no desire to have the 

evenine helped through, and for some time 

she rerased to have anything to say to the 

ideii At last, howeyer, the persuasions of 

Syhria and Helen rednced her to saying 

that she wonld have gone if she had had a 

dreis ; and this exonse being scouted by 

both the other girls as utterly futile, she 

finally declared that she didn't care in the 

least how she dragged through the time, 

and it was settled for her by her sympa- 

thising advisers that she should do it in 

the Yortez of dissipation. ■

All ScJma's movements at this time sent ■

a thrill of excitement through the Oomish ■

household, and die had been out very little ■

with her aunt and cousins. The Marriotts' ■

party became quite an event in the eyes ■

of the whole family as soon as it was ■

known that she was going to it» Her dress ■

was looked out, discussed, and touched up ■

by Helen, with assistance from Sylvia and ■

Nettie, tentative at firsti since Selma in ■

evening dress had been an awe-inspiring ■

vision to them not so very long ago, and ■

waxing enthusiastic at her careless, but to ■

them most encouraging gratitude. And ■

when the time came for her to dress, Selma, ■

with one of her sudden changes of mood, ■

seemed to have forgotten all her reluctance ■

to go out, forgotten that she was merely ■

dra^^bff on a miserable existence untfl ■

Roger should come back. She was in wild ■

spirits, dancing about the room in various ■

stages of undress, each of which seemed to ■

xaske her more youthful and irresistible ■

than the last, first with Helen, then with ■

Sylvia, who was vainly trying to accom- ■

2)lish her own dressing with alTspeed, that ■

mhe might assist in the adorning (d her ■

cousin, then with the much-exdted Nettie, ■

^ho was acting lady's-maid to her own ■

iatenfle satisfaction. ■

^ Selma, one would think you'd never 

been to a party before," cried the latter, 

AB Helen captured the graceful, daqcing 

figure, and seated her by main force in a 

o£dr, preparatory to doing her hair for 

Ixer. ■

''I nev^ have, Nettie," returned Selma, 

^aily; "not since I was your ^e — not 

jpxoperly. I hated parties last spring ; oh, 

you don't know how I hated them, and 

ftlxstf* why I shall enjoy myself so to- 

zxieht" ■

Jk chorus of ^' Selma, what do you 

t" greeted this declaration; and 

added, peremptorily, <'My dear, 

yo^x really must keep stOl," to which 

sk^LsxLonition Sebna replied with a kiss, ■

but which was without farther practical 

result ■

"It'll be so different, don't you see," she 

said. " I shall have nothing to do but 

enjoy myself, and I shall revel in it Oh, 

thanks, Nettie ! " as she took her dress from 

the girl's arm. ■

There was a few moments' breathless 

silence on the part of the three ladies'- 

maids, while Selma kept up a running 

fire of comments, jokes, and thanks, and 

then the last touck was given, and Nettie 

broke out with : ■

'* Oh, Selma, I never saw anything so 

lovely. Oh, isn't she beautiful I " ■

The dress was of soft, faint yellow silk, 

very simply made, with the Jong draperies 

which suited Selma's slender gracefulness 

so well, and the delicate yellow setting 

from which it rose seemed to give an added 

loveliness to the lovelv, dark head. Her 

cheeks were flushed, her eyes sparkling, 

and her lips were curved into a snUle. 

Even Helen, to whom she was always 

perfection, thought that she had never 

seen her look sweeter, and die said, 

tenderly : ■

" What a pity Roger isn't goingl" ■

The instant she had spoken the words, 

which had risen instinctively to her Ups, 

she regretted them. The l4;ht died out 

of the beautiful, sensitive face suddenly 

and completely, the very colour faded, and 

Selma's hps trembled as she turned away • 

from the glass without another glance. ■

^<It doesn't matter how I look," she; 

sdd, disconsolately. ^I wonder why I'm < 

going?" ■

She went downstairs sadly and sflenUy, \ 

and nothing they could say, none of Uie i 

admiring comments she received, could < 

win a smile from her. She was depressed | 

in proportion to her previous high spirits, 

and she moved and spoke when it was ' 

necessary, as though her thoughts were , 

far away — as indeed they were— until she 

was aroused to the consciousness that she 

was standing in a brilliantly-lighted room, 

in a brilliantly-dressed crowd, by a man's 

voice at her elbow. ■

"How do you do, Mr& Oomishf " it said. 

''What have I done that you cut me — 

Sehnat" ■

She turned with a little cry of pleasure. ■

"Oh, Mr. Tyrrell," she said, "I never 

thought of seeing you I How very 

nice I " ■

His eyes rested for a moment on her 

face in its sudden glow of pleased surprise, 

and he said, rather mechanically : ■
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*<I did not know yon knew the 

Marriotts." \ ■

** Uncle Dick " — began Selma ; and then 

she broke off with a little laugh, which 

was more than half vexation. ** Old Lady 

West is bearing down on xne," ahe aaid, 

rapidly. "I shall have to talk to her. 

Oh, do manage to have a little talk to me 

by-and-by." ■

His smile of comprehension and assent 

had something rather strange about it, 

and he turned quickly, as Selma shook 

hands with an old lady evidently bent on 

congratulation, and, finding acquaintances 

almost at his elbow, was soon drawn on 

further into the crowd. Quite half the 

people in the room were known to him ; 

every one who knew him was anxious to 

speak to him, and every one who spoke 

to him that night thought that John 

Tyrrell had come back after his holiday 

more delightful than ever. He had been 

talking, smiling, listening for nearly half 

an hour when Selma found him, it seemed 

to her by the merest chance, close beside 

her, as she stood talking to a mutual 

friend close to the entrance to the con- 

servatory. A few minutes afterwards, the 

mutual friend, having drawn Tyrrell into 

the conversation, drifted away, and Selma 

said, quickly : ■

" This is delightful ! Let us go to the 

conservatory and talk." ■

It was still comparatively early in the 

evening, and the conservatory' was nearly 

empty; it was softly lighted with Japanese 

lamps, and among the tall pahns and 

wonderful ferns were quaintly-made seats, 

with richly-coloured cushions. It was a 

charming picture as they entered, and 

Selma's graceful figure made it more 

charming sUU. ■

*' Why are you not dancing t " Tyrrell 

asked, as the distant sounds of dance- 

music reached them as he stood for a 

moment beside the seat she had taken. ■

She lifted her eyes to him, and the 

colour rushed to her cheeks. ■

" Boger isn't here," she said, softly. ■

"Isee." ■

l^rell had seated himself before he 

spoke, and there was another instant's 

pause before he went on, as he leant back 

m his seat and crossed his legs. ■

« And why isn't he here 1 '^ ■

" He is away," said Selma, turning her 

bvelVy melancholy face towaids him; '* he 

has been away a week Ah, you don't 

know how dreadful it has been 1 But he 

is oombg back to-morrow." ■

''And when is it to bel" ■

»When Oh!" Selma's eokmr ■

deepened, and her eyes dropped suddenly. 

She did not see the look on the bet of 

the man beside her as lie watched her, 

sitting quite motionless, in hia easy, gnce- 

ful attitude. " It — ^it depends on so many 

things," she said, after a moment^ shy^ 

and confidentially. *< You see, Boger 

doesn't want to take me to New Zealand ; 

he says I shouldn't like it ; and there may 

be a good deal of trouble before he csn 

settle down in London. But there's just 

a tiny chance that he might be able to 

arrange something in England at once— 

something very small, you Imow; and 

then — then " ■

The sweet, young voice died away, sad 

there was a moment's silence as she sat, i 

lovely picture of confusion, bending a liUle 

forward, playing with her fan as it lay on 

her knee. ■

''I see," he .said again, mechanically, 

without moving his eyes. ■

Selma suddenly dasped her hands softly 

together, and went on, eagerly : ■

"You see, it would be a vary little 

house, of course, and we should be rather 

poor ; but we shouldn't mind that, diher 

of us, a bit That's what I teU him." ■

She was looking straight before her 

with earnest, childish eyes, and as she 

finishiA), she suddenly turned Uiem iqMn 

him. Tyrrell moved slightly, but veiy 

suddenly, and his voice, as he spoke^ had 

a new tone in it — the tone of a man who 

is feeling his way, though he spoke l%htly, 

almost banteringly : ■

" There will be no more of this kind of 

thing," he said, with a dight gestme 

towards the brilliant crowd that paand 

and re-passed before the entranoe to the 

conservatories. " Ah, there is Lady 

Dnnstan. She asked SybiUa to bring yoo 

to her 'at home' next week; but that wsi 

in the capacity of young Hon, not domestk 

mouse, of course." He paused, and bowed 

to the lady in question, and then went on : 

"This is almost your last appearance, I 

suppose, even in a private oapadfty I " ■

"Yes," she assented, bri^tty, "I siqp- 

posesa" ■

" It seems hardly worth while to have 

made such a sensation for *<»e B%ht 

only,'" he observed, with a smile — the 

smile of open admiration and oongtatala- 

tion of an old friend, stretching out his 

hand for her fan as he spoke, and mifiiri- 

ing it carelessly. ■

Belma looked at hun wondering^. ■
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*' I don't underBiand/' she aaid. 

lyirell fiirled the fan with a smft 

torn of hiB wriBt— he was one of the best 

fencers in London — and laughed as he 

laid: ■

"If any other girl said such a thing as 

that to me, I should say that she was 

fishing for compliments, Miss Malet." 

Then, as she drew back a little, half- 

wondering, half-hurt, he added, quickly 

and gently : <* Don't you understand that 

everybody is talking about you, Sehnat 

HaU the people in the room have been 

asking who yon are, and I've seen half 

the people in the room introduced to 

you." ■

'' Have you t " exclaimed Selma. " Yes, 

lots of people have been talking to me; 

but I didn't know you saw me. I thought 

you had lost sight of me altogether, and I 

was BO afraid we shouldn't meet again." ■

Tyrrell passed over her words with a 

slight smile. ■

"HaVen't you enjoyed itt" he asked, 

lightly. " Are you not the least bit sorry 

to give it up, to think that you will never 

set a whole room full of smart people 

staring and talking again 1 " 

Selma laughed. ■

''Not the &a8t Uttle bit," she said. " Not 

the very least Uttle bit" ■

There was a pause. Two or three 

oouples strolled in from the dancing-room, 

and Tyrrell furled and unfurled the fan in 

hia lumds, gazing at it absently as he did 

80. Then we dance music began again — 

a dreamy, alluring waltz, and Selma's feet 

began to move restlessly. He looked at 

her and she laughed. ■

"It's such fascinating music," she said. 

*' It makes one long to dance." ■

He waited a moment, watching the 

girUedi figure as it swayed slightly in time 

to the music, then he echoed her laugh, and 

said: ■

'* There is only one way of taking up 

such a cue as that My speech obyiously is, 

' Mifls Malet, may I have the pleasure V " ■

"Thank you, Mr. Tynell, I am not 

<]ancio^ to-night That u the end of the 

scene, isn't it 1" ■

She l^ant back in her chair with another 

light laugh, and held out her hand for her 

fan. But he retained it ■

'« I mean it," he said. " Would it be 

troELBon in you to dance this with such an 

old friend r' ■

Selma turned to him as though he had 

propooed that they should fly to the moon 

Cwgather. ■

*■ Dance with you, Mr. Tyrrell!" she 

exclaimed. " Why, you never dance ! " ■

" That's no reason why I never should,'* 

he answered. '* Oome." ■

He rose as he spoke, and she followed 

his example, obeying him as she had 

obeyed him all her life. ■

" I've never danced with you in my Ufe," 

she said. <' It seems so funny." ■

He made her no answer, and she slipped 

her hand into his arm as he offered it her, 

and walked away with him. The dancing- 

room was very full, and as they stood a 

moment waiting to starts he said, as he 

looked down on her : ■

'' What a successful frock 1 Why have 

I never seen it before t " ■

Selma smiled. ■

" You have," she said, >' often 1 " ■

He put his arm round her, and they 

glided off into the stream as he replied : ■

** I don't remember it" ■

There were only a few turns left before 

the waltz came to an end, and Tyrrell talked 

lightly all the time about the party, the 

people, and anything that they suggested 

to Urn. Selma, after the first delight in her 

partner's perfect movement, gave herself up 

to wishing that he was Roger. But when it 

was over and he released her, the tone 

and manner of his " Thank you 1 " startled 

himself as it could not fail to have startled 

her if her thoughts had not been many 

miles away. John Tyrrell was not an' 

accompliehed actor and a man of the 

world for nothing, however, and as he 

took her back into the conservatory, and 

they walked up and down there whQe she 

fanned herself slowly, his voice and ex- 

pression alike became again the voice and 

expression with which she was familiar. ■

" lliat was delicious," she said, recalling 

herself with an effort from her thoughts <» 

Roger. " What perfect dance music 1 " ■

"It is," he asserted. "Let me fan 

you 1 " He took the fan from her in spite 

of her laughing protest, and began to move 

it slowly up and down; and then fixing 

his eyes on her face as his occupation gave 

him an excuse for doing, he said, carelessly, 

but with keen attention in his eyes: 

" Have you heard much music since you 

came back to townl Have you heard 

Moritzl" ■

Moritz was a young pianist who had 

made his first appearance in the London 

art world during the last season, and Selma 

had met him several times, and tdcen a 

sympathetic, girlish interest in her fellow 

debutant ■
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''No," she answered, eagerly. "What 

is be doing thb season t " ■

"He is working splendidly," retomed 

TyrrelL "He seems to me to make a 

step forward in power and technique every 

time I hear him." He paused as Selma 

uttered « little^ quick, enthusiastic ex- 

clamation of sympathy, and then went on, 

still with the same intent watch on her 

face : " Do you remember how angry he 

used to get with himself over those 

Ycrfkslieder f I heard him play them the 

other night to absolute peirfection, and I 

tdd him so afterwards. He shook back 

that mane of^, hb eyes lighted up— you 

know — and he said : ' Ah, I have done 

it 1 It is my own. I stand now upon his 

difficulties ! ^" ■

" Oh ! " exclaimed Sehna, " how lovely 

for him I How he must have worked. 

Do tell Um I congratulate him." ■

The excited face and shining eyes were 

turned full towards him, and he studied 

them as he would have studied an open 

book, as he said, deliberatelv and slowly, 

in a lower tone than he had used yet^ as 

though the subject were painful to him : ■

" Re asked after you, and what you were 

doing. I told him that you had given up 

work, and he couldn't believe it. Ah," he 

added, with quick change of manner, 

" here is Miss Cornish loolong for you, I'm 

afraid." ■

He did not look at Selma, but there was 

an instant's pause before she took her fan 

as he offered it to her, and he knew that 

her face had changed suddenly and com- 

pletely. She hardly spoke as they rejoined 

Mrs. Cornish, and her face was stul dreamy 

and tiioughtital when Tyrrell shut the 

carriage door on them and turned away. ■

He went straight home, though it was 

so early, and had smoked two cigarettes 

before Miss Tyrrell, who had also \mn out, 

came in with an exchimation of surprise at 

seeing him. ■

" I told you it would be dull," she said, 

carelessly, as she unwound an artisticaUy- 

arranged wrap firomher artistically-arranged 

head. "Who was there t" ■

"Nobody," returned her brother. 

" Selma was the sensation." ■

"Selma Maletl I should not have 

thought of her being there. And how does 

the silly child like the idea of giving it 

upt" ■

Tyrrell smiled cynically. ■

" She has no ideas of any kind, at present^" 

he said. " She is in love." ■

*'Andwmitlastf" ■

Her brother iiicked the ashes from the 

top of his cigarette, and his fade wi 

cynical than ever. ■

"Who knows {"he said. ■

CONCEENING CHIVALRY. ■

Chivalrt went when the French Bevo- 

lution broke out| according to Edmund 

Burke. Never, never more, he said, shall 

we see " that generous loyalty to rank and 

sex, that proud submission, that di^pified 

obedience, that subordination of the heart 

which kept alive, even in servitude iUslf, 

the spirit of an exalted' freedom.* But 

was tbe order of chivalry nothing more 

than a code of manners 1 Was it more or 

less than "that sensibility of prindplB, 

that chastity of honour, wmch f eit a stain 

like a wound, inspired courage whttst it 

mitigated ferocity, which ennobled what- 

ever it touched, and under which vice 

itself lost half its evil by losing aD iu 

groBsness " t ■

The truth is that in these modeni times 

we confuse theOrder withthesentiment,snd 

even, as regards the Order, we are too apt 

to regard it through the satirical speetadei 

of Cervantes. Yet as Don Quixote is the 

type of the extravagance, so also is Tenny- 

son's King Arthur the type of the nobiiitf 

of that " singular institution," as Bobertnn 

calls it, in which valour, courtesy, and 

religion were so strangely blooded. 

Whether the institution of dhivahy was 

the cause or the effect of tlie improvemeDt 

in med]»val manners, remains an opan 

question. It has been held, not without 

reason, that the knightly manners of the 

Middle Ages were, in a sense, oompnisoiy. 

That is to say, that the general fierceusi 

and rudenein compelled a counter-agent in 

theform of artificial gentleness, which found 

expression in ostentatious benevolenee sad 

exaggerated gallantly. In that caae^ the 

modem equivalent of medieval cfaifahy 

has at least the superior merit of a natnisl 

basis. ■

Manners make the man in a mors 

complete sense than they ever made ths 

knight ; and there are thousands of persons 

toiling in the dark places of the eaitk in s 

glorious, but far more effective, as weU as 

self-sacrificing manner, than Uie kn^ht- 

errants of old, who roamed about rednss- 

ing human wrongs by rough, and br from 

discriminatiDg, methods. ■

We all know, of course, the idealised 

chivalry of the Bound Table, that gloiioos ■
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company whioh was to aerye as model for ■

the mighty world, and be the iair begin- ■

ning of a time which has never come, even ■

yet. ■

A perfect knight must be a perfect ■

itleman — an ideal to which poor Don ■

jokote more nearly approached than ■

thoie whose fame he reverenced. A Book ■

of Ohivairy has been described by Mr. A. ■

J. Doffieldi the translator of Don Qaizote, ■

M a tale told by an idiot, fall of soond and ■

Airy, signifying nothing. Bat the absurdity ■

of the medbs val romances is not necessarily ■

in the mediseval institution. We most, in ■

flhortk distinguish between literary ehivali^ ■

and aetoal ohivairy, although it is as well ■

to remember that, had it not been for those ■

"idiot tales," we should never have been ■

enridied by the immortal history of the ■

£xiight of La Mancha. ■

It is cnriousi by the way, in recalling 

the desperate efiotts ot the Ohurch in the 

time of Cervantes to counteract the 

Books of OUvdlry, which had taken such 

hold of- the popular mind, to compare the 

opinion of that famous teacher, and by 

no means narrow-minded man, Dr. Thomas 

Arnold. Writing to his friend, the Bev. 

Julias Hare— see Stanley's « Life "—he 

aaid: ■

"If I were oalled upon to name what 

spirit of evQ predominantly deserved the 

name of Antichrist, I should name the 

spirit of chivalry, the more detestable for 

the very guise of the archangel ruined, 

I which has made it so seductive to the most 

generous spirits ; but to me so hateful, 

because it is in direct opposition to the 

impartial justice of the Gospel, and its 

comprelienidve fedfaigs of equal brother- 

hoc^ and because it so fostered a sense 

of honour ratber than a sense of duty." ■

Yet If honour regulated conduct, how 

can the spirit of chivalry be '! detestable," 

especially if Dr. Arnold's son were right 

in teaching that conduct ia three-fourths of 

lifef The ''singular Institution" has 

suffered on both hirnds, from indiscriminate 

blame as well as from indiscriminate 

praise. ■

We speak of chivalry as a medi»val 

mstitation, and also in connection with 

King Arthur. But Lingard says that 

sht valry originated in the eleventh century, 

ind that it was ahready declining in the 

'ourteenth may be inferred from a curious 

>oeiii of that date, '* The Tournament of 

rottenham," in which chivalry is satirised. 

Elila agrees with Ouizot, who, in his 

' History of Oivillsation," places the real ■

time of chivalry in the eleventh, twelfth, 

and thirteenth centuries^ and its full decay 

in the fourteenth. ■

Authorities differ both as to the cause 

of decline and the date of death. Burke^ 

as we have seen, assumes that it lived up 

to the French Revolution ; Buckle says it 

was destroyed by Puritanism ; Oheveniz 

says it was killed hy the progress of 

mOitary arts; Mill's ^mstory of Chlvaby " 

says it was Frederic the Third of Germany 

who dealt it the first blow, by permitting 

common citizens to receive kn^hthood. ■

Carlyle apparently ascribes ttie decay of 

chivahry to the schoolmaster and the 

craftsman. ''That tuneful chivahry, that 

high, cheerful devotion to the God-like in 

heaven, and to women, its emblema on 

earth; those crusades and vernal love- 

songs were the heroic doings of the world's 

yonubh, to which also a corresponding man- 

hood succeeded. Poetic recognition is 

followed by sdentlfic examination; the 

reign of Fancy, with its gay images, and 

graceful, capridous sports, has ended; and 

now Undersiandingi which, when reunited 

to poetry, will one day become Boason 

and a nobler Poetry, has to do its part 

Meantime, while there is no such union, 

but a more and more widening contro- 

versy, prosaic discord, and the unmusical 

sounds of labour and effort are alone 

audible." ■

Wherein it will be seen that Oarlyle 

had a higher appreciation of mediaeval 

chivalry than John Richard Green, who 

ridicules its picturesque mimicry ot high 

sentiment, heroism, love, and courtesy-*a 

mimicry before which aU depth and reality 

of nobleness disappeared. ■

Some people have tried to find the 

prototype of the knbht of chivahry in the 

knight^ or eques, of Rome. But there 

was little similarity, and especially in the 

days of Imperial Bome was the position 

of woman much inferior to that assigned 

her in the Middle Ages. Moreover, the 

Roman eques had certain civil as wcdl as 

military functions to perform, was stem 

and forbidding in his attitude, and was by 

no means fond of adventure for its own 

sake. The knight of chivalry existed by 

and for adventure, had no practical bun- 

ness, and lived in an atmosphere of senti- 

ment and song. Perhaps he owes a great 

deal more to Uie Troubadours than to his 

own merit and prowess. ■

As Oaxton, our first printer, was the 

first to publish a book about chivalry, it is 

natural to turn to him for some light on ■
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its origin. Jn brief, it was this. Im- 

mediately after the creation of the world, 

he says, justice, and troth, and every 

Tirtne dwelt upon the earth; bat they 

speedily yielded to their opposites, and for 

ttieir recovery mankind was divided Into 

companies of thousands. From these 

thousands was chosen a man, most loyal, 

most strong, and of most noble courage, 

and better "enseygned" and mannered 

than all the others. For him a beast was 

sought, and it was found that the horse 

was the most noble and the best to serve 

man. "After the horse — ^whieh is called 

Chyval in Frenche — ^is that man named 

Ohyvaller, which is knight in English; 

thus to the most noble man was given the 

most noble beast" ■

This is so far true, that the word 

chivalry is derived fiom the French 

chevsl, and was applied to the mounted 

part of the anny — the cavalry — naturally 

the strongest arm in medfsval warfare. 

Elnight, however, is a word of Anglo- 

Saxon origin — from cniht, a servant — 

afterwards applied only to those who rode 

after their lords. There is, again, the old 

German word, knetchen — meaning youths 

— ^which was applied to the sprigs of 

j nobility who surrounded the great diiefii. 

These martial youths of Germany are 

referred to by Latin historians as 

" Juvenes." At wjiat period the name of 

knight came to be applied exclusively to a 

particular class of soldiers, is not easy to 

determine. But there was an essential 

difierence at first between the mere 

I ''ritter," or rider after his lord, and the 

chevalier, or chevalliero. This name ap- 

pears in various forms, in the Italian, 

French, and Spanish romances; and it 

applied to one who was under an obliga- 

tion for his tenure of land to furnish a 

horse for the service of his lord in the 

field. Thus, pace good Caxton, chevalirie. 

Anglicised into chivalry, really signified 

a tenement of land by nulitary service. In 

time it came to mean a great deal more, 

just as knight came to mean somethmg 

much nobler than a mere mounted man- 

servant ; but the real origin of chivalry as 

an Order was neither in Christianity nor 

in poetry, but in feudalism. Now feudal 

government implied social protection on 

the principle of mutual service. It was a 

system of hauteur towards equals, and 

arrogance towards inferiors, yet also of 

firm cohesive principles, which principles 

were superior to, and survived the system. ■

Chivalry, then, was an expression of ■

feudalism, as witnessed in the sabounife 

obedience of the knight to his lord, ind it 

was also disciplined by feudalism in the 

influence exercised by the noble ladiei on 

the knightly retinue, and in the recognition 

and rewara of military duties bj ^ 

superior. Yet in feudalism there wh i 

restraint, typified in the gloomy old 

castles, kom which chivalry in tima broke 

away, as the elements of romance snd Io?e 

of adventure began to flourish. Enigkta 

then banded themselves together, not foi 

feudal service to one man, but for tha 

service of humanity. Perhaps in chinlry 

— at all events in its highest and 

most ideal aspect — the philosophic mind 

may trace the germ of Positivism. Oal/ 

we are not to suppose that chivdiy and 

knight-errantry were always identkiL 

The knight -errant professed to hsYo i 

mission to set the world right, snd to lid 

his sufferfaig f eUow-creatnres ; but hii objeet 

was usually adventure, or plunder, or lalf- 

gloriflcation — three things which tme 

chivalry discouraged. ■

How far religion, and how far tho rait- 

lessness oi knkht-errantiy had to do with 

the Crusades, ft is not easy now to doltt- 

mine, but it is as possible to regard the 

Medimval Crusaders with some respoet ii 

the exponents of a coherent and definite 

scheme of chivalry, as it is imposdUe not 

to ridicule the poor, atOted, giotespM 

figures who pranced through Europe ai 

Imights-erranl^ seeking what thaymi^t 

devour. Bichard Coeur de Lion need 

always to be held up as a model en- 

sader, and Blondel, his friend « n- 

tainer, as a model of chivalrous devotion; 

but now we are (old that Bicbid 

was a' brutal tyrant, without a gensioa 

impulse, and Blondel another myth of tiie 

Middle Ages. Aks, the pity of it I Ifffl 

are to sacrifice the romantic stoiy ^ 

Bichard and Blondel, shall we not abo 

have to suiiender much of our old atrosg 

belief in the beauty of the ''singi 

institution," which haia been so useful to 

generations of poets and romancirtB t ■

The Troubadours are r^arded si poet^ 

singers who kept alive the spirit of 

chivahry, and who promoted the wmhip of 

it among people of all degrees. It iimach 

more likely that they were the cause of iu 

decay. It must have been txcmif^J 

tiresome to have to listen, in sesaon ud 

out of season, to intenninable doggerel 

about the beautiful damsel impiiaooad by 

the cruel baron in the gloomy castle 

guarded by giants and dragons mader the ■
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control of a fiendiah magician ; and about 

the eoortly knigbt who OTorcame them 

all, and released the beaateooa priaoner. 

The atory might vary a little in detail — 

sometimeB there were no giants and no 

magidan, sometimes the baron was himself 

a necromancer, and so on — but the object 

was always the same, to extol the asr 

toniahing prowess of the ffentlemen who 

walked into other peopled castles and 

carried off their lady guests. It is to be 

feared they did not always treat their 

fair captives well— even Prince Geraint 

was very cruel to the gentle Enid after she 

became Us wife; but the Troubadours, 

like our modern novelists, looked upon 

the romance of life as ended with 

marriage. ■

It was in the days of Edward the Third 

that chivalry is supposed to have reached 

its highest perfection in this country. The 

figures of the Black Prince, and that 

*' Flower of 0hivab7/ Sir John Chandos, 

stand forth as bright and shining ex- 

amples of what the peerless knight was or 

onght to have been. Only men do not 

swear by Froissart now as they used to do, 

and Green ridicules his pictures of chivalry 

as *' picturesque mimicry." The Black 

Prmce's chivalry, at any rate, did not 

prevent him from treating the people he 

conquered with all the savagery of a brutal 

nature. ■

The truth seems to be this, that chivab7 

-was an ideal of perfection, of all that was 

noble sad graceful and worthy in human' 

nature, framed in accordance with the 

standards of the times. It never, at anv 

period of its existence, realised the fnu 

worth and purity of the {deal; but then 

what form of society or code of manners 

doeal ■

Even the ideal was losl long before ■

Caxton published <*The Book of the ■

Order of Chyvahy," with the object of ■

stirring the gentlemen of Us time to ■

deeds of derring-da '* How many knights ■

are there now in England," he asked, in ■

1484, ** that have the use and exercise of ■

a knight, that is to say, that he knoweth ■

Iiim horse and his horse him, ready to a ■

point, to have all things that belongeth ■

a Jknight, a horse that is according and ■

l>Token after its kind, liis armour and ■

bamess meet and fitting 1 " ■

** The exercises of chivalry are not used 

and honoured,'' he compluns, <<as they 

-were in ancient time, when the noble acts 

of ^ the knights of England that used 

cliivalry were renowned through the uni- ■

versal world. O I ye knights of England, 

where is the custom and usage of noble 

chivabry t What do ye now but go to the 

bains to play at dice 1 Leave this, leave 

it, and read the noble volumes of St. Graal, 

of Launcelot, of Tristranii of Galahad, of 

Perceval, of Gawayn, and many morel 

There shall ye see manhood, courtesy, and 

gentilness." ■

Bat Caxton applied the spur in vain. 

Gunpowder had begun the work of de- 

struction which the schoolmaster com- 

pleted, and the Order of Chividry was as 

dead as Cleopatra. Of course one does not 

forget Sir JPhilip Sidney, the chivahous 

soldier, Spenser, the chivalrous poet, and 

Bayard, the chevalier without fear and 

without reproach. Bat you cannot con- 

struct an Order out of an occasional figure, 

or you must follow the Order of Chivalry 

to Khartoum, and bury it sorrowfully with 

the body of Charles Oordoa ■

The schoolmaster, as we say, completed 

the destruction begun by gunpowder — 

what room for knightly courage was there 

before a smoking tube, beyond the reach 

of sword and lance 1 — but there were other 

contributory causes. In this country the 

Wars of the Boaes, and in France the 

Wars with the Haguenots, aided effectually 

in abolishing what remained of chivalry as 

an institution. Think for a moment what 

the Wars of the Boses cost this country. 

The slain daring thirty years included 

some eighty-five wousand private soldiers 

of a generation in which the feudal 

instinct still survived in strength greater 

than was inherited by their children. But 

the death-roll also included two kings, one 

prince, ten dukes, two marquises, twenty 

earls, thirty lords, one hundred and thirty 

knights, and four hundred and fifty 

esquires. What aristocracy in the world 

could stand such a blow as that within a 

lifetime, without completely idtering its 

character 1 It was reserved for James the 

First, however, to destroy the glory of 

knighthood by selling the ''honour" to 

all who were willing and able to pay for 

it. ■

Faritanismi says Buckle, killed chivalry 

— which also is true to some extent. Yet 

it is needful to remember that the rdigious 

association and moral aspect of chividry 

have always attracted religious teachers. ■

The Order of Chivalry died, covered 

with ridicule; and it probably never 

deserved much of the praise and glory it 

has received. But the spirit of chivalry 

exists, and is f or^all time — ^in spite of the ■
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fean of Mr. Kobert Bachanan. The 

fashion of its expreaaion must change with 

time and manners, and we most not look 

for it in obsolete forms. It is no longer 

necessary for a man to show his reverence 

fonr woman by making an ass of himself, 

nor need he now ride abroad in search of 

human wrongs to redress. The work of 

the modem knkht-errant lies at his own 

door ; and sorefy there never was an age 

when the spirit of philuithropy was 

larger or more earnest than it is now. A 

knight, according to Oazton, ought to be 

charitable, and everything virtuous should 

adorn his character ; he ought to be truth- 

ful, and to do nothing below the dignity 

of a gentleman. The same obligations 

exist now, when, as Hallam says, the 

character of a knight is represented in 

that of a gentleman. Certdnly the 

position of woman is vastly superior in 

these later days, when chivalry is expressed 

in couitesy; and the position of the 

" masses " was never so good as now, when 

knight-errantry is represented by the social 

reformer. ■

POUEQUOIPAS. ■

IN TWO CHAPTERS. CHAPTER II. ■

When Mr. Fletcher awoke — ^there was 

no mistake about it this time — it was 

broad day. He la^ for some moments 

revelling in the first joy of waking. When 

he thought of the events of the night, 

he laughed aloud ; they were so utterly 

ibeurd. Bemembering the scraps of paper, 

he sat up in bed to look for them In 

rising, his glance fell upon his pillow. 

There, on the snowy linen, within half an 

inch of where his cheek had just been 

resting, branded, as it seemed, in blood, 

was the impress of a horse's hoof. ■

Mr. Fletcher managed, during the early 

portion of that day, to avoid ms ho6tes& 

He went out into the village. There ap- 

peared to be only one shop in the place. 

At tiie door of that establishment stood 

a man. He was a big, burly fellow in 

blouse and sabots. He looked a com- 

panionable soul. Mr. Fletcher found 

him what he looked — a gossip. Mr. 

Fletcher began by aUuding to the natural 

beauties of the neighbourhood. He then 

remarked that he was staying at "La 

Boule d'Or," the landlord of which, he 

understood, had lately died. ■

"It was time he did." ■

" Such a scamp, was he t ** 

" As honest a man as ever lived." 

Mr. Fletcher pricked up hii em it 

this. 

" Bather wild, wasn't he t " 

" There never was a quietw scuL" 

''But wasn't he extravagant t** 

'* Extravagant 1 For example, be nsrv 

had a sou to spend." ■

''That, I suppose, was after he bad 

spent all he had to spend t" 

"Aftert" ■

Monsieur Bouchard — the nsmi vu 

painted on the little window over Ui door 

— east at Mr. Fletcher a contemplitiTe 

glance. He placed his hands on the 

upper portion of his capacious stomscL ■

"Whatdoyouseet" ■

*' Yon have been listening to Ibdmi 

Peltier." ■

"Madame Peltier certamly ga?B mo to 

undentand that he was not all a hnibiDd 

should have been." ■

'* Marie 1 " Monsieur Bonchaid dbd 

into the shop. A feminine repradsotkm 

of himself came towards the IroDi 

'* What sort of husband was Peitiflr, up 

at the < Hdtel de k Boule d'Or ' t" ■

'* A model husband. A true modsL* ■

" As for his wife " ■

The lady interposed. ■

"It is not for us to say anything." ■

"I was his Mend ; it is for me tony 

the truth. She murdered him ! " ■

"Murdered him!" ■

Mr. Fletcher felt that tiie suthoritiN 

were too oonflicting. ■

"Not with a pistol and a knife, M 

with her cruelty. She led hfan the lift of 

a dog I She did not let him have enoogk 

to eat ; she would not let him have a m 

to call his own; i^e would not let bim 

have his liberty; she used to lock Um op 

in a room for days ; she beat him." ■

"Beathiml" ■

" Never shall I forget one night he tM 

to me. He was crying— ah 1 like my litdt 

baby. ' Bouchard,' he said, * it is finiihid. 

She has beaten me!"' ■

"With her shoe," explained the lady, 

" as though he wero a little chfld." ■

" He was a very little man ; she wai i 

big woman; he wss as nothbg in to 

hands. She used to say she wonld ibow 

him as a dwarf. Ah, what he mbnil 

He had a spirit which was too kip io* 

his body. After that beating— Uonaenr. 

he was black and blue, with my own eyes 

I saw the bruises !— within a week hewn ■
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no more— he was dead. That is why I 

Bay 8he mmdexed him." ■

*'One tale b good/' reflected Mr. 

Fleteher, ''xmfSl another ia told. The 

finlt does not appear to have been all 

upon one side. If she beat him with her 

aUoe— degradation not to be surpassed — I 

don't wonder that he preferred the bosom 

ofPoorquoipas." ■

Gorroboration of Monsieur Bonchard's 

stoiy was obtained from another quarter — 

from the Breton maid who waited upon him 

at his midday meal ■

'^ What sort of man was the late Monsieur 

Peltier t" 

"An angeL'' ■

Mr. Fletcher felt that this was strong. 

Hie maid did not look as though she was 

an enthusiastie damsel On the other hand 

still less did Monsieur Peltier — ^in his 

portrait — look as though he were an 

angel. 

" What was there angelic about him f " 

*<Hewas so good; that was his fault— he 

was too good. He was a little man — such 

a little man— one could have nursed him 

like a baby." ■

Mr. Fletcher was conscious that there 

might be drawbacks in being nursed like a 

baby. ■

*' I suppose, then, that he and his wife 

lived happfly together t " ■

" Happily 1 Ah, for example!" The 

damsel was standing by his chair. Stoop- 

ing, she whispered in his ear : '' Madame 

has a tongue 1 " Standing up, she looked 

about her, possibly to see if the coast was 

clear : " Aiid Madame has an arm ! You 

see thatt" She pointed to a red mark 

apon her cheek. "She has just done it She 

may be big, but I will let her know that 

next time she slaps me it shall not be for 

nothing." ■

^ It was possible that the damsel's evidence 

was prejudiced. When one has just been 

slapped, one does not, necessarily, have a 

high, opinion of the slapper. StUl, straws 

abow which way the wind is blowing. It 

was evident that public opinion was not 

unanimous in reprobating Monsieur Peltier. 

Mr. Fletcher did not see his hostess until 

after supper. He was quitting the salle k 

manger when he heard the sound of sobbing. 

The sound poeeeded from a littie room at 

th^ foot of thelptidrs. The door of the room 

1 open. In it was Madame Peltier. 

'Monsieur, I entreat you, enter." 

Fletcher entered. 

*^<It is all over. It is done. It is 

Sn^fiahed." ■

Mr. Fletcher inquired what was 

finished. ■

^ I am ruined. It is of no consequence 

to any one — ^that I know very well— but it 

is all the world to me." ■

Mr. Fletcher asked — ^being driven upon 

the paths of cross-examination — ^in what 

way she was ruined. ■

"I have just given orders that all my 

horses— Pourquoipas alone is worth five- 

and-twenty thousand francs — and aU the 

money I have in the world are to be sent 

to a man in Morlaix, of whom I have not 

even heard the name." ■

" You are not serious t " ■

** Do I look as though I were not serious, 

monsieur % What would you have t Ask 

Sam Tucker. He is going to take both the 

money and the horses." ■

" If you really have given such an order, 

I would earnestly advise you to counter- 

mand it You don't mean to say, now you 

have had an opportunity for quiet thought, 

that you are not yourself persuaded that 

you have been the victim of a trick f " ■

"What do you call a trick! Was that 

a trick last night? Do not tell me I do 

not know my own husband, if you please. 

All this morning I say to myself, ' I will 

go into the stable. No, no, no I' This 

afternoon I find upon my table a piece of 

paper— < Come ! ' Who put it there? It 

IS in my husband's writing. I went to tl^e 

stable, altiiough I said to myself I would 

not go. I have heard there from Pour- 

quoipas — ah, what I have heard 1 Never 

was! spoken to in such a way before. And 

by a horse 1 Giel I It is a wonder I am 

not dead ! It is enough that I promised 

to send the horses and the money, by Sam 

Tucker, to a man at Morlaix, whose name 

even I do not know." ■

'* I would strongly advise you to put off 

the fulfilment of your promise, at any rate, 

until the morning." ■

"It is imposflible 1 I am not a woman 

without courage ; but I do not dare." ■

She did dare. Mr. Fletcher persuaded 

her. The sacrifice was postponecL ■

"Now," the gentieman told himself, 

" unless I am greatiy mistaken, to-night I 

shall have another visitor, as the conse- 

quence of meddling with the afiairs of 

others 1 " ■

His forebodings were realised— he had a 

visitor 1 He put off. retiring to the latest 

possible moment When he did seek tiie 

privacy of \M own apartment, he stil 

postponed the act of go&g to bed. ■

" I think I remember seeing somewhere ■
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a little play eaUed, 'Diamond cat 

Diamond.' If I am to receive a visitor, I 

think I'll receive him sitting np. I shall 

be able to ofifer him more courtesy than I 

should if I were in bed." ■

He pat out the candle, taking care to 

have it within easy reacL He put a box 

of matches in his pocket— onlv regretting 

that there was no lantern handy. Taking 

off his boots, he sat down in a chair and 

waited. He waited hoars. Nothing 

broke the silence of the night No charch 

clock told of the flight of time. ■

" One might almost think that some one 

had told my friend that I had a six-shooter 

in my pocket, the better to do him hononr. 

If something doesn't happen soon I shall 

either have to walk about, or else go to 

sleep in my chair — and if it comes to that, 

I'd better go to bed." ■

The night stole on. Still nothing to 

break the monotony of waiting in the 

dark More than once Mr. Fletcher had 

caught his chin in the act of falling forwaid 

on to his chest— his yawns became prodi- 

gious 1 ■

'* It begins to occur to me that, at my 

time of life, nothing and no one is worth 

Bitting up for all night. I'm off to bed." ■

He was about to go to bed, an4i for that 

purpose, had already risen firom his seat, 

when — he heard a sound 1 ■

"What's that I" ■

It might have been the creaking of a 

board. It mieht have been the movement 

of a mouse. It might have been any of 

the trifling noises of which we are conscious 

in the silqnce of the night. Of one thing 

only he was certain — ^he had heard a 

sound 1 He listened, his sense of hearing 

almost unnaturally alert. A sound again 1 ■

" Perhaps, after all, it's nothing but a 

mouse." ■

If it was a mouse, it was a curious one. 

The sound became plainer. It seemed to 

Mr. Fletcher that it was comine nearer. ■

"It's some one moving. 1 hope to 

goodness it isn't that old idiot, Madune." ■

But it did not seem as if it proceeded 

from the stairs. Sorely, if she came at all, 

she would come that way. ■

" It strikes me that it is some one in the 

other room. For all I know, there may be 

some one sleeping there. Halloa 1 What's 

thatl" ■

•It was a ray of light — the merest 

pencil 1 It gleamed, like a streak of 

molten metal, across the floor. ■

"As I'm a Dutchman — ^it's shining 

through the wain " ■

It was, there could be no doabt of it 

It came through a crevice in the 

wainscot, ■

"Ihaveitl IspotitaUl Nowfoctbe 

next card in the game — ^itll be a call (or 

trumps. I rather fanqr, too, that I ihiQ 

be able to trump this little trick." ■

The pencil of light grew wider. ■

"They're slipping a pand in the 

wainscot— just beliind the head of my 

bed 1 This thine gets beantifolly pbinl " ■

With a cat-like step, Mr. Fletdier 

moved towards the bed. The pencil oi 

light was ceasing to be a peneD— it begu 

to illuminate the room. ■

"Steady, my friend, that pinel dih 

tinctly creaked. You must dl it next 

time, before you play this game. In 

delicate operations of this kmd, 'triflei 

light as air' are apt to spoil the M 

effect" ■

The room was in that state of tend- 

radiance which had puzaled Mr. Iletchff 

on the previous n^ht ■

"Now, my friend, is it nowt Itiil 

He's coming 1 Trumped. Good eyeatn^ 

dear friend, good evening 1 " ■

With one hand he had some one by fiiB 

collar of his coat, with the other he pointed 

a revolver into some one's face. ■

"Good evening, dear friend, good 

evening." ■

There ensued an interval for lefleetioD. 

The captive seemed momentarily pinlynd; 

the captor was taking stock. The priuntr 

was a little man — a very little man, 

scarcely reaching above tfr. Fletcho^i 

waist ■

" After aUl" ■

The words proceeded from the Utda 

man in something between a moan uxl a 

gasp. ■

" As you say, my friend, after sU-ite 

all we meet again. Perhaps yon will pe^ 

mit me to strike a light — my light t Yooi 

light we will examine later on." ■

The little man offered no renikiDce 

when his captor drew him towardi tb 

table. He stood in silence while tke 

candle was being lit; nor cUd he flbcb 

when Mr. Fletcher held it in front of liii 

face, the better to see what manner of naa 

he was. ■

" From the look of you« I should ay 

you were the late Peltier's ConieaD 

brother." ■

" You have a revolver. Shoot mft 1* 

is better so " ■

"It may be better so— a little later ta 

the evening. At the present, it eeema to ■
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ms that it would be a pity. Let me place 

» you on the table. ■

liftbg him in his armSy Mr. Fletcher 

leated Um on the edge of the table, the 

little man remaining as doeQe as a child. 

When, however, he had gained that post 

of vMitagey " What it is to have been born 

a little man I " he groaned. ■

** The ntaation is not without ita com- 

peneationB. Women, mistaking yoor age, 

may bestow on yon their caresses as ■

IgenerooBly as though you were a little 

boy. Now, may I ask — I trust yon will 

not deem the question an imperthience— 

who you are, and what's yonr little 

gamel" 

<< Do you not know me t " 

" Unless you are the ghost of the late 

lamented Peltier, I am afraid I don't," 

"I am Peltier himself." 

"Peltier! Ernest! Whew!" Mr. 

Fletcher whistled "But I thought that 

yon were dead." 

'' In the morning I shall be dead." 

The little man spoke with an air of tragic 

gloom. ■

"But so far as I understand the rights 

of the matter, you are — or you ought to 

be — stone dead now. You are buriMJ." 

'* My coffin is buried." 

The little man was still. Looking at 

him, marking his air of extreme depression, 

Mr. Fletcher began, faintly, to realise the 

situation. 

*' You do not undentand t " 

"Notyet— exactiy." 

"Although you do not understand — 

you have ruined me. It seems to me that 

that ia well. Is it because you love my 

wifel" ■

«< Your wife I Well, not precisely." ■

" What is it, then t You ttdnk, no doubt, ■

you have done a brave thing, a clever ■

thing, you, a stranger, who came into tins ■

coont^ for the first time yesterday. You ■

are miataken. You see, I am a small man. ■

My wife, she is as big as a housa Ever ■

since the da^I mairied her she has made ■

. my life no life at all. I could do nothing ■

againat her, she did with me as she ■

pleased. Once I ran away. I did not go ■

far, I had only three francs in my pocket ■

Thoae I had to steal Sometimes, two, ■

three times a day she would look to see if ■

there was any money in my pockets. She ■

found, me, she brought me back, she locked ■

me ap, for three whole weeks, in this very ■

room. She took away my clothes. She ■

left me but my drawers, my slippers, and ■

my shirt That was very funny, was it ■

not t For you ; but not for me. Oh, mon 

Dieu ! After all, I am a man." ■

In the uncertain light Mr. Fletcher saw 

that the tears were rolling down the 

speaker's cheeks. ■

"I was ashamed to complain to people 

of the treatment I received, though I dq 

not doubt that it was plain enough to all 

the world. I thought once or twice of 

killing her; but it seemed to me that it 

would be better that I should kill myself 

rather than her. This reflection put into 

my head the beginning of a scheme. At 

last things came to a crisis. She — ^she 

beat me. She beat me as though I were 

a child — ^me, a man of honour — with a 

slipper upon her knee 1 It is incredible, 

but it is none the less the truth, she beat 

me until I cried with pain 1 That was 

enough. I arranged my scheme. I pre- 

tended to be ilL I knew that she was 

very superstitious. I told her that^ whoa 

I was dead, my soul would pass into the 

body of a horse." ■

*' Pourquoipas t " ■

'*Into the body of Pourquoipas. No 

sooner had I said it than I seemed to 

die." ■

" How did you manage that I " ■

**I swallowed a draught which made it 

seem— to her — that I was dead." ■

"But how about the doctor) Aren't 

such things as certificates of death known 

in this part of the world t " ■

" Sam Tucker saw to that" ■

*' I thought our friend the jockey had a 

finger in the pie." ■

''He has been a good friend to me, Sam 

Tucker. She lost no time in putting me 

into a coffin. Dead, she feared me more 

than living. Sam Tucker fastened down 

tiie Ud." ■

" Having first, I suppose, taken care to 

see that you were out of it" ■

" That is so. When the coffin had been 

buried we got her down into the stable. I 

spoke to her, as she thought out of the 

month of Pourquoipas." ■

*' And, pray, how was that edifying per- 

formance arranged t You spoke to mcb 

you must remember, out of the mouth of 

Pourquoipas." ■

" It was very simple. There is a cellar 

underneath the stable. A small grating 

opens into the box of Pourquoipas. l 

spoke through the grating. You were 

easily deceived." ■

" You think so, do you I It seems to 

me, my friend, that you're a past master in 

deception." ■
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** My idea was to frighten my wife into 

■ending the hones — which, after all, are 

my own property — and a sum of money to 

an address in Morlaix Then I should be 

able to start the world afresh, freed from 

the chains of slavery. There can be no 

doubt she would have sent them. You 

came upon the scene. By meddling in the 

affairs of others you have ruined all. It 

seems that I must starve, and. after 

all " ■

" Hist 1 What* 8 that I " Mr. Fletcher 

canght Monsieur Peltier by the arm. 

** There's some one coming up the stairs, and 

rU bet a dollar it's your wife. Hide beUnd 

the curtains of the bed." ■

There came a tapping at the door. ■

•• Who's there % " ■

"Open, monsieur, open!" When the 

door was opened, Madame Peltier stood 

without, in the airy costume of the night 

before. "Monsieur, I cannot sleep, it is 

no good. All the night I think that I hear 

voices " ■

A figure advanced into the centre of the 

room, the figure of a very* little man, ■

" Agnes r ■

The lady fainted. Sixteen solid stone 

fell with a thud upon tihe ground. Mr. 

Fletcher brought her round in course of 

time. ■

"It was Ernest 1" ■

" Upon my word," said Mr. Fletcher, « I 

believe it was." ■

"It is enough. Better to be mined, 

than to die. I will send the money and 

the horses in the morning." ■

And she sent them I ■

AN ITALIAN IRISHMAN. ■

In the beginning of the year 1802, 

during the short peace that fdlowed the 

Treaty of Amiens, four boys and a man 

left the Lombard Highlands, passed over 

the Alps, tramped through Switzerland, 

and travelled along the BUne, making for 

a northern seaport. The man — Andrea 

Faroni by name— had been well paid to 

bring the four boys to London, where 

arrangements had been made to apprentice 

them to respectable tradesmen. The 

respectable tradesmen, however, were 

saved all trouble in this respect ; for, with 

the financial genius of the country from 

which we derive the familiar sign of the 

three golden balls, Faroni kept the money 

and took the lads to Ireland instead of to 

their proper destination. ■

It thus happened that in the nmuner of 

1802, a chubby, bright-eyod^ oarly-heided,i 

pkasant-faced Italian boy, some lAem 

years of age, was to be seen windemg 

about the streets of Dublin selliog ehetp 

prints in leaden frames. All the En^ 

the little fellow knew was "Bavl Boy)'' 

and when asked the price he had to oomik 

the number of pennies on his finpn. 

Such was the humUe beginnhig of tb 

career of a man, who, without fEisndi or 

money, culture or genius, rose to opnlsDee 

and honour, and became a distiDgQiibed 

benefactor of his adopted country, oos- 

tributing largely to its material pro^tj. ■

The pictures sold by young Chiritt 

Bianconi represented sacred 8UDJeeti,the 

Boyal Family, Bonaparte and hk moit 

famous eenerais, and other popular heroei 

When the metropolitan demand for thii 

kind of art slackened, the youth wis asnt 

into the provinces as far as Waterfoid isd 

Olonmel, having by this time picked op i 

little more English. The profits of tha 

print-selling weiit into the master's poeket; 

but at the end of a year and a half Firooi 

behaved more handsomely than might hive 

been expected. He restored the lid Ui 

freedom and — what was perfatps u 

valuable — ^his purse containing one hondnd 

louisd'or. ■

With this capital, stout Bmbs, ind i 

light heart, Obarles Bianconi begin the 

world on his own account He procored i 

deal box, filled it with prints, stripped it 

on his shoulders, and became a pedk, 

travelling twenty to thirty miles s day m 

foot. Such a Ufe was simple drodgerj, 

intolerable to a young fellow of spiiii At 

this period the contrast between UbmH 

and the man who could afiford to ride or 

drive struck him vaiy forcibly, ind hs 

determined "to become somebody"—! 

determination which he kept before bin 

all the rest of his days. ■

Like every other stranger who hu 

wandered through the south of Ireland, tb 

friendless Italian boy found the peopla 

kindly, genial, and social He had mm 

in common with the warmhearted Ceit^ 

and He soon became a favourite in lopi 

pleasant family circles. Ph>lMibly s daiire 

to rise in the social scale first made him 

ashamed of his great box of printa AtaB 

events he discarded it, and pioenied i 

more genteel article in the fona d * 

portfolio. ■

But even a portfolio could not jecoDole 

him to the disagreeable and vulgir csUiDg 

of a pedlar ; so in 1806 he turood einrer ■
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and gilder, and opened a shop in Oanidr 

(mSair. Oaraiek, howerer, was too amall 

or too inartifltic a town to afford aiiffieient 

scope for the new enterprisa He therefore 

removed to Waterford, where he iaaned 

eardi "showing," he says, "that I was 

a oarrer and ^der of the first dass." 

Whether he waa realty «a earver and 

gDder of the first dass," may be doubted, 

for he naively informs as : " I made np 

for the want of knowledge in the manual 

detaili of my bosiness by inoessant in- 

dastiy. I freqnently worked from six in 

the morning until two hoars after mid- 

nighty with the exception of two hoars for 

dinner and recreation." It was by sach 

bidefatigable indastry, and a certain 

! tenacity of parpoee more charaoteiistac of 

the northern races than of the southern, 

that he laid the foundations of his future 

successb At this time, though he had but 

little leisure, he managed to read Smith's 

** Wealth of Nations," and was much 

stroek by the chapters on the division of 

labour and the value of time. ■

After two not unprosperous years, 

Bianconi removed to Olonmel, which hence- 

forth became his home. Here he set up 

fn a comer shop, and was hence called by 

a rough pun, "Bryan Oooney," namely, 

Bryan of the Oomer. The Cooneys had 

once been an important sept in the neigh- 

bourhood. Some of them were still to flie 

fore, and our hero was surprised one 

market day by an old lady who had driven 

in a good distance to enquire as to what 

branch of the dan he belonged ! ■

In Glonmel he added a little to his 

receipts by taking in lodgers, and thereby 

ran considerable risk of matrimony; for 

though he was not very fond of the ladies, 

the ladies were fond of him. His first 

tenant, a fashionable milliner named Mary ■

Anne K , invited him to meet her aunt ■

at tea. The aunt thought it an excellent 

opportunity to get the youn^^ lady com- 

fortably settled in life ; so, taking Bianconi 

into a comer, she said, in her severest 

tonaa: ■

" What do you mean by your attentions 

to my niece f Do you purpose seeking 

her In marriage t " ■

•* Bedad, ma'am," said Bianconi, « Fve 

no time to get married, but I'll find you a 

hoflband for Mary Anne." And with 

eharmoteristie energy he soon provided a 

yoong man who pleased both the ladiea . 

Bianconi now became completely identi- 

fied witfi the people of his adopted country. 

Ha had lost dl traces of his Itdian orighi ■

— except his name and a slight foreign 

accent — and was rapidly growing more 

Irish than the Irish themsdves. ■

It is, of course, by his system of cars 

that Oharlea Bianconi is best known, and 

will be remembered. The hardships of 

the peasantry in going from place to place 

on foot, the memory of what he had hini- 

self suffered, and, possiUy, the prospect of 

inaugurating a profitable businea, made 

him ponder deeply the subject of improved 

locomotioa At that time railways existed 

only in the prophetic mind of George 

Stephehson. In Ireland travelling waa 

difficult, and public conveyances were few, 

even on the ereat *lines of road. For 

instance, the only means of communication 

between Oarrick-on-Scdr and Waterford— 

a distance of sixteen miles by road, and 

tUrty bv water — was Tom Morrissy's 

boat^ which carried ten persons, and made 

the journey in five hours, tide permitting. 

Neither Tom nor the passengers appear to 

have paid much attention to the tides, 

trustb^ probably to the usud good fortune 

of the careless. It struck Bianconi that 

the man who organised a cheap and 

regular system of communication would 

deserve well of his country, and, perhapa, 

make his own fortune. As a small con- 

tribution to this end, in July, 1815, he 

started a one-horse jaunting-car, to run 

daily from Clonmel to Oahir, eight miles 

off, returning every evening. It was not 

a success, for, unfortunately, then, as now, 

the Irish peasant had more time than 

money to spend. ■

Another man would have given up the 

enterprise in despair. But Bianconi was 

not as other men. The able general is 

greater in defeat than in victory. The 

wily Italian resorted to a ruse. He 

privately started an opposition car to his 

own at a cheaper fare. Nobody knew the 

secret — ^not even the rivd drivers, who 

raced against each other as only Irish 

drivers or American steamboat captains 

can race. The exdtement, the rivalry, 

the free lifts, the cheap fares, appeded so 

powerfolly to the people, that in a short 

time both cars came in fuU. ■

Thus began that great net-work of com- 

munication which became famous through- 

out the civilised world. The business 

gradually and steadily increased under the 

active superintendence of the proprietor. 

It is unnecessary to dwdl on the details 

of this increase, but a few interestbg 

particulars of the establidiment as it stood 

in 1857 may be given. In that year ■
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Uanconi had agents in eveiy part of 

reland except the north-east comer. He 

ad nearly five hundred persons in his 

mployment; he kept one Uionsand four 

londred horses; his vehicles ran four 

bonsand three hondred miles every day, 

nd traversed twenty-two counties. Be- 

ween passenger traffic and maU contracts 

he annual income nearly touched the 

landsome figure of forty thousand pounds. ■

The cars themselves were of throe 

dnds: "Finn McOools," or heavy vans, 

Irawn by two or three horses, and carry- 

Dg sixteen persons; '* Faugh-a-ballaghs," 

»r two-wheeled vehicles, drawn by one 

lorse ; and a middle chws known by the 

tame of ^'Massey Dawsons" — so called 

iter a famous sporting squire in the south 

»f Ireland. They were all built in the 

tyle of the ordinary Lish jaunting-car, 

?ith which everybody is familiar, and 

ravelled at an average rate of seven miles 

in hour : no despicable speed, takbg ftll 

he circumstances into consideration. ■

Bianconi found — as modem tramway 

ind omnibus companies still find — ^that 

>a8«enges traffic o£fer8 many opportunities 

)f peculation. To prevent this he invented 

^d applied a most elaborate system of 

thecks and counterchecks. Whether it 

vas effectual can hardly be known, but it 

ras certainly far-reaching, for it " extended 

o forbidding a groom's wife to keep hens, 

est the oats should find a wrong direction." 

lis great reliance, however, was placed 

ipon spies. The ^'official spies'' were always 

m the road. Thev were supplied with 

noney to pay theu fares and tip the 

Irivers. But the driven were not often 

»iught napping. It was a war of stratagem 

md artifice, mto which Irishmen enter 

irith peculiar delight ; and when a carpet- 

bag stufied with bran-dust, or some other 

ititoward incident revealed the travelling 

^py, the news ran along the line like 

rildfire. ■

It is worthy of note that Bianconi did 

lot oppose the introduction of railways. 

3e was shrewd enough to see the futility 

»f resisting the inevitable, and he even 

ook shares in some of the lines. The 

ailways did not do him so much harm as 

night be supposed ; but they drove him to 

leek fresh fields and pastures new for his 

^rs, and thus remote localities received 

.he advantages of regular communication 

with the outer world. ■

Turning to the more immediate personal 

concerns of our hero^ we find him, in 1826, 

(hutting up his shop and concentrating his ■

energies on the car business, withabalmee 

at his bankers of some two thousand poundi. 

Having thus <*risen to affluence andiUkd 

shirt " — ^to borrow the expressive la&goigB 

of the immortal Golonel Starbotys-he 

proceeded to woo and win Ufas Huy 

Hayes, the daughter of a wealthy Dabb 

stockbroker, and the happy pair aetM 

down in OlonmeL His ideas of home life 

were somewhat different from thois <rf the 

ordinary British Philistine ; but he proved 

a tender husband and an indulgent fsthet. 

After his marrfa^e he was infected with 

that disease whi<£ is peculiarly virdsnt m 

Irelan4i namely ''earth hunger." Being 

an alien, however, he wm incapable i 

owning land. In those days it wss leiy 

difficult for a foreigner to become t 

British subject ; but after a great deil of 

trouble he was naturalised in 1831. ■

Meantime, aa was natural in a Soma 

Catholic, he threw himself heart and sool 

into the Emancipation movement Indeed, 

throughout his long life he took a deep md 

active interest in political afiUrs, beiog for 

many years the intimate friend of Dm 

O'Gonnell, to whose memonr he erected s 

monument in Bome. Bat iBianoomiriBi 

man of independent views. Though he 

bowed to the authority of the BomiD 

Catholic hierarchy in moat things, he itood 

up against them in the cause of nstioittl 

education ; and he had small aympsfthjwith 

the extreme Young Ireland PiJ^of'48. 

His daughter says : ■

" Priests, politicians, and patriots over- 

ran my father's house in those days. Ht 

did not doubt they were dncere, bot he 

could not refrain firom drawing a manltt 

the dnelancholy results oonsequent upon nflt 

staying at home and minding one's own 

business." ■

In local affairs Bianconi played s di- 

tinguished part He entered the Clonnel 

Town Council, and in 1844 became Mijor 

of the Borough, a position which he jaisI 

and adorned. As Chief Magistrate he 

ruled the little community like a patri- 

archal autocrat, distributing justice, cl^, 

and advice liberally and impartial^. Birt 

though fond of makmg *' neat speeches," 

he was not always sure of the coiiectDea 

of his language, for, after a dediioDt he 

would say to his derk, "Tom, is thii 

English!" ■

Meanwhile he had been gntitjtDg the 

" earth hunger" — at one time or another 

he spent over seventy thousand poosdi in 

the purchase of land — ^and in 1S46 be 

obtained a pretty little plaee at LoogfieU, ■
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near Clonme], which thenceforth became his 

ooDfltmt residence. ■

Some yean after this he visited Italy, 

spending tvro winters in Borne and three 

in Pisa. After an absence of half a 

oentory, his native land was little to his 

taste. He had completely lost touch with 

its inhabitants, as the following incident 

shows: ■

"Gobg with an English friend on a 

ride to TiyoU, he stopped to examine a 

shepherd as to his mode of life, and ex- 

pressed much wonder because the peasant 

only pat on dean linen once a week ; bnt 

the shepherd reftised point-blank to believe 

that my father coold be so wasteful as to 

want a dean shirt every day." ■

Perhaps the reader may also "express 

much wonder " as to how often Bianconi 

changed his own linen when he was 

peddhng twopenny engravbigs and living 

in a Dublin dum. ■

In 1865 our hero had the misfortune to 

break his thigh, an accident from which he 

never completdy recovered. During the 

remainder of his life he was compelled to 

go about on crutches or on a wheeled 

chair. Bnt the activity of his nature could 

not be repressed. He threw himself into 

the 1868 dection with all his old fervour, 

and was gratified by a great Liberal 

victory. ■

After the accident he disposed of his 

business to his aeents, on reasonable 

terms, and, henceforth, the cars knew 

him no more, though, in many places, his 

name dings to them stilL ■

To a man who had led such an active 

life, rest was imposdble, and motion a 

neoeaaity. In his old age, and despite his 

broken limb, he rushed about in his 

carriage or his wheeled chair to petty 

sessions, grand juries, shows, and meet- 

ings of all sorts; and to the end he took 

i^liTely interest in affairs political, ecdesi- 

astical, and sodaL ■

A day or two before he died he was too 

feeble to read his own letters, yet, as his 

clerk read them to him, he discovered an 

error of eightpence in a large rent account I 

Tiie ruling passion still held him in its 

gram. But all his earthly accounts were 

finally dosed in September, 1875, when 

he passed away peacefully at the xipje age 

of eighty-nine, and was laid to rest in the 

xnortQary chapd he had built for himself 

and his family. ■

The character of this remarkable man 

^ras composed of many incongruous traits. 

Be possessed many of the characteristics ■

common to self-made men, together with 

some peculiarities wholly his owa He was 

not ashamed of his humble origin ; nay, he 

was proud of it^ and used to m)ast that he 

had been " pedlar, shopkeeper, car-owner, 

land - owner, alderman, mayor, county 

magistrate, ^and-juror, and deputy-lieu- 

tenant for his county." His memory for 

faces was abnormal. He knew every man 

in his employment^ and had the knack of 

always sdecting the right man for the 

right place. ■

His early poverty seems to have left an 

enduring mark upon Bianconi's character. 

He was always particular about money 

matters, often stnmgdy penurious even in 

his affluence. When an old man he 

dedared he would walk a mile to sava 

sixpence; and while abroad he actually 

did write letters "more than double the 

length of those he wrote at home, to get 

the full value out of the postage stamp." 

When driving in his carriage he would 

pick up a passenger on the road, provided 

the man paid the same fare as by the 

public car. He frequently resorted to 

some cunning device in order to take a 

petty advantage of his tenants. On the 

other hand, however, he was both liberal 

and charitable. His drivers had orders to 

give free lifts to poor people, and es- 

pedally to women carrying babies; and 

the whole of his fees and emoluments as 

Mayor of Clonmel he gave to charitable 

purposes. Indeed, he seems to have been 

popular among all classes. It is a re- 

markable fact that his cars were never 

stopped either by day or night, not even 

during the Tithe troubles and the White- 

boy rising, though they carried His 

Majesty's mails. ■

Bianconi's hospitality was unstinted, 

especially to the clergy. All his life he 

was a religious man— perhaps more after 

the southern manner than the northern. 

He taught Scripture and CatecUsm classes, 

and attended Mass every Saturday morn- 

ing, winter and summer. An amusing 

account is given of his devotions when he 

resided in Clonmel : ■

*' Every Saturday evening he rushed 

into the small, dark friary chapel, and 

threw himself on his knees before a certain 

confessor. Any fair devotee who hap- 

pened to be before him would be requested 

by the priest to give place to the busy 

foreigner. While a lady would be saying 

her 'Oonfiteor,' Oharles Bianconi would 

have prayed, and confessed, and gone off 

again." ■
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If it be a mark of genius to write an 

illegible hand, then Bianooni wai a genine 

of the first carder. Often after writing a 

letter, he was unable to read it himmi 

In tUs dilemma he would call up Pat 

O'Neill, who could decipher the hiero- 

glyphics with the ease of an Edgar Allan 

Poe. Bianconi once wrote to Mt. Hayes 

from London. Mr. Hayes was unable to 

make out the address to which the reply 

should be sent, so he cut it ofi*, and 

fastened it to the outside of the envelope, 

trusting to the ingenuity of the post office 

sorters. Stranse to say, the letter reached 

its destination m due course. ■

Three .children were bom to Bianooni j 

but only one survived him. This was the ■

Jounger daughter, who married Morgan 

ohn 0*Oonnell, a nephew of the Liberator, 

and it is to her biography that we owe most 

of our information about her father's private 

life and character. ■

The presez^t writer is old enough to 

remember a time when the only public 

conveyance to many considerable towns in 

Ireland was '^Bianconi's long car." Its 

appearance created a great stir all along the 

route. As the hour of its arrival approaches, 

there is an unusual bustle about the inn 

door. ^ Suddenly the van drives up at a 

spanking pace, and in a moment aU is 

activity and confusion. The ostlers run 

out ; the passengers alight, stamp ttiebr feet, 

and rush into the inn ; the stationer gets his 

papers ; the postman flies o£f with the mails ; 

the parcels are sorted out and delivered to 

their owners; and the gossips, male and 

female, fall a-talking over the latest news. 

Meantime, the horses are changed; those 

passengers who have further to go rush 

out and get on again ; the driver mounts 

his seat and cracks his whip, and away 

goes the long car amid a cloud of dust^ and 

the "whoops" and "hurroos!' of the 

numerous small boys that everywhere 

abound. ■

Such a scene may yet be witnessed in 

many a small town in Ireland; but the 

spread of raUways is making these towns 

rarer. Even after the introduction of 

railways, Bianconi carried the blessings of 

civilisation to remote and isolated places 

beyond their reach. He was a true 

philanthropist ; for, in addition to pro- 

vidiiu; conveyances for the humblest, he 

greatfy cheapened the commodities that 

Sie poor require. To use his own illustra- 

tion, calico which sold in western villages 

at ninepence or tenpence a yard owing to 

the deamess of csacriage, was sold at five- ■

pence after he started his cars, so that the 

peasant could have two shirts inatosd of 

ona Also, be helped to break down social 

prejudices. There were no first-lass com- 

partments on his cars: rich and poor 

travelled back to back. ■

With all his foibles and failings 

Bianconi's character was made of steliiig 

stufi*, and its influence wiU long be felt in 

the land of his adoptioa The po(» little 

Italian who landed on our shores Mend- 

less and forlorn, and who, by his own 

energy and industry, raised himadf to 

wealth, fame, and honour, has left an 

example which Irishmen will bng admire^ 

even if they do not imitate. ■

A GARRISON ROMANCE. ■

Bt Mbs. LEITH ADAMS (Mbs. LAFFAK). ■

Author of **Uui* Draytott," *'atx^ffrt9 StiHtMgr "dm 

Hepty'8 Foundling,** eU. ■

CHAPTBR IV, 

MASTER PHIL HOLDS A LEVfS. ■

It so happened, just aboat the time of 

Master Phil's nocturnal escapade, that 

there was a scarci^ of any item of stiiriog 

social interest in the " little militaiy hot- 

house"; conseqnentty, any small event 

was seized upon, made the most of, woiried, 

and petted by every ona ■

By five in the afternoon of the day 

following on the evening described h cfur 

last chapter, Mr. Jones awoke from an 

after-lunch nap in the cosy arm-chair of his 

private sitting-room at the hotel, to find 

himself famous. ■

Varied were the versions of the ad- 

venture with Ein^ Baby told and le- 

told by this person and that; almnninR 

indeed, the positions of peril in which 

that young potentate was supposed to 

have been placed, of which that oi 

hanging by a rent in his night-ahirt from 

a nail on the sununit of the tnrretb and 

being rescued by this wonderful Mr. Jonei 

who climbed up the water-spout ^Uke a 

cat," while Mrs. Olutterbuck was in strong 

hysterics in the road below, was one oi 

the most popular with the rank and file of 

the 193rd. ■

Several august personages called at the 

hotel The waiter, bringmg m esdi card, 

laid upon a silver salver, held it ont ae j 

far as possible at arm's length, ai tiun^ 

determined to make the most of it ■

'< But, indeed, I did nothing," nid poor 

Mr. Jones, protesting. ■
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This WM looked npon as modest worth ; 

snd ladies saidi when they heard of it : ■

" How sweet of himi isn't it, my dear t 

All the same, those Olatterbaok boys are 

dieadfal ereatures.'' ■

"Plenty, plenty Inglis^ milords eome to 

see Sir Jones to-day/' said the waiter, 

bontring with the grace of a Figaro; 

" MIehael plenty ran down and up ; make 

plenty hot" — a crafty representation, 

which caused the tranirfer of what Jim 

would hare called a "yellow boy" from 

the pocket of Sir Jones to that of the 

obsequious and smiling Michael ■

"I am gobg out," said Mr, Jones. " If 

any one else oills, I am not at home." ■

"Very well, signor," replied the other, 

with a more flourishing^ bow than before. 

Then he stood at the door to watch the 

visitor down the street ■

" The English got plenty money ; it is 

no mattare to take a leetle from tiiem," 

he observed to a friend, priding himself on 

his knowledge of the ordinary colloquial 

manner of speech peculiar to that richly- 

endowed nation. ■

Mr. Jones sauntered slowly <m under 

his white umbrella lined with a delicate 

green, unconscious of certain curious 

glances cast upon him by the passers-by. 

I>own the Quarantine steps, getting 

gingerly into his boat, acknowledging the 

salutes of his men — salutes accom- 

panied by the broadest grins of delighti 

and mudi twinkling of gold ear-rhigs 

depending from swarthy ears — crossing 

the blindingly-bright bay, still ran the 

same thought in hh head, like the burden 

of some sweet song : ■

" Shall I see her to4ay t Shall I see 

her to-day ) " ■

Ab he neared the shore at Sleims, 

another thought grew out of that dominant 

one — tk ihou^t that made his heart give a 

bound under his spotleBS white waistcoat, 

Eind sent a wave of colour to his face. If 

he did see the fair original of the picture 

on the* easel, if he (ud meet and greet 

Mabel Graham to-day, she could hardly 

look npon him as a perfect stranger — ^not 

just as she would have done if liMt night 

had never been. ■

Had not Jim — that most '< bayard" of 

nrchina 1 — said that little Phil was her 

** heart'e idol '^ t Mr. Jones was a plain, 

simple-going man, and hated to be made 

a f OM over ; but he would not object to 

sb grateful glance from those softi brown 

syea, and a smile from those perfect 

ips • • • • He felt conscious of being ■

fluttered; he felt shy at the prospect 

before him. ■

"Do not row so hard,'' he said, from 

under his awning, to the nearest oarsman ; 

'•it is hot" ■

"Plenty hot^ signor," said the man, 

showing all the ivory-white teeth in his 

head ; " gratzie, gratde, dgnor," and 

muttered something in Maltese to his 

companioik ■

The boat moved with more stateliness ; 

but the shore had to come at last, and the 

olive-tinted arms were held out to help 

the Signor Inglis^ to land. ■

It quickly dawned upon Mr. Jones that 

he was not the only hero of that day. 

King Baby was holding a lev^e, and as 

conscious of his own importance as any 

monarch who ever held Court at Saint 

James's or Bnekbgham Palaoa ■

They were all there — ^the whole of what 

Mrs. Musters, with much curling of the 

nose, was wont to describe as "the 

Olutterbuck lot." ■

Sir Peyton Paling, in a state of mueh 

excitement and gush, was balancing him- 

self on heels and toes on the hearth-rug, 

stuttering a good deal, and much hampered 

by Jim, who always took a keen interest 

in him, and liked to stand dose to him and 

look straight up into his face. ■

Whatever Jim did, Algie did; so 

there were two hangenM>n to the long 

and somewhat uncertain legs of the 

bibulous one, and, as a natural conse 

quence, he nearly fell over them as hf 

rushed forward to greet Mr. Jones. ■

"See the conquering hero cue-cuccuc- 

comes," he said, munching his words ai 

usual " Bless my soul, sir ! I congratulate 

you, I do, 'pon honour. Presence oi 

mind — grand thing, that — ^n-n-nothing lik< 

it ; but for you, our young friend here "— 

here he blmked round with short-sightec 

eyes for Master Phil, in white frock an^ 

blue ribbons, but failed to find him — " oui 

young friend tiiere — ^wherever that may hi ■

— would be — wouldn't he Bless mj ■

soul, Olutterbuck, the subject's too stu 

pendens. I get confused — I can't fac< ■

A running ripple of laughter from Jin 

interrapted this tirade, and Sir Peytoi 

looked down indignantly at the figure ai 

his feet ■

"You young sc-se4icamp," he said 

" what are youlaughhig at t " ■

" You look so funny/' cried Jim, and m 

nothing less would relieve his feelings, h( 

lay down on the white, sQky rag anc ■
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rolled there ; Algie joining him with faint 

squeals, as of a gninea-pig in a high state 

of delight ■

"Gadl Olatterbnck," said the Honour- 

able Bob, screwing hk glass into his eye, 

and gazing with mach diafayour upon the 

two prostrate ones, '* these boys of yours 

ouflht to be sent to school, you know ; they 

really ought, you know." ■

^ " There's no money to pay for it," said 

Jim, sitting straight up on end, ''ma says 

so, and I'm glad. I don't want to go to 

school" * ■

" I fancy boys have more scope at home, 

Dacre, don't you know," said the Major, 

who had not caueht the opening statement 

of his son's speedi, approaching the group, 

and looking confidingly and beamingly at 

every one; ''their tender shoots, if one 

may so pat it, are not so apt to get nipped 

—frost-bitten, as it were." ■

" Scope 1" cried the Honourable Bob; 

impatiently; "I should think they haye 

scope indeed; as for that young shaver over 

there "—pointing to Phil, who now sat 

enthroned upon the knee of Mr. Jones, 

surrounded by an admiring and interested 

group—*' I hope you think he showed a 

taste for scope last night. I should have 

whacked him well when I'd got him safe 

in if he'd been mine, give you my word." ■

The Major shook his head, with a tender, 

deprecating smile ; a smile that seemed to 

say that when the Honourable Robert 

Dacre should be a father, he would Uke a 

different view of things. ■

"StiD," said Mrs. Olutterbuck, holding 

up a wambg finger — as much as to say 

that midnight airings on the coping of the 

turret were to be things of the past with 

Master Phil — "Phil was a naughty, 

naughty boy, and frightened poor father 

very much." ■

" I was a naughty, naughty boy," echoed 

the young sinner, with quiet complacency; 

"I fight'ned fardie benny bad. My 

ofTcers be weUy glad I didn't &11 quite 

down and be breeksed ; they'd have been 

welly solly, poor chaps, if I'd fell right 

down." ■

And Phil's " off cers "—Rowan, Vernon 

Halkett, the Honourable Bob, Ginger, and 

the rest — ^gathered round him, murmured 

that their grief would have been inezpreis- 

sihle and overwhelming. ■

" What an overdrawn chOd ! " says some 

one, reading this, my story. ■

WeU, I am sorry EUng Baby strikes you 

in that light All the excuse I can oflPer 

is, that I am drawing him just as he was ; ■

just as I saw him, heard him, knew him, 

loved him. ■

Listen to one or two stories aboat Iubl 

Those who have children of their own, and 

have watched their little budding wtyi 

and odd humours, will recognise the ring 

of reality even when set in the midit of 

fiction. ■

King Baby was bidden to a cbfldien'i 

party. He was duly attired in his beit 

frock, of which the skirt spread ont like i 

ballet-drl's, and swathed in a sash thit 

made him look, when seen from behind, 

as though a huge blue butterfly with wingi 

mightOy extended had alighted ioit above 

his waist, and there poised. AU oYerhii 

bonnie head his hair shone like a glorj, 

and his eyes — ^Une, to match the bnttarflj 

— wereidde with anticipation. ArriTcd, 

however, at the dazzling halls whither he 

had been bidden, a change came cm the 

spirit of King Baby. After along,calo, 

observant glance at the muster of Me 

ones congregated round, he said, with i 

long, heavy sigh : " What alotof duTiuj!' 

then, stretching out his arms to hii mter 

Mabel, "Take me home." ■

King Baby did not approve oi the 

world holding so many rival sorereigoft 

Again, there had been a grand- parade on 

the Fioriana ground ; ladles had oome to 

witness it — among the rest, Mrs. Clatter- 

buck, Mabel, and the ^ scrambla" After 

it was all over, and the *' personage "for 

whom the display had been ordered well 

under weigh to the Palace, the Major of 

the 193rd carried his little son into the 

mess-room, and set him in the middle d 

the long, narrow table. The fellowi wen 

soon round the child you may be ran, 

while he, watching the many figures all m 

scarlet-and-gold, and the laughmg ftces d 

his beloved " ofTcers," looked up the Ubb 

and down the table, and then, lifting hit 

little hand, and throwmg back his boonia 

head, cried out : ■

"S'lute!" ■

Which they did, amid much laughter 

and loud applause. ■

Such was Master Phil— otherwiee, Bog 

Baby ; no common difld it will be pff- 

ceived, and one able to hold his own on ill 

occasions-^equally when perched on the 

highest point of the turret parapet^ u oa 

the knee of Mr. Jones, receiving an ovation 

as one rescued from imminent peril, and 

restored to a world that could 01 <io 

without him. ■

"Have you seen where he'a got the 

little yeUow boy t " said saucy Jin, taking ■
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np bk Btand by Mr. Jones, and pointing to 

his brother. ■

In silenoe Phil dived down his own 

little fat neck, and produced a tiny bag of 

pale blae silk, neatly stitched, and attached 

to a bine silk cord. ■

''He— he be's in there," said PhO, 

« niee and com'fy." ■

"Mabel made the bag for it," added 

Jim. Mr. Jones had been longing to 

know if Miss Oraliam had airiyed ; he had 

caught himself givins more than one 

eoiioas glance round we room, and then 

checked himself, as though caught out in a 

meanness. ■

What right had he to be curious about a 

person he had never seen— except in a 

picture f Might he not well be content 

and at peace, with pretty Phil on his knee, 

and every one about him so full of grati- 

tude, and kindness ; making more, inaeed, 

of last night's adventure than was called 

fori ■

Phil insisted upon taking a peep at the 

"yellow boy" before the blue bag that 

sister Mabel had made was consigned to 

the bosom of the embroidered frock once 

more, and Jim took a look at it, too ; but 

with less envy than mb;ht have been ex- 

pected, considering his me£fectual petition 

of the night before. ■

This cheerful and collected frame of 

mind on his part was, however, presently 

explained, by the appearance of the silver 

disc of a dcular displayed just above the 

trouser-pocket of his sailor-suitb ■

'Tve got some money, too, I have," he 

said, with a slight toss of defiance at Mr. 

Jone& "Captain Rowan ^ve it to me 

this morning for telling him Mabel was ■

coming home '* ■

" Give'd it us dis momin' cos' we tole 

him," began Algie, who had listened to his 

hroiher with ttie deepest interest, and 

wished to put in his little Amen; but^ 

happfly perhaps for all parties — ^more es- 

pecially for Charley Rowan — the joint 

narrative was abruptly broken off in the 

middle, by the scuffle of horses' feet on the 

white, dusty roadway, and the precipitate 

flight of Jim, Algie, and Master PUl to 

the half-open jalousie. ■

It was His Excellency the governor's 

youngest daughter — a maiden lair to see — 

who aat her grey pony with delightful ease 

and grace, and showed a smiling, a6bonnaire 

lace under the shadow of her bro^td- 

brimmed aombrera The military secretanr 

towered on a m^ty roan beside her, anci, 

at a reapectfial distance, a well-mounted ■

groom reined in a restive bay, that pawed 

the hard ground impatiently to Jim's high 

delight ■

Major and Mrs. Olutterbuck were on 

the door-step in a trice, the former bowing 

and beaming with his most expansive 

geniality. The military secretary, who was 

in mufti, " boo'd foo' low " like the Laird 

o' Cockpen, and doffed his hat, while Miss 

Ermyntrude Oglevie bent from her saddle 

to tell Phil's mother how pleased they 

were, and how glad they were, that that 

graceless young person was all safe and 

sound, instead A being dashed into a 

thousand atoma ■

" How fr^tened you must have been 1 " 

cried the bnght-eyed girl, who was as free 

from affectation or assumption of any kind 

as Mabel herself, and whose sweet Ixjsh 

eyes showed a sheen as of unshed tears, as 

she spoke of King Baby's danger; "and 

how clever of that Mr. — ^Mr. " ■

" Jones," said Mrs. Clutterbuck, as Miss 

Oglevie hesitated. ■

'* How dever of him to get the naughty 

darling to come down like that I It made 

mamma cry, it did, indeed, when they told 

her about it" ■

The military secretary muttered some- 

thing into his moustache; he was, perhaps, 

hardly as keenly interested in Master Phil 

as the rest, besides being supposed to be 

under the blight of a recent disappoint- 

ment in love ; but he meant to be sympa- 

thetic, all the same. ■

Miss Ermyntrude would not dismount, 

as she had to hurry home for some 

function or other ; but she lingered awhile^ 

and presently two or three men, comins 

up from the steps, joined the group, and 

the great event of the day was still under 

discussion, when, suddenly, Jim, burrowing 

through those in front, appeared close by 

the grey pony's saddle-flap. ■

Jim looked earnestly upwards at the 

laughing &ce under the shady hat; he 

planted his legs on a firm basis, a glad 

light dawning in his eyes as he realised 

who the lady was. ■

«<Did you come to see Phil!" he said, 

in his dear, piping voice. '' Every one is 

glad about Phil, you know." ■

Miss Oglevie bent low from her saddle. ■

*<Yes, my dear," she said, "I came to 

tell you all how glad we are about little 

PhiL" ■

The Honourable Bob— a great favourite, 

be it said, with the Palace people — ^had 

gone quieUy out into the strip of shade 

b which the group round the grey pony ■
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waa gathered, shaken hands with the fair 

Ermyntnide, and now, scenting mischief, 

kept his eye-glaas well on Jim. ■

The mischief exceeded his wildest 

Ibars. ■

" Is old Bogle " began Jim, in his ■

high treble. ■

And then, somehow, the boy was swept 

aside, and foond himself on the outskirts 

of the group, while the Honourable Bob, 

with his hand on the grey pony's bridle, 

was explaining to its rmer that he feared 

that interesting animal had a stone in its 

o£F front hoof. He then raised the said 

hoof adroitly in his hand, apparently 

manipulated the offending stone, and re- 

eeived Miss Oglevie's thanks with^ his 

usual calm grace. Meanwhile, Jim, like a 

football skUfnlly dribbled along a field, 

found himself whisked into the house by 

one person, and shaken when there by 

another person, and finally deposited in 

the Major's *' little den," feeling oruelly 

ill-used, and decidedly suppressed in hu 

endeavours after plenty of *' scope." ■

Nobody missed him, as it happened, 

for public attention became entbrely con- 

centrated upon Ejng Baby, who was 

carried out by the Major himself to do 

homage to Miss Ermyntrude. Very 

bravely looked he in aU the gnmdeur of 

his white dress, with the big blue butterfly 

behind. Not the least flurried, either, 

was Phil at finding himself the centre of 

attention — not he ! Kings, you know, are 

used to that sort of thing. ■

^ Oh, you darling I " cried Miss Oglevie. 

*< Please, Mr. Daore, hold Bob Boy steady, 

while Major Glutterbuck puts him on the 

front of my saddle. There "—as Phil was 

hoisted to that proud eminence — '*now, 

tdl me what made you go and walk on 

the roof like that 1" ■

<* Wanted to," said King Baby, with 

calm d^ity. ■

Was not the royal wiU reason enough t 

They laughed and were very merry out thsre 

in the warm, balmy air by the purple sea. 

Even the military secretary condescended 

to smfle at Master PhiL ■

Meanwhile, inside, in the shady rooms, 

of which the farthest one led into 

the side-garden with its fountain and 

oleander-tree in the centre of a small 

flagged court, Mr. Jones was going through 

the most stupendous experiences— experi- 

ences which were to leave their mark upon 

eaeh day, nay, each hour of his life to 

come. ■

8k Peyton Paling had constituted him- ■

self a sort of volunteer gusid over Uyter 

Jim, hedging that rampant young person 

in one comer by an ingenious amngeoient 

of legs and a chair; beyond thii wu a 

sort of patrol, composed of Captain Bowia 

and Vernon Halkett Escape wai hop^ 

less, as Jim quickly saw, resignmg Umnlf 

to fate, and, at the same tims, nlieTbg 

his mind by making the most dexiiife 

grimaces at Algie, who hung about the 

captive faithful as Blondel of oil ■

'* Gad! that boy is capable of anytUD^" 

said Sir Peyton, lighting a dgantto- 

smoking waa permitted in the UMe des- 

" I shouldn't be one b-b-bit anrpriaed to 

hear him tell Miss Ermyntrude that I cill 

the Governor Old Bogles." ■

•« So you do," said Jim, who had liiteoed 

to the Baronet's speech with ondiagdied 

joy. ■

" What wHl your sister Mabd say wIm 

she hears how you have been behavbgl" 

said Charley Bowan, and, behold the erfl 

spirit was quenched, in JisL ■

Captain Bowan had touched the lav- 

the victim winced. ■

'* I won't say it anon. . . . Fm niiy 

• . . . let.me out^SirPeytoa . . . Iwist 

to see the pretty lady. . . ." ■

<< Jim he's solly," chanted Algie, g«ttbg 

ready to shed a few teara, if neMS be. ■

*< Young crocodile," said the Biraoett 

munching his moustache. ■

*' But I am sorry," persisted Jfan; ''ni 

please don't tell Mabel" ■

Then she came in* ■

This may seem a bald way of u- 

nouncing Miss Graham's entranee^ vi 

introducing her to the pages of oar itoKj; 

but it is the sunple and uimdomed maiuff 

in which the event — ^lika to which then 

waa none other before or since— pietnnd 

itself to the mmd of AmpUett Jones tbn 

and for ever afterwards. There are Hd^ 

that need no dressbg up : sublime in tWr 

grandeur and their beauty, simplicity M 

becomes them. ■

Mabel Graham came not only into At 

room, but into a min'a life; and tta 

moment was too supreme to need otbtf 

than that plain, unvaxniAed statemesi 

. The tattie that hung over a door^-oo* 

liitherto noticed by lu. Jones— was pot 

gently aside, and the faoe of thepie^ 

upon the easel — ^the fiaoe that he had ha 

limned upon the brij^t haie of the moos- 

light, and before ^e daikness wiien he 

closed his eyes — looked in upon faitt ■

Of course Miss Graham looked in npoo 

the rest of the company too ; but ttat wai ■
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a matter of no aooonnt at all There ap«- 

peand to be no one ehe in the world save 

herself and hinuelf at that moment; nor 

am I sore there ever wa»— in a certain 

sense— for Mr. Jones any mora Aa the 

tattle fell behind her, he saw her fall 

figure^ rather aboye the middle height, 

slender, yet oonnded and womanly .in ita 

enrrai, dothed in something soft and 

smokeeoloored — like a summer dond, 

he thondit — and girt about the pliant 

waist inth a bdt of wronght silver. 

Her hair, soft and feathery, fell low 

towards her darkfy-peneilled brows, and 

her eyes — ^those wonderfal eyes that were 

pore as a ehild's, yet sad as those of 

a woman who has Uved, and loved, and 

lost, and wept — ^looked straight into hia ; 

yes» gave bat scant heed to the young 

waniors hi their picturesque undress uni- 

forms^ they who rose so promptly to their 

feet, lAo looked all a-light, as it were, at 

right of her — ^paid no heed to them at all, 

bat came aerose to him — Amphlett Jones 

—piloted bv Bertie, held, indeed, by one 

slim hand^ but by one only, so that the 

other was free to be laid in that of the ■

'his is Mr. Jonesi" said Bertie, taking 

the direet method of introduction ; then he 

added, with rimple confidence in the 

interest the visitor would take in the 

announeement, " Mabel has come back, you 

see, and she is so glad Phil did not fall 

down and break himself all up." ■

"Indeed I am," said Mabel, a quiver 

about her lips as die spoka "lam so 

glad to meet you — ^to see yon. I wish I 

quite knew what to say to thank you as I 

long to da" ■

"Say* nothing,'' said Mr. Jones, "I am 

mora than repaid already for what I 

I did.'' ■

Then she turned to Captain Bowan, 

greeting him, as Mr. Jones thought^ a little 

coldly. ■

At all events, he was ^ry sure he ■

would rather have the greeting she had ■

given to him, even though it were only ■

for Phil's dear sake. It was pleasant to ■

shine, even if the light with which you ■

shone were only a reflected one. It was ■

also agreeable — and this pleasure had an ■

element of surprise in it — to Amphlett ■

cTones, to fed himself — ^in a way — a social ■

enocess. To a man whose whole life had ■

!»e«n spent in hard, unceasbg application ■

o business, this sensation had a freahness ■

oi^ charm that was indescribable. A bird, ■

t^oxag caged, suddenly finding itself free, and ■

rising on rapid wings towards a sun-bright 

sky, might feel in something the same 

way. ■

"iMy dear sir," cried the Major, entering 

the shaded room like a sunbeam, " you are ^ 

indeed the hero of the hour. Miss Ermyn- 

tmde would not let me bring you out to 

be presented to her; but she expressed a 

hope you would put your name on the 

Governor's book ; and I shall be charmed 

to be your cicerone to the Pdaoe. Shall 

we say to-morrow t That's well I'll call 

for you in the Strada Beale, and then, our 

erruid accomplished, you will return here 

with me, take * pot luck,' as they say, and 

spend a quiet evening— eh t " ■

It seemed as if a sort of dond of sflence 

suddenly brooded over the room. Mabel 

assuredly gave no sign of faavins heiod 

what her uther said ; she never lifted her 

sweet ^es to Mr. Jones once, but, with 

Phil cuddled up upon her knee, sat silent 

and thoughtful by the window, watchbig 

the sea. ■

Then came the sound of rapidly^ 

approaching wheels, and Jim, who had 

hung himself over the window-ledge, cried 

out: ■

" Here's lirs. Mustera Oh, bother ] " ■

At which he was promptly suppressed 

by the united efforts of everybody. ■

When doors and windows stand agape, 

voices— eqiedally shriU, young voices — 

are apt to carry unpleasanUy. ■

Mrs. Musters was a person of most 

suspicious mind. She scented fancy 

slights as a terrier scents imaginary rats-^ 

trying her best to run theni to earUi, and 

making her spouse unspeakably miserable 

in the process. ■

Mra Musters had come to see what sh6 

could see, and hear what she could hear. 

Her husband had driven her over from 

Floriana in their remarkably neatly- 

appointed park phaeton, and — as theirs 

was a case in which the wife was always 

sure of a welcome for the sake of her 

'< better half"— Major and Mrs. Clutter^ 

buck made them most kindly welcome; 

indeed, as Dr. Musters tossed the reins to 

the smart groom, the Major was on the 

step, wreathed in his best smOea ■

Phil, standing between Yemon Halketfli 

knees, no sooner caught sight of the some- 

what rugged, but moat Undly face of 

Dr. Musters, than he trotted across the 

room, ■

« My 'nother docky 1 " he criad, hoidbig 

up his lit^e arms ; and his " other doctor" 

caught him, and swung him high in air. ■
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*'What have yoa been doing, my young 

shaver," he said; "making a Bqoinel oi 

yourself, and frightening every one out of 

their wits % It's a mercy I hadn't to c^me 

snd glue all the* bits of you together, 

Master Phil." ■

"I'm dood now/' said Master Phil, as 

his friend set him on his legs again ; and 

over the golden head the doctor's kind 

grey eyes met Mr& Clutterbuok's, and said 

all that was needful without a word. ■

The Major's wife had few friends in the 

world whom she valued more highly than 

the Surgeon-Major of the 193rd, as, indeed, 

she had good reason to value him, for ill 

would have rested the head of Mrs. 

Musters on her pillow had she suspected 

even the half of what her spouse could 

have told her of the Major's house- 

hold. She often said— not without bitter- 

ness — ^that "Je£f was as close as wax," 

but there is every reason to believe the ■

food woman never for one moment realised 
ow close he was; and how thoroaghly 

he reiJised — bloving his homely wife very 

really and sincerely all the time — that she 

was not just the woman for a man to give 

confidences to. Ten years ago the nair 

had begun to thin on the doctor's crown ; 

now it was a mere web, brought from the 

sides with some ingenuity, to cover de- 

ficiencies, and the tfane might be near at 

hand when he would have to take his 

promotion and leave the dear old 193rd ; 

but, in all his career, it may safely be said, 

he had never told his Amelia anything 

that might not have been safely proclaimed 

from the house-tops, and no one a bit the 

worse for the ceremony. ■

Almost immediately on the heels of 

these two, arrived Mrs. Lindsay, the 

senior Major's wife, and little Mrs. Car- 

bonel, bright-eyed and dainty as some 

tropiod bird, and, for once in a way, 

wittiout her Fred, that dazzling individual 

being absent "on urgent private business " 

in England. ■

Indeed, King Baby was holding quite 

a royal recepUon, Mr. Jones — ^to whom 

every one was especially cordial and polite 

— sharing the honours with him. Tea was 

set on a round table tnder the oleander- 

tree in the little court, and there Mabel ■

poured it out in dear Uttle handlelen copi, 

waited on by Captain Bowan, Dc Halke^ 

the Honourable Bob, and the elega&tGiii^. ■

It was all like a dream to AmpUflttJonM. ■

The ripple of laughter; the hippj 

chit-chat of people all interested in tin 

same topics; the shaded ro(Mni; Um 

glimpse of the court with its solitary 

trep, laden with pink, wax-like bloMOBs; 

the graceful fiffure in the eloiii-ookmnd 

dress, the supj^e waist girt by the nlfer 

belt, the deft^ white hands so busy amoDg 

the tea-cups, the soft biown eyes looking 

here and there to be sure no gaeit wu 

overlooked. ■

How new it all wiui to him; how in- 

finitely charming 1 How difficult it woald 

be to give Dodson any real notion of what 

it was like 1 ■

Of course he should try ; but he felt the 

effort would be a lame one ; and DodioD 

would go down to the grave with his eyes 

unenlightened as to what the troe state of 

the case had been; Mr. Jones ooold not 

help thinking to himself how happy they 

all seemed, more espeoially the Ibjor. 

They all enjoyed their tea ao much too. It 

struck Ab. Jones as being rather in un- 

substantial meal ; but it was evidently tkie 

right thing, and nothing more expected. ■

He thought the young fellows, inlooM 

wliite linen tunics, and daxk fonge- 

caps, were having a fine time of it oat 

there, fiitting about Miss Mabel like 

butterflies about a flower, and handbgthe 

cups as she filled them to the Honoon^le 

Bob, who was here, there, and everywhen, 

and quite the life and spirit of the paity. 

She was very like the pictuze^only niore 

beautiful — or, rather, the picture was very 

like her, only not beautif nl enough Tlu 

tree with the sweet pale blossoms seemed 

quite the right sort of thing to wave abon 

her head. The open glass doon with 

creepers on either side and hanging froa 

above^ made a frame for the pietoit 

beyond — a picture far prettier, and mon 

bewQdering than the one upon the eiiel, 

since in this was light and life and ooIool ■

From all of which things it wiD bi 

understood that Jones of Mething laaa 

was going at a pace that woidd have nidi 

Dodson's hair stand on end. ■
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At about ihree o'clock the next after- 

noon the Oornbh hoiuehold, which had 

spent the mommg in a state of sympathetic 

excitement and expectancy, sabdaed into 

satisfied qoietade. Boger had arrived in 

time for lunch, looking radiant and tri- 

umphant, but he had said nothing as to 

the result of his absttice ; his family under- 

stood thi^ Sehna was to hear all about it 

first, and withdrew to compare notes on 

Selma's expression of bliss during lunch, to 

tell one another how glad they were that 

Boger had come backg and to speculate as 

to die news he had brought. ■

The lovers, left to themselves after a 

parting of a whole week, concerned them- 

selves at first neither with the future nor 

with the past; and when the present 

ceased to be all-sufficient for them, lengthy 

experiences had to be exchanged as to the 

desolation of the last six days, and much 

consolation to be given and received before 

anything so comparatively matter-of-fact as 

future promcts could be thought of. At 

last Sehna iMUit back against him as they 

sat together on the sofa with a little sigh 

of absolute contentment j and, as he looked 

down into her sweet face, he moved her a 

little, suddenly and diffidently, that the 

light might fall more directly upon her, 

and said, anxiously : ■

"Sweetheart, why do you look so 

febedf ■

She opened her eyes and smiled up at 

him. ■

"Do I look tiredt" she said, dreamily. 

"It must be dissipation, Tm afraid. I did 

not sleep well ; I had dreams *" ■

She broke off suddenly, her face changed, 

and she moved so that he did not see it 

for a moment Then she turned to 

him suddenly, and nestled very dose to 

him, as she said : ■

"You haven't told me yet anything 

about what you've been doing." ■

« Fve been thinking about you." ■

" All day and every day t " ■

" All day and every day." ■

"That must have been very bad for 

businesa" ■

She laughed, a low, deUghted, musical 

laugh, and Boger echoed it, as he said : ■

"No, it was first-rate for busbiess. 

Things have turned out hi better than I ■

[e spoke with the triumphant and 

important tone of a man who has some- 

thing to tell, and Selma moved interestedly, 

and sat up, leavins both her hands in his, 

and waiting eagerhr for his next wcxrds. ■

'*I won^ ffo mto a lot of business 

details," he said. " It would bother you, 

wouldn't itt But I've arranged an ex- 

change — a very eood exchange. I give up 

mv berth in Nelson, and sign a contract 

with a firm here, which means a first-class 

position in a few years' time, and some- 

thing to offer my darling now." ■

His voice was full of happiness, and 

Selma's flushed face was radiant, as she 

cried: ■

" Ob, Boger, really and truly t You are 

not giving up anything to stay in England f 

You are quite satisfied t " ■

" I should be hard to please if I were 

not." he answered* with a rinirinff laush. ■
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** Yoa know I would not risk the fntore — 

I woidd sooner wait for yoa, my darline ; 

bnt this Lb far better than anything I eonid 

haye hoped for in Nekon. Yoa kav« 

brought me good Inok." ■

He lifted her hukia to hia Bpa as hfl 

apoke, but ahe bent towards him im- 

polfliivisri and pressed her isbeek against ■

"I would "^like to," she murmuredi 

girlishly. " Oh, Boger, you know I would 

liketa" ■

There was a little alence, and then 

Boger moved, and put his hand into his 

pocket. ■

^ I wasted io Iring you lometittng," lie 

said, diffidently; ''only I eoold not &Bd 

anything nally good enough for jon. I — 

doyouBkeitr^ ■

He had been openhgaJittla padoot as 

he Bpoke, his strong, man'a fingen Abso- 

lutely shaking with nerFOUsness, and with 

the last words* he produced « little pearl 

bracelet, dainty and slender ub the little 

wrist at which he glanced as he put it into 

her hand. ■

"Oh, Boger," she cried, m she took it 

and the huid that gave it her tc\gether. 

<* Oh, how sweet of you I Like it t It's a 

perfect ducL*^ ■

"Is it whirfi jou liket" he asked, 

anxiously. "I saw it in a windowy and I 

thought it was pretty. But nothing ever 

seems to me pretty enough for you, Selma. 

EveryiOung that comes near jon ongbt to 

belikaym." ■

"Dewrestl" she anawerad, softly and 

impulsivdy, looking up Irom the littb 

bracelet into the simple, adoring eyes that 

met hen, "yoa thuik too nuch of «ne 

in OTeiy way« There is Dpthlqg yon 

should uPf% vie for, Booeiv ezoept that I 

love yoa. And I shomd love anything 

you gave laB^oa know thaV' «he w«nt 

on, men he released her, which was not 

soon. "Eveu if it wasn't the sweetest 

thing I 0Mr saw, as this is. Pot it on Cor 

me. ■

Bb hesitated a moment^ and then he ■

Lock at the innde, Sehna'' ■

"The inside I Oh! Why^ tbure's some- 

thing written, Boger--A date. Noyeaber 

the second. That's to-day t " ■

She had risen, as she spoke, that die 

might hold die bracelet in a better light, 

and she tuned to him as she finished, mth 

soft, enquiring eyes. He rose, too^ and 

stood very dose to her, not touching her, 

however, as he said : ■

" Yes, it's to-day. Can't you guess how 

I want to think of to-day t " ■

She thought a moment, with her eyes 

fixed on the myaierious date, and then she 

wWspered, hrapil^: ■

<'u's the aSef when you caan hack to 

ma** ■

^No,'fi'snot thai I doirt mean that 

I want it to be more. Selma," he drew a 

step nearer, and gathered both her handi 

into Us own, " teU me toniay when it may 

be." ■

Thece was a little Inartieulate aoond of 

confusion, the wondering eyee changed 

suddenly, aad fleJia bA Amm back a 

etep, her lovely ctunmifaoe bent very knr. ■

" Oh, Be^ss I " ahe ttBOBued. ■

"My darling, why should we waitf 

That you should care for a fellow like me 

iswhat InevwoaneacplaiB; biit-*youda 

And I— Selma, I want my wife." ■

"Tour wife!", On »ted faer head with 

a sudden start, and looked at Urn ior aa 

instant, her very tlirost erfmaoB with the 

swift rush of colour the word had pro- 

duced, her eyes half-startled, half-pleased, 

as if with a new and wonderfol idea. 

"Tour wife ! " she repeated, ina voioe in 

which pride, excitement, haminess, and 

shyness were insztricably MffpnfHi ** Tom 

wifel Oh, Boger I" ■

He drew her into his ama with an ss- 

sorance of touch which he had nerar uaad 

to her before, and she yielded to hnn wftk 

a vague thrSI, qf whidi het youEthfid ex- 

citement was hardly consdona. ■

"Does it sonnd strange to yoa, dsrliDgt" 

hesaid. "Ifaavesaidittomyad^oBerjBi 

over Bgfin^ tin I've hardly heen able to 

believe in my luck. ICy w£bi " ■

She hid her faoe br a jnosnent on hit 

shoulder, and then ahe lifted it 

glowing with happy^ proud eonfosian.' ■

"It— it takes ene'a hreath Mny," A 

whiq;iered. ■

She bohed more like a aansfSfa, 

entbnsiastie child than a woman, as ahsieK 

her arms rest so gently on his AwW^ 

and her eyes only got bnpltt«r mt^h btrf^ 

as he said again : ■

" Why should we wait, dearest} ZaB 

jne when t In a month t " ■

"Boger 1" she exdaimed. daaniqg bar 

hands as they met behind his heaoTinth s 

little emphatic gesture of protestadon. 

"In a month! Ifs moat utterly Jbt 

possible 1" ■

" Six weeks, then I Two monllal To- 

day is the second of lil'ovembeL The 

second of January, darling I " ■
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<' Oh, B(G^r i *' with a irof Id of basiUtioa 

•odindMkionmhMrvoica AjidtlMnahe 

added qsioUy, with « Jaagh in her qjw : ■

''It'sASo&dlftyr' ■

'<It'« iiotl U'A a Toanberl 8*7 U 

ihall be tim." ■

Ss held bar vmy doee, and, as aha met 

tbelioiiart Waa^ee^ aha laid Wlaee dowa 

with a goitnaa of ahildiBh dav^tioii <m Ua 

ihaoldar. ■

"Uf dacUogl* A AoiaaBt later he 

dzaarooa of her hands down, and allpped 

the hiMeldton the little wdaft^ and as he 

did ae die Sited a very may iacei and 

watAed Ma fii^eiw. ■

" I ahall wear it alwiQw and alwajw," she 

laUtioftly. ''AadlshaUlovaitalaioatlike 

ttyriag. Oh^Bagerl^with a aadden change 

of Toioe« as the eloek on the mantelpiece 

atnek fi^e. ''Ltatenl I &oaght it was 

Yvy dark. Oh, thay wQl ha bdagiii« tea. 

I mast go ! I mnat go and tall Helen 1 " 

Ha bdd her last lor an instant mor& 

** I sMif tell my mother I "^ lia aaid. 

"Oh, foa; yon may do as you like. 

Only let me go! I most tell Helenr' 

She reftnmad his kisses with kmooent, 

uTiiHiliniaed larvonr, aid than she waa 

gone. ■

She fled upstairs, with bent head, and 

the rtapol a veiy faigitiTe, to the room she 

shared with Helen, opened the door with 

noiseleM haste as tbonji^ A momant'j 

panae waa intolenUe to her, and the 

thoQ|^ of dmwing attention to her un- 

protected aelf by any aexuid was not to be 

borne, ahnt it behind her almost in the 

same instant, and threw herself into her 

sistmr'a anna before Helen was wall aware 

tihat dba wm neer« ■

"Oh, Noll,'' she eiiai "Oh, Nell, 

Nell!'' ■

SeleB was well aaed te such dmnon- 

aferatfona on Selma's part. Besenre, where 

ahe WB8 BDse of lore and sympathy, had 

never been one of thelatteK^scheraeteristics ; 

and through all her life her easily excited, 

emotional temperament had he«i ac- 

caeUHBied to &id an ooltlet in Hdoi's 

arma — arms which were always seady te 

laoJd her, howevar little Helen fiithomed 

her oaaolion at tiie Buanant In the 

bright, praatical consolation or sympathy 

with vAich Brian met all her sister'a 

deapswrs or enthusiasasa Sahna felt only 

^he Iowa, and wsa always soothed by i^ 

lavar sniaaiag the eomprehflasion which 

t«r aiater could not give her. 

Sfa0 hid her &ce upon Hdan'a shoulder ■

noi^ as she had hidden it many times 

before, and Helen pressed a vnsm, cheery 

kiss upon the dark hair as she said : ■

'* Well, have you made up for all tiie 

week, dearl" 

" IVe got something to tell yon, Nail ! " 

*' Something special ! " 

" Something very spedaL He — I^we 

— Ndl, the second of Januaiy ! ^ 

•'Oh, Selma!" ■

The soft roand cheek was pressed 

against tiie dark head, and for a moment 

the aiaters dung dose together, and were 

very still. Then Helen lifted her head, 

winked her Uue eyes rather suspiciously 

once or twice, and sat down, drawing Sehna 

down on the floor at her side. ■

"It's quite aettled 1" ahe aald, brightly. 

"I am ao glad, dear, so very, very gj^ad. 

How boqr we shaU all have to be ! " ■

Selma raised her head excitedly, 

squeezing her sister's handa in both her 

own as she r«eted tbem on Helen's knee. 

*' It seems a reiy little time, doesn't it 1 " 

ahe said in a del^hted, aweatruck voice. 

'^ He — ^he was in such a dreadful hurry 1 " ■

"In too much hurry, Selmal " ■

The flashed face went down upon the 

clasped hands precipitately, ana Selma 

said, half laughing, half crying: "I don't 

know, Nell Oh, Nellie i " As she lifted 

herself op suddenly, and flung her arms 

round her ahter's meek with a little ex- 

cited cry : ''I can't believe it'a true 1 It 

saeroa too good to be true 1 " ■

Helen Iwgheds bat, in spite of hersetf, 

her langh ended in a JitUea%ht and Selma 

suddenly unclasped her hands, and let 

them f aU again on her knee ea ahe joielt 

back on the floor. ■

'<0h, what a aelfisfa girl I am," she 

cried, remorsefully, under her breath. 

'*0b, Nell, darling, ahall we wait ontil 

you and Humphrey can he married too I 

Oh, yon mnst he dreadful^ unhappy t " ■

Helen drew her dose^ andlaid her cheek 

so that Selma should not see her fsae. ■

"* No, dear," she said aoftly and qufekly, 

"I didn't mean to sigh. Fm quite content 

to wait as long as we must wait. It'a only 

now and then 1 " ■

<'WiU it be longt" aaid the Iresh, 

pitying, young voice. ■

" Yes, dear." ■

Sdma made a little inarticulate moan 

over her as if auoh a ateto of things was 

too terrible to contemplate. ■

'*It does aeem ao unfabl " ahe cried, at 

hat. " £very thins is perfect with Ih^er 

and me, we haven% to wait or anything, ■
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IOqbAdbM^ ■

and we've only known one another two 

monthfl — joBt think, Helen, two months 

ago I hardly knew there was Roger in the 

world. And yoa and Hnmpbjrey have 

cared so long i Oh, it mans me feel 

quite wicked/^ ■

Bat Helen was her own hopeful matter- 

of-fact self again, and she kissed away 

the two briffht tears which stood in the 

lovely, grieving eyes. ■

" Goose !" shesaid,brightly, **you haven't 

anything at all to do with it Come, we 

must go downstairs to te& Does auntie 

know!" ■

''Soger— I said he might tell her,** 

answer^ Selma, sorely divided between 

the thrilling interest of her own affairs, 

and loving pity for her sister; but the 

former became for the moment idl absorb- 

ine as Helen, having smoothed the ruffled 

hm in a practical, business-like way, drew 

her towards the door. ■

'<0h, Helen, must I go down so soont" 

she said. *' Oh, suppose they all know ! " ■

It was quite impossible to doubt that 

they all did know as Selma and Helen 

went into the drawing-room together — 

Selmai with very flushed face and downcast 

eyes, trying to appear unconscious of the 

universal exclamation which greeted her, 

'* Here she is f ■

They were all there; Mrs. Cornish, 

pouring out tea, Sylvia, Nettie, sundry 

other cousins— even little Elsia And, in 

addition to this strong muster of Cornishes, 

there was a little figure in a seal-sUn hat 

and coat, which sprang up as the sisters 

came in and cast Itself precipitately upon 

Sdma, crybg, in a little, quick, eager 

voice: ■

"Oh, dearest thing, how glad I am to 

see you!" ■

" Mervyn 1 " exclaimed Selma and Helen 

simultaneously; and Helen added, as 

Selma was rendered temporarily Incapable 

of speech by a rapid series of speechless, 

eloquent kisses : ■

'* I didn't know you'd come back. How 

nice !" ■

Mervyn Dallas was the only daughter 

of an. old friend of Mr. OomisL She 

had besoi motherless from her babyhood, 

and when she was a wild, erratic little 

schoolgirl, Mrs. Cornish had been always 

very good to her, and she had spent 

nearly as much time In the Cornishes' 

house as in her own father's. She had 

been sent abroad to school when she was 

about fifteen, and had come home two 

years later to be her own mbtreas, and ■

the mistress of her father's home, jut tt 

the time when Helen and Selms van 

established in the little Hampstesd booMi 

She had come back two yean oid« in 

years than when she went away; botihe 

had altered hardly perceptibly, sod iha 

had taken up all her dd ways with thi 

Cornish girls as though two days mslMd 

of two years had passed, running in ud 

out of we house at all hours of the dij, 

always full of excited interest in sU tUr 

dobgs, always demanding and obtihuns 

sympathy for her own enthusissm, taued 

by the bDys, laughed at by the giib, and 

Ipved and petted in a careless, protectiDg 

fashibn by the whole household Bahg 

so much with their cousins, she hid of 

course seen a great deal of Helen and 

Selma, and her first admiration of the 

latter had speedily developed into en- 

thusiastic devotion* Her adorslion from 

the first had been perfectly fnmk ind id- 

concealed, and had no trace about it of the 

awe with which Selma was regarded hjiti 

cousins. And Selml^ taken by surpriw; hid 

let herself be worshipped, half laug^ and 

half touched, had been sweet and gnekwi 

to her devotee — as she was to evaij one 

with whom she came in contact— and hid 

gradually grown very fond of the little 

thing. ■

She returned her kisses now, Isorimig i 

little, and blushing vezr much, lor the 

pressure of Mervyn's small hands eosTByed 

a great deal that could not be nid h 

public, and then the latter drew beck, ind 

said, as a sort of explanatory apdqpy to 

every one, with a shy glance in pszticQlar 

at Boger : ■

" It's so exciting for me, yoa see-sot 

to know anvthinff at sll about it, and then 

to come in like this and fijid yon sll tilk 

ing about the weddlne-day. Oh, Selmi, I 

am to be a bridesmaid, am I nott Hot 

you can all have been so very honid ii 

not to write to me I can't thlnkl" ■

"We didn't know where you went' 

said Sylvia. ■

<< That's nothing to do with it^ 8jM6. 

I mean you might have written somewherei 

and I should luve got ii" ■

She had been travelling abroad ill the 

summer and autumn with her father, md 

during the last two months theb mm- 

ments had been so unoertain, thit the 

Cornishes really had not known when to 

write to her; though, no doobl-i> 

Mervyn's last incoherent n>eeeh wtf hi- 

tended to imply— they mlg^ hais fwnd 

out if they haa not very much pnbsni ■
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the idea of telling her by word of moath, 

and enjoying her excitement — alwaya a 

standing joke with the whole household. ■

She had a qiiiek« Impnlaive little way of 

speaking, the natural ezpreaaion of an 

enthosiastie, quickly- beating little heart, 

and her little, thin, brown, ohildiah face 

seemed at the moment to be all eager, 

brown eyes. She was nnosnally siwl, 

with tiny hands and feet, and her figure 

looked more like that of a child than of a 

girl of eighteen; her hair, too— rough, 

curly, brown hair — seemed to accommodate 

itself with difficulty to the "done-up" 

stage, and was always tumbling about, to 

I be unceremoniously seiaed and tucked 

away again. ■

"It's always all ends when anything 

happens," she exdaimed, quaintly, now, 

when Helen took hold of her, and tucked 

sundry stray curling bits under her hat, as 

Sehna turned to Mrs. Cornish, who was 

waitbg for her with a beaming smile. ■

"So it's aU quite setUed," she said. 

<'Hy dear chfld, I'm del^hted. I don't 

like lonff engagements," with a pitying 

look, which Helen fortunately did not see ; 

"and Fm thankful to thmk that there is 

no need for you, at any rate, to wait. 

Gome and sit down here, dear child. The 

children are wild with excitement ; and if 

you don't let them talk about brides- 

maids' dresses, I don't know what they'll 

da" ■

And Mrs. Cornish, who seemed scarcely 

less excited than "the chndren "—which 

g^ieric term embraced Sylvia and Elsie 

alike — ^themselves, drew Selma down on 

to the sofa beside her, as Roger offered 

her the cup of tea which he had annexed, 

in her behalf, directly she appeared. She 

raised a flushed face and a shy pair of 

eyes to him in thanks; and then she 

stooped, and held out her hand to Elsie. 

This little suter had rewarded Roger's 

exertions in the wood with devoted attach- 

ment, and she was dinging to him now 

with one hand, while she embraced a large 

doll — just brought to her by Mervyn 

Dallas— with the other. ■

" Oome and kiss me, Elsie," said Sebna, 

rather incoherently. ■

ELde dropped Roger's hand, and trotted 

obediently up. But she did not give the 

eqioired kiss. She stood gravely in front 

>f her cousin with serious, uplifted face, 

and aaid : ■

"Pleaae, Selma, may Elue be Woger's 

bridesmaid}" 

There was a shriek of kughter at this ■

confusion of ideas; and as **Woger" 

Iffted^iis bridesmaid on to his shoulder, 

Sebna felt that she had hardly effected the 

diversion she intended. And after the 

laugh every one began to talk at once, and 

Selma had nothing to do but sit blushing 

and smiling, and turning her shihing eyes 

from one to the other until, upon a perfect 

babel of voices, Mervyn DaUas leading, 

and the Cornish girls acting chorus, the 

door opened and <£>8ed quieUy, and Helen 

— ^the only one who had heard it — ^turned 

quickly, with a happy smile, as Humphrey 

came up to where she was sitting. ■

"Has anything happened!" he ob- 

served, quietly, droppii^; the remark into 

the first pause of the chatter. ■

Nobody, except Helen, had noticed his 

entrance, and every one turned to him 

with an exclamation of surprise. ■

"How uncanny," said Mervyn Dallas as 

she shook hands with him. ^ " Yes, some- 

thhig very thrilling has happened. Selma 

is going to be marned 1 " ■

" So I have heard," he remarked, with a 

slight, amused smile at her excited face. ■

"Yes; but directly, this minute^I 

mean on the second of January." ■

"Is that sot" He turned to Us 

brother with a quick glance ci enquiry, 

which altered, as Roger made a delighted 

gesture of acquiescence, to one of infinite 

connatidation; and then he turned again 

to Helen with a look which no one else 

saw, and which she answered with a smile 

which said, as plainly as any words could 

have done, " Patience 1 ". ■

<< Oh, dear, I don*t want to go a bit," 

said Mervyn Dallas, pathetically ; " but I 

really must you know. Gk>od-bye, Mrs. 

Cormsh, isn't it exciting! Good-bye, 

dearest darling," to Selma with an en- 

thusiastic hug, and then she came to Roger 

and stopped short. " Gh>od-bye," she said, 

shyly, giving him her hand ; and then, with 

a little burst of confidence, "Oh, you 

dont know how much I congratulate you." ■

He accepted the congratulation in uH 

simplidty, and went to open the hall door 

for her as she went out of the room escorted 

by sJl the younger Cornishes, leaving Mnk 

Cornish, Helen, Selma, and Humphrey. 

Mrs. Cornish had something she widied to 

talk over with Helen, and they went away 

togettier — very little consideration was 

shown to Helen and Humphrey now that 

it was an established fact that their en- 

gagement might last for years — ^Roger was 

caught in the hall bv Sylvia, who was very 

fond of him, and had given him up to ■
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Sehuk heartQy, but with a Btrofgiei and 

Selnuh and Homphny wew left ahwa. ■

He stood for a mmnto or two looldDg 

iato tte fire nther sadl^ and thn he 

londedUmidf and laid: ■

««I am my dad to Inar tlMt tt fa 

MMfad,SeiflMr ■

"it la Tsry swwt of yoal^' anMreced 

SataMy iaapaUmly. ^Ifeelaaif yoannBit 

quite Inte m," ■

Heamiled aa themgli the -wwdi^Rrvn not 

worth ainoreaerioaianawer, ud laid, with 

a differoiittoiie and maniier ai though to 

change the 4siineDt of her tfaoogfate: *' IVe 

been to hear Moiila tUe aitoenoon. He is 

giving tw9 ooneerta tUa mouth yon 

know." ■

<'Morital" Sefana hardly nttand the 

word, and he did not natfoe tint die had 

changed colour raddenly, though ho had 

been looking at her with that«qpreMionof 

Bpeoolation with wliicfa he alwif s oooteni- 

{dated the new Selma. fie waa ihe oidy 

member of hia f andly to whom Ae had 

become, initead of ceaiing to be, inoom- 

preheMiUe. ■

"Ton flhoidd go and hear Um, Sehaal'' 

he went on, speiEking'with an enthoBiaim 

he Toiy addom showed, except to Selma 

and Hekn; *< He is an artist! If he ■

He was intexmpted by a little, sharp 

s^ as Selma laid her hand aaddeidy on 

Us arm. ■

*" Don'ty Humphrey I " she said, quickly. 

And then she stopped herself and laughed, 

rather uncertainly. ''Ifa very nasty of 

me, I'm afraid," she said; " but— I don't 

l&e to hear about people who persevere 1 " ■

And before he had well taken in her 

she waa gone. ■

ON SOLITUDE. ■

I OMGB heaid a gentlenutn say tiiat to 

unde r s t a nd die meamag of the word 

"solitude " a man alionld marry. But he 

was« flioi^bt cynical, and liis wife and he 

bad not wamA in common. Moreover, he 

had married Iato in life, and his children 

were Utda likely over to have a community 

of iatareat with him. ■

This being ao, one can sympathise with 

Um and Ids apparent paindor. For out 

of the qoestkn it fa soUteda of the most 

abaduto and hatafal kind to live aver in 

tlM society of those with whom we aae not 

in synipathy or wlio aio podtivdy nn- 

congenid to ua. Do not the hundreds of ■

lettera in the nowspapan on the probkaM 

of marriage prova fa to the hiltt The 

writon are faadEally fafasd. Thsyfadtbit 

the sockty whidibythdrown ionailaeU 

and the lawa of canveartiaDi they are boad 

tohsq^, unreairaakrsintiipcnlhiir oat 

defvdopemflnt. life fa lathsr n^ve 

then podtive with tham. And so tkey 

graan, and would wafaomattie ssKtods of 

divorce with anuMOg ghdnssa. ■

These words, of oonrsa, aHriyssamokti 

women as to men. Barhapa, iadasd, mm 

so. For woman anwont to aoinoism 

such a case. They havn fewer intezHli 

oBtsUa the home. AndoferysoamoftiM 

honaey every artide ih it» and lbs f 07 

sound of the voices of the chlUrsB sn bit 

a myriad of echoea of the wail in tk 

woman's heart—*'! am dons." A nai 

can naturally more raadl^ disks off the 

consciousness of tfau dim^point&MBt lb 

moment he breadies theairofhfadoonkf^ 

heredins-^ mayiedi s e t hd hs h 1 

citiaen of the world aa wdl as a binhnd 

and a father. But the tinas hss sot fBt 

oome when the woman afao osn ton iddo 

her csrea as a chid throws off Ui bd- 

dothes whan tiie morning am lUnei h 

upon him. ■

Goethe writes somewhero about sdliteh 

being a pleaaore like liealtt— cdy p» 

cdved when lost. Thara's no donbl aboit 

it ; to some of ua it fa a red ytf. Dot 

because it enables us to isofato oazdm 

from our f ellow-cnatnresy and nn iito 

the woods and deserts for the sd 

of beating our breaska and ahondog to tte 

winda that we are miaarabk 1 

unfit for heaven or earth. Oh,im,w> 

In tlie nineteenth oentory, we aia a god 

ded wiser than to take so depeatad a finr 

of our nature. Sfaioe the dsfa one Ami 

Domini there never was a tima whsa Iki 

doctrine of Pefagius was moao oi 

feUy accepted. We, of thaas stai^ fae 

days in the worM^i history^ sse not it 

ail prone to fed oppiOMod ifmx ins 

iniquity. As fer the sin of Adasi ai 

B^ wo podtiveiy refuse to be asooaatiUB 

for it Such as we aaa^ we audi 

were meant to be. Tu no vss Ubking 

against the pricks. ■

Thus when we profess a Vkbg la 

solitude, it fa a liking on a par wbk osr 

liking for pictores, bessrtifnl soeatfy^ s 

pretty face, or truffles. Not a p a a iiin by 

any means. Zimmennann loved Mttsis 

passionately, and he died mai Oar 

lunatic asylums have a fair popokiBad 

Zimmermanns. No ; we ium it ■
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nmj^ ■

Btnae to fegud aoUtedt ai bat one of tho 

miiy enom&ai Tpnmmam aado fov oor 

eBJ^meDt ol the life we an daatfaed to 

Im. Wo ihoaU be bond inieoiiBoloMUy 

if we had to poM att our degpi b a piotai»< 

giUiij, Omi A it ooMtaiMd the maitew 

piioeaof attthepkuiiteto the uhene. 

a nan haTO over eo oUigfaig a 

ho oaHDoi fied cm cgpiften and 

a« after bona 

Seiritti Mm MOIkm, the Magar the 

programme a man pate before MmoW 

hi Ml Vhfu wotk, the more pmit and 

fka he la Ukeij to Aet o«t oi ^i"^^*^^^^ 

SoCtodeoiighttobe faehided in the pn^ ■

WtnAehnann naed to eet ante ao many 

boon Cor oniet reiaotloo about the joTOBa- 

iMMofltaUanlife^aeltbiiikmanyofna^ 

iroold I eenld mj ali— niaj be ooonaalled 

to get Into oor Innarmoat neSi at regnlar 

inlervab to thhik a UtUe aboot the paat, 

the pneenti and the faluob Then will, 

pethape, be a tonch ov two of the dis- 

agreeable in tUa r ff¥Hiwi i im l reaiiiatlon of 

ow atandhig with onMolree and the world. 

Ifthereiamorethanatonehev two^ it is 

an emphaitle proof that we mnat on ne 

aeeoont omit to take oor dotes of solitnde 

regnlarly. 67 thus persisting in them it 

wiUbewithnsastrithtbesiekoluld eon- 

demned to eod Jinr ofl. At fiiat the staff 

is horrid — sickening. Jkaoa, heweFor, it 

grofSM to the palato of the invalid, who 

goto to like hi. And, besides, it does him 

a rareamoont of good. ■

On the othsv hand, though in the 

lonoUnesa of oor stodioa we mqr .find 

aolitade under these eosidltions somewhat 

trying to ov dignity and pride, when we 

go abroad in tb wotld nnattsoidad it Is 

altogether diiiBsnt Then wa are en a 

par with HaMon Al Basefaid and many 

another great man who went among the 

oonunonaito in domina Wo sospend onr 

own indimnality, and live ebjeoUffely hi 

the lirea of othaia , 80 did Victor Higo 

whon h» rode ahont Bads on the tops of 

wataUig the vieissltDdsi of the 

Itlsiardyinvigontfaig. For the 

time wn do not eonsame onr oim vitality, 

but inhale the vitality of othem. The 

worid la omr oyster, and it is at aiqr nte 

capital eoESBeise to stab the <qr8tsMhell 

oven if fee do not eventoidly saoosed in 

openiaMt itt ■

* Boniffw, whatfine *riJ»^g thssesolitaiy 

ranihina aaaid onr working bsethmi can 

^ffernal To be sare, the Sdaetic denient 

b often a great musaneeb These it is, ■

howovez^ and, nftm the whole, it seema 

sensUe father to bow dvtty to it on oar 

way to sntertafaiment, pnie and afaoplo, 

than aet onr noass at an angle oi oontoaMit» 

and proceed nneesily to oor bonme^ Vm 

may have cat your tiinmb, and been meeh 

dJstraBsed for an hour abont the tnglo 

dead and the blood yon losi WhsAthent 

Is a ont thoab wnrth repining ahonl^ 

when yon see a man ran over hi the atreet 

inasneeaMfnlatto^pt to imve ths Ufa ef 

a littlo chBd at ptoy before the teoii of 

the honest Or yen may be nncommonly 

dietMMNd heoanse tivtt United Aasosietton 

of Stay-Uakesa (limited), havedadared a 

difidend lor the past halfyeer of h^ 

soien percent psrannnm,as agahet the 

previons half-year's eight per cent. la 

that snch a gaeat matter^ when yon ftid 

yeoaself rqnniBg M;ainst a poec^ hoUow* 

oheelferi woman with five iattUnga in her 

hand, npon which she relies for the 

beead to form her anl her cUUbaen'a 

dinner! ■

Yon don't notice theas thugs whsnyen 

walk with a friend, or, if so, they hare 

bat a passing efieet npon yea. Tis pos- 

sible, too, your companion is a man of 

nnkiadly mookL The five faiAhiags. sssve 

Um for a jest: '«The akttem has dsnnk 

the rest in twopenny wortha of gin in the 

taeem at the cerner ; her red nose shews 

it!" The man whose aim la bsohsnin 

sating the child is a shsewdfoUow: *'Ton 

toone heinsoredhiauetf in the Accidental 

Oompai^ the day b ei ere yeateeday 1 " ■

U may be as palpably abenid as yon 

please. No matter; the Ueom of the 

rose has gene. The fisat fsagranee oi the 

violet of pity and heartfelt mnpathy haa 

departed. Bet It would not nave been so 

had yon been alone. ■

There is grit in that old monkish saying, 

which has won the approval of so numy 

lofty mfaide shiee it was ettesed t " Never 

less alone than when alone ! " Saint 

VtnceBii do Panl loved ik Oardinal New- 

man echoed it Every man of a reflective 

turn mafcea it hie own. Is it not obvious 

why I Snch as these bnild np the fabric 

of their individuality ni solitude. It is a 

Gkithie pile of aUwng gmee, and oveiy 

hour of musiiig adds a pinnacle to it 

Thus pondering about the web of the 

world^th^ tbesMelves bemg at the beifft 

of the web---and the mvriade of aasn who 

have been caught in the tissui^ they do 

at any rate keep themselves aloof from 

sundry of those mundane teinptatioua 

widch aright tie them fast by the leg* even ■
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as their fellow men are tied in the web. 

The good idea they have of themselves is 

not perhaps nntme, for they oonld hardly 

be monsters of depravity and tolerate the 

solitade they love. " A man/' we aie told, 

" can do without his own approbation in 

much Bodety, bat he must make great 

exertions to gain it when he lives adone. 

Wlthont it, I am convinced, solitude is 

not to be endnred." Bat, all the same, 

their indulgence does not procure them com- 

plete happmess. The sudden entrance of 

a mortal like themselves may all at once 

tumble their Gk>thic pfle to the ground; 

and, in a moment^ the modest pride they 

felt in their own personality will have 

given place to unreasonable shame for they 

know not what 

It is probably because they have been ■

Siilty of the heresy of saerificmg action to 

ought These are a brace of steeds that 

ought to run together in harness; not 

tandem, but side by side, as evenly as 

may be. Thus the driver ou^ht to cover a 

good deal of ground, ere his tired anus 

throw down the reins. ■

By tUs sacrifice they confer a sort ol 

exotic delicaqy upon tiieir naturea So 

thev may always be in the snug philo- 

sophlo calm of their own .chambers, well 

and good. But set them outside in the 

work-a-day atmosphere, and they shrivel 

and pine — ^perhaps even die. ■

Theythave the oest of it who, on one side 

of thcor house, lookbto the bustie and 

human stir of Piccadilly, while on the other 

side they have oool grots, and meadows, and 

woodlands, which echo with the sound of 

no human voice save their own. Or, 

perhaps, considering how we are made, it 

would be well to moderate the isoktion of 

their rustic retreat Oowper will do it for ■

us ■

f Bweet is solitade 1 ■How sweet, now passmg sweet is solitude 

But grant me stm a friend Iq my retreat, 

Whom I may whisper, Solitude is sweet. ■

It is a p&tent bull ; but it may pass ; for, 

except the downright giants among us, 

we are not constituted to go through life 

alone. ■

Werter, whose famous " Sorrows'' people 

don't read nowadays, was a fair type of we 

avenge youth of sensibility to whom soli- 

tude in an inordinate de^ee is deadly 

Kison. The modem athletic young man 
iows littie or nothing of the woes that 

poor Werter suffered. Thanks are due to 

ouc predous field sports and physical 

exerdses that it is so. But there are still 

\ there always will be — not a few of our ■

younger brothers with a constitationil 

twist in the direction Werter went to ha 

ruin. They may be counselled to take 

wamine by Werter— to hee the wotU 

manfulfy and not to brood in secret ow 

the littie grieb that be^ with sdoleies&eQ 

to buzz about their crania ; otherwiia, m the 

natural order of things, each affitotion will 

assume a hiu^ mask, wliieh will moDStiottly 

exaggerate its own modest fisatarei, sod ao, 

perchance, firighten the man into sn eiiir 

grave. ■

Who was it that said his home wai loj 

room in which he could draw a bolt aotM 

the door 9 Whoever he was, he onj^t to 

have been a plueky fellow, with a weD- 

stocked mind. And yet, as we have tees, 

there isn't so much difference between thii 

positive isolation and the association with 

a world in which one is content for the 

time to sink all thought of one's indi- 

viduality, and live with others. Itii but 

another way of getting at the same goal 

It doesn't follow that the man who wuw 

fond of bolthig his feUow-ereatnrei outride 

his room was hard of heart and uiniir 

thropia Besides, I dare say he wonldhaYe 

shuddered at the idea that he should he 

compelled to live out all his days thai 

alone. ■

The gurl who rejects the advances of n 

admirer does not thereby show her eon- 

tempt for all mankind. ■

^ the way, as showiiiff how sofltade 

grows to the heart that tiOEes to it,ii it 

not remarkable how old maidsaod bichelois 

get to love thdr loneliness t At fink, 

especially in the case of thoaerf oor liiten 

who, for one cause and another, do not 

enter the blissful but perilons ntas of 

matrimony, their life seems honihlj 

sombre and dull. It appears to then 

nothing less than a cruelty that no man hii 

approached them with the invitation to 

share his hom& They ask^ sadly, em 

peevishly: "Of what use k ourlifet Ii 

there any pleasure or profit in thns going 

through the dafly round unaecompsnied! ■

But after a time the habit has become 

like a warm doak in winter to them. Ib^ 

would hesitate long before determinfag to 

cast it aside, even if Vbey would, on anj 

account, discard it. There's a certain ]<7 

in being lord of one's own acfcioni lod 

thoughts. It may be foolish to dreandij- 

dreams ; but it is pleasant And so the 

numerous old maids of the land forthssiOBt 

part sitand look on at thelivesof thenttzifld 

and younger members of the conunnnitf . 

Certain fiMlish young wives may aSset to ■
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despbe them. But they can afford to 

be indifferent to each childiihnewi. They 

are like the war correipondent, perched on 

the hill oyerlooking tfie field in which a 

battle ii raging. Me ia not a combatant ; 

bat he aeea better than all the combatants, 

saTe two or three, how the battle is gohig. 

They are alao l&e the Bed CroM nater- 

hood, who now and again tread softly into 

the midst of the bay, and carry off a 

woonded man to tend him. ■

Such solitade as theirs seenu to me a 

Tast deal more noble than that of the 

strictest order of Trappists, who padlock 

their tongoes, and live in Uie world as if 

it were merely a somewhat roomy and well- 

ventilated coffin. ■

AROUND THE NEW FOREST. ■

Seatkd opposite in the "smoker" that 

forms a component part of the PoUman 

train whirling away towards the west, is a 

Btont, florid, jolly-looking man, whom, from 

the fact of his portly Gladstone bag being 

crammed foil of legal-looking papers, neatly 

arranged in convcnnient bundles, one would 

be disposed to clasdfy as a country lawyer, 

who has been doing a little business in 

town, and is now returning to his own 

happy hunting grounds. As he proceeds 

to ntuise thefiyii^ moments, as busy lawyers 

will, hv looking over lib papers, it is' 

Bomething of a surprise when, instead of 

brief or affidavit, there flutters out a sheet 

of rustling paper, covered with the plan, 

sections and elevation — ^if that be the 

correct word— of a fine three-hundred-ton 

steam yacht Eacb little bundle of papers 

represents a yacht of some kind or other, 

and in this way our friend carries a whole 

fleet about with him, stowed away in that 

capacious sack of his, like one of the 

wizards of the old Norse legends. And he, 

too, like the swallows, as yet unseen, and 

cuckoo, unheard, or the shy primroses in 

the hedge bank, is a harbinger of the 

coming summer. People are beginning to 

stir in their winter dens ; they are plaiming 

oruiBes here and there ; and in the rivers 

and harbours, where clusters of pleasure- 

craft have been shivering at their moorings 

the long winter through, there is a general 

overhauling^ scrapinj;, and painting going 

on, topmasts are noisted, sails hung out to 

air, and a note of preparation rings in the 

air. ■

Tliis awakening element is presented 

in full force as, of a sudden^ Southampton ■

Water opens on the view ; the tide full in, 

light breaking through the douds, and 

reflected hazily from the expanse of waters, 

where white sails gleam here and there, 

with wafts of ^ steam from great steamers, 

that seem to be hanging betwixt sea and 

sky. Yet the moment of brightness and 

illumination was, after all, premature; a 

chill wind ruffled the waters, and cold 

shadows crept over the scene before it dis- 

appeared, so that one sees it shut out of 

view without much regret. Bather than 

the forest of masts, let us have the genuine 

forest of trees, where there may be shelter 

from nipping winds, and sunny nooks 

where one may safely bask upon toe dried 

and withered bracken. ■

And the forest *is not far to seek. In 

ancient days the boundary of the New 

Forest on this side was formed by South- 

ampton Water, and although tliese 

boundaries have shrunk a good deal since, 

there are many pleasant woodland glimpses 

to be had a^ the train passes on. Grassy 

glades are studded with fine old trees, 

whose interlacing branches, embrowned 

with the buds of coming leaves, but hardly 

yet showing a tinge of green, framepleasant 

pictures of old EUigph life. ELere are 

meadows and tranqul river, and the old 

farm-house, with barns and stacks clustered 

about it, an instantaneous picture, which 

vanishes before it is fairly seen. And then 

comes Brockenhurst^ which is said to be in 

the heart of the New Foresti but which 

does not at once suggest ideas of rest and 

retirement. ■

For here is rather a bustling junction, 

with book-stalls and refreshment rooms in 

full swbg; and all of us who are not going 

on to Bournemouth must here turn out 

and join the little throng upon the plat- 

form. Here cheerful greetings are ex- 

changed, whQe porters wheel about great 

piles of luggage, and people drive off in 

carriages and omnibuses, just as if we were 

in the lieart of Cocagne, instead of being in 

the heart of the forest Surveying the 

scene as if he saw it not, stands an ancient 

of other days, in well-worn cords and 

leggu^g>i who is accompanied by a restless 

dog of currish appearance, and as lame as a 

dog can be ; but who has no more idea of ■

g'ving in than old Benbow. One thinks of 
urth the swineherd's dog, and of the 

ri^ forest law that maimed everybody's 

dog but the King's. But the old droveri 

for such he is, has no such romantic expla- 

nation to give of the defect of his faithful 

hound. ■
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'' 'TwM diBtemper loft that upon 'no," 

says ehettry old Garth ; " but Uni'a worth 

fait weight h gold, for aU tiMi Toa see 

on after a drove of emtlel him don't 

retteitther le be Uone then, bleee'ee." ■

And the old drover hMzeminiioeDeee of 

Brockenhont befi»e there was a railway at 

ally and when it was just a few cottages in 

the wood, and long after the railway came, 

when a wooden shed did daty for the 

station, and a passenger wae rather an 

event. ■

Bat when a law days have elapsed, and 

Brockenhorat is revisited, tiie tUIage Itself 

Is foond to be qoiet enongh, Mattered 

aboot a pleasant, wooded road. The 

country aboat is eoltivated, and endoaed 

with patches of timbeV here and there. 

Then the river ia croaaed, dimpling under 

the archea of the bridge. It ia the 

Lymington liver, for it haa no other name 

aa fo aa one can gaOier than that derived 

ftom the town at its month. And before 

oa atretchea the road for milea. ■

Tliroagh wildemeaa, and woo^ of 

moaaed oaka, the long, atraight highway 

is driven with oneompromifling directness 

thiongh the forest which rises on rither 

hand. There afe paths and tradiways 

amoDg the withered bnckMi which enable 

one to escape fM>m the monotony of the 

too straight road; althongh bramble and 

briars and prickly thorn and hoUy-bnshes 

do their bewt to keep np sednsion in the 

forest. Bat the margin of wilderness is 

not yery extensive, for soon appear the 

palings of the New Park, and on the other 

rfde a range of endosores. The endosores 

are, in fMt, plantatioBB aoiroanded by 

fences, and ih^ are generally accessible 

throngh gates placed here and there, bnt 

they ofTer no temptation fbr the pedeatriim 

in their formal rows of pine or beech of 

the same age and pattern thronghoai And 

the Neir Park, with . fine tonber, and 

pleasant glades all about it, is really com- 

parativdy new ; that is, it was endoaed by 

order of Oharles the Second, who there 

introdnced a ne# description of deer firom 

the French forests. At a later date the 

park was atilised in growteg hay for the 

whiter fodder of the deer, who increased 

in each nnmbera that they anffered eeverely 

in hittg wintera. ■

To retam to flie New Park and oar way 

along ila paUnga, beyond wUch there ia a 

wilder, more open region, with gronpa of 

foreat treea acatt^ed about, and thorn and 

hoUy-boahea growhig in great laxariance. 

Here ia silence and solitade, if yoa like — a ■

sflence which may be fdt anbroksn Vyasj 

of the osoal soonds of country Ift. No 

dog baarks^ or code erow% then is oe aosg 

of Mrdv, nor lowing of kisc^ a«r aaaim 

ham of insects. Not a hare cr a xaUil 

senttles anross the path, nor is thaaa ta la 

heard the cry of tawnada di a t aa it er gW Fiia g ■

' ' efalalhi ■

Bestfaig OD the mossy traak 

tree one faneiee that the oU ti 

come hmk, that outlaws asay be haUagia 

the brake, or tha* the doiid of dost wlU 

rises from the distant tnsk dsnstaiAik 

the Bed King and Ua tram aae lidiag 

through, or perhaps Che chief joa&a b 

Eyre, perambidatiDgtkefoteatianddaaiDi 

out awifkdoom tooffenflhrs agunsttheand 

forestlaws. Lipasungthroo^theferMtiB 

honest men are en jdned to wuid a hen ik 

intervals, as a notice that they hive no 

covert or evil dedgna But we batra no 

h<»ns to blow, and if the King and bk 

men should come our wi^ how dsB ve 

answer itt A doudy daihnaas owp 

ovBi the tree tops, and the wind mmk i 

doleful murmur in Htb branchea. Ond 

braeken and the brown loaves of aaBnai 

ahow the forest paths, wUch aie otaod^ 

pony-tracka leadhig to some MNtet 

dump of herbage. ■

The highway is lonely, too, and j«t sot 

unfrequented* Here eomas a tranter irith 

Mb pony and cart; the trenter bdig i 

character almost oenfined lo ledoaiof 

waatea and eommoas. EbeanmUiIMig 

with hie pony and cart, purveying iiewaod 

fi^gota, litter and fodder, ftr the is- 

habitants of more settled legioaa, « 

taking a job of any kJnd that aaaj te 

going. A pleasant, cheery Uad d 

he is as a general rule^ with Ma oattin 

aomewhere by a cofimon, a ftuMdl wn, 

anda troop of diaggy-headed duMmn; eHh 

his cow, no beauty to look at^ but s god 

one for the paD, and his preBfie j^ d 

tibe Berkshfre breed, he makaa ^ 

agamat the trouUeaome demands of exM- 

ence with cheerful Indepesdenea ■

When the tranter hae paaaed^ altar i 

long interval, suceeeda a siaaD flmer a 

the forest, small as to his flMhdd that k 

but big and portly in his person H« 

jompa out of hia cartat therlae cf theUD, 

and hia atout little hone et^ oatatnrda; 

with ita load of wtrrad. ■

"Wouldn't mind a drop of nrifl^*«r8 

the farmer, aurve y i ng the darkaaai lif 

with critical eye, "for feed ba tflDibla 

abort along with we." ■

And now it is a fhmflhf ona-bona 

Aay, with mother as oharjotear, and a ■
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Auteofdnldiw padml naida AgMn, 

hw wii» dariTyliindimwefeikwr, beanhHl 

like the pard, with dwk Spmuh ^ei^ 

and cnrliBff lodes esoiniei bj a bngaadish 

Mtbal Di;mi tolteindal kift atftiffBB 

ai wber as » panoa^— »blttek ovt-away 

soil^ flod qoiari'Clsiinl walitoaa^ ooik 

tiiastienr of fselvsfy soed, iniaksd off by 

noitiBgulaoking drab gatats, and thick 

sloatiBB-booli^ HsiiflBirsttdnsKdasa 

eomitiy sinfre, aad taoka avwy \M as 

prari, aDd ka k drMag an spm oast 

li^dsd witb pslea a^d cav?as, and a b^ 

■alift^aad snndxj aitlBlea hiddao bgr tks 

OBD?aii Ha aagl^ be » waadsriag aitirt, 

or perhaps he is a sparling pablisui adioil 

gsing to 8Sl op Ui baoik oa wame distaat 

zaoeosurSB, orpsduqpakoisfrprDpdstarsi 

•seoa-oat dJss. 

Tcampiag aloag; and xisisg witb a ■

gnarled oak and ncben-osTarad beachy bj 

avrampy coverts, where polypody faiM 

hiagB the bxaBsbsi of tha trees to the 

topmost boug^, Ae long Tista somas to aa 

and at hst, the Ibrest opsM, tha wsU-kept 

gioaadi of Foodeasa stratdi out on one 

hand, and » dmrdi qdra appsara bafinra ns 

OB the soBBnit of »loifty mound. ■

TUs m Lyndkust ahiireh, a psotfy, 

ckannad cbaMii, att dight with maiUa and 

risk eotowng. It is ooa of tha arattisst 

ot modsm smrchss, trtdi a noble Irasco ki 

tba way ol an aUar-piaosi pafailad and 

given by Sir Essdsvisk Iisigkton*-^friio is 

» natifa of tha seBb]i--*and repsassBting 

Aa parable oi Iks wke and foolidi vims. 

The dinrek Is open aM day looff, and an 

ahoBoatooBtkiwd stream of people vkit it| 

ekiefly ot the f sinale sex > and an alma- 

box at the doorisMesta a penny from the 

▼Wtor, wilkoat ezoiii£^ eoina of a kigket 

denoaihMitieo# ■

Ljmdknrst — the Usdan wood — is a 

pretty, bright littb town, with good 

abope; bat thasa k nothing paraoa- 

larly pkteresqtie about it, udem it be 

the old ^ang'a hoasa^ wbidi dates perhaps 

fvem Okarlea the Sesoad's time, with the 

old kail where ttto verdsresa of the finest 

hold Uteit ooortsk And there hangs ths 

stimp arid to have belonged to the Bad 

EinK, which has come to be adopted as 

the meat badge. ■

Tkere k away bade to BsockenhoiBt by 

a deviosn path throogh the forest, startkig 

from tke eommeiii a breezy, open groand, 

wkexa axe vkible sundry old toaiali, and the 

kotta of tiie rifle«aime; and over the hill 

the old raceoomae of Lyndhorsti and the ■

gdfing-lmha whsse the yoimg mext and 

m a i do ii a of Lyndfanwt are viiagwitkeaah 

driving the Uttk white baUmto 

andkMipesaUediffiedties^ A 

_jests a tmJOif Uhsasm between 

Lyattamt Coasmon and 'V^mUeden > hot 

the kttar H in maanss, wiUer ami 

meae savage - h)ehing than pleasant 

Xiyndhnrst. ■

The gate Ur tks fosest p^ mwellee» 

trived ta dodge the intmaiee toonst, and 

pot him off the tsail ; but the peepk yon 

meet ase pkaaaut and oblighig, and se 

eztremdy deat in the way ei giving i»- 

formation, that aock ktpedisMnts are 

arininnsod. The only diffisidty ii^ when 

fairiy mto the forest^ that the traek some- 

times teks ia a very evsn mnmmr^ with 

either braash apparently as wsUksqnented 

as the other^ wUb the waeng one may 

lead into a thasny hsaks, er soil, plashy 

bog. Bat as long aa the son k above tks 

ksrinoa, a way ean be stesred wilkoat 

modi segasd to path er trade. Bat k 

worid not be pkasaat to be ovevtaksa by 

dorkaem in the midst of the tonst, Uhe 

Tom Thnmb and hk brethrea ■

Bat Brbdceahnnt k reached enoe moi^ 

and another moaning brings na by train to 

Bingwood, whick k some adke to the 

westward of the actoal focask The little 

town k eneempamed 1^ gsssa^ fertik 

idmkIowb^ and the pretty river Avon 

wmds past ia many a eorve and feld^ 

wUIa pleasaat feridenoea and 

bokingi coariertable faxm-honsea 

scattered about The read towarda 

fovBst k vkasant saeii^ wbidfaag 

fieUs and bedgsresm, saoeading ea the 

wimk^ and affordmg happy g^oipsse ei 

the Avon valky^ witk Aa riser skewi^ a 

silvar stmrii heie aad tkceei, and of the 

red, comf ostakla kiwn, witk the tall| 

eeatrri tower of ite ehamh, and of tha 

cattk fceding phaddly m tha meadows. 

Then the border of the forest k crossed by 

two nkasaat hooseSi esgoylng all the 

amenitiea of dvffimtfon. The place k 

eaUed FiskatPoat For why, no man can 

tell «r, except that psrhffa dure might 

ham beeaa poet there onee^of wWob the 

resHdns are not to be troied, where ks w es^ 

or, anyhow, ponies, were tisd upi Bat 

once **past the post)" and the wSdesaam 

begka fai eaniest The road whids along^ 

now disappearing, and now skewing us a 

white pat« upoa some distant hil ; and 

eve ry wk e ie eke, aa far as tlm eye ean 

reaehi k a w8d, dreary waste. Here may 

be heather, and there may be gorse^ and ■
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dead and withered bracken is thickly 

Btrewn between; bat there is hardly a 

bnah \Ag enough to shelter a foz-terrier. 

The brown, i^aggy heath rises against 

the sky, qnite nnsoftened by the patches 

of sunshine which at times flit across it 

Nor is there any sign of human habitation, 

nor any human being in sight. Tes, there 

is one — an old man driving a red and 

white cow with a tiny calf — an incident 

that only adds to the weirdness of the 

situation ; for, hidden for a time by a dip 

of the rcttd, when the brow of the hill is 

reached, both cow and calf and old man 

have disappeared. There is nothing in 

the world to conceal them within the 

range of vision, and the only rational 

condnsion to be arrived at is that they 

have sank into the groand, and are pa^ 

saing their coarse in fairy-land. ■

Tet there are signs of life in this lonely 

land. Sqaads of half-wfld ponies — the 

heath-croppers of the forest — wander aboat 

ander the guidance of the most knowing 

of their numbw ; and every now and then 

the distant tinkle of a beU sounds across 

the waste, and a herd of cows may be 

seen grazing as they move alone in an 

irregular line, with the captain cow, 

distinguished by her bell, on one flank or 

other of her company. And now stunted 

trees appear, prickly holly -bushes, and 

twisted thorn-trees, half strangled with 

clinging ivy, whose interlacing stems are 

firmly bound about the supporting bole. 

Beech-trees, too, are scattered about, just 

showing the feathery spray of coming 

foliage, and silvery burches shiver in the 

chilly breath of the lagging sprino. Pre- 

sentqr groups of forest trees reputce the 

rough and shaggy scrub, and green glades 

car^ the eye towards the distant recesses 

ci &ldrewood and Mark Ash. A richer, 

wider valley succeeds the ups and downs 

of the bleak moorland,^ and now may we ■

See through the trees a little river go, 

All in the mid-day gdd and glimmering. ■

But the little river is soon left in a 

moorish swamp, overgrown with mossy 

trees and rank vegetation. Along this 

half-hidden stream, hi the sheltered valley, 

there may have been pleasant dearings 

once, humble cottages dong its banks, the 

village church, the substantid homestead 

of uie Saxon franklin. But this was 

dght hundred years ago or more. And 

then the stem Conqueror Idd waste all the 

habitable nooks of this forest region, aoid | 

drove the unhappy natives from their I ■

healths and homes, to make room for tiie 

deer he loved so well, and to fona ikiide 

solitude of his New Forest ■

Whirr 1 a little knot of eydiiU ftj put, 

trying to rush the oppodte UQL For the 

road now rises steqply enod^ and qq 

dther hand fflimpaes are obtahei of a 

wide nmge of country. As we top the 

liill a little duster of houses sppein a 

front, the first human haUtationsinel with 

since kaving Picket Post^ which k ox 

miles distant And from the highssl point 

just beyond the village, wlddi hem tiie 

name of Stoney Gross, a grand psaoniBie 

view meets the eye. Far beyond the ionit 

boundaries, hills rise over hflk M 

England seems to be stretdied belovv, 

certainly a condderaUe part of "Vhlti and 

Somerseti and over a sea of dark fonit 

and rich campaign, appears the aSrvj 

gleam of Southampton Water, and t 

streak denotes the sea on the &r ■

Not far to seek is Bufus Stone, wUeh 

lies right over the brow of the heath, ini 

little hollow, surrounded by copMiod 

young forest srowths. The auoieDt oik 

that is said to have turned the aitoirtoflM 

Bed King's heart has long sgo dinp- 

pearedi and its successors have not jet 

attained any great size. And the itooa 

which marked the dte is now lest to ^ht, 

endosed in an iron case^ which beanan 

inscription, setting forth the legBDdair 

account of the King's death. ■

Turning towards Lyndhurst, the path 

quickly descends, by a suecesrion of vmnk 

forest glades, to the sequestered village of 

Minestead, which is quite the metropoliaQf 

the region round about it, with ita ahopi, 

and an inn, with the sign of the "Inify 

Servant," the figure of aman withthehead 

of an elephant, and padlocked about tk 

jaws, copied from a curious old drawing in 

Winchester SchooL ■

It is a rich and pleasant vallq^ throogk 

which we pass on the way to Ljndhmitt 

with the enclosed grounds of the oU 

Manor, and hanging woods, and fine 

plantations, appearing on either hand; 

and Lvndhurst is reached just in tine 

to catch the omnibus for Lyndhorat Bead 

Station. ■

And if any one had only tfaae fen 

a hasty glance at the New Forest^ he or 

she would gain a very good idea of ito 

character from the drive Mtween the town 

and the station— -its lawns, its viatti, and 

wfld heaths, and the subtle ohsm oi i^ 

exceeding peace and tranquillityy ■
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It fa pleasant and refreahingi amid the 

multitiide of books containing " travellen' 

tales," to eome aeross one which has. 

no pzetence of settbg forth great ad- 

yentores or discovering new limds, one 

which can me rise to no controversy, 

and one which is most eminently what 

it pretends to be--a simple acooont of 

three simple :tonrs. Sach a book is Mr. 

Hill's "Among the Bedouins,'!'" and the 

three tours were undertaken by Mr. Hill 

and hu wife in Syria in the years 1888, 

1889, 1890. The book, as Mr. HOI says» 

will not serve as a guide-book ; but yet it 

gives one a very ffood idea of the diffi- 

culties of travel in Syria, and of the ways 

of overcoming them. The places described 

are well-known to travellers, though rarely 

visited, and the events recorded are of no 

public interest; but the book contains a 

plain story of pleasant joumeyings, and of 

the troubles and trials attendant on theuL 

A good map makes it easy to follow Mr. 

Hill's wanderinga ■

The first tour was to the east of Jordan, 

the start being made from Jerusalem. 

Immediately we open the first chapter we 

become acquainted with the fact, of which, 

perhapsi we were previously unaware, that 

the inhabitants of Syria are Arabs broken 

up into a great number of independent or 

rather semi-independent tribes, for most of 

them give some obedience to the Turkish 

Government^ and scattered about in the 

villages are to be found Turkish Gk>vemors. 

Thus the first thing done towards starting 

was to send for a Sheik of the Adwan 

tribe, through whose territory the journey 

lay, to arrange for a visit to their tribe, and 

for safe conduct through their territory. ■

An important man in making these 

arrangements, and all through the jonmi^s, 

was one Geoige Mabbedy, an Egyptian 

Copt, who attended Mr. Hill on all his 

Syrian- wanderings He is described as 

" short, strongly-buflt, with a broad fore- 

head, a very dark, rather fierce-looking face^ 

and in general appearance he bears a con- 

siderable resemblance to the great Italian 

tn^edian, SalvinL He is a splendid 

horseman, of great muscular strength, 

very brave, absolutely honest, faitmul, 

indeed devoted to us, and as careful of us, 

as watchful over us, as if' we were his ■

* " With the BedotiinB : a Narrative of Jonmeys 

%nd AdTonturee in Unfrequented Farts of Syria/' 

By Gray Hill. T. Fiaher Unwin. ■

parenta or his chQdren." Altbgether a 

most useful sort of servant. ■

When the messenger returned with two 

Sheiks, arrangements were come to after 

much discussion. For the.sum of sixteen 

napoleons and a badksheesh» sixteen days 

were to be spent in the Adwan camp. So, 

all being arranged, a start was miade to 

Jericho, where the party found a number of 

soldiers engaged in evicting certain un- 

desirable tenants, in the way of robbers, 

from the numerous caves in the sides of the 

steep hills and difis. In the night, when 

camping in Jericho, the pleasures <tf tent 

life were charmingly exemplified by the 

ooUapse of the tent in a storm of wind and 

rain. However, the travellers do not seem 

to have minded much. Mr. Hill tried to 

bathe in the Dead Sea, but it wm too 

rough; he did bathe in Joidan, and, 

swimming down stream, ran against a stake 

which, as he says, had it struck him on the 

left side instead of the right, would have in 

all probability killed him. ■

Having crossed Jordan, past the ruins 

of ancient Syria^ the camp of tlie Adwan 

was soon reached. The Adwan can brins 

eight hundred horsemen into the field, and 

'* are much respected for their fighting and 

cattle-lifting powers." The travellers weie 

bidden to a feast where all the guests were 

seated strictly in their order of precedeucei 

Lemonade and coffee started the meal, and 

<* presently a great bowl was brouffht in 

containing a wnole sheep stuffed with rice 

and pistadiio nuts, exceUently cooked, and 

laid upon Arab loaves of bread made in 

the form of pancakes. A few spoons were 

stuck into it for our use, and we wer» 

invited to be the first to put our hands in 

the dish. With some anxiety we did sOy but 

found it very good— a.most savoury mess.'' 

When it came to the turn of the Bedouins, 

" they sat edgeways dose to each other, 

the face of each toi!i:ards the back of hia 

neighbour, and each held his right arm 

stretched towards the dish; The most im- 

portant are first, and were followed by 

others according to their degrees, and in a 

very short time the great mass of food had 

disappeared." The Adwan men are fine, 

taU, and handsome, the women handsome 

but tattooed, ^the children pretty but 

dirty. ■

From the Adwan camp the travellers' 

way led past Pisgah (Mount Nebo) to 

Maddba, from whence a vidt was to be 

made po MashitSi where are the ruins of a 

palace supposed to be a Persian palace of 

the seventh century, a.d. The Adwan ■
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gnidM did not Iik« the lido to MaaUte, m 

it led throagh the leiritay oi a&otiw 

tribes Hie Beni Sote; bvt th^ mn per- 

HMded to piooeed; and ttt bMt AdTaaoed 

M if in the faee of an eneBfi Bfety 

taittbadtobereeomioiteed. and tte nneid 

aK« oeign of innitag»*4n»i wfefeli totanray 

Ae MRonadi^g eowtq". HefPBMr; no 

enenriee appeand, and ttto paity Mf«*«d 

MasUtnin safatgr, and finaHy prooevded to 

BiMMtti Annamt ^ H«re thqF kMl n taito 

of the aMtanding uft^ of one of Ae 

Mimmf Abon Seyne by name; Seeing 

a hone witlmil an owner, fae qnbttf vup 

totfiemd H and nM>!Uitod it Umeelf ; and 

on the ownei'oeming up, rinply handed 

Ike home bade to him. As Mr. HiU after- 

mvda loand ont Abon, went back in tke 

night and stole the anioMl ontrighi ■

At Anmen the Bedooin gndea wwe 

given » dioep, and cooked it as fettowi : 

•"Ik&y dng a hoL$ in the gionnd, eotrerod 

it orer wilii krgo itonee, and nMde a wood 

fire indde. When it eeaeed to bum in a 

flame, they hdd the meat on the embers, 

and oDTeied np with mod the entrance, 

and all the helee through wUch emoke 

isened, aod left tdm meat in the oven to 

viast for abont two honrSb The ovm was 

then opened, and the meat wae picked o«t 

widi the fiMens and washed in a dHsh 

eontsMng aJt wator, and then placed in 

a larga bowl, firom which it was eaton.'' ■

Ffom Ammon they joimeyed to Es Salt, 

wMch place has a Turkish (Governor, and 

which Abon Seyne would not entor, aa he 

was wanted by the €k>Temor for some mis- 

doings, from Ee Salt they jonmcyed on 

w?er A conntry strewn with scarlet 

anemones to 'Ain Soman, and from there 

to the mine of Jciaeh^ wUdi Ifr. Hffl 

dOMflbea ae lellowa: ■

•* The stieet of ecdnmna most hare been 

a qylendid aad a deMgkthl place hi the 

dqr of Jeiash's gkvy. Many pSlare stBl 

stand, allhoagh the majority haTe fslkm ; 

bnt the kUcr haw simply been taken 

down by an earthfvak'e^ and haw only 

separated into the sections or drams of 

which they worn origfamHy c<miposcd ; and 

tibe entobhilnre wmch eiowned them all 

elttl liee besldo them. ^iHth small ezoep^ 

Mons, the whrie ie simply disjointed by 

the faa" ■

Hero the Adwane 1^ our tr»?ellen, and 

nfresh contract was made wiA the Sheik 

of Sdf to accompany the party as far as 

Tiberias lor five potmds sterHng. ■

From Jerash the way led, throagh 

eoontry which reminded Mr. Hill of the ■

New I>>re8tk to Ajiliin, when wu iiuAer 

Turkish Oovemor, who had a littk ample 

way of qaietiDg his district. Atfintthe 

pec^le had been trcmhhsome, bat h nnt 

one hundred and fflty to ptboB il 

Damaseiui, where one faninind snd twutf 

had Ac ndsfortone to di& Ctamge to 

sqTi this gentile txeatment had the doM 

effect, and the people am m huge 

troublesome. ■

Soon after tikb, atXTmkeis, ihctrmka 

met wiA theb only danger on tth tov, 

which took the slume of a n^t ithd 

fh>m the people of tJndteis; but the 

robbers were easBy repelled, sod UnU 

was 1^ as soon as possible, and IBs pity 

podied on for Tibmas, from wksnesttey 

went to Tarions places aramd As Sn ef 

OalBec, to Naxareth and Hoimt Ovnel 

When they had got to Iftwta, they 

had reached compamfive civilfacdaD, nd 

trayelUDg was nroch shnpter, Wt Ifay 

fbally reached the coast at CsflM^tb 

ride from wlddi pkoe to Jaflk Wng m 

sidered TUisafBr, and a gtnrd of soidnn, or 

Bedonlns, being considex^i neoBMij. 

Bat Mr. Hill did not agreo withOhnBir, 

and came to no harm, tiie only two pvim 

his people came in dghtof beh^mcEeiMd 

ofhhnthanheofthem. AndssrtbsjnHj 

reached Jaffa, where they fbimd t nport 

believed that they had been mazdanBd it 

Kerftk. Andat Jaffa their lint tear eme 

to an end, haying fcmnshed no gmtenito- 

ments, bnt haling famished a plaamt 

little trip. ■

The second tonr wae started fromJm, 

the roato behig at first soTzthwaidstb# 

Phffisth, and then northwazds « te a 

Palmyra, Georee still befaig cm of il» 

party. The first stopping phen wai 

Afihdod and Aakalon, when th enmiw iH 

explored by moonKght, which braogttoBt 

GeorgeAi pecoliar ideaa of Oe stomsodno, 

which he thooght wen oidy Httie tUop 

Uke candles, and that people had been per- 

suaded otherwisa by intersstol psM 

who wanted to sril their teleieopea ^ 

reachhig Oaaa, pemdMon w» asked te 

two soldiers to accompany tSic P0^ 

Unfortunately, the soidfem were enpM 

on the nnmilitary task of coBccftiDg t0« 

So, haying two Bedonins with hin, lb. 

Hm detormined to atart widioot m 

soldien. Bat ono eyentoaDy ^"'9'^^ 

tibe party, th^ second apparently M?^ 

bnsy to attend to such mattem Tht^ 

Bcersheba, the track led to Gft{h,tta^ 

to Hebron— first thvonrii fida* »f«w 

with barley, p«t hiUa dettod with tn» ■
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iiflkf, tiU (he tnYellen readied a Mrrow 

goffgo, which led to the hilLi oa which 

Hebron itandfl. ■

At the next camping gioaad was a large 

Bedoab eacampaieiit^ where they were 

wekomed hj a Sheik, who m»m them a 

aheep. To aamae the Bedovni^ they 

lighted BomenMgiiedhim wires. But the en* 

tertttnmeat mnat have faQed ia ite object, 

for the Bedonina aimply lemxkod that 

they auppoaed they wiio bei^; shown 

sonething which had fallen from the stars. 

From here the traTcUers were aeoempanied 

e omewiy by theShelk^ and soon reached 

Jerssahm* ■

From Jemaahuthe object was Damaaca% 

which was reached without moch difficoltf . 

Bat one incident is wortti vecofdiBg, as 

throwing light ontbe waya of the country. 

At one of the TiUages^ a villager was 

engi^ed to biing water. He van away 

with a HMtal dish, and denied the theft 

The nezt;Dioining Ml BBl found that die 

aoldisni with him had chafaied the man's 

feet together, and were begiuihig to beat 

bim to make him confcm where the dish 

wasL Bebg telennd by Mr. fiiO, he per- 

eiated in aaaerthig that he was innocent 

Hie Sheik of the lADage offered to pi^ for 

the dish, but this waa refoaed, and the 

matter seemed ended. But the nest di^ 

after the start the cook wanted the dish, 

went to the vUage, found the man's house, 

aearchediti and found the dftih. Then the 

noldiets^ bebg unable to find the thief, 

wanted to paniah his btolher, but tUs was 

prevented ■

Having reached Damascus, pieparationa 

bad to be made for the joufaey to Palmyni 

which Ifr. Hill aavs he worid not hare 

luidertaken had he imoini the obstacles to 

be Burmonnted and tiie diacomlorta to be 

enadund. ■

The Government of DanmsenB lefcsed 

any escort, so Qeeige dhRNyvcred a 

Bedouin Sheik, Raarby name^ to escort 

the par^. He wis not to start i!rom 

Damasoos, aS) had the au lh eriiie s guessed 

that Pahnyra waa ttm object, the jeamey 

would have been stepped. The party 

wWeh started from Damascus conaisted of 

Mr, Hill; Us wlTej Cleoi|;e; Haleei, the 

cook ; Tanusb the waitsr ; Selim, Ae cUef 

makteea; threii under mnleleen; and a 

young man-of-all-work, 1^^ name N akhli. 

Passing through a rocicy gwge, a bare, 

hlly country was soon reached, where the 

way waa loet, and iball^ lef uge had to be 

taken in a village, where^ instead of tonte, 

the party had to occupy a room, twenty feet ■

square, with ceiling formed of trunks of 

tiees ^nbed with mud, and with waUs fredi 

daubed with a kind ,of cement^ which was 

not quite dry. Next day Sheik Nasr 

found tbem, and the party ptoceeded. ■

Five daya from Damascus they reached 

Earyatdn, between which plana tmd 

Paknyia lie fifky adea of watedan deaert 

Here the discovery waa made that by not 

coming by the ahertmt way, a paity of 

aoidien had hiddly been numed— faaekay, 

for they, in all probability. wouU have 

slopped farther progieaa The Oevetnor 

ofEaryat«ninsfatediqKmKf.HiU HMng 

four soUiem as eaeeet; but with charac- 

teristic Turkish unpunetuaHty, at the time 

of atartiag the soldienr did not turn up, 

diough two evevtually cau^ up tim party. 

They rode en through the ni^ faito the 

neoct day, through a sirocco haae, sur- 

rounded hf mfragcw ' " We had a mirage 

always ia front of us of a lake of dear 

water, tlw shores of wlrich we souU never 

readL Once we saw three isfamda on it, 

and the imposing buiUi^gs of a phaattom 

dty on the middle one. Theae ishaads^ 

buHdings, and dty disappeared, and there 

waa nothing left but the stimige atmoe- 

phere, die sea air, which s u rro un ded ua" 

After a night^s halt m Ae desert, they 

leeched the ndns of Pahu^a, and fawad 

thefr tents pitehed to tlmfar surprise — 

having read Aat no fresh water waa 

to be found there-— doae to a stseam of 

dear water. The nnns of Palmyra are of 

great extent^ and presumably mneh man 

is still hidden beneath the aand. The 

Qevemer sent fSonr their passportB, and 

found lanlt with ttiem foi net being 

propedy eeunterdgned at DasuHcua; b«t 

Ckwge made it alt rnfat with Urn, thus 

aairfag Mr. Hfll from the fate of a ErcMh 

kdy, whom the Govemov had aant bask 

ier the same reaao& She hpd jounced 

with only a drigiimmi from Danaiens, 

readied Palmyra at dg^ in thoevexmig, 

and waa sent off bask at three the next 

momfa«. Mk HiB beUevea that she waa 

the on^ traveller besides Us party wim 

succeeded in reaching Pahnyra in 188a ■

The stay at Palmyra ksted three days, 

tin tte heat drove the party away. They 

had intended renuining a week, but oould 

bear it no longer, and started to travd all 

the first day in a wind **bearmg great 

qmmtitiee of sand, and bumiag iihe Ite 

bhatof aAsnace." At thefr first stopping, 

j^aee they recdved a further escert of two 

men, for the fimt day's journey from these 

waa threaghdangerouacouatry ; but it was ■
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not till the day after that they were at all 

threatenedi and then the leader of the 

threatening pfrty turned oat to be a friend 

of Sheik NaBr. so no harm resolted. 

Then the trayelleni came aoain to a country 

dotted with vQlagei, wiw peaceable in- 

habitanta; and. this being qoiokly tra- 

yened, loon arrived once more at Jaffa. ■

The thbd and Ia«t tour of the book was 

originally destined to reach as far south as 

Petra ; but ended in wanderings, tronble- 

some and tiresome to the traveUers, soath 

and east of the Dead Sea. WhenMr.Hill, 

in 1890, reached Jerosalem, he was strongly 

advised not to try to reach Petra, on ac- 

oonnt of the difficolties involved ; bat he 

was qoite determined to make the attempt 

So a formal contract was made with Sheik 

Selim Aboa Dahook, of the Jehalla tribe, 

that he should condact the party to Petra, 

with a sufficient escort, for the sum. of 

twenty-five napoleons. The escort con- 

sisted of fifteen men — three being armed 

with Bemington rifles, and the remainder 

with flint-lock guns. In addition to his 

osual company, Mr. Hill had with him a 

«< Holy Man," a kind of Dervish, who had 

been dispatched to fetch the Sheik to make 

the contract. Mr. Hill took with him 

seventy napoleons, thinking that that 

would be sufficient to last to Petra and 

back to Jerusalem; but he had most 

certainly reckoned without his Bedouins. 

He was also furnished with a letter of 

recommendation to Aran, Sheik of Petra, 

and the Turkish Governor of Hebron, who, 

on receiving it, informed Sheik Selim that 

if he did not bring a letter expressing Mr. 

Hill's satisfaction in him, he would put 

him in prison on the first opportunity. ■

On the sixth day after leaving Jerusalem 

the party reached El Eskrib, a place within 

two days of Petra, and then they received 

a message firom Aran to say that .he and his 

followers were at war with the Howeytil, 

and that he could not be responsible for 

their safety. It was impossible, therefore, to 

proceed to Petra, and Oeoige tried to per- 

soade Mr. Hill to retam to Jerusalem; 

but he detexmined to proceed to Eer&k, 

which is on the east side of the Dead Sea. 

Soon after they were encamped, a number 

of the Howeyt&l appeared, most of them 

armed with Bemingtons, and sat down op- 

posite the camp. A watch was kept all 

night, but the Mowey i SI apparently came to 

the conclusion that they were not strong 

enough to attack, and, when the cavalcade 

moved on, they did not attempt to follow. ■

Next, our party entered the territory of ■

the Qhawftrineh tribe, who, when Mr. 

Hill's tents were pitched, demanded one 

hundred med jidies (about sixteen poonda), 

and said ha should not go until ha hsd 

paid them. Then the Jehalla men said 

they would not go beyond Mineirmh, so a 

messenger was sent to EerAk for an eaooft 

to take the place of the Jehalin when they 

should leave. Mr. Hill at last atarted 

withoat giving in to the demanda of the 

Ohawftrineh, who eventually acted aa 

guides to Mineirah, and received a TurUsh 

pound in paymoit. Here a letter waa re- 

ceived from Mr. Lethaby, a miasionaiy at 

Eer&k, announcing that he had ananged 

for an escort in the absence of Sheik 

Saleh, which escort consisted of nine mea, 

vho were apparently most polite, and hne 

the Jehalin turned back. ■

From Mineirah the way lay over rough 

and stony ground, but with lovely viewi 

over the Dead Sea. At El Draa th^ stopped 

for the night, when Sheik Saleh and one of 

his sQus appeared, and informed Mr. HID 

that, saving Mr. Lethaby and his wile and 

a young lady who had just joined tfaeUf no 

European Imd visited EeiAk for fourteen 

years. Here, at El Draa, their taEoahles 

recommenced. Sheik S^eh demanding one 

hundred pounds to be paid then and uubbb. 

This demand was afterwards redneed to 

sixty napoleons, for which sum the party 

was to be conducted to Eerftk, thro^gii the 

country of the Eer^ to within one day's 

journey of Madeba; thirty napoleooa to be 

paid down immediately, and the remainder 

at Eer&k, and not at the northern limit of 

his territory. So a start was eventoaDy 

made, and Ket&k reached, when thej were 

welcomed hj Mr. Lethaby, who lives 

there, on sufferance as it were, among the 

Bedouins; dobg what good he ean; in 

^at poverty; and, one may almoat asy, 

m daily danger of his lifa Sheik Saleh, 

indeed, told Mr. Hill that he intended to 

kill Mr. Lethaby some day. 

* Mr. Hill's tento were pitched at tiie 

edge of the town, and on the aomndtcf 

the hilL Then money worries began agaoL 

Sheik Saleh wanted to be paid whm hk 

followers were absent; but finidly thsi 

was arranged, and then the money qoeatioB 

was apparently finally settled. Bat then 

came a message from another Sheik, Shdk 

Ehalil, apparently of equal power with 

Saleh, saying that the party must not 

move from Eer&k till he arrived; and, 

the next morning his two sons, Ibralmn 

and Derweesh, amved. Saleh said he did 

not care for Ehalil, and would miJke a ■
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Btait And go he did, kindly leading the 

party to where Ehalil was awaiting ^em, 

who eondacted them forthwith to hia en- 

campment, and Baid he would send for 

some men of the Hameydeh tribe, through 

whose territory they would next have to 

pan, and finally himaelf demanded sixty 

napoleons — the same as Saleh. Ehaltl 

refused to be bound by what Saleh had 

said; and Saleh said he had nothing to 

give to Ehalil, as he had given all the 

money to his followers. Meanwhfle, 

Ehaltl insisted on having his money, 

whUe Mr. Hill had none to give him, and 

could get none, except by sendiog to 

Jerusalem for it. The EeraU, fidliog in 

persuasion, threatened to starve the party 

into payment Finally, the *' holy man '' 

was sent to try and raise it from the 

Sheik of Madeba, a friend of (George's, 

and fidling Madeba, was to go on to 

Jerusalem. When he was gone, the 

annoyances and insults went on, till Mrs. 

HiU's woman's wit hit on a plan of quiet- 

ing the EeraU j so she made them a 

speech, appealing to the Bedouin laws 

of hospitality, which was completely 

successful, and they were left in peace. 

On the fifth day the "holy man "returned, 

bringing the money from Jerusalem, and 

the party was at last enabled to proceed, 

and be delivered over in turn to the 

Hameydeh. But the Hameydeh pos- 

sessed no rifles, and only one flint-lock 

gun, so thefr demands were not so likely 

to be successful Nevertheless, they de- 

manded as much as each Eerakl Sheik 

got, and threatened; but this time Mr. 

Hill would not be stopped, and pressed on 

through the narrow pass in wnich they 

were, and finally reached Madeba without 

molestation, and then the Hamevdeh 

Sheik had the cool assurance to ask for a 

eertificato ; which he got But it was fay 

no means such a one as he thought it ■

From Madeba there was no more trouble, 

and the rest of the journey to Jerusalem was 

uneventful enough, which must have been 

eatis&ctory after the previous experiencesL 

This third journey was certainly the mdbt 

exdting of the three ; but the one which 

must £ive been the pleasantest was the 

firsts which, to lovers of the open afr and 

a fr«6, roving life, must have been truly 

delightful, and quite worth the minor 

difficulties which must accompany such 

joumeyings. ■

Mr. Hill ends up his pleasant book with 

various stories, taken down as he heard ■

them, in the very "^ords, as far as he could 

reinember them, of the narrator. Of these 

the following are good specimens : ■

" Abou Suleymaui were you ever bitten 

by a snake I " ■

"Tes, sfr; once, on hand. 'Twas by 

Jordan. It was that time when I wait for 

my money to pay for wood which I bought 

for bridge over Jordan. I have them 

pieces of wood for bedstead, and slept on 

them, and I made fire dose to ma It is 

always cold early in morning by Jordan. 

I awoke suddenly, and felt my hand cooled. 

I jump up. I was close by Jordan. If I ■

{'ump further I fall in and never get out 

: swim just like a piece of lead. I jump 

up and see snakes. I make shake with my 

hand so hard, and snake fall in fiira I 

cry out with very large voice. Then I 

ride off to Jerusalem as quick as I can. 

I had large donkey — ^very fine donkey — 

belong to Oovemor of Jerusalem. I get 

there in six hours. I could not move my 

hand.» ■

'*Did you go to a doctor)'' ■

'* No, sb ; they are all stupid. I go to 

old Bedouin woman. She put some bran 

in hot water — ^verv hot I put my arm 

in. I could not feel nothing. She rub 

my arm — so. Then I get better. But my 

hand was swoUowed (swollen) for two 

times right size when I get to Jerusalem. 

That Oovemor give me one dollar each 

day for three days because it was his fault 

I wait by Jordan." ■

" Ate Jutln people all thieves. Uncle of 

Michael is muleteer, and he was with other 

men in Ehan, and they had animals with 

them. All were sleeping, and those 

thieves could not get in at door, so 

they went to top, and got down, and began 

to pull donkey up. And Michael's unde 

woke up and saw that donkey going up, 

and he cried : * See my donkey going to 

heaven! Wake up, wake upr And 

those thieves hear mm cry, and they laugh 

so much that they could not pull up 

donkey, and they let him hU. Whenever 

Michael's uncle tell this story every one 

laugh." ■

« Once our master so to oemetoy alone, 

and he see one there uke Eling sitting on 

throne, with long stick in hancL He tmnk 

it is spirit of EJng Solomon or Eing 

David. And others have seen the same." ■

'There ■ old Bedouin Sheik. He ■
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I djiag. He wm gwMuuiig fof daath. 

his Bonl jnsl going oui of him. Ha tfU 

hifl friends tUs : • Nenwr UgUt fizeat nigbi 

Never sit under crooked bmlding. If yon 

go bsfove onr Governor pot old man first 

what can speak well.' Then ht die. 

FinisL" ■

A GARRISON ROMANCE. ■

Bt Mbs. LEITH ADAMS (Mbs. LASTAK). ■

Auihor of *'Iouis Drafcott," "Geofftey SOHing," *'Awnt 

Hept/i FbtrndtiTiff," etc. ■

GHAPTEB V. MR. JON£S IS PBRFT.EXTO. ■

BxoAXJSi a man starts in life with 

small baginungs, and, hj indnstey 

and sfarewdaess eambiaed, makes those 

smaU begfaMMpgs into great endings; 

beeansB ks devolopes into one wiK> bridges 

over the oceans that s^MOsite the worlds 

by his flotillas of trading ships, and so 

gamers np great store of wealth, toiling 

early and late to achieve the success 

upon which his mind is set ; becsnse these 

things are so^ there is no reason why 

passion and poetry, sentiment and a love 

of the beantiinl shodd not lie latent 

beneath the abaorbed andresolate boeiness 

exterior. ■

Jost as "the mnsic of the moon slesfs 

in the bine eggs of ttie nij^tfaigale,'' so 

the mnsic tiiat shall one day tErill liis 

life through and through may sleep in the 

heart of the man who toils amid the stir 

and the strife of commercial life, with scant 

time to give to thoughts of the softer side 

of eiistonca All that is wanted may be 

the touch of the hand which has power to 

wake the echoes liitherto bound in 

silence. ■

Hitherto Amphlstt Jones had seen only 

the commonplsee side of life ; tihe side of 

which ledgers fall of endless columns of 

figues formed en important part, snd in 

which yon valued a msn aos(»ding as he 

was of the stuff that made a good ciedc, or 

a tmetfworthy mansger. ■

Now he was being initiated into 

beautiful possibilities ; he was living 

surroundings which would have roade the 

sparse liair of the respeotable Dodson to 

stand on end, '' like quMk upon the fretful 

porcipkie," and his eyes— wliish looked as 

if they had pored over kivoices snd made 

entries in ledgers nntil they had grown 

bleared and dim— open to their widest 

extent ■

It will be understood Oat thi dmid. 

that had made liir. Jcms lA^ h 

csUed a "self^ude man'— tha(ii,iM 

zisised to impoetanoe asid peaftba hf kh 

own earoeil and henesfe mimfmrn-^* 

Mt desert Urn in ttwm saiiasw» 

ronndinnL His r apshiliHss ef kms otw^ 

vnUon, his quick intoUons stood Un n 

good stead ; and it wasisalfywmideifalfte 

diange that eame over the aun fa lb 

eonrse of bnt a lew weeks, Mr. Jmi 

bed never had what Os AmWi 

so .mphieally caU a "shew" brfni 

Haru^; it, he made a good use of it ■

He might havedhied at the 19SidM^ 

or any other meas, any nUit h Ihsink 

nowadays, snd tiuiie woiddhave bseassd 

chance of him shewing a lurking bofisilifli 

to shake hands wtth As binfaite 

Even liis modes of speech wwe nfUf 

becoming modified, and Urnk TptUUmm' 

neas of "get np," which many tiMi Mi 

oft marks the outsider, begsn to nodif. 

The Honourable Bob, indeed, said k m 

like a picture that lias meUowed isi tooad 

down with age ; wlien you met hia he wsi 

no longer a blow in the eye— a hMk at 

too, too vivid cobur in Aeiandiona Bi 

had taken to a nice, soft, shsdy H aid 

loose, but well-cut garments; aad Vi 

chains and omaments were leaa florid. 

The Honourable Bob readied thai lb. 

Jones was so pb^ at the back <rf Iba saek 

above his colkr, and tliat his haadi van 

so plump and fnckled; but fa cte 

respects he looked upon him as dslighlfiil, 

constituted himself his ""gnide, pfaSoMpkait 

and friend," and, as the others temlffot 

iif " ran hfan " generally. ■

<* What a genial, childHkie ensftaniitfa 

liajor," said Mr. Jones to this kfadlyaai 

ssslduous companion. ■

•'Just so," said the HononraUa Bd^ 

scrcfring his glass into liis era tightar te 

ever ; '< quite— quite. OhikUike^ did yoa 

say 1 Oh, yes, ehildliko and bland, daa^ 

yon know t " ■

Tee," said Mr. Jonee, bofOMfk^ 

fed, and unconscious of quotation; ^'laiiiF 

lilBe a boy. I enjoyed myself vaiyMot 

tite odier evennig. Oh, yes, I did, fa i 

qviet Und of way; but still, v>7 ■

'•Dinner of herbs, and adl that Und o< 

thing," said the HononiaUe Boh •'Ifin 

Matbel, diarming of oewne t "^ ■

'•She is always that, is shsnttt'Fi^ 

in Mr. Jones, interrupting. ■

"Always— and thent Jl UA 9^ 

game of 6cart6 with the Majorf " ■
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*'N<>— we iftt (Nii in tiie court and 

smoked, while Miss Mabel and Mxa. 

Olattflrimak 8ai«. Itwaadel^tlUtfa];' ■

The Honmumbla Bob tamed and gaeed 

in a praeded and eearchmg aamMr at tiw 

speaker, attaiog a kng^sawiMMt and 

deep <'b7 Jove r ■

!nie faoe of Mr. Jones wwe tke ample 

and eonAttHpeoDpresbion of a ehiUL ■

«'No awoptien tlwe/' ttM^ Mr. 

DaoBi; •«biittke%i^nKeifltksdeoeptiott« 

or, to i«k it nddiy, wliait gNM is dnttar. 

baoknptenewt^' ■

Kaitiundly , he conld not pwt the qnestion 

aloud; bwt mwwdly he wee in no smell ■

SOI, whet Mr. Jones kad mdd ezpUined 

a good many thuMNi: notaUj the smiliBg 

satisiaslion ef Um lever's wife mid 

ii^i^ghtffr in tUs W«fi4^hfp wtth the drip- 

owner of SeelUng Iitee. ■

'« Deepen knew/' said Mr. Jones, break- 

ing in nfien the ^Amfti Udb of aedxtatien, 

"dn pea know thd^ Sk Peyten hae Mked 

me to dine witk Urn enotly fomrteen 

ttmes, and eaek tune, appeientl j, loigotten 

allahoatitwiienfaeaawmeAeaEtt Hois 

OKoeedittglj eeeentrie." ■

"^ Oh, yes. He's Hke thafc^ yon know, 

when he's a bit jumpy." ■

" Jampy f" said Mr. Jones. ■

Then a smile spread itself over his 

genial face. ■

'<I Bee,"he ssid ; "I mderstand." ■

**TheEe isn't a bettcrkearted felbw 

than old Paling, alive," said the Honour- 

aUe Bob^ soddenly jealons lor his eomzade ; 

"he has a heart of goU." ■

<'Tes,Iknew. Indeed, the Major told 

me"— majon were as plentilol as black- 

beiries, as the saying goes, m Malta ; bnt^ 

somehow, to Aose who knew him, Major 

Oletkeibnok was always ''the" Major-^ 

"that Sir Peyton was one who stood by 

his friends, even on a rainy day." ■

"Very mnoh so,^" 

Bobfe drily; <*or on 

things em apt to look a bit falaok somo- 

timeei don% yon know t " ■

Mr. Jones vas net sirfBoiantly jxp in 

miHtsiy argot to nttderstand the fnll aig- 

nififanee U this kat remark; bet he 

grasped the fact that, in some way or 

otfier. Sir Pejton Pding imd been snb- 

stentislly nsefnl to the Major. ■

There was a good dhml ahont the 

Ofaitteribnok hensehoU that pnzded Mr. 

Jenee not a littia for instance, the 

booyaney and bxii^itness of its head, on 

the one hand, the careworn, eheaaically- ■

" said the 'Henoardble 

night, when ■

tronUed expmsion on Mrs. Olatterbnek's 

face, and the tinge of sadnem that he felt 

rather than saw in her danghter Mabel, on 

the other. As to Bertie's mdisoreet reva- 

lations on the night of Phil's hnnt after 

the p«Bon'e nest^ Mr. Jones had tiisd to 

pnt them oat of his mind altogether, as 

something he hadnoteemeby qeitehonestly^ 

and had no pessiUe right ta Peihape 

he had not manaoed to do <^h ^i qnite 

snecessfoUy ; bnt, still, lie had made a 

oonecioos effort Now, cenverskg thos 

easily with the Honourable Bob, Mr. Jones 

was too innate a gentieman to ask one 

single qnsstion, or even go near doing eo; 

and yet he wonid hare given a good deel 

to know if Bertie's missBrtion that hk aister 

Mabel ''cried ovnr Phfl at nights'* had 

any feondatian m tratii. ■

SecalUng the earnest fase and artiess 

mannsr «f Ae i^nahei^ it seemed a cmel 

wrong to aeonse ham of Cslaehood, or even 

intentional ezaggcMtfam; and yet, could 

then be a skeleton, or diven skeletens in 

the fiunSy eiq>board, wheii the husband 

and father went cavolUng tfarongh life ae 

though snnshine and flowera were the 

only tfamgs worth realiaittg or thinking 

aboott ■

It made tiie piettiest piotatre in the 

world — the tall, gaUant-lookmg soUier, 

with his children gathered aM>nt him, 

as he sang some ddi-world ditty — he was 

greet ^ in ballads of simple pathos and 

gentle joy — wlnle his wife touched the 

piano with ddicate fix^;er, playing the 

aooompanhnent just at it shoold be played, 

which, by the wsy, is more tium many 

women can do. ■

Jim, with his stordy legs wide apart, 

and his impidi free softened almost into 

beaoty for the nonce, would listen to the 

Major singing, aa he migli* to the ntter- 

ances of a gwL ; and PhM wonld dap his 

little hands and wf " pitty, pitty moosici" 

as the laet note died away. ■

Did aU tUs look like the dMdding of 

silent tears in that moonlit room, whmin 

Mr. Jones had once foond himself a 

strsnge and mtimely visitor t Did it 

Iwik as if Ffaihi pillow was like to be wet 

widi dew that had fallen frem his sistsr's 

gentle eytst Vnigar euriesity was far, 

very far from the man whose lot had lain 

in the bosy Oity, and among the teiisrs, 

notthetrifleeB,afllfe. ■

He had riaen betimes, and late tsken 

rest; he had eaten the bread of earefol- 

ness, ntitil soch time as the com, wad oil, 

and wine faicreesed. They imd increased ■
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in a marvelloaa ratio — ^increased until he 

himself acarceljr knew theb limits. He 

had eamed a time of rest and change — 

fairly eamed it| after so many years of 

labour. ■

Mabel Graham always had a kindly look 

and a kindly word for Mr. Jcmes. I^ue 

as steel herself ^ she was quick to recognise 

truth in other& She knew him to be 

simple, good, without the assertiveness 

that sometimes accompanies great wealth : 

one of Nature's gentlemen in every sense 

of the expression. ■

She had no faintest notion of how it 

thrilled him through to have her white 

hand laid in his for the one supreme 

moment of meeting and greeting; how 

her dress, touchine him as she passed, 

seemed as the wafimg of an angel's wing; 

how he bore her name prayerimly in his 

honest heart, bidding Heaven bless her, 

and keep her from all sorrow and all ill ■

It must be understood that all this time 

Mr. Amphlett Jones was what he con- 

sidered *' getting on nicely " ; at least that 

was how he worded it to Dodson in the 

short, yet satisiiMstory letters indited to 

that deserving man from time to time. ■

The visit to the Palace had been duly 

paid under the guidance of the Major, and 

the name of Jones been properly inscribed 

in the (Jovemor's book. ■

In due time came an invitation to one of 

the last balls of the season — ^for the little 

court was about to migrate to the lovely 

country palace of San Antonio — and, it 

must be confessed, Mr. Jones felt some- 

what nervous. But the Honourable Bob 

cheered him not a little. ■

** m see you through, my dear fellow," 

he said, hovering round witii his glass in 

his eye like an amiable vulture 1 " I'm 

sure Fm very much obliged to you," said 

Mr. Jones, '' it will be a great comfort" 

But, after all, neither much comfort, nor yet 

mudi " seeing through," was needed. The 

shrewdness and acumen that Amphlett 

'Jones had brought to bear upon his 

business life, did not fail him now. He 

brought the same qualities to bear upon 

the task of learning his world in these 

wonderful new surroundings amid which 

he found himself, and the task proved an 

easy ona In spite of various little 

peculiarities that peeped out here and 

there, he was voted " delightful " ; and even 

these peculiarities were declared to be 

'' taking." The heart of every mother who 

had heard the story of Uttle Phil W)is his, 

and we know that the partisanship of ■

mothers must at all times prove an infiunoe 

absolutdy irresistible. ■

like some late-blossoming flown, oor 

Olty man expanded and gbwed in this 

genial atmosphere. He had not m^ 

but many sources of delight Km 

and foremost was his intereonne wifli 

the Olutterbuck famfly; added to Oii 

his friendship with the HononrablsBob; 

the kindness of the bibutoos Bannett 

who tooled him about in a certun iuf^ 

verv Ughi dog-cart^ drawn by a hig^ vsj 

high-stepping mare» and much thraght of 

by the gamson. Sir Peyton would 

swing round comers on one wheel, or iiy 

his mmd at a little ^'inch-driving." Onee 

— ^but this must have been a fable-4iediOT8 

clear over a low mule-sled, Isaiing tb 

owner of the same prayine fai an iDgnkh 

by the road-side, and in volong all the aiiiiti 

of the Boman calendar one after the ottet 

Thrice had Sir Peyton been preeiiatatad 

from this said dog-cart, each time ghiega 

young nephew of his at Eton a good ehinoe 

of becommg a juvenile baronet ; ind how 

the military groom who rode bdunl held 

on, was a mystery indeed. The Hodoot- 

able Bob had suggested oobbWi wax m a 

possible soluticm; anyway, the mtn'a face 

had a stem and resolute ezpreaaion m be 

let go the "stepper's" bead— that pam- 

pered animal instantly launching hendf 

Uito apace, apparently sure that her own 

specific gravity would bring her aafely 

down again — which might well have be- 

come a man going into action. Mr. Joim; 

perched up beside the Jehu-like Major, 

might look grave, but never frighteeod, 

nor did he once yield to temptation in the 

form of clutching the rail at an awkwaid 

comer; but he was pleased to hear tU 

ladies seldom accompanied the Uajor oe 

what he was wont to call his "epb^' 

since Mabel Graham's slender neck miglit 

otherwise have been imperilled. ■

A huge buU-dog, with the head of i 

gigantic toad, and we ciiest of an ox, wu 

wont to sit up beside the sten-fued 

groom. He wore a wide, nail^atoddad 

collar with all the " side" and conceit d 

the Honourable Bob himself, and hn naao 

was Butcher — hardly one to inggm on- 

questioning confidence. Butcher vai, 

however, great friends with Ml Jone^ 

and patronised him after a certain ledate 

fashion, greeting him with a gentle aorer 

ment of a stout and stumpy tail that 

never wM;ged wildly save for the maater 

he adoredT For the bibulous one waa the 

most tender-hearted of human beingBi and ■
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ih0 '* stepper " would shore a TelYet-nose 

into his ooat-pooket for a lump of ragar, 

while as to Bntoher, he slept at his master's 

feet all night long, nerer hiidg^ from the 

door of the field-offioer^s quarters until his 

return, no matter what awfiil hours this 

fidelity oblised him to keep. Then, with 

a hoarse, uioagh joyful orj, he would 

spring upon the foot of the cot» that many 

a dyflian would have turned up his nose 

at| as a resting-place quite beneath eon- 

tempt ■

"It says Yolumes for our f-f-friend that 

old B-B-Botcher don't object to him, don't 

you know," said Sir Peyton to the others ; 

and they murmured their assent^ for there 

eould be no doubt at all as to Butcher's 

capabilities of making himself disagreeable 

if he chose. ■

''Paling always driyes his best when 

he's a bit jumpy, gire you my word," said 

the Honourable Bob, in a confidential 

moment, to Mr. Jones ; and in this state- 

ment was comfort, for on more than one 

occasion the Baronet had been considerably 

exhilarated, and Butcher had been driven 

to balance himself on the seat behind after 

the manner of an acrobat performing on 

the tight-rope, whUe the groom looked 

more than ever like a man under fire, 

and Mr. Jones reflected upon the startling 

probability that various charitable insti- 

tutions would promptly and largely benefit 

nnder his own will ■

" It's a deal safer than it looks, give you 

my word," said the Honourable Bob. This, 

too, was consoling. ■

It certainly did not feel safe ; but^ then, 

we are told that sensation is occasionally 

misleading; and there was a certain satis- 

faction in whirling down the steep hill 

between Sleima and Valetta, and wonder- 

ing what Dodson would say if he could see 

how the head of the firm was conduct- 

ing- — ■

Then there was Ginger. ■

Mr. Jones quite loved that callow 

wamor,with his stubble-like hairand yellow 

moustache. There was a simplicity about 

Ginger that attracted one. Of course, he 

must have had^some other name; in fact, the 

Army List tha]t lay on the ante-room table 

described him as Emest Dalrymple St 

John — a quite ridiculous name for such a 

boyish creature — ^indeed, some kindly hand 

had corrected an evident mistake, and 

written '' Ginger," in rather a shaky fist, 

just opposite. Every 'one called him 

Ginger. Jim and Algie called him U Mr. 

Gbger." It may be opined that the ■

regimental letter-corpoial was about the 

only person who realised him as Mr. Saint 

Joluu ' ■

Once Ginger confided to Mr. Jones 

the fact that he had lost somewhat heavQy 

—to Major Olutterbuck—- the nkhibdore. 

Mr. Jones had been dining at the mess of 

the Bifie Brigade, and meanwidle there 

had been a spell of play at the pretty 

house at Sleima. ■

"Dear me," said Mr. Jones, with grave 

simplicity 6f look and manner; *'I can 

fancy how concerned our good friend, the 

Major, would be at such a run of ill-luck 

on your pari" > ■

" Oh— ah— yes. Just so-— quite so," said 

Ginger, with a feeble laugh and a somewhat 

imbecile stare ; "auitesol" ■

Then he stroked his brimstone-coloured 

moustache lovhsgly, put on a knowing 

smirk, and questioned Mr. Jones, deli- 

cately. ■

"By the way, you pby, don't you, with 

the Major, now and again 1 " ■

"Oh, yes," said Mr. Jones, with a 

pleasant smile, "I have taken a hand at a 

quiet rubber several times. Sixpenny 

points, you know." ■

It was a good thing he took leave soon 

after this, for Ginger couldn't have held out 

much longer. ■

Scarcely was the good man well into the 

square, with its central fountain, when 

Ginger began to stamp about the room like 

mad. ■

" Lord 1 " he said spluttering, " he'U be 

the death of me, I know he wOl, * How 

concerned our good friend the Major would 

be.' Ha^ ha I that's a good 'un, that is. 

Don't I wish Dacre were here, that's all 1 

Stop till I tell them in tiie ante-room, to- 

night; they'll die of it. I know they 

wSl It'll be the deatii of Paling." Here 

he took to stamping about i^sin : but sud- 

denly drew ^himself up stiff ana straight, 

struck by an immense idea. " I have it," 

he cried. " It's Oie Ud, that's what it is. 

He looks upon the man, Jonesi as sacred 

in a way, because of the kid. Qooi old 

Olutterbuck 1" ■

Ginger was quite touched by this tender 

consideration on the part of the Major; 

much more touched than he would have 

been by such a trait in another persoa ■

That is the use of being rather a bad 

pmon : if you do anything good people 

think so much of it They tmnk ever so 

much more of it than they would if some 

highly estimable individual had added a 

scmtfllation to his usual steady shining. ■
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Tke flnnromidiiig dark&eas brbgB out tjie 

light 80 deurly — perhafw tbat it it. ^ ■

Well, any way, Amphlett Jones irat 

getting on with all thaee pe^le mighty 

wbU; and if tlie iBf% did get hotter, aim 

the nights, too, for natter d that^ why, 

aa he ohaerTad to the HbnonraUe Bob, 

" yen had By<wj poMlhle anpliaiiee at hand. 

It wain't like living throagh a stifling spdl 

of Bommer weather in Englaad, with small 

houses and thin walk, anid ceilings that, 

oompared to the grand old ICallese palaeet, 

might boaaid to teswh ycor head, not it 1 '' ■

And liie HonomaUe Bob said that, for 

his part^ he belieyed he mast hare been 

or^inally oFolFed from a salamander, so 

dearly did he love being brcOed, and 

stewed, and frizzled, and all the rost of it ■

N«¥esthelesa, the fimiooraUe Bob 

winlced in a fnrtiye manner at Ginger ; 

and Ginger pat his tongoe in his oheek by 

way of retam signal, while both relieved 

thdbr feelbgs by the broadest of grins be- 

hind the Imck of the ship-owner, who 

was looUng oat of window and admiring 

the style and eat of Bir Peyton's '< cart" hi 

the street below, with the stem-faoed groom 

restrainfog the high-stepper with diffiealty ; 

and Bateher, with blnnt nose, mightily np- 

lifted, watefaed Ihe passers-by with an 

infinite scorn from the altitade of the 

front seat ■

What these derisiTO gestares on the part 

of Mr. Daose and Mr. Saint John ndght 

mean, deponent sayeth not ; and they 

neither paeeled nor troaUed Mr. Jones, 

ainee he did not see them. ■

Aboot this time « dond came aeross — 

not the aaue, eloodless tkf of the heavens 

aboYO, bat the mental firmament of 

Amphlett Jones. ■

It happened on ibis wise : ■

''Old Miaters^eattedaponhfaL That 

woithiy man's fieroe moostacfae and the 

bright-Uae kindly eyes that looked at yoa 

80 pleasantly; his bank, hearty manner 

— all pleased Hr. Jones. The two 

men — both so simple and ezoaUent in their 

several ways— ^ on amaaingly. Bo far 

80 good ; bat the call had to be vetamed, 

and, the doctor being oat, it devolved 

apon Mrs. Maatem to do the honoors. Now 

be it said that the Honoarable Bob was on 

gaard-daty that day, and Gii^^er only to 

the f ore. The Honoarable Bob eoald 

manage Mrs. Masters better tiian any man 

in the registent, not ezoepting the 0. O. 

She was afeaid of him for eome reason or 

other, and less rampant w!faen he was 

present Bat for Ginger she oared not a ■

straw. He had no power of Myiagthioa 

that seemed onfy lasly poBts, mlyit 

stong. ■

Ten mimahes after the tee mm esUni 

tlie shady drawing-coem, aad diMomd 

Mrs. Masters doaiag over a boik 

Amphlett Jonas fek that tin g9fc m 

being peeled off Us gfaigv-bmd, the 

•"high top-gaHant of his joy » bi^ m 

awar* ■

Mrs. Mastem had that mMnviablepmr 

called " taking the gloss off eYeiythiij^* ■

Let oslisten to her awhila ■

^Oh, yes, it is trae that peqde ahrqi 

seemed to see ^f^ CBnttsrbnok, Aikbj 

as die is. One night, at Hie Ptlua,Ac 

Govonor walked AhontwiOi herfarqaka 

along time. I'm soze I dent kn(yv vtit 

he can have thonght of her blMk gm 

beinff so brown at the sesms. I man 

yon It looked the ooknur of csfiBe^ranii 

in oerlnln lights.'' ■

*<Bat do yoa menn to say thit Sr 

Marohmoant Oglevia-— that his Exoelln^ 

— ^mmarked open the— the"— kn Mr. 

Jones cart abont for a kss offeams wai 

than diabbiness — " worn appeamMci tbe 

dear lady's sppassl 1 " ■

••Old Bo^es woaldntdoaesddiiiUis 

Uke thst ; he isn't baiU that war,V» 

Ginger, net withoat soma heat ■

"Oh, dear no," aaid Mn. Ujdm, 

saavely, twiating her little fisfchsais^ 

one in the other, and looking ai (1m^ 

she were shoeked at the soggeitiofi; "tet 

one can jadge by a person's looki n to 

what he thinks, can't one! Bulk isdesl, 

the Olntterboeka ave always eoeiDtrie. 

Look at that affair tbmt the dhiUL Fs 

sare that looked like n imt op thbg." ■

*' He wasn't p«t ap, he got ap,* ■>■ 

Ginger, sotto voce. ■

••Sooh a fass as people made; nek i 

talk! Aslsaid to Dr. Masten,IA6iid 

have been quite ashamed of making mflii 

so conspicuous." ■

There was a most* wicked gleam b 

Ginger's eyes, and he fmAand up Us 

month as tf te a long whistle; bot i 

words spake he none. ■

As for Mr. J^ies, he sms p«Mr 

bewildered. Everythix^ ssomod to bi 

being tamed apside down. He hsd ofTer 

felt eo nnoomfortaUe sinee lie M 

Dodson. ■

' "I think «vexy one likes the Glotter- 

ba(du," he sud, hastDy, jOl at odo0 ^ 

coming conscious that ttie day wanoBV^* 

aUy warm. ■

*«0f coaise «hey do," leplied Hn.^ ■
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"Ail the men are in lore 

with IfiiK Oraham ; and all tlia wodmq go 

to fl«a wiuKt the other aen can aee in iieff^'' ■

"^I sbonld tUoik no one atHida ki need 

of spectadea to see that,'' retorted Mr. 

Jones, mors tfcaa ever eonvmced that tids 

was the hottest day they had yet had; 

"no one,*. ■

''X q<iilte agree with yen,'' said tim 

doctor's wife, in her most maddening 

manner. ^Qf eesurse, hi a pfane wliere 

Aers ere haidly any gix^ at all, any gizl 

m SUM to be made mach c£ Perimps if 

he were in Eog^d, even Sb Fsytea 

Paling wcndd net be qotte so deFeted^" ■

Here was a side-light with a Tengesaice i 

Mr. JoMa had nefer thos^fat of the 

Uholoiui one in the light ef an aspinmt 

to Miss Oraham's hand. ■

"Some woold heaitate to encenrage a 

man like ICajer Paling,'' began IlboL 

Mnstera. ■

But Gmgsr waa on the dsf snaire in a 

trice. ■

" Paling'a a good old sort, Mrs. Mmtans.; 

as good an old sort as yoa'll ase In a d^p's 

march." ■

"Indeed he is," eUmed in Mr. Jones, 

geaeseosi and iiiiei In afike of the qualm 

of a moaasnt aga ■

''At sOl epeaita,'' peniated the hdy, 

« Major OfaMeibmdc wooU wffluigly take 

him for » aondnJaw, aa any one mAi half 

an eje can see. I wirii them were mare 

girls in Malta; then thoae who are here 

woaldn't get their heada tamed. BaaHei^ 

it's becaase there aren't any girls tlmt the 

married women flirt so." ■

"Do they — flirt 1" said Mr. Jones, 

simply. " Well, I sappose they da They 

are, many of them, so yonng; and the 

freshness of it all, the glitter and the 

sparkle, the being made so much of— yes, 

I can understand it" ■

Then, with a grave simplicity that sent 

Gmger flying to the window : ■

"Do you flirt, Mrs. Musterst " ■

" 1 1 No, thank you," with a shiver of 

repulsion. " I hope I know myself better. 

I haye always set my faee against that 

sort of thing— always." ■

"Ah, I see," said Mr. Jones; "the 

others are young, they haye not had time 

to think of things seriously, they are paid 

so much attention to ; they mean no harm, 

but take the pleasant hours as they come. 

A veteran like you has difierent ideas." ■

It might well be supposed from the 

sounds he made, that Lieutenant Saint 

John was trying to swallow his forage ■

cap; eettainly, when at last he tamed 

raand, his eyes were suffoaed and watery, 

aa after aome eqpreme eiort. 

• Perhaps it was just as well, that, at thia 

junoture, Dr. MiaalMrs— fpenial, Idndly^ un- 

suspicious of social storms — Boiyni in 

timbnidA ■

That evening, as the blinding glow «f 

the day waa fading lafidly— aait dees in 

Ant oiimale — Mr. Jonea betook Umaelf to 

thshoMe^AleMsa. ■

He had a strange feeling as if he ought 

to make some amende to his good friends 

there, for hanqg listened to tliat an* 

ea niioit able womsn, tim deetor's wife, 

AeaiiBn ttwm. He almost felt as HmuqA 

hehimeelffaad beenfaiUyof adiabyal^; 

eianomstfaingthat had to be wi^ oat 

by renewed homage and tender asivhia ■

The famiEar door stood half ^pen ; and 

ttnrongh it he liada glimpse of tha children 

in the room* beyond the hall, lliey ware 

all dastered xeand the eentral figiBe — 

Phil. ■

ButansiaaPha] ■

Sach a disconsolate, diaggled4ookiBg, 

uncrowned Sjng Baby 1 ■

In a masnent Mk. Joaea was in their ■

mida^ hia wide-bthwiied pith hat laid on 

head ; ■

a idudr, his gnsdsd 

chfld. ■

bent ow the ■

" Phil— PhQ," he said, " my boy-^hat 

biti" ■

''IbeHiawielly sadmadsdlly PU, this 

day ," aaid the ohfld, psliabiy ; " I wisbaa if 

evellything eorid far ta not be so nashty 

— daddy's sick — an' my nother dooky 

does be oome-^an' muddle's c'ying*ever so — 

and Mabel Ob, I can't see Mabel any- 

wheres at all " ■

"Things have gone wrong," said Jim, 

with his legs wide apart, and his hands in 

his pockets; "they do, you know, some- 

times." ■

"'Hngs 'ave gone wrong," lisped 

AJgie, as usual an excellent echo, and 

looking up at his brother to see if any 

more observations were to be made. ■

"Don't mind Phil," continued Jim, 

with an eflPect after jauntiness that had 

something peculiarly touching in it to Mr. 

Jones ; " he's such a frightened child — ^he 

can't stand things like we can, you know," 

and to show how well he could stand 

things, Jim sobbed a little sob. ■

"But what is it all about 1" said Mr. 

Jones, lost in wonder. ■

"Papa is ill— he has one of his bad 

turns," said Lily, trying to speak as she ■
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had heard Mabel do, on rimOar occttudoni ; 

" Dr. Moaten is with him, a&d mamma, 

and Mabel — ^do, Mabel ia in her own room 

writing lettera." ■

"And erying over them— I law her,'' 

pat in Jim.- ■

"I he's cy'in, too— and nobody be'a 

aolly," said Elbg Baby in a lamentable, 

smdl voioe. ■

Then they all spoke at onee, like the 

choms in an opera. They all swayed 

towards him and held what each conld get 

of hint ■

" We are all very sorry," they said, " we 

eannot bear to have yon sad." ■

The monarch was, by this, something 

appeased. He sat hi Lily's bp, leaning 

Us golden head against her shoulder. The 

others — indading Mr. Jones — stood round 

and looked at him. ■

**Is your father illt Oonld I not. see 

hfml" said Mr. Jones, at length, to 

Jim. ■

And LDy, with quite the air of a grown- 

up ml, took upon herself to reply : ■

<< Mabel wiU tell you. I thmk she will 

oome down and see you. Bertie has gone 

upstairs to tell her you are here." ■

Then a wonderful thing happened. ■

Mabel came; he knew well enough it 

was Mabel; but she was so changed that 

the sight of her stabbed his heart like a 

knife. ■

Her great brown eyes were strained 

and dim, and looked as if their light had 

been put out by tears; her Ups were set 

and pale; her brow, from which the hair ■

was all pushed back, looked u wldto u 

marble; but on the temples the iweift hid 

beaded, and glistened in the iaini mber 

Ught that came in through the opm 

window. ■

She came straight up to him, ind hid 

her hand upon ms arm. The ni^t fu 

hot and airless, yet the cUU of that htod 

struck through the sleeve of hii Hght 

coat ■

" You have come to ask how my bther 

is," she said ; bi\t, oh 1 in what a ttnage 

and altered voica '* He is better ;bQfc the 

doctor will not leave him to-nfa;ht U ii 

his head; he is often so; we thuik it unit 

be the sun." ■

"I heard mother say it was bother ud ■

wor^, you know, about " began Jim, ■

sturdily. ■

'' Hush, Jim," said Mabel AiXfii Ho 

not speak; your voioe is shrDI; he will 

hear ; it will disturb him." ■

She sank upon a chair, wearily, and u 

though her limbs would bear her op do 

longer. ■

She beckoned Mr. Jones to heriida, the 

children looking on wide-eyed. ■

''There is something I want to nf to 

you," she said, panting; a little as ahaipob. 

"People are wondering why yon go on 

staying here. I am wonderiDg. Do yoa 

not know that the heat is growbgdajbj 

day ; that all visitors are leaving the bli&dt 

Why do you not go with the rest t" Ibn, 

with a sort of wmI in her voice, ehepotihe 

question to him yet again : " Why do jon 

not got" ■
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CHAPTER X. ■

" And it wAsn't a month rinoe she met 

him in the wood«" finished SylYia, im* 

presdvely. ■

It was aboat eleven o'clock in the 

morning, tiro days later, and she and 

Merryn DikUas were alone together in the 

Cornishes' morning -room where Mervyn 

had spent the last half hour perched npon 

the table, in her hat and jacket, sticking 

pins recUessly into the table-cover in her 

excitement, and listening with breathless 

interest while Sylvia told her the story of 

"die engagement" There was to be a 

solemn consultation in the coarse of the 

morning on the subject of bridesmaids' 

dresses, and Mervyn, in her eager en- 

thosiaam, h%d rnshed in like a small, 

brown hurricane at about ten o'clock, to 

be a good deal laughed at^ ordered about, 

and made useful until she retired with 

Sylvia fnto the morning-room to devour her 

impatience, and talk about Selma, who 

was reported to be " busy with Roger." ■

She drew a long breath as Sylvia ceased, 

and studE a pin so wildly into the table- 

cover that it ran into the little, ungloved 

finger as well, and she carried the latter 

with a auafait, self-pitying gesture, to her 

lips as she said, with intense conviction : ■

<' How thrillmg, Sylvia." ■

*' It was exciting," agreed Sylvia, taking 

up the needle-work which had fallen un- 

noticed on her knee as her story ap- 

proached its crisis. *' Of course we should ■

have been sorry if Biger had got engaged 

toa strange girl so very soon after he came 

home ; but it's lovely to have it all going 

on in the house, and Sihna is such a 

dearl" ■

' The familiar fondness of the tone in 

vf hich Sylvia spoke of her cousin did not 

strike Mervyn as odd, new as it iras. She 

^as too warm-hearted and impetuous, too 

much given to receiviuff new impressions 

through the medium of feeling alone to see, 

as a colder and less keenly interested 

observer would have seen, that the 

attitude, not only of Sylvia, but of the 

ffhole famUy towards Salma, was entirely 

altered. Taey had al frays been fond of 

her; but they had looked atlier ai it were 

from a distance. A« a genius with a 

magnificent future before her, Selma had 

btfen a being none the less awe-inspiring 

from the vagueness of their comprehension 

of her. Sdlms " madly in love," without 

an idea beyond her new fancy, was a girl 

like themselves, to be met on common 

ground. The unusual sweetness and 

fascination which, all unconsciously to her- 

self, had helped to surround the old Selma 

with her atmosphere of superiority in their 

eyes, now made them, one and idl, look 

npon her — to use Sylvia's last words^as 

'* such a dear." ■

There was a moment's sQence after 

Mervyn's enthuisastic endorsement of 

this sentiment, whfle Sylvia gave her 

mind to her work, and Mervyn, with a 

quick little turn of her head, listened to 

some distant souads in the house which 

she hoped heralded Selma's approach. 

They died avray, however, and she turned 

again to Sylvia, and said, meditatively : ■

" Aad she's given up all her work, and 

everything." ■

<' Of course I " answered Sylvia. •* She ■
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would have had to give it all up, even if 

ahe'd gone on caring about it ; bnt^ luckily, 

ahe doesn't a bit, I don't believe she's 

thought of it again since she saw Soger 1 " ■

'* And we shall never see her act after 

all ! Of course, if Sehna thinks it isn't, 

why it isnt" — and Selma's loyal devotee 

spoke ixovik the bottom of her heart-;-" but 

if it was any one else wouldn't you'say it 

was rather waste, Sylvia 1 ^ ■

The pin - sticking process was very 

meditative and reflective, and the quaint 

little figure propounded the question from 

a purely abstract point of view; but Sylvia 

was not given to abstractions, she ndssed 

the drUt of the q^uestion, and answered 

from a personal pomt of view with some 

energy. ■

'< I don't know what you mean, Mervyn 1 

Of course, I don't mean that Selma isn't 

sweet and lovely, and everything ; but I 

dont see how you can expect me to think 

that any girl would be wasted on Soger 1 

I tlunk she's very lucky 1" ■

An impetuous apology and a very in- 

coherent explanation from Mervyn ensued, 

and Sylvia^ easQy mollified, asked : ■

"Don't you like him» Mervyn 1 Fm 

sure you will, when you Imow him 

better!" ■

"I shall! Ob, I shall, Sylvia," cried 

t&e much pertorbed Mervyn, " I mean I 

do ! Only strangers are so dreadful you 

know. OE course, if Selma loves him so 

tremendously, he must be very nica Oh, 

Sylvia 1" she added, slipping lightly off 

the table, " here they are at last r ■

Mrs. Oomish, Selma, and Helen came in 

together as she spoke, Selma looking 

very happy and excited. The "business 

witL Soger," at which the whole family 

had jeered that morning, had been '' real 

business" as she proudly explained, 

busbess connected with a house. Soger 

had gone now to see about it, and to 

settle tiie final details of his new partner- 

ship, and as Sehna said, with a delightful 

assumption of a practical and business- 

]SkB air, the effect of which was rather 

spoilt by a vivid blush: ■

" He will have a very busy day, and we 

must have a very bui^ day, too, mustn't 

we, auntie." ■

Whether the busbess of the dav was 

much advanced during the next half hour 

is more than doubtfd. The three other ■

girls were what Helen described, with a 

kugh, as "much too firivolous.*' But 

there was a great deal of laughter and 

talk, a great deal of discussion of colours ■

and stuffs, a great deal of hngkti yoong 

excitement ; and in the uidit ol ft tha 

parlourmaid came in with some newlj. 

arrived letters, two for Mrs. CornUi, uA 

one for Selma, which she opened lad md 

without looking at the envelope, u tbi 

protested vigorously against the idii cl 

bridesmaids m grey. ■

"It's suggeattve of haU-monnuDg, and 

all kinds of depression," she wss ssjn^ u 

she ran her eyes over her letter, "IihooU 

feel as though It were a bed — " ike 

broke off suddenly, unnoticed in the 

discussion which had arisen on her iraidi^ 

and turned to Mrs. Oomish with in ex- 

damation of pleasure. "Oh, in^ tkk 

ibrtunatet" she said. "Miis TymD 

wants me to ffoand see her thii sfternoon, 

and it's just tiie afternoon when I em gi\ 

as Soger isn't hs." ■

Mrs, Cornish lifted her eyes irom hir 

own letters, and contemplated the bright 

face in silence for a moment whDe Ike 

three girlish voices ran on unheeding ■

"Doesn't she ask Helen, toor ihe 

asked, rather sharply. ■

Selma laughed, and shook herhiil 

"Helen doesn't like Miss Tynell,* ^ 

said ; '< she says — oh, th^ don't get 

on at all But she really is yery Idnd, 

auntie," she repeated, vaguely eorndou 

of something disapproving in her unfi 

face, and Mrs. Oornish answered, in IQD^ 

thing approaching the old, oooitnM 

voice, which she had not used to Sdm 

since her engagement : ■

"Do as you like, my dear, of ooone. 

Perhaps, then, we had better get yomoae 

patterns to choose from this afteEDOOii,if 

you don't go yoursell There ii no tina 

tobebst." ■

It was on this understanding, sftermndi 

more discussion and much more menimeo^ 

that the conclave finally broke 19 b 

luncheon, to which meal Mervyn remained 

as a matter of course. She had to tear 

herself away directly afterwards, howem, 

and a little bter Helen and Sehna wen 

practically alone b the bouse. ■

Helen had not gone with the aboppiDg 

expedition, b spite of Sylvia's penaaabia 

She had given a great many ezoellat 

reasons for staybg at home ; bat ahe hw 

not mentioned the true one, and nobodj 

had guessed that she had reasons for hopiag 

that Humphrey, who spent all dayatbu 

studio, might come home early tbt after- 

noon, and might have sometUng to taU 

her when he came. Not even Sehna gneased 

how her sieter was wondering, sndhopiog' ■
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and {earing, as she worked so cheerfully 

and indoBtrionsly during the hoar they 

pasaed together. It aeemed to her a very 

short hoar antO the time came for her to 

go to Mfea l^jmreH's, and she left the room 

to put on her hat^ with a pretty, careiaing, 

relactant tonch on Helen's chedc. ■

Her sister followed her with loving, 

admbing eyes, listened a moment, and 

then retomed to her work with a little, 

half-sapptessed sigh. Bat a moment later 

she lifted her head again, with a bright 

coloar in her cheeks, as a man's step 

aoanded on tiie stairs, the door opened, 

and Homphrey came iii« She scratinised 

his qoiet face as he crossed the room to 

her, her pretty blae eyes made clearsighted 

by her love, and, as he stooped to Um her 

nptomed f^, she was eneoaraged by what 

they saw to say, breathlessly : ■

"Well, dear!" ■

He sndled at her, a sweet, grave smile, 

whidi very seldom lit ap hu face, and 

which seemed to come from the bottom of 

his heart ■

'« He's taken It, Helen." ■

<'0h, Hamphrey." Her face had 

crimsoned all over with pleasare, and she 

slipped a soft hand, thimble and all, into 

Us. *' At year own price t Oh, what a 

nice man. Didn't I tell yoa so, my dear 

old despondent boy t " ■

<<He wants to send It to the New 

GaUery." ■

'< Oh, Hamphrey ; does he tlunk it so 

beaatifoirv ■

« He thinks It good. And he knows.* ■

Not many nights before at adab-dinner 

— a fonction which he hated, and very 

seldom attodded — ^Hamphrey had chanced 

to drift faito conversation with one of the 

guests of the eveniog, a* Mr. Forsyth, a 

connoissear of painting, whose word was 

considered as final by all lovers of art| 

whose love of pictares was so genoine and 

abiorbfag that he cared nothbg for the 

fashionaue repatathm hli critiMi faoalty 

— consideied in combination with his very 

great WMlth — woold have given him 

had he chosen to take It He did not 

choose, and he had not taken it; he remained 

nnfashionable, end Miss Tynell and her 

'* set " hazdlv knew his name. Hamphrey, 

havfaig met him once or twice before, their 

talk had passed on from one thing to 

another antil it liappened to tonch on the 

treatment erf a certain symbolical sabject 

by <me of the Old Masters. It was a 

sabject which lay very near Hnmphrey's 

heart; he had given many months of ■

thooght and laboor to the realisation of 

the conception of it, which had grown ap 

in his own mind, and, before the two men 

separated, an eager qaestion from the elder 

man, as to whether he might come and see 

the pictnre, had received a ready assent 

from the painter. . ■

Hamphrey had come now to Helen 

straight from the interview in his stadio^ 

which Iiad there and then been arranged. 

Mr. Forsyth had booght the pictare in 

qaestion withoat a moment's hedtalion, 

and, what was even more to the nnpractical 

Hamphrey, he had given it delicate and 

intelligent praise. ■

''Hamphrey, what a nice man," said 

Helen, again, with a little^ sympathetic 

sqaeeze of his hand. ** Oh, I wish Fd 

been there. Do tell me what he said." 

And then, as Selma's voice was heard as 

she came singing downstairs, she added : 

•'Here's Setma. How pleased she will 

ba" ■

There was a moment's paosci and then 

he said, slowly : ■

" Tell her aboat the money, Helen ; not 

what Forsyth saU" ■

She had only time to look at him in 

laaghing wonder at what she took to be Us 

modesty, before the bright voice, drawbg 

nearer, stopped at the door, and Sehna 

came in, mnch sarprised at seeing 

Hamphny, to take a hasty farewell of 

Helen, and to depart with all posdble 

speed. ■

"Where are yoa going 1 " asked Ham- 

phrey, as he pat her into the cab. ■

"To Miss Tyrrell's-^didn't Helen teU 

yoal Oh, tell him I'm very lata" And 

the cab drove off as Hamphny went ap the 

steps, with a face which was very grave uid 

abstracted. ■

There was nothing grave or abstracted 

aboat Selma, however, as she stood, half 

an hoar later on the Tyrrells' threshold. 

The servant who took her cloak — Miss 

Terrell always liked tfa^igs done^ as 

Helen had once said, resentfolly, "as if 

she lived at a perty "— thoaght she had 

never seen Miss Malet look yonnger or 

lovelier. ■

"^}dM way, miss, please," she said, and 

led the way, somewhat to Selma's sarprise, 

not ap to the drawing-room, bat along the 

passage to Tyrrell's stady. ■

There is nothins more carioas or more 

insidioas than ue mental atmosphere 

which pervades some honses for those who 

are familiar with them, withoat being 

literally at home in them. In Selma's ■
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mind, for m long as she could remember, 

the Tvrrelk' hooae had been aeeoeiated 

with ail she knew of ihe intellectaal and 

the aitiBtie. She had paaaed down that 

passage, under the pictures she knew so 

well — the pictures of great artints passed 

away — as a child and as a girl as con- 

stantly and as familiarly as she had passed 

to and fro in her own home, and she had 

never yet come from the room, towards 

which she was now moving, without 

feeling herself a little stronger, a little 

farther along the road she had desired so 

ardently to traverse. With every step she 

took now, amid those familiar surround- 

ings, the atmosphere of Tyrrell's house, so 

utterly different from the mental atmo- 

sphere from which she had come, closed 

more closely round her, though she herself 

was entirely unaware of it. ■

It was a very unusual thing to find Miss 

Tyrrell in her brother's room ; but though 

she was sitting there, with a ''high art" 

tea-table near her, when Selma entered, 

even these extraneous objects could not 

destroy its familiar character in the girl's 

eyep, and utterly unconscious as she was 

of any change in herself, her manner 

altered imperceptibly as she went in. ■

"So you've come, dear girl,'* said Miss 

Tyrrell, btretching out both her hands to 

her as she would have done to quite two- 

thirds of her acquaintances under the same 

circumstances. Now that Selma had given 

up her artistic career, Miss Terrell took no 

farther interest in her. She would have 

been much puzzled to say why she had 

asked her to tea that afternoon — she was 

entirely unaware that she had acted on a 

suggestion from her brother ; but graceful 

cordiality in general, and that gesture in 

particular, suited her style, and she seldom 

varied it to any ereat extent '* You are 

a very naughty girl,'' she went on, " and I 

am very angry with you ; but I am 

charmed to see you nevertheless." ■

<' It's very sweet of yon. Miss Tyrrell," 

returned Selma, laughing and blushing aa 

she kissed her. ■

**Sit down, dear child, in that oak 

chair ; yon suit it so admirably." ■

" It is very nice to sit in it again. It is 

very nice to be here ! " said Selma im- 

pulaively, looking round the room as she 

spoke. ■

Miss Tyrrell smiled at her indulgently, 

and went on in her languid manner : ■

*' It was John's fancy to have tea in this 

room — quite a new idea of his, and a great 

compliment to you, Selma. He has just ■

come in from a very late rebeaoaL 

Certainly there is a great deal of drodgecy 

and fatigue behind our great artists' great 

triumphs. Perhaps one ought not to be 

surprbed that you have thought batter ol 

it" ■

•' Oh, Miss Tyrrell, it Un't that 1 " ■

The cry — ^it was a cry of pain — btoke 

from Selma involuntarily, and m qulek 

sense of surprise at herself followad it. 

Why should she care so muchi ahe askad 

herself. What bad made her feel sud- 

denly so unlike herself—her preaeni aell t 

She was still struggling vaguely with the 

influences about her, which abd coold 

neither define nor understand, wliAii the 

door opened and Tyrrell came in. ■

He shook hands with her rather 

gravely, she thought^ and aai down with 

only the necessary words of greeting. ■

"How did the rehearsal gOb Johnl" 

asked Miss Tyrrell. ■

He glanced at Selma and then at Us abter, 

and said shortly, and in a tone which seemed 

to exclude Selma from any interest in the 

rehearsal, as he addressed his sister ex- 

clusively : ■

** As usual" ■

Then he turned quickly to Selma, and 

said with the air of a man who pats away 

private affairs to introduce topics of inte- 

rest to others, <* Is he quite well, Selma I " ■

But Selma did not answer the qnestion. 

She hesitated a moment, and looked at 

him with slightly-flashed face and troubled 

eyes. ■

<*Areyouthred of it," she said— •< the ■

piece I mean — or Is it — is it 1 ■

Oh, Mr. Tyrrell 1 please don't 1 Oh. 

do you think I'm quite another g:iEi1 

Please tell me all about the pieoe. Ton 

don't know how much I care. I shall ears 

always." ■

He looked at her for a moment, and, as 

she met his eyes, her own dropped, and 

she knew, though she could not have ex- 

plained the reason, that she was ashawMtd ■

** As you please, of course," he said. «' I 

don't know, though, that there is naaeh to 

tell you ; much that you don't know 

already, I mean. It is shaping very well, 

and I expect we shall be ready hj the 

thirtieth." ■

"That is really excellent said Hbs 

Tyrrell, "considering thet you wen in 

G-reece longer than you expected." ■

Her brother did not answer. Hfa &ee 

hardened slightly, and he rose rather 

abruptly to put his cup down. ■

"AndThyraa!" - ■
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Thyrza was the name oi the character 

Sehna herself was to have played, and her 

atterance of the name — so prominent a 

f eatnre in all her thoughts three months 

before— drew her fnrttier still into her old, 

almost forgotten world, and the qaestion 

was followed by a strange, little sigh. ■

"Thyrzi has developed into a more Im- 

portant part than we eipected." ■

>' Will Miss Hilton be good r' ■

" Miss Hilton will be very good." ■

There was another sigh, and Selma sat^ 

lost in a dream, whQe a few more words 

passed between John Tyrrell and hu sister. 

She ronsed herself 'saddenly to find that 

the former was waiting to take her empty 

cup ; standing, watching her with an in- 

definable expression on his handsome face. ■

Tliey talked no more of the new piece 

after tioat. John Tyrrell led the conversa- 

tion to all the old, familiar topics, of which 

Selma had hardly thooght, had certainly 

not spoken for the last three months. He 

talked of art — ^mnsical as well as dramatic; 

he talked of the literatore of the day and 

of the old poets, checking Miss Tyrrell 

with quite imperceptible sarcasm when she 

wandered to fashionable art fomitore or 

infsnt prodigies. ■

" Have yon seen this t ** }ie said, at last, 

taking up a book that lay on the table 

near him, and handing it to Selma, who 

took it eagerly. ■

It was the latest volnme of a great 

livinff poet. And she answered : ■

*' I didn't even know it was ont I Oh, 

won't you read it to me t " ■

She lifted her head impulsively from 

the leaves she had been turning over as 

she spoke, and looked at him m excited 

appeal Her eyes were bright, and her 

cheeks were flushed, but her face was 

utterly unlike the face that Roger Comieh 

knew. Every line of it expressed vivid 

intellectuality, keen, artistic interest; and 

Tyrrell took the book from her with a 

curious smile. ■

« Some of it, perhaps," he said. '' It Is 

very fine 1 " ■

He opened the book, and turned over 

one or two pages, and lUss Tyrrell rose, 

gracefully, but promptly. Fashionable 

poetry in the abstract was as useful a form 

of fashionable art as any other ; but taken 

in the concrete, without the stimulus of an 

audience, she was invtfiably considerablv 

bored by |t — as her brother was weU 

aware. ■

*' Fm sure you won't mind, then, dear 

chUd, If I go and see Milne!" Mike was ■

her dressmaker. "I've remembered that 

I told her to come this afternoon" — Miss 

Tyrrell did not add that she had subse- 

quently postponed the interview— " and 

I'm afraid she has been waiting for ages 1 

Good-bye, if I don't see you again. It 

will be quite like old days to you, wont 

iti" ■

" Tes," returned Selms, absently, as she 

kissed her, <• quite like— old daya" ■

If Tyrrell glanced at her as his sister 

left the room, Selma did not see him. She 

was sitting with one elbow resting on the 

arm of her chair, her cheek resting on her 

hand, as she had sat so often in that room 

with him, as he had found her after Miss 

Tyrrell's "at home" in May; and he 

began to read at once. ■

And he read with all the power he 

was master of, as no one else in Lm* 

don at that moment cotdd have read, 

taxing every resource to the utmosti 

until, actor that he was, he almost con- 

vinced even himself with the wonderful 

invocation to the Spirit of Beauty which 

he had chosen for her. The poem was 

not long, but when he finished, Selma's 

breath was coming thick and f aat» her lips 

were parted, her eyes fixed and dilated, aa 

though they saw the vision the lines had 

conjured up^ He waited a moment^ watch- 

ing her, and she had never looked so 

lovely. He saw the colour return slowly 

to her cheeks, he saw her lips tremble, 

and her eyes fill with tears, and then he 

said, abruptly, almost harshly : ■

*' Sehna, I must speak I " ■

She stadrted violently, and turned to 

him, trying to smile, evidently not having 

taken in his wordis, and he went oui 

rapidly : ■

" Da you know, liave you any conception 

of wliat you are doing! Take the word 

of a man who has known you all your llfe^ 

who knows you better than you know ■

C^urself. Tou are bringing on yourself the tterest fate the world mows — a lifetime 

of fruitless regret" ■

"Mr. TyrreUI" ■

'* Listen to me, Selma," he said, sternly. 

'' I shall not ask you to listen twica You 

are throwing away in a moment of childish 

impulse the whole happiness of your life ! 

Tou are 'in love,' you say, and your new 

toy is more to you than any other gift tiie 

world can offer. For the moment, yes! 

a year hence, no 1 Tou are an artist to 

your heart's core. Marry your oousiui 

and before the first year is out you will be 

fretting yourself to death — starviog be- ■
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oaose not one of jronx tmeai instinetB oan 

find satbfMstion 1 '^ ■

Selma was rittinc just as the fint words 

she had oomprehended had transfixed her ; 

the light tonch of her hand upon the arm 

of her ohaar ohanged to a convuLuve grip, 

her face white to the llpe. Gradnallyi as 

the afternoon had worn on, her new in- 

terests had dropped away firom her, she 

had forgotten the Oomidies she had for- 

gotten even Boger, nntil Tyrrell's words 

soddenly xeealled her to hexself with a 

terrible sense of shook and collision 

between what were absolutely two distinct 

liYes— the life in which her girlish love 

was all in all, and the life in iMeh her 

artist instincts were called into play. He 

had spoken, very qnietly, without the 

faintest approach to panion, but with 

absolute conviction, and as she neither 

moved nor spoke, bdnc utterly unable to 

collect herself, or find mentsl hold for 

herself, where everything seemed to be 

slipping from under her feet» he went 

on: ■

** Do yon imagine, chDd, that you will 

always be •— nineteen t That you will 

always love as you think you love nowl 

That you have realised now all that life 

has to offer, that you will never want ainy- 

thing more I Have you been absolutely 

sati«kd, even for these last two months! " ■

A sudden cry broke from Selma, and 

she wrung her hands passionately to- ■

Sther as the colour rushed to her white se. ■

'<! have i" she cried. <•! was ! Oh, I 

willnotletitgoi I wiUnot letit gol I 

love him, Mr. l^rrelll I love him 1 Yon 

know I love him 1 '' ■

The voice was very young, very agonised, 

very appealing, and we let her face fall on 

her haiids, and dsopped both on the arm 

of her chsir. ■

^'I jthought you loved your artl" 

answered l^rrell. .**Tou have— changed 

once. What assurance have you that you 

will not change again 1." He paused, and 

then went on, carefuUy calculating his 

w(«dS| as ths surest to act on the 

enthusiastic, idealist temperament he 

knew so well, high-flown in its youthful 

imaginativeness, as such a nature at nine- 

teen could not fsil to be : ** Ebve you in 

your new infiatuation once considered what 

it is thai you are turning away from 1" he 

said, slowly, in a low, deep tone. " A life 

of incessant labour and struggle, of achieve- 

ment leading only to fresh eflfort, of con- 

quest only revealhig kingdoms yet to be ■

subdued. The servants of sit know the 

beauty of their mistress by faith, ad uA 

by sight; she has no smiles te thoie 

whose very hearts have not been wnst io 

win them ; but those who have osee liih 

that smile live on^ to feel it sgsb. ^Sehiii, 

I thoi^ht she had smiled on you'* ■

There was a long silence. Sebni vii 

absolutely stOl, except whftn a littte qvkei 

shook her fromhead to foot Tjtm wii 

gaaing straight into the fira At lut ihe 

Inted her faoci white and drawn, and vm 

to her feet, ■

"May I go home now t" she Bsid. Hir 

voice was weak, and very low. ■

He rose at once, and answered kerwilk 

his usual tone and manner : ■

" I hope it is not later than you wiiked 1" ■

He took the hand ehe offered hbi, 

mechanically, at the door, nsA for a 

moment, as he looked down at her, tim 

sprang into his eyes the ezproMion vitb 

which he liad looked at her after Ur 

dance together two nights before. ■

<*Gk>od night,*' he said, gently, ''good 

n%ht, SehnaP ■

MR OASBUTHEBGL ■

A CX)MPLEXK STORY. ■

" I AH sure I don't know what ii to be 

done about poor SanJi," said my nottier, 

with a little sigh, as she laid down i letter 

she had just finished reading at breikfaCL ■

I took it up, and ran my eye am iti 

contents, while my mother medititM; 

sipped her coffee, and reflected on the 

situation. ■

"She is ezactiy like the pronrUil 

bad penny — always turning up^** I re- 

marked, with some asperity, f or I wai not 

fond of the distant cousin who wm tlv 

subject of disooune. ■

"PersenaUy, I should be glad if Mi 

vary her movements a little by toniDg 

off," observed my brother George. ■

''No fear of that," I said. "Whowoold 

marry Ssjrah 1 " ■

" Who, indeedl " echoed Geom ■

My mother bughed a ecrft UMe iMgh, 

half*amused, half-pitiful. ■

"Poor Sarah r^ she said, agab. "Do&'t 

you think you are rather hard vfoa to^ 

When a woman has no home^ ^ ^ 

money, and, as it seems at present ''—kre 

she consulted her letter again—" no heiltii. 

what is she to do t Charity oatuQiy 

begins at home, and we cannot let her go 

to the workhouse." ■
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When m J moiher spoke in that lone, 

both George and I Imew, by long ez- 

perience, that it was naeleu to argne 

farther with her. She was as kind and 

sympathetic as the day was long ; bat Ae 

was a dedded little woman to boot, and 

since my father's death, fonr years a^o, 

she had held the reins of goyemment witJi 

a firm hand. We therefore retired from 

the contest^ George betakfaig himself to 

his office — ^he was an engineer — uid t 

coming roand to the fireplace, before which 

my mother was now standing, for the third 

time perosing Sarah's letter. 

^ " Sne Bays she has had to give ap her 

aitoation, and has not been able to leaye 

the hoose for a week, thoagh she hopes ■

now to be oat in a day or two^ and ■

ehl whafs this!** exclaimed my mother, 

suddenly catching sight of a postscript we 

had nei&ier of as noticed. I looked oyer 

her shoalder, and we read : ■

"If yoa can do with me I shoald very 

mach l&e to come to yoa for a short yisit, ■

, not only on accoant of my heidth, bat also 

becaase I haye some news, perhaps more 

important to myself than to any one else, 

which I could then communicate per- 

sonally, and which I expect will surprise 

you." ■

"Whateyer does she meanl" I ex- ■

, claimed, for once in my IKe fairly startled. ■

I " I am glad," remarked my mother, in ■

; her most measured tones, " that I quite 

made up my mind to inyite Sarah before I 

read thSi " — here she tapped the significant 

postscript with her fint finger — "other- 

wise you might haye fancied I asked her 

out of mere curiosity." ■

*' WeU," I answered, <' I am not ashamed 

to confess that I am full of curiosity, and, 

for the first time in my life,. I wish Oousm 

Sjurah were here." ■

Four days later Oousin Sarah arriyed. 

She was some half-dozen years older than 

I, and the prefix had doubtless been 

originally giyen as a kind of concession to 

the di^pity of age. ¥or other dignity 

Sarah had none. She was now about six- 

and-thurty, ordinary in personal appear- 

ance, and with a yery ayerage share of 

intellectual capacity; a foolish, kindly, 

garrulous, and, as we all thought, ex* 

ceedingly simplerfftinded creature, utterly 

wanting in worMiy wisdom, and wlthoat 

sufficient strength of character to be any 

one's enemy but her ovm. At the same 

time she had an air of confiding innocence 

aboat her which was apt to unpress ■

strangers fayourably, and a gift of small 

talk that amused her listeners untfl it 

became wearisome. Eyery one, indeed, 

seemed to weary of Sarah in time, but 

peoplp were always sorry for her, or said 

they were, and siways called her ''poor 

Saiah." And in many ways she was 

greatly to be pitied. She had been brought 

up in a comfortable home with her only 

brother, and educated as giris were edu- 

cated thirty years ago, when they were 

not expected to haye to earn their own 

liying. Just when she was grown up her 

father died, and then it was discoyered 

that the ominous whispers which had been 

drcalating about Us affairs were all too 

true, and that he had left his wife and 

children the merest pittance. His wife 

neyer held up her head afterwards. In 

three months she was laid be»ide her 

husband ; her son went away to Australia ; 

and Ooush Sarah, poorly qualified though 

she was by Nature and tnining, had to eke 

out her slender means as a daily goyemesa 

When her brother started he promised to 

rescue her from her drudgery as soon 

as he had gained a competence; but he 

i^eedily married a young lady, whose ac- 

quaintance he had made in Melbourne, 

and his letters to his sister grew few and 

far between. In point of fact my mother 

was the only suryiyine relatiye who took 

any notice of her, and many a fiye-pound 

note did she send her to help out her 

slender salary, and many a long yisit did 

Oooain Sarah pay us. ■

But this last yisit seemed to stand out 

distinct and different from all the others. 

There was a mystery about It — and what 

woman does not loye a mystery 1 — and the 

mystery made itself felt as soon as eyer 

"poor Sarah" came into our warm, 

brightly-lighted little halL ■

"Ton must haye had a cold journey 

from London, my dear," said my 

mother, when the first greetbgs had 

been exchanged. ■

Sarah shiyered slightly. ■

''Yes, it was bitterly cold. What a 

long way it is from London to Yorkshire 1" ■

'* I am glad to see you haye such a nice, 

warm doak to protect you from the 

weather," said my mother, patting the 

sleeye of the fa^lined wrap as she spoke, 

and taking no notice of the mild little 

grumble. ■

Sarah was standing jast where the Ught 

from the hall-lamp fell full on her f aoe, 

and I saw that she fiushed rosy-red at the 

words. ■
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*'I — I am glad you like it/' she 

an8were<), in a strangely liesitatrnff man- 

ner. ''It— it was a— a present &om a 

friend." ■

" I am sore I am very pleased to^hear 

yon have saoh kind friends/' remarke'd my 

nnsaspieions mother. ■

Bat I had noticed that Oonsin Sirah 

used the irord in the singular, not the 

ploral, namber, and I felt more oorioas 

than erer as I conducted her npstairs to 

her room. ■

And throughout the evening Sarah 

talked so ii^cessontly, and was so jerky in 

her manner, and so ambiguous in her 

atteranoes, that^ when bedtime arrived, 

even my kindly mother had begun to 

marvel. ■

*' Whatever can have come to the girl 1 " 

she said, when, according to my usual 

custom, I went into her room to say 

"good night." <*She has not been at aU 

like herself." ■

'' I should not have thought it possible 

for her to be like any one else,'' I replied, 

viciously, for I had been m.uch irritated 

by Sarah's demeanour. Then, seeing my 

mother looked shocked, I added, more by 

way of saying something to erase the 

eflFect of my former words, than because I 

entertained any such idea : *' Perhaps she 

is going to be married, and does not quite 

know how to tell us 1" ■

" Nonsense 1" said my mother. ■

But she was ; and the momentous com- 

munication was made in this wise. My 

mother, Sarah, and I were standing idly 

round the fire next morning, while the 

servant cleared away the breakfast things, 

when suddenly I noticed that Oouon 

Sarah wore a large and handsome gold 

locket, suBpended round her neck by a 

vdvet ribbon. I remarked upon it as 

something new. ■

*' Tes,'' assented Sarah, quietly enoueh, 

though I could see she flushed slighdy, 

*'I have had a good many new things 

lately. They are all gifts from the same 

kind friend. I — I have been wanting to 

tell you about him." ■

" Oh 1" exclaimed my mother and I, in 

chorus, too amazed for the moment to say 

more. Then I put my hands on Sarah's 

Moulders, and swinging her round so that 

she faced me, asked, breathlessly : ■

'^ What is his name t And where does 

he livel And have you his likeness in 

that locket 1" ■

*' To be sure I have. He gave me the ■

locket, and the cloak, and — ^and^othor 

thhun, and his name is Mr. Carrathois.' ■

'< But— but isn't this rather sudden V 

asked my mother, when she found her 

voice, after the unexpected shock. ■

**In one way, yes. Li another, no," 

replied Sarah, who, now she had taken 

the final plunge, was much the most com- 

posed of the three. *<I knew Mr. Gar- 

ruthers very well many yean ago ; indeed, 

he asked me to marry him while I was 

quite a young girL But he was just going 

out to India, and he was said to be a 

gambler, and there were other diffisoltlBS 

in the way. So he went^ and I stayed 

behind ; and I heard no more of him until 

a few months ago, when ha came home, 

invalided, and with a pension, and aongkt 

me out once more. We have been engaged 

now two months." ■

'< And you did not write to tell me f ■

I could hear from my mother's tons 

that she was rather hurt at what certainly 

looked like ingratitude on Sarah's part, 

after all the kmdness she had shown her. 

Meanwhile, Sarah had been nnfastening 

the velvet ^m her neck, and now handed 

over the locket for inspection. I peered 

across my mother's shoulder, and saw the 

photograph of a handsome man, approach- 

inff middle age, with regular featoresy and 

thick, curly hair. ■

"He's very nice-looking, isn't Iief I 

asked, inwardly marvelling what eonld 

have been the attraction that hsd kept 

such a man so constant to my very ordinary 

cousin Sarah. ■

" Oh yes ; that thing does not at all do 

him justice," replied Sarah, in an airy 

manner. "And he is extremely rich as 

well He has private means, besides a 

good pension. And he has bon^it a 

splendid house dose to Hyde Park, whsrs 

he says we are to live. And he has got a 

brougham already, and a victoria for me; 

and wishes the wedding to be as soon as 

possible. And I hope you win be my brides- 

maid, Olaire, and come and pay ns a long 

visit as so<m as the honeymoon is over.** ■

Thus Sarah ran on, and for once in our 

lives, neither my mother nor I tired of hsr 

garrulity. Nay, the whole affair seemed 

so strange that we were eager for eveiy 

particular. We drew up chairs to the 

hearth at lasti and sat talUnff aboot it 

well into the morning; or, rattier, Siiah 

talked, and we listened, while Mr. Gar- 

ruthers and his belongings grew mosunta- 

rily in importance, and we began to feel 

quite a personal interest in him. ■
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My mother was recalled to time preaent ■

2 the eloek on the mantelpiece etrOdng iren* ■

'* Well, my dear," she said, aa she rose 

to go about her household duties, '' I am 

very pleased for you, and I do sincerely 

trust Mr. Oarruthers will make you a good 

husband, and that you wiU be yery happy 

together." ■

" Thank you," responded Sarah. And 

then she took back her locket, and sat 

contemplating the face therein endirined, 

in an absorbed, absent manner. ■

When George came home in the eyening, 

I told him tUe wonderful news. ■

<< Humph 1" said he, "it is surprising 

what taste some feUows haya" ■

Bat I could see that he was impressed, 

and hb manner to Sarah was certainly 

more cordial than usual ■

** And when am I to come and dance at 

your wedding t" he asked, after he had 

tendered his congratulations. ■

"Ob, we haven't settled that yet," 

replied Sarah, with a nervous litUe laugh. 

" You see Mr. Garruthers is so mudii out 

of health, all owing to that nasty Indian 

climate, and I am not strong either. 

When we are both better, we shall see 

about fixing the day." ■

This struck me as rather curious. ■

"But surely if you are both ill, you 

would be better nursing each other than 

suffering In solitude." The words did not 

quite express all I meant^ because as Mr. 

Garruthers was reported to be so rich, and I 

knew that Sarah was so poor, I marvelled 

that such an ardent lover did not desire to 

throw the shelter of his name and his 

money round his impecunious bride with 

aa little delay as might be. Even if the 

worst came to the worst, Sarah would be 

better o£f as his widow than as his fianc6d. 

Delicacy, however, forbade me putting all 

this into words, and whether Sarah guessed 

my thoughts or not, she simply replied : ■

*' Oh 1 I could not let Mr. Oarruthers 

begin his married life by nursing me," a 

sentiment which my moflier applauded. ■

Next day there lay a letter beside 

Sarah's nkte on the breakfasttable : a 

thick and bulky letter, as I could not help ■

from Mr. Garruthers," she explabed, 

when she found it^ " I was expectbg to 

hear." Then she addressed herself to her 

tea and toast, and for a while took no 

farther notice of the package. TUs 

annoyed me. ■

" You seem on very ceremonious terms 

with one another," I said, after watching 

her during several minutes, for her 

lethargic manner always irritated me. 

** Hasn't Mr. Garruthers got a Christian 

name t " ■

Sarah started, and coloured pamf ully. ■

" Who t Ha ! Yes— what t " she stam- 

mered, " Mr. Oarruthers got a Ghristian 

name; of course he has. He is called 

— ^Fred," there was the slightest possible 

hesitation over the last word which I was 

quick to notice. ■

'* It does not seem to flow very glibly 

from your tongue,'' I retorted, some evfl 

spirit prompting me to be as nasty as I 

could. ■

But Sarah had quite recovered her 

equanimity, and took no notice of my ill- 

natured remark. Indeed she sat, snulinff 

fladdly at the outside of her letter, until 

felt quite ashamed of myself, and had 

the grace td say so. ■

''Oh ! of course it must seem strange to 

you," assented Cousin Sarah, beginning to 

tear open her envelope. She unwrapped 

the dosely-written dieets, holding them 

up, meanwhile, so that every one at the 

breakfast - table could see they were 

written in a bold, masculine liand, and 

then, with some excuse for her abrupt de- 

parture, she left the dining-room. ■

" Gone to enjoy the fellow's raptures in 

solitude, I suppose," laughed George. ■

"Poor Saniil Very likely it is her 

first love-letter," said my mother, who had 

a decided vein of sentiment in her com- 

position. " It would be only kind of us to 

keep her here untD she is married, for I 

don t suppose Mr. Oarruthers would hear 

of her tijdnff anotiier situation, even if she 

were fit for it He seems such an ardent 

lover, I don't think we should have her 

for long." ■

And certainly Mr. Oarruthers did seem 

ardent enough. Letters came from him as 

regularly as the post could bring them, and 

Sarah soon began to read aloud messages to 

my mother and myself, thanking us for our 

kindness to his dear littie woman ; making 

flattering comments on accounts she had 

evidently given him of her pleasant visit 

to Yorkshhre ; and expressing his earnest 

hope that he might soon have an op- 

portunity of repaymg the oblimtion under 

wUch we had pla^ both nimself and 

Sarah. ■

We began to think Mr. Oarruthers must 

be a very nice gentieman, and Sarah a 

very iucry woman ; and we were sure of ■
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it, a week later, when there arr ived a box 

addreaied to Mrs. Farqohar, whereb lay 

a bonqaet of ohoice hot-hoafle fiowen, with 

Mr. Oaxrathens' card attached to it. ■

''How eoold he know my Bpedal weak- 

netel" eried my mother, as she gased 

delightedly at the fragrant blossoms. ■

"1^1 believe I told Fred once how fond 

Ton were of flowers," began Sarah, bash- 

f nlly, *' and so he says In my note he has 

sent you a few, whidi he hopes yon will 

accept as some small acknowledgement, 

on ms part, of yonr goodness to me:" ■

Her Toice trembled while she spoke; 

bot^ no donbt she was touched, as we 

were^ by the delicacy of her loyer's gift. ■

"It is most kind of him to think of me," 

said my mother, surprise and delight ming- 

ling in her tone^ '< yon must tell him so 

when you write. Nay, I think I should 

like to write myself, and let him know he 

could not haye given me a greater pleasure. 

What is the address t" ■

Sarah looked a little confused for one 

moment; then she mumbled a number, and 

a street, which were indistinct even to my 

quick ears, and which I was quite sure my 

mother, who was growing slightly deaf, 

would never catch. Then she said, much 

more plainly : ■

"I am going to write myself to-day. 

Perhaps it will save you trouble if I en- 

close your letter with mine." ■

^'Yery well," replied my unsuspicious 

parent, *< you shall have my note before the 

post leavea" ■

There had been a slight expression of 

uneasfaiesson Sarah's face while this little 

matter atranged itself ; but now she looked 

radiant once more, and she q>ent most of 

the afternoon in inditing an epistle^ whose 

length fairly amaaed me. But then I had 

never been in love^ and, for the first time 

in my life^ I felt almost envious, of her. ■

After that flowers seemed to arrive con- 

stantly. Sometimes they were varied by 

a book or trinket for Sarah, and once 

there came a gold ring, with ** MizfMdi '' 

engraved upon it^ ensconced in a esse 

beuing a London Jeweller's address, ■

** Tou really are a most fortunate woman 

to have secured the affection of such a man 

as Mr. Carruthers must be," said my mother, 

when she too was shown the '' Mizpah " 

ring. *' Tou must want to see him after 

being separated so long, and lam really 

anxious to make his acquuntance. Do you 

think he could be pemuaded to come and 

qpend a few days with us t " ■

Sarah shuffled uneasily on her chair. ■

'< I— I am afraid not^" she said, at last, 

when the sOenoe was becoming painful. 

*' You see, he is so delicate, and haa sncii 

bad attacks, and the air is so mnch keener 

here tlian in London, and I know his 

doctors have forbidden him to teaveL" ■

She spoke hurriedly, and seemed to me 

much more disturbed than my mother's 

simple proposal warranted. But my moHier 

appeared to see nothing unuenal in ha ■

'< Well, thm, we will say notliiiig dbont 

it at present, my dear," die said, nndly. 

"I only hope he will soon be atvonger, 

and, as I quite Intend you to' be maned 

from here, we shall certahily see him irim 

he comes to take you away.'' ■

" You are very kind." repUed Sank, but 

it struck me* there was no enttiiisiaam in 

her tona ■

" Have you any idea when the wadding 

will bet" contiuued my mother, snddenlj 

lifting her eyes from her work, nad looking 

Sarah full in the face. ■

" I-^I don't know, I am sure," auwoed 

Sarah, the colour flushing up fato her pale 

cheeks, ■

" The wonder to me is that you haven't 

fixed it long ago," I remarked, in an 

emphatic tone. "You neither of you 

seem to get any stronger, and if yoa go on 

waiting for what does not corner yoa will 

go on waiting for ever." ■

Sarah wrinkled about under mj gaae^ 

evidently very ill at ease. Then ahe 

sighed. ■

«>Yes, it is agreat trial to both of «— 

the delay, I mean ; but trials are the lot of 

some peopk in tlds world. I think thi^ 

are mine." ■

She looked aa though she were just going 

to burst out crying, and I felt I had per- 

haps been rather htfd on her, and ao fet 

the subject drop ; but at nighty when I wm 

alone with my mother, I returned to the 

subject. ■

"Mother," said I, "does it ever ctrfte 

you as rather remarkable that Mr. 

Carruthers is — well, nothing but Mr. 

Carruthers t " ■

The answering suspicion, wUeh most 

have been lying dormant in my motliei's 

mind, showed itself on her faee. ■

"You surely don't think 1 ^" she ■

began. ■

"I think nothing," I intermpted her, 

" I only asked what you thought" ■

And to Uiat she gave me no anwer, 

except " that she meant to speak eetknisily 

to Sarah to-morrow." ■
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And sp^ak she^did. Gomdn Sarah con' 

feaaed that her aignmenta were nnanawer 

aUe, wept a little, and badly bemoaned her 

evil fortune ; bat her resolve was fixed not 

to become a barden on her dear Fred, by 

marrying him in her preient delioate state 

of health, whUe he also was too honoorable 

a man to inflict on her die care of an 

invalid hosband. What'a qoixotic ooaple 

they were t ■

*' Woald it do for one of yon to reoover 

without the other f" I enquired, rather 

malieioasly. ■

** Oh, vea," responded Ooosin Sarah, in 

her asoal gofleless fashion ; "I should be 

only too delighted to have the right to 

become Fred's norse." ■

'' Then, my dear, you had better dev6te 

all jour energies to growing strong your* 

ael^'' said my mother, with rmy sympathy. 

"You look better since you came, and 

perhaps in another week or two " ■

<< Tea, yea; I ahall be quite weU then," 

tnterropted Sarah, hastily. ■

And so the weeks passed on, and flowers 

eontiaued to arrive for my mother, and 

little nicknaeks for Sarah; and if Mr. 

Carruthers^s ardour stopped short of naming 

tilie day, why, his intended bride was surely 

the cUef sufferer. ■

When Ooosin Sarah had been with us 

about a month, my brother George came 

home one evening earlier than. usual, and 

informed us that he had to go to London 

on business by the night mail. ■

" And I shall have an hour to spare to- 

morrow, Sarah," he announced, *' which I 

mean to devote to making the acquaint- 

ance of my new relative. So please give 

me Mr. Oarmthers's address. I dare say 

be will be glad to hear of jovl first hand ; 

and I will be sure and deliver any pretty 

messages you like to entrust to ma" ■

Sarah and I were sitting sewing in the 

drawing-room, and though she kept her 

head bent over her needlework, I could 

not fail to see how her hand shook when 

she tried to draw out her embroidery 

oottoa George looked at her with a 

eoiions expression on his face, and I looked 

at George. ■

There was a pause. ■

"It ia very Idnd of you," ahe said, at 

last ; "but it--it would be no use. Fred 

isn't iu London. He left some time 

aga" ■

"Whew!" whistled George, softly. 

Then, noting my look of extreme surprise 

at his lapse of manners, he adced, ■

p<Hntedly : " Then where may he be now, 

piease i ■

He waited for a reply, with the same 

curious enression still playing about his 

lipa. And at last it oame^ slowly, and 

evidently unwillingly : ■

"I— I— believehe— Is— in Bath." ■

" Oh 1 that's rather out of my beat I 

am afraid I shall liafve to defer making his 

acquaintance to some future season. Good- 

bye, Sarah." ■

An expression of intense relief flashed 

across Sarah's face, and though aha bent 

her head assiduously over her work, both 

George and I cauj^t it I followed him 

out into the haU. ■

"What is it) Whatever is itt" I 

cried, eagerly, seizing him bv the arm. ■

For answer he pulled me mto the empty 

dining-room, and shut the door. ■

" Olabe,'' he began, solemnly, " there's 

something queer about this Oarruthera. 

I've suspected for some time back; now 

Fmsure." ■

"Oh, Georffel" I gasped, scarcely 

knowing what I said, in my amazement at 

his emphatic manner. ■

"Yes," he continued, heedless of my 

exclamation. "If Oarruthers isn't in 

London, he certainly is not at Bath, for 

I happened to post the letters myself last 

night^ and among them was one to his 

uraal address, 87, Oonnaughi Square, 

Hyde Park. What do you make of that ; 

eh t And 111 tell you something else^" he 

proceeded, fw I was too astonished to 

speak. "When Sarah was reading what 

she said was such a long letter from him 

yesterday, she forgot there was a looking- 

glass just behind her, which showed me 

that there were not above a doaen lines on 

the first page, though she turned over the 

blank sheets with such an absorbed air; 

and what writing there was was not in the 

same hand as usual, I'm tolerably sura 

Yet she told us all the letter came from 

Oarruthers." ■

" Oertainly she did," I answered. ■

" Well, I advise you to keep your eyes 

open," were his parting words ; and I 

muat confess they fell ominously on my 

ears. ■

In thinking over what George had told 

her, many other little things recurred to my 

mind, whidi, though trifling in themselves, 

had certainly struck me at the time they 

happened, but had not dwelt long in my 

memory. Probably my thoughts were re- 

flected in my manner, for I noticed that ■
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Sarah seemed to avoid my society as much 

as she could, and seldom mentioned Mr. 

Carmthers in my presence. When she was 

alone with my mother she still continned to 

sing his praisef , and congratulate herself 

on her good fortune in seenring saoh a 

lover; bat with me she was extremely 

reserved, and the relations between as 

were growing very strained, when, to my 

sincere pleasure, I received a note from a 

friend who Uved in the neighbourhood of 

Bath, asking me to visit her as soon as I 

could, and to fix my own day. My mother 

urged me to accept, saying that khe and 

Sarah would be companv for one another; 

but as our opinions on tnat point did not 

quite agree, we did not discuss the subject 

in Sarah's presence. Hence the latter was 

in entire ignorance of my invitation, when, 

three days after Gkorge's departure, the 

post brought her a letter whi^ evidenfly ■

Save her great concern — so evidentlv, in- 

eed, that my mother at once asked her 

what was the matter. ■

" It is about Mr. Garruthers," ahe ex- 

plained in a voice choked by emotion. 

"He was ill in London, and the doctors 

ordered him to Bath, and now he lias got 

there, the air does not suit him, and he is 

worse. He begs me to come to him at 

once, and, of course, I must go." ■

She hM her face in her hands, and 

seemed as though she could scarcely 

control her sobs. My mother's soft heart 

was touched. ■

" I am so sorry, Sarah. I will do any- 

thinff I can to help you ; but," hesitatbgly, 

" wiB it be quite proper " ■

"Wm what be quite propert" asked 

Sarah, sharply, lifting her head, and 

pushingback her disordered hair from her 

eyes. Then she seemed to gather herself 

together as it were, and added, in a softer 

tone : " Oh, yea, I remember. My going 

to Fred you mean. Surely his sister is 

with him." ■

It was the first time we had heard of 

any such relative, and we were both rather 

surprised. ■

*' In that case," said my mother, a little 

stiffly, as though she felt she had beoi 

somewhat imposed upon« " I can have no 

possible objection. Where are they 

staying Sarah t" ■

'< At the * Orescent Hotel' " ■

" Very well ; when do you wantto go t " ■

"Oh, as soon as possible. This very 

minute 1 He may be dybg now 1 " cried 

Sarah, throwing up her arms in great 

excitement ■

''Ton must try and be cahn,iiiyd6tt 

These ebullitions of fedbg will do no 

good to any one," said my mother quke 

severely, for her. **Toa csn&ot Mi 

to-day. Wearesofarfromtheska&ntbfc 

the tiirough train would be gone belm 

you could reach it But I will otdaieik 

for to-morrow morning, and, as I don't lib 

to send you o£f alone in such inHibk, 

Claire shall accompany you. It b noit 

fortunate she had an invitation to yiA 

some friends near Bath only yeiMij, 

and can fix her own time for gobg, 

Olaire, you had better write Mia Biiitowe 

by the early post" ■

I was looking at Sarah, and saw bar 

face fall as she heard my kind, imioeak 

mother's proposal This made me dl the 

more determined to be her tiavellbg oon- 

panion, so I answered with alaetity : ■

*' Certainly, mother," and prepsisdio 

write my note. ■

But before I had finished ''Mydair 

Mrs. Bristowe," I was startled bySinVi 

voice at my elbow. ■

"Pray, don't think of accompiiijiiig 

me," she cried, wildly ; •< I would ntlwr be 

alone, I would, indeed. I am oied to 

travelling, and to taking care of myadf. I 

would not put you to any Inoonveniettoete 

the world— I— I " ■

" It will be neidier a trouble nor Id- 

convenience," I interrupted her. ^Did 

^ou not hear my mother say I had bd in 

mvitation to Bath t and I may ai vaD go 

one day as another. The pleasure of yov 

company has quite decided me to kvral 

with you to-morrow." ■

Sarah was furious. I knew she in, 

and rather rejoiced thereat Once in Bitki 

it would go hard with me if I did not 

manage to see this mysterious Ul Gir- 

ruthers, either dead or alive. I wii « 

young woman of determined wfil, snd wm 

not easfly turned frommy purpose. Siali 

probably felt this, and arguea the nttter 

no further ; but next morning, lAiklwM 

dressing, a rap came to my dooL I 

opened it There stood Sarah. ■

"I — I have a racking h eadschu^" ibe 

began, as soon as she saw me. ''Gsotm ■

fve me some sal volatDe, or anjtiuD|t 

don't know how to sit np. It will be 

quite out of the question for me to taifi 

to-day. I must write to Fred." ■

She certainly did look HL Then wtre 

black rinffs round her eyes, and btf fiM 

was deathly pala ■

"Hadn't vou better telegnfbr ] 

suggested ;<( he will hear sooner, l^ ■
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be telcmphiDg io my friendsi and can 

send off both meisagas at the same time." ■

" Do 70a mean yoa won't go ? " eried 

Sarah, itarinff at me with blank amaxe- 

ment Her lace had been white before, 

bat it tamed of a ghastly pallor now. ** Oh, 

yoa mast not let my stapidity keep yoa 

from yoor friends. I shonld never forgive 

myself. They will be escpecting yoa." ■

« And Mr. Oarmthers will be expecting 

yon,'' I remarked, looking steadily at her, 

antil she qoailed before my glance. ■

" Bdt I have each a headache," she re- 

peated i^ain. ■

''Then the sooner yoa lie down the 

better.'HE replied, calmly. "I will order 

yoa some tea, and if yoa keep qaiet antU 

the evening, very likely yoa inll be able to 

•travel to-morrow — irftti me to take care of 

yoa." ■

And she was. Probably Sarah realised 

that I was not to be shaken off, and that 

farther delay woald be aseless. So, with a 

very ill grace, she accepted my company, and 

we prepared to start When I went tosay 

"g<K>d-bye " to my mother, she remarked : ■

** I hope, Claire, yoa will make an effort 

to see this Mr. Oarrathers in Bath. I am 

not qoite happy aboat Sarah, and we are 

her nearest relatives. It seems to me that 

however Ql he Is, it woald be better for 

him to many her than to leave her to ran 

aboat the world alone in this fashion." ■

«I will see him if he is to be seen," I 

answered, and away we went ■

Stfah was very restless and fidgety all 

the way to Derby. There we had to wait 

some minates, and when she discovered 

this she said she wanted to go and send a 

telegram. ■

^*To Mr. Oarratherst" I asked, for so 

far as I knew, neither letter nor telegram 

had informed him of oar change of 

plana ■

** Tes, of coarse. I want to tell him to 

send the broagham to meet me, and not 

the victoria. It is so chilly, and he never 

allows me to drive in a cab now. I have 

had the ase of his carriages ever since lie 

retained to England." ■

Sirah steppM on to the platform. I 

followed her. ■

"Oh, pray don't troable yoarself. I 

shan't be goneaminate," she cried, as soon 

as she peroeived my intention. ■

*'It is no troable, bat a pleasare," I 

rejoined, with eqaal politeness. ■

So we went together to the office. I 

noticed that Sarah wrote the words of her 

telegram first, and added the direction ■

when she thought I was not looking, 

holding her hand carefallv over the form, 

ostensibly to prevent it supping aboat on 

the mahogany coanter. When this was 

done we resumed oar joamey, and sped 

rapidly along, past towns and villageF, 

antil we neared Bath. We did not talk 

mach by the way, for Sarah was manifestly 

aneasy in my society, and I was saspidons 

in hers. I believe it was a relief to both 

of as when oar joamey reached its end. ■

Then Sarah jumped hastily oat on to 

the platform. ■

"If you will look after the luggage," 

she said, " I will just run along, and see 

whether Fred has sent the carriage" ■

She did not wait for my answer, but 

was gone; and as I could not see her in 

the crowd, I proceeded to hunt for our 

boxes. Presently she came back again. ■

*' It is all right. Fred has got my tele- 

gnon," she cried. "The brougham is 

waitfasg over yonder," and Sarah pointed 

with her finger across the heads of the 

struggling people who were clamouring 

for their trunks. *'The coachman says 

Fred is better, and anzioualy expecting 

me ; so I will hurry off at once. Gtood" 

bye; and many thanks for your com- 

pany." ■

But I had no intention of being shaken 

off so easily. I followed Sarah, and, to 

my great surprise, saw her go up to a 

shabby-looking man, arrayed in a second- 

hand livery top-coat, who drove a pelr of 

screws in a shabby carriage, whidi had 

evidently been sent from some livery- 

stable. Sarah's trunk was placed beside 

the driver ; she herself mounted into the 

vehicle. Bot as she pulled up the window 

she saw me gadng after her, and her pale 

face flashed crimson. ■

Needless to say, I presented myself next 

morning at the hotel which had been 

mentioned as Mr. Carruthers' stopping- 

place. No such person was known there. 

And when I enquired further for a Miss 

Sarah Gardiner, who had traveled with 

me, and was supposed to have arrived last 

nighty the porter could only shake his 

hMd, and look mystified. Cousin Sarah 

and Mr. Oarrathers were alike missine. 

I am inclined to think that possibly Sar& 

did not spend the night in Bath at all, 

for, after teying to throw dust in my acute 

eyes by drivbog cff in state in her hirad 

carriage, she could, by retoming quickly 

to the station, catch a night mail to 

London, and effectually lose herself in the ■
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great city. Anyway, aboat ten days after 

her disappearanoe, my mother received a 

note from her with the London poet-mark, 

etating that she had decided to join her 

brother in AnBtralia, and had taken pas- 

Bage hi the Bteam-ahip '^Sixina," which 

Bailed that very day. We found, from 

the Bhipping news, that Bach a veBBel did 

actually leave the London DockB at the 

date mentioned; but whether Sarah 

travelled by it or not we never knew. ■

That note was the laBt we heard of her. 

Equally unBatiafactory were our enquiriee 

after ifr. C8mitheT& No auch person 

waB known at the addrees she gave in 

London; no such peraon had atayed at 

the "Oreacent Hotel/' Bath. We were, 

therefore, driven to conclude that he muat 

have eziated only in Oouain Sarah's 

imagination; but what could have been her 

reaaon for the myatification, we entirely 

failed to gueaa. ■

And the fioweia % ■

WeU, a abort time after the "Siiiua" 

aafled, came a London florist's account, 

amounting to aeveral pounda, for bouqueta 

which had been aent by order of a Miaa 

Sarah Gardiner to my mother'a addreaa ; 

and, under the drcumatancea, ahe judged 

it wiaeat quietly to pay the little bill, and 

to aay nothing about it ■

SOME OLD LONDON SPA& ■

It la a little difficult at the proaent day 

to think of London aa a watering-place. 

We are not aocuatomed to aaaodate tlie 

idea of the metropolia with ndneral- 

watera — except in a bottled condition. 

If we remember the time when *' drinking 

the watera " waa all the fashion in England, 

we naturally think at once of Tunbridge 

Wella and the Pantilea, or of Bath, under 

the deapotic rule of Beau NaaL And 

yet the time waa when London and the 

suborba enjoyed a reputation for their 

health-giving waters, little abort of theae 

CaaUonable rivals. The namea of varioua 

atreets and districts of London still aerve 

to remind ua of tiie ftreah apringa and 

running brooka which muat have rendered 

the town and its environs ao charming in 

eady daya. The northern aubnrba were 

eapedally favoured in thia reapect Here 

we have OleikenweU — where, in the four- 

teenth century, the clerks of London 

assembled from time to time '*to play 

some large history of Holy Scripture'' — 

HolyweU, and Saint Clement's Wea Such ■

names as Ooldbath Fields, Spa VIMm, 

WeU Walk— at Hampstead— and maoy 

othera, are derived in a aimilar faahloiL ■

Some of theaeapiinga were found to have 

medicinal propertiea, and it waa not long 

before their virtuea were budly proclaimed 

by the medical faculty. Odiera» anin, 

were, in reidity, not mineral at all^ or 

contained a very small miztnie of eaittiy ■

In the last century almoat every evfl 

thitt flesh is heir to was deemed capable 

of being removed, or at any rate, alleviated, 

by a course of mlneral-watera. The nmita 

ascribed to many of these springs hud, it 

is ahnost needleaa to aay, often littie or no 

foundation in fact. But the virtues of tiie 

Spas did not much trouble the ninda of 

thdr patrons. The fashionable wodd 

went to these spots to amuse itself, man 

than for any other reason, and if aoma of 

the crowd were really aiUng, imagination 

went a great way to effect a cure. ■

Townds the dose of the seven t aeai t h 

century, several London q>rings begu to 

be patronised. Among these were Sadler's 

Wells and the Islington Spa. About 1683, 

one Sadleri the posseaaor of a music-hoiise 

near the head of the New Bmm at 

Islington, discovered a spring while 

diggfaig in his garden. This epdng aoon 

became famous^ and all the detights of the 

tea-gardens of the period were superadded 

to the more serious task of drinkiiig the 

waters. At one period it waa caMated 

that between five and six hundred penona 

visited the spring and gardens every morn- 

ing during the season. The patients were 

recommended to "eat carraway8y"ortodrink 

a glass of Bhenish or white wine with tiieir 

morning doae* Ihe gentlemen were even per- 

ndtted to amokeapipe or two. Gradiiii% 

the attiaotiona of the teargardena proved 

more potent than the merita of the watsn^ 

and the class of visitors became ksB 

and less sdeot In 1765 a theatre took 

the place of the old mnsic-luniae — ths 

famous Sadler'a Wells, associated with 

memories of Orimaldi, the prinoe of downs, 

and where, in later days, Phelpa produced 

so many of Shakespeare's plays^ ■

In the vicmity of Sadler's Wella was 

Islington Spa, or, " New Tunbridge Welk" 

These two spots have often been eon- 

founded; but were probably distinetcenftreB 

of amusement at a time when the whole 

district abounded in springSb Towards the 

close of the seventeenth eentory, IsBngton 

Spa came into notice. The modest som of 

threepence then secured admission to the ■
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gardens, a fiact which caused the wells to 

be nicknamed by the yolgari the " Three- 

penny Academy." ■

" Merry Isliogton " must have justified 

its name in those days. It was long 

famons for its dairiesi its syllababs, ^and 

onstaids ; and produced as good cakes as 

Chelsea did bans. Tlie citisens of London 

loved the spot weU, and 'prentice lads and 

merry damsels made the village a favourite 

resort in summer. An advertisement in 

the "GkuEette" for May, 1690, informed 

the world "That the Well near IsUngton, 

called New Tonbridge, will be open on 

Monday next, the 25th instant, during 

the whole season, for drinking the me- 

dicinal water; where the poor may have 

the same gratis^ bringhig a oertificate 

under the mtnd of any Imown Physician 

or Apothecary/ ■

Again, In 1700, we are told "that New 

Tonbridge Wells, at Islington, will be 

opened tiie 5th day of May, ivhere will be 

music and dancing all day long every 

Monday and Thnrs^iy during this summer 

season. No masque admitted." ■

The year 1733 may be said perhaps to 

have be^n the time of the hmh-water mark 

of its reputation, for in that year the, 

Princesies Amelia and Caroline, the 

daughters of (George the Second, drank the 

waters thera Lady M. Wortley Montague 

also claims some share in having mlde 

Islington Spa a resort of fashion. ■

About this. time, the gatherings at the 

wells must have been of a mixed character, 

for, according to a poem, called the 

"Humours of New Tunbridee Wells," 

printed in 1734, the company is made to 

consist of *' Lords, milkmaids, Duchesses 

and downs, in tlieir all-various d^habiUe." 

There were also present light-fingered 

knaves, wits, captains, politidans^ and poets : 

altogether, a most heterogeneous assembly. ■

A coxions note to an advertisement of 

the Spa for 1760, bears evidence, however, 

of the fitthion of many of its ftequenters, 

for " Ladies and gentlemen, who come from 

Hanover and Orosvenor Squares and 

Parts adjacent," were informed that they 

could oome to the wells '* without going 

over the stones, by striking into the new 

road from PortUnd Street to Islington, 

which makes it an exceedingly pleasant 

airing from all parts of the town and 

neighbourhood." The proprietor also in- 

formed his patrons that no other liquors 

save tea and coffee were provided, " which 

enaUes him to keep out all bad and im* 

proper company." ■

One reason why these inland watering- 

places were so popular in the first half of 

the last century is the fact that sea-side 

bathing was unknown. The begfaming of 

the<popularity of our sea-coast towns dates 

from about 1753, when Dr. Bichard 

Russell's treatise on the use of sea-water m 

diseases of the glands became generally 

known. IVom that date what had once been 

obscure fishing villages blossomed out 

into stately watering-places, and before the 

close of tihe century we find Oowper com- 

I^aining of this new passion for the sea. 

All ehyue% he says : ■

In coaches, chaises, caravans, and hoys, 

Fly to the coast for daily, nightly joys ; 

And all, impatient of dir land, agree 

With one consent to rush into the sea. ■

However, Islingtcm still managed to 

hold its own for some time longer, as we 

gather from a piece of George Colman's 

first acted in 1776, entitled the '< Spleen, or 

Islington Spa," in which a lady thus 

commends the place to her friend : " The 

Spa grows as genteel as Tnnbridge, 

Brighthehnstone, Southampton, or Margate. 

Live in the most sociable ways upon earth 

— all the company acquainted with each 

other. Walks, baJls, raffles and subscrip- 

tions. And then Eliza's wedding, you 

know, was owfaig to the Spa. Oh, the 

watering-places are the only places to get 

young women lovers and husbands.* ■

The new attractions of the seaside in 

the end, however, proved too mhch for 

Islington Spa; its fame became less from 

year to year, and the &8hionable world 

no longer {resorted there. But though the 

fame <» the spring was eclipsed, IsHngtoa 

still retainedsomettiing of its ruralcharaoter 

in the present century, for Charles Lamb, 

who at one time had a cottage in Golebrook 

Road, IsUneton, tells us that the New 

River ran ck>se to hh house, and behind 

was a spacious garden with vines, pean, 

strawberries, parsnips, leeks, carrots, and 

cabbages. The devastatmg onward march 

of bricks and mortar has long since passed 

over the ■

Arbonrs closely shaded o'er ■

With eUmbing shrnbs and sycamore. ■

And the cry of '^uny frssh and fair 

spring water here" no longer meets the 

ear. ■

Another favourite res<»t in the neigh- 

bourhood of Islington was Bagnigge Wells. 

About 1760, two mineral sprrngs were 

discovered in the garden of Bagnigge 

House— once, it is said, the summer ■
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residence of Nell Owpne. In the pro- 

logue to Colman'B ('Bon Ton," among 

other ehAracteiistios of "good form" at 

that period, waa "drinking tea on enmmer'e 

aflemoona at Bagnigge W ella with Ohina 

and gilt epoona." ■

These wells were, however, never so 

fashionable as those at Islington ; and, as 

London increased in siz<^, visitors there 

found they swallowed more dust than air. 

Nevertheless, for many years they con- 

tinned to be a favourite spot, where 

'prenticed youths could " enjoy the Sunday 

feast^ and City matrons boast Uieir Sabbath 

rest" ■

In an advertisement for July, 1775, the 

proprietor of Bagnigge Wells informs the 

public "that both the chalybeate and 

purgfaog waters are in the greatest perfec- 

tion ever known, and may m drunk at 3d 

each person, or delivered at the pomp-room 

at 8d. per gallon." About this time the 

place was described as consisUng of several 

beautiful walks, ornamented with a great 

variety of curious shrubs and flowers, all 

in thos utmost perfectioa About the 

centre of the garden was a small round 

fish-pond, in the midst of which was a 

curious fountain, representing Cupid be- 

striding a swan, which was wont to spout 

the water through its beak to a great 

height. In addition to these varied at- 

tractions, "genteel" seats for company 

were to be found in every part of the 

garden. A visitor to these wells in 1843 

has given us an amusins description of 

their condition at that date. The ruins 

of the ancient wells, together with the 

adjoining grounds, were entirely open to 

the pubuc^ although the thick layer of 

brickoats with which they were covered 

rendered walkbg a task of some difficulty. 

The "well" was still visible— a round hole 

in the ground behbd the ruins, piled 

up with rubbish and mosaics of oyster- 

shells. ■

For those who wished to extend their 

rambles a little farther from the town, the 

many springs of greater London held out 

a deligntfuf prospect of green fields and 

shady lanes ; a stroll to the lovely village 

of Dulwich, where the world of fiMhion 

gathered to drink the waters at the dose 

of the seventeenth century, or to Streatham 

Spa, which was a favourite resort at the 

same period, and was even popular as late 

as 1792. ■

Bichmondi too, had its wells, first dis- 

covered about the year 1680. A few 

years later the usual round of balls and ■

concerts was in full swing. One no&e 

tells us that "dandnp will l)egh at 

8 o'clock, price 5 shillmgs eseh ticket 

Note.— That the tyde of flood begini oi 

one of the dock in the afternoon, and 

flows till 6, and ebbs till 12, for the ooq. 

venieney of returning"; which diowi u 

Father Thames in a very obliginff hnmoirl 

These springs were in repute for nsulj 

half a century, their dedine in popnluitj 

dating from about 1750. Bichmond, how- 

ever, with its matchless surroondbn, 

could far better afford to dispenie vtth 

such fame as It drew from its welli thin 

many another town less richly gifted with 

river and forest scenery. ■

Nearer the busy hrants of men, tnfa, 

were Kilbum Wells, not far from Fid- 

dingtoa In a number of the "Pablk 

Advertiser," for July, 1773, we read thit 

" this happy spot, equally celebrsted k 

its rural situation, extensive prospects, lod 

the acknowledged efficacy of its watMi,ii 

most delightfully situated on the lita of 

the once famous Abbey of Eilbuni, oo the 

Edgware Boad. A plentiful larder. Braik- 

fasting and hot loaves." ■

The " Bell Inn," at Eflbum WoUi, wu 

for many years a popular suburban loort, 

and, like Sadler's Wells and Cnpar*!, i 

famous place for supper-parties. ■

Curious as it may seem, Lambeth 

once also boasted of a mineral iprio^ 

never, mdeed, the resort of fashion, boti 

popular place of amusement. The water, 

however, was much esteemed, and wainU 

in the reign of William the Third at"i ■

Kinyaquart; the same price paid bjSabt 
omas's Hospital.'' The wells ope&ad 

for the season regularly on Easter Monday, 

being dosed duimg the winter sessoo. ■

At this time Lambeth was a hTOoiie 

spot for diversions of aU kinds. Tbi 

neighbourhood abounded in gardena, and 

"Lambeth Fields" were celebrated for 

their medicind herbs and various aweet- 

scented flowers. The most disraeteriitie 

place of resort in Lambeth was, parhafs, 

Cuper's (hardens, near Waterloo Bridge; 

the assembUes at which were, for of«r 

half a century, more popular than aekct ■

With the exception, {wrhaps, of Uisg* 

ton, no suburban watering-place waa lo 

fashionable as Hampstead anrioff the aaily 

years of the last centuir. NumMM 

associations gather round this faroond 

suburb. Poets and statesmen, artfrti and 

men of letters, have vied with one aootha 

in singbg its praises, its range of hea» 

and pond, its sloping greens — ■
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Woods th*t let maiuioiis through, 

And oottaged vales with pillowy fields beyond. 

And olamps of darkening pines and prospects blue. ■

Baaatifol indeed must Hampstead have 

been in the daya when the brave and fair 

promenaded up and down the lime ayenae 

of Well Walk. A number of the " Post- 

man," for the year 1700, informs as that 

the Hampstead Waters were earned into 

town every day, and might be bought at 

Holbom or Caartng Cross. A certain 

apoUiecary^ named Rtohard Philps, not 

only sold them every morning, fresh, at 

threepence per flask — at the '* Eagle and 

Ghfld," in Fleet Sbreet— but sent them 

oat to people's own hoases at a penny per 

flask more, Aoagh oostomers had to mark 

well the caation to *' retam the flask." ■

As the fame of the waters increased^ 

Hiunpstead became as gay, not to say as 

dissipated, a spot as any in England. 

From 1701 to 1710 the advertisements of 

the day teem with notices of the difierent 

amasements and entertainments provided 

for the patrons of Hampstead Wells. The 

catering was annoanced to be excellent ; 

some might divert themselves on a pleasant 

bowling - green, while others danced ; a 

stage-coach and chariot could be got to 

take visitors from the wells back to their 

respective town hoases at any time in the 

evening or morning. ■

lu 1727 the poet Otkj, author of the 

'' Fables'' and the " Beggar's Oper%" drank 

the waters, and was cured of the colic, 

while another frequenter of the springs 

was Dr. Arbuthnot^ the friend of Pj^a. ■

The comedy of ''Hampstead Heath," 

acted at Drurv Lane in 1703, gives a good 

idea of the life of the suburb at that 

period — a sweet, rural spot, which seemed 

"an adjournment o' the nation^ where 

business is laid fast asleep; varieties of 

diversions feast our fickle fandeF, and 

every man wears a face of pleasure. The 

cards flj, the bowls run, the dice rattle ; 

some lose their money with ease and 

negligence, and others are well pleased to 

pocket it." ■

Such was this MontepCarlo of a past 

day. SmsJl wonder that so many of the 

giddy tturong considered '' this Hampstead 

aehiurmingplace." InWellWalk— once the 

faahionabk morning lounge for the owners 

of powdered wigs and enormous hoops — 

lived and died the painter John Oonstable, 

loving, as he was wont to say, " every stile 

and stump and lane in the village ; as long 

aa I am able to hold a brush I shall never 

cease to paint them." Mrs. Barbauld at ■

one time also lived in Well Wtdk, and it 

was here that Keats wrote his " Endy- 

nuon," and his *' Eve of Stiint Agnes," and 

here Coleridge and Leurh Hunt would 

often pay him a visit Hampstead Wells 

continued to be a resort down to an early 

part of the present century; but its 

fitthlonable faine began to dedme from the 

puriod when George the Third and his 

Court lent their patronage to Cheltenham. 

Another celebrated pUce of entertainment 

in this neighbourhood was*Belsize House, 

which WAS announced in " Mist's Journal," 

to be opened to the public on Eister 

Monday, 1720, '*with an uncommon 

solemnity of music and dancing." By a 

handbill it was added that the park, 

wilderness, and gardens had been wonder* 

fuUv improved, and fllled with variety of 

birds "which compose a most melodious 

and delightful harmony." Persons in- 

clined to walk and divert themselves had 

the additional inducement held out to 

them of being able to breakfast on tea or 

cofiee " as cheap as at theb own chambers." 

To ensure the safety of visitors, "twelve 

stout fellows " were told off to patrol the 

road between Belsiso and London. Oa a 

certain Monday in Jont^ 1772, the fashion- 

able news reporter of the day notices that 

the appearance of nobility and gentry at 

Belsizo was so great that three or four 

hundred coaches passed the gates. On 

this occasion a wild deer was hunted down 

and killed in the park before the company, 

" which," continues the chronicler, " gave 

three hours' diversion," to all save the 

deer ■

A GARRISON ROMANCE. ■

Bt Mbs. LEITH ADAMS (Mas. LAFFAN). 

Author of " Louis Drapeott," ** Oti^irnv StMin^," "AwU ■

CHAPTER YI. '*FOR HSR DEAR SAKE" ■

Mb. Jones had so completely identified 

himself with his friends, the Olutterbucks, 

that their troubles oppressed him as his 

own might have done ; nay, perhaps, more 

heavily still, for he felt like one stumbUng 

and gropinff in the dark. He was greatly 

ezerSsed m mind as to what was the 

exact nature of the doud that brooded 

over the house at Sleima, touching even 

Uttle PhO's bright head with iU sinister 

shadow. ■

For doud there was. Of this he was 

fully convinced. ■
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Naiondly enoogh, too, he was ptuzled 

hf^ thai Btraoga — one might almost say 

inld — appeal made to him I^ Miss 

Graham. Why should she urge him to 

leave the islaad because others had done 

or were doing so) Was it possible that 

she snspeoted how dear he held her in his 

heart of heartSi and would fsfai wkm him 

of the hopelessness of his passiont ■

Hardly could that he, since time and 

place were so strangely chosen, and the 

mood so sadden, so nnezplainecL With 

all the children looking on, with no word 

or sign on his own part that called for 

repression, sorely the - notbn that her 

words were words thus fraught with sig- 

nificance would not hold water. ■

Taken mightily aback by Mabel's most 

unlooked*ior appeal, it had been hard for 

Amphlett Jones to recover himself, and 

during that moment of hesitation, Mra 

Oarbonel was ushered faito tiie room by 

Jim, who had caught a glimpse of her on 

the doo^step, dai^ out^ and pulled her 

in. Pretty Mrs. Oarbonel was a special 

friend of Mabel's, and the women kissed 

and held each other by the hands, as 

women will in times of trouble; so Mr. 

Jones, feeling himself in the way, took a 

hurried leave, and made his way through 

the sunshine with a heavy heart in ms 

breast and a dazzle before his eyes. ■

Next di^ seemed to him the longest and 

the hottest he had ever known; and to 

make matters worse, all his best friends 

appeared to be on '* duty " of some kind 

or other. Even Ginger was unavailable. 

The obsequious Michael watched him with 

a keen and even cruel interest He ■

wondered why the " Inglese" should ■

" mab plenty sad," when all the time he 

had plenty of money. He used the ex- 

pletive apparently under the idea that it 

was a component part of the title of every 

inhabitant of the British Isles, and one 

not to be omitted by any cultured person. 

He was in Ae habit of telling people that 

he was " quite Inglese by the time that 

now is ; " but no one seemed to be con- 

vinced on the point ■

Waiting with painful assiduity on Mr. 

Jones at the late Italian breakfast one in- 

dulges in .in that climate, this quite-English 

person ventured upiHi a suggestion. ■

■'Too much suui saret Not good for 

Signer Ii^ese. Too much sun on top of 

ae iiead make him plenty sick, sare ; make 

him wliat you call in England a very sad ■

% ■
here are men who find a certain satis- ■

faction in bebg dubbed ** sad dogp ^ ; but 

of these Mr. Jones was not ona He 

showed no signs of rallying from his ssd 

fit He leaned his heiMl upon his hand, 

and was blind to the attractions of grapes 

as black as sk>e-berries, and nespoli as 

golden as the " yeUow boy " bebvid and 

coveted of Jim. ■

So Michaelcame to the conclusion thai the 

Signor Inglese was sickenhsg for the " mad- 

ness of the dogs,'' a disease also peeoUar to 

the English peopla ■

If this should prove to be the ease, 

doubtless they would smother the poor 

man between two of the best feather-beds 

in the establishment — ^it would not do to 

be niggardly over the extinction of siaeh a 

wealthy client Tlie ceremony would bs 

a sad one, yet deeply interesting and ex- 

citing, and then, when all should be over, 

who would possess all the looee money 

that so ofttimes jingled musically in the 

pockets of the signor — ^who % ■

It is well for all of us that we camMt 

read the thoughts of those around as. 

. It could scarcely have dieered the heavy 

heart of Amphlett Jones to know that the 

olivemkinned Maltese, who kept whisking 

away any intrusive mosquito or enqoiiiDg 

fly witb the napkin he carried with eueh a 

jaunty au^— the soft-voiced servitor, who, 

with a confidential and even tender manner 

besought liim to partake of Oh&teaa Lafitte^ 

soda-water and milk, or delicate frieandean 

of diicken — was mentally engaged in 

pressittg him to death between two foalker- 

beds, and acting as self appointed exeeotor. ■

Be the day weary, or be the day long. 

At length it neareth to evenaons* ■

and so with this day that had been one 

of such torment-to Mr. Jones. The £^aie 

faded ; the dead, deserted streets bc^jan to 

be alive again ; ladies, driving dainty little 

carriages, drew up at the shop doors, and 

tripped in to inspect goods, whilat smart 

solcUer-gvooms held the horsea' lieadsL 

Men in uniforms, men in mufti, men off 

steamers in all sorts of quaint and orig^nsl 

costumes, passed and repassed the hotel 

door. There was going to be a new opera 

that evening ; tongues wagged, and specu- 

lations as to the success of tlie ventmw 

were exchanged. Seated by the open 

window of his comfortable sitting-room« in 

fact with his feet in the balcony, Mr. 

Jones could hear the pleasant clatter of 

voices frt>m bebw, and oould aee through 

the thin blue smoke of his dg aiotte h e 

had taken to cigarettes, had w. Jimes, ■

I ■
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dnee he cune to the snimy island— the 

paMem-by on the mpodte dde of the roid. ■

Michael was atal on the watoL Was 

"the madneifl of don" aiqpxoadbing, or 

had he been deeeived in mippoaing the 

maUdy to be so common amongst English- 

men t If what he half denredi lialf f eaiedy. 

were reaUy the case, the Signer Inglese 

woold perh^M suddenly rash oat of the 

hotel, ran yiolently down the street^ and 

haye to be veoovered by the police ; bat no, 

no soch strange catastrophe came to pass. 

Never had the gentleman in question been 

more calm, more sedate, more colleeted. 

He put on his large, shady hat; dusted the 

cigarette-ash from his clothes: took abso- 

latdy no notice of Michael ; and then, gei 

leisurely down the shallow stairs, stroU 

equally leisurely down the street ■

" It is not the madness of the dogs ; it 

is the madnese of the heart. He is bi lof, 

as they say, up to the ears and* the head," 

cried Michael, in an ecstasy, to^ hlik friend 

tlie waitbg-maid, and togetiier they peeped 

at Mr. Jones from the balcony. ■

The unconscious object of this serutby 

went straight ahead, under his white um- 

brella, witn all the calm eomposure of a 

Chinese mandarin, and so on through the 

Porto Beale, across the drawbridge that 

spans the ditch where so many brave dead 

are lying, aloi» the inner glsds, and thus 

into Floriana Qardens. On one hand lay 

the comstorest flat and bairen in the 

sunshine ; on the other, the wide, noble 

sweep of one of the finest parade-grounds 

in all our foreign possessions. ■

How grand did that ground look when 

filled with troops from end to end, while 

the *'feu de joie" ran from Une to line 

Iflce a milk-white ribbon rapidly unfolded ; 

when A.D.C.'s galloped hither and thither 

as if life and dMth were at stake, and the 

fate of nations depended upon the in- 

stantaneous delivering of a message ; when 

the horses that were not yet quite ao- 

eostomed to fire stood bolt upright on 

their hind-legs, and those that were used 

to the rattle and the riot stood with all 

four legs firmly planted, and a look of 

eontempt in their knowing eyes for the 

prancb^, rearing tyros — ^a look that seemed 

to say, '*Just widt till you've heard all 

this din as often as I have, and you'll 

know better than make such fods of 

yourselves 1" ■

Then the march past I ■

The beautifdl eyen tramp of the nuMsed 

men, the grace with which the captains of 

eompanies gave the salute, as thqr passed ■

the ffroup of personages in cocked hats 

and feathers, and digSty and importance 

to match; the suaye courtesy of the ■

Eotentate for whose benefit, and in whose 
onour, the show was convened, as with 

emphadc wave of the hand, he con- 

gratuhted the (General commanding on 

the brilliant efficiency of the troops form- 

ing his brigade; the waving of plumes, 

the glancing of swords in the sunshine, 

the merry janale of bands. ■

And then wat terribk occasion when a 

Uttte white, fiaffy dog, which had been taught 

to sit up at the end of the line of number ten 

company of a eertain regiment^ presented 

his iitUe white person before the (}eneral| 

his sta£P, and other notabilities, presented 

arms, too— or rather paws — ^to the best of 

his ability, and gave three tiny, sharp, 

shrill barks— also as he had been taught to 

do— "for the Queen"; that oocasion on 

which the said General's yoioe— at^no time 

by any means that of a suoUng-doye — 

roared 4own the lines, "Whose dog is 

that t " and not a soul came forward to 

claim the sinner; nor yet dare any man 

stoop to pick him up and carry him to the 

rear. That day cannot be forgotten, but 

must be laid by with other droU, and sad, 

and tender memories of a dear and bygone 

jtime. ■

But I am leaving Mr. Jones far too Ions 

straying in the Floriana Gardens, with 

their endless tangle of creeping plants, 

and stone benches here and there fer the 

rest and comfort of the weary. ■

Mr. Jones turned out of an archway to 

the right, and found himself in front of a 

row of tiJl, nairowi many-balconied houses 

facing full on to the parade-ground, and 

consequently enjoying yeiy special privi- 

leges on review days — Chouses all of stone, 

waUsy' and floors, and stairs ; with green, 

outside shutters to some windows, and ■

Sij striped blinds hangbg across others. 

t one of these pleasantrlooking abodes 

Mr. Jones stopped. Maltese fashion, the 

door stood wide open, and he was just 

going to ring, whim the kindly head of 

Dr. Musters tooked forth from a chamber 

on the ground-floor. ■

"You here i"^' said that worthy man. 

*i Oome in, come in 1 Glad to see you ; 

Amelia is upstairs— she'll be delighted. 

Mrs. Crashleigh has just looked in, and ■

they are ffoing to have some tea " ■

Now l£r. Jones reflected that he had no 

wish to see "Amelia," nor yet Mra 

Grashleighi a lady of whom he had heard 

a good deflj, and who rather affected Mrs. ■
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Masters beoanse that matron was so incon- 

ceiyMj respectable, and she herself stood 

In need of cover of that sort oecasionall/. 

Bat Mr. Jones had no fancy to listen to her 

shrill vdce, or face Mrs. Masters and her 

chronically gaping cariosity. It woald 

have been simple tortnre to him in his 

present frame of mind to hear the Olatter- 

bnck family brought nnder discussion. 

He coald not have made the very smallest 

pretence of speaking of them in a casaal 

and indifferent manner, as if they were 

anybody else. He coold not even have 

discussed Jim calmly, or heard him jeered 

at as a " pickle,'' an epithet very commonly 

applied to him in the 193rd. Even the 

most insiffniicant members of the Sleima 

household had a halo about them for 

Amphlett Jones, and were in a manner 

sacrad, for sake of the sweet rose tliat 

bloomed in their midst. ■

« No, thank you— no, I thank you," he 

said, hurriedW, to the doctor as the two 

stood at the foot bf the white stone stair- 

way; "it's not exactly that kind of 

thing .... I called, you see .... in 

fact^ the truth is ... ."^ ■

"Ah, yes — yes," replied the doctor, 

promptly, leading the way into his own 

particular den, a bright, snug little room 

to the left, " I understand, been a bit too 

much out in the sun — sliffht feverish 

symptoms — ^my dear sir, it's the way with 

all visitors to this island, I do assure you ; 

they will be so imprudent." ■

'* You are wrong a^^," said Mr. Jones, 

resting his hand with its one shining 

jewel a moment on the doctor's shoulder, 

*' wrong again ; at fault, in fact, in your 

diagnosis — that's the proper professional 

way to put it, is it not t I never was in 

the enjoyment of better health in my life 

— ^never. The slight tendency to what my 

good friend Dod£On called * tizzikyness,' 

and my medical man called Incipient 

bronchitis, completely disappeared before 

I had been In Malta a week. No, no, It 

is not that sort of tUnff at all — thoush I 

may say that, if It had been, I should have 

come to you with all Hie readiness pos- 

sible." ■

•*Tou might, indeed," said the doctor, 

thoughtfully stroking the heavy, sweeping 

moustache that many a subaltern enviea 

him, and that seemed to be a sort of 

compensation on the part of nature for the 

bald spot we wot of— "you might, 

indeed.*^ ■

"The fact Is," began Mr. Jones, and 

then his voice grew a bit husky. ■

He had not realised before whsli mj 

difficult thing it Is to question a mafieil 

man, even ever so delicately, about % ni& 

who is Us patient and Us friend. ■

" I have been deeply troubled,'' he begm 

again, making afresh start, as itwerB/*io 

hear of the illness of our friend, the 

Major." ■

" Oh, yes," said Dr. Musters, in i eanil 

sort of a way, much as if the isid Ibjor 

had almost escaped Us reeoUectioii; '^ok, 

yeS| too much sun— slight feverish lynp- 

toms, quite so; tiiese tSings wOl ceevh 

a climate like ours." ■

Mr. Jones thought there was oeitainly 

a depressing monotony in the aibaeatioif 

the people of the Island of Malta. ■

"They told me," he said, heiitatiDg,aDd 

conEcIous of an accession of heat lad 

colomr, as though a sudden glow hid 

reached him from the mellow evenhgoot 

side, "that you were going to itay ill 

night with them. I have been Aill of 

feare, full of forebodings. I did not lib 

to go over again today for fear of is- 

truding." ■

"Quite wise, quite wise," nid the 

doctor. " Not in the way of btradisi^ I 

am sure they could never look upon JOQ Id 

that light ; never, under any cireamitiDoei. 

Bat quiet^ my dear sir, quiet; nothing lo 

desirable In these cases of dight heid 

symptoms. By the wajTi did I ever 

mention our soldiers' eveninss toyoaf I 

really do wish I could Induce yos to 

attend one of them. They are reafiy bte- 

resting occasions. Our friend the Hodov- 

able Bob now. Oan anytUng be non 

admbable than his reading of— weU-wi 

will say, < The Shy Man' t I can aaoe 

you the men were convulsed ; so wen n 

all. It was faiimlUble. Made me tkhk, 

you know, of John Pany, and all thit 

sort of tfiine." ■

"I should very much like to heiriki 

said Mr. Jones. "I had no idea Mt 

Daere came out in that line. Batiboot 

our other friend. I can assure yoa,Hi»- 

Miss Mabel seemed to be in the deefie^ 

distress. Even little Phfl " ■

" Just so," said the doctor. " Seni&in 

girl that, and devoted to the familj. ii 

to Phil, phewl The least thing in the 

world upsets Phil, you know. WeII» u I 

was saying, these soldiersf erenhgi « 

ours are really a grand success. I^ne 

see "—thoughtfully stroking the far <» » 

wUte Perrian cat that lay curled nf tflaep 

among the books upon the UUe-"|et me ■

see i t is more than ten yeaifonM I ■
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first lUrted them ; a good deal more. I 

had BomethiDg of a voioe at that time; 

lather Ceoicied my volee, yoa know" — this, 

with a twinkle of the kindly grey eyes and 

a rogaish smile — "rather fancied it There 

was a capital fellow in our regiocent in 

those days, a fellow called Green. He 

backed me up well, and the thing got 

started. He recited. Bless my sonl 1 yon 

should haye heard him say : ' My name is 

Nonral.' It was srand. He came into a 

f ortnnei and left the service ; bat he never 

forgets the regiment, not h& Did yon 

happen to notice a gold snoff-bojt on the 

mess-tablet Something very choice in its 

way, and not a tUng wat any one conld 

bay for an old song — ^not at all" ■

Mr. Jones was getting a little bewildered 

He had come to learn all he coald 

aboat M»jor Olutterbnck's ilhiess, and lo ! 

he had drifted into unknown waters he 

knew not how, and was listening to some- 

thing aboat a man called Green, a person 

he coald not possibly be expected to take a 

vital interest in. He said he woald muke 

a point of noticing the gold snuff-box next 

time he dined with the 193rd ; then he 

admired the Persian cat. Then he took his 

leave. ■

'' Must you really go 1 " said the doctor. 

" Amelia will be sadly disappointed." ■

Mr. Jones rtflected within himself that 

Amelia's disappointment would be as 

nothing to his. ■

A few moments later and the two men 

were sauntering across the sunlit cornstores 

en route for the officers' quarters. ■

lb. Jones lilced to go and visit the 

youngsters in those droll rooms of theirs, 

with ihe bate plaster walls, and the hired 

so&s, the property of extortionate Jews. ■

It had turned out that the doctor, too, 

wanted to run over for a quiet hour in the 

ante-room — the day being mail day, and 

the London papers a bait rivalling in at- 

traction even Amelia and Mrs. Grashleigh 

— so together the two entered the pleasant 

court, where the fountain whispered in the 

golden light, and the Honourable Bob, 

reposing from the onerous duties of the 

day, iMnt against the side of an open 

doorway, smoking the restful cigar. As 

tlie knight of old raised his viz^r and un^ 

clasped Us corslet^^ so the Honourable Bob 

had unbuttoned his tunic, and perched his 

shiAo on to the back of his head. As soon 

as he saw Mr. Jones he harried forward 

with genial smile and greeting. ■

''Yewy glad to see you; was thinking 

about you — ^give you my word ; wishing it ■

wasn't such a sap to get into mufti and 

stroll down to your hotel" ■

" Now it is coming," thought Mr. Jones, 

as his heart gave a heavy thud, and then 

beat loud and fast ; '* I shall know all about 

the troubles at the Clutterbucks'." ■

But in Uie quiet retreat of the room con- 

taining the hired sofa, it was not the 

troubles of the Glutterbucks on which the 

Honourable Bob began to expatiate. ■

"Have jou heard about poor old 

Paling t " tfaid he, solemnly, gazing at Mr. 

Jones through his hurriedly-focuMed eye- 

glass. ■

"Bless my soul, no," said Mr. Jones, 

visions of the high drag, the high-stepper, 

Batcher, the stem-faced groom^ and tiie 

remains of the unfortunate Baronet, all 

mingled up in horrible confusion In con- 

sequence of a hopeless smash, flashing 

before his mind's ey& " Tou alarm me, 

my dear sir, you really da What has 

happened to our unhappy friend t " ■

''Bowled over; knocked into a cocked 

hat; never saw such a thing in my 

lifel" ■

''Did she bolt, or kick over the traces, 

orwhatt" ■

''Bolt! Kick over the traces! My 

dear fellow, you're awfully mad — don't you 

know " — this with a superb pity for the 

other's ignorance — " we are talking of Miss 

Mabel Graham, and, allow me to tell you, 

that's not the way ** ■

" Miss Graham t " said Mr. Jones, in a 

tone of mingled surprise and awe, while a 

deep flash overspread his f aito. " Efas there 

not been a carriage accident of some kind t 

I took it for granted. I thought It so 

likely. What has Miss Graham to do with 

any mischance that may have befallen Sir 

Peyton Paling t " ■

The Honourable Bob spoke at once, con- 

cisely and to the point. ■

''Refused him— flat!" ■

Mr. Jones sat down rather abruptly on 

the hired sofa. ■

" Why, you don't mean to say ^ he ■

began, but the Honourable Bob inter- 

rupted him with the face of. a tragic 

musp. ■

" Don't tell me," he said, " don't tell me 

you didn't know that Paling was in a state 

of waging love for Miss Graham 1 Why, 

there isn't a drummer-boy in the 193ni 

doesn't know it — not even the smallest of 

them. Any one could see it with half an 

eye." ■

"I did not see it with two," said Mr. 

Jones, humbly. " I have been very blind, ■
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and very Btapid; but now I look back. 

Ah yes, yes, 1 remember people Mdd lo^ 

in fact— I had foigottea His diflappoint- 

ment miut be bitter — ^bitter indeed." ■

'*Oad!" eaid the Honoorable Bob, 

screwing hia eye-glaaa into his socket 

afresh, "I like that; that's warm, tme — 

what d'ye call it, and no mistake. What 

comes Irom the heart goes to the heart 

That goes to mine. I thank yoa for my 

Mend Faling. It was a tremendous afiur." ■

"The refusal t" said Mr. Jones, who 

was most heartily ashamed to be conscious 

of a little lilting song of joy in his own 

heart, somewhere Tsr^ deep down, like 

the song of a tiny bird in the hidden 

depths A a wood. ■

'< No ; the letter," said the Honourable 

Bob, solemnly, and makfaig a sign to his 

servant to keep oat of the room for the 

present^ as he was eneaged on urgent 

private affairs, and cotud not trouble to 

get into mufti just yet — "the letter making 

the proposal" ■

>* Oh, he wrote, did he t " put in Mr. 

Jones, seeing something was expected. ■

«We all wrote," said the Honourable 

Bob, with a magnificent abr. ■

Then he took off his shako — which ap- 

parently hung on by a hair — laid it on the 

table, opened his stock more freely, and 

threw himseU back in a chair, and prepared 

to enter into a full explanation of matters. ■

<<Tou see, Paling, though the prince of 

good fellows, is not much of a scribe ; In 

fact, It took three of us— himself, myself, 

and Ginger— to write that letter. We 

felt that it must be written. Paling had 

been oyer to Sleima sixteen distinct times 

to propose, and failed to bring his 

courage to the sticking*point Neat idea, 

that : don't exactly know where I got it" ■

*' Shakespeare aeain," said Mr. Jones, 

with a nervous smile. ■

This narration of how hard a thing it 

was to ask a woman to be your wife, some- 

how touched him nearly. ■

''Dear me," said the Honourable Bob, 

with much complacency, *'! must be 

deuced well read in Shakespeare ; didn't 

know I was, give you my word, till you 

pointed it out to ma Well, we sat one 

on each side of him, you know, and each 

put in a sentence, turn and turn about" ■

"It must have been a remarkable — I 

should say a fine— letter," said Mr. Jones. ■

"Oh, deuced— so full of feeling, you 

know. But it came to nothing, you see ; 

and PaUng's in an awful state — cut to 

pieces, give you my word." ■

''I can well imagine it," nU Ur. 

Jones. ■

Indeed, he could fancy no maa in Maha, 

or out of it, who should stand in such 

need of pity as the man whom Mabel 

Graham had refused to marry. ■

" He's off on leave ; can'« stand it^ yoa 

know. I mean seeing her, and all tfast 

sort of thing. Going to try Fl<»enee for 

a Ut; rather hot at this tfmo of year. 

But thafs nothing, Uess you, to PaGog; 

he's a regular salamander. The wont of 

it is, he had great hopes, beeaiiae the 

Major seemed to back him up so." ■

"Back him upt " said Mr. Jones, lainliy, 

and feeling not a little ashamed of eectsb 

peculiarities of the bibulous one xisii:^ ^ 

before him in rather vivid oolounk ■

" Bless yon, yes ; made noend of Uds— 

let the girl ride his roan cob, PunehiaeOo 

— borrowed .... but tUit's nothings 

any fellow would help another fellaw id 

that kind of thbg." Hero the H<»oarabb 

Bob pulled himsdf up suddenly as if with 

a tight curb, and Mr. Jones said: ^'Oh, 

of course," with a rather misty noticn of 

what he was assenting to. WhatiMr it 

might be Sir Peyton's name to a UD, or 

his umbrella in a shower of rain, was left 

an indefinite question, and one that could 

scarcely be probed into. ■

''Let's step across and see the poor old 

fellow," said the Honourable Bob. ■

So they went. ■

The Major's quarters were room large 

and lofty — bare enough to the eye ol lb. 

Jones ; but yet with a sort of rude conicKt 

that was lacking in many others he bad 

seen. Theie was a paltry glass over ths 

mantelshelf — almost obseojped by invita- 

tions to Sir Peyton Paling to go and 

amuse himself in various ways, stack sQ 

round the frame anyhow ; from a requssk 

that he would dbie with Hb EaooOkmcy 

the Gk)vemor on such a night, to a modest 

little notification from pretty Mrs. CSar- 

bonel that she should be '*athame"0B a 

certain evening, and purposed to cheer 

and delight her friends with a little rnvmo. 

For the rest, chabs, sofa, taUfs ws 

covered with garments and ** properties'' 

of every conceivable kind, amoiigBt wiiicb 

the Major's soldier-servant was searriiiDg 

for things to pack in a huge gi^Aig port- 

manteau, while the atem-&oed groom 

looked on from the inner doonnj, iod 

Butcher, with his tail uncurled, and Ui^ 

blunt nose uplifted ready to howl oo the 

least jpossible pretext, sat betmea his 

master's kneea Not the move d m fff^ ■
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laih bad Bntohei for any other creature. 

Though the stem-fkced groom whistled 

oyer so wbely, not an mch wonld he 

badga With that unerring instinct which 

tella the fidthfal dog that the master he 

loves is in trouble^ Butcher knew that 

things were going badly with Sir Peyton 

Paling, Bart, Major in Her Majesty's 

193rd Regiment of Foot Every now and 

then a snudl piece of roseieaf-nd tongue 

ahowed itself through the brindled muzzle, 

a hint that, if it would be any comfort, 

Butcher was more than ready to lick his 

master's hand. Meanwhile, with a brandy 

and-soda on one liand, and Obger — quite 

long drawn out with sympathy — on the 

other, Sir Peyton dxee'd his weird. ■

It was a sad weird, for the bibulous one 

had set a true and tender heart on Mabel 

Graham.. ■

"Ah, Mr. Jones," he said, lifting a 

lack-lustre eye to that gentleman's sym- 

pathetic countenance, "I am glad to see 

you — ^I always have been glad to see you 

erer since the first day of our acquaintanea 

I have f-f-fallen upon sad days, Mr. 

Jones, had all my young hopes blighted, 

as youmay say. I adored thatgirl, sir; I 

loyed the ground she walked upon, as they 

say in the library books. ... I would 

have d-d-done anything — I was pre- 

pared to do anything for her famfly — she's 

deyoted to those boys you know; and I 

knew you'd got to take 'em along with the 

sweetest and best of girls. She's all my 

fancy painted her, she's loyely, she's 

diyine " ■

"I am sure of that," said Mr. Jonea ■

''But she's not for me. Butcher, old 

dog, she's not for me ^ ■

He laid his shaking hand on the dog's 

massiye head and gazed into the goggle 

eyes that were shining with tears. ■

Butcher, feeling himself appealed to, 

could contain his feelings no longer; he 

pressed his head up a^Jnst hb master's 

breast and uttered a prdonged howL ■

" Who's to take care on the dawg, shr, 

me or Mr. Dacret" said the stem-faced 

groom, idko had disappeared into an inner 

room soon after Mr. Jones's arrival, but 

now showed once more his dose-clipped 

head and uncompromising features ; " who 

is he to bide with, sir, whQe you are 

away!" ■

Sir Peyton's mood changed on the 

initant He drained the brandy -and- 

soda to the last drop, gayem rapid twink- 

ling wink at the others, and stretched him- 

self back to have his laugh out. At this. ■

Batcher, fancying the state of things, must 

have improved, gave a short, satisfied 

bark, and, clambering up in a lumbering 

sort of fashion, licked his master'a nose, 

and had to be reproved for the same. ■

« He's a rum 'nn that is," said Sir Peyton, 

under his breath, with a slight jerk of the 

head towards the door. " He's as jealous 

of the old dog as a man is of his 

mistress. Butcher, old boy, will you stay 

with Davenport and be a good dog till I 

come again t " ■

But Batdier would not look at Daven- 

port, nor at any ona His mhd misgave 

him at the bustle and confusion that 

reigned in the room. It meant paddng, 

and packing meant gofaig. The old dog 

knew that by bitter experience. He was 

not going to take his eyes off hie master 

till he couldn't help tiimself, not he 1 And 

so they left him, and left Six Peyton to see 

to his packing, for he was to start early 

next day. ■

Mr. Jones took a cordial leave of him. 

In spite of hie— it may be said one, and 

only one— failing, he thoroughly liked the ■

" One can well understand his feelings," 

said the Honourable Bob at parting by the 

courtyard archway, "his aspirations, his ■

Something to love him, eometfaing to UtesB, 

Something to smile upon and to caren. ■

That's about it ; give you my word." ■

" It is one of the sweetest feelings of 

our fallen nature," said Oihgeri solemnly. ■

Then the two sauntered back to theur 

quarters to drees for mess. ■

Mr. Jones betook himself back to 

Yaletta. It was strmnee how keen a 

fellow - feeliuR he had for Sir Peyton. 

During all we time of that lamentable 

interview he had felt as one small boy, 

who is going to be caned, feels wlme 

another small boy is bebg caned. The 

state of mind in question can be summed 

up in a very few words : ■

«< It will be my turn next" ■

Sir Peyton might love Mabel Oraham 

dearly ; he might wordiip the mund'sfte 

walked on ; nobody wished to dispute the 

matter in any of its varied phases ; but he, 

Amphlett Jones, would yield to none in 

the power, and passion, and strength of 

his own love for her — of his readiness to 

do and to be all that she wished to herself 

and to those whom she held so dear. ■

Probably he should bring upon himself 

the same fate as that sad one which had 

overtaken Sir Peyton. What matter if he ■
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did 1 It was a better fate, in his estima- 

tion, to love and lose Mabel Graham, than 

to love and win another woman. ' ■

It was to live npon a higher plane, to 

attain to a more " liberal edneation." ■

The cortain of the dusk Mis suddenly 

in those latitndes ; it is not drawn, it b 

dropped across the sky, and all at once 

niffht reigns, and the starshine is softly 

shimmering overhead. ■

By ihe time Mr. Jones reached his 

hotel, this sndden change had taken placa 

The street was fall of people, passing to 

and fro, laughing, chatting, rejoicing in 

tixe coolness after the heat of the daV. ■

How merry they all looked, thought 

Mr. Jones, how contented with the world 

and with themselves 1 ■

And there was Michael, watching at the 

hotel door, his face appearing round the 

door-post all one broad, broad grin, the 

whiak of the white napkin desxing the 

air like a bird's wing. ■

He seemed ready to dance a fandango 

round Mr. Jones; he spluttered as he 

spoke, so ezdted was he. ■

** The plenty splendid signer ; the signor 

plenty grand, plenty fine, waiting upstairs 

for Sare Jones ; waiting plenty long time ; 

ver* glad you voll now be to come. I will 

denounce you quick. I go before." ■

Up fled Michael, his small, slippered 

feet hardly seeming to touch the floor. 

Up went Mr. Jones, wiping his brow. ■

'<Ah, my friend," said a familiar 

voice, '*you are here at last I have 

waited with the patience of Job, and am 

not to go unrewarded. That in well.'' ■

And there, before him, was Major 

Olutterbuck, somewhat jaded and fagged- 

looking, and with a hoUow kind of smile 

upon his face ; but as usual as neat as a 

new pin. Hii dress was a pale suit of 

mufti, fitting him in that miraculous 

manner that Mr. Jones had defined some 

time since as " looking as if the things grew 

there/' all so perfect, yet so easy and 

natural — and in the buttonhole a flower, 

i^x-white, showing up like a star against 

the delicate grey. ■

It was an anguish to Michael to leave 

that room. Would the '' plenty splendid 

signor " WMt so long and so determinedly 

if there was no reason in itt Why did 

the family Inglese from the top storey — 

"pig-dogs of Inglese every one, and the 

bull-beef father, full of bellowings, and ■

' come here,' and 'go there,' and 'no^ duik 

you for nothings.' Basta I *'— coos down 

the stairs just as he, Michael, was ihnttbig 

the door upon those two insidet No 

c'lance to kneel softly on the flocr, lad lay 

your ear tenderly beiido the bob of the 

key — ^none ! ■

*' Tou must go downstairs, if you lib ifc^ 

or if you like it not. And then they begin : ■

' ' Wait-a 1 bring this. WaiU 1 bring 

dat' All the chance is gone ; and neme 

shidl you know what was the madnssi oi 

Sare Jones, and why the plenty spbndii 

signor wait so lone. Ahim6. ! '' ■

Thus Michael, later, to his Mend the 

waiting-maid of the English lady, wim 

fuUy recognised the harashfps of fa^ 

position, and wished it was not wrong to 

wish to marry an olive-skimied Msltsie 

papist, with gold rings in his ears. ■

In the pangs of Michael's unsatiafied 

curiosity we too must participate. Oa os 

the door that hid those two insUe moil 

be dosed, even as it was on Urn. Neaiiy 

two hours later, when the silver mooDligkt 

flooded every street, and shone upon the 

placid water like the very radianss of 

heaven itself, the Major came out from the 

room, alone. ■

He look^ pale, but his eyes were a^w, 

and he crooned, as he went slowly oown 

the stairs, the burden of an old song: ■

Ob, rnddier than the cherry. 

Oh, sweeter than the beny. ■

Then it died away into a tuneful, but in- 

articulate, murmur ; and so, with a qoiek 

look up the street, and down the s^raet^ 

the M<fJ3r went out into tiie besnteoss, 

shadow-haunted night, a man light-hesrted 

and without a care. He left behind him 

a man daied with the sense of a bliii 

unparalleled, and as unexpected as thcogb 

it had been a bolt from the blue. ■

In a church hard by the bells b^gsa io 

jangle, harsh, and out of tone, as it ii 

given only to Maltese bells to be. Per- 

haps to no other ears than thoae of the 

man who stood in the still unlighted room, 

gazing, as one who dreamsg into the ao^ 

sveet radiance beyond, could they have 

taken the guise of joy-bells. ■

With anient soul uplifted beyond ti& 

changeful world of ours, the aameit- 

hearted man prayed for the gift of wisdosi, 

prayed to be wise and tender, leal and 

true ; and all for a woman's aaka ■

** For her dear sake ! For her dear sake ! " 

he murmured .to the starshine. ■
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CHAPTER XI. ■

During the twenty mbates' drlYe which 

lay between the Tyrrells' hoase and the 

GorniBhea', Sehna sat jast as she first sank 

back into the cab, perfectly motionless, her 

colour coming and gohig in homing flashes, 

which died away as suddenly as they came, 

leaving her wUte face whiter stUL She 

was nnconscions of her sarroondings, nn- 

consdoos of any physical existence at all; 

every sensation seemed to be absorbed in 

the wUrling thoughts which chased one 

another nnceasingly through her brain. 

She did not even attempt to get out of the 

cab when it stopped at the house, until the 

cabman, who stood with his hand on the 

open door, and the parlourmaid, who had 

opened tl^ house door, had been waiting 

some seconds, until, in fact, she was roused 

by a cheery, impatient call . from the 

haa ■

'* Selma, Selma, make haste 1 Have you 

lost anything?" ■

She moved then with a start, which 

seemed to send all the colour back to her 

cheeks in a vivid, crimson rush, and, with- 

out an instant's pausp, she jumped out of 

the cab and rushed up the steps into the 

cheerful light which streamed from the 

hall. ■

'* Here I am, Sylvia/' she cried to the 

girl who was waiting to receive her. *' Oh, 

Nettie, it's you! Tour voices are all 

ridiculously aUke. Why didn't some of you ■

vary them 1 Lost anything 1 Na What 

in the world should I have lost 1 Where 

are all the others 1 Did you think I'd run 

awayl" ■

She had passed her arm through the 

somewhat surprised Nettie's as she poured 

out her flood of questions, rapidly, and in 

a voice pitched rather higher than usual, 

and was drawing her q[u[ckly along the 

hall when the parlourmaid stopped her. ■

'* Please, miss, is the man paid 1 " ■

Selma laughed, and the laughter, which 

broke from her almost before the words 

were out of the woman's mouth, was like 

her voice, high, and not so musical as 

usual ■

" Of course not," she said, taking half-a- 

crown from her purse. ^* Give him that, 

Mary, please." ■

*' Roger has been in ever so long," said 

Nettie. <' He's been dreadfully rampant ; 

but Humphrey's just taken him off to dress. 

Tou must make lots of haste, Sdma, or 

you'll be late. Tou do look as if you'd 

enjoyed yourself" ■

<' Of course I have," cried Selma, lightly. 

" I've enjoyed myself madly, Nettia Oh, 

ffirls," as Sylvia and Helen came out of the 

drawing-room at the sound of their voices, 

"isn't this shocking ? Come up, all of you, 

while I get ready, and tell me all you've 

done ! " ■

'*Tou've got a headache, Selma," said 

Helen, quickly, stouck by something in her 

sister's rapid utterance, and putting her 

hand gently on her shoulder to turn her 

round to the light. But Selma shook 

her hand off with another laugh. ■

" What a libel, Helen," she said. « Fm 

quite exuberant with health and spirits, 

and longing to hear about everything. 

Gome along," And she ran swiftly upstairs, 

tumhig round, however, at every step, to ■

VCL. V.^THIBD SEBIS9. ■
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make sore that they foUowed her, the 

brilliant eolour itill on her cheeksi her eyes 

ahinbig. ■

Sylvia had a great deal to eay on the 

■abject of the aftemoon'a shopping, aboat 

whicli the was much ezdted, and Selma, 

while she changed her dress with rapid, 

feverish fingers, Kept np a constant torrent 

of words, comments, jokes, and questions, 

which she hardly gave the others an 

Instant to answer, so that they never got 

beyond tiie one snbjeot, and Helen and 

Sylvia neither asked nor received any 

details of Sehna's afternoon. With all 

her apparent haste» however, the dinner- 

bell had rung before she dedazed herself ■

ready* ■

For an instant, as she went Into the 

dining-room, every drop of blood seemed to 

leave her face, and her homing hands 

tamed as cold as ice. Then her cheeks 

were more brilliant than ever again, and 

die took her place at Soger's side with a 

borlesqaed appeal for pardon to Mr. and 

Mrs. Uomish^ which passed into a rapid 

string of regrets and explanation addressed 

ezdasively to Boger. He was the least 

exacting of lovers in spite of all the 

encooragement she bad given him. All he 

received from her was a wonderf al gif t» in 

his eyes, to be thankfal for, not to encroach 

apon, and her qaick, eager words more 

than appeased him. ■

<* It's all right, darUng," he said, in a 

low voice, intended only for her ears. 

M Everything yoa do is right to me, 

always." ■

The smile, which was her only response, 

seemed to flash across her face without 

even teaching her eyes, and leaving no 

impression on her exdted features He 

was ra^er disappointed that she did not 

answer him in the same tone, bat tamed 

hastily to Mrs. Cornish, and exdaimed : ■

"What good saccess yoaVe had this 

aftemoon, aantie 1 Isn't it delightfal 1 " ■

Mrs. Oomish smiled, bat before she coald 

answer, her hasband stmck in with : ■

"What saccess have voa had, Boger? 

Let's hear aboat this hoasel Is it a 

saitable abode of bliss for Mr. and Mrs. 

Boger Cornish ?" ■

Selma laaghed, a laa^h that made 

Humphrey, who sat opposite her, lift his 

eyes suddenly to her face, with a look in 

them which was not surprise. He watched 

her quietly, unnoticed, as Mr. Cornish's 

words drew the attention of every one at 

the table to her and to Boger as they sat 

side by side. ■

"I don't know about thst^ bOa! 

answered Boger, with a proud imfle at 

Selma. "ItwouldhavetobeajoUyhoQie 

to be good enoaghfor Mrs. Boger CondiiL 

But tUs is a very good average ipedmen, 

if she'll pat up wil£ it," and be loofad it 

her for a moment with another nsile. ■

The vivid colour became a brDliant t^ 

of crimson on either cheek-bone, her q« 

sparkled and ^tteredbrighter andbrigbta, 

and a wild spirit of caricature aeeoud to 

enter into her as Boger went onto dsMobe 

in glowing colours &b house which he bid 

seen. Every detafl he gave drew firamha 

some extravanntly ridiealoos oommeDlor 

iUostration. He said the dinhg-room m 

small» and she cried that they would hiTa 

to take dinner on alternate days. Henid 

the drawing-room was large, and she im 

a picture of fature reoeptions to be held 

there, for which the Albert Hill woold 

have been inadequate. She penbtad k 

conriderins the subject soldy from the 

absurdly ftrclcal point of view, and she 

carried the whole party with hsr aaud 

shrieks of laughter. ■

And, once started, it aeemed hnpooihie to 

her to stop. All through the evening the 

laughed and talked farter and biter, the 

crimson patches on her cheek growio| 

more and more burning, her eyes grovbg 

more feverishly beautiftiL !nie yomiger 

Cornishes were wild with delight; Ha 

Cornish only thought that shewM-not 

unnaturally — a little over-exdted with the 

definite prospect of her wedding-day; ud 

the fun grew fast and furioui, nntil, it 

last, Helen, quite tired out with langhter, 

took her sister resolutely by the shooiden 

and held her fast. ■

*'Bidiculous child, be quiet," ihe vii 

''It's quite time you let everybody go to 

bed. Say good night to Boger, like a good 

girl, and come." ■

TVlth another of those strange, hi^ 

laughs, Selma made her a low eartay.ii^ 

dancing up to Boger, did the same befare 

him. ■

" Good night to Boger, like a good 

girl," she said« "Now, Helen, if yoQie 

in such a hjirry, quick, quick 1 Qoick ! Ob, 

Helen!" ■

She had dragged her sister outside^ 

drawing-room door before the last wow 

came, a strangled, gasping eiy, v» 

Hden, with one look at her working hx< 

drew her swiftly upstairs and into their 

own room — ^just m time. ■

High spirits and violent reaction w«fe 

no novelty with Sehna, and it wii cbi ■
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raoteriBticof Helen's devotioii to her Bister 

that emotions, which she would have tole- 

rated in no other hnman being, beoame 

to her, in Selma, only factors in that 

"way" of hers, which, considered as a 

whole, made her so infinitely superior to 

the rest of the world — factors in no wise 

to be comprehended, bat to be taken as a 

matter of ooone, and dealt with with a 

tendeniess and patience which no compre- 

hension could have increased. ■

The hysterical passion of sobs and tears 

which left her sister still and ezhaosted that 

night, simply led Helen to the conclusion 

that Selma had been "dobg too mach." 

The white face and heavy sonken eves, 

with which Selma rose next monung, 

confirmed her in the opinion, and she ad- 

ministered a little sensible elder-sisterly 

lecttire on the advisability of taking things 

easfly — snch as she had often admmistered 

befora On this occasion, however, her 

wordshadjapparently,not the faintest effect, 

even thongh they were snpplemented by a 

motherly sermon from Mni Oomish. ■

The days went on — wedding dothes, 

wedding presents, wedding festivities be- 

came the only topics of conversation ; and 

the opinion gained groond in the Oomish 

hotuehold that Selma was making herself 

ill Her spirits and temper were alike 

atterlv onreliable: at one moment she 

woald not hear a word of the wedding 

preparations ; at another, she woold talk 

feverishly of her wedding dress. Elsie 

confided to Sylvia a piteoos tale of how 

Selma had sent her to nnrse <' all qaickly," 

when she had talked of being •* Woger's" 

bridesmaid. Nettie, commg suddenly 

apon her standing alone in the room 

gadng out of the mndow, caught a glimpse 

of a face which frightened her, and of 

which she never spoke to any one, while 

she seemed to herself to be always trying 

to forget it ■

Of Koger's experiences of her in those 

days no detdls were either asked or volun- 

teered. He grew a little silent and de- 

pressed, and once, during a long silent 

smoke with Humphrey, he said suddenly : ■

**Why Ib there such a fuss about a 

wedding?" ■

Of which enigma, Humphrey — ^in the act 

of relighting hu pipe, wmch had gone out 

as he sat watching Koger's brown study — 

attempted no solution, only shaking his 

head in sflence. And Boger, relapsing into 

speechlessness, proceeded toTperfect in his 

own mind a theory, which he was gradu- 

ally evolving, a theory, namely, that it ■

was one of the inevitable adjuncts to 

weddbff preparations that the bride- 

elect shoidd now avoid her future hus- 

band as though his presence was un- 

endurable to her, now become irritated, 

almost beyond control, by every word he 

sidd^ and, again, ding to him with pas- 

sionate fervour of devotion. ■

It was "rough on the fellow/ it 

seemed to Boger; but if girls were like 

that th^re was no help K>r it^ and the 

fellow in question must simply " hold on 

and wait till it was over." ■

A month went by, and, in the early 

days of December, the sending out of in- 

vitations to the wedding began to be talked 

of ; and then the conviction began to foroe 

itsdf on Mrs. Oomish that a more in- 

convenient time than the first week in 

January could hardly have been chosen. 

The Oomishes, like most large families, 

whereof the greater part returns rampant 

from school for the Ohristmas holidays, 

*'kept Ohristmas" extensively; and tiie 

more Mrs. Oomish thought of it, the more 

imposdble it seemed to her that the 

wedding should take place on the second of 

January. ■

« I'm very sorry about it," she said to 

Sylvia and Helen, "especially as Sdlma 

iurists on exdting herself so. The 

sooner it is all over we better for her, I'm 

sure. But the boys must have their 

Ohristmas as usual We are none of us 

superstitious, fortunately, and it must be 

on the ninth instead of the second." ■

They were standing round the fire in 

the morning-room, where many fendnine 

consultations were hdd, and, as Mxb, 

Oomish spoke, the door opened, and 

Selma came in, moving at once restiesdy 

and listiesdy. She was thinner than she ( 

had beein a mouth ago; there was no 

colour in her face as she opened the door, 

though it flushed feverisldy an instant 

later; and her eyes were larger and 

strained-looking. She started at Mrs. 

Oomish's last words, and, coming nearer 

to the group in the fire-light— it was half- 

past four, but the lamps had not yet been 

brought in— she said, with an undercurrent 

of something whidi was almost fear 

beneath the surface lightness of her 

tone: ■

•' What must be on the ninth, auntie 1 " ■

The three conspirators had not heard 

the door open, and they tnmed simul- 

taneously at the sound of her voice, lookbg 

quite guilty. ■

" Should you be very vexed with me, ■
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dear, if I told yoa we were talking of the 

wedding 1 " said Mrs. Oomish. ■

''Do yoa mean that yoa want it pat 

offr' ■

Her tone was so strange that they all 

looked at her with one accord. She had 

not come ap to them, bat was standing by 

herself near a chair, twisting a fold of the 

chidr-back slowly and abmntly in her 

fingers. ■

'* My dear, yoa sarely woald not mind 

it's being pat ofif for a week/' said Mrs. 

Ooxnish, strengthened in her conviction 

that the day fixed apon was impossible by 

what she considered very anaccommodating 

reluctance on Selma's part to the change 

proposed. "Ton see the second is most 

inconvenient becaase of Christmas ; besides, 

I think yoa will be [^lad of more time, 

too." ■

"Aantfe, please don't j please, please 

don't pat it off." ■

The voice was quick and uncertain, and 

Selma's fingers moved faster and faster. 

Mrs. Oornii^'s conviction that the ninth it 

must be, became a certainty. ■

^* My dear Selma," she exclaimed, " be 

reasonable ! It is a very small check in 

all the unbroken happiness you have had 

since September, and I do not think it is 

considerate of yoa to take it in this way." ■

* Oh, auntie 1" But Selma stopped 

herself suddenly. She dropped the chair- 

back she held, and stood for a moment 

perfectly still. Then she said, in a voice 

as strangely dead as herpreviou8,toneshad 

been alive with easer pleading, << I beg your 

pardon ! Of courselt is — when you like," and 

went straight out of the room, leaving the 

three, more than ever convinced that the 

sooner it was over the better, to discuss 

the wedding guests. ■

Selma meanwhile had gone straight to 

her own room, and there was something 

desperate in her face, and in her dry, burn- 

ing eyes. Without a glance at anything 

about her she seated herself at the writing- 

table, and began to write a letter, writing 

rapidly at first with set, white lips, which 

suddenly began to twitch and quiver until 

the sheet, as she finished it, was wet with 

wild team Then she laid her head down 

on her armr, rocking herself to and fro in a 

passion of misery which was none the less 

pathetic in its loneliness, because it was 

almost childish in its unreserve. It wore 

itself out at last, and, after a long stillness, 

she lifted her head, and put the letter into 

an envelope which she addressed to John 

Tyrrell. It did not go to the post with ■

the family letters that night, and S^'i 

cheeks fioshed hotly as she stopped at i 

pillar-box the next morning, on her vaj 

with Nettie to do some of the ahoppbg 

which seemed to have become hsrone 

business in life. ■

There was no letter directed m Tyndl'i 

handwritbg by the next monuDflfs poit, 

nor by any of the posts for wld(£ Seha 

watched durins; the next three daja ao 

anxiously that hir cousins accused Iter d 

an insatiable craving for wedding pTttenti 

There came a little note from Min Tyttell 

enclosing places for the first night of the 

new piece ; but Selma had an engigement 

with Boger for that evening, ud nobody 

was in the least surprised that she proteited 

feverishly against breaking it ■

Then there came a morning— -it mi 

the morning of the day on whidi the pieee 

in which she would have made her fint 

appearance was to be produced— when, 

trying to rise from the breaUut^aUe 

with her letters clutched tight m k 

banc), and a laughing retort on her lipi 

to Jim, home for the holidays, who wii 

announcing to all whom it might or 

might not concern, that Selma hadn't eaten 

a bit of breakfast, she turned wMdj 

faint, and had to be taken back to her bed, 

where she begged to be left alone, end h the 

dark. Before very long, however, ahewas 

begging feverishly to be allowed to get op 

again. ■

In the Christmas bosile of the next 

fortnight she ceased to be the centre of 

interest in the house, and even Hek 

thought less about her than usnaL And 

as the Christmas preparations sapphnted 

the wedding preparations for the lao- 

ment in the Cornishes' minds, Boger 

became convinced that his theory sa tothe 

inadvisability of "wedding fuss" vast 

grand discovery, the announoemenft of 

which would make him a benefactor to all 

lovers to come. ■

With the luU in the faioessanttalkaboat 

the wedding, there seemed to come a loH 

in Selma's mtense excitability. She vis 

less variable, less passionate, quieter tluii 

she had been for week^, and the Chrbtmu 

season for Boger was a season of ]nealOI^ 

less content ■

It was his first Christmas "at home" for 

BO many years, and he entered btoaDthe 

regulation festivities, all ihe boaiDenes 

whdch were pleasures, and the pleasoree 

which were businesses, with a hearty fit- 

ness of zest which a bla£6 young brother 

described as " a treat." He Wte Sylvia'i ■
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right hand in the deooration of the house ; 

he prodded over map-dragon ; ha organised 

a riotoos distribution of presents by a 

most orthodox Father Ohristmaa ; he vras 

in request with eyery one, and his enjoy- 

ment was the delight of the whole house. 

Bat *' jolly" as he found eyery hour in 

every day, the pwfect hour was the quiet 

one — the hour when Salma would eome 

softly to him in the fire-light, and sit in 

silence with his arm round her, with some- 

thing elingmg in the dasp of her hands 

and her face half hidden on his shoulder. ■

Christmas-day and Boxing-day eame 

and went^ and on the morning of the 

twenty-seventh Selma, coming down to 

breakhst the last of the party, was saluted 

by a ehorus whieh she had not heard for 

more than a fortnight ■

"Here she is at last 1" — supplemented 

from tmIous parts 'of tiie table by ex- 

clamations of: '' Oh, Selma, here's such a 

wedding present 1 ^ ■

"Oh, Selma, Unde Bobert's sent 

you " ■

<<No; let Soger tell r— a dropping 

fire brought to a condusion by Jim with 

the words : '* Mr. and Mrs. Boger Cornish ! 

Oh what a lark!" ■

The Unde Bobert referred to was the 

unde with whom Boger had gone out to 

New Zealand, to whom particulars of the 

engagement had been written both by the 

much elated lover himself, and by his 

mother. Boger had risen as Selma came 

in, and, coming up to her, he put into her 

hand an open letter. ■

"Bead it, darling," he said; "he is a 

dear old boy, and no mistake. Why, how 

cold TOU are 1 Gome and sit down." ■

Selma's face had changed slightly and 

indescribably in the few seconds which had ■

Sone since she opened the dining-room 
oor, and the few words with which she 

answered him were low and vague; she 

sat down mechanically in the chair near 

the fire from which he summarily ejected 

Jim, and opened the letter. It was short, 

but very kmdly, and it brought to Mr. and 

Mrs. Boger Oomish, with the sender's love 

to tliem both, a wedding present of five 

handled pounds. ■

Short as it was it took Selma a long 

time to read, and when she lifted her eyes 

At laat to Boger the indefinable expresrion 

in them had grown stronger, and they were 

almoat wild with it ■

*' It is very kind," she murmured ; and 

then above the babel of voices which had 

riaen round her as she read, all talking, ■

with interest suddenly revived by the 

letter, of the wedding, Nettie's voice was 

heard announcing excitedly : *' There isn't 

a fortnight^ now. Oh isn't it close t " ■

•'Isn't it dose 1" ■

The childish voice rang in Salma's 

ears, and came between her and every- 

thing else that was said during break- 

fast, came between her and her own 

voice, her own thoughts even. It rang 

in her eara all the morning, over aU the talk 

about trousseaux and furniture that went on 

about her, it rang in her ears during the 

hilarious lunch, at which Mervyn Dallas 

assisted, and half an hour later Nettie, 

coming su^enly out of the school-room, 

met her running swiftly and noisdesdy 

downstairs dressed for walking. ■

"Why, Selma, where are you going 1 

It's such a nasty day 1 " ■

"I— Fm gobig for a little walk, Nettie. 

Look, dear,'^catdifaig hold of the girl with 

insistent, appealing fin^rs; ''don't tell 

any one, but my head u going round so 

with— with settling so much. It isn't 

raining now; and I — I want some air 

dreadfuUy, Nettie." ■

There was something almost confiding in 

her tone, as if she spoke under an unbear- 

able weight of loneliness, and the instinct 

was strong upon her to touch such childish, 

uncomprehending sympathy as the un- 

conscious Nettie could give her. But 

before Nettie could answer, her mood had 

changed, and she ran down the stairs. In 

another moment she was in the street. ■

It was a dreary afternoon, at Nettie had 

said, and it was more dreary still an hoar 

later, when Humphrey Oomish, on liis 

way home, overtook, about two miles from 

the house, a f amiliw figure, on which his 

eyes had been fixed with much surprise 

since its outlines first became distinct to 

him. ■

" Sdma 1 " he said, slaekeninff his pace 

as he reached her — she was wuking very 

dowly, '' tUs is a bad irfternoon for you 

to be out." ■

She started at his voice, and lifted to 

him a white face, from which the two 

large, dark, startled eyes looked out with 

a terrible struggle and despair in their 

depths. ■

" My head ached," she said. ■

'< It is no better, I'm afraid. Shall we 

not have acabi" ■

But she stopped him eagerly. ■

"No," she said. ''Please, Humphrey, 

I— I should like to walk with you." ■

They went on side by side in perfect ■

■
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flilenoe, and Hamphrey, glancing from time 

to time at her fade as ahe walked on 

meohanioally, gaang straight before her, 

thought more than once, as he had 

thonght several times daring the last 

month, that he most speiJL to her, 

that he most see if something ooold not 

help her. Bat, intensely sympathetic as 

he was, his sympathy was apt to be of the 

mate order, not expressing itself readQy 

in words j and he had too fow an estimate 

of the power of man to help his fellow 

man by speech. Natorally shy and re- 

served, eonvinoed of nothing more strongly 

than of the mataal ineomprehension in 

which hamanity straggles^ he held that 

men and women were better left alone to 

work oat tbeb destiny by their own 

straggles, and the perceptions those 

straggles brooght them. ■

They were at the bottom of thrir own 

long road, when Selma said abraptly, not 

taming her head towards him : ■

'^Homi^urey, a woman may be an artist 

when she's married t " ■

He watched her closely, and Us face 

was very grave and pitifoL ■

«<Tes,"hesaid. ■

"I might — I might go on -*« after- 

wards I" ■

Her voice qoivered pitifiilly, and there 

was a ring of sickening saspense in it. 

They were nearine their own door, and he 

answered, promptly and earnestly : ■

<<Sehna» do not think of it It is im< 

possible. A married woman may be an 

artist» it is trae, bat, except fa rare 

instances, .she cannot be a great artbt and 

—a good wif a To a woman who marries 

at the very oatset of her career, sach a 

combination is saiwemely impossibla 

Believe me, fa choosfag the latter part, 

yoa most deliberately relfaqaish the 

former, or yoa will be miserable yoarseU; 

and yoa will make — yoor hasbttid — 

miserable ! " ■

They reached their door as he finished, 

very gently and kfadly, and he pansed for 

a moment, half hoping she wonld say 

more, half distrostii:^ his own power to 

help her if she did. Bat no word came 

from her. Only her face was, if possible, 

whiter than before^ and her month and 

eyes were strangely set ■

He opened the door with a latch-key, 

and at the same moment Sylvia came oat 

of the drawing-room, shattfag the door 

behfadher. ■

"I saw yoa come ap the steps, Selma,". 

shesaid. '<rmsoghdl Hiss TyneU is ■

fa the drawing'xoom, dear; I've jml Ut 

her alone to come and tell yon." ■

''MissTyrreU!" ■

The set de^mir fa Sdma's face mddnh 

broke ap, and disappeared before a wOd, 

fastantaneoas leap of hope m her sjai 

She moved qoiddy past Sylvia and Sogs 

fato the drawing-room, and then itoppsd 

short A friend aotoidly befors m in tin 

flesh, anconsoioas of oar emoticns d th« 

moment, differs sometimes pamfollyfiran 

the same friend fa oar imapnsUon, as- 

dowed with knowledge of, and qnnpittij 

for oar pain. ■

••Dear girl," said Ifias Tynell, witk 

gracefal enthosiaam, as Selma came dowly 

towards her. ''How very fortanstel I 

shoidd have been most grieved to nk 

yoa." ■

'•I shoald have been grieved," eehoed 

Selma, vagaely. ■

She was standing fa the fall U^ of tb 

lamp, and Miss Tyrrell looked at hsrvilk 

an expressi<m of disH»pfobaitien. ■

"My dear," she said, *<yoa «t sot 

looking at all yomeUl Have yoa Imd 

ill 1 Happfaeas does not agree with joi, 

I'm afraid." ■

Then her own words seemed to 

snggest a new idea to her, and the dh- 

approvfag expression became an expm- 

sion of Uvely faterest aa Seina nUI, 

horriedly: ■

« I^I am very weD, thanks. Hevgoed 

of yoa to come on soeh a day !" ■

" John was anxioos that I shculd drfy 

conventionality and brfag yoa cor Mb 

present fa person, and I oomptomiaed the 

matter by bringing it to the door, aid 

handfag it over to yoor maid for isj&mi 

kter on," said Miss Tyrrell, muvely. 

**TbB weddfag-day is dose at hand now, 

is it not?" ■

There was a sadden, stifled cry of hn> 

pressiUe misery, and fielnui had teotaa 

downatkst Her £aoe was hidden fa hr 

hands, and she was crying helplesBly. ■

•'What shaU I dot'^she sobbed. <'Wiat 

shallldof WhatahaUIdof* ■

If there was one thhg fa iriiieh Wm 

Tyrrell delighted more than another,^ 

was a scene, and she rose to the ocoam 

with promptitade and despatch. ■

•'I knew it," she died, trfomphaatij; 

"Iknewit dfreotlylsawyoa. Mypoor, 

dear child, come bade witii me, and let oi 

talk it over together. Oome to meibrA 

week, at least, and we will help yes. Yw. 

will come t " ■

<<Oomel" Sehna lifted her teai^teiDad ■
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faoe, and daiped her hancb together. 

" Oh^ I only want to ^ away flomBwhere 

to be quiet) and think, and not hear 

aboat-— ^ There's only a fortnight—only 

a fortnight! Oh, Mibb T^rreU, will yon 

takemef Will yon really take me away and 

let me nndentand t I think I shall go mad 

here!" ■

She dried her eyes with feverish energy, 

and in the same manner, as though her 

every nerve was braced in one desire to 

escape from the house, she found Mrs. 

Oomish, and told her of the invitation. 

Mrs. Oomish, who was not widiout 

anxieties as to the effect so much excite- 

ment was having on her, was only too gkd 

that she should have a few days' rest before 

the climax came, though she would rather 

that the invitation should have come from 

any other quarter; and, in five minutes' 

time, Sehna was standing with Helen in the 

hall, with Miss TyrraU waiting for her in 

the carriage. ■

"Don't stay long, dear," said Helen, 

lovingly, "and rest well What a pity 

Soger is out! What shall I tell him from 

youl" ■

Sehna threw her arms round her sister's 

neck. ■

''Tell him that I love him!'' she 

whispered, passionately. "NeU, Nell, tell 

him that I love him ! " ■

''Selmal" called Miss TyrreU. And 

Selma ran down the steps, into the carriage, 

and was driven away. ■

"THOEOUGH." ■

The idea tiiat«the character is a fixed, 

unalterable quantity is likely to be for most 

of us a very uncomfortable one. And yet 

not a few people of eminence have held it 

Oarlyle was one of them. He onee said that 

he was so convinced of it that if he had his 

own way he would put all rogues in a bag 

and drown them out of the life they 

polluted. This is not an estimate of 

existence which is apt to confer dignity 

upon it But, thank goodness, neither u 

it an estimate we are bound to accept ■

Could we aooept it| I dare say it would 

be an ine3q>resBible relief to a good many 

of us. We should drift from it the very first 

moment when it presented itself to us as 

a solemn and certain truth. Impulse and 

inclination would push us along just 

whither thev would have us go. Of moral 

re should soon have none worth ■

speaking about How could It be other- 

wise 1 The setting hen that sits serenely 

upon an egg of chalk, and ddly looks to 

see a chick appear, is a fair parallel with 

the man who, holdfaig this belief of Oar- 

lyle's, yet hoped to see a number of lively 

and respectable virtues grow forth from the 

infertile soil of his souL ■

Our life would in fact develope into a 

brutal battle, unredeemed anywhere. Those 

who were well to the van of the strife^ 

with decorations and medals upon their 

breasts, could hardly be expected to heed 

those others who had fallen and lay dying 

or sorely wounded at their feet For a 

fatalism of character would of course imply ■

Seneral predestination. The man who was own was meant to be down. It were a 

waste of energy to stoop and try to lift 

him. A shrug of the shoulder and a 

conventional word or two of pity would be 

the only tribute from the successful man 

to the unsncoessfuL We should all get 

into the habit of marching to our fortune 

or our doom with set, impassive faces, heed- 

less about anything. The fine catalogue of 

virtues and attributes which pertain to 

human beings, could be but as the paint 

and contour of the marionettes on a 

Neapolitan stage. Tou do not look to see 

a shapely marionette dap its hands and 

exult over its fine figure and lovely com- 

plexion. It would be absurd for men and 

women to prate and brag about their 

abilities as if they had anythfaig to do with 

them. The ItaUan at the wings of the 

theatre sets his pu|ppets in motion.' And 

so, in like manner, it is to be presumed, we 

too should beset in motion, to run through 

a certain course, and then disappear like a 

battered marionette not worth repairing. ■

Tee, there can be no doubt about it, the 

ideaissingularlyunpleasantandhumiliating. 

I, for my part, wonder how Schopenhauer, 

to whom It was so congenial that he wrote 

an essay upon it, could in his old age 

reconcile his pride with it The testy old 

philosopher ought to have had the irit to 

perceive that other men and women did 

him no wrong by refusing to bow down 

and confess mm a leader of thought and 

a great man. It is not the marionettes 

who profit by the shouts and laughter of 

the delighted populace ; nor aija they men- 

tioned in the daily press as being especially 

deserving of the gratitude and admiration 

of the diverted world at large. It would 

be as absurd for one marionette to embrace 

another marionette, assuring it of its im- 

measurable superiority bver most other ■
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marionettes, as for one mortal to ofifer 

compliments or praise to another. ■

It is much more satisfactory to believOi 

with the mass of mankind, that we can 

more than half control oar fate. The 

mere notion is invigorating. It makes as 

hold ap oar head?. We woold look the 

san itself oat of coantenance if willing 

would do it. And it ^ives us that delight- 

f al sense of individaahty which more than 

aaght eke carries as well through the 

batdeoflife. ■

Without this conviction we should have 

no affection for the thoxoughness which 

has become like a virtue to us. George 

Eliot somewhere has said that she loves 

those souls that rush unde^atingly to- 

wards the goal they have set before them- 

selves. It is a very natural sentiment. 

Such souls have clearly chosen the better 

part Even though they are not going in 

the durection that might best befit them, 

it is much that they are going somewhere, 

and are not being driven Uke a snowflako 

hither and thither, until they vanish into 

nothingness before ever havbg cast 

anchor. ■

It is hard for some of us to concentrate 

adequately upon what may be termed the 

main pilliur of our lives. There is so much 

to distract us, here, there, and everywhere. 

It seems so unimportant whether we devote 

our interests to this subject for half an 

hour or an hour ; whether we let this one 

opportunity slip, or whether we grasp it. 

Yet I suppose success depends upon 

these slighted minutes and slighted op- 

portunities. Your thorough man is never 

in doubt. A thing is done, or it is not 

done. He does not waste himself in need- 

less or merely 'casual vacillation. ■

One knows well enough how the history 

of industrial inventions has hinged upon 

the unswerving devotion of the mventora 

to their ideas and the tiny details which, 

in combination, make up their discoveries. 

They ate ard drank with their ideas, sat 

in solitude with them when the rest of the 

world was at its pleasures, and at night 

still communed with them in the visionary 

land of dreams. And in the end they had 

their reward. Not necessarily in crisp 

bank-notes, public recognition, and in be- 

coming irresponsible god-parents to soaps, 

and neckties, and portmanteaux. But in 

the consciousness of success — if not for 

themselves, for others — that warmed their 

hearts even when the death-chill was upon 

them. ■

Money is doubtless much. But to the ■

man who can live on threepence a daj, 

and be happy, it is leas than it is to the 

majority of us. ■

So, too, with our literary gianta. It is 

convenient to go to the dead rmtber than 

to the living for examples on this ooonl 

They exist out of question with us ; but 

how should we Imow of it 1 ■

Balzac in his attic, writing and writiiig 

in vain; going into the stroets sm 

slums of Paris to study the people of 

real life in contrast with the people of his 

manuscripts; and aiterwaids oontimdiig 

to write and study his world, untQ at 

length he is acknowledged to be a ^nt 

among men I There never was a moie 

emphatic illustration than this man of the 

lengths to which untiring energy, iron 

will, thoroughness, and peraeveranoa wHl 

carry the enterprising mortal I make 

bold to say that BalzM was not an extia- 

ordinary youth when he disappointed Us 

father's ambitions, and took to a gaixet 

instead of the law. But he became extia- 

ordinaiy. And now he is set on a pedestal 

high above the heads of his contempo- 

raries ; and they who get within vwwiog 

distance of his statue in the temple of 

Fame think themselves lucky. ■

It may seem, from Balzac's and kindred 

cases, that the thoroughness which drives on 

so irresistibly towar£ the goal at which it 

aims, is mucdi the same asarare faeolty for 

hoping. Perhaps it is. But theie miiat 

also be something behind this facoltj, or 

else the subject may, when a septoagenaiiaD, 

find himseU no fitfther on his way than he 

was at five-and-twenty. ■

Still the man who is ever sanguine may 

on the whole congratulate himself. Do 

you notice how often the phrase ** I hope" 

occurs in the letters of the younger of us f 

General (xordon once commented upon the 

epistle of a correspondent somewhat drily 

by saying that it contained "five hopes." 

As if that were too many! Why, my 

uncle, in receipt of regular scrawls from 

his dutiful nephews, would be aUe to 

produce a handful of letters with ten or a 

dozen " hopes " in them. The dear bojs 

begin every sentence with a fresh ona 

They hope the weather has been as fins 

with him as it has been with them. They 

hope his left leg has not been as goaty as 

it was a month ago. They hope all the 

kittens or puppies the other day bom into 

the world in his stable have not been 

hurried into eternity by way of the bthai 

bucket And so on. If they do not 

express in black and white the one chief ■
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hope that lives and moves within them, 

namely, that the dear old gentleman will 

not forget that they have each a birthday 

impending, it Is not because they esteem it 

not worth mentioning. They hope the 

other hopes, expressed, will hbit stonily at 

this nnsignified hope. ■

Some may think that indifference or 

even terror will urge a man on as well as 

his hope. In certain temperaments, it is 

possible enongh. The phUosopher who 

has convinced himself that life and death 

are all one, and that nothing can disturb 

his stolid calm, must not be expected to be 

very enthusiastic in his undertakinga 

Yet he may lead a forlorn hope as 

valiantly as a young comet jast gazetted. 

And on tiie other hand, it is quite oon- 

ceivable that the special coirespondent 

who stands watching the mortal escalade 

of a town, may write down the name of a 

man for honourable mention whose daring 

is the result of a keenly-realised knowledge 

that if he does not so forward just as fast 

as he can he will have a bayonet in his 

back. ■

Lord Brougham was a thorough man if 

ever there was one. Whatever his hand 

touched, to that he devoted himself 

strenuously until the need for him had 

passed. George the Fourth found this out 

when the future Chancellor took a brief 

from his Qaeen. Tou would be prone to 

think that he was a man through and 

through sanffuine and certain of his 

abiHties. Be2ly, it was not so. He was 

as human as any of us. ■

" I own," he tells us, " my rule being, 

before the moment of action, always to 

prepare for the worst, and in the moment 

itself to Usten to nothing but confidence 

and hopes. I am always — in every 

situation — as gloomy while planning as I 

am resolute fa shutting my eyes to the 

dark side while ezecutfag." ■

This is.famous. Moreover, it is a state 

of mfad which will be found very general 

among men who have made themselves 

great by their achievements. Giordano, a 

renowed Italian writer and patriot, in 

instructing a pnpQ of whom much was ex- 

pected how to comport himself, told him he 

might be ver^ grave and sad at heart, but 

that it was his bounden duty to maintain 

a light-hearted exterior. He said farther 

that tills was the temperament of genius 

— whence mighty performances might 

proceed. ■

Thus you see a man may be thorough 

whetiier he is constitutionally sanguine or ■

despondent. The chief thing is to keep 

movfag. The moment the sanguine man 

seats himself m his arm-chair, and, with 

his feet on the fender, begins fondly to 

reckon over t) himself the various fine 

exploits or gains by which he has profited, 

or is about to profit, be goes down a peg ; 

and the longer he sits, thus flatterfag him- 

self and his pride, the less likely he is to 

reach his goal. It is the same with the 

man who sees threatenfafi; shadows on all 

sides of him. These will never really vex 

him if he works on fa spite of them. But 

let him put off his armour, and commune 

for awhile with them; then their chance 

will come. They may madden him fa 

half an hour, whereas for a year they had 

faUed to do aught but give him a few un- 

easy presentiments. ■

This stir and action brfags its own 

reward. If men were oysters, it would be 

different;^ we should not then care a 

button about anythfag, except the tempe- 

rature and the great dredger. But havfag 

agreed to believe that we are largely what 

we have made ourselves, and that we may 

become what we will, self-fatereet urges us 

to keep our talents from rusting. And it 

is the dash of talent with talent fa the 

arena of the world which makes the hum 

and murmur of life that some of us love 

so furiously. What matter if one moment 

we get a f aU fa a wrestie with a superior 1 

Even while on the ground we realise that 

our discomfiture has taueht us somethfag. 

Our next opponent is lue to find us m 

the tougher for the tumble. ■

Thackeray as a moralist is often worth 

echofag, " Fortune," says Henry Esmond, 

" good or ill, as I take it, does not change 

men and women. It but developes the!r 

characters. As there are a thousand 

thoughts lyfag withfa a man that he does 

not know till he takes up the pen to write, 

so the heart is a secret even to him who 

has it fa his own breast. Who hath not 

found himself surprised into revenge, or 

action, or passion, for good or evil, where- 

of the seeds lay withm him, latent and 

unsuspected, until the occaston called them 

forth!" ■

This is trite, perhaps. Bat so is bread- 

and-butter. And both are yet so good 

that one can do with them more than 

once. ■

It remfads us that only the thorough 

man has a chance of becoming himself, and 

knowine himsell The rest of us are like 

rose-buds with a canker fa them. We un- 

fold our petals fa one direction only, and ■
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tfre patently imperfect I don't infer, of 

course, that men with character develope- 

ment broad as the heavens get translated 

from the rank of mortals in whom error is 

inherent Qaite otherwisa They ure not 

morally perfect; but even their impels 

fections have grown to become them so 

well that we could ill dispense with 

them. ■

It would be a fine thing if each one of 

us had the same power of expansion alike 

in character and action. When Utopia 

comes, this privilege may accompany it 

For the present I suppose we must be 

content with the opportunities we get- 

some more and some less. They are 

probably more than enough for most of 

us. ■

ABOVE THE CLOUDS. ■

A LADY'S ASCENT IN A BALLOON. ■

The balloon is goreed with gas. The 

last sack of ballast has been lifted on 

board. A dozen hands are waiting to slip 

the knots which hold her to the ground. 

There is a final handshaking— not without 

a little headshaking from the prudent ones 

who consider an ascent in a balloon a 

risky pleasure for a woman-^then I, and 

the two gentlemen who have kindly con- 

sented to indulge my fancy, climb into the 

smiUl square car where Eugene Godard, 

senior, is already, so to speak, at the 

helm. ■

•<Let go all," cries this patriarch of 

aeronauts. The monster balloon sways to 

and fro for a moment, as if to ascertain 

that she is really at liberty. Then we are 

ofif. It is a thrUHng moment I clutch a 

rope of the rigging in preparation for a 

vertigo, which, however, does not cokne on; 

and 3ie next moment I find myself leaning 

oonfidoitly and comfortably over the side 

of the car, waving an answer to the cheers 

of the crowd and the shouts of "bon 

voyage," <* au revoir," which follow us as 

we leap up from the ground, or, rather, as I 

should say, if I described the exact impres- 

sion, as the ground falls away and leaves 

us in mid-air. The upturned faces below 

grow less and less dbtinct ; the crowd con- 

solidates into a dark mass; we pass above 

a forest of gables and chimney-pots, and 

the whole city of Brussels spreads itself 

out beneath us: its spires and domes 

strangely foreshortened from this unac- ■

customed and Ajunodean point of nsw. 

We look down into Boyal gudeni, hfto 

sordid back-yards, into the network of 

alleys round the H6tel de ViUe, faito the 

broad lines of the boulevarda 1!1m nr- 

rounding country stretches out nnik- 

tractive, flat, monotonous, under tlie Imr, 

chill November sky. FuUof satiaEMtMBii 

this first moment is, I cannot stifle a riafaig 

regret that the weather is not deanr; but 

the choice of a day depended on n any 

conditions : there is no wind, no pni(«et 

of rain— that, it appears, is of piimarjim. 

portance. ■

What strikes me first and chiefly u ttie 

feeling of security which posuHSH my 

souL This, no doubt, arises horn the laet 

that in a balloon one is not aware of uy 

movement : its progress is accompaided I7 

no jar, no friction ; we ascend tnDqa% 

and with a perfect equilibrium. Thseiiii 

just large enough for four peopla We 

each occupy a corner. A few feet above 

our heads dangles a couple of feet of 

crumply-looking piping. This tt tte qpea- 

ing of tihe vast envelope which conbuDsI 

should be afraid to say howmanyeabie 

feet of gas. It is Eugene Godard'k beit 

4tnd biggest balloon, L'Indnstrie, iHuchii 

bearing us, ad sidera ccbH, only then m 

no stars, no heavens visible, omy the on- 

sympathetic, unbroken, giey Horenbei 

clouds. ■

All at once, Brussels and its tomm 

become blurred, then vaenisL We neea- 

veloped in a dense fog. We look at one 

another in dismay. Is this what we 

came to see ? The fog is nothing elu 

than those clouds which I had jut bean 

mentally execrating. On nearer aoqiiahit> 

ance they are even less inviting than at a 

distanca They rush in lone dsmpooili, 

like terrified Undines, throng the ooriage, 

and fold us round with a chilly opaqie 

veQ. Oodard throws out a handlal of 

torn paper. InafewsecondsitiafaovatiDg 

above us; the damp has inoeaiedtbe 

weight of the balloon, and the eodta 

decrease of temperature has contneted Ae 

hydrogen. We are falling rapidly; wa 

plunge into daylight a^in, and aee 

Brussels hastening up to meet ua A 

despairhig thought seizes me. Ov bag- 

talked of ascent ie a failure; we shall ba?e 

to make our ignominious return ai beat wa 

can to the earth, which a few m^ 

before we quitted so triumphsntly. ^^ 

my ill-informed feminine mind thereaaema 

no alternative. ,. ■

Meanwhile, Godard has been holdbgft ■
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rapid coniultotiaa with my two com- 

panioiiBi one of whom U a Beaaoned aerial 

trayeller. I aeeahagof ballaatlifted from 

the bottom of the ear and emptied over- 

board. We ahoot np again. Oar captain 

haa reaolyed to take oa, if poaaiUe, through 

the elonda, to pieree the NoTember gloom 

which hidea the day beyond; to initiate na 

into a wondrooa world of which iie himaelf 

— ^m more than one of hia thooaanda of 

aacenta — haa already learnt aomething; 

bat whiehy he telle aa, ia ever new and 

atrange to mortal eyea. ■

With thia hope before na we re-enter the 

grey veil, and mount alowly and laborlooaly 

upward. By degreea the veil becomea 

thinner and more tranaparent— it changea 

from peariy grey to daszlW white— through 

it we diaoem a amall, p w aon againat a 

backgroond of bine; the bhie deepena, the 

son growa brighter and more definite; 

floddenly we leave the laat aaapidon of 

haae behindi and emerge into a flood of 

dear, Jane aonddne and warmth. The 

cheerleaa November dcy, the doll, antamnal 

earth exiat no more for a& Mach-to-be- 

envied mortala, we are tranalated to a 

region aach aa that which the poeta have 

pictared roand the aommit of Olympna,* 

when the goda held high f eatival there in 

the good old timea. Oar firat amazed 

glance eroaaea an' nnlindted andalating 

tract, whoae heighta are of daytalfag odd 

and white, and whoae valleya are ful of 

tender ahadea of amber and zoae. ■

''See!" oriea Godard. "Another 

balloon 1" ■

We torn oor heada in the direction of 

hiB hand; for a moment the illaaion ia 

ccmiplete, thnii with a lai^h, we reeogniae 

oar own ahadew' eaat on thia (^oriooa 

biightneaa and aorroonded by a rainbow 

aoreole. We wave oor handa^ and oor 

lAantom advea retom fantaatic greeting!; ■

We heave long aigha of overpowennff 

contentment^ for the parity of the air and 

the aenae of exhilaration it bringa are 

aomething too great for worda. One 

woold dimb the mgheat mountain in vain 

in aearch of a paralUL After all, the 

f artheat peak of the Andea ia part of the 

aolid, matter-of-fact earth wfaiw we tread 

every day ; in thia aOent, ethereal world, 

we are abaolntdy eat off firom oor native 

planet ■

Between na and the Uae vaolt above 

there are no vapoora ; the diameter ot the 

aon, in oonaeqoence^ ia oonaideraUy 

leaaenecl^ ite cdoor ia whiter, and ite heat 

ia afanoat onbearable. The thermometer ■

riaea ten degreea Oeldoa ; we take off oor 

wrapa; the gaa dilatea rapidly, and aa the 

balloon moonta, the acene below aaaomea 

an aapect of beauty too intenae and atrange 

for adequate deacriptton. ■

Bdow ua apreada out a billowy ocean of 

burning pearl, an ocean of whoae extent, 

however, no mariner can form an idea^ 

It ia but a ebroumacribed view which tfie 

top of the higheat meat aSorda, compared 

to that above which we floated at a height 

of fifteen hundred feet, and which waa 

bounded at an dmoat imperceptible 

diatance by long banda of rich purple^ ■

" Theae are mountaina i " I exdaim, at 

which my companiona laugh. ■

" Have I forgotten," they aak, "that we 

are in a land of unbroken phAi t " ■

Truly, I had; nay, if I had been told 

that I aaw on that vaat horizon the 

Ddectable Mountaina of Bunyan'a viaion, 

I ahould have received the infbnnatfon 

without great murpriae, ao far did we aeem 

to have paaaed beyond the proaaie Umita 

of probability. ■

BeaideiB, .even Godard himaelfi with the 

hdp <rf all the charta and inatrumenta we 

have brought with ua, eannot tell in wliat 

direction or at what apeed we are moving. 

The funduhting douda bdow are, them- 

advea, in motion; th^ diange thefar 

ahapea continually. It ia impoanUe to 

diaoem if they aro meeting ua, or if we aro 

more dowly following 'their courae. Thia 

cauaea tiie aeronant a littie anxietv. He 

ia, I mean he waa* -alaa that I ahould have 

toiaay, waa — ^tha aoul of caution, eapedally 

when he had ladiea or amateum on board. 

Hia apprehendona are increaaed by the 

aound df a ahiill wiuatfe known aa a abeui 

and uaed ddefiy by ateamboata. It ia 

poadble that we have reaehed the coaat, 

he aaya^ and it may be dangerona to 

remahi at our pveaent devation without 

reeonndtring. He haa akeady laid hia 

hand on the cord of the vdve, when we 

perauade him that we are atill witUn hear« 

ing of a certain dog which began barking 

wudly at ua aa we took our flight into the 

douda. Hia mindui act atreat Then the 

queation ariaea; how long have we been 

upherol ■

(• Ten minutea or ao," I reply promptfy. ■

<' Three quartera of an ho«r/' we are 

told. ■

It ia almoat ineoncdvable ; where have 

the minutea flown tot In thia ■

* £. Godard aln^ died at Bnusels a few months 

after the ascent deseribed. ■
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lesa space, time, too, takes difierent pro- ■

Sortionsy a different meaanre. It ie as 

ifficult to appreciate as the moxaents of a 

dream. It aeems to me, indeed, that we 

, otUTRelveB are changed— idealised by the 

onlqaenesB of our snrronndingSb We are 

dream^personages, wandering in dream* 

knd. ■

Unfortunately, a November afternoon has 

bat narrow limits ; the sim is akeady near- 

ing my Delectable Mountains on ms way 

to the other side of the world. Oar prudent 

conductor, who knows what emptying, 

packing, and finding means of transport 

for a buloon imply, bids us take farewell 

of the enchanted land. ■

The inexorable valve Is open. Re- 

luctantly L'Industrle begins to sink. 

We touch the pearly floor min ; again we 

enter the chUly mist. Here we sink 

rapidly, and in a few seconds the leaden 

douds are above us. How triste and 

commonplace is our return 1 The chart is 

lying open to discover our whereabouts, 

when, to our surprise, we see Brussels 

looming in the twilight distance. We have 

only travelled three or four mQes, and yet 

we have been in a world which the fewest 

of mortals can realise. ■

For half an hour or so we hover along 

— papillonner, Oodard oaUa it-— above the 

tree-topsL The countiv people rush out 

of their cottages and follow us, prophesymg 

the direst and most unlikely midiaps for 

us, the poultry cackle, the dogs bark At 

last, when our captain descries a con- 

venient spot, he gives the final necessary 

cautions, the final pull to the valva The 

ground rushes up towards us ; a tree-top 

makes a grab at us as we skim throueh its 

upper branches. I shut my eyes, and sus- 

pend myself, as I am bidden, in the 

rigging. There is a violent jar; a re- 

bound; another jar; theui finally, tiie 

anchor grapples, Uliidustrie is moored 

in the orchard of the burgomaster of 

SchepdaeL ■

" Faites sortir, Madame," says Godard. ■

I scramble up on to the side of die car, 

and take a flying leap to the earth. The 

villagers crowd round to examine us and 

the mighty machine which has brought us 

hither. ■

" We thought you were Roing to knock 

down the church steeple," they tell us. ■

So it is all over ; we have returned to 

the dim chilliness of a November evening. 

We must condescend to refresh ourselves 

in a village inn, and to wait until the local 

train will carry us back to Brussels. But ■

the contrast only heightens oor tttnbe- 

tion. We rejoice to think that we hiva 

laid up one of those treasures of monory, 

which are beyond the reach of motb, nut^ 

or robber ; that we have lived through ao 

hour which wiU for ever remain is- 

comparable among our ezperienoei. And 

each one of us as we part with the yekeiu 

aeronaut, who has been our eondaetor, 

might well have said : " Haec dhnmemi- 

nisse juvabit." ■

BSITANNIA AT CHELSEA. ■

If there is one thing more than anotka 

of which we as Englishmen are pnmd,h 

is our navy and the deeds of prowes per- 

formed by our sailors from the eawMt 

tunes to the present day— from the dfltoil 

of the Armada to the escape d the 

« Calliope." If there is one ttdng non 

than another which every Engliihinia 

believes, it is that, should our navj again 

be called upon for active service, it wooU 

still be found, under the altered atfla of 

naval warfare, as fit, and the menasinlliDg, 

as ever. ■

• It is therefore only natural that^ iHmo 

it was announced that a Naval EzUbi&a 

was to be oiganised, the general fediDg 

amongst sightMers should have beenooe (2 

pleasurable expectation. When the Urn 

was first mooted, Greenwfeh, wilh its 

Hospital and naval pictures and rdki^iu 

suggested as the suitable apot^ as Chehea 

had been for simikr reasons the beat plaee 

for the Military Exhibition. No donU, 

from a poetical point of view, Oree&vieh 

with its sailor pensioners and its counUM 

naval associations would liave been the 

better place ; but at Chelsea the boDdingi 

erected for the Military Bzliibition wen 

still standing, and, moreover, it was ielt 

that popular enthusiasm would be moR 

easily aroused and kept alive if the ahof 

were brought dose to its doora So It 

was decided that it would be more adno- 

tageous, on the whole, if Britannia were to 

rub the waves at Chdsea rather thao at 

Greenwich, and at Chelsea the EdiibitioB 

is accordingly to be found. ■

Now, we all said, when we heard of the 

idea, we shall be able to see for oozaalTei 

what it is all about; now we shall hara 

brought before our eyes what dupi oor 

ancestors fought in, what weapooa the; 

used, and how those ships and weapom 

have been altered and improved antfl ire 

have arrived at torpedoes, and himdred* ■
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ton giinSi and battle-ships — a single one of 

which would be capable of demolishing a 

fleet in the olden day& We will see thb 

Exhibition for onrselyes, and learn what 

we can about this mighty fighting force. ■

In the result it must be confessed that 

any one who goes with too lofty ideas will 

be disappointed. Interesting things there 

are, no doubt^ to be seen ; but the whole 

affair seems rather to suggest an ordinary 

.trading show instead of what we perhaps 

expected it to be— an official ezhibttion. 

An example of what I mean is that 

you may wander through a gallery 

devoted to, say torpedoes, aU ex- 

hibited by the various firms who manu- 

facture such instruments of destruction, 

instead of through a gallery of Government 

exhibits, showing one form of torpedo as 

opposed to another, with plenty of atten- 

dants about to explain. Tliat will strike 

most of us as one of the chief faults — the 

absence of explanation — ^the result being 

that we may wander around and go through 

the Exhibition most conscientiously with 

our catalogues, and come out eventually 

knowing not much more about the navy 

than we did when we went in. ■

One more complaint I may make aboujb 

the arrangement of the catalogue, which, 

in its waji is most admirable and 

exhaustive. In the Art Galleries the 

history of the navy is divided into 

twelve periods; the pictures are on the 

walls, the relics are, some in cases against 

the walls, and more in cases in the centre 

of the galleries. The pictures are numbered 

consecutively, the relics are numbered con- 

secutively; the result is that the case 

beneath picture number 251 may contain 

relics numbered 1,500 or thereabouts. 

The consequence of this is that two 

separate toura of the galleries have to be 

made — one for the pictures and one for 

the relics— or the leaves of the catalogue 

have to be continually turned backward 

and forward. Of course, the ideal arrange- 

ment would be to have a description of 

each article attached to it^ and to have 

the catalogue reduced to a mere guide; 

but of course this is practicitUy impossible, 

as the abolition of the accustomed cata- 

logue involves the sacrifice of a very fertile 

source of profit ■

Having thus prepared our minds so that 

we may not have a too exalted idea of what 

we are to see, let us go to Chelsea to the 

Naval Exhibition, and to-day being one of 

those early summer days which are the 

more welcome in that they are unexpected, ■

those weaker vessels who object to being 

dragged through endless galleries can be 

sure of enjoyment, if only by sitting in the 

sun in the gardens and peaceiuUy basking. 

Such an opportunity in such a climate may 

not occur again for many a day. As for 

ourselves wa Intend ta do our duty, and go 

right through and see all we caa ■

It is perhaps unintentional on the part 

of the management, but it most certainly 

is so arranged that for many people the first 

exhibits will have the most powerful and 

thrilling interest These exhibits are in 

the Franklin Gallery, and are the Franklin 

and other Arctic relics, which must 

appeal to the most unemotional mind. 

Luckily for the sightseers they are all 

labelled, so we can 'wander around them 

without rustling the leaves of catalogues, 

and marvel over the fascination which the 

North-West Passage and the North Pole 

have always had for our sailors, and 

deplore the terrible waste of life which is 

here so f ordblv brought home to us. They 

are not much to look at, these relics, 

only little odds and ends of things; but 

they are eloquent of suffering and death, 

and if they manage to thnll us cold- 

hearted sightseers of London, think what 

they must have been to the men of the 

various search-parties who found them! 

What are they, these things that told the 

story ofthe missing expedition) Fragments 

of clothing, carpet, towelling, flannel, and 

canvas; a glass with silver top from a 

dressing-case; the eye-rim of a telescope; 

a portion of a watch ; pencQ-cases ; portions 

of boats ; a prayer-book ; a Bible ; a copy of 

''The Vicar of Wakefield" ; medicine cases ; 

six silver spoons and forks; and lastly, 

found lying about a skeleton, a black silk 

neckerdiief, fragments of a double- 

breasted blue doui waistcoat, a scrap of 

a coloured cotton shirt, sQk- covered 

buttons of blue cloth great-coat, a small 

clothes-brush, a horn pocket -comb, a 

leather pocket-book. These things were 

found on Beechey Island, at the mouth of the 

Great Fish Biver, on King William Island, 

Point Victory, Back Bay, Cape Felix, and 

other places whose names tell' a sad story 

of the weary wanderings of the expedition. ■

In the centre of the gallery is an exhibit 

representing the sledges used, packed as 

in actual use, being dragged over the ice, 

and a tent which looks small for one, but 

which is in fact an eiffht-man tent The 

figures of the men lagging the sledge 

are groggy about the knees, as wax- 

works are apt to be, but they show ■
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Bomething of Uie diffiealtieB and hardahips 

undergone, with their blue gogglei, their 

tremendovidy thick dotheB, their legs 

swathed in bands of flannel, their hands 

gloved and thrust into bags lumging from 

their shoulders. There they are repre- 

sented tug^g away oyer the hummocli^ 

ice on their weary and almost hopeless 

journey — an untmagfnatiYe good lady 

standing by us sajrs in a most delighted 

tone of voice, as if the men were on a 

feasant summer outing : " Lor, Muiar, 

look at that| that's how they go out a- 

sleighbg." ■

Mattered round the gallery are various 

pictures representing Arctic regions, play- 

bills and newspapers which were printed 

on ships ensaged in various Arctic ex- 

peditions, and such-like things, ■

Passbg out of the FrankUn Gallery we 

enter the Nelson, and from it the Blake 

and Benbow (Galleries, with their pictures 

and relics ; and here we certainly begin at 

the beginning of the navy, for we are told 

that the navy originated in the Oinque 

Ports, which provided a fleet of fifty- 

seven ships, Uable to military service 

for fifteen days whenever the King 

called them out These vessels, according 

to the catalogue, were from twenty to 

forty tons burden, and little more than large 

boats, partially decked, and rigged with 

one stout mast and one huge square-sail. 

Bat the real standing navy originated with 

Henry the Eighth, who — again quoting 

the catalogue — instituted the Trinity 

House at Deptford, and the Board long 

known as the Navy Board. And here the 

catalogue makes a wise remark as to the 

navy, which applies well to the whole 

lesson of the Exhibition : ■

''The painter .... can show < the blue 

flag bearing down on the white,' and can 

give some idea of the 'hawk-like swoop' 

in Qoiberon Bay ; he can show the slow 

advance and terrible onslaught of the 

'Victory' or .the 'Boyal Sovereign' at 

Trafalgar. . . . but n9thing here can show 

the security, the peace, the wealth which 

has sprung, in only a less degree, from the 

everyday actions of everyday men, whose 

names were scarcely known beyond the 

walls of the Admiralty; but who were, 

none the less, the units whidi made up the 

grand whole of England's navy, ' the wall 

and fence of the kingdom.' " ■

The pictures are rather a miscellaneous 

collection — ^some noticabele as works of art, 

some interesting by reason of their subjects, 

some unintentionally quaint and comic. ■

Some of the earliest period— the period of 

Henry the Eighth — come under theliii 

category, and are beautiful bii^tfraeo 

works, with— no shore to speak of, szent 

perhaps a green lawn mnn&Dg down to the 

sea ; while in one Dover OaaUe appeariH 

being on a square, moeaKH)vered took, lod 

not as large as a ship. They were fond of 

green in uiose days. Ju this period, too, 

are Raleighi Drake, and Hawkms, sad the 

Spanish Annada. Blake and Monk are 

the bright particular stars of tbe neit 

period, without whom these years woold 

be indeed blank. Admiral Sir Cloiideilqf 

Shovel illuminates the third period; and 

after this the well-known Admirals eome 

so thick and fast that it is impoetiUe to 

enumerate them all ; so, going on to tk 

sixth period, we come to the poctraite oi 

Bear-Admiral Eiehard Kempenfelt, who 

went down in the unfortunate "Boyil 

George " at Spithead ; and of John Jenb, 

Earl Saint Vincent, who, in 1797, defeated 

the Spanish fleet fai Saint Vincent'a B17. 

And in this period we first come h touch 

with Nelson, in a picture repreemtiDg 

Lieutenant Horatio Nelson volnnteoiBg 

to board a prize in a gale. Here, too, ve 

have a picture of the death of Captain 

Oook at whyhee, and a portrait of Admnl 

Hood. The seventh period is devoid of 

great commanders, though there sre the 

usual amount of battle pieces, b the 

eighth period we eome dose to Nebon- 

Commodore Nelson boarding the Spaaiih 

firsi-rate "San Josef" in the aetioB oS 

Oape Saint Vincent; Bear- Admiral Nel- 

son's conflict with a Spanish launch; vfe* 

tory of Sir Horatio Ndson, E.B., over the 

French fleet in Aboukir Bay on the fint 

of August, 1798 ; pictures of the Bitdeoi 

the Nile. And so we come to the nhth 

period, which includes the Battle of Tm- 

falgar, the chief picture of wUch ii ij 

Tomer. Here are pictures of Nelaoa 

leaving England for the last time; of the 

*' Victory" breaking through the eomf^ 

line at Trafalgar; of the death of Neleoe; 

and of various other episodes conneeted 

with the fight After this the pietueeai 

history cease to attract, and are only at- 

tractive as showing the gradual growdi of 

the new order of things, winding up with 

a picture of H.M.S. <• Devastation/ Be- 

sides the battie scenes which predomiDite 

throughout these picturesi are iiunuo^ 

rable portraits throughout the veiiosi 

periods. ■

Passing on to the Benbow Gallery, there 

are many thinga to repay inepeetion, ■
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moBtljr, or rather entirely, small pictures, 

all ^ divided as before into the twelve 

periods. Perhaps Uie most interesting 

pictures here are some which show ns the 

naval nniforms of different periods — it 

might have been as well to have carried 

out this idea more thoroughly — ^with a very 

interesting and amuaine collection of small 

drawings by Bowlandson, GiUray, and 

Cmikshjsnk. ■

Returning to the Blake Oallexy, we wiU 

inspect the plate, which is down the centre 

of the gaUery. The best case is that 

full of models, lent by the Duke of Edin- 

bnigh, of various old-fashioned ships; 

wliile those who like contrasts will find 

much to comment on in the exquisite 

models of the " Britannia " and the '< Vic- 

toria," as showing the different types of 

ships which were in use at the beginning 

of the Queen's reign, and those which aie 

the outcome of the latest developements. 

These models were the JubOee offering of 

the Koyal Navy and Marines to the Queen. ■

Next we come to the varioud relics 

scattered about the Blake and Nelson 

Ghilleries. The first that we notice are 

the charters of the Cinque Ports, musty- 

looking tomes; various books of the towns 

which were compriied in the -Cinque 

Ports; and generally things which are 

charges, estimates, and certUlcates of the 

time of the Armada next catch the eye, 

with a letter from Monk, suggesting " that 

he humbly conceives the takmg of twelve 

frigots from ye fleete here will be very 

prejndiciall to ye hastening out of ye maine 

body, and that the twelve frigots joining 

with those in ye West will not be si^cient 

to encounter with ye Dutch fleete, and to 

interrupt them in the way homeward to 

Holland." Hard by several broadsides of 

the same period, both Dutch and English; 

for in those dajrs the Dutch were our 

diief rivals on the high seas, with Van 

Tromp to lead them. And eo they go on 

with such-like matteis and autographs of 

more or less interest almost right down to 

our own times ; with copies of the " London 

Grazette" containing accounts of various 

victoriee ; with official papers, and almost 

everything which bears upon the liistory 

of the navy; the only drawbai^ being 

tiiat the exhibits, though lookine very 

well in a catalogue, are very difficult 

to see properly in a glass case. ■

Then we come to snuffboxes-^can we 

feel any enthusiasm over snuffboxes! — 

made horn wood of the ^'Yictoxy," from 

wood of the '* Boyal Geoi^," from timbers ■

of the '* Bellerophon " and many other 

ships; snuffboxes which belonged to 

Ndson ; snuffboxes presented by Nelson to 

other people; in fact, too many snuff- 

boxes. ■

Then we have swords, both presen- 

tation and actual fighting weapons, too 

many to be numbered, and we come to the 

conclusion that a good many people must 

have had more swords than they could 

possibly know what to do with. Amongst 

these swords is the one used by Nelson at 

Trafalgar, while some of tilie presentation 

swords are well worth inspection. Then 

there are, scattered about the galleries, 

various pieces of sculpture, of which, to us 

who wapt to learn about the navy, the 

most acceptable are such as ''Figure of 

Sailor in Winter Uniform ; " " Figure of 

Saflor in Summer Uniform;" '^Man-of- 

war's-man *on duty;'" " Man-of-war's- 

man 'off duty.'" ■

Then, finally, we come to the relics, 

which contain boxes made out of the 

timbers of various ships ; sticks and canes ; 

ensigns and pennants ; shot and pieces of 

shell ; various articles of clothing worn by 

various Admirals ; various designs of uni- 

forms of different periods ; and so into the 

Howe Oallery, to the Victualling and 

Clothing Deptfftments, where we can see 

samples of all sorts of things consumed fa 

the navy — tobacco, mustard, pepper, cocoa, 

biscuits, handkerchiefs. Then we can look 

our full on the uniforms of tiie sailors, the 

barrels in which the spirits are contained, 

the bread-tubs, the mess-kegs — all of which 

thfags are manufectured m the Govern- 

ment Yards at Deptford, Gosport, or 

Plymouth. Then we come to vuious 

trade exhibits of clothing] tinned meats, 

filters, and so on, and we cannot help feeUng 

that there is something jarring and fa- 

congruous about the commercial element, 

which is here rather obtrusively thrust 

upon us. ■

The Cook Gallery claims our attention 

next, and contams the Navigation Section.* 

Lanterns of all descriptions^ are here — 

flashfag, coloured, tricoloured^ bewildering 

fa their variety. Here are fli^, signiS 

codes, night signals and rockets, redflareSi 

and distress signals. Next come models 

of various lighthouses, among them the 

origfaal Eddj stone and its three successors ; 

and models of lightships and exhibits 

showfag the lights used fa them. Close 

by are two most curious exhibits showfag 

the various ocean currents— one showfag 

the Gulf Stream |md other currents fa the ■
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Atlantic, and the other showing the onrrenta 

of the Indian Ocean, which are well worth 

looking at, though it seemB to take people 

a long time to grasp the fact that the 

currents are caused by air being forced 

throuffh the little pipes which project all 

over the model ■

Then, after sonnding apparatus, com- 

passes, and other appliances connected with 

navigation, we come to various modes of 

boat-lowering and lifeHNiving apparatus. 

Here are boats with automatic detach- 

ment, for use when the boat is water- 

borne ; here is one which can be lowered 

and detached by one man; here are 

collapsible boats, life-buoys, sea-rafts, and 

line-throwing guns. ■

Next we come to the Seppings Gallery, 

which contains the Model Section, and in 

the beginning of this gallery are some of 

the most beautiful models of machinery 

which it is possible to imagine ; small as 

they are, they give one a wonderful idea of 

strength, and yet they seem to work as 

easQy as possible.^ We have triple-expan- 

sion engines, oscillating engines, single- 

screw horizontal trunk engines, single-screw 

vertical engines; in fact, one can set a very 

good idea of a ship's machinery here, and 

fascinating it is to watch these Uttle thhigs 

work with their regular strokes, as if bent 

on most important business. From here 

we reach the ships' models, and these, it 

must be confessed, are a disappointment 

Here is, we are told, an extremely good 

collection of models of ships from time im- 

memorial. Perhaps so; but what is the 

use of a collecUon, however good, if 

there is no order adhered to, nothing to 

start from, it may almost be said, no 

means of compiurison t What does strike 

us is, that when it comes to models, we 

would rather, for the beauty of the thing, 

look in this gallery on the models of the 

various Boyal Mail steamers — such as the 

"0rmu2," the "Austral," and the <<Orient" 

— ^than upon ttie war -ships of to-day, 

which by no stretch of imagination can 

be called beautiful. But here we have 

models of war-ships, from the old wooden 

threedecker to Uie '* Victoria" — ^by the 

way, there are two or three '* Victorias," 

but of course the present one is meant — 

models of unprotected sloops, wood screw 

sloops, gunboats, unprotected cruisers, 

troop-ships, surveying vessels, torpedo 

rams, torpedo gunboats, first-class battle- 

ships. Of these all that can conecientiously 

be said is that each is uglier than the 

other. ■

One good point about these moddi 

is this : in the catalogue a deseription of 

the size and armament of each ship fa 

given. So we can get some idsa of 

comparison, and .for this purposs the 

"Victory" and the ''Boyal Soraeign' 

may well be taken. The "Vietoiy" wh 

a three-decked line- of -battle amp, of 

one hundred guns ; tiie heaviest gan wy a 

forty-two pounder ; her length was one 

hundred and eighty-six feet, her fanadth 

fifty-two feet four inches; her tomuge 

two thousand one hundred and rixtj-foar 

tons, and she carried eight hundred ud 

fifty men. The ''Boyal Soverdgn"ii« 

steel twin-screw armoar-clad ship, wtth two 

barbettes; she carries lour sixt^-wm 

ton guns ; her length is three hundred and 

eighty feet; her breadth is sevens-five 

feet; her displacement, fourteen thoaeand 

one hundred and fifty tons, and sheeaniai 

six hundred and thiity-four men. The 

contrast is certainly sufficiently stiikin^ 

The most curious model, perhaps, ia thrt 

of the ''Polyphemus," a torpedo ram. She 

is a twin-screw vessel of very spedal type, 

no other vessel -at all resembling her; her 

gun armament is very small, ilSb hesTieafc 

gun being a six-pounder. ■

From the Seppings Gallery we enter 

the grounds, and enter the Saint Vk- 

cent Gallery, which is devoted to ori- 

nance, from an old gun of Heniy 

the Eighth's time to the big guns of the 

present day. Gurious names they gave 

their guns m early times — Serpent, Perte- 

rara, ^Saker, Gulverin, Sakeret, Falcon, 

Minion. The first one distingdahed hj 

weight is a brass three -pounder pm, 

dated 1742, Which is said to have been 

made for experiments in quick filing. 

Then we have guns such as were oaed on 

board the •' Victory," till we come to ten- 

inch eighteen-ton guns, introduced in 1868; 

and further on weget ahuge wei^Kmiriueh 

we are unable in weight to oompaie with 

the others, for it is down in the cataiogoe 

as a "B L 13-5 faich, introduced in 1887. 

FuU-size model of turret or barbette gam 

of certain ships of the ' Admbal' dm" 

Perhaps this is an eighty-ton gon; bok 

there is no one to ask for Inf ormatkm, lo 

we are unable to find out Bound the aidei 

are destructive-looking guns — ^HotehUii; 

Gatling, and Nordemeldt— honiUy ni- 

gestive of destruction and death-dealing 

power, and there is a collection of ^ali^ 

magazines, and various tools neeeesiij to 

the guns, while old-fashioned mnakeii find 

I a home on one wall. ■
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Adjoining thii gallery is the Armatrong 

Oalleiy, where the mode of modem war- 

fare ifl more practically brought home to 

08. First gouig upstairs we find, among 

many moctols of slups, each as we 

have seen in the Seppings Gallery, a moat 

perfect half- model of the "Victorian- 

large enough for details to be seen. With 

torpedo-nets out^ guns well visible, anchor 

properly in position, it is without doubt 

one of the most beautiful things in the 

show. Gtoing down again we find a 

six-inch fiTe-ton gun, mounted on a 

hydro-pneumatic mounting, which, being 

translated, is, mounted on a disappearing 

carriage ; and^quick-firing guns. Here is a 

representation of a battery of a modem 

ironclad, with a gun-room and lieutenants' 

cabin, and finally we come to the full-sized 

section of the ''Victoria's" turret, fai which 

is mounted a one-hundred-and-ten-ton 

gun, on hydraulic carriage. This gun 

fires a projectile of one wousand eight 

hundred pounds, and tiAes a powder 

charge of nine hundred and sixty pounds 

of powder. A shot from a one-hundred- 

and-ten-ton gun has penetrated twenty 

inches composite armour, eight inches iron, 

twenty feet oak^ five feet granite, eleven 

feet concrete^ and six feet brick. Rather 

a large order ; but what is the good if the 

gun will break down or cracx, as it is 

rather given to do t ■

Leaving the nudn buildings now — ^there 

Is only the Camperdown Gallery unex- 

plored, with its models of torpedoes, and 

mines, and iron and steel shuting, which 

may be interesting to professional eyes, 

but which to the lay mind mean nothing — 

let us go to the grounds and inspect the 

various kiosks. ■

Tliat of the Peninsular and Oriental 

Steam Navigation Company — it seems 

rather a mouthful after the customary 

P. and 0. — comes first, with its modeb of 

cabins, its photos of Eastern scenes which 

are well worth seeing, and its models, fron» 

the "William Fawcett"— the first P. and 0. 

ship built in 1829, two hundred tons, 

sixty horse-power — to the "Himalaya," 

built in 1891, seven thousand tons, and 

ten thousand horse-power. The models are 

all on the same scale, so tiiat we can form 

an idea for ourselves of the relative sizes. 

The Thames Iron Works and Shipbuilding 

Company claims us next^ and then we tnrn 

to the sight of the show — ^the full-sized 

model of H.M.& " Victory," full-sized, that 

is, excepting as regards masts and saQs, of 

which by the wisdom of the County ■

Council it has been deprived. We enter by 

the entry port, pass to the lower deck, and 

find ourselves with one side of the deck 

cleared for action, as on the day of 

Trafalgar, with the guns run out, the 

boarding-pikes and pistols in readiness, the 

powder-boxes handy, drinking water for 

the thirsty gunners — and thiraty work it 

must have been, toa Among the small 

pictures in the Benbow Gallery is one« 

representing the working of one of these 

guns. Surely this might have been with • 

advantage reproduced, and hung up here 

with the models of the actual guns and 

their ropes before our eyes ; but as this has 

not been done, we have to imagine it all 

as best we can. Coming to the other side 

of the deck we find the Uving place of the 

seamen, and an uncommon tight fit it mhst 

have beer. Guns triced up, hammocks 

stowed, tables and forms, meat-tubs, grog- 

tubs — all the living apparatus of a line-of- 

battle ship of the past is before us. Des- 

cending lower still, we come to the cock- 

pit with its waxwork show of the death 

of Nelson, which, perhaps, might have 

been left out, but which is, nevertheless, 

very well done. So we pa» out into the 

open air again, and feel as if we had, at 

last| seen something real, and something, 

moreover, really life-size. ■

Ebiving reached the grounds again, we 

mean to stop there and enjoy the sunshine, 

and see what is going on outside. Here 

is the North Sea trawler, which does not 

seem to have much accommodation for her 

crew of four men, when one thinks that 

each voyage lasts two months. Here, too, 

is a fdl-dzed model of the Eddy stone 

Lighthouse ; but we cannot mount to the 

top, for the lift which is [to convey sight- 

seers h not yet in working order. We 

will resist the interior of Uie iceberg 

— entrance sixpence — although it is Tan- 

nounced outside that the Queen, the Prince 

and Princess of Wales, and other members 

of the Boyal Family viewed the interior, 

and expressed themselves intensely inte- 

rested with the marvellous faithfulness of 

the reproduction of the Arctic scenes whi(di 

it represents. I am not certain of the 

exact words; but the announcement strikes 

one as being rather of the catch -penny 

order. No, we will resist it, and turn to 

the arena, and see the cutlass and field- 

gun drill by the blue -jackets from the 

'* Excellent," which is most interesting, 

tbe way in which the men play with the 

guns — again there is no one at hand to 

tell us what size or weight they are — ^being ■
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Bimply marvelloiifly and very popular with 

the onlookers. From here we travel to 

the lake — bat the leas said about the 

mimic battle the better. If it is supposed 

to be exciting, it fails in its object ; if it 

is to be instructive, it can hardly teach 

anybody anything; and if it is supposed 

to be a theatrical show, it wants stage- 

management. ■

So we will cease sightseeing, and if we 

don't want some tea we ought to, so we will 

patronise the Qerman waiters— they are all 

Germans here ; perhaps it is in keeping with 

the want of offidaliam, which has been men- 

tioned before — and we will sit down here 

where we can see tliat penny-in-the-slot 

photoffraphic machine, and if we don't get 

some laughter out of that we had better go 

home and say we have no risible faculties. 

Yes, here is actuaUy a machine in which 

you deposit a penny, at which you look, 

and which delivers to you a small likeness 

of yourself— a rival at last to Sam Weller's 

"profeel masheen." Some portraits come 

out pretty well, some don't Some people 

look most consummate idiots over the 

operations, others do not. So, seated and 

amusing ourselves with their antics, we 

mav consuler what we think of the Naval 

Exhibition, and the conclusion to which 

we most probably will arrive, is this : We 

will^ say to our friends, there is plenty to 

see if yon have |^atience to find it If you 

go widx a great idea of what you are going 

to see, you will be disappointed ; wlule if 

you go in a moderate frame of mind, and 

will make up for what is dull in the 

galleries by the brightness of the grounds, 

and the music, and the drill, you will not 

regret your visit ■

A GARRISON ROMANCE. ■

Bt Mbs. LEITH ADAMS (Mbs. LA7FAN). ■

Authoi' of •'LouU Draveott,'* "Oeojjnrty SUrlintf,'* "Aunt 

Heptjf'B Foundlinff," etc. ■

CHAPTER VIL HAPPY MOMENTS. ■

If there is one situation more than 

another in which a woman may be able to 

forget the sorrow that presses upon her 

heart, it is when the man she loves is by 

her side. The tenderness, the help, and 

the comfort, are so near at hand, that the 

dark clouds are driven away into the 

diRtance. The very touch of her lover's 

hand seems to say : " Your grief is mine — 

a burden weighs the lighter, dear, when ■

there are two tp carry it" His wgmpilkj 

seems to her as boundless as tbe im^ md 

refreshing as sweet riUs of water in i diy 

place. £ven the sorrow itself, whslSTv it 

may be, takes the guise of a doad wiklii 

silver Ihiing, since it has called into aii. 

tence so precious a comfort ■

With Charley Bowan's arm hddiBg hir 

gently to hina, with his kisses (m her tau^ 

wet eyes, and pale, sad lips, ^e troeUeiof 

the last day or two erew more Im^ 

to Mabel Graham. Indeed, those Toy 

troubleshad been the immediate esnieol th 

one supreme and intensely happy BosMnk 

of her young life— the moment in wldob 

the love, of which she had been eoaieiou 

in the very air she breathed for manyi 

month past, was first clothed in the 

certainty of words, and given into hn 

keeping as a precious gift to be eheiiihed 

as long as Heaven should ^ve her bieatti ■

It IumI come about on this wise. ■

Charley Bowan had called to ask site 

the Major — ^not intending to go in stall- 

but Mbs Graham ohanrnd to be ooBUDg 

down the stairs just as he reaehed the 

door. Of course, they greeted one aaottw 

— of course, the tender, honest eyes oithe 

young soldier dwelt with anzions eoneen 

upon the sweet face that was now ai aid 

as sweet Somehow they drifted hio (k 

shadedi flower-scented dnwing-roosa om 

which had come that sadden huah asd 

stillness tiiat sickness ever faringa is iti 

train. In the shadowy gloom the gU'a 

&ce showed white and weary. ■

'' It has been worse than usual thk 

time," she said, her lips toembling sa ike 

spoke. ■

And then, perhaps neither of themqoike 

knew how, she was in her level's sms; 

her white face hidden agjainsthisshooUai) 

and he was calling her 1^ all the fond, 

endearing names love could suggest. Itii 

something for any of us to say thst we 

have been perfectly and flawlessly happf 

even once in our lives, and it maj te 

safely said that these two, Oharl^ Bowan 

and his gentle love, were indeed the 

denizens of an earthly paradise in the M 

blissful moments of thdr betrothal ■

There had been, for both of them enr 

since the time when life and Cite M 

brought them face to face, man and maid, 

destined to love and to be loved, amniie 

in life sweeter than any heard befoie, a 

charm in each day and every daj — 

because in each lay the poesilHlitf <i 

meeting — a charm new and besstiiQl* 

Mabel was not like some rectoi's dsoghtei ■
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in a doll eonntiy parbhi isolated from the 

world of men, and ready to be, or 

to Caney heraelf, in love with the first 

— and perchance only — possible lover 

that might chance to cross her se- 

daded pathway. Sweet observance and 

willing service snrroonded her like an 

atmosphere; she could compare one 

man with another, choose her lover as 

she would a dress — ^from among many, and 

she had said to her own heart ^t Ohailey 

Rowan was the noblest, best, the traest- 

Booled, most chivalrous of them all; 

most worthy of a woman's devotion, of a 

life-long love. For Mabel was desperately 

in earnest in everything she did. She had 

toiled day by day teaching the weary 

rudiments of learning to the << scramble," 

ever sinoe it dawned upon her that in that 

way could she do good work in the house, 

and help the little lives a step upwards 

and onwards. ■

«Some day," she said to her friend, 

Mrs. Oarbonel, with ^ hopeful smile, 

'*papa may be able to send them to agood 

school— and, you know, I should not like 

them to be looked down upon by the other 

boys because they were backward for their 

ago." ■

To this hopeiol prophecy Mrs. Oarbonel, 

being wise as wm as pretty, made but 

scant rejoinder. You may look upon a 

hope expressed as not-very likely to be 

fulfilled, and yet refrain fkom saying so. 

Of one thing Mrs. Oarbonel was sure — 

that as Mabel Graham taught her little 

brothers a, b, c, and two and two make 

four, she was also teaching herself many 

ennobling lessons — such as patience and 

self-forgetfulness — and was, indeed, fitting 

herself to be, when the hour and the man 

should come, a noble wife and perfect help- 

meet ■

Well, it seemed that both hour and man 

had arrived at last — the hour that was all 

golden outside, when the lizard slept upon 

the st<me, and the cicala cried all shrilly 

in the grass, when the sea was scattered 

with diamond dust, so bright it shone, so 

merrily it sparkled, when the scent of the 

datura and the oleander made all the air 

sweet and languorous — and in a sofUy- 

shaded room huids claq^ed, lips touched, 

and hearts beat high with passionate 

content. Oliarles Edward Rowan, Oaptain 

in the Rifle Brigade, was a man upon 

whose name no slur had ever rested, one who 

was beloved alike by his comrades-in-arms 

and by the men under his command. It 

has been said that dogs are good judges ■

of character. I grant the point — Butcher) 

we know, was a clever beast that way. It 

has been said.that children also are good 

judges in the same line. I accept the 

statement Jim was not bad as a discrimi- 

nator by any means; but^ commend me to 

the private soldier as the superior, or, at 

all events, the equal of either of these. 

He weighs in the balance those who are 

set over him with the nicest discrimination, 

and finds them wanting, or otherwise. He 

dves his allegiance, his fealty, his absolute 

loyalty, where it seems to him that such gifts 

are due, and his opinion — only you can so 

seldom hear it expressed — h always well 

worth having. At all events, it was so in 

the old time, before the Service was disinte- 

grated by the short enlistment scheme, 

and whm officers and men served together, 

sufifered together, and rejoiced together, 

year by year, and in many lands and 

dimes. Then was mutual knowledge 

perfect ; maybe now there is no such thing 

possible. Any way, it wm a beautiful 

thing ; and, to come back to where I started 

from, the men of the battalion to which 

Oaptain Rowan belonged— inore especially 

tiie men of Us own company — would have 

gone through fire and water for him, as the 

saybig »)es, and most assuredly followed 

him under fire with the greatest possible 

alacrity. Besides this, liis brother officers, 

more especially those of the younger and 

more tmfledged description — knew that if 

they were in any trouble, a helpmg hand 

was ever ready to be stretched out to 

them, a kindly voice to cheer and 

encourage. ■

" It's when a chap's down on his luck 

that he finds out what stufiT Rowan's made 

of,** was a common remark to the newly- 

joined, who were generally nothbg loth to 

profit by the information. ■

When an this has been said, I have 

told enough to those who know their 

"soldier world," to enable them to 

take Oharley Rowan's measure to the 

hundredth part of an inch. To those 

who know nothing about regimental life, 

and look upon all men who bear Her 

Majesty's commission, and wear Her 

Majesly's uniform, as — more or less — 

*' wicked army captains," it is of no use 

my aayhig anything. Just as there are 

people who suppose, and will go on sup- 

posing, that a stage career is all cham- 

pagne and supper, instead of hard work, 

toilsome drudgery, and plenty of both, so 

there are people who believe that every 

event of a soldier's life must needs be of a ■
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— more or leas — '' risqa^ " nature, aad that 

the only real value of tke man is to stand 

up straight and be shot at, to prevent the 

enemy, whoever that may be, from cominff 

to England and shooting down all the good 

civiliflSos. That good and bad, white sheep, 

grey sheep, and black sheep mingle in 

every flook, and that the admfxture is 

approximately the same in all, is a truth 

that only time and observation, and the 

study of humanity in the aggregate, 

teaches any of us. When we have learnt 

the lesson off by heart, our own race is 

generally nearing its close, and then life 

begins to teach the same truth to those 

who come after us. Neither better nor 

worse than their neighbours, whose gar- 

ments are more sombre-hued, the Knights 

of the Red Cloth, from the very peculitfity 

of their 4ife and surroundings, are apt, now 

and then, to evolve very grand specimens 

of the genus homo — men of the simplest 

and truest heroism, the most unpretending 

manliness and rectitude of life, the quickest 

sympathies, the highest chivah7, and of 

such men Charley Bowan was one. Tliat 

a boyish brightness, a ready buoyancy of 

spirit overlay the deeper depths of his 

nature, gave him a ready charm. The 

charm caught you, the reality and earnest- 

ness held you. ■

. It was hardly likely that such a man 

should love, and love in vain. It was 

hardly likely that a woman could love him 

in a tepid, half-and-half way. Eather was 

he one to fill all her heart and life to over- 

flowing, to set her thinking how best she 

might make him happiest, help him best, 

be his joy and crown of rejoicing, his 

veritable idter ego. ■

This was jast how Mabel Graham 

thought of the matter. ■

But we are leaving our lovers a long 

time in that shaded, flower-scented room, 

where the low, soft murmur of the sea 

came stealing in through the open jalousie 

like the crooning song of sweet and restful 

joy. ■

Not too long, though, for the teUing of 

those immense nothings, those minute yet 

all-important details which form so large 

a part of lovers' talk in all ages and in iJl 

dimes. ■

"When did you 1 Where did youl 

How did yon t '' What momentous ques- 

tions are these ! How long a time they 

take to answer in a thoroughly satisfactory 

manner ! And there is this great difference 

between men and women : a woman loves 

to recaU and look back upon these first ■

flutterings of the heart. Even whsa " the 

grey is mingled with the gold," when the 

eyes are grave with thought, when tt« 

tale of md years is told, and her aooi 

have to stoop their proud young heida io 

kiss " little mother" ; even then ihe hm 

to recall and look back upon the iwe«t 

foUiesi the tender dalliance of the courting 

days. Not so the man. With him Aey 

are past and gone indeed. His love mtj 

be strong apd faithful, leal and tme; bat 

he does not care to try and folloir thekad 

of those sentences that all begin, ''Do yoa 

remember)" He is apt to say, *'Yei, 

yes, we were very foolish then ;" at vlikh 

the dear heart near his own wUl sigh, and 

the dear lips, that have grown s little 

paler and graver with the long yein of 

home-cares and thoughts for many, wiU 

murmur, softly, '^Tes, dear; bat thj, 

very happy." ■

Of course, just now, Charley Sown 

was in Uiat rapturous stage where no other 

thought on earth can find pUoe in Uie 

heart of a man save wonder and amaa et 

the happiness vouchsafed to him. ■

** I should never have kept sQest eo 

long, my darling," he said ; " indeed, I 

redly don't know how 1 have managed to 

do so at all — but for my poverty." ■

« I would rather have you poor this 

any other man ever so rich," said Mabel, 

with loving daring. ■

She was not of the miUc-snd-wilar 

order of women, who simper, and pat 

their fingers in their mouths, and lay, 

" Oh la 1 '' when a man gives them i 

glimpse of the heart that Is in him. ■

Every word l^e said fell sweetly on hs 

ear; and she let him see that it did. As 

she was all the world to him, so wai he 

all the world to her ; and every look of 

her soft eyes told him so. She sat bettde 

him on the old couch by the window, and 

the shadows played upon her white gowot 

for a glint of sunlight peered in throogk 

the green-painted burs. Her lover levied 

his elbow on his knee, aad looked up into 

her face. ■

They made a pretty pair. Wellmitehed, 

too — he so manly, she so womanly, both 

so young and fair to see. ■

Yet there came a packer betwea 

Captain Bowan's dark brows at her last 

words; and, after a moment's sQenee, 

during which he held her hand very hard 

indeed, he got up, and b^;an to pace the 

room, his arms folded. Us head boired 

down, as though he were walking off Km 

strong emotion. ■
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"Ym, jes/' he laid, bitmg hU Upa in 

between hit words, <'I know you would 

stand by me throngh eyerything. I can 

read yonr dear heart like an open book — 

read all the story of perfect trust and 

perfect love that is written there. But 

oh, my darling, I have never realised till 

now die curse of poverty ! You want 

help, not so much for yourself, as for those 

dear ones whom you love. I know, I 

know. Do you think I have watched 

your daily Ufe for nothing all these 

months f It is very bitter to me, Mabel ; 

it is like the poem— you know the lines — ■

Is thiB love to stand. 

With no help in my hand ? ■

Nay, I know not if I am right to try and 

bind you to me^ I am afraid I am being 

very selfish." ■

Mabel was sitting quite still, with her 

hands folded in her lap. She was never 

at any time that unpleasant thing — a rest- 

less woman, even in moments of acute 

feeling; but her eyes spoke, watching 

hint ■

How fond, how faithfiil their soft, com- 

pelling g&Z9 ! ■

All at once a little snule dawned at the 

comers of her lips. ■

^'I am gbd you are — selfish. I hope 

you wiU always remain so — Oharley." ■

Of course, he was by her side in a 

moment ; of course he threw his arm round 

her and ■

Well, well, there is such a monotony in 

these thhigs, that it is hardly necessary to 

go on; suffice it to say that, for a short 

space, these two forgot the bugbear of 

poverty, and lingered in the land of happy 

dreaming. ■

" Now," said Captain Rowan, at lenstb, 

'* let us be very serious and Matter-of-fact 

for a little whila" ■

Mabel winced, for she knew the subject 

to which he would fain return. ■

" You have many troubles and anxieties, 

dear, for one so young," he said ; " many to 

think for, many — I know— to work for, 

and I must do all I can to help you. «It 

isn't much, you know, but such as it is it 

must not faU you." ■

<| Do you call it ' not much ' t " she said, 

in answer; "why, it has seemed to me 

more than anything else the world could 

hold — ^your sympathy, I mean. I liave felt 

as if it lightened half the burdea I have 

felt like that ever — almost ever since I first 

knew you." ■

*' My darling," he said, fondly caressing ■

the hand he held ; but he was not going 

to be lured into a discussion, which might 

be endless, upon the first days of their first 

meeting — ab, me, what happy days 1 — ^he 

was goinff to stick to the point ; he was 

going to be- very stem and resolute with 

this winsome creature who looked upon 

him as infinitely more valuable than all 

the wealth of the Indies, with the mines of 

Oolconda thrown in. "This — ^trouble — 

with your father, I mean, has been more 

severe than ususl, has it nott Nay" — 

for she had hidden her face away from 

him, and he heard her catch her breath 

quickly — " nay, you must not kee^ back 

anything from me now. I have a right — 

love's sacred rieht — to share all things 

witioL you. Till me, then, he has — it 

is " ■

After all it was very difficult to put 

things into words, even with all the sacred 

right of which he had spoken at his 

back. ■

" He has got into more difficulties than 

usual — much, much worse. I don't quite 

know what it b all about, but it has some- 

thing to do with mines, I believe, this 

time. He was almost delirious all night 

after getting some letters the other evening. 

He said iJl his efforts for us— us, his 

children, you know " ■

"Yes, dear." ■

" Seemed to be doomed to come toabad 

end. It does seem hard on poor papa, 

doesn't it!" ■

" Very." ■

"He told us over and over again he 

wished he was dead. We dare not leave 

him a moment. We did not know what 

might happen. Dr. Musters stayed with 

us all night I don't know what we should 

do without Dr. Musters. He can quiet 

papa when no one else can. Poor mamma 

was so good and brave ; but she looks, oh, 

so sad and ill to-day. I made her lie down 

to rest, and she fell into a heavy sleep. 

She was asleep when I came down." ■

Here a wave of rosy colour, visible even 

in that shadowy room, swept across Mabel's 

fair face. She caught her lover's arm. ■

" Charley," she said, " I think I would 

rather we said nothbg about — about us 

two, you know, just at present. She has 

been so tried, so upset — most of all about 

papa, of course, and — about other things," ■

"About Sir Peyton," said Captain 

Rowan. "I know ; what a time to choose ! 

But I needn't talk, need I f I have not 

been much better myself, have If I 

almost think that it was hearing about Sir ■
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Peyton that brought me here to-day. I 

said to myself Uukt I only intended to 

enquire after yoor father at the door ; but 

I did want to see you, I did, I did, I did ! 

Yon Bee, I had fancied that Major Clatter- 

back favoured Sir Peyton's suit— many 

people thought that, Mabel When I 

heard that he was definilfidy refused, I 

began to think that, perhaps — that it 

might be yoor father had divined our 

secret" ■

" Oh« no — no, I am sure it is not that. 

I don't know what it is myself; but it is' 

not that. I was like you— I was afraid 

papa would be angry ; but he took it so 

sweetly. He was so good and kind. He 

said, ' My little girl loiows her own heart 

best.' He lay were looking so worn and 

white. Mamma was putting cooling lotion 

on his forehead, and she ssid, < You need 

not be afraid, Mab, dear; papa is not 

angry.' But, Charley " — this with a sudden, 

searching look into her lover's face — " how 

did you— or any one — ^know about it 1 " ■

" About Sir Peyton, do you mean t " ■

He looked somewhat shamefaced as he 

put the question. He was shuffling, and 

it did not come easy to him. ■

" Yes, that I had refused him." ■

'<Well, you see, my dear, I couldn't 

very well help knowing. He went about 

telling people, you know, and — crying. 

He did indeed. He met Mrs. Musters by 

Calcara Grate, and he told her ; he told her 

he was a blighted being — he did indeed, 

and then, of course " ■

" He must have been mad to do that," 

said Mabel, with a little toss of the head ; 

''and she, of course, put on her best 

bonnet — that detestable thing with a pink 

velvet cabbage over the brim — and called 

upon everybody she knew f " ■

<' Something very like that I believe." ■

" I dare say she is saying I have behaved 

very ill to Sir Peyton t " — this tentatively. ■

"I dare say she is — and a dozen things 

besides." ■

"She is a pestilence ! "—this with a 

little stamp of the high-arched foot upon 

the Indian matting. ■

" And one that can't be stamped out — 

more's the jpi^/' added the Captain ; " by 

the way. Sir Peyton is o£f to Florence on 

leave. He rushed about like a madman 

getting his papers signed, and Saint John 

is acting the part of bottle-holder. Oh, 

Mabel mine— you have a great, great deal 

to answer for 1 " — this with a rallying, fond 

smile, and a gentle touch or two to the 

feathery locks upon her brow. | ■

"It seems so -^doesn't it!" Bhe 

answered. ''And I am the more nay 

because he has such a kindly heart-neb 

a generous, noble heart in spite of Mi 

UttTefaQings " . ■

" Meaning Sir Peyton t " ■

*' Yes ; he told me he would do sU ha 

could to help them, for my sake— he eaid 

the boys should go to school " ■

" Ah, Mabel ! he promised to do all thai 

I long to do and can't If ever I hear 

any one denouncbg wealth, I'll let Qm ■

di^light into them, never fear " Then ■

Captain Bowan paid a generous tribnte to 

his rival, for he said : " Good old PaUog," 

at which Mabel lauehed a Httle Amj 

laugh, the first that nad passed her lipi 

since the arrival of those dreadAil So^ 

letters which had wrought such mfadttf 

and desolation. ■

" It was a strange, wonderful kind of i 

letter that Sir Peyton sent me — yon 

would almost have tibought three or ioor 

people had been writing it all togeflur. 

It was like listening to three or fimr 

people speaking at once," she said, the 

laughter still lingering in her eyes. ■

•'What Mr. Dacre woold caU a Uk 

jumpy t " ■

"Yes; just that — quite paihetk m 

parts, and then — all scrappy ; but alwiji 

kind, you know." ■

" And your father is really better now I " 

said Captain Bowan. ■

"Yes— reaUy." ■

" And what is going to be done about 

the — ^the mine, or whatever it is-and 

the ... . embarrassments, don't you 

knowl" ■

" I can't think," said Mabel, looking up 

piteously into her lover's face. "Pip 

says something has often tamed up vhen 

he least expected it ; but, then, I doubt if 

ever things have been as bad before. It 

is no use tryine grandpapa, or even Usde 

John again. Last time, they both aiid 

they would never do anything more. OA 

I wish papa would let things be as they 

are, and let us just live on our incozoe 

whatever it is— no matter how poorly- 

but he says he is so ambitious for ni ali; 

he is always trying to make an effort of 

some sort or other — all for our sakea . . •' ■

pharley Bowan turned his face sway 

even from the faint, subdued glan that 

shimmered in through the green ahntten. 

He had heard the Major's little efforts pat 

in such a very different light, you see; aod 

he was conscious of an unpleasant floah 

that mounted even to his brow. ■
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" Tou see, Charley," the girl went on, 

'* I have never remembered any other father 

than Major Glatterbnck ; I was too yoong, 

when my own father died — and this one hM 

always been so loving to me, not a bit Uke 

a step-father. I love him jast as dearly as 

thoagh he were my own father, really^ I 

do^ indeed. He has often said when he 

has oome in and seen me teaching the 

boys, or helping Lily with her music, that, 

glad as he shonld be to be able to aflFord to 

send them all to school^ he could never 

feel it possible that they could be in better 

hands than mine." ■

Still the Captain kept his eyes from the 

glimmer of light ; neither did he make any 

reply, save to press anew the hand he had 

taken in both his own. ■

What^ indeed, can any of us say to the 

sublime faith given to the fatdty, the 

supreme love that "thinketh no evil'M 

How can we raise a sacrile^ous hand to 

tear aside the white, unsulhed veil| that, 

like that of the prophet, hides deformity 

and wrong doing f ■

'* Still, something must be done," said 

Charley ; '' things can't go on like this." ■

*^ No — ^that is what mamma says. It 

would kill papa to have such anxieties 

always pressmg on him ; and, if he were 

to send in his papers, hb purchase-money 

would be of little good — ^he said it would 

only be ' a drop in the ocean.' " ■

Captain Bowan made an uneasy move- 

ment ■

''Are things as bad as that, my 

darling?" ■

" As bad as that But, you understand, 

it is oidy a temporary matter. Papa says 

what he wants to do is to 'tide over '—yes, 

that is the word he used — ' tide over ' a 

bad place. He says the shares are sure to 

run up enormously soon, and then all will 

be well It seems to me that it la this 

' tiding over ' that is the difficulty." ■

"Quite so." ■

Captain Bowan was gnawing his 

moustache, and looking at tms pretty love 

of his with a puzzled sir. ■

"He says that if he can't 'tide over,' 

then it means 'smash.' That sounds 

awful, doesn't it t" ■

" And I have been afraid that he might 

ask lir. Jones, yoil know, to what he calls ■

' give him a leg up.' 

"Do you think 

after " ■

that is likely after— ■

" After he saved our precious Phil for 

us 1 Well, that is just what mamma and I ■

feel Of course^ I know papa would do 

anything for us — ^put all his scruples in his 

pocket, you know, for our sakes." ■

The awful ideas that rushed into Captdn 

Bovran's mind at this, almost made him 

feel like an hysterical woman. He really 

was obliged to get up and walk to the 

other end of the room and back agaia 

But Mabel, 'all unconscious, went on in 

quiet earnestness, her innocent^ tender 

eyes following him as he moved. ■

" Mamma and I would not like Mr. 

Jones to be asked to do anything." ■

"Gk>od Heavens ! I should udnk not^ 

indeed 1 " broke out her listener, and then 

was ready to bite his tongue out for losing 

his head. ■

*<WeU, that is what I said. Fancy that 

if it hadn't been for Mr. Jones we should 

have lost our own King Baby; thatttie 

littie bed upstairs would have been empty, 

the voice that is our sweetest music silent 

for ever 1 Why, mamma cries even now 

just to think what it would have been, 

and when I go and kiss the darling good- 

nighty I always say ' Thank Heaven,^ and 

the others know what I mean, even Phil 

himself, for he said to me, only the other 

night, ' You he's welly glad I'm not gone 

right up above the stars, where you couldn't 

see me never any more, isn't you, Mabel, 

dearV Oh, it won't bear thinkfaig of— 

what it might have been, I mean." ■

"WeU, don't think of it Littie Phil is 

safe, you know, dear, and we will always 

take care of him ; you and L" ■

There was something veiy sweet to 

Mabel's ears in that community of interest 

— ^that " you and I " — ^that means so mudi 

between a man and a woman. ■

She nesUed her head asainst her lover's 

breast, and he kissed her parted lips 

with tiie reverent and tender kiss that is 

the expression of a vow, the acceptance of 

a sacred trust, the seal of the betrothal, 

not only of hands, but of hearts and lives. ■

After a while Mabel raised her head 

from its dear resting-place, and spoke with 

some small signs of hesitation. ■

"Do you know what I did t " she said, 

shyly. " I asked Mr. Jones to go. I said, 

'Why do you not go t ' I was so afraid 

he might want to help us. I thought it 

would be better if he were out of sight" ■

" And what did Mr. Jonessay 1 " ■

"He had no time to say anything. 

Mrs. Caxbonel came in. But he looked 

scsxed, you know — got quite pale; yep, 

really— and shook lumds without a word." ■

"Mabel, has it ever struck you——" ■
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fiat here Jim came is, looking misty 

and blurred ai to figure in the amber- 

tinted gloom, his hands in his pockets, as 

osoal, his chin poking forward, also as 

nsnal, and his eyes blmking and peering 

about vagaely. ■

At last it dawned upon him who were 

the occnpants of the room. ■

<' What are yoa two doing in here t Is 

anything happening t " said Jim. ■

Ah, Jim, Jiml there is a great deal 

happening in that dusky room — high 

resolves, high hopes, fond aspirations, 

hover like angels in the perfamed air; 

new ties, new vows, new sacred obligations, 

are binding two hearts close together. ■

Ton cannot understand it w, however 

much you try. Yet a certain awe and 

fear comes over you, and you creep up to 

your sister Mabel's side, and slip your 

thin, gawky arm about her shoulders, 

lookUig with pathetic defiance at the man 

who sits so close to her upon the other 

side, BO that your eyes gleam like a ferret's 

in the gloom. ■

Captain Bowan quickly recognises the 

revolt in the boy's mind. He draws him 

firmly, yet gently, to Urn. ■

« Jfan,** he says, and his voice is rather 

husky, and his eyes — if you could see 

them — rather wet, *< there has been some- 

thing happening. Tour sister Mabel'* — 

dear me ! how difficult it is to get .the 

words out ; all the dust of all the roads in 

Malta seems to have got into his throat — 

" your rister Mabel has promised to belong 

t9 me— to be my wife. I am going to 

love her very much, and take care of her 

idways. And I want you '' ■

"Me and every one of us," corrects 

Jim, in a rather choky voice, it must be 

confessed. ■

" You, and all the rest, of course." ■

«0h, I dare say. I like this," says 

Jim, in a lamentable voice, and pulling 

down the comers of his mouth. *'I do 

like this — I do. You want to take Mabel 

from us, that's what you want. Well, it 

can't be done — ^not that way. We all go 

together— indeed we do; we couldn't go 

to be sep-a-ra-ted "—this was a big word, 

bat Jim got through it bravely — "it would 

never do— give you my word." ■

This last sentence comes out with a 

ludicrous imitation of the Honourable Bob. 

Bat it ends in a little strangled sob for all 

that' ■

In his earnestness he has come closer and 

closer to Captain Bowan, until the litde ■

ea^ hands rest on the shooldera of the 

wmte tunic ■

" We could never do without hsr,' h« 

says. " Whv, Phfl has just sent me to 

sav that if she doesn't come thii dhecdj 

minute and sing 'Ba-by Bantfaig' to Um, 

he'll go up on the roof again, and fright 

them all like he did last time. Lode at 

that ! You really nmst take m iD; 

there's not so very many of ai, if jon 

make us stand close together. Wenib 

quite a little bundi— we do, indeed." ■

What could any one say to a boy like tkitt ■

All Mabel dia was to cuddle him op 

dose, and change the subject by aiUng 

him to keep, as a " safe secret"— this wu 

a bit of family argot — ^what Captsin Bovu 

had told him. ■

" Not to tell anybody — ^not even Algie!" ■

" No— not even AJ^e " ■

Jim nodded many times, and leiewed 

up his small face into a sortof nat-cndn 

expression, to indicate the resolute natare 

ofhissflenca Thenheranupstaintotell 

King Baby that his royal command ihoold 

be presently obeyed, and songs song to him, 

even as he would. ■

" Let me know how thbgs go od," wen 

Captain Bowan's parting words, as he held 

Mabel to him, and gave her one loog, 

patsionate kisik— "let me fed thst yoa 

keep nothing from me ; your father msy be 

right after all, some unexpected piece of 

g^ luckmay come about yet, whoknovir ■

And with those words of hope liii|;eRDg 

in her ear, and the tlirlll of her lovet'ikiH 

upon her lips, Mabel went slowly ap the 

stairs, thinking to follow Jim. Bat st the 

stair-head she was stopped by her mother, 

who, pale and wan, came out from s loon 

on the first floor. ■

" Mabel," she said, in a frightened voiee, 

'' do you know where papa can be 1 " ■

<'Papat" said the ^1, amazod st the 

question. " Why, in his room, of oonne^" ■

" The mastare, he go out inake plenty 

walk — Joseppina see him go— with pien^ 

beau-ti-ful flower in his breast-HM> — " ■

It was the Maltese nursemaid, JoieppiUi 

who spoke, as she leant over the bilaiMe 

of the floor above. ■

"Are you sure, Joseppina t" vii 

Mabel. ■

" Plenty sure, Signorina — aplenty, plenty 

sure — the mastare he go, more thsii one 

hours ago." ■

The two— mother and daughter— g^^ed 

in each other's face, and in eseh /e^ 

dawned a look of fear. ■
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CHAPTER XII. ■

Selma's departure prodaoed in the 

Comifth honaehold a mixed sensation com- 

bined in about equal parts of flatness and 

relief. It was certainly a bloir, par- 

ticdarly to the yonnger members of the 

family, to have the heroine of the hour 

transported suddenly from their midst 3 

but there had been an amount of un- 

certainty attending the simplest conversa- 

tion with the said heroine which caused 

them to breathe more freely when she was 

out of the house, and to look forward to 

revelling with less restraint in the wedding 

preparations in her absence. ■

Eoger, coming in tliat afternoon about 

half an hour alter Selma had gone, took 

the news very quietly. ■

'< It is much the best thing that could 

have happened for her, dear boy," said his 

mother, consolingly, as she " broke it to 

him," as Sylvia expressed it tragically, the 

coast having been left clear by the deeply 

sympathetic girls for the purpose. *'She 

really has been wearing herself out, and I 

am very glad to think that she will be right 

away from it all for a few days. I told 

her that I was sure you would not think 

her unkind." Mrs. Comish had not 

noticed that she had volunteered the 

opinion, unasked by Selma. » ■

'' I should never think her unkind," 

returned Boger, simply. "I want her to 

do just what is best for herself in every- ■

thing. I was afraid she wasn't well this 

morning, and I was afraid she would get 

knocked up if the thins went on." There 

was a ring of real relief and satisfaction in 

his voice, and his words were followed by 

an instant's pause before he went on with 

a hesitating, deprecating shyness which 

sat oddly on his frank, manly manner: 

"She went away in a great harry, you 

say, mother f Is there — did she— is there 

any — message t " ■

Mrs. Oomish laughed. ■

"Ishooldn't be surprised!" she said. 

" But I'm not secreting it I foa'd better 

ask Helen — ehe saw her off" ■

Bat, in spite of his wistfal looks towards 

the door, Helen was not forthcoming. She 

and Sylvia, with Mervyn Dallas, who was 

to dine and sleep at the Oomishes', her 

father having an engagement at his club, 

had retired to Helen's bedroom to inspect 

some of the trousseau frocks which had 

come home that day, and had not even been 

unpacked as yet, and to exchuige ideas on 

the sabject of trousseaux in general, and 

Selma's troosseau in particular, over the 

fire. Sylvia had to go reluctantly away at 

last, having her hands full of business in 

holiday time, and she departed with a 

final verdict on Selma's wedding-dress 

which was instantly controverted by 

Mervyn, as she sat on the fenderstooi, 

gazing into space as intently as though the 

fate of nations hung in the balance. ■

"I dont agree with Sylvia at all," she 

said with the greatest earnestness. "I 

think silk is ever so much better than 

satin, don't you, Helen t " ■

Helen assented cordially, and began to 

fold up and dispose of some of the frocks 

recently under discassion ; Mervyn, shift- 

ing her position a little, turned her brown 

eyes upon the fire, supporting her quaint ■
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little chin upon her hand, and there was a 

short silence. Then she said in one of the 

ftinnv little jerks so characteristic of her : ■

"Are you glad she has gone to Miss 

Tyrrell's, Helen!" ■

"Gladl" said Helen^ with cheery in- 

attention as she contemplated a garment 

presenting hideous complications to the 

folder. *• Yes, very 1" ■

"Don't yon think she looks rather — 

illl" ■

"She's so dreadfully exoitaUe, poor 

child," returned Helen, briskly, as die was 

seized with a bright id^, and attacked her 

task energetically. ■

" Tou do think it's excitement, Helen t " ■

"Of course it isl" ■

Mervyn had spoken her last words 

anxiously, almost app^alingly ; but Helen 

was. far too deeply mvolved with folds and 

trimmings to notice her tone of voice, and 

after another moment she sdd, half 

absently: ■

"Do yon remember, Helen, when she 

said she wouldn't go to the first night of 

Mr. Tyrrell's new piece— the piece she 

would have played in you knowt She 

was so — so odd." ■

Helen paused a moment as if to recall 

the occasion, and said : ■

" Why she was going to that dance with 

Soger, Mervyn. She was tremendously 

excited about it 1 " ■

<'I know," assented the little, uneasy 

voice. "But she has been like that lota 

lately — I don't mean that I can say what it 

was, but somehow I feel — I feel as if— oh, 

Helen, you do think she's quite happy, don't 

youl" ■

Helen stopped short on her way across 

the room with the folded dress in her arm, 

and gazed at Mervyn with the blankest as- 

tonishment. The brown eyes were full of 

tears, and the anxious little voice was 

quivering, and the next instant Helen had 

crossed to her with a little laugh, and was 

turning Mervyn's face to her with a kind, 

careless touch on the rough, brown head. ■

"You ridiculous little thing," she said 

" What have you taken into your head 1 

She's as happy as the day is long." ■

".Suppose— suppose she should be getting 

sorry to give up actingf " ■

"Suppose — suppose that she should 

elope with Jim or with Mr. Tyrrell instead 

of marrying Soger," Bud Helen, trying to 

imitate her tone, and failing lamentably, 

having no mimetic faculty whatever. " My 

dear ddld," she went on, as Mervyn smiled 

in spite of herself, "my dear child, I do ■

assure you that one is quite as likely u the 

other, and that either of the thiee ii about 

as likely as that she will fly straight to the 

moon. Don't be a goose, Menrie^" ihe 

concluded, with a hug. "Gome sad help 

me finish these thing&'' ■

It never occurred to Helen to dcabt that 

she herself, as Selma's sister, mnst know 

more about Selma than Selma's devoted 

slave could possibly do, and she spoke with 

all the consciousness of superior hoir- 

ledge ; and even had she doubted on tlua 

pointy such an idea as that Sehna ahooid 

ever again long for her old work wu, 

indeed, as absolutely inconceivable to her 

as timt she should develope a pair of wkgL 

Life was a very simple business in Eden's 

eyes, and the complications whieh people 

seemed to her to make for themsdyei bj 

what she called " fancies," were both in- 

comprehensible and reprehensible to hez. 

Mervyn and her "idea" did not eome 

within her sphere of conception at all, and 

she looked upon them, aeoordingly, with 

kindly, good-natured scorn. ItwaldiIme^ 

time before the ''things" were finillj 

disposed of; Selma's message for Hnm- 

phrey did not seem to tihe practical ind 

matter -of - fact Helen — even though she 

was in love herself — to demand im- 

mediate delivery, and she let him wait 

for it until he stopped her on her way out 

of the dining-room, and drew her rather 

shyly into the halL ■

" Did she leave a message for me t' ■

Hdien smiled at him, brightly. ■

"I don't know what you call ameuage," 

she said. '' She certainly did not give ne 

any news for you; but she was her own 

impulsive self over what she did say." ■

•' What did she say, Helen 1 " 

' Helen answered hun very softly. ■

" She told me to tell you that she k>Tei 

you," she said ; and with another sympa- 

thetic smile she turned in answer to a dl 

from Nettie, and went into the dnwiiig- 

room. ■

He did not follow her at once, nor did 

he go back to the dining-room. He wanted 

to iiOBJure up for himsdf the tone in which 

the words had been spoken by Selma^ and 

he betook himself for that purpose to the 

solitary smoking-room. But imsginalte 

was not his strongest point, and he iood 

passed into distant drMms of fntuie Uii^ 

amid material surroundings madi mon 

tangible than so illusive an artide aiaton^ 

of voice. ■

There was no letter from Sehna the ne^ 

morning. She had written to him, w^ ■
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day during his absence at Liverpool, long» 

girlish epiatlefl, fall of nnxeatrained de- 

votion, to which he had responded at ^eat 

length, and it was, as he expressed it to 

himself, rather a " pnll-ap " to find nothing 

for him in the pile of letters he turned 

over in sach haste before any one else was 

down. ■

** What an ass I am 1 Of course she 

won't write when we are both in London," 

he told^ himself, though why she should 

not do so he did not define to himself. 

Bat when his family appeared gradually 

upon the scene^ he /found that every 

member of it^ in his or her own f aAion, 

took it for granted that he had had a letter 

from Selma, and while he was trying to 

reconcile their expectations with his pre- 

vious conclusion, that *' no one but an ass " 

would have expected her to write, the 

moment for mentioning that he had not 

heard slipped by, and somehow, after that, 

he felt an unaccountable reluctance to face 

the surprise they were bound to express 

in more or less derisive fashion if he said 

that she had not written. They had made 

such fun of the incessant correspondence 

between London and Liverpool ■

There was no letter on the next morning, 

either, and it seemed to him still more im- 

possible to mention the fact. None arrived 

during the day, and when the third 

morning found him still letterless, it 

occurred to him that Selma might be 

ill ■

He said nothing of his fears ; it would 

" look so rum," he told himself, perplexedly 

— being quite as unconscious as his family 

could have been of the motives which lay 

behind his silence — to announce suddenly 

that he bad allowed them to believe he had 

heard every day i^hen he had not ; and after 

a low-spirited morning, spent in roaming 

about London, the simple and straight- 

forward plan of calling at the Tyrralls' 

house and enquiring presented itself to 

him, as it would hardly have done to a 

more complex nature. He did not intend 

to go in ; the element of awe and worship 

which, ndngled with his love, held him back 

from, as he would have said^ '* bothering " 

her. ■

Such an apparently obvious and direct 

course of action having presented itself to 

him, he proceeded, as was natural to him, 

to carry his thought into immediate effect, 

and in half an hour's time he was standing 

on the Tyrrells' doorstep, receiving from 

the maid an assurance that Miss Malet was 

quite well ■

'<Mis8 Malet is in, sir," added the 

woman. ■

'< Thanks, it doesn't matter," he said, 

hurriedly, feeling his unexpressed under- 

standing with Umself on the subject of 

going in losing its force in an alarming 

way. " I mean I won't come in. Quite 

well, you say 1 " « ■

'« Quite well, sir. What name shall I 

■ayl" ■

''Oh, you needn't say anything. It 

doesn't matter. I only wanted to know. 

Thanks." * ■

He turned on his heel, and went rapidly 

away, feeling that another moment's 

temptation would be too much for him, 

and with a guilty fear, born of his sudden 

sense of temptation, that Selma might per- 

haps see him from the window and be 

'' bothered " after all. That is to say he 

would have called the sensation a fear, 

though it would have been a delicate 

business to distinguish it, by the time he 

reached the top of the street, from a 

hope. ■

With the last post that night, at about 

nine o'clock, his letter came at last The 

post was very late. He had given up all 

hopes for that evening, and he was playing 

chess with his father, very badly, when 

Jim, who bad intercepted the parlour- 

maid, pranced into the room, holding both 

hands behind his back. ■

*' I say, Roger, will you have it now, or 

wait till you get it i " he called, gleefcdly. 

*' It's to-morrow morning's come in a hurry, 

I expect." ■

Roger had risen abruptly and in- 

voluntarily, and he laughed in the inex- 

pressible gladness of his heart as he 

said: ■

"Give it up, old fellow." ■

<<Two letters a day isn't fair play," 

chanted Jim, retreating with his prize; 

but he found himself seized, and inconti- 

nently bereft of it, as Roger said, with 

another laugh : ■

"Thanks, Jim. You can get out" And 

then he turned to his father, and went on, 

rather ineoherenUy : " I beg your pardon, 

sir, shall we finish the game 1 " ■

" No, my boy," answered Mr. Conush, 

rather drOy. " On :aie whole, I think we 

needn't trouble. We'll try again-— when 

you're married, perhaps." \ , ■

There was a murmured apology for a 

moment Or two, during whidi Rc^^er 

seemed to be afflicted with an undefined 

desire which led him to wander vaguely 

about the room. Finally, he strayed in a ■
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cainal and aimleaa way out of the room, 

pasaing the open door of the smoking- 

room, which happened to be empty, and 

strayed in ^ere. And once were, he 

opened his letter hastily enough, tiiere 

bebig no one to see him, and prepared to 

dcTonr Its contents. ^ ■

"Come and see' me to-morrow after- 

noon. "Selma." ■

It contained only those seven words; 

and he had expected such an effosion as 

&he had be^n in the habit of writing to him 

at Liverpool His first feeling was that of 

a man- who comes suddenly against a 

blank wall, where he has expected to find 

open country ; but when the shock of sur- 

prise and disappointment was over, and 

the meaning of the words themselves grew 

upon him, his spirits rebounded, and he 

passed straightway into a seventh heaven 

of satisfaction. It was not in his nature 

to analyse the words, to perplex and 

torture himself by trying to read between 

the lines. Those seven simple, direct 

words conveyed to hfa mind three simple, 

direct facts — ^that he was to see Selma the 

next day ; that she wanted to see him as 

he wanted to see her; that she loved him 

and trusted him so utterly that the 

(Amplest form of words was sufficient In 

her eyes between herself and him. ■

He had kept his disappointments and 

his fears as to Selma's health to him- 

self; but his natural tendency was to 

perfect openness, and before very long 

all the family knew that he was to call 

at the Tyrrells' the next afternoon, he 

having mentioned the fact to Sylvia — in 

perhaps not quite such a casual manner as 

he imagined. But it was not until he and 

Humpbey were left alone together in the 

smoking-room that night, that the desire 

to impart to a fellow-creature the full 

extent of his beatitude overmastered him. 

He and Humphrey, half-brothers only, and 

with few tastes in common, were, never- 

theless, strongly attached to one another. 

Thdr mutual affection, dating from Soger's 

early boyhood, had stood firm against 

twelve years' separation, and the two men 

looked upon one another to-day just as 

the two boys had looked upon one another 

twelve years before; they trusted, re- 

spected, and loved one another, oblivious 

of such superficial matters as diversity of 

tastes and difierence in intellect, and they 

always liked to be together. * ■

Boger had been smoking in silence for 

some time, with a radiant expression of 

countenance which had caused Humphrey ■

to glance at him more than once, whan ha 

said, suddenly : ■

'' By Jove 1 I was blue this morning." ■

" What was wrong 1" enquired Hum- 

phrey, with a slicht change of expresBon, 

and another quidc look at his brother. ■

'' Well, to tell you the truth, old boy," 

said Roger, confidentially, ''I hacb't heard 

from Scdma for three days — ^not since she 

went away." ■

He paused a moment, apparently to re- 

fill his pipe, as a matter of fact bearase he 

wanted to see how Humphrey would receive 

the statement Humphrey made no com- 

ment, however ; the momentary suspension 

of his attention to hu pipe was too alight 

to arrest his brother's attention, and Roger 

went on : ■

" Of course, I didn't want her to botha 

to write, but I got it into my head this 

morning that she might be ill, and I was 

jolly blue about it" ■

He laughed cheerily, and lifted the 

tumbler standing beside him to Mm 

lips. ■

" And you've heard this evening f " ■

" Yes, old man, I've heard this evening ! 

And I feel, don't yon know, as if a tUxty- 

mile walk up hill was about my form to- 

night — as if I should like to roar a ehonis 

or something of that sort t " ■

He lauhed again, a ringing, boyish 

laugh, and Humphrey said, slowly : ■

'* It was — a— long letter, then t " ■

*' Well, no ; not long ! What does one 

want with words you know t lliat's the 

beauty of it I I feel as if she'd spoken to 

me. < Gome and see me to-morrow after- 

noon.' " ■

"Was that alir ■

The words came from Homphroy 

sharply and abruptly, and Boger turned to 

him, pipe In hand, with another laogb. ■

'' That was all--exoept— Sehna. Takes 

your breath away at first, doesn't HI" 

he said ; '* only at first, though ! " ■

''Only at first" repeated Homphrey, 

slowly and mechanically. "Of oourae— 

only— at first" ■

There was a Ions silence. It seemed to 

Boger that Humphrey might have found 

something else to say "without hortii^ 

himself," and he retured Into himself to 

ruminate delightedly until he was roused 

by the worcu, "Does she always wiha 

l&ethatt" ■

Humphrey's pipe had gone out| and be 

had been leaning forward staring at the 

fire, apparently thinking deeply and un- 

decidedly. He leant back In h's chair. ■
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croaaiiig his legs, as he spoke, and, to a 

finer ear than Roger's, the excessive care- 

lessness of his tone would have seemed a 

little unreal. Bat Roger noticed nothing, 

though he wished, without knowing why, 

that Humphrey had not ask^ the 

question. ■

" No," he said, rather slowly, *'no, she 

writes — no, she doesn't But that's 

nothing to do with it f " ■

If the last words were more than half 

query Humphrey made no reply to them. 

He looked at his brother and moved as 

though he meant to speak, and then his 

intention apparently fadodi and he rose 

and knocked the ashes out of his pipe. ■

" Goodnight, old fellow," he said. " It's 

getting late." ■

Roger did not follow him. He sat on in 

the smoking-room, thinking. The colour 

seemed suddenly to have gone out of 

everything; he was vaguely uneasy and 

disturbed, and he went to his room an 

hour later dreading he could not say 

wh^t. ■

But the impression had no hold upon 

him the next morning, and when he went 

into the morning-room about three o'clock 

to ask, according to order, for a note his 

mother wished him to take to Selma, he 

was, in his own estimation, the happiest 

man on earth. He took the note, and, as 

he was going out of the room, Sylvia 

called him back. ■

" Look," she said, "do you know what 

this is 1 It's the wedding-veiL Isn't it 

beautiful r' ■

He took the delicate lace fabric be- 

tween his strong fingers and held it up 

curiously. ■

"The ven," he tepeated. "It makes 

that appalling ceremony seem dreadfully 

real, Sylvia ! The veil 1 " He paused a 

moment, and laid it down with awkward 

gentleness. "It isn't half so beautiful 

aa the head," he said, and departed 

hastily. ■

There was no one in the Tyrrells' 

drawing-room when he was shown in. 

The £e was low, and threw out no 

glow, and in the general dimness the 

artistic furniture, and the elaborately 

unconventional arrangement of the room, 

struck Roger as being depressbg. But 

he bad only an instant in which to 

consider his surroundings. Almost before 

the servant could have had time to 

announce him the door opened with a 

quick, nervous turn of the handle, and 

Selma came swiftly into the room. ■

"My darling 1" he cried. "My dar- 

ling!" ■

At the first sound of his voice she came 

to a sudden standstill, shaken firom head to 

foot by a short, sharp shiver, and as he 

advanced to take her in his arms, her lips 

parted in a little, hoarse, hardly audible 

cry. ■

"The fire," she sdd, "it's— it's goinx 

out," and passing him, hurriedly, she feu 

on her knees on the hearth-rug, grasping 

one of the fire-place hangings as she put the 

embers together with a hand that trembled 

as if with terrible cold. ■

Roger stood still in the middle of the 

room, with a bewildered sense of having 

been repulsed. What did it matter how 

many fbres went out, he asked himself, 

when they had not seen one another for 

four days) He turned towards her, 

hesitating,, wondering, and hurt ; and then 

he told himself that be was a fool, and 

that she would kiss him in a moment, 

and he went up to her again, and said, 

cheerily : ■

"I've been waiting four days, Selma. 

Mightn't the fire wait a minute 1" ■

She rose then, slowly, holding to the 

hangings with clinging, grasping hands, as 

though to regain from the sense of material 

stability the mental grip which had so 

suddenly failed her. Se could not see her 

face, it was bent over the firCj and some- 

thing in her attitude startled him even 

more than her extraordinary silence. He 

put his hand suddenly and entreatingly on 

her arm; even then his old feel&g of 

worship for her held him instinctively, and 

he dared not take her unconsenting in his 

arms. ■

"Selma," he said, " Selma, what is it 1 " ■

She let her face fall forward against the 

high mantelpiece, and seemed to be almost 

fighting for breath, as though the rapid 

beating of her heart were choking her; 

and then, as he spoke her name again 

with a sharp ring of deadly fear in his 

voice, she lifted herself up, and turned her 

face to him at last. As he saw it he fell 

back a step, with an inarticulate excla- 

mation of dismay ; it was perfectly white, 

even to the very lips, and her eyes were 

dark and sunken, with heavy blue shadows 

round them. ■

"I — I have something to say to you," 

she began, speaking hurriedly, and almost 

thickly. "Don't touch me, and don't — 

don't look at me, Roger." Her voice 

broke pathetically, and she stopped a mo- 

ment ■
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He tamed hia faee— almost as white 

as hers xmder the sanborn — mechanically 

towards the firei and she went on : ■

*< Soger — I— -there's nothing will make 

me less dreadfiil, I know. I've got to tell 

yon. Oh, why didn't I write itl Why 

didn't I write itl Itoger, I've made a 

mistake 1" t ■

'' A mistake," he eohoed, vaguely, and 

as he lifted his troubled eyes to hers, she 

covered her face with both her handa 

"We most pat it right together then, 

Selma." ■

<< We most pat it right 1 " she cried, 

wildly. " Yes, we most put it right while 

there's Umel But not together, Bogerl 

Oh, Boger, not together !" ■

*' Selma, tell me straight out What do 

yon mean 1 " ■

"Imean that we had better never have 

seen each other I I mean that you've cared 

about a girl who isn't worth caring for at 

all, who wasn't anything but a fickle child 

who— forgot ! Boger, forget all about me, 

and fall m love with a nice girl, not like 

me. I— I've made a dreadful mistake. 

Tve got to work, to work all my life, and 

I canrt be your wife, Boger— I mustn't be 

any one's wife, ever ! " ■

She had spoken through sobs and 

blinding tears, seeing the simple, manly 

face before her change under her words as 

under a series of heavy blows, forcing her- 

self on to the end in a sort of fory <» com- 

pulsion, and as she finished she let her hoe 

lall upon her hands again in an agony of 

tears. ■

. One minute passed, two, three, and stDl 

the only sound in the room was die sound 

of her crjing. Then Boger moistened his 

white lips for the third time^ and said, in a 

low, bewildered voice : ■

"If you said I wasn't good enough for 

you, I should — understand. I can't 

understand this. You've got to worki 

Why i Selma, I should work for you all 

my life. Selma, do you think I shouldn't 

make you happy t " ■

. She lifted her head, suddenly, facing 

him with a glow of enthusiasm dawning 

for the first time in her dark eyes — the 

feverish, delusive enthusiasm of an over- 

sensitive nature over-wrought ■

" It isn't happiness," she cried, and the 

light in her eyes grew Mghter, and her 

voice more fervid with every word she 

uttered. "It isn't happiness one must 

think of! It's what one must do I Oh, 

don't you see, don't you see 1 I hadn't 

any real love to give when I thought I fell ■

in love with you i I'd given it aU away— 

my heart, and my life; and everythiDg-4o 

my art, and I can never get thiem back- 

never. If— if I married you, Bogor, I 

should always know that I had-^-desectad 

There would always be something in my 

heart that would be more to me than yon. 

I should be miserable — that wouldn't 

matter— but you would know it I couldn't 

always keep it down, and I ahoold spoil 

your life, tool" ■

« Spoil it, then ! " he cried, pasdonslsly, 

condng a step nearer, and catehiog her 

hands in his. "It's vours, Sdma ! Do as 

you like.with it, only don't go oat of it, 

don't go away from me 1 " ■

But she drew herself out of hia hands, 

and the glow in her eyes seemed to light 

up her white face, and absolutely to tnns- 

figureit. ■

With every word she had spoken, over- 

strained and worked up as she had been 

when she began, she had apparently trans- 

ported herself fiirther into a region cf 

exaggerated, exalted self-devotion — the 

self-devotion of blind, fanatic yonth — in 

wUch no sacrifice seemed too hard, so 

suffering too severe; her vdce, as she 

answered him, rang with a passionate in- 

tensity of enthusiasm and conviction, 

which made it, as it made her &oe, bean- 

tiful as it had never been before. ■

«*I must 1" she said. "I must 1" ■

He looked at her for a moment — lookBd 

at her with a dreadful, uncomprehending 

agony in his honest blue eyea — andthsn 

everything seemed suddenly to swimroond 

witili him, and he grasped at a chair for 

support He was vaguely conscioiis ttst 

she was begging him to foislve hei^ to 

forget her; and then he pulled hiinself 

together as, in his simple creed, a man 

should under a blow, even if it crashed 

him to the earth as it felL ■

'* There isn't anything to f orgnre," hs 

said, hoarsely, and with long paosss 

between the words. " I always knew yon 

were — ^too good for me." ■

He stood another moment^ leaning 

heavily on the chair, and then tmned 

and went acrosa the room, with heavy, 

stumbling steps, down the- stairs, and out 

of the house. ■

The front door shut with aheavytimd, 

and as she heard it, standing motiodess^ 

just as he had left her, a little strained 

cry broke from Sehna's parted UpsL She 

lifted both hands to her head, as though 

something there was strained ahnoat 

beyond endurance. Then she, too, moved ■
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slowly and want away, dragging herself to 

her own room, to drop stOTand exhausted 

on her bed. ■

The dreary twilight crept into the 

empty room, the shoiS, Deeember day was 

ended, and darkneei fell ■

THE SUBBET SIDE. ■

BANKSZDE TO BEBMONDSXY. ■

At right angles with Uie Borough High 

Street,and bemnd thegreatblockof railway 

arches abont London Bridge Station, rons 

Saint Thomas's Street, which takes its name 

from the old hospital of Saint Thomas, 

now removed to the river embankment on 

the'sonth side of Westminster Bridge. 

The little dingy chorch of Saint Thomas 

has been spared, and some handsome, old- 

fashioned honses, once part of the hospital 

buildings, now used as railway offices. 

But on the other side of the way opens 

the quadrangle ol Guy's Hospitali perhaps 

the noblest faistitution of the kind in the 

world. ■

In the morning before the work of the 

day has fairly begun, the hospital presents 

its most eheerf ul aspect With the stir of 

life and expectation, weariness and pain 

are less felt^ and hope attends the 

physician's morning round. The night- 

nurses are relieved from their long vigil, 

and here and there is one who is 

inhaling a breath of the morning air; 

a breeze fresh from the Surrey hills is 

rustling in the tree-tops. Pleasant to tired 

eyes aie the glimpses of green lawns 

and trees in the freshest robe of sprinff. 

Pigeons flutter about the sober, brid[ 

court-yards. A pretty nurse in white cap 

and apron pauses and watches them 

smilingly as they strut and swagger and 

sun themselves. And what trays of loaves 

are coming in for breakfast ! A patient at 

Guy's is surely a privileged being, rather a 

guest of a grand old foundation, than 

merely case so-and-so. And should he 

or she be afflicted with strange or abnormal 

symptoms — the patient is the subject of 

interest and attention that is really 

flattering to the feelings. ■

Then you reflect thftt all this bene- 

ficent mftdUnery is due to the initiative of 

a plain business man, a little miserly in his 

ways, perhaps, but to such good purpose, 

that happy would be the world were misers 

of hie stamp plentifiiL ■

The column of working men and women ■

who will presently be marchinff on, as out- 

patients to the gates of the hos|dtal, are 

directed by placards to present themselves 

by way of Great Mase Pond, and the name 

excites a little curiosity. Antiquarians say 

that this name commemorates the former 

existence of a mase, which formed part of 

the grounds of the handsome town lodging 

of the Abbot of Battle, whose dwellmg was 

upon the river bank. Others say that the 

nuuse belonged to a house of the Princess 

Mary Tudor. Whether the Princess 

chaiged 'Hwopence for the maxe," as is done 

at Hampton Courts does not appear on the 

record. At present the neighbonrhood 

would haidly tempt a princess there to 

take up her aboda But there are 

feasant nooks, too, about the hospital 

Here is a little old-fashioned street with 

small houses not without a certain dignity 

about them, and with windows and steps 

for brightness and cleanness quite a pattern 

to the locality, which does not excel in 

those qualities. And from the door of the 

narrow-panelled hall of Na 999 issues 

a young man, bare-headed, save for a great 

shock of ahnost flaxen hair, with a great 

book under his arm; great, but battered 

and earmarked, such as *' Materia Medica " 

ought to be by a diligent student. And 

away he goes with great strides towards 

the hoq>ital; but not without a fervid 

greeting to the pretty maid who is cleaning 

the steps lower down, and who doesn't 

want to listen to his rubUsh — ^but who 

listens and laughs, nevertheless. The lint 

white locks, the whiffs of smoke from the 

Ug pipe, seem to hang in the air, and 

attract the sunshine. Other youths 

equally unconcerned are taUng hasty flight 

towards the hospitaL ■

Out of the mase one comes upon astreet, 

which is only the ghost of a street after 

all — a dead and burled street^ a mere 

hollow brick archway, with a busy world 

above it, a world of trains, starting, 

arriving, and standing stiU, of booUng- 

offloes, resounding passages, and vaulted ■

f]Mmy roofs, filled with a perpetual steam, 

'he street knows nothing of all this; day 

and night is all the same to it, always with 

its gas lamps burning, and a kind of dark- 

ness visibly hanging about it Deep 

subterranean vaults sometimes give issue 

or entrance to some iron-bound lorry, with 

great powerful horses, which makes clatter 

and rumbling enough to wake the seven 

sleepers ; but it has no effect upon Westenf 

Street, for its name is posted up there, like 

a sepulchral inscription. One may journey ■
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a long way in a kind of^ondergioimd 

world, busy enongh in its dim twilight, 

with huge waggona and hones, and aaeks 

of meal and malt, with fragrant hop- 

pockets, and stores of wholesome grain. 

Passing nnder the dry arch of London 

Bridge, there is Bankside, with its 

memories of the old play-houses and 

players. Between the Bear Garden — ^which 

still bears the same name — and the 

brewery of Barclay and Perkins, there were 

f oar of these snmmer theatres ; the Bear 

Garden, itself sometimes called the Hope 

— Excellent Hope, thoogh wild beasts 

and gladiators did most possess it — the 

Swan came next^ ''fallen to decay like a 

dying swan;" and then tll^ Eose, a 

name for sweetness; ^and the famous 

Globe, *<the glory of the Bank," ac- 

cording to Ben Jonson, who witnessed its 

destruction by fire on the twenty-ninth of 

June, 1613— ■

Which, though it were the fort of the whole parish, 

Flank'd with a ditch and forc'd out of a manfih, 

I saw with two poor chambers taken in, 

And raz*d ere thought could uige— thia might have 

been. ■

But our way lies in the other direction, 

where is Tooley Street, crowded with heavy 

▼ans, and almost blocked with traffic. 

The name is a corruption of Saint Olave's 

Street, and there is Saint Olaye's church, 

where a church has been since the days of 

Canute. The existinff church is, however, 

eighteenth-century dassic, with curious 

round windows, which peer like so many 

eyes into the bustling street. If there are 

any tailors left in Tooley Street to repre- 

sent the important three of the days of the 

" Anti- Jacobin," they don't live at this end, 

where are great warehouses, which front 

to important wharves on the river, with a 

constant turmoil and traffic, with tubs, and 

casks, and bales of all kinds, and the rattle 

of steam -cranes and other convincing 

evidences of theomportance of the port of 

Southwark. Here are egg merchants, 

and fruit merchants, and potato merchants 

in active communication with carrier- 

steamers from the great European ports, 

discharging cargoes with furious haste, and 

steaming off by the next tide for fresh 

supplies. In all this life and movement of 

the present, who can xecall the vision of 

those old times when the Abbot of Battle 

dwelt here in quiet seclusion t Tetthis 

Hayes Wharf, whose tall buildings shut 

out all view of the river, is the very site 

of the Abbot's dwelling. Mill Lane, which 

is the next opening, represents Battle ■

Bridge, a bridge that croiBed a small 

rivulet that emptied itself into the ThanMs. 

And BatUe Bridge Stairs are stflU m 

existence as a testimony that sneh things 

were somewhere among this labyrinth of 

whtfves and offices. ■

A little farther on an opening presents 

itself, called Stoney Lane, supposed to be 

the way to the old Roman ferry ; a dismsl- 

looking lane, with the ruins of bonit 

buildings about it, and still not a giimpae 

of the river, although we know thai it 

flows on the other side of thoee tall 

warehouses. But here is Pickle Hetring 

Street, a narrow pass betweoi huge 

buildings, and here, in a sort of slit 

between two immense masses of biiek- 

work, we find Pickle Herring Stairs — ■

On Southwark*8 coast an ancient port appean. 

To market folks well known, called Heznng Statnu ■

Well known and frequented in other 

days, perhaps, but at this present as 

lonely and deserted a spot aa any in 

London; just a place to be murdered in 

and thrown into the seething tide with not 

a soul the wiser. The tide is up, and 

plashing against the slimy stairs — ^thiee or 

four steps, and then a plunge into the wfaid 

of waters. But Pickle Herring Wharf 

is dose at hand, a really fine opening, if 

you can avoid the casks, and bales, and 

the huge bundles of hides Uiat are swing- 

ing about in all directiona From no 

other point can you have a nobler view of 

London on the Thames ; the bridge, ttie 

Monument, Wren's beautiful spires. Saint 

Magnus the lofty, the aerial bnttreasee of 

Saint Dunstan's, the mass of wharves and 

buildines from which other spires rise, 

with the broad fa9sde of this Goitom 

House, and the bastions and battlements of 

the Tower, its ancient story written on the 

dark and weathered stones. And with these, 

you can see the river in its imperial flow, 

and the movement everywhere A ships and 

barges ; all the lower part of the river is 

wrapped in a dubious haze, through wliidi 

show the huge piers and girders of the new 

Tower Bridge, which is advandng towards 

completion at a not too rapid pace. ■

Two dockers, who are tiJcing hreslh 

after a spell of hard work, turn tmeir eyes 

in the same direction, and seem to be 

simultaneously struck with a certain ssDae 

of doubt as to the prospects of the new 

bridge. ■

« Us'll be lucky that lives to walk aooss 

her. What say you, Chippy % " ■

For his part, Chippy would like nothu^ ■
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better than to be provided with free rations 

of beer till that consummation came to 

pass. He would seek no further favours 

at the hand of Fortune. These senti- 

ments, delivered with some emphasis, and 

garnished with sundry flowers of speech, 

did not seem to imply any animosity to 

the new bridge, wluch, to the ordinary 

observer, seems to be doing fairly well in 

the way of progress. Anyhow, the dry 

arch is finished — a handsome one of 

granite; and one has the satisfaction of 

walking under the new Tower Bridge, and 

may wait with patience for the chance 

which seemed so enigmatically doubtful to 

the docker& ■

Pickle Herring Street becomes Shad 

Thames without any distinctive change, 

except, perhaps, that the footways are 

narrower, and the roadway is more 

crowded with vans and heavy wagons. 

Smart shipping-clerks slip in and out 

among the wheels grinding against the 

granite kerbs, and under the horses' heads, 

whose iron heels are striking forth sparks 

from the paving-stones; great bales, and 

sacks, and casks whirl up and down, and 

frequent little red flags stuck in doorways 

intimate danger of some kind ahead or 

aloft. At intervals one comes to an open 

wharf, whence are to be seen glimpses of 

the opposite shore, of big steamers wallow- 

ing about in the tide, of barges in clusters- 

himsing about tiie wharves. ■

Horsley Down suggests the wild heath 

and open country, but it is just a nest of 

buildings like the last And Courage's 

Brewery, where the congestion of traffic is 

increased, with big draymen, and huge 

horses, and drays pUed with casks, to say 

nothing of the firemen in attendance — ^for 

there has been something of a flare-up in 

the neighbourhood, and the fire-hose have 

flooded the street — Courage's Brewery, it 

b ssid, is the site of the old mansion of 

the Knights of Saint John of Jenisalem. 

The church of Saint John is hard by, and 

proves to be the owner of that curious 

composition in the way of a spire, oon- 

eisting of a taU Corinthian column perched 

upon a kind of dwarf-tower, which is such 

a conspicuous object from the railway 

after leaving London Bridge. It is sup- 

posed that Shad Thames is a contraction 

of Saint John at Thames. But the Pickled 

Herring and the Shad— which is also good 

pickled — seem to have a natural and 

proper affinity to each other, which it is 

a pity to disturb by any such con- 

jectures. ■

Anyhow, Shad Thames is full of the 

movement of a solid, substantial trade, 

with wharves along the river, and great 

piles of warehouses on either hand, con- 

nected overhead with flying wooden 

bridges; with great corn-nulls, and rice- 

milb ending white dust from every pore, 

and tremulous with the whul of the 

ponderous mill -stones. With a grace- 

ful curve, Shad Thames leads us still 

among wharves and warehouses to an 

•pening called Dockhead— a place where 

carmen wait for jobs, and where you can 

call a waggon and pair of horses, a tflted 

van, or a great iron-bound lony, with the 

same facility as you can a cab in Picca- 

dilly. The dock, of which the head forms 

this rendezvous of heavy traffic. Is ciJled 

Sdnt Saviour^s, and forms paft of the 

boundary of Southwark. Beyond is Ber- 

mondsey, a dim, indefinite region, furrowed 

with old water-courses, and with the pits 

of tanners and hide and skin dressers. ■

This Beormund's Eye, or Island, was 

once noted for its rich abbey, often the 

retreat of royal and noble personages. 

But the abbey has left not a^estige, and 

is only kept in memory by the name of 

Abbey Street After the monks came 

Protestant refugees, chiefly from Nor- 

mandy, who had practised the tanning of 

skins and the dressing of leather time out 

of mind in and about their old, walled 

towns on the Norman rivers. We owe 

the foundation of the English Monarchy, 

it will be remembered, to the grandson of 

a tanner of Falaise ; and possibly some of 

his legitimate descendants may have 

establlttbed their pits in Bermondsey when 

the great Louis drove them from thdr 

native seats. Some of these old water- 

courses still exist, daily filled by the tide, 

and at other times sweltering in mud. ■

Beyond, there is Bother&the, or Bed- 

ri£P, as it used to be called— a great resort 

of seamen in the Elizabethan age, and even 

now not unacquainted with seafaring men, 

although it is perhaps more in the building 

and timber trade, and meddles not with 

shipping, except in the way of barges and 

hoys. According to recent philologists, 

the place is the Bytherhythe, or cattle- 

wharf — a name curiously corresponding 

with the Lambhythe, or Lambeth, at the 

other side of the peninsula. It was siid 

that traces of the canal made by Canute — 

when he besieged London, and took his 

galleys above the bridge and city by means 

of an artificial cut — were abundantly evi- 

dent in the seventeenth century. But the ■
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channel was probably an andent bed of 

the rirer, whieh the Danish Kin|; may 

have atOifled aoooidbg to the tradition. ■

It was at Bedrifi; it may be remembered, 

that Captam Lemnel GalUyer had his 

abode, till he was driven away '<by the 

oonooorse of onrioos people," who came to 

question hifn as to his adventores. Bat 

now, what with the river in front, and the 

Commercial docks at the back, Botherhithe 

is assedoded as can be desired. And when 

the tide is up, and the draw -bridges 

admit vessels to the docks, it is often cat 

off altogether from the rest of the world, 

except by way of the great highway of the 

Thames. ■

Beyond Botherhithe there is no more 

Sorrey-dde ; for then Kent comes in, and 

the coast begins, which by tfver and sea 

forms the most attractive feature of a 

voyage down stream and channel ■

ON BBinSH ECOENTBICITY. ■

It is hard for an Englishman to say 

whether his own coantrymen are reaUy 

more eccentric than other people. He Ib 

told they are ; but how is he to know that 

the information may not be bnilt solidly 

upon prejadicef Ilie saying, "Oh, he's 

an Englishman," with the smug of the 

shonlders that means so much, is often, 

indeed, commonly patforward abroad when 

thereis talk of the doings of this or that man, 

whose ways are not luce the ways of the 

herd of mankind. Some Englishmen don't 

appreciate this sort of thing. They get in 

a rage with the foreigner who charges 

them with being of an eccentric race. Bat, 

for my part» I always take it as a compli- 

ment, bow, and express my obligations, 

and assure the speaker that I trust he does 

not intentiondly flatter me and the 

countrymen of whom I am so proud. ■

On the other hand, however, every one, 

who has been even but for a few months 

among the people of the Oontinent^ cannot 

helpcomingtoiJie condusion that we English 

folk have not the monopoly of eccentridty. 

What of those palaces and buildings — ^the 

outcome of a brain charged with fancy, like 

the tales of the Arabian Nights— which 

stupefy us in Bavaria, the work, indeed, of 

a monarch who was hardly more than half- 

witted f What, too, of the mechanical 

tricks of construction which in divers 

Italian villas astonish the visitor who has ■

not been forewarned of themt HegoM 

guilelesdy upon a certain tsmee, far 

example, whne snowy statues seem lib to 

charm his eye, and whence he vxfmk to 

be aUe to look forth in romantie poiM 

upon the gardens and orange-gioY6i, and 

the blue sea beneath and bqroiid Un. 

Suddenly, however, the statuM mm, 

flourish their arms, a cross-fire of cMcdii 

from the fountains takes him upon both 

cheeks, and the balustrading wilki mjl 

Itislikeabitof •« Alice inWonderind" 

somewhat modified. What» too, of tht 

crypts in the Capuchin chmrdi d Bone 

and elsewhere in the south, wherdn yoQ 

see the dead bodies of the monks whodied 

ten or twenty years ago standing, diied 

and ugly, dressed in their brown xomi with 

rosaries pendent from their waisti, keipbg 

guard, as it were, over the arabaiqiiM of 

bones with which the walls and esiliiigi of 

these dismal vaults are decorated t Yon 

are shown the skeleton of a noblonaii 

nailed against the plaster among ths oth* 

bones, and your guide does not Man to 

think there is much eooentridty in this 

form of art. ■

To turn for a moment to a still ibraspr 

form of eccentridty : what of the doingiof 

the Oommunists only a score of yean apt 

We odd islanders may be queer, omBtfll- 

ligible fellows ; but it would, I hopoi tdn 

a good deal to make us do such doediu 

our French neighbours — under itmof 

pique, rage, and blind vanity--bal no 

shame in doing; ■

The truth is, that it is fanponbk to 

compare nations as if they woe indi- 

viduab. Each nation has, so to ipeik, 

nown up in an atmosphere of its own. 

When the time of which Mr. BeUimj 

writes in '•LookingBackwards,''has setullj 

come^ it will be different. Then,IiiippoN, 

we shall all be on the same plane, speakipg 

the same language, whether ws m u 

Yorkshire or Patagonia, Chicago or Cam, 

and shall all be understood evarynlNn^ 

But it seems improbable that thii eoo- 

venient state of afiUrs will come iboot 

in our day, or even in that of our grand- 

children of the tenth generatioB jet ^ 

live. So, for the present, we mo^ 

recognise the pecnlfaritJes of other people 

as necessary features of them, and bj no 

means as characteristics meant to excite 

laughter in the rest of the world. Wben 

first I traveUed abroad I wae osch 

amused by the way the common Gmnan 

eats with his knife. But habit and a 

measure of experience have toned down ■
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these feelings, nntil they hazdly exist In 

me. And, nowadays, I am as mnch at 

home with the lone-haired woodman of a 

Sardinian forest, in his grimy little hnt, as 

in my own English den among my books 

and pietnres. ■

Of course I do not mean to imply that 

it is well for a man to beeome oom- 

paratively indifferent to his own nation. 

Travel has that effect npon some people, 

espeoially when for a term of years they 

reside abroad, and notably in southern 

Italy. It eats away their patriotism. They 

call themselves by that long name— cosmo- 

politan. They are not| they say, dtiaens 

of any one town or oomitry in particolar, 

bat of the world at large. This soonds 

very fine; bat if yon come to analyse their 

notions yoa will, I am afraid, generally 

discover that, so fsr from havbg got their 

sympathies enlarged to snch a degree that 

they can feel for the central African negro 

in his degradation, as maoh as tiiey 

can feel for the Whitechapel toiler in his 

semi-starvation, they have rather lost all 

sympathy for every one except for them- 

selves. ■

" Cosmopolitan " is, in nnmbers of in- 

stances, only ** selfish " writ large. ■

Bat to recor to my subject at the outset 

It waa suggested to me by a visit the other 

day to Welbeck Abbey, which, as all the 

world of reading Englishmen knows, is the 

contairy seat in NotUnghamshire of the 

Duke of PorUand. ■

The eccentric features of Welbeck are 

due to the late Dake. He spent between 

two and three millions sterling in exca- 

vating tunnels under his gardens and park- 

land, in lighting these tunnels with clased 

shafts and gas-fittings, and also in bmlding 

subterranean rooms, which are not un- 

naturally called the wonders of Welbeck, ■

He must have been crasy, not merely 

eccentric, you will say. But no / that he 

was noi There is a bust of him in the 

picture gallery — one of the undei^round 

rooms, a hundred and sixty feet long by 

sixty-four in width — and no man could 

desire a more cultured and noUe head 

than this of the late Duke. It was a whim, 

founded, it may be, on personal and 

physical causes. For vears hundreds of 

workmen were employed on these curious 

laboura His Grace was much at Ae mercy 

of contractors; and even at his death 

his designs were by no means com- 

pleted. And the result of this costly 

burrowftig is, that when you visit the 

Abbey, ^instead of walkfrig or riding for a ■

mile or two through some of the finest 

woodland in England, you suddenly plunge 

into a tunnel, and have to make the same 

distance in half darkness, with brick walls 

on either hand, and brick vaulting some 

ei^ht or ten feet overhead It is not a 

faur exchauM for the sanlight, the foliage, 

and the Uru munc in the open; but it obb 

the effect of making one very conscious of 

the eccentricity of at least one Eoglbhman 

of this century. ■

It reminds one of Hauberf s advice to 

young Gay de Maupassant, when this now 

famous lienchman was a novice in tiie 

field of literature : '' You must, my friend, 

be original If you have it not in you, 

you must acquire originality." For seven 

years Maupassant to<& his manuscripts to 

Flaubert, and received them back. At 

the end of ^the time he had, it appeared, 

acquired enough originality to fit himself 

for an exhibition to Uie world. ■

And yet it is just the French, more than 

any other people, who assume to taunt us 

Englishmen for our originality! We 

must, in future, recast our estimate of this 

taunt. It is rather a veiled sort of envy, 

I am disposed to think. ■

But it is in the conduct of Englishwomen 

that some ftncy our British eccentricity is 

most markedly shown. How our sisters 

in ulsten and short skirts are stared at on 

the Oontinent! The afr with which the 

distinguished foreign lady looks them over 

through her long-handed eye-glass is 

nothtnff less than delightfuL She seems 

to be wanking Heaven she is not as they 

are. And yet it often happens that a little 

later she is fain to confess, with a sigh, 

that if only her own bringing-up had been 

half as ffeneroas and free as that of the 

English damsel, she would be a better and 

happier woman than she is. ■

It would be hard to find a more typical 

example of the wayward, strong-natured, 

and imperious Englishwoman than Lady 

Hester Stanhope, the niece of William 

Piti She was her uncle's constant com- 

panion during the various crises of Us 

Government ; and it was to her that, after 

Lusterlitz, when he lay on his death-bed, 

and despafr far the western world in its 

efforts against Bonaparte the conqueror 

fiUed his soul, he cried, with that historic 

cry : " BoU up the map of Europe 1 " ■

Well, Pitt died; and Lady Hester's 

vocation of politician was gone. She went 

to the East, and there in Palestine she 

soon gained the veneration, ahnost, indeed, 

the worship, of the people. They held ■

J ■
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her for a propheteai ; and she did not bring 

the word into diarepate. When Einglake 

paid her a viait in the Lebanon, she was 

sixty years old, with a face " of the most 

astonishing whiteness." Fartheri "she 

wore a very large turban, made seemingly 

of pale Cashmere shawls, and so disposed 

as to conceal the hair ; her dress, from the 

chin down to the point at which it was 

concealed by the drapery on her lap, was 

a mass of white lineni loosely folding;", 

and her legs were in loose Eastern troosers. 

She ruled the villagers on her estate as 

despotically as a Pash% and even in old 

age showed the same strength of will 

which in her yonth had made her famous 

as a breaker of imruljr horses in her natal 

district of Somersetshure. ■

I myself am privOeged to know a lady 

who bears many points of resemblance to 

this Lady Hester. Iji her younger days 

she made long riding tours in North 

Africa, and about the less * frequented 

countries of Enropa During the wars for 

Italian independence she was to all intents 

and purposes one of Garibaldi's sta£ She 

nursed Garibaldi after his Aspromonte 

wound, was arrested by the Bourbon police, 

and imprisoned in a SicUian jaiL ^d so 

her career went on until she also, like 

Lady Hester, retired to the East for the 

dedmbg yean of her life. There^ in a 

Turkish island, she lives alone in a villa 

she has built after her own plan. But 

though age has dulled her physical powers, 

she is still so active of mind that the 

Turkish officials fear her more than half-a- 

dozen ordinary European diplomatists. 

She is honest and resolute. When she 

sees an abuse, she denounces it, and in no 

half-hearted manner. And here, in this 

remote island of the Levant, she has 

astonished the natives by establishing a 

hospital for sick mules, and horses, and 

donkeys, which hospital she maintains a:b 

her own exclusive cost. In no way has she 

so adequately proved her eccentricity — so 

the islanders think — as in this ridiculous 

regard of hers for the race of burden- 

bearing quadrupeds. Not so long ago, in 

her zeiu for the protection of animals, she 

procured for the chief functionary of her 

island the position of local president of 

the society which has done so much to 

ameliorate the condition of suffering 

horses. The document was sent to her 

from the Continent, with the name of the 

notable gentleman inscribed upon it ; and 

with the document was a large silver 

medal for his honour. But when this ■

large-hearted lady formally asked Vm, to 

accept the reputable office, and pmentod 

the document and medal, he repolsedtkni 

both. He would have nothing to do with 

such an absurd business. ■

Once upon a time I, too, cams Tiodtr 

the banner of British eccentrics. I piidi 

visit ito^ Crete, another Turkish island by 

the Levant, and, not finding the hotel of 

the capital to my mind, with the dd of 

some kindly intermediariesi I hired a hooie 

in the country, and went thither to Uke 

up my abode alone. To make mitten 

worse, it was at an epoch when the idiod 

was disturbed bv revolt. The Taikuli 

regiments were bebg increased hf net 

levies, and great was the activity on (he 

various military exercising grounds ootade 

Canea and Candia, the two chief towna ■

However, nothbig serious came of it^ 

and I am free to confess that I sDJojred 

my unconventional bivouac none the Iw 

for the flavour of excitement that thii oat- 

break in the island lent to it. ■

** How original 1 * Just like an Engiiih- 

man 1 " remarked one of the i^ioenof the 

Austrian ironclads at that time loehored 

with the international fleet in Sods Bay. 

Yet, I believe, as a matter of fact, that he 

and some of his brethren envied memj 

residence. ■

It is entertaining to listen to the ob- 

servations of foreigners upon our oatioBil 

game of f ootbaU. Here it seem Is if 

our character was objectively epitosiiied. 

For a mere piece of leather to ibk 

broken necks, heads, and limbs in so 

reckless a manner 1 And yet ii henb 

one does not discover a veiy dinct 

descendant of the chivalrous enie ol 

the Middle Ages, I doubt if sny loch 

descendant may still be said to exist 

Our forefathers, several centuries bsck, do 

not, to us, seem very wise in tiieir habit of 

going about fightbg with each other on 

behalf of the black or the bine syei of 

their lady-loves. But they did it with the 

same 2est, and probably got as moch 

satisfaction out of it, as our modem fellor 

countrymen in ttie honour of wimdng their 

game. ■

The Briton who has been in Ncnraj or 

Denmark, and mixed with the Borw^g^ 

at home^ cannot for the life of him ajinp»- 

thise with the Scandinavian eostom of 

shaUng hands violently with one's AUor 

guests at dinner, and uttering the words 

" Thanks for meat," when the meal ie 

ended. It seems a most fade and 

ridiculous proceeding. WeU and good, if ■
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the interekange of coorteaies were confined 

to eaeh gaeet leyerally, and his boat. Bat 

that every individual ihonld engage in a 

methodical boat of hand-ebaking with 

every one elie Beams absard in the extreme. 

Yet oar Scandinavian friends do not feel 

themselves onder any oompalsion to joatify 

this long-established costom. ■

Each man and each nation — within 

certain boonds — ^to his and its own taste. 

On one side of the sea yon may be a Boyal 

Highness, and on the other merely Oitazen 

So-and-sa In one town, if you do as yoar 

fellow-men do, yoa will lift yoor hat when 

you enter a shop or a caf ^ ; in another, yon 

will cock it braggartly over yoar ear, and 

when yon sit down you will lift your legs 

on to the mantelpiece, and look aroond 

with an air of defianca ■

The medicine-man of the Choctaws is 

doubtless a very great personage among the 

Indians of his own tribe; bat if he ap- 

peared in FJeet Street, perfumed and 

bedecked [according to his ideas of full 

dress, he would meet with more laughter 

thanhomaga ■

I suppose most people could point to 

men or women of their acquaintance whom 

they hold in regard aa originals or ec- 

eentrieSb It is somewhat dubious a title 

for respect, even with us who are reckoned 

BO eccentric a nation. And yet it is worth 

while to remember that all the great 

inventions which have done so much 

for civiUsation have been discovered by 

eccentrics; that is, by men who stepped 

out of the common groove, men who 

differed more or less from other men in 

their habits and ideal& ■

If we were all cast in the same mould, 

with characters, aBpirations, talents, and 

features just alike, it might be convenient 

in some ways. We should at least then 

be spared the efforts we nowadays have to 

make to understand the immediate natare 

and purposes of our fellow men. But, 

dear me, what a sadly dull place the world 

would be 1 It does not need much tiiought 

to bring one to the conclusion that, in many 

respects, the originals or eccentrics of 

mankind are like leaven to the rest of the 

world. ■

In truth, there is more of compliment 

than abuse in the term "an original" 

applied to a man or woman. But there 

must, of course, be a certain amount of 

ability at the back of the originality. 

Otherwise the person who is original is 

like to be dubbed a lunatic by the more 

undisceming of his friends, and, if he is ■

rich, perhaps transported against his will 

into a sequeatered, though licensed, mad- 

housa ■

A VERY PECULIAR CASE. ■

A GOMPLETB STORT. ■

Like many people in this world who, 

in apparent health and in the foil posses- 

sion of all their faculties, have yet, un- 

known to themselves or anybody else, the 

germs of some dire disease lurking within 

them, I was totally ignorant that there was 

anythu)g the matter with me. I had never 

been ill since boyhood, consequently had 

never consulted a doctor. Whether, if 

I had, he would have discovered my 

malady before I did, I know not; but 

it is doubtful, seeing that it certainly must 

be a wholly unusual if not unlqoe case, at 

any rate in the way I found it out for 

myself. This phase of it alone appears so 

peculiar and incredible that I conceive 

it must have opened a new field for 

speculation amongst the pathologiBts, psy- 

chologists, or whatever the Bpedal ologists 

are who study these mattera ■

At the time it happened — thirty years 

ago — ^I was a bachelor living in a drawing- 

room comn^unicatiog by folding -doors 

with the bedroom behind it, not a hundred 

miles from the Regent Circus. None of 

the furniture was my own save one or two 

easy-chairs, a writing-table, and a rather 

shabby, dilapidated old bureau or escritoire 

—a relic of my great-grandfather's, I 

believe, and preserved by me as represent- 

ing pretty nearly all the property I ever 

inherited. It stood in the darkest comer 

of the sitting-room, though near one of 

two long French windowa I seldom went 

to it, wSng its numerous drawers, pigeon- 

holes, etc., only as receptacles for old 

receipts, bills, papers, and a few odd 

accumulations of no valuei which, for 

some reasons, I did not wish to destroy. 

The key to its circular top I had, with 

reprehensible carelessness in such matters, 

misldd for weeks. Thu gave me no, 

concern. I could look for it when l' 

wanted it — that was enough. Other 

lodgers were in the house, which was kept 

by a retired butler and his wife, who, with 

three servants, attended on the inmatea ■

A young man's life in London, without 

his bebg the least unsteady, frequently 

involves him in late hours when he has a 

large circle of acquaintances. It was so ■
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with me, espeouJly during one pftrticolar 

season. Operas, theatres, sappers, and 

dances crowded so thick and fast apon 

each other that, for nights together, I 

never had more than three or four hours in 

bed — always haying to be up early. Then, 

by degrees, when I coofd torn in in 

reasonable time, I could not sleep, and, on 

this account, even the thought of a long 

night in bed gradually became a teiror to 

me. The fact is, my nervous system was 

becoming thoroughly unstrung, though at 

the time I did not know what that meant y 

certainly I never thought of it as an 

illness, and, equally certainly, should have 

scouted any idea of seeking advloe 

about it. 1 know better now; but let 

me not anticipate, only, it should be 

added, that I periodically had some very 

voluminous and important private corre- 

spondence to attend to. By that perversity 

which frequently seems to regulate these 

affairs, this often fell out when I was most 

busy in the day, and when dinners and 

parties were most numerous in the evening. 

Never choosing to sacrifice pleasure for 

business, but edways striving to oombine 

the two, I would go at my letters when I 

came home, however late or tired, if not 

sleepy. Then, to screw myself up to the 

work, I would tie a wet towel round my 

head, stick a pipe in my mouth, and brew 

myself a cup of strong tea. Thus I often 

wrote far into the night. As a matter of 

course, after a bout of this kind, I never 

went to sleep at aD. I rose unrefreshed, 

fevered, nervous, irritable. A cup of tea 

and a slice of toast were substituted for 

the hearty breakfast of yore. I could not 

eat until luncheon ; only towards evening 

did I feel at all myself, and so late hours 

became habitual ■

In addition, another thing was worrying 

me greatly. For the past month or more 

I felt convinced I was being robbed. I 

did not possess much jewellery, but I was 

constantly missing certain Utde trinkets 

and small articles. Amongst others, a 

sOver matdi4)ox, a large crocodile-leather, 

gold-mounted dgar-case, a pab of gold 

sleeve-links, a small locket containing 

some of my mother's and father's hair, a 

set of studs, a pearl breast*pin, and the 

like. Also a pocket letter or card-ease, 

which I well knew contained two one- 

pound Scotch bank-notes — unusual money, 

not easDy forgotten. I felt sure that with 

every allowance for careless habits, these 

and many another similar object had 

vanished in the most unaccountable way. ■

Searoh high and low as I wooU, 0^ 

were not to be found anywhsn in my 

rooms. ■

I had lived there nearly two yein vkn 

this vexation began, and I knew not ilnni 

to suspect It was horribly awkwiid, aod 

most unpleasant The bmdlord snd bk 

wtte bore unimpeaehable chsracten, isd I 

oould never have looked either of thnb 

the faoe again had I breathed the irintat 

suspicion of theb honesty. Throe odiar 

men, two of. whom I knew dightij, we 

lodging in the house, as I have iwi, bnk 

as to suspeetmg them of this petty liiteny, 

the idea was out of the question. No^ft 

must be one of the servants. But wUdt 

One of the three was a lad of lizkea. 

He was a new-comer, truly. The two 

women were in the house when I took op 

my quarters Acre — lespectaUo /'elderij 

parties." ■

I did not know what to do for thebeit 

To lock up the rooms was impoiiible, and 

even to do the same with all my inwm, 

writing-table, wardrobe, etc., now, after 

never having previously turned t leyoD 

anything, would be at once to osit i ilnr 

on the establishment Besides, 1 vgm 

could tell ezaetly when I misiad tloi or 

that article, because, as I repeat^ mj can- 

less ways had often led me to imsgfDethat 

I had lost a thing, when I had nunly 

mislaid it ■

Presently the idea oocurred to ■eihat 

I would set a trap. I left i mail 

sovereign purse in a comer drawer of the 

dressing-table, whence I could dedan 

many tnnkets and valuables had been par- 

loined; but there it remained. I ahmad 

it, partially covered it with other things 

as If by accident, or as if ft had beae 

forgotten. Yet it was always f ortiieoniiDg 

whenever I looked. I put a sditirj 

sovereign on a comer of tm manteMeee; 

the housemaid twice drew my atteatioo to 

the fact that the coin was still lyfagltea 

No, nothing that I ever placed u i but 

disappeared. The depredations were » 

fined to such objects es I hadnt baea 

thinking about until I wanted them. ■

I hesitated, as I have said, to teD nj 

landlord, so I now determined to coniolt 

Scotland Yard, for, during the ileeptaj 

nightSi which as the London sesson wioad 

grew longer, this subject assomed far 

greater importance than It did in the W| 

It became an intolerable nightmin; <>» 

I would sometimos get out of bed and 

search for any object I might aoddo^ly 

remember I had not seen for a long vbile. ■
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Sometimea I found it^ sometiniM I did 

not; sometimes I neyer set ^es on it 

again — it was elean gone. Lideed, at 

last, it was in this way, and at these 

nntimely hours, that I discovered most of 

my losses. Thus, what with them and my 

sleeplessness, I grew quite dejected ; but 

I enturdy refused to thmk myself QL It 

absolutely never occurred to me; so I 

walked down to Scotland Yard and con- 

fided my troubles to an Innector in what 

18 now called the '' Criminal Investigation 

Department" This resulted one Sunday 

morning in my entertaining at breakfast a 

certain gentleman named Bunter. An 

oddJoomig person, who had a strange 

propensity for speering and prying about, 

and appeared to take a great hjkcj to the 

house. It was just the sort of place he 

wanted. ■

On this pretext I introduced him to the 

landlord, with a view possibly of maUns 

it worth that individual's wlule to lumd 

him over the lease. In this way he managed 

to go all over the estabUslunenti and 

converse with everybody living in it — 

everybody except the gentleman who oc- 

cupied the top storey — tiie one person I did 

not know. My friend from Scotland Yard 

was particularly inquisitive about him 

since he could not see liinii and when I 

told him that his habits were irregular, 

coming home very late^ and occasionally 

not going out at all for days, the offidiJ 

looked very grave, finally winked at me, 

and said he would call agdn ehortiy. ■

But he never had occasion to do so, for 

it was during the night f oUowiqe the visit 

of this distinguished guest that I discovered 

who was the thief, and arrived at the secret 

of the whole mystery. ■

The month was August ; the nights hot 

and sultry, and less tlum ever conducive to 

sleep. I had nothing to do that evening, 

and although I turned in early it was witii 

the usual result The dodcs had lUst 

struck one, and I had been in bed smce 

eleven without closing my eyes. It was 

the old story; I was accustomed to it. 

Suddenly, amidst the host of perplexing 

and often awe-inspiring thoughts wiiirling' 

through one's brain under these conditions, 

I remembered that pocket letter-case con- 

taining the two one-pound Scotch bank- 

notes. Where was it 1 I had not seen it 

for weeks I After restiesdy striving to 

drive away the desire to get up and search 

for it it mastered me, and out of bed I 

sprang. For fully an hour I carried on ■

the questi but all in vain. Every con- 

ceivable and inconceivable comer, drawer, 

and pocket were ransacked. The key of 

the escritoire had been mislaid, so I could 

not examine that ; but 1 knew it contained 

littie else but papers. ■

At length, entirely exhausted, irritated, 

and fevered, and with the chamber-candle 

expiring with a splutter, I flung myself on 

a couch in the drawing-room. Dawn had 

not yet broken ; but in a few minutes^ as I 

lay there coiled up in my dressing-|^wn, 

I unexpectedly fell asleep — a restless, 

dreaming sleep, full of fantastic, weird- 

like, indescribable shapes. ■

When I awoke it was daylight, though 

the room was still shadowy and obscure, 

save in one spot close to the long window, 

where the Venetian blind was partially 

raised— the window neacest that dark 

comer occupied by the old escritoire. The 

head of the couch was towards tiie mantel- 

piece, but almost £scing the door frcm 

the landing on the further side of the 

waU. ■

At the moment I opened my eyes with 

a feeling of relief at having just escaped 

some visionary perill, to my amaeement I 

saw that door uowly open, and the figure 

of a man stealthily entering by it It 

did not make the faintest sound on its 

hinges, nor did he with his footstep— not 

so much as the creakiDg of a plank. The 

light in that part of the room was far 

too dim to allow of my seeing what he was 

like. His face was slighUy averted also, 

and except that the general look of the 

man seemed to be not altogether un- 

familiar, I could not in the least tell who 

itwaa The first impulse, of course, was to 

sit up and call out but for some inex- 

plicable reason I restrained it; perhaps 

because the thought instantly crossed my 

mind that here was the thief, and upon 

that I suppose I rapidly concluded to 

watch him, and pretend to be stOl 

sleeping. ■

However this may be, I did not move 

as I observed him creep noiselessly across 

the room to the end of the mantelpiece 

furthest from that where I was lying: He 

appeared not to notice me, and after 

feeling with his hand for a moment 

between the edge of the looking-glass and 

the wall by the mantelshelf, he took 

something away, and instantly crossed 

back to the window by the escritoire. 

He passed the littie gap of light so quickly 

into the dark comer that I still failed to 

recognise him. Then I could dimly, make ■
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oQt that he was apparently nnlockiDg the 

lumbering piece of old farnitnrei though 

still without making the slightest soond. ■

'' Ho 1 ho 1 " thought I, " my fine fellow, 

now I've caught you, have I f You have 

found the key, and are goitfg to exercise 

your calling in that direction, eh I Well, 

there's not much that is worth your 

attention there; you won't find that a 

profitable hunting-ground 1 " ■

I was not long, you may depend, in 

coming to a determination. While he was 

still fumbling at the escritoire, I rose, and 

stealing sofUy up behind liim, suddenly 

seized him by the back of his collar. He 

endeavoured to writhe out of my grasp, 

but I turned hbn round so quickly that we 

both stsggered, and fell on the floor in a 

huddled heap together— he undermost 1 

In the fall I struck my forehead severely 

against something, probably a project- 

ing chair. For the moment the blow 

seemed to blind me; but as we had 

rolled over into the gap of light from the 

window, I had caught sight of his face, 

turned up as it was towwls mine, and I 

saw — whose face, think yout Why, no 

other than my own — yes, my very own, as 

I well knew it fai the looking-glass I ■

That one instant of amazement and con- 

sternation in which, as by a flash, I made 

this recognition, was foUowed by a total 

oblivion of all surroundings. The face and 

figure seemed to fade away beneath me, 

and to vanish with my consciousness. ■

How long I lay prostrate, face down- 

wards on the floor, I know not ; but in 

that position I found myself when my 

bewildered senses slowly returned. For 

a while, of course, I could remember 

nothing — how I came there or what had 

brought me to such a pass. Only very 

slowly did the circumstances recall them- 

selves. What on earth did they mean I 

My forehead was unmistakably cut and 

still bleedbg ; indeed, there was a pafcch 

of congealed blood on the carpet plainly 

visible in the broad flood of early sunlight 

now streaming in beneath the balf-raised 

blind. Had I been dreaming! More 

likely I had had a fit ; anyhow, I was so 

utterly bewildered that it was some time 

before my thoughts became coherent. 

Then, alarmed, and fully conscious for the 

first time in my life that I must be 

seriously ill or labouring under some 

mysterious mental aberration, I rose from 

the floor and sat down in an adjacent 

cliair. ■

As my eyes wandered vactntly inond, 

they fell upon the circular top of tha old 

escritoire. It was partially open. SoiDe 

one had been at it, then; thatwudett! 

That was no dream, no fsncy— acanely 

due to a fit, one would think— at lout, 

not of the sort I had tremblingly thoogk 

ol Yes, and there was the mUng kej 

in the lock. When these £Mtshad foly 

broken in upon my be-cobwebbed bnin, 

they led to but one ideik Acting on it, I 

pushed the lid full open, and wiik the 

rapidity of thought pulled out one dnwn 

after another, and there, in most of then, 

were deposited a lot of the attidei ind 

objects I had so long ndssed— there^ in 

thu neglected, useless piece of old fur- 

niture 1 I turned them all out in i con- 

fusion worse confounded thanmy thoiightL 

But there thqr were — almost eveiy one- 

cigar-case, silver match-box, trinkeU, 

locket, and pocket-book contsiniog the 

Scotch bank-notes. ■

Then how on earth had they come to be 

in this place t A thief would haidlyhave 

stolen them to conceid them thoi in mj 

own apartments, unless — unles— ud 

then, very reluctantly, slowly, and at fint 

but vaguely, did I arrive at the eoncbfiOD 

— ^unless the thief was myself 1 ■

Vorily this was an alarming sappoatioB, 

and confirmed my worst drasd. I ffloit 

be suffering under some frightinl, inez- 

plicable brain disease, for that I had dose 

this thing I was whoUy and totally un- 

conscious. ■

For dqrs and days, however, I took no 

action. I hesitated to breathe a word of 

the eztraorcUnary affair to a soiiL Who 

would believe it 1 Everybody woold lay 

I had gone out of my mind— I thooghtio 

myself. I doubted if any doctor wooU 

accept as veracious this wild aceoontof 

my dread awakening to the troth. Tet, 

as I knew it to be the truth, I leithii 

record of it down while it was'all freih in 

my memory, and eventually, being uiable 

any longer to bear the honiUe inipeDM 

and perplexity in which the strange ex- 

perience had left me, I put it More a 

medical friend. ■

To my unspeakable astonishment^ he 

believed every word of it Then, alter 

answering his endless searching qneitKH^ 

and when he had listened to saoh rerhal 

additions to the narrative as I oooU gf^ 

him, he did not doubt one sin^ pobt ■

<' Tes," he said, '< amongst other eompu- 

cations, yon probably have been walUng lo ■
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your Bleep, and yonraelf seereting the 

various articles firom time to time. The 

key, to wit, of the escritoire, which yoa 

imagine to hare been the object taken 

from behind the lookbff-glass by the 'figure 

yoa fancy yon saw, had been placed there 

by your own hand. Your brain retained 

some dim perception of your haying done 

so, and the disordered condition of yoor 

nervous system accoonts for that perception 

assoming the slikpe of a figure resembling 

yonrself, and in a state of partial oncon- 

scioosness yon dashed upon your imaginary 

bnrglar— yoor own ghost, in fact— fell, 

and folly restored your senses to their 

equilibrinm by that rap on yoor head. 

However, it is enough for yon if I tell yon 

that yoor nervous system is wholly broken 

down, and that if you don't take a long 

holiday, go into the country, and for the 

next two or three months lead a perfectly 

regular, quiet life, I won't answer for the 

consequences. No, I shall give you very 

little medicine — fresh air, quiet, and 

regularity are the only drugs you stand in 

need o£" ■

His advice was followed to the letter, 

for I was thoroughly frightened Thirty 

years have passed; I have been long 

married, and I have never missed a single 

piece of property, large or small, since that 

extraordinary August night. ■

A GARRISON ROMANCE. ■

By Mrs. LEITH ADAMS (Mbs. LAFFAN). ■

Author of " LouU Drayeott," " Geoffrey Stirling," "Aunt 

Septy'$ Poundlinfff'* etc ■

CHAPTER Vni. 

THE major's ship COMES IN. ■

The swift curtain of the dusk had 

fallen across the sea like a grey veil, 

studded with stars. The moon, with soft 

and silvery light, had peered through the 

grey, and rode high in the heaven, making 

night fairer than the fairest day, before 

the plash of oars was heard once more, and 

the grating of a boat's keel on the 

pebbly shore. ■

Major Clutterbuck — after showing that 

he was himself fully capable of taking plenty 

of '* scope " — was returning to the bosom of 

his family. He mighty indeed, have been 

likened to an elderly sort of dove re« 

tumfaig to its ark, for he certainly brought 

with him an. olive-branch — ^using the word ■

as a metaphor to express a general atmo- 

sphere of peace and joy. His wife and 

Mabel met him on the doorstep, whOe, in 

the background, the '< scramble " — Phil, in 

his night>gown, and holding on to Bertie 

on one luind, and tiie bannisters on the 

other — came swarming down the stairs. ■

" Why did you go out without telling 

us, Desbrowl I have been so anxious I^ 

said Mrs. Clutterbuck, unwise as loving 

woman, alas J so often is. ■

It seemed as though, so to speak, some 

of the radiance died out of the Major. ■

'*Now, Marion," he said, with an 

aggrieved and injured air, " why will you 

check me in this way — ^before the servants, 

tool" ■

This last was an allusion to Joseppina, 

whose head was hanging over the rdl of 

the third storey, like an apple over a wall, 

and whose ivory teeth were displayed in a 

sympathetic smile. The women-servants 

of a household always sympathise with 

the master of it, even when he is clearly in 

the wrong. ■

** I reaUy felt so much better, so much 

lighter of hearty for the little— ^ the 

little .... change — I am sure I was 

humming a tune as I came across, and 

now, it is all dashed — dashed and blighted 

— by being met with a reproach — ^it is, 

indeed. That domineering spirit of yours, 

my dear, is really very painful to me at 

times *' ■

He sat down languidly in a chair in the 

hall, as though he reiJly could not stand 

up under the burden of his wife's im- 

periousness. ■

Jim, Algie, and litUe Phil crowded 

about his knee, but Bertie slipped his hand 

into bis mother's. ■

" I say," said Jim, ** we're glad you're 

well agafai, you know. It's bad when you 

can't sing for us — and tell us about Giant 

Grim " ■

" Tell 'bout Diant Dim," echoed Algie ; 

and Phil, not to be behindhand, put up 

his hand to his father's face, and touched 

it lovingly. ■

** Phu, he's welly glad yoo he's besser, 

poor— pappy " ■

The Major looked at his wife with re- 

proachful eyes over the children's heads. ■

" See," that look seemed to say, '* how 

these littie ones appredate me — no re- 

proaches from them, no blighting of the 

warm, fresh impulses of my nature, no 

eflforts to belittie me in the presence of 

our servitors." ■

And all the while Mrs. Clutterbuck ■
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trembling with anxiety and eagemew — ^and 

the floah that stole to her pallid eheek 

told of a heart that beat hot and f aat ■

Nothing eseaped MabeL ■

"We were both anzioiu, papa," she 

said ; *' and no wonder— ooniidering how 

ill yoa hare been, and how yoa gave na 

the ilip in aneh a shabby lort of way. 

Come, yoa mast hare some lonp at onea 

Joseppinai take these naughty boys to 

bed." ■

Phil sat down flat on the mattbg by 

way of protest^ and Algie made himself 

Into an oetopos, and clasped determined 

arms about his sister Mabel ; but both the 

rebels were finally overcome, and delivered 

over to Josepptna, Ring Baby kissing his 

hand condescendingly to his subjects as he 

disappeared up the wide, stone stairway in 

his nurse's arms. Bertie and Jim looked 

on with the calm superiority of the spec- 

tators in a street row. Tiiey could sit up 

for an hour yet ; and who could say what 

deUghtfal possibilities an extra hour of 

" pap's " society might not hold t ' ■

Jim was big with the secret confided to 

his keeping. He had not breathed a word 

of it yet to any living soul, though his 

little mind was much exercised as to the 

chanses which might come about presently. 

Would they all — ^namely, the ^'scramble"--- 

go and live with Oaptain Rowan in that 

funny place BicasoU, where the rooms 

were so small and low, and Joseppina said 

the ghost of a soldier, who was shot there 

a long time ago, walked about at n^hts 

with eyes that shone like lamps, and a 

white-bosomed shirt with a crimson hole 

in the breast where the bullets went in t 

That was not a nice idea at all, and Jim 

was afraid Phil would be frightened all 

the time. ■

For himself he was not a bit afraid of 

ghosts ; indeed, would rather like to see 

one — ^if he had a good big table to get 

under the while, and could peep out bom 

under the table-cloth. ■

Bat Bicasoli might be out of the question, 

and mother and '^pap** would be lone- 

some without anybody. Perhaps Oaptain 

Rowan would come and live with them at 

Sleima; in which case Jim^ would make 

him bowl to him every evening in the field 

behind the house, whUe he batted. Some 

day — ^pap said when his ship came in — 

they might go to a big school ; and one 

Cousin Giltort had told them you were 

" nowhere " at a big school if you couldn't 

••handle a bat." ■

Jim wouldn't like to be " nowhere." He ■

had been used to beingvery much ''on the 

spott" and there could be no manner of 

doubt that Algie was rebellions about 

bowling; he was also unreasonaUa— 4ie 

wanted to bat Umself lometimea. Jim 

had tried once to make Phil bowl initeed. 

But the matter did not tun out a snecess, 

for King Baby bowled hlmaelf over first 

ball, and fell on his nose, and Joaeppina 

was cross. Bertie was the beat to bowl, 

he never grumbled ; but then Mabel and 

IJly often wanted Bertie. These eouUL be 

no doubt, taking all these things into con- 

sideration, that Captain Rowan would be 

most useful if he became amember of the 

household. The turmoil of all these 

thoughts in Jim's mind resulted in him 

makStg the most excruciating fscea when- 

ever he caught Mabel's eye, shaking hii 

head, and pursing up his lips ai tight as if 

they were like mother^s werk-bag; and 

drew with a string. ■

''What is the matter with Um bovf 

said the Major, when the family had 

adjourned to the sitting-ioom, and Jim 

was going through these manoonvreSb ■

" I was only looking at Mabel,'' aid Jim, 

much orestfisllen. ■

" Looking at Mabel," retorted Uablhsr, 

sharply; "do you call those hooiUe 

grimaces looking at Mabel t My dear "— 

turning to his wifo — " you are right; these 

childrrai have too much scope. They must 

be sent to school— they really must" ■

" Who's going to pay for us t " saM Jim, 

making a small Colossus of Rhodes of hhu- 

self, and standing, all bold and nnahashed, 

right in front of tiie Major. ■

" Who's going to pay for you 1 Why, I 

am, of course," replied that potentate, with 

a lofty air. ■

"Is the— the ship come in, btfaerf" 

said Bertie. ■

He had often looked for it through the 

tel^cope at the turret window; he had 

often wondered if it ever would oomein; 

and now, perhaps it had glided by without 

^iim being there to see it ■

"Yes, my boy, I Amcy the ton d 

fortune has come at last; the sh^ ' hdco 

with golden grain ' has reached its bavuL 

Shall pap sing you a song t Well, then, 

listen: ■

** Merrily dftnced the Quaker^s wife. 

And merrily danced the Qu»~ker.'* ■

But at this stage of the song Jim wmt 

into one of his ecstasiesi and lay down on 

the floor to roll it out ■

"That's Mothie," he shrieked. ''Mothie's ■
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the Qaakor's wife. I'd lore to lee her 

daiica She'd danee lovely." ■

''Mothie' did not look like daneing. 

Her face was white and drawn ; her eyea 

burned as ahe gaied fizedlj at herjiaaband. 

Mabeli oomi^c^ in with a eap of aonp on a 

little tray, lowed intently from the one to 

the other, then caught her fareath.a little as 

she let the tray down* ■

In a trice, like a iBaah, the had gathered 

something of the state of affairs. ■

''Jim, get ap," she said, in the qniet 

tone which was nerer disobeyed by, any 

child of the household ; ** get up, and go 

and get yoor sapper — yon and BerSe 

tosether^and then go qaietly to.bed." ■

With a last writhe of his lithe body, a 

last portentous wink, Jim disappeared. 

Bertie kissed his mother long and doselyi 

as if he felt^ he knew not why, that she 

stood in need of comfort and sympath;^. 

Then he stopped a moment opposite his 

father. ■

<< Papa," he said, <' I am glad your ship 

has come in. I hare watched for it rwj 

often. We must buy mamma a fine silk 

gown, and a gold serpent with eyes full of 

light, like the one that Mrs. Lindsay wears, 

and oh ! a hundred things besides, mustn't 

we, dear papa t Papa, I am glad." ■

•« Thank jou, my boy," said the Major, 

with the aur of a victorious general re* 

eeiying the acclamations of a populace, 

" thank you. Tes, mamma shall 'walk in 

silk attiriB, and siller ha' to spare.' " ■

This last item would assuredly be a new 

condition of affairs m the Clutterbuck 

household ; and the grim humour of the 

remark was not lost upon the utterer of it^ 

as any one might hare known by the 

twinkle of his eye. ■

At lasti the three were alone together; 

at last the mother and daughter might 

look for some explanation of this blinding 

effulgence of satisfaction, which seemed to 

radiate from the Major's entire beings ■

''JAarion,** he began, «I shall want 

Ughts in my study to-night I shall want 

to be undisturbed." ■

"Surely, Desbrow," came the replv, 

''you are not going to have any one m 

this eyeningt You are not fit for com* 

pany, indeed you are not, dear. As it is, 

I don't feel at all sure you will not suffer 

for this sudden exertion." ■

"I really should have thought, my dear, 

that by this time you would have known 

how perfectly useless interference in my 

affairs is. Permit me to retain the use of 

my own judgement, and to act upon it ■

Because a man is married I do not see 

why he should be supposed to lose his own 

indiriduaUty." ■

" Desbrow, indeed I did not mean " ■

But Mabel broke in here : ■

"Of course, papa knows quite well, 

dearest^xthat it is only your anxiety, your 

dear, loyins anxiety for him, that makes 

you so cartful over him." ■

" Quite, quite^' said the Major ; then he 

wared the whole female sex, as it were, 

gracefully aside : " quite so ; women are 

weak creatures at the best They let their 

fears lead them aatray. They worry you 

to death, and then excuse themselres by 

saying how fond they are of you." ■

"Desbrow, I never mean to worry 

y6u." ■

" No, no, you never mean to do any- 

thing, I know. However, rest assured I 

am not g^g to entertain the garrison 

this evening ; I am going to be occupied 

entireljT with business details of a most 

absorbing nature. I shall in all probability 

sit late on into the night You forget 

that to-morrow is mail-day.^' ■

He rose and sauntered towards the now 

widely*opened window, leaning his arms 

on the ledge, and looking musingly out 

into the rilver-flooded sea. ■

" Begone dull care, 

I prithee begone from mo-6-e.** ■

How tunefully the notes floated out into 

the stillness and beauty of the night 1 

Truly the Major had a Ught heart of his 

own. ■

Suddenly he turned into the room again, 

placed himself leisurely in a low lounge — 

venerable ai to years, but comfortable 

beyond expression— placed his elbows on 

the arms of the chair, and fitted the finger- 

tips of either hand exactly one to the 

other. ■

Mabel was now taking her turn at the 

window, the sea, and the moonlight, a 

little fitful smile touching her lips and 

setting them &-qutver. ■

A woman's heart sings like a bird as 

she thinks of the man she loves; its voice 

is tremulous with passion as she thinks 

how the man loves her. She is quite con- 

tented to listen to this song in solitude 

and sDenoe. She asks no more of life 

than the *conttnuance of a melody that 

ravishes her ear with its sweetness. With 

Marguerite, Mabel could have stretched 

out her arms to the silver sea, and cried : 

<*To-moRow, to-morrow will come, and 

bring my love to me." ■
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She had bat to wait, and the rolling 

houTB would bring the boon ehe craved. 

The loye of these tvro was Btill a thing so 

young, that it held much of youth's rest- 

lesaneu and impatience ; therefore would 

time lag, until sight, and touch, and hear- 

ing should again be satisfied and fulfilled. 

Their love was a secret as yet — ^from all 

but little Jim — therefore, the more 

cherished. Eyen to giye such a secret 

words to those who have the best right to 

hear, takes away somewhat from the sense 

of sacred indiyidual possession. Like a bud 

folded close, all its perfume is garnered in 

its hearti and has as yet been given to no 

wind of heaven to waft hitlier and thither 

at will. ■

*'It is our own, we cannot keep it 

always so ; but this will always be a dear, 

dear time to look back upon — a time when 

no one in all the wide, wide world knew 

about it except Jim; and Jim — why, 

Jim counts for nothing." ■

Thus pondering, it was strange how 

Charley's voice and look, nay, even the 

very touch of his hand, came back to Mabel 

Graham as living realities — ^things almost 

tangible, painted on the thin air in such 

mid colours as made them seem pictures 

cunning as Nature itself. ■

Far off in the radiance, where the moon 

kissed the sea, was a dark speck that 

moved. Coming up out of the still 

shining, rose the croon and cry of the 

Maltese love-song — the song that, once 

heard, we never forget through all the 

years. It is simple — it has but two 

episodes — ^it can only be described in the 

words of one of the world's sweetest 

singers — ^it is " a song of love and longing," 

love passionate and ideal, longing un- 

speakable. Mabel listened intently — lean- 

ing through the open casement — ^to th^ 

music that spoke for her own full heart. 

In between the verses she could catch the 

faint tinkle of a zither, repeating the 

refrain. ... ■

<'Ahim6 .... Ahim6 . . . M'a-miei" ■

Yet some sort of subtle revolt arose in 

her at the sadness of the boatman's song. 

On such a night surely some^ glad 

triumphant melody would better suit the 

hour! ■

Then a voice broke in her musings. ■

" My little girl, come here to me ; I have 

some wonderful news to tell. . . ." ■

Thus the Major, in his most winning 

manner — a manner, let it be said once for 

all, which was no joke; a manner which 

was irresistible to those who loved him and ■

believed in him. This is a way some 

men have with their womenkind. If they 

said: ''Come here, my dears, and be 

killed"; then would those women kneel 

meekly in a row, with their back hair 

down, and — metaphorically — have their 

heads cut off. It is not the best men who 

are loved in this fashion. This b not en- 

couraging for the best men ; but it is true 

for all that, and has, to my mind, a 

pathetic side to it I call to mmd a man 

who led his wife and four daughters audi 

a life as it makes one shudder to think ot 

He died — of a cruel and lingering disaasa 

People looked at you straight in the face, 

and said: "His family are ineonsd- 

able .... such grief was never seen. . . ." 

They looked you as if daring you to 

express surprise, even by a glanoe, or a 

raised eyebrow. And what could yon say I 

Agsin I call to mind a man, who — ^tfarou^ 

all the long yean stunted and bUgfated a 

woman's life, crippled her sensibilities^ 

slighted and insulted her at every turn; 

and when he died, she said, her lips, white 

with watching, quivering as she spoke; 

"I shall never get over it: my heart is ■

buried in his gravQ ; " then, with a ■

long, quivering sigh, " He had audi a way 

with bim— when he liked. • . ." ■

There lay the secret of the whole matter. 

He had "such a way" with him; the 

little addenda, "when he liked," was 

significant of much, but did not take 

away from the main fact. ■

Well, Major Desbrow Clutterbuck waa 

one of the men who had " a way with him," 

thereby holding his womenkind in abject 

subjugation. ■

When he spoke in that caressing tone^ 

when he said, "My dear wife," or "My 

little girl," they forgot all the hard words 

that had gone before. A grand transforma- 

tion-scene took place, of which the oential 

figure was the glorified Major, and the 

attendant sprites his entire family. ■

His " little girl," adjured to come and 

listen to wonderful and startling news, left 

her place at the open window, and pLseed 

herself dutifully beside his knea ■

"Dear mamma," he said, still in the 

same caressing voice, " yon must hear this 

too," and he held out his hand, as 

Ahasuerus may have extended the golden 

sceptre to Esther. ■

The three thus grouped might well have 

been taken as a picture of the family union 

which is declared to be strength. The 

stately father in the centre ; the bded, 

yet still pretty mother ; the fair and gentle ■
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girl at the father's knee. What more 

woold yoa t ■

The Major drew Mabel'a yielding form 

nearer to him ; toaehed her brow with hia 

lips ever ao gently. ■

''You have always been onr blaaaing, 

^7 P®^/' ^^ ^^t A^ length, in a Toice 

slightly tremaloQs with emotion of some 

sort, ** has she not, Marion 1 ■

<'I have tried to be," said Mabel, feeling 

a little guilfey, if tmth moat be told, 

becaoae cl that secret still locked within 

her own breast — and Jim's. ■

Mrs. Clntterbnck made no reply at all ; 

only her hands clenched on the arm of her 

chair, and she watched her husband's face 

wiCh a strained intentnesa ■

**What our boys would have done 

without you, Mabel— as I said to Mr. 

Jones a while ago — I am sure I do not 

know." ■

"Mr. Jones!" said Mabel, opening her 

brown eyes widp. "Mr. Jones — ^papa — 

what has he to do with it 1 " ■

A less astute man than tiie Major would 

have given a sharp look at the two ^romen 

to see how they stood this first thrust of the 

knife. ■

But he gaaed steadily and a little 

dreamOy out at the fair night sky, seen in 

all its purple, jewelled beauty from where 

he sat. ■

'* What has he to do with it! Ah, my 

dear, there lies my secret — my glad and 

happy secret. Mr. Jones has to do with 

all and everything concerning ua — most of 

all with everythmg concerning you, dear 

Mabel — ^most of w with eveiything oon- 

eemiDg yoa" ■

<( Deabrow," broke out his wife at this, 

and her voice soundeS like a cry for pity, 

•' Desbrow, you have not " ■

He turned a look of reproachful surprise 

upon her white, appealing face. ■

** Of course I have not, my dear. I have 

not actually taken Mabel's name in vain, 

and finally accepted our good friend's noble 

and generous offer. Do you know me so 

little — ^you, Marion, of all the world — as to 

believe me capable of so little delicacy of 

feeling 1 Do you imagine I could so little 

respect the exquisite bloom of maidenly 

reserve t " ■

Bat Mrs. Glutterbuck was unmelted.. 

Her voice had a hard ring— quite a metallic 

sound, indeed — ^and her eyes burned in 

their sunken sockets. ■

'< What have you said, Desbrow 1 What 

ha.ve you done % " ■

*'What have I said? Why, told Mr. ■

Jones that he has my warmest good wishes 

in his suit. Told him that nothing would 

give mtf greater happiness than to see him 

my dear and respected, highly respected, 

son-in-law. What have I done 1 Ananged 

for him to be here to-morrow, at six p.m., 

to plead for himself with the lady-— permit 

me to say, the happy and honoured lady— of 

his choice." ■

Honoured she might be; happy she 

scarcely looked, with those pallid, hud-set 

lips, those agonisbg eyes^ full of mingled 

fear and pain like those of some beautiOFul, 

hunted animal driven to bay. ■

She had drawn back from her father's 

touch. Still kneeling, she leant back 

a^inst her mother's knees, looking up at 

him. ■

So might some innocent creature look up 

at the butcher who holds the knife ready 

for the slaughter. ■

When she spoke even the cool Major 

gave a little start. ■

Oould that be Mabel's voice 1 ■

" And you told — Mr. Jones — you 

thought it likely I should accept this — 

offer of hist" ■

" I told Mr. Jones that I was practically 

sure you would accept this offer of his — 

practically sure you would act as becomes 

my daughter. I said that the deep sense 

of gratitude I was convinced you would feel 

towards the man who not only — ^under 

Providence — saved the life of your little 

brother, but who— also under Providence — 

has< proved himself the saviour, the bene- 

factor of your father, of your famUy " ■

'* I knew it, Desbrow. Desbrow, I knew 

it was coming to that^" cried Mrs. Olatter- 

buck, throwing herself back in her chair, 

and wringing her handa ■

"My love," said the Major, "be calm. 

Do not let this sudden and unexpected joy 

overcome you. Believe me, my dear 

Marion, I fiilly enter into your feelings of 

relief, and — er — of delight in this sudden 

turn of fortune's wheel ; but moderate your 

feelings, my dear, you will suffer for it 

afterwards if you do not. See how calmly 

I take it all — ^I, who am the person most 

concerned." ■

There could be no reason to reproach 

Mabel with a want of calmnesa She had 

risen from her humble and careaaing atti- 

tude. She atood a little distance off, her 

hands, tightly Unked, falling against her 

white gown, her head held high, her eyes 

— oh, what would that dear lover of hers 

have said if he could have seen the look in 

her eyes just then 1 ■
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He would always be the same pare, gentle- 

hearted fellow wherever his lot was cast 

She kiseed him as she passed; bat he 

never stirred. His sleep, like his nature, 

was calm and restful Algie had tossed 

all the clothes ofif, and lay there in the 

moonlight like a sleeping Oupid. His 

sister's tender hands covered the little 

rosy limbs anew. Then there was Phil, 

the household king, his sceptre laid aside, 

his rule relaxed in the languor of 

slumber. ■

•Ob, little golden head upon the snowy 

pillow, what do you know of the sacrifice 

about to be made for your welfare in a day 

to come, as sister bends above you — ^you, 

her "heart's darling," her dear delightt A 

hot, bright tear drops upon your tangled 

locks, and glistens there like dew. ■

But Jim 1 ■

Does Jim sleep like a little wicked 

serpent — with one eye open f ■

He is sitting up in his bed in a moment, 

he has his arms round sister's neck, and 

is wiping away her tears with his bony hand. ■

« Jim," she says— and oh I what a sad, 

sad voice she speaks in — '* dear Jim, I 

want to tell you something. You must 

never tell that secreti never, to any one. 

Jim, I can always trust your promise. 

Promise me you will never tell it^ be- 

cause Hold me tight, Jim ; kiss me ■

a lot, dear; I want it badly. It will 

never come true." ■

" Do you mean about Captain SowinY" 

said Jim, greatly awed, and holding hn 

off to look at her. ■

" Tes, I mean about Omtain fiowia" ■

"He won't take us f He thinks wean 

too many 1 I do call that mean," Mid Jim, 

getting quite red in the faoe. "And I 

don't know any one that will do sb well, 

do you I" ■

" No one — ^no one " ■

"He is always so kind, isn't hst Do 

yon remember when the white hen broke 

her leg, how he fetched Dr. Halkett to 

set it, and how it growed quite betatifakl, 

like the other 1" ■

No reply ; only Mabel's head is buM 

in the bosom of his white nightshirt, and 

she shakes, so that he has to hold her Toiy 

tight to keep her. ■

" And he is such a splen-did bowler. 1 

should have learnt to bat fine; I know I 

should. But we can't help it ; if be won't 

take us he won't I say* Mabel deir, 

don't cn^ like that I don't mind, if joa 

don't" ■

And to show that he didn't mind, Jim 

cried, too. ■

" We must comfit one another," iiid 

Jim. "Put your head down on mj 

pillow, and I'll comfit you, Mabel, den. 

But yon mustn't sob so loud, or the ofchen 

will wake, and want to know abont oor 

secret And we can't tell them that, can 

weT' ■
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CHAPTER XIIL ■

Spbing and sammer had come and 

gone again, ten months had passed, and 

winter was setting in once more. ■

The October which was jast drawing to 

a close had been an eminently unsatis- 

factory month as far as climate is conceraed 

— which is perhaps farther than many 

people believe— ^in London, and, indeed, 

all over England. Winter seemed to have 

settled in at least a month earlier than 

usoal; all the winter amaeements, as 

fashionable London understands the word, 

seemed to be a month late in putting in 

their appearance. The first sensation of 

the season— John Tyrrell's << first night "— 

had excited even unusual interest^ coming 

as it dtd several weeks earlier than he 

generally vouchsafed it, and at a moment 

when London had nothiog to talk about 

but the weather, a subject which allowed 

of little or no variety in the comments it 

excited. ■

Society had so little on its mind that it 

had had time to be quite excited over the 

news that the beautiful prot^gde of John 

Tyrrell's, who had made so much sensation 

two seasons ago, and whose first appearance 

had been delayed, according to the best 

i^uthorities for various sensational but un- 

fortunately irreconcileable reasons, was to 

make her first appearance at last, and to 

make it in an important part on the '* first 

night ** in question. ■

All that dreary October had been spent 

by Selma in incessant rehearsal She and 

Helen were alone together again in their 

own Uttle house in Hampstead. There 

was no more talk of a companion for them, 

there was no kindly Mrs. Cornish coming 

briskly in and out, and insisting on the 

observance of all, and more than all, the 

proprieties. Mrs. Oomish had never seen 

Selma since the girl had asked her leave 

to go with Miss Tyrrell on that December 

afternoon ten months before ; and though 

Helen was always welcome at the big 

house, her aunt had no more advice to 

give her as to her household diffictdties. ■

Perhaps, with the exception of the two 

principally concerned, no one had suffered 

so much from Selma's most unexpected 

change of mind as had Helen. The grave 

tenderness with which Humphrey, to 

whom Boger had turned in his extremity 

of pain, broke the truth to her first of all fa 

the house as having the first right to Imow 

it^ her own incredulity, the dreadful shock 

of conviction, and her first meeting with 

Roger, had made upon her personality one 

of those marks which grow fainter and 

almost imperceptible as time goes on, but 

which are never to be obliterated. She 

had broken down utterly on seeing Boger 

— he and she and Humphrey alone to- 

gether, with every one else in the house 

yet to be told — and such consolatory words 

as were spoken came from him, and not 

from her. ■

*^Vm going off early to-morrow morning. 

Humphrey has arranged — something,'^ he 

had said, finally, with a grateftd glance at 

his brother. " I — I want you to~-to take 

these — things — for her, Helen. It might 

— bother her if I — sent them." ■

He stopped abruptly, as if his control 

over his voice were coming to an end, ■
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ftnd he put into her hand a little packet 

— the letters Selma had written to him at 

Liverpool, two or three presents she had 

given hiniy and the little gold heiart he 

had foond for her in the wood at Bine 

Socks. He was taming away hastily, 

when Helen caoffht him by the hand. ■

*' Oh, Roger 1 '^she cried, "oh, Roger, It 

can't be I She can't mean it. Ill go and 

talk to her, I'll « ■

But Soger had stopped her. ■

** You're awfully good to me," he said, 

and his manner was at once very simple 

and very dignified ; *' but I don't want her 

talked to. I wouldn't have her persuaded. 

It's as she chooses. Do you seet" he 

went on, more hurriedly. " See yourself, 

and tell—- every one — that it's all over; 

talking won't do any good, and it will 

only — hurt — her. Promise. Helen." ■

Helen had promised, and Humphrey, at 

his brother^s order, and from his own 

belief that nothing but pain to Selma, or 

worse trouble still for both, could come 

from interference, had exacted the same 

promise from his step-mother before he 

took his brother away early the next 

morning. ■

NotUng could have been kinder or more 

affectionate than the consideration with 

which Mrs. Oomieh and the whole 

household had treated Helen. Fortu- 

nately for herself she was not over 

sensitive. She did not add to her pain by 

any fancies that their feelings towards 

herself might be in any way affected ; but 

between her loyalty and devotion to her 

sister and her affection for the Cornishes, 

she had suffered more than enough. 

Selma had written her a little, broken, 

incoherent line, begging her not to be 

angry and not to come to her; and* then 

about a week later another letter had come 

to say that she was going to Paris for the 

rest of the winter with Miss Tyrrell to 

study, and to ask Helen to come and say 

good-bye to her. And Helen had gone, 

of course, and had cried and clung to 

Selma, who had clung to her in return 

dry-eyed and very quiet ■

<'She looks so white," Helen had con- 

fided to Sylvia with many tears that night, 

"so white and so thin, Sylvia, and her 

eyes look so odd, as though she was 

always keeping something in sight. She 

doesn't look like Selma at alL Oh, do you 

think Miss TyrreU wiU take care of her? " ■

Sylvia had been very gentle, and had 

soothed and reassured her as best she 

could ; but all the time at the bottom of ■

her heart Soger's sister felt, asitwMooiy 

natural that she should feel, tiiat it wii 

just and right that Selma dioold look 

white and thin, and that if Mbi Tymll 

did not take care of her she would 

have only herself to Uame. ■

But even Sylvia, tiioogh ihe had 

grieved for Soger more keenly evea tbn 

his other brotters and sisters had done, 

had not been so completely outraged and 

implacable as her mother. In htt n- 

action from her pride and delight in ihe 

engagement, from her pleasure in Sdmi'i 

transformation, Mrs. Cornish's old diitnut 

of the girl had returned upon her, iwdled 

into absolute dislike. She had been ao 

completely taken bv surprise, too, lad iha 

consciousness which slowly dawned iq^ 

her that the signs of Sehna's state of mud, 

and of the influence of the l^pnelb vpos 

her, had been very patent, if only she hid 

ever dreamt of thenr significance, initoted 

her still further. In her eyes^indaed, n 

the eyes of every member of the funSy, 

with the exception of Humphrey— thm 

was no possible reason or exam for 

Selma's conduct She was as fickk v the 

wind, and there was nothing dse to he aud 

for her. ■

Selma had sent her aunt no defimte 

message by Helein. ■

"Tell auntie " she had began, and ■

there she had broken down, and Helen had 

held her close in her arms as she ezdaimed, 

incoherently enough : ' ■

"I will, darlmg! I will I" Bat the 

message, such as it was, was wm 

delivered. Helen's faltering woida were 

cut short by Mrs. Oomish, not imkindlj, 

but decidedlv. ■

"No, Helen, mjr dear," she had nid, 

|< I don't want to hurt you, but we wont 

talk of it" ■

" Auntie," Helen had answered, moved 

by her constant^ unreasoning bytify to 

her rister, and by a vague, undefinaUe 

feeling which the remembrance of Selma's 

face stirred in her, "auntie, she— ehe a 

so unhappy. Ohj isn't it better now thas 

Utert She— sheoouldn'thelpitJ'* ■

It was the only plea she oomd fomolate 

for Selma— she understood as little u M 

the rest of her world — ^but those five Tagae 

words expressed her vague senee uat 

Selma had acted in some way or other ob 

a mysterious but irresistible inward cm- 

pulsion ; and, having once uttered then, ahe 

had dung to them uritii midit and nttfe. 

"She couldn't help it'* 1%e worda had 

been in her mind whenever she tit down ■
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to write to Selma during the months ihe 

spent in Paria, working, aa Mias l^xrell 

wrote to her brother, ''really ridieolonsly 

hard." She had whispered then to 

Hamphrey on hia return in Febmary, and 

had reoeived from him a graye, sad 

aeqaiescence which aeemed to grant ^ren 

more than she had aaked for. ■

Humphrey had left hia brother on board 

a steamer bound tot New York. After a 

month spent on the Continent Soger hardly 

knew how or wheroi he had anddenly an- 

nouMMd hia intention €i undertaking aome 

baaiaess in- America, on which some one 

had to be aent oat for a year at least by 

the firm to whieh he had bonnd himael£ 

In hia firat bewildered miaery he had 

had an idea of getting hia contract annulled, 

and going back to New Zealand for erer ; 

bat common -aenae waa one of Roger's 

leadin|; characteristics, and common-sense 

was diametrically opposed to any sach 

proceedinj^ « Besides," as he argaed with 

himself as the contemplation of his fatore 

prospects became gradaally possible to him 

again, *'it would cut up the mater." So 

he propounded his American plan to his 

brother, to whom it seemed by far the best 

thing to be thought of, and a brief inter- 

change of letters and telegrams with his 

firm resulted in his starting from an 

Italian port without returning to England 

at all. ■

After his departure, and Humphrey's 

return alone, life had become very flat 

and uninteresting to the Cornishes. The 

excitement was all over, the chief actors 

in it had disappeued, and there waa 

nothing more to be done or said on the 

aubjecC except when one or other of the 

girls drifted into a hot argument over her 

conduct with Selma'a deeply grieved but 

always faithful ally, Mervyn Dallaa; or 

when Mervyn and Helen indulged in a 

little confidential talk oyer her rare 

lettera ■

In April, however, lifiss Tyrrell had 

bronght Sebna back to town. It waa one 

thing in tiiat astute lady'a estimation to 

assist at the manufacture of a fashionable 

actress, with no sacrifice to yourself in- 

Tolyed, and quite janother to lose the 

whole of a London season in the process. 

She had discovered, accordingly, that Selma 

wanted a little hoBday, and she had 

brought her back to the house in Ken- 

alngton, where she waa to stay until her 

plans fOT the immediate fdtaie were decided 

upon — ^in other words, until she had 

receiyed her orders from her master. If ■

John Tyrrell had been the supreme 

authority in her life before her brief en- 

gagement had suspended his supremacy, her 

old submission to his words, her old trust 

in lum were now redoubled, and, at the 

same time, their chsxacter had somewhat 

altered. She seemed to turn to him, and 

hold to him now as to her one sure guide 

and support, and it was no longer with the 

blind confidence of a child that she obeyed 

him ; she gave him the deliberate confi- 

dence and well-wefghed submission of a 

steady worker to what ahe thinka the 

highest authority on the subject to which 

her life is to be devoted. ■

John Tyrrell had watched her for two or 

three days, hadgauged the extent of her im- 

provement, privately lifting his eyebrows 

at the immense amount of work which that 

improvement must have involved, and h» 

had Uien proposed that she should go, as a 

member of his company, on a short tour 

such as he very occasionally took in the 

provinces during August and September; 

such practical experience as she would 

gain in that way would make it possible, 

he had aaid, that ahe should make 

her first appearance in London in the 

following October in an important part 

Selma had agreed to these proposals with 

the grave, steady consideration with which 

she met all matters connected with her 

work, and the only difi&culty had then 

been the disposal of the months from 

April to August. Tyrrell had suggested, 

with a keen glance at her, that she needed 

a holiday, and she had protested im- 

petuously against such an idea. He 

had thereupon become peremptory on. 

the subject, declaring that a holiday, 

before rehearsals for the tour began 

she must, and should have. She might 

study through April and May; but ahe 

must go away in June. To this com- 

promise she had finally agreed ; she had 

written to Helen to come and see her, and 

Helen, on hearing what had been decided 

on, had at once proposed that they should 

go back together to their own homa ■

During tile ti^o months that followed, it 

had seemed to Helen that she and Selma 

were living a kind of ^ream counterpart of j 

their old happy life together — a Hfe which 

was like it^ and unlike it with the strange^ 

slight, but all important discrepancies so 

often met with in dreamland. Outwardly 

eversrthbg was as it had been eighteen 

months ^ore — every thmg except their 

intercourse with the Cornishes. Selma 

worked and studied, and Helen looked ■
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after her and the hoosei But the spirit of 

everything was changed — changed with 

Selma herself. Her old exuberant, radiant 

enthusiasm was gone, and she worked now 

with a steady intensity of purpose* which 

never relaxed or altered, and about whieh 

she never spoke. The girlish light- 

heartednesa which, in the old times, had 

made her as bright and impulsive in what 

she called ''play time" as she had been 

impetuously intent in her working hours, 

had gone, too. She had grown graver and 

quieter as though the pain she tuui passed 

through herself, and the remorse she had 

suffered for the pain she had brought to 

Soger, had killed the vouth in her. She 

was always sweet, and gentle, and her 

spirits, though they were no longer high, 

were very even ; but she seemed to Helen 

to have absolutely no life apart from her 

work. She was always sympathetic and 

interested in Helen's affairs ; but it was 

a curiously impersonal sympathy. For 

herself, she had not a thought or an 

interest in the world which was not con- 

nected more or less directly with her 

profession. And Helen, on whom the 

change in her sister — though it could 

hardly be called a sad change — weighed 

somewhat heavily by reason of its contrast 

with the familiar surroundings and routine 

of life, had been very glad — even while she 

was half afraid that the reminder, which the 

move brought with it, of their last summer, 

might affect Selma painfully — when May 

was over, and they went alone together to 

a litde farm-house in the Lake district for 

the holiday of which Selma stood by that 

time very much in need. ■

From the time of their return to town, 

a month later, until the end of October, 

her time had become with every week 

more fully occupied, and she had grown 

more and more absorbed, first with re- 

hearsals, then with the constant change of 

parts which Terrell gave her during the 

short tour, untU at last her every waking 

thought had been concentrated to one 

point— the first performance of the part of 

which her very dreams were fuU, the 

heroine of the poetical play to be pro- 

duced by Tyrrell in London on the thirtieth 

of October. ■

And now the thirtieth of October had 

come and gone, and the f oUowine day was 

drawing to its close. It was su: o dock 

in the evening, and Helen was standing 

by the pretty little tea-table in her 

drawing-room, making tea. ■

The room had lost a good deal of that ■

curioualy - mixed character whieh M 

made it so quaint and unusuil when tb 

sisters had lived there together befcte. 

Selma had now no time or attention 

for her old '* fancies," ss Helen bid 

been used to^ eall her aomewlut 

erratically - conceived and impolnyely. 

executed rearrangements of pietom tod 

furniture. It was left enttreiy to Helen 

now ; and in all unconsdoamsae on her 

pait she had gradually given it the ordi- 

nary aspect of a pretty, conventoil 

drawing-room. Helen was alone then at 

the moment ; but every now and then ibe 

pailsed, and listened expectantly; ind 

when she had finished her opentioni with 

the kettie, she poked the fire into a 

brighter blaze, and drew Sehna'e om 

particular chair further into thawinatL 

Her face was radiantly happy, ind ihe 

was humming a little air as she wnited- 

the air sung by Selma in her pert tlu 

night before — a sad little song whidi 

pervaded the piece, and which hannoniied 

not at all with Helen's bright, round ftoe. 

But the song stopped suddenly; i quite 

different smile beamed out of her eyes, 

and a little cry of glad surprise broke 

from her as the door opened, ud 

Humphrey came in. ■

" Humphrey 1 " she exdauned. "Oh, I 

didn't expect you a bit It's so late I ' ■

** I couldn't get away before," ha 

answered. " I hope Selma han't gone 

to the theatre % I've come to see hK,not 

you, Nell," he finished, with a slight mik. ■

'' Oh, Humphrey, wasn't she beiatifall 

Didn't she look lovely 1 And didn't ibe 

make the people ciy 1" ■

He smiled again, and his look wu quite 

as much assent as Hden ever looked k 

in her never-effusive lover; so she weet 

on as though he had Upoken : ■

<(pve been longing to talk to some oee 

who saw her" — to Helen the entin 

performance had consisted of Selmi) uul 

nothing else. "The morning papen m 

lovdy, but they are not like taikb^ 

When did you like her best, Homphrejl 

When die aays she doesn't lo?e Iud, » 

when she comes back 1 " ■

" I liked her aU through, Ndl." ■

Hden laughed delightedly. ■

'•So did I," she said. "I can't m^ 

up my mind when she was sweetest (^ 

Humphry 1 " and Hden's voiee ehanged 

suddenly, and became veiy low end 

earnest, "one couldn't wonder, eomd 

one, when one saw her last dgU' f°® 

never could have given it up when the - - ■
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like that. She oooldn't help it^ could 

she!" ■

" No, NeU," he answered, yexy gently, 

drawing her to him, " there was no help 

for her." ■

There was a litUe panie. Helen leant 

againBt him as they stood together on the 

hearthrog, with his arm roand her ; and 

the two sharply-contrasted pair of eyes 

looked steadily into the fire for a minnte 

or two with oorioasly different ezpressiona 

Then he roused himself, and said, with a 

glance at her serious face : ■

<'Was she pleased, Nell V ■

The smile broke out on Helen's face 

again, and she said, delightedly : ■

** She was quite wild with excitement. 

I've never — no, never in all her life — seen 

her look as she did when I went round to 

her' after it was over. She was standins 

on the sUtte with Mr. Tyrrell and an old 

man. I don't know who he was, but he 

was telling her something about her only 

having to persevere, and her eyes — oh 1 I 

ean't tell you how they were shining 

and spttkling. When we got home, I 

thought she never would go to bed ; she 

talked and talked as she hasn't done for 

ever so long — about all she is going to do, 

yon know ; and how hard she must work. 

She seemed to hate the very thought of 

bed!" ■

Kelen laughed, and Humphrey said : ■

"What time does she go to the 

theatre f " ■

''In about an hour," returned Helen. 

'' I wish she would come down. She has 

had a bad head>aohe all day, of course, 

poor dear, and I've hardly spoken to her. 

But she told me she was much better when 

I went to her a little while ago, and she 

said she would oome down and have some 

tea before she went out. I do so want 

to talk it all over with her. It's so de- 

lightful to see her so happy. Ah," she 

added, joyfully, as the door of the room 

above opened at that moment, '' here she 

comes. That's right. I was just coming 

to see after you,' she finished, a moment 

later, as the door opened and Selma came 

slowly across the room. ■

She was very little altered from the 

Selma of ten months before, except that 

the lines of her face were older and graver, 

and that her eyes were more beautiful than 

ever for the added depth which pain and 

thought had brought them. There were 

dark shadows round them now, and her face 

was very pale; it was possibly that which 

made her, as she stood before them in the ■

flesb, strike curiously against the picture 

of her which Helen had drawn. ■

<* Ah, Humphrey," she said, gently, *' I 

did not know you were here. Thanks, 

Nell/' with a faint smile to Helen, who 

was standing, a picture of beaming satis- 

faction, over the chair in which she wished 

Sehna to sit, and into wUch the latter sank 

as though she were very tired. ■

'<Are you better, dearest 1" asked 

Helen, brightly. " We are longing to talk 

it all over.^ ■

'' Much better, dear, thanks." ■

Selma said no more, and her voice was 

low and listless. Helen, with an indefinable 

sense that this was bv no means the mood 

for which she had been prepared in 

her sister, retfared temporarily behind the 

teapot, and there was a little pause. ■

Then Humphrey sat down near Selma, 

and said: ■

*< May I congratulate you, Sdma 1 " ■

Her hand tightened suddenly on the arm 

of her chair, and she lifted her eyes to his 

for an instant. It was only an instant, 

and then she was looking qidetly into the 

fire again; but it seemed to Humphrey ai 

he met them that they were the eyes of one 

who had received a heavy blow, and not of 

one who has achieved a triumpL But the 

next moment she had roused herself as if 

with a determined effort, and turning to 

him with a little smile, she said : ■

<> Ton know there are very few people 

of whose congratulations I should think 

more. Did you reaUy like it t " ■

" I've come to tell you how much I liked 

it" ■

"Have you seen the 'Morning Post^' 

Humphrey t" put in Helen, recovering 

herself a little, as she gave him Selma's 

tea» ■

** I haven't seen any of the papers, Fm 

afraid," he answered ; '' but I saw Selma. 

I'm going to argue out that second act 

with you, Selma," he went on, turning to 

her as he spoke. " Tou pUv it admirably 

from the point of view you choose to take ; 

but that point of view is wrong." ■

Selma turned to him with a movement 

which was listless still, but less listless 

than the last. ■

(' What do you mean 1 " she said, with a 

note of interest in her voice, which had not 

been there when she spoke before. ■

Humphrey's views were well developed. 

As he grew interested in the discussion, he 

proceeded to expound them at some length, 

and Selma's depresdon seemed almost to 

teave her as she listened and answered ■
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eagerly. They had reached a point where, 

as Helen asaored tiiem, there was nothing 

for them to do bat to agree to differ, when 

the servant announced : ■

'•Mr. TyrrelL" ■

John Tyrrell followed his name qnickly 

into the room, looking very well satisfied 

with the wodd at lai^, as an actor- 

manager — even if he has no private reason 

for seu-oongratnlation — ^may sorely be al- 

lowed to look when he has spent his day 

in reading immensely satisfactory news- 

paper notices on his latest production, and 

when he has further distinguished himself 

by produQing an entirely . successfid and 

most promising debutante. ■

Selma rose eagerly to her feet at the 

tight of him, and he eame straight up to 

her. ■

**How nice of you," ahe said, as she 

shook hands. ''Have you come to scold 

mef** ■

*^Fve come to congratulate you," he 

answered. ''The papers are quite mono- 

tonousi and I really was tired of the sound of 

your name. Miss Selma Malet, before I got 

lid of everybody last night" He laughed 

pleasantly, shook hands with Helen and 

Humphrey, and then went on, to the 

former, as he sat down in the chair from 

which Humphrey had risen: ''Was her 

head quite turned by the time you got her 

home last night 1 " ■

"I think it was enough to turn it, 

almost," answered Helen, laughing. She 

did not like Tyrrell much better than she 

liked his sister; but she was quite ready 

to make common cause with him in talking 

of Selma's success, since no one knew so 

well as he did what success was. " I can't 

think how she ever subsided, or went to 

sleep at all after all that. It did take you 

some time, I'm afraid, didn't it, Selma t " ■

She turned to her sister as she finidied, 

and Tyrrdl followed her example, saying 

lightly : ■

"A first appearance is an intoxicating 

thing, isn't it, Selma, when you are a great 

success 1" ■

"Yes." ■

Selma's voice was low and absent, not at 

all the kind of tone in which such an 

answer to such a question would naturally 

be given. She was leaning back again in 

her chair, looking dreamily at the fire, her 

face in diadow, and as he looked at her 

a strange change came to John Tyrrell's 

face — ^a change under which it so softened 

and altered as to be hardly recognisable. ■

" There is only one first time, Selma," ■

he said, in a curiously low tone, wUeh wai 

as unlike his ordinary voice in iti nkn- 

q>ective sympathy as his expresdon oC ths 

moment was unlike himadi "Doa'tfonnt 

it" ■

The next moment he seemed to vike 

up, as it were, and not n(rtidhg thit 

no answer, saving a di^ti isvo&itey 

movement, came from the gneeftd figon 

on which his eyes were fixed, he toned to 

Helen and said, with his oidinaiytoBeiiid 

manner, speaking a litUe mora einMj 

even than usual : ■

"Are you coining down to the theitn 

again to-night t" ■

"Oh, yes, [dease," retomsd Haks, 

piomptiy ; " I couldn't lialf tske it in liit 

night, it was all so exeiting. WUehfnek 

did you like her best in, Hr. tjBA\ 

Humphrey, isn't the green one lovalyt 

Did yon like tiiat or the iHdte bett^Mr. 

TjrneU!" ■

l^eU looked at ^er, with a m 

cynical twist , at the eomen of ini 

mouth. ■

''Popular opinion is in iavoar of tk 

white," he said " At least, of tb ninr 

letters I have had to-day, aUof widditiiTB 

something to say about her, at least liilf 

rave about her ^>peaxance in the aeeood 

act Half the smart people in Loedocr- 

he spoke the words with a smile, and tke 

slightest possible tbge of mocfairiffUi 

tone — " are anxious for an introdoetioD.' ■

Helen gave a littie awe-stmdc dgli oi 

vague pleasure^ and Humphrey, who bid 

not been listening to Tynell, bat sttting 

straight before mm in a biown stndf, 

observed, absenUy : ■

" I should like to paint her." ■

" So would Conway," remarked lyndl, 

quietly, naming the most fkshionsbbpor 

trait pafaiter of the day ; "he told ineao 

last night He wants to do her fat ths 

Academy, and Lord EDingham "— « wA 

known and artistically -duposed peer- 

"made him promue on the spot tiutfa 

picture should be his." ■

Sebna had taken no part b the tiDc 

either by look or gesture; and ahe wooU 

apparendy have contributod notUng to the 

twenty minutes' conversation that folloM 

dicing the eourse of wliich Helen wu 

rather overwhelmed by healing whit ■

SrreU's friends had written and taid to 

a about her sister, if Tyrrell UmM^ 

had not now and then directiy wiinmd 

himself to her, asking her if she xmmr 

beied this or that dOltinguiahed idmher 

whom he assured her she must haye met ■
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daring the season she went oat with Miss 

Tyrrell i -vcg ■

Then the dock straek half-past six, and 

he rose. ■

"I most go,'' he said "Yon wfll be 

starting direcdy, Sdma 1 " ■

** Are yon not going down to the theatre 

with us f" she askec^ simply, lifting her 

rather heavy eyes to bis face. ■

He looked at her for a moment, and 

hesitated. Then he said, qnicUy : ■

'* No, I am not going stridghi to the 

theatra Good n^ht," he added, to Ham- 

phrey, and went away. ■

'^Shalll go and get ready, dearl" said 

Helen, as the dwx closed apon him. 

" It's getting late. I see yoa're broaght 

yoar cloak down with yon." ■

Silence followed on her departnre. Selma 

sat quite still; and Hamphxey, anless he was 

staged on a sabject which interested him, 

was always ready to relapse into thoaght^ 

It was not antil Helen ran downstairs 

again, put her head in at the door with the 

words, 'Tm sending for a cab, Selma," 

and went on inte the hall, that Selma 

roused herself wear&y and stood up. ■

''A second n^ht is rather flat^ I'm 

afraid," udd Hamphrey, watching her, 

with a slight smile. ■

Selma crossed the room and took up her 

cloak. ■

*" Yes," she said, in a low, toneless voice, 

'Mt is flat" ■

CROSSING THE ATLANTIC. ■

" Now, then, all aboard the tender who 

are not going ! Cast ofF, there 1 " ■

A flatter of handkerdiief s, a straining of 

eyes towards eyes, not a few tears, heart- 

aches, and the dull pain of parting with no 

assorance of ever again meeting on this 

side of eternity, and the voyage has 

begun. ■

Ere steam was as commonplace an in- 

cident of daily life as tobaoco pipes, a 

separation on board a transatlantic boat 

must have been a terribly grim thing. The 

odds were then very heavy indeed against 

the return of the emigrant They were not 

inconsiderable in favour of his failing to 

reach the other side, at the first set ofi. 

Once across, however, he would be likely 

to stay there rather than face the loss of 

time, the discomfort, and the fresh risk of 

another couple d! trips, for sentimental 

purposes solely. ■

To-day, as a matter of fact, the business 

is hardly more serious than a journey from 

ComwaU to Cape Wrath. It is a good 

deal easier, and, with aver^ weather, less 

tryfaig to the temper. Why, the fifty 

iwiilim or so by chill maH-cars from Lairg, 

or thereabouts, to the north coast of 

Sotherlandshire, would alone make a man 

prefer the trip across the herring pond. The 

table on a Cunard boat is likely, moreover, 

to be much more consoling to the inner 

man than that of a Sutherlandshire hotel 

out of the season ; let alone the luxuries of 

oat cake and milk; which axe about all- 

plus some fiery yellow potheen that has 

paid nothing to Uer Majesty— the High- 

land cottar will then ofFer the wayfarer. ■

The firstday of the passage is agreeable 

enough fo the old stager; but less so to the 

novice. The former has his eyes and his 

wits about him at once. His cabfai is 

secured ; but if he fancies he might be 

better berUied, he is mdck to get it 

managed before the same raea enters other 

heads. His seat at table, too, may or may 

not please hint Talkativeness is some- 

times a virtue of the second or third water ; 

but our wideawake friend my not like the 

notion of having for a neighbour yonder 

enthusiastic and dedeningly loquacious old 

lady, whose curls are shamog in the energy 

of her conversation. Oar experienced 

friend may not be a boor ; but he loves his 

porridge and cutlets too well to let any- 

thing come betwixt himself and his enjoy- 

ment of them. Afterwards, if she pleases, 

he will be happy to lend an ear in 

moderation to the good lady's tales about 

the various benevobnt societies of which 

she is a working member. If he is in the 

humour, he may even offer her a sovereign 

for one of them. And it will be easy at 

any time to give her the slip on the plea 

of an engagement on the quarter-deck witb 

a gentleman for whom he has extreme 

regard— to wit^ that lovely, well-coloured 

meerschaum of his. ■

Heighol though. As the coast of Wales 

with the lights of its various prett] 

villages and towns, gradually pales of 

into the distance, and the white horsei 

begin to gfdlop with unnecessary speed anc 

capering, some of the novices on boan 

begin to pale like the coast of Wales. I 

is not to be wondered at Maybe it i 

the first time they have journeyed mon 

than a hundred miles from home. Th 

pulling up of that hard-set anchor of earl; 

associations is not accomplished withou 

writhing and trepidation. The Sunda; ■
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chimes of the village ohorch were not bo 

very Bweet and moving to the ear when 

they were heard at the distance of a stone's 

cast and no more, week in week oat| as 

regularly as the coming and going of the 

seasons. Bat now they seem to be chiming 

with the pitch and toss of the boat— ding 

dong, ding dong, ding dong, ding dong I — 

and the melody seems set to the words : 

« When shall we all see yon again 1 " And 

so, as the shades of night begm to fall upon 

the ship, and the lanterns are slnng here 

and there, and the smell of roast meats 

rises like incense bom the cook's galley, 

our yoong friend continues to sit on 

the leewsra side of the vessel, heedless 

of the dinner beE "Ding dong, ding 

dong, ding dong, ding dongl" "When 

shall we all see yon again!" He is 

not in the homonr for indiscriminate 

society. The old folks at home appear to 

him m a new and fonder light than ever 

before. He regrets with bitterness the 

step he has taken, whether from honest 

ambition or becanse he has proved himself 

somewhat onsoited to the method and 

sobriety of calm English life, with its steps 

ever in the same groove, and the choms of 

"Oh, fie; oh, fiel" from the rest of the 

world, for the man or woman who kicks 

against its established oostoms, or sighs for 

broader fields of conqaest than it can afford 

him. ■

These first night's soliloquies, to the 

hum of the screw and the gurgling of the 

water against the ship's sides, are as un- 

pleasant as wormwood to the palate. 

But they may just as well be got over soon 

as late. They form a stage in one's career, 

and, once gone through, they never recur 

with the same intensity. Perhaps in the 

steerage part of the ehJp a choir of hymn 

singers send their melody to impinge upon 

the sensibflity of our friend, with an effect 

incredibly keen to him. The steerage pas- 

sengers have hearts like the rest of the 

world, and it is as disagreeable for them 

to leave their ancestral homes as for our 

friend to be reminded of the tranquil 

happiness that verily and indeed has its 

residence in the village of his nativity — if 

only he could have had the wit to be aware 

of it They trill forth, '<In the sweet by- 

and-by," or "Home, sweet Home," or, 

" There is a Land," with a most disastrous 

amount of sweetness and pathos. It 

needs no wizard to know that their eyes 

are moist as they gsze upon the stars or 

upon the darkening waste of waters, 

flecked with the foam of the white horses. ■

while sitting side by side, hand in hsnd, 

or with the old folks of their paEties 

pillowed against theb strong pliant bodies 

— all thus going into exile. ■

Up and down, too, our friend marks the 

steady pacing of those two tdl, straight, 

sturdy - limbed Norwegian girla* whose 

noble demeanour and caun blue eyes have 

drawn attention upon them from the 

first. They go arm-in-arm« with their 

hearts divided between the homeland of 

" Gamle Norge," and that other new home 

to which they are going by invitation. A. 

sweet, low murmur of song in nnlaon is in 

their months, and there is the peaee that 

passeth all the understanding of the man 

of the world in those large Uue eyes of 

theirs. ■

These are moments more or leae aaered; 

and so they may chance in the aftertlmeto 

be regarded. But as the night advanees, 

the revellers from below reappear on deck, 

with full stomachs, for the post-prandial 

pipe or cigar. ■

*'What! YoE haven't dined robserfes 

one socially-disposed stranger. ** Oil, but 

there is no sea on. Ton shouldn't give in 

so early, you know-— yon really ahooldn'tb 

It's bad policy, I do assure you ! " ■

Vainly does our friend protest he tela 

no quahns. That is regarded as the 

natural mendaciousness of the sofferer in 

the beginning of his agony. ■

''Whatl Ton won't have a c%Brl 

Oh, but if you won't est, and you don't 

smoke, it's clear you are in a bad way. 

Now I'll tell von what I did the very first 

time I crossea the Atlantic — that waa in 

'75, a terrible age ago, you know ^* ■

And so he meanders on, with the ready 

eloquence of the well-dined man, and does 

not leave our friend until the desire for a 

nip of brandy, **as a liqueur, yon know," 

is altogether irresistible within hioL ■

At this conjuncture, our fUend, if he 

has a particle of wisdom left in hbm, wiO 

bid "good night" to the tossing and 

melancholy waves, and the chilling wind, 

and make early acquaintance with hu 

narrow bed. ■

Qaeenstown, at early mom the foUowfaig 

day, is very welcome to all on board. B 

is a breath of the home-land once more to 

the Briton. To the veteran it is an aflsn- 

ranee that one night has been got thrrag^ 

safely. With common luck it will now be 

easy to leave the coast of Ireland in the 

rear ere another night comes on. The 

trundling of mail-bags on board wakaa 

every one; and many are the bine noeea ■
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that show upon deck at the untimely hour 

in Uie oheeriess fog of an Irish morning. 

Then onoe again the tender is oast off, and 

the long spell for New York has begnn. ■

Goethe pots into the mouth of one of 

hu characters in '' Wilhelm Meister'' the 

follovring very sage sentiment: '* Since 

Time is not a person whom we can over- 

take when he Is past ns, let ns honoor him 

with mirth and dieerfolness of heart while 

he is passing." This strikes the prevailing 

note on board oar Transatlantic steamer 

wdl under weigh. Who knows what may 

happen ere the dav is out t True, there is 

comparatively little risk of death at sea ; 

but the risk is there. It swells quite Ug 

and formidable to some, when the waves are 

high, and each onrush of the ship is like 

a dive into the bosom of eternity ; when 

now and again the bows of the ship are 

buried in the water, and there is a startling 

gush from end to end, with a drenching 

for all who are on deck; and when at 

night the moaning of the wind, and the 

answering groans of the iron and timber 

of the smp, make up a sad requiem that 

sets one teUmg over the tale of one's sins 

in a mood of reckless exaggeration. No 

matter What statistics say. They cannot 

lessen the bulk of the waves, or abate 

the wailing In the air. The purser may 

laugh to scorn the fancy that there can 

be any risk to life in the vessel. Fore- 

bodings will come and dwell with us 

tfwhile. ■

But only for awhfle. They, too, pass, 

like Time himself, like the leaden giants 

of waves, with their glorious surface 

fringe of snow and emerald depths, like 

the gull with spread wings, which tarries 

driftingly for a minute or two in the 

wake of the ship, and then soars away 

over the great waste of sullen waters. ■

Mirth and cheerfulness are not moods 

which all of us can conjure into activity 

just when we will ; but with a little help, 

or the aid of example, they are ready 

enough to declare themselves. The young 

scapegrace who is being packed off to the 

States, with a note for five hundred dollars 

in his pocket, and the knowledge that he 

now stands for good and all upon his own 

legs alone ; the Irish lad but just in his 

fourth lustre, sans shoes, sans friends, sans 

everything except a bit of a bundle, a 

stick, and the most lively hopes in the 

world; the cracked financier, who has 

found the London Stock Exchange too 

much for him ; the BuUandshire farmer, 

who proposes to see if the talk of fortunes ■

in Western land is mere wind-bag poitier ; 

the sallow-cheeked invalid, off to Florida, 

sanguine about his chances of reaping 

health and lucre at the same time, with 

firm trust in oranges and pine barrens; 

the dosen or more self-assertive famQies 

returning from a rush over Europe, and 

calculating they've had a real good time, 

with as mild an expenditure of dollars, 

and as many capital cities, lakes, and 

celebrities upon their list to show for their 

pains as in their most ardent moments 

they dared hope for at the outset ; a mis- 

sionary here ; a millionaire there ; a party 

of actors and actresses; half-a-dozen 

officers of the Salvation Amy ; and divers 

nondescripts, who might be philanthropists 

in disguise, but who are probably l^ht- 

fingered rogues — such is we company on 

an average Atlantic trip. It is wonderful 

how well, upon the whole. It mixes. The 

philosophy of Noah's contemporaries^ ere 

there was talk of the Flood, seems to get 

into their blood by way of the North 

Atlantic breezes. ■

Routine soon has hold of one upon an 

Atlantic steamer. There is the early call 

for the bath — a luxury not always in much 

request. After that the barber, with deft 

finger and thumb, does his duty upon chin 

after chin. A turn up and down the deck 

in the face of the lingering coruscations of 

the dawn effects among the douds, and an 

«oh " or an •< ah" of interest In the vessel 

seen twenty mUes to the south, is sufficient 

additional preface to the breakfast for 

which one feels the readier day by day. ■

There are lazy folks on boArd who will 

not sacrifice the& habits for the good of 

the sMp, and — it may be said — of them- 

selves alsa These reprobates break their 

fast abed, and lounge towards the quarter- 

deck about an hour before noon. ■

It is in part the fault of the debauch of 

whist and whisky of the night before. But 

they lose something by this curtailment of 

the hours of the day. It is good to rise 

with the sun on shipboard, and to follow 

his eminence to bed as soon as possible. 

One may not be in the best of humours 

during the infancy of the day; but the 

more valorously one meets the situation, 

the more speedOy does the cheerfulness of 

common life get the upper hand. ■

Some people find time heavy upon their 

hands when they are in the society of tiie 

North Atlantic wavea. It is apt to be so 

unless one makes friends with one's 

neighbours, or be prepared beforehand, like 

Macaulay, with a library to be digested ■
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.dTuing the passage. Upon the whole, it is 

easier to chatter idly, or read for diversion 

!soIely, than to undertake a coarse of study 

or serious work at sea^ 

. The idleness of the sea is charming, and 

work, except at the dinner-table, is not 

to be endured. It is wonderful, too, what 

a stock of information it is possible to 

acquire in a week's passage, to New York. 

People are nnmujEsled in mid-ocean. Sir 

Pounds Cash is as like as not to forget all 

his habitual self-restraint when he realises 

that his valnable opinions about stocks and 

shares, and loans floating, or to be floated, 

•are not in peril of being snapped up and 

wired to the City papers almost ere they 

are out of his mouth. With a little 

^managements he mav be made to give up 

some of Us precious and eiq^ensiyely- 

acquired wisdom ; and, once the rein is 

struck, it may be developed discreetly for 

hours upon end without exciting the 

scruples of the aUe financier. ■

The confidences between men and maids 

in mid-Adantic are, of course, notorious. 

They are a staple nucleus for about a score 

of novels every year. The conditions are 

all in favour of such intimacies, or pseudo- 

intimacies. It is like being on an island 

^aknost deserted. The world's codes of 

'conduct are not of much force when there 

is nothing in sight except water, and the 

sodety newspaper is as if it were but a 

phantom creation of a phantom brain. 

The hearts of boOi man and maid may be 

forestalled ; but it does not signify. The 

Atlantic is a rare necromancer. It washes 

out the past with those great sweeping 

waves which almost menace to swallow up 

present and future also. So there are 

a score of opportunities for sweet love- 

makbe which will not eventuate in any- 

thing, out which is none the less pleasant 

for the time being. One may get an in- 

sight into a girl's heart during these six or 

seven days such as her accepted squire on 

''terra firaia" will never have until they 

twain have gone to mother church, and 

the veil has been rent from both their 

natures simultaneously. ■

But of all the experiences the untiring 

ship can ofiisr a man, commend me for 

[interest to the various autobiographies of 

the passengers- themselves. I don't know 

'what it is diat makes men so unblush- 

ingly free in the exposure of- their 

histories on board ship, unless it be the 

same s^se of isolation from practical 

life that unlocks the rich mind of Sir 

Pounds Gash. I haven't a doubt that ■

many of the talev that are told in the 

gloaming, with the aid of tobacco and the 

subdued whistling of the wind, aie rank 

fibs. Some there sre^ however, that ring 

true from first to last A man wliotm you 

have never met before, and to wlioin you 

would perhaps not do more than nod 

lightly if subsequently you met him in 

Broadway, unbosoms himself to yon as if 

you were a deputed agent of the recmdmg 

angel himself. He tells you whore he first 

went astray in the battle of liie^ a&d how 

he chafed under the wound oanaed by a 

chance shot ; how in deqwratton he next 

rushed into ttie thick of the m^Iie^ and anon 

was carried away more dead than altva 

You ask yourself in surprise, '* What have 

I to do with this man that be should make 

this unbridled confession of his wrore and 

misfortunes to me I '' But still you listan 

on; and as such confidenoea have a 

tendency to grow with practice. It may 

happen that midnight finds you in Ihe 

same comer of shelter by the smokiDg- 

room, listeniDg drowsily to a continQatioo 

of that beginning long, long ago over 

the after-dhmer pipe. It is quite ob 

the cards, however, that next morning 

you will requite your biend for hia loqua- 

city by cutting him dead. He began has 

prattlug in the dark, and yoa know 

nothing of his actual pensonality ejceepthis 

voice. It is therefore a very pardooaUe 

discourtesy, and perhaps a veOed kindnew 

to the man himself. ■

So the hours glide by until the half-way 

wave has been passed. This is the great 

epoch for a reconstitution of individnalitiea. 

One has now done with retroqwct It Is 

time to look ahead. The past may bury 

its dead, if it have any to bury, and it is 

pretty sure to have several usly eorpaea 

which it will be for every owb profit to 

get intened. The future shall atone for 

all the shortcomings of the past. Eyes 

hitherto as dull as lead b^gin to sparkle 

like the eyes of a girl at her first da&oe. 

That dear little will-o'-the-wisp, Master 

Hope, is in fine fettle from this day fcMrwaid, 

until we are through the customs' bother, 

and free to set foot on the land of 

Columbia, where every man Is aa good as 

every other man, if he is wA, aa la men 

probable, considerably his superior. ■

As soon as we are well in the Hudson, 

and begin to recognise the old landmarks 

of American shore, the old forces of dwOM- 

sation return to take up their abode with 

us. We are hal^ or more than halft 

ashamed of our intimates in mid-^icesii. ■
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Sir PowkUi Oftah is infinitely vexed that 

he has been led to eay what he hae said 

about that Charleston and San Franeisoo 

Grand Trnnk £ailway. It is quite likely 

that the gentleman, to whom he has spoken 

so unwittingly, will straightway go on Wall 

Street with lus eTidense. ■

However, it cannot be helped. The 

voyage itself is as a tale that is told. ■

" Good momiogy Mr. Dsshlej," says the 

pretty young girl to the gentleman with 

whom uie iia spent five or six hours daily ; 

and she lightly offers him her hand. . ■

" Oh, good morning 1 We've had a nice 

time, haven't wet" ■

'*So so. Gpod-bye; I see mamma on 

the stage — and Mr. Hnntingtower, too " — 

her husband of next month. ■

The voyage is over. Nothing remains 

to be done except to display one's pocket- 

handkerchiefs and shirts to the emissaries 

of Unde Jonathan, and take up afresh the 

threads of on shore life. ■

UPRIGHT BURIAL. ■

"In tombs of the Stone Age," says Lub- 

bock, "the corpse appears to have been 

almost always, if not always, buried in a 

sitting posture, with the knees brought up 

under the chin, and the hands cross^ over 

the breast" This erect attitude in the last 

resting-place of the men of the far distant 

Stone Age seems somewhat strange and 

uncanny to us of modem and more civi- 

lised days. We associate death with rest, 

and the recumbent position, the attitude 

of still repose, is natmrally allotted to those 

who sleep the sleep that knows no waking. 

But the sitting or upright posture, besides 

being of very great antiquity, has been 

found to have been customary in very 

many parts of the world, and in some 

countries and places is not yet obsolete. 

It has been observed in early British 

iombs^in Denmark, among the Brazilian 

Aborigines, in India, and in America. 

Herodotus tells us that the Libyans buried 

their dead sittbg, and were careAil to pre- 

vent any one dying in a reclining position. 

It was the universal practice among the 

North American Induma to place their 

dead sitting in holes scooped in the ground, 

and over them to heap a mound of earth. 

This seated position was also customary 

of old among the people of Peru and the 

Aztecs of Mexico. A good many years ■

ago the "Transactions of the Soyal. Irish 

Academy " had an account of the opening 

of some small earthen tumuli on the 

Gumgh of KildarOb Under the mounds 

were discovered sk^etons erect upon theic 

feet, with iron-headed speasa^in or near 

their hands. Interment m an uprighd 

position is said to be atiU pvaotised in 

Lapland. ■

if any isolated instances of erect burial 

have been reooided within historic times. 

When Frederick Barbarossa, in 1165. 

opened the tomb of Oharlemagne at Aix- 

la-Ohapelle, the monarch was found to be 

seated on a marble throne, with the im< 

perial mantte round his shoulders. His 

sword was by his side and the Gospels on 

his knees. Some of these relics are now 

in Vienna, but the throne may still be 

seen at Aixrla-Ghapella ■

Barbarossa himself was buried in a some- 

what similar attitude. This posture is so 

indicative of a merely temporary repose, of 

a waiting until the fulness of time shall 

restore the seated monarch to animation 

and vigour, that it may perhaps have 

helped to originate^ or give stronger life to 

the legends which for ages have predicted 

the return to reign on eurth of both Oliar* 

lemagne and FrMerick Barbarossa^ ■

At Monza, wliere the celebrated iron 

crown of Lombardy used to be kept, the 

tourist can see erect in the churchyard 

wall the mummified remains of Ettore 

Yisoonti, a member of the famous Lombaid 

fiimily, which for many generations was 

distinguished in the literature, the science, 

and the political feuds of the Middle Ages. 

The upright position in one singular case 

was involuntary. One of the favourite 

books of our forefathers, three hundred 

years or so ago, was that containing the 

adventures of the faumons German rogue 

Eulenspiegel, or Howleglass, as the old 

English translator called hhn. The ad- 

ventures were often broadly comic, some* 

times dull, and very frequently ooarse; 

but, like those of tiia Spanish Guzman 

d'AifaradM and similar worthies, they 

were reading of whkh our prcNgenitors 

never tired. Eulenspiegel's final disap- 

pearance from the scenes of hia exploits 

was in keeping with his life. He was 

buried in 1350, and the story goes that 

as the body was being lowered into the 

grave one of the foot*ropes gave way, and 

the coffin was deposited erect, in wliich 

position Howleglass was left; for as he was 

like no one else while he was alive, so, 

said those present, he was resolved to be ■
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M queer when dead. This carioofl burial 

ia said to have taken plaee under a large 

lime-tree at Mdllen, near Lnbeek. ■

In our own eonntry there have been 

many instanoee of burial In an upright 

poai&on. Ben Joneon ia said to have 

been so buried in Weitminster Abbey. 

Hie nnoomfortaUe position has been im- 

mortaliaed by Thomas Ingoldsby : ■

Even " rare Ben Joiulon/* that famous wight, 

I am told is interr'd there bolt nj^ieht. 

In just such a posture, beneath his Bust, 

As Tray used to sit in to beg for a cnut ■

Sir Thomas Browne, in his '^Hydrio- 

taphia," says that " some Ohristians deoUne 

the figure of rest, and make ehoice of an 

erect posture in burial." It is somewhat 

difficult to see the reason for this preference^ 

Bat the fact of its being a matter of choice 

on religious grounds, and not merely an 

exhibition of eccentricity, may account for 

the numerous cases of upright burial in 

English churches or church vaults. Sir 

Obristopher Conyers was so interred, in 

1693, in a vault at Easington, in Durham. 

A few years earlier, in 1679, the then 

Recorder of Nottingham, one Olement 

Spelman, was buried upright in a pillar in 

the chancel of Narbux|;h church, so that the 

inscription on the pillar is just on the level 

of his face. Fuller, in his '< Worthies," 

speaks of a family of Pagets, who were 

sll buried erect in a vault under Drayton 

church, in the county of Middlesex. 

• According to tradition, two families, the 

Olaphams and the Mauleverers, were accus- 

tomed to be interred in this position in a 

chantry vault under Bolton Abbey, in 

Yorkshira ■

Another of these somewhat uncanny 

family gattierings is to be found in a brick 

vault under the organ chamber of Blickling 

church, Norfolk. Here are assembled 

several generations of the Hobart family. 

In the vault is a series of niches, and in 

nineteen niches there are coffins standing 

erect The first contains the remains of 

the Sir John Hobart who constructed the 

vault and died in 1647 ; the hist is sacred 

to the first Earl of Buckinghamshire, who 

died in 1756. In the chancel of another 

Norfolk church, that of Breckles, on an 

oval black marble slab which marks the 

tomb of a certain Lady Hewit, there is the 

motto : '' Stat ut vixit erecta." ■

The choice mentioned by Sir Thomas 

Browne is even yet sometimes exercised. 

In 1864 a well-known Dublin physician 

WAS buried, by his own desire, in an up- ■

right position in a vault under St. Midisn's 

church in that city, while in a vault beknr 

the church attached to one of the monasteiiss 

of Messina, are buried many of Ae monka 

They are placed in a sitting podtion, and 

can be viewed through a gnting In tiie 

vault. Similar sights can be seen near 

Palermo, and in the vaults of one of the 

churches in Malta. ■

The practice of sitting burial ia said to 

be still observed among some of the l£sli> 

rattas, and in some other parts of India. 

In Japan it was the rule^ and the body 

was carried to the grave seated in a chsir. 

This is graphically shown by an engravii^ 

in Laurence Oliphant's >' Narrative of the 

Earl of Elgin's Mission to Chfaia and Japan, 

1857-9;" but Japan has of late years so 

rapidly adopted modem European fbms 

and customs that sitting burial will pio- 

bably soon be a thing of the past One 

more remarkable instance of this Und of 

interment may conclude these noiea. In 

1862 the Coptic Patriarch died atOairo^ 

and the striking ceremonial that afetended 

his funeral has been described by an eye- 

witness. The Patriarch, dad in magmfieenft 

robes, was l|ome in his chair to hk lait 

resting-place. His feet rested on a codAiD, 

a crosier was In his hand, and a naifze on 

his head. After long services and many 

ceremonies the corpse was carried to tiM 

vault and reseated in the chair. The Ar- 

menian Patriarch read the final aerrice and 

the tomb was then closed. ■

"FOR BETTER FOR WORSE." ■

*' I HAVE never pressed thee, dear," he said 

(The wild waves rage over Whitby Scar) ; 

'* But 'twas but for a month they aafled away. 

And twice thou hast counted a year and a day. 

With never a word of the 'Flying Spray,' ■

An' thou knoweat thy Jean is dead. ■

" Thou wilt never hold me doee and dear '' 

(The wild waves roar over Whitby Scar), 

** But thy lot is lonesome, and tou is hud. 

An' if thou wilt gi' me thysen to guard* 

I'll never ask thee for more rewara. ■

An' I'll hold thee very dear." ■

At last she sobbed :" I will be thy wife" 

(The wild waves thunder on Whitby Soar), 

She had learned to lean on hia tender care ; 

It is ill on a lonely path to fare ; . 

And never a woman but fain would share ■

The roses and wine of life. ■

The wedding-day drew near apace 

(The wild waves call upon Whitby Scar), 

When a lad ran hard to his cottage home. 

And bade him, *' Haste thy ways and came,'' 

Where, with piteous eyes and white lip« dumb. ■

She looked up in his face. ■
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And at lAst she whispered : "No wedding-day " 

(The wild waves crash upon Whitby Scar) 

'' Will ever bring me, dear, to thee ; 

A vision has come in sleep to me, ' 

And I know he lives, though deep in the sea ■

Lies the wreck of the ' Flying Spray.' ■

*• I saw him, dear— it is sore on us both "— 

(The wild waves rave over Whitby Scar) 

'* I saw him weary, and worn, and white. 

But the coin we oroke, in his hand shone bright, 

And he kissed it under a great moon's light, ■

And said : * We keep our troth.' ■

'* I doubt I have used thee very ill *' 

(The grey waves wail over Whitby Soar)^ ; 

" But thou art tender and strong to forgive, 

An' be friends the bit that I has to live. 

Sitha ! the bees have left my hive ! ■

But thou wilt be happy stilL ■

" And Jean looked up to the crimson skies '' 

(The ebb-tide sobbed upon Whitby Scar) : 

' ' I heard his voice speak dear and strong ; 

He said : ' Ma lass, it is not for long. 

For Heaven sets straight what earth maks 

wrong.' ■

And a smile was in his e^es." ■

And or ever another autumn came 

(The blue waves sigh over Whitby Scar) 

Tbev laid the pale^^l to her rest, 

With her broken sixpence on her breast. 

And we mdumed her gently who loved her best, ■

For her weary watch was done. ■

That day on a desert tropic isle 

(The soft waves whisper on Whitby Scar) 

A lonely man lay down on the sand, 

A token tight in his wasted hand, 

And passed to the undiscovered land. ■

And his dead lips wore a smile. ■

THE HANDEL FESTIVAL. ■

Thb whirligig of time has again bronsht 

in the great Bandel Festival, whieh tales 

plaoe every three years, and which will 

again be held this year at the Crystal 

Palace on the nineteenth, twenty-second, 

twenty-fourth, and twenty-sixth of Jana 

•Sach being tiie case, It may not be on- 

interesting to take a short review of the 

rise and progress of the Festival— by far 

the greatest mosical festival in England, 

and, with the exception of that at 

Bayrenth, in the world. ■

George Frederick Handel was bom, << as 

every schoolboy knows," in Lower Saxony 

in February, 1685, and died in London, 

a naturalised Englishman, in 1759. Almost 

all his works were produced in England, 

and it was in England that they were 

moat appreciated. When, therefore, the 

centenary of his death approached, it was 

felt that in England some appropriate 

celebration — some performance of his ■

works on a scale grander and fuller than 

had ever before been attempted — should 

take plaoa ■

The centenary of his birth had been 

celebrated in 1784— the date of his birth 

was then supposed to be 1684— by three 

performances, of which two took place 

in Weatminster Abbey, and one at the 

Pantheon. These were so successful, that 

two more performances were given at the 

Abbey, when the orchestra consisted of 

five hundred and twenty-five performers : 

fifty -nine sopranos, forty -eight altos, 

eighty - three tenors, eigh^ - four basses, 

ninety -five violins, twenty-six riolas, 

twen^«one violoncellos, fifteen contra- 

basses, six flat^, twenty-six oboes, twenty- 

six bassoons^ one double-bassoon, twelve 

trumpets, twelve horns, six trombones, 

four drums, one conductor and organist, 

who seems to have been one and the same 

maa At the Pantheon the number of 

performers was only two hundred. Similar 

Festivals were held in 1785, 1786, and 

1787. ■

The next musical festival took place in 

1834, but it was not confined to Handel's 

musia lb had, however, a most important 

effect, for it paved the way to the establish- 

ment of the Sacred Harmonic Society, 

which worked wonders for chofal music, 

and familiarised the public with oratorios 

in their entirety. ■

So, having glanced at the best known 

among the early Handel concerts, we come 

down to the approach of the centenary of 

Handel's death, and find the idea started 

that sometfiing very special ought to be 

done. There were two great difficulties in 

the way. Who was to take it up f What 

building was suitable for it t ■

The body which was found to take it up 

was the Sacred Harmonic Society, which 

had gradually become the leading spirit in 

chond mudc and oratorio, and which, from 

the work which it had done, was worthy 

to be considered the leading musical body 

in Eagland. The Society had originated 

a series of performances on a scale equal 

to festivals of former years, and was 

almost the first body to rely upon complete 

oratorios for its attraction. In twenty 

years— between 1836-1853 — the Sicred 

Harmonic Society had given in Exeter 

Hall three hundred and forty-four per- 

formances, at which the audiences are 

computed at six hundred and fifty thou- 

sand persons, which is almost equal to the 

number of persons attending all other 

festivals during the same time — those, that ■
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is to say, in WestminBter Abbey, in York 

Minster, in Edinborghi Norwich, Birming- 

ham, Cheater, Derby, Dablin, Liverpocn, 

Manchester, and Bradford ; in all aeventy- 

fiye festiTals, besides the three choir- 

festivals at Gloucester, Worcester^ and 

Hereford. If the total number of persons 

attending these last be added, the at- 

tendance would exceed the number giyen 

above; but as they would include also 

those people who attended secular con- 

certs and ballsi a large deduction must be 

made. ■

Of the three hundred and forty-four 

performances given at Exeter Hall by the 

Society, one hundred and seventy-two 

consisted of entire oratorios of Handel, 

including "The Messiah,'' "Israel in 

Egypt,'' "Judas Maccabssus," "Samson," 

"Solomon," "Joshua,'' "Saul, "Jephthah," 

"Deborah," "Athaliah," and "Belshazzar." 

With this record to look back on, together 

with the £sct that they had a complete 

organisation in the shape of a number of 

superintendents, skiHed in their duties 

and with an extremely good knowledge 

of the capabilities of the metropolitan 

performers, it is not surprising that the 

directors of the Sacred Harmonic Society 

should have felt themselves called upon 

to take the initiative in the Handel 

commemoration. ■

The next great point was the place 

where the performance should take place. 

It was felt that none of the buildings 

which had hitherto been recognised as 

suitable for musical festivals were adapted 

for a performance on so large a scale, and 

that tne only place which could be turned 

to account was the Great Central Transept 

of the Crystal Palace. That this idea was 

correct is shown by the fact that it is now 

almost a generally accepted saying that 

Handel might have almost written Us 

oratorios for the Crystal Palace, or that 

the Crystal Palace might have been built 

for the performance of Handel's worka 

No one who has heard "Israel in Egypt" as 

there performed could deny the truth of 

this statement. The difiference in the sizes 

of the places then considered available, 

so far as refers to their ground space, 

will be shown by the following list. 

Hanover Square Booms, three thousand 

seven hundred and eighty square feet; 

Freemasons' Hall, three thousand nine 

hundred and fifty-six square feet; Saint 

Martin's Hall (afterwards burnt down), six 

thousand six hundred square feet; Saint 

James's Hall — only then proposed to be built ■

— eight thousand and forty square fset; 

Surrey Gardens Hall (afterwaida burnt 

down), nine thousand three hundred aqnaie 

feet ; Exeter Hall, ten Uiousand and eighty- 

seven square feet; Crystal Palace, Centnl 

Tnmsept, sixty thousand four hundred and 

eighty square feet. The latter was olmondy 

the place of all others, although theze weie 

suggestions that it was too far from Jjm- 

don, and that it would be better to erect a 

new building. Some people even ventured to 

doubt whether the glass buQdIng would 

stand the tremendous volume of sound, and 

wrote to the Society to urge that objec- 

tion. In fact, the notice in " The Ttmm" 

on the first performance started with the 

statement ttiat the performance had taken 

place, and that the Palace still atood. and 

that all doubts as to its hiseeuritj were set 

at rest ■

Despite these objections, the Cxj^stal 

Palace was selected, the Crystal^ 'Pthtot 

Company approached, and everything was 

soon setUed. The directors did not pro- 

pose to plunge wildly into the centenny 

Festival without knowing exactly whii 

they were about^ so a preliminary Festival 

—entitled, the Grand Handel Musical 

Festival of 1857 — ^was arranged for, and 

duly came oS. Tlie performers were three 

hundred members of the orcheatra» and 

two thousand of the chorus, with the most 

powerful oigan that could be built for the 

occasion. The three days saw each an enthe 

oratorio performance, these being the 

'' Messiah," " Israel in Egypt," and '* Jndaa 

Maccabsous," with one day^i BeheanaL ■

Having got over the preliminary Festival, 

preparations were pushed on for the 

centenary itself. Althougjb the preliminary 

Featival had been a great aacceaSv it was 

felt that much of the volume of the aonnd 

was lost, so it was decided to improve the 

orchestra. The improvements ocmsiatfid 

of a Holid boarded enclosure running round 

the entire back of the orchestra, and in a 

ropf of oUed and hardened canvas, joining 

the enclosure, and extending forward 

beyond the line of the conductMr'a leaL 

At the same time it was settled to increase 

the number of performers from two 

thousand three hundred to four thonauid. 

The orchestra was also enlarged to thefbll 

width of the transept, namely, two hundred 

and sixteen feet, widi a central depth fnnn 

back to front of one hundred feet This 

made its width double the diuneter of the 

dome of Saint Paul's Cathedral, and |^ve 

it a larger area than the combmed 

orchestras of Westminster Abbeji at the ■
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Goxomemoratioii of 1784; York Minatori 

the Birmingham Town Hail; the Leeds 

Town Hall ; Saint Geoige'a HaU, Bradford ; 

and the Philharmonio BjUI, Liverpool. It is 

a carious £m^ and one well worth reeord- 

ing in these days of jeny-bnildingi that 

this orchestra was pat np as a temporary 

stroctore for this performance. So well, 

however, was it boilt, that it stands to the 

present day, and is the one now osed. It 

is to be feared that sach constraction is 

hardly the general role of the present day. 

It was constrocted of timber, without the 

aid of an architect, from designs made by 

one of the management of the Crystid 

Palace, and carried out by the Company's 

Clerk of the Works. The London con* 

tingent of the ohoros was again selected 

by tihe Sacred Harmonic Sodety, and the 

country contingent by the societies in the 

various towns in which choral ' societies 

existed. . ■

Four days were allotted, .one for Be- 

hearsal, the second for the ''Messiah," the 

third for the Selection, and the fourth for 

" Israel in Egypt." The performance came 

off in due course, and the effect was that 

the audience were perfectly amaxed and 

thrilled — the effect being more tremendous 

than could possibly have been expected — 

and the Handel Festival was an established 

fact The performances were also success- 

ful in a pecuniary sense^ far beyond the 

expectations of the managers, indeed, 

thhrty thousand more people having at- 

tended them in 1867, the total number 

being eighty-one thousand three hundred 

and nineteen persons. ■

So it was decided to establish the great 

Triennial Handel Festival in 1862, and 

from that time till 1883 it was held every 

three years, without a variation from the 

right year. ■

In 1862 the roof of the orchestra was 

solidly roofed in, and theorchestrawas made 

as complete as it could be. In this year the 

number of performers wis three thousand 

six hundred and thixty*five, exclusive of 

librarians, stewards, and other offLoers, 

while the days were allotted to the same 

performances as in 1859, and indeed this 

order has been kept ever since. In this 

year the attendance was on each day 

respectively, fifteen thousand four hundred 

and twenty, thirteen thousand six hundred 

and seventy-seveui fourteen thousand nine 

hundred and fifteen, and fifteen thousand 

four hundred and twen^-two, which gives 

a grand total of fifty-nine thousand four 

bundled and thirty-four. ■

In 1868 the total number of persons 

attending was seventy-nine thousand four 

hundred and [sixty-five. In 1871, 1874, 

1877, 1880, the performances were re- 

peated ; but in 1882 the Sacred Harmonic 

ceased to exist* and the Handel Festival 

of 1883 was the first under the sole 

direction of the Crystal Palace Company ; 

but they were still helped by the 

superintendents of the old society, and 

even now have ihe assistance of those 

who remain. In this year, too, the 

Handel Festival suffered by the iUness 

of Sir litichael Costa, who liad been con- 

ductor from the very beginning in 1857, 

what seemed to be an irreparaUe loss. 

The Crystal Palace Company, however, 

had not been still in the matter of music, 

and had formed an orchestra of its own, 

which had, under the conductorship of Mr. 

Manns, become ftr &med; indeed, the 

Saturday Concerts are amongst the best 

orchestral concerts in the world. To Mr. 

Manns, therefore* who had started at the 

Crystal Palace as a piccob player in the 

orchestra, and risen to first violin and then 

conductor, and who appears among the 

violins in some of the earlier Handel 

Festivals, the baton was entrusted for 

the Handel Festival when Sir Michael 

Costa unfortunately was unable to take 

his accustomed place. When Mr. Manns 

ascended the platform on the first day he 

must have felt that his reputation' waa 

practically at stake, and he must have felt 

the moment an anxious one. When he 

descended he had triumphed indeed, and 

had proved a worthy successor to his 

predecessor. There is one innovation 

which Mr. Manns made when he had 

gained his position, an innovation which 

can hardly be regarded as anything but 

good Sir. Michael Costa made the Be- 

hearsal day simply a bad performance, Mr. 

Manns makes it li Behearsalin fact as well 

as in name, and pulls the chorus up and 

talks to them if the performance is not 

altogether to his liking. ■

In the ordinary course of things the 

next Festival would have fallen in 1886 ; 

but as 1885 was the bi-centenary of the 

birth of Handel, it was felt that it would 

be more fittiog to put the Festival forward 

a year, and hold it in 1885 to celebrate 

the occasion. In 1888 the last Festival 

took place, which brings us down to the 

present year, 1891, when we again have an 

opportunity of hearing Handel's works on 

this tremendous scale. ■

Let us now glance back at the great ■
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amy of Boloiats who, from the beginniug, 

have taken part in these Festivale. Of 

those who sang in the fint year, 1857, only 

one remains, or rather did remain, till a 

very short time ago, before the pablie. 

Sims Beeves sang in 1857, and only took 

leave of ns the other day. He ako sang 

in every Festival np to and inclnding 1874, 

or in seven Festivals in all. Apropos of 

the old fear that the glass might not stand 

the volume of sound, It is a tradition 

with some people who were in the top 

gallery that once while Sims Beeves was 

singing ** Sound an Alarm," a pane of 

glass did crack. Of course, they do not 

mean that the top notes did the deed; 

but, as a coinddence, it is curious. 

Another anecdote about Sims Beeves and 

the Handel Festivals shows a peculiar side 

of stage fright Just before one Festival, 

1871, 1 think it was, Sims Beeves had a 

severe illness, from which he had scarcely 

recovered when the performances came 

on. The effect of this was to make 

him doubt hie powers so much that on 

the '* Messiah" day he was so overcome 

with nervousness that he could by no 

means be induced to ascend the platform ; 

and sing that day he did not. On the 

Selection day, however, he had so much ■

Sot over this fright that he not only sang, 
ut those who were fortunate enough to be 

E resent say that he sang better than he 
ad ever sung before And this is praise 

indeed, for it is doubtful whether a better 

singer of Handel's music — Clara Novello, 

perhaps, alone excepted — has ever been 

heard. ■

In the same year Herr Formes sang 

for the only time — Herr Formes, whose 

voice was so powerful that it is said that 

he could sbg into a tumbler and break it 

by the volume of sound produced. Madame 

Clara Novello, Madame Budersdorff, Miss 

Dolby, Montem Smith, and W. H. Weiss 

were the other soloists on this occa- 

sion. ■

At the centenary in 1859 the soloists 

were the same, with the addition of 

Madame Lonmens - Sherrington, and the 

substitution of Signer Belletti for Herr. 

Formes and Montem Smith. In 1862 

Mademoiselle Titiens appears, Madame 

Clara NoveUo dropping out, while Made- 

moiselle Parepa is also added to the ladies ; 

and the men remain the same. In 1865 

we come quite into touch with the present 

time, for Mademoiselle Adelina Patti and 

Mr. Santley appear — Mr. Santley singing 

at every succeeding Festival down to the ■

present time. In the succeeding year the 

most notable changes were Mademoiselle 

Titiens and Mademoiselle Christine Nilssoo 

in the place of Patti ; while Sfgnor Foli 

made hk first appearance. Madame SinieOi 

Madame Patey, and Madame Trebelli were 

the most notable addition in 1871^ with 

Mr. Vernon Bigby added to the tenors. 

In 1874 there was but one important new 

appearance, and how important that ap- 

pearance has been to the tenor aolo mntie 

at the Handel Festival it wouU be hard to 

say. ■

This appearance was that of Mr. Edward 

Lloyd, who has taken part in every 

Festival since, and he was the mere 

needed as this Festival was the last at 

which Sims Beeves appeared. In 1877 

Madame Patti again appeared; and thn 

Festival saw the first of Madame Albani, 

and also bf Hen Henschel ; whilst 1880 

again welcomed Patti and Albaai, and 

hailed the first appearance of Mr. Maas; 

while in 1883 there was only one fint 

appearance of importance, that of Madame 

Yalleria In 1885 there was no ftst 

appearance at all of importance. The next 

year saw a notable addition in Madame 

Nordics; while at the present Festival 

Miss Macintyre will make her first ap- 

pearance. ■

Summing up the singers who have ap- 

peared at four or more Feativak, we 

find that Santiey has sung at no fewer 

than nine Festivals, from 1865 till 1S88, 

and is still singing; Madame Lemmflna- 

Sherrington at eight Festivals; SBou 

Keeves, Foli, and Madame Patey, each 

at seven; Madame Buderadorffi M«<1— i^ 

Trebelli, and Lloyd, at six; Mesdaaies 

Sainton-Dolby and Albani at five ; wUDe 

W. H. Weiss and Madame Titiens per- 

formed at four. The other singers who 

have been mentioned sang less than ftnr 

times. ■

If we turn from the soloists to the 

masses, we shall fifid a good deal to marvel 

at in the variety of places and the distmse 

from London of these places from wUdi 

the various contingents come ; from any- 

where between Edmburgh and Penzaiics 

the enthusiasm for art brings up tte noils 

which go to make up the whole mass of 

the choir of the Handel Festival ■

This year wOl see a great change in the 

component parts of the choir. Of oomae 

when a choir like this has beoi got to- 

gether so many times, many, who have in 

their time been most excellent sfngeots, 

have lost their voices, and are stfll admitlad ■
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with results not a little detrimental to the 

general effect. Of coarse it seems a hard 

coone to take to refuse many old per- 

formers, bat it was felt that things mast 

be altered, so thu year a great sweep has 

been made. The effect is said, by those 

who have been privileged to attend the 

preliminary rehearsab of the London 

contingent, to be most excellent, the gidn 

in freshness being most marvelloas. ■

Another evil in connection with choras 

and band is this year being vigorously 

attacked, and that u impersonation. It 

seems wonderfal that anybody shoald 

want to sit on the orchestra without per- 

forming, bat so it is. Mrs. Jones has a 

nice voice and knows her ELandel well; bat 

Mrs. Jones is ill, so she passes on her ticket 

to Mrs. Smith, who can't sing and knows 

nothing aboat her HandeL In an extreme 

case, tUs was once discovered amongst the 

violins. How it was foand oat does not 

appear, bat one year amongst the violiniats 

was a gentieman who fiddled away vigo- 

rously all day and was discovered afterwards 

to have no knowledge of the instrament at 

all He had well covered his bow with 

saet, so he coald scrape away to his heart's 

content and make no sound. It pleased 

him and did no actual harm ; but it would 

naturally have been better had his place 

been occupied bv a competent performer. 

Such ilttempts will be made impossible in 

future. ■

Of course, connected with this Festival 

there are many carious anecdotes and 

superstitiona One of these latter is that 

there is always a thunderstorm in the 

course of the week, and indeed it generally 

ia so. Once the expected thunderstorm came 

in the course of the Hailstone Chorus in 

'< Israel in Egypt," and the effect of the 

chorus with the natural accompaniment 

was awesome. Another curious fact is that 

the heat at the back of the orchestra is so 

gjreat — the thermometer as a matter of fact 

rises to seventy degrees — that the great 

organ gets out of tune, and men have to 

be at work all the time keeping it up to 

pitch. ■

Such is a short history of the Handel 

Festival — a Festival which goes far to re- 

move the reproach that we are an unmusical 

i nation, and which cannot but bring credit 

I on the nation which sapports it^ Let 

UB hope that the present year will see as 

great a success as has marked any former 

years, and that the Festival will long 

cqiktinue to be one of the musical insti- 

tutions of tiie country. ■

A GARRISON ROMANCE. ■

Bt Mbs. LBITH ADAMS (Mas. LAFFAN). ■

Author of •'XoKtt Drafoott,'* "Choffrey SHrlUig," •*Avnt 

Hepsp'i FauMdlvng" tte. ■

chapter ix. 

"there's the childer to think of." ■

*< Ah now, be pacable, can't ye 1 Stay 

still now, an' behave yourself, and I'll be 

after msiun' ye the elegantest baste as 

is in the whole regiment. Te should 

keep in moind who ye are, an' what's 

looked for in the likes o'ye. Littie dawgs 

of your sort's got to be done this way ; so 

oalm your moind, an' take it aisy ; an' if 

ye kick loike that, and splash me in the 

oi wid yer nonsense, it 'all be presentiy 

the worse for ye, my jewel And it's 

myself will make the love-locks fly when I 

come to comb y&" ■

Private Doolan, No. 10 Company, 

servant to the Honourable Bob, was wash- 

ing the Honourable Bob's Maltese terrier, 

Nancie by name — called also "Sweet 

Nancy," « Littie Posy," and half-ardozen 

other diminutives suited to her size, or, 

rather, her smallness, and her tricksy, 

coaxing ways. ■

Nancie, deeply dejected — ^Indeed, abject, 

in her despair — stood in a round, white 

tub of feathery soap-suds — all but one 

naughty foot^ which had escaped over the 

edge^ and sought terra-firma. ■

'* And it's after escaping ye are, are ye, 

gettbg one leg out on the sloy t Ah now, 

would ye % not if Patrick Doolan knows 

it, begorra ! He's up to the sly ways of 

ye. Bat it's all because ye don't know 

yourself rightly. Would ye go befront of 

the ladies all muck from top to tail) 

'And whose dawg may that bet' they'd 

say, Bcomfal-like, and what would ye be 

after feelin' when ye heard the people say, 

'That's Swate Nancy, as belongs to the 

Honourable Dacret' 'And who may 

his servant bet' they'd say. 'Why, who 

but Private Patrick Doolan, number tin 

company, as foine a soldier as you'll 

see in a day's march.' 'Bad cess to 

him!' tiiey'd say at that; 'isn't he, 

now, the dirty spalpeen of a cratur to 

niglect the poor baste that wayt' Oh 

yes, that's the way the purty ladies tidk; 

haven't I heard them, many's the toime. 

And would ye be afther diigracin'. me, 

and the honourable gintleman, my master. ■
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by your ehifty ways, an' yer gamesome 

tricks! Be stiU, ye yarmint, can't ye 

now I" ■

For Nande had got both her hind legs 

oat of the soap-andB thb time, and was 

wildly beating the air with her two front 

paws, like the perverse creature she was. ■

The scene was the yard of the officers' 

qoarters; the time, a golden afternoon 

somewhat past its prime; and the interest- 

ing operation of washing and combing the 

dejected Nande was watched byvarioas 

soldier-servants, in varions stages of rather 

scrappy attire; while Davenport, Major 

Palings man, looked on calmly from tiie 

horse-block ^n which he was gracefiolly 

reclining, with Batcher — ^langaid and in- 

different to the world in general, more 

especially to that wretched little hnmbag 

in a white flaffy sUn, and finished off so 

exactly alike at both ends that yoa 

Goaldn't tell its head from its tail— at his 

feet. ■

"OaU that a dog, indeed!" Batcher's 

uplifted mazzle seemed to say. " Beally, 

after that " ■

Well, what he meant to say was, " After 

that thd Ddage," thoagh he didn't know 

how to pat it^ being only a dog. ■

Batcher never, ander any drcamstances, 

let on that be saw little Nande. She 

would bark herself rideways; even go 

and "dt np" right in front of his face, 

snap at his stampy taO, rash round him 

madly in a circle— «U to no purpose. He 

would stalk serenely on, gazmg apparently 

at the distant prospect with deep and 

absorbing interest^ or turn three times 

round, give a long dgh, lie down with a 

heavy thud, yawn OBtentatiously, and go 

to deep — with one eye open. ■

" Sure now, and you're commencing to 

look worthy of the name ye bear," said 

Doolan, at last, wringing out bunches of 

the drowned white, silky hair. " She's a 

good-dispodtioned dog enough is this," he 

added, turning to the recumbent Daven- 

port ; " but I can't get her to take a proper 

pride in herself." ■

" There isn't much of her to take pride 

in, anyhow," said that worthy, removing 

his pipe from between his teeth to make 

the observation, and replacing it with 

care, after using his little finger as a 

stopper. ■

There certainly wasn't when she was 

drenched with soap-suds, and then rinsed 

with warm water, and then rinsed with 

cold, till all her roee-pink skin showed 

between the dripping locks, and her eyes ■

bulged out of her head like Uack maiUfl& 

Tou could see thKt all her self-zespeet was 

gone; that she fdt Batehei^s contempt 

to be deserved, and longed to creep onder 

any shdter that might prsMnt ItMll But 

presently this stage came to an end, as all 

disagreeable things musi, and the eomlxi^ 

set ku But, before this, Nande was set in 

the sun, and rubbed violently with a towel, 

so that gradually the fluffinew came hmk 

to her coat, and her eyes were hidden 

under a veD of feathery locks. At thb 

she recovered her sdf-esteenit ■

utcher, and sniffed at Davenporfa lega ■

"There's nowfor ye," said Dodan, in h^ 

delight^ *' yoa're tsUi' a J^po^ pride in 

youndf as ye ought to. WaUc yer chalfa 

now, and lie down on the towel I've been 

after spreading in the sun, all com'ferUe 

and coosy, and don't stir band nor foot 

tiU I tell ye, or it 'aU be the worse for yn 

Sure and it's fit ye are now to go among 

the best of the quality, and needn't be 

ashamed to tell yer name and rig'inenl^ nor 

the master as owns ye^ to any as aaksja If 

ye meet his Ezcdleney's hononr, the Leef- 

tenant-Govemor, yoa've no occaaiona to 

cross over the other dde the street; ye 

can just make straight for'ard, and show 

yoursdf to advantage, like the canty Kills 

cratur ye are. Tm proud o' ye, Naade, 

my lass, and that^s true, for ye— for ye 

look like a snowfiake just fresh from tlie 

skoL" ■

Nancie was quite as much awmre aa any 

Christian could have been that she was 

being praised, and pranked and preened 

hersdf, and wagged her newly-4»mbed tafl 

in the sunshine. She was a great favoorits 

with the regiment generally, and mncb 

made of by the officers' servants^ to the 

vidble contempt and scorn of Batcher ; so 

now the men in the yard gathered rmad 

the "Snowfiake," and Nancie ooqnatled 

with them all, and enjoyed herself i^ 

royally. ■

Nancie had excelled herself in ahtiBg 

up on end, and was just aboat to walk cs 

her hind legs — "for all the world like s 

Ohristian," as Doolan put it — ^when all at 

once the group around her brobs asondeE, 

and eonf udon reigned where peace and 

light-heartedness had been bat a moment 

bdore. A man, breathless, with heated 

face, and staring eyes, had roahed into the 

yard. A babd of tongues arose. Bufedier, 

whose only notion of an nproar was that 

his master must be coming back, gawe a 

loud yelp, and, with mighty boandsi made ■
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for the gate; then, quivering in every 

sinewy limb, stood like a dog carved in 

stone, his head tamed over his shoulder, 

his big, blood-shot eyes fixed on Daven- 

port ■

"What's the itte of talking to those 

gibbering fools,^ that look seemed to say ; 

*' why can't you harry np and unlock the 

doors to let him inf ■

Butcher^s world was peopled by a sinele 

inhabitant, filled with one ima^e omy. 

Any one, man, woman, or dog, is to be 

pitied who lives in a world like that ■

Was It likely that such a fuss should be 

made over anything that wasn't the return 

of Major Sir Peyton Paling 1 And yet 

how grave they aU look ! Nobody is glad, 

nobody laughs. They speak in hashed 

voices; tiiey gather round the one man 

who came in last ; and he, with forage-cap 

fallen off, with white face and staring eyes, 

tells a sorry tale indeed. ■

Nandle is forgotten. little Snowflake, 

all neglected, is painfoUy conscious of a 

lost popularity. ■

They are all talking about somebody 

called ''Jack." You hear the name re- 

curring at intervals, rising to the surface, 

as it were, upon a stream of babbld ■

"So poor old Jack's gone," says one, 

and passes his hand, arm and all, across his 

moustache, to hide a quiver of the lips it 

shadows. ■

" Ay, drowned — dead,** says another. ■

"Old" is only a term of endearment, 

for Jack is — no, was — ^in the full vigour of 

his lusty youth, just past six-and-twenty, 

bright of eye, curly of head, the merriest, 

jolUest chap in the Grenadier Oompany. 

Why, what a singer he was ! To hear 

him sing " Babylon is Fallen " made the 

blood leap and bubble in your veins. He 

could play on a penny whistle so that 

you seemed to be listening to two instru- 

ments at once. What would the " Soldiers' 

Evenings " be without Jack f What would 

the Grenadier Oompany be without Jack t 

What would Lieutenant the Honourable 

Dacre of that company say when he heard 

that Jack was "drowned dead") And 

Captain Oarbonel,'nice news for him when 

he should return firom leave 1 ■

Jack Morrison, the life and pet of the 

company — ^handsome "Corpora^ Jack" — 

tossing about in the harbour, drifted 

hither and thitiier by the stealthy, creeping 

tides, being sought for now by men in 

boats, men witb great ghastly hooks and 

grave faces, searching the purple depths 

of the silent sea^ ■

" The darned cramp took him all in a 

moment," said the new-comer, about whom 

all the others clustered. " He threw up 

hijB arms and gave a great shout. There^i 

a bit of a still s?rirl by them rocks, and h^ 

wur gone before you could turn round. 

He went down like a darned stone; he 

never rose up once." ■

They had done aQ Utiej could, of course 

they had ; soldiers never stand at anything 

to help a comrade — even an unpopular 

one — and as for Jack. . . . ■

<• Why, if the Captain himself had been 

there he'd have dived like a duck— clothes 

and all — so he would," said one. ■

There seemed a something on the minds 

of these men that each and all shrank 

from naming. ■

At last one did the trick. ■

He traOed the back of his hand over his 

mouth as if to clear away some obstacle 

to speech that bothered him — ^muttered an 

oath that meant nothing more than that 

his heart was touched, and his feelings 

deeply stirred — and put a rather singular 

question. ■

"How old is .... Polly's last baby r' ■

" A matter of four days or so^ I reckon," 

replied another. ■

Then they looked at each other, and 

shook their heads. ■

"Ah — the crathurl" said Doolan, 

slowly pulling love-locks of* Nande's milk- 

white hair out of the teeth of the cruel 

comb, and leaving it an open question 

whether he was speaking of Polly or the 

baby. ■

'* A day's pay for Polly and the little 

one, man and man about," said Davenport, 

with the air of a grand seigneur, waving 

his pipe in a little circle to give due 

emphasis to the suggestion. "1 can go 

bail for the rest of the Grenadiers." ■

" And I for number tin, safe and shure," 

said Doolan, while the man who had first 

mentioned Polly swore roundly as to 

what he hoped might befall him if he 

failed to bring himself and the men of his 

company up to the scratch "to help the 

darned kid.^' ■

Now, Polly was Jack's wife — ^no, Jack's 

widow— and she lay up at the "married 

quarters," outside the sate, and up over the 

glacis, with her four-days-old baoy by her 

side, and a smile on her pale lips, ready to 

greet Jack when he should come home, 

which would surely, she thought^ be before 

very long. He had gone for a bathe in 

the bright, blue, quiet sea. The kettle 

was singing on the little charcoal stove ■
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outBide the hat, and her neighbour, Mrs. 

O'Donovan— the kindest sool — had set the 

tea-cups on the tray, and cut bread-and- 

butter for two. ■

Of course, the men in the yard ever so 

far away knew nothing of ail this. But 

one thine they did know. ■

Jack Morrison was "drowned dead," 

and his "girl" knew nothing about it— 

ergo, somebody must tell her. It wouldn't 

do to leave it too long, either, or some 

fool might rush up to the " quarters" and 

set the place in an uproar, with conse- 

quences to Polly and the "kid" which 

could only be darkly hinted at ■

" We'd best 00 up and tell the por' lass 

gentle-like," said he who had first brought 

the evil news. ■

" Ay," said another ; " let two on us go, 

and we best lose no time neither, for ill 

news, as the sayin' goes, travels fast, and 

never stops on me way. When they find 

the por* fellow they'll lay him on a 

stretcher, and some darned fool might 

meet him, and go and tell Polly suddint- 

like in what fa£ion her man was travelling 

up from the sea— him as stepped so blithe 

and merry down to't Hurry, lads, hurry ; 

and don't let the grass grow under your 

feet" ■

Two were to go ; but there seemed no 

readiness to jostle one another as to who 

should undeitske the job. The men 

nudged one another, and sidled away from 

the last comer— every one was of one 

mind in the matter of him being one of the 

fated two. Davenport, the dignified, made 

his way silently, and with drooping head, 

from the yard, Butcher following at his 

heels, also droopingly — as is the manner 

of dogs when they see their betters in low 

spirits. The others hung back, and, at last, 

Doolan, with the mingled bravery and 

kindliness of his nation, volunteered to 

make the second of the messengers of 

woe. ■

''Shure and it's myself will break it to her 

— as holv Saint Patrick may give me the 

wit— and youll be ready to say Amen, an' 

back me up in the first part of the pro- 

cading in all the lies I may teU. Shure 

the praste won't be after sayin' much to 

me over a lie or two tould in a good 

cause — it's a rale useful thbg, mind you, 

is a snug bit of a lie now and again .... 

glory be. . , ." ■

By this time the two men were well on 

their way to the " quarters," and, with each 

step they took, lower and lower sank their 

hearts even into the toes of their boots. ■

If it had come to a question of bong 

fired into by the enemy, they wodd 

have stood like a rock ; tramped on witb 

fixed bayonets, though ludf-bUnd withUood 

and mire; carrieda wounded comnde'^bfawj* 

bancy," through a haU of bullets; dose 

any grand, heroic deed you please, but- 

to go to Polly Morrison, with her fourf- 

old babe lying on her arm, and t^ ber 

that Jack was "drowned dead," snd would 

never come back to kiss her sweet lipi, 

and dandle the kid. . '. • ■

That was quite another matter. ■

Besides, it would be a far easier tsak to 

go and tell any other soldier's wife thin 

Polly Morrison. Polly was what ths xm 

called " superior." This is a qoslitj m 1 

woman which a community of men Ml 

rather than that they can describe; and 

one that attracts soldiers mighti^. I 

knew a woman once, plain enough to the 

eye, and what is called " weU on in life," 

and yet many men in the regiment wanted 

to marry her* They said she was "lib a 

lady," she " spoke so gentle, and walked 

with such an air." She was " superi<ff "is 

their e^ es, and they acknowledged, asd 

did obeisance to that quidity in her. ■

Well ; Polly was " superior." Had aha 

not be^ maid to Major Clutterbnek'i 

children t Had she not wept her ejea ost 

parting with Master Phil— King Baby wu 

a sort of monarch in the eyes of the laok 

and file of the 193rd, as well as in time of 

his " ofiTcers " 1 Had not Master Jilam 

away ever so mamy times, and been eaptond 

in the huts by the new native handniaideo, 

and led home vehemently pioteatiBgf 

Did not the young ladies — Heaven Uaa 

their purty faces 1 — Miss Qraham and Maa 

Lilian, think all the world of P0II7, ud 

give her the grand new drees to bemuriad 

in ; and hadn't Jack — Jack the handaooe 

corporal — done all his courting at the 

Major's) Had not bold-faced-jig Maater 

Jim said to him out and straight : ■

" Why do you sit and look at PoUy- 

and why does Polly look at you t Doolao 

says you're a <thafe.' Mr. Corpoial, 

what's a 'thafe't" And didn't tbe 

childer know right weU what a "tliafe' 

was when Polly was taken away, and tba^ 

yellow-skinned Maltese wench set in bf 

placet ■

And now, for these two men, Dootao 

and his companion, to have to go i^d toll 

pretty Polly that Jack was coming boo^i 

or rather going to the dead-house beUad 

the hospital, on a stretcher 1 ■

The men's legs seemed to lag aa they ■
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made their way np the cinderj, iteep 

incline that led to the hats. Doolan was 

in plain dothea as became his position as 

an officer's seryant, the other in the white 

tonic, red-striped trousers, and forage-cap 

of ordinary " dntj" ■

"Shore an' it's me legs feel kind of 

wake, and me eyes has a daszle in front of 

them," said poor Doolan, taking off his 

cap, and wiping; Ids sweating brow.. 

*' Nande " — for Nancie had followed the 

coople — '^ye spalpeen o' the world, keep 

oot o' the dost or I'll be after bndnin' ye 

wid the kitchen poker when I get ye 

home." ■

This is the form that agitation takes 

with some people. They kick oot and 

scold at whatever happens to be nearest 

The other man consigned himself to 

endless woe — only another form of the 

same state of mind — and said he thought 

that hill grew steeper, and took more oot 

of a man every day. ■

•»Why the mischief," he said, << can't 

they boOd things on the fiat in a climate 

like this!" Suddenly Doolan tomed 

roond and stopped short. "There's a 

sight as welcome as angels from heaven," 

he said, speakbg onder his breath, and 

staring hard at two ladies who were coming 

up the indtne dowly, and in earnest con- 

versation. A smart little pony-trap stood 

in the road below, and ttiree fluffy, white 

dogs occopied the seat of honoor within. 

Nande gave a shrill yelp. She had a 

deadly hatred of her own kind. ■

"It's Captain Garbond's lady, and the 

Meejor's daoghter — the sainiis be praised," 

said Doolan ; " now do yoo stand by and 

say nothing, while I do the parley-vooing, 

as they say in France. I'm osed io the 

ways of the qoallty, having been a servant 

so long, an' FU pot it dacent and 

aisy, and Miss Graham she'll spake to ■

>r Polly as gentle as a pigeon — ^glory ■

So as the two ladies came on, the men 

atood ande and sainted, becoming ab- 

j aolotdy ridd from head to heel as is the 

costom wiui soch. ■

"If yoo plase, mis9," said Doolan, 

stepping forward, and again saloting the 

Major's daoghter, "coold I spake a word 

or two onbeknownst t " ■

Both ladies looked somewhat sorprised, 

as was only natoral; bot Doolan and 

Nancie were well-known characters, and 

deserving of all attention. ■

" Dear me," said Mrs. Carbonel, alarmed 

at tiie expression of the man's face, "I ■

hope nothing has gone wrong with the 

Honoorable .... with Mr. Dacro t " ■

"In no wise, ma'rm," said Doolan, 

beginning to shake a little, for he felt he 

was taking a bold step to s#y the least of 

it ; " bat I wish to break something to Miss 

Graham — Jack's gone. • « /' His voice 

broke on the last word — the word that 

meant so mocL ■

" Jack)" said Miss Graham. "Do yoo 

mean Corporal Morrison-^o yoo mean 

Polly's hosbandr' ■

" I mane Polly's hosband — he's — 

drowned dead ; and if yoo plase, miss, 

we'll be afther being greatly indebted to 

yoo if yoo'U break it to her gently— same 

as I did to yoo-t — ** ■

" Do yoo mean that yoo wimt me to go 

and tell Polly that her hosband is ... . 

deadf" ■

"That's my maning, miss — and my 

comrade here is of the same way of think- 

ing entoirelyi We're of a mind that no 

one will tell her so pacable and make it so 

pleasant-lika Too see the kid — Jack's kid 

— ^is bot a matther of foor days old ... . 

it comes kinder hard on the poor girl — ^pot 

it how yoo will. . . ." ■

" Shall I go with yoo, dear t " said Mn. 

Carbonel, catdung her mend's hand. ■

" No, I will go alone," said Mabel, the 

coloor fading from her face; "quite 

alone." ■

" Well, then, if yoo don't mind, FU go 

back and sit in the carriage. Come to me 

there — and tell me — how — she — bears — 

it.'* ■

Mrs. Carbonel looked sick, and her 

voice shook. She had a hosband whom 

she loved beyond all things else the world 

contained, and this man was away from her. 

What shoold she do, what shoold she do, 

if some one had to come to her and break 

it to her that Fred was — gone 1 ■

With slow steps she made her way 

down the hilL She had not a word for 

the three white, floffy dogs. The groom 

thooght his mistress was ill, for she leant 

forward, covering her face with her hand. 

Mrs. Carbonel was not ill ; she was pray- 

ing — praying with all- her might and 

main for the poor sool — Jack Morrison's 

widow. ■

Meanwhile, Mabel, followed at a respect- 

fol distance by the two men, made her 

way to Polly's hot. It was a small place, 

indeed, to be aU the home provided by a 

gratefol coontry for the man who is ever 

ready to risk his life In her defence ; bot 

it was better than many. At sU events, ■
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they had it to themaelvesy and it was spick 

and span, and dean and. cosy, diTided all 

across by a neat chintz cnrtaini and with 

a few pretty flowering plants in the tiny 

square windo^r. ■

''Is that you, Jackt" said a cheery 

voice, as Miss Graham entered the hai ■

The voice came from the other side of 

the curtain, where Polly still lay, weak 

and white from her hour of trial, but 

blithe as a bird with its nestlings in the 

nest ■

Mabel felt that this was a bad begin- 

ning. Her hwtt beat with a muffled 

thud, and she unfastened the silver clasp 

of her long, loose dust-cloak. ■

"No, Polly," she said, drawing back 

the curtain, '' it is not-^ack— it is L" ■

'< Oh, Miss Mabel," said Polly, who was 

sitting up in bed stitching, <' how glad I 

am you've come 1 Sit down by me here 

while I talk to you a bit ; Jack won't be 

home, maybe, yet. And there's something 

I want to say." ■

Mabel sat down in the space between 

the bed and the wall, where a chair was 

set, and, bending over, kissed Polly on the 

cheek. The girl started, and looked hard 

at her youns mistress. ■

'' How cold your lips are, Miss Mabel ! 

Are you iU, my — ^my dear 1 " ■

<< No, no," said Mabel, throwing off her 

cloak. " But the day has been close and 

hot." ■

"You frighted me," said Polly; "I 

thought maybe the master was worse " — 

the Major was always the master to Polly. 

"But I might have known, for Dr. 

Musters told me that he was better ; and, 

oh, IIGmb Mabel, he said I could get up 

to-morrow. Ain't that good news for 

me I I never was so bad, nor lay so long 

before; and though Jack's good and patient, 

I reckon it frets him not to have me handy 

to see to things. Mrs. Doolan's been in 

and set the tea — two cups, and bread-and- 

btttter to match ; for there's only two on 

us just now — me and my man. Mrs. 

McCartney came and carried off little 

Joe, willy-nilly as they say. We're only 

poor folk, we soldiers' wives; but we're 

mighty kind to one another in the hour 

of need. Well, well, how I do run on ! 

That's what Jack says — ^there never was 

such a wench for talking. Now, Miss 

Mabel, Pll tell you the secret that was 

made up by Jack and me. It's a bold 

kind of a secret, and he said himself as 

you might take it we were makin' too 

free. But it's just this : we'd be as proud ■

as ■

un, ■

proud ■ if you'd stand for the little ■

Polly drew down the light patchwork 

coverlet, and then lay the tiny head, 

with its scanty covering of ailk-sofl hair 

— Polly's "new baby." Mabel began 

to think that if she had known hev 

difficult things would have been, lie 

would never have undertaken so hsvd 

a task. Her very heart seemed to M 

within her; she was oonacioiu of a 

cowardice altogether humiliatiog; ahmgjbig 

for flight of which she was heaitify 

ashamed. But there was a faint xnst&i^ 

in the outer room, a faint soniid as of 

stealthy steps, and she knew that Doobm 

and his companion were sitting in judge- 

ment on her proceedings. ■

Besides, she had promised to do Hdi 

thing; she must not fafl from her 

word. ■

Polly heard the rustUng too. ■

" Happen it's Jack," she said, listeninfr 

Then, with a smOe : " He's given to tricki 

sometimes^ Miss Mabel, is Jack He came 

peeking round the curtain, and langluBg 

ever so sly, when he got in from rell- 

calL" ■

Then Mabel took her courage by bodi 

hands. ■

She took the girl in her arms, and held 

her close and fast ■

" Polly," she said, " there is a zeD-eaD— 

Heaven's roU-call — which we moat all 

answer one day. Polly — Polly — Jael^a 

name has been called; he haa gone to 

answer it" ■

Polly pushed away the restraintng ams 

with a vehementi passionate gesture, stared 

wildly into her mistress's faee, and read 

there, in the wet eyes and trembling Kps, 

the bitter, cruel truth. ■

For a moment the two were abaolotely 

motionless. Then PoDy spoke ; herToieB 

a hoarse, strained whisper. ■

"Is he dead t Will he never come no 

more — never no more— never no mofet" 

And before Blabel could answer a weri, 

a bitter, wailing ciy rang out — a ay that 

once heard lingered on the stricken 

"Oh, Jack— Jack, will you never 

no more t " ■

Too much sentiment, aavs 

about a common soldier's wife. ■

It may be so; but lam tettbigthe pUn, 

unvarnished truth ; telling of thinn that 

really happened ; only the man was loBsd — 

suddenly and in a moment — ^not drowned. ■

I myself was the unlucl^ wig^ who 

undertook to tell the bereaved wile; I ■

some ■
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myself saffered that overpowering impulse 

to fly — even to the uttermost parts of the 

earth— ^rather thim face the task I had 

pledged myself to; I myself saw the 

fatherless little ones dioging to the 

mother's gown; heard that exceeding 

bitter ory— "Oh, Jack-nTaek, will you 

never come no more 1 ^ ■

It is no use to fancy this or that of 

people as a class. Women's hearts are the 

same all the world over. David^s lament 

over his princely son ; Duncan's cry for the 

loss of all his '* pretty ones;" these echo 

on through all the ages, and thrill all 

hearts^ from the highest to the lowest, the 

richest to the poorest As we all die the 

common death, so we live the common 

life, and love the common love. It may 

be we do all these things ^* with a 

difference ; ^ but it is the same life, the 

same love^ the same death, and amone 

those who live, and love, and suffer, and 

die, .none are '' common or unclean," for 

all are Heaven's. ■

To the care of loving hands, the solace 

of loving, if humble sympathisers, Mabel 

left poor Polly at last As she passed 

through the outer room, and caught sight 

of the bright-coloured tea-tray, set out 

with its two pretty tea-cups, she felt how 

deep might be the pathes of the most 

commonplace things. Poor little tea-tray 

laid out so neat and taut for Jack who 

would "never come no more 1 " Poor little 

kettle singing away on the charcoal stove 

as merrily as if nothing had happened ! ■

Oh, the unutterable sadhess of the little 

things in life I They are Imrder, far 

harder to bear than the heavy burdens. 

Mabel suggested to Mrs. Doolan, who was 

keening a dreadful sort of eoronach out- 

side, surrounded by a little crowd, that 

a less noisy form of sympathy might be 

more acceptable to poor Polly, and then 

went slowly down the hilL ■

<• Oome back wit^ me for a rest," said 

Mrs. Oarbonel; "abd then I wHI drive 

you home myself." She was frightened 

at the fixed, white look of the girl's face. ■

"How she takes things to heart 1" she 

thought But she did not ask how Mrs. 

Morrison took the news of "Jack's" 

deaUi. It is given to some women to 

know when heaJ^bg lies in silence, and of 

these, Fred Oarbonel's wife was one. ■

But once in the sanctuary of Mrs. Car- 

bonel's pretty room, they spoke of the 

y oung widow and her sorrow. ■

" Do you know," said Mabel, '' the only ■

thing that seemed to give her any comfort 

— any help at all ! " ■

"What was it!" ■

" Just this—' there's the childer to thmk 

of" ■

"I can fancy that," sidd Mrs. Carbonel, 

with a catch in her breatL ■

"She said it over and over again — over 

and over again — 'there's the childer to 

think of, I must try to bear up — because 

of the childer "• ■

"How sad it aU is I" said Mrs. Car- 

bond. ■

" Tes ; but I am glad I was there — I 

am glad we went to the huts t<i-day. It 

will be something to think of for a long, 

long time to come." ■

It was natural enough that Mabel 

should feel for poor Polly in her desolation ; 

but there was something about the girl 

that Mrs. Carbonel could not understand 

or fathom. Her face was set and pallid 

even to the lips ; her eyes shone with a 

strange fixed light Paintings of martyrs 

to the cause of Christ have been limned 

with such pallor and such radiance. ■

Both the women were very silent during 

the drive to Sleima. Each understood the 

other by this time too well to be garrulous. 

At las^ alone in her own little room, 

Mabel could give her thoughts free fling. 

She was like Polly — ^poor Polly to whom 

Jack would come back " never no more." 

For Charley — her brave, boxmie soldier- 

love — he, too, would " never come back no 

more," never as he had come; never with 

the love-light in his honest eyes, and the 

smile oH ms lip ; never to dasp her in his 

strong arms, and kiis her dose and long — 

never to draw her head down to the dear 

pillow of his breast — never to call her his 

"little sweetheart," any more. . . . ■

The cry of Polly's desolation had seemed 

as the cry of her own heart ■

She, too, might ask fate with tears and 

sighings — "Will he never come no 

more I " ■

She, too*-how the thought in its inten- 

sity pierced like a knife — ^might strengthen 

her own weakness by remembering "the 

childer," the little helpless ones, the little 

souls ttiat are Heaven-given. "There are 

the childer to think ol'^ ■

Dear good Polly to have taught her 

that ■

She in her turn — oh hard and bitter 

lesson! — ^must teach those words to 

Charley. ■

"Tap, tap, ti^," comes a little, soft, 

open palm upon the door, and then, ■
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without being farther bidden, enter 

EingBaby. ■

*< Wants to tarn in," says little Phil; 

'' wants to see zoo— wants to ait npon zonr 

knee and be lored a bit — ^take me np." ■

Phil is followed by Jim and Algie, 

Bertie bringing np the rear. ■

** We've missed yoa all the time," says 

Bertie, *' and they told as yoa had gone to 

see Polly " ■

" Did yoa go to see Polly 1 '* says Jim, 

taking ap a determined attitade. "Did 

they teU yoa that Corporal Jack's 

drowned t Pap says we've lost one of the 

best soldiersintherenment; hesaystheO.O. 

will tear his hair. Do yoa think he will ) '' ■

"Drowsed in the biggey sea," says 

Algle; then he adds, as if to elacidate 

,the whole matter more thoroughly : *'Like 

afiss." ■

*< Fishes don't get drowned." eays Jim, 

with crushing superiority. "Algie, you 

are nothing but a fooliiih child/' ■

Bertie says nothing. ■

He has drawn quite close to Sister 

Mabel, and is looking at her very, very 

earnestly. Issister so sorry about Corporal 

Jack, and Polly, and the baby, that she 

looks like that ; or — is something else the 

matter, too f ■

"Mabel," he says, at last, ''are you very 

sorry about something, dear t " ■

At this she burata into such a psMon of 

weeping as frightens them almost oat of 

their young wits; and it Is charafCtniatie 

of Bertie, that he ahuts the door eloae 

before he helps the rest to comfort 

her. ■

Between her sobs she asks them if they 

all love her very much ; at which they aU 

begin to talk at once, and to cling to what 

they can each get of her— to make, m 

faot^ what Jim calls a "famfly pie," In 

fact, they squeeze Phil so hard, that he, 

too, begins to cry; at which eveiy one 

quiets down, and sets to work to pacify 

outraged majesty ; and Jim brings oat a 

pocket-handkerchief — a pocket-handker- 

chief which surely has been used to dean 

all the pots and pans in the estabUahmentl 

— and tries to wipe away siater Mabel's 

tears; at which they all laugh. And the 

atmosphere becomes quite April-likeu ■

When they are gone — and they are not 

long in going, now that they know tbbet 

is safe home again, for a sea-biid they 

keep in the little baisk court is indlspoeed, 

and requires the closest attention si to 

food — ^Mabel falls upon her knees by the 

bed. ■

<< Polly, Polly," she murmorB, "yoa 

were quite, quite right — 'there are the 

childer to think of; we must never foiget 

that, any of ua-T-never." ■
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CHAPTER XIV. ■

For tiro or three days after the first 

night of the new piece the same heavy 

weight of depression seemed to hang npon 

Selma. It was only while she was actually 

acting that she seemed to throw it off, 

forgetting everything in her absorption in 

her part Directly she was off the stage, 

with the applause she had won still ringbg 

through the theatre, the fire would die out 

of her face, the weary listlessness would 

creep over her again, and she seemed to 

care for nothing, to be interested in 

nothing. ■

But gradually — at first as it seemed with 

a resolute effort of self-compulsion — she 

turned to her work again. She found 

faults in her renderiog of her part which 

she thought she could mend, and applied 

herself steadily to the process. She studied 

indefatigably for Tyrrell, who still con- 

tinued, at her own desire, to coach her in 

various ways. ■

" You don't give me nearly enough to 

do/' she said to him one day as they stood 

together in his study after one of what she 

still continued to call her '' lessons." ■

He laughed, and studied her earnest 

face curiously as he told her she was in- 

satiable ; and after he had seen her into 

her cab he stood looking out of his window 

for a moment with a rather cynical ex- 

pression. ■

" What difference does she think it will 

make in another year f " he said to him- ■

self. "She has only to play her cards 

now, and, study or no study, London will 

be at her feet" ■

Bat whatever difference it might or 

might not make in another year, it ap- 

parentlymade all the difference to Selma 

now. With every day in which she settled 

more steadily into her old routine of study, 

with every night in which her part became 

to her less an exciting event and more an 

important piece of her day's work, her 

depression lessened, and her quiet, even 

spirits returned to her more and more. ■

The foggy, November dajrs ran out, and 

when Chnstmas came there were very few 

more weeks left to the two sisters of their 

quiet life together. Mr. Forsyth's appre- 

ciation of Humphrey Cornish's picture the 

year before had been the first of a series of 

successes, not striking or electrifying, but 

very steady and of the best kind, which had 

made the name of the latter known among 

artists, and even to the public, as the name 

of a promising man. It had also been the 

first of a series of sales of various pictures 

which had entirely altered his financial 

position, and had made it possible for him 

to think of marrying. He and Helen had 

had many quiet talks on the subject ; but 

when it was finally decided that they need 

wait no longer, there was one point on 

which they came individually to the same 

conclusion — different as the process of 

reasoning must have been in each case — 

with no words on the subject. Each felt, 

though neither said, that their wedding 

could hardly fail to be a painful reminder 

to every one — a most painful reminder to 

Selma — of the wedding so eagerly prepared 

for which had never come off, and it was 

understood between them that it could 

not be accomplished too quietly, or with 

too little show of preparation. The date ■
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had been a difficulty. It was obvioiuily 

impossible that anTthing so likely to be 

painful to Selma shonld take place while 

she was prepari^ for her first appearance. 

Humphrey and Helen alike tacitly avoided 

the months of December and January in 

discussing possiUlitieBi and yet it seemed 

unnecessary to wait untH afkor Lent, when, 

as Helen thought to herself, there might 

possibly be another '< first night" Finally 

they decided upon the first of February; 

and Helen, anxious above all things that 

no detail of the arrangements shonld 

remain to be discussed after Selma was 

told of them, brought herself to go and see 

Miss Tyrrell privately, that she might ask 

her to '< takeeare " of her sister wmle she 

herself shonld be away on her honey- 

moon. ■

Selma had known ever since midsummer 

that the wedding was likely to take place 

in the oourse of the winter ; and when, 

about a month after her first appearance, 

Helea told her, in a quiet, matter-of-fact 

way, the date decided on, she received 

the news with a loving kisis, but with no 

disturbance of her serenity. She was, of 

eourse, to live with them* Helen's marriage 

brought with it no parting between the 

sisters, no greater wrench for Selma than 

is involved in moving from one house to 

another. Humphrey's Camiliar presence in 

the house would have made little difference 

in her daily life, even if she had had much 

life outside her own profession; absorbed 

as she was in her work, no external cir- 

cumstances seemed greatly to affect her. 

And In the choosing of the house — accom- 

plished as quietly as were all Helen's 

private preparations — ^next to Humphrey's 

requirements in the matter of a studio, as 

the simplest matter of course, Selma's 

convenience and tastes had been considered 

by her sister. ■

It was an afternoon in the third week 

in January, and Selma was alone in the 

house. She was going later on to the 

IVxrells', for what Miss Tyrrell called '<a 

Httle tea-party" — a form ot entertainment 

to which that lady was much addicted 

during the mid-winter months, and which 

had been denied her this winter, together 

with every other form of society. Miss 

Tyrrell had been ill, and such an inartistic 

and ill-calculated proceeding had annoyed 

her very much indeed. It had annoyed 

her brother, too^ very considerably. 

Aji soon as she considered herself quite 

recovered, they had a short conversation 

together, of which Sebna was the subject^ ■

and of which the little tea-party in queition 

was the immediate resultw ■

** You know that anything I can do to 

help our dear young aztiit along the road 

to fame I will do jovfully. I will aak the 

dear Duchess for we twenty-firet^'' were 

the words with which lOss Tyrxdl had 

concluded the interview; and tha smile 

on John l^yrrell's face as he Itft her oould 

only be described as sardonic. ■

•<She reaUy beUeves in it aU !** he said 

to himseli "What won't habit do for a 

woman 1" ■

No man in London knew more aeeormtdy 

than John Tyrrell the exact value of a 

calling acqudntance with a docfaasi; no 

man deceived himself leas as to the exaet 

value of the phrases of the "set " in which 

he lived. ■

Helen, who found it far from easy to 

keep ail the inevitable buainees eonneeted 

with her wedding to the morning hoars 

during which Selma worked, had taken 

the opportunity afforded by her sirtar% 

engagement wim Miss l^rrell to go on a 

shopping expedition with Humphrey, who 

was only to be dragged from hu atadiom 

the aftmoon ; andSehna, who wna never 

idle now, was spending the half-hour which 

remained before she need start for her 

"littie tea-party" practising mnffag. 

Tyrrell had sent her to a sii^^mg^naater, 

with a smile at his own inability to satfsfy 

her demand for employment^ and an 

assurance that she could not cultivate h«r 

voice too carefully. ■

She was sbgmg scales and ocereisea 

intentiy, and with the same steadmees 

which characterised all her work, when the 

door behind her opened suddenly, and 

Mervyn Dallas's warm, "eager anna were 

clasped impulsively round her neck. ■

*'I heanl you singing darlinnat^" she 

said, apologetically, "and I tiboi^t I 

might come up^ though it was ex e rcss ea l" ■

Mervyn's speech was always too rapid 

and demonstrative to be remarkafala far 

grammar or for coheren<7; but Sdma 

understood her, and smiled forgfveneaa fcr 

tiie interruption as she kissed her; ■

*' Where have you been, Mervyn f ahs 

said. "We haven't seen yoa for a 

week." ■

On Sehna's return to London in tiie 

preceding spring, Mervyn Dallas, witiiaat 

saying a word on the subject to any oos^ 

hMrniBhed headlong off toinasTyrraO'i^ and 

had flung herself mto Selma's arms with 

kisses and tears— tears of pleasoie si the 

sight of heriss she elaborately explained — ■
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and floods of qnaint, incoherent eloquence 

directly expreasive of her delight in her 

return, and indirectly, but far more plainly, 

expressive of the love and loyalty with 

which her faithful little heart was over- 

flowing ; and Selma, so taken by surprise 

at first as almost to lose her scuf-control, 

had been very gentle, almost grateful in 

her manner, and had since taken a tender 

pleasure in her constant adorer which was 

very different from the pretty, kindly 

patronage she had extended to her 

before. ■

" I didn't a bit expect to find you this 

afternoon," Mervyn said now, apparently 

in answer to Selma's question, though the 

reply could hardly be considered strictly 

relevant. **I was so dreadfully afraid 

you would be out Selma, don't shut the 

piano. Sing to me." ■

Selma smued as she shut the piano, and 

came to sit down by the fire. ■

<< Exercises, Mervyn 1 I hardly know 

any songs." ■

" How hard you worl^ Selma," returned 

Mervyn, who had establiBhed herself on a 

small chab, which was her particular 

favourite, looking up at the ottier with 

loving, admiring eyes. <'No other girl 

would think she needed work any more. 

Whenever I meet fresh people I always 

make them talk about 'Fedalma'" — 

"Fedalma" was the name of the play in 

which Selma was acting — *'and I feel as 

if I must just kiss them when they begin 

about you. They always say you're per- 

fect, and I could talk to them for hours. 

I had a perfect time at a dance the other 

night ; I sat on the stairs for half an hour 

with a heavenly man. He talked about 

yon incessantly." 

j Selma laughed a low, amused laugh at 

: her fervour. ■

''Toull become a nuisance to your 

I fellow-creaturesy Mervie," she said. 

I "You don't know anythfaig about it," 

answered Mervyn, with a quaint little 

grimace. "You don't even know what 

you are like as Fedahna, or you wouldn't 

think you could make yourself a bit 

better." ■

She had drawn her chair round, so that 

she was very close to Selmay looking up in 

her face; and the latter took one of the 

little, restless, brown hands in hers and 

played with it absently. ■

"Fedalma isn't everything, don't you 

see, Mervyn," she said, dreamfly. "I 

never shall get even that quite right ; if I 

did, it would only shonf that it wasn't ■

worth doing, because the thing one can 

get quito perfect isn't art at alJ, I think. 

But Fedalma is only — ^there isn't much in 

it, after aU." ■

"Why, every one says what a lovely 

part it is. Don't you like it, Selma ? " ■

"I like it— oh yes, I'm very fond of it, 

and very happv with it ' But, don't you 

see, it's only for a time; there's always 

more to coma Fedalma is only just a 

part ; there isn't genius behind it. Think 

of the great parts, Mervie — ^the parts with 

a whole woman, a whole life in them. 

Those are what one has to work for all 

one's life ; and they — ^they are all means to 

an end, Mervyn. It's what lies beyond it 

all — all the work, and everything — that 

makes it so infinitely worth while." ■

There was a little quiver of intense 

purpose and devotion in her low voice; 

but her cheeks did not flush as tiiey had 

been used to do in her old moods di 

youthful enthusiasm. Only her eyes were 

very deep and steadfast, and Mervyn bent 

her face suddenly and kissed the hand 

she held. There was a littie silence, 

isnd then Mervyn sprang up, with rather 

suspicious brislmess, quick as hst move- 

ments always were. ■

« Where is Helen gone t " she said, as 

she wandered erraticdly about the room 

to see, as she would have esqiressed it| 

" whether anything had .happened " since 

she had been there last; loid the next 

moment she was calling herself by every 

violent and opprobrious name she could 

think of for having spoken without 

thinking, for Selma answerod, quietly : ■

" She is out with Humphrey." ■

Mervyn Dallas was certainly not cut out 

for a conspirator. Having fallen upon the 

very last topic on which she wUied to 

telk to Sebna, dreadfully afiraid of saying 

anything that would be painful to her, she 

became entirely unable to extricate hmielf 

from the position by finding anything else 

to say, and after a moment's embarniased 

silence — embarrassed on Mervyn's paft 

that is to say — Selma said very low, but 

quito steadily : ■

"Mervyn, will you do something for 

met" ■

Immensely relieved, thinking that all 

her dif&culty was over, Mervyn flew im- 

petuously across the room to her. § ^ -^4 ■

"Dearest, this instant — anything," she 

exchumed. A little wan smile just 

touched Selma's lips, and she bent her 

head so that Mervyn should not see her 

face. " It isn't this instant, Mervyn," she ■
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said ; " and don't promise nntii you hear 

what it is. It's — ^a message." ■

There was a moment's pause, and 

Mervyn said, qnestioningly : ■

"Yes, dear T' ■

"Mervyn, will you teU— them— that I 

shall not go — to see Nell — married 1 " ■

Selma turned away as she spoke, and 

stood looking out of the window with her 

back to Meryyn, who remained where she 

was, gajsing at her with an expression of 

misery and humiliation, as though it were 

she herself who had just expressed her 

knowledge of the fact that there were 

people in the world who would actively 

object to meeting her. She knew well 

enough of whom Selma had spoken — 

whom she was to telL She knew that the 

question as to whether or no Selma would 

go to the church had been privately dis- 

cussed in the Oornish family ; she herself 

had argued hotly on the subject with 

Sylvia, who, with all the unpardoning 

severity of youth, had declared that if 

Selma went she should not. Her colour 

came and went, she rolled her pocket- 

handkerchief into an incredibly small ball, 

and a lump kept rising in her throat which 

would not let her spei^ — ^not that it would 

have occurred to her to dispute a decision 

of Selma's in any case. But Selma did not 

move, something in her motionlessness kept 

Mervyn from the demonstration which 

would have been natural to her, and at 

last she forced herself to say, in a voice 

that was hardly audible : ■

'< Yes, Selma." ■

There was another instant's pause, and 

then Selma turned round, rather white, 

but quite quiet. ■

"Thank you, dear," she said, gently. ■

Selma was rather late in arriving 

at ttie I^rrells'. Several carriages 

were waiting in the neighbourhood 

of the house, and as the drawing-room 

door opened for her, it seemed to her, 

seeing the "tea-party" in its fully 

aasembled state, that it was considerably 

larger than she had expected. She stood 

for a moment just inside the door, not 

seefaig Miss TyrrelL Then that lady, 

quite aware that the attention of the 

eight or ten people in the room was by 

that time concentrated more or less openly 

on the new comer, rose from the low chair 

at the extreme end of the room, where she 

had been sitting, and Selma moved down 

the long room with the swift, graceful 

walk which was so characteristic of her. 

" Late, of course," said Miss Tyrrell with ■

an indulgent smile as she received her, 

while a pretty girl at the other end of tiie 

room observed to the man who was holdii^ 

her tea-cup : " That was a very excellent 

entrance, wasn't itf She has improved 

immensely since last season." ■

Miss Tyrrell herself was always in 

perfect harmony with her own drawing- 

room, and was as distinctly part of its 

general elDTect as any one of its insntmate 

artistic details. She knew exactly the 

position she occupied in the picture as she 

stood there holding Selma's hand in hers, 

and she knew, too, the impression which 

Selma was making; and she kept her 

standing, retaining her hand, as she ssked 

her several wholly unnecessary qnesliaDs 

as to her general well-being with mnch 

tender interest ■

" I should have been very angry with 

you if you had been a little later," she 

said, when it seemed to her that the 

tableau had lasted long enough; and 

though her smile was suavity itself, there 

was a literal truth about her words which 

was by no means characteristic of all Mbs 

Tyrrell's observations. "The Dodiess 

has only a few moments, and she wUiss 

to be introduced to you." She tamed to 

the elderly lady on whom she had been 

bestowing her most artistic attention whan 

Selma entered the room — the elderly Isdy 

who had taken so deep an interest in the 

reported romance surrounding Sehna on 

her first appearance as a reciter — and laying 

a long, caressing hand on the girl's arm, 

she drew her forward, and said, " May I 

introduce Miss Selma Malet, my dear 

Duchess f Selma, dearestj the Doehess of 

Bidsdale." ■

Selma was taken by surprise — as Miss 

Tyrrell had folly intended that she should 

be. She had not been prepared for 

duchesses at a "little tea-party" in 

the first place, and looking quickly round 

the room as she took the seat pointed out 

to her by Miss TyrreU — a seat whidi eon- 

demned her to conversation with the 

Duchess — she saw that all the people in tte 

room were strangers to her. She was 

vaguely wishing that Miss Tyrrell would 

not ask her whe^ she had " people," iriiea 

the voice of the Duchess recalled her to 

herself. ■

" I am very pleased to have the oppor- 

tunity of telling yon how charmed we have 

been with your performance of Fedsfana, 

Miss Malet." ■

Selma turned at once, courteously, and 

with a pretty little deprecating movement ■
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of her heftd, which was inBtinctiye to her, 

bat with perfect aelf-pouesdon, «nd f onnd 

that she waa being looked over with mnch 

the^ same condeacending cariosity with 

which ahe herself might have inspected 

some remarkable, bat very inferior, 

member of the animal kingdom asserted 

by science to be allied to man^ and, con- 

seqoently, of the same race as herself. ■

"It is very kind of yoa to tell me so," 

she said. ■

"Qaite charmed, really," repeated the 

Daehess, whose landatory yocabolary was 

not extensive. "The white gown yoa 

wear in the second act is qoite perfect, if 

I may tell yoa sa" ■

"I am ym dad yoa like it," said 

Sehna, with a Uttle, Irrepressible smUe. ■

''My daaghter, Lady Fenton, is most 

anxioos to know what ttie material can be. 

ItiantBDk.Ithinkt" ■

''It Is an Indisn staff of some kind. 

Miss Tyrrell chose it" ■

"Then Misa Tyrrell can no doabt tell 

me where to get it f Yoa most find it a 

most afiecting part to play!" ■

Selma was rather desperately casting 

aboat in her mind for a possible answer to 

sach a qoesUoni when, to her infinite 

relief, the Daehess, ananswered, rose. ■

"I am so channed to have met yoa, 

and so sorrv to ran away," she said. " I 

have a little scheme on f oot^ which Mr. 

Tyrrell has kindly andertaken to propoand 

to yoa," offering her hand to Selma with 

the otmoat gracioasnessL " It is a scheme 

in which I am deeply interested, and I 

hope he may be able to enlist year 

sympathy. Miss Malet. I hope we shall 

have the pleaaare of seeinff yoa in Park ■

Lane; I shall send yoa a cara Ah, Mr. ■

Tjrrrell I" ahe added, as they were joined 

by their host, '*I most ron away, an- 

fortonatdy. Yoa will talk to Miss 

Malet t" ■

John Terrell had been watchbg Selma's 

faoe from the end of the room. He had 

thoaght, cynically enoagh, that his sister 

was making a false move in leaving the 

two alone together; and he had miaUy 

sanntered across the room to prevent that 

frastration of his plans which he -saw was 

imminent He shook hands with Selma, 

andertook to the Daehess to explain every- 

thing, and finally escorted that ladv down- 

stairs. SeLoaa had been introdaced to two 

men and another dderly and distingaished 

lady by the time he came back, and her 

exnresilve face looked little happier than 

it had done daring her brief aadience with ■

the Daehess. He did not go to the rescae 

a second time, however, bat crossed to the 

pretty gbl who had commented on Sehna's 

entrance — Nora Olynn. ■

" Mayn't I get yoa another cap of tea 1 " 

he said. ■

"Yoa may not^ Mr. Tjndl,*' she 

answered; "bat yoa may introdace me 

to Miss Malet How mach she has 

improved 1 " ■

Nora Olynn herself had not improved. 

She had hardened carioasly in face, voice, 

and manner. She was exactly what she 

had been a year before ; bat she no longer 

saggested any posribQifcy of farther 

developement. ■

" I am very gUd yoa think so," Tyrrell 

answered her, gravely; "and I shall be 

delighted to introdace voa. Ah! the 

Winslows are going. Will yon come with 

me now 1 " ■

Miss Nora Glynn save him a little look, 

as if to ask him why he did not bring 

Miss Iklalet to her ; bat he piloted her 

calmly across the room to where Selma 

was standfaig alone. ■

" Sehna," he said, " I want to introdace 

a sister-artist: Miss Nora Glynn — Miss 

Malet" ■

" I'm so delighted to meet yoa," said the 

sister-artist, with enthasiasm, which did 

not^ however, prevent her from forming 

the mental comment : " She wants coloar, 

awfully." "Do let as sit down together 

and have a little chat" ■

" I shall be very pleased," said Selma, 

looking down Into the pretty little well- 

satisfied face in some sarprise. ■

She had seen Nora Glynn on the stage ; 

bat die had never considered her per^ 

sonality at all, and now that she met it she 

felt carioasly oat of her element in the con- 

nection. Bat before Nora Glynn's proposal 

coold be carried into effect, and very mach 

to her annoyance — for she was really 

carioas to " see what the girl was like," as 

she woald have expressed it — one of the 

two men with whom Sehna had been talk- 

ing when Tvrrell had re-entered the room 

after disposmg of the Daehess, and who 

were the only other gaests now remaining, 

came np behmd her, and said, lightly : ■

" Yoa and Miss Malet are not going to 

monopolise one another. Miss Glynn, I 

hope. Tyxrell," taming to his host, " this 

won't do, yoa know, at alL" ■

" Not at all," returned Tyrrell, promptly, 

dexteroosly covering Selma's movement as 

she tamed radier haoghtDy away. She 

had taken a strong dislike to the first ■
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speaker, an elderly man, of an extremely 

complimentary tnm of mindi and she had 

BO- appreciation whatever of his position 

in society. '* Let there be no monopolies, 

Mis» Nora, bat a common fund of socia- 

bility," continued Tyrrell, gaily. ■

He turned ronnd a chair for her as he ■

\ spoke, and as she seated herself with a ■

^ bewitching little pout at him, the second ■

of the two remaining men, who had as yet ■

said little, bat had looked a good deal at ■

Solma. observed * ■

•< What is the Duchess's latest, TyrreU 1 

I suppose it is public property. She 

seemed to be talking about it indisciimi- 

nately enough." ■

He was a man of about thirty-five, with 

keen, clear-cut features, a good forehead, a 

mouth hidden by a dark moustache ; his 

name was Julian Heriot, and he was an in- 

fluential critic, and a literary man of whom 

much was expected by those who knew 

him only by his clever, sarcastic stories and 

papera But Tyrrell, who knew him better 

than most people, had once observed, in a 

most unusual moment of confidence to a 

mutual friend, that ''Heriot was distmctly a 

man of his day, and his day was not the 

day of great achievements." ■

He turned to hun on his question, and 

answered : ■

^It is public property, decidedly; in- 

deed, I shall be glad to hear what you have 

to say to it, Heriot." ■

Then, throwing himself into a chair, and 

crossing his legs, he began gravely, ad- 

dressing the company generally : ■

'* The Duchess is Immensely interested in 

the schemes afloat for the relief of the 

sufferings caused in China by the late 

floods, of which the papers have been f uU. 

She is most anxious to get up a fund on 

her own account" ■

'' She has the very kindest hearty" mur- 

mured Miss Tyrrell, who had subsided into 

a chur, looking rather worn out ; but who, 

having been rwly and uninterestingly ill, 

would have died rather than own to 

fatigue. ■

** She proposes that I should get up a 

benefit matinee to this end," pursued 

Tyrrelli passing over the interruption, and 

apparently entirely innocent of the sarcasm 

his words contained, *'and that she should 

give her name as president of a com- 

mittee who should work It at — ^benefit 

pricec" ■

'I Does she propose to give anything 

beside her name f" enquired Julian Herio^ 

quietly. ■

Tyrrell looked at him without moving a 

muscle of his face, and replied : ■

" She will give her very valuable time, 

and she will give the committee." ■

" And what do you think of the adiemet 

Do you see your way! " ■

"Yes," returned Tyrrell, with the ■

impenetrable frank eomposure; ■

'I am ■

deeply interested in — ^the Chinese, and I 

shall be delighted to help theDoeheaa Now 

her Grace has unusually definite views on 

the subject of this mating "— Tynell did 

notthhSk it necessaiy to aimoanee thafclfae 

views in question had been provldad by 

himself— «< Miss Gljrim and Miss MaH" 

looking from one girl to the other wfth a 

smile, " she ii anxious for help from both 

of you." ■

Nora Glynn smiled back at him, trying 

not to look as elated as she &lt^ wUh a 

pretty Uttle gesture, which signified Oat 

she would be gracious to the DueheH ; and 

Belma leant suddenly forward, with a little 

flush of colour in her cheeks. ■

<'0h," she said, '<I shall love to hO^ 

I was reading about it yesterday — China 

I mean — and It b so dreadfuL Can we 

really do any good do you think!" ■

There was an instant's pause as the five 

other people present looked at her wMi 

one accord^the men in covert admiratfnn 

of the added loveliness the fluah liad 

brought her, Nora Glynn, in open-eyed 

astonishment^ and Miss l?yneliwithhsidy 

concealed impatienoei ^en ^^yirell, ttua 

first to recover hunself , said, quietly : ■

'* We can but try, at any rate. Then I 

may count upon yon, Selma f " 

' " Of coiuse," she answered, with a qvM 

smile at him. And then, eanied out of 

her usual quiet by the sudden tiiottght^ ehe 

exclaimed, with something of her old m- 

pulsiveness : '' Why, it wul be anew part 1 

Oh, how lovely 1 " ■

The next instanti as she caught Julian 

Heriot's eyes, she saw the smOe wfaidi ha 

could not qxdte repress^ and flodied mate 

hotly and more beautifully than ever. ■

'•That is aU rights then," sud TyneD. 

'' Now Heriot, as we are all intsraated im 

the question — ^the Duchess told me yon 

had promised to help her« Lord £Ilu» 

ham," with a gknce at the elder aan, "I 

should like to know what you both ^nk 

about the committee. I promised to dnw 

up a provisionaiy list" ■

A very eager discussion ensued in whioh 

Belma alone took no part, knowing notUng 

of the respective merits as social powen o€ 

the ladies in question^ and bei^g qiula ■
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happy to ait and think over the possibilities 

of the new part in prospect She was 

passing from one dreamy speculation into 

another, when JaUan Heriot's rather 

metallic voice caught her ear. ■

*'Lady Latter," he was saying, ''yon'd 

better have her, Tyrrell You and she are 

still on speaking terms, are yon not % " ■

There was a slight panse, presumably 

while Tyrrell weighed Lady Latter in the 

scale as he had weighed her predecessors 

on the list Then he said, slowly and de- 

liberately: ■

''Lady Latter! Of course I We are- 

very good friends 1 Lady Latter by all 

means." ■

Then Selma's attention wandered away 

again, and she was still dreaming, when 

the discussion was finally adjourned to a 

future occasion, and Miss Tyrrell's '' little 

tea-party " dispersed. ■

TOURNAMENTS, NEW AND OLD. ■

When Tournaments began there is no 

direct evidence to show ; but the first on 

record was held in the year in which the 

Battle of Hastings was fought It is from 

gay Provence, with its memories of the 

amphitheatre, and the ^ones of the arena, 

that we get the word itself, which seems 

to refer to the turning of the Knights at 

the end of the course, when they took 

opposite sides of the barriers for the next, 

thus equalising any natural advantages of 

the ground. It was not till the days of 

the Plantagenets that the Tournament be- 

came an established institution in England, 

and then, from the thirteenth century to 

the end of the sixteenth, there is a 

tolerably regular succession of these 

military fesUvals. But in these modem 

days, no one thought much about Tourna- 

ments till Walter Scott reproduced the 

scene of his famous gathering at Ashby-de- 

la-Zouch, with such admirable descriptive 

effect ttiat admirers of Bebecca and 

Bowena, of the disinherited Knight, of the 

Templar, and of the jovial Co9ur de Lion, 

began to be all agog about Tournaments. ■

It was the revived interest in chivalry 

and in feudal pomp and ceremony that led 

the Earl of Eglinton, in the year 1839, to 

attempt his celebrateid and much ridiculed 

modem Tournament, which may be said 

to have perished in a Scotch mut, but 

which brought together, anyhow, two 

characters to be eventually funous: ■

Benjamin Disraeli, and the late Emperor 

of the French, then a discredited ad- 

venturer known as Louis Napoleon. But 

though the name of Tournament attached 

itself to many contests of one kind or 

another, as Boileau writes — ■

Sur nn table long et fafonne expr^ ■

Don touraoi de Bassette ordonner lea apprSts. ■

And as so we have chess Toumaments, not 

inappropriately named for such combats of 

minuc war, billiard Toumaments, imd even 

fishing Toumaments, yet, in its real 

character of military festival and display, 

there has been nothing since the days of 

chivaby to rivaJ the grand Military 

Tournament of which the twelfth has of 

late been celebrated. ■

Never, in its mertfest days, was Islington 

more gay than when the Military 

Toumament is in progress at the Agri- 

cultural HalL If there is no general 

holiday proclaimed by heralds and pur- 

suivants-at-arms, there surely ought to be, 

in view of the paramount attractions of 

the great annual military dispby. And 

the boys and girls of the neighbourhood 

must take it for granted that something of 

the kind is intended, judging by the way 

in which they hang over the railings and 

cluster on the raised causeways, ana shout 

and cheer on the very smallest provocation. 

What delightful glimpses, too, are to be 

had of camp and bivouac in the roomy 

annexes about the great hall; what 

coming and going of mounted detachments 

and military parties 1 Now it is a team of 

Horse Artillery, arriving with all the dash 

of that splendid corps, the gun and its 

belongings all shining like some beautiful 

toy, but rambling past with thundering 

cadence, dimly suggestive of the roar of 

battle. Again, an omnibus, crammed inside 

and out with redcoats, dashes up to the 

entrance. Volunteers in sober grey; the 

bright uniforms of Yeomanry from distant 

counties diversify the scene. Machine 

guns rattle past, and a pontoon train 

almost blocks the street with arks like 

that of NoflJi, but without doors and 

windows, and with scarlet-coated engineers 

replacing the animal inmates. ■

What glimpses are to be had of the 

livelymilitary lifethat isgoing on within; the 

camp, the bivouac, horses champing their 

oats and rattling their halter chains; men 

at work in the loosest of stable dress ; 

gymnasts all in white; swordsmen trying 

their weapons; lances, with bright pennons, 

stacked here and there; short serjeant- ■
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majon, their hands fall of reports and 

states, their months fnll of reproaches, 

all bustling about and wiring in generally! 

Then, when the business is foirly 

launched, to see the crowds that come 

thronging to the yarious entrances ! Whkt 

ranks upon ranks of carriages; Boyalties, 

with escorts and military honours; 

duchesses and millionaires, with equipages 

and powdered footmen ; the City, with Its 

mapates; the country, with its squires 

and fair dames, and taU, wellgrown gfrh ; 

the general rush of all sorts and conditions 

of men, and of women, too — aye, and of 

children, too, for sometUng of the courtesy 

of ancient cUyalry seems to prevail at our 

modem Tournament, and among the crowds 

that throng the barriers, the youngsters 

fearlessly elbow their way, are hoisted on 

people's shoulders, find resting-places in 

the arms of tall grenadierSi and shout or 

squeal when the firing begins, according to 

sex or temperament ! ■

But it is not mere pageantry that Is meant, 

but serious business ; and, at the word, fortii 

dashes a horseman to ride his course, with 

point and cut to left and right, while 

80 many dummy heads roll in the dust, 

and eadb scoundrel of a post receives a 

thrust between the eyes. All this is In 

the spirit of the prood old Tournament. 

Bols Oflbert, the Templar Knight, would 

be as keenly interested in the contest as 

we are ; and the Tilting at the Bing would 

be an equal source of interest to the grim, 

armour^dad Knight, could he obtain a day's 

liberty from the gloomy shades. ** Good 

lance ! " '* Otooi sword I " would be the 

cry of the ghostly chivalry. For, in clever 

horsemanship and dexterous fingering of 

sword and lance, it would be hard 

to bea^^ our modem paladins, whether 

of the good old national force of Yeo- 

manry, or Mounted Bifles, or of the regular 

cavalry. " Sword against Lance/' too, 

would leave still unsettled the question of 

the superiority of either weapon, which 

was equally an open question when it was 

debated between the flashing scimitars of 

the Saracens, and the sturdy lances of the 

Crusading Knights. ■

There u Tent-Pegging, too, about which 

the Templar Knight may be heard to 

murmur, that he had seen that kind of 

thing at Acre and Ascalon; that those 

Arab fellows were good at It; but that 

your good English champion when he ran 

a tut would have something more solid for 

his object — say, the root of an oak, or the 

stump of a pine-tree. But, subject to this ■

doubtful evidence, the sport seems to have 

had an Indian origin, and began with the 

Bengal Cavalry, as a means of giving eon- 

fidence in the saddle, a firm sea^ ani 

correct hand and eya With body bent 

down to the r^t, and lance held almost 

dose to the ground, the peg will eome If 

it is properly strack; and bud are the 

dieers that greet the suoeettf nl eavaKer 

who bears it off on the p<rint of his lance, 

and, wheeling gracefully round, presents H 

to the attendants of the arena. ■

Yet when it comes to a contest between 

a mere insignificant foot-soldier, without 

ammunition, and with only rifle and 

bayonet to defend himself agunst a daah- 

mg lancer, it is something of a surprise to 

the veterans of old time to see that the 

inftmtry man has nothing the worst ot the 

encounter. After all, a pair of stovit legs 

form a better fighting platform for the 

owner of them than the back of a hoiae^ 

which, being a nervous animal, has an 

invincible dislike of cold steeL Everybody 

knows that the best of cavalry is powerlsss 

against infantry in formation; bat it ii 

encouraging for the poor foot-soldier to see 

demonstoatod that if he has mastered the 

use of the national weapon he may face the 

most dashing hussar, with a fair ehanee of 

success In Uie encounter. And with a 

cartridge or two still left in his poach, 

the odds would be considerably in his 

favour. ■

There is nothing better in the 

than the sldit of the Boyal B 

Artillery as Uiey issue at full trot from 

the castle gate; each of the six horses 

shining like satin, all the traces drawug, 

and the bright harness jingling. People 

hold their breath as the gsllant team goes 

by, for it seems a feat quite beyond ac- 

complishment for the drivers who tide 

and drive postillion fashion, to work that 

team and that gun between the poets that 

seem hardly wide enough apsrt for a ^Aeel- 

barrow to get through, and between pegs ■

It would not be so difficult to drive a 

coach round, four-in-hand, for the coanhman 

knows that if he can get the splinter ban 

of his leaders through without toadung 

his coach will follow all right Bat tiie 

science of driving a gun, witih three pairs 

of hands at work, is of a different charaeter 

altogether. Mudi is due to number one 

of the team who rides in advance as pOot, 

and the horses must receive their share of 

credit for what is really a marveUous per- 

formance, for the team winds in and oai^ ■
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and lound abonti and dashes back the way 

it came amid thunders of applause, without 

having touched a post or moved a peg. ■

Still more exciting is the galloping per- 

formance. The trumpet sounds, and the 

troop whirl forward like a hunicana 

Here is something that realises for us all 

we have read of the wild stress of battla 

It is a bit of martial ode, or of a war-song 

of heroes, such as sends the blood surging 

through the veins, to hear the thunder (3 

the hoofs, the dank and rattle of the 

accoutrements, the onset of that living 

thunderbolt of blood and iron as it whirls 

madl]^ by — and affain, well done RKA. ! ■

This last disjuay has almost silenced 

Bois Gilbert — nothing that the ancient 

tourney had to show could in anyway come 

near this mad charge of men and metal. 

But the Templar Enight remarks by way 

of digression that in the Tournaments of 

his early days, it was customary to proclaim 

them in foreign countries, and to invite 

itranger Knights to come and exhibit 

their prowess, so opportunely enough 

comes the turn of the Australian team, who 

have journeyed from the other side oif the 

globe, from regions of which the Templar 

never so much as dreamt,, over sea and 

land, to run a tilt at this same Tour- 

nament ■

Fine fellows are these Victorian Bangers, 

in their brownish, Khaki-coloured uni- 

forms, neat and workmanlike; swarthy 

with the touch of the Southern sun. They 

are a reconnoitring party, and send out 

vedettes whQe the rest aismount^ light a 

fire, cook their '' tuck," and smoke their 

pipes with great content Then crack 

goes a rifle in front, and all are on the 

alert ; away go mess-tins and pouches into 

their proper receptacles, while there is 

mountmg in hot haste, and scouts dash 

forth clearing hedges and ditches. And 

now having discovered the enemy, and 

made their observations, the whole party 

retires to slow music, and disappears. ■

Hardly are the Australians out of sight 

than a band of gjmnasts make their ap- 

pearance, with their great vaulting-horse, 

which the Templar recoffnises at once as 

one of the appliances of knightly exercises 

in his young days. Thmte men who 

play '*fly the gurter" over man and 

horse, and set each other flying leaps 

and somersaults, are of die Army 

Gymnastic Staff, and are trained as 

instructors of the rank and file in the 

various regiments And after this good 

round of jumping, in comes a forty- ■

pounder Armstrong gun, with a detachment 

of artillery from Shoeburyness, and they 

show how this grim-looking piece is un- 

limbered, fired, rattled cff its carriage on 

to the ground, and rattled back again, 

limbered up and away, with no more 

trouble about it than if it had been a 

wooden pop-gun. ■

Then follows something like a steeple- 

chase over hurdles and fences, the 

Australians well to the front, and showing 

good cross-country talent Over timber, 

in and out of a double fence, a "real'' 

water jump, and then to top a wall, not 

the Pyramus and Thisbe kind of wall, 

but a stout brick wall of wooden bricks, 

four feet one inch high, with a row of 

loose ones at the top, which the horses like 

to scatter about a bit ■

But for a bit of real beautiful pageantry 

commend us to the Boyal Horse Guards, 

and their famous musical ride. Martial 

pomp and display can hardly farther go 

than with these splendid horsemen- 

splendid in silver helm, in glittering 

cuirass, in all the gold and glitter of fault- 

less equipment Perfect is the warrior 

from the well-poUshed boot to the crofct of 

the shining helm; perfect in behaviour 

and condition is the coal-black charger, 

with the silken coat And aU this 

strength and power of horse and man is 

so guided by a silver thread of music, as 

it were, as to flow in gliding harmony of 

colour and form, like some gorgeous ribbon 

in silver and gold, and shot with curious 

dyes. Here is the glow and brightness of 

the old regime, of the old order of things, 

of which these splendid martial figures are 

perhaps the last representatives. As they 

ride away in stately formation, to the 

dying strains of the band, and as the last 

glittering cuirass is swallowed up in the 

outer darkness, we seem to bid adieu to 

the old pomp and circumstance of glorious 

war, with aU the memories of the grand 

old fighting days, ere yet were machine- 

guns, and repeatingrifles, and tiie deadly 

inventions of modem science. The Templtf 

Knight feels this anyhow; he will not 

wait for the general engagement ; he has 

a headache; and has a long way to 

go . . . ■

The last scene of all shows the develope- 

ment of modem warfare, where everytiiinff 

goes with a rush, and batties are lost and 

won in five minutes by the dock. Some 

magic has brought a river across tiie arena. 

The mass of water flowing in has given 

a delicious whiff of freshness and cool- ■
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ne88 to the air. Bat the coohiesB and 

quietude are soon over. Here come the 

engineers, with their pontoons. Yonder 

ihey make gabions, and raise extempore 

batteries. All are as busy as bees, and 

working as if every moment were their 

last — as would be likely enough in 

actual warfara But, work as they may, 

the enemy appear in force; firine 

rolls all along the line, and cracks and 

splutters from evexy point of vantage. 

But the bridge is finished, and over they go 

in a series of rushes, themachine-guns greet- 

ing each attempt with their horrid crackle. 

Quick-firing guns and infant cannon join 

in the genem hurlyrburly. There would 

be horrid slaughter going on were this 

real fighting. As it is, the position is 

carried by dmt of blowing up things right 

and left; the British fl4; waves tri- 

nmnhant ; and — Gkd Save the Queen I ■

But the Military Tournament has some- 

thing about it that passeth show. It is 

not a mere isolated annual display, for it 

represents one of the chief influences bi 

developing the physique of the youth of 

the country, whether serving in the 

regulars, or taking their military training 

with the Volunteers* The grand Tourna- 

ment is the crowning act of so maily 

distinct and regimental contests. In aU 

these the Tournament Committeoi with 

the Queen at the head as patron, and 

composed of the chief military authorities, 

takes a paternal intereet, finding the money 

for prizes and exi>enBes, awarding the 

medals, and offering its own prizes and its 

own distinctions, to be competed for by 

the winners in the local Tournaments. 

For the Auxiliary Forces the same 

principle is observed, the preliminary 

contests, as Seur as the metropolis is con- 

cerned, being arranged by the Associated 

Schools of Arms, a body which has done 

much to forward the Koneral physical well- 

being of our London Volunteers. ■

Great has been the influence of the 

Military Tournament upon the spirit and 

physique of all ranks in the army. Few 

things have done more to lighten the 

tedium of barracks and country quarters, 

and to keep men away from l^e tempta- 

tions to drink and debauchery, which come 

of an aimless, profitless leisure, for 

success in the arena demands at least 

temperance and some amount of self-denial 

and control. And regimental competitions 

of all kinds, cricket matches in summer, 

foot races and football matches, with 

athletic sports in general, give life to the ■

monotonous round of drill and parades, 

and increase the individual value of the 

soldier in the camp, on the march, in 

bivouac, or in battle. ■

ON THE NOEFOLK COAST. ■

Norfolk, since its invasion by Taflways, 

has been opened to the world at large, 

and, as novel ground for excursionists, has 

consequently grown into fashioiL The 

more's the pity for those who knew and 

enjoyed it in tiie first half of the jumeaai 

century. ■

Geologists have told us that Norfolk is 

only a heap of rubbish. This is tnie» and 

offers great advantages. A lights gravelly, 

and porous soil, means a pure, dry alnio- 

sphere, and a healthy dweUmg- placei 

Depressions in the rubbish heape beeome 

the sites of numerous small lake^ called 

"Broads." The undulatbg surface of tiiii 

mass of detritus produces pretty land- 

scapes, mostly looking to the nortili ; but 

the ^splendid inland scenery," now ad- 

vertised as an inducement to take an 

express train, with through caniageB, 

starting from King's Gross, mav be talen 

as a flattering, nay, overdrawn aescriptkn. ■

Time was, when tired of the rontiDe 

of business, or the restraints of a jne- 

tentioufl neighbourhood, or snnply fai tlie 

want of change and rest, you oonld relfae 

to some out-of-the-way nook near the 

Broads, or could discover some unfie- 

quented village on the coast, wheve yon 

might occupy a clean loddng, with pkin 

and wholesome fare of fiui, wild foiH, or 

whatever came to hand, Hvin^ at your 

ease, with no need of evenmg d[mi, 

amusing yourself thoroughly with the 

birds, beasts, fishes, speech, and haMla of 

the locality, and gaining renewed atrsiq^ 

by your contact with Nature. ■

When the hour came to return to the 

world, and resume your old, every-day 

occupations, you made the start wiHi a 

wrench and a resolution like thoae wliich 

help you to take your seat in a dentkt^s 

chair, or rather — as that sitting aoon 

comes to an end — you understand tin 

feelings of the prisoner who is steppiBg 

back to his place on the treadmill. You 

form a resolution to be once more frae at 

the very earliest opportunity. ■

At present, you are never sure that yon 

will not stumble on some firvt-dass friend 

and his lady, who have penetrated into 

wiids before unknown. At Shenioi^iam ■
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there haa upriflen a ''Grand Hotel," the 

installatioii of which most have been be- 

held by the natives as if Aladdin's palace 

had dropped in their midst ■

Oromer was a quiet, homely health resort^ 

believed in for invalids requiring bracing 

ur, by the few who knew it. Bat it was 

little known outside the oonnty, unleas 

for the excellence of its crustaceans. You 

drove there leisurely in your gig, or, if 

newly married, in a post-chaise, sure to 

find, at old Tneker^s, I think, a lobster, a 

chicken, and a good glass of wine. ■

The peculiarities of Norfolk speech were 

many, sometimes not a little puzzling, and 

maybe so still. Two negatives do not 

make an a£Srmative: "I haven't no ob- 

jections, ma'am, to what you say." Here 

is another fragment of dialogue : ■

** How do you do "—pronounced " dew " 

— •'John,bort'' ■

" Very well, I thank ye, Mary, mor." ■

What is ''bor," and what is '<mor"1 

we ask of etymologists and lexicographers. ■

'«Bor" is the vocative case singular of 

a defective noun, of which no other case, I 

believe, exists. We might call it an ex- 

pletive, a redundancy, not Imowing what 

other function to assign to it. '< Mor " is 

also the vocative singular of the nomi- 

native '*mawther," a great girl, a young 

woman, a female hobby-de-hoy. The 

mother of a sickly and fancif ol daughter 

has been heard to say, '' My mawther, she 

do nothin' but eat thapes and dodmans." 

Thapes are green gooseberries ; dodmans, 

snail^f. ■

Note the '' do " in the previous example. 

The grammar of the Norfolk peasantry 

confounds the first person singular, present 

tense, indicative mood, with the third 

person plural of the same. Thus, they 

say, " My lord have iwer so much money, 

so he keep iwer so many sarvania and 

bosses, and drive about in a coach and 

four. My lady smile iwery time she speak 

to me. Tom Noddy, the coachman, live 

in one of them there housen." ■

The names of several well-known fishes 

are commonly used in a plural sense, as 

pike, perch, roach, dace, bream. This, 

however, is good English. Eels are an ex- 

ception. But no one would say " a couple 

of pikes," unless he meant a couple of 

lances. Witness the elegant couplet : ■

Honev pike« 

None like. ■

Certainly, the likes of them are not 

frequently met with. Mr. F. Danby ■

Palmer, in his interesting sequel to " Yar- 

mouth Notes/' .records that in the be- 

ginning of April, 1845, B. Bising, Esq., 

had taken, at Horsey, a pike measuring 

three and a half feet in length, two feet in 

circumference, and weighing twenty-eight 

pounds. It was supposed to be from 

eight to ten years old, but was probably a 

great deal older. Its superior, however, 

had already been found in a Norfolk 

Broad. Many years previously — I cannot 

give the date — Mr. John Eerrison, then of 

Woodbastwick, caught a pike weighing 

forty pounds, which he kept alive in a 

fish-pond, supplying it with all the roach 

and dace it could eat, and weighing it 

from time to time. But he could never 

get it to exceed its otiginal forty pounds. 

Perhaps it fretted and pined at the loss of 

liberty, and the prohibition to catdi and 

devour its own grandchildren. ■

Mundesley Ib a pleasant seaside retreat, 

at sufiSdent distance from a railway station 

to save it from being over-run by pleasure- 

trainers. One of these days, it will disap- . 

pear, through the sea's continual gnawing 

at the base of the cliff on which it 

stands. But the comfortable old inn 

there — ^if yet existing — had taken upi so 

prudent a position inland, that it will still 

hold its own customers for some years, 

to come, unless an extra-phenomenal tide 

should bring an earlier catastrophe. ■

From Mundesley, north-westwards to 

Trimingham, along the beach, at low 

water, is a remarkable walk, ahoaost 

unique^ ■

Boeky cliffs are of varybg pctuiesque- 

ness, according to their matrndal, shape, 

and colouring. A chalk cliff, seen near 

in sunshine, with its base-faced and blind- 

ing whiteness, is ugly, even when spotted 

here and there with a few dark-green 

wild cabbages. At Trimingham, the diff 

is earthy, you may call it a section of a 

turnip field, if you like ; but it is tinted 

with the richest hues of brown and umber, 

mostly of a sombre shade, clouded with 

yellow days and ochres, and relieved by 

bright patches of flowering plants which 

have been caught on ledges in their fall 

from the brink and brow of the diff ■

It is well-known that peculiar districts 

are accompanied by a peculiar fauna. 

Here, the line of difis on the shore is 

parallel to the line of lobsters and crabs out 

at sea. Sir Charles Lyell includes them in 

a series called the Boulder formation ; and 

it is among the washed-out boulders at the 

bottom of the sea, that the lobsters and ■
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crabs lodge and play at hide-and-seek. 

The nature of thia rugged sabmarine pave- 

ment 18 viaible to any one whose corns 

permit him to walk along the Sherringham 

beach after high water. That tract is so 

Btony, that no shrimping can be done 

there. ■

The fishing for the larger crustaceans is 

found to be a profitable employment from 

Mundesley to Sherringham; their actual 

range extends somewhat farther each way. 

Where bait, as at the former place, is not 

readily procurable, lobster-fishing is a 

tedious process for the poor fellows who 

undertake it as a means of livelihood. ■

First, they have to dig for those large 

sea-worms that are found in the banks of 

sand, called " The Lows," in front of the 

beach, at low- water. With these, a series 

of hooks, placed at regular intervals along 

the same line, are baited, to catch plaice, 

fiounderr, soles, and, as a rare prise, a 

brill or a turbot ; all which are therefore 

technically called " line-fish." Sometimes, 

however, every hook is persistently taken 

by dog-fish, the smaller of which are 

useless except for manure, and the larger 

only employed as bait in case of necessity. 

Frenchmen eat dog-fish — EDglishmen 

never. ■

The line-fish are then cat up as bait for 

lobsters and crabs, and it is only then that 

the actual fishing can commence ; and that 

is often obliged to be deferred by un- 

favourable weather. The bait becomes 

btale, and the task has to recommence 

from the beginning. It is generally sup- 

posed that crabs are among the scavengers 

of the sea ; but they are found to be nice 

respecting the freshnesa of their bait, 

lobsters proving less fastidiou& ■

The lobster net or trap, employed on 

this line of coast, consists of a circular iron- 

hoop loaded with lead, about sixteen inches 

in diameter, which diameter is crossed by 

a couple of small ropes placed side by side, 

on whidi pass two or three leather slips 

for the purpose of fastening the bait. 

The bait, consisting of chopped "line- 

tish," is placed in a small purse-like net ; 

a handful of the dried roots of '* quick " 

or couch-grass, called the "BtufiGb:ig," is 

placed upon it, to swell the purse; the 

birings are drawn tight to secure the 

contents, and the whole is suspended in 

the centre of the hoop by means of the 

diametral ropes and the leather slips. ■

The hoop itself carries a deep loose net, 

iiito which the crabs and lobsters are to 

fall. The trap, so prepared, is let down ■

into the ses, by a rope about tve&ty 

fathoms long, on the whole length oiiU^ 

cork floats are intertwined. The rope 

terminates at the top in a log of wood 

painted red to serve as a buoy. ■

The apparatus takes its chsnee in tbe 

sea, till its owners think fit to draw ithto 

their boat by a hooked stick, staled "a 

bandy. " Each crab-boat carriei two bmd, 

with twenty, thirty, or more nati, ac- 

cording as the season is advanced. The 

day's catch is often sold to tnveDiog 

dealers, who have their regular romuk ■

In some places, the loteters and cnb 

caught are deposited till the end of the 

week in perforated wooden bozsi,edled 

" cobes," and anchored in the sea. Bot in 

rough weather they thus become inaeoa- 

sible to their owners, and are aometinai 

sent adrift by violent stoima, and » 

altogether lost To obviate this miihtp^ 

the cobes are placed within staked en- 

closures, called '' coys," from a Dotdi 

word signifying a cage. The coys hm 

unexpectedly proved to act aa bnik- 

waters, and to add to the secority of the 

coast by protecting tiie cliff fron the 

encroachments of the sea. In thoae piiii 

where marine worms are not obtimabb 

as first bait, mackerel or other fiah an 

obUged to be purchased. ■

The Norfolk lobsters and crabe uenot 

large, but exceedingly sweet and gcoi 

With crabs, the feminine gender ii the 

more worthy; for she-crabs sell bt man 

than he-craba At Cromer, the fonaer an 

termed " broadsters," from the breadth of 

their apron ; the latter, <*pfaistexa" IliM 

terms are technically employed by the 

fishermen almost to the exdosion of the 

word "crab." The price of lobetenii 

East Andia used to be somewhat higlitf 

than in Iiondon; but the railrosdM 

prices, as it has levelled many other thio{^ 

There are times of the year—a cloieieaeoB, 

for the greater part of July, while the 

lobsters are changing their sheik— ilifiB 

there is no home supply; andassoonaithe 

herring make dieir appearance off Yvk- 

shire, the fishermen betake thenuelTtf ^ 

that more remunerative harvest ■

If you make friends with crabcateho^ 

and your stomach can stand the conTnliiTt 

movements of what they caQ titf 

"bibbety-bobbety" little boats, youiraj 

enjoy a day's novel style of spBrt* m 

carry away with you a share of thfl w 

honestly obtained, in this case. ■

I say "honestly," because a ift(vy ^ 

told me of a man, in " respectabk" w- ■
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cnmatances, who asked permission to 

accompany the fishermen. Now this 

respectable person was a confirmed klep- 

tomaniac. He could ^o nowhere without 

laying hands on something, no matter what. 

" On some coasts, when a lobster is 

caught, it is disabled for mischief by 

thrusting a wooden peg between its 

pincera This is needleraly cruel, and, 

besides, is apt to spoil the flesh of the 

daw. Here, ther close the pincers . by 

tying them together with string. This 

takes more time, and requires two persons 

to manacle the creature properly. ■

While his companions were thus em- 

ployed, our individual, the alave of his 

instinets, slipped an untied lobster into his 

trousers' pocket The lobster, of course, 

pinched him sharply in self-defence. For 

a while he bore the pain widi Spartan 

fortitude; but soon, he was obliged to 

complain that a lobster had bitten him, 

and would not leave hold. ■

" Where is it biting you 1 I don't see no 

lobster," said fisherman number one. ■

" Here, on my right leg. It crept into 

my pocket." ■

'' Oh ! In your pocket 1 " said fisherman 

number two, who had heard of his visitor's 

moral weakness. "The only way to get 

rid of it before another lobster has crept 

into your other pocket, is to land, and to 

set you before a blazing fire, until it drops." ■

Accordingly, they placed him in front of 

the kitchen grate of the first public-house 

they met with. The lob3ter was half 

roasted, and its captor, too. ■

Both the men themselves, as well as 

their wives and children, occanonally eke 

out their subsistence by shrimping. ■

Many curious objects of natural history 

are to be obtained by searching the refuse 

of the shrimper's net The shrimps are of 

the brown kind — ^when cooked — commonly 

called " flat-noses," and are retafled on the 

spot alive. This species of shrimp also 

frequents the brackish water at the mouth 

of rivers. It is known, too, as the Lynn 

shrimp, being found in abundance in The 

Wash. The pink shrimp— when cooked 

— a distinct species, is caught only in deeper 

waters, and is dredged for by a superior 

class of fishermen. It Is beyond the reach 

of the humble shrimpers of the cliff line, 

whose shrimping grounds lie along an 

extent of sandy banks, which are covered 

at high water, and exposed at low. With 

certain winds they are most dynfferous to 

shipping. Many and many are the vessels 

whose crews have been heard on dark ■

nights shouting their despair, till they 

suddenly ceased, and human voice was no 

longer to be heard across the raging surf. ■

Farther westwards, you come to Stiff key, 

pronounced Stukey, best known to the 

world — if known at all — ^for its excellent 

sluice mussels, brought into vogue by the 

late Doke of Sussex, just as George the 

Fourth, on his return from Scotland, made 

the fortune of the Finnan smoked haddocks* ■

Mussels, before being eaten, prefer to 

repose, a year or two at shortest, in pits or 

parks, fed by sluices, the salt-water of which 

contains an admixture of fresh. So 

treated, they become finer, plumper, and 

reputedly more certain to agree with the 

person who eats them. But the causes and 

conditions of the latter point still remain a 

mystery. ■

One savant believes that he has iden- 

tified the microbe of the unwholesome 

mussel. I fancy that the aforesaid microbe 

is only a maggot hatched in that doctor's 

brain. The real truth is, that the seat of the 

mischief exists in the individual eater, and 

not in the mussel eaten — of course, if fresh; 

because all edible molluscs, kept too long, 

are indigestible, or worse. Few persons, 

like King George the First, prefer their 

oysters ''high," because he was accustomed 

to enjoy them in that state at Hanover, 

when railways were not In the same 

famUy, all the members, except one, will 

be able to eat fresh mussels with impunity. 

That one member, owing to some innate 

peculiarity of constitution, cannot swallow 

a single mussel without feeling the ill- 

effects of the imprudence. ■

Here is an authentic case, which ought 

to satisfy medical commentators : ■

Some children, with a small allowance 

of weekly pence, had also a stingy father- 

in-law. Those children happened to be 

fond of muBsels ; and on Saturdays, when 

the carrier with his cart firom the coast 

went round the town crying "Cockles 

alive ! " and " Fine Stukey mussehi ! '* they 

would put their pence together, in order to 

enjoy a shell-fish treat ■

The father-in-law had often observed 

with what glee they ate their Saturday'^ 

supper off mussels, unhurt by indigestion 

or other ailment; so one evening, resolved 

to taste them, too, he took the tempting 

dish and devoured them all. ■

The children ate their bread and butter 

meal, shorn of its savoury shell-fish, in 

silence, not daring to complain in words, 

however sorrowful they might look. Bat 

soon their grief was turned to wonder. ■

- ■
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The father-in-law first became uneasy, then 

his face tamed red and swollen, he nibbed 

himself to assaage intolerable itching, and 

finally retired to his private apartments. ■

When those children went to bed, didn't 

they giggle all the way upstairs f ■

Moral— in Hibernian style: Never eat 

mussels, until you know by experience 

that they won't disagree with you — exactly 

as you should never bathe, until you first 

have learnt to swim. ■

When, tired of seaside village life, you 

long for the livelier existence of town, 

pleasant Yarmouth is within easy reach by 

rail, where you may enjoy both maritime 

and urban delights. On few coasts will 

you behold such crowds of shipping as are 

often to be seen in Yarmouth Boads. 

Mr. F. Danby Palmer's " Notes " relate 

that already, in July, 1836, *' Yarmouth is 

very full of strsngers, who flock from all 

parts of the country to enjoy the cool sea 

breezes. We believe there is not any 

other place that affords so excellent a view 

of shipping in motion as Yarmouth Boads, 

it being the great thoroughfare for all 

vessels trading to the North. The Bath- 

room is one of the principal attractions to 

visitors, as it is a most agreeable lounge 

during the heat of the day, and frequent 

undress balls enliven the youthful part of 

the company." ■

tin 1837, November the first, there had 

been from fifteen hundred to two thousand 

vessels windbound and at anchor in the 

Roads. These had got under sail on 

Sunday, and were immediately foUowed 

by about one thousand vessels from beyond 

Lowestoft ; and it was calculated that more 

than three thousand vessels passed through 

the Boads in five hours, in such close 

procession, that the sea could not be dis- 

cerned beyond them. ■

This makes an enormous fleet; but 

among the many famous personages who 

have passed through Yarmouth Boads in 

search of adventure, few have been more 

illustrious, or illustrated, than the friend 

of our boyhood, Bobinson Crusoe. ■

A GARRISON ROMANCE. ■

By Mbs. LBITH ADAMS (Mrs. LAFFAN). ■

Autkor of "Xotw* Drayeott," *^Geofrt«y StiHinff," **Avnt 

Hep$y$ Foundling," etc. ■

CHAPTER X. JIM AND ALGIE GO A VISITING. ■

'* You must keep one of your gloves on, 

and hold the other in your hand. You 

must dangle it — ^sa That's the way the ■

Honourable Bob does when he's in mufli, 

and goes to pay visits." ■

Thus Jim to Algie, as the two floated, 

all in an open boa^ Yaletta-wards. They 

had no business to be in the said boat at 

all ; on which subject every now and then 

grave doubts crossed the shallow minda of 

the boatmen they had engaged to fuxy 

them across. But the <* plenty amaU 

signers Inglese" have paid them befove- 

hand. and paid them well Fechapa the 

«<bambinos" will be lost, and a nwaid 

offered ; who could say t ■

Meanwhile the boat glided on oyer the 

silver sea, and Jim was in great spirita. He 

was also dressed in his beat Algie, aUbed 

to match, was happy too, but a certain fssx 

was beneath his joy. ■

The question of the gloves waa a poader. 

Crloves were always a thorn in the fleaii to 

Algie. Difficult to get on ; hard to get <tf 

— ^unless peeled off as you woold akin a 

rabbit, and that made Joaeppina earn 

He looked at Jim's d6gag& and eaay air with 

envy and admiration ; tried to shove alfttts 

fat hand into one limp glove; failed 

miserably, and compromised matten If 

rolling the pair into a ball and stuffing 

them into his pocket. In spite of the 

glory of his best suit, Al^e had apparcntly 

forgotten the ceremony of waafiing his 

hands — so had Jim. ■

" If you see any one looking out finm 

the balcony, lie down under the mdn^' 

said Jim, training his brother ul the 

subtleties of life's crooked ways. ^They 

won't see us if we lie dose. TheyH think 

it's an empty dyso." ■

<<Sha'n't," said Algie ; « don't want to 

spoil mine coat — mine noo coat^ 'oo knows." ■

But Jim's thoughts had drifted. ■

«I hope we're not doing a caddiah thing * 

he said, looking as solemn as a yoong owL 

"You know Mr. Ginger says it doeant 

matter what a man does, ao as he dnesn't 

do a caddish thing. U he does a caddidi 

thing, there is nothing for it but for him 

to < go down.' I wonder what that meaDsl 

Of course, we couldn't have got away 

like this if Mabel hadn't been ilL Iheaid 

Pap tell Mr. Jones last night that aha wis 

quite upset, and must be kept quiet Ml 

Jones looked aw'fly aad. I think he 

wanted to see her very much. Eveiy- 

body wants to see MabeL" ■

'• Wantsh to see Mabel mine own aalf,'' 

said Algie, at this juncture, pnekeiiii« op 

his face as if for a cxy; ^'wantah if aha 

were better^ wantsh to go home now 

direckly minute." ■
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Here wu a pretty state of things 1 ■

**AI^e/' said Jim, waving his disengaged 

glove in a lordly manner, <* don't be a 

goosey-gander, or FU never bring yoa out 

with me 'again. These men will think 

you're nothmg bat a baby." ■

At this Algie choked a Uttle, bat 

gathered himsolf together and pat a brave 

faoe onmatteriL ■

They had reached the harbour steps, 

and soon, hand in hand, were dimbhig 

that steep stone ladder, Algie casting 

fearsome glances at the unsavoury beggars 

who lurked here and there in the shadowy 

corners. ■

Bight away to the main guard, with its 

great guard-house, went these two young 

adventurers. ■

" We're not on guard duty, to-day," said 

Jim, with an air, and a patronising glance 

at the " Queen's " men, who were himging 

about the place. ■

Algie held tq;ht on to his brother's hand. 

He thought that things were beginning to 

look ratbu serious, and home seemed very, 

, very far away. He hated going out walks 

with Joseppina ; but he would have been 

glad, oh, so glad, to have her by him now. 

The streets were fuU of people; carriages 

drove hither and thither ; how small, how 

very small he felt 1 ■

Not so Jim. Jim went on straight 

ahead, making for the Palace. ■

" Where do we be going now % " said 

Algie, tremulously. ■

« We're going to see old Bogles," said 

Jim, as bold as a buccaneer. 

I Past the sentry and up the marble 

stairs went the two lads, the leading spirit 

undismayed by the wondering glances of 

one or two people who were coming 

down. ■

Arrived at the grand entrance, Jim took 

serious stock of the situation. There was 

the usher, a gentlemanly-looking individual 

of inscrutable countenance, who might have 

sat for the portrait of, say, some great 

diplomatist, or the superintendent of Scot- 

land Yard, and, as it were, lying in state, 

on a table, loi^ and narrow, like a bier, 

the Qovemor's visitors' book, with Mrs. 

Governor's visitors' book beside it ■

Other Ugh functionaries were scattered 

about, and there was an air of subdued 

bustle and preparation, as though the arrival 

of some personage was expected. ■

"And who may you be, my little 

mant" said the usher, bending down 

politely to bring himself to Jim's level ■

** I'm not your little man ; and I want ■

to see old — I want to see the Governor," 

said Jim ; and then it seemed to him that 

the usher suddenly disappeared, and in 

his place stood Hii Excellency, fully 

accoutred in what the Honourable Bab 

would have called his " war pdnt," and at- 

tended hy a little group of officers, also in 

their best attire. ■

<| Ha— hum 1 " said the porUy Oovemor, 

staring through his eye-glasses. **Whafs 

thisi What's this! Who have we 

here)" ■

*' If you please, your ExceUency," said 

the urbane usher, with a truly marvellous 

bow, " I do not know. I was just about 

to enquire." ■

"We are Major Clutterbuck's sons," 

said Jim's piping voica " We belong to 

the 193rd. Some people — ^but they are 

not nice people — call us the Major's 

'scramble.' We have come" — ^here Jim 

faltered jast ever so littie-— ''we have 

come to see you." ■

" Tum to see 'oo," said Algie. ■

The military secretary stared like a 

basilisk; the A.D.O. Uew his nose 

violentiy, though it was quite impossible 

that any one could have a cold in tihe head 

in such weather ; and the Governor put a 

question which no one could have antici*- 

pated: ■

''Are you the young gentieman who. 

walked on the roofi" he said, rather 

sharply, to Algie. ■

" Oh no," said Jim, once more at ease ; 

" that was Phil— King Baby, you know. 

Mr. Jones got him down." Then he 

added, with a bird-like look at his in- 

terlocutor : " I hope you don't mind there 

being another EJng in Malta beside your 

own self % You know, he really is so very 

small, I don't think you need mind." ■

" I rather like it," said General Oglevie, 

grimly ; at which the A.D.C. was able to 

have his laugh out ; and even the military 

secretary sndled. ■

'' We have a few moments to spare, I 

think, gentiemen," said the Oovemor, after 

that. "I will see these — unexpected 

visitors in the office." ■

So Jim and Algie were duly escorted 

into a small, snug room on the right hand 

of the entrance, and Hii Excellency having 

taken a seat on a couch near the door, the 

staff followed, with much rattUng of chuns 

and clattering of swords. It was quite 

like an audience given to two young foreign 

princes. ■

" And, pray, who told you to come and 

see me 1 " said the Governor. ■
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"Oh, no one," replied Jim, who had 

drawn Algie across tlie room, till the two 

stood olose by their august host's knee — 

''no one at all; we came of our own 

selves. We are out making ' a round of 

calls.' That's what Mr& Mnsters says— 

<a round of calls.' Do you know Mrs. 

Musters! She is not very nice; but she 

belongs to our regiment, so we must 

make the best of her. That's what Pap 

says." ■

" Your &ther is very wise. Li a regi- 

ment everything should be made the best 

of," said the Governor, gravely. ■

"On-y swore qui nud-y-pense, as the 

Honourable Bob says, don% you know," 

said Jim, with a slight but inimitable 

gesture denoting the screwing of a glass 

into an eye-socket. ■

The A.D.C. disappeared as promptly as 

if he had been pulled out of the room 

from behind. The military secretary 

passed his hand over his moustache. His 

Excellency alone was grave. ■

" Quite so," he said. « Mr. Dacre is a 

young man of wide esqierience." ■

Jim blushed; he recognised the fact 

that be had been "cheeky," or, at all 

eventl^ appeared so. The wisdom of 

dianging the subject of conversation, or 

"turning on another tapper" — as he ex- 

pressed it in his own mind — suggested 

itself at once. ■

"I suppose you know that one of our 

soldiers is drowned— one of our very best 

soldiers t It made sister Mabel quite up- 

setted ; she couldn't see Mr. Jones when 

he came yesterday. And that made him 

very, very sorry." ■

Oh, Jim, Jim — ^if you had only seen the 

siffnificant looks passing from one to the 

ouer above your gidleless head, you 

would have bridled that unruly member 

of yours a little better; yon would, 

indeed 1 ■

At this stage of the proceeding, Algie 

thought he bad better put his kttle oar 

in: ■

" Mister Jones he's a welly kind man. 

He gave Phil a yellow boy." ■

"He means an Eoglish sovereign by 

that," said Jim, in condescending explana- 

tion. "Phil tended it to us, and we got 

it changed, and paid the boatmen out of 

it to bring us here. I hope we haven't 

done a caddish thing to take the yellow 

hoj 1 Mr. Dacre says if you do a caddish 

thmg, there is nothing for you but to 

*go down.' Do you know what that 

means t" ■

"Yes," said His Excellency, gravely. «I 

have seen many men ' go down.' It wodd 

be a very caddish thing, you know, if yoa 

didn't give your little brother the— the 

yellow boy back again." ■

"Oh, but we shall," said Jim, sUmtlj. 

f< I can get as many as I like now, became 

Pap says his ship's come in. It has been 

a long, long time coming," added tiiii 

miserable Jim, with a deep sigh. " Bertie 

and I liave watched for it many and many 

a time." ■

"Aheml" said the Governor, and a 

general air of discomfort set in. ■

" We shall be going to school in Eng- 

land soon," said Jim again. "Pap didn't 

like us to go, you know, because he nid 

he wanted us to have plenty of * aeope.'" ■

"I am sure your fa&er has hsd 

his wishes thoroughly fulfilled in thit 

respect," said His Excellency, drily; then 

he shook hands with them both, thanked 

them for coming, and bade them good-bje, 

a hint which Jim fully understood.^ Whit 

that young person would have said if he 

had known that by the Govemor^B exprea 

desire an attendant from the Palsee 

followed them at a discreet distance to see 

that they came to no harm, most be left 

to the imaginatioa ■

On, down the Sbrada Beale, keeiAig 

carefully to the right-hand aide, went our 

pair. Suddenly Jim caught s^ of 

Captain Rowan and Vernon Halkstt on 

Uie other side of the street In a moment 

the two boys were on the corbitone 

making frantic signals to their friends. 

The men crossed quickly, and expre ssed 

surprise at the encounter. ■

"I thought you'd be exprised," said 

Jim. ■

"Fought you'd be 'prised," echoed 

Algie, ^th a delighted and eoqpansiye ■

" My dear boys— what are yoa about 1 " 

said Captain Bowan. He looked pale and 

haggard, as though sleepless nighta and 

anxious days had sapped the brightness 

and buoyancy of his youth. He could not 

rise to the droll side of the situation ; but 

Algie was comforted by a twinkle in Dt 

Haikett's dark eyes. ■

"What are we doingl" cried Jim, ex- 

ultantk " why, we're paying visits — weSre 

been to see old Bogles ^ ■

" See ole Bogles ^" echoed Algfa. ■

" You've been to the Pahtce t * Thts in 

high crescendo from the two men. ■

"Yes; and the old chap ms4e UmBell 

very pleasant." ■
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*'Jim," Baid Captain Rowan, *< yoa are 

immense ; yon really are. . . ." ■

" He didn't mind a bit — ^give yon my 

word," said the yonngster. ■

"Does yoar--do yonr people at home 

know yon are wandering about in this free- 

and-easy manner? " ■

'<Ob, dear, no;" said Jim. ''Mabel's 

ill, you know " ■

*' 111 t *' — in a dismayed yoielBi ■

''Yes; eyer so bad. She couldn't see 

Mr. Jones when he came yesterday. He 

didn't like it, I can tell you. Mother and 

Joseppina were with Mabel, and Bertie 

had gone out with a message — so we — we 

— set off, don't you know " ■

'' It was rather mean, Jim." ■

'*! told Algie 1 was afraid it was a 

caddish thing to do — I mean starting on 

the sly " ■

This part of the conversation was 

carried on with Dr. Halkett. Captain 

Bowan seemed to be held silent by some 

strong, but suppressed agitation. ■

''The best thing you can do is to go 

back again," said Dr. Halkett, with 

decision. ■

"We're just going to see Mr. Jones, at 

the hotel, you know," said Jim; "and 

please don't come with us. It won't be 

the same compliment, you know, if a 

grown-up person goes with us." ■

It was impossible not to take Jim 

seriously, because he looked so serious 

oyer the whole business. ■

"Well, we will wait for you at the 

steps — you know the way there, eh, Jim t " ■

"Do I know my way about, or don't 

It" said Jim, in his most crushing 

manner. Then he put on his wheedlingest 

face, and addressed Captain Bowan in a 

pointed manner. ■

" You won't tell of us, will you, Captain 

Bowan 1 I didn't tell of you. Fve kep' 

that 'safe secret' all the time— and I'm 

not going to tell it now — ^give you my 

word." ■

But Jim felt as one who holds a frog in 

his hand, and fears it may slip out at any 

moment. A secret is a slippery thing to 

keep tight hold of, sometimes I Dr. 

Halkett tried hard to look as if he were 

deaf, and perhaps neither of the men was 

sorry when the boys set off towards the 

hotel at a smart trot. The attendant 

from the Palace, who had been deeply 

interested in a shop window, strolled 

casually in their wake — a sort of guardian- 

angel in disguise — and Michael pounced 

upon them, like a spider upon two small ■

flies, a^ they turned into the arched door- 

way of the hotel. ■

"You want Sire Jones? It is well. 

He is to be seen. ... I go befote." ■

The boys were more impressed by 

Michael than they had been by His 

Excellency the Lieutenant-Goyemor of the 

island. Michael had more "side" about 

him than that potentate. ■

"Two signers Ingleses, plenty small, 

wish to see Sare Jones." ■

It sounded a most imposing announce- 

ment; and the door, flung ^dely open, 

admitted two rather crestfallen little bipeds, 

it must be confessed. ■

" Good heayens ! " cried Mr. Jones, 

springing up from his chair by the window. 

" There is nothing wrong, is there t Your 

sister — she is not worse 1 " ■

Michael had heard enough. To the 

astute obseryer a yery tiny Imk is enough 

to connect one fact with another, and 

make a decipherable whole. He cracked 

each separate joint of each hand when he 

found himself alone on the landing. ■

**It is the sistare — the sistare of the 

plenty small signors Ingleses. He is up 

to the head and the ears — he is in lof. 

That's why he sigh — so, and turn up the 

eye — so. Ahim6 ! I am glad. When 

the lof is in the heart, the hand it is open. 

Go 'long 1" ■

This last was a flower of speech, sup- 

posed to be peculiarly and idiomatically 

English. It was reseryed for those mo- 

ments in which Michael surprised eyen 

himself by his proficiency in tlutt tongue, ■

" One Milor Inglese he say to Michael : 

' Tell me not you are of Malta ; you are 

yery much born in England place.' Go 

'long ! You are what we call making an 

apricot of yourself to me. I bettare raow 

of things." ■

It may be presumed that, if any such 

conyersation eyer took place, the* Milor 

was Irish, and had Idssed the blarney 

stone not once, but many times. StUl, we 

all haye our little weaknesses, and one of 

Michael's ambitions was to be taken for an 

Eoglishman ; another, to know eyerything 

about eyerybody else's business ; hence his 

delight at the discoyery, or the supposed 

discoyery, of the secret of the strange and 

yarying moods of " Sare Jones." ■

It would perhaps be hard to say, with 

entire conyictlon, that Jim's mind was 

absolutely free from all thoughts of pos- 

sible yellow boys, as he sat dangling his 

somewhat spindly legs in the best priyate 

sitting-room of the leading Malta hotel ■
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le felt that Mr. Jonea must feel the highly 

iomplimentary character of the visit now 

>eiDg paid to him ; bat whether that visit 

voald altimately take the form of un- 

imited ices of rare and cariooa kinds, or 

)f some more substantial guerdon, he 

;oald not foretell ■

"So yon came off without any one 

mowing," said Mr. Jones, looking more 

han doubtfully at his visitors, indeed, 

vith an expression of countenance that 

leemed to relegate yellow boys and ices 

nto a dim and misty futurity. "Tou 

iame off without any one knowing. Will 

lot your mother and — and Miss Mabel be 

leriously alarmed t I fear you have been 

rery inconsiderate — very inconsiderate in- 

leed." ■

"It's having so much 'scope' that does 

t," B^d Jim, looking rather rueful it must 

>e confessed ; " you see Pap doesn't like us 

;o be checked. Bat it wasn't us made 

Sfay ill— it was Corporal Jack going and 

getting drowned." ■

*' Corporal Jack?" said Mr. Jones, 

)azzled. '' Yes ; I heard there was a man 

)f the 193rd drowned. Did your sister — 

lid Miss Mabel take an interest in this — 

^oupg man 1 " ■

" Whv, he's PoDy's husband, don't you 

mowl' said Jim, amazed at the crass 

gnorance of some people. " And there's 

^he baby — a quite new baby." ■

"Fite an ikkle, ikkle baby," put in 

ygie, <'ikklerthanPhiL" ■

*< Oh, yes," said Jim, with a surpassing 

contempt for the very young of the human 

species. "I really don't know if its eyes 

ire open yet ; do you know, sir, if they 

bake as long as puppies 1 " — this with the 

itmost politeness. ■

** Bless my soul ! " cried Mr. Jones, with 

lome heat "I know nothing about 

babies ; now you mention it I don't think 

[ ever saw a real baby. I think your 

little brother is the smallest child I ever 

bad anything to do with ; but, you^ know, 

[ am very sorry to hear about this poor 

girl— Polly — ^and about the. . . ." ■

*' Oar soldiers call it a ' kid,' don't you 

know % " said Jim. ■

«And a very good name, too — well — 

bhis'kid' " ■

'' Mabel was very sorry too. She cried 

Ireadful; she was sad as sad, and she 

cuddled us all up and cried and cried " ■

" Her was c'ying and c'ying," said Algie, 

n his earnestness almost overturning 

limself off his diair — Algie was always 

precarious as to stability when seated on a ■

proper drawing - room chair — '' and we 

squeegeded Phil, and he c'yed, too. Then 

we went away " ■

" Polly was our nurse once," said Jim, 

flattering himself that Mr. Jones took the 

keenest interest in all family details— as 

indeed he did— ''and I runned away back 

to her— after Corporal Jack took her, you 

know — ^took her same as Captain. . . ." 

Dear, dear — the hog was very nearly 

slipping out of Jim's hand ; but happily he 

remembered himself, and took a finn gitp. 

'* I. runned away to the huts, don't yer 

know, and Joseppina brought me back, 

and slapped me — ^yes, she did ; but I didn't 

tell mother, because the Honourable Bob 

says it's a caddish thing to tell of a womsn.^ ■

*' Certainly — certainly," said Mr. Jones, 

hastily ; ** so now this poor woman — ^PoUy, 

ehl — ^is left a widow with quite a new 

babyt" ■

Oh, Jim — Jim — ^that mischievooa tongne 

of yours has done a good deal of mischief 

in its day ; but to-day, though you know it 

not, you have done well for the cause of 

the widow and the fatherless I ■

"Do you know what Mabel told nsf 

said Jim, encouraged by the kindly, 

attentive face of his host, '' she told ui 

that Polly kept saying over and over agim : 

'There's the childer to think oV She 

told us that just before she kissed us sadi 

a lot, and cried so bad." ■

Mr. Jones was very still ; he sbowed 

like a silhouette against the shaded 

window. ■

<' I think May will be better soon," con- 

tinued Jim. ''And the men won't be 

rude to her, and make her head ache so. I 

have to put my hand on it to keep ft eool, 

you know, sometimes." ■

''The men be rude to hert"said Mr. 

Jones, in such a strange kind of a voice 

that Algie began to tlunk he should like 

to go home. " What men t " ■

"Oh, the men with bOls; she always 

sees them, you know. Pap says she fuis 

such a way with her; she can smooth 

them over. But she cries a good lot now ■

and again ** Then, with a •long sigh ■

of relief — for Jim idolised his suiter May 

with every fibre of his little being— the 

boy added: "I think she won't be ad 

and sorry any more now, thongb, iMcaose 

Pap's ship has come in, you sea" ■

Mr. Jones rose quickly, flung hack the 

jalousies, and stood fadng the bileoo^ as 

if he wanted air. Jim slipped off bh 

chair, came up to bis side, ana looked up 

into his face. ■
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"It is, indeed," he aaid, earnestly. 

"And do yon know Bertie and I shsdl 

go to a Bchool — a big school in 

England, yon know, where they play 

cricket every day, and knock one another 

about lOce ninepins. That's what Mr. 

Ginger says, and he was at a monstrous 

great school called Eton; so he ought to 

know." ■

At another time Mr. Jones might have 

smiled at Jim's ideas of the salient points 

of life in our public schools; but there 

was no smile in him just now. ■

"Why do you blow your nose such a 

lot t " said Jim the candid, after a long, 

upward, searching glance. " Have you got 

the hay-fever, 13ce Mrs. Musters! She 

doesn't look at all nice when she has the 

hay-fever. And Lily was a naushty girl, 

and drew a picture of her, with a nose 

like so" — here Jim drew an outrageous 

outline in the air. "Mabel was angry; 

but I liked it, and so did Algie." ■

" Whants to shoe it agen," said Algie, 

roused into longing by the remembrance 

of past delights. ■

Bat at this stage of affairs, Mrs. 

Musters, her nose, and the too delightful 

picture of the same, designed and executed 

by Miss Lilian Cluttorbuck, were all for- 

gotten, as the sound of a familiar — too 

familiar — ^voice smote upon the ears of the 

two young adventurers. ■

" It's Pap 1 " said Jim, suddenly, looking 

as though his clothes were a full size too 

big for him. ■

Algie, after one look into Mr. Jones's 

face, prudently what he called "hided" 

himself behind that portly gentleman, and ■

!)eeped warily at the advancing enemy rom the shelter of his coat skirts. ■

"The Major is now to arrive," said 

Michael, in his shrillest voice, and best 

English, and with his best bow ! "I tell 

him the two plenty small signors are with 

Sare Jones in the moment that now is." ■

Mr. Jones was, what the Honourable 

Bob would have called, " on the spot " in 

an instant ■

"Permit me, my dear Major Clutter- 

buck, to plead for these culprits," he said, 

going forward to meet the irate parent, 

and tucking Algie's little hot hand safely 

into his own ; " they have been having a 

little spree — ^a little innocent spree." ■

The Major flung himself into a chair, 

opened the front of hb dust-coloured coat, 

and flung it wide. ■

" Innocent % " he said, " innocent 1 Why 

they have been to the Palace, they have ■

waylaid the Governor, one of hb men is 

downstairs now. It is monstrous — ^it will 

be the talk of the whole garrison." ■

" The Governor was very pleased to see 

u»— he made himself very pleasant," said 

Jim, fast recovering his naUve impudence. 

" I told him your. . . ." ■

"Michael — ^Michael," cried Mr. Jones, 

" some iced soda-water and cognac ; hurry 

ap — ^the Major is exhausted.*' ■

"I fly, Sare Jones," said Michael, "I 

make no stay." ■

And for that time at least Master Jim 

was silenced. ■

The Major partook of refreshment^ ob- 

sequiously attended upon by Michael, who 

hovered about him as though he were at 

the point of yielding up hb last breath ; but 

the Major was not himself. For once his 

casual air and hb buoyancy forsook him. ■

" I came to tell you that we hope you 

will come over to-morrow — about five, if 

that will suit you f" ■

Mr. Jones, trying to hide the light that 

sprang to hb eyes, the flush that mounted 

to his brow, by turning his back to the 

balcony, answered, that it would suit him 

very wdL ■

"Suit him" — ^whon every pube in hb 

body leapt and throbbed at the very 

thought of seemg her again. " Suit him " — 

why what hour in the whole twenty-four 

would not have "suited him"1 The 

difficulty would be, not the suiting himself 

to tiiat or any other hour, but how to get 

through the hours till that one sweet, 

supreme hour should come — how to hasten 

the pace of the time that would lag, lag and 

dawdle like the veriest snail . . . ■

These were the thoughts that rushed 

like the lightning-flash across hb mind. ■

What he said was this — always mindful 

of Jim, watchful and tisxt : ■

*' Miss Graham, then, is— better t " ■

"Thanks, yes," said the Major, "she 

hopes to be able to go to the ball the 

' Queen's ' give to-morrow night at Yerdala. 

It's warmfah weather for such entertain- 

ments, isn't iti But, they're under orders, 

you know, and want to give a ' farewell 

flare up," as our friend Dacre calb it. I 

see you have a card ^" ■

Thb was not at all the kind of conversa- 

tion the Major had intended to have with 

Mr. Jones ; indeed, he had looked forward 

to touching delicately upon various business 

topics. But — ^there was that dreadful Jim. ■

" On guard " had to be the order of the 

day. Very silent was the Major as he 

conveyed the two boys down to the steps ; ■
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very harried was his greeting and adiea 

to Captain Rowan and Vernon Halkett; 

very feebly did he " rise " to the lattar's 

commentB on the adventures of the day. 

Captain Rowan made no oomments; and 

at any other thne Major Clntterbnck might 

have noticed the pallor and silence of one 

who had been an habitat of his house so 

long, and for whom he knew his wife to 

entertain the highest regard. ■

Ab it was, he noted nothing; hurried 

the boys into a boat, and bade the rowers 

lose no time. ■

It was something new to Jim to see his 

fatiber like that. No jests, no snatches of 

song, no sparkle ; and Jim's young heart 

sank into his boots, for he knew not what 

such unwonted signs might, or might not, 

forebode. So he was sUent, too, though 

very much on the alert, and holding Algie 

fast by the hand all the time. Jim might 

be a pickle, but he was also a brick, 

and as true as steel. ■

If sorrow was to result for this spree 

of theirs, then must he protect Algie, and 

take all the blame himself, since he 

deserved it alL ■

Algie, for his part, was tired out, and 

fell asleep with his head on Jim's arm. 

Strangely enough, the boys had never 

been missed ; and Mrs. Ciutterbuck 

uttered an ezolamation of surprise as her 

husband stalked into the sitting-room, fol- 

lowed by the two culprits. ■

" Marion," said the Major, ^' those boys 

have too much scope. Tou do not check 

them as you ought." ■

Then he went quickly into his den, and 

shut the door. ■

** Now I wonder wliat that boy had been 

saying to Jones 1 " pondered the Major. ■

Anyway, at the present moment, ''that 

boy " was volubly explaining to his horri- 

fied mother all about the visit to the 

Palace, and how pleasant *'oId Bogles" 

had made himsel£ ■

Meanwhile, in the breast-pocket of ■

Charley Riwan's tunic lay a cnunplad-np 

letter. Ha had crammed it in. attoi 

reading it-— jast once. -.He had reeeiFedit 

early tihat morning — ^and now the golden 

light was paling — yet^ he had nerer 

summoned up courage to read it a second 

time. A man who had read his death- 

warrant once, might be pardoned in (hit 

he should not wish to read it again. Thk 

was the letter : ■

« My deab One,— For you most aliriji 

be that to me — ^I am going to pat yonr 

love to a bitter and cruel teat. Thii ii 

the only little letter like this I haTs enr 

written to you, and it must be the laei I 

am going to marry Mr. Jones. I cannot 

tell, even you, how it has all come aWt; 

but there is no other way — ^no other i^ht 

way — and you must help me, yea mnit, 

indeed, by not coming to see me, or 

writing to me. Anything like that 

would only weaken me, and could do no 

good. ■

" My dear — my dear — nothing cio 

do any good — ^nothing ! I will not sek 70a 

to forget that happy time ; we ean neitiiei 

of us do that— aver. It will alfraji be 

something to think of, but something pat 

by, laid away — ^like a dead flower that is 

still sweet Perhaps if you coold go 

away for a time it might be best If Ho 

not hear your dear voice, or look in joar 

dear face, I may be better able to bear the 

pain of losing you. You know ire nid 

our love was not to be a foolish, ihaUow 

thing, but a thing to help us both ill the 

days of our lives ; so you must help 

me now, and pray for me, Ohailey— 

pray that I may be a good wife to a good 

man, for, indeed, Mr. Jones is Rood, and 

noble^ and true. Say, 'God blees mj 

little sweetheart, and make her itroag 

to do the right' Say it often. And 

now good-bye, my darling — my dar- 

ling. ..." ■

There was no ugnature to dila ud 

little letter. ■

Did it need one 1 ■
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AnUhor of " DarM Dwrdmt" " Darby and Joan," "Oretchen,** 

" T/U Laird o' Coekpen," ttc. ■

CHAPTER L MORNma. ■

LoVEDAT sat on a ridge of the Birelling 

sand-hills, watchmg the blue sea glistening 

in the snn, and the sweeping dight of the 

sea-gnlls as they passed to and fro in their 

restless search for prey. ■

The sands, on which the little lazy waves 

were breaking, were white and firm, and 

strewn with loyely shells of strange tints 

and shapes. On either side of l!he carving 

coast were little bays and cores, and to the 

right of the hills where that little quiet 

fiffore sat so still, and so watchful in its 

sdf-songht solitude, towered a great and 

massive pile, called by the Cornish fisher 

folk the GuU Bock. ■

In the autumn and winter the coast was 

full of danger, and no place was more 

dangerous than this rock — for its base 

ran for a long distance under the smiling, 

treacherous sea, and even at low tide it 

was seldom uncovered. ■

How well Loveday knew it ! Her baby 

eyes had rested on it as soon as they had 

rested on anything, with that early obser- 

vance and wonder which her nurse called 

**takiog notice." When she learnt to 

walk and was trusted to run alone on the 

firnii white sands, she seemed to have 

always set that tock before her as a sort of ■

goal, and to have toddled off in i( 

direction with a reckless speed that soo 

broughtherpert little nose into {gnominiou 

contact with mother eartL ■

Then when the little legs grew strongei 

and the steps more certain, and she cotdi 

walk as far and as quickly as her old sailc 

foster-father, or even his stalwart soi 

Dick, she still resolutely made for tha 

same landmark — though as yet she ha< 

never quite reached it. Either the tid 

would not serve, or it took too long 

time to get there and back, or it wa 

reckoned too dangerous a place for a littl 

girl, or— well, there seemed no end to tb 

number of excuses and difficulties — but th 

truth was that Loveday had never yet go 

to the Gull Bock, and that j^adually i 

had become invested with a sort of supei 

stitious fear and reverence in her chUdisl 

mind. ■

To-day as she sat on the sand-hill 

hugging her knees in a somewhat un 

graceful fashion, and letting those grea 

blue eyes of hers rove from sea to sky 

and sky to cove, from the wiiite clouds t( 

the wlute wings of the restless birds, sh< 

took in also that great, dark, frowning pile 

and foundherself wondering howit had evei 

come there, and how old it was; wha 

strange scenes and sights it must hav< 

seen ; what tales of storms and shipwreck 

it could tell if it could speak ; and sh< 

wondered, too, if that evil and tricky spirit 

Tregeagle, had ever really lived there, ai 

the Cornish folk about her declared. ■

She had been fostered on legends an< 

stories more or less weird and mysteriou ■
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ever dnoe she ooald remember. Her 

foster-father, Richard . Peny wem, had a 

perfect store of them — and so had many of 

the old fisher folk in the little village — ^and 

as Loyeday was a general favourite every- 

where, and never so happy as when 

listening to stories of some sort^ it was 

only natural that she should have learned 

and heard a good deal even in these ten 

years of her childhood. ■

She was a very happy little child, was 

Loveday, with a nature as bright and con- 

tented as her own little happy face, and a 

smile and a pleasant word for every one she 

met. She knew where theearliest primroses 

were hiding, and where the lovely little 

violets opened their dark-bine eyes, so like 

her own ; and what songs the water-fairies 

sang under the little, cool, babbling streams ; 

and where the glossy hart's -tongue un- 

curled itself in the shade of the green 

hedges; and where the thrushes built their 

nests, and the merry, chattering magpies 

met to gossip and talk over affairs of the 

bird kmgdom — ^for all the world like a 

parcel of gossiping villagers on a market 

day. Tes, all these things Loveday knew, 

and delighted in, and ft seemed to her 

that human life was bounded only by this 

Cornish village, and the blue sweeping sea 

beyond, and that nothing more beautif jul or 

desirable could exist even in that vague 

*< world " of which her books spoke, and 

of which the old sailor would tell in those 

long, winter evenings when the coast- 

guardsmen gathered round his fire, and 

she sat on Dick's knee in the chimney- 

corner, listening and wondering with all 

her childish souL ■

But to-day Loveday thought or cared 

for no world beyond that on which she 

gazed. It was May-day, and she was ten 

years old ; and every one who knew her 

in the village and at the little station high 

up there on the cliffs, had brought her 

some offering or keepsake in token of that 

event For Loveday was a general fa- 

vourite, in spite of the mystery about 

her, and her old foster-father's reticence 

on the point. She never remembered any 

other name but this, any other parents 

but the kindly old sailor and the sweet, 

sad-faced woman, his wife, who had died 

when she was four years old. ■

If she asked any (][uestions of Dick, he 

only laughed, and said they would take 

care of her always; she need not fear. 

And her own happy disposition lent itself 

readily to content, and to accept without 

further question. ■

''Some day I'll tell you your hisloiy, 

Miss Loveday," the old man had said onee^ 

when she had asked him of her parents; 

and that ** some day " was a vague and 

remote period for which she waited in 

simple faith. ■

And now she was ten years old. Ten 

years! She looked at tiie great, grim 

rock, and thought how many tras and teas 

of years it must have known. ■

And her thoughts ran on, speculating 

and imagining a hundred things, as they 

had a trick of doing when she was alone, 

or in some of her favourite haunts ; for 

with all the child's brightness, and nurth, 

and mischief, there was a vein of thought- 

fulness and gravity, and almost sadness, in 

the depths of her nature — something too 

vague to speak of, but which she hiemU 

keenly recognised. It threw its shadow 

over her when she was lonely, or in some 

mood like that of to-day— a mood sho- 

gether out of keeping with the summer 

brightness of sea and sky, and the warmth 

and fragrance of the air. In these moods 

her childish senses seemed to ahapen into 

distaste and fastidiousness; she thoaght 

Dick coarse, and the kindly old coast- 

guard rough, and her surroundings poor, 

and her dress ugly and common. Why, 

she could not telL But these ideas would 

crowd in upon her. ■

Perhaps the summer visitors bad 

thing to do with it — ^Udiea who 

in carriages, with pretty chfldxen, 

of her own age and siae, who i 

to speak a different language, and be- 

long to a different world to tiuil wfalch 

she knew. They would run about fte 

station, afid ask her questions about the 

tall flig-staff, and the Gull Sod[, and 

the old, ivy-covered diurch in the valley 

below ; but they always seemed io tnal 

her as one o^ the sailors' cfaildren, and du 

knew herself that in instinct and taste she 

was every whit as much a lady aa any d 

those dainty, doU-like, frilled and flooBoed 

younff damsels who looked askance, and 

tossed their golden curls, and displayed 

their superiority in a score of wm. ■

Her little nJnd was very fuU of these 

things on this May-day, for the vOlege wis 

all astir with the news of some great iolk 

who had taken the old, deoeited house 

called St. Perran, just a mile beyond tiie 

village itself, but whose moss-grown taDPets 

and quaint old gables she oould see so 

well from the litUe station on its vantage 

ground of diff. ■

No one had occupied it for yean; Vat ■
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now it was being cleaned, and repaired, 

and put in order, and as soon as it was 

ready these people were to come there. ■

Loyeday found hersdf wondering what 

they would be like, and how many children 

there would be to run about those great, 

wild, delicious gardens which she knew so 

well, for the gjkrdener's wife lired at the 

lodge, and was very fond of her, and had 

often taken her over the grounds, and 

part of the house, too. Of course, now 

she would not be able to go there any 

more. ■

She gave a little righ as she thought of 

it, and the sigh was echoed by a sharp, 

sudden yelp, so do^e to her that she 

started, and sprang to her feet with a little 

terrified cry. ■

There was nothing rery alarming, only 

a small white dog of a kind she had never 

seen, with thick, silk^ coat, and a white 

ruff of hair standing round its neck, and a 

collar with little silver bells, that rang and 

tinkled with its every movement ■

It stood close beside her on the ridge of 

the sand-hill, looking at her with bright, 

dark eyes, and a defiant, yet somewhat 

uncertain, expression. Loveday, who loved 

all dumb animals as she loved the birds 

and flowers, and the blue sea, and the 

dancing waves, and had no sort of fear of 

anything, immediately held out her hand 

and made friendly overtures to the 

stranger^ At first he received them with 

doubt, as befitted a canine gentleman 

brought up in select and aristocratic 

circles. Gradually, however, he seemed 

to make up his ndnd that she was not 

dangerous or aggressive, and came a little 

nearer, and actually permitted the little 

brown hands to caress liis silky coat, and 

to pat his ffracefnl head, and listened, with 

pleased selT-consciousness, to her admirkig 

words. ■

"I wonder to whom you belong, you 

pretty fellow,** said Loveday, admiringly. ■

She had never seen such a beautiful dog, 

and she was sure no one in the village 

owned him. She looked at his collar, and 

saw a name engraved on it, which, after 

much difficulty, she made out to be *'B,ViSJ* 

He answered readily to the name, and ran 

about and capered round her with great 

glee and good humour. Still no owner 

appeared in search of him, and Loveday 

wondered what to do. ■

Finally, she thought she would go to 

the village with him, and ask there if any 

visitors or strangers had arrived, to whom 

the dog might belong. He followed her ■

readily enoush, and even permitted her to 

carry him when the way was very rough 

and stony. ■

Wiien she reached the villase she found 

the whole place keeping <* May-day" in 

the Cornish fashion. A long procession 

of younff men and drls carrying wreaths 

and garlands were dancing in and out of 

the houses, sinking and laughing in most 

uproarious style. The long procession 

looked very odd as it wound m and out of 

all the houses and shops. Every door 

stood open, and no one gainsayed the in- 

trusion. Loveday stood a little aside, 

clasping the dog in her arms and looking 

at the strange scene with her big violet 

eyes. ■

Suddenly, a voice spoke to her in im- 

perious, domineering fashion. " Hullo ! 

little £^1," it said, "what are you doing 

with my dog t " ■

Suff, hearing it, whined aiid struggled 

in her arms, and finally wriggled out and 

threw himself in ecstasy upon ttie spesker. 

He was a boy of some fourteen years, dark, 

handsome, tall ; and the little girl looked 

at him with surprise and admiration, as a 

new order of being, and one wholly dif- • 

fereht to the specimens of boyhood with 

whom she was acquainted. ■

*' Is he your dog I " she said, not shyly, 

but with the coolness and ease which were 

part of her natural fearlessness. " I found 

him a long way 0% by the sea. I brought 

him here to ask if any one in the village 

knew where he had come from. I'm very 

glad you have found him." ■

'* So am I/' he said, patting the little 

dog's head and bidding him be quiet. " I 

don't know how he got away. I suppose 

he doesn't know his way about very well 

yet. We only came here yesterday." ■

'< Oh," said Loveday, looking critically at 

him, and wondering who he was, and why 

he wore such grand clothes and had a 

watch and 'chain, for all the world like a 

grown-up man. ■

"Tes," eontinued the boy, glancing in 

the direction of the laughii^ dancing 

crowd, ''we've come to that big house 

down there — St. Perran. At IsMt, I've 

come, and my sisters and their governess. 

My parents don't appear till we're all 

stnight." ■

>< Oh 1" said Loveday agab, feeUng as 

if she were hearing a new language. ■

But she liked the frank, handsome, 

boyish face, and even the somewhat 

haughty manner charmed her, as the 

superiority of some young Prince might ■
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have done. How grand he was, and how 

handsome I She had never seen any one 

in the least like him. ■

" What are all these people doing t " he 

asked, presently. ■

She explained the custom, and told him 

that every honse door most stand open on 

this May-day, and no one conid refiise 

admission to these merry-makers; that 

they would dance and feast till evening. ■

** It's very ram," he said, in his school- 

boy phraseology. ■

And Loveday, who only knew that 

word as expressing a liquor made into 

grog for the old coastguardsmen in the 

winter evenings, said : ■

" Do you think so 1 '' and wondered, in 

her ehUdish mind| what " rum " had to do 

with the procession. ■

" Which is the nearest way to the sea 1 " 

the boy asked, presently. ** Do you mind 

showing me t *' ■

The little girl acquiesced at once, and 

led the way back to the sand-hills, with 

Buff dancing and curvetting about them 

both as if glad to see his master and his 

new friend on such excellent terms. They 

be^m to talk quite confidentially by-and- ■

S\ He told Loveday his name, which 

e thought as beautiful as that of a fairy 

Prince, though it was only Guy Buthven, 

and related a whole family history, which 

she cared very little about. It appeared, 

though, that the old house, St*. Perran, 

had been left to the boy's father by some re- 

cently-deceased relative, and that they were 

all coming to live there for a time, at all 

events, if the place agreed with his mother, 

who, from his account, was very delicate. ■

**And where do you livel" he asked 

Loveday, in his patronising, boyish way, 

when he had talked about his own affairs 

in a manner calculated to impress her 

with his importance. ■

She pointed in the direcUon of the 

coastoiard's station. ■

** Over there," she said, briefly. ■

" Oh, how joUy 1 " cried the boy. " I 

do love a coastguard's place ; may I come 

there 1 Will they let me see through their 

telescopes, and climb the flagstaff t " ■

"I don't know," said Loveday, doubt- 

fully. " They never let me." ■

*' Oh, but you're a girl ; that's quite 

different Here, let's run over there now; 

it doesn't look far. What's your governor 

— father, I mean 1 One of the men t " ■

"No," said Loveday, "not my real 

father. Only I've lived here always, and 

I oaU him dad." ■

*'Then you're not a cossUnuitUman'i 

chOdrVsaid the boy, rattier dkp. 

pointedly. ■

She shook her head. Her birth ind 

mode of life had never troubled her; bot 

she was sorry this young aristocnt wy 

not pleased with them. ■

" Oh, I thought you were, and that yon 

might help me, you know. Bat I snppoie 

I shall manage; I can *tip' thuD," lie 

added, grandly. ■

« What's that t " asked Loveday, lifting 

her big blue eyes to his &ee with i 

puzzled look. ■

He laughed. ■

"What a funny little g^l yon uel 

Why, my sisters could beat you intofiii, 

and they're not as old — at least, I don't 

know how old you are; but yoa look 

about ten, I fancy." ■

'' I'm ten to-day ; this is my birthdiy,' 

said Loveday, proudly. ■

" Is itt Oh, if I had known Td hiT8 

given you a present Stop a moment; 

perhaps Fve got something m my pocket* ■

He thrust his hand into first one ind 

then another of those oonvenient re- 

ceptacles, bringing oat various embi 

and, to all intents and purposes, nielen 

articles, such as broken knives, cobUei'i 

wax, pencil stumps, eoloored crayeni, indii- 

rubber, toffee, some 'coppers, and,fioaIlj, 

a battered sixpence with a hole in it ■

''Bother," he said, rather ruefiiDy, "I 

really thought I had some tin; but I 

suppose I've spent it Would yon- 

would you take this for luckt It vu 

awfully good of you to try and find 

Buffs owner. See, it's got a hole in it, 

and if you put a bit of cord or nbb(m 

through, and wear it round yopr iie(i, 

you'll always be lucky, and never want 

money — at least, that's what my old none 

said when she gave it me." ■

•'Thank you," said the chfld, gisTely, 

as she took the battered and defaced cob 

ih>m his hand; "HI wear it alwaya" ■

He laughed. ■

"Oh, not when you're grown npt o( 

course. Toull be having different keep- 

sakes then ; but just now in memory of me 

—and Ruff — ^you know," ■

" Yes/' she said, again, in her simpk, 

straightf orwud fashion. ■

She kept the coin in her hand, and thej 

went on again, chatting and laughing with 

great friendliness untu they rMchea tba 

coastguard's station. ■

The old sailor, Loveday's fostsr-Uher, 

was standing by tiie flag-staff Ai Um ■
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child ran eagerly towards him, ehe saw 

that he was not alone. Some one was 

standing there beside him. A stranger — 

tall, lumdsome, grave-looking — with eyes 

that were Uke her own, and a face strangely 

sad and stem ; and yet it was so young a 

face, despite tiie lines about the eyes and 

mouth, and despite even the threads of 

grey in the fair hair, and the aofb, drooping 

moustache. ■

The child stopped abruptly and looked 

at him, and he looked at her, sadly, yearn- 

ingly, and yet as if not wholly glad to see 

her what she was. ■

Then suddenly he bent towards her, and 

she felt his lips, cold and trembling, on her 

soft, flushed cheeks. ■

''Tou do not know me," he said, 

hoarsely, and with eff<Mrt ''But I have 

come to see you at last I am your father 

— Loveday." ■

GHAFTER IL AFTERNOON. ■

It was vexy quiet and dreary in the old 

house, even on this bright May afternoon, 

and one room of it seemed absolutely 

deserfced by the sunshine that fell across 

the newly-trimmed lawn, and the great, 

spreading cedar bopshs, and through the 

slanting branches of we elm-trees on which 

the window looked. ■

It was a deep bay-window, with a wide, 

old-fashioned seat, and a wom'an sat there, 

gazing sadly and listlessly out at the tangled 

wilderness of shrubs and bushes which for 

long had known no tendance save that of 

Nature. ■

She was not young, though face and 

figure were youthful ; but the lines of the 

one and the drooping weariness of the 

other spoke of a burden of sorrow and 

trouble which carried the weight of actual 

years. ■

Some faces betray nothing ; others tell 

a story whose hidden pathos even an un- 

observant gaze may read. ■

This woman's face told some such story, 

now that it wore no mask and feared no 

observation — the story of passionate war- 

fare, of a nature ever at war with itself, of 

sorrows deep and bitter, and pain sup- 

pressed, yet never quite evaded. ■

She sat there now as she so often sat 

when alone, gazing with unseeing eyes on 

the scene before her, wondering if ever 

again those eyes would take joy in the 

sunlight, or the dancing leaves, or the blue 

of sky or sea. From the shrubbery behind ■

came the sound of children's voices, sweet 

and careless as the spring song of the 

blackbirds, ringing out gay lauehter of 

gayer youth; youth which to the quiet 

listener seemed so strange and far-oflf a 

thing. ■

The wistful look of her eyes deepened 

into pain; she turned away, and going 

over to the table littered with school-books 

and papers, she leant her head on her 

folded arms as if trying to shut out the 

sounds and sights beyond. ■

Now and then she sighed — ^the deep, 

broken sighs of a grief beyond tears to 

quench, or prayers to lighten. The grief the 

burden of which lay always — always, on 

that aching heart, unshared by any sym- 

pathy, uncared for by any living souL Her 

thoughts had turned into old ohannela — 

and ran their dreary course unchecked. ■

*' I brought my own misery on my own 

head. . • . But oh. Heaven! for a 

little peace — a little forgetfulness. 

Was my sin so great that its punish- 

ment must be so heavy t So many years 

have dragged themselves along, and 

yet . . . can I never hear a little ehDd's 

laugh without this stab of pain, or see the 

spring -tide bloom afresh without that 

memory to rise and face me also, as keen 

and sharp in its torture as if buta thing of 

yesterday t Surely tears, grief, loneliness, 

might win me some mercy. But there 

seems none — ^nonel Heaven and man alike 

are pitiless I " ■

Darker and darker the shadows gathered 

aroivid that dark and dreary room. The 

flush and glow of sunset threw no ray 

of light within. The quiet figure still sat 

there — motionless, save for those deep, 

shuddering sighs that sedmed the echo of 

more sorrowful thoujghts. ' ■

For others life might be bright, joyous, 

welcome as a spring morning. To her it 

would be always — ^stftemoon. ■

Loveday's little brain was full of per- 

plexity and wonder. ■

Had he dropped from the clouds, this 

handsome stranger who had proclaimed 

himself her father % Why had he hidden 

himself all these years, and then only ap- 

peared to vanish again! True, he had said 

that he was coming back soon — ^veiy soon — 

and that tihen he would take her with him, 

and they would live in some beautiful far-off ■

{>lace which he pictured as a sort of fiaiiy- 
and to her childish eyes, and then they 

should never be separated any more. But 

•* soon " seemed a vague and far-away thing ■
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to the ehUd when she was once more left 

alone, and her old foster-father and his son 

seemed even more oommon and eoarse in 

their ways after the sight, and speeeh, and 

eravely gentle ways of her newly disoovered ■

She had been strangely shy with him. 

She had not yentored to ask why for so 

long he had not been to see her, or why 

she most still remain here instead of 

going away with him at onoe to that 

vague and beaatifal world where he lived. 

No; none of these or a hundred other 

questions had she asked that now oeourred 

to her. Tet for one whole day they had 

been together — a day she tiiought she 

would never forget Her father had driven 

hw for mQes and miles into the beautiful 

green oountry, and they had stayed at 

some quaiht little town the name of 

which she could not remember, and she 

had feasted on all sorts of dahities, and 

had come home laden with toys, and books 

of fairy tales, such as her cldldish soul 

deliffhted in ; and as they had driven back 

in the sweel^ spring evening, he had told 

her wonderful stories, and she had prattled 

to him of her innocent, happy life, and its 

trivial incidents and occupations. And 

then that night he had slept at the little 

white stone house which was her home; 

but when she woke in the morning, and 

dressed, and hurried to his room to ask 

for him, she found he had left. ■

He had gone — ^that wonderful stranger, 

than whom no fairy Prince could have 

seemed handsomer or more beneficent. 

Gone without even a good-bye ! ■

For Loveday had slept soundly, and 

midnight had not betrayed any secret to 

her cjfose-shut eyes, nor had her dreams 

been visited by any vision that silently 

and sadly stood beside her little white bed 

and gazed longingly down at the flushed, 

sweet cheeks, swept by long curled lashes, 

and the tumbled brown hair tossed so care- 

lessly about the pillow. No, she biew 

nothing of these things; still less of the 

tears which had suddenly and strangely 

dimmed those stem, sad eyes; or that 

swift impulse which had bent proud knees 

and prouder heart in humbled prayer at 

her side. Nor could the angels, in whom 

she so firmly believed as watching round 

her bed, carry to her sleeping senses any 

echo of the passionate cry that sprang 

from heart to lips in that solemn mid- 

night hour : " Heaven bless you, oh my 

little chUd — ^my little child, so deeply 

wronged I " ■

The lovely, sunny sprinfftime drifted bj, 

Loveday lived id it and ei^oyed it si 

keenly as ever. Sometimes in her ramUss 

she met Buff and Us young master, aad 

they joined company and sought for prisn- 

roses and ferns in the hedgnows ; or xm 

races in the sreen fields, or lat quietly 

by some bablmng rill reading fairy laleii 

or listening to each other's uneventfol 

histories. ■

They had become great firiendi, thsss 

two : sharing sweetmeats, and bookip and 

other interesting poasessions in wluch 

youth delights with a magnuniniiy and 

good-will that spoke well for their feeUngi. 

Loveday had confided to Guy that ereotfail 

episode of her father^s visits and he hsd 

agreed with her that it was strange tiiaths 

should not have taken her away, or fixed 

a definite time for hb return. Together 

they speculated as to who or what hi wis, 

and the boy, out of some onsospeeted 

chivaby not often peculiar to boyhood, 

forbore to throw any damper on hat 

fanciful and somewhat eztravagint 

theories w to the station, rank, and iosiuDe 

of the wonderful stranger. Sometimei 

they wandered alon^ the sands, or peered 

into the damp and slippery recesaea of the 

many caves which had once been noted 

haunts of smugglers. Once, even, th^ 

had got as far as the'GoU Bock; but the 

tide had tiioughtfit to place an impassable 

barrier between that coveted eminenee and 

its youthful- would-be explorers, and they 

had reluctantly given up the idea. ■

*' Is it ever covered by the sea ! ^ asked 

the boy of his little companion, aa they 

watched the waves curling and daahbig alt 

its base, and the gulls drcUng and whi&ig 

to and fra ■

« Only in a great storm; or if there is 

a tide — equi — equi — something," aaid the 

child, with a confused memoiy of old 

Peny wem's explanations. " I beUeve 

they have only seen it covered three times 

here. Mustn't it be beautiful up there f " 

she added, longingly ; " right on the top, 

where the birds are sitting, and the wavos 

can't reach you. How I should like to be 

there 1" ■

'' Not very easy, or a very nice plaoe to 

get to," said the boy, throwing pebbbe 

at the birds in an aimless, laay fasfaioiL 

*'Wel], it wouldn't be much good tiying 

to-day, at all events, so we may aa well go ■

home. Why '* and' he broke off sod- ■

denly, and looked somewhat annoyecL 

'' Here are my sisters coming along, a&d 

their governess. Bother 1 " ■
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"Toa don't seem pleued/' said Love- 

day. '< Aren't yon fond of them t " ■

'<0h, they're well enoogh," was the ■

gradoos reaponae. '< Only I Well, I ■

didn't want to meet them ; that* a all" ■

He eonldn't veiy well say tiiat the 

hanghty and faoltleaaly - attired UtUe 

maidena would probabfy have rariooa 

catting and aarcaatic remarks ready by tea- 

time in compliment of hia dioice in the 

matter of acqaaintanoei, or that he had 

ref need to accompany them in their walk 

thiB Tery afcemoon, becanae he "didn't 

want to be bothered with a pack of 

chattering girla." And now the mo were 

npon him, and he could bat pat the best 

face on the matter, iiid greet them with 

the brotherly ease and contempt he waa 

far from f eeline. ■

'' HaUoa I what bipaght yoa aU here t " 

be said ; while Loveday stood there beside 

him, gaaing with unwonted cariosity at 

the pretty pink cotton frocks, so different 

to her own rough, sea-stained serge, and 

the smart sailor-hats, and the ctfefully- 

plaited tails, which pat her own curling, 

tambled locks to shame. ■

" Why shoi^dn't we walk on the sands 

as well as youl" said his eldest sister, 

glancing scornfully at the little fisher-girl, 

as she imagined her. ■

'^ Ohf of course," said the boy, redden- 

ing and fidgeting aa he noticed the 

glance. *' Well, I waa just going back — 

ao — so good-bye." ■

" We are going back also," said Maudie, 

the youngest girl, ** aren't we, Mrs. 

Gassilist" she added, appealing to the 

goyemess. ■

But Mrs. Oassilia was looking at Love- 

day, and did not seem to hear. Her face, 

deUcate, and worn, and indisoribably sad, 

was ashy white; her dark eyes had a 

strained and dbnost terrified look. In- 

voluntarily her hand was pFessed tight to 

her heart, as if to still aome pain whose 

sudden sharpness hurt her. ■

Loveday noticed the pallor, and the 

action, though the other children had seen 

neither. ■

"Are you illl " she asked, quickly ; and 

the aweet, childish voice seemed to bring 

a sudden calmness and strength to the 

startled woman. ■

Her pupils turned to her at once, sur- 

prise and anxiety on the small, upturned 

facea, ■

"How white you are, Mrs. Oassilis! 

Is anything the matter t " asked the staid 

and atately Blanche. ■

With a great e^ort the trembling 

woman composed herself. ■

"No, my dear — notUng; only we have 

walked rattier quickly, and I was tiredi" 

she answered. " We had better be gdng 

home now, I think." ■

The trio turned at once. Guv sauntered 

off at their heels with a would-be uncon- 

scious afar, which yet had in it something of 

shame. Loveday stood looking at her and 

him in surprisa ■

The pale, sad -faced governess ■

" Wm you walk with me t " ahe asked. 

" I— I should like to talk to you." ■

Loveday's big bright eyes flashed won- 

deringly up at me shaker. ■

"Yes," she said, readily ; " but why has 

Gay left 1 And why did his sisters look so 

strange t " ■

"Perhaps," said Mrs. Oassilis, "they 

were wondering who you were." ■

" Thev could have asked me then," said 

the child, curtly. ■

" They would not like to appear curious," 

said her new acquaintance, as they moved 

on aide by side. " Will you tell me your 

nameV she added, gentty, and with a 

certain hesitation that did not escape 

Loveday's quick observanca ■

" Fm only Loveday," she said, simply. ■

The delicate face grew a shade paler. ■

"Loveday — what a pretty name. Is it 

— Oomishi" ■

"I don't know," said the child. "No 

one ever told me." ■

" Have you no other name t Where are 

your parents t " ■

"IVe always lived here," she answered. 

" Up tiiere," and she nodded in the direction 

of the cliff, where the cottages of the coast- 

guard stood in a white cluster. " I'm not 

Daddy Penywem's child, though," she 

added. " My real father is a grand gentle- 

man, handsome, and tall, and rich Fve 

only Been him once; but he's coming 

here again soon, and will take me away 

altogether." ■

". But surely you know his name 1" aaid 

her interlocutor. ■

The child shook her pretty, brown head, 

looking up at the pale, set face above her 

with eyes ao strangely like to eyes that 

belonged to the past; eyes that had once 

looked with love and tenderness, and 

all a man's strong, paasionate devotion, 

into those brown depws forever shadowed 

by the memory of sorrow and of ■

now ■

I wrong, self-wrought and repented of 

vain. ■

in ■
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The woman Bhirered, and her face grew 

even paler than before as that little negative 

shake sQenoed farther enquiry. ■

"Tell me all aboat yourself," she said, 

holding out her hand. ■

She had taken off her gloves, and the 

touch of those small warm fingers clasping 

hers so frankly, sent a strange thrill (rf 

tenderness through her veins. Loveday 

diattered on in her childish, fearless fashion. 

Tet ever and again some trick of speech or 

manner, some turn of head, or glance from 

those deep, fringed eyes, woke fresh 

memories m the quiet listener's heart, or 

stabbed it with &esh pain and sharper 

torture. ■

Suddenlv she knelt down on the finn, 

white sands, and drew the little childish 

figure to her heart ■

"Kiss me, eluld," she cried, passionately. 

"Oh, don't look so firi^htened. I only ask it 

for the sake of— of a Tittle child like your- 

self Loveday, whom I once held in my arms 

long aga Dear Heaven, how long ago 1 " ■

A sob broke from her panting breast^ 

and Loveday stood, half mghtened, half 

pitifhl, in the shelter of her arms, vaguely 

wonderbig at the tears that dimmed those 

beseeching eyes. ■

With that pity and that wonder lending 

fresh beauty to her own, she softly kissed 

the quivering lips which for so many 

weary years had Imown no touch of love, 

or caress of tenderness. ■

" Ob, don't cry," she said. '* Was that 

Uttle girl yours 1" ■

But there was no answer as the kneeling 

figure rose and once more took its way 

along the quiet sands. ■

Loveday moved silently along beside the 

woman. Neither of them spoke, ■

CHAPTER UL MIGHT. ■

A KEEN sense of injury and injustice 

was vexing Loveday's little soul. Month 

after month had rolled by — springtide, 

summer, autumn — but no word or sign 

came to her of that mysterious father ; nor 

did he seem in any haste to redeem his 

promise of retura ■

No one would have guessed how deeply 

the child sufiisred ; how in every childish 

prayer that name lived and formed the 

groundwork of a petition, the simple faith 

of which was inexpressibly touching. But 

no answer came. ■

Almost every week— sometimes oftener 

— she saw that strange and sad-£aced go- 

verness from St. Perran. ■

Guy had cone to a school, but the two 

youneer giru had made friends wikh 

Loveday, and she had been invited to tes 

in the schoolroom several times. Miu 

Blanche was still lofty and a ggiosa ive in 

manner, as became her dignity and station; 

but Loveday was neither awed nor im- 

pressed by her airs. ■

She liked to go to the queer old house, 

to ramble through the garden and orchard, 

to play in the dim, ghostly-looking school- 

room, or sit in the wide old window-wst 

listening to Mrs. Cassills' low, sweet Toiee 

as she read or told them fisiry tal«8 and 

legends in the twilight It wa» strsnge 

how fond she had grown of that aad and 

quiet woman, though there was almoit 

idways something of awe in the aflFeetion, 

and an unusual reticence in its diapli^ 

from one of Loveday's bright and loving 

nature. ■

Now the heat and glory of ■itmmer 

were over, and the brown woods waie 

growing bare which had been ao thick 

with leaves, and gay with song. Tks 

little maiden sighed as day after day 

marked its change in the dying yesr, 

and something of its sadness and ^oom 

began to fall upon herself, and lent wist- 

fulness to the violet eyes which still aadi 

morning and each night looked longingly 

over dm and headland to whoe the eoMfa 

road stretched away into some vague 

region, from whence she hoped and looked 

for that mysterious stranger's reton. ■

One afternoon the child wandered off 

to her favourite sands. The tide was oat, 

and the firm, white expanse tempted her 

farther and farther, till at last ahe found 

herself opposite the Gkdl Bock. Wonderful 

to relate, the passage to it was easy and 

safe to-day. The long ridge, sllppexy with 

seaweed, and interspersed with little pools 

of sea-wator, ran clear from tiie sends to 

the bsse of the great rough prominenos* 

Without hesitation or thon^t^ but with a 

little glad cry of surprise and delight, the 

child made her way along the treacherous 

pathway, and in a very few mommts iiad 

reached that long-coveted haven, and oofs- 

menced to climb its rough and dangerom 

height. ■

Midway up she started and gave a fiint 

cry of surprise, for standing on a platoea 

ol the rock that made a sort of platform, 

was a woman's figure. The fsce was 

turned seawards, but Loveday knew tbmt 

slight form with its weary graee, and the 

simple black draperies tbit the win^ 

fluttered to and firo. At her ay tise ■
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woman turnedy echoing its wonder in her 

own harried ezolamation : ■

*^ Loveday 1 yon here — why, child, how- 

ever did yoQ get to such a place t " ■

And Loveday told of her long deaire and 

ambition to leale the heights of the Gall 

Bock, and how she had heard the saUora 

say that when once the tide left it acces- 

sible it was safe for hoars, and half eoazing, 

half persuading, she indaced Mra Oassilis 

to climb higher and higher ap the steep 

and rocky heights. ■

On they went, sometimes hand-in-hand, 

sometimes apart; Loveday light and sure- 

footed, and springing from place to place 

with merry laaghter and glee. Bat what 

waseasy to her agileframe and fearless spirit 

was a different and more difficolt matter to 

the weary woman encumbered with heavy 

garments, and already spent and tired with 

the long walk here. Loveday was far off, 

and within dose distance of the goal she 

had set herself, when a sharp cm of pain 

startled her. She stopped and looked back, 

and saw Mrs. Gassilis lying prostrate on 

the rough stones some way below. ■

Li a second she was beside the fallen 

woman, who, faint and scarcely conscious, 

vainly tried to rise or reassure the 

frightened child. ■

" It's my ankle," she said, f untly. " Oh, 

Loveday, I'm afraid it's broken ; I sprang 

on to that stone, and it turned witih me, 

and then my foot seemed to give way." ■

She turned ghastly white to her very 

lips, and Loveday, terrified and helpless, 

stood there wondering what could be 

done. ■

** I shaH never be able to walk," moaned 

the unfortonate woman ; " you must leave 

me here, dear, and go back for as- 

sistance." ■

"Go back I" Loveday looked at the 

helpless figure, and its desolate surround- 

ings. Her little heart swdled with nief 

and sympathy, and the tears gathered in 

her eyes. " Oh, I'm so sorry, I'm so sonry i ■

If it hadn't been for me " ■

"Nonsense, dearl you're not to blame; 

it was my own stupidity. But we mustn't 

waste time, child. Can I trust you to run 

back and ask some of the men at the 

coastguard station to come and help me t " 

The child looked round at the desolate 

spotb The sun was setting already ; tiiick 

banks of clouds were gathering soutti- 

wards; the sea looked grey and an§|ry, 

and the birds were whirling and screaming 

around the rock in an ominous fashion, as 

if they feared a coming storm. ■

Bat there was nothing to be done ; the 

chQd saw that^ and braced her energies for 

the occasioa ■

"Can't I help you down to a better 

placet" she entreated, as she looked at 

the damp and broken pile of rock on 

which the unfortunate woman lay. ■

" No, no, I can't move," she said, faintly. 

" Hasten now, dearie. There's no help for 

it; I must stay .here till you send as- 

sistance." ■

Then Lovedi^, moved by some sudden 

impulse, put her warm young arms round 

the suffering woman's neck and kissed her 

passionately and tenderly. ■

"Til be as quick as ever I can," she 

said; and so turned and climbed down 

the slippery, uneven ways, and crossed 

that dark, fin-like ridge, and, once on the 

sands, ran as her little feet had never run 

before, for never before had tenor and 

anxiety lent them wings as now. ■

Those sad and patient eyes watched the 

little figure with a look that even the hope- 

lessness of pain could not extinguish. ■

" She — might have been just as sweet, as 

loving, as lovely," she murmured, brokenly. 

'' If it should be," she cried, aloud. " She 

is so like, so strangely, terribly like 1 . . . 

But I shall never know now, the secret ■

has been too well kept; and yet ' ■

Oh, Derrick, I never thought you could 

be so hard, so cruel, just for sake 

of a few wild words— a threat I never 

meant^ a fit of passion — brief, and soon 

repented of. . . . And all these weary, 

hopeless years to pay the penalty — and 

suspense, cruel as death itself, and that 

aching, aching void for ever in my heart I 

And yet, for all my pride, and all my 

reproaches, I loved you so. . . . And ■

now Well, it is all over, all finished, ■

Derrick; and you will never know how 

sorry I was, or how gladly now I would 

creep to your feet as humbly as even 

you could wish, just to hear you say, 

' I forgive you ' — ^just to know the fate of 

my little child." ■

Her head drooped ; the white lips grew 

whiter; pain, sharp and torturing, taxed 

beyond all limits her already weakened 

powers of endurance. With one deep, 

shuddering sigh she sank back on the 

hard, rough rocks — insensible. ■

How long the way seemed to Loveday I 

How tired she felt I The sky was growing 

darker every moment^ and we wind more 

keen and chilL Panting and breathless she 

at last reached the little cottage, and dashed ■
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impetiioasly thioogh its open dooiwaji and 

into the little firelit parlour. ■

*' Daddy I " she cried, wildly. ■

Then saddeidy voice and strength 

seemed to forsake her. For there in the 

dnsk a tall figiure stood, and held oat 

welcoming arms, and all memory of any- 

thing or any one was lost as, with a cry 

dad and sweet as that of nestling bird, she 

lew Into that long-coveted embrace, sobbing 

oat the name which had lived in her 

memory and faltered in her prayers so 

many weary months. ■

<* Oh, father I father 1 Ton have comb 

back — ^yoa have come back I " ■

Swiftly the moments sped away. Oat- 

side, beyond the firelight and warmth of 

the littte parloor, the storm gathered, and 

the leaden donds grew daiker. Bat 

Loveday had forgotten her errand, and sat 

there on her fairy Prince's knee, listening 

to his voice, gazbg into his face, her little 

heart throbbing and beating madly with 

the great joy and the greater wonder of 

his presence. ■

Suddenly memory returned. She sprang 

from his knee with a little terrified cry. ■

"Oh, where is Daddy t" she cried, 

wildly. " Oh, father, how wicked of me. 

I forgot everytUng, and the poor lady — 

she is lying oat there on the Gall Bock. 

She can't move, her leg is broken. Oh, 

tiiey mast send the boat for her and bring 

her here." ■

She flew off into the kitchen, where old 

Penywem and Dick were seated, and 

poared oat her tale to them with pas- 

sionate incoherence. ■

They looked at one another, grave and 

anzfoas. ■

"The tide will be up," laid Dick. 

"'Twill be rare and difficult getting the 

boat near the rock, and there's a storm 

risinfr, too." ■

"But some one must go," said the 

stranger, who had followed liOveday in her 

sadden flight. "Can I help yout" he 

asked, eagerly. *' Fm a good oarsman, and 

can manage a boat fairly well, and if, as 

the child says, the lady has met with an 

accident, you'll need strong arms to carry 

her down that awfal place." ■

" Tes, you're right^ sir, and you're wel- 

come to come along if you don't mind 

a bit of rough sea. Bring the lantern, 

Dick, and some rope. Gome, there's no 

time to lose." ■

They hunied off, and Loveday stood at 

the gate of the little cottage, watching ■

them launch the boat^ and wondering bow 

the poor lady was, yet too glftd oi hesvt 

in her own innocent joy to have xoom far 

any forebodings. ■

Presently the rain and wind drove ha 

within doors, and she went back to her 

little low chair by the fire, and lost henelf 

in happy, bewildering dreams of all thst 

was in store for her. ■

The old dock struck baU-hoar— boor— 

half-hour— hour ; but the time did not 

seem long, nor was she lonely. Yet tfane 

hours had passed before sound of steps and 

voices reached her ears, and three dvendiad 

and forlorn-looking figures staggered into 

the warm, bright Utchen, carrying a Bmp 

and helpless form, whidi they laid on the 

wide, old-fashioned settle. ■

Loveday sprang hastily up. The womsa 

who took charge of her and kept the fitUe 

cottage in order, was already there and 

stooping over the stiff and motionleae ficna 

She unloosed her cloak and lemoTeadiB 

soaked and dripping bonnet ■

The child put her warna, flushed bee 

against that white and rij^ one. The 

loosened hair — brown and wavy like her 

own — ^fell in a heavy mass azoond it ■

''How cold she isl" cried Loveday, 

shrinking in sudden terror from that difll 

contact ■

As she did so the light fell foil epoo the 

woman's face, and revealed it to the gaae 

of that one rescuer, who, sU ODeonaeioQsIj, 

had faced peril, hardship, almoet death lo- 

njght to save her. ■

He sprang to her side, and his faee was 

scarcely less white than her own as he 

ftszed, half in terror, half in ineradoloQa 

fear, anger, compassion at the rigid ionn 

and closed eyes. ■

''Great Heaven 1" he cried below his 

breath ; "to meet at last, and like this 1' ■

"Who is she, father! Do yoa know 

hert " cried Loveday, wonderingiy. ■

He did not answer, only stepped aside 

and motioned to the woman to reaome ksr 

offices. Old Penywem and he left the 

kitchen then, and Dick hurried off for the 

doctor. ■

But long before he arrived they knew 

that his journey would be uselesa. Odd, 

pain, and exposure had done their woxk too 

welL The weakened frame, and weaker 

heart, had no power to rally from the abode ■

Awestruck and frightened, Loredej 

crept into the room where her father And 

the old saQor were talking. ■

"The child knows nothing f " she heard ■
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old Penywem say. " Surely, sir, she need 

know nothing now." ■

"I will take her away with me/' her 

father answered. ''Strange that in this 

out-of-the-way comer of the world Fate 

should haye destined BUch a meeting." ■

*' Stranger still that the poor lady should 

never have known whose child she was so 

foirfd of," said the old Oomishman. << Tou'U 

forgive her, now, sir. I'm sure she's known 

suffering and soirow. Her face shows 

that" ■

" I forgive her, Heaven knows," he said, 

huskily. <*She broke my heart, and 

ruined my home, and made my child 

mottierlesB ; but, perhaps I was too hard, 

too exacting. Neither of us was faultless." ■

A little hand touched his softly ; a little 

face, pale and wistful, looked up to his 

own. He knelt down and drew the 

child into his arms, and bowed his head on 

the soft brown curls. ■

'* Have you come to comfort me, Love- 

day t Shall we face life together, yon 

audit" ■

There was no answer save the mute 

caress of the childish lips, the clinging 

touch of the diildish arms. ■

Loveday never asked and never knew 

more of her history. ■

A HOUSE OF ECHOES. 

By 0. L. PIRKIS. ■

Author <if " Lady Lwtlact," "A Red SitUr,'* Oe, ■

I ■

CHAPTER I. ■

It stood on the edge of one of the bleakest 

of the bleak Yorkshire moors — a square- 

built, unpretending house, surrounded by 

a small garden, in the midst of which a 

big board proclaimed, that " this desirable 

family residence " was to be let or sold. 

The fact had been thus proclaimed for so 

I many years that its owner had begun to 

! despair of ever finding a tenant for it 

i The house had somehow got for itself an 

i ill name. Its latest occupant had been a 

> man of surly temper, who had lived the 

life of a recluse, and .who had one morning 

been found lying dead in his bed. To these 

facts in course of time the usual element of 

the weird and supernatural had been linked 

by the good people of the widely-scattered 

hamlet^ and belated drovers and farm 

labourers, who had occasion to cross the 

moor after nightfaD, were wont to testify 

to all sorts of unearthly noises which they ■

averred had proceeded from the house as 

they passed. ■

Mr. Simon Geldart knew something of 

all this when he bought the house on Ids 

return to England siter twenty years' 

absence in America. He had been bom 

within fifteen miles of the^ place, and 

Yorkshire air suited him. Abo he had 

sundry investments in certain collieries in 

the neighbourhood which wanted looUng 

after. Last and most weighty considera- 

tion of all, it was to be had at a low 

figure. Mr. Oeldart, although a wealthy 

man, looked twice at a penny before he 

spent it, and when he heard from his 

Yorkshire correspondents that the house 

could be had for next to nothings he 

laughed at its ill repute, said to himself 

that a bargain was a bargain any day of 

the week, and there and then settled the 

matter. ■

Simon (3eldart had cut himself adrift 

from home and home ties as a youngman, 

and had sailed away to the Ilew World 

with one fixed resolve in his mind — that 

of making money and rising in life. To 

this end he had worked early and worked 

late, kept himself clear of love-making, 

alms-giving, and kindred follies, and by 

the time he was fifty years of age had at- 

tainedhisheait'sdesire. Thenhis healthhaci 

begun to fail; the doctors advised rest, 

change, recreation. ■

Mr. Geldart thought to himself that 

with ** rest, change, and his native air," he 

might combine a little business, look after 

sundry of his English investments — 

notably those Yorkshire collieries wbidi 

had given him some little anxiety — and 

search out the relatives who remained to 

him, and see if among them he could 

find a niece, who might, should necessity 

arise, be found willing to fill the responsible 

post of nurse and housekeeper to mm. ■

Of these relatives, by bis own choice, 

he knew next to nothing. He had had but 

one brother, Dick, a hare-brained scamp of a 

fellow, and from that brothersome five years 

back had come a pathetic Uttie message — 

sent from his death-bed — begging his 

dear brother Simon to look after his wife 

and children. The letter had been laid on 

one side and had faded from his memory, 

until his possible need some day for a 

nurse had recalled to his mind the fact 

that ^'Mrs. Dick"— as he had mentally 

christened his brother's widow — had a 

quiverful of children. ■

Thus it came about one morning that 

Mrs. Dick, seated in the moming-room of ■
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her little house at Hampstead, with a pile 

of anmended garments before her, and a 

packet of unpaid tradesmen's bills at her 

right hand, was startled by the announce- 

ment that Mr. Simon G^ldart, of ChicagOi 

wished to see her. ■

Mrs. G«ldflrt went into her drawing-room 

to be greeted, not a little abruptly, by a 

small, very thin, yery sallow, verv sharp- 

featured gentleman, with the words : ■

" So you are Dick's widow ! " , ■

This abrupt exclamation was only the 

prelude to a string of questions equally 

curt and unceremonious, and Mrs. Geldart 

grew more and more nervous. ■

''I wish Aileen were at home/' she 

thought, feeling how much more easily her 

bright^ lighthearted eldest daughter would 

acquit herself in the circumstances. ■

Aloud she said : '' Of course you will 

like to see Dick's children t " ■

«That depends. What are they liket 

How many are there to see t " ■

« Ten," she answered, with the ghost of 

a smile. "Aileen is the eldest — just 

twenty. She is small, slight, dark ; pretty, 

they say " ■

"Who comes nextt " interrupted TJnde 

Simon. ■

" Dick — just sixteen. We lost two be- 

tween him and Aileen." And here the 

mother's voice faltered. ■

" What a mercy ! " he ejaculated under 

his breath. ■

" Then come twins, Harry and Jack," 

continued tike lady, not hearhig the ejacu- 

lation, "and then MlUy, then Ernest, then 

Madge, then Tiny " ■

" For Heaven's sake, stop 1 " he cried. 

" Do you think I can carry all those names 

in my head t " ■

" I'll go and fetch some of them," said 

the mother, thinking that her pretty curly 

darlings could not ful to make an indelible 

impression on the rich uncle's memory. ■

"Stop," again he cried. "Small chil- 

dren and rowdy boys are my abominatioa 

ril make the acquaintance of your elder 

ones, but it must be in my own fashion." ■

Then he went on to say that he had 

bought a house in the countxy — on the 

Yorkshire moors — and would like his 

eldest niece to stay there with him for 

a time. ■

" She can keep house for me — I hope, 

by the way, that you've taught her to be 

thrifty, and a eood manager— and prevent 

my being robbed by the servants, and 

tradespeople, and " ■

But at that moment the door opened, | ■

and the eldest niece, bright and fresh from 

a morning's walk, came in. ■

She was, as her mother had aaid, smill 

and slight, with hafr black and gloaay aa a 

raven's wing, and large dark eyea which 

could say just whatever she choae them to 

say. They said an undeniable demur when 

her uncle's invitation was told her witti 

many grateful expressions by her motbar. ■

Her uncle's sharp face and sharper vmoe 

did not fascinate her, and the proapeet of 

even a week's stay with him in a lonely 

country house was not attractive. ■

"I must ask Tom first," she said, her 

clear dark skin flushing a deep erimaon. ■

"Who on earth is Tomt" aaked Oia 

uncle, sharply, turning to Mra Geldart, ■

Before she could explain that "Tom" 

was the Bev. Thomas l^vor, the curate of 

the parish, to whom Afleen waa engaged 

to be married, the girl had disappeared. ■

It was the old, old story. Tom and 

AJleen had been thrown together at chuxeh 

decorations, and in parish work. He was 

a handsome, stalwart young fellow <^ dx- 

and-twenty, and would have looked every 

whit as weU in a ffold-braided uniform with 

a sword at his side as he did in hia white 

surplice, with its bachelor's hood. ■

So it came about one Chiiatmaa Evc^ 

when the church had been made aa ng^y 

as holly, red flannel, and cotton wool at 

times can make it^ and AHeen, with bar 

hammer and nails, was descending a flight 

of steps, that Tom took her hand in hia 

to help her down. He graaped it ao 

tightly, however, that she exclaimed: 

" Oh, you've hurt my hand." Upon irfiieh 

he replied : "Not half so much aa you've 

hurt my heart," and the thing waa done. ■

There could be no denying that, looked 

at from a pecuniary point of view, the 

engagement was a highly impradent 

one. Mrs. (Geldart seemed for the first 

time to see the full measure of Its tm> 

prudence as she sat anawering her 

brother-in-law's sharp, short queationa re- 

specting "Tom" and his " proopecta." 

Aileen had so few pleasures in her girl's 

life that the mother had not had the heart 

to forbid a lover to her, more eapecially a 

lover with Tom's genial ways and good 

heart Now, however, when Undo Stnacm, 

in cold, contemptuous tones, dlscnsaed the 

afiair, she began to feel ashamed of herself 

for having given her sanction to what he 

was pleased to call "a piece of aznml 

folly." ■

" The father is a country rector, you aay, 

with Rye other sons to provide for." ba ■
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exclaimed. " Good goodness I It mnst be 

broken off at once, or I'll have nothing 

more to do with any of yon." ■

The mother did not dare to repeat these 

and kindred speeches verbatim to.Aileen; 

but when in dae course there came a letter 

from Uncle Simoni formally inviting the 

girl to spend a month with him on the 

Yorkshire moors, she waxed eloquent over 

the advantaffes which might aceme to the 

whole famOy if only the nnde's favour 

could be secured. ■

" Think of me, Aileen, and my life of 

toil in the vain endeavour to make both 

ends meet," she plmded. '* Think of your 

brothers who want schooling ; your Uttle 

sisters who want clothes." ■

<' They shouldn't want for a single thing, 

any one of them, if I could help it," ex- 

claomed Tom, who chanced to be present 

Then he pathetically turned Us pockets 

inside out to show how empty they wera 

" I'm not extravagant, but I haven't a son 

with which to help anybody. Oh, Aileen, 

Aileenl" he exdaimed, with a sudden 

burst of deep feeling. "I know it was 

very wrong of me to tie you down to marry 

a poor beggar like me ; but how could I 

helpitt What else in Ufe could I dot" ■

And Aileen's dark eyes upturned to his 

answered very plainly that she did not see 

what else in fife he could have don& ■

GHAFTBR IL ■

So Unde Simon's invitation'was accepted, 

and ADeen departed on a month's viut to 

her newly-found relative, with not a few 

misgivings as to the amount of pleasure 

she would derive from that visit. ■

But, gloomy as her anticipations were, 

they fell far short.of the reality. ■

She arrived at her destination btte in the 

evening, and, tired with her long journey, 

made her escape early to her room. Con- 

sequently it was not until the next morning 

that the full dreaiiness of the house and its 

surroundings stood revealed to her. ■

Gk> to wUch window she might, nothing 

but mUes of scrubby moorland met her 

eye, bounded on one side by the white, 

pebbly road, which wound away for three 

miles, as she knew by her experience of 

I overmght, before it reached habitation of 

any sort ■

The weather was bleak and cold even 

for a Yorkshire March, and low, over- 

hanging clouds foretelling a downfall of 

some sort completed the desolateness of 

the picture. ■

Within there was nothing to 'coun- 

terbalance the outside dreariness. The 

rooms were large, and but scantily 

furnished; the walls were innocent of 

pictures ; the windows were but slenderly 

draped. Assuredly Uncle Simon, when he 

had commissioned his upholsterer, had not 

allowed a margin for either ornaments or 

luxuries. The long, narrow passages, whieh 

connected one room with another, were 

even destitute of carpets, and every foot- 

fall on them awakened a succession of 

echoes which seemed to answer and re- 

answer each other endlessly. There were 

not, however, many footfalla to rouse those 

echoes when all were told. ■

*' You must make yourself at home, and 

look after yourself," Uncle Simon had 

said to her on her arrival, and Aileen in 

due course found that that meant that if she 

did not look after herself there was no one 

in the house who would do it for her — ^the 

whole establishment consisting of a deaf, 

elderly woman, and a lad who attended to 

the horse, and at odd intervals helped in 

the house. ■

Comiog straight from a small London 

villa, into which was crowded a large 

family, and which was kept merry by blithe 

young voices from momiog till nighty it 

was only natural that Aileen should feel 

herself oppressed by the silence and gloom 

which surrounded her. *' A whole month 

of thisl" thought the girl despairingly. 

*' Why, I shall only be fit for a lunatie 

asylum when I get back. Uncle Simon 

has been here barely three weeks, and see 

what it has done for him.'^ ■

Although Aileen had only seen her 

uncle for a few minutes in her mother's 

drawing-room, the chaoge in him was 

sufficiently marked to arrest her attention. 

He looked older by at least ten yean; 

heavy-eyed and haggard; his face was 

sallow to cadaverousness, and his features 

were sharp and pinched as features could 

well be. He grumbled incessantljr at 

everything from morning till night; 

at the deaf old woman even, whom he 

had brought from London because her 

cooking had suited him, and whose dinners 

and luncheon^ now were an unfailing 

source of discontent; at the house also^ 

which at first had seemed to him such an 

uncommonly good bargain. ■

" I shall get rid of it for just what it will 

fetch," he said to Aileen ; "but at present I 

have had only one offer for it — ^from a man 

who wants it just for buQding material" ■

Aileen's exclamations of surprise called ■
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forth a Btiiiig of complaints against the 

house. It wasn't only that it was ill- 

arranged and drangbty, bat it was noisy. ■

''Koisyl" cried AQeen. *'To me it 

seems silent as the grare itself. Except 

the wind and the echoes, there isn't a sound 

in it from morning till night" ■

'<And isn't that enough t" cried her 

undo, snappishly. '*The wind has never 

ceased since I've been here. It has got 

into my head, I suppose ; I've a horrible 

singing in my ears which almost deafens 

me and prevents my sleeping at night" ■

Aileen ventured to suggest that it might 

be as well to consult a doctor. ■

" Doctor!" he exclaimed. " Do you sup* 

pose that I need reminding that my health 

requires attention t I've already sent for 

one. If I don't look after number one, I 

should like to know who would." ■

Then he fell to grumbling at the doctor — 

a man called Fleetwood — who lived at a 

village about ten miles distant ■

But he did more than grumble at Aileen ; 

he poured out all the vials of his wrath 

upon her head a day or two afterwards, 

when a letter, addressed in a masculine 

hand, was brought to her in his presence. ■

Part of Aileen's daUy duty, and th» part 

she dreaded most, was the two hours she 

was called upon to spend in her uncle's 

study every mominff. When the girl had 

first arrived at the house she had said to 

herself : ■

*<No piano, no nice books, no lovely 

long rambles out of doors this bleak 

weather ; whatever shall I find to do from 

morning till night t " ■

iShe very soon found that Uncle Simon 

knew how to fill up her time from morning 

till night, without the aid of piano, or 

books, or lovely long walks. " I suppose 

you know how to use your needle," he had 

said to her. That was a prelude to 

throwing the making of a stock of house- 

hold linen on her hands. ■

"I suppose you can keep accounts," was 

his next query, and then the household 

books were committed to her care. And 

last in order came, *' I suppose you can use 

your pen I " and then for two hours daily 

she was shut in his stgdy with him, 

writing at his dictation the driest of dry 

business letters. ■

She was thus occupied when a letter 

from her lover was bought to her— the 

first she had received in her unde's pre- 

sence. The big, masculine hand, so unlike 

Mrs. (3eldart's nervous penmanship, caught 

his eye. ■

'< Who's that fromt" he demanded, 

curtly. ■

'^ From Tom," answered Aileen, defiant 

in manner but nervous at heart, for she 

felt what was hanging over her head. ■

Then the storm had burst ^'Gonfoonded 

young curate," was the mildest of the 

phrases by which Tom was desigpated. 

The engagement, ''the arrant piece of 

folly," was to be put an end to imme- 

diately, and if Aileen was found wiitiBg to 

or receiving letters from the young man, 

she was to be "packed off home at 

once." ■

"Packed off home at once!" Thewcida 

had a deli^tfid sound in them, Aileen 

thought, as she made her escape with 

her letter to her own room. " It's koniUa ! 

intolerable 1 I'll write to Tom at 

and tell him to come and fetch ma 

it's altogether past enduring I" aha ex- 

daimed, there and then fetohuiff hor pert- 

folio and inkstand. But seeond thoughts^ 

bringing with them the recollectioii of her 

mother's farewell words, checked thedefiant 

mood. ■

« Aileen,'' Mra Geldart had aaid, m she 

had kissed and put her daughter into the 

train, '' I implore you do your atmost to 

make a favourable imprmioii on your 

uncle. Think not only of your own wishes 

and likings, but of your brothen — jonr 

sisters — me. He can do so mach for us 

all if he chooses." ■

Aileen paused with her pen in bar 

hand. ■

<' No, I must try and put np with it; 

it can't be for long," she mused. **WheBl 

get home, I'll make mother write to him 

and tell him how good and tme Tom is, 

and that it would be utterly, ntterly im- 

possible for us to give eadi other up. 

Yes, and 111 send modier a line notr, mi 

ask her. to make Tom understand that he 

had better not write to me while I'm 

here." ■

If Aileen had known the task her 

mother had set hersdf to perform during 

her absence, she would scarcely hsvo 

relied so implicitly upon her good offices 

Tom, like the good-hearted young fellow 

that he was, had gone round to Aileen^ 

home as usual, saying to himsdf ttial ibs 

whole family must sadly want cheerii>g up 

now that the sunshine had gone out of the 

house. The pleasant round game, however, 

which he intended to set going, had to 

be put on one side for a quiet talk, to which 

Mra Geldart invited him in a room H»rt| 

a talk in which the lady had set before ■
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him in plain language the xmi 

state of his own prospects, and what a 

dismal fntoreit woold be for Aileen if she 

were engaged to him, say for the next ten 

years, and then married to him on an in- 

come something under three hundred a year. 

Tom had gone back to his lodgings that 

night with a heart as hea^y as lead. ■

j CHAPTER UL ■

A FORTNIGHT of AUecn's visit slowly 

wore itself away, each one of the lagging 

days, as it passed, seeming drearier than 

the last No doubt she had been yery 

hetoic in forbidding, at what seemed the 

voice of duty, Tom to write to her; but 

none the less, she felt that a glimpse of the 

well-known writing, if only on the back 

of an envelope, would have done not a 

little to speed the weary hours. ■

During that fortnight^ an unbroken con- 

tinuance of bleak, rough weather kept her 

a prisoner to the house, and made her 

entirely dependent upon Uncle Simon alike 

for society and employment ■

With her attention thus riveted upon 

him, she could not fail to note a curious, 

undefinable change that seemed to be 

passbg over him. It was not only that 

he seemed to be growfag older-looking, 

thinner, more cadaverous with every day 

that passed, but his habits, his manner even 

seemed to be strangely altering. He would 

come downstairs in the morning lookmg 

like a man who had slept badly, would eat 

next to nothing for breakhst, and then, 

instead of setting to work upon hb letters, 

as he had done when first she had arrived, 

he would settle himself into his easy-chair 

and fall into a little doie, from which he 

would awaken with a sudden start and an 

exclamation. He grumbled less and less 

each day, she fancied, and his voice was, if 

not soft and pleasing, at least a little less 

acrimcmious. He was constantly putting 

his hand to his ears as if the noises in them 

troubled him, and once or twice, coming 

suddenly into the room, she found him 

standing still, in a listening attitude, as if 

he had neard something, but was not quite 

sure what ■

She began to grow alarmed. A slight 

circumstance occurring about this time 

brought lier fears to a head. She was 

seated one morning with him in hia study, 

arranging his papers as usual, while he 

reclined in his easy-chair with eyes closed, 

when suddenly he started, and turning to 

her, exclaimed : ■

*< What are you sighing for t Wanting 

to be home agdn, eh t " ■

Aileen was astonished. ■

" I did not open my lips," she answered. ■

He stared at her blankly. ■

«<It must have been the wind," cried 

Aileen, sorely puzzled. " Listen how if s 

moaning in the chimney now." ■

Her undo made no reply, but turned 

away, putting his hand to his ear as if the 

sound were still there. ■

Aileen waa in some things wise and 

thoughtful beyond her years. It occurred 

to her that it might be as well if she were 

to waylay Dr. Fleetwood on one of Ida 

visits to the house, and give lum a hint 

on matters which perhaps Uncle Simon 

had not thought it necessary to mention. 

She had heard of all aorta of daogerona 

illnesses beginnmg with noises in the ear ; 

it might be as well to be on the alert ■

Dr. Fleetwood had made an impreaalon 

upon her the very reverae of that which he 

had made upon her unde. In appearance 

he waa tall and alight, and acaroely looked 

hia age; he had a kind amile and a 

dreamy, far-away look about the eyea, aa 

of a man who felt hia feet to be on the 

edge of another world. Hia manner, 

though grave, invited confidence. ■

It waa eaay for her to tell him all the 

atrange symptoms she had noted in Unde 

Simon. ■

He listened patiently. ■

'•rU bear in mind what you've told 

me, and will come again to-morrow," was 

all he said. But| as he said good-bye to 

her, for a moment he eyed her keenly, 

curioudy, as if pnzzluig over the bond 

there could be between tliis bright young 

girl and the sordid money-ms^er, whom 

he recollected as a most uninteresting lad 

in the years gone by. ■

Aileen herself, however, if she had 

been cross-questioned, could eaaily have 

explained the fact ■

" If he were in good health, and I were 

free to do as I liked^ I should love to tease 

and worry him dmost out of his life," she 

would have said, honestly ; << but because 

he is getting ill, and looks wretched and 

unhappy, I can't help pitying him and 

doing my best for him." ■

More than ever did she feel inclined to 

pity him that night, when she went into 

his study and for a moment stood, un- 

noticed, watching him as he lay back in 

his chair with eyes dosed and hand pressed 

tightly over one ear, as if to dull the 

sound of something that pained him. ■
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That study was the moat comfortable 

room in the hoase, for Uncle Simon, in 

accordance with his naoal practice of " look- 

ing after number one/' had had it apecially 

fitted to suit his convenience. There were 

all aorta of big, comfortable acreena, and 

aand-baga and wedgea to the windowa to 

keep out draughta. It waa, however, ao 

mach waate lalK>ur on that night at any 

rate. The oandlea flickered, the amoke 

came down the chimney in pofia, even 

the carpet awelled up and down with the 

goats that contrived aomehow to find their 

way in through the flooring. ■

Aa the night wore on, it blew little abort 

of a hurricane. Aileen waa glad to tumble 

into bed aa faat aa possible, cover up her 

ears with the coverlet^ and try to conjure 

herself to sleep with happy thoughts of the 

dear ones at home. It was all in vain, 

however; not till nearly daybreak when the 

wind began to luU, did she fall into a 

troubled, reatless sleep — a sleep, however, 

from which she soon awakened with a 

great start Sitting upright in bed, she 

asked herself what had aroused her. ■

The wind had aettled into a moan now 

that aeemed to be aa much in as outside 

the house. Aileen, aa she listened, could 

have fancied that the noiae of the wind — 

ita voice, ao to apeak, not itself — ^had got 

into the room and was sweeping past her 

ear. A grey, chill dawn was creeping in at 

the windows. She felt it was impossible 

to get to sleep again ; she felt impelled to 

get up, put on her dressing-gown, and see 

if Uncle Simon &ad called her. It was just 

poeaible, ahe thought^ that he might not 

feel ao well and waa wanting her. ■

Half-way to hia room, however, ahe met 

Uncle Simon himaelf, with a white, acared 

look on hia face. ■

"Waa it you, Aileen t" he aaked, 

hurriedly, nervoualy, in a voice not like 

hia own. ■

Aileen began to explain how ahe had 

atarted in her aleep, and thought he might 

have called her. ■

He acaroely aeemed to hear her. He 

looked all round him in an odd, puzzled 

fashion. ■

"I could have vowed — yea, I am 

positive," he aaid, "aome one gave a loud 

'ha, ha,' at my bedroom door. Did you 

not hear it t" ■

Aileen could only repeat her experience 

of the night ■

"It waa the wind — it muat have been 

the wind — it could have been nothins elae 

but that which woke ua both," ahe aaid over ■

and over again, gathering courage from her 

own aaaertiona. ■

An anxioua, troubled day for AJleeu 

followed. Her fears for Uncle Simon's 

health were merging now into one great 

fear — ^f or his reason. His manner aaanredly 

waa not reassuring. He was strangely 

quiet and abstracted all that day ; he dU 

not sit down to any meal with her, bat 

remained in his study in his easy-chair, 

reclining with one hand covering his en. ■

Only once could Aileen get him to take 

the slightest interest in what was going on 

around him. That was when ahe read 

aloud to him a letter which the nunniiig's 

post had brought It was from the buSda 

with whom Uncle Simon had already 

opened negotiations, making a final aSat 

for* the house which he intended to poll 

down and use for building materials. ■

Then Undo Simon grew excited. He 

jumped to his feet ■

"Send a telegram to h!m« saying I 

accept his terms. Send at once ; do you 

heart" he cried. He gave AfleeB bo 

rest till the thing was done, and then ha 

relapsed into his former lassitude. ■

It seemed to Aileen as if Dr. Fleetwood 

would never come that day. It was not 

until the afternoon was fading into twi- 

light that her eager ears caught the aoand 

of wheels coming along the pebbly road. 

She ran to the front door to meet him, and 

then started back, and stood still in mmfh^ 

blank astonishment She scarcely dated to 

credit hor eyesight^ for there, seated besids 

him in his high phaeton, was one whom 

she as little expected to see as she did m 

visitant from another world — Tom Trevor. ■

The doctor was the first to alight He 

hastened to explain. ■

"I overtook this gentleman midway 

between here and the station, foiud las 

was coming to your house, and offered to 

give him a lift. Mr. Geldart fe in his 

study! Thank you. Don't troaUe; 111 

find my way there." ■

Tom's sudden appearance had set Ailaen's 

heart beating. He looked white, forlorn ; 

not like a man tired with a loi^ joumej, 

but like one sick at heart ■

"Tell me quickly," she cried, aa tbe 

doctor disappeared; "is mother iUt Is 

anything wrong at home t " ■

"Wrong!" answered the young men, 

bitterly. "Everything is wrong eve^- 

where. Look here, Aileen, I may as wwU 

tell you as quickly as possible, and be doaae 

with it Your mother has belen talking to 

me about our engagement, and how wtckad ■
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it would be for me to keep yoa tied to me 

for yean, when yoa mighl do so maeh 

better for yourself now that yonr rich 

onole has eome upon the scene. And — 

and— well, I lay awake last night thinking 

over it all, and it came into my head how 

that Lent is coming on, and I'm always 

preaching to the people about the duty of 

riving up our own selfish wills and likings 

for the good of others; and so — and ■

so " Here he broke oflf for a moment, ■

and then brought his words out in a rush, 

as if afraid he might never speak them : 

" Pve come, AQeen, to set you free I " ■

His last words rang out almost de- 

fiantly. They reached the ears of Unde 

Simon as he sat tdte-i^t^te with his doctor. ■

<< Whose voice is that t " he asked, and 

then, as if distrustful of his own powers of 

hearing, he prevented the doctor's reply 

by a string of hasty, nervous questions 

about himself and his health. What was 

the matter with him t Was he very ill) 

Was he going to die t ■

The doctor did not for a moment 

reply. ■

** A poor creature, this," he thought to 

himself. "Just what one might have 

expected the Simon Geldart of twenty 

years back to grow into." ■

Aloud he said : ■

" You are in a peculiar, not a dangerous 

condition of health. I've already told you 

you can do far more for yourself than I can 

do for you. Drugs are no good to you; 

you must alter your manner of life." ■

"It's those confounded noises in my 

ear that are at the bottom of it all ; they 

torment me all day, and prevent my 

sleeping at night." ■

'' You look overdone for want of sleep ; 

you'll most likely drop off so soon as I am 

out of the room. Those noises you com- 

plain of are one of the surest symptoms of 

an overworked brain. You've been too 

ardent in your pursuit of wealth; you 

must rest now, and take care of your 

health." ■

"Ah, I see," nvurmured Uncle Simon. 

"Take care of myeelf-*look after number 

one ; that's what you mean." ■

A curious expression passed over the 

doctor's face. ■

"Look after number one," he repeated, 

slowly. "Strange to say, the last time I 

heard that expression, to notice it^ was in 

this very room, from the lips of the man 

who last tenanted this house." ■

Uncle Simon started. ■

"Tell me all you know about that ■

man!" he exclaimed, eagerly. "I've a 

special, reason for wishing to learn some- 

thing about him." ■

" There's not much to teU. He was a 

surly, ill-oonditioned creature; wealthy, 

but didn't want to be bothered by his 

relatives, so he cut himself adrift, took a 

house out here on the moors, and looked 

after number one." ■

Undo Simon shifted a little uneasily in 

his chair. ■

" I used to call and see him occasionally, 

and txy to make him take an interest in 

other people's joys and sorrows. Not a 

bit of it I All he cared for was himself 

and his own comforts." ■

Again Unde Simon made an uneasy 

movement ■

The doctor went on : ■

" It was all very well so Ions as he was 

in health ; but when he fell ill, and not a 

soul, friend or relative, came near him, the 

tables were turned on him. I saw him the 

night before he was found dead in his bed, 

and I shall never forget his look as he 

turned and said to me : * It's poor number 

one now, doctor 1 ' Ab, that was in rather 

a different voice to the one in which 

he used to say: 'Mine's a jolly life, 

doctor ! Not a soul to bother me ! Ha, 

hal'" ■

Unde Simon gave a great start. ■

" He said that— in that voice— with that 

laugh!" he exclaimed. "Fleetwood, be- 

lieve it or not, as you please, but I've heard 

him. That man may be dead and buried, 

but he has left his laugh — ^his voice — 

behind him; I heard it outside my bed- 

rqom door last nieht." ■

The doctor did not seem in the least 

disconcerted. ■

"What of thatt" he said, quietly. 

" Our voices are just the one part of our- 

sdves that we can't take out of the world 

with us. Our bodies go into the ground, 

our souls go — ah, well! — ^to their own 

place, but our voices we leave behind us. 

The air, that has been flawed, notched, 

impressed by them, holds them as surely 

as any phonograph holds a human voice.'* ■

Uncle Simon stared at him with a look 

that said: "You are getting out of my 

depth now." Then his eyes drooped wearily. ■

The doctor went on : "So that, as one of 

our leading mathematicians has well said, 

'The air is one vast library on whose pages 

are for ever written all that man has ever 

said and woman ever whispered.' Only one 

here and there has his ears finely tuned 

enough to catch these voices. Nine out of ■
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every ten will say that they hear the wind 

rushing by, or that they have noises in their 

ears which plague them ; but all the same, ■

the voices i^ there, and " here the' ■

doctor's voice fell to a low, solemn tone, 

" when the last great assize is called, and 

the earth gives up its dead, then will the 

abr give up its voices, and every man will 

rise or fall by his own words; yes, will 

literally be judged out of his own month.'' ■

••Ha,hal" ■

Uncle Simon rubbed his eyes and started 

nearly out of his chair. Was that the 

doctor's voice giving that loud, discordant 

laugh, or was it that other voice which 

he knew only too well! He rubbed his 

eyes again. The room was dark now, 

save for a flickering tongue of flame which 

leapt from the hollow fire and showed that 

the doctor's chair was empty. He had 

evidently departed when Uncle Simon's 

eyelids had drooped for want of sleep. 

He passed his hand over his forehead 

and sat staring at the vacant chair. Could 

it be that all the doctor had been saying 

was true, and would that poor miserable 

creature's laugh of selfish jollity go ringing 

on to eternity t ■

The thought was horrible. He felt 

oppressed. He could fancy that the air 

around him was laden with human voices. 

The noises in his ear beean ringing and 

swelling to a perfect tummt now, a tumult 

of loud '' ha, ha's," of deep4rawn sighs, of 

a voice strangely like his own, saying, 

'^Take care of number one !" of a long 

drawn-out, piUful wail that went moaning, 

" Poor number one, poor number one 1 " ■

O^er all this tumult of sound the^ 

sudfienly came to him a voice he knew 

well enough — a strained, tear-laden voice 

— ^that of Aileen, saying, " Gkxxl-bye, Tom, 

since it must be. Ob, why did he come 

all the way from Chicago just to break our 

hearts)" ■

Unde Simon could bear it no longer. 

He rose tumultuously to his f eet^ and threw 

open Us door. ■

"Stopl" he cried, in a loud though 

husky voice. "Don't say that. For 

Heaven's sake don't let that go on record 

against me too ! " ■

Tom and Aileen turned to see Unde 

Simon, with a look on his face which had 

never been there before, reaching a hand to 

each. ■

"Be happy," he said. ''Yes, be happy 

as soon as ever you like. Marry each other 

to-morrow if yon like, and PU find you a 

house and an income, and look after your ■

mother and your brothers and your ortin 

— the whole ten of them— and do my )^ 

to make every one of yon happy." 

And he was as good as his word. ■

"A WHISPEE." ■

By KSMfi STUABT. 

Authmr of " Kulel af Onf/ttmt, * tk, He, ■

Sfrxno had suddenly stepped upon the 

earth with dabty feet^ and she wiDnd 

about whispering in the ears of lovm, 

thus eausing them to dream betatfnl 

dreams of theb loved ones. Usiiany d» 

varies these whispered tales, and nika 

each vision applicable ; but on one pir. 

ticular occasion she nude a misttke, nd 

the result of her duplicate stoiy wm 

that she called up exactly the same rm 

to Pen Thomhill and Stephen Atwiter, 

and that vision was the sweety laughing 

provoking, fascinating picture d Pense 

WiUemet When these two men awoln, 

they made the same resolution, which 

was that they would go and aak Peub 

on that very day if she would listen to 

reason, and if this listening could bring 

forth the answer "yes" to a oertem 

question. ■

Stephen Atwater had lately loifc Us 

father, so he was now the ycrang Sqaire 

and owner of the old Moat Homei whidi 

without was grey, and pictureiqiie, tnd 

ivy-covered, but within dull and sjlenl; 

in fact, it was waiting for a joang 

mistress. Stephen could find nonaaon 

why Pensie should say '<no^" to un- 

fortunately who could be scoe of her 

answers t She was a flirty there wai do 

doubt about it — a flirt who made the Den 

her devoted slaves, and led them od 

because of that innate charm about her, and 

because of those sweety gradoiu words 

which were so enchanting, till— well, till 

you heard them bestowed upon the next 

worshipper at the Pensie shrine Th6& 

your soul recoiled, and you wanted Peow 

to be what she could not be— cold, hangh^, 

and severe. ■

Stephen Atwater thought of the Most 

House, of his rent-roll, of his good looks, 

and lastly of his passionate wish to possess 

Pensie, and he determined to try hu lock. 

There was but one man whom he leaUf 

feared, and this was Pen Thomhill, who 

now lived in the same house with Pes^ 

The neighbourhood generally said thit ■
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tfifls Pendope Willemet would oertainlj 

narry Captain Thomhilly who was her 

^aidian'a nephew and hia heir. ■

Pensie lived at Hniatmere, a modem 

nanaion two miles away from the Moat 

Soaae— two miles of conntry lanes now 

dothed in the ezqnieite tender green which 

poets love so muoh, and which, in spite 

>f themselves, makes them sing plaintive 

longs. Mr. ThornhQl was a rich engineer, 

0fho had made money by laying rulways 

Tor South American KepubUcs, and who 

baying lost one fortune and made a second, 

bad determined to retire on his riches 

and not tempt fate a second tima He 

therefore left the BepubUcs, and brought 

away his money and the orphan child of 

a friend, a young engineer, who had 

married a South ijnerioan girl, and who 

aoon after had been killed on the line he 

was helping to construct. His widow lived 

long enough to see her bab^ girl, and to 

hear Mr. Thomhill's promise that she 

should be as his own child. He had nobly 

fulfilled that promise. He was too just to 

make her his heir — ^that privilege belonged 

ly risht to his nephew Pen — but he 

settled a yearly income upon her of 

£ve hundred pounds, and gave her the 

remainder in love. ■

She was the joy of his life — she and 

Pen, who till now had seldom been at 

home, however. He had entered the army, 

and had been sent to India and to the 

Gold Coast He had helped in a litUe 

war here and a smaller war there, and 

lastly he had become a captain much 

sooner than he had expected, which is 

saying a good deal, for officers' expectations 

are boundless. But then Mr. Thomhill 

fell ill, and became a permanent invalid, 

so he asked Pen if he would very much 

mind leaving the army and settling down 

at Horstmere to look after the property. 

Pen obeyed at once without saying whether 

or no he did mind, and came home to 

Harstmere to be the prop of the house. 

Afcer tUs it was the Captain here, and 

the Captain th^^e, and, of course, Pensie 

at once took possession of him, and he also 

at once fell in love with her; at least, 

he had done that some time before, for 

to be many weeks with Pensie was fatal 

Envy and jealousy had to own she was 

lovely, but they added, to sweeten the 

confession, that she had no heart and 

that she could not be trusted. ■

It was a beautiful May day when 

Stephen Atwater took the short cut 

through the copse and the meadows. ■

determined to tty his luck. His cousins, 

the Kempes, who lived not far from 

Hnrstmere, saw him go by, and Phoebe/ 

who, people said, meant to marry the 

Squire, felt sure that Stevie was going after 

"that girl," and her heart sank down 

very low; but ^he thought^ "Perhaps she 

won't have him ; most luely she means to • 

marry the Captain, who will be richer than 

Stevie, and is, as everyone can see, in spite 

of - his quiet ways, madly in love with 

her." ■

Stephen found Pensieinthe garden, where 

she was picking fl<)wers and going from 

blossom to blossomlike a beautifm humming- 

bird, now and then singing to herself a 

quaint song taught her by her old nurse. 

She was so young, so happy, all the world 

was bright for her; and as for love, she 

had so much of it, it seemed difficult to 

choose, or to know her own mind as to 

which special lover she preferred — Stovie's 

quick, passionate, importunate,axTQgantlove, 

or Pen's silent, deep, almost auttioritative 

worship, which sometimes made her feel 

like a naughty child At such moments 

she rebelled and said she vrished to be a 

woman ; but then, again, at other times she 

felt inclined to lay her\head on Pen's 

shoulder, and to tell him that he could 

make her good if he tried, and — ^that he 

had better try ! ■

But now here was Stephen himself, and 

he^ basket dropped from her fingers, and 

before she could fly away the Squire's 

hands had seizad both hers, and he was 

pouring out a torrent of passionate love. 

Pensie was frightened; she had never 

seen or heard anything like this before — 

an outpouring of words which might be 

compared with the sudden breaking forth 

of molten lava or liberated waters from 

a reservoir, sights which are at once both 

beautiful and terrible, but from which you 

instinctively turn away. ■

"Oh, Mr. Atwater, don't!" she said, 

turning her head away, though her hands 

were fast held. ■

" But, Pensie, my darling, I must speak. 

Tou don't know what you are making me 

suffer ; you don't know how I've redsted 

this love, but it is useless. I love you 

madly when you smile on me, and I almost 

curse you when you seem indifferent ; and 

now — now I must have an answer : I must, 

or " ■

" Oh, hush 1 hush 1 . you don't mean all 

this. I can't give you an answer now; I 

must think. I — I don't know my own 

mind. I'm so young— I— please, please go ■
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away, and perhaps some day — ^in a day Or ■

"No; noir, Pensie; now, my darling. 

What can I say to persuade yon f I love 

you so much. I've loved you till Tve — 

good Heavens! Pensie, till I've nearly 

cried with the pain like a ehfld." ■

"Not now — ^not now/' repeated Pen&ie, 

beginning to cry. ** I must speak to uncle, 

and oh I I don't know my own mind. 

Oome back in two days, and — oh, do go, 

I hear somebody coming." ■

Stephen felt bound to obey that plead- 

ing voice, though at the same time he 

would have liked to have taken her up in 

his arms and run away with her — far away 

from his only possible rival, Oaptain 

Thomhill. Phoebe Eempe, who saw him 

pass back, read some of his thoughts, for he 

forgot his accustomed nod towards the 

windows of The Laurels ; bat Phoebe forgot 

none of her envy and malice, in thinmig 

of "that girl" ■

Left alone, Pensie sat down in the 

summer-house and cried; then she dried 

her tears and laughed, and then she thought 

she would take a walk. It so happened 

that the Oaptain had been out aU the 

afternoon, and he, too, had made up his 

mind to try his lack that day. On reach- 

ing the gate which led out of the grounds, 

he met Pensia She looked a little pale, 

a little subdued, and entirely fascinating 

in her unusual gentleness. ■

^ Oh, Pen ! how strange that I should 

meet you ! " she said, as he turned back 

with her, and walked by her side in silence 

for a few minutes. Then he seized his 

courage in his two hands and spoke gently. ■

"Pensie, I want to say something to 

you ; I think you must know it already. 

Tou are so youns, so beautiful, and I 

know many men aamire you, and perhaps 

love you ; bat I wonder if any love you 

as much as I do t Oh, my darling, I am 

afraid of letbing you see iJl that is in my 

heart, because — I want you to be happy 

in your own way. I don't want you to 

knagine that you are not free to choose the 

man you love best. Uncle will think the 

same, I know*; but, Pensie, I love you with 

all my heart, and soul, and with all my 

life — yes, all my life. Tell me U I must 

keep silence, or if I may speak." ■

Poor Pensie, it was really a trying day 

for her, for she was experiencing that you 

can have too much, love, and that it is 

safer never to fifit with more than one 

lover at a time. Pensie recognised, now 

that it was too late, that she was a flirt, ■

and that the result was that she W[ not 

know her own mind. ■

" Oh, Pen, don't, don't say anymoie. I 

don't know. It has all come on the aane 

day." ■

"The discovery of m^ love, dirliDgr ■

" No; but — never mmd. Give xae two 

days, Pen ; yes, you must, and then HI 

try and think it out, and— I do hope I 

sIuJl be able to say yes — or no, then." She 

slipped her hand into his arm ud idded, 

cheerfully : " Now be the dear, good, 

obedient Pen of old times, and lefikbt 

widk and not talk of anything bat m 

things." ■

So the Oaptain did as he was bid, tnd 

the two sauntered on as thej had often 

done before, and Pejosie tried to pnttwiy 

the idea that she had better msh up k 

mind at once, and be honest at least witb 

one of her two lovers. Pen was Pen, good, 

kind, thoughtful; but she knewhkio 

well, tiiere was nothing new to diieoTer 

in him, no unenlored land ; wbilit Steiu 

had a nature she could not quite ondff- 

stand ; he took possession of ber, he idond 

her, he was masterful, vain, perhaps, but 

-Hshe was the least little bit afraid oiUn. 

Pensie really could not, she said to ber- 

self, know which of the two she iboold 

choose ; but in two days she mnat dedde, 

of course she must. ■

Phoebe Kempe saw these two go oat and 

come in again ; saw how Pensie had her 

hand on the Oaptain's amii and heard her 

laugh — a laugh which was so awwt, so 

rich, so joyous. ■

" The horrid little flirt I " she said, and 

she determined to save Sterie from hii 

fate, even if it cost him some pun, and 

her some little twisting of Cacts. ■

Two days went by, and during that time 

Pensie put away all tiiought, and eaaed iff 

conscience by oeing specially loTiog ud 

attentive to her guardian ; and he, gaessng 

that Pen was trying his luck, foond meam 

to say a few things in his nephew'a favour. 

This made Pensie EtQl more nuaerableaod 

still more uncertain. On the third daj 

the Oaptain waited till he saw Pensie b 

the garden, hovering among the flora 

die loved so much, and then, haatenisg 

towards her, he stood by her in afleoa 

for a few moments, and then he laid, in a 

low voice : ■

"My darling, now I must know- 1 

must knowj don't keep me any longer ^ 

suspense." , ■

"Oh. Pen! oh. Pen!" she said, and 

broke down, so he drew her gently to hm. ■
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and for a minute her head reeled on hie 

breast, and he softly mnrmnred : 

I '* My own, my darling, don't cry." ■

Unfortunately Stephen had also hastened 

I to the garden to hear his sentence. He 

I had put away from him Phoebe's insinua- 

tions as unworthy of his Pensie ; but the 

I poison of his cousin's words had been 

I working silently. He came unheard upon 

, the soft grass ; he fancied he saw her blue 

' dress through the shrubs, like a bit of sky 

that had fluttered to earth, and he made 

I straight for it, just in time to see his 

darling's head upon another man's breast, 

and that man his only possible rival, Pen 

Thomhill. Phoebe was right; Pensie was 

a flirt, something worse, a heartless woman, ■

a traitor, a He rushed away uliheard, ■

unseen, and plunging into a shrubbery, 

made his exit out of the grounds by 

jumping over a fence. In the diatsnce he 

saw Phoebe coming towards him, and fled 

in the opposite direction; he hated her 

because she had spoken tridv, and he hated 

himself for loving a worthless woman for 

nothing, and, above all, he hated lifa ■

The beautiful spring sunshine seemed to 

mock him and his sorrow as he hastened 

back to the Moat House ; every step he 

took made him more mad with disap* 

pointed love ; he cursed his fate and his 

love alternately, having none of Pen's 

finer element of courage in his natura 

When he reached his own door he fancied 

that everything about it had changed; 

that the grey walls looked like the home 

of despair; that the dark rooms were 

tenanted by evil spirits, who whispered 

horrible suggestions to him — whispered 

mockingly that his life was not worth 

having since a woman had cheated him, 

betrayed him, and led him on merely to 

give him pain. Perhaps she had even pre- 

pared his punishment beforehand ; perhaps 

she had guessed that he would come and 

see her with another man's arms round 

her, another man's lips on hers. Why had 

woman been created ; why had love been 

implanted into tiie heart of man I Was it 

merely that it might kUl him t ■

Stephen paced the library floor up and 

down, up and down. Life was of no value 

to him if it might not be lived as he liked, 

and if all that could make it beautiful was 

turned tjp bitter disappointmentb Death 

was infinitely preferable— infinitely. He 

paused at that idea, and a mocking voice 

seemed to whisper : '* Why not have done 

with it altogether 1 " Why f He walked 

slowly upstairs into his bedroom, and going ■

to a drawer he pulled out a revolver, loaded 

it, and placed it on a table before him, 

and remained thus— he never knew how 

long. Madness is the want of the pro- 

portion of the ideas ; it is the overmaster- 

ing passion of a thought ; often it is the 

passion of selfishness; and Stephen 

Atwater sat in the same place all that 

spring afternoon, brooding over his wrongs 

till this kind of madness seized him. ■

Suddenly there was a knock at the door. 

He started up, hid the revolver with a 

newspaper, and then went to tiie door. 

It was James, the footman. ■

" Miss Eempe and Miss Phcdbe Eempe 

have called, sir, and beg to say that they 

would like to see you for a few minutes." ■

Stephen stared at the servant as if he 

could not understand his words ; then, with 

a great effort, he answered : ■

'* Very well, James ; show the ladies into 

the drawing-room." ■

Strange to say, after a few minutes the 

young Squire was able to follow James, 

and though he looked pale and grave, his 

cousins did not guess the state of mind ha 

was in. The effort was tremendous, but 

Stephen was not going to let the world 

know of his wound till all was over. * ■

"Oh, Stevie," said Miss Kempe, "mother 

wants to know if you will dine with us to- 

night—only ourselves." ■

« You must be so dull," added Phoebe ; 

"wo wanted to ask Pensie, but she is 

better engaged, I fancy, from something I 

saw." ■

" Indeed ! I suppose you mean " ■

Stephen could not fimsh the sentence, 

but Phoebe was glad to do it fbr him. ■

'' Yes, indeed, there is no doubt that' 

she and the Captain will make a match of 

it I do think she is a flbrt of the first 

water. She has been given to at least 

three men since last winter. There was 

Mr. Lloydi who was madly in love with 

her." ■

"But, Phoebe, dear, Pensie can't help if 

people will admire her." ■

" Oh, can't she f She makes eyes at all 

the men. WeU, I am sure Mr. Lloyd had 

a happy escapa I fity the man who 

marries Pensie." ■

She looked at Stephen as she said 

this. ■

" He won't be the first man who finds 

a wife a poor baigain," said Stephen, 

laaghingi ■

"No, but with her the Captain will 

have no chance of being happy. How 

happy a nice wife can make a man ! Don't ■
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you know, Helen, hoir happy Fanny and 

George Smythe are — anch a perfect under- 

standing j bat then they were sort of 

eoQsins, and had known each other 

always." ■

"Bat yon will come this evening, won't 

yoo, Sfcevie t " said Helen. ■

" I am afraid I can't,-' answered Stephen, 

slowly, as if each word hart him ; *' I have 

an engagement I mast go — there is a 

meeting at Ooalton which I most attend ; 

another evening I will coma" ■

** Kever mind the meeting, dear Stevie," 

said Phoebe, softly; <'do yon know that 

yoa really do look ill, and to be with as, 

who so traly appreciate yoo, will do ybn 

a world of goodi I am sare it wllL" ■

Stephen began to feel f arioos ; he felt 

that he coald almost tarn Phoebe out of 

the hoase for daring to offer him sympathy ,- 

bat he also felt that perhaps if he went to 

dine with the Eempes th%t evening he 

might propose to this girl — and repent 

afterwards. ■

"Ko," ho said, <'I can't come; and if 

yoa wiU excase me, I mast go now, I have 

some writing to finish." ■

He got rid of them somehow, then 

rashed back to his room and to that black 

thought. It seemed to grow bigger and 

bigger, tUl the whole room was ^led with 

its phantom form. Stephen at last rang 

the bell, and told James that he did not 

wish t9 dine that evening, he was not 

feeling well ; bat he was to bring him some 

whisky and biscuits, and that he would go 

to bed early. ■

The spring day drew to its close with a 

soft sigh in the air like that of a weary, 

tired child ; the ^ntle song of the birds 

graduaUy hushed itself ; a sught mist rose 

over the meadows, and clung about ike base 

of the beech-trees near to the Moat House ; 

the moonlight pierced the half -clothed 

branches, and sent strange shadows to chill 

the daisies on the grass ; but no peace came 

to the brain of the man whom the spirit of 

the coward had filled. He had niade so 

sure of Pensie; he loved her so passionately, 

and he was not to have her. ■

Then he sat down and began to write a 

letter to her — a letter dictated by the mad 

passion which possessed him, but whidi also 

now and then showed signs of true lova 

This letter should mi^e Pensie know what 

she had done ; she should not remain 

ignorant of the fact that it was her fault, 

and that his death would be associated 

for ever with her sin. ■

He wrote many pages ; then he re-read ■

them, and they seemed bat poor sttin^ 

at the truth ; they did not properly ei. 

press his thoughts, so he tore up the iheeiB 

and beean again. ■

In the midst of the second epiikk he 

paused. Tiiere came to him the remim- 

brance of his early life, of his mother, deii 

long ago. He put down Y^ pen, udioBM 

good angel whupered better thooghta to 

him. But no, Pensie should rsM thit 

letter; so he sat down again to Us piiniol 

task, and as he wrote, the black phantom 

rose again, and again hovered over him, 

filling every space, urging him on to t 

mad deed, and offering torn pesoe alter 

it was over — ^peace and f orgetfalneH, ■

Forgetftdness 1— but what if there ahoeld 

benonet What if the grave only thttpened 

memory t The idea made him reooiL 

He once more rose up and went to tb 

window. ■

«' Pensie, Pensie," he called oat, as if she 

could hear him. ** Gome to me, my dar- 

ling. I will forgive you. Bat no ; ibit 

man has your love — ^that man; most likalj 

you are dreaming of him, and he of jqil 

Curse him I" ■

He flung open the wIndow,,SDdIetthe 

cool night air play upon hb foieheid; 

then he went to the table, ponied oiu 

some whisky» and drank it. Thit did i 

man good; it braced his nerves; itnida 

him feel a new fire coursing in hiiTeisi. ■

The clock struck twelve. ■

If the time was come to end his mnoy, 

he felt that now he had the eoonge 

to accomplish the deed. He b^ 

making a few preparations. He iiatened 

the letter, and directed it He tried to 

fancy Pensie opening it and reediBgil 

Ah ! then she would be aonry 1 Sheiught 

repent Too late I And the woidi ''too 

late," sent him back into a world of 

dreams, during which Time dissppetted. 

At last he rose, and once more letamed to 

the window and looked out The mooD- 

light was so bright, that he could see thingi 

quite distinctly a long way off. And u 

he stood and gazed, it seemed to him tint 

he saw the form of a man in a meadow. ■

Was it a gamekeeper! No; he.ksef 

the outward look of all the men on hi 

estate. This figure had the build of i 

gentleman. He watched it intently fo 

some time, then a strange feeling of foy 

seized him. He fancied— but no-wu 

his mind losing its balancet— the figon 

was running, running as if for lifa Sai 

suddenly it reached the copse, and disap- 

peared in its shadows. ■
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Sferohen stood in the rame plaoe spell- 

boand. He beUeved he had seen a Yiaion 

of his enemy— ft vition meant to nrge 

him on to the final tragedy. He had seen, 

or fancied he had seeUi hb zivaL ■

At last, after a long interyal, he tamed 

round saddenly, and seized the revolver 

jast as there soonded through the honse 

the load, harsh sound of the front-door belL ■

Pensie all that day had waited for him, 

restless, aneertaia She had not really 

said "Yes " to Pen, she had begged him 

for a little more time ; she loved him, bat 

was it as a brother or asalover t She was 

not sore. Pen was too ha^py to oomplain ; 

he had felt that she was his ; that she mast 

be his beoaose he loved her so traly, so 

nnselfiihly, so maeh more than he loved 

himself. Pensie bound him down *'to 

say nothing yet to anele," and Pen rather 

enjoyed bagging his secret^ at least for a 

day, and Pensie that evening was quite 

charminff, qoiet^ and pmsive, and this 

mood added sevea-fold to her charms. ■

So Pen fell asleep that night in the 

happiest frame of mind, a state of bliss 

wUch comes but once in a man's lifetime 

bat which he remembers in old age. ■

Saddenly, however, he seemM to be 

roased out of his pleasant slumber by a 

voice dose to him — a voice whose words 

were whispered, and yet which seemed so 

intensely audible that he started up and 

hastily struck a match. ■

The words were, "Gk> to the Moat 

House.*" ■

He looked round and saw that he was 

alone. He thought he must have been 

droaming — so he bid down again, strangely 

troubled by the recollection of the intensity 

of that whisper. Of course it was only a 

dream, and in ten minates Pen was dosing 

agaiui but again with startling distinctness 

he heard the words, "Oo to the Moat 

House." ■

The Captain was not superstitious — ^he 

had knocked about the world too much 

for that — bat he could not resist again 

striUne a match and again lookinff round 

to see ff he wero really .alona All was as 

usual Hurstmerowasanewhouse, andhad 

no strange comers and no traditional ghost 

What could it mean t The words seemed 

to vibrate through him in a strange and 

awfal manner. He positively darod not 

lie down again for fear of again hearine 

that imperative command, so he dressed 

hastily, determined to see if there were 

some one outside. This he said to eccuse ■

himself for thus putting on his clothes at 

midnight He looked at his watch, it was 

half-past twelve ; he must have been in his 

first and soundest sleep when that whisper 

had roused him. ■

He went to the window, and gas'ing out 

saw nothing bat the moonlight embracing 

the earUi with her cold arms. He turned 

away, feeling still more the horror of that 

whisper. What a fool he would look if it 

all meant nothiag I Then he softly opened 

the door and walked down the passage, 

past his uncle's room, past Miss Hilton's 

door, and then jast as he came opposite 

Pensie's chamber, he was startled by seeing 

the door quickly open, and still moro 

startled by beholding Pensie herself fully 

drossed and pale as the pale moonlight, 

standing ia the doorway. ■

*' Ob, Pen," she said, bat not in the 

tone she had used this morning, her voice 

seemed like a muffled note of funeral 

music ■

<<What is the matter t" he said, 

quickly. "I — ^I thought you — something 

was the matter." ■

"Oh, Pan, I am glad you have come. 

IVe jast had a dreadful dream — oh^ so 

dreadful 1 Go to the Moat House." ■

Pen started back on hearing the words 

again. ■

" What do you mean t Was it you — ^you, 

Pensie, who said that t " ■

'' Said what ? Bat never mind, you are 

dressed. Oh, go — go to Mr. Atwater and 

teU him " ■

'<Mr. Atwater, Pensie 1" Pen's heart 

sank within him. ■

" Oh, Pen, I'm so wicked ; it is my fault 

He said he would come yesterday, and I 

should give him his answer. Don't look so, 

Pen ; Stevie loves me, too. I couldn't hdp 

it ; I — I — I dreamt Ob, Pen, make haste ; ■

So and tell him that — that — anything ; but 

on'6 let that happen ; don't let me have 

his blood on my head. If you won't go, 

Pen, I must — ^I must" ■

O^itaia Thornhill had done many brave 

things in his life, but I think this was the 

bravest deed he had ever been asked to 

Volunteer for. ■

" Pensie, of course you cannot go there. 

I shall go ; tell me whiekt to say." ■

Pensie's beautiful, horror-struck face 

looked at him beseechingly ; and she was 

silent At this momenl^ poor child, she 

knew she loved Pen best— yes, she loved 

him best; but, oh, the horror of that 

dream. If it were true it was her fault, 

hers— hers. For one moment she flung ■
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her arms round Pen and hid her face on 

his ahoolder. ■

*' Pen, IVe been yaini and wicked ; bat 

I didn't know — I didn't mean it. Save me, 

Pen, from that dream, if it ia tme. Say 

•yesi' 'yea' Oh, Pen 1 oh, Pen 1— but go, 

go to the Moat House." ■

The Captain had faced the Zulus' assegais 

and die spears of the wild Arabs — such 

things were nothing to this ; but courage 

lives at home as well as in the battlefield, 

and, without another word, Pen Thomhill 

rushed away. Should he saddle a horse, or 

walk t It was two miles by the road, but 

by taking a short cut through fields and 

across a copse, he could shorten it by nearly 

half. It was quicker to walk there than to 

to the stables and wake the groom ; so, ■

e a hare pursued by dogs, the Captain 

began to run. He put away all personal 

thoughts for fear he should fail, for fear he 

should stop in the race — he doubted that 

voice no longer now. If it meant anything, 

and if Pensie's terrible dream was also a 

warning — let sceptics call it what they like 

— it all meant that he was running a race 

for life— the life of his rival — Stephen 

Atwater's life, but his. Pen Thomhill's 

death, the death of all his hopes. Was he, 

as it were, tolling his own knell ; was he 

taking the poison from Stephen's lips in 

order to drink it himself ; or was all this a 

terrible nightmare, an episode he should 

forget or laugh at afterwards I Yes, after 

he, Pen, had married Pensie ; after she was 

his, his. No, he must not think ; his duty 

was to hasten oa ■

So he ran, on and on, over the moonlit 

grass, past the familiar landmarks, across 

the small footbridge, and into the dark 

copse, with its first mantle of green and its 

night silence. At last the Moat House 

was in sight, he was separated from it by 

a great cUtch. Eeckless of hindrances, he 

ran down the steep sides and climbed over 

a high fence, then crossing the old-fashioned 

lawn he arrived^at the front door. Looking 

up, he saw, though he knew it must be 

nearly half-past one, a light in an upper 

window, and without a moment's pause he 

seized the bell and pulled it violently. The 

footman slept downstairs, and hurried out 

of his bed to answer this which must be 

certainly a midnight appeal for help. Pen 

treated him with scant courtesy. ■

« Which is your master's room f I have 

an urgent message for him." ■

*< Oh, sir I Oh, Captain Thomhill, what's 

the matter) The first on the right, at the 

top of the stairs. Shall I ■

" No ; don't follow me, I want no one." ■

He strode upstairs, and turned th« 

handle of the door. It was lockad. ■

"Atwater, open the door at onea; I 

want you. I have a message for you." ■

Stephen knew the voioa Hia hand was 

holding something, and hia face waa daatUy 

pale, whilst a strange, wild light ahone fa 

his eyes. Without a word he opened the 

door; but his calmness was forced— the 

calmness of temporary madness. ■

Pen saw everything at a glance— eaw 

the gleam of hatred In Stepran'a eyes- 

saw the mad passion surging op — the 

passion of jealousy, of overmastering pau 

and disappointment Saw also Bometfaing 

else, and he made a dash at the yom^ 

Squire's right hand. ■

*' Cowaid 1 Madman, give me thai 

What are you doing t Thuik Heaven Fm 

in time." ■

There was a fieree struggle, for abeaiy 

At water's passion had burst its bouida. 

He thought with deviUsh pleasure that Ui 

rival should witness his death, and for aU 

answer, he deliberately turned the mazxla 

of his revolver towaids his temples^ Bis 

hand was on the trigger just as the Captaia 

seized his arm, and jerked the weapon up- 

wards. The Captain was stronger, talla 

than the Squire, and as the revolver went 

off, the ball lodged, not in Steve's brain, 

but in Pen's left shoulder. Fortunately, 

it went clean through, and for the fint 

moment the pain was not overpowering. 

Pen could still wrench away the revolver 

with his right hand, and say what he had 

to say. ■

" Atwater, listen, man, if yon are a man 

and not a fooL What have you tried to 

do 1. Think of Pensie. She sent me — aha 

— sHe — ^told me to say — ^to say 'yea' — 

* yes.' Do yon hear, man t That waa her 

message to you — and you — good hearens 1 

I think this is blood." ■

But it was Atwater who reeled, Atwater 

who fainted ; and Pen had enough plaek 

and enough presence of mind to ring the 

bell, and to keep tight hold of the 

revolver. ■

When the mei^ rushed inhe tried tolaogh. ■

" I've shot myself by accident. Didn^i 

know the cursed thing was loaded, and 

— your master has fainted at the sight d 

blood — my blood, you know. Here^ man, 

staunch it, and you, fellow, ran for a 

doctor, and get some of the womenkxad to 

see after the Squire. Why th^deooe do 

people keep loaded firearms in a bed- 

room?" ■

I ■
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" Matter always does/' gasped the foot- 

man, M he ran off, and on his way he 

repeated the story as he had heard it ■

Men like Pen Thomhill do not die of 

wounds, they live to get well and to snffer ; 

bat he did not have to attend the wedding 

of the Sqaire with the beantifol Pensie. 

Fortune in some respects favoured him. 

Old Mr. Thomhill died suddenly the week 

after the aceident, and so his nephew, who 

oould not be moved from the Mo&t House 

for a month, never returned to his home 

for many a long year. He became a 

wanderer on the face of the earth, but a 

wanderer who always left his mark, and 

that a good mark, wherever he went. He 

had to carry about with him a heavy 

burden of sorrow, but he carried it as a 

soldier should, without wincing. ■

And Pensie ! Ah, well, Phcsbe Kempe 

rejoiced with an unholy joy because that 

marriage was not considered by gossips to 

be a very happy one ; no breath of scandal 

ever approached the Moat House, but the 

Squire's marriage was not a perfect union 

— that was all ■

"MEASURE FOR MEASURE." ■

By MRS. LEITH ADAMS 

(MRS. R. S. DE COUROY LAFFAN). ■

PART I. HER DAT. ■

Thet called him "the boy"— that is, 

in the regiment. ■

Of course, it is a very easy thing to put 

a number or a name to a regiment; but 

those of us who have ever lived in one 

well know that the definite article serves 

all necessary nomenclature. That regi- 

ment is "the" regiment. The others — 

Horse and Foot, Ounners and Sappers — 

may go by various names and — in the 

days of which I write — numbers; but 

" the " is enough for " ours." ■

Well, then, in " the " regiment, Mostyn 

Eliot was familiarly known among his 

comrades as "the boy." ■

This sobriquet assuredly did not cling 

to him because of his youthfulness, nor 

yet because of his position, for he was 

what iiis sddier-servanVs wife called a " f uH 

leef tenant^ — a rank not to be found in the 

Army List, but one which appeared to be 

looked upon with infinite satisfaction by 

the good woman in question— ^and his 

years were such as might be expected in a ■

man who looked forward to the chance of 

purchasing his captaincy shortly. ■

No, it was neither years nor position 

that gave Mostyn Eliot the name of " the 

boy," it was an indescribable breezlness 

and freshness about his whole personality, 

a verve and go that characterised all he 

said and did, a capability of the thorough 

enjoyment of life and all its healthy 

pleasures; a straightforwardness so com- 

plete that it now and again laid him open 

to imposture. ■

People had been heard to say that it 

" did them good " to see young Eliot ; and 

as to the men of the 193rd, they would, as 

the saying is, have gone through fire and 

water for him. He had such a kindly 

way with him ! He would stoop down to 

speak to some diminutive child, sobbing 

outside the married quarters, and try hard 

to understand the baby language that 

lisped out the story of a trouble that cost 

so many tears. If a poor woman of the 

company to which he belonged were ill, 

Lieutenant Eliot was sure to remember to 

ask her husband how she was. Sometimes 

his sympathy tCK>k a ' more substantial 

form ; but he had little beyond his pay to 

live on, and could not be as generous as 

he would. If some silly ensign, top-heavy 

with a sense of his own importance, began 

to get into deep waters and social quag- 

mires, many times and oft was Eliot's 

hand outstretched to drag him on to dry 

land, set him on his feet, and keep an eye 

upon him until he was more — ^what I once 

heard an old soldier call — "used to him- 

self" — that is, himself in a uniform, and 

without his family about him to look after 

him. ■

Then what a gift of humour Eliot pos- 

sessed I You might have told his place at 

the mess-table with your eyes shut There 

was generally a ripple of laughter playing 

about him, and even the Colonel — rather 

a gaunt and grim specimen of a CO. — had 

been known to let off a sudden guffaw — 

like the firing of a gun, and aLnost as 

short and sudden — at some of his sayings 

and doings. ■

But with all these bright and genUe 

charMteristios, there was another side to 

Mostyn Eliot's personality, which was — it 

must be confessed — somewhat startling to 

you when first you came across it. This 

was a sudden, severe, almost implacable 

austerity, which certain kinds of evil- 

doing brought out in him, as heat brings 

out colour. The bright, debonair face 

would grow like marble ; the lips, made ■
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for fiailes and kindly words, would 

Bet in a relentless line ; the very voice of 

the man would efaange. The men knew 

this phase of the IJeatenant, and feared 

it ; his brother officers — that is to say, one 

or two of them, had also made acquaintance 

vrith it On more than one occasion some 

youngster, who had lost more money at 

sards than he could well pay, had found a 

frilling banker in Mostyn Eliot; but, a 

iporting Captain of the regiment having 

bried the process called "plucking a 

pigeon,'' thought he had perhaps best 

not repeat the experiment^ that is, he 

thought so after an interview with "the 

boy." Other youngsters, In still more 

compromising situations, found a friend in 

)ur hero ; but a certain weak-kneed young 

diot, having given the name of a brother 

>fficer to mask his own misdoings, and 

3scape their consequences, wished he had 

lever been born — or bom with a more 

manly courage, and better senseof rectitude 

—as Mostyn Eliot passed him by with a nod 

^hich it would have required a magnifying- 

ylass to detect, and was apparently quite un- 

conscious of his presence In the ante-room, 

>r at mess, only recognising him when in 

lis official capacity that recognition became 

I necessity. The sternness of a person 

isually genial and sympathetic is bitter, 

md cutif deepk In the case of Mostyn 

Sliot it had also all the force that ever 

attends the unexpected. , ■

It will be seen by all this the kind of 

reputation Mostyn Eliot had in the 193rd, 

md the estimation in which he was held. ■

It so happened that the regiment had 

>een in for a long spell of home-service, 

md very pleasant soldiering had Mostyn 

Sliot found it^ though at times he longed 

or something more stirring, longed to 

'smell gunpowder," and experience the 

ensation of being "under -fire." Soldier- 

Dg in the northern capital of Ireland, 

nth its brilliant little court, its Castle 

>alls, its starry-eyed women and genial 

aen; in the South with its hunting 

nd fishing, its lovely climate, and de- 

ightful — though somewhat ramshackle- 

Id country mansions, where the welcome 

ever faUed you, and the smile and the 

Mt were like sunshine ever playing — all 

bese things, and many more akin to them, 

rere charming ; but the heart of our young 

3ldier yearned for a more adventurous 

fe» and for a chance of winning distinc- 

lon, of showing the grit that was in him. ■

In some sort, it appeared likely that tJoiese 

leas of his might be fulfilled, for orders ■

for Indian service reached the 193rd, and 

all was bustle, excitement, and chatter. A 

rookery in its busiest spring moments 

would hardly have compared with the mess 

for noise and disputation the night of the 

day on which this news tiad arrived. To 

the young and hopeful it was weloons 

indeed. The iron Colonel spoke few words 

and gave no indication as to the sttate of 

Us mind on the subject of the moye, savs 

a curtly worded hope that his offioexa would 

not overburden themselves with baggage, 

and a muttered asswtion that in hla yoini^ 

days a toothbrush andapocket-haodkerchisf 

were "about it;" but that, nowmdaya, the 

service was going to the dogp, and a mail 

couldn't set out without a pack of patent 

chairs and " Heaven knows whatb" ■

To the men married without leave this 

news was the knell of doom, and women's 

tears poured forth like rain, while the little 

ones wondered why mother was crying^ and 

why daddy held them so tight as they dam- 

bered on his knees and fingered the bri^ 

buttons on his tunic. ■

There were other sad heaita in the 

regiment. Ensign Grimper — a very yoong 

warrior indeed-ndesperately in love wfth a 

widow fourteen years older than himself^ 

rushed off in the heat of the moment and 

proposed ; returning crushed, not only by 

the lady's kind, but firm refhsal, but also 

because she had commenced it thoa : ^ My 

dear boy." She had also got very red in 

the face, and he had seen the tears stet 

to her eyes ; but he had hideous mlsgiviogB 

that these marks of agitation were the 

signs of repressed laughter and astoniah- 

ment, rather tluua of any softer emotian. 

Ensign Orimper was not in a frame oi 

mind to accept the ** previoua-to-embaxka- 

tion leave" that now set in. He batfam- 

holed fellows in the ante-room all day loi^ ■

"My dear fellow," he would eay, "^do 

you think she was laughing at me t " Tliey 

were sure she was; but they soothed him 

as best they could, and did not even amtle 

when he said he " trusted he should find 

a grave in the burning East." ■

Mostyn Eliot was one of the first to 

start on six weeks' leave of absence. His 

mother — long widowed — was staying with 

her broker. General Le Gyte^ at his old 

country house in the heart of the poaii 

Midlands. Thither our hero sped, light at 

heart, glad in the prospect that lay befoKo 

him, pondering on the possiMHtiea d big 

game in the Himalayas, tiger-ahootiBg in 

the jungle, of everything around hfai 

and strange, full of interest to the eye. ■
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The doff-cttt met Mr. Eliot at the 

statioD, and the andent lenritorwho drore 

it apologised for the General's abeence by 

inentiomng that " it " had got him again 

in the left foot; <*it" standing for the 

goat, an enemy the old soldier had found 

more redoabtable than any faced in battle. ■

The loTely spring of 1867 was break- 

ing on the world, carpeting the woods 

with l^eayen-blne hyacinths, dotting the 

meadows with golden daffodils, scenting 

the air with the perfume of new-blown 

violets. The birds, not yet in fuU song, 

carolled in snatohes of joyiful melody : the 

fitfal orerture to the fuller choir to come. 

How fresh and fair the world seemed as 

Mostyn Eliot passed rapidly by mead and 

stream, by groves of hurch all hung with 

emerald tasseb, and beeches ruddy with a 

myriad burstbg buds 1 ■

Then the village, near which lay the 

old Manor House, gained, there came into 

sight the Eectory. Such a dear old place 

as it was, with its red gables, and clematis- 

hung walls, its pathway leading to' the 

lych-gate of the churchyard, and its 

ancient yew-tree on the bit of a lawn that 

it looked so much too big for 1 ■

Mostyn had had many a pleasant day at 

the Manor House, and was glad to see 

these landmarks again. But what was 

this new and charming feature in the land- 

scape f A girl, tall and slender, with a 

beautiful, dark face, and dreamy eyes — a 

girl leaning on the Eectory gate, swinging 

a large black Spanish hat in her hand, and 

lasily regarding the passers-by 1 ■

The groom touched his hat; the girl 

gave a tiny nod, flashing a quic^ all- 

takingin look at the stranger as she did so. ■

" Who is the lady, Oemingham t " said 

Mostyn, ashamed to be conscious of an 

almost irresistible desire to turn round and 

look at her once again. " Surely she is a 

stranger in these parts 1 " ■

"WeU, sir, it's this way— she is, and 

she isn'tw She's niece to the Eev. Damien, 

and come from foreign parts to keep house 

for him, so they say. He's bin a very 

lonely old man, sir, since Master Fred 

took to bad ways, has the Eev. Damien; 

and, maybe, it's well for him to have some- 

thing young and pleasant-like anigh him 

to cheer him up. Miss Clarice, sir, they 

call her. But youll know all about her 

better than me afore many hours be past, 

for the Eeverend and her be dining up at 

the Manor to-night, so Simpkins tdd me, 

and other quality beside." ■

Know all about her f Why, before mid- ■

niight it seemed to Mostyn Eliot as if he 

hM known her all his life, since life musji 

have been quite an empty sort of thing, 

not worth the mentioning^ until he did 

know her. ■

One long glance into those deep, soft 

eyes, one long drinking-in of the mellow 

tones of her low, sweet voiee, and . . . 

the deed was done. ■

Some men walk into love ; some saukiter 

into love ; some fall into love; Lieutenant 

Eliot of the 193rd plunged into level 

Neither did he hide this burning light of 

love under a bushel. He spent every pos- 

sible hour of every possible day by the side 

of dsrice Damien. He told her of all his 

hopes and ambitions for the future ; of his 

regiment, his men, his ideas on many 

abstruse subjects connected with the 

Service — ^with a big S. He was not a 

man to treat a woman as a toy or a doll. 

Her beauty drew him to her, her charm 

conquered liim; but he craved for a share 

of her heart and her mind ; he wanted her 

to enter into his life as he would fidn do 

into hers. The old Beetor, busy delving 

among Greek roots, or straining every 

nerve to scrape together what money 

he could to send to his scapegrace 

son — ^who was always in extremity for 

lack of coin of the realm, and had once 

represented himself dying in order to 

extort an extra contribution — saw 

nothing of the drama that was being 

enacted under his reverend nose. Mrs, 

Eliot saw it clearly enough; and, holdintr 

love to be a very sacred thing indeed, did 

not see fit to interfere, though she knew 

Clarice to be penniless, and Mostyn 

dependent on his pay, and with little or no 

prospect of ever being anything else, until 

her own death should give him something 

like two hundred a year. She had loved 

and married his father, and thev had been 

very happy together, though always poor 

enough ; so happy, that when her husband 

died, the light died out of her life for ever, 

save for the boy with the father's eyes and 

his bonnie curly hair. The old General 

saw it, and frowned ; he was of opinion 

that any man who married young made a 

distinct fool of himself. Had not Mostyn 

himself told him of a young fellow called 

Musters — a promising spark, a skilled 

f>urgeon and right good sort — belonging to 

the 193rd, who went and married a woman 

with a head like a bull-frog and a tongue 

like the clapper of a bell, and was spoken 

of as " poor old Musters " ever after by his 

brother officers % ■
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In oommon with many other people 

he was slightly afraid of his nephew, or he 

would have expressed his opinions openly, 

and alladed to the case of Masters. His 

worldly-minded wife, on the contrary, 

enoooraged young Eliot's infatuation — ^pour 

cause. Had she not an eldest son — one 

Blasebrook Le Oyte, now ten years a 

widower, rich in his own right, as well 

as prospectively, as heir of the Manor 

House and lands f True, he did not bear a 

▼ery savoury reputation up in town ; but 

he was looked upon as a parti, and Mrs. 

Le Oyte had no notion of )iim playing 

KJn^ Cophetua to the' beggar maiden. 

Glance Damien. At one time the constant 

visits of this delectable being to the 

Rectory had alarmed her. The Sector's 

idece waS| therefore, better out of the way. 

And what of the girl herself t ■

There are people in the world — ^womeh 

and men too — who are like cats ; they like 

warmth and comfort, and purr, or go as 

near to that process as their human or- 

ganisation will allow them, when they find 

themselves surrounded by luxury, wealth, 

and ease. To Clarice the Manor House 

was a sort of Paradise. Mr. Damien was 

poor, very poor. Not only was the living 

of Deepdene a poor one, but a constant 

drain sapped its limited resources. That 

terrible *' Master Fred," of whom we have 

heard Gemingham speak, was a sort of 

quicksand that swallowed up everything. 

The simple, nay, often pinched fare, the 

constant efforts after economy in little 

things— how the girl hated it all ! Yet 

she was not wholly ungrateful, nor yet 

wholly unloving ; only she pitied herself, 

and was never so happy as when, with her 

natty littie shoes in a neat parcel, and her 

best gown covered with a long water- 

proof doak, she betook herself to the 

Manor to see ''dear Mr& Le Gyte." 

It is more than probable the girl would 

herself h^ve been shocked if she could 

have realised how much the dainty food, 

the sensuous beauty and comfort of the 

noble old rooms, had to say to this affection 

of hers for the Le Gjtes. The swinging 

lamps, the delicate appointments of the 

table, the lovely dresses of the ladies — 

what a contrast it all was to the barrenness 

of the Bectory parlour, with the shabby 

old Sector digging among his Greek roots 

by the light of a single candle 1 ■

Be it said, however, at this stage of our 

story, that in the days now to come, 

Clarice was not without the touch and fire 

of a real and exalted passion. The faulty ■

can no more escape the power of love than 

the wholly estimable, and It is as rsil 

in the one case as the other. If MosMm 

Eliot might have said with Orkodo, 

'' What passion hangs tiiese weights upon 

my tongue I I cannot speak to har"— 

so much did his usual gUbness and bon- 

homie fail him in tiiB presence of the 

woman he loved— Clarice^ too, waa not 

untouched by the cUvine reali^ of k>?e. 

Littie genuine thrills of happineaa — trem- 

bling sighs of deep content — theae were 

not unknown to her, and when her lovei^s 

lips clung to hers in the first sweet kits of 

betrothal, and her heart beat against ku^ 

she could have vowed a fealty which ahoold 

never fail She had her " day"; her little 

heaven below, an experience that waa des- 

tined to leave its indelible mark npon all 

her future life. But Clarice waa Uk» the 

cat that loves the warmth and comfort, 

and purrs when it is pleased. Meag- 

her grand young lover — ^waa dear — ^veiy, 

very dear ; the thought of parting widi 

him ran through her heart like a knifa 

He was tender, loyal, brave — a lover to be 

proud of truly ; but, if only in addition to 

all these fine qualities he liad been sa 

rich as — as Blazebrook Le Gyte, for 

instance 1 Fancy owning the dear old 

Manor House, being able to walk thromgh 

the grand osk-panelled rooms and tiunk 

they were one's very own; beaides aH 

that, fancy having a house in Park Laas^ 

the best and most fashionable part of 

London, so Clarice was told, and a hoaband 

who belonged to the Four-in-hand Clnb ! 

These were daaaling visions. Tliej only 

visited the dusky tress-crowned head wiien 

Mostyn was not by to charm them away ; 

but they were there, deep down, like some 

buried, poisonous root destined to bear 

bitter and acrid firuit ■

When the parting came, what a wrench 

it was 1 Clarice, lying back in her lover's 

arms — ^feeling his tears npon her face — 

felt that indeed this severance was aa the 

bitterness of death itsel£ Half anoon- 

sdous, she still knew that he laid her 

gently and tenderly upon a coach, heard 

his smotiiered — ■

''God keep you, my darling, till we ■

meet again " heard in a strange, muffle ■

way, as of a sound far distant^ the dang 

of the Bectory door, knew that the <»deal 

was past, and her lover gona . . • The 

violets were in blossom then. Moa^jn 

crushed some of their delicate blossoasa as 

he rushed across the lawn, away, awaj, from 

the dearest thing he had in the world. ■
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Before the roses were in bloom against 

the Rectory walls, a horrible thick dark- 

ness was brooding over the length and 

breadth of the land. Men^ hearts failed 

them ibr fear. Women's eyes were wept 

blind and dim, sorrowing witti unspeakable 

anguish for their lored ones. ■

Who amongst us can forget the news of 

the Indian Matiny — the horror of slam 

men, butchered women and little ones, 

the cry of whose blood went up to 

heaven from the ground f ■

Those boy-ensigns, fresh from Addis- 

combe, slain in cold blood, cut off in the 

brightness of their youth 1 What English 

mother but mourned them as her own f ■

One line only reached Clarice from 

Mostyn Eliot: ■

"The regiment is off to Owalior to Sur 

Hugh Rose. I am writing this on a drum- 

head, to seize a possible chance of sending 

it to England. The knowledge that you 

hold me in your thoughts and prayers is 

my best shield and buckler in these terrible 

days — my darling 1 " ■

When Clarice got this pitiful little 

letter, she kissed it madly, let her tears fall 

upon it like rain, pressed it to her bosom — 

the bosom that heaved with rending sighs 

and sobs — and then she burnt it slowly 

and deliberately in the flame of a perfumed 

spirit-lamp that stood on a little table 

by her side. ■

She could hardly do less than bum 

Mostyn Eliot's letter, for — ^when it reached 

her, she was in her dainty boudoir in the 

house in Park Lane — she was Blazebrook 

Le Oyte's wife. ■

PART n. HIS DAY. ■

Our story takes a leap forward — a leap 

of ten years. ■

We are in Malta now— Byron's "little 

military liothouse" — and Malta is looking 

very beautiful, anyway, with its deep purple 

waters, star-gemmed by the head-lights of 

countless "dysos," and canopied by a sky 

as purple and as brightly gemmed ; sweet 

with the breath of orange-blossoms and 

lemon -bloom; musical with the fitful 

harmonies of boatman's song, lightly- 

touched mandoUne, and in ttie Strada 

Reale, opposite the main puard, by the 

subdued but inspiriting strams of a band. 

All over the island bugle has answered 

bugle, as each regiment, lying in the 

different lines, has called its wanderers 

home; the bells of the many churches 

have ceased to clang, for that day, at least ■

-Lights glimmer in the overhanging bal- 

conies of the houses — houses gay with 

coloured draperiesand hangingplants, which 

now look grey and ghostly in the flickering 

light Carriages are rattling along the 

busy street, and the starlight glints on 

glittering uniforms and ladies gaily dight 

It is a perfect kaleidoscope of changing 

colour, and it melts and sways, parts 

and joins company again in true kalei- 

doscope fashioa Then it concentrates 

itself at the Palace gate, and so winds out 

of sight, up the noble flight of spotless 

marble stairs. ■

All this means that His Excellency the 

Qovemor gives a ball to-night, and that all 

Malta who is anybody is were. A Royal 

Princess, fair and beautiful to look upon 

as a May morning, is the chief guest of 

the evening. ■

As we enter the grand sweep of rooms 

runniog parallel to the gallery which is 

lined with glittering suits of armour, she 

may be seen at the end of the vista, bend- 

ing with that marvellous mingling of 

gentleness and dignity for which she is 

fitmous, in acknowledgement of the pro- 

found salute of an officer in Line uniform, 

who is in the act of being presented to 

her by the Governor himself. There are 

far more brilliant uniforms in those 

dazzling rooms than that worn by the 

man thus honoured, but few breasts carry 

such a blaze of medals as his ; and there, 

amid the lesser lights, shines the Cross 

that is coveted of M. ■

It is ten years since we saw Mostyn 

Eliot, now commanding the 193rd Regi- 

ment of Foot Let us note what changes 

time has wrought ■

The tawny locks are as orisp and close- 

cropped as ever; but above the temples 

they glisten with silver threads, and the 

face — the dear, true face which we last saw 

blurred with tears, and bending over the 

pale brow of Clarice Damien, is scarred 

down one cheek with an ugly seam, and 

scarred — ah, Heaven! how much more 

deeply with lines that tell of suffering 

sternly borne, of loss of faith in a woman's 

purity and truth, of a stormy life which 

has left the clear, bright, boyish days of 

yore far behind. ■

And this is a woman's work. Clarice 

had her ''day," and this is what she did 

with it ■

There was a dark-eyed, straight-look- 

ing boy, fresh from Addiscombe, who 

went out with the 193rd to India. His 

name was Hugh Dennison, and Mostyn ■
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Eliot "took him up" not a little. It 

was thiB youngster who, in the dreadful 

days of the Mutiny, chanoed to see in a 

stray newspaper the marriage of Olariee 

Damien to Blazefarook Le Oyla The ery 

he uttered brought Mostyn Eliot to his 

side. ■

For days the man went about with a 

fixed staring look in his eyes that boded 

no good to any who crossed his path. He 

was seen to out down fourteen rebel 

Sepoys in quick rotation, men who were 

hiding to fire from their ambush upon 

the English. It may be said that in a 

oertain way Clarice won him the Victoria 

Gross. His life had so little value in his 

eyes that he was absolutely reckless ; yet 

bore — so said those about him — a charm 

in his breast that made Death glance 

aside. Those days seem long past now. 

Ten years may be longer than a lifetime. ■

After a few gracious words from the 

Princess, Oolonel Eliot passed on with a 

second profound salutation, to make way 

for others. His tall stature and fine pro- 

portions made him a notable figure even 

in that brilliant gathering, wherein " fair 

women and brave men " mingled in motley 

groups or swayed in the maees of the dance. ■

He paeed slowly towards the long 

g^^n» glandng with a smile at our old 

mend, once Lieutenant, now Captain 

Orimper, over head and ears in a flirtation 

with a comely damsel, in a wonderful 

gown of white and rose. That aspirbg 

being had not found a grave in the burning 

East, and had got over the blight of the 

refusal of ten years ago. Colonel Eliot 

lingered a moment by Mrs. Musters' chair, 

to that obese lady's radiant and evident 

delight; but was far too wary to bring 

himself to an anchor on the neighbouring 

lounge she obligingly indicated. He knew 

her "tricks and her manners" too well 

Slowly sauntering onwards he met his 

closest friends. Major and Mrs. Delacombe 

of the Engineers, the lady, as usual, fault- 

lessly attired, also — as usual — radiantly 

happy, and flirting — as usual again — with 

her own husband, instead of with some- 

body else's, as was, it must be confessed, 

somewhat the fashion. ■

" Adamantine man I " she said, langhiog, 

as she held out her slim and daintily- 

gloved hand, " have you seen the beautiful 

widow about whom the whole garrison is 

raving!" ■

" xou know I have been shooting in 

Catania," he answered, laughing, too; 

" there are no bewitchbg widows there." ■

" You would not tell us if there were," 1 

replied the merry lady, tapping him qd 

the arm with her plumed fsn; '^bok, 

seriously, ColoDel Eliot — ^Most jn--4f yea 

do not capitulate, if that stony hesrt of 

yours is not touched when you lee ^^ ■

Even as Bhe spoke, the whole face of the 

man she was addressing ehsnged, end diA 

caught her breath and clutched her koi- 

band's arm, keeping a pained and siassed 

silence. ■

Coming down the corridor, sweepbg 

along between the serried ranks of kmghfc- 

lees armour, her long silken skirts tniUsg 

on the polished floor, Mostyn Eliot <mee 

more saw Clarice Le Oyte — the woman 

who had betrayed him ; the woman who 

had shamelessly sold herself for weiUh 

and luxury, loving him, as well he knew, 

all the time. ■

Mrs. Delacombe, glancing wildly from tk 

one to the other, saw Mrs. Le Gyte stand m 

suddenly still as though some one bad 

struck her in the face ; saw every veitige 

of colour fade from cheek and lip ; bsw i 

hunted, fearsome look dawn in the great, 

dark eyes that were fixed on Mostyn Eliot'i 

face. ■

" Ah, EUot," said the Governor's military 

secretary, who was the beautiful widow's 

escort, " glad to see you back again." Hmd, 

with a courteous bend towards the lidy on 

his arm, **Mr8. Le Gyte, may I pretentio 

you my friend, Colonel Mostyn Eliot I" ■

She was white as death ; but she had 

got herself in hand again. As the Cdooei 

of the 193rd bowed low, she, too, bent wiA 

the easy, willowy grace he so well— lo well 

remembered. How beautiful she waa,in 

her perfectly fitting robe of black silk and 

lace, with diamond stars shimmering in her 

hair, and gleaming on her white boeom 1 

One would have thought her lovelinsis,tlM 

stricken, pleading glance of her sad ejes, 

might have softened any man's heart Bal 

men had never even remembered for yein 

back that Mostyn Eliot had once bees 

called "the boy." The brightness of the 

old days had died long since, killed by a 

woman's hand ; and we can remember there 

was a stem side to our hero's chaneter 

even then. ■

" I hardly need to be presented to Un 

Le Gyte," he said, speaking very slowly 

and distinctly, " we are quite old Iriendi— 

cousins by marriage, in fact It ii onijs 

strange fate that has kept us apirt m 

long." ■

Mrs. Delacombe had been hurried avty 

by her husband, who was afirmid she might ■
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make matters worse by betraying surprise 

and agitatioa The Ooyemor's A.D.C. 

came up to summon the secretary to his 

Excellency's side. ■

These two so strangely .met, so long 

parted, were left in that solitade a crowd 

makes so complete. ■

"Permit me," said Mostyn Eliot^ and 

once again the hand of Clarice touched his 

arm. ■

He felt her shiver at the contact. May- 

be he would not have oared to confess how 

his own heart leapt and throbbed. He 

was angry with his own eyes for finding her 

so fair ; it maddened him to remember that 

the diamonds that sparkled on her breast 

and amid the little tendrOs of her hair, 

must have been bought with — Blazebrook 

Le Gyte's money. A mattered corse rose 

to his lips, and had to be bitten back. ■

They paced the long gallery slowly ap 

and down. It was hu '*day" now, and 

oh 1 how pitiless he was 1 ■

Ignoring all the past as though it had 

never been, he made himself conrteons and 

charming as to a perfect stranger whose 

acquaintance he had just mada He spoke 

of the climate, the news of the Garrison, 

a field day about to come off, which he 

advised her to make a point of seeing. By 

not so much as one word did he allude to 

the past ; by not so much as one veiled 

expression did he show that^ for him, 

memory had one living impulse left He 

told her many interesting facts about the 

Palace itself ; taked her if she had seen 

" guard-mounting " in the Square opposite, 

and, if not, would she like to do so 9 He 

pointed out to her Mrs. Garbonel, wife of 

Captain Garbonel of his regiment^ and 

said she was considered ''a very pretty 

woman. ** Was she not indeed looking 

charming to-night) He, Mostyn Eliot, 

really felt quite proud of her. ■

Slpwer and more and more heavily 

came the tortured creature's breath. At 

last she could only reply in monosyllables, 

panting as she spoke. At this her com- 

panion put on an air of gentle surprise. ■

''Surely," he said, with a mocking 

gleam in his eyes, and a smile that was 

not good to see upon his lips, ''you are 

ill t The heat of the room overcomes you. 

Let me find your friends. Tou are not 

here alone % " ■

" You are cruel— cruel," she murmured, 

with shaking lip& ■

" It Is a lesson I learnt from you.** ■

There was no sleep for Mostyn Eliot ■

that night; indeed, when he got home 

from the Palace, there was not much night 

left to sleep through; but, of such as 

there was he took no account Off with 

his gold-braided tunic, on with a loose 

smoking jacket, then, an hour or two of 

restless pacing up and down his room which 

looked out into a garden of sweet flowers 

on one side, and down the glacis to 

Galeara Gate at the other. Surely, ho 

thought, this conflict will cease when the 

sounds of a new day awake about me, and 

life begins again I The light grew, the 

sound of the sentry being changed at Fort 

EicasoU came faintly over the quiet water ; 

one^ two, three steps, rattle of arms 

presented ; one, two, three again. ■

How still was the breaking of the day t 

What wondrous rainbow colours touched 

and gemmed the pale surface of the sea I 

Bah 1 what good was it to babble to himself 

like that of earth and sky when all the 

while the undercurrent of his thoughts was 

one wild turmoil of tossing thought, 

centred about Clarice Le Gyte ) How her 

beauty haunted him I The girl of twenty- 

three, lithe, softly dark, hM given, after 

all, but faint promise of the ripe, rich rose 

of loveliness that was still to come. And 

more than this, more than her beauty, was 

the spell upon him of the passion-laden 

eyes, the exquisite intensity of the love- 

light to be read in them, as they rested on 

his own. ■

" She has thought of me all the years," 

he muttered, and shivered from head to 

heel at the thought Still, she had sinned, 

she must suffer. She had had her day — 

this was his. He was no weakling to fall 

at the feet of the woman who had once 

betrayed him — ^not he I ■

As the day wore on the Colonel spread 

dismay among the "youngsters" by his 

grave, set face at the orderly-room ; while 

defaulters shook in their ill-fitting shoes. ■

Later in the day it was easy for Mostyn 

Eliot to procure as much information as 

he craved for as to " the beautiful widow." 

She was staying in Strada Stretta, together 

with a Mr. and Mrs. Daventry, who had 

brought letters of introduction to the 

Governor and the Admiral, and whose 

yacht, the "Bonnie Bluebelle," lay in Grand 

Harbqp. She had only been in the islai\(l 

a few aays, but quite long enough to set the 

place in a blace. All day long some gossip 

or other about her came to the Colonel's 

eara And his feet seemed made of lead, 

so heavy were they, as they bore htm 

away from the neighbourhood of the ■
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Strada 8lretta ; and winged like the feet of 

Apollo aa he neared that eame locality. 

He said to himeelf : " She will not expect 

me, after the way I behaved last sight, 

after the bnite I made of myeelf/' Then 

a voice in his heart whispered : *' She 

will long for yon — she will be ready to 

forgive — ^if you will" ■

Glad waa Moatyn Eliot when the bright 

annny day declinedi and victory over self 

waa atill his. The "Bonnie Blaebelle" 

was to aail shortly. Perhaps he shonld 

never, never see Clarice again. • • • ■

He was dining with one of the ancient 

noblesse of the Maltese aristocracy, and, 

when fitly caparisoned, started forth. He 

was distrait and nnlike himself all the 

evening, retoming earlier than nsnal to 

his quarters. In the simple manner 

that obtains in tropical climes, the doors 

of his house stood wide open. His 

soldier-servant had gone to bed. How 

silent it all was, and how grey and ghostly 

looked the flowers in the garden — not a 

blossom stirring in the windless night! 

Stars above in the sky, stars— wandering 

ones — below on the sea, the tinkle of a 

beU, as a goat, grazing on the glacis, shook 

its ragged head. ■

A moment he atood in the doorway. 

She would think him mad, of course, at 

that late hour; but, how he longed to go 

to her; how the ''spirit in his feet" 

moved him to cross the comstores, and 

betake himself to Strada Strettal With 

an impatient gesture he turned into the 

silent house, and up the broad stone stairs. 

Tatties hung over the doorways, and, as 

he pushed aside the one that belonged to 

his sitting-room, he was conscious of a 

figure standing by the window at the 

upper end. ■

It was a woman in a " faldette " — that 

graceful Maltese mantle that completely 

conceals the face, and falls over the 

shoulders. Colonel Eliot was in no humour 

for an adventure of gallantry, or if the in- 

truderwas some Maltese woman intent upon 

" permission " to marry a aoldier, why the 

deuce had she chosen such an unearthly 

hour to make her appeal f He flung his 

cigarette out of the near window, laid his 

f oraee-cap on the table, and advanced to- 

wards the unknown. ■

The faldette fell back; a gracious and 

beautiful head was revealed. ■

" Mostyn, it is I— Clarice." ■

"Madam," said the man thus ad- 

dressed, "you have wandered into my 

rooms by mistake. I deplore the careless- ■

ness of my servant, who ongbt to btTe 

been better on guard. Permit me to eieott 

you to your friends, who are donbtleii 

troubled by your absence." I ■

" Mostyn, Mostyn, have pity ! I haie 

come to ask of you forgivenesa Do not 

speak to me like that; you breik my 

heart, you kill me ! See, say if I do not 

love you 1 I have risked all a iromtn 

holds dear." ■

" t^hat doea a woman, such ai yon, 

hold dear f Her faith t No 1 Her hooonr I 

Surely not. You — sold — yours.*' ■

If every word had been a blow itb^ 

her across the face, she could not mt 

cowered and winced more pitiably. ■

As he uttered each cruel and enttog 

reproach, he had moved a step neimto 

her. They were within half a yard oi neli 

other liow — ^pale face opposite pale bn. 

They stood stammering and staring. Ob, 

the pity of it — ^they who had loyedio 

fondly in the dear, dead past I ■

"Do you know that you murdered ny 

lifeT' hissed Mostyn Eliot^ through hii 

teeth. I ■

She stretched out her arms in an int ffible 

gesture of despair. ■

" It ia the old, terrible law,'* she moaned, 

" the old, pitiless justice — a life for a life. 

You are killing my life now * ■

"What did you come hers for! * be 

said, hurling the worda at bar as thoogl 

they were stones to slay her. ■

"There waa no other way; theyidit 

saila to-morrow. We have dhied at the 

Palace. My friends are gone on to ar^ 

ception. I said I waa ill ; they will not 

miss me. . Do not be ao angry with me; I 

could not help it Oh, Moatyn, Moitjnl 

have some pity on me. I have loved yos 

all through the years — day by day, hoot 

by hour— of all that miserable life of 

hateful bondage. I grew to love the 

memory of you aa you had been to me in 

the dear old days. Heaven only— and no 

other — ^knows what I lived through. When 

they told me my husband was dead, I 

covered my face witii my hands. They 

thought I waa weeping; but, Hoetyn, 

thbk what a woman must have suffend 

for it to come to that ! — I was afraid thit 

I should laugh out loud. Can you not M 

one little comer in your heart that will 

soften to me f Only say that yon fbrgira 

me 9 Oive me back one sweet moment of 

the dear old days. My life has been lo 

barren and so joyless since we parted. 

Hold me in your arms for one abort 

instant ; kiaa me once; give mo back the ■
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womanhood that has died oat of me, and 

then I will go my way .... content." ■

Never once had his eyes left her face as 

she thos pleaded — ^his eyes that barned like 

liviDg fires. His very lips showed white 

under the sweep of his moustache ; his hands 

rested on the table by which he stood, and 

it shook with the tremor and the pressure 

of them ■

She came close up to his side. The 

faldette fell from her shoulders. The 

lovely, pallid faee» down which the tears 

were coursmg, was raised to his in mute, 

yet passionate, supplication. ■

Suddenly the tears gathered in his eyes 

too, as tiiough called forth in answer 

to hers. His face changed, quivered, 

softened. ■

" And you have loved me like this, all 

through the years, you love me like this, 

Btm— -» ♦ ■

''I love you like this .... still ... . 

I shall love you like this . . . always— 

say, Mostyn, do I not deserve in return for 

such a love .... fomveness) ... It 

is aU I ask." ■

He had turned away from her; and, 

with folded arms, and head erect, was 

gasiDg out across the moonlit glads ; yet 

saw nothing but a blurred radiance, by 

reason of a mist of tears. ■

" When you spoke to me as you did last 

night — each word cut through my heart 

like ft knife. Yet, you see, I did not 

winoe. ... I have taken my punishment 

— ^it was well deserved — but it b over now, 

is it not ... . Mostyn f We may 

part «... friendsl" ■

For all answer he turned, and caught 

her in his arms, strained her to his breast, 

corered her face with passionate, fond 

kisaea ; called her '* little sweetheart," as he 

had done in the dear, sweet days of old. ■

She had had her day— he had had his — 

and now, this was their day. ... A 

little later, a woman, wholly concealed by 

a Maltese faldette, might have been seen 

taking her way quietly towards the town, 

while, at a long distance behind her, 

atrolled an English officer, in mess uniform, 

meditfttively smoking a cif;arette. ■

Ab the woman pMsed mto the shadow 

of the Beale Gate, the other stood a 

moment still, then swept off his forage- 

cap, ftnd turned homewards, swinging it 

gently by his sida Mostyn Eliot was too 

[iftppj, just then, to walk beneath the star- 

^eniuied canopy of heaven otherwise than 

>are- headed. 

The <<Bonnie Bluebelle" did not sail the ■

next morning, and the garrison was 

electrified by a report that the Colonel of 

the 193rd was engaged to Uie beautiful 

widow. The military secretary looked 

grave; the P.tLO. assured his friends at 

the club that he had never seen any 

reason yet to modify his opinion that men 

in the Service were best unmarried — ^at 

which the surgeon of the Rifle Brigade 

laughed, and had to explain that he was 

ticUed by the remembrance of a clever 

thing a man had said to him the day 

before. People in general were amazed; 

but, by degrees, a whisper wandered here 

and there like a gentle breexe among a 

bed of flowers, and this was what it said : 

'*0n revient toujours k ses premieres 

amours." ■

EEDMAYNE'S WIFE. 

By T. W. SPEIGHT. ■

CHAPTER L ■

It would be impossible for me to express 

in anything like reasonable terms the 

astonishment, not to speak of a much 

stronger feeling, with which I one day 

received the news that Philip Bedmayne, 

who had left home ostensibly for a week's 

holiday, had brought a wife back with 

him. Naturally enough, I at first pooh- 

poohed the news as bwug the invention of 

some one who had a grudge against him, 

or was minded to make him the victim of 

a fooUsh joke ; but a few houn later the 

news was confirmed in a way which left 

me no room for doubt. The wary bachelor 

of thirty, who had been unsuccessfully 

angled for by so many mammas with 

marriageable daughters, had been caught 

at last Phil Bedmayne was really and 

truly a married man 1 ■

I was his godfather; and had been his 

guardian till he came of age, and I had 

always felt as much regard for the boy as 

if he had been my own soa Not, mind 

yon, that there was any likelihood of my 

ever having a son of my own, for I had 

definitively abjured matrimony and all Its 

snares ever since that day, thirty years 

before, when Matilda Jane ■

Bat that is not to the purpose of my 

narrative. ■

Here I may take the opportunity of 

introducing myself more specifically to the 

reader's notice. My name, then, is Josiah 

Crocker, of the firm of Crocker and 

Wibsby, brewers, Tidsthorpe, Dissex ■

I ■
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It was to Tidsthorpe that my godson 

came on his airiyal at man's estate, and 

when he had served his time in the office 

of tiie land snxyeyor to whom, at his own 

reqaest, he had been articled. It was then 

that I had the pleasure of handing over to 

him certain coupons of the ralue of nine 

thousand pounds, for to that amount had 

Ids inheritance grown through careful 

husbandry on my part during the years 

of his minority. ■

Before Phil was many months older he 

had setup in business at Tidsthorpe on his 

own account as land surveyor, estate agent, 

and I know not what besides, for he was 

eminently of a speculative turn of mind, 

and by no means disposed to confine him- 

self to the strict lines of the profession to 

which he had been brought up. He took 

to the buying and selling of house pro- 

perty, and opened a whm at the new 

railway station, with a patent apparatus of 

his own invention for screening coal. Then 

he contracted an interest in more than one 

of the schooners engaged in the coasting 

trade between the neighbouriug town of 

Perrybeach and sundry other ports. A little 

later he became proprietor of the Haredale 

limekilns, situated about three miles from 

Tidsthorpe, which had proved a disastrous 

speculation to their previous owner, who 

was glad to get rid of them at any price. ■

No thought of taking to himself a wife 

seemed ever to enter Phil's mind ; and I 

could not but applaud his good sense in 

copying the example of his godfather in 

the way of keeping himself aloof from all 

feminine entanglements. All the harder, 

therefore, to bmur was the blow when it 

did faU. ■

But when Phil brought his wife to see 

me— which he did on the day following 

their arrival at home— I almost found in 

my heart to forgive him his folly. She 

was so sweetly pretty, so fresh, so innocent- 

looking, so charming in every way that, 

had I been thirty years youuger, and had 

the chance been put in my way, I would 

not have answered for the strength of my 

resolves never to venture into the pitfall 

of matrimony. ■

Her manner was child-like and caressing, 

and she spoke with just enough suspicion of 

a foreign accent to lend an added piquancy 

to all she said. Her name was Mimi — 

Mimi Duclos it had been before her mar- 

riage. Her father, a Frenchman, had married 

an English girl, and she had been brought 

up partly in the country of one parent, and 

partly in that of the other. I ■

In any case, Mrs. Phil was % ehiimbg 

little body—- onecould scaroelv think ol W 

as a full-grown woman — ana nuiah might 

be forgiven the man who had ohoien to 

fling behind him the freedom and pleunm 

of bachelorhood for the sake of hn bcumf 

blue eyes. ■

Up to the time of his marriage Phflhad 

been content to live the life of a bicbdor 

In lodgings ; now, however, it wm only to 

be expected that he and his wife woqU 

want a house of their own. Still, it wua 

matter of surprise, not to me <mly, bntto 

the town generally, when it became hown 

that Phil had dedded to set up hoi 

keeping at Needwood Lodge, sn old- 

fadiioned country manaion wUdi stood h 

its own erounds a nule or more swijon 

the London Boad. It was trae the pliM 

was his own, he having bought the bueof 

it, a oargain, a couple of years before, met 

which time it had been without a teoinl 

But it was a big, rambling house, xoomy 

enough to accommodate not merely a luip 

family, but a numerous staff of domeitiGi, 

and to keep it up in anything like pi^ 

style would necessitate an inoome eoi 

siderably larger than anybody fanafioid 

Phil Bedmayne to be in receipt oC I did 

not f aU to remonstrate with him the fint 

time I saw him after the report mdMd 

my ears; but he only bughed in hu 

pleasant^ easy-going way, and ssid : ■

<* I thought that by this time, god&ihei, 

you gave me credit for knowmg mj viy 

about. Is it not more sensible to lin 

under my own roo^ rather than ptj not 

elsewhere, with the added risk oif the 

Lodge remaining for an indefinite time 

without a tenant f And as for < keepsg h 

up,' I shall do that in a very hnmUe i«t 

of way, you may be sure. Besides, liu^ 

possible that my balance at the bsnk ii 

bigger than you have a notion of, sod I 

may whisper in your ear that Himi hendf 

will have a tidy lump of money when iba 

comes of age.^ ■

I was glad to hear the latter fset, ud 

it also pleased me to learn that he hid 

been prudent enough, immediaftdy ifttf 

marriage, to insure his life ftv 6^ 

thousand pounds. As time went on, how- 

ever, I found that Phil's notion of keeping 

up the Lodge '' in a humble sort of wiy" 

differed very mateiiaily from mina In 

the first place, the house was pot is^ 

what is, I believe, caUed "tboroqgh 

decorative repair," the bill for doing 

which must have amounted to s pretty 

penny ; while half-a-dosen men were herd ■
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at work doing the lune by thegudenB and 

ahrabberiei. Then aomebody came down 

from London with a pooket-book and a 

meararing-tape, and a week or two later 

one van-load of f umitore after another 

arrived by railway, till the Lodge wonld. 

hold no mora A little later came the 

hoaie- warming, an event which was talked 

of in Tidsthorpe for many a day to come. 

Not every one to whom an invitation had 

been aent honoured the Lodge with hia or 

her presence on the occasion ; bat for all 

that, pretty Mrs. Bedmayne, in her bridal 

costame, was the radiant centre of a throng 

of people each as had never before been 

brought together in our little town. ■

Before long the yoang wife might be 

met driving abont the town and neigh- 

bonrhood in a brand-new victoria, which, 

together with a pair of matched ^nies, 

hi^ been her husband's birthday gift. 

And now a week never went by withoat 

at least one dinner party or dance at 

the Lodge ; and, as a natural consequence 

of such profuse hospitality, when Mr. and 

Mre. Bedmayne were not entertaining 

visitors themselves, few evenings passed 

on which they omitted to return thit com- 

pliment by visiting elsewhere. ■

CHAPTER IL ■

When Philip Bedmayne's married life 

was about a year and a half old, I, who 

had scarcely known what it was to have a 

day's illness, was suddenly laid by the 

heels. As soon as I was well enough to 

travel, I was ordered off to one of the 

German spas, and told that I must on no 

aceoont think of business for at least six 

months to come. My sister Charlotte — 

like me, too sensible to marry — who had 

nursed me through my illness, accom- 

panied me abroad. Phil and his wife 

came to the station to see us ofL Mimi 

had hardly let a day pass during my ill- 

ness without calling to enquire how I was ; 

bat that dragon of a Charlotte, who had 

taken an unaccountable dislike to her, 

would never allow her to come near me, 

idthongh, as Phil told me afterwards, Mimi 

had implored her more than once, with 

tears in her eyes, to be allowed to relieve 

her for an hour or two now and then in 

her attendance at my bedside. That day, 

as she took leave of me, and held up her 

month to be kissed, it was plain that her 

April-blue eyes were not so bright as they 

osaallj were, and there was a Uttle break 

in her voice as she wished me good-bye, ■

and laid her commands on me to get well 

and come back horn*) as speedily as poa- 

sible. It comforted me somewhat to think 

that should I not live to come back,- the 

name of Mimi Bedmayne had not been 

forgotten in my will — although noo for the 

world would 1 have had Oharloice. made 

aware of the Uot, ■

It was not till seven months later that 

permission was given me to set my face 

homeward, during the whole of which time, 

although I had had plenty of business com- 

munications from my partner, no personal 

news of any kind, having reference to the 

circle of my Tidsthorpe friends, had reached 

ma When, therefore, I was told^ within 

ten minutes of my arrival at home, that 

Philip Bedmayne had disappeared three 

days before, and that all sorts of rumours 

were rife in the town, some of them hinting 

at foul play, while others hardly veiled the 

insinuation that he had gone away of his 

own accord, because he found the place 

too hot for him to stay in any longer, I 

felt — to use a common expression — as if I 

hardly knew whether I was standing on 

my head or my heels. The first thing I 

resolved upon doing was to go up to Need- 

wood Lodge and ferret out the facts of the 

case for myself. ■

Mimi burst into tears and flung herself 

into my aims the moment I entered the 

room. I soothed her and calmed her as 

best I could ; but some time passed before 

I was able to elicit from her a connected 

account of what had really happened. ■

It appeared that, on the previous Satur- 

day morning, her husband had left home 

at his usuiJ hour for going to business. 

After calling at his office and looking over 

his letters, he had arranged to walk out as 

far as the Haredale limekilns, which, as 

already mentioned, he had bought some 

three or four years befora Latterly, he 

had been working the kilns at a consider- 

able loss, and on that very morning he had 

arranged to meet his foreman there, pay off 

the ** huids," and have the fires raked out ■

It seemed to him preferable to let the 

kilns stand idle awhile rather than go on 

being money out of pocket week after 

week After finishing his business at the 

kilns he would walk into Perrybeach — ^it 

was only a matter of four or five mUes — 

where he was to meet a certain Mr.« 

Dallison, who had agreed to buy Bed- 

mayne's interest in a couple of coasting 

schooners for the sum of two hundred and 

fifty pounda As the missing man had 

arranged hia programme, so had he pro- ■
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eeeded to earry it oat He had settled 

his basiness at the kilns in dae eonrse, 

and, later on, had met Mr. Dallison, who 

had paid him the amount agreed on, 

partly in notes, and partly in gold, after 

which they had dined together, and had 

not «^parated till between six and seven 

o'clock, by which time it was quite dark. 

In reply to a question at parting, Phil had 

said that a friend of his — ^not mentioning 

any name — ^had promiaed him a lift home 

in his trap. But be that as it might, so 

far as could be ascertained, Mr. Dallison 

was the last person who had spoken with 

him. From the moment of his quitting 

the roof of the "Red Lion Hotel," PhUip 

Redmayne had vanished utterly. ■

In the course of Monday notice had 

been given to the police, and a description 

of the missing man circulated far and wide. 

It was now Tuesday night, and no tidinss 

whatever of him had come to hand. 

Mimi's firm belief, reiterated again and 

again, was that her husband had been 

lured to some lonely spot, and then 

murdered for the sake of the money in his 

possession ; and although I pointed out to 

her how unlikely it was that any one 

except Mr. Dallison could be aware that 

he had so large a sum about him, I could in 

no wise shake her conviction on the point. ■

Well, time went on, till a month had 

gone by without bringing any clue to the 

mystery of Redmayne's disappearance. 

Meanwhile, poor Mimi was having a bad 

time of it at the Lodge. Phil's unex- 

plained absence brought to light a state of 

affairs which both surprised and shocked 

ma Kot only was he proved to have 

been over head and ears in debt, but the 

Lodge itself, together with whatever pro- 

perty he had on which money could be 

raised, was mortgaged up to the hilt 

At the time of hu disappearance he was 

virtually a bankrupt Of course, the 

extravagant style of living into which he 

had so weakly fallen after his marriage 

had something to do with this sad state of 

things ; but a few words which Mimi let 

fall one day told me all I needed to know. 

For the last year Phil had been speculating 

on the Stock Exchange, with what result 

was now patent to all the world. ■

In order to stem the storm in some 

measure, Mimi, by my advice,, removed 

from the Lodge into some quiet lodgings 

in the town. Everything she left behind 

went to the hammer, and the horde of 

clamouring creditors were to some extent 

appeased thereby. ■

The little woman bore the change, gmi 

though it was, in a way which didnothil 

to elicit my admiration. The mentioB of 

Phil's name nearly always broaght km 

to her eyes ; but In other respects she wai 

quiet and self-possessed in a renuukabk 

degree. She never wavered in her beM 

that her husband had eome to bii ead 

through foul play, although I most confw 

that I myself had strong doubts <m the 

point As a matter of course, not tfll 

some absolute proof of PhU's decMn 

should be forthcoming, would the Stotk 

Insurance Company entertain Mimi's diim 

for the five thousand pounds, which har 

husband had settled absolutely upon her 

within a few weeks of their marrisga ■

Not long, however, was it befoTBthB 

requisite proof was forthcoming, and M 

in a way as startling as it was unezpeeted. ■

I had gone to call upon her one moniiBg 

on a matter of businesB, when I eoold 

not help noticing that she -was seyenl 

times affected by brief fits of nenoa 

trembling, such as I had never renurkad 

in her befora It seemed to me thst ihfl 

was far from weU, and so I told her, n- 

oommending at the same time th&tihe 

should at once call in medical advice. ■

"Yon are mistaken, dear TJnde Joff," 

she replied. <'I am not at all ill ; st leii^ 

not in the way you think. I know it a 

very silly of me to say bo ; but I hxn 

been frightened. Oh, terribly 1 " ■

** In what way have yoa been fiighteoed, 

my dear t " ■

<'By a dream. Tou smile, desraoelei 

but wait till I have told you whatil vai. 

I dreamt it the night before last^ sad tgiin 

last night, exactly the same dieiiB. 

Horrible, horrible 1" ■

She shuddered, and pressed her fingeti 

to her eyes, and for a few momente mmsi 

altogether overcome. ■

Then she went on to tell me that in her 

dream she had seen two men, both 

strangers to her, carrjring between them the 

insensible body of another man, which ihe 

at once recognised as that of her huibmi 

Emerging, with their burden, from tb« 

shelter of a wood, they carried it op i 

piece of ricdng ground beyond, till they 

reached the summit of a low cliff, do» 

against the face of which were baflt the 

limekilns already mentioned. Then, after 

swinging the body to and fro a few tima^ 

that it might acquire a momentum, th^ 

gave it one final swing, which leot it 

flying over the edge of the cliff, M mto 

the wide-gaping mouth of one of the Ulni. ■
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Saoh WM Mixni'B singalttT dream as re- 

lated by her to me. No wonder that her 

neryee were shaken by it after all she had 

gone through a little while before. ■

" If I dream it a third time I shall feel 

sure that it is true — that it is a revelation 

from the dead/' «h9 said i6 me at parting, 

" and I shaU take some men and have the 

limekiln thorooghly searched." ■

Well, aoeording to her aeoonnt, ' she 

dreamt the same thing again on the third 

oonsecntive night. In any case, next 

morning she got three or four men together, 

and proceeded with them to the kilns, and 

pointing out one, ordered them to set to. 

work to dig out the contents, which had 

been left nndistorbed since the day of 

Phil's disappearance when he had ordered 

the fires to be raked oat Sore enough, the 

men had not been at work many minutes 

before they came upon a small quantity 

of human bones, aU in a more or less 

calcined state. Farther search brought to 

light a skull, two or three metal buttons, 

and the blade of a pocket-knifa Every- 

thing else had been wholly destroyed by 

the action of the lime. ■

At the inquest which was held on the 

remains, Clisby, the tailor, deposed that 

the buttons found in the kiln were exactly 

similar to those on a covert-coat he had 

made for Bedmayne a few months before, 

which coat the latter was proved to have 

been wearing on the day of his disappear- 

ance. Mr. Dimes, the dentist, deposed 

that the skull produced was short of three 

teeth, one in the upper jaw, and two in 

the lower, and that he had himself at 

diflferent times extracted three corre- 

sponding teeth of Bedmayne's. Finally, 

the knife-blade, which was a somewhat 

peculiar one, was sworn to by three or four 

people as being exactly like one which Phil 

had bean in the habit of carrying. The 

jtry brought in a verdict in accordance 

widi the evidence ; the remains were in- 

terred as those of Philip Bedmayne ; and 

Mimi, who was an object of universal 

oommiseradon, now felt herself justified 

in putting on widow's weeds. ■

CHAPTER III. ■

Thxrx was now no reason why the five 

thoasand pounds insurance money should 

not be paid, and at the widow's request I 

proceeded to lay her claim before the 

company. In due course, that is to say, 

after the officials had satisfied themselves 

with regard to the facts of the case, a ■

cheque for the amount came to hand, 

which, at my suggestion, was deposited 

to Mn. Bedjnayne's credit in the local 

bank. ■

It was a week later when Mimi called 

upon me, accompanied by a tail, dark, 

rather good-lookiag young man, whom she 

introduced to me as her brother Pierre. 

I could trace no likeness whatever be- 

tween the two— indeed, till that day I 

had never heard of the existence of 

such a person, but that was not to 

be wondered at, seeing that my god- 

son had never told me anything about 

the relatives or antecedents of Ids wifa 

Mimi's object in calling on me was to tell 

me that she and her brother were going to 

set out for France on the morrow, with 

the intention of looking up the trustees 

who had charge of the inheritance which 

would become dte to her on her twenty- 

first birthday — a fortnight hence. She 

would probably be away for three weeks or 

a month, she went on to say; meanwhile, 

she had paid for her lodgings some weeks 

in advance, and had arranged that they 

should be kept for her till her return. ■

So she left us, and time went on till a 

couple of months had gone by ; but still Mimi 

returned not. I knew not what to think. 

The most feasible supposition was, that for 

some reason or other, the law's proverbial 

delay had come between her and her in- 

heritance, and that she was awaiting on 

the spot the settlement of her affairs. But 

even supposing such to be the case, why 

did not the young minx write to me f She 

could not f aU to know how uneasy her long 

silence would make me. But my uneasi- 

ness deepened into a nameless apprehension 

when, in answer to aa inquiry on my part, 

the manager of the bank informed me that 

Mrs. Bedmayne had withdrawn the whole 

amount of her deposit on the afternoon 

of the day before she left Tidsthorpe. ■

One by one the weeks sped slowly by, 

till the third month^ from the date of 

Mimi's departure had come and gone, with- 

out bringing any sign or token that she was 

still in the land of the living, when one 

dark autumn night, close on ten o'clock, just 

as I had lighted my last pipe, and mixed 

my last jorum of grog, before turning in, 

my servant brought me word that there 

was a man at the door, who said he had 

cdUed on a matter of great importance, 

but refused to send in his name. ■

My thoughts at once flew to Mimi ; per- 

haps the man was the bearer of a message 

from her; so I at once gave orders, for ■

L ■
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him to be shown in. Hii fint act afber 

the aervant had left the room was to torn 

the key of the door, and thereby lock up 

himaelf and me together. I roae to my 

feet in some alarm; bat before I oonld 

enquire the meaning of so strange a pro- 

ceedingy he had flong his broad-brimmed 

hat aside, and had plucked off his wig and 

long, black beard, leaving revealed to my 

staring and bewildered eyea none other 

than Jrhilip Bedmayne 1 ■

Tes, he and no other; bat, alas, how 

changed 1 ■

For a few moments I was so taken 

aback, so utterly dumbfounded, that I 

could ncijt have uttered a word had my life 

depended on it. He was the first to speak. ■

'*I am neither an optical illusion nor a 

ghost, godfather, although, by the look in 

your face, you seem to think I must be 

one or the other," he said, with a poor 

imitation of his old merry laugh. " I am 

veritable flesh and blood, I assure you ; or, 

perhaps, I ought rather to say skin and 

bone, for there's not much else left of me 

by this time." ■

" Then those were not your remains that 

were found in the limekiln t " I contrived 

to gasp out. ■

" Not mine, most certainly." ■

'*Then may I be permitted to ask 

where you have been all this long time, and 

why you have allowed everybody, your 

poor wife included, to believe you dead 9 " ■

" It is to enquire about my wife that I 

am here to-night. Tell me, where is she ) 

What has become of her 1 " ■

"She left for France, several weeks ago, 

in order to see about her inheritance." ■

''Ah ! And the five thousand pounds 

insurance money t " ■

" She took every farthing of it with her. 

But how do you happen to know that the 

insurance money was paid 1 " ■

"Tell me, did she go alone!" he de- 

manded, without heeding my question. ■

'' She was accompani^ by her brother 

Pierre, a dark, good-looking young fellow, 

who " ■

Bedmayne sank into a chair with a 

groan. ■

" It is as I suspected. My worst fears 

are realised 1 Oh, fooll fool I" ■

The words came from his lips in broken 

and half-strangled accents, wMle a strange, 

grey pallor overspread his featurea I 

was afraid he was about to faint, so I 

made haste to pour out a little spirit and 

offer it to him. He drank it eagerly, and 

in a little while a faint colour came back ■

into his cheeks. Then I made him dnv 

up an easy-chair in front of the fin» mi i 

little later, when my sister and the 

servants had retired for the night, I mot 

to the larder, and bronght Um thtoee 

something to eat ■

He was indeed changed rinee I hidliit 

set eyes on him. In die fint plioe, he 

looked at least a doien years old«r. Hii 

cheeks were sunken, his eyes seemed to 

have receded farther into their orhitly md 

his brown hair was now plentifully itreiked 

with grey. As he sat there, withhbdMt 

bent in and his shoulders half-way up (olu 

ears, he looked like a man bowed dowibj 

the weight of some irremediable cakmhf. ■

Hour after hour we sat^ till die pale diy- 

light surprised us. How mneh or hor 

little of his strange story he had, in \k 

first instance, intended to tell djb, I hid 

no means of knowing. As circiimita&oBi 

fell out, he ended by tolling me eYerythiDg. 

Space will not allow of my setting it don 

here at length and in his own wwdi. AH 

I can do is to sketdi its more iiiimt 

features in outline. ■

When Philip Bedmayne msniad Misi 

Duclos, he believed that in her he bd 

secured an angel of innocence and oandooL 

Only by degrees did his eyei beeons 

opened to the fact th^t aha wm not wdj 

a consummate actress, but one of Hkw 

beautiffil enigmas who seem sent hto the 

world on purpose to ahake one^s faidi in 

the evidence of one's own senses— a cnatan 

utterly devoid of moral principls, who, it 

nineteen years of age, waa already an aoooa- 

plished hypocrite ; who cared for no one in 

the world but herself ; who loved iiii ior 

their own sake, and would often tell thflm 

in preference to the truth, even vhn the 

ktter would have served herpuxpoaeeqoiUy 

as well Phil's awakening, if aloV, vis 

none the leas inevitable ; but even alter he 

had realised to the fall the sort d beiig 

to whom he had tied himself for life, neli 

was his infatuation for her, so strong wis 

the spell with which her beauty still hM 

him, that, to all intonts, he remaiDed is 

completely her slave as on the day he 

married her. Not even when the patifi 

nation of her caprices and extravagiDcei 

was urging him fast and still faster <m the 

road to ruin had he either the poweror 

the will to draw bade, or to snap a liogle 

link of the chain hj which he was being 

dragged to destruction. ■

The end was, drawing veiy near, m 

Phil's resources, in the way of raUng mo&sy. 

were all but exhausted, when his wif0 pro- ■
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poaed to him a certain nefarioiu Bcheme for ■

defrauding the inanrance company, which ■

hd came after a time to listen to and ■

ultimately to fall in witli. It was arranged ■

that he should disappear and go faito ■

hiding for a time ; and that after a little ■

while such condosiye proofs of his death ■

should be forthcoming as would satisfy ■

not merely the public at large, but the ■

insurance company, that he was really ■

defunct Then when Mind should have ■

obtained the five thousand pounds, she ■

was to join him, and together they were ■

to try their fortunes in the New World. ■

The human remains found in the kiln had ■

been put there by Bedmayne himself on ■

the night of his disappearance. They had ■

formed portions of a skeleten which had ■

been left in his charge a few years before ■

by a friend of his, a naval surgeon, who ■

had never reclaimed them. The extraction ■

of three teeth to correspond with Phil's ■

missing teeth had been a device of Mind's, ■

to whom, indeed, both the inception and ■

the working out of nearly all the details of ■

the plot were due. To what extent the ■

precious scheme prospered, we have already ■

seen. ■

"And the inheritance which she is 

supposed to have gone to France for the 

purpose of realising/' I said, " has that any 

foundation in fact t " ■

*< None whatever, although even I did 

not discover it to be a mytti till nearly a 

year after my maniage." 

" And her brother Pierre t " 

** She has no brother. He is a scoundrel 

whom she loved before she met me, only at 

that time he was desperately poor, lliey 

have gone o£f together, tiJdng the five 

thousand pounds, and she has befooled me 

as she has so many others." ■

I did not tell him that I thought he had 

been rightly served, although it was 

strongly in my mind to do sa 

Presently I said : ■

*' Although you tell me your wife was 

such a consummate actress, yet it seems 

almost too incredible for beUef that the 

grief she profeesed to feel at my illness, 

and the tears she shed, were other than 

the expressions of genuine feeling." ■

*' All put on, I assure you. MQuni could 

cause her tears to flow at will. She made 

no attempt to conceal from me her hope 

that you would not recover, because, as 

she said, she felt nearly sure that either 

my name, or hers, or both of them, would 

be found mentioned in your will" ■

After that I was so shocked and pained ■

that I had to mix myself an extra Jorum of 

grog before I could find another word tosay. ■

But little more remains to be told. By 

his own action Phil had made of himself 

an outcast and a beggar. He had come 

skulking to my house under cover, of 

darkness, and under cover of darkness he 

would have to skulk away. But whatever 

his faults and follies had been, it was im- 

possible that I should let him go away 

empty-handed. Of the two hundred and 

fifty pounds paid him by Mr. Dallison, he 

had given his wife two hundred, and had 

been Uving since then on the remainder 

in an obscure London lodging. He was 

liable to be airested at any moment, and 

his only chance of safety lay in getting 

out of the country aa apeedily aa poaaible. ■

It is scarcely neoessaiy that I should 

reveal what ultimately became of him. It 

is enough to- say that no message or 

token ever reached him from the woman 

who had ruined his life, and made him 

a lifelong outlaw firom his native land. ■

A SPRING BIRTHDAY. 

Bt HARRIET STOOKALL. ■

What blonom thall we chooie 

From ipring't bright coronal for thoe, 

Oar one swaet, ipring flower ? Shftll it be 

A mowdrop, whiter than the snow ; 

A oroous-cup, with ||[oid a-glow, ■

And gemmed with pearly dews ? ■

A Tiolet. darling, blue 

As ApriPs clear, unclouded skies, 

Blue as thine own fair, happy eyes ; 

Sweet with a perfume that the spring 

Keeps for its early blossoming, ■

When bud and leaf are new ? ■

A stately daffodil, 

That proudlT lifts its fearless head 

Above the sheltered garden-bed. 

And fronts, with coura|[e brave and free, 

The Maroh winds blowing stormily, ■

The cold showers dropping chill ? ■

Ah. loTC I we need not give 

Our flowers as emblems unto thee. 

Whom Heaven hath sent our flower to be ; 

Whom Heaven hath gifted with delight. 

To glad our hearts from mom till night. ■

Through all the days we live. ■

Thou haet the snowdrop, dear. 

Pure, white, and vernal from thine heart 

YouUi's timid aspirations start ; 

And lo ! thou haist the orocus-gold 

Of love, true love, that braves the cold. ■

And shines with changeless cheer. ■

Thou hast the violet blue. 

The hidden sweetness of a life 

Set fkr apart from worldly strife. 

Perfume of kindly words and deeds, 

Colour to touch earth's common needs ■

With Heaven's celestial hue. ■

Thou hast the daffodil. 

Cheery and fearless, brave and strong. 

Yea, love ! to thee spring's flowers belong 2 

White soul of snowdrop I Heart of gold 1 

Pearer than all Heaven's gifts we hold 

Our child, our darling stilL ■
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THE CRUISE OF THE "SEA-NYMPR" ■

Bt t. b. soitthbb. ■

At anchor, jost below GraveBend, only a 

short diitance from the Terrace Pier, lay a 

large schooner yacht, bearing the very appro- 

priate appellation of the '* Sea-nymph." She 

was a beaatifdl craft, a veritable belle of 

the sea, and her owner was proad of her. 

She was a fast and weatherly craft, and 

well known among yachtsmen as a prize- 

winner. ■

It was a splendid afternoon in the latter 

part of Angost The air was soft and 

balmy, and Uiere was a fresh little breeze 

from west by sonth. It was high water — 

that is, the tide had jost commenced to 

ebb, and the schooner had swnng to her 

anchor, and was lying with her head up- 

stream. ■

Two gentlemen, one in a nautical cos- 

tume of plain blue serge, and the other 

in one which might be said to emulate 

Joseph's coat in its yariety of colours, were 

lolling on the bulwarks, the latter puffing 

out great yolumea of smoke from a by no 

means Liliputfan pipe, and watching it 

floating away lazily on the summer air. ■

"There they are, Jack!" exclaimed 

the gorgeously attired gentleman, as three 

young ffirls and an old gentleman came 

down Uie pier steps, and were handed 

into a commodious and highly yamished 

gfg, which was at once pushed o£f and 

rowed towards the schooner. ■

^*I think you're right for once, Bob," 

replied Jack. '^I recognise Maud's tall 

figure. I don't know much about the 

other two. Do you t " ■

"Enow the Dayenport girls t Yes, 

rather ! The fact is, the' elder one, Milly, 

is rather sweet upon me." ■

"Now, Bob," said Jack, shaking his 

head solemnly " if I did not know that you 

were the greatest liar upon earth, I should 

haye to anriye at the conclusion that the 

young lady was sadly wanting in taste." ■

" Ah ! tiiat's just like you. Jack ; your 

yanity is egregious," replied Bob. ■

" If 0, no, the boot is on the other leg, 

old man ; but here they come," e^Klaimed 

Jack, as the boat ranged alongside, and 

the ladies were being handed up the 

ladder. ■

"What a loyely yacht 1" exclaimed 

Maud Brennan, as she took Jack Morton's 

hand, and was assisted on deck. ■

"So glad you consented to come," he ■

said, softly, with one of Us phnut 

smiles. ■

There was a slight fluih on Mand'i 

cheeks when Mr. Morton rdinqoiihed hn 

hand, after retaining it rather loogerthtt 

was necessary to reach the deck in ai^ety. ■

" I knew you were at the bottom of 

this," she whispered. ■

" No, indeed I was not," he lespoDded, 

in the same low tone. " It waa entirelj 

Frank's suggestion." ■

Maud Brennan, in the estimation of Jiek 

Morton, and, indeedi in the eitinutkm of 

most people who had an eye for beintf, 

was a yery loyely creatine. She wu 

attired in orthodox yachting eoitane- 

blue Oxford jacket with gilt anchor bnttoDi, 

a skirt of thtf same coloured lerge, ud a 

jaunty little hat of the true naatuai typ^. ■

Two other girls in the same piqiui) 

costume now stepped on deck. ■

" My cousbs," commenced Mand. ■

"Oh, you need not trouble yoondf, 

Maud| dear," said Milly, the elder d tha 

twa " We haye met before. Hov do 

you do, Mr. Morton t " and she olfand 

him her hand. ■

" You neyer told me that yon knew ny 

cousins," said Maud, in a slightly qaenlou 

tone. ■

" Because I did not know that the Mb 

Dayenports were your cousins," he replud, 

quickly. "And how does Min My 

do t " he continued, as that yoang Uy 

came forward. ■

"Quite well* thanks," replied Ddly, 

rather stiffly. She did not want to be 

Dollyed by other people's sweetheirti; n 

she turned up her pretty nose and pined 

on. * ■

"And here is Mr. Tyson," cried UHy; 

" now here's a surprise ! " ■

"I hope it's not an nnpleaeant one,' 

said Bob, taking her proffered hand. ■

"No, no," she replied, and then wiii 

tinge on her cheeks and a sparkle in ber 

brown eyes which fully confirmed hii wordi ■

By this time Frank Easton, the owner 

of the yacht, had assisted Mr. BieniuD 

out of the boat^ and after a few pen^ 

compliments, the whole party went A 

Meantime the crew were busy looeiog the 

sails and weighing the anchors, ind in 

a yery short time the schooner, with i 

fair wind, was ploughing her way down the 

Lower Hope at the rate of ten knoti as 

hour. They were on their way to Nomy, 

a trip which Frank Easton had smnged 

entirely for the benefit of his friend, Jmk 

Morton. He said nothing to hii friend ■
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and not a word to Mand. Tbey were 

I in love. Frank felt lore of that. Jack 

; was diffident and Mand was ahy, and he 

imagined a week or two of cloae companion- 

0hip would remedy all thi& Thus it wae 

that Frank arg^ned. He had asked the 

two MIbb Davenports to join them, simply 

that Jack misht have a fair field. He had 

seen very UtUe of these young ladies^ and 

had no idea of the danger he was likely 

to in car by exposing himself to their fasci- 

nations, especiaUy those of little Dolly. 

His intentions were to look after his yachti 

for he was his own sailing-master, and 

leave his friends to entertain the girls. ■

This, however, did not accord with the 

view of Mils Dolly Davenp6rt, and she 

had not been an hour on board the "Sea- 

nymph" before all hb good resolntions 

were being put to flight by this pretty and 

fascinating girl She asked such funny 

questions; her remarks were so quaint; 

her manner so easy and natural that he 

was half in love with her before he knew 

where he was. ■

She made a charming picture as she 

stood on the quarter-deck, with her little 

hands thrust into the pockets of her jacket^ 

her hair nffled, and her naturally delicate 

colour heightened by the breeze, and her 

eyes sparkBng as she listened to Frank's 

explanations of things pertaining to the 

sea. ■

'> Isn't it delightful 1 " she said, as the 

vessel, with her sheets eased off and her 

balloon jib bellying out in a graceful curve, 

sped lightly over the water; 'Mt's the 

easiest and most pleasant mode of pro- 

gression I know of." ■

"It's not all sunshine on the ocean," 

replied Frank. *at's beautiful now; but 

there are such things as rough seas and 

stormy skies." ■

<< Oh, but that would be lovely ! Do 

you think we shall see anything of them 

this cruiset I should so love to see a 

storm at sea," she exclaimed. ■

''I should hope not l"he replied, look- 

ing np softly into her face, and smiUng at 

her girlish enthusiasm. "If you had a 

taste of one, I don't think you would want 

k> try a second." ■

" Ton tUnk I should be afraid," she said, ■

meditatively. " Well, I don't know ; it's a ■

Feeling I have never experienced, so tiie ■

jzperiment would be a novel one, and I ■

ihonld like to try it" ■

* * 'Were you never frightened t " he asked. ■

*' Not that I can remember." ■

At this moment the steward announced ■

that tea was served, and they all descended 

to the saloon. * The cabin of the ** Sea- 

nymph "was a picture of luxurious neat- 

ness, and all the arrangements for the 

meal were as recherche, as the cabin was 

elegant. ■

It was a superb night The sky was 

clear and bright; the moonlight was sleep- 

ing in dreamlike splendour on the waters. 

All was still and silent in the sky and 

upon the ocean. The wind had gone 

down with the sun, and the only sound 

that occasionally broke the stillness was 

the soft murmuring rill of the water 

as the vessel passed through it, which 

seemed to say, '' Hush ! " as though Nature 

feared that any louder sound should in- 

terrupt her calm repose. ■

It was a pleasant and picturesque group 

that sat on the deck of Uie "Sea-nymph" 

and gazed at this beautiful picture. ■

The most prominent figure in it was 

that of Bobert Tyson. Not because 

his physical proportions were greater, or 

his physiognomonic beauty superior to 

his sex, but simply because his costume, 

if not more attractive, was more noticeable. ■

His great hobby was swimnung, and he 

was continually vaunting his proficiency 

in the art of natatioa Not that he had 

ever achieved anything remarkable in that 

line, but he was deeply impressed with 

the notion that he could if he tried. ■

" It is not likely," he was sayug, '< that I 

should make an esdiibitiDn of myself; but if 

I was cast away, say in the Indian Ocean, 

or ti^e Pacific, you'd be sure to hear of me 

landbg in the nearest group of islands I 

came to." ■

" No doubt^ no doubt," said Mr. Brennan, 

who had a quiet vein of humour in him ; 

"that is, provided you could carry enough 

provisions for the journey." ■

"That's just the pofait," replied Bob. 

" It isn't the swimming, it's the grub that's 

the difficulty." ■

Dolly laughed a ringing, mocking laugh. ■

"Now, that is too bad, Mr. Tysen; 

you've taken all the romance out of your 

story. I was just concocting a beautifid 

id?l of a shipwrecked mariner, swim- 

nung on shore in an exhausted state, and 

fainting as soon as he reached a palm 

grove in the vicinity of the shore. When 

returning consciousness came, there was a 

beautiful Indian maiden bendhie over him, 

like Haidee over Don Juan ; and you upset 

it all by saying, *it's the grub that's the 

difficulty I ' Grub I What an unphiloso- ■
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phical mode of speaking of natriment ; 

the mftn who inyented it ought to be 

hanged." ■

"How do you know it was a mant" 

asked Frank. ■

« Because, sir,'' repUed Dolly, with dig- 

nity, ''a woman wonld never have thought 

of dobg anything so silly." ■

"Oh, oome, come; that will not do, 

Miss Dolly," exclaimed Tyson. "It's not 

fair to apportion all the sillinesa to the 

masculine portion of humanity." ■

"I tiiink it's time we aU turned in," 

said Mr. Brennan, who thought the con- 

Texsation was taking a disagreeable turn. 

" Oome, girls, do you know what time it 

is t " he continued, taking out his watcL 

"Twelve o'clock, I do declare 1" And 

throwing away the end of his cigar, he 

rose, and disappeared down the com- 

panion, followed by the others. ■

Two sonny days and starlit nights had 

passed since the "Sea-nymph" left the 

Thames. Never had the sea smiled more 

seductively than it did on the morning 

of the third day as Frank Easton and 

DoUy Davenport sat in their wicker chairs, 

gajBing out on the broad expanse of ocean, 

whose sapphire-coloured waves were spark- 

ling in the sunlight. ■

It was like a dream, Dolly said, so 

tranquil were the sea and the sky, and so 

still was everything. ■

Milly had ceased to chide her sister, for 

she was too much occupied with her new 

lover, Bob Tyson. ■

Old Mr. Brennan had been com- 

plaining of his corns, and was prophesjring 

a change in the weather. " iliter a calm 

comes a storm," be said. ■

"Let it come !" exclaimed Bob Tyson, 

valiantly; "I'm not afraid! There's no 

possible danger in a yacht of this siae, even 

if we should fall in with a squall." ■

"I hope we shall!" exclaimed Dolly. 

"That would be grand!" ■

" I don't care much about storms at sea," 

said Maud, " they are generally so wet ! 

Bul^ papa, dear," she went on, "you don't 

really think we are going to have a storm, 

do you I" ■

"I can't tell, child," replied the old 

gentleman, "I only know that my corns 

have been shooting abominably, and that, 

with me, always portends bad weather." ■

" I don't believe in weather prognostics," 

remarked Bob Tyson. "I always take 

them like dreams, by contraries." ■

" Long foretold, long last ; short notice. ■

down fast," quoted Jack Morton. *'What 

do you say to that. Bob t " ■

" Say ! why, that I've seen ths meicoiy 

rising when it has been blowmg ag^dl 

wind!" ■

"Tes, but that was becanse it hid 

previously fallen," repUed Jack. ■

"But is the glass going down ixnrP 

asked Milly, tremulously. ■

"Tes, it has gone down thrse-ieads 

since breakfast^" answered Frank. ■

Milly looked scared. ■

"Don't be frightened," whispend lit. 

Tyson. " It's all right ! 111 take em of 

you. I'm an old sailor, you know [ " ■

Milly gave hima glanoe of thankfidiMB, 

and the cotfversation passed to aaoywt 

subject. ■

As the day progressed, the hoiTiu 

became more threatening. The aky b the 

east was black and lowering. Tharewu 

very little wind, and what there wu oob 

in fitful puffs. Shortly after four o'clock 

the rain commenced to descend in toirenk 

This lasted only a short time, and it thm 

cleared off. The bank in the eait brole 

away, the sky was bright, the sun ihone, 

and a nice working breeae sprang op fm 

the north-east ■

" It's aU over," laughed Bob, " I tihooght 

you were making a great fun i^t 

nothing." ■

" Not so fast^ my dear fellow," loivend 

Frank, " that's only the prelude ; th« pliy 

is to come." ■

"We shall see !" remarked Ur. Tysoo, 

oracularly. ■

For more than an hour it mtmi u 

though he were right; the breese heU, ud 

the yacht flew rapidly through the wiler. 

Then it feU, and the sea was stsrkoJo, 

the atmosphere was unusually opprmT& 

The silence was strangely impreMiTa) thi 

smallest sound being distinctly sadibie, 

whfle the men's voices on the foreeaide, 

though remarkably distinct, had a hollow, 

far-off ring in them. ■

DoUy hAd never been gayer, brighter, 

or more amusing ; but Maud and UOlj 

were very silent, and in their hevU 

wished they had never been tempted 

to trust themselves to the tnacheioai 

ocean. ■

The sunset was wDd and pcrtentou 

The great orb as it sank feowarde tiie lei 

assumed a deep blood-red hue, and wlieo 

it disappeared beneath the horison, it itfll 

sent, as it were, broad streaks of fileicroa 

the pale blue sky. ■

Then, gradually, dense darknetf over* ■
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^read the heaveiUi ^d in the distance ■

lere were hoane matterings of thnnder. 

" Now what do you say, Mr. Tyson t " ■

&ed DoUy. ■

' Before he eonld reply, the sky was ■

hmlnated by a blaze of the most vivid ■

khtning, which was followed by a peal of ■

Knnder that sounded like the crack of ■

torn. 

Bob Tyson tamed as pale as death, ■

xdaiming : " Good Ood i What is it t " ■

hen, taniing saddenly, he made an ■

bmpt dive, and, disappearing down the ■

ompanion, made for his berth. 

No one had time to notice ttiis, for at ■

he same time a heavy sqaall of wind ■

track the yacht and caused her to reel 

nd stagger for an instant, and then heel 

ver till she was almost on her beam-^nds. 

I'hen she recovered herself and flew off at 

he top of her spdbd. ■

Dolly stood mate and awestricken, ding- 

ng to one of the after backstays. ■

" Ton had better 20 below, my dear 

roung lady," said Frau ; '* this is no place 

or yon ; it will rain directly, and yon will 

;et soaked." ■

" Oh, no, no ; let me stop where I am," 

ihe said ; and then, after a paose^ " I sup- 

pose it is ve^ dreadfal to say so, bat I'm 

ieUghted. Isn't it grand t " ■

'' les," he replied, *'it is grand, bat it is 

langeroos, and I advise yoa to go below," 

knd she obeyed. ■

The sky was now one black pall, throogh 

rhich an occasional flash of lightning 

orked oat like a tongae of flame, followed 

»y peals of deep-voiced thander, which 

ichoed and re-echoed across the firmament 

n prof oandest diapason. ■

All the winds of heaven seemed to be 

ingaged in a wild warfare, sweeping before 

hem the poor *' Sea-nymph," which, with 

lose-reefed foresail and mainsail and 

torm jib, was flying over the hissing and 

oaming sea, as if defying the stoim. ■

Presently, as Frank and the mate stood 

ratehing the storm, the look-oat fgrward 

ang out : " Breakers ahead ! " * ■

'' Breakers 1" echoed the mate, as he 

lurried forward. '*The fellow must be 

aad 1 There are no rocks or sands within 

. hundred miles of us." ■

<' There 1 There 1 " continued the man, 

K>inting forward, ''right ahead !" ■

■< Breakers ! Those are not breakers," 

xclaimed the mate, " it's a waterspout I 

.uffi luffl" ■

But it was too late ; the next instant an 

valanche of water descended on the ■

devoted craft. There was a noise as of 

the tearinff and rending of spars, mingled 

with half-despairing human cries, and the 

next instant the " Sea-nymph " was lying 

a helpless wreck on the water. ■

It was past four o'clock, and the morn- 

ing was dawning greyly. There were 

clouds in the sky, but the gale was dying 

^ut, sobbing suUenly like a child after a 

violent fit of passion, and the sea was 

fallinj^. In the east all was clear, the 

morning star was slowly rising, and was 

already several degrees above the horizon, 

against which the heaving billows as they 

rose and fell out out darkly. Then came 

the red glow of the advancing sun, tinging 

the sky and every shred of doud with a 

crimson glow. ■

When at last daylight dawned on that 

sullen sea, it showed the poor '< Sea- 

nymph" wrecked, and dismasted, but 

still afloat, rolling heavOy on^ the long 

ground swells. Of her crew only a por- 

tion remained ; the mate, and four of the 

watch on deck, had bsen swept into 

eternity by that avalanche of water which 

had fallen on her deck. ■

When the catastrophe happened, Dolly 

Davenport was in Uie act of stepping 

into her berth. For a moment she stood 

paralysed. The noise of the falling ava- 

lanche was terrific, and it almost stunned 

her. Then there came a rush down the 

companion, and she found herself up to 

her knees in water. ■

"Whatisitt What has happened t" 

was asked on all sides. ■

Dolly hastily threw on a dressing- 

gown and returned to the saloon. Here 

she encountered Robert Tyson, who with 

blanched cheeks and staffing eyes was 

frantically calling for " Help ! " ■

<' Oood heavens ! " he shrieked, " we shall 

all be drowned I Help!, help I Frank! 

Frank 1 Where are yout Save me, save 

me I Oh, why did I ever come on this 

cursed voyage ) Why did I trust myself 

on tills treacherous sea t " And he sank on 

his knees with a shrill cry of aeony, but 

sprang up again suddenly on finding him- 

self immersed in water. ■

By this time the rest of the party had 

gathered in the saloon, and were gaaing, 

panic-stricken, into each other's faces. It 

was a time to test the courage of a man ; 

but DoUy's did not fail her even at this 

critical moment. ■

She stood quite stOL She felt that in 

all probability the vessel was sinking, ■
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and, sending up a prayer to heaven for 

help and Boocoar, she stood cahnly waiting 

her doom. ■

At this moment there came the sound 

of voices, and then the clanking of the 

pumps. These infused hopes into her 

heart, and her thoughts at once flew to 

Frank — where was he t ■

Jack Morton was making for the deck, 

and she followed him. It was pitch dark 

when they reached it; but a moment 

afterwards a rift in the clouds threw a 

gleam of moonlight on the scene, and 

they saw a group of dark ^gures on the 

main deck, but there was not light enough 

to distinguish them individually. ■

« Do you see him 1 '' asked Dolly. ■

"See who I" ■

<' Mr. Easton 1" ■

** No, but I will soon ascertain If he is 

aU right 1" ■

He was passing forward, when he 

stumbled on a prostrate form. He stooped 

down and raised it, and, as he did so, 

another gleam of moonlight passed over the 

wreck, and a cry of horror escaped from 

Dolly's lips as she recognised the ghastly 

features of her lover. ■

'< Is he hurt — U he dead t ** she gasped. ■

''No," answered Jack, after he had 

felt his pulse. " Thank Heaven 1 There's 

life in the old boy yet I" ■

Dolly made no sign, but her heart gave 

a great bound, and a prayer of thankf uhiess 

went up to heaven as she assisted Morton 

to carry him to the companion. Never 

before had her heart been filled with such 

grief and terror. To see this handsome 

and good-hearted young feUow whom she 

loved, and who she knew also loved her, 

lying white and unconscious on one of the 

sofas in the cabin, gave her a shock such 

as she had never before experienced. ■

Bestoratives were administered, and it 

was some time before Frank recovered 

consciousness. By this time the steward 

had opened a trap hatch in the floor. 

The water had run off into the hold, and 

things had been restored to something like 

order. ■

''I know nothing," he said, in answer 

to their enquiries, " except that there was 

a cry of 'breakers,' and the mate called 

to the hehn man to 'luffl' The next 

moment I received a blow on my head, 

and all was dark." ■

"It was a waterspout," suggested Mr, 

Brennan. "And I fancy we may be 

very thankful things are no worse. I 

have read that when one falls on a ■

ship, it usually occasions its iutast de- 

structioa" ■

There was a pause for a noma&t, t&d 

then Jack said : " Well, as yoa leembettir, 

old boy, ril go on deck again ind aeehov 

the land lies." ■

The aspect of things there wsb ioythlog 

but encouraging. The veuel wai dii- 

masted, the bulwarks had been moitij 

carried away, and the boats hid \m 

smashed. It was a bad look-oat, lad 

their only chance was that they ni^ 

be rescued by a passing vessel ■

Jack Morton went forward. ■

" Can't you gentlemen g^ve ns a ipdl 

at the pumps t " asked the seoood nitt. 

" If not, we shall be done up soon, thoogk 

my chaps won't give in while they hira 

got a jog in 'em. There's no mistake ibont 

it» sir, it's for dear life." ■

Jack saw the wisdom of this ooune,iDi 

went aft and had a whispered ooUoqny 

with Frank. ■

"Yes, certainly," he replied; "yoa go ' 

and turn out that lazy beggir TyicA, 

whOe I go on deck and see aboat it 

Will you come too, Mr. Brennan t" Tha, 

as they passed the pantry,, he eontiuMd, 

" Steward, give the men a glais of gng 

and a biscuit 1 " ■

So the time passed. A signsl of diibeii 

had been hoisted on a apsr lashed ftotbe 

stump of the main-mast, and as soon u 

the morning mist had cleared sway, a 

sharp look-out had been ' kept for mj 

sail that might heave in sight; but thoogii 

the sea and the horizon had been irept 

repeatedly with the glass, not a lign of 

anything but sea and Aj could be loen. ■

Everythbg had now been done ^ 

could be to discover and stop the leak;l»t 

all had failed, the only altematiTB left wu 

to fother a sail, and in that way stop it; 

but that, too, had failed, for an hour after- 

wards when the pumps had been soondad, 

instead of any diminution, there was itill 

a decided increase. It was then that the 

utter hopelessness of their position begu 

to dawn on the whole party, and blank 

dismay was written on every coontenaocft 

Even the sailors lost heart <' If (he end 

must come," they said, '4t might si veil 

come sooner as later." ■

"What is the matter f asked Mj, 

who was standing by Frank's side; "what 

have they left off pumping for t " 

*</Because, they say, it is useless." 

<' But you are not going to give iO| ^ 

you t " flashed Dolly. ■

*<No," he repUed, and whispered/' sot ■
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while there's a chance of Baying you, my 

darling!" Then, taming to Morton, he 

said: "Gome on, Jack, we'll take the 

starboard pomp, let who will take the 

other." ■

No sooner were the words attered than 

Dolly passed aft, and was speaking to 

Mand. ■

" It's life or death, dear," she was saying, 

" we can bat try 1 " and the next instant 

they had seised the other pamp brake and 

were working away manfoUy, one, two, 

three, and a paose, as if they had all their 

liyes been used to the work. ■

Bat the men coold not stand by and see 

two yoang ladies doing their work, and 

they sprang forward, one of them saying : 

"Avast there, ladies, we can^t stand this." ■

Bat Dolly gave an indignant refosaL ■

" No, no 1 " she cried, " when we're tired 

yoa can take yoor spell," and she and 

Maad continaed to ply the brake 

vigoroasly. ■

" Mr. Easton 1 " called oat Maad, as she 

and DoUy sat panting after their exertion, 

'* what is that in the distance t There 1 " 

she continaed, pointing with her fingers. ■

" That," continaed Frank, after a paase, 

" that is the smoke of a steamer I " ■

In a moment all was excitement Hope, 

that "lingers long and latest dies," once 

more roTived in their breasts, and the men 

set to work at the pamps with an ardoar 

and perseyerance which formed a thrilling 

contrast to their recent torpor and de- 

jection. ■

Half an hoar had been spent in all the 

agony ot sospense. The smoke^ which at 

first was only faintly descried on the 

horison, came nearer and nearer, and then 

the dark hall of a large yessel was plainly 

discemibla ■

"Best fire a gan, sir," said one of the 

men, " or he'll not see as else." ■

" Tes, Coats, yoa are quite right If we 

don't attract their attention, they won't 

come within miles of as." ■

Boom 1 went the signal gan of distress. 

Boom 1 boom 1 again, bat the steamer held 

on her coarse^ She was only aboat five 

miles^ distant ; bat, anf ortanately, the wind 

was in her favoar, and conseqaently the 

soand was carried away firom instead of 

towards her. ■

Oun after gan had been fired, and now 

the steamer was abreast of the yacht, and 

no notice had been taken of their signals, 

and from a deliriam of joy and expectation 

^^y fell into a profoand despondency. 

S&iU the men continaed to work yigoroasly ■

at the pamps; bat, notwithstandinj 

their efibrts, gradaally, little by littli 

water increased. When the pamps 

soanded, it was foand that there were 

inches iodore than there were two 1 

previoas, and the vessel was gettbg m 

on the water that both the fore and 

channels were ahnost awash with 

sea. ■

Frank and the mate had calcalated 

the vessel might, if nothing happened, 

foar-and-twenty hoars; and there had 

a consaltation as to what had best be < 

Jack Morton had sagsested that 

only chance was to msse a raft Bi 

saggeit such an idea and to find 

materials for its constraction were 

different things. Withoat spars, a raf 

an impossibility, and most of the spar 

"Sea-nymph" possessed broke adrii 

the storm ■

In the midst of thif, there came a 

from the forecastle: "I've foand it, 

Tve foand it I" and one of the men • 

rashing aft in a state of great exoitemi ■

" Foand what t " asked Easton. ■

"The leak, sir 1 Theleakl It's in 

bows, jost ander the bilge streaks; 

now that we have foand it we'll soon 

it" ■

"Thank Heaven I Thank Heaven 1 

claimed Frank, and he ran off to the < 

to commanicate the intelligenca ■

Inspired by this cheering news, the 

forgot their fatigae, and laboared i 

strenaoasly at the pamps, and in 

more than an hoar a load cheer annoa 

that the pamps sacked, and that the da 

of foandering, which had menaced 1 

for so many hoars, was at an end. ■

Under sach drcamstances peopk 

strange things — things they woald i 

have thoaght of doing ander ordi 

conditions. So it came to pass that i 

Frank Easton came aft and expk 

the caase of the men's cheering, Dor 

Davenport, in her joy and exciten 

threw her arms aboat his neck and k 

him; and poor old Mr. Brennan, in 

exaberance of his gladness, not only 

tears, bat also seized Mr. Tyson's 1 

and shook it cordially. ■

It. mast not be thoaght that Dolly 

acting an anmaidenly part or tlui 

giving him this brief embrace, so fa 

bve and tenderness, she was transg 

ing against the proprieties, becaase 

were in trath betrothed lovers. In 

darkness and dangers of the paft 

and Frank had entered into a little \ ■
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pact, and had TOwed to love and oheriBh 

each other to their Uvea' end. ■

The fine weather which had set in after 

the storm had now lasted three days, and 

daring this time a great deal of work 

had heen done, and the "Sea-nymph,'' 

though she did not present a very rakish 

or attractive appearance, was at least under 

canvas, and was slowly making for the 

English coast Fortunately, the wind was 

fair, and they were expecting every minute 

to sight the great promontory of Flam- 

borough Head. ■

riolly Davenport and Frank were seated 

hand in hand on the taffrail, talking in 

low tones, now and again relapsing into 

silence — a sweet, eloquent silence ; a nlence 

which spoke of a trustful though un- 

expressed sympathy and unalloyed happi- 

ness. They hu been talking of the peril 

they had just passed through, and of their 

happy deliverance ; and it all appeared like 

a hideous dream bom which they had just 

awakened. ■

Occasionally they heard voices from the 

cabin where Jack Morton was devotinj; 

himself to libud Brennan, who, to his 

intense satisfaction, was gazing fondly into 

his dear, honest eyes. They, too, were 

happy, for though no words liad been 

spoken, their hearts were full of joy and 

love. ■

As to Bob, he had felt that since his 

escapade in the storm he had lost caste 

with his friends in the cabin, and was 

trying, and not without some success, to 

make new ones among the hands forward, 

where he was smoking his large pipe and 

narrating his wonderful exploits In the 

natatory art to an attentive audience. ■

Milly and her uncle were amusing them- 

selves with a game of chess, for she, too, 

had given Mr. Tyson the cold shoulder, 

having determined that, notwithstanding 

his wealth and position, she could not 

marry a coward. ■

** There's the Flamborough Head light, 

sir," said the man at the helm, "just visible 

on the starboard bow." ■

"All rights Jackson; keep her as she 

is," answered Frank. "If we get close in 

with the land we may fall in with a 

steamer or a tug." ■

" Listen l"cnedDoUy. ■

" What is it, dearest t " asked Frank. ■

" The thud of paddle^heels," she re- 

plied. The vessel — the noise of whose 

paddle-wheels had attracted Dolly's atten- 

tion—proved to be a Scotch steameri ■

bound for the Thames, and haying been 

hailed by Frank Baston, her ciptib 

agreed, for a fairly good remoneratum, to 

take the wreck of ti^e yacht in tow, ind 

she was soon safely at her old anehonge 

off the Terrace Pier, and thus ended tba 

cruise of the " Sea-nymph." ■

Of course, fhll and partteular SMoanti 

of this perilous cruise appeared in thsdidly 

newspapers, and became a topic of conrv- 

sation at the clubs, and a eendeman who 

was well aware of Mr. Tyson^s idiosyncniy, 

accosted him, with a view to drawhrn 

out. ■

"Aw, yes, I was on board," snd tben 

followed' a long account of the acddent, 

and then he went on to remark: "Fm 

not in the habit of boastin^-HniGh a thhg 

is quite out of my line. But," he wentOD 

with bland dignity, " the affair might \m 

had a very different terminatf on u I hid 

not been on board. The situation, I sdmh, 

was a perilous one, and I am nol inr- 

prised that some of those on bosrd loK 

their heads. But, fortunately^^ Bob TjKm 

is no coward, and instead of rittiog down 

with his hands before him^ or bemg aeiied 

with panic, he encouraged the BsOon, 

most of whom were half frantie with 

terror, and setting them an example, 

manned the pumps, and succeeded is 

keeping the vessel afloat tOl the leak wu 

stopped." ■

"Bravo! bravo! Very good of yw 

indeed, Mr. Tyson," exclaimed a toice 

behind him, and on turning xonod h 

found himself face to face with Sicbrl 

Davenport, who was standing cosTnlwd 

with suppressed laughter. " Ezeon my 

laughing, my dear fellow," he said, ^'bat 

your account and that of my sister Millj 

differ materially — she says the boot wu 

on the other leg, and that it was yon who 

lost your head." ■

Tyson was completely taken aback; be 

flushed crimson, and began stammering oat 

a lame sort of apology ; but, as Mr. Dif^ ■

Sort followed this up by giving a nvid 

escription of the scene ill the cabin daring 

the storm, the laughter and chaff be- 

came more than he could bear, and forced 

Um to make a most precipitate retreat ■

In conclusion it must be stated thil 

Frank Easton's plan for the furtheraoee 

of the happiness of his friend Jack Uaxiaa 

answered exceedingly well Like Frmk 

and Dolly, the penl and danger thioogb 

which they had passed had only dnwn 

them much more dosely together. ■
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GHAFTBB I. ■

Once upon a time — ^more than leven 

yean ago now — I, MoUy Mackenzie, was 

fitandiog by our garden gate looking oat 

aerois the veldt for my brother Jeaee, who 

had ridden ofi^ early that morning, to a 

Bheep-farm lome mOes away. Sundown 

was approaching, and I, with the help of 

Bridflet, onr old servant, had already pre- 

pared the sapper and spread the table in 

the verandah, and now 1 was standing by 

ihe gate looking oat for Jesse. By-and- 

by I saw him coming, and saw also that 

he had a stranger with hint ■

Holmwood, as Jesse had called oar 

house — after the old hoase in England — 

was a very lonely place, ten miles from 

any other station, and twenty from a town ; 

bat I never felt it dalL Jesse and I were 

very happy together, and we often had 

visitors — passing strangers, in need of a 

sapper and a Md, always foand both at 

Hobnwood. ■

Jesse introduced this stranger to me as 

a Doctor Despard, and I felt at once, as 

he took off his hat and bowed to me, that 

he was different from most of oar visitors: 

He was not particalarly handsome, bat 

there was an air of disthiction aboat him, 

snd his voice was so low and pleasant that 

I felt favourably impressed at once; and 

BO, while Jesse took him to his bedroom, 

I went into the kitchen, and prepared 

iome extra dainty dish for sapper, and 

irranged some fresh flowers in the vases 

bhat stood on the snpper-table. ■

I had never troubleii to do so before for 

my visitor; not even when Piet de Beer — 

*he rich Boer at whom all the girls in the 

x>antry-side were supposed to be setting 

iheir caps — ^rode over to see us, which he 

lid more frequently than I quite approved 

if ; but I did not wish this stranger to con- 

ider us quite beyond the pale of civilisation. ■

That was an evening never to be for- 

ptten 1 A kind of landmark in my lifSa.* 

'. did not talk very much, but I sat by 

Tease's side and listened to the men's talk, 

ad watched the Southern Gross shining 

a a deep-blue sky, and the fireflies flashing 

u and out of the verandah. A happy, 

lesaed evening, the forerunner of still 

lappier days to come 1 ■

Three weeks passed. Christmas was 

close at hand, and still Martin Despard 

remained with us at Holmwood. Both 

Jesse and I were so pleased with him 

thatk whenever he spoke of leaving us, we 

always found some good reason why he 

should stay a little longer. He was very 

frank and communicative, and at a very 

early stage of our friendship he had spoken 

to me of Ids home and people, and even 

read me some of his sister's letters, till I 

soon grew to feel as if I had a personal 

acqu^tance with both sister and mother, 

and with the genial old bachelor uncle, 

with whom they lived and whose heir 

Martin Despard was. ■

"Just after I had taken my M.D., I had 

a sharp attack of typhoid fever," so he 

told me that same afternoon, " and as my 

doctor recommended a sea voyage, I came 

first to the Gape, and afterwards to Durban, 

and tlien, as my health was completely re- 

established, I determined to run up to the 

Gold Fields, and try if I couldn't make a 

fortune there." ■

" I hope you may make it," I retorted ; 

" but the accounts are not very favourable 

just now. I only know one man who has 

done any good there, and he is on^ of 

those favoured mortals who seem to suc- 

ceed in everything they attempt. Jesse 

says that everything Piet de Beer touches 

turns to goldl He has, certainlv, been 

wonderfully lucky, both at Eimberley and 

the Fields.^' ■

"Is he a friend of yours t" Martin 

asked. ■

" Yes ; at leasts we have known him all 

our lives," I answered. " He has a large 

farm about twelve miles from here, and 

he often rides over. He has been in town 

lately, or you would have seen him before 

now." ■

"What is he liket Old or young; 

handsome or ugly % " ■

I smiled demurely, and glanced at him 

over the great leaf which I was waving 

to and fro before my face, and using as 

a fan. ■

"He is Jesse's age," I said, "twenty- 

nine. And he is just the very handsomest 

man I ever saw in my life. He is very 

tall and finely made ; his features are per- 

fect; and his beard is the envy of all the 

men in the neighbourhood! It is long, 

and silky, and dark, and his eyes are 

darker stUl, and wonderfully bright and 

expressive. Indeed, he is, as I said be- 

fore, the very handsomest man I ever 

saw." ■
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•' Bat yoa don't like him I" ■

Martin laughed gaily; hia frown Tan- 

ished, and he leant forirard and looked up 

merrily into my faca ■

<' Noy yon need not deny it," he laid, 

imperionaly ; " yon don't like him, in spite 

of hb good looks and his riches i Weil," 

he drew a long breath, '* I was jast on the 

point of enyying him, a minute ago; I 

don't now. I wouldn't change places with 

him for the whole universe, just on that 

account ; because, in spite of all his gifts 

and graces, he has failed to win your 

liking." ■

" Oh, I like him well enough," I said. 

'* I have known him all my life ; and he 

was very kind and helpful to us last year, 

durine the war. If it had not been for 

him, I dare say our house might have 

shared the fate of several others we heard 

of, and have been burnt over our heads. 

As it was, we were not molested in the 

leasts and Jesse always declares our safety 

was due to Piet's influence." ■

" He is a Boer, then t" ■

" Yes, a Boer of the Boers 1 He hates 

the English with all his heart; and, in- 

deed, he has cause to do so," I answered. ■

ly 1 " Martin asked, curiously. ■

" His mother was a very beautiful 

woman, and he was passionately attached 

to her, and she left her husband and 

home with an Eoglishman, who had been 

their guest Piet was a boy of fifteen 

then ; old enough to understand and smart 

under the disgrace she had brought upon 

them, and he has hated the English, and 

everything English, since." ■

" He seems an amiable character," Martin 

said, drily: **I don't wonder you don't 

like him." ■

'* Oh, but that is not the reason," I said, 

quickly. ''We used to be great friends, 

once, when I was a child ; but, lately, I — 

for some silly reason or other — have taken 

a dislike to him," I faltered, and then, 

%noved by a sudden impulse, I put my 

hand on his arm, and I made a confession 

to him which I had never breathed to any 

one before. '* I believe I am a little afraid 

of him sometimes," I said, nervously. ■

" Afraid t Nonsense i Why should 

you be afraid of him t " Martin cried. ■

I hesitated. ■

'<He — ^likes me, yon know," I said; 

" and when he asked me to marry him, and 

I said it was quite impossible, he only 

laughed and looked at me oddly, and 

said: ■

** * So yon think now, my hesrt ; \nt I 

will make the impossible the poadble, mm 

day.' ■

"And, indeed, sometimes Ism ilmoit 

afraid he will," I irbispered. *<Brid^ 

says he has the evil eye, and ihs ilwiji 

crosses herself when he looks at her, for 

protection. Ah, you are hngUng i) 

me." ■

I coloured, and would have dnwnoiy 

hand hastily away ; but he was holding it 

now on his arm, and bis clasp tighteoad u 

he spoke. The amused smile, which uj 

last words had called up in hu ejei, 

vanished, and there came there initoid i 

look so full of infinite proteetbgloTea&d 

tenderness that, again, my hesrt heifc te- 

multuously, and the happy Uoshei djed 

my cheeks again. ■

" Nay ; that he never shall," he aid, 

'< if only you will give me the right to 

protect you against him— against sil tiiA 

world. Will you, darling MoUyt See, 

I have loved you since the first dij we 

met^ and I have gone on loving yoo moie 

and more every &y and every hour nnee 

then." ■

And then, as I was still silenMor, 

indeed, my head and heart were throbbiBg 

so wildly, and every nerve in my body 

was quivering with the delight and nv- 

prise which his sudden dedarationoflove 

had brought to me, that I could notipeik 

~^he bent his head and covered mj hi&d 

with kisses. ■

<<Say something kind to me, MoDy. 

Tell me that you love me just a liUle^" be 

whispered. ■

I laughed nervously. ■

" A little t Well, perhaps, I do-j^ ^ 

mtle," I said. ■

<'No; not a littla I will not he eos^ 

tent with that ; with nothing lest tbu 

your whole heart," my masterfiil Wret 

cried. '* It is mine, is it not^ Molly 1 " ■

" Oh, you know it is," I cried ; and then 

I started and coloured violently, tod 

snatched my hand from his, for, jsit e> 

that moment^ there came the sound of 

horse's feet, and Piet de Beer rode op ^ 

the gate. ■

I saw him first, and I knew thtt hi^ 

bright eyes had noticed my sudden move- 

ment and flashed cheeks ; for there iv«f^ 

over his face a look of such mingled n^ 

and disappointment that baniihed itt 

beauty at once, and made it hideom end 

loatihsome in my sight. ■

It passed in a minute, and I went for- 

ward, and— for why should I feei *»« ■

L ■
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Dovr, I, who had my gallant Engluh lover 

for a protector f — ^gave him the welcome I 

was far from feeling. ■

" What a stranger yoa are 1 JesBe will 

be 80 glad to see yon," I said. ■

** A stranger t Yes, I have been in town 

for nearly three weeks. I couldn't get 

away before," he answered. ■

He glanced at Martin Despard. I intro- 

duced the two men, and, after a rather 

constrained conversation, I slipped away to 

I order some refreshment for our unwelcome 

I gueat^ and left him alone with Martia 

Jesse came in presently. Piet de Beer was 

a favourite with him ; they always got on 

well together, and, indeed, he had been a 

good neighbour to us ; and I should have 

Uked him well if— if he had been content 

with liking. Bat, as he was not, and as I 

could never — ^not even if I had never 

known Martin Deapard — have given him 

the love he asked, I felt a little afraid and 

distrustful of him. ■

" Take care on him, honey," Bridget had 

once said solemnly to me; "he's a bad 

'on, if iver there were one, and he'll stick 

at nothin' to gain his own ends." ■

I felt convinced that Bridget was right, 

and I grew more and more sure of it as the 

evening went on, and I saw the fierce, 

furtive glances which every now and then 

he cast from me to Martin ; and noticed, 

too, how eagerly lie listened when we 

spoke to each other. ■

I don't think either of the others noticed 

it j for he was apparently in the highest 

spirits, professed himself delighted to midte 

Martin's acquaintance, and amused us all 

with his descriptions of some queer people 

he had met in town; but, in spite of 

aJI this, I distrusted him more and more as 

the eTsning went on. ■

It happened that, just before he left, he 

and I were alone together for a few minutes. 

Martin had gone into the house, and Jesse 

went to speu to one of the men, and left 

TLB aJone in the verandah. We tidked a 

few minutes on indifferent subjects, then 

he said, suddenly : ■

"Molly, is this news that I hear 

traet" ■

«<Whatnewst"Isaid. 

** What news t Oh, you know," he said. 

'* Is it true that you have thrown me over 

for this cursed Englishman t It can't 

be, Molly 1 Oh, say it is not true, darling 1 

Why, I have loved you all my lifel" he 

cried. ■

His fierce tone changed to one of pas- 

sionate entreaty ; and he took my hand and ■

held it in his hot, trembling fingers. I think 

I liked him better at that moment than I 

had ever done before ; for I was sorry for 

him, and, as every one knows, pity is akin 

to love. So, as I could not give him the 

denial he askedj I was silent for a mo- 

ment ■

** Yes, it is true," I said, at last. ■

The moonlight was f allhig full upon his 

face, and as I said the words I glanced up 

at him, and was startled to see how white 

and rigid it had grown, and with what a 

red, angry liffht his eyes were flaming. 

They looked luce danger-signals, I thought ; 

and there was danger also in his voice, as 

he answered in a low, deliberate tone, full 

of suppressed rage and passion : ■

" I told you once, nearly a year ago, that 

I would not give you up j that you should 

be no man's wife but mine. I tell you it 

again now I What, do you think that I, 

who have loved you for years, will allow 

this Englishman, who was a perfect 

stranger to you only a few weeks ago, to 

come between me and my heart's desire — 

to win from me the only girl I ever loved, 

or wanted for my wife t I tell you no— a 

thousand times no I My wife you shall 

be, or, if not mine, no. other man's 1 " ■

*< Tou forget 1 It takes two to make a 

bargain, Mr. de Beer. I say to you now 

what I said nearly a year ago, when you 

did ma the honour of asking me to marry 

you — I do not love you, and I wQl not be 

your wife." ■

<*And I say you will do both some 

dayl" ■

I set my teeth firmly. ■

'' I won't 1 " I said. " I hate you now I 

I would rather die than marry you." ■

He laughed oddly. In spite of my re- 

sistance, he drew me closer to him, so 

close, that I could feel his hot breath on 

my cheek ; so dose, that his eyes seemed 

to look straight down into miiie. ■

** Perhaps it might come to that some 

day," ha said. ''Perhaps you may have 

to choose between death and me I Don't 

you think that I would make the more ac- 

ceptable bridegroom of the two, Molly 1 " ■

•'No, I don%" I said, stouUy. ■

His tight clasp relaxed as I spoke, and 

he dropped my hand, and fell Iwck a few 

paces, as Jesse and Martin appeared at the 

fnrdier end of the verandah. ■

" I don't want to hurry you, Piet, but 

your horse is ready ; and you will scarcely 

reac^ home before the moon sets if you 

don't start at once," Jesse said, in his 

cheery voice. , ■
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" I will go now. Good nighty Molly." 

*< Qood night/' I answered, dvilly ; bat I 

absolntely declined to see Us offered hand, 

and the black look came over hie &ce 

again, as he said a hasty good-night to 

Martin, and left the verandah. ■

«Gome to the gate, Molly, and speed 

the parting ^est^' Martin said, gaUy. ■

He put his hand through my arm and 

led me oat of the verandah into the moon- 

lit, fragrant gardea A Kafir boy was 

holding De Beer's horse at the gate ; it 

was a beaatifol ereatare, one of the 

strongest and swiftest horses in the colony ; 

and, in spite of my anger, I ooold not help 

admiring both horse and rider as they stood 

at the gate in the moonlight. ■

*< He is a splendid fellow, Molly ! What 

bad taste yoa mast have to prefer me to 

him ! " Martin whispered. ■

I laughed feverismy. ■

<' Yes, it is odd, but it is trae all the 

same," I answered ; and then, out of pure 

recklessness and bravado, I pat my hand 

through his arm and drew closer to him. ■

De Beer was looking at me, and there 

came such an evil expression over his face, 

that involuntarily I shuddered, and drew 

stiU closer to Martin. ■

He looked down at me tenderly. ■

** What is it, sweetheart t Are you cold, 

or frightened f You look both," he said, 

anxiously. ■

And at his tender tone the colour came 

back to my cheeks, and the courage to my 

heart, and I laughed gaily. ■

*' I shall never be frightened again now 

— ^now, when I have you to protect me. 

How could It" I said. ■

CHAPTER II. . ■

I DID not tell either Jesse or Martin of 

my stormy interview with Piet de Beer. 

I knew Jesse would feel hurt and annoyed, 

for he liked Piet well ; and as Martin was 

naturally of a somewhat fiery tempera- 

ment, I was afraid that he would express 

his opinion too plainly tp Piet when next 

they met So, as a quarrel between the 

two men was the last thing I desired, I 

determined to keep silence. ■

I was glad I had done so when, next 

day, Piet rode over to apologise for what 

he cidled his unpardonable conduct. He 

asked my forgiveness so humbly that I 

could not help promising to forget and 

forgive ; but though I promised, and tried 

to be as pleasant and gracious to him as 

usual, I did not quite believe eithei^^in his ■

humility or in the likmg and adminttoii 

which he professed to feel for Mutb. 

Martin was anxious for our wedding to 

take plaee at once, or, at all evenki, not 

later than February or March ; and though 

at first I laughed and declared ths ideito 

be absurd and impossible, I grsdosllygnf 

to think it quite possible, especially aijoit 

then, Jesse, who had always had s kind 

of contempt for girls and mattimony, M 

suddenly over head and ears in Ioto iritl 

a pretty Durban girl, who was on a Tiaft to 

one of our neighbours. I ■

She was just the kind of girl to nit 

him, and to make him a good wife, pnttj, 

and bright; and capable; and I wu de- 

lighted when Jesse told me that the had 

accepted him. The thought of Iflsying 

Jesse alone at Holmwood was the one 

bitter drop' in my cup of bliss; s&dnof 

that it was removed, I was perfectly 

happy. ■

Christmas came, and passed, and 

January, which is always a hot moDth, 

and was unusually hot that year, paaaed 

also. The two weddings were to m cele- 

brated on the same day ; and one monuog 

in February, Jesse and Martin rode inlo 

town to make the necessary arrangamesti 

Bridget was also from home. She had 

some relations in Maritzbuig, snd, i few 

days before had gone to pay tliem s vA] 

so, except for the two ^ifirs, I waiiloDe 

in the house. ■

Jesse and Martin had started st nrn- 

rise, in order to escape the middsyhe^ 

I tose early, also, and gave them their 

breakfasts, and stood at the gate and 

waved my hand gaily as they rode my, 

Martin looking back every now and then 

until he and his horse became a mere speck 

in the distance. Then I went indoon, and 

got out my sewing-machine, intending to 

have a long, uninterrupted day it ny 

work ; but, as the morning advanced, tttf 

heat became so stifling that I felt too orff- 

powered to go on, so I took a book and 

went out into the verandah, snd, after 

reading a few pages, went to sleep in dj 

chsir. ■

How long I slept I do not know; bat 

when at last I awoke, ttie brightnen d 

the day had vanished. There was a cloo, 

stifling smell of smoke and burning fege* 

tation, and Dan, my big dog, was standing 

by my side, with his great paws resting on 

my knee, looking anxiously up with hk 

great brown eyes into my face. I think it 

was the touch of his paw on my am that 

had awakened me, I patted bb ^^ ■
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and spoke to him lazfly, and he whimpered 

and Boked my hand, and, finding that I 

did not rise from my ohair, he took hold 

of my dress and ptdled it gently, as was 

his custom when he wanted me to go any- 

where with him. ■

''What do yon want, old boyt It is 

too hot to go into the garden," I said, 

lazQy. Bat 1 homonred him, and rose 

and went out of the yerandali into the 

garden. ■

One side of it was sheltered by a thick 

row of trees; from the other, tke great 

▼eldt, here and there broken by clamps of 

camel-thorns or low bashes, stretched away 

for miles, all brown and parched now with 

the heat ■

I paused by the low fence, and shading 

my eyes with my hand, I looked curiously 

at a dense cloud of what seemed like 

smoke, that came rolling idong the veldt^ 

driven before the wind. For a moment 

I idly wondered what it could be, and then 

a chiU terror swept over me, and I stood 

rooted to the ground, unable to meve or 

speak. For I knew then what the stifling 

heat, the smell of smoke, and the odd, 

suffocating feelins that was in the air, all 

meant The Teldt was on fire 1 ■

Just for one instant I stood and watched 

the dense cloud that came rolling nearer 

every moment, then,*as Dan gave a piteous 

whimper, and thrust his nose into my 

hand, the courage and strength which the 

sudden terror UBd momentarily paralysed 

returned. ■

« Gome, Dan, we have no time to lose," 

I said ; and I ran back into the house to 

warn the Kafir boys of the impending 

danger. ■

m one was there. I looked in vain 

into the kitchen, then ran out into the 

yard and opened the stable door, where I 

expected to find my mare, fleet-footed 

Bonnibeile, on whom my only hope of 

escape from a horrible death rested. I 

opened the door, and called to her ; there 

was no response. I looked again; her 

stall was empty. She was gone! Hie 

Kafirs had taScen her, and so cut off my 

only means of escape 1 ■

As I leant, sick, and f aint^ and trembling, 

against the door, I heard the welcome 

sound of horse's feet thundering over the 

veldt I started, and looked up, and saw, 

to my intense relief Piet de Beer approach- 

ing on his great black horse. The sight 

renewed my couraga I flew to meet mm 

as he drew rein before the gate, and spr^mg 

from his saddla ■

" Oh, Piet^ how good of you 1 You have 

come to save me," I cried, and I held out 

my trembling hands eagerly to him. ■

" Tes, I have come to save you," he re- 

peated. "I was at " — ^he named a ■

farm a few miles away—" and I heard the 

veldt was on fire. I fancied you might be 

in danger, so I rode back at once." ■

'* Oh, how good of you 1" I repeated. '' I 

am all alone, Piet Jesse and Marfcin are 

in town, and those cowardly Kafirs have 

ridden away on BonnibeUe, and left me to 

die. But now it is all right; you will save 

me." ■

'' Tes, I can save you," he said in a low, 

hoarse voice ; '' but first of all I must know 

whom I am saving, and whether it is 

Marthi Despard's wife — or mine I " ■

He looked so pitiless; there was such a 

cruel determination in his handsome face, 

that my heart gave a great throb of terror. 

I tried to smQe. ■

''What nonsense, Piet! Gome, don't 

let us waste any time," and I looked fear- 

fully behind me. "The wind is rising; 

the smoke coming nearer. Let us go at 

once." ■

I tried to pull him towards the horse ; 

but I might as well have tried to lift the 

horse with one little finger as to move him 

an indi from the gate against which he 

was leaning. He laughed. ■

"Not Ull you answer my question, 

Molly. Tou must choose now, once and 

for all, between us : between that English- 

man, who is false and treacherous, Uke all 

his race, who will tire of you before a year 

is over, and the man who has loved you for 

years, who would die himself, or" — ^he 

paused a moment and looked at me steadily 

— " see you die rather than save you for 

another man, and that man an English- 

man!" ■

The blood rushed back to -my heart, 

leaving me deadly faint and trembling; 

butt with a strong effort, I forced myself 

to speak. ■

"This is scarcely a time for jesting, 

Piet! Let us get beyond the reach of 

danger, and then vou may jest as much as 

you like. Come.'' ■

Again I tried to pull him from the gate, 

and to pass him. Again I failed. The 

mocldng smile came round his Ups, as he 

saw my useless attempt and the frantic, 

longing glances I cast towards the horse. ■

" It is no jest Am I likely to jest at 

such a moment)" he said, in lus cold, de- 

Uberate voice. "You must ehoose now, 

once and for all, between us. I can and ■
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will aave you if yoa will swear to give up 

Martin Despard, and become my wife at 

once. Not/^ he paused again, ** otberwi9e." 

"Do you mean that you will leave me 

here to die alone t Oh, you could not — ■

J on could not be so wicked 1" I cried in 

icredulous horror; and I clasped my 

hands frantically round his arm. ^ ■

'< That is just what I do mean," he said. 

" I told yon once that the time might come 

when you would have to choose your bride- 

groom between death and ma Well, it 

has come ; make your choice." ■

The cold deliberation in his voice, the 

cruel look in his eyes, 'almost maddened 

me. I was so angry, and I loathed him so 

intensely, that I lost all sense of fear sud- 

denly. I almost forgot the cruel death that 

came nearer every instant ; and I unclasped 

my hands from his arm, and threw back my 

head, and looked at him straight in the face. ■

" If I must choose between death and 

you, I choose — death," I sud, in a voice as 

deliberate and calm as his own. " I would 

rather die a hundred times than live to be 

the wife of such a base, pitiful coward as 

you have proved yourself to be taJay 1" ■

He winced a Uttle at that and at the 

contempt aod hatred which I threw into 

my voice and face as I. spoke ; .but he 

laughed again. ■

^ '' Eemember his embraces will crush the 

life out of you; his kissesscorchyou,"he said. 

^ " His embraces would be more welcome, 

his kisses sweeter to me than yours could 

ever be," I retorted. "Beside, after all," 

and I smiled, scornfully, "it will be an 

easy death enough. There is plenty of 

chloral in Martin's medicine-chest I know 

exactly how much to take, and I will do it 

as soon as — it seems necessary! There 

will be no pain, no suspense, only a 

long, dreamless sleep ! " ■

"Yes, a sleep from which there is no 

awakening — which is the end of every- 

thing," Piet said, sneeringly. ■

"Neither you nor I can tell that," I 

answered. " However, I prefer to risk it, 

rather than accept life on the terms you 

offer. I love Martin ; how dearly you can 

never understand, for you do not know 

what real love is." ■

I think my words, and the determined 

tone in which I said them, and the loath- 

ing which I dare say was plainly visible 

in my face, almost drove him mad; if, 

indeed, he was not already so 1 His face 

flushed a dark, angry red ; he gave an odd, 

gasping sound, and I remembered after- 

wards that he pressed his hand against his ■

side, as if in some sudden pain. He bent 

over me, and looked into my face. ■

"That is your final dedsiont " he said. ■

" Yes," I answered ; and I tnnied from 

him and walked back towardi the hooaa 

He looked after me for a minute, and then, 

with a stifled curse, he flung himeelf on Us 

horse and rode away. ■

I stood and watched him until bone and 

rider were lost to sight in the diatanoe; 

but even then, I could scarcely realiae thai 

Piet de Beer— whom I had known all my 

life— could really have abandoned me to 

a terrible death 1 But^ when he had quile 

disappeared, all hope suddenly left me. I 

was idona I, who had been ahelteied fiom 

danger all my life long by Jeaae's love, and 

Bridget's care, was left to face deat h s a d 

such a death — alone 1 ■

I covered my face with my handai and 

prayed for strength and coorage. I re- 

minded myself of the meana by which I 

could, at aU events, ensure myadf a pam- 

less death; and then, with Dan stOl 

clinging close to my side, I re-entered tiis 

house, and went inip Martin's room and 

unlocked the cupboard, where I knew Ub 

medicine-chest waa kept. A few daji 

before, Jesse had been aoffering irom 

violent toothache, which had kept hha 

awake for several nights, and Martin had 

given him a dose of chloral, I waa with 

him when he poured the fluid into a glaH, 

and he had shown me how much might be 

taken with safety and bring refreairiDg 

sleep, and how much more wonld eend a 

man into the sleep which, aa Piet de Beer 

had told me, had no awakening. ■

The great calm, which I ham resd aomft- 

where despair often brings to thoee ior 

whom hope is past, came to me, as I k>ok 

the bottle out of the chest and meaanred 

the liquid into a glass^ I waa sale, at aD 

events, from the agonies of death by waSo- 

cation or flra I felt sorry that I could 

not make Dan safe also. I did my beat. I 

got some milk, and poured a strong doae of 

chloral into it, and coaxed him to dnnh; hot 

after the first taste he would take no moia ■

An old cap, which Martin wore aone- 

times, was lying on the table. I took it 

up and kissed it; and I laid my head down 

on his pillow, and kissed that also; and 

then calling Dan to me, and with the 

chloral in my hand, I went out into the 

verandah — the pretty, shady veraadafai 

where I had spent so many happy hooza ; 

where Martin had ^t kissed me ami told 

me that he loved me ; where the grsai joy 

of my life had come to me. ■
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The file was coming nearer now. Al* 

ready through the smoke I oonld see the 

flash of the flame as it ran along and licked 

up the dry grass, and crackled among the 

low bashes. I told myself that I wonld 

wait till it reached a certain low fence 

which snrroonded a paddock, then I wonld 

drmk my chloral ■

Twice I raised it to my lips, and twice, 

for life was very sweet — how sweet, I had 

neyer known before — ^to me, I dropped it 

again. ■

**Now I must take it," I said, and I ■

Ctted Dan's head, and tamed to give one 
It look across the veldt in the only direc- 

tion from which help was possible, and I 

saw — oh, was there ever a more welcome 

sight seen by deepairing eyes before t — ^far 

off, bat coming nearer every instant^ the 

figare of a man on horseback, with a led 

horse galloping by his side. ■

The sight inspired me with strength and 

confidence. I flang the chloral away ; the 

glass fell with a tiny crash on the verandah 

floor ; and, with Dan by my side, I flew 

out of the garden, and across the veldt. 

My eyes were aching and smarting with 

the smoke; bat still they were keen enoogh 

to recognise Martin's features, and also to 

recognise in the horse that galloped by his 

side, Plot de Beer's black steed. ■

I remember vaguely wondering how it 

came to be there as I harried on ; but in 

another moment I hejurd Martin's cheery 

voice calling to me, bidding me take courage, 

for I was safe now, and felt the clasp of 

his arms round me as he swun'g me on td 

the black horse. ■

It appeared, from what Martin told me 

afterwards, that while they were in town a 

vague report of the grass fire reached 

Martin's ears. He felt alarmed respecting 

my safety, and, leaving a message at the 

hotel for Jesse, he instantly rode off home. 

While he was yet some miles away, he 

saw Fiet de Beer approaching on his black 

horse. As he came nearer, he saw that 

De Beer's face wore a fixed, ghastly ex- 

pression, that he seemed to have lost all 

control over his horse, and that he was 

swaying from side to side in his saddle. 

Just as Martin reached him, the black 

horse put his foot in an ant-bear's hole, and 

stambled and fell, flinging De Beer heavily 

to the ground. Martin caught the horse's 

bridle as he galloped past, and went to De 

Beer's assistance, and found, to his honor, 

that he was quite dead. ■

" I did not waste much time on him, 

love," Martin said, stroking my hair cares- ■

singly, "for I was too anxious and too 

intent on reaching you — as, thank Ood, I 

did — in time. I drew his .body under 

the shad6 of a damp of thorns, and 

then I galloped as hard as I could go 

to Holmwood. By the way, Molly "— 

he paused abruptly, and looked at me en- 

quiringly — <'he was not so very far from 

Holmwood, Had he been there t " 

"Yes, he had been," I murmured. 

And then I told him of Piet's visits and 

of the shameful bargain which he had 

tried to drive with me; and as I told 

him, and saw the firm, stem look that at 

my words came into his face, and saw how 

the veins stood oat on his clenched right 

hand, I felt truly thankful that Heaven 

had taken Piet de Beer beyond the reach 

of his revenge 1 ■

"The coward! the cursed coward! I 

can scarcejy believe that any man could be 

so vile," he cried. "What will Jesse say 

when he Imows V 

I looked up at him entreatingly. 

"He must never know, Martin," I said, 

solemnly. " Piet de Beer was his friend, 

and he loved him well Let us spare him 

the pain of knowing how unworthy of his 

friendship Piet waa He is dead now, 

dear; he cannot do us any more harm; 

and it is not well, you know, to speak evil 

of the dead, no matter how much they may 

have deserved it. We will try to forgive 

and forget, Martin ; and, above all, we will 

never tell Jesse 1 " ■

And«we never did. To this day Jesse 

thinks kmdly and tenderly of his dead 

friend, and mourns over his untimely fate 

with a never-ceasing regret And I am 

wM content that it should be so; well 

content that the' memory of the wrong he 

did me should pass with all other earthly 

memories and passion, with grief and 

jealousy, and love and revenge, into the 

oblivion of that unknown "land whexe all 

things are forgotten." ■

THE VICAR'S AUNT. 

By MARGARET MOULE. ■

CHAPTBR I. ■

One lovely spring morning, the Reverend 

Thomas Glarke was sitting bx the morning- 

room of his pretty countiy vicarage, taking 

breakfast in company with his aunt and 

cousin. ■
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These words instantly suggest to the 

mind a pictore of quiet rustic peace, 

placidly enjoyed by persons for whom the 

agitation and toil incident to the earlier 

and middle periods of life on this planet 

are, for the most part, over. And in the 

case of one of the individuals assembled 

the reality answered to thili mental picture. 

The Vicar's cousin, who sat at the head of 

the table, engaged with the tea and co£fee 

service, was what is invariably described 

either as *' a maiden lady," or '' a lady of 

uncertain age." But there was some sUght 

certainty in this case — the certainty that 

Miss Maria Clarke's fiftieth birthday was 

recorded in archives of the past; not of 

the future. She was a distant connection 

of the Vicar's ; her remote cousinship 

being to his father. She was by no means 

well off, and when, three years before, 

the Beverend Thomas Clarke had been ap- 

pointed Jbo the living of Fairmead^ she had 

only too gladly fallen in with the arrange- 

ment, when he suggested that she should 

come and keep house for him there. Miss 

Clarke was one of those people — and they, 

collectively, conduce unspeakably to the 

sum of human comfort — who have carried 

the science of housekeeping to an art; 

domesticity had "marked her for Its own,'' 

and the fact seemed announced by every 

little jingle of tiie keys she wore hanging 

outside her eevere grey gown. ■

But, with this one exception, the im- 

pression of elderly tranqi:dllity, natural 

though it is, must be at onee reversed, if 

the truth is to be arrived at ■

There were on the head of the Beverend 

Thomas Clarke none of the snows of age. 

His countenance bore no deep trace of the 

wear and tear of years; as he cut the 

bread there were no viBible signs of the 

abatement of his physical force, and the 

voice in which he offered to supply his 

aunt with the staff of life was full and 

vigorous. The age of the Beverend Thomas 

Clarke was thirty-two, and his personal 

appearance possesfled great comeliness. ■

His aunt, who sat opposite to him 

at the small breakfast-table, was deficient 

in every characteristic that should have 

been hers, had the situation been arranged 

with becoming fitness, or witii any due 

regard to the dignity of her position. 

Not only did she Took no older than her 

nephew, but she did not even look so old 

as ho did. The reason for this, however, 

Wis comparatively simple. As a matter 

of fact, she was not so old as he. She was 

exactly eighVand-twenty. ■

Miss Madeleine Farquhsi ]n«i« iio 

secret of her age; indeed, shewai aptto 

become defiantly aggressive when pfinou, 

who were intimate enough to do lo, toU 

her the truth ; which was, tint ib 

frequently looked more as if her yem 

were eighteen than eight -and -twenty. 

She had a great deal of witj, ditk 

hair, which she fastened up very badly- 

so badly, that it was always bUing mt 

her forehead, and coming dose to k 

still darker eyebrows, and the pretty 

gesture with which she tossed it back 

seemed part of her personality, so obm 

did she use it. ■

She tossed it back now, as die tookiihe 

bread the Vicar handed to her, and aid, 

looking at him with a face the pnte- 

natural gravity of which seemed to empb- 

size the laugh lurking beneath it : ■

** Thomas, what is the use of all ny 

trouble yesterday morning if you cant eat 

me a nicer bit of bread mn thatt YobII 

never understand notches. I do lU 

you'd let me have the bread in £ront ol 

me, and cut it always," ■

*< Then I should never get a reaaonaUfl 

slice myself," responded the Vicar. ■

Before his aunt could frame the aniwv 

which was waiting on her saucy lipa^ Hia 

Clarke interposed. ■

" It seems a pity, Tom," she remaM 

gravely, handing him at the same timehii 

second cup of coffee, " that you and yom 

aunt should differ so frequently abont the 

bread. It is so trifling a matter. Sorely' 

she went on, turning to Miss Fargdur, 

" you are rather particular t " ■

"Particular! of course I am,*l8a^ 

that young woman.^ ''It's a veiy proper 

thing to Imow one's own mind aociffitdy, 

isn't it^ Thomas t Besides, it wodd be 

iJmost inconsistent. Miss Mmm, if Ihomai 

and I agreed about the shape of onrliii 

of bread, when we differ about vntj 

sbgle other thing." ■

Madeleine Farquhar helped hendf to 

marmalade as she ended, and Miss Haiii 

gasped. ■

Though It was a quiet gasp, and aiwl- 

tered behind the coffee-pot, it was hesrtbli 

Since Miss Farquhar^s arrival as an innate 

of Fairmead Vicarage, a thorn had poin 

and flourished in poor Misa Maria's pulov. 

It had been planted there on the day wiup 

the Vicar first announced to her that lui 

aunt. Miss Farquhar, had lost her oaif 

Eogliah home through the marriage nd 

departure for Bussia of the elder fUa 

with whom she had lived, and tha^ m her ■
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only other siBter and brother were in IndU, 

she preferred to staT in England, and "live 

with yon, Thomas, if yonll give me honae- 

room," 80 ran the eharacteriatie note which 

he ended hia announcement by readin^alond. ■

With Mifts Farqahar'B actual amval all 

MiBS Maria's fears were realised. The 

house was, as poor Miss Maria pathetically 

phrased it, "turned upsidjB down." Miss 

Farquhar gathered people around her to 

play tennis, stirred up her nephew to 

frantic energy in the shape of yillage 

concerts and entertainments of every sort, 

attended personally eyery possible social 

function — ^from a county dinner party to a 

dance at the young women's institute in 

Fairmead — and generally went erratically 

in and out of the Vicarage " like sunshina" 

At least, so her nephew and others cha- 

racterised Miss Farquhar's lively course of 

action; "like a dreadful firework," poor 

Miss Maria, had she been given to imagery, 

would have paraphrased &e comment. ■

She concentrated her attention now 

resolutely on the co£fee-pot, feeling this 

the right thing to do, both for the sake of 

her own self-respect, and also in order to 

set Miss Farquhar some example of proper 

womanly demeanour. Miu Maria was of 

opinion that much might be done by 

exampla Bat at this moment, at aU 

eyents, the plan faDed. Miss Farquhar 

did not even look at Miss Maria as she 

handed her cup for some coffee ; her brows 

were gathered into a deep and reflective 

frown, which phenomenon found outward 

expression a moment later, as she leant one 

elbow on the table, and said, in a serious 

and consideiing voice, to her nephew : ■

' By the way, Thomas, have you written 

thcMO notes to the people about the decora- 

tions, yett" ■

*' No/' he answered, equally seriously, 

" since you ask me, I have not" ■

'< Thomas 1 Oh, Thomas 1" she ex- 

claimed. ■

''Well, Madeleine t" answered her 

nephew, calmly. ■

It had cost the Beverend Thomas some 

thought and anxiety, on entering into 

daily intercourse with her, to decide on a 

suitable appellation for his aunt Finally, 

her fall Christian name had seemed to him 

a happy compromise between the im- 

possibility of " aunt^" and her family name 

of Madge. ■

" Oh, Thomas I" she repeated, *' you've 

absolutely no promptitude about you I 

There's only this week to settle it in ; I 

reminded you of that on Sunday ; and all ■

the people to ask, and the arranging of 

the church to be thought out We may 

as well do that now," pushing her plate 

away and leaning both elbows on the tabley 

facing him. ■

"Very well," said the Vicar, "I had 

already given the subject some slight 

thought," he added. ■

*• rm going through the people," pursued 

his aunt ''There's Mr. Smith; of course 

he'll help." ■

" That remains to be seen," responded 

the Vicar, briefly. ■

"Oh, that's settled; I saw him yes- 

terday, and told him he was to." ■

She paused one moment, andin the pause : ■

" There's Miss Gilbert," said the Vicar, 

"what is she to do 1" ■

" Just exactly what It's most convenient 

for her to do," said Miss Farquhar, sternly 

and hastOy. "Now, Thomas," she went 

on, " there is Mrs. Winchester, Lucy Bayly, 

Miss Marsden " ■

" I thought Miss Marsden might under- 

take the east end," interrupted the Vicsr, 

tentatively. • ■

"The east end," ejaculated his aunt^ "I 

mean to do that myself, Thomas." ■

" I— I had thought of having a little 

conversation with you, Madeleine," her 

nephew began, with a sudden nervousness 

in his voice. , ■

" Oonversatlon 1 What need is there 

for any conversation t I know how yon 

had It decorated at Christmas; and I 

believe I could do it as well as that," she 

ended, a little sarcastically. ■

"Oh, I didn't mean — it's not that, 

Madeleine— it's— I " ■

But the Beverend Thomas Clarke's con- 

fusion and conversatbn were suddenly cut 

short by the entrance of the parlour-maid ■

" Miss Gilbert would like to see you, 

sir," she said, addressing her masteir. " She 

is in the drawing-room. She is 'sorry to 

disturb you so early, but it's about some 

plants for the church." ■

"I'll come, Mary." ■

" And I'll come, Thomas," said his aunt, 

rising hastily ; " and you'll come, Miss 

Maria," turning to her with a sudden look 

of camaraderie, instantly responded to 

by Miss Churke. ■

" Plants for the church 1 " observed Miss 

Farquhar, in a low and sardonic murmur, ■

'*A forward young person," was Miss 

Maria's response, as his*body-guard of two 

prepared to follow the Vicar into the 

presence of his admuring and aspiring 

parishioner. ■
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CHAPTER IL ■

" My dear Tom/' Baid Miss Maria, mQdly, 

pattiBg her head in at the study door the 

next utemoon at three o'clock, " it seems 

to me that your aunt is — calling to yon.'' ■

A person of less refined sasceptibilities 

than Miss Maria might have said 

'* whistling for yon." For, as she held 

the study door open, the sound of Madge 

Forquhar's voice came in, exerted in a 

clear whistle of two notes — a whistJe which 

she had invented and used as a call be- 

tween herself and her nephew. Poor Miss 

Maria's feelings as to this mode of sum- 

mons were such that she could only ignore 

the terrible sound as a rale. But to-day 

the pretty whistle had been so strong and 

continued^ that Miss Maria felt obliged to 

leave her sewing, and make in the study a 

veiled allusion to the fact. ■

As she did so, the Reverend Thomas 

Olarke rose wearily from his writing-table 

chair. ■

** Tell Madeleine I shall be ready in ten 

minutes," he said ; *'/iot before." ■

And as Miss Maria promptly departed 

to carry out his wishes, the Vicar walked 

to the window and looked out with an 

anxious expreseion on his face. His aunt 

had asked him to go with her this after- 

noon, and call personally upon the more 

important of the decorators to ask their 

help with the church. ■

'' Notes are too late now, Thomas," she 

had said, sternly ; " we must call" f ■

The Reverend Thomas, though feeling 

that his slight procrastination had met 

with indeed a severe chastisement, thought 

at the same time that the walk this in- 

volved would provide an excellent occa- 

sion for the " conversation " he had spoken 

of to his aunt, and assented. Therefore, 

after lunch, he sought the retirement of 

his study to think the ** conversation " in 

particular, and things in general, well over 

before starting. He had important matter 

for thought. ■

Miss Madeleine Farquhar was a grave 

care to her nephew in many ways. Not 

the least of them arose from the fact that 

she possessed a considerable fortune ; and 

from this point of view was likely to be 

much sought afber by the least desirable 

or eligible kind of men. Then her own 

attractive manner and irresistible charm 

made her the recipient of endless stories of 

hopeless devotion ; and on every one of her 

unlucky admirers she smiled equally win- 

i^glyi and encouraged each and all alike. ■

Some little time before her arriTal it 

Fairmead, the uninteresthig and emiDenily 

steady-going married curate had been nu- 

ceeded by another, the Reverend Staiit 

Smith by name. ■

He was young, good-looking, veiy 

popular, and, except for his salary, nttttly 

penniless. This triflmg detail apart^ he 

was very eUgible ; what ii mere, hi 

thought so; and came to Fairmead pre- 

pared to find a young woman who ihoidd 

think so also. He had cast tentatbe 

glances around him ; but his critical lod 

mature mind had not arrived at 107 

decision when Miss Farquhar appeared at 

Fairmead. With his first sight of her, ill 

the Reverend Stuart Smith's hesitation wu 

over; he sought her society aasidaooily, 

and paid her every possible attention th&t 

might signify to her that he was prepared 

to place his salary and his cottage lodgbgi 

at her disposal And Miss Farqxihar treated 

him, as she would have said, "just like the 

rest." ■

It was this state of things that wu 

making the Yicar anxious. He had Men 

— for they were undisguised — the Eeyerend 

Stuart's intentions ; and he saw hia asnt'i 

proceedings -r- which were equally un- 

disguised — from a man's point of yiew. 

She wae, he said to himself, "givisg 

Smith every encouragement ; " and he did 

not in the least see how to prevent du 

imminent crisis. He could only form, 11 s 

temporary precautionary step, a firm reso- 

lution that Mr. Smith and his aunt shoold 

see as little of one another as poaeibk ■

And now the prospects of the Eaiter 

decorations had rendered the dietractei 

Vicar well-nigh hopeless. It seemed to 

him an occasion fraught inevitably with 

fatal consequences. In the church Miii 

Farquhar and Mr. Smith must be thrown 

together incessantly throughout a whole 

day. " And who knows what Madeleun 

won't do t " thought her afflicted nephew. 

Therefore the object of his present re- 

flection was to find means to induce hii 

aunt to absent herself from the scene m 

question ; but at the end of his hoar's eon- 

templation he had thought of no stntagem, 

wile, or cunning by which he might gih 

his end ; nor, indeed, had any form of 

words in which to broach the subject it 

all occurred to the unfortunate man wha 

he at length presented himself in the htll, 

where stood Miss Farquhar, impatiently 

swinging her umbrella. ■

«• Where do you wanl to go fint, 

Thomas t " she said. ■
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"Where yoa like/' he answered, meekly. ■

"We'd better take Mra. Winchester ■

first/' she went on, briskly. <' You're Iste, ■

and there may not be time for all, and ■

she's mach the most important." ■

Her nephew opened the garden gate as ■

she spokoi and Hbej iseaed forth together. ■

The walk was a pretty one, and| on this ■

April aftemooni everytfiing was looking ■

very beantifol in the spring sunlight. ■

The hedges with their faint green, the ■

primroses onder the high banlu, the soft ■

blae of the sky, with the white little clouds ■

blown across it by a soft west wind, all ■

made up a picture which quieted by its ■

beanty even Miss Farquhars high spirits. ■

At least, it is to be inferred so, for her ■

mischievous, laughing face grew thoughtful, ■

and she spoke very little during the first ■

ten minutes. The Vicar spoke not at alL ■

Every now and then he energetically hit ■

some amaU stone into the far distance ■

along the lane with his walking-stick ; and ■

seemed by his manner to intend this action ■

as a prelude to a speech. But the speech did ■

not follow ; and at the fourth repetition of ■

the prelude, Miss Farquhar turned to her ■

nephew, and said, enquiringly : ■

" Thomas, what in the world is wrong % 

Anything in the parish t " ■

She looked at him as she spoke, with a 

rather anxious look on her pretty face, for 

Madeleine Farquhar was, in spite of all 

her provoking, saucy ways, at the bottom 

of her heart truly very fond of " Thomas," 

as she made a point of calling him, and 

very sympathetic to him. ■

They were now only three minutes' walk 

firom 1^ Winchester's door; the sightof her 

house 80 near gave the Vicar a spasmodic 

courage, and he said, after a little pause : 

'' Madeleine, I alluded to it yesterday. 

I — really cannot allow you to decorate." ■

Miss Farqnbar looked at him with the 

gaze of one who looks upon a dreamer. ■

*' Da you mean what you began to say at 

breakfast^ yesterday t " she asked, calmly. 

They were by this time on Mr& Win- 

chester's doorstep, and as the door was 

opened, "Wait till we come out," she 

added, in a tone that carried its own tale 

to the Vicar's mind. ■

Mrs. Winchester was talking to another 

caller as the Vicar and his aunt were shown 

in; bat she rose instantly, and came 

forward to greet them She was a little, 

vrell-nieaning, overdressed woman, neither 

old nor young. ■

''I am very glad to see you. Miss 

Farquhar/' she said. "Won't you sit ■

there, Mr. Clarke!" motioning him to a 

chair beside herself, near the tea-table. 

The Vicar turned to find the chair she 

indicated, and became, as he di<f so, aware 

of the other caller; the other caller was the 

Reverend Stuart Smith. The Vicar nodded 

to him faintly ; but Miss Farquhar, with a 

mischievous look at her nephew, said, co<dly : ■

" Thomas, you will teU Mrs. Winchester 

what we came for t " and established hersdf 

forthwith in a chafar close by Mr. Smith. ■

The Vicar took one moment to gather 

his forces, while his hostess poured out two 

cups of tea, one oi which she was jost 

handing to the Vicar to convey to his aunt, 

when it was reft from her by the energetic 

Mr. Smith, who had watched his oppor- 

tunity from afar. As he took it, he re- 

marked cheerily to the Vicar : ■ ■

" I have arranged satisfactorily for the 

library, so as to give me plenty of time on 

Saturday for the church." ■

" Indeed I " was the only response the 

Vicar found possible at the dbment AaA 

then he was obUged to watch Mr. Smith 

carry, in an agile manner, the tea and cake 

across the room, and triumphantly ensconce 

himself beside Miss Farquhar. i ■

An anguished glance at his aunt was 

followed by a sudden desperate sense &at 

it. behoved him to speak to his hostess, and 

the Vicar pulled himself together, and 

valiantly opened the conversation. In as 

few words as possible he spoke of the 

object of his visit; he asked her to help in 

the church and to undertake her usual work 

of decorating the font ; and he received 

the ready acquiescence of one who has been 

hoping for the request, and wondering 

why it tarried. And, wholly unconscious 

of her Vicar's terseness and abstraction, 

Mrs. Winchester went on to lay before 

him an elaborate description of all that 

she had provisionally designed in the way of 

decorative art But the description fell on 

unheedbg senses. The Vicar grew more 

and more abstracted ; until, at length, if 

she had proposed to drape the chancel 

arch in the Uaion Jack, and the belfry 

window in the Stars and Stripes, he would 

have given a cheerful, unconscious acquies- 

cence to either, or both. All his attention 

was absorbed by his aunt and Jilr. Smith, 

and, quite rega^less of any decorum, he 

listened intently to every scrap of their con- 

versation which came across the hearthrug. ■

That his aunt was arranging with Mr. 

Smith to help her in her decorations 

grew clearer and clearer to his agitated 

perceptions ; and when, after what seemed ■
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to her nephew an intenmnaUe time^ she 

1016, her bet words were onmietakeabla ■

*' Yoall be rare to be in good time," she 

■aid to Mr. Smith, '* and bring me plenty 

of moas." ■

Mr. Smith took his leave at the same 

time as they did, bat their ways, for- 

tunately for the Vicar's feelings, separated ■

00 the doorstep; as it was, he scarcely 

waited for Mr. Smith's severely -correct 

clerical figure to disappear, before he tamed 

tohisannt ■

"Madeleine," he said, "I hardly know 

how best to express myself." ■

*< Don't trouble, Thomas," she responded. ■

" My feelings aboat your demeanour to 

— to— my carate," he could not bring 

himself at the moment even to name the 

individual in question, ''are quite beyond 

expression. But you surely must under- 

stand now why I ask, I desire, you not to 

decorate." ■

"Indeed, Thomas, I don't I If it's be- 

canse Mr. SiAith is — ^rather foolish — that is 

too absurd. Let me assure you, you are 

agitating yourself quite unnecesBiurily. I 

intend to decorate; and I intend Mr. 

Smith to help me," she ended, laughing. ■

"Madeleine " he began. ■

" Thomas," she interposed, still laughing, 

"it's not the least use to waste words on 

me ; and, there's another thing to be said. 

If for no other reason, I should come to 

the churdb on Saturday to look after you." ■

"To look after me 1'* ■

" To look after you. If some one does 

not keep a sharp look-out on her. Miss 

Gilbert will propose to you and many you 

by main force." ■

"IQss aabertl" stammered the un- 

fortunate man, with a bewildering sense 

that this was indeed carrying the war into 

the enemy's own counti^. "Indeed, in- 

deed, Madeleine, you are wholly mistaken." ■

" Indeed, indeed, Thomas, I am not," she 

retorted. "Shewouldmarry you to-morrow." ■

" But I've no intention, whatever, of 

marrying her," said the Vicar, earnestly. ■

"That makes no difference. She has 

the intention. And I shall devote myself 

to saving you." ■

" I shall devote myself to the faint hope 

of saving you," he answered. " Madeleine, ■

1 do wiui you would reassure ma Perhaps 

I am wrong after all ; perhaps you really 

have no intention of accepting Mr. Smith % " 

he ended, imploringly and interrogatively. ■

" lib. Smith is a very nice young man," 

returned his aunt^ demurely. 

" But utterly unsuitable 1 " ■

"A very nice young 

peated, emphatically. ■

manl" ahi ■

" Ineligible to the ■

The Vicar was intetruptel At ttut 

moment a man rode by ; a tall man, noi 

▼ery.young, and with a rather wQd, one- 

less ezraession on his pleassnt, handioBM 

face. His eyes brightened ss he greeted 

the Vicar and Miss Farquhar. Hk 

Farquhar bowed ; the Vicar said, rather 

coldly, "Oood morning, Meldnim'';aiid 

as the man rode out of sight he toned 

again to his aunt, and said : ■

"To go back to Smith. Icanoidfnj 

that you might as well mairy Meldiui 

A careless ne'er-do-well of a doctor liyi 

no prospects is no worse than a pemuka 

curate with a living in the dim fatun." ■

" He's got no one to care for," aaid Mia 

Farquhar, half-refleetlvely and irrdsYindy. ■

"His step-sister," began her nepliei, ■

<« Janet ^' Then, breaUng off md ■

denly, he said : " Madeleine, I can layno 

more. You know my mind. If yoQ 

pwsist in your determination, I can odIj 

do my best to look after you." ■

" And I shall do my best to look after ■

Eou," she answered. " And you've noidei ow well the east end will look iriiai Ml 

Smith and I have done." ■

CHAPTER m. ■

It was early on the m< 

Saturday before Easter, and 

Church was standfaig in the full gioj of 

April sunahina It was a besnml old 

church, almost untouched by nipeteesdi 

century "restoration," or what ii,if poi- 

sible, worse — ^the same process earned eat 

according to eighteenth century lightB. It 

had seen its first freshness before the Win 

of the Boses, and whfle geneiatioii after 

generation of peaceful Fairmeadpeopkhid 

Uved and died dose to it^ and the itir of 

great events in the outside world had won 

through four centuries, the country dinrdi 

stood just the same, looking as if on H 

Time had forgotten to do his work folljt 

and had only left slight touchea, in the 

shape of worn pillars and dulled ootliDfli 

here and thera ■

Through the large east window the m 

shone on a pretty, uneonventioDal aeene; 

the inside of the church was a confoied 

whole of colour, lights and movemeak ■

Qreat masses of dark moss, pale pop- 

roses, and vellow daffodils Uy abontiD 

baskets, or loose in picturesque coiiioii<»^ 

on the old grey stone pavement, erery- ■
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where. And tbeir besb, Btrong soent was 

mixed with a stroDger breath from sweet 

hothouse lilies, delicate cyclamens, cytisus, 

and primulas, which stood wutbg to be 

naed^ in groups here and there, at the base 

of a pillar. ■

There were moving fignres everywhere. 

Mrs. Winchester was kneeling in front of 

the font, with flowers on each side of her, 

and girls, with hands fnll of wreaths, or 

lovely loose flowers, were moving to and 

fro between the window-sills, pillars, and 

arches, and knocking sarreptitioos nails 

into the pulpit and reading-desk in support 

of their handiwork. ■

In the most conspicuous position in the 

whole church, full in view from every 

comer of it, sat Miss Gilbert, working with 

frantic haste at a large wreath. ■

Miss Gilbert was an amiable young 

person of three or four-and-thirty, who, 

having more than once heard herself 

described as "getting on/' had firmly re- 

solved not 'to **get on" alone — in other 

words, she had determined to marry — and, 

by dint of intense personal belief in them, 

shejiad contrived to establish her *^ attrac- 

tions " as a firm fact in the minds of all 

her friends j first and foremost among them, 

ever since his arrival in Fairmead, ahe had 

enrolled the Reverend Thomas Clarke. ■

On her entrance into the church, two 

hours earlier, she had proposed to Miss 

Farquhar, with great friendliness and 

sweetness, that she should wreath the 

nave pillars, thinking this an undertaking 

to be carried out in her own time and 

plan, and affording boundless possibilities 

of assistance from her Yicar. ■

Hiss Farquhar had met the proposition 

with even more sweetness of demeanour. ■

"An excellent ideal" she said. '<! 

had already thought of them, Miss Gilbert, 

and have taken the length. I thought, 

also, it would be well 'to make them 

here," indicating the before-mentioned con- 

spicuous position. '' I have had the moss 

laid here; and there is a good support/' 

fastening up a measured string she habd 

taken from her pocket, while IkUss Gilbert 

stood speediless and helpless beside her. 

'' I think they should be begun at once," 

she added, pensively. " There are, I think, 

eight pUlars. I will send Janet Meldrum 

to help you." ■

And smiling sweetlyon Miss Gilbert, Miss 

Farquhar had begun her own avocations. ■

In the midst of his decorators and 

decorations the Reverend Thomas Clarke 

walked backwards and forwards. Up and ■

down the middle aisle, into the transept, 

and through the chancel he walked — witdi 

a walk that was anxious, and so incessant, 

that he might be said to pervade the whole 

church. He cast tentative, distant glances 

every now and then in the direction of 

Miss Gilbert, and the girl who was helping 

her — Janet Meldrum, a fair-haired, fragile- 

looking girl with a delicate, expressive 

face^ wh6 led 'a rather lonely life with her 

step-brother, the clever saxi careless doctor 

of Fairmead. Bat' he never paused there ; 

his walk invariably tended to one destina- 

tion, and that destination was the chancel 

— and that especial part of the chancel 

where his aunt, perched on a ladder, was 

engaged in placing moss on a sloping 

frame in the sill of the east window; 

while, at the bottom of the ladder, holding 

up a'good-sized clothes-basket frill of moss, 

stood the Reverend Stuart Smith. ■

At half -past twelve Miss Farquhar 

descended suddenly. ■

" That'll do, Mr. Smith, for the present, 

I thbk," she said; "I'vb done half, and 

my arm aches. The moss is so full of bittf, 

too ; suppose we sort it a little ) Bring it 

to the choir-seats, and we can sit down 

and turn it over together." ■

Mr. Smith assented radiantly, and as 

they established themselves close to- 

gether, with the moss at their feetr 

Madeleine Farquhar cast a wicked look of 

defiance at her unhappy nephew, who was 

just then anxiously ending his nineteenth 

perambulation in their vicinity. He said 

nothing, but his countenance turned blue 

with hopeless anguish ; then a sudden idea 

seemed to break upon his gloom, and 

without consulting his watch, he pre- 

cipitately left the church, hurried across 

the churchyard to the Vicarage, and gave 

orders that the luncheon gong should be 

rung at onca , Miss Farquhar heard it, as 

her nephew intended she should ; she rose, 

and throwing the bits of moss lightly from 

her skirts, said to Mr. Smith : ■

" Come in to lunch, won't you f " ■

And the Yicar, returning to see the 

success of his plan, met them both on the 

front doorstep. At luncheon the Yicar was 

silent and laconic when Miss Maria en- 

quired with interest ''how they were 

getting on." But his aunt more than 

made up for his silence, by imparting to 

Miss Maria every detMl of the work which 

she and Mr. Smith had accomplished and 

yet intended to accomplish together. ■

On rising from the luncheon-table the 

Yicar was detained by the parlour-maid ; ■
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ha thereupon went into the kitchen for a 

moment, and then, bis countenance blue 

no more, sped joyously after the other two 

to the ohurcL ■

"Smith," he said, breathlessly, as he 

yarned the east end, '* old Mrs. Mason has 

just sent for eitlier you or me to come 

direcUy, she does not expect to live till 

morning. I cannot possibly leave, of 

course I Will you go to her at once t " ■

Mr. Smith let the -clothes-basket fall. ■

"Mrs. Mason I" he said, in a voice 

fraught with innumerable emotions. ■

"Mrs. Mason," said the Vicar, firmly, 

and as he added, " you'll not lose any time, 

Sndth 1" each man looked at the other. Each 

knew wdl the facts of the case ; namely, 

that this was at least the fiftieth time the 

pvishioner in question had not expected to 

uve till morning, and had demanded 

instant ghostly counsel and comfort ; that 

she was as Ukely as not to outlive them 

both; and that her cottage was nearly two 

miles away. Mr. Smith looked from his 

Vicar to Miss Farquhar, and then at the 

Vicar again ; but as even Miss Farquhar's 

rapid expostulation brought no sign of 

relenting to the latter's face, he dejectedly 

stnoghtened his collar, sought his hat, and 

prondsing Miss Farquhar to come back 

at once, departed through the chancel door. ■

The Vicar, as it shut, refrained from 

entering into conversation with his aunt, 

and sauntered in a light-hearted manner to 

where Miss Qilbert, with Janet Meldrum's 

help, was feverishly toiling through the 

seventh wreath. ■

" Thomas," called Miss Farquhar, from 

the ladder, in a voice corresponding to a 

certain description in the Oommination 

service, " Thomas, will you help Janet put 

flowers into those wreaths which are already 

put up t You will spare her for a little. Miss 

Odbcfft f The flowers are in the transept, 

Thomas, and Janet knows exactly what is 

wanted, if you will hand them to her." ■

With a simple, " Yes, Madeleine," her 

nephew meekly left the chancel, accom- 

panied by Miss Meldrum. ■

The sun grew lower and the shadows 

longer, and Miss Gilbert ended her last 

wreath, and, without one comment from 

Miss Farquhar, bore it away triumphantly. 

Miss Farquhar did not even see her ga 

Her attention was otherwise engaged. 

From her ladder she could (toe into the 

street of Fairmead, and apparently she had 

seen something unexpected there, for she 

descended the ladder in sudden haste, a ■

bright colour in her face. The chinoeldoor 

opened as she did so, and a man cum up 

V> her, the same man who hsdriddssb; 

Miss Farquhar and her nephew two diyi 

befora He took her hands in lui, qmcUj, 

and said, in a low voice : ■

" Miss Farquhar, I knew I should find 

you here. May I speak to yon I Fve had 

some good news to-day — about mosey- 

and I couldn't wait^you hiow what I 

want to say ; but^I can't say ithete," look- 

ing anxiously round at the distant icms 

of the other decorators. ■

Mias Farquhar looked through herdown- 

cast^ long lashes at Dr. Meldrum, udthen 

round the church. FinaUyshe said,T«rykv: ■

'' I was going to look at the effect of my 

work from the lancet window, in the 

tower. If you like to come in by tb 

tower door, you may." ■

The wreaths were all completed with 

flowers, and with a fervent hope that har 

nephew mieht be safely gone home to ^ 

Miss Farquhar opened the little door at the 

foot of the tower stairs. A moment later Dr. 

Meldrum joined her, and they went up the 

short stairs together. They went !qp,th^ii 

to say, until by a sudden turn of the wind- 

ing stair, about three steps below it^tke 

window in question became^vidblfl. Asd 

then Miss Farquhar, who was in frost, 

stopped suddenly. Not half-ardo£9n yiidi 

from her, agamst that very window, itood 

her nephew, his arm round Janet Mai- 

drum's waist, and her head on hia ahooldec. ■

"Thomas!" she exdaimed, with tba 

authority of an aunt ■

*' Madeleine ! " he answered, in the tooa 

of a guardian, as Meldrum came isto new. ■

MLis Farquhar's authority ladissly 

vanished. ■

''We're engaged, Thomas," she nid; 

*' at least," she stammered, in erimson asd 

ungrammatical confusion, "we're going ta' ■

Her nephew was equally nngramnutica], 

but unoonfused. ■

''Janet and J have," he responded. ■
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CHAPTER I. ■

Crash went the bells from All Saints 

tower; '*One, two, three, four, five, six, 

seven, eighty" jangled the bells of old 

Saint Clement's in response ; and then All 

Saints fired off its volley again. ■

The crowd parted, the children scattered 

their flowers, and the bride passed oat of 

the church leaning on the arm of her 

newly-made hnsband. ■

Very fair to look at was this bride« She 

was tall and slender in figure, and owned 

to features that might have been chiselled 

out of a Uock of marble, for their faultless 

regularity. Her complexion was a pure 

wUte, with scarce a vestige of colour. 

Hair of a bright, dark brown ; eyes of a 

deep grey, over-arched with long, sweeping 

eyebrows, that finished in a delicate line 

on the temples, completed the picture. ■

This was Ida, elder daughter of Georee, 

fifth Baron Cdven, on ttie day that she 

was muried to her cousiui Captain Sef ton 

Culvers, late of the Royal Hussars. ■

Between the bride and bridegroom there 

was just that amount of likeness that 

might be expected between such near 

relatives; tiiat is to say, he owned to a 

figure as tall and lithe as hers, a nose as 

straight, eyes as large and luminous. But 

there likeness ended. The look from the 

girl's eyes was clear and straightforward ; 

the look from the man's was neither the 

one nor the other, and could the long, dark 

moustache, which hid the lines and curves 

of his mouth, have been removed, the 

receding chin and long, undeft upper lip, 

which mark thepleasure>loving, vacillating 

nature, would at once have st^ revealed. ■

** A very suitable marriage ; she has the 

money, he will have the title," said certain 

of the wedding-guests, as they settled 

themselves in the carriages that were to 

convey them from the church to the house, 

two mQes out of the town, which had 

been lent to Lord Culvers for the oc- 

casion. ■

And then they fell to discussing sundry 

scraps of gossip afloat in society respecting 

the bride and her fiamily ; how that since 

Lord Culvers's second manage, his home 

had not been exactly a paradise to him, for 

Ida, in spite of her loveliness, had a temper 

and a will of her own, and had known how 

to stand up not only for her own rights, 

but abo for those of her twii)rS&ter, 

Juliet ■

''To think of a man in his position 

marrying his daughter's governess and 

chaperon," said an elderly dowager, who 

would not at all have minded l^ing the 

second Lady Culvers herself. ■

And from that they drifted on to the 

discussion of other items in Lord Ccdvers's 

family life, his own placid, easy-going 

temper as compared with the restless, 

excitable temperament of his first wife — a 

temperament which there could not be a 

doubt she had bequeathed, together with 

her beauty, to her daughterii 

• "If they were not beauties and heiresaes," 

said one, " no one would put up with their 

odd whims and fancies." ■

" To think," chimed in another, " that 

Ida chose to be married at Hastings for 

the whole and sole reason that her mother 

lies buried in All Saints churchyard ! If 

she had been my daughter I would not 

have given way to such a ridiculous whim. ■

I ■
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Bat there, erery one knows how com- 

pletely Lord OolTera b ruled by his 

womenkind.'' ■

Assuredly it seemed an odd fancy for a 

bride to choose the church for her wedding, 

for the reason that the fiineral service had 

been read over her mother's coffin in the 

chancel of that church, some twenty yean 

bach. ■

A second strange fancy was to be 

announced by the bnde before the day was 

oyer. ■

To the surprise of ereiy one, when she 

came downstairs equipped for travelling, 

in a neat grey dress and hat, her beantifm 

bouquet of orchids and orange-blossoms 

was still in her hand. ■

'^What are yon going to do with it, 

Ida!" asked one of Uie bridesmaids, 

coming forward ; " you surely don't mean 

to carry it away with you t " ■

But that was exactly what she did mean 

to do. She stooped — ^for he was a short 

man — and kissed her father, then she 

shook hands rather formally with her step- 

mother» then passed on to her sister, to 

whom she gave one long kissy a kiss tiiat 

was in very truth a farewell and a 

" Heaven bless you I'' though noi a word 

was spoken by either. ■

It was at the door of the carriage that 

stood waiting to convey her and her hus- 

band to the railway station, en route for 

the Swiss lakes, that the destination of the 

bridal bouquet was to be revealed. ■

" Sefton," said the girl, turning to her 

husband, and speaking in a tone that had 

more of a command than a request in it^ 

•< will you tell the coachman to dMve first 

to All Saints churchyard — ^I want to lay 

these flowers on my mother's grave." ■

The guests assembled under the porchi 

with their rice and old satin shoes^ ex- 

changed glances. It was like the sound of 

a funml-bell in the midst of a feast. ■

'* My dear love ! " cried Lady Culvers, 

rustUng forward in her silks and velvets, 

*' let some one else do that for you 1 " then, 

as Ida deigned no reply, and the coachman 

touched his horses with the whip, she 

turned to Juliet, who was standing at her 

elbow straining her eyes to see the last of 

her darUng sister, and exclaimed, "Oh, 

what odd fancies she has 1 Wherecan she 

get them from t" ■

<| From my father, of course," answered 

Juliet, jiromptly ; " his odd fancies are only 

too well known." And the tone in which 

she spoke the words gave as their under- 

current of meaning: <'If it had not been ■

for my father's odd fancies, yoa wodd be 

Miss Pigott at the present momttti on 

devoted and obedient chapercn, writing 

our letters for us, doing everyOung in bd 

that we didn't feel indined to do, isi 

showering gratitude upon us b rofean for 

our odds and ends of silks and laoea' ■

These two sisters resembled eieli dim 

in face and 6mn as only twb utei 

could; Juliet, m fact, might have besi 

called the replica of Ida, with Bcenie, 

however, given to the artist to repeil Ui 

original design with a lighter bmih and h I 

slightly brimter oolour. And net ilooe 

in face and figure was their twinili^ 

proclaimed, in temperament and cbiadte 

the same striking resemblance vm 

apparent. Each was brixht, gsf , ha- 

ginative, quick-tempered sad qoii- 

witted, and, as a rule, the widiei nl 

opinions of one might have been Ukn 

without a question as the wiilisi nl 

opinions of the other. WhalofsedoonaE, 

if any, might lie beneath tiidr sppmnfif 

reddess gaiety of mood and nuumor voilii 

have been a difficult question for em 

their most intimate friends to itkanbt 

The doud that had gathered on JoUi 

face as she had kissed her fuewdltoltt 

sister disappeared with the sound U^ 

caniase wheels that boie her awqr. Ske 

looked around at the gueati. ToherfsKj 

they all more or less appeared bond v 

triste. Even her Cather^s placid bee, widi 

its benignant smile, had an umnirtJffiihh 

look of weariness uKm it — a look vUeh 

said plahily as words eould : *<I wiA to 

goodness aU this fnai and bothentioB wen 

over« and I could quiaUy slip anrtoin 

eaqr-«hair and a cigar." 

It was too tempting I 

do, some one die 

Ion, or die would 

and stupid, like the rest ■

So she crossed the room to hsr iifa'i 

nde, a vision of poetic lovdinsos in kr 

soft^ white dlk robes, with tl&eir wm 

trimmings and te»*rosaa, but with a mSk 

on her lip, and mischief in her hssiiytU 

would have suited sprite Fuck Umieli ■

''Father," she said, in the quist^oooiqg 

voice she generally affeeted wh«i one « 

her moat tricksy mooda was iqMD ^ 

" about twenty names ha.ve just cone iato 

my head— cf people who oog^ to ^ 

been asked to4ay. And thqr ^ ^ 

with an 'NM Is it ponnUe tfait^ 

Ida and I made out the list we toned 

over two leaves of the vidtfm^Wok tey 

gather, andso wenton&x>m*li'to*0 1 ■

must ■ must ifch ioto 

dzoinj ■
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There'll be no end of botherationB when 

we get bade to town." ■

I^rd Cnlven'fl benignant amfle raniehed. 

Nature had sent him Into the world with 

a diflpodtion at peaoef ol and placid at % 

still Lake amid mountains, and Fate had 

linked his lot with temperaments as rest- 

less and turbulent as tixe ocean itself. 

Was life for Iiim to be for erer whirlpool 

and worry t ■

An ezelamation of annoyance rose to 

his lipa A roice, howeveri over Juliet's 

shoulder intercepted it. ■

" Juliet)" it said, " come into the garden 

a moment I want specially to spaak to 

you. I haven't had an opportunity 

before." ■

The speaker was a man of about eight- 

and-twenty, a tall, well-built young fellow, 

with crisp, eurl^ hair of a reddish-brown, 

and very prominent, very bright, brown 

eyes. His face was of the tjpa one sees 

in classic pictures or Soman scnlpturob and 

that one associates with the helmet, spear, 

and shield of Mars, or of Hector, or 

Achilles. And lo 1 he came of a race that 

had been money-grubbers for generations 

— ^the Bedways of London, Liverpool, and 

New York, world-renowned as merchant- 

princes, and of late years as financiers and ■

This was Clive Bedway, Juliet's affianced 

lover, only son of Jodiua Bedway, the 

present representative of the firm, and the 

owner of lange estates in two English 

counties, a deer-forest in Scotland, and 

one of tiie most pidatial of modem houses 

to be found in London. ■

Juliet followed her lover into the 

garden. ■

Olynde Lodge, the house that had been 

lent to Lord Oulvers for the weddins, was 

small and unpretending, and stood in a 

few acres of land abuttin|| on the high- 

road between Ore and Hastings. ■

The trees it owned to were Sl-grown and 

but few in number, consequently, althouffh 

the ra^ of the. June sun were already 

be^nning to slants the unshadowed lawn 

and gravelled walks did not look attractive 

as promenades. ■

"Oh, my complexion I " cried Juliet, 

holding her bouquet of tea-roses slantwise 

over her face, and leading the way across 

the lawn to a small arbour at its farther 

end. ■

"Never mind about your comj^iexlon 

just for once," said the young man, almost 

irritably; "I want to know about this 

weddu^ Last nighty you know, I couldn't ■

get you alone for five minutes. I was 

never more astounded in my life than when 

I had your letter, six weeks ago, just as I 

was starting for home. Why, when I left 

for the Cape, it was not even talked about 

You knew next to nothing of this cousin 

ofyouuL" ■

*'That was because he was always away 

with his r^iment^ you know. But we had 

always hem that he was charming, and 

delimtful, and fascinating "— 4his with a 

misdiievous side-elance at her companion 

— "and when fauier asked him to spend 

Christmas with us, at Dering, I jumped 

and clapped my hands, and ordered the 

loveliest tea- gowns and ball- dresses, 

and ^" ■

"Do be serious a moment, Juliet; I 

want information. Bemembw, I know 

next to nothing how the thing came 

about." ■

" Ob, well, I suppose it came about. In 

the usual way. I've no doubt he asked 

her and she said ' Ye&' I don't suppose 

she asked him." ■

Clive made a gesture of annoyanca ■

"To think that Ida should throw her- 

self away on such a man as that 1 " he sdd 

in a low, constrained tone. ■

Juliet arched her eyebrows at him. ■

"Why, what is the matter with him t " 

she exclsdmed. "Our first cousin, next 

heir to the title, handsome, good talker, 

days tennis dellghtfolly, siioigi divinely ! 

Why, I nearly fell in love with him my- 

self." ■

Here she threw another mischievous side- 

glance at her companion, a gbnoe, how- 

ever, which was lost on him. Tti^ were 

now seated side by side in the arbour, and 

Clive was leaning forward with his cdbows 

on his knees, his hands half covering his 

face. ■

He did not speak for a minute or two. 

Juliet began beating a tattoo with her 

satin slipper on the floor. ■

Presently, he had another question to 

ask. It was: ■

" What was it brought Ida home from 

Florence insuch a hurry t When I started 

for the Cape, if you remember, she^had 

just taken it into her head that she must 

be an artist, and had flown off to study 

In the Florentine Galleries." ■

"There go the Bethunes," said Juliet, 

"in the brightest of grass-ereens — ^to match 

the buttercup tint U tiim complexions, I 

suppose. And there go the Murrays, In 

bluish-green and yellow, like so many tom- 

tfU." ■
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From the arbour in wUch they were 

seated they coold get a clear view of the 

drive, adown whi<£ the carriages of de- 

parting guests were now beginning to roll ■

Again Cliye made an impatient move- 

ment. ■

** Will you mind answering my question, 

Juliet ) " he said in a tone ihtX showed his 

annoyance. ■

"Ob, what was itt There go the St 

Johns, in salmon-pink, both of tiiem, and 

they're fifty if they're a day 1 Oh, I beg 

your pardon. What brought Ida back 

from Florence, did you say) My letters, 

I suppose. I used to fill pages with 

rapturous accounts of Sefton and his many 

good qualities, and I dare say she thought 

she would like to come and see him for 

herself. Oh, then, too, I told her how 

disagreeable Peggy had been over one or 

two things, and I suppose she thought 

she had tetter come home and take her in 

hand for a time." ■

« Peggy" was the nickname that the 

young ladies had bestowed upon Miss 

PIgott in the days of her chaperonage and 

general usefolness. They preferred to 

retain the name now that Miss Pigott had 

become Lady Calvers, and occasionally 

brought it out with admirable effect ■

"And I suppose," said Olive, slowly, 

" when she came back that man was stay- 

ing down in Northamptonshire with you, 

she was caught by his surface attrac- 

tions, and before any one could say a 

word the thing was done. It's a marvel 

^ me that your father did not put his veto 

*on it at the outeet" ■

"Father I" exclaimed JuUet "Why, 

he was delighted. He knows that Sefton 

must sooner or later come in for the title, 

and for Dering, too, and that he hasn't 

money enough to keep it up, and it seemed 

to him a splendid arrangement that Ida's 

money should be kept in the family. 

There go the Oonroys! Oh, that gfarl 

has been lead-pencilling her dimple again, 

one can see it a mile offl Every one's 

going, I think. I'd better go back to the 

house now. Pegffy will be thinking too 

much of herself u I leave her to say the 

good-byes entirely on her own account." ■

They both rose. Juliet made one step 

forward, then paused. ■

" One moment, Olive," she said, ''you've 

been asking me no end of questions— oh, 

I couldn't count them on my fingers — ^will 

you mind just answering one 1 What makes 

you dislike Sefton as you dot Do you 

really know anything against him t " ■

Olive flushed a deep red, sod for i 

moment did not speak. ■

"According to your own showioj;,* Um 

girl went on, " yon have only oeeaoonaDy 

met him in society. There really cuiIm 

nothing to bring agahist him, or, dspenl 

upon It, our kind friends, one way or 

another, would have been sore to turn 

done so when they congratulated ui od 

the marriage." ■

Olive drew a long breath. ■

" No," he said, slowly, " I suppow Umr 

is really nothing that I can bring igaint 

the man, idthough it has nevsr iwen 

clearly explained why he sent m hii pipsEi 

to the Horse Guards. Your father knswd 

his debts, no doubt All the world bet 

of them ; but debts, though bad enoogb, 

are scarcely enough to condemn a nu 

utterly. The only thing " ■

He broke off abruptly, his face powmg 

white and drawn as of a man in pain. ■

But JuUet did not note his chanp of 

expressioa Her eyes were fixed on a 

distant view of an elaborate arrangBmttt 

of peach-coloured satin and velvet, oat of 

which looked the round red face of Isdj 

Onlvers. ■

"Oh, look at Peggy trying to do the 

dfffnified," cried the girl, hughinglT. 

" Those are some of Ida's greatest bUm 

and my lady is bowing them out vitii 

stately dignity. I most go and dotih 

them and rash over them for at least lialf 

an hour under her very eyelids 1 " ■

Olive did not follow her across the laws 

to the house, but went his way akaig a 

narrow path which led dreuitoualjthroQgh 

the orchud to another entranoo^ ttenby 

avoidiiu; a series of friendly reoopdAmi 

irom the departing guests ; reoognitioDi 

for which he felt strangely disinclioedthtfc 

day. ■

He drew his hat lower over hii eyei; 

his face still looked white and drawn. ■

""niere's no one who walks this eirth 

good enough for her," he muttered to him- 

self as he went along; and hk efn 

assuredly were not turned in the dine- 

tlon where Juliet, in her pretty wbiie 

robes, stood " gushing " over guesti whon 

Lady Onlvers would fab have kept at a 

distance. ■

OHAFTER IL ■

Five o'clock chimed from All S^ 

tower as Oaptain Oulveis banded Ua bw 

from Ibe carriage at the churchyard p^ 

It was now over three hours rinca tha ■
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wedding had taken placei and the neigb- 

boorhooa had retorned to its normal 

qoietade. When Hastings is croirded 

with holiday-makersi this unfashionable ■

Ioarter oi the town is comparatively 
eaerted; and in Jane weather it is for- 

saken even by its inhabitants for the 

breeaier hiUs and Marina. A shabby 

'*fiy" went crawling along; a few early- 

headed, unwashed cmldren came trooping 

forth from one of the alleys leading off the 

old-world street; a fisherman in a blue 

jersey strolled down from the Tackleway 

and paused for a moment to look at the 

handsome equipage drawn up alongside 

the pavement. Otherwise, Oaptain Oulven 

and his bride had the street to themselves. 

A double flight of steps leads from the 

pavement to All Saints churchyard, which 

runs up the side of one 61 the two hills 

that dominate the old town. At the foot 

of these steps Ida pausyl. ■

" Let me go alone to my mother's grave, 

Sefton; I particularly wish it," she said; 

and once more her tone appeared to have 

more of command than of entreaty in it ■

But it was not a request to be met with 

a demur, so Captain Calvers drew back, 

and allowed her to pass on alone. ■

Although the street was in shadow, the 

chnrchjrard, on higher ground, lay in sun- 

light stilL Very peaceful and picturesque 

it looked in the dlence and brightness of 

the summer afternoon, with its grave- 

atones gleaming white from out the green- 

ness of the hilliade. ■

The path which Ida followed took a 

aharp curve at the east end of the church, 

and ahe was very quickly out of sight. 

Oaptain Culvers stood watching the tall, 

graoeftd figure, in its soft grey draperies, 

till it disappeared, saying to himself what 

a laeky f eUow he was, after all his ups and 

downs in life, to have fisllen on his feet at 

last. ■

Then he took out his ciffar-case, and 

telling the coachman to walk the horses 

np and down, strolled down the street 

towards the sea. ■

He knew so little of Hastings, that the 

fish-market and the tall, black, shiny rope- 

houses oame upon him as a surprise. The 

odours of the place, however, at the close 

of this summer^s day were intolerable ; so 

he tamed his back on it, and the loitering 

fiahermen, and the lazy, lapping summer 

sea, and ratumed to the shadow and 

qnaintness of the old street, with its 

ancient overhanging houses, and queer 

by-ways. ■

Quarter-past five struck. ■

•' The Captain will be getting impatient, 

I take it, soon," said John to Jehu on the 

box of the carria^ as they saw Captain 

Culvers pull out his watch and time it by 

the church dock. ■

"It's a big churchyard; there are a 

mighty lot of tombs there, perhaps the 

lady has lost her way,** answered Jehu, 

lazily flicking the flies from his horses' 

manesL ■

Half-past five struck. ■

A Ettle Italian boy with a barrel-oigan 

and monkey rounded the comer of the 

stroet, and began grinding a feeble, droning 

sort of version of Garibaldi's Hymn, to 

which the monkey beat time with toy 

cymbals, much to the delight of the 

urchins, who now came trooping forth 

from all comers. ■

Jehu pulled up his horses with a jerk at 

the churchyard gate, saying that half an 

hour was time enough and to spare for 

the lady to have lost her way and found 

it again, deposited her flowers, a!ud re- 

tumed. ■

"They'll lose their train," whispered 

John, with a grin. ''And then the 

Captain will lose something else, I take it 

— his temper." ■

Possibly Captun Cnlvers's fears had 

flown in the same direction, for, as he 

came sauntering up the street, he suddenly 

paused, pulled out his time-tables, and 

began consulting them with something of 

a frown gathering on his brow. ■

A quarter to sue strock. ■

The little Italian boy ended his droning 

ditty, shouldered his organ and monkey, 

and departed, followed by a detachment of 

the admiring urchins. ■

Captain Culvers threw away his dgar, 

opened the churchyard gate, and began 

with rather a hurried trmd to mount the 

steep flight of steps. It had not been 

swept since the wedding, and Captain 

Calvers as he went along crushed under 

his feet the remnants of the rose-buds 

and daisies that had been scattered for his 

bride. ■

Precisely at that moment Juliet, at the 

garden gates of Olynde Lodge, was saying 

a lat^fauig good-bye to some of her gfrl- 

friends, who wero telling her that they 

hoped shortly to be called upon to officiate 

as her bridesmuds. ■

"I'm not sure that I hope it," she 

answered. *' A wedding like this, where 

everybody does what everybody cJse has 

done for generations, would be intolerable ■
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to me. I told Ida last night I wondered 

how she could endure it. ISfo ; when I'm 

manded I most do aomeihing to make a 

aenaatilon — wear a nnn'a dress, or a riding- 

habit, or '' ■

"Jtdietl" exclaimed her friend, <<if 

you're going to do that sort of things I 

shiJl aSke a point of getting up in church 

and forbiddii^ your banns ! " ■

Juliet dapi^ her hands, ■

"The very thing I That would be 

heavenly !" she cned. <'I only wish 

father would do it instead of you, and 

then there would be some fun in getting 

married. But there's no such luck in 

store for ma Father always approres our 

choice so ezasperatingly, it takes all the 

ddight out of getting engaged. I should 

adore, positively adore; OUye — not just 

like him, as I do now — ^if only every one 

in the house would run him down, and 

tell me Fm throwing myself away on him 1" ■

And Gliye was at her elbow, and dis- 

tinctly heard her closing remarks — heard, 

but paid no heed to them — assuredly not 

the lover-like heed that might have been 

expected from a man just returned to his 

affianced bride after six months' absence 

at the Oape. ■

<' Juliet,'' he said, as the girl-fnends 

waved their farewells, and drove away, 

"tell me a little about your arrangements. 

How long do you stay here t Remember, 

I know nothing about anything. Tour 

letters were always so short — r-^'' ■

" So short f " interrupted Juliet, making 

her eyes very round. " Why, I remember 

distinctly that the very last letter I sent 

you covered the whole of a sheet of note- 

paper 1" ■

"Yes, and from its first to its last word 

was nothing but a description of a young 

lady's dress that had excited your wrath at 

a fancy-dress balL You did not answer 

any one of the questions I asked you." ■

" That was her fault for wearing such a 

dress. It was pink chiffon over " ■

'' Oh, spare me, Juliet, I've had it once ! 

Now inll you answer my question t When 

do you return to town t " ■

But instead of answering him, Juliet 

fixed her eyes fiill on his hce and said : ■

"How white and tired you look! What 

have you been doing with yourself t " ■

He gave a little forced laugh. ■

"Well, you know, a sea voyage isn't 

always the most exhilarating thmg in the 

world. One gets awfully bond sometimes, 

shut up from morning till night with the 

same set of people." ■

[OOBdMUIqp ■

" I couldn't stand it for a week even. I 

should jump into the sea before I mi out 

of sight of the land. Arthur Glyndabai 

written some lovely venas aboot whit 

he ciJls the 'changeful, resUeai oeeaa': 

but " ■

Olive interrupted her impatientily. ■

" Never mind about what an indihnk 

young poet has written, just tell me, Jolkt, 

what I want to know. When do jw 

gobaek to townt" ■

" Oh, but I do mind very mndi irial 

this special Incipient young poet wdai^ 

because he brings his verses to me ik kit 

twice a week, and reads them aloud. Yifc 

we are friends I" ■

The last sentence was added in aioio- 

comic tone, with a marked emphaaii on 

the conjunction* ■

OUve bit his Up. ■

" Oaee more, Juliet^ will you — * ■

" Oh, don't sa^it again," tntempted 

the girl. " Well, fither and Peggr mteod 

returning to-morrow in time for arandieoB 

somewhm or other. Some of the Mmaii 

return to-nigh^ because, of coune, Hn 

Olynde's servants are here^ and the how 

isn't large, and-H>h, by the way, winlft 

kind of ilbau Olynde to lend her house k 

this way for the weddinff, and to lesvehsr 

horses and carrii^ges behind— oh 1 "-hen 

she broke off abruptly, with a little itaii- 

" I have an idea, Olive. A lovely onel' ■

"Let's have iL Somefliing seiuiifaBd 

of course t " ■

"Of course, or how ooold it be lordjl 

It's just this. Father and PegQf ha?0 Mt 

their minds on a quiet early Ssaa to- 

night, and have made all theb unngfr- 

ments for returning to-morrow. How, 

wouldn't it be delightful to sinx^down 

on them and insist — ^yes, insist-nm gdog 

backtcHiiffhtt Oh, the battle-ioyal ihon 

would be between me and Peggy I Andl 

should be sure to cany the dav. Thoj'n 

both tired out— limp as can be with Aa 

fuss of the wedding, and Ihduhij 

as a cricket and equal to anythingi" ■

"I beUeve it! Butiflwrnywil 

wouldn't go out of my way to have hM^- 

royal mtk Lady Culvers. They'll oooe 

without any aeeUng, depend upon it 'So, 

let your fattier have his dinner h peioe 

to-night There's ever so mudi I wnt to 

talk to you about— no end of adYeotani 

to tell you. Let us go for a stroll in the 

orchard — ^that is the orchard over tharv, 

isn't it t— and then we can talk withosftfeff 

of interruption." ■

But if he had no end of adventm to ■
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relate, aaaoredly ehe did not hew them that 

evening aa they strolled in the golden 

haze of the amtbg aonlij^t among the 

low-Rrowing apple and pear-trees. ■

'*rfow I mnst be on my eoard againsl^ 

complimenta," Juliet had said to herself 

as, side by side, they wandered along the 

narrow waDca. ■

Her fears were needless. Compliments 

of the lover-like kind were evidently as &r 

from his thoughts as adventores; for, from 

the time they swung back the orchard- 

gate till the clanging of the dressing-bell 

sent them back to the honae, his talk was 

wholly and aolely of one person, one thing 

— ^Ida, and her choice of a hosband. ■

In fact^ his conversation was simply a 

continiiation of the one began in the 

arbour in the early part of ttie afternoon. 

His qnestlona were so many and so minute 

that Juliet at last threw back her head, 

held her chin very hligh in the air^ and 

surveyed him with half-closed eyes, as she 

was m the habit of surveying her step- 

mother when catechised by her on matters 

which the wHfal girl deemed outside 

parental jurisdiction. ■

"Really, Olive,'' she sidd at length, <*if 

yon had Ida's welfare so much at heart 

yea should have managed to arrive a day 

or two sooner, and have cross-questioned 

her yourself as to Sefton's character and 

the state of her feelings towards him. I 

can only repeat that S^n seemed to me 

very dcuightfhl, and I dont think Ida will 

ever fed dull with such a charming com- 

panion. I don't know what vou mean by 

being * devoted to him.' She certainly 

was never enthusiastic hi his praisea But 

then, as jou know, Ida and Iboth take our 

love afiairs calmly." ■

WMe thBj^ had been talking^ the sun 

had aonk belund a bank of apricot douds, 

and the golden haze wUdi had formed, so 

to speak, the atmosphere in which they 

had been walking, had changed In subtte 

mystic fashion to the sOvery mist of twi- 

Ught. ■

The dangbg of the dressing-bell inter- 

cepted Olive's reply. ■

With the sound of the bell came the 

enmch of carriage - wheels along the 

gravelled drive. ■

" Visitors 1 How delightful!" cried 

Juliet. <• Good-bye, after all, to the quiet 

dinner father was counting on. Oovld 

anything have happenecT more pro- 

pitionflljt" ■

Bat when they rounded the comer of 

the house and came in sight of the front ■

door her delight changed to amazement, 

for there, descending from the caniage, 

was no chance guest, but the bridegroom 

of tiie morning, Captain Oulven hinml ■

CHAPTER m. ■

<f Impossible!" cried Lord Oolvers, 

rubbing his forehead as if to waken his 

brain to something it refused to take 

in. ■

''Incredible I" echoed Lady Culvers, 

throwing up her hands, and standing In 

an attitude of amazement in the ndddb of 

the room. ■

''Did not return, did you sayf" ex- 

claimed Juliet^ with wide^pen eyesy 

advandi^ slowly, step by step, towarda 

her cousin. ■

And then Captain Culvers had to tell 

his story all over again. It was to the 

effect that after wedtuDg patiently for three- 

quarters of an hodr for Ida's return from 

her mother^s grave, he had grown slightly 

uneasy as to what might be detaming her, 

and had gone in search of her ; but that, 

although he had found the bridal bouquet 

lying on the marble slab which marked the 

SnA Lady Culvers's resting-place^ Ida was 

nowhere to be seen. There was not a soul 

in sight of whom he could make enqmrie^ 

so, after scouring every comer of the 

churchyard in vain, he had thought it best 

to return, to consult with her uther and 

friends before he took farther steps in the 

matter. ■

Assuredly a strange story tUs I Captain 

Culvers tbld it with more of coherence than 

might have been expected of a man in the 

circumstances. But then Captain Culvers 

had something of a reputation for coolness 

at a crisis wnen most other men would 

have lost salf-controL Some ten years 

back news of the sudden death of his 

father had been brought to him as he was 

in the very act of taking aim at a 

partrid^ and he had caref nUy brought 

down his bird before he had turned to the 

messeneer for farther tidings. ■

But for all his calmness, his face looked 

white and anxious, and it was difficult to 

believe that he was tiie man who had 

stood, only a few hours before, in that self - 

same room, receiving with triumphant 

pride the connatnlations of Ub friends. ■

When he nad finished his tale, tor a 

moment every one looked in every one 

else's face, saying never a word. ■

Olive was the first to break the 

silence. ■
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All this time he had been atanding a 

little apart from the rest, with his back to 

the light Now he came forward, apeaUng 

hurriedly — ^nervondy, one might say. ■

"Something mnst have happened to 

her. There is no time to be lost. Search 

mnst be made in all directions before 

night If yoall allow me, Lord Culvers, 

I'll go at once to the local police office." ■

Perhaps Captain Oolvers thought that 

the expression " If you'll allow me," onght 

to have been addressed to him. Tlie frown 

on his face deepened. ■

" If there is a hue and cry to be made, 

it will be my business," he said, curtly. 

" But it occurs to me that there mav be 

another explanation to the afiFair. It Is 

possible that Ida, with her love of fun and 

sensation, may be playing off some trick 

on me. Do you remember" — here he 

turned to Juliet — ** what happened a month 

ago when you and shc^ promised to meet 

me at the St Maura', to join a party to 

Henley, and you took it into your heads 

to make a fool of me, and instead spent 

the day attending a succession of services 

at Westminster Abbey t " ■

Juliet's reply was prevented by the 

entrance of a servant^ witfi a note which 

he presented to Lord Onlvers — an odd little 

twist of paper with ragged edges, that 

appeared to nave been torn out of a pocket- 

book. ■

Lord Oulvers's hand trembled as he 

opened it ■

'•Ida's writing 1" cried Juliet, looking 

over her father's shoulder. ■

There fell a moment of silence, and then 

Lord Culvers read aloud in a quaking 

voice: ■

''Do not be uneasy about me. I am 

with friends. I will write shorUv.— Ida." 

" Thank Heaven ! " exclaimed a voice, 

so charged with deep feeling it was 

scarcely possible to recognise it as the 

voice of Clive Bedway. ■

Captain Culvers started, and looked at 

him. ■

Clive did not trouble to acknowledge the 

look. In hot haste he followed the servant 

out of the room, to enquire by whom Uie 

note had been brought, and getting the 

reply, " an Italian organ-boy," he had set 

off at once, as with seven-league boots, 

in pursuit of the messenger. ■

Captain Culvers turned sharply to 

Juliet ■

^ " Ton know something of this," he said, 

his suavity of manner for the moment i 

entirely gone. I ■

Lord Culvers came forward in gmft 

agitation. ■

** Is it possible that you and Idatogetlier 

can have planned this piece of foUyt' he 

'exclaimed. ■

Lady Culvers came forward, csisuibly 

In even greater agitation. ■

"It Is all of a piece with wiiat hu 

been going on for the past two j^m," 

she nid, forgetting her usoil dnket 

tones. "Whenever one has takn a 

foolish idea into her head, the otiifr, 

Instead of helphg me to reason hsroafioi 

It, has joined in league against me." ■

"Toul youl youl" exdaimod JdiBt, 

turning her head from one to theoilHr, 

and arehing her brows at eadi in ton. 

"How can you Imagine such noniaDie! 

What fun should I {^ oat of fr^taofag ■

Iron all Into fits, with Ida not hen to enjoy twithmet" ■

The argument on her lips seemad id 

unanswerable one. ■

" No," said Captain Culvers, dowly, "I 

can't fancy you helping to organiie itt s 

piece of foUy unless you expected mm- 

thing in the shape of fun by way of pj- 

ment" ■

"With friends," said Lord CalTn, 

looking down on the scrap of paper wUeh 

he still hdd in his hand ; " who eia tkie 

friends'be, I wonder f " ■

" Ah," said Lady Culvers, bi a soft, iid 

voice, " the girls have many friends tbil I 

should not have chosen for them." ■

" That goes without saying," said Jolitt, 

promptly and sarcastically. ■

Then, In succession thev ran OFer i2ie 

names of tiioee on their visiting Sit whon 

it seemed probable Ida might am loketed 

as her colleagues. ■

But It was all the wildest conjeebire, 

and no definite conclusion could be aniyed 

at ■

" WeU,'' said Captain Cnlveis, "ill I 

can sayis, whoever has arranged or eonniTed 

at this piece of absurdity, sliall not hire 

the pleasure of seeing me raising a haeiDd 

cry over it" ■

His face was very whita He set hs 

teeth over his last word& ■

"That's right, Sefton, that's righ^"a»i 

Lord Culvers, eagerly, " there must be bo 

hubbub, and a hundred thousand tongnw 

set going over this affisir. No, no,rt 

mustn't get into the papers, and mjfittk 

girl be xmide the talk of the town." ■

In a flash of fancy the unlucky fttkr 

saw a long string of carriages outnde his 

house In ^Igrave Square^ and hevd m ■
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nnintemipted lacoeBfllon of knocks, ringSy 

and enqniziefl for the miBsing bride. ■

"It would be terrible 1 We Bhonld all 

have to take flight aomewherei" he went 

on, answering as it were hie own thooghte. 

"It's disturbing, very. Tm altogether 

bewildered. I can't see what I ought to da" 

Then he turned suddenly to Sefton. <<Tell 

me, what do jou intend doing! " he asked, 

with great energy. 

Sefton's reply was one word.. 

"Nothing." 

"Nothing!" 

"Nothing." 

Lord Culvers stared at him a moment, 

and then began slowly to walk up and 

down the room with his hands behind his 

back. ■

'' After all, perhaps that will be the 

wisest course," he said, at one end ot the 

room; " things must eome right if we let 

them alone. She is with friends ; she wiU 

write, the says. Yes, yes, better be patient, 

and let things alone to take their course," 

he finished, at the other end of the room. ■

It had ever been the habit of his life thus 

to attempt a compromise between himself 

and life's difficulties. ■

" You won't even make an effort to find 

oat where she is staying t " asked Juliet. ■

'* My dear, she says she is with frienda 

I wish certainly she had chosen another 

time for her visit ; but — but don't you re- 

member once before she did something of 

the sort— started off to stay with the 

Mnrrays at Deeside without lajing a word 

to anybody t " ■

" And don't you remember, dear love, 

how she and Juliet once packed up- their 

boxes, and said they were 'goins to keep 

house together in the village, and sent off 

the gardener's boy to look out for a cottage 

for uiem t " said Lady Culvers, sweetly and 

sadly. ■

" Ah, yes, yes, and Chey both went off to 

town alon^ one day, and arranged for a 

week's lessons in elocution and acting so 

that they might both go on the stage the 

week Mteri" said Lord Culvers, his 

memory, jogged by his wife, suddenly 

becoming lively. ■

Oaptam Culvers cut the reminiscences 

short by a sudden question. ■

" Had Ida much money with her, do you 

know t — on that will very much depend the 

loDgth of time her whim will last^" he 

asked, curtly. ■

" I paid her her three months' dividends 

in notes last night," answered Lord 

Culvers, " and told her to put them away ■

carefully. I dare say, however, she stuffed 

them into her pocket after the manner of 

girls, and pulled them out with her pocket- 

handkerchief five minutes after." ■

" I beg your pardon," said Juliet, feeling 

herself called upon to take up the cudgeu 

on Ida's behalf, " I saw her put the whole 

of the notes most carefully into a letter- 

case which I gave her last week, and then 

put that— also most carefully— into her 

pocket when she changed her dress." ■

" That means," said Sefton, *' that Ida, 

if she is so disposed, can carry on her whim, 

or whatever you please to call it, for 

anofcher Ax. montha" ■

Juliet narrowed her eyes and looked at 

him. It seemed to her that the deserted 

bridegroom was scarcely exhibiting the 

alternate fury and despair that might have 

been expected of a bridegroom in the dr- 

oumstances. ■

He certainly had a white, beaten, crest- 

fallen look on his face ; but otherwise he 

Was clear-headed and prosaic to a degree. ■

"No, no, my boy," interposed Lord 

Culvers, " don't take such a gloomy view 

of things. She isn't likely to do that. 

Take my word for it, she'll write to- 

morrow, and come back the day after. 

Yes, depend upon it she will." ■

He recommenced his slow walk up and 

down the room, then suddenly paused in 

front of Sefton. ■

" An idea has come to me," he said, in a 

tone that might almost be called cheerful 

"I'm sure you'll fall in with it, every one 

of you." And then he stated his idea in 

as few words as possible. ■

It was that Sefton should start at once 

for "anywhere" — that is to say, some 

place where he could live quietly and un- 

noticed for a time, and thus sive the im- 

pression to " society " that ne and his 

bride were on their wedding tour. So soon 

as news was received from Ida, Lord 

Culvers would himself go to her, and at once 

insist on her joining her husband. ■

The scheme approved itself to the 

family party, who grew prosaic in the 

discussion of its details. ■

"The 'anywhere' will be Paris; it is 

easier to hide in a crowd than in a wilder- 

ness," said Sefton, readily. ■

And once more Juliet narrowed her 

eyes and looked at him. ■

Outside the twilight was rapidly chang- 

ing to night. A servant coming in to 

lignt Uie lamps was peremptorily dismissed. 

It seemed to the disturbed family conclave 

easier to discuss their difficulties in the ■
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8em!-gloom than wiih the glare of lamps 

lighting np their troabled faces. ■

Bat the entrance of the servant tamed 

their thoaghts to a necessary detail of Lord 

Calvers's scheme — what reason shoidd 

be drealated in the household to accoant 

for Captain Colrers's sadden retam to the 

honse withoat his bride. ■

Here Lady Oalvers came to the resene, 

floid proved herself a mistress of the art of 

glib fibbbg to an extent that sorpiised 

even Jaliet^ who had been in the habit of 

saying to her girl friends what a mercy it 

was that apostles no longer walked the 

earth, or "Peggy" woald assaredly have 

been wound ap and carried out like 

Sapphfra. ■

The story which Lady Galven said she 

woald herself pat into drcidation among 

the domestics was to the effect that Ida, 

overdone with the day's fatieues, had&inted 

on her mother^s grave; had been thns foand 

by the verger of the charch, who had es- 

corted her to his cottage at the back of the 

charchyardy there to rest and recover 

hersel£ There Captain Calvers had foand 

her, and there he had left her whOe he had 

gone back at her reqaest to tell her father 

that she did not feel equal to undertaking 

the proposed wedding tour, but instead 

would, after a day's rest in Hastings, go 

down to Devon on a visit to Caption 

Culvers's mother. ■

ndther Ida's maid, ' who was at that 

moment waiting at Saint Leonard's railway- 

station with trunks and boxes innumer- 

able, was to be at once sent, and there she 

was to be told to remain awaiting farther 

orders. ■

"Of course,'* said Oaptam Culvers, 

"sudi a story won't bear criticism, and 

there isn't a servant in the house who'll be 

fool enoush to believe It. But I can't 

concoct abetter, so I suppose It must da 

Now 111 ring for the cart to be brought 

round." ■

"One thing is certain,** said Lady 

Culvers, her aptitude for fibbing far from 

eiAausted, " the story will grow mto some- 

thbi^ quite di£ferent long before It reaches 

town, and then we can correct and modify 

it according to circumstances. But it seems 

to me to suit our present disgraceful 

necessity." ■

Captain Culvers had a word to say to 

Juliet as he bid her good-bye. ■

"It was an immense relief to me to 

hear your energetic disclaimer of con- 

nivance with Ida In her folly," he said, 

looking at her steadily. ■

She gave him look for look ■

"I made no energetic diidumer, mto 

call It," she repUed "I would not oo&. 

descend to such a thfug." ■

For a moment they looked each other 

full in the face; but no more was nil ■

As Captain Culvers drove out tfanogli 

the lodge gates, Clive, weary-footoi and 

dispirited, was coming in. Hk tnof 

aloiM^ the high-road Im been an 1uuQ^ 

cessinl one. The little organ-boy hid 

disappeared as completely as S the evth 

had opened to receive liim. ■

CHAPTEB IV. ■

"It's a puzzle, Olive, from firsl to laii 

I feel as if we were tiying to reaioo the 

matter oat- feom an InsuiBeieiit ttatemeot 

of facts. Come, have yranothfag mote to 

taimef^ ^ ■

So spoke< Joshua Bedway, and then, 

leaning back In his ehair, with eyv 

steadily fixed on his son's free, he awibd 

dive's reply. ■

They were seated in a private looa, 

opening off the offices of the firn in 

Lombard Street ; a room In whidi 1^ 

loans had been negotiated^ and confaidB 

of world-wide importance had been i^ 

and sealed ; a room, too, to which ottiea 

beside Clive were in the haUt of leiortiDe 

in times of perplexity for wisdom aod 

counsel from we successful finaiicnr. ■

For Joshua Bedway had a great lepn- 

tation for shrewdness and dearJieadedimi 

not only within but beyond the finfii of 

his home circle; and when Olive hal liked 

Lord Culvers's permisBlon to take Ui 

ftther into his confidence respectiDg Ui'b 

strange disappearance, the perminkm wu 

not only readily granted, but Loid Oohren 

had added that counsel from Mr. Bedwif 

at such a juncture would be most highly 

esteemed by hbn. ■

Three days had passed since the weddfag. 

No letter had bemi received from the 

missing gfrl, nor had tidings of her readied 

her people from any quarter. ■

The Culvers's fomBy had retimed ie 

town, and had resumed the evsn tenor of 

thefr way ; or, perliaps it would be men 

correct to say " the busy tenor of Asr 

way," for the London season was In AD 

swbig, and the Culvers family werOiasthe 

phrase goes, " verv much in the vmieL' ■

Clive answered his father^ question with 

another. ■

*< Do you not think that the GvUvti^ ■
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one and aU, take the matter very coolly % " 

he asked. ■

"I da So far, howereri as Lord 

OoIverB is coneexnedj I'm not surprised. 

Do yon remember the fire at the back of 

his house in Belgraye Sqnaret " ■

The incident allnded to had exhibited 

I^iord Colvers in a most charaoteristio light. 

Two or three fnightened servants had 

mshed into his room in the dead of nighty 

ezdaimine, " A fire, my lordi in the mews 

at the badk of the house; pray get up." 

"A fire," Lord Oolvers had repeated,, 

calmly, without opening his eyes ; <' well, 

I dare say it will go out again," and he 

had turned over on his other side to finish 

his night's rest. ■

<< The impression in the house seems to 

be," contbued Clive, "that Juliet knows 

more than she feels faidined to telL" ■

<' Can't you induce her to spei^ t " ■

<<Not about Ida; although she'U talk 

by the hour about the brute Ida has 

married." ■

The father for a moment looked keenly 

at his son. ■

" Let me see," he said, after a moment's 

pause, '* you are not taking up this matter 

out of friendship to Captam Culvers 1 " ■

" Good heavens, no 1 " cried Clive, hotly. 

" I've not spoken to the man half-a-dozen 

times in my life." ■

"Then I suppose it is because she is 

Juliet's sister that you have thus thrown 

yoorself heart and soul into the affair t " ■

lliere came no reply firom Clive* His 

face flushed crimson. His lips tightened. ■

Mr. Bedway's eyes did not lift from his 

fiace. ■

*' Clive," he said, after waiting in vain 

for an answer, " you are only giving me a 

half confidence, Why did you not many 

tbja girl yourself t " ■

Then Olive's words came in a torrent ■

"Because^" he said, passionately, "she 

would have nothing to do with me — 

treated me as if I were something too vile 

for her to notice. When I went into a 

room die would walk out of it; if I joined 

a game of tennis in which she was play- 

ing she would immediately lay down 

her racket ; she would not even dance in 

a sot in which I should have been her 

yh-hrvUf and have had to touch her hand." ■

The father looked his surprise. ■

Ho was a taQ, liandsome man, with a 

fine head, and eyes that pierced like an 

eagle's. He drew his brows over them, 

imd thought for awhile, giving Clive time 

to cool down. ■

"Had she always treated you in that 

fashion I " he presently asked. ■

" No," said Clive, Utterly, " when I was 

first introduced to her at the Gordons', 

where we were both staying, she seemed 

to— to like me; at least, I thought so. 

Then Juliet joined her there, and every- 

thing at once seemed changed." ■

" Ah-h, Juliet I suppose you quickly 

transferred your devotion from one sister 

to the other." ■

" I scarcely knoii^ how it eame about," 

said Clive, miserably. "JnUet w&b bo 

kind and sympathetic, Ida so Strang and 

cold; and they were so much alike in 

their ftces and their ways I Sometimes 

when I was talking to JuUet I could fanqr 

she was Ida I And then before I well knew 

how far I had gone^ the tUng was done." ■

"Ah-h, and then Ida rushes off to 

Florence to study art ; you go to the Cape 

on a mission for me; Captain Culvers 

comes upon the scene and flirts with 

Juliet; home rushes Ida, and throws her- 

self once more inte the breach, marries 

her cousin ; and Juliet is kept true to her 

absent lover, llien, having married a 

man for whom possibly she had neither 

liking nor esteem, she finds It impossible 

to carry her self-sacrifice farther, and so 

takes sudden fl^ht CUve, there is my 

solution to the whole mystery." ■

And Clive, with eyes opened too late, 

had the con^ction forced upon him that 

this solution was most probably the true ■

Ida's devotion to Juliet had never been 

open to doubf^ and she had sealed that 

devotion by ^ving up her lover in the 

first instance to the sister's whim. Then 

when a lover less worthy had come upon 

the scene, and Juliet's fancy had seemed 

to waver, she had put the question of the 

capricious girl's happiness beyond a doubt 

hj^ another act of self-sacrifice — a marriage 

with the less desirable suitor who might 

otherwise have fallen to Juliet's lot Bead 

in this light, the wedding at the church 

where the funeral service had been read 

over her dead mother, the laying of her 

bridal flowers on tiiat mother's grave, 

could be eadly understood. ■

Clive groaned aloud. * ■

" What a fool— a miserable fool I have 

been 1 " he exclaimed, clenching his fingers 

into the palm of his hand. "I could blow 

my brains out 1 " ■

"In your love affairs I'll admit they've 

been of very UtUe use to you," said his 

fatiher, drily. ■
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Than there fell a panae, dnxbg which 

the iather'B heart must have ached for the 

look of dumb, hopeless ndsery which 

settled on his son's faoe. ■

*^U I could only know that she is safe 

and well, I should ask nothing more," 

said dire, presently, in a Toice that 

matched his &ce. ■

Assuredly at the moment news of her 

health and safety compassed the whole of 

his desires. He could not have framed 

his lips to the nrayer that she might return 

and be plantea in Captain Colvers's home 

as his wife. ■

Mr. Bedway did not heed the remark ; 

absorbed in thought, he leaned his head 

upon his hand. ■

<*The only objection," he said, slowly, 

after awhile, " that I can see to my version 

of the affair, is that it is too simple a read- 

ing of the mystery. In real life, as a rule, 

the solutions to mysteries are nearly as 

mysterious as the thing itsel£ Human 

motives and feelings are so complex, that 

when they are revealed to us, it is often 

difficult to believe that they stand to 

action in the relation of cause to effect 

And when a woman's motives and feelings 

are concerned, the whole thioc becomes a 

thousand times more complex." ■

" But no other solution presents itself ; 

I wisn to Heaven it did I " said Clive, 

passionately. ■

''Lord Culvers appears to be without 

Ideas or theories on the matter Y " ■

" Absolutely. His one endeavour is to 

keep the matter quiet till Ida writes. I've 

begged him again and again to let me run 

over to Florence to question Madame 

Verdi— the lady with whom Ida stayed 

when there — as to whether she knows 

anything of Ida's movement& But no I 

he will not have the affair made public. 

He says Ida will be sure to write in a day 

or so." ■

" Her promise to write may have been 

only a blind to keep them all quiet while 

she arranged her plans." ■

« Exactly ; and meanwhUe we are losing 

precious time. And as for hushing the 

matter up, the thing will soon be impos- 

sible. Already people are beginning to 

talk. I was aslbd only this morning if 

it were true that Ida and Colvers had 

quarrelled on their wedding tour, and that 

Ida had returned to her home. I dare 

say the servants have set the wildest 

stories afloat." ■

" What is Juliet's theory f Of course, if 

my solution of the mystery is correct, it is ■

impossible to believe that Juliet knowi 

any more than we da" ■

" Juliet is altogether an enigma to m& 

To all appearance she takee the matter as 

calmly as her father." ■

** And you say you have croes^iMBtidnad 

her yourself f" ■

" Tried ta But you might aa well try 

to cross-question the wind or the waves as 

Juliet when she has a mind to be sibni 

With all her gaiety and capricionanesi, ahe 

can keep a secret if she is so diapoaad. I 

know perfectly well if Ida had tied hu 

down with any nromises, there's no power 

on earth would make her break them. 

Those sisters are loyal to each other to an 

altogether remarkable degree." ■

" Did you ask her, as I suggested, what 

jewellery her sister was urearing when she 

left hornet" ■

*' I did so this morning. She ia not st 

all sure what rings Ida was wearing ; but 

she knows for certain tliat ahe had on 

the diamond hawk brooch that had been 

her mother's, for she saw her faaten the 

band of her dress with it under her 

shoulder-cape when she changed her dresi 

for travelling." ■

'< Ah-h, that's sometbine to note 1 " ■

"I should think so," said Olive, gloondly ; 

"there are over fifty diamonds m tint 

brooch. It must be worth eevermi thou- 

sands ; and, if Ida is so dbpoaed, would 

{^ve her the meana of roaming the woM 

and keeping us all in suspense for good- 

ness knows how long." ■

" And gives, also, her friends the means 

of tracing her. No woman cooltf wear 

such a brooch as that without attradfaig 

attention, let alone attempt to raise momy 

on it. Take my adnce, dive: get 

Lord Gulvera'a permission, and run out 

advertisementa and handbilla for that 

brooch without a moment's delay; of 

course offering a suitable reward tor it 

Where that brooch is, there is Ida. If 

we get news of the one we get news of tiw 

other." ■

CHAPTER V, ■

Lord Culvers did not offer any oppo- 

sition to Mr. Redway's suggestion. Off 

and on the girls lost a good many articles 

of jewellery in the course of a year, and an 

advertisement more or less, for one of 

their brooches, would not be likely to at- 

tract much attention among their Msnds. 

So, on the day after Clive's oonsoltatkm 

with his father, the following adratiae- ■
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ment appeared m the leading London and 

proyindal jonrnab : ■

"Etre nondred pounds reward will be 

paid for information that will lead to the 

reooyery of a diamond broochi missing 

from a lady's jewel-casa It is formed as 

a hawk with oatstretched wings, holding 

in its beak a spray of emeralds. The eyes 

are composed of two large rubies. ■

"Information to be given to Messrs. 

Hunt and Locke, Chalicery Lane, London." ■

The Messrs. Hunt and Locke thus 

mentioned were not Lord Oulvers's family 

lawyers, but a firm of solicitors noted for 

their successful conduct of complicated 

criminal cases. ■

Simultaneously with its publication in 

the London newspapers, the advertisement 

appeared in the principal Continental 

journals. ■

Captain Culvers, lounging over his 

breakfast and matutinal cigar, in bis 

rooms in a quiet street ih an unfashionable 

quarter of Paris, had his eye caught by it ■

This visit of his to the gay capital did 

not promise to be either a pleasant or a 

profitable one to him. It was beyond 

measure irksome to him to shun all pos- 

sible rendezvous of his countrymen of his 

own social standing; to remain within 

doors the greater part of the day, and to 

issue forth only when the fashionable 

world; to which, of right, he held entr^, 

were safely shut in at their dinners, tibeir 

opera, or their balls. Yet this was what 

circumstances compelled him to, unless he 

was prepared to run the gauntlet of all 

sorts of questions and conjectures respect- 

ing his private affairs and sudden change 

of plans. ■

Society, to a man of his temperament, 

is as absolute a necessity as his dgar and 

his game of baccarat He was consequently 

driven to seek it in haunts and among 

associates of a lower grade. He thus 

became once more the habitu^ of a sport- 

ing, drinking, card-pTaying set, that, in 

view of his approaching marriage, he had 

vowed should know him no more. ■

He read the advertisement ofiering the 

large reward for Ida's brooch with an 

anxious, startled look on his face. ■

" The fools ! " he muttered. '' Who has 

set going this piece of folly t It must be 

put a stop to without a moment's delay." ■

He went at once to his writing-table; 

but the letter which he there set himself to 

write was^ not finished without many a 

pause to his pen and much careful thought ■

Eventually It ran thus : ■

" Rne Vervien, 15. ■

"My dear Uncle, — I have this 

moment read your advertisement offering 

a reward for Ida's brooch. At least, I 

jndee it to be yours from the description 

of the brooch, which I recognise as one that 

Ida was very fond of wearing. WHl yon 

mind my asking you if vou are quite sure 

she had It on when she left home with met 

I saw nothing of it" This was under- 

lined. '' Are you acting upon information 

given you by Juliet f If so, may I ask 

whether her statement is confirmed by 

Ida's maid t If this is not the case, pardon 

me if I say that I think you are being mis- 

led to follow a wrong scent Take my 

word for it, Juliet knows more than any 

of us"— -tlis was also underlined — "and 

my belief is that If you concentrate atten- 

tion on her y6u'll come upon traces of Ida 

far sooner than by offering rewards for a 

brooch which may poBsibly be all the time 

safely hidden in a young lady's jewel-case. 

I beg of you at once to withdraw the ad- 

vertisement, whose only result may be to 

lead us a long way out of our road and 

land us in the mire at last. ■

" Your affectionate Nephew, 

"Septon Culvers." ■

This letter, as ilMuck would have it, fell 

into Juliet's hands before it reached her 

father's. Recognising the handwriting, 

she at once ran with it to her father^s 

study. ■

" From Sefton, father ; he may have 

something to tell us," she exclaimed, as 

she entered the room. ■

Lord Culvers, in spite of his repeated 

hourly assurances to his wife and daughter 

that " things " were bound to come right 

if they were only let alone, was far from 

feeling confident that his words would be 

verified, and would occasionally give way 

to those little outbursts of hrritability to 

which placidly-disposed people are prone 

when the tranquil surface of their exist- 

ence is broken. ■

" From Sefton— -why wasn't It given me 

before t " he said, initably. '< I've waited 

In the whole morning for the post — now 

where are my glasses Y " ■

Juliet picked up the glasses, and perched 

them on her own little^ straight nose. ■

" Now, if you don't worry, 111 read It to 

you," she said, patronisingly. Then above 

the rims of the glasses, without pause or 

exclamation, she read aloud the letter from 

beginning to end. ■

Before Lord Culvers had time to pass 

comment upon It^ she had torn it In ■
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two, and ioBMd it infco the waste-paper 

baaket. ■

<< That's the only place for meh a letter 

aa that," ahe said, taking off the spectadesi 

and looking at her fawer with fiaBhing 

eyefl. '<0f oonrae yon won't dream of 

replying to it, will yon, father I ^ She spoke 

vezy slowly, her small lips tightening, hnr 

head very Ugh in the air. ■

'' Eh, what^ my dear t " said Lord Oalveflrs, 

taming round in hia»chair and facing her. 

"Fve hardly taken in what he saya. I 

sbonld like to hare read the letter once 

again.'' ■

"Ill repeat to yon what he says," said 

Juliet, in the same alow, quiet tones aa 

before; *^he says you are to get amaid — a 

maid, do you understand, to eonfirm my 

words before you. believe them. He 

advises you to set a watch on your 

daughter— aome one, I suppose, to f(mow 

her about and peep into her letters — and 

aaks jrou to take his word — ^his word after 

doubting mine— that I know more than I 

choose to tell!" ■

" Eh, my dear, are you quite sure he 

meant it to be taken that wayt" asked 

Lord Culvers. ■

He sighed wearily. ■

" It's such a painful affair 1 Why— why 

doesn't Ida send us a line and end our 

suspense!" He broke off again, then 

looking fhU into Juliet's face as if hoping 

there to read confirmation to his words, he 

added : *' No, no^ my dear ; I don't believe 

that you are keeping anything back from 

me — ^you couldn't be so heartless snd 

cruel." ■

But it was said a little dubiously. ■

" May I comein Y " said a voice at that 

moment Then, without waiting for a 

reply, the door opened, and Olive Bedway 

entered in the easy, familiar way winch 

his relations with the Quivers family 

warranted. ■

" I've come once more to beg permission 

to start for Florence," he began, and then 

broke off abruptly, looking from Juliet to 

Lord Culvers, from Lord Culvers to Juliet, 

the faces of both ao evidently bearing the 

marks of a disturbing subject of thought ■

Juliet was the ust to ezplaiu: "A 

letter haa come from Sefbon — there It is in 

fragments in the waste-paper basket — and 

I am accused by him of knowing more than 

I have told about Ida and her movementa. 

It's true in one way, I do know more than 

I have told about Ida — and about Sef ton 

also. I could, if I had chosen, have told 

you thhugs that would have startled you." ■

« Eh, what I" cried LotdXlnlven^ looldi« 

scared. ■

<<Imeanit I could have told yoa Oat 

he and Ida had aome dei^erata qinadai 

Once Ida told him to his £sea tfa«k ahs 

hated him — at least he told ma ao, and 

begged me to make peace beiwaon than. 

I made things stra^it, and thoA Ida to 

seal thefr reconeOiatfon paid off Us dsbts— 

aU, at least, that he told her of." ■

"Paidhb debta 1" echoed LosdCUfvi, 

his face showing simple blank aatosidifc- 

ment ■

. <' Yes," oontbued Juliet "Do yos n- 

member three months back yon pidd Ua s 

good deal of money— dividenda or aoma- 

thing or othei^-HUid told her ahe liad better 

collect her bHIs in and pay thami Yety 

well, those biUs are stOl unpaid; avaiy 

penny of that money went to Seftan.* ■

«Isitpo«dblef" ■

«"Ye«. Ida rolled the bank-ootea i^ 

into a ball, and thqr played tennia with it 

one afternoon. She won the game, aad 

then tossed the ball over to him as ahalsfl 

the ground — ^I can see her now— jost ss 

you would toss a ball to a lapndog. ■

All this time Clive had bean 

a little apart, his face growing wbifeer 

whiter, his brow knotting into an ugly 

frown. Now he advanced a atap^ and had 

his hand on Juliet's arm. ■

'< And you let your aister many aach a 

man aa that — without a word of la- 

monstranee," he said, in a low, 

tona ■

Juliet felt herself now on tha 

all round. She held her head vvy t^k^ 

half-dosed her eyes, and hw facetUgbftly — 

very slightly — flushed. ■

*' Without a word of remonatranaa!" 

she repeated. "OS and on Ida and Ihad a 

good many words about Safton, thoa^ 

whether they were words of ramonatfapee 

is another thing. You see I lOcad hint— I 

daresay itwaaveryabsurdof ma,bat Idid 

like him, and more than once load tolda^ 

' What a pity it is you and^I cannot 

places, and you marry dive, and I 

Sefton!'" This was meant aa a 

thrust; but it didn't strike quite aa ahe 

meant it should. ■

" I wish to Heaven ^" broka in diva, ■

hotly, llien he checked himaalf, hitbig 

his lip to keep back words that wo«ild 

have fallen with evil grace upon the aar of 

his betrothed. ■

Lord Culvers rose excitedly from Ua 

chair. ■

"It's too much 1 Too much 1' he ex- ■
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elttmed, in a piteooB toiia " Why, why b 

all this told me nov irhm I am absolutely ■

B^werleM to remedy the evil I Graciooa 

eaven I what have I done that my life 

should be filled with tormoil from year's 

end to year's end I" ■

As it magnetioally drawn to ifc^ he 

finished his sentence with Us eyes up- 

lifted to a picture hanging over the 

mantelpiece. ■

It was that of the first Lady Culvers. 

One glance at It sufficiently answered the 

questton what he had done that his life 

dionld be filled with turmoil and wony. 

The beantiftil ^es and mouth, the veiy 

turn of the head, tiie droop of the eyelid, 

the crisp, cudy hair, expressed in every 

line and tint the vfvadty, waywardness, 

and love of ftm which in Ida and Juliet 

had fascinated their friends and lovers, 

and had made their fsthei^s life off and on 

a burthen to him. ■

Juliet did not heed her father's out- 

burst. She remained standing facing 

Clive, and, narrowing her eyes, steadily 

surveyed him. ■

••It is very good of you to show so 

much interest in Ida and her affairs/' she 

said, sareasticaUy; ''but I do think a 

journey to Horence to cross - question 

Madame Veidi will be a work of superero- 

gation. You had fax better run over to 

Paris and keep your eye on my cousin 

Sefton.'* ■

"What makes you say that!" asked 

Clive, curtly, peremptorily. ■

Her words struck a sudden and most 

painful key-note to his mind. Was it 

possible mt Ida's disappearance was the 

result of some prearranged plan between 

herself and Sefton, and that the latter, 

after all, had but acted the ptft of a 

forlorn bridegroom! Did Juliet Imow of 

any drcxmistances that gave waxrant to 

such a snppositioni or was she merely 

speaking as she oftmi did — at random t ■

Or was it possible that this enigmatical 

girl, after sll, was seeking to divert 

suspicion from herself by throwing it upon 

Sefton, and thus pay him back with in- 

terest for the insult he had offered her in 

his letter! ■

From his knowledge of Juliet's character 

the last supposition seemed the most 

feasible. ■

He carefblly watched her face as he 

waited for his answer. ■

But the piquant^ gblish countenance 

was as unreadable as the massive, stone- 

cut features of the great Sphinx itself. ■

She only slightly curled her Up. ■

'' From what I have told you of the 

footing on which Ida and Sefton stood to 

each other, you can form your own 

opinion on the matter," she answered, 

calmly. ■

Lord Culvers laid his hand upon her 

shoulder. ■

"Juliet," he said, ^^you are driving me 

to the verge of distraction with your hints 

and prevarications." ■

CUve's temper gave way utterly. ■

"It is simply your duty," he said, hotiy. 

"You are bound to speak out— to tell 

everything, small or great, that you know 

of Ida's possible intentions.** ■

Juliet kept her coohiess still. ■

"If I don't know anything of her in- 

tentions I cant speak out^ as you call it," 

she answered, in perfectiy level tones. 

" And supposing I did know more than I 

have said, and Ida had not given me per- 

mission to speak, not you^ not my father 

— ^no, not wfid horsesi even, should drag 

it out of me 1 " ■

CHAPTEB VL ■

Oltve obtained a reluctant permission 

from Lord Culvers, and set off for Florence, 

to interrogate, under a seal of secrecy, 

Madame Verdi as to her possible know- 

ledge of Ida's movements. ■

it must be admitted that his hopes did 

not rise very high as to the results of his 

journey. Nothing better, however, at the 

moment presented itself, so it seemed a 

thing to be done. ■

Lord Culvers multiplied injunctions 

to the young man as to caution and 

secrecy. ■

" Youll bear in mind," finally he said, 

by way of summing m his hundred-and-one 

instructions, " that Ida may write at any 

moment If not this week, next weeli^ 

perhaps, or the week after. And I don't 

want tongues set going in Florence, any 

more than in London, over my dauf^ter's 

eccentricities, and so increase difficulties in 

the way of her return to her husband. 

Heaven knows, it's bad enough to endure 

such wild wUms, without having all the 

world talking about tiiem." ■

His powers of endurance were, however, 

to be stiU farther taxed. Clive was no 

sooner out of sights so to speak, than 

another "wild whim," as Lord Culvers 

phrMed 'it, was started— -tiiis time by 

Juliet ■

With the season at its height, with her ■
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card-rack literally Btnflfed with engagements, 

and with Goodwood as jet in the far 

difltance, the young lady snddenly made 

the announcement thatXondon was stiflmg, 

simply onendnrable, and that she thought 

it would be heavenly to tlirow over all 

engagements and get back to Dering at 

once. ■

Ezdamatioms from father and step- 

mother greeted her annonncementi Hie 

former immediately rose and quitted the 

room, knowing that a '^ battle-royal '^ 

between his win and Juliet was bound to ■

He was right. The "battle-royal" in 

this instance lasted about twenty minutes. 

Lady Culvers retired from the contest 

with a very red face and vibrating with 

excitement; while Juliet, calm and cool as 

ever, went up to her room, rang (he bell 

for her maid, and in a tranquil tone gave 

many and minute directions as to the 

packing of her wardrobe, and the " things " 

to be supplied to it before she left 

town. ■

'* We shall leave in a day or two, with- 

out doubt," she added ; " for whenever I 

set my mind bpon a thing it invariably 

comes to pass." ■

Assuredly the maid knew that well 

enough, as also did every member of Lord 

Cdlvers's household. ■

It must be admitted that Fortune, in her 

dealings with Lord Culvers, had justified 

her reputation of never comlne with both 

hands full. With one hand she had 

bestowed upon him health, wealth, and a 

placid temper; with the other she had 

filled his life with worries and anxiedes 

from year's end to year's end. ■

Perhaps, however, if in addition to his 

easy, placid temperament, he had been 

endowed with an average amount of 

common-sense and an eye for character, 

one-half of his worries might have been 

spared him. His first wife had captivated 

him with her beauty and grace of manner, 

and he had married her without so much 

as a thought whether her disposition was 

likely to harmonise with his own; his 

second wife captivated him with a smooth 

tongue and a sympathetic manner, and he 

mamed her without a thought as to her 

capabOity of doing that of which he felt 

hioiself incapable — controlling his way- 

ward, wilful young daughters. ■

It was true that Miss Pigott had re- 

mained longer than any other of the 

governesses who, in a quick succession, 

had tried and failed to "govern" the ■

young hidies ; but he did not utUBaond 

to account for the drpunstiQce, ud k 

failed to discover that the fleetet of Mia 

Pigott's success with them Uy in the fiet 

that she never openly opposed tny pine 

of folly they might plin, tlthoogli 

privately, to their father, she ai^ ooq- 

demn it vigorously. ■

Miss Pigott was a wise woduoi h hr 

generatbn; she had come bfto Lori 

Culvers's house with the intentioa of n- 

maining in it^ and had steered ht eoom 

accordingly. She had eanly md tb 

characters /of her pupils, and hd foond 

out that, althou^ they wen (^. 

tempered and self-willed, they wen gool- 

hearted and generous; that, though tfsj 

might nearly worry tiie life out of her ooe 

day with thdr vagaries, they woold ^ 

their best to make atonement the i»xk "bj 

loading her with presents and kindseM 

— provided always they were allowed fall 

license to carry out every whim that cane 

into their head& With Ihis ie<9»ti)ik 

hands, she quickly saw her way (oineMj 

life and a good income ; and wfaeD^ kter 

on, by dint of soft words and a eppi- 

thetic manner, she succeeded in ingnMig 

herself into Lord Culvers's favour to t^ 

extent of becoming his confidante oa ill 

matters relating to his daoghten^ ihe aw 

her way to something dse bedde a good 

income — an assured position m Loid 

Culvers's wife. ■

In age she was about forty-firti id 

appearance she was short and atost^with 

a red face, and a quantity of white hair, 

which she piled on top of her tetul— a Ja 

Marie Antoinette — in order to inenaaa 

her height. Ida and Juliet wodd aa floon 

have thought of looking for thdr fatoie 

stepmo&er in one of the m^di of thshooae- 

hold as in their useful "Peggy." So it 

came about that while tihey were alternatdj 

worrying and caressing her, and in lU 

respects, as they imaginedi tormsg be 

round their little fingers, she waa ateiiiDg 

a march on them, and saying to hsM- 

"By-and-by the tables diall be toii4 

and all debts be paid off with interest" ■

When, however, after a eertsin ct» 

mony in a certain West End chareb, tie 

tables were turned, and she began ^ 

attempt to pay off her debts, she foond h 

was not quite so easy a tadc as 8h« had 

anticipated. Ida and Juliet, indiridaaSy. 

were a host in Uiemselves; coml»n8d, th^! 

appeared to be invincible. Th^^^J^ 

seemed to be on the alezt, and any attempt 

of hers to assert herself, or to itand on ■
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her dignity, was promptly nipped in the 

bad. They wonld allow her to spend an 

hoar or so daily with the hoasekeeper, 

and to regalate generally the hoasehold 

roatine^ bMUue that had been her pro- 

vince as Mm PJgott in the days of ber 

general osefolness. When, however, it 

came to ihe issuing or accepting of in- 

vitations, the family exits from town or 

eoantry honses, the annoal visits to the 

moors, or to the sea, they simply ignored 

her, carried their wishes, or, rather, their 

commands, as of old to their fatiher, bent 

him to their wiU as easily as one can bend 

a willow wand, and poor *' Peggy," whether 

she liked it or no^ was obliged to follow 

their lead. ■

And they did it all so lightly and easily, 

without so mach as a flashed face or a 

heightened voice. She, poor soall with 

mach travail of thoaght, and many a sleep- 

less night, woald concoct some elaborate 

plan for sdf-assertion, and the girls, with a 

little carl of their lips, a little arching of 

their brows, and some qaick, bright speech, 

woald bring it all to noaght in a moment, 

and she woald think herself fortonate if 

she were allowed to acknowledge her 

defeat, and withdraw from the scene with- 

out having been made to look foolish before 

a roomf al of j^eople. ■

It was all in vain for her to appeal to 

her hasband. Alone with her he woold 

be sympathetic, and vow that his aathority 

sboajd sapport hers. Brought face to 

face with Us daaghters, however, he woald 

at once surrender mutely, and then get 

oat of ihe way as* quickly as possible. ■

The chances were that Miss Pigott 

would never haye become Lady Culvers if 

Ida and Juliet had not, at their own re- 

quest, gone without their chaperon on a 

three months' visit to friends in Ireland, 

thus giving their father time and oppor- 

tunity not only to woo and to win his 

bride, but also absolutely to fix his 

wedding-day without let or hindrance. ■

CHAPTER VIL ■

" O wild weatem light in a winter's iky, 

I have watched your radiance flame and die," ■

read Arthur Glynde, in the impassioned 

tone which poets, as a rule, reserve for 

their own productions. ■

Juliet held up her hand. . ■

" No," she said, languidly, " I can't realise 

a winter's sky on this sultry morning. 

Besides, Peggy and I have just had — well, 

a passage of arms, call it, and your second ■

line too painfully recalls Peggy's face a 

moment ago." ■

The two were seated in Lord Onlvers's 

study, a quiet, cool, room, at the back of 

ihe house, where they were not likely to 

be disturbed by untimely callers. ■

These tdte^-tdtes witti the young poet 

had, in a measure, been forced upon 

Juliet With ihat craving for an audience 

which goes hand in hand with authorship, 

he had come to the house early one 

morning with a roll of manuscript under, 

his arm, and, taking Lord Culvers by 

sui^rise, had asked permission to read to 

him "a stanza or two," as he was anxious 

for the opinion of a competent critic as 

to whether the poems were worthy of 

publicatioti. ■

Lord Culvers had listened patiently for 

twenty minutes, ihen he had recollected 

Ml engagement. ■

^''Excuse me, Glynde," he had said, 

noting that ihe packet of manuscript was 

far from ezhauated, " if you don't mind, 

I'll send Juliet to hear the remainder. 

She IB a much better critic than I am — 

reads Browning, you know — and her 

opinion will be worth having." ■

Arthur Glynde did not demur to the 

change of audience, and from that day 

forward, whenever he made his appearance 

with a few quarto sheets under his arm, 

Lord Culvers invariably found that he had 

a pressing engagement, and resigned his 

easy-chair to Juliet ■

Notwithstanding his poetic tendencies^ 

Arthur Glynde was a very general favourite 

on account of his happy, g«iial temper. 

In appearance he was fair and the reverse 

of robust His skin was white as a girl's, 

and he had the large, dreamy, changeful 

grey eye of the poet His voice in speak- 

ing was soft, low, pathetia ■

He laid down his manuscript at Juliet's 

behest with a little sigh. He would so 

much have preferred in fancy to watch a 

winter's sunset '* flame and die," than to 

conjure up the image of the commonplace 

"Peggy." ■

•< You came off victorious, I hope t " he 

presently asked. ■

" That goes without saying," answered 

Juliet '< It was all about a letter of mine. 

Peggy has been at her old tricks of opening 

letters — ^by mistake, of course. ' The 

Hon. Juliet Culvers' on the back of an 

envelope could so easily be mistaken for 

'Lady Culvers,' could it not t " ■

And then she went on to relate a littte 

scene that iu one form or another, must ■
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have been of daily ocoimrence in the 

Gnlven household. She had come down 

late that moming, and on seating herself 

at the breakfiMt-table, had seen in Lady 

Oalvers's hand a letter In the writing of a 

girl friend — one of those " greatest mends 

of Ida's" whose intimacy the stepmother 

wonld have fain pat an end to. Before, how- 

ever, Juliet had time to claim her property, 

Lady Onlvers, with a sweet and very 

hmnble apology, had handed the letter to 

her, saying that she had mistaken it for one 

of her own. ■

" It's a mistake that has occnrred before, 

Peggy, and that I beg will ndt happen 

again, or the conseqaences will be 

serious," Juliet had replied, m lofty, 

stately £uhion. ■

Upon this Lord Gulvers very mOdly 

had expressed a wish that JuUet would 

cease to address her stepmother by the 

obnoxious nickname. ■

"Doesn't she like Itf" JuUet had said, 

half closing her eyes, and surveying Lady 

Quivers. ''Then Fll address her as 

Margaret, itil do just as well— it'll suggest 

the other name to her mind." ■

A threat which the young lady had not 

hesitated to put into executioa ■

"I think, after aU," she continued to 

Arthur Glynde asshe finished her narration, 

" pussy would be a far more appropriate 

nickname — she is so emphatically of the 

cat tribe. Don't you know ' The velvet 

paw, and the hidden claw't Oh, how 

stifling it is this moming — ^please give me 

that fan." ■

Arthur did not ^ve her the fan ; he pre- 

ferred to retain it, and save her the 

trouble of using it ■

Juliet smiled up at him as he bent over 

the capacious and very easy cludr in whidh 

she reclined. ■

''Thank you, that is deUghtfuL Now 

if I had asked Clive to hand me a fan, he'd 

have done it — ^nothing more. It would 

never have occurred to him to save me the 

trouble of ushig it" ■

This was dangerous ground to take with 

a man who would have given ten years off 

his life to stand in Olive's shoes. ■

But dangerous ground had always a 

strong attraction for Juliet ■

Arthur's face changed, his arm fell to his 

sida ■

''That man has more luck than he 

deserves," he said, in a low tone. ■

"I don't think he appreciates his luck 

either, and sometimes I think I'll take it 

away from him," she said, droopmg her full ■

white lids till the shadow of her laag 

lashes fell upon her cheek. ■

(•And bestow it upon another maul" 

cried Arthur^ And then before she could 

realise what was coming, he was down oa 

his knees beside her with a paadonato 

declaration of love on his lips. ■

Possibly, however, if she had known 

what was coming, she would have made no 

effort to prevent It She took Us pio> 

testations and despairing entreaftiBa tsbj 

calmly. ■

" Please get up off your knees," sheaaid; 

''the words were no sooner out of a^ 

mouth than I r^retted them. AftarsDiI 

prefer being engaged to Olive ! " ■

Arthur rose mm his knees mefidly. 

He folded his arms, and stood a VSOk 

distance off looking down on her ; hu isfa; 

boyish features temng only too plainlj Ui 

tale of love and disi^pointment. ■

Juliet smiled up at him again. ■

" Oh, don't look ao rueful— theMTs s 

bright side to everything," die mii, 

cheeringly. ■

"Abnghtsidetotiiis!"he exeUmsd. ■

" Yes. Don't you see so long as Vm 

engaged to Olive I want to maxry sons 

one else! But the chances are^ if I \nk» 

off my engagement with him, that I shoold 

immediately fall in love with bim sfl 

over again. Oh, no 1 Pray — ^pzay dont go 

down on the carpet again." ■

In order the more effectually to ptevent 

such a catastrophe, she left h^ chair, and 

walked away to the window. It opeped 

over a miniature rockery planted with 

ferns and sweet-scented flowvi. £Bie 

plucked a spray of heliotrope, and beean 

toying with it ■

*' Clive has never said to me one-qnartar 

of the sweet things that jon said just 

she said, softly, meditatively. ■

Arthur abrupUy turned his bade on 

and, as if afraid to venture ones 

within range of her coquetries, looked lor 

his hat and made for the door. ■

"lliere's not a man living who eoold 

stand it," he muttered, almost fiereely. ■

"You've left your ' WHd Western L^' 

under the table," she said, not monag 

from her place at the window. ■

He stooped to gatiier the loose dieels of 

manuscript which, in his ardour^ lie bad let 

fall. ■

'^ Arthur," she said^ in a low, piuaiiasfwe 

tone, " are you In a great hurry to ^ f I 

wanted to ask you to do sometbng fair 

me." ■

Down went^the loose sheets of vuijao- ■
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script to the floor once more, aod back to 

her Bide he went in a moment. ■

** Do something for yon ! " he exclaimed. 

<<What is there I would not dot You 

know I would lay down* my life for yon 

any honr, any day 1 " ■

'< Oh, it's nothing half so bad as that^" 

she answered, sndlingly; *<I wouldn't 

trouble you at all if I had a brother, or a 

cousin, or any one of whom I could ask a 

favour." ■

She seemed utterly to ignore the fact 

that she had a betrothed lover. ■

Arthur reminded her of it ■

"You forget," he said, bitterly, <'the 

man who doesn't appreciate his g(H>d luck, 

and idio doesn't know how to say sweet 

things to you." ■

«<>liv6, do you meant Oh, it^s some- 

thing I couldn't possibly ask him to do." ■

Arthur's face flushed with a real happi- 

ness. For the moment he felt himself 

exalted on a pinnacle to which his rival 

had never attahied. ■

Only for a moment, however. Juliet 

knew how to read the light of pride in 

his eyes, and forthwith set herself to 

quencn It. ■

*' I ought to apologise for troubling you 

in this way," she said, sweetly ; <* but since 

Stacy — she was my maid for ever so many 

years, you know — ^married, there is no one 

I can ask to do anything for me." ■

The flush of happiness died out of his 

face. So then, after all, he only stood on 

a level with Stacy, the maid, in his 

goddess's estimation. He drew just one 

step nearer to her. ■

" Juliet," he said, in low, pained tones, 

'' if you were not so exquisitely, so daintOy 

beautiful, I could find it in my heart 

to say bitter things to you." ■

He was right in hfa estimation of her 

beauty. She was lovely, with a grace that 

might well be called exquisite and dainty. 

To his fancy, as he stood there facing her^ 

the exquisiteness and daintiness had never 

been more markedly apparent. ■

She was dressed in some light summer 

robeof ttiepalestpossibleshadeof mother-of- 

pearl green, a s wde that threw into vivid 

relief the delicate colouring of her skin, the 

warm brown of her hair so tightly coiled 

around her small head. The upper panes 

of the window at which she stood were 

filled In with a mosaic of painted glass, 

wh68e varied tints the quivering morning 

aunlight threw like a ehangefd rainbow 

about her l%ht draperies, and on tiie 

ground at her feet. ■

She gave a littie sigh. ■

"I suppose, then, I am to undentand 

that you wotdd rather not be troubled 

with my requests t " she presentiy said. ■

He did not at once reply. He was still 

feasting his eyes on her loveliness^ enjoy- 

Ing the beauty of lines and tints in a 

manner possible only to an artist or a 

poet. ■

"Your name bv rights should have 

been Iris," he said, at length, under his 

breath, and almost solemnly. ■

And forthwith his muse awakened, and 

began to sbg in his ears some wonderful 

invocation to the rainbow messenger of 

the gods, which no doubt, in due course, 

would take its form in the orthodox 

iambics. ■

Juliet had to repeat her question before 

she could get It answered. ■

" Befuse I " he exclauued. ** Befuse yon 

anythlnff 1 Talk of the sea refusing to 

follow tiie moon before you talk of my 

refusing request of yours." ■

" Oh, but there's nothing half so com- 

plicated as tides and moons about what I 

want done," said the gbl, with a light 

laugh. "I only want an advertisement 

inserted in all the English and Continental 

papers— all the papers, that is, that ladles 

and gentiemen would be likely to read." ■

The young man looked his astonish- 

ment. Then, recollecting the reputation 

which Juliet and Ida had for careless 

custody of their brooches and bracelets, 

asked: ■

*'Is it emeralds or diamonds this 

timet" ■

''Neither," answered Juliet ''And you 

must not ask me a sinc^e questioa And, 

above all, you mustn't let a smgle person 

know — no, not even your own mother — 

that either you or I have had anything to 

do with the advertisement. Promise 

me." ■

*' I promise a thousand times over. You ■

may lely on me as you might " He ■

paused a moment, and then added, with 

as much of sarcastic bitterness as he was 

capable of levelling at his goddess : "On 

your maid Stacy." ■

"Ah, you don't know how much that 

says," said Juliet, In no wise disconcerted. 

"Stacy was true as steel, and" — this 

added with a Uttie laugh— '' pliable as 

whalebone." ■

''I'll tiT and be the steel and whale- 

bone combined," he said, taking up his 

hat, as if ready to depart that very 

minute. ■
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''Oh, please wait," ahe exclaimed; 

"there*8 no such harry; I don't want it 

inserted to-da^, or to-moirow, bat on the 

very day we leave town. I Bappoee yoa 

know that we go to Bering at the begin- 

ning of next week Y " ■

Into the dim distance at once Tanished 

all the pleasant meetines with his divinity 

at balls and theatres, cunners and garden- 

parties, which he was wont to say were 

his ^aQy manna while he sojoamed in the 

wildemesa ■

"Yes, I've teased father into it ; I knew 

I shoald if I persevered. Peggy was 

foriooB at first— I knew it, becaase her 

manner grew so alarmingly sweet and in- 

sinoaUng; bat it was bU. of no ase. I 

told father that everything had lost its 

charm since Ida had married, that I was 

pining for country air, and, finally, that 

my boxes were packed, and that if they 

didn't come with me I shoald start off by 

mysel£ That made them give in at once. 

I think they had visions of my taming 

the Hall apside down in their absence, in- 

aasoratingtennis-partieswithoat chaperons, 

and so forth." ■

« The beginning of next week 1 " was all 

that he coald find to say, in a tone ahnost 

comic from its overweight of patiios. ■

'' Yea And the very day we leave 

town I want my advertisement to appear. 

Pray, pray don't forget ! It is moat Im- 

portant. Yes, I know I haven't told yoa 

yet what the advertisement is to be. I'll 

write it down, so that there'll be no 

mistake." ■

She went to her father's writing-table, 

and wrote on the back of an envelope jast 

five words, which she handed to him. ■

Those five words were : ■

'*Sab signo et sub rosa." ■

Chapter viii. • ■

Ths *' beginning of next week" saw 

Glive on his way back from Florence, and 

Lord Calvers and hb family comfortably 

settled in their country house; but it 

brought never a word of tidings of or from 

the missing bride. ■

There could be no doubt about it, Lord 

Culvers was beginning to get seriously 

oneasy ; his genuJity (3 manner appeared 

to be departing from him ; he began to 

grow sQent and abstracted ; he would fall 

occasionally into deep reveries, from which 

he would awaken with a stajrt, and give 

short, sharp answers to any one who 

chanced to address him. ■

Juliet also seemed to be loung a liUleof 

her brightness. During the last few diyi 

of their stay in town, she had tikn 

Interest in nothing save the prepan&m 

for their departure. ■

If the truth were told, thdr kanng 

town, after all, came as sometUBg d i 

relief to Lord Culvers. Wild and on- 

reasonable as Juliet's proposal had it fint 

seemed to him, he was at haatt im- 

commonly glad to get away frtMii tiit 

embarrassing enquiries of a hrgedrcle of 

friends as to the bride and btid^rooD, 

who were supposed to be at thatmoment 

at the height of their felidty aDii»|titt 

Alpine kkes and mountaba ■

On the morning after their aniTil it 

Dering, a letter was received from Clin, 

which told that his journey to Flonaee 

had been a lost one, Madame YeidikiTiiij 

neither seen nor heard of Ida, sndknowiDf 

nothinff whatever of her intentioni. ■

The letter, idthough addressed to Joliit, 

was brief and formal in tone, deddedl; 

not the sort of miaaive that a betnthil 

damsel would read in an ecstasy of sbuIm 

and tears, carry about with her iH dif 

long, and hide under her piDof it 

night. ■

Neither its brevity nor ito fomuBty, 

however, seemed to trouble Juliet Site 

took it at once to her father, and nidft 

aloud to him, word for word. Thflrewii 

added a postscript to the letter, in vhkh 

Clive said that, mindful of s offUin 

suggestion of hers, he intended to bmk 

his return joamey at .P^aris, and voold be 

dad if she would send to hh at tfw 

Hotel Bristol the present addm of bfii 

cousin, Captain Oulvera. ■

" What has he got into his head novt 

said Lord Culvers, irriUbly, tammgtoim 

daughter. <* Juliet, take my word fox it, 

if those two men meet^ mischief will eoitf 

of it What could have posseaasd joa to 

make such a foolish suggestion t " ■

It was beginning to dawn upon hlmtttt 

Clivd was throwing, not too much eDeig, 

but energy of not quite the right kind into 

his search for Ida. ■

"Dear love, is it posdble that mch^ 

suggestion came from yout" said Luj 

Culvers, looking up from her embiolddp' 

frame, and throwing a glance at bar 

husband, which said, plainly enoa^ "^ 

these girls, when will they cease to getos 

into hot water r ■

Juliet narrowed her eyes and looW « 

her Then, with poUte drcumbcatio^ 

told her to mind her own busineaB. ■
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''Embroidery, Peggy," she said, *'re- 

quires an imdinded attentioiL Otherwise 

yoa will be taming your daiaies into 

dandelions." ■

Then, before "Peggy" could recover 

herself, or her father find words in which 

to mark his sense of her employment of 

the objectionable nickname, uie girl had 

taken her hat from a side table and had 

wandered ont into the garden, throngh 

one of the open French wmdows. ■

''Don't expect me back till loncheon," 

she said to her father, as she passed. 

"I'm going to have a long talk with 

Goody.'^ ■

This was said by way of adding fuel to 

fire. ■

'* Goody," or, to call her by her right 

name, Margaret Pearson, had been in her 

young days nurse to the first Lady Oulvers, 

and subsequently had o£Bciated in the 

same capacity to Lady Oulvers's twin 

daughters. Her devotion to her mistress 

and to her mistress's children had known 

no limit The latter, so to speak, had 

never grown out of her care. When they 

quitted the nursery for the school-room, 

she had acted guardian-angel to them still ; 

and woe to the governess who was rash 

enough to assert her authority against 

" Goody's." ■

She could never bring herself to forgive 

Lord Culvers for his second marriage; and 

when the new Lady Oulvers wished to 

take the management of. afiairs entirely 

into her own hands, it became necessary 

to find a cottage for Goody, and to pension 

her ofif. Otherwise, the house would have 

been kept in an even worse state of 

ferment than it actually was, for the girls 

espoused Goody's cause heartily, and 

thoroughly enjoyed playing the champion 

to her at their stepmother's expense. ■

They were in tiie habit of styline 

Goody's cottage "The Sanctuary," and 

their "refuge in times of persecution." 

That meant that to Goody were carried 

reports of their skirmishes and tjieir 

victories, thdr flirtations and their love- 

affairs, in the fall assurance that all would 

be viewed with eyes that could not see 

fault or folly in her darling nurslings. ■

Juliet had a pleasant half-mile down 

shady lanes to go before she could reach 

her " sanctuary "that morning. ■

A quainti pretty little cottage it was, 

with a great, glorious tea-rose smothering 

its porch, running riot up its red-brick 

front, and peeping, unrebuKed, into every 

one of its diamond-paned windows. Sur- ■

rounding the cottage was a garden planted 

thick with old-fashioned flowers, where 

sweet-peas and mignonette mixed their 

fragrance with that of cabbage-roses and 

carnations, and tall sunflowers stood like 

sentinels on either side of the rose-covered 

porch. ■

A great, sleepy, black cat aroused itself 

from a bed of purple thyme, and came 

down the path to meet &e young lady 

as she swung back the gmen gate. 

From out the open cottage door came a 

bright-faced little country lass — Goody's 

great-niece— dragging by one arm a much- 

battered wooden doU; and following her 

came Goody herself, tall, trim, and comely, 

in lilac cotton gown, and white cap and 

kerchief. ■

The greeting between nurse and nurs- 

ling was more than cordial — affectionate. ■

"No end to tell you, Goody. Let us 

go into your little parlour; it's too hot to 

talk out here," said Juliet, putting her 

arm within the old body's. "No, don't 

ask after Olive, he's out of favour now," 

she said, as she seated herself in the cool 

little room, as fragrant of flowers as tiie 

outside garden. "He has had his day, 

and his sun has set By-and-by I shidl 

talk to you about some one else ; but not 

yet awhile. No, and you mustn't aie^ 

after Sdfton— he's out of favour, too. I 

used to like him; but I hate— yes, hate 

him now. To-day I'm going to taUc 

about Ida — ^no one but Ida from first to 

last." ■

This was tantamount to grantbg Goody 

license to ask any amount of questions 

upon a subject that lay very near her 

heart — " darUng Miss Ida's weddmg- 

day." ■

Juliet answered them every one in her 

liveliest fashion, and with many a little 

passing touch of humour at the expense of 

" Peggy," and some of " Peggy's " friends. 

Then die glanced at the little' girl playing 

in a comer with her big wooden doU. ■

" Send her away, Goody," she whispered, 

"I've something very special to say to you 

now." ■

So the little one* was se.nt into the 

garden, the cottage door was closely shut, 

and for nearly an hour Juliet held undis- 

turbed conference with her humble friend. ■

Throi|gh the open window, however, 

there were borne now and again to the 

little girl, odd fragments of their talk. ■

"Ida and Sefton had a desperate 

quarrel over-night," once she heard Juliet 

say. ■
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And as the child stood on tip^toes to 

peep at an Emperor batterfly which had 

setlled on the great golden disc of a tall 

sunflower, there came to her the words 

from Juliet in a slightly oontemptaons tone : ■

« Peggy has began her old trick of 

peeping into my letters, and ^" ■

Bat here Goody's voice interposed with, 

" Hash, my dearie, not so load," and then 

Qoody's hand showing amid the flowers on 

ttie sQl closed the casement ■

GHAPTBB IX ■

JuLDET went sauntering home under the 

shadow of the hieh hedgerows, pink now 

with trailing wild rose, and half-opened 

buds of honeysuckle. ■

It was a delicious day, with sun enough 

to suggest the tropics, breeze enough to 

make one think of tixe Alps. The air 

seemed absolutely laden with flower-scents; 

a distant sharpening of a scythe, the hx- 

away tinkling of a i£eep-beU, were the only 

sounds that broke the stQlness of the 

summer air. ■

Juliet had many subjects for thought 

that morning. A little absent-mindedly 

die turned the comer of a lane that led her 

at least a mile out of her way, and brought 

her back to the Hall by the park gf^ 

opening into the high-road. ' ■

A carriage and paiir on the point of 

driving out pulled up at her approach. ■

*' At last 1" exclaimed a voice from out of 

the carriage. '' You naughty child, where 

have you been I" ■

Juliet looked up to see a very tiny, very 

golden-haired, and very fashionably attbed 

lady dosing her sunshade, and extending 

a hand in greeting. ■

*'Mrs. Olynde 1" she exdaimed, *<have 

you dropped out of the clouds f When, 

where, and how did you get here f " ■

<'I caught the first train down this 

morning, arrived at Dering station three 

hours ago, called at the I^tcNamaras' on 

my way here, and they were good enough 

to let me have their carriage. No^ I won't 

go back to the house ; Fm sure your father ■

and mother '' ■

''Wha-tr* exclaimed Juliet, making 

round eyes at her. ■

" Oh, I beg your pardon — ^your father 

and Lady Culvers, I mean — have had more 

than enough of my society; tliey have 

been entertaining me for the past hour and 

a half. If you don't mind Fll take a stroll 

round the park with you, I've something 

very special to tell you." ■

She alighted as she spoke. ■

Juliet led the way down a ood vnm 

where young lime*trees arched thdr boQ|^ 

above, and taU bracken waved iti naflehl 

fronds on either ride of a strefaeh otgEMo- 

sward, smooth and springy with ite iiodff- 

growth of moss. ■

"I'm miserable, brokenhsiitod, im 

late 1 " exclaimed Mra Glynde, ao lonu 

she saw that she and Juliet bad tbeadilnde 

to themselves. ■

Bat whatever her misery and detokte- 

ness might have caused her to n^Iee^ 

assuredly was not her t(»let, Tbtfo^- 

gested, alike in its elaboratenen and fiiiib, 

the most artistic of Parisian modiiliei,i&d 

the most skilful and asriduoos of miidBi ■

Mrs. Glynde's friends were thoNQ|^ 

aware of the fact that at its lowttt eoa- ■

Eutation her age could not be far ofif % . 
>reBs, however, and the nae of toOik 

accessories, reduced it in appeuanceto 

about five^md-thirty. ■

« I could easily make mysdf lode a 

young as she does, if I chose to speaili 

fortune on cosmeties," someliinn 1« 

friends would say ill-temperedly to tUr 

husbands. ■

"I would much rather yon did sol; 07 

dear," those husbands as a rde voold 

reply. ■

But, all the same, when the duioefH 

offered to them, thAy generally pn^flsad 

Mrs. Glynde's society to that of the nan 

sober-minded matrona, for in conTanftxi 

she was invariably lively and eotertaumg, 

and in manner sympathetic ■

Juliet racked her braini to find oot 

what could have broken MicB. Glpda'i 

heart. ■

"Let me think. You have aess nbi 

one in a bonnet that must htm \m 

'created' in Paris at the sane tines 

yours— twin-sister to it^ In faek" ■

*' JuUet, it's far worse than that tfi 

about Arthur." ■

'* Oh-h 1 only touches you at neoDd 

hai^d, then. He can't find a rhjne V) 

some pet word of his, and he bcoibb to 

pilfer one, I suppose f " ■

"Orud diild ! Do you tiusk a trih 

like that would have made me get opaiiix 

o'dock in the morning, and sent mBfl^iBg 

down into the wildemess wbeBu Vm doe 

to*day at a luncheon, a flowsrahov, 1 

dinner, and a ball afterwaids, at iriiieh the 

Eoyalties wiU be present! Oits a6 

credit for devotion to Arthnr, if farsolhiog 

else." 

*'0h, yes, I'll give you erefit fa ■
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devotion to Arthur, aod for a good many 

other things," answered Jnliet, Tightly, and 

with a aide glance at the golden hair which 

appeured to hare <<Anrioomiu" written 

upon it ■

'* What eacriflce will not a mother make 

on behalf of a son, and an only son, like 

my Arthur I " continued the lady. ■

"What, indeed! LoncheonSy flower- 

shows, dbmera, balls, and Royalties in- 

claded." ■

«< JnUet, you hare no heart Yon are a 

second Lady Clara Yere de Yere, and I 

beUere if my poor Arthur were ffmg to 

commit soioidei you'd ^* ■

" * Hold your course without remorse, 

and slay lum witharacant stare,' or some- 

thing luce that But is he contemplating 

anywng so terrible as bullets, or kniyes, 

or prusnc acid % " ■

*< Something quite as terrible. Only 

yesterday he came to me and announced 

his intention of joining an expedition to 

Central Africa. ' I hare lost heart, I have 

lost hope r he said. ^ Something I must 

dotofiUmylifel'" ■

She ended her sentence with a heavy 

sigh. ■

"Oh-h, is that aU he is going to do t" 

And Juliet drew a long breath that 

seemed to imply surprise and disappoint- 

ment commingleda ■

"AUl What could be worset" cried 

Mrs. Glynde, despairingly. ■

*' A great many things. Now if I were 

Mrs. Glynde, and Arthur were my son, I 

should feel that it would be a good deal 

worse if he had come to me and announced 

his intention of— well, ^ing into Parlia- 

ment, or of playing first violin in the Albert 

Hall orchestra, because I should know that 

in either case his intentions would be 

doomed to disappointment" ■

"JuUetl" ■

'' I should, indeed. But a trip to Central 

AMcal Why, anybody can accomplish 

that. Is it a Gaze's or a Cook's excursion 

party!" ■

«< You have a heart of stone ! But I 

oan't believe you understand me. This is 

an expedition got up by a number of 

dreadral men — the Barkers, the Ottleys, 

and that set — who have made up their 

minds to ' penetrate into the interior,' as 

they call it That means go farther into 

the dreadful hole than anybody has ever 

yet gone, and get eaten up by flies, or 

cannibals, or lions——" ■

**Qr ostriches, or monkeys. They aU 

live in that part of the world, don't they t ■

"^ Make as much fun as you like, Juliet; 

but, take my word for it, if Arthur goes 

out with these dreadful men, he'll never 

come back again." ■

" Well, but other people go, and come 

back again, and seem to like it rather than 

otherwise. I should enjoy a trip there 

myself. I think I'll get my future husband 

to promise to take me there for our 

wedding tour." ■

The last words were said with a side- 

glance at Mrs. Glynde to see their effect ■

They acted like a match to tinder. 

Mrs. Glynde came to a sudden standstill 

on the smooth greensward, her hee the 

colour of the scarlet sunshade she carried. ■

"Juliet," she said, excitedly, *'that en- 

gagement is still * on,' then t I hoped — I 

was told, that is, by Mends of yours a day 

or two ago, that they felt confident it 

would all *come to nothing'; one need 

only to see you and Mr. Redway tc^ther 

to make sure of it, they said." * ■

Juliet flushed a little. ■

" Dear me ! How good it is of people 

to take such an interest in my idSairsl 

WQl you kindly tell those friends of mine 

that I intend to be engaged to Clive Red- 

way till " She broke off for a moment, ■

exclaiming : " Hark 1 Was that a cuckoot 

What a belated Uttle bbd! Surely it's 

time it went back to Central Africa." ■

'< Juliet^ finish what you were going to 

say, ' cried Mrs. Glynde, excitedlv. " Till 

when do you mean to be engaged to Clive 

Redway f Can you fix a date for the end- 

ing of your ei^agement t " ■

<< Why, of course — till my wedding-day, 

I was going to say/ answered JuUeti 

coolly. ■

Whatever might be her opinion of 

Arthur Glynde, she had only one opinion 

of Arthur Glynde's mother. The little 

lady had a reputation, which Julbt was 

not incdined to gainsay, of being one of 

the cleverest match-nuJkers that Society 

numbered in its ranks. She had married 

off in succession three penniless nieces to 

wealthy scions of aristocratic houses ; and 

now she was spreading her toils to catch 

an heiress and a beauty for her soa ■

*< How can one small head carry subh a 

multiplicity of plots!" thought the girl, 

with a far-off memory of the parson of the 

'' loveliest village of the plain." ■

" TOl your wedding<lay 1 " repeated Mrs. 

Glynde, slowly. '' Then my poor Arthur 

has no chance f " ■

She felt for her pocket-handkerchief, and 

for a moment it went to her eyes. ■
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With her handkerchiefi however, ihe 

pulled from her pocket a half-aheet of 

paper. With a ' sadden movement she 

stooped and picked it up. ■

"Yoa ought to see thiiii Jaliet/' she 

said, handing it to the girl. <' I picked it 

np veaterday in Arthur's den; it speaks 

for itself. If you read it you'll see how 

deeply in earnest my poor boy is." ■

JuUet unfolded the ualf-sheet, and read 

as follows : ■

My Ic ve hath solemn eyos, 

Byes that would make you weep, 

Bright with the light of stars 

That midnight vigil keep. ■

My love hath soft, cool hands. 

To smooth hot, aching brows, 

Soft as a plumM breast, 

Oooler than winter snows. ■

My love hath silent feet, 

Silent as passing breath 

Or sailing summer cloud ; 

My love*s sweet name is--<leath. ■

, Juliet folded and returned the half-sheet 

to Mrs. Glynde. ■

'* Eyes, hands, feet 1 Now whv did he 

Jeave out the finger-nails t Tell him' to 

add another verse something like this : ■

My love hath inky nails, ■

Nails that would make you weep . ■

Oh, what a lovely parody could be made 

oat of it!" ■

Mrs. Glynde, with a sigh, put the verses 

into her pocket again. ■

*< I can see how it will end," she said, 

sadly. <'My poor boy will go to Africa 

and never come back. You and I will 

say good-bye to him, and never see him 

again 1" ■

<< Oh, not at all," said Juliet, cheerfuUy. 

" If I go for my wedding-trip to Central 

Africa, we should be sure to meet— <[on't 

you know, just as Stanley and Livingstone 

met in the middle of me desert. And 

he'd ezdaim 'Juliet,'and I should reply, 

'I'm no longer to be called Juliet^ but— — ' 

Ah! I wonder what my married name 

would be!" ■

Again Mrs. Olynde came to a standstill 

on the greensward. ■

" Why, you said only a minute ago that 

you intended to marry Mr. Bedway." ■

*'I said sol" exclaimed JuUet^ her 

manner expressing the utmost of astonish- 

ment ■

"You said your engagement to him 

would end only on your wedding-day ! " ■

"Ah, yes, that's another thing. I 

mean to be engaged to him tQl the very 

last moment, and then I shall be sure to 

marry — some one elsa I couldn't endure ■

being engaged to the man I meant to 

marry." ■

Mrs. Glynde's face grew radianL ■

"Ah, I seel I understand! Joliel, 

you are one of the most enigmatie of giris ; 

but I think I'm beginniog to nndentaod 

you. Now will you send me back with a 

message for Arthur t " ■

''Oh yes, with a dozen, if you like! ■

Tell him, from me, on no aoooiint to ^ ■

again she broke off. "I'm confident 

there's tihe cuckoo again I It's qidle too 

ridiculous ! " ■

"On no account to start on this miser- 

able expedition — ^it sets off on the tweoliBth 

of next month," saJd the eager mother. ■

"On no account to attempt to enter 

Parliamenti or the Albert Hall orehoitn; 

perhaps he might pass master at the 

•Saturday Pop ' Oh, there's a Camber- 

well Beauty, I declare I I wonder ii I esn 

catch it," and off she started in poisoit 

of the brilliant butterfly, leaving her eoiih 

pudon to get over her chagrin as hest Aib 

might ■

When she came back presently a little 

out of breath, Mrs. Glynde, with a varj 

grave face, was retracing her steps in the 

direction of the park gates. ■

<' I see it is useless for me to stay say 

longer," she said ; " wiU yon like to ke^ 

these verses of Arthur's t — ^I don't suppose 

he will ever send you any more." ■

"Ah, yes, I may as well keep them 

Tell him if I don't see him again I wiD 

write, * In memoriam of A. 6.' across the 

top of the page ; but " ■

" Juliet, I shall tiA:e no messages to my 

poor boy that will drive him to despair. 

If you luive anything to say that will ^e 

hfan hope I'll carry Uiat" ■

"You wouldn't let me finish what I was ■

i;oing to say— I dedwe there is that 

ovely butterfly again ! " 

• And once more she would have started 

in pursuit if Mrs. Glynde had not 

absolutely taken both of her hands in 

and kept her rooted to the spot ■

"I insist on knowing wliat yon 

goine to say," she exdaimed. " I will not 

stand here to be tortured as yon torture 

Arthur." ■

" Dear me," said Juliet, in mOd astonisiH 

ment ; *< first you won't let me ipeak. and 

then yon hold both my hands, and 'msist ' 

on my saying what I was going to mmj 

when you prevented me." ■

" You said if you dicb't see him sgmiD 

you would write ' In memoriam of A. O/ 

across the top of his verses ; bnl ■
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Mn. Glynde, anzioiu to bring her back to 

the point ■

"Bat it will give meyerygreat pleaeore if 

hell oome and see me here on the twentj- 

first of next month. That was all I had 

to say when you intermpted me." ■

<* All 1 " oied the delighted Mrs. Glynde. 

'*It is quite enough! I understand! 

Oood-bye to the expedition that starts on 

the twentieth, if you want to see him on 

the twenty-first'* ■

She tip-toed, and insisted on Ussing 

Juliet on both cheeks — an embrace which 

Juliet received very coolly. Then she 

quickened her footsteps. '< I must get back 

as soon as possible," she said, " I told the 

MacNamaras I wouldn't keep their carriage 

for more than an hour, and I'ye kept it for 

nearly three." ■

It was easy to see that her haste*to get 

back was stimulated by her fear lest the 

wayward girl might, in another minute, so 

qualify her message as to render it not 

worth delivering. ■

In order the more effectually to prevent 

each a catastrophe, she hastUy turned the 

talk on other topics — a recent wedding, 

the newest mode in hair-dressing, the 

Uteat piece of gossip that had reached her 

ears. ■

** The way people talk is beyond every- 

thing — ^no one is let alone in wese days," 

she said ; " do you know, Juliet actually 

last night when I was dinins at the Adeanes, 

I was asked— you'll scarcdy believe it— if 

there was any truth in the report .that Ida 

and her husband had quarrelled on their 

way to the station, and that Captain 

Ouivers had gone off to Paris alonsi and 

that Ida had returned heme, and was 

staying with you at Dering t " ■

She said this with hor eyes fixed on 

JoUet's face. ■

And if she had spoken out all the truth, 

she would have said not only that she had 

been asked the question at her dinner- 

party of the previous nighti but that her 

own midd that very morning, as she 

had assisted in her toilet had told 

her of Captain Oulvers's sudden return 

to Glynde Lodge without his bride, and of 

Lady Culvers's strange story to account for 

the fact ■

Juliet's calm, pale face gave no sign. 

** It's perfecUy true, every word of it," 

she answered, coolly ; '< Ida is at the present 

moment at the Hall — ^in a padded room on 

the top storey, contrivM expresslv for our 

famllylunaticsof apreviousgeneration. And 

Sef ton has been sent to prison for marrying ■

her, whence in due course hell emerge Uke 

a butterfly from a chrysalis, shake his 

beautiful wings, and float straight away to 

heaven. Gmd-bye. Mrs. Glynde, give my 

love to LQy MacNamara. Tell her next 

time she wears that apple-green dress of 

hers not to put so mudi Condy's fluid to 

her haur. The contrast of tints is quite 

too appalling ! " ■

CHAPTER X. ■

The next day was to bring news of a 

startling kind to the Hall. Juliet was 

spending a lazy morning feeding the water- 

fowl on the lake, and making beUeve to 

read ''Red Cotton Nightcap Country," 

when a message was brought to her that 

Lord Culvers wished to see ner in his study 

at once. She went back to find her father 

waitbg at the hall-door for her witib an 

open letter in his hand, and a look on nis 

face which said "some^ing to tell" 

plainly as words could. ■

" News of Ida's brooch," he said, so soon 

as her feet were inside the door. Then he 

led the way into his study, spread the 

letter before her, and bade her read it. ■

It came under cover from Messrs. Hunt 

and Locke, of Chancery Lane. The writer 

was an English priest — ^Baldwin by name 

— who officiated at the church of the 

Carmelite Friars, in the Bne Bellannine, 

Paris. He stated that on the previous 

Sunday at the midday celebration of mass 

a diamond brooch, answering in all respects 

to the one described in the advertisement 

in the daily papers, had been droppedinto 

the offertory bag. By whom — ^whether by 

a penitent as an offering, or by a ttiief in 

order to escape detection — he could not 

say. The church was crowded at the 

time, and the brother who had ooQected 

the alms had not noticed anytUng unusual 

in the manner of giving in any part ol the 

church. ■

The writer concluded by giving his 

address in the Bue Bellarmine, and stating 

that the brooch was in hb possession 

awaitmg identification from its owner. ■

Juliet's face grew as white as her father's 

as she read the letter. ■

"Oh, father, what does It mean— what 

can jit mean I " she cried, in a quaking 

voice, as she read the last word. '* Ida has 

not dlropped that brooch into the bag, why 

should she!" ■

Her thoughts flew to the worst. ■

*' Can somethbg terrible have happened 

to her, and some thief have Oh, no^ ■
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no, it cannot be I'* And then ihe broke 

down atterly, and sank into a chair, 

covering her face with her hands. ■

Lord Calverfl, thongh scarcely less agi- 

tated, did his best to cahn her. ■

'*Now, now, Juliet/' he said, tremulonsly, 

** if yon give way like this yoall annerve 

me and make me unfit for what Fve got to 

do.- ■

Neither of his daughters were of the 

weeping, hysteric order ; tears with them, 

after cmldish days were past, were of rare 

ocoanrence; when they did break down 

it meant something more than a headache 

or an attack of nerves^ and carried weight 

accordingly. ■

For one thing, her ontbnrst of grief 

entirely dispelled firom his mind any 

lingering snspicion that she was in some 

way cognizant of her sister's movements. ■

Jaliet calmed herself with difficulty. ■

*' What have yon done f What are yon 

: to do r* she asked. 

Tell, my dear, you see I mast starb 

for Paris at once, In order to identify the 

brooch. I've already ordered the carnage, 

and if I catch the next train from here I 

shall save the night boat, and " ■

■' It may not be Idi^'s brooch after all," 

intermpted Jaliet eagerly. ■

" Exactly, my dear/' said Lord Colvers, 

almost cheerfolly, and glad to have a 

chmce of patting a bright face on matters. 

"Before we allow oorselves to imadbe 

that 'the worst — the very worst has hap- ■

red, we most make sare that the brooch 
Ida's. I've telegraphed to Sefton, 

and ^" ■

"Oh, whv not iiave telegraphed to 

Olive f he has a thousand times more 

energy 1 " again intermpted the girl, feeling 

instinctively that the one man was as a rock 

and the other bat as a reed to depend 

apon. ■

'Nowi now, my dear," answered her 

father, deprecatingly, "Ida's hasbuid is 

the right person to act as my coadjator in 

this matter. Bat will yoa coma with me I 

— that is, if yoa can get ready in fi?e 

ndnutes— I shall be glad to have yoa." ■

Jaliet thoagbt for a moment. ■

"No," she answered, slowly, "I mast stay 

here for the present I may have to follow 

yoa, I cannot teU." ■

•* Well, well," answered Lord Culvers, a 

little puzzled, " It doesn'c matter much. I 

take it no one can identify this brooch but 

me ; there's a Saw in one of the emeridds 

in the spray that will enable me to swear 

to it, and " ■

" Bat, father," intermpted Jolkt^ ^^^ 

won't try to hush the matter np m 

longer, will youl You most— yoa viQ 

apply to the police now. We moit mon 

heaven and earth to end thu lupeme.' ■

'' Yes, yes, of course ; that is, providfld 

the brooch Is really Ida's," he amvend, 

clinging desperately to the last ihied of 

hope that th3re might yet be a poinhilltf 

of avoiding the publicity which oOtng k 

the assistance of the poUoe woald inTolTi 

"You see," he added, reprotinglj, "jou 

are taking the worst poiisible riev i 

things. Ida herte^f may be in Pid^- 

Heaven only knows where she ii— i&dBiij 

have read the advertisement for her W\l; 

and| fearing lest it may draw attentjoa to 

herself, may have " ■

"What!" interrupted Jaliet, <<y(m think 

Ida capable of giving awaymother'ihrooe& 

in that fashion 1 " ■

"My dear," said Lord CdYera, wifii i 

sigh, " Heaven only knows what yoa in 

both capable o£ I could never find vke 

to draw the line." ■

And then the carriage was SDnonnod, 

and Jaliet^ all nervoua terror for iev k 

father should miss hie tridn, and lo Iqm 

the night steamer, did her best to control 

her agitation, and to expedite ^ 

departure. ■

Lord Culvers had a charaeteriitic to- 

well speech to make to lus vife and 

daaghter as they stood saying their good- 

byes to him under the porch. It wh : ■

"You two won'c quarrel more thin 

you can help while I'm away, nov liS 

you 1 " ■

Lady Culvars's reply was daadaUk 

also. It was : ■

" Dear love, if Jaliet is ever so tryiog, I 

shall put UD wfth it all for your lake." ■

And Juliet's reply was also ehizifiUr* 

istic: ■

" Qaarrel with Peggy — at such a 6mt ? 

she exclaimed. '^ I &oald as soon think 

of quarrelling with the flies on thfl 

ceiling I " ■

So soon as her father was oat of dl^^^ 

without even calling her stepmother ink) 

council, she despatched a telegram to Qi^ 

telling him of the finding of the bioodi, 

and asking him to meet her fathflr u 

Paris on the following day. She UkffS^ 

equal to doing this on her own reipooii- 

buity. It was all Very wc^ for her ftthei 

to preach deference to the proprietiei of 

life, and select Sefton as a waxMk co- 

adjutor ; she felt that the propnetfei of 

life had already had too much deftroae^ ■
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paid to ihem, Mid that it was time now to 

make all oonuderationB bend to their one 

preasing neoeaaity of ending a terrible 

Buapenae. ■

After ahe had deapatehed her telegram, 

she went wanderinff ont into the garden, 

and thence into tiae park beyond; her 

mind capable of holding one thought, and 

one tbooght only : '< Ida, Ida, where ia 

ahet" ■

At eyery torn of her footsteps a shadowy 

Ida seemed to meet and confront her. 

There, a cool patch of green hi the afber- 

noon Bon, lay the tennis-conrt where ahe 

and Ida had had each glorious combats, 

and where, if she closed her ^es for a 

minute, ahe could aee her in her white 

tennis-dress, tossing, in senti-contemptnons 

fashion, her ball of bank-notes to the 

willing redpieni There, on the margb 

of the kke, which glistened like silrer 

between the shifting bonghs of the in- 

tenreninff trees, stood the drooping willow 

that had been their ''wishbff willow" 

from the daya of abort frocks and atrapped 

shoes npwardsL There, too, in an oatof- 

the.way comer of the garden, ky the little 

flower-beds they had delighted to call their 

own in their days of mischief and mad- 

pies, and which the gardener had carefully 

*' set to rights " every evening, and their 

tricksy fingers had aa carefully "set to 

wrongs" the next mornings Why, the 

very birds aa they piped and twittered in 

and out among the dirubberiea seemed to 

soand Ida's name in her ears as they re- 

called the long, happy, lasy mornings they 

two had spent under the shadow of the 

big fl>wering rhododendrons, embroidery 

In hand, listening to the sweet, wild notes. 

'' Oh, it is too much, too much I ^ ex- 

claimed the girl, covering her ears with 

her hands aa if to shut out a chorus of 

Yoioea that cried aloud to her. " All that 

ia paat and gone for ever. Ida, Ida, where 

ia ahe now %" ■

She went hurriedly back to the house 

and straight to her own room, where she 

ahat herself hi with her pen and ink. ■

The sun went down, the dinner-bell 

clanged through the house, the moon rose 

high above the oaks and elms m the park, 

but stiU Jaliet sat writing there, alowly, 

oarefnlly. pamfolly, aa if each word ahe 

wrote held a life's sentimce in it ■

And if one had looked over her ahoulder 

he would have seen that her letter waa 

addressed to Ciive, and that from its fint 

to ito hMt Une It waa about Ida, and Ida 

only. ■

CHAPTER XI. ■

Clite did not need to wait for Juliet's 

reply to his letter in order to obtain Captain 

Gulvers's addresa On the day of his 

arrival in Paris there was delivered to him 

a letter from his father, which made him 

feel that he had done well to break hia 

journey there. ■

•' Since I said good-bye to you laat week," 

Mr. Sedway wrote, "a atrange circum- 

stance has occurred. A lawyer— Phillips by 

name — with whom I have been casually 

brought into contact, told me^ in the courae 

of conversation, of a curious letter that he 

said he had received from a member lof a 

family in which he knew that I and my son 

were interested. ■

''This letter, which he subsequently 

showed me^ was dated from 15, Bue 

Vervien, Paris, and was signed Sefton 

Quivers. In roundabout fashion the 

writer asked for advice for a friend, who 

he said wished to borrow a few thousand 

pounds on a clause in his wife's marriage 

settlement^ which provided that, if she diml 

childless, her whole fortune — over one 

hundred thousand pounds — would revert to 

him. There were no children, Captain 

Culvers went on to say, nor any likelihood 

of any, as the husband and wife had | 

quarrelled and separated, and he had now 

every reaaon to suppose that reconciliation 

between them womd be impossible. ■

'* Oaptam Culvers fuither state 1 that Us 

friend's need for money was Immediate 

and pressing. He was wllUng to pay a 

high percentage for even a snudl loan so 

long as it could be had at once, and 

without the trouble of legal formalities tihat 

might necessitate negotiation or corre- 

apondence with his wile's family. ■

*' Now it* doesn't require a wiseacre to 

come to the conclusion that the friend, for 

whom Captain Culvers made these en- 

quiries, waa the best of all his friends— 

himself; and that the letter would never 

have been addreased to PhUlipa if Culvera 

had known that I was likely to have 

dealings with him. ■

"But the most important part of the 

whole letter, to my way of thinkbg, lathe 

phrase, 'the husband and wife have 

quarrelled, aeparated, and there is now 

every reaaon to suppose that reconciliation 

between them would be impossible.' ■

'* Of course, the most charitaUe supposi- 

tion would be that Captain Culvers made 

use of these expressions wholly and solely ■
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for the purpose of facilitating and ex- 

pediting the loan of which he is bo much 

in need, that there may not be a grain of 

tmth in them, and that he may be as mach 

in the dark as to his wife's morements as 

we are. ■

" On the other hand, there is the pos- 

sibility that in speaking thns, he was 

speaking of matters within his knowledge^ 

Juliet has, yon say, spoken of serious 

quarrels that took place during the en- 

gagement Some such a quarrel may 

have occurred on the day before the 

wedding — which/ to sare an open scandal, 

was allowed to go on — ^it may even haye 

been continued during the drive from the 

house to the graveyard, and Oaptain 

Oulvers may thus have been in some sort 

prepared for his wife's disappearance. 

Subsequently she may have written to 

him, and his words, < there is now every 

reason to suppose that reconciliation 

between tiiem would be impossible,' may 

point to the fact that he will not consent to 

certain conditions his wife wishes to impose 

upon him, or that she refuses consent to 

terms proposed by her husband. ■

^ I coi^ess that from the first my sus- 

picions have pointed in this direction 

rather than towards Juliet, who I think 

has been somewhat unjustly suspected on 

the matter. If you remember, die hinted 

to you that it would be as weU to keep an 

eye on Captain Quivers, who probably 

knew more than any one imagined of her 

sister's movements. His letter to Phillips, to 

my way of thinking, gives colour to the idea^ 

and allows us to conjecture that, negotia- 

tions with his wife having come to nothing, 

he has tried to raise money on her property 

without her knowledge. If I were in Lord 

Gulvers's place I would let every other 

theory go and concentrate attention in 

this quartier. It would not in the least 

surprise me to leam that Ida, as well as 

her husband, is in Paris. My own belief 

is that she is safe and well wherever she 

may be, and is only deterred from com- 

municating with her own people by the 

fear that iihey may compel her to make 

terms with her husband, and to live wiUi 

him as his wife." ■

To this letter was added a postscript, 

which ran thus : ■

*'By the way, I am told, on good 

authority, that the house where Oaptain 

Quivers has taken up his abode — 

No. 15, Rue Vervien — does not bear a very 

good reputation. It is kept by a Russian 

— ^Ivanotf by name — and is the resort of ■

all sorts of shady people^ Britiush a&d 

foreign — gamblers, sporting and bettang- 

men, in fact of adventoren of ■

Before Olive had time to ahapa Us 

thoughts to a dear judgement on thia Isfetsr, 

Juliet's telegram, despatched immadiatoly 

after Lord Onlvers's departure^ was 

brought to him, and then, hey prwfeo I tiw 

father's letter was read upside down, and a 

clear judgement on that or any other 

matter for the time became an impoaiiMlfty 

to him. ■

JnUet's tdegram ran briefly thus : ■

"The brooch has been fonnd in Pirik 

Father eroises to-night ^raj maeit lam. 

at tiie station to-monow morning." ■

The newi, oomin^^ on the hma of Ik 

father's letter, for the moment atarklad and 

bewildered ' him. The telegram, read ade 

by side with Mr. Redway's eonjeefeaiBi, 

called forth speculations as to probnbititiei 

as wild as they were vagua ■

The finding of the brooch in PaeIb no 

doubt confirmed Mr. Redway's aaiBfaB 

that Ida had been in Paris, and in eom- 

munication with her husband; bat to 

Olive's way of thinking did not give the 

slightest support to ids oonjeetnre tiisl^ 

" wherever she might be she waa sale sod 

well" On the contrary, to hia miod it 

seemed to point to a direeUy opposite con- 

clusion, that is to say, if tiie hrooeh hid 

been found, as he surmised, in a akiaii^ai's 

hands.. ■

And his brain, once set going in iida 

direction and stimulated by bis batnd of 

liis successful rival, soon refosod to he 

trammelled by the probable, bat ran liot 

among the wildest possibilities. ■

His father had stated the ease tar too 

lenientiy for such a scoundrel as Colvsnip 

who, no doubt, throughout liad bean aeUag 

on a settied plan. Ida's fortone— otst 

one hundred thousand pounds — had frosn 

the very first been always before ikh 

man's mind, and he ha4 set his wits to 

work to get it entirely into his own handL 

He was beset by creditors. He know thai 

a girl of Ida's high spirit oonld never, 

under any circumstances, be likely to enaet 

the part of a patient Griselda and band 

her property unreservedly to hIa kee|ii^ 

and BO he had done his beat to render ths 

clause in her marriage settiement^ wbieb 

provided that, if she died childless^ bsr 

fortune should pass to him, *<nn isit 

accompli." Ida had moot likely been In- 

veigled from her mother's grave into aosne 

plaioe where she would be annoonded by ■
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Captain Calven's creatures. The letter to 

her father had without doubt been written 

under eompulaion, in order to throw her 

friends off the scent, and she had been 

kept to all intents and purposes a prisoner 

ontU means had been found to end her life 

without detection to the criminals. There 

were plenty of people who could be found 

to do such things, and plentj of places 

where they could be done both in London 

and Paris. Why, No. 15, RneV^rrien, might 

eren hare been selected for the purpose. ■

Of course, at present he knew nothing 

as to the where and how the diamond 

brooch had been found ; but he had not 

the slightest doubt that when fuller infor- 

mation came to him it would confirm his 

terrible suspicions. Great heayens 1 And 

they had been all sitting still with folded 

handa whfle such a piece of iniquity was 

being perpetrated I ■

And when Olive had got so far in his 

thinking, hui brain seemed to reel, and he 

felt as if all power of reasoning had left 

him. ■

Inaction, seemed impossible. An hour 

of black temptation came to him. ■

The wild beast instinct to tear, to kill 

the thing he hated, grew strong in him. 

Now why should he not that yery minute 

take a pistol in his hand, go straight to 16, 

Rue Yeryieni and put a bullet through the 

brain of the man who, accordins to all 

acknowledged prindplespf right and wrong, 

was fit for the hangman's hands f ■

His mood of fury did not soon spend 

itself. While it laste^f , his revenge, or, as 

he phrased it, ''the act of retributive 

justice," seemed to him sweeter than any- 

thing else life could offer him ; sweeter far 

than would be the discovery of Ida and 

her possible reconciliation to her husband. 

If only the bitter suspense oould be 

ended, and he could know that she was 

peacefully laid to rest in her grave, he 

felt that he could kneel down and thank 

Heaven for her deliverance from the keep- 

ing of such a man as Oaptain Oolvers — a 

gamester, an unprincipled loni, no doubt ; 

a man, in fact, who had naught to recom- 

mend him butahandsome face and certain 

showy personal aocomplishmentsi ■

Side by side with this iniMe of Oaptain 

Culvers came a vision of Ida; not the 

marble-faced, self-^pressed bride of three 

weeks back, but a girl who had quick 

blood coursing in hu veins; eyes that 

lighted up with every passing thought; 

lipa tliat knew how to speak those thoughts 

in a voice that vibratea to every changeful ■

mood. Out of the shadowy past stept 

this Ida, in the white fluttenng robes in 

which he had first seen her at the country 

house of a friend. How well he remem- 

bered the day 1 It seemed but yesterday, 

although nearly a year had since slipped 

away. It was the dose of a hot August 

day, the golden glamour of a setting sun 

was falling on greensward and terrace, a 

thousand birds were carolling their hymns 

to the dying day. A tall queenly figure, 

she had stood before him, with eyes 

looking straight into his own, lips parted 

and hsJf-smiling, and pure pale brow that 

seemed to demand a crown of lilies as its 

right ■

The wave of memory quenched the fory 

of his thoughts. Sefton Odvers even was 

forgotten in the bitter recollection ct a 

cup of happineiia held close to his lips and 

then for ever denied to them. ■

He bowed his head upon his hands; 

hot, passionate tears forced themselves 

from his eyesL ■

"Oh, my darlinff, my darling I" he 

cried, brokenly, "why did I let you go! 

Why, why did I suffer myself to be fooled 

out of my happiness I ^ ■

And hand-in-hand with the bitter recol- 

lection of the easy manner in which he 

had allowed himself to be blinded to the 

real state of Ida's feelings towards him, 

came the tiiought that perhaps, after all, 

the bullet intended for Oajptain Culvers's 

brain mgjbi more fitly find its home in his 

own. ■

GHAFTEB XIL ■

In his softer mood the voices of common 

sense and reason made themselves heard 

once more, counselling a suspension of 

judgement as well as of action, until the 

morrow put him in possession of the news 

that Lord Oulvers would bring. ■

The circumstances under which the 

brooch had been found might possibly 

have thrown a fresh light on the whole 

affair, might have ahready swept away 

Lord Culvers's wish to hush the matter up, 

and it might be that even now the ^rhole 

machinery of French and English police 

had been set to work to trace the missing 

girl ■

The hours that must intervene before 

his coDJectures could have yea or nay 

given to them, stretched before him like so 

many months. It was all very well for 

oommon sense and reason to say, "Do 

nothing till you know what turn aflUrs ■
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are taking." Inclination whispered, " There 

can be no harm in your taUng a aaryey of 

No. 15, Bae Yeryien, from the ontaide, 

and if by any chance yon and GM>tain 

Calvera ahonld meet face to face, and yon 

— ^well, ahould have aomething to lay to 

him, no great damage coold possibly be 

done," ■

So he took his hat, and, after despatch- 

ing a telegram to Jaliet, saying that 

without fail he would meet Lord Culvers 

on his arrivsJ the next day, he turned 

his steps in the direction of the Bae 

Veryien, ■

Ic was nearly six o'clock in the evening, 

and the Boulevards were beginning to look 

somewhat deserted, cafis and restaurants 

to be somewhat thronged. ■

Ha had to ask his way once or twice, for 

he was not sure in which direction lay the 

Bue Yervien. He was directed down the 

Avenue de I'Op^ra, and thence into a 

narrow street lined on either side with 

caf^s and restauranta. Off this street at 

right angles led the Bue Yervien, « quiet, 

old-fashioned thoroughfare, with tall but 

irregularly-buHt houses, that were evidently 

occupied by tenants of various degrees of 

socid rank. ■

There was not much traffic here, the 

street was a by*way, and seemed to lead 

nowhere. Two girls in muslin caps were 

carrying between them a basket of well- 

starched linen; a nursemaid and some 

much be-frilled children went sauntering 

past Two men were coming up the street 

at a somewhat rapid pace, and were talk- 

ing loudly and excitedly as they came 

along. ■

It did not need a second glance at these 

men to discover their nationality ; the cut 

of their clothes, the veiy tie of their cravat, 

proclaimed them Englishmen — Enfflishmen, 

too, of a type to hs found mostlv on the 

race-course and in the betting-ring, and 

best described by that untranslateable 

word, "horsey." ■

As they passed Clive he distinctly heard 

Captain Culvera's name mentioned. Upon 

which one of them exclaimed : ■

"It's the two B's — ^baccarat and brandy 

^that'll do for him. I doubt if he'll be fit 

for play to-night." ■

And then their voices passed out of ear* 

shot ■

The remark did not strike pleftsant key- 

notes of thought They had most like! v 

just come away from an interview with 

Captain Golvers, and no doubt had spoken 

with the veradty of eye-witnesses. CLive ■

scowled at the row of tall hooiei now 

beginning to throw long shidowi uxm 

the street Now which was No. 15 1 ■

Here hb attention was arreitsd Vy i 

llttie Italian organ - boy, * who, wiSi t 

monkey m'mnted on his shoolder, vu 

grinding out some doleful melody in fm\ 

of one of the larger and more pretentbu 

houses. ■

With the recollection of the little dm- 

aenger of whom he h«d gone in panidt 

still in his mind, he said to himialf : ■

*< Ic will be strange if that boy ii pb?fa£ 

in front of No. 15." ■

He went on a few paces and wimjA 

ihe house before which the boy itool \\ 

was tall and narrow, with iron bileoiiiei, 

and windows filled in with fluted moilin 

blinds, much yellowed with eon tsd 

dirt. ■

And over its green-painted door, b 

brau figures, stood its number— 15. ■

It might be nothing more than s itrufe 

coincidence, or it might be one of tbw 

« momentous trifles " which, in the iDiiib 

of crime, have times without wnnber led 

to the detection and punishment of 

criminals. ■

With his thoughts In their present odd- 

dition, the latter supposition seemed the 

more probablcf. ■

He steadily scrutinised the boy'i feituRi, 

so aa to have them by heart in cita of 

future need. ■

The child was of the usual type thit one 

associates with a monkey and an orgtn- 

large-eyed and olive-skinned, with foil, 

pouting lips and straight black htv. ■

He touched his slouching fell hit, ud 

droned away more vigorously thia erer 

when he saw that he had attrseted the 

gentieman's attention. ■

The well-trained monkey pulled off b'l 

little tasseled cap and preaeiited i& C^ 

dropped a coin Into it^ and, accoiting the 

lad, asked him In the best lulisn he oodM 

command how long he had been in Pu^ 

and If he had ever been in England. ■

The boy's reply was voluble enoagh,bQt 

was given In a patois whose only word in- 

telli^ble to Giive was •'Signoi.*' ■

So Ciive tried him witii the nm(f» 

tions In French, only, however, with a 

similar result. Then an idea straek hm, 

and taking a half-aovereign oat of fa» ■

Eurse, he held it up to Oie bo; lod eckoned to him to follow him. 

The child, with something of vww 

showing in his big black eyes, foOoved 

him out of the quiet thoroughfare into the ■
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street of manv restanrantB. Amone these 

Clive selected one that had an Italian 

name orer its doonray, and where the 

faces of the waiters, as they bnstled in and 

ont among their marble tables, proclaimed 

their nationality. ■

He called a waiter, and desired him to 

bring to the boy whatever he chose, to 

have in the way of refreshments. ■

Then wbfle the little fellow, with evi- 

dent enjoyment, disposed of a plate of 

maccaroni and cheese, he desired the man 

to qnestion him, find oat his province, 

and whether he had recently come from 

England. ■

Tue waiter did his best as interpreter, 

bat ssdd that the chfld's patois was all bat 

onintelligible to him, it being one of the 

mountain dialects of Calabria or the 

Abrnzzi, whOe he himself was a Milanese. 

He conlJ, however, jast make ont enough 

to know that the boy denied ever having 

been in England, and stated that this was 

his first visit to Paris. ■

A qaestion as to where the child lodged 

in the big city elicited the answer that 

might have been expected: Hd had no 

settled place of abode, even at night; a 

cellar, an arch, or the porch of a charch, 

was aU that he asked for by way of 

shelter. ■

With so mnch of information Clive had 

to be content. ■

''After all," lie said to himself, <<it most 

probably was nothing more than a coinci- 

dence that an ludian organ -boy should 

bring Ida's note, and an Italian organ- 

boy be found playing outside the house 

where Captain Calvers lodged — a co- 

incidence so trivial that no one but 

himself would have dreamed of laying 

stress upon it." ■

Nevertheless, as a matter of precautioni 

in case it might be of importance to keep 

the boy in view, he desired the waiter to 

give him the change from the half-sovereign, 

and to make him understand that if he 

came to the restaurant at the same hour 

the next day there would be another supper 

for him. ■

The child, with a profusion of bows and 

smiles, shouldered his organ and monkey 

once more and departed, this time taming 

his steps in an opposite direction to the 

Hue Yervien. ■

Clive watched the little fellow out of 

sight, doubtful still as to whether he had 

let slip an opportunity, or had magnified 

a ''trifle light as air" into a matter of 

moment ■

CHAPTER Xltl. ■

"Yes, yes, my boy, I'm quite well 

Doh'k tpouble about me," said Lord Cal- 

vers, as he shook hands with Clive. "I'm 

a trifle worried, that's all, and a little 

tired. Juliet sent you to meet me I Ah I ■

very thoughtful of her, I'm sure Bat ■

— ^but where is SefKonI Have you seen 

anything of him 1 " ■

They were standing within the station, 

just outside the barrier, through which a 

motley crowd of passengers of many 

nationalities was passing. ■

" I have not seen Captain Calvers, and 

know nothing of his movements," answered 

Clive, curtly. " I have a carriage waiting 

for you ; where will you like to drive t I 

suppose your man will look after your 

baggage 1" ■

"Ah yes, he'll look after my port- 

manteau, and send it on to your hotel. 

Bat — but where can Sef con be 1 He must 

have had my tdlegram. He must be ill| 

surely." ■

"That's vdry likely," said Clive, coldly, 

and thinking of the t^ro B's. ■

"Then I think I'U drive first to the 

Bae Yervien and look him up. Poor 

fellow, he may be frantic to learn the news 

I have to tell him." Then he paused, with 

his foot on the step of the voitare, looking 

dubiously at Ciive. "I-^I — don't think 

it will be necessary for you to go with me, ■

Clive Don't mistake, Tm only too ■

glad of your company at such a time ; but 

— but you know yon two don't quite hit 

it off together." ■

Clive could liave laughed at any other 

time at the old gentleman's nervous anxiety 

to keep him and Sefton apart. Bat the 

present was no time for smiling, even, so 

he answered, glopmily : ■

*' I'll walk up and down the street^ or 

wait for you anywhere you like, while you 

call on Captain Calver& Bat if you don't 

mind, we'll drive together to his house. 

There's a ereat' deal I want to know that 

you can tell me." ■

So it was on their way to the Bae 

Yervien that Clive had the letter of the 

English priest read to him, with its story 

of tlie strange finding of Ida's brooch. ■

Bead one way, it seemed to confirm 

Mr. Bddway's supposition that Ida was in 

Paris at the present moment. Looked at 

in another light, it seemed to give a basis 

to their gloomiest fears. ■

" I suppose," Ciive said, savagely^ " you 

feel bound to look up Calvers, otherwise ■
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I shoald Bay don't lose a minute in going 

to the hooBO of ihitf prieit, see the brooeh, 

and drive Btraigfat awaj to the Palaia de 

Jnaiioa" ■

" Ah yes, my boy, I feel bound, as you 

Bayi to look up Seftoa You're very good 

to — to give me the pleasure of your com- 

pany. 3Qt Sefton, as you know, is the 

right person to act with me in this matter. 

And — and if you get tired of waiting, and 

go back to your hotel, I— I shan't feel 

afironted." ■

Olive bit his lip to keep back an angry 

word. Lord Golvers had as good as dis- 

miflsed him ; he paused, even, oa the door- 

step of Na 15, as if expecting him to shake 

hands, and say that, as he was no longer of 

any use, he'd go back at once. But Olive 

did not choose to be dismissed. In- 

stinctively he felt that they might be on 

the very verge of a crisis, that a single 

Mbb step might ruin all, and that Lord 

Oulvers, adviied only by his nephew, 

might very easily take that false step. ■

So at the riak of being thought de trop, 

and of having to hear Sefton use that 

odious expression, '*my wife," again and 

again in his most offensively possessive 

tone, he told Lord Oulvers that ne would 

wait for him as long as he pleased, but 

at the same time he thought that three 

minutes was enough and to spare for 

Oaptain Oulvers to get his hat and walk 

down the stairs into the street; nothing 

more than that was required of Um. ■

It was, however, more than three 

minutes — ^nearer a quarter of an hour — 

before Lord Oulvers came out of the house 

and re-entered the carriage. And when he 

did so it was unaccompanied by Sefton. ■

*'I can't make it out — I'm bewQdered 

utterly," he said, when he had dii^DCted the 

coachman to drive to the Bue Bellarmine. 

*' Sefton has behaved in the most extra- 

ordinary manner, refused pobt-blank to 

go with me to identify Ida's brooch ; that 

IS, if I adhere to my resolve of driving to 

the Prefect of Police afterwards. He said 

the most outrageous things to me ; claimed 

the brooch as his property ; said that he 

would have no confounded fuss made over 

his wife's diamonds." ■

Olive's remark on this was a shorty sharp 

expression which, if Sefton had heard, he 

might have felt disposed to reeent ■

Lord Oulvers's face grew more and 

more distressed as he wont on with his 

story. ■

"It's mystery upon mystery. I can't 

think that Sefton altogether knew what ■

he was saying ; his face was flaihed, b 

manner very excited. Whenlweniinlu 

had a newspaper in ids hand, and he dx«v 

my attention to an advertisement wUdi ha 

said had appeared in several EnglUiiad 

French journals, and asked me if I had bid 

anything to do with its insertion. He'd 

teach people to meddle with hii ptinto 

affairs, he added. Such an extnux^nu; 

advertisement it was, ' Sub algno et nb 

rosa,' nothing more. , My head ii gobg 

round, Olive. Oan you see a maining in 

all thist I don't like to say i1^ but the 

impression left on my mind ie thit Sefton 

had had a little more wine than wu pod 

for him, and did not quite know what he 

was saying." ■

Then they had pulled up at the priart*! 

house in the Bue Bellarmine, and the tuk 

of identif yfaig the brooch for the moDUDt 

drove Sefton and his extraordinaiyeondacl 

from their thoughta ■

Father Baldwin did not keep them wilt- 

ing. He entered the room brooch b 

hand. ■

" This is the exact condition m whidiit 

was when taken from the offertory bi(' 

he said as he handed it to Lord CnlTen. ■

Lord Oulvers took out his eye-gliv nd 

closely examined it. Then he started md 

turned a shade paler. ■

"Ida's brooch, not a doubt Thenn 

the emerald with the flaw in it ; bat itvii 

not in this condition when she won it 

last," he said, as he passed it to dire for 

inspection. ■

Olive saw at a glance that the fanoeh 

had been tampered with. The rabf eyei 

of the bird had disappeared ; from ito body 

here and there diamonds had been ih- 

atracted — abstracted, too, with a roogb 

hand, and some, no doubt, rooghmd- 

ready tool — assuredly not with ^ hind 

and the tool of a skilled jewellei; Aboi 

sundry of the emeralds in the spray whidi 

the bird held in ito beak, were miiiioft 

and the pin of the brooch was brokeiL ■

Qaestions addressed to the priest eliekad 

no farther information Chan that he bid 

already given in his letter He, hovera, 

strongly advised that the Oomminure i 

Police should at once be consulted on tki 

matter. ■

There seemed to be no other coorwopn 

to them now. So Lord Culvers, after nit- 

ing his cheque for the promised reward lod 

desiring Father Baldwin to pay it to the 

credit of any charity he pleased, orted 

the voiturier to drive at once to the 

Palais de Justice. ■
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CHAPTER XIV. ■

Wearied and diBpirited, Lord ColTers 

leaned his head upon his hand. ■

*<It'a altogether too much, Clive," he 

laid. '< I'm not a yonng man. I feel all 

to p!eeeB. Life is a little too hard for me 

joat now." ■

They had retnmed from their interview 

with the Prefect of Police, and now sat in 

Clive'a sitting-room at his hotel, trying to 

** face the worst and act for the best." ■

That interview had been a long and 

painful one, and the two men had come 

away from it folly convinced that they had 

acted the part of imbeciles in allowing a 

fortnight of precious time to slip away 

withoat making an effort to track the 

missing girL ■

As a matter of conrse, in order to give 

fall emphasis to the mystery of the re- 

covered brooch, it had been necessary to ' 

relate to the Prefect the story of Ida's 

marriage and aabseqaent disappearance; 

also, the fall history of her engagement| 

together with the footing on wUch she 

had appeared to stand towards Captain 

Calvers, as stated by Jaliet. ■

An interpreter, fortunately, had not been 

required, for although the Prefect had 

preferred to speak in his own tongue, he 

had a perfect knowledge of colloquial 

English. ■

Lord Gulvers's narrative, in all Its 

minute detail, had been taken down in 

writing by an official, who, as a matter of 

conrse, was present. ■

On the disappearance of the young lady 

the Prefect had declined to express' an 

opinion, stating that he could not possibly 

form one until he had given moat carefal 

thought to the ease in all its bearings. ■

He had, however, said that in so serious 

a matter they could not afford to neglect 

any detail, however slight, and, therefore, 

he proposed at once instituting a search for 

the little organ-boy, of whom mention had 

been made. He had also proposed sending 

one of his officers to wait at tiie Italian 

restaurant that evening, in the hope that 

the promise of a supper would be induce- 

ment enough to take the little fellow 

there. ■

Here Clive had supplied a faU and 

minute description of the boy. ■

Then they had come to the finding of 

the brooch in the offertory bag, and the 

damaged piece of jewellery was handed to 

the Prefect for his inspection. ■

Upon this, his questions had set in ■

one direction and centered entirely upon 

Sefton Culvers, his past and his present 

career. ■

Lord Calvers, a little astonished, had 

done his best to answer these qnestiona ■

Of his nephew's career during the past 

six or seven years he could give but little 

information. Captain Calvers had had a 

good deal of foreign service, had returned 

homo with his health impaired about 

eighteen months back, and had thought it 

best to send in. his papers to the Horse 

Gaarda This was about the sum total of 

all Lord Calvers had to tell. ■

The Prefect had laid stress upon Captain 

Culvers's resignation of his commission, 

and had asked, if no other reason than 

enfeebled health could be assigned for iti ■

Lord Calvers had replied that if any 

other reason existed he did not know of 

it. He had surmised, and knew now for 

certain, that his nephew was heavily in 

debt ; bat, so far as he was aware, there had 

never been a whisper against his private 

character. ■

Then had succeeded a number of ques- 

tions as to Captain Calvers's doings in 

Paris at the present moment^ and the atti- 

tude le had assumed since the disap- 

pearance of his Vife. Upon this there had 

followed the description of Sefton's present 

EUiroundings and most likely associates, 

together with the account of Lord Calverb's 

interview with him that morning, the 

young man's extraordinary manner, the 

excitement he had shown over a chance 

advertisement, and, finally, his peremptory 

wish that the attention of the police should 

not be drawn to the recovery of the 

brooch. ■

Here the Prefect had asked for and had 

taken down in writing the advertisement 

referred to. ■

Then CUve had leaned forward and had 

asked one or two eager questions Dicl 

the damaged condition of the brooch 

of necessity point, to robbery, and its 

broken pin to violence 1 Was it presum- 

able that such robbery and violence had 

taken place in Paris 1 ■

The Prefect had answered in cautious 

fashion, that, although in so serious a 

matter they could not afford to disregard 

any circumstance, however slight, they 

must yet be on their guard to prevent the 

main facte of the case from becoming 

entangled with side issues, which should 

be classified and treated as things apart 

To his way of thinking, the disappearance 

of the lady was one thing, the finding of ■
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the brooch another. ^ He was not prepared 

to say that Captain Colrers's wife had not 

fallen into bad band^ and been — ^well — 

robbed, if nothing worse, and that soch 

robber/ with violenoe had not taken place 

in Paris. All he said was, that neither 

the condition of the brooch nor itsrecorery 

in Paris went to prore the one thing or the 

other. If that brooch had been in the 

possession of professional thieves, they 

would have known perfectly well how to 

dispose of every one of the stones, which 

would have been removed with the finest 

of jeweller's tools, and th6 skeleton of the 

brooch would have been then dropped into 

a smelting-pot, not into an offettory bag. 

Here, however, was a brooch that had 

been tampered with by an amateur, who 

had evidently, before he was balf-wsy 

through his task, become scared, and had 

got rid of it in the readiest way that 

offered. The broken pin to his mind did 

not of necessity point to a struggle or 

violence of any sort; it quite as much 

pointed to an accident. A broken brooch- 

pin and a lost brooch were matters of 

everyday occurrence. ■

In conclusion, the Prefect had aa^ed for 

permission to put himself at once in com- 

munication with the English police, in 

order thht the highest professional skill in 

both countries might be brought to bear 

on the affair, which, to his way of think- 

ing, was beginning to assume a most 

serious aspect ■

It was no wonder that Lord Culvers 

and Olive should have come away from 

such an intexview with their hopes at 

their lowest, their fears at their highest ; 

nor that the foimer should lean his head 

upon his hand declaring that life was a 

little too much for him just then, and that 

Olive should have never a word to say by 

way of comfort. ■

But if there were little to say by way of 

consolation, there was plenty to discuss in 

the arrangements of the details of the 

course of action which the Prefect had re- 

commended for their adoptioa ■

With these details Olive strove to arouse 

Lord Culvers from his lethargy and de- 

pression, wishing heaitily, however, mean- 

while, that a younger and more energetic 

coadjutor could have been assigned to him. ■

" It will be best," he said, *< for you to 

return to Eogland — to London, of course; 

while I will remain in Paria There 

should be some one in either place who 

can give authority or bear responsibility at 

a momem's notice.*' ■

Lord Culvers gave a heavy dgh. ■

*'Tbat should be Sef ton's daty; he 

ought to be in the front nor, doing Ui 

part and helping us to do omi,'' he nU, 

querulously. ■

Olive could hardly tnut his tongae to 

speak Sefton's name. ■

"That man must simply be ^[oond; 

he drops out of the affair. We eio do 

without him,"iie said, curtly. ■

" Sapposbg," said Lord Culfsn pn. 

eently, with a little attempt at i nofle, 

" that Ida should write in a day or two, 

and tell us where she is staying, we ihiJI 

all feel such fools for the fuss w« hue 

made." ■

" I wish to Heaven we could be madeto 

feel fools in that fashion," answered Glm, 

vehemently, and trying his hudnfc to 

repress the feeling of irritation that wu 

beginning to grow up In his mbd sgiuiit 

the man who ooald entertain inch i 

thought at such a time. ■

Tet it must be confessed that Fate vu 

dealing a little harshly with Lord Colfsi 

at the moment. ■

Fancy settbg an egg on end, andbiddhg 

it run about and crow like a eUcba 

When the poor egg rolled over and fell 

helplessly to the ground, one would feel 

bound to admit that a little too much hid 

been required of it. ■

All Lord Culvers had ever siked of 

Providence was a quiet life in wkidito 

er joy the good things bestowed upon hiia. 

And a quiet life was just the one tkiog 

that Providence persisted in deoylog to 

him. ■

But, whether able to comply with them 

or not| demands upon Lord Golfeii'i 

energies were from this pobt to follow 

thick and fast. ■

He did his best to acquiesce heiitaj 

in Olive's practical suggestionsi and ex- 

pressed his willingness to return to 

England on the following day. To retos 

sooner he feared would be an imposiibflitf : 

he felt that a night's rest on a feathei-bed 

before undertaking a second journey m 

an absolute necessity to him. ■

Then, with another feeble Uttle attenpt 

at a smile, he wondered if a outlet aod & 

glass of claret would put a Uttle stieDgth 

faito him. ■

Olive, with a twinge of remone, recol- 

lecting that the old gentleman bad hid 

nothing in the way of food ahi« ™J 

arrival in the nioming, at once ordered the 

much-needed refreshment. ■

He himself, however, at the no&en^ ■
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f di Mliiig to b« ID bnpoiiibility. The heat 

WM infeenie; a timndeMtorm Beemod 

thnatenbig; ht fdt at'flad within four 

walk. There was yet an hour to be got 

thzotigh before he kept his appointmeDt at 

the ItaUaa CkU with the little organ-boy. 

He thought he would take a turn in the 

Ohamps Elys^esand see if the fresh air 

would clear Us brain and put some fresh 

ideas into it. ■

Ideas, however, are among the many 

things for which the demand does not create 

the supply. Olive wandered along the 

sultry, dusty road in the direction of the 

Bois de Bouloffne^ his brain meantime, 

instead of grincUng out fresh ideas, work- 

ing ineeisantly at the old treadmill of 

anxieties, perplexities, and distresses which 

for htm from the very first had gatiiered 

round Ida's disappearance. ■

Half-past five sounded from a dock- 

tower, and he turned Ins steps towards the 

street of many restaurants, hopfaig to 

find his little black-eyed friend awaiting 

him there. ■

He found the usual number of people 

assembled in the cafi round the marble 

tables, eating theb iocs or drinking their 

chocolate ; but never a s^n of the little 

organ-grinder. ■

He questioned the waiter who had at- 

tended to him on the previous day as to 

whether he had seen any thing of the child, 

and received a negative in reply. ■

Then he was himself addremd by a thin, 

wiry little man, whom he had noted as he 

had entered the- caf^, seated in a comer, 

to all appearance absorbed in the perusal 

of his'* Figaro.'' ■

Olive suessed in a moment that^this 

individusi was the detective whom the 

Prefect of Police had promised should be 

in Attendance «t the caf^ ■

They had a Uttle talk together. 

The detective expressed his conviction 

that tiiey were both on a lost errand. He 

was convinced that the boy would not 

make his appearance; although when 

preaaed by Olive to do so, ho declined to 

give the reasons for his eonvicticm. He 

stated further that Idn orders were* to 

remain in or outside the place until it 

closed at midnight There was therefore 

no necesdty for " M'sieu ** to remain 

nnlees he felt so disposed. ■

Olive, however, did feel so disposed, and 

he Ungered about the restaurant until 

daylight waned and gas -lamps were 

lighted. ■

Then he thought it best to return to his ■

hotel, in case the evening mail mfght have 

brought news of any kind, or information 

that called for immediate action. ■

On the steps of his hotel he was met by 

a chance acquaintance, who detained hUh, 

a few minutes fai conversation. This 

chance acquaintance was a member of the 

Alpine Olub, en route for the Swiss 

mountains, and was eager to detdl to 

OUve a new line of rcMd that he had 

mapped out for himseli OHve had but a 

scanty attention to give him, and shook 

him off as soon as posdbla During the 

few minutes that they stood talking to- 

gether, Olive had his attention arrested by 

a rister of die Salvation Army, who came 

out of the hotel and passed down the iiteps 

close to his dhow. ■

He caught a slimpse of her face under 

)tt black poke-Donntt as she went by. 

She was a woman of about twenty-five 

years of age, English not a doubt, with a 

pde, careworn face, that was neverthdess 

rendered attractive by its remarkable 

sweetness of expresdon. ■

He gave a passing wonder to the 

thought what could have brought her, 

without her colleagues, into so uncongenid 

a neighbourhood, and then went on to the 

room where he had left Lord Culvers. ■

He found it in.utter darkness, save for 

a single candle which burned upon a side- 

table that they had given up to their 

writing materids, and a patch of gas-light, 

which an outside lamp made upon the 

wall ■

It seemed strange. The unlighted lamps 

could be easily accounted for by the fact 

that Lord Oulvers, fast adeep, reclined in 

a comfortaUe easy-<ihair, with his feet res^ 

ing on another chair. ■

^ut the one candle on the writing-table ! 

It seemed to sugeest that some one had 

entered while Lord Oulvers had slept, and 

had made use of the pen and ink. ■

Olive crossed the room to the smaU 

table-, and there found his snspidons con- 

firmed. A pen was in the ink-stand, a 

sheet of note-paper was idd obtrudvely 

athwart the bbttingpad. And on this 

sheet of note-paper was written in ink, 

not yet dry : ■

'* A poor penitent, lying at the point of 

death at Na 11, £ue Ooro^ has a story 

to tdl that may interest Lord Oulvers." ■

CHAPTER XV. ■

Clivx stood staring blankly at the 

mysterious words. ■
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'<A poor penitent!" "A itory to 

telll" What in Hearen'a name did it 

mean! ■

Who could have entered the room while 

Lord Gaivem slept^ and have left a meeeage 

whose fall import it teemed impoeeible to 

gaoget ■

' For that the story which might "^ interest 

Lord Oolvers " had reference to their one 

pressing cause of anxiety, he did not for a 

moment doubt. ■

AU his wonderlngs, however, hid to be 

swept on one side unanswered, to make 

way for the more practical question, 

What was to be done for the best I ■

And to this question there seemed but 

one answer: "G> yourself without a 

moment's delay to No. 11, Rae Oorot." ■

He threw one glance at Lord Golvers as 

he slept His face, fitfuUy lighted by the 

one candle and the patch of light thrown 

by the outside gas-kmp, showM painfully 

worn and aged. It did not need a second 

glance to convince Olive that to awaken 

him and explain matters to him would 

mean not only delay in setting forth, but 

impediment to progress afterwards if, in 

his present nerveless, spiritless condition) 

he should insist on accompanying him. ■

"And how thankful he will be to be 

spared as much exertion as possible!" 

thought the young man, as having folded 

and put away the sheet of note-paper, he 

softly dosed the door behind him, and 

made his way down the stairs. ■

He did not stop to interrogate the 

waiters as to who had entered his sitting- 

room during his absence. ■

'< Where would be the use I " he said to 

himself, as he called a voiture, and dedred 

the man to drive him to the Rue Oorot; 

" the message was the thfang, the messenger 

mattered but Uttle." ■

Oddly enoughi with the thought of the 

messenger there came into his mind a 

recollection of the sweet, careworn face 

of which he had caught a passing glimpse 

under a Salvationist poke-bonnet ■

With his curiosity mtensified to burning- 

pofait by his anxieties, the wfaigs of the 

wind would have seemed a tardy means of 

conveyance to his destination; so it was 

scarcely surprising that the jolting voiture 

with its sorry horse taxed Us patience to 

its utmost limits. ■

The Rue Oorot lies in the unfashionable 

quarter of the Porte Saint Marthi, in close 

vicinity to the Th^fttre Beaumarchais. 

It is a narrow and somewhat noisy 

thoroughfare of tall seven-storied houses ■

that are let and sublet to all loiti and 

conditions of men. ■

Olive dismissed his voiture at theeonm 

of the street, and found No. 11 ferhiginlt 

The door was open» no portsr wiibifc. 

tendance, and the entrance seemed iH h 

darkness. ■

It waa not until he had Ui look 

absolutely on the first of the nanov fiigb 

of stairs, that he realised the awkwndiMM 

of his position in oomfng to a home toco- 

quire for a sick person without knotladn 

of either the name or the sex of the m£- 

viduaL ■

Half-way t^ the stairs he had todnw 

back to the wall to allow a young voma 

to pasa. She appeared to be of the 

sempstress or shop-attendant class, ind m 

smartiy dressed, as if for a caf4 elMBtiak, 

or some other bouigeoia place ci euteitiis- 

ment ■

Olive seised his opportunity, and, lifting 

his hat, asked the girl If she cooU taD 

him if any one were ul in the honaa ■

•< Mais oui, M'sieu," she replied; "cut 

la pauvre Marie Scliira qui va mooiir." ■

•' Marie SeUra." ■

Olive repeated the name to lumseif oo« 

or twice, and then remembered thit hi 

had seen it frequentiy on Parisian plif- 

biUs. ^ ^ ■

Now what In the name of all tbt vm 

wonderful could such a person as Maria 

Schira know or have to tell about inch as 

one as Ida Oul vers I ■

He ventured to address another qaeitifln 

or two to thegbl, and elicited theiaetdiai 

Marie Schira, while dressing in lur toj 

dressing-room behind the scenes ik tbi 

Th6Atre Beaumarchais, had set her gma 

sleeve on fiie with the eandles on bar 

table, and, before aMsistanoe coold be pro- 

cured, had been so severely bonod \ltaX 

her life was despaired ol This hadhap- 

pened three nights ago. ■

It was an awkward place for a ooDoqof 

this, on a small landing in the middle ofi 

flight of stairs lighted only by a dimdr 

lamp on a very high bracket Yet Clifa 

hazarded one more questbn. ■

<*0a which floor were MademoinBe 

Schira's rooms I Was there any one then 

who could receive Idml" ■

The young gfarl eyed him duUooaly^ 

a moment, as fl wondering over the siotiva 

for his questions eoneeming a penw of 

whom he evidentiy knew next to boIUd^ ■

She, however, answered him poHtdrtf^t ■

Marie Schira's rooms were on the ioor ■

I above the one on which they stood; thik ■
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Marie had a lister who had been anmmoned 

from Enghmdy and who waa in attendance 

on her night and day. Thia aiater waa a 

member of a religioas order, and wore a 

big *'chapeaa eomme fa"— here the girl 

with her finger ai nearly aa poaaible 

deicribed the ihape of a ooal-acnttle in the 

air. If she were ont there would be sore 

to be some one else in attendance on Marie, 

for she waa never left alone. ■

Then the girl wiahed him good erening, 

and passed down the stairai ■

The *'chapean comme fa" at once 

conjored np to Clive's fancy a vision of 

a Salvation Army poke-bonnet and a sweet, 

careworn face boieath it He wondered if 

the bearer of the mysteriona message stood 

revealed. ■

When he knocked at one of two doors 

that faced him on the second floor, the 

"some one ebe" left in charge of Marie 

Schira proved to be an elderly woman of 

most untidy appearance, with a yellow 

handkerchief tied over her head. ■

Her French was alarmingly bourgeois, 

and her sentences ran one mto the other 

with such rapidity aa to bo almost un- 

intelligible. ■

Olive could just make out that Marie 

waa suffering agonies; that delirium had 

set in, and that It was not likely she would 

live tUl morning. ■

Would M'sieu enter and sit down in 

the aalon I Marie's sister, who had gone 

oat early in the afternoon, wodd no doubt 

aoon return and be able to answer any 

qaeations. ■

As she finished speaking the woman 

opened a door -adjoining the one at which 

she stood, and showed Clive into a room 

dimly lighted by a sbgle candle in a 

girandole over the mantelpiece. ■

He conjectured that a door on one aide 

of the fireplace led into the room of the 

safferer, for he presently heard the woman's 

voice on the other side of it, together with 

what he fancied to be the creudng of an 

iron bedstead. It seemed as if the poor 

girl were tossing restlessly on her coudi of 

pain, for presently he heard a faint moan, 

followed at an interval by a low, incoherent 

mnttering. ■

It was a dreary waiting-time, this, that 

had ita dreariness doubled and trebled by 

the fear lest even aa he sat thme the dying 

girl might pass away with tfaie story it 

behoved him to hear untold. ■

Hia eye wandered round the dimly- 

lighted room. It was of the type one 

might expect aa the half-salon, hal^salle-^ ■

manger of an actress not at the head of 

her profession. ■

A general air of gaudinesa prevaDed. 

There waa plenty of gilding and bright 

colour in the furniture, but nowhere the 

touch of daintiness and order that pro- 

chdma the gentlewoman's sitting-room. ■

Side by side with the gaudiness and 

untidiness, there lingered pathetic traces 

of the sad episode &at was ending poor 

Marie's career. A heavy doak flung over 

the back of a chair, with its lining burned 

away, proclaimed the last service it had 

rendered to ita owner. A pair of tiny, 

aflver - trimmed alippen, scorched and 

blackened, lay beside it on the floor. A 

portrait of Marie Schira, that of a beam- 

ing, brilliant brunette, smiled down from 

an opposite wall on theae tokens of the 

last tragedy in which she had played her 

part ; and on a table immediately beneatii 

this portrait the light of the one candle 

foand out the diamonds in a massive gold 

bracelet, which lay aide by dde wiui a 

broken fan and a withered bouquet of 

camationa. ■

A step on the outside landing made 

Olive turn his head towards the door, 

which he had left slightly ajar. Presently 

a man's head, with a hat on, loolrod in, 

and aa hurriedly withdrew. Olive had a 

good memory for faces, and, slight as 

waa the glimpse he had of thia one, it 

recalled that of one of the two men who 

had passed him on the previous day in 

the Kue Yervien, and whose remark 

respecting Captain Oulvera he had over- 

hewL ■

The fitct struck him at strange. He 

might have doubted the evidence of his 

eyeaight, if it had not^ a moment after, 

been corroborated by a voice in the ad- 

joining room, whose tones he at once 

identified with those of the man who had 

animadverted upon Oaptain Oolvers's . 

liking for the << two Fs." ■

"Who is that man fai there I " were the 

worda that Clive heard in French, that 

had an unmistakeable English flavour to 

it. ''Has Mattie aent for him! or what 

does he want I " ■

The woman's reply did not reach Clive'a 

ear. ■

Then the opening and shutting of a 

door, and the sound <rf heavy fbotatcna 

descending the atairSi told him that the 

man had departed. ■

Half an hour, marked by the jarringly 

merry chimea of a ahowy ormolu clock on 

the mantelpiece^ alowly told itself out, and I ■
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then there eame the sound of other and 

lighter footsteps on the outer landing, fol- 

lowed onee more by the opening and 

shutting of the door of the adjoining roooL 

" Mary, my poor child 1 " were the words 

that reached Olive now; "let me raise 

▼our pillows. It is I — ^your own Mattie ■

baok^;^^'^ ■

It was said in Eoelish, and in sweet, 

low tonee, that might have been a lady's. ■

Three minutes after, the door that 

divided the salon from the bedroom was 

softly (^pened, and Olive, looking up, saw 

standing, framed as it were in the door- 

way, the figure of a woman in a straight 

black gown, and with a black poke-bonnet 

on her head. Beneath the bonnet showed 

the sweet, careworn face of which he had 

caught a glimpse at the door of the 

hotel. ■

The woman closed the door behind her, 

and advanced into the dim room. ■

*<Are you Lord Oolvers, sirP she 

asked. '*It is very good of you to coma 

I suppose * you saw my message on the 

writing-table I I did not like to disturb 

the gentleman asleep in the easy-chair, so 

I ventured to make use of the pen and ink 

I saw there." ■

Olive explained that he was not. Lord 

Oulvers, but one of his most intimate 

friends, and that any story Maiie Schira 

or her friends might have to tell, tbey 

miffht relv upon it would be faithfully 

and literaUy transmitted by him to Lord 

Oalvers. ■

The woman kept her eyes fixed on him 

as he spoke. ■

''I fear it is too Ute, sir,'' she said, 

sadly. " Since I went out this afternoon 

a sad change has set in, and I fear my 

poor sister will carry her story into the 

grave with her. Something has been 

preying on her mind for days past — some- 

thing in connection with the name of 

Oulvers, which has been very often on her 

lips in her delirium. I would have gone 

to yon sooner if it had been possible." ■

'' But have you no idea what has been 

preying on her mindl" asked Olive, 

eagerly. ''Oan you corjecture nothing, 

absolutely nothing, as to the story she 

wished to tell Lord Oulvers I " ■

«' I will tell you all I know, sur, with ■

Sleasnre," she answered. " But it is very 

ttle. Till I was fetched from my work 

in London the other day I had not seen 

Mary for years. I had prayed night and 

day that the lost sheep might be brought 

back to the Fold; but " ■

"Oan you tell me who the sum lu 

who came in and went out abont hilf m 

hour ago I '^ interrupted OUys^ ea§«r to 

snatch at any and every sesttnsd t)B«id 

that presented itself, in hopes thst thub 

might unravel something of the mj^toy 

which seemed to deepen at evaij tan. ■

'' My brother John, sir, I suppoN/iItt 

answered. ** There are three cf v-Haiy, 

John, and Martha — that's me. Holj 

names these, sir; but» alas) thej bre 

been but unworthily borne." ■

It was between pious sjseoliiiooi lo 

charged with deep feeling, that onbnilpi 

they became a prayer, that GU?sgiflKnd 

fragments of the ftmily histoiy oi ^ 

beiurers of these *'holy nsmei' ihit 

enabled him to understand somsthbg of 

the condition of things he was now oJM 

upon to facet ■

John had begun life as a stsUe U(, 

from that he had risen to be ahead gnoa. 

After that his career had beeomft dnbioia 

He had fallen into bad oompiDy, tiikai to 

gambling and betting, and for yein hii 

family bad seen nothing of him. ■

Miury, a beautiful but faivolou g^bid 

run away from home, when Utdt mm 

than a child, to join a eompnj of 

stroUbg players, and for yean ilii,tco, 

had been a stranger to her {smfljind 

friendsL Subsequentlyi John, in hii tone- 

what vagrant career, had lighted opoo k 

on the race-eourse at Ohantilly witJi k 

first name Frenchified, and the bailj 

patronymic of Skinner ItalisidMd hto 

Schira. Under this nom de goflnv the 

had made something of a repotitios u 

an actress of low oomedy psiti it m 

inferior theatre. ■

Of herself Miss Skinner ssid noiluDg. 

Her straight bkck gown, and poke^Moo^ 

seemed sufficiently to tell her story. ■

She ended her fragmentary aenpi of htf 

family history in a faltering voica, ui 

with eyes that swam in tears. ■

*' I pray for the two night anddsj, ur' 

she said, clasping her hands together, 

"without ceasing, I beseech tk Gaod 

Shepherd to " ■

'* But," interrupted Olive, aiudooi is 

bring her back to the point where ks 

faiterest was keenesti " did your rfiter (Hi 

your arrival here give you no histaito 

what was on her mlud % '' ■

** I know up to a certain pob^ ^- 

When I first arrived here, atthosgt eiie 

was suffering terribly, there was do ft^tf 

on her, and she oould talk cslnlj it 

intervals. In her sleep she used to Buttar ■
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a good deal abont some diamonds which, ■

the seemed to fear, might get her and ■

some one else into tronble." ■

Clive gave a great start ■

» Diamonds !" he ejaculated. ■

<* Tes, sir. So once, when she seemed ■

snfferbig a little less, I asked her if she ■

had anything in her possession that did ■

not rightf ally belong to her. At first she ■

refosed to answer ; but when I spoke to ■

her abont the great judgement seat before ■

which she must shortly stand, she grew ■

frightened, «nd told me to fetch her a ■

certain box out of one of her drawers. I ■

did so, and found in it a magnificent ■

diamond brooch that had had some of its ■

stones removed. This she desired me to ■

take to the church of the Carmelites on ■

Sunday, and put into the offertory bag. ■

It would then, she said, no doubt, get back ■

to its rightful owner, for there had been ■

advertisements out offering a large reward ■

for it." ■

*' But did she give you no idea how the ■

[ brooch came into her possession t" ex- ■

L claimed Olive. ■

It was hard to be brought^ thus to the 

I edge of an explanation, and then be left as ■

much in the dark as^ever. 

' << None whatever, sir, and she grew so 

rapidly worse that it became impossible to 

question her. In her delirium the name 

of Culvers was very often on her lips. I 

spoke to John about this, and told him 

also about the brooch, and what I had 

done with it. Upon this he was very 

angry ; he called me a foo), and said that 

if I had given the brooch to him he would 

have returned it to Lord Culvers, and had 

five hundred pounds for his pains." ■

" And does John know nothing of bow 

your sister obtained the brooch t " ■

'*He says not^ sir, and flies into a 

passion whenever I mention it to him. 

And although my poor sister has again 

and again in her del^ium muttered the 

name of Culvers, she has never again 

alluded to the brooch. Last night, as I 

watched beside her, she muttered once or 

twice, *send for him — send for him.' I 

could think of no one but Lord Culvers 

that she could wish sent for; so the first 

thing this morning I went to John, and 

asked him if he knew Lord Culvers's 

address so that I might telegraph to him 

Mary 'a wish to see him, for I could not tell 

what might lie behind it. John was rough, 

and refused me any information. One 

of John's associates, however, a man ivho 

once or twice has been moved by the Lord ■

to show me a kindness, followed me down 

the atairs from John's rooms, and told me 

that Lord Culvers would be in Paris to- 

day, and most litely at the HdLel Bristol 

in the afternoon." ■

Mystery seemed Increasing upon mystery. ■

** Who was that man t How on earth 

could he know anything of Lord Oulvers's 

movements t " exdaimMl Clive. ■

**I don't know, sir. EUs name is 

Johnson ; off and on he is a good deal with 

John. I wish I could tell you more, sir. 

Mary seemed slightly better, and was 

sleeping quietly when I went out this 

afternoon, and I was hoping that she 

might have rallied enough to explain 

matters to you ; but alas 1 while I was 

away a change set in, and I fear now that 

she wHl carry her secret into the grave 

with her.'' ■

It was a long story. Clive had listened 

to it with the closest attention, summing 

np^ meanwhile, in an undercurrent of 

thought, its many and diverse details, 

weighing them, as it were, in order to dis- 

cover what bearing they might have on 

the main facts. ■

**I must see your brother," he said, as 

she finished speaking, " and ask him a few 

questions. Give me his address, that is 

if yon do not expect him back again here 

shorUy." ■

Miss Skinner shook her head. ■

*' I may not see him for days, sir,** she 

answered, " unless I go to him, and then, 

most likely, I shall find him sound asleep, 

for he is up half the night and in bed hdf 

the day.** ■

Then she fetched pen and ink and wrote 

her brother's address upon a idfp of paper. ■

** I have done my best, sir," she said, as 

bhe handed it to Olive and noted his dis- 

satisfied expression of countenance. *'I 

have felt all through that a great deal lies 

behind aU this; but how to get at it I do 

not know." ■

Clive needed no telling that a great 

deal lav behind the story he had just 

heard. Mystery seemed accumulating upon 

mystery; clouds seemed thickening, not 

lifting. ■

" I must go back to the sick-room now, 

sir," she said, after waiting a moment for 

an answer. '*My poor Mary may want 

me. And I must pray — ^pray for the poor 

lost lamb to the very last. Will yon care to 

wait here on the chance that a moment of 

consciousness may come to her, or will yon 

go back!" ■

There could be but one answer to this ■
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from Clive : he would wait hoon, days, if 

need were, on the faintest chance of a 

word being spoken by Marie Schira that 

might throw light on her possession of 

Ida's diamonds. ■

There was, however, Lord Calvers to be 

thought o£ So, he borrowed pen and 

paper, and asked if a tmsty messenger 

conld be fonnd. ■

Miss Skinner answered him that the 

watcher beside Marie's conch, who was 

going off duty now for the nighty might be 

trusted to carry a note for him. ■

Clive, therefore, sent by her a brief line 

to Lord Gdyers, telling him not to expect 

him tOl he saw him, as he had been de- 

tained on a matter of importance. ■

A dreary night's vigil he was to keep 

in that dim, sQent room. The doctor came 

and the doctor went, saying that another 

six or eight hours would see the end of it, 

and telling Ciive, as he passed through the 

outer room on his way downstairs, that^ if 

he wanted to speak with Marie Schira, he 

might as well go home at once, for she 

would never again recover eonsdonsness. ■

Nevertheless, Clive remained. After mid- 

night outside noises died down and the 

silence deepened on the house within, a 

silence which, so far as he was concerned, 

was broken only by the meny chimes of 

the showy dock on the mantelpiece, the 

creaking of the bedstead in the adjoining 

room, and the moans of the poor sufferer. ■

And through it all — running, so to speak, 

as a soft, Mid accompaniment to those 

moans of pain — went ceaselessly the 

prayers of the Sister kn^ling beside the 

dying girl : " Spare her, eood Lord 1 Have 

mercy upon her, a miserable sinner 1 '' ■

GHAFTJER XVL ■

So Marie Schira passed away with her 

story untold. * ■

The air struck ohOl to Clive as, weary 

and sad at heart, he made his way down 

the stairs and out into the silent streets in 

the grey of the early dawn. ■

In spite of the early hour, he found Lord 

Oalvers dressed and seated at breakfast 

when he got back to the hotel To Olive's 

fancy he looked far less dejected and 

spiritless than when he had left him over- 

night To say truth, the old gentle- 

man had ventured to build on Olive's 

prolonged absence hopes that the cir- 

cumstances scarcely justified. He was 

naturally enough eager for an explanation. ■

The long, dreary explanation that Cttve 

had to give killed those hopes mia by 

ope. ■

When it came to an end the two foosd 

themselves precisely where they had been 

on the preceding day, so far at least as ths 

mystery of Ida's disappearance was con- 

cerned — at the end of a blind alley, as it 

were, with a blank wall facing them. ■

"The thing we have now to docidsb" 

said Olive, as he finished hia atcsyi *'k 

whether it will be better for me to sea and 

question this man, John Skumer, or 

whether it will be best to leave him. to the 

police." ■

The matter was to be dedded for them, 

for even as Olive said the words the door 

opened, and a waiter entered to eaj that a 

man, by name John Skinner, was bebw, 

and wished to see Lord Oolvera. ■

"We must be on our goard ngjuoA 

fraud with a man of his stamp,** aaid Olive, 

as the waiter departed to iliow the nsB 

in. ■

Assuredly the personal appearanea of 

John Skinner was not such as to inspre 

confidence. With his hat removed, lie 

looked even less attractive th«n he had on 

the previous night. He was short m 

stature^ with a flat head, small eyes, and 

hair, complexion, and wldskers of a ssndy 

hue. The expression on his face was that 

of cunning of a low type oombined with 

servility. ■

He looked from Lord Oalvers to GBve, 

from Olive to Lord OulversL Then he 

turned to the latter, saying : ■

" I was told yon wished to see ms^ mr 

lord." ■

Lord Oalvers looked helplessly at 

CUve. ■

" Tes," said Olive, coming fOTwaid, and 

going stoaight to the point at once. '* We 

have a question to ask yoo. How did a 

diamond brooch, the property of Locd 

Culvers's daughter, pass into the poBsnsiirm 

of your sister t " ■

The man did not Immediately reply. A 

look of low cunning settled on bis ba^ 

He made one step towards Lord CnlvsEa. ■

" My lord," he said, "I have a questixa 

— an important one — ^to ask before I qwak. 

I know that a handsome reward has besa 

offered for the brooch, I want to know if 

there will be a reward — in proportion to 

that very handsome sum — ^for relating how 

that brooch got into a certain psmoo'a 

possesdon, and how It passed oat of that 

person's possesdon into some one she's t " ■

''Oh-h," sdd Olive, contemptnoosly, ■
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''it's a euie of hoir much down, b 

it!" ■

Lord Oalven became greatly agitated. ■

« Speak oat, don't talk in enigmas," be 

laid. '' Of coarse 111 pay for information 

that may be worth having. Who b that 

' certain person ' t " ■

" Bat we've yet to learn that thb man's 

word b to be relied on," said Glive, even 

more contemptnoasly than before. *'A 

man who sells information for so mach 

down, b likely to manufactore as much as 

he can find a market for." , ■

Again the man declined to answer Glive, 

and addressed Lord Quivers. ■

'^Tou can test the truth of my state- 

ments in any way yon please, my lord," he 

said ; *' but I don't open my lips till I find 

out if it'll be worth my while." ■

''How much do you wantt** asked 

Lord Culvers, hb agitation increasing on ■

For answer Skinner drew from hb 

pocket a letter-case, from which he took 

some four or five slips of paper. These he 

spread before Lord Culvers, pointing with 

his finger to the name which s^ed each 

alip. ■

One and all these papers were headed 

with the formidable letters « I.O.XJ.," one 

and all they were signed with the name — 

'<Sef ton Culvers." ^ ■

" A mere bagatelle, my lord," he said, 

flippantly ; '' in all something under five 

hundred pounds. But^ small as it b, there's 

no chance of my getting it out of the 

Captain. He has threatened more than 

once to pitch me out of the window, or 

kick me downstairs, just for asking for 

it." ■

"I suppose there can be no doubt tiiat 

tUa b Captain Culvera's writing t" said 

Glive, turning to Lord Culvers. ■

Lord Culvers vouched for the gehuine- 

neea of the signatures. ■

** And not a doubti sooner or later," he 

added, " I shall have to dbcharge these and 

considerably heavier Uabilities for my 

nephew." ■

It was scarcely the time for parleying 

and bargaining ; it seemed the wber course 

to cut short delay and write a cheque at 

once for the amount ■

'' Now for your story," said Clive, im- 

patiently interrupting the man's profuse 

and somewhat servile thanks. ■

The story was simple enough, and was 

given in one sentence : ■

**I was in the room when Captain 

Gcdvers took the brooch out of hb pockety ■

and gave it to Marie Schira, after a 

theatrical supper which the Captain gave 

in the Bue Yexvien." ■

«Ah-hl" ■

And Lord Culvers's face expressed great 

amszement. ■

''Was any one else present t" asked 

Clive, thinking it might be as well to get 

the man's woras verified. ■

** Only my chum, Greorge Johnson, sir, 

wholl vouch for the truth of what I say. 

Marie went into raptures over the broodi, 

and asked the Captain where he hacl got 

such a pretty thing frooL The Captui^ 

half laughing, said that he had found it on 

the fioor of a carriage, with its pin broken 

as she saw it. Upon which Marie laughed, 

and said whoever had dropped it would 

never see it again." ■

" On the fioor of a carriage 1 " repeated 

Lord Calvers. ''That may have been on 

hb way back to Glynde Lodge after Ida 

left him." ■

"Marie was deeply in debt," Skinner 

went on, willing to tell any amount of 

secrets now that it had been made "worth 

his while" to do so. "I suspect that she 

herself removed the stones from the 

brooch, and dbposed of them as best she 

could." ■

The explanation seemed feasible enough. 

It made plain to Clive that the name of 

Culvers so often on poor Marie's lips re- 

presented to her mind Sefton, not Sef ton's 

unde. ■

Lord Culvers, in great agitation, paced 

the room. ■

** I couldn't have believed it of Sefton — 

no, not if any one had sworn it 1 " he ex- 

claimed. ** One's own fiesh and blood 1 

After thb. what may we not expect to 

heart" ■

"So ends the episode of the diamond 

brooch," said Clive, bitterly, with an irri- 

tating recollection of the manner in which 

hb father's sagacity had been led astray 

on the matter. ■

Then he turned to Skinner. ■

"Tou can go," he said, a little sharply. 

"Of course, we shall take care, one way 

or another, to get your statements veri- 

fied." ■

But how much of verification either he 

or Lord Calvers judged necessary, may be 

gathered from the fact that, as the door 

dosed on the man, they exclaimed simul- 

taneoudy, as with one voice : ■

" Police enquiry on thb matter must be 

stopped at once." ■

Personally, it would not have troubled ■
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Glive one jot to have seen Sefton Oolyan 

pilloried before the world, if only the sum 

nimielf could have been detached from the 

name he bore. Ttiat name, however, at 

all costfl had to be kept Qntarnished. ■

OHAFTBR XVIL ■

When the English mail came in that 

day, it brought with it for Olive the letter 

over which Juliet had spent so many 

hours. ■

He read it aloud to Lord Culvers from 

its first to its last word. It eommenoed 

with an earnest— one might almost say a 

heartbroken — entreaty that Glive would 

use his utmost endeavour to persuade Lord 

Culvers to call in the aid of the police, 

and to move heaven and earth to discover 

her darling sister. Her lips, unsealed now 

by terror as to what might be that sister's 

fate, told fully and freely the story of her 

own conjectures and fears, and then went 

on to explain the part she had already 

played in the matter. ■

*'My impression, at first," she wrote, 

" was^ that Ida and Sifton had had some 

desperate quarrel on their way to the 

churchyard, and that Ida had made the 

visit to mother's grave an excuse for 

escaping from him. I fancied that she 

had gone to the house of some people 

whom she had met in Florence, and whose 

exact address I did not know. I thought 

that possibly she was corresponding — 

cirouitously, not giving her address— with 

Sefton, trying to make him come to terms 

— that is to say, trying to make him con- 

sent to her living apart from him, provided 

she handed over to him a large portion of 

her fortune. I fancied she would not 

write to father, for fear lie should inter- 

fere, and insist on her giving in; but I 

expected a line from her at any moment, 

telling me what part I was to take in the 

matter. When none came, I concluded 

that she was afraid to write for fear Peggy 

or father might get hold of her letter, and 

so trace her out Then there occurred to 

me a safe way in which we might carry on 

our correspondence — a way, indeed, which 

we had planned together in the old days, 

when we found out how fond Peggy was 

of peeping into our letters. Tou know 

our dear old Goody lives in a cotbage over- 

grown with a big yellow rose. She hates 

Peggy like poison, and would lay down 

her life for Ida and ma More tlian once 

we have had our letters addressed to us 

at the cottage under cover to Goody. ■

'* When Ida went off to Biarritz two yesn 

ago, we agreed on a signal that would tell 

her when^we were at Dering, and she 

could write to me at Goodv's cottage^ It 

was that I should seal a letter or news- 

paper wrapper, or, in fact^ anything I liked 

to send, with our grandmother's aeaL That 

seal I always keep in my writing-desk and 

carry about with me. It is an amethyst, 

cut with a rose surrounded with the 

motto : ' Sub sfgno et sub roea.' It is 

horrid to be driven to such devices, bal| as 

you know, we girls were never safe fnim 

Peggy's piying eyes. I've known her take 

my blotting-paper to the looking-gjUss^ 

and, in tlmt fashion, read what ami to 

whom I had written. So the idea occurred 

to me now, that, as I couldn't aend Ida a 

letter sealed with grandmother'a seal, if I 

put the motto of the seal aa an advertise* 

ment in all the newspapers, it would be 

sure to catch her eye, tell her that ws 

were at Dering, and that she could write 

to me anything she pleased under cover to 

Goody as before. This advertiaement 

Arthur Glynde inserted at my request— 

you may have seen it — In all the leading 

English and Continental journals. No 

letter, however, has as yet come to me 

through Goody, and, though I stay on 

here on the chance of getting one, litde by 

little all hope is leaving me. I «m eoa- 

<vinced now that my theory, from beginniBg 

to end, has been all wrong, and that 

Sefton is as much in the dark as I asi aa 

to Ida's fate. I am all terror and anxiety 

as to what has become of my dariliz]^ 

sister. ■

<* Oh, Olive, dear, dear Olive, I beg, I 

implore you, do not let my father hmdi 

the matter up any longer ! I entreat yon 

give him no rest till he haa called in the 

aid of the police, and lefc not a stone un- 

turned to end this fearful suspense. ■

" Oaly do this for me, and I ahaU be 

everlastingly grateful to you. I will do 

anything and everything that liea in my 

power to make you happy. I will — viiat 

more can I say t— at once releaee yoa from 

your engagement to me. I will proiitfse 

never, under any circumstancea^ to becone 

your wife ; but will remain, ■

''Alfrays your devoted, grateful fries^ 

"Juliet CuLVKna" ■

Olive folded the letter and laid it on one 

side. ■

The writer and her more than half 

ironical promise of reward dwindled in xos- 

portance before the communications she 

had had to make. ■
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<'Tb6 Advertiflomfliitf, of eonne, are 

aeeouDted for now/' taid Olm, sloirly; 

" bnt not Captain Golveia'a keen intereit in 

them. There'e lometfaj]^ that wanta ex- 

planation there." 

L^ Callers grew thooghtfoL 

"L6t me think," he aaid, preaently. 

"Joliet'a grandmother and Sefton'a are 

one and the aame peraon — my mother." 

"Ah-h," aaid Ci^e, drawing a long 

! braatb, *'- and, natnrally enough, to Sef con, 

as weU aa to Jaliet, woald oome some of 

her jewellery. That is anggeative." ■

" I had entirely forgotten," Lord OolTera 

went on, ''the aeal to which Jaliet referai 

Ic waa i^ven to the girla, with a number of 

o-d trinketa, when they were little more 

tian ehUdren." ■

"Similar trinkets may have been giren 

to S rton by hia father." ■

'* No doubt. Now I think of 'it, there 

was a rin|^ — what became of it, I wonder t 

It was a jiisper set with diamonds, a long, 

coffiu-shaped thing. Ijet me think who 

had that t" ■

Not for worlds would Cli^e have in- 

terrupted Lord OulTcra'a train of thought 

now. ■

"Yes, I'm sure it was given to my 

brother — Sefton'a father, that is," he said, 

after a moment's pause, "and now I think 

of it, there was some device on*1t— a rose, 

I fancy ^ but I can't be sure what the 

motto was. It would be very likely to be 

tho aame as on the seal. No doubt there 

was some reason for my mother's fancy for 

the device, or it may liave been handed 

down to her." ■

''S»fbon most probably received that 

ring from hia father," said Clive, slowly 

snmming up the case, aa it were, and 

thinking out his ideas as he spoke them. 

** Now it is possible that he, in h!s turn, 

may have given the ring to some one else 

ander circumstancea that made the gift of 

importance ; " he broke oil for*a moment^ 

;hen added, with a andden energy, " there 

B a great deal behind all thisi I am con- 

dnced. I ahould like amaaingly to know 

o whom, and under what dreumatances, 

IJaptain Culvers has given that ring." ■

The questions to whom, and under what 

(irenmstances Sefton Galvers had given 

he ring, with its device of a rose, were to 

»e anawered in a manner Clive little ex- 

»eetedy for at that moment the door 

pened, and Sefton himaelf entered the 

oom ■

Watered, not in his usual alow, languid 

lanner^ and with eye-glaaa ready to ■

uplift wherewith to stare out of counte- 

nanca any one who presumed uninvited to 

address him ; but with a hurried step, and 

with a white f Ace, and eyes with a startled 

look in them as df a man si^ddenly sobered 

by astounding or terrible news. ■

He lost no time in greeting or hand- 

shaking, but going straight to Olive, laid 

his hand upon hia arm, sayinff : ■

" Help me I I want your help." ■

Clive atared at him, hia bright, promi- 

nent eyes seeming almost to start from 

hia head. Help him ! Why, if he had 

entered the room pistols in huid, and said, 

" Choose your weapon 1 " it would have 

seemed far more naturri. 

, Sefton did not give him time to speak 

his astonishment. He drew a letter from 

his pocket, and bade him read it ■

Its seal, though broken, showed plainly 

enough the device of a rose, surrounded by 

a motto. The envelope bore no post- 

mark, and it was addrmed to *' Captain 

Culvers," in Ida's handwriting. ■

" It was left at my rooms about half an 

hour ago— but by whom I haven's the 

remotest idea," continued Sefton. ■

Clive tore the letter from its envelope, 

and read as follows : ■

''AltftLftuie. ■

<<Come without a moment's delay, and 

receive back your rbg from dying handa. ■

"Ida." ■

The paper dropped from his nerveless 

hand. ■

*'Does it mean " he began, hoarsely, ■

and then his own woids aeemed to choke 

him. ■

Lord Culvers picked up the letter anid 

read it, then he, too, turned a white, 

stricken face towarda Sefton. ■

'< Tell us, quickly, for Heaven's sake I " 

cried Clive, '* does she refer to her wedding- 

ring, or to what % " ■

He had thought that the mere sight of 

Ida's writing once more would be bound to 

send them all down on their knees in 

gratitude to Heaven; but there waa 

nothing to thank Heaven for in such a 

letter aa this. ■

Sefton answered slowly and gloomOy : ■

"I know no more than you do to what 

ring she refers, whether to her wedding- 

ring or to the ring which sealed that letter, 

and which was given by me to— to aome 

one else. Nor do I know whether the 

dying hands she speaks of are her own or 

that other person's. I only know for 

certain that Alta Lauria is the last place in 

the world for my wife to be in— for special ■
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reasons — roftsons that yon most know now 

—that I most tell " ■

He broke off abrapdy, he was evidently 

driving himself to speak. ■

" Never mind aboat yonr special reasons,** 

said OUve, bmeqnely, " tell us where this 

place is, and how we can get to it withont 

a moment's delay." ■

" Unfortunately there must be hoars of 

delay before we can* even start for it. It 

Is in ' Oalabrla, among the mountains, and 

not a train will leave for Naples before six 

to-night I know the road to that accursed 

place only too well," said Sefton, gloomily 

as before. ■

*' Sefton, answer me this," said Lord 

Culvers, in an agitated tone. " Was the 

person to whom you ^ve that ring a 

woman, and was your faith due to her t ** ■

Sefton turned and faced him defiantly. ■

"Don't ask me any questions," he said, 

fiercely. <' I'll tell you all— all, that is, 

you need know. It's a long story ; but, 

unfortunately, there's time enough and to 

spare to tell it before we can start." ■

But Olive had to be convinced of this — 

had to fetch and to study railway guides, 

and maps, and lines of route before he 

could be persuaded that a weary three 

hours must elapse before they could so 

much as take the first step in a journey 

that might end Heaven only knew how. ■

CHAPTER XVIU. ■

SsFT0N*8 story, told in short, abrupt 

sentetcasi and with as little detail as pos- 

sible, WAS, after all, nothing more than the 

old one of plighted faith and broken troth, 

that the world has heard so often. ■

It dated eighteen months back, when 

Oaptiin Culvers had returned with his 

regiment from India. He had arrived in 

England in the middle of a bleak English 

March, and had been advised by his 

doctors not to attempt to face it in his 

enfeebled state of health, but to start at 

once for the south of Europe. Accord- 

ingly, with a brother officer, he had set off 

on a tour through south Italy, intending 

to make Naples his head-quarters, and 

thence diverge a little out of the beaten 

track of the tourist into less frequented 

regions. At Naples, however, his orother 

officer had caught the Neapolitan fever, 

and, after a time, had been compelled to 

return to England. So Sefton continued 

his excursions without companionship. 

AEter scouring the Abruzsi, he had 

diverged Into Calabriai and, in spite of ■

bad roads, miserable inni, i&d ferer i^ 

all directions, had penetrated hto th 

mountainous region of La Sfla. ■

And here, in the heart of the'eonotrj 

where the bandit^ *' Peter the Cakbriu,' 

self styled '' Emperor of the Moontiun, nd 

Eing of the Woods," had held alika ha 

camp and his court, and whm Pettf*! 

descendants and representatiyei laid y 

marauding and indolent a Ufe ai modern 

Italian civilisation permits, Sefkm ieO HI 

with fever, and went nigh to loiing hk 

life. His quarters were a idBersUeht- 

miscalled inn^on the edge of tht fowt 

whence Peter and his co-msisndai med 

to emerge to strike terror into tb hank 

of wayfarers. There was no doetorviilm 

twenty miles — a distance doubled bjthi 

rocky roadsi The people of the urn, then- 

fore, called in to his aid tiie wiie vottu 

of the place — a certain Franeeiei Xtrdfz, 

who, with remedies assuredly not to be 

found in any modern PkanDAcofce't, 

brought him back to health. ■

This Francesca Xardec was a penos of 

no small importance in Alta Lsniia, tb 

mountain-hamlet where Sefton had falk 

ill To begin with, chance had pat her in 

the way of receiving a better eduostioBthiii 

generally falls to the lot of the Itiliu 

peasant. Also in her young dayiihehad 

been something of a traveler, sad bd 

visited several of Uie cities of Co&tifienul 

Europe. ■

Thirdly and hwtly, and what idded 

most to her prestige among the mji 

mountaineers, she waa foster-mother to 

the only child of the chief landowner k 

the place, the Marchese da Nm; her 

husband was the Marchese's hesd-bdit 

her six sons were shepherds, vine-dienen, 

or in some other way employed apon his 

estate. ■

In addition, her nurse-child, Vhliiite^ 

was devotedly attached to hen ■

This Marchese da Nava was a widover, 

and a man close upon seventy yesriof ^ 

when Sefton visited AlU Laoria. Uta 

In life he had nuurried a peasant giil u 

the place, who had died, leaving him with 

this one child, Violonte, ■

Although feudalism haa been bmiw 

from Italy, the feudalspirit surviveihiihi 

wilder and more mountainous regKn^ 

The bond between peer and pesnn^ m 

parts of Oalabria is of a kind to vhidi 

northern Europe offers no paralleL 1^ 

Marchese waa poor as a Mareheaa eoud 

well be, for his htfge estates ooDiiitod to 

a great extent of exhausted minei, hiB ■
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paatnra^land, and monntaini, doping down 

in ridgea to the denae foreata of gigantic 

oleander, arbntna, and wild oliTe, which 

coYcr the litea ci forgotten battle-fielda. 

He waa tiao a man of ongOTemable 

temper; hia household waa ill-arranged 

and diaorderly, and hia aenie of obligaUon 

aa a land-owner nil Neferthelea, the 

devotion of the peasantry to him was nn- 

awerving« and hb will aa much a law to 

them aa if it had been pasaed into one by 

Senate, and wonld be pat into force by 

OarabinierL ■

Aa for yiolantoi she wai aimply the 

darling and the idol of these rude 

mountaineers. With a temper nearly as 

violent as her father's, she combined a 

beauty met with nowhere save in the 

mixed raeea of Magna Grsdsia. Ill- 

trained, and all but uneducated, she had 

grown up amoDg them half-princesa, half- 

peasant, related on her fatiier'a side to 

some of the noblest houses in Italy, 

and owning on her mother's side to near 

relativea among the pooreat and most 

debased of the Tine-dressera and shepherds 

of Alta Lauria. She was one with the 

peasants in all their joys and sorrows, and 

it was no unusual thing for this last 

representatfye of a race that had held sway 

in the dbtrict for centuries, to be seen in 

her foster-mother's cotti^e eating maca- 

roni and drinking wine side by side with 

her foster-brothers, Giomo the vine-dresseri 

or Pippo the little goat-herd. ■

It waa no wonder that when Franoesca 

waa called in to administer her remedies 

to the httidsome young Englishman, 

Violante ahould accompany her, nor that, 

later on, when the Englishman, restored to 

health, called on his skilful doctress to o£Fer 

her his thanks, Violante ahould hare been 

found in the eottage eating eggs and 

vermicelli with her peasant foster-brothers. ■

On the fascination which this beautiful 

half-educated girl soon grew to have for 

him Sefton touched but lightly. It 

waa, on his side, a delirium that came 

to an end with the summer's moon 

under which it had had its birth. While 

it lasted, however, it led him over the 

bounds of prudence, and he accepted an 

invitation from the Marchese to make the 

Palaazo Us headquarters, and thence visit 

the places of interest hi the neighbourhood. ■

And before the first week of his visit 

had come to an end, he had made Violante 

an o£fer of marriage which, with her father's 

approval, she had accepted. ■

Then with a start he had awakened ■

from hia dream of passion, and told 

himaelf what a fool he had been to thmk 

of introducing the ill-trained, half-educated, 

and pennflees Violante io his aristocratic 

English friends as his wife. He set his 

wita to work to find a way out of the 

ent^nelement, and could see one only 

— flight That even to be accomplished 

■uccessfiilly had to be craftily contrived, for 

he had no mind to run the gauntlet of the 

atilettoes or bullets of Viohmte's numerous 

foater-brothexs or lialf-savage cousins. So, 

under pretext of a journey to England to 

prepare his mother to receive Us beautiful 

bride, he liad said good-bye to the 

Marchese and Violante, begging them 

during his absence to make all preparations 

for the wedding-day, and promising a 

speedy return. ■

That promise, it need scarcely be said, 

had never been fulfilled. ■

After his flight from AlU Lauria, Captain 

Oulvers had remained for some months in 

Paris, and there had drifted into dissipa- 

tiona that had left an indelible mark on 

his character. For some time after his 

return to England he had lived in the 

expectation of the story of the Calabrian 

episode in some way or other becoming 

known, and of Us character suffering ac- 

cordingly. ■

It was under the influence of this feeling 

that he had resigned }nB commission. 

When, however, a year passed by, and 

Violante's friends niade no dgn, he con- 

cluded that the matter had blown over, 

and did hia best to dismiss it from his 

thoughts. ■

He ended ]dM story, saying that he had 

never in remotest fancy eonnected Ida's 

disappearance with this episode in his life ; 

nor could he in any way explain how nor 

by whom she had been inveigled into that 

"accursed Alta Lauria— a nest of wild, 

hot-blooded ruffians." ■

With reference to Ida's disappearance^ 

his impression from first to last had 

been either that ahe and Juliet were playing 

off some trick on him, doing their utmost, 

in fisct, to make him look like afool, or ehns 

that Ida, havixig come to the conclusion 

that married life with him would be an 

impossibility, liad taken the first step in a 

plan wUch ahe and Juliet had arranged 

together, and of wUoh he would hear 

more anon. He would give hu *<word 

of honour" that this was the simple 

truth so far aa he was concerned. ■

Tlie phrase, Ub '* word of honour," came 

jarringly as "Finia " to such a narrative. ■
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For a fdw minateB there fell a dead 

atlenee in the room — a ailenee, however, 

which, to Sefton's fanej, seemed charged 

with the contempt and econi that not a 

donbt his two hearers felt for hinL ■

Lord Calvers was the first to break that 

sflence. ■

"M/ dead brother's only sonl" was 

all he said by way of comment on the 

tale. ■

He did not hnrl ihe words at his 

nephew, challenging reply and defence; 

they came rather as the words of a sigh 

that conld not be repressed. ■

Sef ton turned upon him fiereely. ■

** Sorronnded with such a set of desperate 

ruffians^ there was no coarse bat flight 

open to me. Yoo, yoarself, in the dream- 

stances, would have done precisely the same 

thing/' ■

GQve felt that it was not the time for 

either attack or defence. His business 

training and daily companionship with his 

father had taught him one thing if nothing 

else : that to lose self-control at a crisis in 

affairs, meant to let go the hehn and let the 

vessel drive. ■

'*The most terrible part of the whole 

thing is that Ida should be in the midst of 

each a den at the present moment^" he in- 

terposed, hurriedly. " We must put every 

thought but thb out of our minds." ■

Personally he felt such a course to be 

imperative. Here was he compelled, by 

force of circumstances, to act the comrade 

to a man whom he would have delighted 

to call a scoundrel to his face. Once give 

his tonsue license, and that comradeship 

must collapse. ■

Lord Culvers made no reply. He was 

wandering slowly, helplessly almost, round 

the roonii collecting papers and other of 

his possessions, with which he had littered 

Olive's sitting-room earlier in the day. ■

It wu easy to see his intentioa ■

" Tou wouldn't be fit for it. You'd 

break down before we sot aeross the 

frontier," said Sefton, a lit^e roughly, but 

not unkindly. ■

*' It will be easy to telegraph to you 

daily— every few hours, if you like — and 

then you can follow us step by step, as it 

were,* said Olive. ■

And then, taking out his pencil, with 

Seft^n's aid he jott^ down vanous stations 

from which tiiey e<Mild despatch their 

telegrams, and where ahK> they could 

receive them should need arise. ■

Lord Oulvers allowed himself to be per- 

suaded. To impede tiie young men at ■

sach a time^would have been sheer lolly ; 

and it was Impossible to diiguiaa even 

from himself the fact that in his preseat 

depressed and nervous conditioD, ba eonld 

be nothing but an impediment to them. ■

" And there is something to be done h 

Paris," pursued Olive, anidoua once more 

to rouse Lord Oalvers from his depression 

by turning his attention to the ^aettcsl 

detiils of the " situatioa* *'The Prvfeefe 

of Police, not a doubt^ must be tdd of the 

turn affairs have taken; he may h&ve sogges- 

tions to make that may be of yaloe to as — 

you can telegn^h them to uc, yea know, 

at one of the stations we have named/ ■

Sefton, at any rate, had a anggectioii to 

make to Olive as he strapped together his 

liaadportaianteaa, and he made it in a 

voice so low that it did not leadi Loid 

Oulvers's ear. It was : ■

" Wnatever you do or don*t take with 

yoo, don't forget your revolver. Mine is 

in my breast-pocket." ■

Aa the train by which Olive and Seften 

started on the first stage of their jomey 

was about to move from the platform, two 

persons, hurriedly passbg throogh the 

barrier, swung themselves into a third- 

class compartment. One of these two vis 

a man of about five-and-twenty, e hsnd- 

some, reckless, insolent • lookmg yoong 

fellow, wearing a slouch hat end a gay 

necktie ; the other wu a black-eyed, elm- 

skinned boy, with a barrel-organ and a 

monkey. ■

CHAPTBB ZIX. ■

'^MoTHEB, it is done — JoUet wlD be 

happy. Oh, that I could lie down to rest 

beside you now 1" ■

These were the words with which Ida 

laid her bridal flowers on her mother's 

grave. ■

Then bowbg her head on a eomer of 

tbe marUe monument^ her tean fell thick 

and fast upon the white slab on whidi h 

rested. ■

The sacrifice she had planned was 

finished; her nerves had been aa steal 

and her heart as stone till her eelf-iniposed 

obligation had been fulfilled to its nfctv- 

most letter. Now the inevitable xeaetian 

wu setting in, and she wu begimiiiv to 

count the cost of what she had done. ■

And the cost, when counted, ooold be 

summed up in a sentence— the Impphiest 

of her life to its veiy last hoar. ■

The renunciation of Olive and hfa Jere 

had been bitter enough; but even that to 

her fancy now counted u nothing beride ■
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the tanible bondage into which iha had 

voloniaiilj entered by beeoming the wife of 

ft mftn for whom ihe had neither liking nor 

reipect ■

When she had played the part of a 

loomfol, eold* hearted maiden, and had 

lent Gii?e from her tide to pay conrt to 

Juliet, and ahK>, later on, when, in order to 

put Juliet'e bappineBa beyond a doabt, ahe 

had eoniented to marry Seftoni ihe had 

•aid to henelf ; ■

" What doee anything in life matter, so 

long as thoie two are happy I " ■

Now, however, as she faced the fact that 

notiibff bat death c )ald release her from 

the feuty which she had just vowed to a 

man whom she thorooghly despised, her 

heart failed her, and she stood appalled at 

the thought of the dreary years that 

stretched before her-^ " life of night with 

never a hope of dawn." ■

It was no wonder, with thooghts snch 

as these, that her tears shoold fall thick 

and fast; nor that she should moan to 

the mother who had been laid to rest so 

long ago: ''Woold that I were, lying 

beside yon now 1 " ■

The sunshine gleamed whitely on the 

many tombstones. A light breeae, fresh 

with the salt of the sea, fanned the hill- 

aide, and ruffled the long grasses amid 

which she stood. A lark rose from the 

torf, and went soaring npwards into the 

*< living blue," high and h^her, till it 

became literally a "sightless song.** A 

woman rose slovrly from a gravestone on 

which she was seated a few yards distant, 

andf with a slow, hesitating tread, drew 

near the sorrowing girL ■

Ida had been so absorbed in her own 

sad thoughts as she had made her way 

towards her mother's grave, that she had 

not noticed a group of three persons seated 

among the tombstones, who had started, 

and &en exchanged glanoes one with the 

other at her approach. ■

A picturesque group these three made 

among the white tombstones and tall, 

flowering grasses. The woman, who was 

about forty-five vears of age, was dark- 

akinned and handsome, with the beauty of 

South Italy ; she was dressed in a pretty 

peasant's costume-*a dark-blue skirt with 

bread oranse border, and wore on her 

head a white panni-doth. Beside her, 

lounging on the grass, was a fine-featured, 

insolent -looking young man, with gay 

necktie, and slouch hat Sited over Us eyes 

to keep out the dazzling sunshine. A 

little in the. rear oi these t^Oi a black- ■

eyed, olive-skinned boy stood resting his 

barrel-organ against some iron railings that 

enclosed a monnment, and on his organ 

was perched a monkey, gravely mnnchhig 

a green apple. ■

These ithree persons were Francesca 

Xtfdez, Giorno her eldest son, and Pippo 

her youngest. ■

Pippo had leaned forward, touched his 

mother's shoulder, and wUspered in her 

ear as Ida approached, and passed withbi 

a few yards of them. Upon wUch Fran- 

cesca had attfted, and exclaimed, " gran 

delo I Non i possibile 1 " and then she 

had risen to her feet, and with slow, 

hesitating steps, had made her way towards 

the young lady. ■

Ida did not turn her head until she 

heard a deep voice saying, at her elbow, in 

Italian: ■

" This U fate I Signora, can you under- 

stand met" / ■

Ida understood her easily enough. Her 

recent frequent visits to Italy to study art 

had familiarised her with the Italian 

language. ■

She naturidly enough concluded that the 

woman was begging, and, wishing to keep 

her own sad solitude unbroken, took out 

her purse at onee, and offered her some 

money. ■

Francesca shook her head. ■

'*Not that from you 1"^ she exclaimed. 

<< It is not possible.. I saw you married 

this morning to a man who——" she 

broke off abruptly, then again asked the 

question: **Signorii,do you understand met" ■

Ida was startled, her curiosity was 

excited to a painful degrea ■

" A man who— what t " she asked, con- 

tinuing the conversation in loalian. " Yes, 

I understand you easfly— finish what yon 

were going to say." ■

Francesca looked at her steadfly. ■

<' Yes, it u fate," she said, in the same 

slow, deep tones as before. " I saw you 

this morning in your beautiful white dress, 

and I said to myself, 'I see her once now, 

and I lee her no more again for ever/ and 

lo, Fate sends me here to rest among the 

graves, aixi then sends you here with your 

beautiful flowers, and we meet 1 " ■

Ida grew impatient ■

''If you have anytUng to say to me yon 

must say it quickly," she said, "for I 

cannot spare you many minutes." ■

"And when you have heard what I have 

to tell, you will say, * would that Heaven 

had Sflaittea my ears with deafness before 

they had listened to such a tsle/ " ■
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Ida grevr whita ■

<* What IB it— tell me qniekly," ahe eaid ; 

<*iB it anything about— Oaptain Calven t " ■

The worda *' my buibuid " would not 

come to her lipi. ■

Franeeioa'e swarthy faoe flashed with 

ai^er at the mention of the name, 

'^cignora," ahe aaid, in low bat vehement 

tone% '' if ttiat man had hia due it woald 

be a stiletto into hia heart Ah, I woald 

that I had dealt him lua death-blow, 

inatead of bringing him back to life to 

plav the lover and the Iraitor.** She 

apoke in auch harried, paaaionate tonea, 

uiat it waa with diffioalty that Ida eaaght 

her meaning. ■

" Ton moat apeak alowly and quietly if 

you want me to understand yon,'* ahe aaid, 

feeling that behind all thia paaaion and 

vehemence there no donbt lay aometUng 

which it behoved her to know. ■

Then Franceacai controlling heraelf with 

difficulty, told the atory of Sef ton Cdvera'a 

viait to Calabria. ■

It waa carried beyond the point at which 

Ssf ton had left it in hia narrative to Lord 

Calvera and Olive, and told of eventa that 

had occurred afber hia departure from Alta 

Lauria. ■

Firat in order had enaued the death of 

theMarcheae. Thia had happened within a 

month after Sefton had left the place, and 

had overwhelmed Yiolante with grief; a 

grief that had hicreaaed upon her to the de- 

triment of her health aa the weeka paased 

by and there came no tidinga of her absent 

lover. Sefton had been very cautioua in 

giving information to Yiolante and her 

father reapectinff himaelf and hia famQy, 

and the only address he had left with her 

was at an hotel in London where he oc- 

casionally atayed. To that hotel again 

and again Yiolante addreaaed imploring 

lettera, to which, aa a matter of oourao, 

there came no reply. ■

At firat the girl had found it impoaaible 

to realiae that the man in whom ahe had ao 

implicitly truated had proved falae, and 

that deliberate insult was intended to one 

of her name and race. She insisted on 

believing that some accident had befaUen 

him, and announced her intention of 

setting off for England to ascertain if such 

were the case. Illness prevented her 

putting her intention into execution; 

malarial fever, always prone to attack the 

weak and ailing, seized her, and for some 

time her life was despaired ot Even after 

the fever liad run its courae and ahe had 

been pronounced convideaoent, it did not ■

need a akilled eye to aee that hn con- 

stitution had been seriously undermnied. 

A great lassitude took possession of her; 

she ate next to nothing, living entirely on 

granita and fruit ; todc no exerciae, and 

showed no interest whatever in the peofde 

and things around her. Then ft waa that 

Francesea had thought that the time to act 

had come. She had been the one who 

had brought the man back to life to aet 

the part <» lover and traitor, ahe woold be 

the one to hunt him down, find ont the ■

truth about him, and Here Fia n cee ca ■

broke off abruptly, furtively glanrfng into 

Ida's eyes, which, during the whole of the 

story, had not once been lifted from hm 

face. ■

She resumed her narrative at another 

point, telling of the difficulty with which 

they had got together sufficient money for 

the journey. How that Yiolante lied gi^oa 

her every penny she had in the wmd in 

order to buy Pippo an organ, with wliich it 

was hoped the scanty purse might be eked 

out, and how that Oiomo'a p a ae a ge to 

InghQterra had been clubbed together for 

by hia fellow vine-dreaaera, who one and 

aU would willingly have laid down 

thefr Uvea to give l£dr darlbg young hdj 

the deaire of her heart ■

Franceaca had a relative in London wlio 

waa an ice and aweetmeat seller. To hia 

houae the three made their way fint on 

their arrival in Eogland, and, thanka to hia 

good offioea and the uae of an Army liat 

and a Barke'a Peerage, they aucoeeded in 

coming upon the traoea of Oatptain Oalver& 

At least, ao f ar aa to aaoertain that lie had 

reaigned hia commiaaion in the Armj^ and 

that he had near relativea who owned to a 

country houae at Dering and a town home 

in Belgrave Square. ■

Then it waa that Pippo and hia organ 

had become uaefuL Tlie little f elbw, with 

hia handaome fisce and many waya, 

managed to win favour with the aervants 

of Lord Culvera'a town houaehold, and 

found out through them that Oaptsln 

Calvera would ahorUy be manaad at 

Hastbga to hia couaiiL ■

After aacertaining fail particolanoltUa 

wedding, the three had atttted for Haatinga 

They did not, however, aucceed in leaehing 

the church until the aervioe had begon and 

the doors were doaed. So they liad atood 

in the porch waitbg tUl the eeremony was 

over, and there had aeen the bride paaa ont 

of the church and down the atepa to har 

carriage. ■

Then thqr bid wandered away ■
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the tombs at the back of the church, there 

to eat their frogal meal of bread and 

cheese. And to hold coandl with each 

other, too, it eeemed, for, until Ida's onez- 

pected appearance, they had been absorbed 

in earnest, low-Yoioed talk, in which 

Giomo's deep bass voice seemed to take 

a leading part. ■

'' We wHI not lose sight of him. If she 

dies let him look oat— that's all," Giomo 

was faying at the moment that Pippo 

touched hu mother's shoulder and warned 

her of Ida's approach. ■

'< His bride," thought the woman. '< Shall 

they love, shall they be happy t Ah| I will 

plant the seeds of strife between them, 

and, ploase the saints, they will grow I " 

And then she had crossed tiie churchyard 

and had accosted the young lady. ■

Ida had listened to the tde, saying never 

a word, her face growing white and whiter, 

her features seendng to harden as if they 

were being turned into stone. ■

Then a great wave of indignation swept 

over heSi ■

This the man whom she had vowed to 

love and honour, to cleave to till death 

parted them I Impossible 1 If there 

were no other way, death should part them 

at once. ■

But there was another way. It did not 

for a moment occur to her to go back to 

her father and Insist on a separation from 

her newly-made husband. ■

No, she could not see her father 

arranging such a separation, although 

easily enough she could picture Um 

endeavouring to patch up a peace between 

Sefton and herself, and doing his utmost 

to induce them to live together as husband 

and wife. ■

Her hope of deliverance seemed to lie 

in anothw quarter. She would go at once 

straight to Alta Lauria to the discarded 

Violuite, and ask her to receive as her 

gnest one who was more unhappy in her 

wifehood than was the girl in her slighted 

maidenhood. To Violimte's presence »he 

woold summon her fether to hear the 

girl's story from her own lips. And Sefton 

likewise should be summoned, and there, 

face to face with the two women he liad 

wronged, he should be made to sign a 

deed of separation that would guarantee 

to his wife her freedom to the last hour of 

her life. ■

The mere thought of her possible release 

from bondsm set the blood dancing in her 

veinsi and brought back the colour to her 

cheek. ■

Franceses heard, with unconcealed 

amasement^ of the young lady's resolve. 

For a moment she said nothing. Then, 

pointing to Giomo, still lying on the grass 

with his hat tilted over his eves, she said 

that she must go and consult her son as to 

whether the thing were possible. ■

There had followed a short whispered 

colloquy between the two, at the end of 

which Francesca had come back, saying 

respectfully that if the young lady would 

trust herself to her guidance, she would 

conduct her safely to Alta Lauria. ■

Then had succeeded a necessary arrange- 

ment of plana Pippo was despatched to 

see if Captain Quivers were still patiently 

awaiting his bride in the street below, and 

Ida and Francesca, leaving the churchyard 

by its back entrance, had made their way 

along by-streets to the church of " Saint 

Mary, Star of the Sea," whither Pippo had 

directions to follow them. ■

It was in the church of "Saint Mary, 

Star of the Sea," that Ida, tearing a leaf 

from her note -book, had written the 

hurried line to her father which Pippo 

had carried to Glynde Lodge. ■

There, too, they had arranged the suc- 

cessive steps of their journey. Ida would 

travel alone to London, leaving by a train 

from Hastings station, not Saint Leonard's, 

where her maid was awaitinff her. An 

excursion train, Francesca said, left in an 

hour or so, and in the crowd and hurry 

that usually attends the departure of such 

a train, it was not likely that the quieUy- 

dressed young lady would attract attentioa ■

Once in London, with a thick veQ, a 

long cloak, and — ^necessary item 1— a full 

purse, no difficulties in the wav of a 

journey to South Italy had need to be 

anticipated. ■

CHAPTER XX. ■

Ida's spirit and determination held out 

as far as to Naples. Then the fatigue and 

excitement of the journey began to tell 

upon her, her strength gave way, and she 

was confined to her bed for nearly a week 

in the quiet hotel where she had talsen up 

herquartera ■

Throughout that week Francesca waited 

on her with unremitting attention and the 

respectful solicitude of an attached maid. ■

During the long hours of the wakeful 

nights the girl's resolution began some- 

what to waver, and she asked herself one 

or two questions, to which it was not 

easy to find satisfactory answers. Such 

as: ■
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Wm thii hurried flight and impetaotu 

aotion altogetiier the beet way of meetbg 

difEieuItiee which ehe could not deny the 

had brought upon herself % Would it not 

have been wiser to have taken time to 

consider the matter, and have called into 

counsel some older and wiser head than 

her own f ■

It seemed impossible, however, to 

answer these questions with eitlier a yea 

or a nay; so uie put them on one side, 

telling herself that she had gone too far to 

retreat now. It was altogether too late to 

think of retracing her steps.* It would 

seem puerile to her father and her friends 

if she were to return, having accomplished 

but half of her journey and her purpose. 

It would be, in fact, tantamount to a con- 

fession of her own inability to manage 

her own affairs; and she must be pre- 

pared to see them taken out of her hcrnds 

and managed for her. ■

So as soon as her strength rallied some- 

what^ she set off on the other half of her 

journey, making Francesca understand 

that the more quickly it was got through 

the better pleased she would be. ■

From Naples they went direct to Oosenza, 

and thence they diverged through a nest 

of small villages into the district dominated 

by the SUa Mountains, among which Alta 

Lauria is situated. ■

The country through which she travelled 

was new to her, and at any other time she 

would have been enchanted alike with its 

majestic grandeur and its desolation. Now, 

however, with the pressure of conflictbg 

thoughts distracting her, both were lost 

upon her. ■

Three days of continuous and tiring 

travel gave her her first view of the 

Palazzo of Alta Lauria, crushed in, as it 

were, between stupendous rocks, high over 

a well-wooded ravine, in which lay hidden 

aU that called itself the hamlet. ■

Yiolante having been warned by tele- 

gram from Naples of her intended visit, 

Ida confidently expected, so soon as 

the courtyard gates of the Palazzo opened 

to receive her, that there would be its gfrl- 

mistress awaiting her, and that wen 

together they womd exchange confidences 

and sympathy. ■

No such result ensued. She was ushered 

into a small, scantily furnished, and de- 

cidedly untidy room by a bare-legged 

peasant boy, and there Francesca left her to 

her own devices for nearly an hour, while 

she went to Yiolante's apartment 

The ill-kept exterior of the Palazzo did ■

not promise much in the wayof eoafoitfar 

its interior. Ida was newtiielfln ikrack 

with astonishment at the poverty uA 

disorder which on every side ptodiioed 

itseli A third-rate albei^ wodd biya 

supplied better entertafamiait ttum wu to 

fall to her lot during her lojoara in tbt 

ancient Palazzo. ■

Francesosi returning bom her long 

colloquy with her young mlstMi, apofe. 

gised somewhat for the eonditbii o( ttuop ; 

but then, she said, what would mbnt 

The honoured Maestro of the soon wii 

dead, and its young mistress— ib, ibe m 

so Ql, so Oil ShebadthooditfornoadDg; 

she could not even see thelSiif^Sipon 

— ^not that day, at least— bat to-moRew, 

next day, perhaps. Would the Signon 

have patience and wait a day or lo t ■

And then Francesca had anin dai;- 

peared, and. her place wai tusn byn 

untidy little maidi who apob in odd 

patois utterly unintelligible to Ida, nd 

seemed at a loss to undostind Idi'i 

Italian. ■

This was the case with the other Mmni 

of the housa They were bat few in 

number, and they one and sll praentad 

the appearance of untidv, ill-ediiatad 

peasants, assiuedly not that of tuiod 

domestics. And they one and al ipoke 

the odd mixture of Italian and Gnsk 

known as Oalabrese. ■

To add to the discomfort of fhewbok 

thing, the fare was of the coaneit lod 

most frugal, and the sleeping aecoDoo- 

dation corresponded in quahty. The room 

were small ; the heat was intoknUe; ih» 

buzzfag of the insects and die noM o^ 

the ci(^e alone were sufELdent to pnrent 

sleep. ■

On the third day after her aniral Ida 

began to feel that the jooiney so im- 

petuously undertaken was a miitib itom 

first to last, and bethought her of wxitiDg 

home to her father and Juliet itatJng tbe 

facts of the case, and explaining her reaiooB 

for not writing sooner. ■

Firsts however, she thought Bhewoold 

finally ascertain if there were anyUkeHhood 

of obtaining an interview with Yiolante. ■

To this end she despatched the ootidy 

little waiting-maid in search of Fnoeeiea, 

who had seemed oddly enough to hire pD" 

posely kept out of her way since the dajoj 

herarrivaL But before the Uttle maid codd 

have had time to deliver her men^ 

Francesca herself, agitated and weepg 

passionately, entered the room. ■

Yiolante was dying— coold w* ^ ■
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more than a week, if that — said the doctor, 

who had been haetOy sdmmoned from 

GofleDca. ■

She wished to see the Englishman who 

had broken faith with her once more, 

give him back his ring' with her own 

hand, and bid him an everlasting adieu. 

Wonld the Sfgnora send him a letter that 

would bring him without a moment's 

delay f ■

Ida at once consented to do so. To 

summon her husband and her father to 

the bedside of the dying girl would be one 

step in the programme she had planned. 

So she wrote a hurried line to her husband, 

and immediately after a second and longer 

letter to her father explaining matters, 

and begging him to accompany Sefton to 

AltaDmria. ■

Francesca did not see any necessity for 

posting the letter to Lord Quivers, so it 

was torn in iragments and tossed into the 

kitchen fira ■

The letter to Sefton, however, she care- 

fully sealed with Yiolante's ring in order to 

render it the more impressive, and then 

transmitted through the post to Oiomo, 

who, with Pippo, remained in Paris, keep- 

ing an eye on Captain Quivers. ■

CHAPTER XXL ■

To the last hour of his life Qlive wiU 

never forget that swift yet tedious journey 

to the soutii undertaken under such strange 

conditions. Had any one said to him only 

yesterday, " Out of tiie whole human race 

can you sbgle out your enemy t" he 

would at once have replied affirmatively 

with the name of Sefton Quivers. Tet 

here was he to-da^ pl^yiog the part of a 

sworn friend to this man, the part, indeed, 

that could be expected of none but a sworn 

friend, starting, at a moment's notice, on a 

quest out of which all he could hope to 

receive by way of payment would he the 

pleasure of looking upon another man's 

happiness. ■

For, stifle ihe thought as he mighty again 

and again would it present itself : " By-and- 

by you will have to stand by and see this 

husband and wife kiss each other on the 

lips, and join hands in reconciliation, and 

then nothing more will fall to your share 

but to drop out of their lives for ever." ■

During the long night hours of their 

journey, with lus nerves strung to their 

tightest, and his brain active in conjuring 

up terrors and horrible possibilities, Qlive 

tried to face this thought in its bare ■

hideousness, and, as it were, look it out of 

countenance. The effort was futile. Face 

it as much as he liked, he could never look 

away its ugliness. The mere endeavour to 

do so was something equivalent to runninff 

the point of a stUetto into his flesh, and 

crying out, " See here 1 The farther I 

send It in the less I shaU feel it" ■

Perhaps, after all, what gave the sting to 

these bitter thoughts was the knowledge 

of Sefton Calvenrs unworthiness. OUve's 

worst enemies had never accused him of 

priggishnessyhe had been known to stand up 

for more than one man who had, as the 

phrase goes, '* gone under," and plead " ex- 

tenuatbg circumstances " where moct men 

would have said " serve him ri^ht." Those, 

however, had been cases which had not 

come so nearly home to him. He had 

seen the unwoithiness of other men, he 

felt the unworthiness of Sefton Quivers— 

therein lay the whole of the difference. ■

It was not, then, surprising that with 

thoughts such as these he could throw 

but little warmth into his intercourse 

with the man to whom he had been thus 

suddenly called upon to act the comrade. ■

Sefton, on his part, showed no disposi- 

tion to bridge the distance between them. ■

His demeanour throughout the journey 

was gloomy and abstracted, broken now 

and again by sudden fits of stormy, 

reddess defiance, in which he talked a 

good deal about being a first-rate shot; 

and threatened to teach those skulking, 

cowardly vagabonds a sharp lesson. These 

fits, however, grew rarer as the journey 

progressed, and his demeanour became le«B 

that of a man nerving himself to meet a 

crisis with energy and decision, than of 

one compelling himself to stoicism and 

despair. ■

Qlive noting this change of manner set It 

down to the conviction — gainingstrength in 

Ms own mind— that it was to Ida's dying 

bed they had been summoned, and that the 

ring to be resigned was a wedding-ring 

which she judged ought never to have 

been placed upon her finger. ■

A wild, irrepressible feeling that could 

be called exultation compared with other 

moods fiUed his mind at the thought. To 

see Ida on her death-bed resigning a ring 

she had never prized to its unwoithy 

donor, would be to see her soul set free 

from bondage. That would be a sorrow 

tiiat became a joy beside the thought of a 

peace patched up between this uncongenial 

husband and wife, and years of dreary 

companionship to be passed together. ■
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"The fever is the greatest danger she 

rans, there oan be no other," he blurted 

oat once, impetaonaly, as he and Sefton 

paced the platform at Naples waitbg for 

the train that was to bear them on the latter 

half of their jonmey. " She is an English- 

woman^the daughter of an English peer. 

She is Btayfng in the honse of an Italian 

nobleman. Biey wonld never dare to offer 

her insult or even annoyance." ■

Sefton's reply contradicted eveiy one of 

his suppositions. ■

''To my mind," he said, gloomfly, 

" fever is the very least of her dangera 

Take the- facts of the case and judge for 

yourself. Supposing that you had offended 

past forgiveness, not one person only, but 

a whole community, a set of lawless, in- 

solent, ill-conditioned peoploi glad of any 

excuse to execute a vendetta— a vendetta, 

believe me, is far from being a thing of the 

past in ItaJy, in some places the anthori- 

ties take no notice whatever of its per- 

petration. Tell moi would you like the 

person who had partly been the cause of 

this offence to be planted in the midst of 

such a set of ruffians without any protection 

whatever t " ■

There could be but one answer to such 

a question, and for a few minutes there fell 

a pause, which the two men made busy 

with gloomy thoughts. ■

'<Then," said Clive, presently, <<you 

imagine Ida's letter to you was written 

under compulsion f I imagined it to 

be " ■

He broke off abruptly, remembering to 

whom he was talking. ■

The finish of his sentence would have 

been: ■

"The natural outburst of indignation 

that a high-spirited girl would feel at a 

sudden revelation of treachery." ■

** Perhaps written under compulsfon, or 

perhaps under persuasion, for they are a 

wily people these south Italians," answered 

Sefton. " But, in any case, however written, 

t serves their purpose ** ■

He broke off abruptly; his face, on 

which a gas-lamp overhead threw a flicker- 

ing l^ht^ showed white and rigid. ■

"What purposed" asked Olive, for 

Sefton's voice had an odd, jarring note in 

it ■

" Of a decoy," answered Sefton, shortly ; 

and then he turned on his heel, and Im 

CHve to ruminate over a new train of 

thought ■

It was a train of thought which stirred 

the very depths of his nature, and made ■

him feel that the angels of dnkssKiere 

coming about him m new duipei int. 

Great Heavens I The monsten wfthirhU 

the Oreek heroes did batde in old time 

were comely compared with theia ■

He rallied his forces, end nnlnd fco 

beat them down. ■

"I am a man," he eried, in nnt 

" There is such a thing as dnkyi ivffl 

sweep my heart dean of all ttoagkti 

rather thiui entertain sudi momtan u 

these. If danger threaten Oshn ItOl 

stand by him as if he were my (favert 

friend.' ■

And it so ehanced that at ttn very 

moment that Olive was mikiitt up Ui 

mind, in spite of all tenqytanni vA 

adverse circumstances, to liiten to tb 

voice of duty, Ida^ by another md, vii 

arriving at the conclusion that liie wiiin- 

tended to be someUiing other than a plij- 

ground where people could plndc flovm 

and chase butterflies to thdr hearW eon- 

tent ■

Death had speeded more qmddy onliis 

way to Alta Lamia than had tben 

travellers on theirs; and as the twonn 

stood waiting for their train at N^ 

Yiohnte's wayward, love -sick ioqI bid 

struggled forth from its worn andvi^ 

tenement. ■

Her eyes had been fixed upontbeioQi, 

waiting for it to open and adndt^nui 

who had played her so ill a tan, and bar 

ears had strained for the sound of ha foot- 

steps to her very last breath. ■

Francesca's grief took a strange im. 

She was a passionate, impetucoa wooid, 

apt to speak her thouffhts as thejnNm 

her mind, and noisy a&ke in grief lad in 

joy, yet when she stood beside the wluta, 

lifeless form, not a sound passed her lipi, 

not a tear stood in her eya ■

She went silently from the chamlNr of 

death to the room where Ida waiprepaiiag 

to go to rest for the night and lajfi&g hv 

hand on the girl's arm, said only: ■

" Come, see his work I " ■

Ida understood her, and aibntlf fol- 

lowed the way she led. ■

It was the first time the gui had enr 

stood beside a bed of death, and apeatiwe 

filled her soul as she stood lookbg down 

on the beautiful, rigid face, and dun htadi 

clasped as if in prayer. The pmt ^ 

administered the last rites of the Ohoob 

early in the day, and naught remaiDod to 

be done but to dress the maidsD ior bff 

last long sleep. ■

The great candles placed on eftber ^e ■
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of the bed bad not yet been lighted; 

nevertiheleifli the room was not dark. A 

glorions summer's moon, which filled in 

the window-panes with a landscape of sky 

and moontabi of surpassing grandeor, 

poured a flood of sUver Ugbt on Yiolante's 

gizM featoresy impressing apon them a 

sapematnral and spiritnal beauty that in 

life they had never known. ■

''How beautiful I Bow awful 1" ex- 

claimed Idik ■

Then, moved by a sudden impulse, and 

heedless of Francesca's presenee, she knelt 

down beside the dead girl, covering her 

face with her hands. ■

It was an act of homage — of submission 

alike to the. great law and to the greater 

Law-Oiver. ■

And as she knelt thus in that dread 

presence, with senses sealed to all outward 

thmgs, a rush of thoughts eame to her. ■

How vain seemed Ufa with its passions 

and longings 1 This girl was but one of 

thousands who, as it were, beat out their 

souls with their hopes and dreads^ Had 

not she herself been doing the same thing, 

though in another fashion f Were not 

her feet bent on running much the same 

course? Where would It land her at 

last? To gratify her pride — her dignity, 

as she had called it — ^had she not in a 

moment of passion tossed all her solemnly- 

imdertaken obligations to the four winds 

of heaven 1 ■

Now when Death came to her side — as 

come he must — with his weights and 

scales, how light and poor a thing that 

pride and dignity would seem 1 Ah, how 

poor and contemptible everything in life 

would seem, except that which, begun in 

Time, finds its fruition in Eternity — 

duty! ■

CHAPTER XXn. ■

The news of Yiolante's death met Clive 

and Sef ton at Garino, one of the nest of 

little villages they had to pass through on 

their way to the Sila Mountains. ■

From Naples they had travelled to 

Boffaloria direct, there they had changed 

trains for Cosenza, and at Gosenza they 

had again changed for Car^no, a tiny place 

that had been half-wrecked by the earth- 

quake of 1870. ■

Tliey arrived here in the middle of the 

night, and found the one little inn astir to 

meet the arrival of passengers by that 

train. The landlord, an energetic little 

nuui, was profnsb in his recommendation 

of hifl sleeping accommodation, which he ■

said had been expressly arranged to meet 

the requirements of English travellers. ■

Clive and Sefton had, however, taken all 

the sleep they intended to take as they had 

jolted in their train over the marshes and 

across the plains of tamarisk. ■

Supper they must have— yes, that was a 

necessity ; and abo provisions must be put 

together for their tramp through the Sik 

Mountains. Also mules and guides must 

be found for them ; but beyond this they 

would not trouble , the landlord of the i 

albergo. ■

While the little man busied himself in 

cairying out their directions in these 

respects, the two men arranged their plans 

for the continuation of their journey. ■

Sefton, who had travelled the same 

road before, laid down the law on the 

matter. ■

"The sooner we start the better," he 

said, <'if we wish to reach Alta Lauria 

before nightfall It is at least twelve 

hours from here on the best of mules. We 

have over six thousand feet to mount ; the 

mountain paths are atrocious ; we can't do 

with less tiian two mules eacL" ■

**And we have to think of the return 

journey," said Clive. << If Ida should be 

well, and able to travel, the less delay in 

getting back the better.'* ■

He spoke moodily. The nearer it came, 

the harder seemed the necessity of seeing 

Sefton and Ida side by side as husband 

and wife once more. ■

Sefton did not for the moment reply. 

When his answer came, it was a gloomy 

one. % ■

" Let the return journey alone," he said ; 

(* the getting there is aU we can think of 

now. It wSl be impossible to arrange the 

details of (our return till we know what 

awaits us there." ■

The landlord came in to announce that 

he had succeeded in procuring for them 

two of the best guides the district could 

supply — Ditta and Andrea CapellL He 

had sent and roused them up from their 

deep, and they would be ready to start so 

soon as the sun rose. But the mules 1 

There were only two in the place that a 

gentieman could ride, and one of these had 

lamed himself only yesterday, and would 

be fit for nothing for more than a week. 

He would have to send aU round in search 

of others. Now would the gentiemen be 

pleased to wait and rest while he di 

sof ■

And then, to deprecate the angry 

I impatience which he could see in the ■
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fac6fl of his guests, the little man pro- 

ceeded to retail a few aciaps of goaaip which 

he thought might be likely to intereet 

them. ■

The gentlemen were going to Alta 

Laoria — to tixe Palazzo, not a donbt. 

Now had they heard the sad news which 

had been told him only yesterday night, 

that the Marchese's only daughter was 

dead! The Marchese himself had died 

only a year or so ago, and now his daughter 

was dead. Was it not sadf And the 

Palazzo and all the Marchese's land would 

go now to a distant relatitve who had been 

born and brought up in Naples, and knew 

nothing of Calabria and its people. ■

Violante dead 1 Softon's face grew 

whita He rose a little unsteadily from the 

table and walked away to the window. ■

The landlord seemed to feel that he had 

somehow conveyed unwelcome news, and, 

after asking Giive if he would like to see 

the guides so soon as they arrired, he dis- 

creetly left the room. ■

Olive drew a long breath. ■

'' This explains Ida's letter,"he exclaimed. 

And at tibe moment he could not have 

said whether the thought brought him the 

most of joy or of pain. ■

Sefton made no reply. He was standing 

at the half-open casement, his head thrown 

back, his arms folded on his breast, his 

eyes, with a strange, unseeing look in them, 

fixed upon the distant landscape. ■

The inn stood on rocks a little above 

the small cluster of houses dignified by the 

title of village. Below these the valley lay 

in depths of purple # gloom; straight in 

front towered the ridges of La Sila, crag 

over crag, spire over spire, till they lost 

themselves in the clouds. ■

The moon had set, and above these 

fantastic crags and spires faintly showed 

the beautifu] white fight which precedes 

the dawn. ■

On this Sefton's unseeing eyes seemed 

fixed. ■

A remark which he presently made 

seemed to show that he was following a 

duions train of thought ■

"I dare say, after all," he said, in a 

vague, dreamy tone, "a man never gets 

any one to love him better than his 

mother does. Now if anything were to 

happen to me, no one would grieve for me 

like my poor old mother ) " ■

Assuredly Oaptain Culvers's late .as- 

sociates at No. 15, Bue Vervien, would 

have found some difficulty in iden- 

tifying this absent, gloomy man, with ■

their d6bonnaire if somewhat haughty 

panion of two or three days back. ■

Olive was puzzled. What did this new 

mood taking possession of the man mean t 

The entrance of the guides— the brothaa 

Oapelli — at this moment prevented 

further talk. ■

They presented a somewhat forodons 

appearance with their guns and tall, 

brigand hats. Their faees, however, wete 

prepossessbg, their maimer respectfuL The 

elder brother, Ditta, was a man of about 

forty years of age, Andrea some mx or 

eight years younger. ■

Sefton interrogated them as to thsir 

knowledge of tl^ mountain psases, smd 

whether it would be possible to ardve 

at Alta L&uria before nIghtfalL ■

They shrugged their shoulders. If they 

set off at once it would be possible ; biU 

where there were mules to find I And 

then they shrugged their shoulders agafa. ■

Olive, standing near the open wmdow, 

had his attention for a moment diveirted 

from these men by a voice which reached 

his ear coming up out of the darkness ia 

the courtyard below. ■

"Have those Englishmen gone on yet^' 

it said, **or do they stay here tor aim- 

riser' ■

The landlord's voice replied telSng tt» 

story of the search for mules, and that most 

probably the travellers woidd be delayed 

for an hour or sa ■

Then followed an animated ooUoquy— 

sympathy on one side, complaint on the 

other — respecting the hard £ate of inn- 

keepers who had to keep their houses <^md 

all day and all night to meet the uncertain 

hours of the trains. ■

Olive, leaning slightly forward, saw a 

man emerge from the oourtyard, and ton 

his steps towards the road that wound 

upward to the mountains. He cooUl 

just make out in the semi-darknesa that 

his figure was young and slight^ and that he 

carried a gun. ■

Knowing the fondness for gossip wUeh 

exists in Italian villages, he lud no streaa 

upon the circumstance. ■

L%ter OD, however, it was to be reesUed 

to his memory. ■

CHAPTER XXm. ■

The delay in procuring the moles re- 

tarded their joumev by three or four hom^ 

and in spite of then urgenqr, and the offnr 

of double and treble pay alike to lanAnd 

and muleteers, Olive and Sefton did not ■
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get away from the inn tUI close npon eight 

o'clock that morning. ■

By noon, however, thanks to the good 

pace of the animalB when foond, they 

succeeded in reaching the pasture table- 

lands of La Sfla, which in tiie sommer is 

the scene of a vast migration of shepherds 

and their flocks from the plains below. ■

The hour of Ave Maria found these 

plains with their meandering streams and 

shadowy beech forests some three thousand 

feet below them, and entirely hidden from 

their view by the intervening perpendicular 

rocks. ■

A white pebbly finmara, or dry torrent 

coarse, then became their road. It 

wound away steadily upward for some 

three or four mQes ; the rocks on either 

side of it closing in, near and nearer the 

higher they went^ until at length little 

more than a broad ribbon of blue sky 

seemed left to them overhead. ■

Landscape there was none. Where the 

sharp perpendicular rocks on either side 

split, as it were, and the eye wandered 

there for a glimpse of surroxmding scenery, 

or, as in the case of Glive and Sefton, in 

hopes of catching a distant view of Alta 

Lauria^ it was met only by other sharp per- 

pendicular rocks, or perhaps by some ravine 

choked with earthquake-riven blocks of 

granite ; or some yawning chasm showing 

black now in the fading daylight. ■

And everywhere suence, solitude — ^in- 

tense, profoxmd. It seemed a place for 

shades and ghosts to wander in, rather 

than men endowed with senses that loved 

light and colour, glow and variety in 

beauty. ■

'< They're taking us all right, I suppose ; 

this path seems endless," said Olive, 

addressing Sefton in English. ■

Sefton made no reply. He had des- 

cended from his mule, which he was leading 

over a rough part of the road. His head 

was bent, he seemed lost in thought. ■

So Clive addressed an equivalent ques- 

tion in Italian to Ditta. ■

*' How much more of this ) How many 

kUos t " he asked. ■

The man shrugged his shoulders, and 

answered that another two hours would 

bring them in sight of Alta Lauria.- ■

After all, hours measured their road 

better than kilos. Their day's march, so 

far, conld have been accomplished in less 

than half the time along an Englbh 

coantry road. ■

It would have been useless to deny, 

young and muscular though they were, that ■

the fatigue of their day's mountaineering 

following on the heels of their rapid 

travelling from Paris was beginniog to tell 

on them. ■

Olive noticed that during the last two 

hours of this seemingly endless pass, 

Sef ton's brandy-flask went very ofteoi to 

his lips. ■

Their strip of blue sky overhead 

presently told them that the sun was 

setting, the deep, level blue catching all 

sorts of wondrous tints, changeful, os- 

cillating, undefinable as the colours in a 

dove's wing. ■

Then these, too, in their turn vanished, 

leaving what had been level blue before 

level erey now, deepening in parts into the 

night Dlue of an Italian sky. ■

And then a slow, white radiance spread- 

ing athwart this, told them that the moon 

IumI risen. ■

Straight in front of them their path 

took a sudden sharp curva ■

Sefton and Olive were walking side by 

side now, and the guides were following 

with the four mules. ■

" When we round that curve we get in 

sight of Alta Lauria," said Sefton. ■

He stood still for a moment, leaning his 

back against a huge block of granite which 

might have suggested the thought that the 

Titans, when building the mountains, 

had let fall one of their bricks. ■

•'Better mounts" said Glive; "you're 

getting footsore." ■

Daring this, the last day of their journey 

togeUier, his heart had softened towards 

Us companion in a way that^ taking all 

things into, consideration, seemed even to 

himself unaccountabla ■

Sefton, however, had no intention of 

moxmting. He let the guides with thefr 

mules pass on ahead, then he lowered his 

voice fldmost to a whisper. ■

" Bedway," he said, '' I've been thlnkmg 

over a good many things during the last 

half-hour, and I've come to the conclusion 

that it'll be of no use for either of us to 

show fight" ■

'* Show fight! Where, when, howt" 

asked Olive, looking all round as if in 

search of some hidden foe, and feeling 

instinctively for his revolver. ■

« That'll be of no use to you," said 

Sefton, noting the movement ; <' if one of 

those skulking cowards attacks us there'll be 

at least half-a-dozen in hiding to back him ■

up. Besides " here he broke off with a ■

short laugh, ** we won't have unnecessary 

bloodshed. Thej'd rather not touch you ■
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if it can be helped — it's me — mj life they 

want — ^not yours." ■

« Whj most there be any attacking ? '' 

said Ohva '*WeVe got so far on onr 

jonmey nnmoleited. ^taLanria is almost 

in sight now. There's no sign of any one 

aknlUng about'' ■

His eye scanned the rocks right and left 

of him as he ended his sentence. ■

"They wouldn't be such fools as to 

attack us here," replied Sefton ; " there's 

no hiding-place out of which they could 

take sure aim. It would be a case of fair 

fight, man to man, face to face. No, wait 

tm we've rounded that point there, straight 

shead of us, and you'll see what I meaa" ■

Cliye suddenly paused, looking Sefton 

straight in the face. ■

«Do you suppose/' he cried, with a 

fierce impetuosity for which the other was 

not prepared, ** that I've travelled with you 

side by side all these miles, and then 

intend to stand by and see you butchered ? 

Do you imagine I've brought my revolver 

for nothing!" ■

Sefton grew ezdted also. ■

''That's it," he cried. "I knew that 

was in your mind. It would be madness 

— sheer madness for you to attempt that 

sort of thing. Supposing you put a bullet 

into a man, what then) There'd be a 

dozen knives out at you at once. And 

then what becomes of Ida 1 " ■

That was a question not easy to answer. 

Olive remained silent. ■

Sefton went on : ■

'' What are those fellows in front good 

for? Would they go on to the Palazzo 

and be a safe conduct for Ida back to 

England t No. They'd just run away as 

fast as their legs would carry them, or else 

fraternise with the scoundrels vpiio had 

knocked us over. No, you must do as I 

tell you. Promise me." ■

There fell a long silence. The crack of 

the whips of ttie muleteers, their loud- 

voiced "Hola» huepel" to the animals, 

together wUii a jangling of bells, broke the 

intense stillness ; but there came never a 

word from Olive. ■

Sefton went on impetuously as before. ■

" I want your word of honour — ^nothine 

else will satidy me — ^that if I am attacked 

you won't show fight, but will push 

straight on with the guides to the Palazso, 

demand to see Ida, and then not trust her 

out of your sight till you get dear of this 

accursed hole. Will you do thisi — give 

me your word of honour that you will." ■

« Upon my life, Oulvers, I can't," Olive ■

exclaimed, vehemently, "or if I did, It 

would be of no use. Tm confident if I 

saw a rifle pointed at you, or a knife 

raised, I should forget all about my word 

of honour, and out with my revolver at 

once." ■

The two men had again come to a stand- 

still in the narrow pass, and were now 

facing each other. On their rigjht hand 

the rocks rose straight and dieer, with 

never a break in them; on thdrlaftahnge 

rift let in a gleam of the fast-iulnig twi- 

light, showed a vista of fantastic yet ^tiU 

perpendicular rocks bevond, showed, too, 

the deep black chasm that their paftk was 

skirting. ■

''What is your revolver liket" asked 

Sefioa <* Six-chambered, I suppose t " ■

Olive, thinking that he was weighing 

the diances of its bdng of use to them, 

drew it from his pocket and handed it to ■

**It's simply perfect I know of no 

better make," he said. ■

Sefton looked at it critically, then he 

made a step towards the rift in the rodn 

which let in the twHybi^ as if to get a 

better view of the toy-like weapon. ■

And then, before Olive oould realiBe 

what was in his mind, he had leaned over 

the blocks and boulders which aepsnjked 

their path from the predpice it Bkirted. and 

the revolver was flung into the darlrnfeH of 

the chasuL ■

Olive turned upon him furiondy. ■

" You'd no right to do such a things" he 

cried; *'it was treacherous of yoa At 

least you should have given me a choioe hi 

the matter." ■

Sefton, for once in his life, met anger 

with calmness. ■

" I tell you you have no choice in the 

matter — the choice remains with me^ and I 

have made it Try and face the Xaet that 

we are in a podtion in which weapons are 

of no use to us. If we are not attackad^ 

wdl and good, we don't require oar re- 

volvers; if we are, all your revolver would 

do would be to sign your own dm&r 

warrant, it wouldn't save mv life. Whan 

we round that pomt, as I told yoa beloxe^ 

you'll see what I mean. Don't yoa see^ 

man, what deadly earnest I am in t * ■

And "deadly earnest" was written on 

his white face^ set teeth, and nigid, 

knotted brow as plainly as it could well 

be. ■

Then, in a aOence that ndther id tibe 

two men were in the mood to break, 

they made the rest of the distance that Isy ■
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between them and the sharp oorve of the 

rocks. ■

When they rounded that curve Glive 

saw in a moment what Sefton had meant ■

The narrow monntain pass came to an 

end there, and the path wound steadfly 

downwards into a dark, well-wooded ravine, 

in which lay hidden all that called itself 

the village of Alta Lauria. High over 

this ravine, on the farther side, straight in 

front of them, stood the Palazzo, crashed 

and squeezed, as it were, into a nest of 

whitely-gleaming rocks. ■

Higher stiU, over the Palazzo itself, 

hung a great, white, staring moon, cutting 

into sharp relief against l£e lucent night 

sky every fantastic eras and turret of the 

uppermost heights, and piling its shadows 

upon the dark, wooded ravine, till it 

showed like the Valley of the Shadow of 

Death itself. ■

And the path at the head of which 

Sefton and Glive now stood led straight 

into it. ■

A hare, pebbly path it ran for about 

twenty yards or so, then it sloped gradually 

downwards into what seemml a wood of 

ilex and wDd olive, and where the only 

road appeared to be that which wayfarers 

themselves had trampled down into the 

semblance of one. ■

Ditta brought his mules to a standstill, 

to ask if the gentlemen would like to 

mount, or would they rather walk through 

the wood, and mount at the fartlier end. ■

"How far does this wood go — how 

many kilos ) " questioned Glive, trying to 

ganee the danger that might threaten now. ■

The man replied that it was something 

over two kilos ; that it was easier to walk 

it, as there was so much scrubby under- 

wood, in which the mules were apt to get 

entangled. On the other side the road 

grew rocky and steep once more, and then 

it mifldit bis as weU to mount. ■

<• We'll walk;' said Sefton, with great 

decision. " Mules would be no good to us 

in that tangle." ■

The muleteers went on ahead once more, 

with their cracking whips, and "holas," 

and ^'huepes," urging on their tired 

animals, till together theydisappeared amid 

the shadows of the ilexes and wQd olives. ■

Was it fancy, Clive asked himself, or 

did there come, together with the shouts 

and cracking of wmps, a sound of move- 

menti of trampling from out the shadowy 

depths of the wood, that seemed some- 

thing other than the tramp of the moles 

and the muleteers f ■

Sefton heard it, not a doubt. With a 

sudden, impetuous bound he dashed ahead 

of Glive some half-dozen yuds, then came 

to a standstill. ■

The moon lighted up lus set. white face 

as he turned it towards the edge of the 

wood whence the sound had seemed to 

come. ■

''Here, you fellows in hiding there!" 

he cried in Italian, in a loud, ringing 

voice; "Tm a soldier, and an English- 

man I If you want my life put a bullet 

into me I Don't rush out at me with your 

confounded butchers' knives as if I were a 

dieep ! " ■

Swift and sharp there came the answer 

he expected; the dick of a rifle, the 

whizzing of a bullet, and Sefton Gnlvers 

fell a dMd man at Olive's very feet ■

CHAPTER XXIV. ■

"Gome into the garden, Ida, just for 

ten minutes, before it gets dark," said 

Juliet, leading the way, as die spoke, 

through the open French window into the 

shadowy garden. *'0h, father and Peggy 

will entertain each other right enough; 

one will go to sleep in one comer, and one 

in the other, I dare say. Fve ever so 

much to say to you. I hardly know where 

to begin." ■

It was Ida's first day at home after a 

lengthened absence. Two years had 

passed since the tragedy in the Galabrian 

mountains, which hid made her a widow, 

and had avenged Yiolante's broken 

heart ■

And the whole of those two years, with 

but brief interludes^ Ida had passed in 

Devon with Sefton's aged mother, minister- 

ing to her as a daughter might, and doing 

her utmost to render her dosing days days 

of peace, if not of happinesa Not until 

the aged sufferer had passed away to her 

rest Sd Ida consider her obligations to 

her at an end, and return to her hotaie. ■

In all respects, during those two years, 

Ida had carried herself as a widow might 

— a widow, too, whose consdence was not 

altogether dear of remorse. ■

For, reason with herself as die mi^ht, 

she could not divest her mind of the idea 

that she herself had been instrumental in 

bringing about her husband's death. ■

The terrible night when Francesca 

sternly summoned ner to Uie gates of the 

Palazzo " to receive her husband," and she 

stood there to see lus lifeless body brought 

in by the two muleteers, seemed printed on ■
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her memory in coloars that ooold never 

fade. ■

Her remorse had preyed upon her 

heavily, and had sent her down into 

Devon to lead a life from which she 

rigoroosly ezclnded all the fun and frolic 

in which hitherto she and Juliet had gone 

shares. ■

And not once daring the whole of 

those two years had she and Olive met or 

exchanged a letter. ■

At Naples, by her wish, they had 

parted with scarce a word of leave-taking. 

She^ had gone with her husband's body 

straight to his home in Devon; ana 

he had remained in Italy^ doing his utmost 

to facilitate the discovery of the murderer 

by the offer of large rewards alike to 

the police and to the peasantry of the 

district. ■

It was all in vain, however. The bullet 

could be traced to no one of the party of 

men who had gone forth with their guns 

in the gloom of that summer night. ■

Off and on Juliet had spoken her mind 

very freely to Ida about what she called 

her " conventual life." ■

«Oome home for a time," she had 

written to her, '* and let us just for a week 

or two make believe to be young and light- 

hearted girls once more." ■

And aeain and again in blunt, sisterly 

fashion she had attacked Ida's resolution 

to hold no communication whatever with 

Oliva ■

"Even supposing," she had written, 

"that yon have ruined one man's life — a 

fact I by no means admit— I don't see that 

that is a reason why you should ruin 

another man's. Use your common sense, ■

my dear There'll have to be some ■

plain speaking between you and me sooner 

or later." ■

Juliet's remonstrances, however, had ■

, been all in vain. Ida had held to her ■

. purpose, and it was not until death had ■

released her from her obligations to ■

Sefton's desolate mother, that Juliet found ■

her opportunity for *' plain speaking." ■

She bad seized it so soon as Ida had 

entered the house. ■

'* You'll please to sit down in white to 

dinner to-idght, not in that ugly black 

dress," she had said, minutely criticising 

her sister^s toilette. ■

And when Ida had yielded compliance, 

and had gone back to her room to don the 

white gown, she had found waiting for her 

a half-wreath of wine-red roses, which 

Juliet herself had twined, and which she ■

insisted that her sister should wear aa a 

throatlet. ■

So soon as dinner had come (o aa 

end, she had, as she phrased it — whan 

telling the story to Goody aftorwaids— 

"hunted" Ida out of the dmwing-room 

into the shadowy garden, as the^ more 

appropriate place in which to beg;in her 

plain speaking. ■

In most characteristic fashionit was begun. ■

For a few minutes the two had wandered 

in silence down a by-walk, where beds^ of 

heavily-scented camationB wera "gfving 

back to the earth in fragrance all tbmt 

they had taken out of it in nourtshment ** ; 

and where tall marguerites wm ihlidiig 

like so many stars from out their miat-llka 

foliage. Then Juliet suddenly announced, 

with a heavy sigh, that she felt h^Eself to 

be '' a blot upon the faee of creaiioiL" ■

Ida started. ■

" A blot I " she exclaimed. ■

" Yes. I feel— to speak poetically— ss 

if I were a flower without its scent ; or a 

star without its light. Or — to spesk 

prosaically — as if I were a oow withom 

its horns; a gnat without its ating; a 

table without its legs ; a dish with notiiiiig 

upon it 1 " ■

<' All tbatl" cried Ida. "What a con- 

glomeration of experiences 1 " ■

« I haven't tuJf done yet. Or a pen . 

without nibs; a pendl without lead ; a pm I 

without a head ; a needle without an eye ; I ■

" Ob, sum it up in a word, and be dona 

with it, Juliet I" ■

'* Welly then, in a word, ■ my ocenpa- 

tion's gone 1 ' During the two yean you 

have been away, and things have been so 

slow, I have improved the occasion to the 

best of my abilities. I have tamed Peggy 

utterly, and have reduced fisther to a state 

of abject submission; and now the raison 

d'etre of my own existence has come to an 

end." ■

" I should get another raison d'^tre^ and 

go on living, if I were yon. What about 

Arthur Glynde?" said Ida, archly. "Is 

he as utterly tamed and subjoj^ited as 

father and Peggy 1 " ■

Juliet stooped and gathered a long fern- 

frond, which she waved In front oi Ida 

and herself to keep off the dancing twilight 

gnats. ■

*' It doesn't in the least matter to me 

what Arthur Glynde Is or Is notk" ahe 

answered, sentimentally. " When we next 

meet we shall require an introdnetiQa to 

each other." ■
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"JuUet!" ■

^I mean it. We shall have passed 

entirely out of each other's recollection. 

IVe told him that I never wish to see him ■

again nntfl " ■

"Oh, Juliet," intermpted Ida, in great 

agitation, *< don't say thatl Ton can't 

mean it. Pray, pray, my darling, don't 

trifle with yonr happiness — ^with hiEi 1 " ■

She spoke vehemently. The davs when 

she herself might have talked in the same 

wilful fashion had long since gone by. 

She had leamt at what a cost wilfalnesB 

mkht be gratified, and she trembled lest 

JnBet might bay her experience in a 

similar manner. ■

*'Toa won't let me finish what I was 

going to say," said Juliet, pathetically. 

"I told him I didn't wish to see him 

again antH the day I fixed my wedding- 

day." 

Ida drew a long breath of relief. 

''That will be soon, dear, won't itf 

Annt Sefbon's death need not prevent a 

qniet, a very quiet wedding." 

Juliet shook her head. 

'* When Arthur and I meet again he will 

be thinking of going into a chnrchyard, 

not into a church to be married. He'll 

be bald, with a high, shiny head, and grey 

whiskers, and he'll think a great deal 

more of his cook than he does of his tailor. 

And I shall be stout, and wear glasses, 

and a cap, and a great grey chignoa And 

I shall be ' given u^ to works of charity ' 

— agoing out * slumming' in the East "End 

of London ; be perpetually writing to the 

newspapers for money to give the babies 

in Bethnal Qreen a day of fresh air ; or ■

"Oh, have mercy, Juliet! Why and 

wherefore is all this to come about ) " ■

''The why and wherefore can be put 

into a nutshell," answered Jdiet, with 

great solemnity of manner. *'I told 

Arthur — and he knows I mean it — that I 

would never — ^never fix my wedding-day 

till you fixed yours. Now do you under- 

stand why Arthur and I will need an 

introduction to each other when next we 

meet % " ■

" Oh, Juliet, you pain me I " cried Ida. 

And then, for a few minutes, there fell a 

silence between the sisters. ■

As they walked thus side by side in the 

gloaming, it was easy to note we difference 

that two years of a diverse experience had 

wrought in each. Juliet had blossomed 

into the very perfection of her delicate, 

dainty beauty, her colouring of eye, lip, ■

cheek, was at its freshest and best^ and it 

would have been difficult to have found a 

more perfect model for an embodiment of 

the goddess of perpetual youth and 

beauty. ■

Not so Ida. In the two years that had 

passed she had lived ton, and her face 

showed it. Her beauty of feature remained, 

but it was a beauty of outline, not of 

colour and ever-varyiilg tint. No one 

would take her for Juliets twin^sistor now, 

no one would ask her to stand as a model 

for the goddess of perpetual youth, al- 

though she might well have |>osed as a 

classic embodiment of stately dignity. ■

As they had talked they had wandered to 

the edge of the garden, and were now 

brought to a standstill by the little iron 

gate which separated it from the park. ■

It was a glorious evening. July was at 

its greenest and best The sun had gone, 

the after-glow was dying, in a wonderful 

succession of opaline lints, into a pale 

green sky that wrew into bold and sombre 

relief the grand old oaks and elms of the 

^rk. The air was alive with insect life. 

Birds were fluting to each other daintily 

and dreamily from out their leafy hiding- 

places, and ever and anon the rustle of the 

bracken below told that the rabbits were 

astir for their evening gambols. ■

It was the time, the place for confidences. 

Juliet felt it, and was the first to break 

the silence. ■

*'I wish," she said, speaking very 

slowly as if she were thinking out her 

thoughts as she spoke them, "that you 

would tell me what it is poor Clive has 

done that you should keep him at arm's 

length as you dol Why won't you see 

himl" ■

Ida's pale face grew a shade paler. ■

"Tou pain me in asking tiiese ques- 

tions," she said, in a low tone ; " don't you 

know I have begged you again and again 

never to allude to the past t " ■

*< Yes ; but here's the difficulty 1 I can't 

allude to my fatnre without alluding to 

your past I've told you over and over 

again, and I thoroughly mean it, that to 

the very end of my me I intend to be your 

shadow. If you die an old maid, I shall 

die an old maid. If you marry, I will 

marry — same day, same church, everything 

precisely the same, except the bridegroom." ■

Ida's eyes swam with tears. ■

" My darling," she 'said, brokenly, " your 

future wOl, I hope, be a far brighter one 

than mine. Yon haven't that on your 

conscience that I have on mine." ■
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"Ab, well, there's one thlDg, at any 

rate, I wouldn't have on my conscience if 

I were yon, and that h the responsibility 

of rdmng Olive Bedway's health and 

happiness. He looked f rig^tf ally ill when 

I saw him last week/' ■

"Dll" ■

" Oh| yes ; half-way into a decline. He 

said be was going away, and I suppose it 

is to Madeira where all the consamptive 

people go. And I dare say he'll never ■

Set there, bat will die on the voyage, and e buried in the sea." ■

A ffreat tear fell on Juliet's hand as it 

rested on the rail of the iron gate. Juliet 

felt that her words were telling, and went 

on even more energetically. ■

" And he has a mother, yoa know, and 

she's not so young as she was, and I dare 

say itll kill her as well And she's such 

a darling— has such a lovely smile, and 

such beautiful white hair " ■

<< Oh stop, stop, Juliet, I can't stand it I " ■

•< Oh, well, if yoa can't bear to talk 

about it, how will they bear to do it— die, 

I mean?" said Jalieti with a little confusion 

of meaning. " And what poor Mr. Bedway 

will do, with his wife and son both dead, I 

can't imagine. Why, his life won't be 

worth having, and I dare say he'll do 

sometliing foolish — marry again, or go to 

the Arctic regions and shoot Esquimaux — 

refaideer, I mean " ■

<' Juliet," interrupted Ida, '*tell me 

honestly, is Olive ill, or looking ill f Don't 

torture me in this way." ■

Juliet gave a little laugL ■

'*You can judge for yourself, if you 

like," she said, calmly. *'Do you see that 

dark figure coming towards us from under 

the beeches! That is Olive Bedway." ■

"Juliet I this is your doing," cried Ida, 

indignantly. ■

"Why, of course," answered Juliet, un- 

abashed. "I should be very angry if it 

were any one else'a Since I have put 

father and Peggr into their right places, 

I do all the inviting that has to be done. 

Young men and maidens, old men and 

duldren — ^none of them dare come near 

the house unless I invite them." ■

And before Ida had time to recover 

from her surprise, Juliet had disappeared, 

and ^ere was Olive leaning over the 

gate, looking down into her eyes, and 

saying: ■

" I have come for the last time to learn 

my fate. Will you give me five minutes ■

—just five minutes — I don't ask lor 

more f " ■

"Loveis' hours are long, though aeeming 

short" Lady Oulvers, with a start, 

awakened from her after-dinner napj and 

looked up at the dock on a eomer 

bracket Its hands pointed to half-past 

t?^ I That could not possibly be the 

hour. She rubbed her eyes, doabting 

their evidence. ■

« No, that's not the right time," nU 

Juliet, coming out of a shadowy eomer of 

the room. "Time was going so skwJy I 

thought I'd jog it on a little, and so put 

the hands forward an hour, or so." ■

<*My dear lovel Then wliat ii the 

time) And where is Ida t" ■

** Well, judging from my own feelings, 

I should think it was going on for sionziseL 

I seem to have been nttinff here for lisU 

a day, at least, doing notmng." ■

"And on the tip-toe of ezpeetatioo," 

she added to herself, sotto voce. ■

"But where— where is Idal" repeated 

Lady Oulvers. ■

And Lord Oulvers, entering the room at 

that moment, echoed her queetioii. ■

" Ida at the present moment," answend 

the ever-ready Juliet, *'iB engaged witb s j 

professor of dancing — to wnom I tele- \ 

graphed this momins — making aimge- 

ments for a course of lessons in the Seoich 

reel, which is generally danced at Iriali 

funerals. I left them in the garden to- 

gether. Possibly, when they've amnged 

terms, they'll come in hand fai hftnd." ■

She walked to the window as she 

finished speaking, and shadowing her eyes 

with her hand to shut out the lamp-light, 

looked a-down the dim walks. ■

Bird-notes had ceased now ; the mother- 

o'-pearl sky had given place to the aapphiie- 

blue of night A moon in eresoent had 

risen high above the trees in the park, 

and *' dimly rained about each leaf twi- 

h'ghts of auy silver." Two figmes 

emerging from a side-walk, and 

for the patch of light whidi the drswrng* 

room window threw upon the tenaea. ■

Juliet, with a bound, went to meet \3b«aL ■

*< Where is Lord Oulversf " asked CUve, 

with a ring in his voice that had not been 

there for many a day past ■

»< Juliet," whispered Ida, tremulonflly, 

''since you will be my shadow, send tsa 

Arthur Qlynde, and fix your wedding-day 

at once I " ■
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